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Preface
As Cognitive Science has matured over the years, it has broadened its scope in order to address fundamental issues of
cognition embedded within culturally, socially, and technologically rich environments while retaining its primary
emphasis towards understanding the nature of cognition. The Sixteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
Society aimed at broad coverage of the m a n y topics, methodologies, and disciplines that comprise Cognitive
Science. T h e conference highlighted new ideas, theories, methods and results in a wide nuige of research areas
relating to cogniticMi. M u c h of the presented research cut across traditional disciplinary boundaries.
The conference was held August 13-16,1994, at the Georgia Institute of Technology, located in the heart of Atlanta.
SessicMis were held in Georgia Tech's Student Center Complex, with plenary talks in Georgia Tech's n e w 1200-seat
Theater for the Arts, which was recently the site of the 1992 Vice-Presidential Debate. T h e city of Atlanta, which
has been listed in the Places Rated Almanac as one of the most livable cities in the nation, is host to m a n y events of
international interest, including the 1988 Democratic National Convention, the 1994 Super B o w l , and the
Centennial Olympic G a m e s in 1996. The 1994 Cognitive Science conference attractedresearchersfrom more than
twenty countries, representing the complete range of disciplinary and interdisciplinary activities that comprise
m o d e m Cognitive Science.
The conference featured a keynote address by David Woods, and plenary addresses by Lila Gleitman, Mike Pazzani,
and Walter Schneider, with invited discussants lending additional perspective. The technical program consisted of
research presentations that were rigorously reviewed with respect to several criteria, including originality, quality, and
significance ofresearch,relevance to a broad audience of cognitive scienceresearchers,and clarity of presentation. O f
the 323 submissions received, 165 were accepted for presentation and publication in the conference proceedings.
Topical sessions included:
Analogy Perception
Analogical Reasoning
Belief Modeling
Brain Modeling
Categorization
Collaborative Problem Solving
Foundations
Language Acquisition
Learning
Mental Models
Natural Language

Problem Solving
Reasoning
Representation in Connectionist Networks
Sentence Processing
Situated Natural Language
Speech
Syntactic Processing
Visual Perception
Visual Reasoning

These sessions were of three kinds. Talk sessions provided an opportunity for researchers to present their work via a
brief seminar followed by a question-and-answer session. Topical poster sessions grouped related papers into a
focussed poster session; individual interactions were followed by a panel discussion moderated by an invited
discussant A n evening poster session include a broad range of topics providing diversity and individualized
discussions.
In addition, the conference featured seven invited symposia selected by the conference program committee from the
twenty symposium proposals received by the committee. Symposia topics included:
Cognitive Science Meets Cognitive Engineering
Collaborative Knowledge
Representation Construction and Representation Change
The Role of Cases in Learning
Scientific Creativity: Multidisciplinary Perspectives
Visual Reasoning in Problem Solving, Education, & Discovery
W h a t Animal Cognition Tells U s About H u m a n Cognition
The conference concluded with a plenary panel entitled "Cognitive Science 2004 - The Last 10 Years". Speakers
from a number of disciplines within Cognitive Science were asked to speculate on future directions in the field.
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The charge was rather novel in that panelists were asked to imagine themselves in the year 2004, retrospectively
picking out major developments that had taken place. Speakers were chosen because it was thought they
represented areas that would make a significant impact on the future of Cognitive Science; either by bringing new
techniques and discoveries into the mainstream, by adding n e w conceptualizations to well-established approaches, or
by introducing or strengthening connections between sub-fields that are currently independent or only weakly
interactive.
Joseph Bates talked on the subject of what lessons the building of "broad" or emotional agents could bring to the
study of cognition. Dedre Centner discussed emerging relationships between developmental and cognitive research,
areas that have typically been treated as somewhat independent. Jim Creeno brought out issues of context and
situation as they apply to psychological and pedagogical research. Cil Harman discussed the emergingroleof
philosophical analysis in Cognitive Science and Michael Pazzani talked about growing interactions between
empirical and computational analyses of cognitive processing. Walter Schneider's presentation focused on what
lessons could be learned about cognition by studying the brain directly. The panel was moderated by Tony Simon.
Finally, in conjunction with the conference, an all-day workshop on "Education in Cognitive Science: Planning for
the 21st Century" focused on educational programs in cognitive science, with an emphasis on h o w what w e have
discovered about learning in Cognitive Science research can be used in the service of Cognitive Science education.
The workshop was chaired by Nancy Ncrsessian and Janet Kolodner, and included participants from several major
universities and cognitive science programs.
We would like to lake this opportunity to thank the authors of all submitted papers for their contribution to the
conference, the reviewers for their painstaking and consuiictive reviews of these papers, and all participants for their
extremely valuable presence at the conference.
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Distribution a n d frequency: Modelling the effects of speaking rate o n category
boundaries using a recurrent neural n e t w o r k
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Abstract
W e describe a recurrent neural network model of rate effects
on the syllable-initial voicing distinction, specified by voiceonset-time (VOT). The stimuli were stylized /bi/ and /pi/
syllables covarying in V O T and syllable duration. Network
performance revealed a systematic rate effect: as syllable
duration increases, the category boundary moves toward
longer V O T values, mirroring human performance. T w o
factors underlie this effect: the range of training stimuli with
each V O T and syllable duration, and their frequency of
occurrence. The latter influence was particularly strong,
consistent with exemplar-based accounts of human category
formation.
Introduction
Speaking rate is a well-established source of contextual
variation in the speech signal for which listeners must
compensate. The effects of rate variation are complex. For
example. Miller & Liberman (1979) examined the effect of
speaking rate and syllable structure on the stop-semivowel
distinction, specified by a change in the formant transition
duration. W h e n syllable duration is increased by
lengthening the vowel, they found that the stop semivowel
boundary moves toward transitions of longer duration. But
when syllable duration is lengthened by adding a final
transition corresponding to a third phonetic segment, this
boundary moves in the opposite direction.
Miller & Liberman argued that speakers compensate by
normalizing for speaking or "articulatory" rate, defined in
terms of syllable duration and the number of phonetic
segments in the syllable. It has been noted that an account
that is dependent on listeners' sensitivity to variation in
articulatory rate cannot explain h u m a n subjects'
categorization of analogous nonspeech stimuli (Diehl &
Walsh, 1989) nor n o n h u m a n subjects' discrimination of
speech stimuli (Stevens etal., 1983).
A n alternative account is that s o m e rate effects on
phonetic perception are derived from the general auditory
principle of durational contrast that applies to speech and
nonspeech signals alike (Diehl & Kluender, 1989).
According to this account, w h e n speaking rate is varied,
those changes that occur closest to the target segment will
most affect its perception. Consider the syllables /bla/ and
/pla/. T h e auditory model predicts that varying the /I/
should have a greater effect on the voicing distinction than
varying the more distant /a/, whereas the articulatory model
predicts that the effect is just as strong irrespective of which

Nick Chater
Department of Psychology
University of Edinburgh
Edinburgh EH8 9JZ
U.K.
nicholas@cogsci.ed.ac.uk
segment is varied, as long as the overall syllable duration is
varied (cf. N e w m a n & Sawusch, 1992).
W e have trained a recurrent neural network o n ratevarying speech-like stimuli (Abu-Bakar & Chater, 1993b),
and compared its performance with these divergent
predictions. The network was trained to classify stimuli as
/ba/, /wa/, /bad/ or /wad/ and trained to decide if an initial /b/
or a /w/ had been encountered. F r o m the results, it w a s
evident that the duration of the syllable's C V component
provided the network with reliable and sufficient
information to distinguish the initial consonants. That is,
irrespective of syllable structure ( C V or C V C ) , the identity
of the syllable-initial consonant w a s distinguishable on the
basis of a durational contrast between the transition duration
and the adjacent vowel. The network therefore appeared to
behave in line with the auditory account.
This might suggest that the network could simply be
viewed as a computational instantiation of the auditory
account. However, the fact that the network learns to apply
durational contrast suggests a possible modification to the
standard auditory view, in which it is assumed that the
contrast strategy is wired into the structure of the auditory
system. In this paper, w e elaborate the suggestion that
effects normally viewed as falling out of the structure of the
auditory system might also be learned from experience of
language.
W e begin by noting Diehl & Kluender's (1989) distinction
between the space in which speech and nonspeech sounds
are represented and the partitioning of that space into
categories. For speech, this partitioning is properly called
"phonetic". But humans' categorization of speech and
nonspeech signals (Diehl & Walsh, 1989), and animals'
discrimination of speech sounds (Kuhl, 1988) are so
strikingly similar - they all correspond to regions of
relatively high auditory discriminability - that pre-existing
auditory boundaries are often assumed to be natural
locations for phonetic partitioning. But experimental studies
that show discrimination peaks at identification boundaries
are equally consistent with a learning interpretation, as it
appears that discrimination can be nearly the same across
entire continua when a reasonable amount of experience and
training is implemented.
T h e partitioning of auditory space has a prototype
structure so that s o m e stimuli are perceived as better
category m e m b e r s than others (Samuel, 1982). Transitory
prototypes m a y also be created in conditions such as
selective adaption where selected stimulus items are

repeatedly exposed. In non-experimental settings, one can
find, say, a vowel, not always ending up quite where the
auditory "hot spot" is, even if the whole vowel system is
subject to auditory-based selection pressures. W h a t is
significant in these cases is the apparent correspondence
between the prototypical location and the perceived category
boundary.
R e p p & Liberman (1987) s u m up this
observation by proposing that category prototypes are
responsible for determining boundaries. That is, phonetic
boundaries m a y not conform to boundaries set by
discontinuities in the auditory system, but are instead
flexibly determined by the acoustic consequences of the
articulatory gestures specifying the category prototype. The
category prototypes, and hence category boundaries, may
therefore be learned from exposure to language rather than
determined by auditory discontinuities (Kluender et al.,
1987). Hence, they m a y be learnable by mechanisms, such
as a connectionist network, which do not embody auditory
constraints. Here, w e show that a learning account,
embodied in a recurrent neural network, can capture the
results outlined above, focussing on the /bi/-/pi/ distinction,
specified by the V O T , in the context of changing speech
rate.
Description of the Model
Recurrent neural networks (e.g. Elman, 1990) are very
attractive for problems concerned with speech processing
because they are suited to processing sequential material.
The presence of recurrent connections gives the network the
opportunity to store information about past items, and thus
to respond on the basis of the sequence as a whole, rather
than just the present input item. In the present simulations,
the network is trained to classify input sequences into a
small number of categories corresponding to different
syllables. The network is fed with the relevant sequences
one input pattern at a time, with the target output pattern
kept present throughout the presentation of each sequence.
The production of the correct output when the sequence is
presented indicates that the sequence has been classified
successfully.
If performance is optimal, correct
classification should occur after the "recognition point" of
the category is reached
that is, when enough of the
sequence has been encountered that it can be classified
unambiguously.
In addition to identifying the syllable presented, a set of
output nodes was trained, at time t, to attempt to predict the
input pattern at time t+2 (Fig. 1). This forces the network to
encode the input sequence more deeply leading to better
network performance (c/. Abu-Bakar & Chater, 1993a;
Maskara & Noetzel, 1992; Shillcock et al.. 1992). The
network w a s trained by recurrent backpropagation
(Rumelhart et al., 1986) which computes gradient descent
by "unfolding" the recurrent network into a sequence of
serially connected feedforward networks, and then trains the
resulting network using standard backpropagation. In
general, the larger the number of unfoldings used, the more
exactly the network computes true gradient descent,
although the benefits of additional unfoldings begin to tail

Output

Output
(Predict)

Recurrent
link

(Classify)

Hidden

Figure 1: The recurrent network used in the simulations. It
is unfolded during training for as many time-steps as
required to accomodate the longest training stimuli.
off after some point, because very deep feedforward
networks are very slow to train (see Chater and Conkey,
1994). Training used conjugate gradient descent and
implemented on the Xerion simulator (van C a m p & Plate,
1993). The number of input, hidden and output units was
30, 60 and 32 respectively.
Stimuli
Training stimuli were based on a two-formant syllable with
an initial period of formant transitions followed by a steadystate (vowel) (Fig. 2). Frequency values were represented
binarily using several input units. Each unit represents a
particular range of frequency (at intervals of 20 H z (Fl) and
40 H z (F2)). If a formant has frequency F, then all and only
the units which represent frequency values F and less will be
active.^ O n e group of units, which consisted of two further
sub-groups (corresponding to Fl and F 2 units), represents
formants with a periodic source, while another group
represents formants (namely, F2) excited with a noise
source. Beginning with the end-point /bi/, w e built a pool of
/bi/ and /pi/ syllables by varying V O T . This is effected by
simultaneously switching off the activation of the periodic
' This may not seem the most ideal method of representing
frequency information nor a realistic description of the neural
encoding of speech sounds in the auditory pathways (see
Greenberg, 1988, for a review). However, given the specific
focus of this paper, a more complex representation is not
considered essential. A further simplification is that time is
measured in time-steps (henceforth "ts") rather than
milliseconds to allow flexibility in apportioning segmental
lengths with a view to lower computational demands. Apart
from ensuring that the relative V O T distribution of the /b/ and
/p/ category is observed, there is no pressing need for the
syllable length to be kept similarly natural. Thus for each
"rate", vowel segment is cut back such that its proportion to
the V O T is smaller than that found in natural speech. Since
the number of unfoldings is set to be dependent on the length
of the longest stimuli, shorter stimuli help to trim the number
of unfoldings, leading to faster training time.
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Figure 2: Schematic representations of the formant motions
of the endpoint stimuli corresponding to /bi/ (left) and /pi/
(right). Each representation consists of an interval of
aspiration (striped line), followed by onset of
voicing (dark lines).

The network's task is continuously to rate the probability of
a stimulus belonging to a particular category as the stimulus
unfolds. T h e nature of the voicing distribution makes it
possible for the net to identify the consonant early in the
sequence for some syllables, particularly those whose V O T
values are unambiguous (see Abu-Bakar & Chater, 1993a,
1993b). But a thorough evaluation of category goodness is
possible only when the net has scanned the entire length of
the syllable and the proportion of V O T to syllable duration
has been calculated. T h e activation values of the output
units at the offset of each syllable was therefore taken as an
accurate measure of the probability that a stimulus belongs
to the category which the unit represents.
Distribution Effects on Category Boundary

In this study, we look at how VOT distribution, in relation
to varying speaking rate, plays a role in influencing the
boundary locations of /b/ and /p/. T h e range of
VOT/syllable durations, shown in Fig. 3(a), is based on the
units of Fl and F2 and activating the F2 noise units for the
production patterns of the voiced and voiceless tokens
appropriate duration. This can be interpreted as eliminating
studied by Volaitis & Miller (1992). Notice that as syllable
all energy in the region of Fl and replacing the higher
duration increases, the V O T specifying a category also
formants (only F2, in this instance) with noise.
increases but this increase was greater for /p/ than for /b/. In
addition, the width of the range of V O T of each category
also increases.
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Figure 3: Location of /bi/-/pi/ tokens on the V O T and
syllable duration space, in ts, for (a) the "natural"
training set and (b) the "artificial" training set.
Distribution of tokens used as tests only are
also shown on each panel.
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Figure 4: Probability functions for the /bi/-/pi/ stimuli used
in the (a) natural set, and (b) artificial set. T h e results of
only the 20-, 23- and 26-ts series are displayed here.
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Figure 5: Training frequency for /h'\/ and /pi/ toicens in (a) Scheme O, (b) Scheme A, and (c) Scheme B. Only the
17-, 23- and 29-ts series are shown here.
syllable duration. W e predicted that the network would
show a criterion shift only for the natural" set. This would
support our suggestion that the criterion shift found
experimentally partly has its roots in the particular
distribution of the two stop consonants.
During training, the network encountered each
permissible VOT/syllable duration token once for every
pass through the training set. During the test phase, the net
was presented with the original training tokens as well as
novel tokens whose V O T values straddle the category
boundary (see Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 shows the activation values of the output unit
representing the /b/ category obtained at syllable offset.
These may represent the probability of a /bi/ as a function of
the V O T value of the stimulus. Fig. 4(a) shows that no
syllable duration effect on the voicing distinction was
observed for the control set. Fig. 4(b) shows, by contrast, a
systematic effect of syllable duration on the identification of
the voiced and voiceless consonant for the "natural" training
set. T o quantify the boundary shift, w e calculated the
location of the /b-p/ phonetic boundary for each of the three
syllable durations by fitting a regression line to the data and
taking the boundary to be the stimulus value corresponding
to the 0.5 probability. The boundary locations for the 20-,
23-, and 26-ts series were at V O T values of 5.359, 6.263,

and 6.886 respectively, representing a substantial shift in the
boundary location.
Effect of Training Frequency on Category
Boundary
According to the learning account we are advocating, the
frequency of individual speech tokens, not just their range of
variation, may be expected to play an important role in
determining phonetic judgements. In the previous
simulation, each stimulus is presented equally often.
Coupled with the fact that the voicing distribution locates
the voiceless syllables over a wider range on the V O T
continuum than the voiced syllables, this produces an
unbalanced exposure between voiced and voiceless tokens
in favour of the latter. Consider the 23-ts series (see Fig.
3(a) in conjunction with Fig. 5(a)). The voiced tokens are
distributed over three points along the V O T scale while the
voiceless tokens arefixedat six points on the same scale. If
every such point is encountered once, this means the
network encounters voiceless tokens twice as often as
voiced tokens. This imbalance m a y be expected to affect
categorization performance.
W e therefore ran new simulations in which the exposure
of voiced and voiceless tokens in each syllable duration
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Table 1: Voiced-voiceless boundary locations, in ts V O T ,
for each training scheme (O, A , B ) and rate (20-, 23-, 26-ts)
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Considerfirstthe boundary shift as a result of changes in
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syllable duration (Fig. 6; Table 1)). All the frequency
0.2
schemes show a shift toward longer V O T as syllable
^s^^^^...
Schema B
duration increases. With the exception of the boundary shift
.
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between the 23- and 26-ts series under the O scheme, all
10 12
other shifts are roughly equal (between 0.9 to 1.1 ts). Next
V O T (ts)
consider the effect of varying the frequency scheme on the
boundary location for each individual series (Table 1). N o w
the boundary is shifted in the opposite direction. Changing
Figure 6: Probability functions for /bi/ showing the rate
from scheme O to scheme A results in a larger boundary
effect for three /bi/-/pi/ series.
shift (mean 0.57 time-steps) than the change between A and
B schemes (mean 0.16 ts). Also, the change from O to B for
series was held equal (Fig. 5(b)). Here, each category in the longer series produces small shifts as compared to the
each /bi/-/pi/ series is allowed 10 exposures in a single
shorter series.
training cycle. The ten exposures are first divided equally
While the shift as a consequence of changing rate is
between all the tokens within the permitted V O T range.
expected, the corresponding m o v e m e n t in the opposite
Where the number 10 is not divisible by the number of V O T
direction due to training frequency is novel. T o get an
points on which the tokens are distributed, the remainder of
intuition for w h y the latter m a y have occurred, consider first
the exposure is simply divided between each of the middle
the change in frequency schemes from O to A (Fig. 5). This
tokens of the category.
transition is accompanied by a greater increase in exposure
While this modified frequency scheme maintains an equal
for the voiced tokens as compared to the voiceless tokens.
number of exposures of each category, it ignores the fact
Take, for example, the 23-ts series. In scheme O , the voiced
that some variants of a category occur more frequently. It
tokens are exposed three times, but in A, this is increased to
seems likely that this will affect category prototype
seven. In contrast, the voiceless tokens gain an increase of
formation, and consequently the category boundary (Repp &
only four exposures over the same transition. There is thus
Liberman, 1987).^ W e therefore ran a further set of a differential of three exposures in favour of the voiced
simulations using an improved frequency scheme (Fig. 5(c))
category. A possible explanation for the observed shift in
which, in the absence of a more realistic appraisals of the
the boundary location therefore is that increase in exposure
frequency information delimiting the occurrence of
in favour of one category pulls the boundary towards that
members of the /b/-/p/ series, only loosely models the
category.
production data of Volaitis & Miller (1992). Notice that
The changes accompanying the transition from Scheme A
while there is no frequency bias between categories, within
to Scheme B are more difficult to quantify. The number of
a category, some tokens are more frequent than others.
exposures have been increased in Scheme B but betweencategory differential is still maintained at zero (see Fig.
^ W e consider only category boundaries here, leaving
5(c)). The differential in exposure between members of the
prototypes to another paper.
same category m a y be crucial. Table 1 suggests that biasing
<
Ul
o

0.0
t.o
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the frequencies of members of the voiced and voiceless
categories in the way w e did (Fig. 5(c)) made the voiced
category optimally more effective as a "boundary puller"
than the voiceless category, particularly for the shorter
series.
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Abstract
We propose that causal attribution involves
constructing a coherent story using mechanism
information (i.e., the processes underlying the
relationship between the cause and the effect). This
processing account can explain both the conjunction
effect (i.e., conjunctive explanations being rated more
probable than their components) and the discounting
effect (i.e., the effect of one cause being discounted
when another cause is already known to be true). In the
current experiment, both effects occurred with
mechanism-based explanations but not with covariationbased explanations in which the cause-effect relationship
was phrased in terms of covariations without referring
to mechanisms. W e discuss why the current results pose
difficulties for previous attribution models in
Psychology and Artificial Intelligence.

Introduction
Judging causality when there are many possible
explanations is a very c o m m o n , yet poorly understood
process. Our focus is on the reasoning processes involved
in causal interactions, especially on what is known as the
conjunction fallacy and the discounting principle.
In their description of the conjunction fallacy, Leddo,
Abelson, and Gross (1984) showed that people commit the
fallacy of rating the probability of conjunctive explanations
as more likely than the probabilities of their constituents.
For example, subjects received a story about John's decision
to attend Dartmoudi. They were asked to rate the likelihood
of single explanations (e.g., "John wanted to attend a
prestigious college," "Dartmouth offered a good course of
study for John's major") and conjunctive explanations (e.g.,
"John wanted to attend a prestigious college and Dartmouth
offered a good course of study for John's major").
Normatively speaking, the probability that two assertions
are both true can never exceed the probability that either one
alone is true. However, subjects rated two reasons more
likely than one reason.

Construction:

Fallacy

Principle

J e r e m y Bailenson
Brian G o r d o n
Department of Psychology
University of Michigan
A n n Arbor, Michigan 48104

Another well-known phenomenon on causal interactions
is the discounting principle proposed by Kelley (1972);
people tend to discount the effect of one cause when another
cause is already known to be true. Suppose Mary took
John's radio. Perhaps this happened because Mary's radio
was broken and / or Mary was angry with him. W h e n John
finds out that she took it because her o w n radio was broken,
he would, according to the discounting principle, discount
the possibility that it was because Mary was m a d at him.
Several researchers have pointed out the paradox of these
two effects (McClure, 1988; Zuckerman, Eghrari, &
Lambrecht,1986). Whereas the discounting principle
implies that when two causes are available, one is singly
preferred, the conjunction effect implies that two causes are
preferred to one. What causes these phenomena? O n e
possibility is that they result from two different processes or
strategies (one normative and the other non-normative),
depending on the tasks or the experimental instructions.
Another possibility is that the conjunction effect occurs
with only certain types of materials whereas the discounting
effect occurs with other types of materials. Using the same
materials for the two tasks, however, Morris and Smith (in
preparation) found that the two effects could simultaneously
occur. In this paper w e argue that the two pht:nomena are
based on a single process and they can both occur with the
same stimulus materials under appropriate conditions.
Before presenting our o w n view, the following section
briefly reviews previous causal attribution theories in order
to clarify our approach to this issue.
Various Approaches
T o C a u s a l Attribution
Covariation Approach
Traditionally, the principle of covariation has been
considered the normative principle underlying causal
attribution; "the effect is attributed to that condition which
is present when the effect is present and whii:h is absent
when the effect is absent" (Kelley, 1967, p. 194). Suppose
one wants to find out w h y K i m had a traffic accident last
night. The covariation approach will start out v/ith possible

candidate factors found in the event description, such as
"Kim" and "last night." One would examine the covariation
between these factors and the event. For instance, if other
people did not have accidents at that time and Kim tends to
have car accidents on other occasions, the event is attributed
to be caused by something special about Kim rather than
last night. Based on this principle, many models of causal
attribution have been developed in Psychology (e.g., Cheng
& Novick, 1990, 1992; Hewstone & Jaspars, 1987; Kelley,
1973).

Mechanism-based Account
O f T h e Conjunction A n d
Discounting Effects
The Conjunction Effect

We propose that the causal attribution process is
equivalent to using information about the mechanisms
underlying the cause(s) and the effect to create a coherent
explanation. Going back to our previous example of Kim's
having a traffic accident, when asked to rate a single
Mechanism approach
explanation (e.g., "Kim is near-sighted"), people would
perform a mental simulation where Kim, who is nearRecently, Ahn, Kalish, Medin, and Gelman (submitted)
sighted, had a traffic accident under normal driving
demonstrated that people were not satisfied with
conditions (default assumption), and make a judgment about
explanations solely based on covariation information.
the likelihood of this simulation (i.e., how likely this
Instead, it was found that when seeking the cause of an
simulation is to actually occur).
event, people attempted to discover the processes or
Now, consider a conjunctive explanation, "Ydm is nearmechanisms underlying the relationship between the cause
sighted and there was a severe storm last night," which can
and the effect Suppose Kim had a traffic accident last night be easily combined into a coherent model based on a single
The subjects in Ahn et. al's experiments were instructed to mechanism. Most people can easily imagine that when
ask any questions they would like to know the answers to
poor vision is combined with the severe storm condition,
when attempting to explain the given event. Rather than
the traffic accident is more likely to occur. Con^ared to the
asking such covariation questions like "Is Kim more likely
single explanation, the conjunctive explanation would lead
to have traffic accidents than other people are?" they asked
to a simulation which most people would believe is more
such questions like "Was Kim dnink?" or "Was the road
likely to have led to a traffic accident in the real world.
icy?" referring to underlying mechanisms not stated in the
Therefore, they would rate the conjunctive explanation as
event descriptions. In addition, the explanations
more likely.
spontaneously generated by the subjects went beyond the
This account also specifies conditions in which the
level of covariations; they involved a new set of theoretical conjunction effect will not occur. W e argue that conjunctive
entities, theories, or processes which were not present in the
explanations tend to be judged more likely than a single
event description. These experiments showed that knowledge
explanation as long as the multiple causes can be combined
about underlying mechanisms was more important than
into a single mechanism-based story. If people fail to
covariation in making causal attributions. W e call this the simulate how the two causes together can lead to the event
mechanism approach.
with respect to a single mechanism, the conjunction effect
In this paper, we present a more specific account of the
will not occur. Given the Kim's traffic accident event,
mechanism-based model of judging causal strength. Given
suppose the conjunctive explanations are covariation-based
an event description (e.g., "Kim had a traffic accident"), we
without explicit reference to an underiying mechanism; "It
argue that people wouldfirstretrieve the most available and
was because Kim was much more likely to have traffic
representative instance of mechanism information for the
accidents than other people are and because it was much
target event (e.g. drunk driver. Then, people construct a
more likely to have traffic accidents last night than other
situational model by combining this mechanism
nights." This type of covariation-based explanation does not
information with the event description. In building the
allow people to come up with a single mechanism
situational model, if there are slots that are not specified by
encompassing both explanations, resulting in no benefit of
the target event description (e.g., Kim's vision), then people
having two explanations. In sum, we predict that the
wouldfillin the slots with default values (e.g., normal
conjunction effect will occur only with mech.-mism-based
vision) as proposed by previous schema theories (Schank &
explanaticxis and not with covariation-based explanations.
Abelson, 1977). The judgment of causal strength is
equivalent to judgment of the plausibility of this situational
The Discounting Effect
model. In judging the plausibility of the situational model,
people run a simulation of the model and judge how likely it
As discussed earlier, in the discounting task, one caus
is that the given situation would lead to the effect. In the
next section, we discuss how this model can account for the given to be true and the subject is asked to judge the
probability that an additional cause also influeno^d the event.
conjunction and the discounting effects given multiple
When receiving one cause as an established fact, people
candidate causes.
would construct a mechanism-based story. If this story
conflicts or does notfitwell with the additional cause to be
judged, then the second cause would be judged as less likely
(i.e., discounted).
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Suppose that the explanation, "Kim is near-sighted," is
given to be true for Kim's traffic accident. Then, people
would construct a story in which the Kim's near-sightedness
is severe enough to cause a traffic accident under normal
driving condition. Again, people would assume that the road
condition was normal based on their default information.
W h e n the additional cause, There was a severe storm," is
given to be judged, it would be extraneous in the framework
of the initial simulation of the event where the driving
condition was normal. Therefore, the additional cause would
be discounted
The discounting effect depend upon whether people
initially have a mechanism-based explanation or not.
Suppose both explanations were covariation-based (e.g.,
"Kim is much more likely to have traffic accidents than
other people are"). Given covariation-based explanations
widiout any mention of mechanisms, no story can be
constructed based on mechanism information. Consequently
the additional cause would not conflict with the first
explanation and would not be discounted to the same degree,
if at all. In brief, as in the conjunction effect, the
discounting effect is predicted to occur only with
mechanism-based explanaticms.
Experiment
These issues are tested in an experiment where the
subjects received a series of event descriptions and perfOTmed
either the conjunction task or the discounting task on two
versions of explanations: mechanism or covariation-based
explanations.

Design and materials. There were 6 event descriptions
consisting of person, stimulus, and occasion factors. For
each event, two factors were chosen as candidate factors
(e.g., K i m (person) and last night (occasion) in the event,
"Kim had a traffic accident last night"). For ejich factor in
question, w e developed a mechanism-based explanation (e.g.,
"Kim is near-sighted and tends not to wear her glasses while
driving") and a covariation-based explanation (e.g., "Kim is
much more likely to have traffic accidents than other people
are").
For the conjunction task, three problems were developed
for each event description: ratings for (a) single explanation
for Factor A (P(A) henceforth), (b) single explanation for
Factor B (P(B) henceforth), and (c) both explanations
( P ( A & B ) henceforth). (See Table 1 for exam])les of each
type of problem.) For each subject, all three problems for
each event were either the mechanism type or the covariation
type. Each subject received three events with two
mechanism-based single explanations and one conjunctive
explanation for a total of nine problems, and th(; other three
events with two covariation-based single explanations and
one conjunctive explanation for a total of nine problems.
For the discounting task, four problems were developed
for each event: estimating (a) strength of factor A (P(A)
henceforth), (b) strength of factor B (P(B) henceforth), (c)
strength of factor A given factor B (P(A|B) henceforth), and
(d) strength of factor B given factor A (P(B|A) henceforth).
(See Table 2 for examples of each type of problem.)

Subjects. There were 62 subjects who were
undergraduate students at the University of Michigan,
participating in partial fulfillment of course requirements for
introductory psychology. Half of the subjects were
Method
randomly assigned for die conjunction task and the other
Procedure. Subjects received a series of problems about half were assigned for the discounting task.
6 events consisting of a target event description and a
Results
candidate explanation. For the conjunction task, the
subjects were asked "to rate on a scale of 1 to 7 h o w
The conjunction effect. As shown in Table 1, the
probable it is that the explanation constitutes at least part of
conjunction effect was m u c h stronger with mechanism-type
the actual explanation." For the discounting task, the
explanation than with covariation-type explanation . There
subjects were asked "to rate the magnitude of the various
was a reliable interaction effect of the number and the type
possible causes for the event on a 7-point scale." For both
of
explanations, F (I, 30) = 4.915, p < .05. In addition, the
tasks, 1 on the scale indicated "very low," 7 indicated "very
mechanism-type
explanations were rated reliablj' higher than
high," and the intermediate numbers indicated the
the covariation-type explanations, F (1, 30) == 10.28, p <
intermediate values. They were also instructed that
.001.
diroughout the experiment, the same event descriptions
would be p-esented several times but with different possible
explanations. They were asked to treat each problem
separately (i.e., "an explanation given in one problem has
nothing to do with an explanation given in another problem
even when the event description is the same"). The order of
the problems given to the subjects was randomized across all
the subjects. The subjects performed the task at their o w n
pace.
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The discounting effect. Similarly, the discounting
effect occurred with the mechanism-based explanations but
not with the covariation-based explanations. (Se<j Table 2 for
the mean ratings.) A s in the conjunctive task, there was a
significant interaction effect between type of explanation and
the number of explanations, F (1, 35) = 12.93, p < .001.
There was no reliable main effect of types of explanation, p
> .10 but there was a reliable main effect of number of
explanation, F (1, 35) = 7.98, p < .01.

T A B L E 1 : Mean Ratings for the mi^junrtivR task

Covariation-based
Explanat-ions

Mechanism-based
Explanat-ions

P(A&B)
P(A).P(B)
Kim is much more likely to have traffic Kim is much more likely to have traffic
accidents than other people are.
accidents than other people are and traffic
accidents were much more likely to occur last
night than on other nights.
3.33
3.34
Kim who is near-sighted tends not to wear herKim who is near-sighted tends not to wear her
glasses while driving.
glasses while driving and the road was very
slick last night.
5.22

4.80

T A B L E 2 :Mean ratings for the discounting

Covariation-based
Explanations

Mechanism-based
Explanations

P(A|B).P(B|A)
P(A).P(B)
H o w much more likely is it that Kim has Given that traffic accidents were much more
likely to occur last night than on other nights,
traffic accidents than other people?
how much more likely is it that Kim has
traffic accidents than other people?
4.08
4.17
H o w likely is it that Kim who is near-sightedGiven that the road was very slick last night,
tends not to wear her glasses while driving? how likely is it that Kim who is near-sighted
tends not to wear her glasses while driving ?
4.25
3.73

Discussion
Interpretation Of The Results
Unlike what some researchers have suggested, the
conjunction effect and the discounting effect can occur with
the same materials. In addition, both effects occurred only
with the mechanism-based explanations. W e have
hypothesized that people have tendency to make a coherent
story based on mechanisms when explaining events. With
the conjunctive, mechanism-based explanations (e.g., Kim
is near-sighted and tends not to wear her glasses, and there
was a severe storm last night and the roads were very slick
last night), we can easily imagine a coherent scenario about
how each factor would cooperate for each other.
Conjunctive explanations have an advantage over single
explanations because the conjunctive explanations provide
more evidence for die existence of a mechanism.
However, with conjunctive, covariation-based
explanations, a coherent story cannot be easily achieved
because die mechanisms are unknown and have to be inferred
from the information given to the subject. People can
easily list a number of reasons why and how Kim would
have had more traffic accidents than other people.
Furthermore, when two covariation-based explanations are
combined, the number of possible stories is multiplied. The
uncertainty involved in coming up with a single story might
have led the subjects to rate the probability of the
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conjunctive covariation-based explanations at the same level
as for the single covariation-based explanations.
Similarly, the discounting effect did not occur with the
covariation-based explanations presumably because there is
no conflicting mechanisms with two abstract covariationbased explanations. In contrast, a given mechanism-based
explanation might have led subjects to construct a story
incoherent with the additional mechanism-based explanation,
resulting in the discounting effect.
Comparison To Other Approaches
Covariation-based models. The covariation models,
without additional assumptions, seem to have difficulty
explaining the current data. As these models are normative,
it would be difficult for them to account for the irrationality
of the conjunction fallacy. It would never be logical, when
assessing covariational probabilities, to rate the conjunction
of two unrelated potential causes which are present while the
effect is present as higher than one of its constituent parts.
The discounting principle was explained within the
framework of Cheng and Novick's (1992) probabilistic
contrast model. They argue that causal strengtii of a factor
A increases as the probability of an event E given A (i.e.,
P(E|A)) increases and as the probability of E given the
absence of A (i.e., P(E|A)) decreases. More formally, the
causal strength of A equals P(E(A) - P(E|A). According to
Cheng and Novick (1992), if Uiere is an additional cause for

E (say, B ) , then P(EIA) would increase because E would
occur due to B when A is absent. A s a result, the causal
strength for A is decreased and hence A is discounted in the
presence of B. However, this account of the discounting
principle is inconsistent with the conjunction effect for the
following reason. According to the model, the strength of
conjunctive causes, A and B, equals P(E| A & B ) - P(E|A&B)
- P(E|A&B) + P(E|A&B). In order to obtain the discounting
effect, P(E| A & B ) has to be increased but this increase would
decrease the strength of conjunctive causes. Therefore, these
models are unable to explain the presence of the conjunction
effect alone, much less the simultaneous occurrence of the
conjunction effects along with the discounting principle.
Artificial Intelligence approach. Wellman and
Henrion (1991) discussed when the discounting effect
("explaining away" in their terms) would or would not occur
in terms of Bayesian theorem. Their account is based on
probabilistic notions as follows. In order for the discounting
effect to occur, our beliefs must satisfy the following
relation;
P(E|A&B) P(E|A&B)
<
P(E|A& B)

P(E|A&B)

That is, the discounting effect occurs when the proportional
increase in probability of the event due to learning B is
smaller given A than given A. W h e n the sign is reversed in
the above equation, however, w e believe that A and B must
occur together.
Consequently, Wellman and Henrion's (1991) analysis
implies that the discounting and conjunction effects are
exclusive to each other. A s a result, their analysis cannot
explain why the two effects can occur with the same set of
materials where the subjects' beliefs about the conditional
probabilities should be the same across the two tasks.
Knowledge structure approach. In contrast to the
covariation approach, some researchers sought to imbed
causal attribution in the more general process of
understanding, using knowledge structures such as schemas,
scripts, plans, and goals (Schank & Abelson, 1977).
According to the knowledge structure approach, causal
attributions are made by matching an event with the
appropriate script. The quality of a causal explanation is a
function of how well the explanation matches the underlying
script (Leddo et al, 1984).
The knowledge structure approach has attempted to
explain w h y people commit the conjunctive fallacy.
Knowledge structures often have more than one goal. Thus,
explanations with multiple reasons are rated as more
representative of the underlying knowledge structure and are
subsequently rated higher. Using similar logic, if a
knowledge structure only had a single goal, then a single
explanation would seem most representative, accounting for
the discounting effect. Having filled in this available slot,
the explanation is complete. This scenario, however, would
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predict that the conjunctive effect and the discounting effect
could not occur for the same stimuli. Rather, the internal
structure of the script would determine whether a given
explanation would be more likely to demonstrate the
conjunction or die discounting effects.
Follow-up Studies
Ahn, Bailenson, and Gordon (submitted) present follow-up
studies of the cunent work. These experiments were conducted to
test more directly when the conjunction fallocy or the
discounting effect will occur. In their Experiment 2, subjects
received apparently two independent explanations for each
event. For example, given an event "Charles had to leave
school," the subjects received explanations "It was because he
was 21 year s old" and "The U.N. could not resolve conflict in
middle East." Before the subjects judged the likelihood of
single, conjunctive (P(A&B)), or conditional explanations
(P(A|B), P(B|A)), different types of primes were briefly
presented. These primes presumably determined which known
mechanism information would be activated before the
likelihood judgment. Given a prime that would allow a
construction of coherent story over the two explaaations (e.g.,
"DRAFT"), the conjunction effect was increased. That is, the
conjunction effect occurred compared to the no prime situation,
presumably because the context facilitated construction of a
coherent story covering all available causes. But when the
prime activated mechanism information supporting only one of
the available explanation (e.g., " G R A D U A T E " ) , the opposite
occurred. That is, the discounting effect was increased when
people were primed with a mechanism supporting only one of
the explanations. This study clearly shows the importance of
mechanism information in causal reasoning processes by
manipulationg the occurances of the conjunction or discounting
effects.
Conclusion
The current result poses difficulties for most models of
causal attributions in Psychology and Artificial Intelligence.
People consistently rate the probability of conjunctive
explanations as more likely than the probabilities of each
constituent explanation. At the same time, there is a
tendency to discount all other causes when there is support
that a given cause is already responsible for a given event.
As covariation theories assume that attribution is equivalent
to the estimation of the strength of correlation between two
factors, it is impossible for this normative paradigm to
explain such contradictory processes. The experiment
described in this paper shows that people do not rely solely
on such covariation information. Instead, the attribution
process relies on using information about the actual
mechanisms underlying the causes and the effect to create a
coherent story.
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Abstract
A cognitive account of propositional reasoning must
consider both the representation of the propositions
(premises and states of affairs) and the context in which the
propositions are used. This paper is concerned with
reasoning processes involving three different connectives
(conjunctive, conditional and disjunctive connectives) in
three different tasks (accomplishing a request for action
expressed by a premise, judging a state of affairs as true or
false with respect to a premise, drawing an inference from
two premises). Our claim is that the ability to reason with
connectives is explained in terms of construction and
manipulation of mental models. W e present a computer
model that takes as input the modelistic representations of
the premises and the speciHc state of affairs, compares such
models and gives rise to a series of model manipulations in
order to produce a result, i.e. an action, a judgement or an
inference. A computer program reproduces the
performances of subjects of different age groups, predicting
both correct and erroneous inferences.

People are supposed to represent the possibility of further
alternative models for the conditional, but they are m a d e
explicit only if necessary'. The construction of the models
proceeds from a representation which is as implicit as
possible, according to principles of parsimony, to a
representation which is as explicit as necessary.^
The reasoning process starts by integrating the models of
the assertions joined by tlie connective and the model of the
actual situation into a further model. Afirstconclusion is
generated by "reading" this model. E.g., given the model (2)
and a state of affairs where p is negated, the integration
procedure will generate a model of the situation which
supports the conclusion "q".
The procedure of falsification m a y invalidate this result by
providing a different integrated model, which supports a
different conclusion. If the second model does not support a
different conclusion, the fu-st conclusion can be accepted as
correct. For instance, if w e have the model (3) and the state
of affairs p, w e can conclude q by integration, as in the
Introduction
further models for conditional (see note 1), the conclusion is
still valid.
One of the challenges of a psychological theory of deduction
A traditional alternative approach to human propositional
is to explain propositional reasoning, i.e. making deductions
reasoning is advocated by rule-based theories (RBTs). Such
involving connectives such as and, if-then, only-if, but, not,
theories argue for a mental logic consisting of a series of
or. Mental models theory ( M M T ) claims that each
formal rules of inference, e.g., a natural deduction system. In
connective is represented by a specific number of models.
this view, deductive reasoning is a syntactic process where
E.g., suppose that p and q are tokens which identify two
syntactic rules of inference are applied to the logical form of
different assertions; a possible representation for the
the premises (Braine, 1978; Braine & Rumain, 1983). T h e
conjunction p and q is the model
reason w h y M M T is a plausible candidate to explain human
performances in reasoning is that it accounts for three
(l)
phenomena that R B T s do not explain, that is: (a) systematic
where the fact that p and q lie on the same line represents
errors in reasoning, (b) difference in difficulty a m o n g
diat they occur together. Conventionally, in M M T several
deductions, (c) effect of content on the reasoning process (see
items on a single line are meant to belong to the same
Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1993).
model; different models lie on different lines. The exclusive
disjunction p or q, but not both requires in fact two models
that are represented as

' Note that the models represent the true occurrences of the
connectives. In particular, the complete set of the explicit
models for the conditional is:

(2)
-1
where the notation indicates that when p occurs q does not
occur, and vice versa. Finally, the representation of a
connective can also include an implicit model (represented
by dots), as the initial models for the conditional ifp then q
P

q

not p not
notp
2 A mental model represents a class of tarskian models. In order
to validate a deduction the reasoners must explore just this
class and, as a consequence, they will draw conclusions which
are only possibly true rather than necessarily true.

(3)
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O u r aim is to produce further evidence in favor of M M T
in propositional reasoning. W e refined the factors that
contribute to the difficulty of the connectives, by proposing
an analytical view of the steps of integration and
falsification of mental models. W e defined a context of use
of a connective, given by the type of the task to accomplish
and the actual situation. W e devised a computational model
based on M M T that defines the complex operations of
integration and falsification from a finite set of basic
procedures. Finally, w e ccmpared the performances recorded
in a psychological experiment with the result generated by
the computer program in the same conditions. A cognitive
model simulates the production of both correct responses and
errors. Error prediction is essential to assess the validity of a
cognitive model, since it provides s o m e cues about the
elementary steps of the reasoning process. A main point is
to correlate different kinds of errors with different ages of
subjects (Bara, 1994).
Ontology
In the tasks we considered, the elementary items
states of affairs which are described or perceived, and actions
on states of affairs. B y "described items" w e m e a n elements
of representation built after a verbal description; by
"perceived items" w e m e a n elements built through the visual
perception of a state of affairs. A n action item refers to an
action on a state of affairs which is yet to be executed by the
subject herself. All such items are represented in mental
models as tokens of several types, listed in Figure 1. In the
following w e assume that the letters p, q, ... are tokens
referring to states-of-affairs, while the letters a, b,... refer to
actions on states of affairs, perc and desc are two monadic
functors, that, appUed to tokens identifying states-of-affairs,
distinguish between states of affairs respectively perceived
and described. Not-p represents explicitly the falsity of a
state of affairs p, that either (1) has been mentioned in a
proposition but is not perceived in the actual situation, or
(2) has been mentioned in thefirstpremise but not in the
second, or (3) has been explicitly mentioned as negative.
Action identifiers, like a, b
are functors that apply to
the items that result from the application of perc and desc.
T h e action functors are a rough notation for complex objects
of a theory of action, which is outside of the scope of the
paper.
p, q
perc(p)
desc(p)
a(perc(p))
a(desc(p)
not-p

=
=
=
=
=
=

are states of affairs
a state of affair p perceived
a state of affair p described
an action a on a state of affair p perceived
an action a on a state of affair p described
a false state of affairs

Figure 1. Examples of elementary items.
We assume that the tokens of the form perc(x) require a
lower cognitive load than the tokens desc(x) in order to
remain active in the working m e m o r y . This assumption is
consistent with the notion of different degrees of activation
due to the strength and the continuity of the stimulation of a
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stable visual perception with respect to a verbal description
(Baddelcy. 1986).
In order to account for the processing mechanisms that
underlie propositional reasoning, w e postulate the
elementary capabilities in Figure 2, which are naturally
present in h u m a n reasoners even at the early stages of
development. T h e lirst three are wiUiout a c o m m o n standard
of comparison. Thus, w e do not m a k e any prediction about
their relative difficulty. For the next four w e assume an
incTeasing degree of ditficulty from the fourth to the seventh.
The rationale for this assumption has been given in (Bara,
Bucciarelli, Johnson-Laird, 1994).
1. processing capacity of the working m e m o r y
2. generate tokens
3. establish relations a m o n g tokens
4. detect identity of tokens (p = p)
5. detect difference of tokens (p ^ q)
6. identify references
7. generate a negative token not-p
can be
Figure 2. Seven basic abilities.
All these abilities operate on elementary tokens. In
particular, the sixth one establishes the relationship "referent
of a description" between a state of affairs perceived perc(p)
and a described token introduced by a verbal description
desc(p). The seventh ability, i.e. the generation of negative
tokens, is essential to represent explicitly the falsity of a
state of affairs, or tiie absence of some entity.
Integration and falsification, the two complex procedures
at the core of the reasoning process, are based on the
elementary capabilities given in Figure 2 (see the section on
the computer model).
The experiment

The connectives taken into account are and, or and if-t
The tasks are of three types: action, truth-value judgement
and inference. Each connective is considered in all of the
three tasks, except conjunction, which is analyzed only in
the case of truth-value judgement. In fact, conjuncticm in the
tasks of action and inference would be interpreted as an ifthen connective. In order to render comprehensible the
computer model and the simulation, w e present here the
experiment.
Experimental subjects 2 0 subjects (10 females and 10
males) from each of ilie following age groups: 3-4, 5 -6, 89, 11-12 and over 21. They had no previous formal training
in logic.
Design and Procedure Subjects are told they are attending
a test regarding the way people reason. They are presented
individually with the test in a single session. T h e trials are
presented in the following order: first, subjects deal with
action and inference trials (we adopted four randomizations
balanced for n u m b e r and sex), then with truth-value
judgement trials (we adopted a different randomization for
each subject). The reason is that in the pilot experiment w e
found that younger subjects got confused w h e n dealing with
truth-value judgement and inference together. T h e y

sometimes tried to judge the premises of an inference and to
derive a conclusion from an assertion regarding a state of
affairs in the case of truth-value judgement.
The material consists of one box and a series of toy
animals, which w e will identify with the symbols p, q, etc.
The general argument is the presence/absence of the animals
inside the box. The trials consist of instances of the three
tasks: let us consider them in detail.
1. (Action). The entity p is in the box and the entity q is
outside the box. Both are plainly visible to the reasoner.
One of the following requests is uttered:
"If a p is in the box, then you put a q in the box" (if-then)
"Either a p is in the box or you put a q in the box" (or)
2. (Truth-value judgements). O n e of the following
situations occurs: either both entities p and q are in the box
(TT - it's true that p and q are in the box), or p is in the box
and q is outside the box (TF), or q is in the box and p is
outside the box (FT). T h e arrangement is plainly visible to
the reasoner. Subjects have to consider each of the following
judgements:
"There is a p in the box and there is a q in the box. True or
false?" (onrf)
"If there is a p in the box then there is a q in the box. True
or false?" (if-then)
"Either there is a p in the box or there is a q in the box.
True or false?" (or)
3. (Inference). T h e reasoner is presented with a first
premise of the following type:
"If p is in the box, than q is in the box" (if)
"Either p is in the box or q is in the box" (or)
Then a second premise follows of the form: a) p is in the
box; b) p is not in the box; c) q is in the box. d) q is not in
the box.
The reasoner is invited to draw a conclusion.

match(Ml,M2):
if for each x [perc(x) is in M l and desc(x) is in M 2 ] then
/* identifyreferents*/
return an integrated model M (where all the desc(x) are
turned into perc(x))
else if for each x, f [f(x) is in M l and f(x) is in M 2 ] then
/* detect identities */
return M l
else fail
fi
Figure 3. T h e match algorithm.

The operation make-models-explicit increases the
accessible informative content of a mental model. T h e n a m e
is a general identifier for two methods (token-explicitation
and model-explicitation) that are triggered by different
conditions. B y "explicitation" w e m e a n the operations that
flesh out a model which is not exhaustively represented.
T h e first method is called token-explicitation. T h e
procedures of model construction introduce only the
occurrences of tokens explicitly detected or mentioned. If w e
need to reason by taking into account a false state of affairs,
w e have to m a k e it explicit via the generation of a negative
token. A token not-x is introduced into a model M for each
token X mentioned in the premise and not contained in M
(this treatment closely resembles the approaches to defaults
and non monotonic reasoning in AI). Tliere exist a hierarchy
of difficulty: a negative token is easier to generate if it refers
to a state of affairs than to an action yet to occur; dealing
with a (not) perceived state of affairs is easier than dealing
widi a (not) described state of affairs.
T h e second method, called model-explicitation, makes
explicit the models which are implicit in the initial
A computer model: procedures and
representation of the premise. Note that also this second
global strategies
method employs the generation of negative tokens, since the
introduction of further models occurs basically via the
The computer model simulates the human propositional
transformation of the initial explicit model. For instance,
reasoning in M M T . W e provide an analytical account of the
the explicitation of tJie initial model for the conditional is
strategies involved, by introducing the two fundamental
accomplished by,first,generating a negative token for both
procedures, match and make-models-explicit.
the antecedent and the consequent and, second, generating a
M a t c h takes as input two mental models and, if it
negative token for the antecedent and leaving the consequent
succeeds, returns as output an integrated model, from which
unaltered (see note 1).
the conclusion is drawn. If match fails, the initial models are
Match, which involves "detect identities" and "identify
left unchanged, and no integrated model is produced. T h e
referents" (see Figure 2), is simpler than token-explicitation,
elementary steps of match, which looks like a simplified
which involves the generation of negative tokens not-x.
version of the unification algorithm, are described by the
Token-explicitation has operationally the same difficulty of
algorithm in Figure 3. Actually, the match algorithm is
model-explicitation, but the acquisition of m o d e l more complex, because it also includes false states of affairs
explicitation requires a longer life experience, since it
explicitly mentioned in the premises. In Figure 3 w e have
implies having already experienced further situations in
limited the algorithm to the cases that appear in the trials of
which the connective is true beyond the trivial case. Match
the experiment (see the previous section). Thefirstargument
implements integralion of mental models; make-modelsM l is the model of the actual situation (or, in the case of
explicit followed by a match implements falsification.
the inference task, the second premise); the second argument
Propositional reasoning is guided by the global strategy
M 2 is the model of the premise against which the specific
described
in Figure 4. T h e framed expressions represent
situation is to be matched. Match operates in the resolution
mental
models,
the expressions in italics are operations and
style, by "resolving" the two models into the integrated
tests on models. All the tasks start by trying to match the
model.
model of a state of affairs against the model of a premise. If
the match succeeds, it produces an integrated model and
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information." T h e "mental model of a state of affairs"
involves either perceived entities (perc(x)) in action and
judgement, or described entities (desc(x)) in inference.
Together with the actual Lisk to accomplish, the model of a
state of affairs defines the context for use of a connective.
The specific sequence of operations involved dynamically
determines the difficulty of a "contextualized" connective.
The asterisks indicate (erroneous) possible intermediate
exits of the reasoning prtKess: if the capacity of the working
m e m o r y is exhausted or the following operations are not
successfully completed the response is given on the basis of
the manipulation executed so far.
Beyond the general reasoning schema in Figure 4, the
various tasks refine the global strategy in specific ways.

mental model
of a premise

mental model of
a state of affairs

nmich ? _ L £ L
* make models
explicit
I
f ^ Q _ match .^ Y E S
integrated model

Comparison between human and
artificial subjects

1
produce result

The computational model accounts for the analytica

I

decomposition of integration and falsification in terms of a
finite set of basic procedures. It is assumed that the
construction of the initial models, that precedes these two
Figure 4. The global strategy
operations, is correctly executed by all the subjects of any
age group. The errors are explained in terms of failures that
generates a result. This could be either a decision about occur either on the execution of the basic procedures or in
performing an action, assigning a judgement, or drawing an
the sequence of operations, that m a y produce a large number
inference, but if it happens that the integrated model
of intermediate results, thus exceeding the capacity of the
supports both a result and its opposite, no response is
woricing memory.
possible'. O n the contrary, if the match fails, the implicit
A s w e cannot present all data, the comparison between
information contained in the representation is made explicit
the results produced by the h u m a n reasoners and the
and the match is newly attempted. If itfinallysucceeds, the
computer program will focus on a relevant case, of which
result is extracted from the integrated model; otherwise the
w e shall show the reasoning steps and the breakdown points.
whole process fails.
The example chosen involves the disjunction of the states of
T h e "mental model of a premise" represents the
affairs p and g (i.e. either there is a p, or you put a q' for
acontextual meaning of the connective, that is the meaning
action; "either there is a p , or there is a q" for judgement
of the premise expressed by one of the representations (1),
and inference); in all the three tasks the initial situation is
(2) and (3), introduced at thefirstpage, that possibly include
always the state of affairs p (see the initial representations in
implicit
Figure 5).
*FAIL

RESULT / NO RESPONSE

H u m a n subjects
3-4 5-6 8-9 11-12 >21
11
8

say 'there is p'
say 'there is ({
Inference SAY THERE IS NOTQ'
say 'I don't k n o w '
put ^ in the b o x
Action D O NOTHING
'I don't know'

SAY 'TRUEJudgement

say 'false'

2
1
6

4
7
1

15 15
4
5
1
11 13
9
7

19

1 1
19

20

Artificial subjects
young
middle
adult
+++
+
+
++
++
+
+
++
++
unpredicted unpredicted unpredicted

10
10
4
16

5
15

1
19

9
11

16
4

++
+
+
+
+
++
unpredicted unpredicted unpredicted
+-t+

+
+

+-H
+

Table 1. Type of responses with the frequences associated.

3 Consider, for instance, the result of matching the state of
affairs "not-p" against the explicit models for the conditional
"if p then q" in note 1. Both "q" and "not-q" are possible
conclusions.

•* T h e general term "premise" is specialized into "request" in
action, "assertion" in Judgement, "first premise" in
inference.
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The predictions of the c o m p u t e model are summarized in
therightside of Table 1 under the denomination "artificial
subjects". W e have individuated three groups: voung. which
roughly corresponds to thefirsttwo groups (3-4 and 5-6) of
human subjects (left side of Table 2), middle, which
corresponds to the second two (8-9 and 11-12), and aduitThe artificial subject entries express predictions on the
competence but not on the performance of h u m a n reasoners:
what is provided is a preferential order of the possible
responses. T h e m o r e "+" there are, the higher is the
preference. T h e entry unpredicted concerns subjects'
responses that are not accounted for by the computer model.
Responses within each task are vertically arranged according
to the temporal order of the possible exits in the reasoning
process. The correct responses are in coital letters. Such
arrangement alsoreflectsthe ^pearances of responses from a
developmental point of view.
Let us turn n o w to the reasoning process described in
Figure 5. All the three tasks start with a m a t c h , that
generates an integrated model p (perc(p) in action and
judgement, desc(p) in inference). After the integration, a
token-explicitation is required, in order to m a k e the
integrated model explicit. T w o possibilities are considered:
i) If a subject is not able to execute token-explicitation,
M M T predicts two possibilities depending on the fact that
subjects have arepresentationof the integrated model not
fully explicit. Thefirstincorrect output is based on the first
disjunct desc(p). The corresponding responses are: "there is
p" in inference, "true" in judgement. Such responses are
expected from h u m a n subjects from 3 to 6 (voung artificial
subjects), whose working m e m o r y capacity m a y be
Action

Inference
desc(p)
ldesc(p)

exhausted by the integrated model, on which they are forced
to base their answers. A correct answer m a y be given also
on the basis of an integrated model not fully explicit. This
explains the cross-over which is evident in Table 2, where
children, in contrast with the other groups, perform
judgements belter then inferences. N o response is supported
in action, since the integrated model involves only a state of
affairs. The second incorrect output is based on the model of
the second disjunct desc(q). The corresponding responses
are: "there is q" in inference, "put q in the box*' in action,
"false" in judgement. Such responses are expected from
h u m a n subjects from 8 to 12 (middle artificial subjects),
w h o take into account the second disjunct (q) on its o w n ,
but without thinking of it as an alternative model to the one
that matched (p). The response "put q in the box" is also
expected from younger subjects, since it is the unique
possibility in action at this stage. This last M M T ' s
prediction is strengthened by Uie pragmatic consideration
that it is hard for a child to retain from acting, in our
experimental setting.
Table 2 shows that the predicted trend is confirmed for
subjects of 8-9, 11-12 and over 21 years (Page's L Test:
L=439.5; p<.(XX)01). Surprisingly, the highest percentage of
correct responses of younger subjects is obtained exactly in
judgement. Suchresultsare accounted for by the analysis of
the totality of possible responses in Table 1. Let us analyze
whether h u m a n responses on the left follow the predictions
on theright.The expectations are fully confirmed in all the
tasks for the groups 3-4 and 5-6 with respect to young.
Things are slightly less smooth for the groups 8-9 and 1112 with respect to middle, since the tendency to answer

clesc(p)

desc(q) berc(p)
match?

—

Judgement
|perc(p)

desc(q)

put(desc(q))

V

7
match? —I

match? -1
|perc(p)

bcrc(p) I
token-explicitation
(integrated-modell)

token-explicitation _^
(integrated-modell)

token-explicitation
integrated-modell)

r
|desc(p) not-q

desc(p)

perc(p)

token-explicitation
—(situation)

not-put(q)

produce-inference —

select-action

not-q

DO NOTHING

—

perc(p) not-q I

|perc(p) not-q|

match? — 1

TRUE
Figure 5. The three reasoning processes.
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correctly runs faster than the model prediction, especially
ininference (both groups) and action (11-12 group). Finally,
the group >21 conflrms the predictions given for adult, with
only minor changes in inference, where no wrong
conclusion occurs, even if s o m e were predicted by the
model.

age

Inference Action

Judgement
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Conclusion
Our interpretation of the presented results is:
1) M M T accounts for prepositional reasoning in the three
situations described: action, judganent and inference;
2) Development in prepositional reasoning is explained
by a refinement of M M T ;
3) A computer model is presented, which simulates the
develojanent of competence in projwsiticMial reasoning.
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Abstract

can be incompatible with ideas in another. For instance,
one subregion can contain the thought that a recipe is
wrong, whereas another can contain the thought that
the recipe is right. Alternatively, thoughts in one subregion can simply be absent from another. In (Ic) w e
see the conceptual metaphor of I D E A S A S I N T E R N A L
U T T E R A N C E S (following Barnden, 1992). A thinking
episode is portrayed as inner speech within the agent.
W e take IDEAS A S I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S to be
a special case of M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L S P A C E , with the
internal utterance being an event that takes place within
the "space" of the agent's mind. M I N D A S P H Y S I C A L
S P A C E and IDEAS A S I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S
are two of the metaphors to which we have paid most
attention in our work. Another is M I N D P A R T S A S
P E R S O N S , briefly mentioned at the end of the paper.
However, there are many commonly-used metaphors of
mind. See, for example: Barnden (1992), Cooke &
Bartha (1992), Lakoff, Espenson k Schwartz (1991), and
Sweetser (1990).
If one looked only at (lb,c) one might dispute the
above claims about metaphor, saying that (lb,c) just involve canned forms of language. However, consider the
following productive variants of those sentences:

An unprecedented combination of simulative and
metaphor-based reasoning about beliefs is achieved
in an AI system, ATT-Meta. Much mundane discourse about beliefs uses conceptusJ metaphors (e.g.,
M I N D A S C O N T A I N E R ) productively, and A T T Meta's metaphor-based reasoning accordingly leads to
crucial discourse comprehension decisions. ATT-Meta's
non-metaphorical mode of belief reasoning includes simulative reasoning (SR). In ATT-Meta, metaphor-based
reasoning can block and otherwise influence the course
of SR. Also, ATT-Meta can nest S R and metaphorbased reasoning within themselves and each other. As
well as currently allowing ATT-Meta to simulatively
reason about beliefs about beliefs ..., the nesting will
in the near future allow the system to handle chained
metaphors, ascribe its own metaphor-based reasoning to
other agents, and apply simulative reasoning to purely
metaphorical agents.
Introduction
Metaphors in discourse affect an understander's task of
obtaining a coherent understanding. This is clear from,
e.g., Hobbs (1990), Martin (1990) and Nayak & Gibbs
(1990). Consider the discourse fragment (1), and contrast some possible continuations of it, namely (la-c):

(lb') She did this after forcibly shoving the idea thai the
recipe was wrong to a murky corner of her mind.

(1) Veronica was preparing for her dinner party. Her
brother's recipe had said to fry the mushrooms for one
hour.

(Ic') She did this even while whining to herself, "Oh no,
this damned recipe's wrong. "

(la) She did this even though she believed the recipe to Consider also the immense potential for further varying
these, e.g. using verbs other than "shove" and "whine."
be wrong.
T h e most economical explanation of the sense that (Ib'(lb) She did this even though in the recesses of her mind
c') and their further variants m a k e is that they appeal to
she believed the recipe to be wrong.
the metaphors w e mentioned above (cf. the observations
(Ic) She did this even though she thought, "The recipe's in Lakoff 1993). Then, for uniformity and continuity, it
is a short step to saying that (lb,c) also manifest those
wrong."
metaphors, though in a more pallid way. (Ic) does difContinuation (la) contains a non-metaphorical mentalfer markedly from (Ic') in not using an ordinary verb
state description. Sentence (lb) manifests the M I N D A S
of speech. However, w e m a k e three observations. First,
P H Y S I C A L S P A C E conceptual metaphor.* T h e senpeople commonly experience s o m e thoughts as "inner
tence refers to a specific subregion of the whole "space"
speech," so that it is fair to take (Ic) as saying that
of the mind. Ideas or thinking episodes in one subregion
Veronica w a s experiencing inner speech. Secondly, the
'See Lakoff (1993) for the notion of conceptual metaphor verb "think" is in fact often used to portray real speech
in the following way: "Veronica thought aloud that the
— something that is important in the way people view things
recipe was wrong." Thirdly, the idea that (Ic) really is
— as opposed to mere linguistic manifestations of metaphor.
suggesting speech is reinforced by the effect of introducIn this paper a metaphor is a conceptual view of something
ing the evaluative adjective "damned" into the quotation
as something else, not a linguistic form.
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in (Ic).
In (la,b,c) there is a disparity between Veronica's
obeying the recipe and her belief in its incorrectness.
T h e different ways the belief is described lead to different
degrees of plausibility for various possible explanations
of the disparity. O n e reasonable interpretation for (lb)
is that Veronica's wrong-recipe belief was only minimally
involved, if at all, in her conscious thinking, so that she
did not consciously think (to any strong degree) that
she -was following a recipe that was incorrect. But (Ic)
places the wrong-recipe belief squarely in her conscious
thinking, so it seems m u c h more likely that Veronica deliberately went against her o w n strong doubts, for some
reason. For example, she might have been ordered to
obey the recipe. This is not to say that such an explana^
tion for (lb) could not hold for (Ic), or that explanations
for (Ic) could not hold for (lb). Rather, the balance of
rcasonat/encss of explanations is different between (lb)
and (Ic). T h e non-metaphorical (la) is vaguer in its implications thsm (lb,c), but (lc)-type explanations seem
more likely than (Ib)-type ones.
W e have developed an AI system, A T T - M e t a , that
seeks explanations such as the ones above. A n advanced
prototype of the reasoning module is implemented in
Prolog. T h e reasoning system currently takes as input
logical expressions constructed by hand, but w e are completing the implementation of a natural language frontend.
T h e system currently does not deal with mental states
other than belief, but w e plan to broaden its scope in
the future. It does not deal with novel metaphors: it
already knows about the metaphors that are of interest
in our research. However, it can use its metaphors in
open-ended, novel ways. It deals only with metaphors
of mind, but there appears to be nothing to prevent the
extension to numerous other types of metaphor.
A T T - M e t a uses an intimate combination of "simulative reasoning" (SR) and metaphor-based reasoning
( M 4 B R ) about beliefs. Simulative reasoning has been
proposed within A I by, for instance, Chalupsky (1993),
Creary (1979), Haas (1986), Konolige (1986) and Moore
(1973); and see Dinsmore (1991) for the linguistic context. It also corresponds to an aspect of the philosophical/psychological Simulation Theory (ST) of h o w people
reason about other people's beliefs and behavior (Davies
& Stone, in press). In S R , a system temporarily pretends to adopt some of the beliefs of the agent in question, reasons from those pretend facts, and then (defeasibly) ascribes the results to the agent. S R / S T has some
advantages over non-simulative reasoning (see Barnden
chapter in Davies k. Stone, in press; Haas, 1986).

Sketch of ATT-Meta's Reasoning
Here we outline the main reasoning steps ATT-Meta

tion also illustrates the uncertainty and defeasibility of
ATT-Meta's reasoning, largely apparent below through
the use of the qualifier "presumably." A proposition so
qualified is amenable to being defeated. In this paper w e
do not go into the formal details of the system. M a n y of
these are contained in Barnden et al. (1994).
Case (1-la)
ATT-Meta's explanation in this case is that she presumably had some special reeison for following the recipe
even though she was consciously aware of the disparity
between doing so and the recipe's being wrong (according to her). This explanation arises as follows.
F r o m the fact that Veronica followed the recipe, A T T Meta infers:
(2) presumably, Veronica consciously believed she was
following it.
This is by a rule that says that when people follow instructions they presumably do it consciously. A T T - M e t a
also infers:
(3) presumably, she believed it wasn't good to follow the
recipe.
This happens as follows. ATT-Meta sets up a special reasoning environment for conducting a partial simulation
of Veronica's (hypothesized) thought processes. Within
the environment, A T T - M e t a adopts the premise that the
recipe is wrong. This is a belief of Veronica's, according
to the second clause of (la). Because A T T - M e t a can
be viewed as temporarily pretending to adopt Veronica 's
beliefs, w e call the environment a "simulation pretence
cocoon." Using a rule that says that if a body of instructions is wrong it's not good to follow it, A T T - M e t a
infers within the cocoon that
(3') it's not good to follow the recipe.
Since this conclusion is within the cocoon, it is a hypothesized belief of Veronica's, and A T T - M e t a makes
this point explicit by automatically concluding (3).
Further, by virtue of (2), A T T - M e t a adopts the following premise within the cocoon:
(2') Veronica follows the recipe.^
Then, within the cocoon, ATT-Meta infers the conjunction of (2') and (3'), namely
(4') Veronica follows the recipe AND it's not good to
follow the recipe.
Concomitantly, ATT-Meta infers, outside the cocoon,
that Veronica presumably believes this conjunction.
That is:
slightly beyond the current capabilities of the implementation. Another departure by ATT-Meta from the description
in this section is that ATT-Meta proceeds in a backwardschaining, goal-directed way, whereas the description portrays
a more easily presentable forward-chaining process.
^Since ATT-Meta is simulating Veronica, it would be better to couch this premise as "I a m following the recipe." However, ATT-Meta does not yet have a treatment of indexicals.

takes for examples (1-la), (1-lb) and (1-lc), conveying
the rough flavor of its simulative and metaphor-based
reasoning and of their intimate interaction.'^ T h e sec^At the time of writing, ATT-Meta has only a simplified
implementation of the complex "specificity" principles appealed to in case (1-lb), so that the description here goes
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(4) presumably, Veronica believes that: she follows the
recipe A N D it's not good to follow it.

"transfer rule" linking certain metaphorical cocoons to
reality:

IF [within a cocoon for agent X's-IDEAS A S
Notice here that an SR conclusion such as (3) or (TR.lc)
(4)
I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S ] there is an utterance of
is always qualified by "presumably," reflecting the fact
a declarative sentence S within X's mind T H E N , prethat ATT-Meta merely presumes that the agent actusumably, X consciously believes the proposition stated
ally does the inferencing corresponding to ATT-Meta's
byS.
within-cocoon reaisoning.
Now, ATT-Meta has the following (admittedly overThus, ATT-Meta infers that, presumably, Veronica consimpUfied) rule:
sciously believed the recipe to be wrong. This is also
(R.l) IF someone is using something (e.g., a set inferred
of in- by means of R.l just as in case (1-la). Thus,
structions) and believes something, P, about it, T H E N , the remainder of the reasoning is essentially the same
as that for (1-la), and ATT-Meta again constructs the
presumably, (s)he consciously believes P.
main result (5).
Therefore, ATT-Meta infers that Veronica's belief in
However, ATT-Meta is theoretically in a position to
the wrongness of the recipe was presumably conscious.
deem (5) to be more strongly supported in the (1-lc)
Thus, both premises used in the simulation cocoon
case than in the (1-la) case. This is for reasons detailed
(namely: the recipe is wrong; Veronica follows the recipe) below, but is to do with TR.lc providing a more specific
reflect conscious beliefs of Veronica's. As a result, A T T - basis than R.l does for the conclusion that Veronica conMeta presumes that any belief resulting from the simsciously believes the recipe to be wrong.
ulation is also conscious. Therefore, a further result of
Case (1-lb)
the simulation is
In case (1-lc), the M 4 B R was minimal, and further(4c) presumably, Veronica consciously believed that:
more did not affect the course of simulative reasoning as
she follows the recipe A N D it's not good to follow the
such. Things are markedly different in the case of (1-lb).
recipe.
ATT-Meta still tries to do the same simulative reasoning
Veronica as above, and comes up with hypothesis
This feeds into a rule that can be paraphrased asabout
follows:
(4) again. However, this hypothesis is defeated. This
(R.2) IF agent X does action A and consciously believes
in turn means that neither (4c) nor (5) is inferred. The
that [(s)he does A A N D it's not good to do A / T H E N , reason for the defeat of (4) is as follows.
presumably, the explanation is that (s)he has a special
Suppose ATT-Meta comes to a within-cocoon conclureason for doing A despite having that conscious belief. sion Q, and that this was directly based on within-cocoon
propositions
PI, ..., Pn. ATT-Meta concomitantly sets
Thus, ATT-Meta is able to infer the main result of
the
up
the
external
conclusion that the agent (X) believes
example, namely:
Q, as Wcis implied above. However, another action is to
(5) presumably, Veronica had a special reason forrecord
fol- that this conclusion is dependent upon the hylowing the recipe even though consciously believing that
pothesis that
[she's following the recipe A N D it is not good to follow
(I) X performs some inference process yielding Q from
It].
PI, ..., Pn.
Case (1-lc)
This hypothesis is, normally, deemed by ATT-Meta to be
W e defer (1-lb) as it involves more complex reasoning than (1-lc) does. ATT-Meta's general approach to
metaphor is to "pretend" to take a metaphorical utterance at face value (i.e "literally"). That is, in the case
of (Ic), ATT-Meta pretends that

presumably true. It turns out that for examples (1-la)
and (1-c) there is nothing that defeats this presumption.
However, one use of M 4 B R in ATT-Meta is precisely
to defeat presumptions of form (I). But if all instances
of I for a given Q are defeated then (in the absence of
other support) ATT-Meta abandons the conclusion that
(6) there was a real utterance of "The recipe's wrong"
X believes Q, and concomitantly abolishes Q within the
within Veronica's mind.
cocoon. T w o instances of I are set up in case (1-lb), for
different propositions Q:
Concomitantly, ATT-Meta pretends that
(I.l) Veronica performed soTue inference process yielding
[it is not good to follow the recipe] from [the recipe is
These pretences are embodied as the adoption of
wrong];
premises (6) and (7) within a special environment that
(1.2) Veronica performed some inference process yieldwe call a metaphorical pretence cocoon for Veronica'sing [Veronica follows the recipe A N D it is not good
IDEAS AS I N T E R N A L U T T E R A N C E S . Now, the real
to follow the recipe] from [Veronica follows the recipe]
force of such cocoons is that inference processes can
and [it is not good to follow the recipe].
take place within them, much as within simulation cocoons. This will happen in case (1-lb). However, in
These arise because of within-cocoon reasoning steps just
the present example, the only important action that
like those in cases (1-la) and (1-lc). (I.l) arises from
ATT-Meta bases on the metaphor is to use the following
the reasoning to (3') and (1.2) from the reasoning to (4').
(7) Veronica's mind was a PHYSICAL SPACE.
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Now, part of ATT-Meta's understanding of the M I N D
A S P H Y S I C A L S P A C E metaphor is:

single premise (that the recipe is wrong); there is no
issue arising here of two premises being being physically
separated within Veronica's mind-SPACE.
(TR.lb) X's performing an inference process yielding Q
W e have seen that ATT-Meta does not conclude (4c).
from PI, ..., Pn corresponds metaphorically to PI, ...,
In fact, for reasons explained at the end of the next secPn physically interacting within X's mind space to
tion, ATT-Meta is able to come to the stronger concluproduce Q.
sion that Veronica actually failed to believe the conjunction
(4') (even though she does believe each conjunct
(If n is 1 then Q arises just out of PI, without an
interseparately). This then allows the following rule to proaction with something else.) This principle is couched
ceed:
in a set of transfer rules analogous in form to TR.lc.
In addition, ATT-Meta has a rule purely about physical (R.7) IF agent X does action A, believes that it's not
interactions that says
good to do A, but fails to believe that [X does A A N D
it's not good to do /l/THEN, presumably, this failure
(R.2) IF some things are spatially separated from each
explains the apparent disparity between X's action and
other [rather than being close together] T H E N , prebelief
sumably, they do not interact.

Thus, ATT-Meta is able to infer the main result of the
example, namely:
(R.3) IF PI ,..., Pn physically interact to produce Q
(9) presumably, the explanation for the apparent disparand the Pi are all within a particular region R, T H E N ,
ity concerning Veronica is that she failed to believe that
presumably, Q is m R.
[Veronica follows the recipe A N D the recipe is wrong].
Other pMts of ATT-Meta's understanding of the
It turns out that ATT-Meta does arrive at some weak
metaphor are the following transfer principles:
support for the explanation given by (9) in cases (1-la)
and (1-lc), and conversely comes up with some weak
(R.4) X believing P corresponds to the thought-thai-P
support for the explanation given by (5) in case (1-lb).
being at some position in X's mind-space;
(What weak support amounts to is clarified below.) This
(R.5) X consciously believing P corresponds to X'sreflects
mind our point in section 1 that the metaphors affect
having a front region and the ihought-that-P being in
the balance of reasonableness of explanations, and do
that region;
not totally discount particular explanations.
Finally, recall that in (1-la) ATT-Meta inferred that,
(R.6) IF a thought is m the recesses of X's mind THEN,
presumably,
Veronica consciously believed the recipe to
presumably, it is not conscious.
be wrong. This inference is attempted also in case (1ATT-Meta sets up a metaphorical pretence cocoon for
Ib). However, it is defeated indirectly by the given inVeronica's-MIND A S P H Y S I C A L S P A C E . ATT-Meta
formation that the thought that the recipe was wrong
takes (lb) at face value and adopts the within-cocoon
was in the recesses of her mind, which supports via R.6
premise that in the recesses of this space there was the
the hypothesis that the belief was not conscious. The
thought that the recipe was wrong. Because of hypothsupport for this hypothesis is judged to be more specific,
esis (I.l) and transfer principle (TR.lb), ATT-Meta esand therefore stronger, than the support for the hypothtablishes the following hypothesis inside the metaphoriesis that the belief was conscious. This is because of
cal pretence cocoon:
general specificity-comparison principles in ATT-Meta,
discussed below.
(8) the thought thai the recipe was wrong physically

Another purely physical rule is

produced the thought that it was not good to follow
It.

The Two Types of Pretence Cocoon
ATT-Meta uses simulation pretence cocoons to "get insidein
people's
By R.3, it follows that the latter thought was also
the minds," and metaphorical pretence cocoons
to "get inside metaphorical views." Notice carefully,
recesses of Veronica's mind.
however, that the reasoning within a metaphorical preHowever, ATT-Meta infers as in (1-la) that presumtence cocoon concerned with someone's mind is neverably Veronica consciously believed that she was following
the recipe. Hence, by R.5, the thought that Veronica fol- theless from a standpoint outside the person's mind.
W e could unify the two types of cocoon by regarding
lows the recipe was in the front of her mind. ATT-Meta
a metaphorical pretence cocoon as a simulation cocoon
takes the front and the recesses to be separated from each
for simulating a hypothetical observer who takes the
other. Therefore, ATT-Meta uses R.2 to infer within
metaphor at face value — e.g., actually believes Veronthe metaphorical pretence cocoon that the thought that
ica's mind literally to be a physical space.
Veronica follows the recipe did not physically interact
with the thought that it is not good to follow the recipe.
Uncertainty and Defeasibility
Via TR.lb, this undermines 1.2. But 1.2 was the only
support for hypothesis (4). Hence, (4) is defeated. As a Propositions (facts in the database, or reasoning goals)
result, (4c) and (5) are not inferred.
are tagged with a confidence rating (CR). The most
O n the other hand, (I.l) is not undermined because
important ratings are Suggested, Presumed and Cerit reflects a within-simulation-cocoon inference from a
tain. Presumed means that ATT-Meta presumes that
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Specificity C o m p a r i s o n

the proposition holds, but allows that it might not do so.
The rating can also be glossed as "by default." Presumed
corresponds to our use of "presumably" in the previous
section. Suggested means intuitively that there is reason
to suggest the proposition might hold, but the available
evidence is not enough to m a k e A T T - M e t a presume it.
A proposition and its complement (where P and N O T P are complements) m a y both be rated as Suggested, or
one m a y be Suggested and the other Presumed. However,
other combinations are not allowed.
Suggested is the rating that (9) ends up with in case
(l-la,c) [contrasting with its Presumed rating in case
(1-lb)] and that (5) ends up with in (1-lb) [contrasting
with its Presumerf rating in case (l-a,c)].
The notion of belief is divided up into qualitative degrees. W e can have that "X believes-C P", where C is
one of Suggested, Presumed or Certain. T h e meaning
is respectively that: X believes there is some reason to
suggest P; X presumes P; and X is certain that P. Notice carefully that ATT-Meta's C R for "X believes-^ P"
is independent of degree p. In the previous section, w e
oversimplified by not mentioning degrees of belief.
In a simulative reasoning cocoon for agent X, any of
ATT-Meta's o w n rules can be used, although in the future we plan to add the capability of of restricting the
ascription of rules to agents. Within-cocoon premises
arise only from Presumed or Certain propositions about
X's beliefs. However, such propositions can be conclusions from general rules like "if X is an English telephone
operator then X believes that N e w Mexico is not part of
the U.S."
A T T - M e t a has a rule such that, for each agent X and
each proposition P, the system presumes that X lacks
a belief (of any degree) in P. (Note that this does not
mean that X believes not-P.) However, the presumption
is overridden by any Presumed or Certain database fact
to the contrary, or by rule that tries to contribute a
PresumedOT Certain rating to X believing P. T h e default
that X lacks a belief in P is the reason that in case (1-lb)
ATT-Meta can infer that (presumably) Veronica failed
to believe the conjunction (4') mentioned there, because
(as it happens) the evidence from the discourse fragment
leads merely to a Suggested rating for her believing the
conjunction.

Heuristic

T h e current specificity comparison heuristic with which
w e are currently experimenting is complex and is set out
in detail in Barnden et al. (1994). Here will just give
the flavor of one aspect of it. Recall that at the end
of the subsection on the reasoning for Case (1-lb), w e
stated that when A T T - M e t a considers whether or not
(C) Veronica consciously believes the recipe to be wrong,
itfindsthe support for N O T - C stronger (i.e.. more specific) than the support for C. Initially, C gets a Presumed rating by R.l being applied (in part) to the Certain proposition (Fl) that Veronica believes the recipe to
be wrong. N O T - C gets an initial Presumerf rating by R.6
being applied to the Certain proposition (F2) that the
thought that the recipe was wrong was in the recesses of
Veronica's mind. N o w , Fl can be inferred from F 2 via
R.4, but F 2 cannot be inferred from Fl. A s a result, Fl
is regarded as being less specific than F2. (F2 describes
a more special situation than Fl does.) Because of this,
it turns out that the overall support for C is less specific
than the overall support for N O T - C .
W e also stated that the specificity comparison principles could also be used to judge (5) to be more strongly
supported in the (1-lc) case than in the (1-la) case.
(However, the A T T - M e t a implementation currently does
not try to compare conclusions from different examples.)
(5) arises from R.2, whose condition part requires a conscious belief. T h e belief in question is that Veronica
follows the recipe and it's not good to follow it. T h e
inference process in case (1-la) that supplies the conscious quality of this belief is similar to the process that
occurs in case (1-lc), and uses the Presumed proposition C (that Veronica consciously believes the recipe to
be wrong). However, a crucial difference is as follows.
For (1-la), it is only R.l acting (partly) on proposition
Fl that supports the consciousness in C. B y contraist,
for (1-lc) the consciousness in C is also supported by
TR.lc acting on the proposition (F3) that there was an
utterance of "The recipe is wrong" in Veronica's mind.
F3 is more specific than Fl, m u c h as F 2 is.

Nesting of SR and M4BR
A n important though relatively neglected advantage of
S R is that it allows any type of reasoning, not just deductive reasoning, to be ascribed to agents. Without S R , the
system would need an elaborate, explicit theory of each
type of reasoning — e.g., abduction or analogy-based
reasoning — to enable it to reason about other agents'
hypothesized abduction, analogy-based reasoning, etc.
In the A T T - M e t a case, the system's o w n defeasible reasoning is routinely used within simulation cocoons. As a
special case, the system's M 4 B R capability could be used
within simulation cocoons. This would allow the simulation of agents' hypothesized M 4 B R . Equally, simulative
reasoning could be used within metaphorical pretence
cocoons, to simulate people that appear in the source domain of a metaphor. For example, if an inanimate entity
were metaphorically viewed as a person, that metaphorical person could be subjected to simulative reasoning.
T h e nesting of S R within itself is already used in the

The C R values are also used as strengths of rules. T h e
proposition concluded by the rule is given a strength
equal to the m i n i m u m of the rule's o w n C R together
with the C R s of the propositions picked up by the conditions of the rule. W h e n several rules support a conclusion, the m a x i m u m of the rules' individual strengthcontributions is taken. Special actions are taken when
both a proposition and its complement are given a
strength of Presumed or Certain. Most interestingly, in
the Presumed/ Presumed case both ratings are reduced to
Suggested, unless the system's specificity principles (see
below) are able to establish that the support for one is
more specific than the support for the other. In that
case, only the less specific Presumed is downgraded to
Suggested.
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tion. W e thank Kim Gor, Kanghong Li and Jan Wiebe
ATT-Meta implementation to reeison about agents' reasoning about other agents' beliefs. The final case is nest- for suggestions and help with system development, and
ing of M 4 B R within itself. This is useful for dealing with Lori Markson for conducting experiments.
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Abstract
Populations of simple lecuiient neuial networks were
subject to simulations of evolution where the selection
criterion was the ability of a network to learn to recognize strings from context free grammars. After a number
of generations, networks emerged that use the activation
values of the units feeding their recurrent connections to
represent the depth of embedding in a string. Networks
inherited innate biases to accurately learn members of a
class of related context-free grammars, and, while learning, passed through periods during which exposure to
spurious input interfered with their subsequent ability
to learn a grammar.

hidden output
units
units
_». symbol
predicted

input .
symbol
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ml

recurrent connections
Figure 1: A simple recurrent network for recognizing
strings generated by a g r a m m a r . Symbols from the
string are presented sequentially to the input units. T h e
network is trained to predict the next symbol in the
string. Recurrent connections from hidden units feed
back to the input layer. Each unit in a layer has connections to each of the units in the next layer; these connections are not shown. T h e specific numbers of input
units, hidden units, output units, and recurrent connections varied in the different experiments.

Introduction
H u m a n languages are quite complex, yet children are
able to learn to understand and speak their native languages before reaching the age of four. O n e of the most
popular (albeit controversial) responses to this puzzle is
to hypothesize that h u m a n s are born with innate biases
to be able to recognize certain kinds of linguistic structures. These innate biases m a y be specific to language
(Chomsky, 1987), or m a y be part of general cognitive
mechanisms. In either case, the proposal of innate biases raises difficult questions. Precisely what sorts of
biases are there; h o w could they be encoded genetically;
how could they evolve?
W e are exploring these issues by means of computational simulations of the evolution of neural networks
capable of recognizing and generating strings from formal languages. T h e class of "context-free" languages
(Hopcroft & Ullman, 1979) is the simplest class which
exhibits recursively embedded structure. In our simulations, networks emerge which are capable of recognizing
strings generated by simple context-free languages. T h e
networks use some of their recurrent connections to represent the depth of embedding in the strings. T h e m e m bers of a population of networks trained on strings generated by a class of related context-free languages eventually evolve a bias to efficiently learn languages from
the class.

regimen (and the one used in the experiments reported
here) consists of presenting the symbols from a string
generated by the g r a m m a r sequentially to the input units
of the network. Activation is then fed forward through
the network. T h e activations of the output units are
taken as a prediction of the next symbol in the string.
T h e prediction is compared with the actual symbol that
appears next, and the error between the predicted and
correct value is backpropagated through the network to
adjust the connection weights between units.
It has been shown that, in principle, a recurrent neural network can recognize any class of g r a m m a r (Pollack, 1991; Siegelmann, 1994). However it is not clear if
a network has actually been trained to recognize a language generated by a context-free g r a m m a r , as opposed
to a simpler approximation to the language. Giles, et
al., (1990), have shown that networks equipped with an
external stack can learn to recognize context-free grammars. T o demonstrate that an unaccessorized simple
recurrent network is really recognizing strings from a
context-free language, one must show that the network
has s o m e h o w been trained to keep track of the depth of
embedding in the string.
Researchers in the nascentfieldsof "artificial life" and
"evolutionary programming," have explored computa-

Networks, Grammars, Evolution
Recurrent neural networks (as shown in figure 1) have
been shown to be capable of recognizing and generating strings generated by formal grammars (ServenSchreiber, et al., 1988; Elman, 1990). A typical training
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tional simulation of evolution by natural selection, both
to better understand the mechanisms of evolution, and
to use those mechanisms to discover solutions to difficult
computational problems (Langton, 1989). A compelling
intuition (first presented by Baldwin, 1896) is that evolution and learning can work synergistically: the members
of a species can inherit biases from which learning can efficiently and reliably derive superior solutions to difficult
problems. This intuition has been explored by simulating the evolution of populations of neural networks where
the selection criterion is the networks' ultimate ability to
learn some tcisk (Hinton & Nowlan, 1987; Belew, et al.,
1991).
In our simulations, the "genome" of a network is a
specification of its initial connection weights. Each of the
members of a population of networks is trained to recognize strings from a g r a m m a r or a set of related grammars.
T h e networks which learn the grammars best are used
to generate the next generation of the population by creating n e w networks whose initial weights are the same
as those of the best networks. T h e genomes of some of
the offspring networks are then "mutated" by modifying
some of the weights randomly before the members of the
next generation are trained on the grammars.

Learning a Simple Context-Free
Grammar
A very simple context-free g r a m m a r consists of strings
of the form a"b", that is: some number of tokens of
the symbol a, followed by the same number of tokens
of the symbol b. T h e pattern exhibited by strings from
this language corresponds to what are called "centerembedded" constructions in natural languages, where
some constituent, for example a noun phrase, must be
matched with another constituent, for example a verb
phrase, across some intervening material, for example a
relative clause, that might exhibit the same structure.
A n y machine that can recognize whether a string is in
this language or not must somehow count up the number of a's it sees, and count d o w n each time it sees a
b. A recognizer for this language must also keep track of
which of two states it is in: an initial state corresponding
to the sequence of a's, and a second state corresponding
to the sequence of b's. During the period the machine
is in the initial state, it m a y see either an a or a b; if it
sees an a, it remains in the initial state and increments
the counter; when it sees a b, it enters the second state
and decrements the counter. While in the second state,
it must only see b's, and must decrement the counter for
each one. While a pushdown stack is needed to recognize
an arbitrary context-free language, any device capable of
recording a value that can be incremented, decremented,
and compared with zero, will suffice for this simple grammar.
T h e networks used for learning this grammar had 3
input units, 10 hidden units, 3 output units and 7 recurrent connections from the hidden units to the input layer.
Training consisted of presenting the networks strings
from the a"b" g r a m m a r preceded and terminated by a
'space' character. Prediction error was backpropagated
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through the network to update the connection weights.
(The backpropagation learning rate for all of these experiments was 0.1. N o m o m e n t u m term was used.) Each
network was trained for a total of 500,000 characters,
which works out to about 33,000 strings. (The strings
ranged in length from 4 to 26 characters, with an average
length of 15 characters.)
T o assess the difficulty networks would have learning
this grammar, 513 randomly initialized networks (initial
weights were uniformly distributed between — 1 and + 1 )
were trained on strings from the grammar. Their performance on a set of test strings wais then measured. The
average of the networks' prediction errors per character
was was 0.244, with a standard deviation of 0.031. The
best network in this set achieved an average prediction
error of 0.168.
T h e performance of a randomly initiahzed network after training on strings from the a^b" language is shown
in figure 2. T h e values plotted are the activation values of the network's output units, after the characters
from the string are input to the network. T h e network
correctly predicts the appearances of the a character for
the first half of the string, and once thefirstb is seen,
the prediction for a drops to zero. In the second half
of the string, the prediction for b, initially high, begins
to drop off, and the the prediction for the 'space' character begins to rise. Although these predictions accord
with the statistics of the training strings, the network
has hardly learned the g r a m m a r very well. It should be
predicting only b until as m a n y b's as a's have been seen,
at which point it should predict only the 'space' character. T h e behavior of the network shown in figure 2 is
representative of virtually all of the randomly initialized
networks.
T h e evolutionary simulation was begun by creating a a
population of 24 recurrent networks. Each network was
given random initial weights. For each generation of the
simulation, each network was trained on strings from the
language, seeing a total of 500,000 characters, as above.
T h e network Wcis assigned afitnessvalue that depended
on the average prediction error it obtained when the network was then tested on strings from the grammar. At
the end of each generation, the 8 best networks were
retained into the next generation and their connection
weights reset to the values stored in their genomes. In
addition, the genomes of those top networks were copied
into the remaining 16 networks and modified by a mutation operator which changed some of the initial weights
by small random value. T h e networks of this new generation were then trained on the g r a m m a r again.
By the 155th generation of this simulation, the best
network had an error of 0.151 and the average error for
all of the networks in the population was 0.179. This is
2.2 standard deviations better than randomly initialized
networks.
Figure 3 shows the activation values of some of the
units of a network that evolved in this experiment, after
training on strings from the grammar, while the network
is shown strings of various lengths. For each string, the
network strongly predicts the character a until it sees a
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Figure 2: Performance of a randomly initialized network
after training on 500,000 characters from strings in the
a"b" language. Values plotted are the activation values
of output units, after the characters from the string are
presented to the network. T h e symbol 'sp' stands for the
string-delimiting 'space' character. This network had
an average prediction error of .251 for the set of test
strings — approximately the median value for a set of
513 randomly initiaUzed networks.
b, at which point it predicts b until the end of the string,
where it predicts the 'space' character.
T h e plots labeled rec o n the graphs in figure 3 s h o w
the value passed from a unit in the hidden layer of the
network back to the input layer via one of the network's
recurrent connections. These values s h o w that this unit
seems to be behaving like a counter: Each a increases its
activation until b is seen, after which the value decreases.
W h e n the activation value of the unit approaches zero,
the network predicts the sp character. T h e behavior of
this unit is precisely w h a t is required for the network to
recognize strings of the form a"b".
Learning From a Class of Grammars
T h e population of networks in thefirstexperiment w a s
able to combine evolutionary search with backpropagation learning to learn a particular language. Obviously
an ideal solution would have been for a network to need
no training at all — it would be "born" with its connections already appropriate to recognize the target language. This solution is not available to h u m a n s . Children are able to learn whatever language they are exposed to, n o matter w h a t language their parents spoke.
There are apparently n o innate bieises to learn particular h u m a n languages. It has been suggested, however,
that all h u m a n languages share certain abstract structural features, and children are born with an innate bias
to learn languages with those structural features ( C h o m sky, 1987).
A second evolutionary simulation w a s performed to
explore this idea. In this experiment, each m e m b e r of a
population of networks w a s trained on a language from a
class of 36 related context-free languages. T h e network's
ability to learn the language w a s used to c o m p u t e its fitness value, and hence whether it survived into the next
generation and reproduced. B u t in the next generation
the network a n d its offspring would, in general, face different languages. S o to d o well, networks m u s t develop
biases not for a specific language, but for the class of
29
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Figure 3: Activation values of units of a n evolved network after training, while recognizing strings of various
lengths. Plots labeled a, b, a n d sp s h o w activation values of output units. T h e plots labeled r e c s h o w the
activation values of a unit feeding one of the network's
recurrent connections.
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Figure 4: T h e evolution of n e t w o r k s trained o n languages f r o m the class of context-free g r a m m a r s . T h e value plotted
is the average of the 'pred' scores of the n e t w o r k s in each generation.

languages as a whole.
E a c h of the languages in the class uses the symbols
a, b, c, a n d d. For a specific language, each of the four
symbols is £issigned to one of three categories: the 'push'
symbols, the 'pop' symbols a n d the 'idle' symbols. In a
grammatical string, each 'push' symbol m u s t be matched
o n its right b y a 'pop' symbol. A n y n u m b e r of 'idle' s y m bols can appear anywhere in the string, except that the
first s y m b o l in the string m u s t be a 'push' symbol, a n d
the last s y m b o l in the string m u s t be its matching 'pop'
symbol. E a c h language h a d at least one 'push', 'pop',
and 'idle' symbol. T h e 36 possible languages defined
this w a y fall into three classes, corresponding to the languages with t w o 'push' symbols, two 'pop' symbols a n d
two 'idle' symbols. There are 12 languages in each class,
differing only in which symbols are assigned to which
category.
For example o n e language in the class has a a n d b
as the 'push' symbols, d as the 'pop' symbol a n d c is
the 'idle' symbol. T h e string 'baadcadcdd' is in this
language.
T h e intuition being explored here is that the specific
lexical items used in a language are the m o s t arbitrary
aspects of the language. Underneath lexical differences,
languages m a y share aspects of linguistic structure (word
order, case systems, phonological or morphological processes, etc.), a n d that there m a y b e underlying regularities c o n m i o n to all languages.
T h e g r a m m a r s in this class are s o m e w h a t easier to
recognize than that in the first experiment. All that a
recognizer m u s t d o is to keep track of one counter value.
W h e n e v e r it sees a 'push' symbol, the recognizer should
increment the counter; w h e n it sees a 'pop' symbol, it
should decrement the counter; and w h e n it sees an 'idle'
symbol, it should keep the counter at the s a m e value.
W h e n the counter reaches zero, the end of the string
has been found. T h e network m u s t learn to d o this, of
course, as well as to learn the m a p p i n g s from the actual
symbols to their categories.
In this experiment, networks with 5 inputs, 10 hidden layers, 5 outputs a n d 1 recurrent connection were
used. T h e single recurrent connection w a s used in order
to m a k e the language-learning task as difficult as possible for the networks, given the relative simplicity of these
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Figure 5: Activation values of units in one of the networks that evolved to learn languages from the class of
context-free g r a m m a r s , after being trained o n a specific
language from the class. For this language, the symbols
a, a n d b are 'push' symbols, d is the 'pop' symbol, and
c, is the 'idle' symbol. T h e solid line plots the activation
value of the unit feeding into the single recurrent connection of the network after the given character is seen.
T h e dotted line plots the network's prediction of the end
of string 'space' character.

g r a m m a r s compared to the a'^b" g r a m m a r .
T h e networks were trained o n strings of characters as
in the first experiment. However in this simulation, the
performance of a network w a s assessed by computing the
average value of its 'space' output unit at the end of each
of a set of test strings. This value will b e referred to as
the 'pred' value of the network. Ideally, it ought to be 1.0
— indicating that the network has correctly predicted
the end of each of the strings. This value is m o r e informative than the average per-character error for these
languages, as the the specific character that can follow
another within a string is m u c h less constrained than in
the earlier g r a m m a r . A s before, the per-character prediction error w a s used for backpropagation training.
T o see h o w well networks d o recognizing this gramm a r with n o evolutionary search, 436 randomized networks with varying n u m b e r s of hidden units a n d recurrent connections were trained for 500,000 characters each
on g r a m m a r s from the class. T h e average 'pred' value
w a s 0.375 with a standard deviation of 0.117. T h e best
network h a d a value of 0.827. O f 103 networks with a
single recurrent connection, the average 'pred' value w a s
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Figure 6: Performance of an evolved network in learning a g r a m m a r after exposure to spurious input. T h e plot on
the left illustrates the final 'pred' value for the network afterfirstbeing trained o n the indicated n u m b e r of characters
from r a n d o m sequences, a n d then trained on 500,000 characters generated by a specific g r a m m a r f r o m the class oi
context-free g r a m m a r s . T h e plot o n the right s h o w s the final 'pred' value for the network after first being trained o n
strings f r o m a language f r o m each of the three subclasses of languages for the indicated n u m b e r of characters, a n d
then trained o n 500,000 characters from a language of class 1. T h e solid line indicates the average performance of
randomly initialized networks. B o t h plots display average values taken over 2 0 runs each. N o t e that the scales of
the abscissas are different in the t w o plots.

0.280 with a standard deviation of 0.057; the best network h a d a value of 0.457.
T h e evolutionary simulation w a s organized in a similar
fashion as the first experiment, with the 'pred' value of
each network used to c o m p u t e its fitness. Figure 4 s h o w s
a record of the simulation. T h e value plotted at each
generation is the average 'pred' value for the networks
in the population. After an initial period of relatively
aimless search, the m e m b e r s of the population steadily
improve their aptitude at learning the g r a m m a r s . (This
particular run took seven days o n a S u n Sparc Station
10. It w a s terminated d u e to the submission deadline for
this paper.)
Figure 5 illustrates the performance of on e of the networks that evolved. T h e network w a s trained for 500,000
characters f r o m strings of a specific language in the class.
T h e values plotted are the activation of the 'space' output unit a n d the unit feeding the recurrent connection
after the indicated character is presented to the network.
A s in thefirstexperiment, the unit feeding the recurrent
connection is used as a counter: the 'push' symbols a
and b increment its activation value; the 'pop' s y m b o l d
decrements it, a n d the 'idle' s y m b o l c modifies it only
slightly. W h e n the activation value decrccises far enough,
the network signals the end of the string.
After 150 generations, the average performance of the
entire population is better than the best performance
for the r a n d o m l y initialized networks. This illustrates
that the networks are indeed developing an innate bias
towards learning the languages in the class.
A network f r o m a late generation of the simulation
w a s tested o n a string f r o m a g r a m m a r without having
been trained o n any input at all. For each character
in the test string, the networks 'space' output unit is
strongly activated — it is almost 1.0 for each character
of the string — a n d the recurrent activation is very close
to 0.0 throughout the string. T h u s the " n e w b o r n " network is apparently hypothesizing the m i n i m a l language

consistent with the data it has seen: n a m e l y the e m p t y
set. Furthermore, this prediction of the 'space' s y m b o l
is innately associated with a zero recurrent input. This
association will b e reinforced later w h e n the unit feeding
the recurrent connection begins to b e used as a counter,
a n d its activation reaching zero signals the e n d of the
string.
A straightforward consequence of a network's having innate biases to learn g r a m m a r s is that this bias can b e
degraded substantially if the weights of the networks
diverge f r o m those that evolved. O n e of the networks
that evolved to learn g r a m m a r s f r o m the class of related
context-free g r a m m a r s w a s trained for varying periods
with r a n d o m strings. After s o m e n u m b e r of rounds of
such training, the network w a s then trained o n o n e of
the g r a m m a r s in the class, for 500,000 characters. A s
illustrated in the left h a n d plot of figure 6, the ultimate
performance of the network o n learning a language decreases with the length of exposure to r a n d o m input.
M o r e dramatic degradation in the performance of the
network is observed if the network is trained o n o n e lang u a g e for a while, a n d then switched to another, as is
illustrated in the right h a n d plots of figure 6. In this
experiment, the network w a s first trained for the indicated n u m b e r of characters o n a language f r o m o n e of
the three subclasses of languages: class 1 h a d t w o 'push'
symbols; class 2 h a d t w o 'pop' s y m b o l s , a n d class 3 h a d
t w o 'idle' symbols. After this initial training, the netw o r k w a s trained for 500,000 characters o n a language
f r o m class 1. (If the initial training w a s o n a class 1 language, a different class 1 language w a s used for the subsequent training.) A s can b e seen, the different language
classes differ in their effect o n the subsequent learnability
of another language. If the languages were similar (class
1first,then a different class 1 language), the degradation
in performance w a s relatively small. L a n g u a g e s w h i c h
were m o r e different h a d a m o r e substantial effect.
Apparently w h a t is h a p p e n i n g here is that the innate
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biases that the networks have evolved tend to place their
initial weights in zones from which training will guide the
networks to good solutions. A period of random training will jiggle the weights around, but won't move them
out of the zone right away. O n the other hand, exposure
to structured input will move the weights out of the initial bias zone towards a particular solution. Once out of
that initial zone, the networks have a hard time finding
ways back into it. Indeed if the training input results
in the network learning to recognize properties of the
strings that are not relevant for recognizing the second
language (and to fail to recognize those that are), the
final performance of the network can be below that of
randomly initialized networks. These effects are reminiscent of the "critical periods" observed in the acquisition of some cognitive abilities, in particular, language
(Newport, 1990).

guage than syntax, and it seems likely that much of the
regularities observed in human language arise from its
use as a communicative and expressive mode of action.
Still, the ability to recognize and generate complex
temporal patterns, necessary for language as well as
other activities, is important enough to expect that innate biases would be beneficial. Recurrent neural networks can recognize patterns whose complexity is comparable to those found in human languages, and, with
the help of evolved biases, they can learn to do so when
exposed to examples.
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In the remainder of this paper, w e first introduce an
example G B S to serve as a base case. W e then discuss the
abstract instructional model underlying the case which helps
align the case to a new situation and to focus the adaptation.
Next, w e describe a case-based design tool to help users
create G B S s via interactive, model-driven case adaptation.
W e conclude with a discussion of the issues currently being
addressed in our on-going research on interactive case
adaptation.

Abstract
Research in case-based design has demonstrated some
capability to retrieve relevant designs and to adapt them
automatically to satisfy new design constraints. However,
some domains are less amenable to automated adaptation,
particularly when the cases are very complex and when
relationships among the design components are difficult to
express formally. The design of interactive learning
environments is one such domain. W e describe a case-based
approach to instructional software design which utilizes
interactive, model-driven case adaptation. Our model for
computer-based instruction is Goal-Based Scenarios. W e
describe a tool, Goal-Based Scenario Builder, which
supports interactive adaptation of instructional software
using the model, and illustrate its use in adapting an
example case of a successful instructional software
program, Sickle Cell Counselor.

Sickle Cell Counselor: a prototype GoalBased Scenario

Goal-Based Scenarios is a framework for creating interactive
learning environments (Schank, in press). The central tenet
underlying the G B S framework is that skills are best learned
when embedded within an engaging task, a position shared
with other situated approaches to instructional technology
{e.g. Bransford et al., 1990; Brown, Collins, & Duguid,
Introduction
1989; C T G V , 1990). T h e G B S framework is described in
detail in (Schank, Fano, Bell, & Jona, in press). In this
Case-Based Design (CBD) is an application of Case-Based section w e consider which features of a G B S might play
Reasoning which seeks to support the design of n e w
important roles in subsequent adaptation, by looking at a
artifacts by recalling and adapting relevant previous designs.
successful, implemented G B S .
Perhaps the key research issue in C B D is the adaptation of
SICKLE C E L L C O U N S E L O R (BeU, Bareiss, & Beckwith, in
an artifact tofitnew, somewhat different design goals. This
press) is an exploratory hypermedia system designed for the
paper discusses C B D in the context of designing interactive
M u s e u m of Science and Industry in Chicago. This program
learning environments, in particular, Goal-Based Scenarios.
provides the museum visitor with a basic understanding of
W e arc developing a design tool that supports the user in
genetics, and in particular, of Sickle Cell Disease, by
adapting an existing Goal-Based Scenario (GBS) in order to
allowing him or her to play the role of a genetic counselor,
create a new one. through an incremental and interactive
assisting clients w h o are considering having children, but are
collaboration between the tool and an instructional designer.
worried about theriskof Sickle Cell Disease. The four mjiin
W e believe interactive case adaptation to be appropriate for
activities a user can engage in are performing tests in a
domains in which cases are likely to be quite complex and
simulated blood lab, calculating the risks faced by the
design knowledge difficult to codify. This approach is well- clients' offspring using an animated Punnett Square, asking
suited for two reasons: First, it does not require a C B D
experts for information, and advising the clients about the
system to possess deep, operationalized knowledge of design
results.
goals and of which specific design choices best satisfy them.
Because our proposed method for interactive case
Instead, such design choices are made by the user, aided by
adaptation relies heavily on the quality of the base case to
an exiunple design augmented with design rationale in purely
produce a quality target case, it is important to address
textual form. Second, the user is able to observe the
whether Sickle Cell Counselor (SCC) is an effective Goaladaptation process incrementally as each adaptation is
Based Scenario. W e performed three studies to evaluate
applied. This enables a user to make each design decision in S C C . A n in-museum study of usage patterns (BeU, Bareiss,
a logical sequence, observing its effects on the emerging
& Beckwith, 1993) provided strong indications that the
artifact, its consistency with prior design choices, and h o w it program is engaging and usable. Findings from a cognitive
constrains later decisions.
gain study (Bell, Bareiss, & Beckwith, 1993) suggest that
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s e c does teach factual information about Sickle Cell
effectively. A third study (Bell, Bareiss, & Beckwith, in
press) examined the effects of situating learning within the
counseling task. Results from these evaluations indicate that
the counseling task promotes learning, not only of factual
information, but also of the conditions under which that
information is appropriate to apply.
An abstract model of GBS design
The general GBS model underlying SCC specifies a
simulation-based, leam-by-doing program consisting of six
phases. In the Problem phase, students are introduced to
the role they will play in the simulation, and the task to
carry out in that role. In Sickle Cell Counselor, for
example, clients seeking advice about Sickle Cell Disease
appear on video, and users are then told that they will be
acting in the role of Sickle Cell Counselors. The D o phase
is where the principal activities associated with the task take
place, which in the case of S C C includes performing an
electrophoresis test to establish the clients' genotypes, and
calculating the probable genotypes of their offspring. The
Decide and C o m m u n i c a t e phases are where students
makes the decision posed by the task and then convey that
decision to agents in the program. These phases m a y cooccur, as in the case of S C C where users simultaneously
decide what to tell the clients and communicate that decision
to the clients. T h e Critique phase provides students with
feedback regarding their decision, and suggestions about h o w
to proceed. The clients' reaction to the user's advice in S C C
serves both of these functions. The Final phase offers some
closure to the interaction by demonstrating the effects of
students' final decision; in the case in S C C , the clients
return "a year later" to talk about what actions they took and
the ultimate outcomes.
The model guides the design of these phases, beginning
with definition of the student's task within each phase. This
task is definedfirstfor each phase, but does not, by itself,
complete the instructional design. A complete design must
also define the guidance and critiquing provided by the
program, the general domain knowledge available to the
student, and permissible paths of navigation within the task
environment. The model w e have adopted, then, identifies
six phases of a G B S and four aspects of the design which
must be instantiated to define each.
The D o phase defined by the model engages the student in
identifying what information is needed to reach a decision,
locating or extracting that information, and synthesizing a
decision from the data that was obtained. Since this phase is
the most specialized and hence, the least likely to apply to
all Goal-Based Scenarios, w e define the subclass of G B S s to
which it does apply (including S C C ) to be Investigation
G B S s . A n Investigation G B S is structured around a decision
which the student is asked to m a k e by performing an
investiganon. A "correct" decision must rely on the
knowledge derived from the investigation, and although there
m a y not be a single, correct decision, there should be a
generally correct process for making the decision (cf. Padilla,
1991; Simmons, 1991).
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An

E x a m p l e o f Interactive
Adaptation

Case

While an instructional designer could, in theory, instantiate
the abstract design model directly to create an investigation
G B S , w e believe this would be extremely difficult in
contrast to adapting a specific instance of that model. O n the
other hand, if the designer is confronted simply with an
iutifact such as S C C , he or she would lack sufficient
guidance as to which aspects of the program are likely to be
relevant and adaptable, and which are not. Our approach,
therefore, combines a specific example {e.g. S C C ) with an
abstract model of G B S s to guide the designer's adaptation
process.
The prototype tool w e have developed, called G B S
Builder, guides the process of interactive case adaptation
using such a predefined model associated with its base case.
Adherence to the model ensures that the approach to
instruction embodied in the base case will closely resemble
those of the target cases (although target cases m a y differ
substantially in terms of surface features). In this section,
w e illustrate h o w the tool guides the dialog between designer
and model via interactive case adaptation. In the example
which follows, G B S Builder helps a designer w h o would
like to teach basic concepts in molecular chemistry by
creating a simulated crime lab, where forensic scientists test
samples for their composition in order to uncover evidence
relevant to a criminal investigation. T h e designer sees
descriptions of various G B S s in the case library, and finds
that Sickle Cell Counselor is most similar to the structure
of the G B S he wants to build (this retrieval step is currently
manual).

Step 1: Executive Summary
The first step in the interactive adaptation is a conceptual
design step, called the executive summary, in which the
designer specifies top-level parameters including the name of
the G B S , descriptions of the phases, names of agents in the
scenario, etc. T h e purpose of the executive summary is to
help the designer assess the applicability of the model
underlying S C C to the new G B S and to serve as afirststep
in formalizing and organizing his or her design. Although
the textual report generated during this step plays a nonoperational role in the n e w case, it helps guide later case
adaptation because parameters specified in the executive
summary can act to constrain choices at more detailed levels
in the design. The example below begins after the designer
has named the target G B S "Crime Lab", and is then
presented with the phases of the model. W h e n the designer
selects a phase, he or she is provided with its general
definition and with a description of its implementation in
S C C , and is asked to supply a corresponding textual
description for the same phase in Crime Lab. For example,
selecting thefirstphase of the model. Problem, gives the
following:

GBS Builder: The Problem phase
presents the role the student will be
playing in the simulation, and presents

the set of problems the student will be
asked to s o l v e . In SCC, the student
plays the role of a genetic counselor.
What is the role of the student in Crime
Lab?
Designar: Forensic scientist
GBS B u i l d e r : In S C C , the problem(s)
the student needs to solve are: Advising
the risks
of
their
couples
about
offspring
inheriting
Sickle
Cell
Disease.
What
problem(s)
does
the
student solve in Crime Lab?
D e s i g n e r : Advising detectives
about
evidence collected at a crime scene,
based
on
results
of
testing
the
composition of substances provided by
the detectives.

Step 2: Model-Based Adaptation

The next step in the interactive case-adaptation i
operationalize the design to create a running program, guided
by the implementation of S C C and by its underlying model.
W e illustrate this step in defining an example subphase of
the D o phase. Figure 1 shows the tool displaying the
template (center) associated with an intermediate step in the
O B T A I N S A M P L E subphase. In the dialog window (left),
the tool lists the conceptual decisions the designer will m a k e
about this subphase, and then helps the designer implement
this subphase as a sequence of graphical interface actions
performed in the investigation (similar to the actions
performed in the base G B S ) . Note that the corresponding
screen in Sickle Cell Counselor is available by clicking the
small screen icon in the lower right

Once the top-level executive summary is completed,
Herethe
is a sample interaction:
designer begins specifying a more detailed summary of each
phase. For example, when selecting the D o phase, the GBS Builder: In the OBTAIN SAMPLE
designer is given the subphases of the Do phase, and asked
stage, the student:
to design each in turn in correspondence with SCC. The
(1) SELECTS the source of the sample,
dialog continues:
(2) EXTRACTS the sample, and
(3) STORES the sample for analysis.
GBS Builder: The Do phase consists of
four subphases: OBTAIN DATA, ANALYZE,
«Designer switches to viewing SCC»
GET RESULTS, INTERPRET- In OBTAIN DATA,
the student selects samples to analyze
In SCC, the student (1) selects blood
which would help solve the problem. In
samples from each client, (2) extracts
SCC, a blood sample is taken from each
the sample by drawing blood u s i n g a
individual.
Define
the OBTAIN
DATA
s y r i n g e , a n d (3) p l a c e s
each
blood
subphase for Crime Lab:
Now define the
sample in a test tube.
screens and their components for each of
Designer: Take blood, liver, or hair
the steps in the OBTAIN SAMPLE subphase
samples from crime scene.
of
Crime Lab.
GBS B u i l d e r : In ANALYZE, the student
analyzes
that
data
using
various
instruments. In SCC the tests in ANALYZE
are: microscope, electrophoresis. What
test(s) comprise ANALYZE in Crime Lab?
Designer:
Gas
Chromatograph,
Mass
Spectrometer
GBS
Builder:
In GET RESULTS, the
student obtains and reads the results of
the analysis. In SCC, the student finds
the hemoglobin genotype of each clients.
What results will the student obtain in
Crime Lab?
Designer: levels of toxic compounds
present in the victim's body.
GBS Builder: In INTERPRET, the student
interprets the results as they pertain
to a the solution to the problem. In
SCC, the student uses a Punnett Square
to predict the genetic outcomes. What is
INTERPRET in Crime Lab?
Designer:
Determine
toxicity
of
compound, and whether this is consistent
with evidence taken from the crime scene
using an LD50 chart.

Assume the designer specifies that the student in Crime
will select liver tissue as the source of the sample. The
following interaction defines the next step, E X T R A C T :
GBS Builder: During this step, the
student prepares the specimen for lab
tests. Choose a picture which represents
an activity for preparing the sample in
Crime Lab.
Designer:
(chooses a graphic
showing
liver sample in solution).
When the tool displays the graphical primitives (e.g.,
button labels) and their associated responses (e.g., button
actions), the designer may supply desired values for each
screen element. In the case of images and video, the designer
m a y specify either the appropriate graphic or video, or a
"placeholder" (a label which is inserted into the interface and
which is collected by the program when generating a T o - D o
list of resources missing from the n e w G B S ) . Figure 2
shows the screen which implements this subphase of the
D o phase, after the designer has operationalized a new set of
design parameters.
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establish hemoglobin genotypes). W e are working on
chiu-acterizing a range of generjil problem-solving tasks and
cataloging the functional artifacts associated with each one.
Case adaptation is defined (Kolcxlner, 1993) as alleringThe
a second issue arises from our focus on case adaptation;
we
have
yet to address case retrieval. Currently, the retrieval
solution to an old case tofita new case. Most resciirch to
in G B S Builder is done manually. W e see the need to
date in the area of case adaptation hjis focused on methods for
interactively support this process, by identifying a set of
detecting failures in the old solution and repiiihng it, iuid on
features which are good predictors of case applicability, and
various domain-independent {e.g. Hinrichs & Kolodner,
by
engaging a designer in a dialog to elicit the relevant
1991) or domain-specific {e.g. Kass, 1990) repair strategies.
features
of the target case. Our ultimate goal is to create a
Model-based adaptation has received some attention in the
tool which elicits a designer's objectives and then helps the
literature recently, e.g.. J U L I A N A (Shinn, 1988) for casedesigner to retrieve as well as adapt a similar, retrieved case.
based reasoning using abstraction, C A S E Y (Koton, 1988)
Our
work on G B S Builder's interactive, model-driven case
for case-based diagnosis, and KRITIK (Goel, 1991) for caseis afirststep toward that goal.
adaptation
based design. For example, KRITIK designs new devices
Related

Work

using past designs, guided by a model of the relationship
between device structure and function. Adaptation is
performed as design repair, isolating what makes the
retrieved design inappropriate for the new device, and
repairing it using both strategies and rich domain knowledge
of the devices. Our ^proach differs from such knowledgeintensive approaches to adaptation in that it is the user, not
the system, that determines how to adapt the solution. This
obviates the need for fully representing domain knowledge
which is an onerous task in a domain with design artifacts as
complex as large software programs. Second, in our
approach, the new case is not fully defined a priori, but is
defined and designed incrementally during the interaction to
fit the constraints of the model, so that there are no failures
and repairs per se.
Little research on interactive case adaptation has been
done. S o m e preliminary work has been described for
dynjimic modification of an airline schedule, which employs
a case base of typical schedule failures and recoveries (Borse
& Owens, 1992). This c^proach proposes that the user adapt
suggested recoveries if they are not appropriate to the current
failure. Similar work in the domain of radiation therapy
allows the user to manually repair therapy plans, and then
uses these repairs during replanning (Berger. 1993). The
adaptation process itself can be interactive, with the system
suggesting repairs and the users choosing among them or
executing their own.
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Abstract

Individual differences in collaborative explanations
during learning were analyzed to detennine effects
on problem solving. Twenty-five university
students with no prior programming experience
worked through a sequence of programming
lessons. For the Target lesson, subjects studied
instructional texts and examples in either mixed
performance-level dyads (collaborative dyad group)
or individually (individual group) prior to individual
programming activities. The collaborative dyad
subjects were divided into equal sized groups of
high-benefit and low-benefit dyad subjects based on
Target lesson programming performance. Betweengroup analyses of the characteristics of the
explanations generated by high-benefit and lowbenefit dyad subjects were investigated, including
(a) explanation and metacognitive strategies, (b)
content of elaborations, and (c) manner of
generating elaborations.
High-benefit dyad
subjects were found to generate both a higher
quantity and higher quality of elaborations. These
results are compared tofindingsfrom prior research
on the self-explanation processes of solo learners.
Introduction
W e commonly expect that working jointly with
someone else in understanding some matter will yield
better results than working by oneself. Often, this is
because w e feel that others will produce explanations
beyond the bounds of our o w n thinking, and that w e
will also be compelled to construct and reflect upon
explanations in ways that w e otherwise would not
have. However, it is not u n c o m m o n for such
collaborations to fail. In this paper w e present
analyses of collaborative learning that are aimed at
identifying the successful learning activities
associated with explanation and metacognition. The
present analyses were conducted in the context of a
study that extends an established research paradigm in
which computational cognitive models of knowledge
acquisition have been developed as the basis for
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understanding the effects of individual self-explanation
and metacognition.
The approach is motivated by our desire to
formulate a scientific understanding of collaborative
learning that coheres with established work on the
learning mechanisms and processes of individuals.
There have been few detailed examinations of
collaborative discourse in learning (e.g. Miyake,
1986; Teasley & Roschelle, in press). Even fewer
studies have analyzed the relationship between the
actual discourse features contained in the collaborative
interactions and subsequent student learning and
achievement (e.g. Peterson & Swing, 1985; W e b b ,
1985).
Consequently, interactional elements
contributing to the success or non-success of
collaborative efforts, or to the subsequent
achievements of the individuals involved, remain
little understood. O n the other hand, a growing body
of research on learners working alone with
instructional materials has revealed the particular
types of self-explanations that relate positively to
high performance on subsequent problem-solving
(Chi, Bassock, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989;
Ferguson-Hessler & deJong, 1990; Pirolli &
Bielaczyc, 1989), and computational models have
been proposed to account for these effects (Recker &
Pirolli, in press; VanLehn, Jones, & Chi, 1992).
W e assume that this research on individual selfexplanations will aid in our understanding the role of
collaborative explanations in the development of
conceptual understanding and problem-solving skills.
Explanations and Metacognition in
Learning
Our interest is in the initial stages of cognitive skill
acquisition ~ determining h o w students learn from
instruction so that they are able to apply what has
been learned. T h e aim is to integrate models of
active, goal-oriented learning processes with theories
of problem-solving and cognitive skill development
(e.g., Anderson, 1987; Brown, Bransford, Ferrara, &
Campione, 1983). The educational context that w e
use in these studies involves learning from expository

texts and examples followed by solving associated
problem exercises. Learners are expected to vary in
their study strategies and prior knowledge resulting in
different interpretations and elaborations of the
concepts, procedures, and examples contained in the
instruction. Consequently, learners should differ in
the quality of the declarative knowledge that they
acquire from instruction, which in turn affects the
acquisition of domain-specific cognitive skill.
Effective study strategies should produce greater levels
of higher quality declarative knowledge that can be
used during problem-solving.
In earlier work in LISP programming (Pirolli &
Bielaczyc, 1989; Pirolli & Recker, in press), learners
working solo with instruction were ranked according
to their subsequent problem-solving performance.
Using protocol analysis methods extended from
studies in physics (Chi et al, 1989) w e identified
particular self-explanation and self-regulation
strategies that correlated with the better problem
solvers. A more recent study (Bielaczyc, Pirolli, &
Brown, in press) strengthened these correlational
findings by showing experimentally that training
students to use these strategies led to improvements
in learning and problem-solving performance.
The present experiment extended this approach.
M o r e specifically, the current paper presents our
analyses of the explanations produced by collaborative
dyads working in essentially the same educational
context and with the same instructional materials as
our studies of solo learners. Learners were stratified
according to the amount of benefit they seem to have
gained from the collaborations and protocols were
analyzed to identify correlated explanation and
metacognitive activities. Although the experiment is
also designed to permit comparisons of the
explanation activities of dyads with those of solo
learners, w e leave that analysis to future
presentations.
Experimental Design
T h e educational context for the experiment was a
sequence of programming instruction using the C M U
LISP Tutor (Reiser, Anderson, & Farrell, 1985).
Twenty-five university students with no prior
programming experience participated in the study
(dyads, N = 1 2 ; individuals, A^=13). T o control for
gender effects all subjects were female. The study had
three main phases: (1) three introductory
programming lessons, (2) a Pre-Target lesson on
helping functions, and (3) a Target lesson on
recursion. The lessons typically lasted three hours
and were scheduled 2-3 days apart
All subjects worked through the introductory and
Pre-Target lessons individually. Subjects were
divided into groups of high-performers (PreH) and
low-performers (PreL) based on Pre-Target lesson
performance. Orthogonal to this grouping, subjects
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were divided into either a dyad group (PreH-PreL
pairs) or an individual group. Prior to the Target
lesson, the dyad parmers practiced shared reading on a
set of non-LISP activities. For the Target lesson, the
dyad partners collaboratively studied the instructional
materials then separated and worked individually on
associated programming exercises. Measures of
individual performance on the Target lesson problems
were used to assess the effectiveness of the
understandings
acquired
while
studying
collaboratively. A s a control, the individual group
performed the non-LISP and Target lesson activities
on their own. Sessions were videotaped and "think
aloud" protocols were collected for all activities.
Results
The programming performance of the dyad group was
significantly superior to the individual group on the
initially encountered recursion problems, although
this superiority attenuated with practice. Further
analyses of the individual-dyad differences will be
presented in forthcoming papers. The focus of the
present investigation is on the collaborative dyad
subjects.
W e were interested in determining the types of
explanation activities related to successful learning.
Our analysis method was similar to that used in the
original self-explanations studies (Chi et al, 1989;
Pirolli & Bielaczyc, 1989). First, subjects were
divided into high-benefit (Hben) and low-benefit
(Lben) groups using a post-hoc median split based on
Target lesson performance. There were two dyads in
which both parmers showed high benefits from the
collaborative interaction, two dyads in which only
one of the partners showed high benefits (the PreH
partner in one and the PreL partner in the other), and
two dyads in which neither partner showed highbenefits. Next, the explanations generated by the
high-benefit and low-benefit subjects while studying
the Target lesson instruction were compared to
determine if differences in explanation activities
related to performance differences.
In order to examine the types of explanations
generated, the explanation protocols of each dyad were
transcribed and segmented into elaborations. W e
define "elaboration" as a pause-bounded utterance that
is not a first reading of the instruction, nor
conversation with the experimenter. Each elaboration
was associated with the partner w h o generated it. Our
coding scheme incorporated the same codes used in
our prior self-explanation analyses: D o m a i n :
elaborations concerning computer programming.
Monitor, elaborations about a subject's o w n state of
understanding, Strategy: elaborations about a study
method. Activity: elaborations about the materials or
task, Reread: elaborations about rereading texts or
examples, and Incomplete: utterances. In addition, a
set of codes was developed to capture elaborations

Explanation

Characteristics

High-Benefit

Low-Benefit

/(lO)

P

1.90
2.80

.04
.009

Text Strategies: Identifying and Elaborating the Main Ideas
Elaborating Main Ideas
Coverage of the Main Ideas

28.5
12.7

13.2
7.2

Example Strategies: Determining both the Form and Meaning of Example Code
Concrete Evaluation
Recursive-Related

1.2
42.2

.76
2.41

.23
.02

6.5
6.8
.5

1.87
.69
4.15

.05
.25
.001

5.8
.8

3.21
3.06

.009
.01

1.0
23.0

Connection Strategies: Connecting the Text Concepts and Example Features
Text-Example
Example-Example
Extemal-to-I.esson

15.0
3.8
2.8

Content of Student-Generated Explanations
Structural Terminology
Coding and Design Issues

11.3
4.2

Table 1. Explanation Characteristics of High-Benefit and Low-Benefit Subjects
more particular to collaborative discourse: DomainHelp: questions about a comprehension failure,
Domain-Check requests for feedback for a domain
elaboration, Monitor-Other: about monitoring
partner's domain elaborations, Monitor-Question:
monitoring partner's understanding. F o c u s :
clarification statements, and A c k n o w l e d g e :
coordination statements.
The elaborations of each subject were analyzed for
(a) explanation strategies, (b) metacognitive
activities, (c) recursion-specific content, and (d)
skipped opportunities for elaboration. The Domain
elaborations were used to analyze (a), (c), and (d).
The Domain-Help elaborations and several types of
Monitoring elaborations were used to analyze (b).
The statistical analyses below are based on
logarithmic transformations of the data, however, the
untransformed means are reported.
Explanation Strategies
W e first examined the dyad protocols for a specific set
of explanation strategies found to be related to high
performance in our self-explanations research
(Bielaczyc, Pirolli & Brown, in press). There were
two reasons for this choice. The first was to
determine whether similarities exist between the types
of explanation and monitoring strategies used by
individual learners and by collaborative learners. The
second was to determine whether the use of these
strategies in collaborative contexts similarly relates to
high programming performance. Three particular
types of strategies were investigated: (a) Text
Su-ategies: identifying and elaborating the main ideas
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of text, (b) Example Strategies: determining both the
form and meaning of example code, and (c)
Connection Strategies: connecting the text concepts
and example features.
T w o analyses were performed in examining the use
of the Text Strategies: comparisons of (a) the overall
number of main idea elaborations generated, and (b)
the distinct number of main ideas that were elaborated
(Table 1). The analyses indicate that not only did
high-benefit subjects generate more main idea
elaborations overall than low-benefit subjects while
studying the Target lesson texts, they were applying
the strategy to a greater number of the main ideas
introduced in the texts.
The analyses of the Example Strategies focused on
two approaches to explaining example code: (a)
evaluating the code using concrete values as inputs to
the given LISP functions, and (b) elaborating the code
with respect to the main lesson topic (Table 1). N o
difference was found between high-benefit and lowbenefit subjects in the use of thefirstsub-strategy.
T o investigate the second sub-strategy, w e examined
the number of recursion-related elaborations, or
elaborations focusing on recursive-aspects of the
structure, operation, or design of the example LISP
code. The high-benefit subjects were found to
generate a higher quantity of recursion-related
elaborations than low-benefit subjects while studying
the example code.
In analyzing the Connection Strategies w e
examined several sub-strategies: (a) Text-Example
strategies: clarifying the meanings of abstract

PreH

C m m

PreL

d g b S ^

C^Tben^

C ^ S - ^

CH!13>

C H b e ^

pLbln

Lben

Figure 1. Frequent Usage of Domain-Help Strategy

the amount of monitoring elaborations (Bielaczyc,
Pirolli, & Brown, in press; Chi et al, 1989). Thus,
w e were interested in whether other types of
collaborative metacognitive activities related to
performance differences. O n e particular activity is
initiated by Domain-Help elaborations. T h e activity
involves using one's partner as a question-answering
resource during comprehension failures on domain
concepts. O f interest are learners w h o both frequently
ask for Domain-Help and receive a high number of
responses providing relevant domain information.
Subjects PreL-1, PreL-2 and PreL-3 requested help 2
to 3 times more frequently than any of the other
subjects, and their partners all produced a high
number of responses elaborating the domain concepts
in question (shaded ovals in Figure 1). All members
of these dyads were high-benefit subjects except
subject PreL-3. Case studies of the three dyads
revealed that, unlike subjects PreL-1 and PreL-2, (a)
subject PreL-3 did not repeat or elaborate the
responses she received from her partner, and (b)
several of the responses provided by PreL-3's partner
used concepts and analogies that PreL-3 w a s
unfamiliar with.
Summary Although no differences were found
between the number of monitoring elaborations
generated by high-benefit and low-benefit subjects
while studying, using one's partner as a questionasking resource during comprehension failure appears
to provide benefits to both dyad partners. These
results are consistent with the findings in the
literature (e.g. Peterson & Swing, 1985; W e b b ,
1985). B y asking direct questions and receiving an
explanation, question-askers m a y be able to overcome
points of confusion and comprehension failure and
acquire information that m a y serve to fill in gaps in
understanding.
Conversely, by providing
explanations, question-answerers m a y themselves
acquire a deeper understanding of the materials. Close
examination of the question-asking episodes suggests
that a question-asker benefits most from a response
when (a) the question-asker subsequently incorporates
the received information into self-generated domain

concepts presented in the text by explicitly
connecting the concepts to their instantiations in the
examples, (b) Example-Example strategies: attaining
a better understanding of h o w example code works by
relating the code to other examples in the manual, and
(c) Extemal-to-Lesson strategies: integrating new and
prior knowledge by relating lesson concepts to
concepts external to those in the instructional manual
(Table 1). Performance differences were found to be
m o r e closely related to strategy differences in
connecting the text concepts to their example
instantiations and connecting the Target lesson
concepts to concepts external to the lesson, than to
differences in establishing connections between the
examples.
S u m m a r y Several of the s a m e explanation
strategies found previously to be related to high
performance for individual learners were found to be
similarly related for learners w h o study
collaboratively. Although not all of the differences
are statistically significant w h e n the effects of
multiple t-tests are taken into account, the general
trend reflects that the high-benefit subjects apply the
strategies more often than low-benefit subjects while
learning from the Target lesson materials. The highbenefit subjects appear to be producing more
elaborated representations of the Target lesson
concepts and of meaningful relations underlying the
LISP code in the examples.
Metacognitive Activities
W e were also interested in the effects of
metacognitive activities upon learning from
instruction. W e performed a set of comparative
analyses based on several different types of
monitoring elaborations (e.g. self-monitoring,
monitoring by one's partner, total monitoring
elaborations, comprehension failures). N o reliable
differences were found in the quantity of monitoring
elaborations generated by high-benefit and low-benefit
subjects for any of the categories.
Research in self-explanations has found positive
relationships between performance and individual
metacognitive activities, such as those indicated by
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elaborations, and (b) the response is at the appropriate
level for the question-asker.
The Content of Explanations
In addition to investigating strategic features or how
the students elaborated the texts and examples, it is
important to investigate what students say as they
elaborate. The Target instructional manual introduces
several central ideas about recursion. W e examined
subjects' elaborations for explanations of structural
concepts (e.g. terminating case, recursive relation) and
design concepts (e.g. the recursive case is cdr of the
input list for list recursion) (Table 1). The highbenefit subjects generated elaborations covering a
wider range of structural and design concepts than the
low-benefit subjects. These elaborations may serve
to build up a more integrated mental model of
recursion. Such a well-connected model should
provide a powerful knowledge base from which to
draw during the subsequent task of programming.

crucial factors related to improved learning seem to be
both (a) generating your o w n explanations, and (b)
generating explanations that allow the construction of
an elaborated representation of the Target concepts.
Although collaborative dialogues appear to provide
additional metacognitive support and explanatory
elaborations that might have been otherwise
unavailable if the collaborators had worked solo, it is
necessary for each individual to be actively engaged in
processing the support and explanation in order for
the dialogue to have a substantial learning effect.
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Abstract
The selective vulnerability of morphology in agrammatic
aphasia is often interpreted as evidence that closed-class
items reside in a particular part of the brain (i.e., Broca's
area); thus, damage to a part of the language processor
maps onto behavior in a transparent fashion. W e propose
that the selective vulnerability of grammatical morphemes
in receptive processing may be the result of decrements in
overall processing C2q)acity, and not the result of a selective
lesion. W e demonstrate agrammatic profiles in healthy
adults who have their processing capacity diminished by
engaging in a secondary task during testing. Our results
suggest that this selective profile does not necessarily
indicate the existence of a distinct sub-system specialized
for the implicated aspects of syntax, but rather may be due
to the vulnerability of these forms in the face of global
resource diminution, at least in grammaticality judgment.
Introduction
M a n y researchers have argued that the selective
vulnerability of particular aspects of grammar consequent
to brain damage directly reveals the functional and (by
extension) neuroanatomical organization of language;
thus, the mapping from surface etiology to underlying
architecture is relatively straightforward. If subjects have
difficulty with a particular syntactic form, then w e can
postulate that the cognitive system has s o m e sort of
module (Fodor, 1983) which performs this operation. In
arguing for the transparency hypothesis, Caramazza
(1986) cites the selectivity of certain neurological
dysfunctions (e.g., Warrington & Shallice, 1984; Hart,
Bemdt, & Caramazza, 1985). Agrammatic aphasia has
been used as support for a model of brain function
wherein Broca's area is responsible for those aspects of
grammar implicated in the agrammatic syndrome.
Thus, the traditional clinical view of the syndrome was
of a "central syntactic deficit" (Caramazza & Zurif, 1976;
Caplan, 1981; Caramazza & Bemdt, 1985) in which
syntactic knowledge is lost, affecting both production and
comprehension. However, later research indicated that
agrammatics can m a k e grammaticality judgments with
above-chance accuracy, including m a n y of the same
sentence types that present serious problems for
comprehension (Linebarger. Schwartz. & Saffran, 1983;
Wulfeck, 1987; Shankweiler, Crain. Gorrell. & TuUer,
1989; Wulfeck & Bates, 1991). This finding challenges
the central syntactic deficit or "loss of knowledge"
account of agrammatic symptoms. The problem is very
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simple: H o w can a patient w h o has lost his syntactic
knowledge make accurate Judgments of grammaticality,
the sine qua non of modern linguistic theory? Other
problems for central agrammatism come from case studies
of patients w h o display expressive agrammatism but no
apparent comprehensive deficit (Kolk, van Orunsven, &
Ouper, 1982; Miceli, Mazzucchi, M e n n . & Ooodglass,
1983; Kolk & van Orunsven. 1984; Naeser. HelmEstabrooks. Haas, Auerbach, & Levine, 1984;
Nespoulous, Dordain. Perron. Ska. Bub, Caplan. et al.,
1988; MacWhinney, OsmSn-S5gi. & Slobin, 1991), as
well as reports of individuals and groups of patients w h o
display receptive agrammatism but no corresponding
expressive deficit (Caramazza, Basili, Koller. & Bemdt,
1981; Caplan, 1985; Bates. Friederici, & Wulfeck, 1987a;
Bates, Friederici. & Wulfeck. 1987b; Smith & Bates.
1987). Taken together, these various lines of evidence
lead to a model of agrammatism in which impaired access
and processing operate over a preserved knowledge base
(Friederici. 1988; Bates, Wulfeck. & MacWhinney, 1991;
Prather, Shapiro. Zurif. & Swinney. 1991; Wulfeck &
Bates. 1991).
A number of investigators have offered a more
resu-icted account of agrammatism called the "closedclass hypothesis" (Kean. 1979; Bradley. Garrett. & Zurif,
1980; Zurif & Grodzinsky. 1983; Friederici & Oraetz,
1984). This proposal differs from initial views of
agrammatism in two respects. First, the syndrome is
restricted to the use of closed-class forms (inflections and
function words), with sparing of word order. This
partitioning of the grammar can also explain w h y
agrammatic patients produce substitution and omission
errors on function words and inflections, while preserving
the order in which both open and closed-class items are
expressed (that is, patients rarely make errors like "Dog
the" for "The dog", or "ing-walk" for "walking").
Second, most researchers working within this framework
have adopted the assumption that knowledge of closedclass elements (i.e. grammatical competence) is preserved
in agrammatic patients; the deficit is n o w viewed as a
problem with the access and use of closed-class elements
in real time (i.e. grammatical performance—see, for
example, Friederici. 1988; Garrett, 1992; Prather. Shapiro.
Zurif & Swinney. 1991). But the assumption of a
privileged and transparent relationship between the
closed-class deficit and thetissuesurrounding Broca's
area is preserved within this new, more restricted account
of agrammatism.

Yei there are caveats to hold in mind, both about the
data—the assumption of the selective vulnerability of
morphology—and about the assumptions to be drawn
from these data—that damage to Broca's area is damage
to the "closed-class box" of the brain. There are, for
example, problems inherent in assuming that selective
vulnerability of morphology—to whatever extent it holds
true—must only result from selective damage to some
"closed-class box". Data exist which point to a possible
alternative explanation: that global impairments can result
in selective, specific, and seemingly modular deficits.

low-verbal-capacity subjects (assessed using the reading
span task of D a n e m a n & Carpenter, 1980) in
comprehension of relative clause sentences, both with and
without a concurrent memory load task. They compared
subject-relative sentences, where the subject of the main
clause is also the subject of the relative clause, with
object-relative sentences, where the subject of the main
clause is the object of the relative clause. Object-relative
sentences, which are also harder for aphasics, showed
greater vulnerability to a concurrent memory task then did
subject-relative sentences. In addition, low-verbalcapacity subjects were poorer on object relatives than
high-verbal-capacity subjects. As King and Just point out,
low-span subjects are not globally less accurate, but they
are particularly poor on the more computationally
demanding object-relative sentences.

Agrammatism in non-agrammatic patients
Bates and her colleagues have reported evidence for task
profiles similar to that of agrammatics in a variety of nonagrammatic patient populations, using the "sentence
interpretation" (SI) task, in which subjects are given a
sentence and instructed to indicate the agent (Bates et al.,
1987a).
The subjects of main interest are Italianspeaking Broca's. anomics. older neurological patient
controls, older non-neurological patient controls from the
orthopedic ward, and younger controls.
Agreement had a very strong effect for younger
controls. W h e n the verb agreed with thefirstnoun only,
the first noun was almost always chosen as the actor,
while when it agreed with the second noun only, the first
noun was almost never chosen as the actor. The
Broca's—as expected—were found to be impaired in their
use of morphology on the SI task, with word order and
semantic cues displaying the normal Italian profile. W h e n
the verb agreed with thefirstnoun only, thefirstnoun was
chosen as the actor only somewhat above chance (about
6 7 % ) , while when it agreed with the second noun the first
noun was chosen only somewhat below chance (about
3 6 % ) . W h e n the Broca's were compared to the anomics,
the older neurological controls, and the older nonneurological controls in three separate analyses of
variance, in all three cases there were no significant
interactions with the group factor and no significant main
effects of group. Although the older patient conu-ols do
appear to be in between the Broca's and the younger
controls, the group effect was contributed mainly by the
younger controls. In comparing just the three control
groups (neurological, non-neurological, and younger), the
group X agreement interaction su-ongly favors the younger
controls. In German, performing a similar comparison of
young controls and older non-neurological patients found
a similar group x agreement interaction favoring the
younger controls. Thus, the older German controls were
like the German Broca's tested in the same study. The
G e r m a n Broca's, like the Italian Broca's, showed less
reliance on agreement morphology than younger conuols
in their language (with, in the G e r m a n case, a
compensatory reliance upon word order). Results
showing similar profiles in comparing Broca's and
anomics in Serbo-Croatian have also been reported (Smith
& Bates, 1987).

Miyake, Carpenter, & Just (in press) performed a
similar experiment in the visual modality, where cognitive
stress was induced by having the words presented at a
"fast" rate (120 msec^word). If severity of the simulated
aphasic deficit is taken to be a conjoint function of span
and rate of presentation, the interaction of severity of
"deficit" with the complexity of the sentence type
produces profiles quite similar to that of aphasics with
similar test materials. Further, individual groups, created
by cluster analysis of the data, differed in ways that could
not be accounted for strictly as a function of sentence
complexity and severity of deficit, in a manner similar to
aphasics on the analogous Caplan, et al. task (Caplan,
Baker, & Dehaut, 1985). Thus, aphasics m a y not
represent a sharp break from normal processing, but may
merely be at the far end of a continuum that includes both
high, medium, and low normal processors.
Kilbom (1991) investigated the effects of a low-level
noise mask on the SI task for both German- and Englishspeaking normals. In the no-noise condition, the English
speakers' agent-choice strategies were heavily driven by
word order, while the German speakers relied heavily on
morphology and semantics. In the noise condition, the
English speakers' agent-choice strategies were unaffected,
remaining heavily driven by word order. The German
speakers' agent-choice was affected, as they displayed
less use of morphology and more reliance upon word
order than in the no-noise condition, similar to the profiles
displayed by German Broca's in the SI task (Bates et al.,
1987a, see above).
The Current Experiment
If our claim that receptive agrammatism is in some cases
due to the effects of global stress and not to damage to
some particular "closed-class" module, then it should be
possible to induce behavior consonant with receptive
agrammatism in normal subjects by diminishing workingm e m o r y capacity. Agrammatics are more sensitive to
violations of syntax (i.e., in the case of the grammaticality
judgment task, transposition errors) than morphology (i.e.,
omission and agreement errors; Wulfeck and Bates,
1991). This same difference occurs in their production, in
that omission and agreement errors are c o m m o n in

Inducing agrammatism in normals: King and Just
(1991) investigated the differences between high- and
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structure. T o keep the length of the experiment within
reasonable bounds, some of these grammatical sentences
were used as controls for more than one particular
ungrammatical sentence. Sentences were randomly
pulled from lists of sentences of different structure types.
Because omission, agreement and transposition errors
were all created from the same basic sentence types, it can
be argued that these stimuli represent a set of minimal
contrasts.

aphasic speech, while word order violations such as "dog
the" and morpheme order violations such as "ing-walk"
are rare (Bales et al., 1991). This symmetry m a y come
about because the same aspects of the processor
implicated in the receptive deficit are also responsible for
self-monitoring.
With this in mind, w e designed our stimuli to test these
same contrasts. W e presented subjects with auditory
sentences containing one of three different error types:
T R A N S P O S I T I O N errors (e.g., "She is selling books" =>
"She selling * is books"). O M I S S I O N errors (e.g., "She
selling * books") or A G R E E M E N T errors (e.g., "She are *
selling books."). These stimuh were quite similar to those
used in an earlier grammaticality judgment study
(Blackwell. Bates, & Fisher, 1993) with normals in the
visual domain (see also the Wulfeck & Bates, 1991
auditory grammaticality judgment study). O n e group
hears these sentences in a baseline, single-task condition,
the others are exposed to a simultaneous memory-load
task, at varying levels of difficulty. W e predicted that this
memory-load manipulation would not cause an equal
decrement in accuracy across all error types, but that
errors would be differentially affected in a profile that
resembles the patterns of vulnerability displayed by
agrammatic patients. Specifically, agreement errors
would be most vulnerable, followed by errors of omission,
with the best performance displayed on errors of
transposition.
T O S U M M A R I Z E O U R PREDICTIONS
FOR
PERFORMANCE B Y N O R M A L SUBJECTS UNDER
STRESS: (1) Accuracy to transposition errors will be less
affected by the stress manipulation than will omission and
agreement errors; (2) This effect will be focused in errors
that occur early in the sentence, while late errors will
either not show the effect or will show it in a dilute form.

Method
The experiment imposes a secondary task, in this case
keeping a series of digits in memory. Subjects listen to a
sentence and are insuucted to judge the grammaticality of
the sentence, pressing the appropriate key ("good" or
"bad") as soon as they m a k e their decision—even if the
sentence is still running. In the digits condition, subjects
see either two, four, or six "target" digits on the screen in
front of them (only one number of digits per group,
throughout the experiment). Immediately after the to-bememorized digit string, an individual sentence is
presented auditorily. After the sentence is over and they
have m a d e their grammaticality judgment, they then see
another series of digits (the same number as in the target
set), and are asked to decide whether this string is the
"same" or "different" from the sequence presented before
the sentence. In cases of a mismatch, the pre-sentence
and post-sentence digit strings only differ by one number.
Thus, in the three different digit conditions (two, four or
six numbers), all subjects are forced to keep unrelated and
arbitrary material in m e m o r y while they are making their
grammaticality judgment.
Digit load (0,2,4 or 6 digits) was treated as a betweensubjects variable. T h e various linguistic manipulations
are all within-subject variables (error type—agreement,
omission and transposition; part of speech—auxiliary vs.
determiner; location of the error—early vs. late in the
sentence).

Subjects: Subjects were 112 U.C. San Diego students
w h o participated in the experiment for course credit. All
subjects stated that they were native speakers of English
and right-handed. Other subjects w h o were not within
two standard deviations of the m e a n on the various
dependent variables were dropped.
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as within-subjects variables). For each of these
ungrammatical sentences, subjects also see a grammatical
control sentence matched for length and grammatical
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Figure 2
normals under different degrees of cognitive overload.
However, w e must also note that the digit task had no
effect upon late errors. It seems that the build-up of
information across the course of the sentence is sufficient
to "buffer" normal listeners against the effects of stress.

Results
Baseline performance pronie (no dual task): Subject
sensitivity to error type w a s transposition = omission >
agreement (see Figure 1). For the location x error type
interaction, the pattern was transposition = omission > late
agreement > early agreement. For the part of speech x
enor type interaction, the pattern w a s transposition =
omission > auxiliary agreement > determiner agreement.
Thus, even under normal conditions w e found agreement
errors to be particularly vulnerable, especially early
agreement and determiner agreement.

There is no evidence for a direct trade-off between the
judgment and digit tasks. That is, subjects were not
poorer at agreement and omission errors because (for
some reason) they chose to d o better at the digit task for
those particular item types. This fact bolsters our
confidence in use of the digit task to simulate the effects
of a cognitive resource reduction.
All of our effects interacted with part of speech, which
means that it is misleading to talk about "error types" as
homogeneous categories. In both the baseline and dual
task conditions, auxiliary errors were detected with
greater accuracy than determiner errors; this difference
interacted with the selective vulnerability of agreement
errors (i.e., while both auxiliary agreement and determiner
agreement errors were selectively vulnerable, determiner
agreement errors showed a greater vulnerability than
auxiliary agreement).
This part-of-speech effect w a s also reflected in
performance on the digit load task, where subjects were
better at holding the digits in m e m o r y w h e n the stimuli
were auxiliaries than w h e n they were determiners. T h e
same superiority of auxiliaries over determiners w a s
found in the visual domain for grammaticality judgment
(Blackwell et al.. 1993). Wulfeck & Bates (1991) and
Wulfeck, Bates, and Capasso (1991) have also reported
superiority of auxiliary over determiner errors in auditory

Stressed performance profile (dual task): Profiles of
sensitivity under cognitive stress were m u c h as predicted:
transposition > omission > agreement, seen in early errors
only (see Figure 2). Early agreement errors showed an
immediate accuracy drop at 2 digits, early omission errors
at 6 digits, and early transposition errors showed a m u c h
smaller drop than omission errors at 6 digits. In other
words, the three error types differ in their degree of
vulnerability, a conclusion that is supported by
performance in the baseline condition and by the clear
differences that w e observe in the "breaking point" when
each item type is subjected to stress. This is the most
important finding in the current experiment,
demonstrating a clear link between the error profiles
shown by agrammatic aphasics (in both comprehension
and production) and the vulnerability profile displayed by
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s o m e of which w e are currently engaged in within our
laboratory. For example, one might carry out similar
investigations of stressed grammaticality judgment across
different languages, where these factors are different (e.g.,
languages in which agreement carries less information
than in English, or where agreement cues are m o r e
salient). Another approach is to train subjects in small
artificial language experiments where these factors can be
manipulated directly (e.g., salience of a particular cue,
information carried by that cue). Each approach, of
course, has both strengths and weaknesses. W e believe,
however, that both approaches taken together should
provide sizable insight into the issue.
Thus, although the underlying etiology of this selective
vulnerability remains to be fully m a p p e d , w e have
nonetheless demonstrated a definite problem with the
transparency assumption: selective dissociations needn't
always reflect selective disruptions of mental/neural
architecture. Apparent damage to a "syntax module" m a y
be due to the particular vulnerability of those aspects of
syntax implicated.

grammaticality judgment in normals. Those authors
suggest this (Ufference m a y be because sentence-level
errors (i.e., auxiliary verb agreement) m a y be more
structurally important than phrase-level errors (i.e.,
agreement of the determiner with its noun).
Why selective vulnerability?
This research adds to the growing body of evidence for
the selective vulnerability of morphology, both in patient
populations and in normals under conditions of
diminished resources (see also Kilborn, 1991).
Resu-iciing ourselves to the current experiment for the
moment, what makes agreement errors—and, to a lesser
extent, omission errors—comparatively vuberable?
The Competition Model: One possible explanation
arises from the framework of the Competition Model
(MacWhinney & Bates, 1989), designed to explain
language acquisition and performance under real-time
conditions and in a manner compatible with connectionist
models of language processing (e.g.. Elman, 1990; Elman,
1991). ConsUiicts in this model include cue validity—the
usefulness or informational value of a c u e — a n d cue cost,
the amount of resource (cognitive or otherwise) needed to
use the cue (e.g., the more salient a cue the less costly).
T h e Competition M o d e l predicts that in normal
acquisition the processor comes to tune itself more to
those cues which have higher validity. In a language such
as English, word order is a nearly deterministic cue to
agenthood (i.e., in a noun-verb-noun sentence subjects
almost invariably choose thefirstnoun as agent). In
Italian, word order is more free to vary, while verbs carry
a greater load of morphological marking, and so agent
choice is much more driven by verbal-agreement marking
(Bates & MacWhinney, 1989).
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Abstract

difference between novices and experts (e.g., Reimann &
Chi, 1989).
In many domains, the content of a problem (i.e., its surface
However, experts can and d o m a k e use of the surface
cover story) provides useful clues as to the type of problem it
content
in s o m e situations. Chi et al. (I98I) reported the
is and its solution. Three experiments examined this role of
keywords used by expens are a subset of those used by
problem content on the problem categorization and solution of
novices. Hardiman, Dufresne, and Mestre (1989) found that
algebra word problems with experienced subjects, by
manipulating only the content of the problems. W h e n a
experts' judgments of the similarity of physics problems
problem's content was highly correlated with its deep
were based not only problems' deep structure, but on their
structure (e.g., a content of cars driving for a distance-timecontent as well. Both of these studies demonstrate that
rate problem), people were able to categorize the problem
experts do utilize superficial problem aspects in s o m e
after seeing a smaller portion of it compared to a baseline with
situations.
contents uncorrelated to the problem deep structure. In
M o s t directly relevant to the current study. Hinsley,
addition, for more complex problems in which irrelevant
Hayes, and Simon (1977) showed that experienced algebra
information had been added, problem solving performance
word problem solvers were able to successfully predict the
was higher and people showed greater sensitivity to the
substance of a problem after hearing only the initial noun
relevance of the information. W h e n a problem's content
phrase of a problem ("A river steamer..."). They also found
suggested a different (inappropriate) type of problem, people
that
once a problem has been categorized on the basis of its
required a greater part of the problem to categorize it and
content, the problem solver m a y access more knowledge aid
were slower and less accurate at solving the problem. These
solve the problem.
results suggest that content may be influential even for
W h y do experienced problem solvers use problem content
experienced problem solvers.
and what might this tell us about the access and use of
relevant problem solving knowledge? Although the content
Introduction
of a problem m a y seem irrelevant to its solutions, often a
problem's surface content is strongly predictive of the
Many researchers have investigated how experienced
underlying problem type. In m a n y domains, problems of a
problem solvers use problem infonnation to access and
given type m a y have a typical content. For example, in
apply relevant knowledge to solve a problem. A c o m m o n
physics it is often the case that in solving a problem with an
way of characterizing this relevant knowledge is in terms of
inclined plane, Newton's Second L a w will be needed. In
problem schemata, knowledge su-uctures that allow the
algebra word problems, this correlation between content Jind
identification of problem types and contain associated
type is so great that most experienced solvers describe the
procedures for solving such problems. In this paper w e
problem types in terms of their typical contents, such as
examine h o w experienced problem solvers' performance is
work, motion, interest, mixture, age, and river current
influenced by the surface content rather than the deep
problems. Indeed, Mayer (1983) found that certain contents
structure that has been the focus of most previous research.
appeared with certain problem types more frequently, and
The content effects w e observed are interesting not only
that people were sensitive to these frequencies. It would be
because of their influence on performance, but also because
strange if experienced solvers did not take advantage of the
of what they m a y tell us about h o w problem schemata are
correlations
that occur between contents and problem types
represented, accessed, and applied.
in order to access the relevant knowledge.
Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser (1981) showed that novices
Little research has examined the effect of content on
and experts use different problem aspects w h e n sorting
experienced problem solvers. Such effects m a y be important
problems. T h e novices put problems together that shared
in understanding h o w problem schemata are accessed and
similar surface content features, such as inclined planes and
applied. T h e problem's content might affect the access or
pulleys. The experts, on the other hand, grouped problems
application of problem schemata. T h e content is available
according to the principles used to actually solve the
quickly, so it might provide a fast heuristic m e a n s of
problems, such as conservation of m o m e n t u m and Newton's
categorizing the problem or accessing the appropriate
Second L a w . This distinction between relying on surface
schema to aid in later instantiation and solution. In addition.
content versus deep sOTJCture is often considered a primary
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the application of the schema might be facilitated by a
typicjil content allowing easier variable instantiation.
The goal of the present rese;u-ch is to use the effects of
content to better understand the access ;uid application of
problem solving schemata in experienced subjects. In the
first two experiments reported here w e begin this work by
providing a more thorough investigation of content effects,
varying the contents for different problem types and
examining the effects for both problem solving and on-line
problem categorization. The expected result is that problem
content will affect the performance of experienced subjects
on these tasks, but of particular interest is the pattern of
performance across these tasks. In a final experiment, w e
extend these results to examine whether the content effects
might change with the complexity of the problem. In
particular, w e investigate whether more complex problems
might cause experienced solvers to rely more upon the
content.
Experiments

types, comprising 4 in each of the 3 conditions. The
problems were randomly ordered for each subject.
In the categorization experiment, subjects were tested
individually, and their comments tape recorded for later
transcription. After receiving thefirstphrase of a problem
and reading it aloud, the subject was asked three probe
questions: a) H o w would you categorize this problem?;
b) W h a t information to you expect in later clauses?; ;ind
c) W h a t will thefinalquestion will be? After responding to
the questions, the subject was given the second phrase of the
problem and asked the same three questions. This phraseprobe procedure continued until either no phrases remained
or until the subject clearly knew what the problem entailed.
In the problem solving experiment, subjects were tested in
small groups of 2 to 6. After every 45 s, the experimenter
would call out "Line." The subjects then drew a line across
the page below where they had been working and continued
work below the line. The subjects had 3 min to work on
each problem.

1-2
Results

Method
Subjects. T o ensure that the subjects had a high degree of
math competency and previous math experience , w e tested
36 graduates of the Illinois Mathematics and Science
A c a d e m y ( I M S A ) w h o were attending the University of
Illinois. While perhaps not algebra experts, they can be
considered highly experienced in the subject. They were
paid for their participation in the experiment, which lasted
about 1 hour. Twelve subjects participated in the first
(categorization) experiment, and 24 different subjects in the
second (problem solving) experiment.
Materials. We constructed 12 triplets of algebra word
problems that had the same deep structure (and solution) but
different contents (i.e., cover stories and objects). In
Appendix A are a set of "motion" (or distance-rate-time)
problems. In addition to motion problems, five other
problem types were used: age, interest, mixture, river
current, and work. The appropriate problems have the
content typically associated with the problem type (i.e., the
content correlated most strongly with the problem type), the
neutral problems have a content that is not usually
associated with any particular problem type, and the
inappropriate problems have a content typically associated
with a different problem type (in the example, an "interest"
problem).
In the categorization experiment, each problem was split
into a number of phrases (five to nine phrases per problem).
Eiich phrase was printed on a 8.5" x 1" slip of p^er. In the
example presented in Appendix A, the phrase boundaries
are represented by A", and occur in corresponding positions
across the matched problems. In the problem solving
experiment, each problem was presented as a paragraph at
the top of a sheet of paper.
Procedure. In both experiments, each subject received 15
problems, 3 practice and 12 test problems. T h e 3 practice
problems were of different types than the 6 types listed
previously. The 12 test problems contained 2 each of the 6
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The main result of interest in the categorization experiment
is the proportion of phrases seen before correctly
categorizing a problem in each of the conditions. Both
authors independently scored the answers, with the few
differences resolved by discussion. The score for each
problem was the percentage of the problem read before the
subject adequately answered the three probe questions.
Subjects required a mean of 0.29 of an appropriate content
problem in order to correctly categorize it, 0.55 of a neutral
content problem, and 0.79 of an inappropriate content
problem, F(2,l 1) = 55.42, M S e = 0.208, p < .01. All means
are different from one another (p < .01 by a N e w m a n Keuls'
test).
Another important result from this experiment is whether
the problems in the different conditions were correctly
categorized by the final phrase, when the whole problem
had been read. This measure too shows some effect of
content. Subjects always (48 of 48) categorized the
appropriate content problems before the final phrase and
almost always had the correct category before the end with
the neutral content problems (44 out of 48). Performance
was lower in the inappropriate content problems (35 of 48),
though they still were correctly categorized almost 7 5 % of
the time.
T h e dependent measures from the problem solving
experiment were the accuracy and latency with which the
subjects solved the problems. The accuracy score for each
problem was either 0, 0.25,0.50,0.75 or 1 depending on the
correctness of solution. The problems were independently
scored by two people, with discrepancies adjudicated by a
third party. Subjects scored a m e a n of 0.73 on the
appropriate content problems, 0.77 on the neutral content
problems, and 0.64 on the inappropriate content problems,
F(2,23) = 3.76, M S g = 0.412, p < .05. The inappropriate
content problems differed from both the appropriate and
neutral (p < .05).
Using the lines the subjects drew across the page at 45 s
intervals, the midpoint of the interval in which the subject

problem solving performance between the appropriate and
neutrjd conditions is that the problems used have been quite
simple, so that the appropriate schemata could be accessed
and applied in either condition by such experienced
subjects. T o better understand the role of content in problem
solving, it is useful to examine h o w schemata are accessed
iuid applied to more complex problems. In Experiment 3, w e
investigate this possibility by using problems that have
m u c h additional irrelevant information (see Appendix B ) .
The hypothesis is that the appropriate contents will allow
the experienced solvers to more easily ascertain the
relevance of problem information and lead to better
performance.

wrote down the equation that once solved would yield their
final answer was recorded for every problem. A score of 3
min was given if the subject never arrived at such an
equation. It is important to note that the measure is lime to
equation, not correct equation. Subjects spent a mean of
1.06 min coming up with the equation on the appropriate
problems, 1.19 min on the neutral problems, <uid 1.63 min
on the inappropriate problems. F(2,2'i) = 15.38, M S e = 3.95,
p < .01, again with the inappropriate content problems
differing from both the appropriate and neutral content
problems {p < .05).
Discussion

The categorization experiment demonstrates that subjects Method
can use a problem's content in order to correctly categorize
Subjects. The subjects were 16 graduates of IMS A who had
that problem. The extent to which a problem's content
not participated in either Experiment 1 or 2. They were paid
usually occurs with a particular problem type affects the
for their participation in the experiment, which lasted about
proportion of the problem the subject needed to read before
45 min.
making a correct categorization: the appropriate contents
were categorized most quickly and the inappropriate
Materials. The problems used in this experiment were
contents least quickly. However, most subjects were able to
categorize the problems before the last phrase, the question, modified versions of the appropriate and neutral content
problems from Experiments 1 and 2. Appendix B contains
of the problem was read, even in the inappropriate content
an example of these problems. Inappropriate content
problems.
problems were not used. The modification involved the
In the problem solving experiment, w e expected this
addition of irrelevant information. The information added
effect of content to carry over in the accuracy and speed at
was not needed in order to solve the problem, but was
which these problems were solved. However, the
information that could not simply be discarded because it
appropriate and neutral conditions did not differ in either
seemed out of place.
accuracy or speed, despite a large difference in the
categorization task. A s mentioned, almost all of the neutral
Procedure. The procedure was as in the problem solving
problems were correctly categorized by the end of the
experiment.
problem. Thus, to the extent that this categorization measure
is indicative of schema access during problem solving, w e
Results
might not expect any difference in accuracy. The lack of any
difference in latency was surprising, but the dependent
After conducting the experiment, we found that there were
measure used was a gross one (because w e assumed there
serious wording problems with two problems (one
would be accuracy differences) and it m a y be that the
appropriate and one neutral), making the problems
difference in schema access times would be small anyway.
ambiguous and exceptionally difficult (or impossible) to
However, content did affect problem solving. The
solve. The presented scores do not include these problems
inappropriate condition performance was less accurate and
(and their matched problems), but the results were very
had longer latencies than the performance in the other two
similar when they are included.
conditions. It is interesting to note that in the categorization
These complex materials did show an advantage for the
experiment, not only did the inappropriate condition lead to
appropriate condition. Subjects scored a mean of 0.66 on the
the slowest categorization, but in about 2 5 % of the cases
appropriate content problems and 0.58 on the neutral
there was not a correct categorization even when the whole
content problems, t(l5) = 2.13, p = .05. This advantage of
problem had been read. It is conceivable that the worse
appropriate content was found for 13 of 16 subjects. The
performance of the inappropriate condition and the similar
time measure showed only a small, non-significant
performance between the appropriate and neutral conditions
advantage for the appropriate content problems, with a mean
reflect schema access effects. That is, once a schema has
of 1.76 min versus 1.90 min for the neutral content problems
been accessed, the problem's content plays no further role
(r(15) = -1.60,/7>.l).
whatsoever. The inability to access a schema in the
W e also collected protocols from two algebra experts
inappropriate condition, apparently solely because of
solving these problems. O n e had taught algebra for 6 years,
content, leads to worse problem solving behavior.
the other for 28. W e analyzed these protocols for the
Experiment 3
The previous experiments have shown that subjects can
a problem's content in order to categorize a problem, and
that, in at least some cases, content can affect problem
solving. O n e possibility for the lack of any difference in

statements of relevant aspects of the problem (i.e., those
needed for solution) versus irrelevant aspects of the
useproblem. This analysis showed that the experts were more
sensitive to the relevant information in the appropriate
problems than in the neutral problems. In particular, one
can examine what proportion of the protocol statements
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problem solvers are able to make use of the correlation in
aiding their problem solving.
Although these results provide clear evidence for content
effects in experienced problem solvers, they do not allow a
detennination of whether the effects are due to access alone
or whether they might also show some effect on applying
the relevant schematic knowledge. S o m e protocols suggest
that the contents are inlluencing performance throughout the
problem solving while instantiating variables, but further
research will address this issue in closer detail. Such
research is important for understanding whether problem
schemata contain contents only as routes of access or
Discussion
whether the variables and relations found in problem
schemata are specialized as a function of frequent typical
With the added irrelevant information, a difference was
contents.
detected between the appropriate and the neutral content
problems, in contrast to the simpler problems used in
Appendix A
Experiment 2. Although the problem solvers were
E x a m p l e Motion P r o b l e m (Experiments 1 and 2)
experienced in solving algebra word problems, the
appropriate content problems were solved more accurately.
Appropriate Content
The problem types were the same as in Experiment 2,
T w o drivers \ leave for Los Angeles at the same time. \
suggesting that the differences came about not because the
George starts out 72 miles from L A \ iind Peggy starts out
subjects did not k n o w the underlying problem types, but
100 miles fonn L A . \ Both reach L A at exactly the same
because the additional irrelevant information interfered
time. \ George drives at a speed of 27 mph. \ H o w fast does
more with the problem solving for the neutral content
Peggy drive?
condition.
The protocols from the algebra experts were very
Neutral Content
revealing in h o w they solved these problems. In many cases,
T w o archers \firetheir arrows at the same target at the same
soon after beginning to read the problem statement, they
time. \ Phil is standing 72 meters from the target \ and Rudy
would explicitly try to categorize the problem. This category
is standing 100 meters from the target. \ Both jutows hit the
information was then used in order to determine the
target at exactly the same time. \Phil's arrow flies at a speed
relevance of problem statement information and to facilitate
of 27 meters/sec. \ H o w fast does Rudy's arrow fly?
solving the problem. For example, after quickly categorizing
an interest problem, one expert correctly decided two pieces
Inappropriate Content
of information were irrelevant ("I a m going to ignore the 7 %
T w o investors, \ George and Peggy, hold different stocks. \
money earned from the saving account for the moment. And
George needs $72 more to make hisfirstthousand, \ while
ignore what she did with the dividend for the moment."),
Peggy needs $100. \ They reach theirfirstthousand at the
and this decision helped in solving the problem.
same time. \ George made $27 each day. \ H o w much did
Peggy make each day?
General Discussion

focus on the relevant versus irrelevant aspects of the
problem. Subtracting the percent time spent on irrelevimt
problem aspect from time spent on relevjint problem aspects
provides a measure of h o w focused the problem solver was
on solving the problem. For appropriate problems. 5 5 %
more of their statements were on relevant problem aspects
than irrelevant aspects, while this figure was 4 2 % for the
neutral problems. This difference suggests that the experts
more readilyfilteredout the irrelevant information in the
appropriate content problems than in the neutral content
problems.

In these studies, problem content affected the categorization
Appendix B
of problems and their solutions. For problem categorization,
E x a m p l e M o t i o n P r o b l e m (Experiment 3)
the appropriate content problems were categorized sooner
than the neutral, while the inappropriate content problems
Appropriate Content
were not categorized until much more of the problem had
T w o drivers went to business conferences. George has only
been read. In problem solving with the simple problems,
worked 3 years and goes to the junior executive conference
performance was worst, in terms of time and accuracy, when
in San Diego. Peggy, on the hand, has been working 20
the problem's content was inconsistent with the problem's
years and so goes to the senior conference in L A . George's
underlying type (the inappropriate problems), even though
conference is 10 miles from a beach and Peggy's is 25 miles
the problems were the same structurally as the matching
from one. George drove hisfirst20 miles at 55 mph, while
appropriate and neutral content problems. However, no
Peggy, starting 89 miles away from George, started at 65
difference in time to solution or accuracy was detected
mph. George's h o m e is 72 miles from his conference, and
between the appropriate and neutral problems. With more
Peggy is 100 miles from her conference. Due to traffic,
complex problems, the appropriate content did lead to more
George only averaged 27 m p h on his trip. Peggy left her
accurate performance than the neutral content problems. In
house at exactly the same time for her conference, which is
addition, the follow-up protocol study indicates that when
25 milesft-omGeorge's. Both drivers reach their conference
the content was appropriate to the problem type, people are
at the same time. H o w fast did Peggy drive?
more sensitive to the relevance of problem information than
w h e n the content is neutral. Thus, when content and
underlying problem type are correlated, experienced
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Neutral Content
T w o archers went to the archery range to shoot arrows. Phil
has only been here 3 times and uses the novice's target
range. Rudy, on the other hand, has been here 20 times and
uses the intermediate range. The novice range is 10 m Crom
the clubhouse and the intermediate range is 25 m from it.
Phil shoots hisfirst20 arrows and averages 55 m/s each
shot, while Rudy, standing 89 m away from Phil, averages
65 m/s. Phil is standing 72 m from his target, and Rudy is
standing 100 m from his. Phil aims his next arrow at his
target, andfiresat a speed of 27 m/s. Rudyfiredone of his
arrows at exactly the same time at his target, which is 25 m
from Rudy's target. Both arrows reach their target at the
same time. H o w fast did Rudy's arrow fly?
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Abstract
Kripke (1972) and Putnam (1975a; 1975b) have argued forcefully for the philosophical view of word meaning known as rigid
designation. While certain psychological studies have appeared to offer this view support (Keil, 1986; Rips, 1989), w e argue that
these have not provided an exhaustive evaluation. In particular, the original discussions of Kripke and Putnam reveal that their
view rests on an explicit appeal to intuition concerning word use in a range of different scenarios. The study reported here
investigates word use under three such types of scenarios, for a variety of natural kind terms, by investigating subjects' judgements
of truth or falsity for a range of statement types. W e argue that the results obtained indicate that the intuition on which rigid
designation rests is not one which is generally true of agents' language use. Further, w e obtam patterns of apparent contradiction
which appear strictly inconsistent withrigiddesignation and which require an account of word meaning which allows that the sense
of words may vary systematically with context (Franks & Braisby, 1990).

Introduction

agents m a y be mistaken in what they assume are the
essential properties associated with a word. Fallibility of
This paper focuses on the validity of an intuition
knowledge does not, however, imply fallibility of reference,
concerning language use which forms the foimdation of the
for reference, according to 1 and 2, is determined by
rigid designation view of word meaning (Kripke 1972;
essential properties, not by properties mistakenly assumed
P u t n a m 1975a; 1975b). In the next section, w e outline the
to be essential. For example, though w e assume that all
arguments of Kripke and Putnam in favour of rigid
cats are m a m m a l s , it is conceivable that one could discover
designation and indicate h o w they crucially depend on an
that all cats are in fact robots controlled from Mars. That
intuition concerning the behaviour of language users in
is, one might assume the essential properties for "cat" to
certain possible, though non-actual, circumstances. These
include "being a m a m m a l " , whereas the essential properties
are circumstances concerning discoveries, some pertaining
for "cat" actually include "being a robot". Then, according
to individual m e m b e r s of a category, and others to entire
to rigid designation, the word "cat" never referred to a
categories. W e then outline an experiment designed to
subset of m a m m a l s even though concept possessors might
examine whether language users characterise their
have been under the impression that it did. Instead, the
behaviour in the w a y that Kripke and Putnam intuit. T h e
word "cat" always referred to the same category of objects:
results suggest that the intuition on which rigid designation
it is merely that at one time these objects were assumed to
is based is faulty and thatrigiddesignation m a y be too rigid
be m a m m a l s and, at a later time, they were k n o w n to be
a theory of word meaning for psychological purposes.
robots controlled from Mars.
T h e discussions of Putnam and Kripke presuppose that
Rigid Designation
the classification of an individual as a m e m b e r of a
According to rigid designation, natural kind terms refer to category depends crucially on whether that individual
possesses the essential properties for that category. Indeed,
underlying natural kinds, each instance of which shares the
a number of studies apparently demonstrate that
same essential properties. A s stated, the position has the
classification of individuals depends upon their possessing
following entailments concerning the nature of word
the presumed essential properties of a category (Keil, 1986;
meaning.
Rips, 1989). Despite this apparent support for rigid
designation views, the range of contexts utilised in these
1 Essential properties determine reference.
and other studies do not provide an exhaustive evaluation
2 Non-essential (or contingent) properties do not determine
ofrigiddesignation. W e believe this claim is supported by a
reference.
closer examination of the original discussions of Kripke
3 Reference is determined independently of people's beliefs
and Putnam.
In particular, these indicate that other
about which properties determine reference.
contexts are equally important for defining rigid
This last entailment gives rise to Putnam's assertion that designation. Putnam considers a scenario in which it is
discovered that all cats are robots controlled from Mars.
'"meanings' just ain't in the head\" (Putnam, 1975b: 227).
Nonetheless, he states that, after the discovery, "we will
T h e claim arises because of the ever present possibility that
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still call them cats'" and, further, "not only will w e still
call them cats,' they are cats" (Putnam, 1975a: 142). It is
merely that cats are not as they had previously been
thought. Kripke (1972) offers a similar example where it is
discovered that it is an optical illusion that gold is yellow
and that, infiict,it is blue. According to Kripke, this would
not entail that people would say "gold does not exist", nor
that "there is no such thing as gold". H e asks, "would there
on this basis be an announcement in the newspapers: 'it has
turned out that there is no gold. Gold does not exist. What
w e took to be gold is in fact not gold.'?" and answers "it
seems to m e there would be no such annoimcement" (p.
316).
The scenarios considered by Kripke and Putnam thus
contrast with the contexts used by Keil and Rips, in that
they involve discoveries pertaining to the presumed
essential and non-essential properties of the entire
category, and not merely pertaining to the essential
properties as possessed by a single individual. It is also
clear that Kripke and Putnam make an explicit appeal to
our intuitions concerning the way in which words are used
under certain counter-factual circumstances. It is the
validity of this intuition that w e seek to address. Our study
used the following kinds of scenario, with specific examples
given for "cat":
Non-Essential Category: Non-essential properties
associated with a category are discovered not to be true of
that Category (from entailment 2 above, word use should
not change). E.g., Y o u have a female pet cat named Tibby
w h o m you believe to be able to miaow. Indeed, she seems
to miaow quite loudly. However, in spite of the fact that
most people assume that cats can miaow, scientists have
discovered that the noise of miaowing is actually created by
small parasites which live in their fiir and that, in fact, no
cats can actually miaow. Indeed, Tibby, once thoroughly
cleared of parasites, cannot miaow.

that scenarios of type Essential Category have not been
employed, given the emphasis on scenarios of this type in
the arguments of Kripke and Putnam. The possibility that
rigid designation will not be supported under scenarios of
this type forms the focus of this study.
Method
Subjects
Subjects were 37 undergraduate students from London
School of Economics and City University London. They
were unpaid volunteers.
Design
The experiment investigated rigid designation under the
three scenario types: Non-Essential Category, Essential
Individual and Essential Category. W e selected 7 natural
kind categories of the sort which figure prominently in the
argumentation of Kripke and Putnam; "cat", "water",
"Uger", "gold", "bronze", "lemon" and "oak".
The
scenarios used were similar to those given earlier. In order
to investigate the use of the natural kind terms, w e obtained
"true or false" judgements about three types of statement:
Existential, Qualified and Membership. A positive (+) and
negative (-) variant of each type was used. Below are the
statements for "cat".
Existential (+):
Existential (-):
Qualified (^):

Cats do exist
Cats do not exist
Cats do exist, and people's beliefs
concerning cats have changed
Qualified (-): There are no such things as cats, only
robots controlled from Mars
Membership (+): Tibby is a cat, though w e were wrong
about her being a m a m m a l
Membership (-): Tibby is not a cat, though she is a robot
controlled from Mars
Essential Individual: Essential properties of a category are
Existential statements exactly reflect the form of
discovered not to be true of a presumed Individual category
statement used by Kripke and Putnam in their arguments.
member (from 1, word use should change with respect to
However, w e believed that the Existentials could be rated in
the individual). E.g., Y o u have a female pet cat named
accordance with rigid designation without actually
Tibby w h o has been rather unwell of late. Although cats
entailing
it. For example, consider scenario Essential
are known to be mammals, the vet, on examining Tibby
Category and the Existential (-) statement "cats do not
carefiilly,findsthat she is, in fact, a robot controlled from
exist". Under an "extensional" reading of "cat" (referring
Mars.
to the same set of objects described in the scenario) then the
statement is false: the set of particular objects does exist.
Essential Category: Presumed Essential properties of
However, this response of False need not reflect rigid
category are discovered not to be the actual essential
properties for that Category (from I and 3, word use should designation. According to rigid designation, not only do
the objects exist but they are members of the particular
not change). E.g., Y o u have a female pet cat named Tibby.
natural kind in question. T o circumvent this possible
For many years people have assumed cats to be mammals.
interpretation of the natural kind terms, w e included
However, scientists have recently discovered that they are
Qualified statements which make explicit reference to the
all, in fact, robots controlled from Mars. Upon close
examination, you discover that Tibby too is a robot, just as set of objects referred to in the scenario. Hence, one should
not be able to judge "there are no such things as cats, only
the scientists suggest.
robots controlled from Mars" false simply by taking an
extensional interpretation of "cat", since the sentence itself
To the authors' knowledge, no study has attempted to
militates against such an interpretation. Finally, w e
examine the intuitions behind rigid designation under
included Membership statements to reflect our
thisrange of scenarios. Indeed, it is particularly surprising
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Table 1 Responses obtained and predictions made by rigid designation ( R D )
Scenario Type
Statement
Existential (+)
Existential (-)
Qualified (+)
Qualified (-)
Membership (+)
Membership (-)

Non-Essential Category

Essential Individual

Essential Category

RD
7
0
7
0
7
0

RD
7
0
0
0
0
7

RD
7
0
7
0
7
0

Actual
6.89
0.08
6.35
0.22
6.57
0.49

view that rigid designation has little to do with statements
concerning the existence of entire categories. Rather, the
issue is, quite simply, whether or not the specified entities
lie in the same category both before and after a discovery.
Thus, w e consider that rigid designation m a y be best
measured by considering Membership statements, these
being better indicators than Qualified, and these being
better than Existentials.

Actual
6.41
0.70
3.24
1.00
3.57
4.49

Actual
6.19
0.70
5.84
1.30
6.30
1.62

significant difference between Existential, and Qualified
and Membership statements in their degree of agreement
with rigid designation (p<0.025): Existential statements
showed greatest agreement. Membership showed least, and
Qualified were intermediate (Membership mean rank =
2.42, Qualified = 3.27, Existential = 4.81).

Hypotheses
We predicted agreement with rigid designation in the NonEssential Category and Essential Individual conditions, but
significantly less agreement in the Essential Category
condition. W e also predicted that Existential statements
would show sigiuficantly greater (apparent) agreement with
rigid designation than Membership statements, with
Qualified statements intermediate.
Results

Table 2 Responses recoded to indicate agreement with RD
Scenario Type
NonEssential
Essential
Statement
Essential
Individual Category
Category
6.19
6.41
6.89
Existential (+)
6.30
6.30
6.92
Existential (-)
5.84
6.76
6.35
Qualified (+)
5.70
6.00
6.78
Qualified (-)
6.30
3.43
Membership (+) 6.57
5.38
4.49
Membership (-) 6.51
In order to understand the apparent disagreement
between subjects in these data w e also analysed the degree
of within-subject inconsistency. A n apparent contradiction
was said to occur w h e n a S gave either both False responses
or both True responses to the positive and negative forms of
a statement type, within the same scenario. For example, a
subject responding False to "Water does exist" and to
"Water does not exist", within the same scenario type,
would be considered to be expressing an apparent
contradiction In such cases, it was considered that subjects
would be expressing a logical contradiction, unless the
natural kind term in question had different senses in the
positive and negative forms of the statement. In the
following analysis w e omitted the Qualified statements in
Essential Individual scenario types since it was, in fact,
logically possible for subjects to respond False to both the
positive and negative forms of this statement type, without
this implying different senses for the natural kind term.
Since this cell contains the largest number of
contradictions, w e believe our analysis is erring on the side
ofrigiddesignation, since this latter cannot readily account
for contradictions of any kind.
Table 3 shows that the majority of contradictions were
obtained w h e n Membership statements were used under
Essential Individual and Essential Category scenario types
and when Qualified statements were used under Essential

Responses were coded 1 for True, 0 for False. Table 1
contains the frequency of positive responses obtained
together with the predictions of rigid designation and Table
2 contains these responses receded so as to indicate
agreement with rigid designation ( m a x i m u m 7). All
analysis was performed on these recoded scores, so
significant differences indicate significant differences in
terms of agreement withrigiddesignation.
A s can be seen from Tables 1 and 2, rigid designation
appears vindicated only under certain combinations of
scenario type and statement type. In particular, rigid
designation fares poorly in scenario types Essential
Category and Essential Individual under Membership
statements. There was no effect of natural kind (Friedman,
x2=4.70, d.f=6, p=0.58).
All other effects were as
predicted. That is, w e obtained the expected effect of
scenario type (Friedman x^=33.95, d.f=2; p<0.0001):
multiple comparisons indicated that the Non-Essential
Category scenario type showed significantly greater
agreement with rigid designation than the Essential
Category scenario type, which showed greater agreement
than Essential Individual (p<0.025: Essential Category
m e a n rank = 2.05, Essential Individual = 1.30, NonEssential Category = 2.65). There was also a significant
effect of statement type (Friedman y}=17,.19, d.f=5,
p<0.0001); multiple comparisons reveal an over-all
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and question type (particularly the Non-Essential Category
scenario) subjects responded consistently (and in agreement
with rigid designation) may rule out this possibility. Most
importantly, since the range of scenarios employed is
Statement
NonEssential
Essential
exactly that used by Kripke and Putnam, the failure of
Individual
Category
Essential
educated lay people to share their intuitions must constitute
Category
a serious challenge to their argument.
17 (7%)
10 (4%)
Existential
3 (1%)
Our pattern of results contrasts with earlier research by
49 (19%)
N/A
Qualified
30 (12%)
Keil (1986) and Rips (1989). In particular, the results for
40 (15%)
24 fo"'^51 (20%)
Membership
the Essential Individual scenario with both Qualified and
Membership statements appear inconsistent with their
Category scenario types. A n analysis of variance on the
findings. Keil used an individual discovery scenario like
number of apparent self-contradictions revealed a main
ours, with both natural kinds and artifacts. His adult group
effect of scenario type (F2 72=227.80; p<0.0001) with th e
judged that discoveries about essential features of
following
ordering
(Non-Essential
Category
<
individuals could change the categorisation of natural kinds
Essentiallndividual < Essential Category) with mean
but not of artifacts. By contrast, at least 5 0 % of our
number of contradictions, in that order, being, 0.51, 0.82
subjects in the Essential Individual scenario considered that
and 0.91). There was also a main effect of statement type
the category membership was unaffected. A possible source
(F2 72=183.15; p<0.0001) with the Existential statementsof explanation here, could be the framing of the experiment
itself Keil's work was done as an adult 'control' for a
showing fewer contradictions than both the Qualified and
primarily
developmental study. It is possible that his adult
Membership statements, these producing marginally fewer
subjects were therefore inclined to treat the task in a
contradictions than the Qualified statements (mean number
of contradictions, in that order, were, 0.23, 1.07 and 1.04). different way.
Rips (1989) introduced scenarios in which individuals
Additionally, there was an interaction between scenario and
were
transformed (for example by exposure to radiation)
statement type (F2 73 (adj )=258.31; p<0.0001). Again, it
from one appearance to another, and showed that people
appears that only'certain combinations of scenario and
are inclined to say that category membership is unchanged
statement types result in substantial levels of contradictions.
by such transformations. O n e major difference between our
study and that of Rips was that our scenarios involved
Discussion
discoveries rather than transformations.
Existential statements show agreement ranging from 87%
A difference in procedure between our study and both
to 9 8 % with the rigid designation view. While this may
earlier studies was that w e provided subjects with the
appear to support the prediction of the view reasonably
possibility of agreeing with both positive and negative
well, the pattern for other statement types was not so clear.
categorisation statements. A surprising number of people
It was argued that the strictest test of the theory would be
availed themselves of this opportunity to be illogical, which
found with the Membership statements, which concerned
suggests to us the importance of this procedural variation.
the effect of the discovery on category membership of an
Our over-all pattern of results is however consistent with
individual case. Rigid designation fared much worse in the
a study by Malt (1991). Her findings revealed discrepancies
Essential Individual and Essential Category scenarios when
between the predictions of essentialism and the extensions
Membership statements were given (agreement with rigid
of terms, as defined by data concerning the kinds of object
designation ranged from 4 7 % to 7 6 % ) or when Qualified
to which noun terms might be used to refer. However,
statements were given, ( 4 6 % to 7 3 % ) . According to rigid
Malt's strategy differed from ours in that her concern was
designation word use should follow exactly the predictions
how language is used to refer to objects in everyday
indicated in Table 1. This is for the simple reason that if
parlance. A s such, these uses are likely to include some
rigid designation is a true account of word meaning then
which are referential rather than attributive (Dormellan,
referential word use is not a matter of degree, and does not
1966). Referential uses are those which use a term to pick
vary from one context to another. Thus the results reported
out an individual, without the intention that it is an
here can not be taken as providing much comfort for the
accurate description of that individual (for example in the
thesis.
Method section w e described how the term "Cats" in the
It may be considered unreasonable to expect subjects to
statement "Cats do not exist" could be interpreted
respond consistently on all occasions in our task. However
extensionally - that is as referring to the particular class of
the difficulties for rigid designation cannot easily be
individuals which had hitherto been called cats.) Malt's
explained by simply claiming that subjects did not
approach is also more correlational and concerned with the
understand their task or that they found it too difficult to
relation between language use and the structiu-e of the
respond consistently. First, when subjects were asked to
lexicon. By contrast, in order to make an appropriate test
rate the difficulty of their task, the mean rating showed that
of the rigid designation thesis w e have focused exclusively
subjects viewed the task as neither easy nor difficult.
on attributive uses of natural kind terms and employed an
Second, if in general the task had been poorly understood
experimental design in which scenarios are presented in a
then responding should have been more nearly random in
controlled way.
nature. The fact that in certain combinations of scenario

Table 3 Number and proportion of apparent contradictions
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O n e possible reason for the discrepancy between our
results and the predictions of the rigid designation thesis
m a y be that subjects respond in a contradictory fashion, a
possibility that the positive and negative pairs were
designed to evaluate. Franks & Braisby (1990) proposed an
account of the relation between concepts and word use
whereby the same word, even when used attributively may
be used with different conceptual content in different
contexts. A computational treatment of one such account is
also developed in Braisby (1993). A consequence of these
views is that the same entity may be classified as both a
member and a non-member of the extension of a term
without contradiction. Classification is thus treated as
relative to the perspective adopted. This view echoes other
treatments of the perspectival nature of communication
(e.g., Clark, 1992). O n this view of classification, the
patterns of word use obtained in the present experiment,
including apparent contradictions, could be explained by
assuming that subjects are tempted into adopting different
perspectives in responding to positive and negative versions
of the same statement, and are thereby using the same
natural kind term with different conceptual content. Of
course, it was not the intention of the experiment to
explicitly manipulate perspectival interpretation, and so our
account remains strongly post hoc.
Similar apparent inconsistencies in categorisation have
been reported by Hampton (1982, 1988a, 1988b). Hampton
(1982) found that people were willing to accept the truth of
two apparently contradictory statements such as "Chairs are
a kind of furniture" and "Not all chairs are furniture". In
Hampton (1988a, 1988b) the extensions of conjunctions
and disjunctions of natural categories were compared with
the extensions of their two constituents, and a degree of
inconsistency was identified. It appeared that the
interpretation of a category could be influenced by placing
it in disjunction with another closely related category. The
possibility exists that a perspectival shift account m a y also
provide an explanation of these other phenomena.
In conclusion, w e have demonstrated that when faced
with scenarios of the kind made famous by Kripke and
Putnam, people are divided in h o w to respond, and may
even make apparently inconsistent responses. Since their
argument depends on the generality of their intuitions about
language use, severe doubt has been cast on the case for
their thesis. For psychological purposes, it would appear,
rigid designation, with its essentialist leanings, may be just
too rigid.
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Abstract

work in cognitive science only supports a moderate form of
the theory-laden position, in which the top-down (theoryMost philosophers of science now believe that scientific driven) processes only have major influences w h e n the
data are theory laden, i.e., the evaluation of data is
sensory input is weak or ambiguous.
influenced by prior theoretical beliefs. Although there is
historical and psychological evidence that is consistent
Theory-Ladenness of Data
with the theory-laden position, experimental evidence is
In the present paper we want to focus on the theoryneeded to directly test whether prior beliefs influence the
evaluation of scientific data. In a fully counterbalanced
ladenness of scientific data in the broader sense that includes
design, one group of subjects received evidence that
both personal observations and reports of experimental data.
dinosaurs were cold-blooded, and another group of subjects
Philosophers of science initially focused on the issue of the
received evidence that dinosaurs were warm-blooded. The
theory-ladenness of observation because there has been a
subjects reported a strong belief in whichever theory they
long tradition in philosophy of attempting to s h o w that
had read about. Then subjects were presented with a piece
immediate perception could lead to knowledge (in the
of data that supported one theory and contradicted the other
philosopher's sense of justified true belief). However, it
theory. The identical piece of data was rated as more
seems to us that in trying to understand the psychology of
believable when it was consistent with the subject's theory
scientific reasoning, the issue of the theory-ladenness of data
than when it was inconsistent. These results provide clear
in the broad sense is of even m o r e importance. T h e
support for the position that scientific data are theory
information used by working scientists to formulate and
laden.
evaluate theories is m u c h more Ukely to be data in the broad
sense than it is to be personal perceptual observations.
Introduction
The Quine-Duhem Thesis
The piupose of this paper is to provide experimental support
for the position that the evaluation of scientific data can be
The particular aspect of the theory-ladenness of data that we
strongly influenced by prior theoretical beliefs. This study
focus on in this paper is the role of theory in the evaluation
uses the techniques of cognitive science to investigate issues
of the quality of scientific data. In the terms of current
in the philosophy of science. Thus, w e consider this line of
philosophy of science, our experiment can be seen as
work to be a contribution to a naturalist approach to the examining an aspect of the Q u i n e - D u h e m thesis. D u h e m
philosophy of science (e.g., Giere, 1985; Maffie, 1990).
(1914/1991) and Quine (1951/1963) both argued that theoryinconsistent data cannot disprove a theory. They pointed out
Theory-Ladenness of Observation
that when faced with data that are inconsistent with a theory,
a
The influence of theory on scientific data was emphasized in scientist can always m a k e adjustments to the theory or to
other background assumptions that will preserve the theory.
the work of Hanson (1958) and K u h n (1962). Both of these
In a series of recent papers w e (Chinn & Brewer, 1992,
philosophers were particularly interested in the role of theory
1993)
have elaborated the Q u i n e - D u h e m thesis using
in influencing the scientist's direct perceptual observations.
evidence
from the history of science and from psychology to
For example, both of them argued that w h e n looking at a
examine
the
responses m a d e by scientists and nonscientists
sunrise, a geocentric theorist (e.g., Tycho Brahe) would see
data. W e concluded that there are seven basic
to
anomalous
the sun rising, while a heliocentric theorist (e.g.,
responses
that
can be m a d e to theory-inconsistent data. T h e
Copernicus) would see the earth turning toward the sun. In
individual
can:
(1) ignore the data; (2) reject the data on
a recent paper, Brewer and Lambert (1993) argue that the
methodological grounds; (3) exclude the data from the
particular psychological examples used by Hanson and K u h n
domain of the theory; (4) hold the data in abeyance; (5)
may not be adequate to support the view that scientific
reinterpret the data to m a k e it consistent with the theory; (6)
observation is theory laden, but that there is, in fact,
accept
the data and m a k e peripheral changes to the theory;
convincing laboratory evidence to support their position.
and (7) accept the data and change the theory. Note that of
Brewer and Lambert take the position, however, that current
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inconsistent reviewers considered the methodology to be
much worse liian did theory-consistent reviewers.
Thus, while there is s o m e historical and psychological
evidence that is consistent with the view that theory leads to
differential evaluation of data, it seems to us that what is
needed is an experiment that experimentally manipulates the
scientific beliefs of individuals and directly examines the
hypothesis that individuals differentially evaluate scientific
data on the basis of their current scientific theories.

the seven responses w e described, all but one allow the
individual to retain the original theory in the face of the
anomalous data. The present paper is an experimental study
of the role of theory in the evaluation of theory-consistent
and theory-inconsistent data
Evaluation of Theory-Consistent and TlieoryInconsistent D a t a
Historical evidence. When one examines historical
cases of the evaluation of theory-consistent and theoryinconsistent data, one fmds examples that fall into all of the
categories described by Chinn and Brewer. For example the
proponents of rival theories m a y view each other's
experiments as conceptually flawed and therefore easily
reinterpretable. W h e n Pasteur and his opponents were
debating the issue of whether spontaneous generation is
possible, scientists conducted m a n y experiments in which
they examined whether living germs would appear in sterile
solutions. Pasteur discounted the experiments in which
germs did appear by saying that there must have been some
u n k n o w n source of contamination. Similarly, Pasteur's
opponents reinterpreted experiments in which germs did not
appear by arguing that by sterilizing the air the
experimenters destroyed the life-giving properties that
jjermitted air to support spontaneous generation (Collins &
Pinch, 1993).
Even w h e n proponents ofrivaltheories can agree on the
interpretation of a particular piece of data, they m a y reach
different conclusions about the soundness of the
methodology. In the debates over continental drift, there
were data that suggested that Greenland was moving relative
to the continents, thus providing support for continental
drift. Opponents of continental drift dismissed these data as
unreliable. Proponents of continental drift admitted that
there was unreliability in the data but evidently considered
them sound enough to support the claim that Greenland was
in fact moving westward (Frankel, 1988).

Experiment
The basic purpose of the experiment was to examine the
of individuals' theoretical beliefs on their evaluation of data
using realistic scientific theories and data.
Method
Design. There were three experimental groups in the
experiment. Each group received the same piece of data.
However, the experiment was designed so that for one group
the data were consistent with their current theory, for another
group the data were inconsistent with their current theory,
and there was a control group w h o received the data without
a strong prior theory. In order to have the same piece of data
be consistent for one group of subjects and inconsistent for
another w e used a pair of scientific theories with the logical
property that data supporting one of theories implied the
rejection of the other theory. Thus, data supporting the fu-st
theory were inconsistent with the second theory and vice
versa.
In order to minimize the problems that could be caused by
our subjects' prior knowledge and beliefs about the theories,
the particular theory received by the subjects was
counterbalanced. Thus, within the consistent data group,
half of the subjects received Theory A followed by data
supporting Theory A; the other half of the subjects received
Theory B followed by data supporting Theory B. There was
a corresponding counterbalancing for the inconsistent data
condition.

Psychological evidence. A number of quite different
kinds of psychological data can be seen as providing
evidence relevant to the issue of the evaluation of theoryconsistent and theory-inconsistent data. Pickering and
M o n t s (1982) examined the lab reports of students in an
undergraduate chemistry course. The particular experiment
that the students carried out gave data inconsistent with the
theories they had learned in the course. In writing up the
report of the lab, over half of the students rejected their o w n
data and most of them argued that they must have m a d e
methodological errors in the w a y that they carried out the
experiment. In the area of social psychology, researchers
(e.g.. Lord, Ross, & Lepper, 1979) have investigated the
impact of preexisting social attitudes on the evaluation of
evidence. For example, individuals w h o favor capital
punishment are more critical of the methodology of studies
that are inconsistent with their beliefs than they are of
studies that are consistent with their beliefs. M a h o n e y
(1977) carried out a study of h o w reviewers evaluate
manuscripts that are either consistent or inconsistent with
their theoretical perspective. H e found that for artificially
constructed manuscripts with identical methodology, theory-

Materials. The theories we chose to use were current
theories about the warm-bloodedness or cold-bloodedness of
dinosaurs (Thomas & Olson, 1980). Pilot work showed
that our undergraduate population could easily understand
these theories and that each theory, w h e n read alone,
provided a convincing account of the characteristics of the
dinosaurs. Also, this pair of theories had the needed
property that data supporting one of the theories implied the
rejection of the other theory.
Each subject received a Qieory passage or a control passage
followed by a data passage. There were three different
experimental passages (2 theory passages, 1 control passage)
and two different data passages. All experimental passages
began with a discussion of the differences between warmblooded and cold-blooded animals. This section of the
experimental passages pointed out that warm-blooded
animals generate their o w n body heat internally and that
cold-blooded animals do not. Thus, this initial passage
exposed each subject to the broad outline of each theory, but
did not supply any supporting evidence.
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Rating scales. The subjects carried out three different
types of rating tasks. They rated their belief in the theories,
they rated their belief in the data, and they indicated h o w
consistent they thought die data were with each theory.
The subjects indicated their degree of belief in the theory
through the u.se of a 0 to 10 scale which stated that they
were to use "0" for a "completely false dieory" and "10" for
a "perfectly correct theory."
The subjects indicated their degree of belief in the data
through the use of a 0 to 10 scale where "0" was labeled as
"false" and "10" was labeled as "true."
The subjects also indicated their belief in data/theory
consistency through the use of a 0 to 10 scale. T h e scale
asked the subjects to "Rate your belief in this assertion: The
[X] theory is consistent with [data Y ] " where X indicates one
of the two theories and Y indicates one piece of data.

The warm-blooded theory passage began with the initial
information describing the differences between warm-blooded
and cold-blooded animals and then continued by giving a
variety of arguments and data supporting the position tliat
dinosaurs were w a r m blooded (e.g., all warm-blooded
animals have an upright posture, while cold-blooded animals
have limbs that project from the sides, and the fossil record
shows that dinosaurs had upright posture). The total warmblooded passage (initial information and warm-blooded
theory) was 1,303 words long.
The cold-blooded theory passage began with the same
initial passage discussing the differences between warm- and
cold-blooded animals and then continued with arguments and
data supporting the position that dinosaurs were cold blooded
(e.g., warm-blooded animals have to eat m u c h more than
cold-blooded animals to keep their metabolism going, and a
warm-blooded animal as large as a dinosaur would have
required impossible amounts of food to survive). The total
cold-blooded passage was 1,478 words long.
The control passage contained only the initial information
discussing the differences between w a r m and cold-blooded
animals with no discussion of h o w these differences applied
to dinosaurs. The control passage was 245 words long.
There were two data passages, one containing data
consistent with the warm-blooded theory (thus inconsistent
with the cold-blooded theory) and one containing data
consistent with the cold-blooded theory (thus inconsistent
with the warm-blooded theory).
The warm-blooded data passage stated that fast-growing
animals have characteristic patterns of dense bone tissue and
that only warm-blooded animals grow fast enough to have
these patterns. The passage then noted that dinosaurs show
the characteristic patterns for fast growth, so they must have
been warm blooded.
The cold-blooded data passage stated that the brains of
cold-blooded animals have small, simple pineal systems,
whereas warm-blooded animals have large, complex pineal
systems. The passage noted that the pineal systems leave a
clear impression in the skull and that dinosaur skulls show
the impression of simple pineal systems, so dinosaurs must
have been cold blooded.
Within each type of data passage there was an additional
factor. Half of the data passages were written in an
impersonal textbook format For example: "Microanalysis
of dinosaurs' bones indicates that the growth rate of
dinosaurs was much, m u c h faster than that of crocodiles, and
as fast as a baby ostrich." T h e other half of the data
passages gave the s a m e information in the form of the
results of an actual experiment. For example: "Robert
Stockton, a paleontologist at Oregon State University, has
conducted a microscopic analysis of fossilized rib bones of
two separate species, stegosaurus and ankylosaurus. H e
concluded that the microstruclure of these dinosaurs' bones
indicates that their growth rate was much, m u c h faster than
that of crocodiles, and as fast as a baby ostrich." W e had
thought the subjects might find it harder to reject the data
written in textbook fashion, but this difference in
presentadon style showed little or no effect in our data and
so will be ignored in the remainder of Uiis paper.

Procedure. Subjects read a theory or control passage.
Those subjects w h o had received a theory passage were then
asked to rate their belief in the Uieory they had just read and,
after completing that rating, they were asked to rate their
belief in the opposing theory. Next the subjects in the
theory conditions were presented with a piece of data
(consistent with the theory they had read about for half the
subjects, inconsistent for the oUier halQ- They were then
asked to rate Uieir belief in the data they had just read about.
After this the subjects were asked to indicate if the data were
consistent widi the Uieory they had originally read about and
then, if the data were consistent with the opposing theory.
Finally, they were asked to re-rate their belief in the original
theory they had read about and their belief in the opposing
theory.
T h e subjects in the control condition went through
essentially the same procedure. They read the control
passage and were asked to rate dieir belief in the theories
(order of theory rated w a s counterbalanced). T h e y then
received data (half received data consistent with the warmblooded theory and half data consistent with the cold-blooded
theory) and were asked to rate their belief in the data. This
provided a baseline on h o w believable the data (in isolation)
were for our undergraduate population. Next the control
subjects rated the consistency of the data they received with
each of the theories, andfinallythey re-rated their belief in
each of the two theories.
Subjects. There were a total of 72 undergraduate subjects
in die experiment; 24 in each experimental condition.
Results
The first data of interest are Uie results of the subjects' inidal
ratings of belief in the theories that they had just read.
These ratings allow us to see if the theory passages w e
developed were effective in convincing our subjects that the
dieory they read gave the correct account of dinosaur
metabolism. In order to develop an overall measure of belief
in Uie two theories, each subject's rating of die cold-blooded
theory was subtracted from their rating of the warm-blooded
Uieory. The results are given in Table 1.
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There was a modest reduction in the subjects' beliefs in
the consistency of the data with the theory for subjects
receiving inconsistent data, but this difference w a s not
reliable, p > .08.

Table 1: Initial Ratings of Belief in the Theory
Passage

type

Warm-blooded theory
Cold-blooded theory
Control condition

Belief rating^
-5.5

5.9
1.5

Conclusions

^old-blooded rating minus warm-blooded rating, so
positive scores show belief in the cold-blooded theory.
The results in Table 1 show that the subjects in each
condition were fairly strongly convinced about the
correctness of the theory that they had read about. W h a t
they did not know, of course, is that one third of the people
in the room with them had just read a completely different
theory and found it just as convincing! The subjects in the
control condition showed a small tendency to prefer the coldblooded theory.
T h e cruci£d data for this experiment are the subjects'
ratings of their belief in the data that had been presented in
the data passage. These results are presented in Table 2.

Ilie data from this experiment provide clear evidence that
individuals' beliefs in a scientific theory can strongly
influence their evaluation of scientific data. In particular the
data show that individuals will tend to be critical of data that
is inconsistent with their current theoretical beliefs. Our
data are thus consistent with work in the philosophy of
science that argues for the theory-laden nature of data and are
also consistent with the Q u i n e - D u h e m thesis that
anomalous data do not require the rejection of a scientific
theory.
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Of die ideas diat cognitive scientists and die philosophers
associated with them have taken over from Kant, probably
the best-known is the doctrine that representation, much of
it at any rate, requires concepts as well as percepts ~ ruleguided acts of cognition as well as deliverances of the
senses. This doctrine has become as orthodox in cognitive
science as it was central to Kant. Its origins in Kant are so
well k n o w n that it is not necessary to say anydiing more
about it. A s Kant put it, "Concepts without inmitions are
empty, intuitions without concepts are blind". In contemporary jargon, discriminations need information, but w e
must be able to discriminate patterns of various kinds in
information before it is of any use to us.

Abstract

Some of Kant's ideas about the mind have had a huge influence on cognitive science, in particular his view that sensory
input has to be worked up using concepts or concept-like
states and his conception of the mind as a system of cognitive fiiDctioos. W e explore these influences in thefirstpart
of the paper. Other ideas of Kant's about the mind have not
been assimilated into cognitive science, including important
ideas about processes of synthesis, mental unity, and consciousness and self-consciousness. They are the topic of the
second part of the paper.

Sometimes directly, sometimes indirectly, Kant's views on
the mind have had a huge influence on cognitive science.
Indeed, Kant is virtually the intellectual god-father of
contemporary cognitive science, so deep-running is his
influence. Consider the widely-held view that sensory input
has to be worked up using concepts or concept-like states,
or the conception of the mind as a system of cognitive
fimctions that lies behind the view. Both notions arose with
Kant, Indeed, both are central to his model of knowledge
and mind, and they entered current epistemology and cognitive science by a process of direct descent from him. In
thefirstpart of die paper, w e will explore these influences.
If die Kantian cast of much contemporary cognitive
science is striking, what cognitive science has not assimilated from Kant's w o r k is equally striking. A s well as die
ideas just mentioned about the relation of concepts to sensory input and the functional nature of the mind, Kant also
held that processes of synthesis, mental unity, and consciousness are central to cognition as w e k n o w it, and he
had some highly original views about self-consciousness.
Until recently, these ideas played no role in most work in
cognitive science, though what might turn out to be related
ideas are beginning to appear in some quarters. W h a t
cognitive science did not take over from Kant's work on
cognition and knowledge will be the topic of the second
part of die paper. I a m also of die view, of course, that
cognitive science should have taken over these ideas, but
will not be able to argue this point in any detail here.
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Second, Kant's central methodological innovation, die
mediod of transcendental argument as he called it, has
become a major, perhaps the major, metiiod of cognitive
science. O n e w a y to describe the role of transcendental
arguments is to say that they attempt to infer the conditions
necessary for some phenomenon to occur. Other ways
include: they are used to infer the constraints on any such
phenomenon occurring, and, they are used to infer what
must be true of a system which could contain that phenomenon. This method is important in cognitive science
because it provides a toe-hold o n the climb from observable behaviour to unobservable psychological antecedents.
Transcendental arguments are a w a y of identifying constraints o n what the unobservable antecedents could be like.
So closely linked is this method to Kant that Flanagan, for
example, evens calls it the method of transcendental deduction, Kant's term for his most important form of analysis
(1984, p. 180).
W e might note, parenthetically, that Flanagan's choice of
this n a m e for transcendental argumentation is a bit curious,
the intention to honour Kant notwithstanding, because Kant
himself used the term 'transcendental deduction' for something quite different, namely the kind of analysis used to
deduce that use of certain concepts is necessary for representations to c o m e to have objects. Kant used transcendental arguments in the course of this deduction, of course,
but they are still different diings. Nevertheless, Flanagan is
quite right to pick Kant out as the originator of the mediod
of transcendental argumentation.
Third, even Kant's general conception of the mind and
what w e can and cannot capture in our models of it have
been taken over by cognitive science and philosophers
associated widi it, at least in a general way. In die light of
what cognitive science has not taken up in Kant's model of
die mind, m y saying diis m a y seem a bit strange, so let us
examine the matter. In cognitive science at the moment,
fiinctionalism, specifically the functionalist version of the

representational model of the mind, is virtually the official
philosophical view of the mind, recent eliminativist pretenders such as P. M . Churchland (1984) and P. S.
Churchland (1986) notwithstanding. The basic idea behind
functionalism is this. T h e w a y to model the mind is to
model what it does and can do, that is to say, its functions
(in the words of one slogan, 'die mind is what the brain
does'). In representational models, the basic function of a
mind is to shape and transform representations. Kant too
held to the representational model of the mind, indeed to a
rather radical one if m y reading of him is correct, and he
too viewed die mind as a system of functions for applying
concepts to percepts.
The diree tenets of Kant's model of the mind are as follows, (i) Most or all representation is representation of
objects; such objects are die result of acts of synthesis, (ii)
For representations of objects to be anything to anyone,
diey must "belong widi others to one consciousness"
(A116);' for diis, die mind must syndiesize its various
objects of representation into what I will call the global
object of a global representation, (iii) Syndiesis into either
individual or global objects requires the application of
concepts. ~ These are the central elements of the model.
What all diree of these tenets describe are either functions
or conditions such as unified awareness that are required
for some or all functions to operate. Kant even called diem
functions (A68 = B93, A 9 4 and elsewhere). In general, like
functionalism, Kant's approach to the mind centred on h o w
it works, as opposed, for example, to h o w such a system
might be built (even w h e n such structure is abstractly not
physically characterized). H e even shared functionalism's
lack of enthusiasm for introspection.

Dennett (1978), Patricia Kitcher (1984), Meerbote (1989),
Powell (1990) and odiers have joined him. (Sellars, 1968,
also offers an early version of functional classification, and
in a Kantian context.) It is less often noticed that Kant was
committed to a vital negative doctrine of functionalism,
too, the dictiun that function does not determine form.
About die relation of function to form, functionalists
maintain two things: (i) mental functioning could be realized in principle in objects of m a n y different forms; and,
(ii) w e k n o w too little about the form or structure of the
mind at present to say anything useful at this level in any
case, except that mental functions will never be straightforwardly mapped onto any forms that m a y be associated
with diem, whatever diese forms might be like. Kant
accepted a variant of both these positions. Concerning (ii),
Kant maintained not just that w e k n o w litde about the
'substrate' (A350) that underlies mental fiinctioning but that
w e k n o w nodiing (or w e can never k n o w that w e k n o w
anything) about it. This is his doctrine of the unknowability
of the noumenal mind. If the noumenal mind is unknowable, however, (i) immediately follows; the mind as it is
coidd take different forms. Otherwise, h o w it functions
would tell us h o w it is. Indeed, function imposes so few
constraints on form that, so far as w e can infer from function, w e caimot determine even something as basic as
whether the mind is simple or complex (A353). In short,
Kant not only accepted the notion that function does not
dictate form, but accepted a very strong version of it.
Indeed, his doctrine of the unknowability of the noumenal mind is little more than a strong version of that idea, at
least on some readings. A n d noumenalism is no mere personal fancy in his system. O n die contrary, die doctrine
was absolutely vital to him. T h e very possibility of free
will and immortality hang on it, and our belief in freedom
and immortality are two of the three great practical beliefs
whose possible truth Kant wrote the whole Critique to
defend (Bxxx). (The third was belief in God's existence;
the possibility of its trudi depends on noumenalism, too,
but noumenalism about the world, not the mind.) T h e
Critique has other goals too, of course, more positive, theory-justifying goals, but noumenalism is vital to die work's
practical goals.

Functionalism n o w comes in m a n y flavours ~ diat mental content can only be specified by its relationship to odier
mental content (and, m a n y theorists think, the environment
and even the subject's history); diat explanation of mental
functioning is a special sort of explanation (focusing on
reasons for action); that explanation of mental functioning
must be conducted in the language of psychology; that diis
vocabulary and the style of explanation conducted by using
it have 'autonomy' (cannot be reduced to non-psychological
explanation); that diis autonomy stems from such explanation being holistic in certain ways; and perhaps others.
Kant paid no attention to such specifics. N o r did he consider h o w to characterize functional states in terms of their
relation to odier functions, context, the person's behaviour,
b o w the functionsfitin the history of the person w h o has
diem, etc. If Kant's theory is a precursor of contemporary
functionalism, then, his functionalism was of a radier
general sort and in that respect rather different from the
contemporary versions. Nevertheless, I think it is fair to
view it as a precursor of functionalism.

In short, three of Kant's most central insights have been
embraced by cognitive science:
- his epistemological insight into the relation of concepts
and percepts;
- his main method, the method of transcendental argument; and,
~ his general picture of the mind as a system of conceptusing functions for manipulating representations.
Indeed, some workers in cognitive science have even begun
to explore the implications of more specific aspects of
Kant's model of the mind for their work. (Martindale's
1987 work on Kantian mental machines is one example.)

The diought diat Kant was a functionalist avant le mot is
no longer new. Sellars (1970) was perhaps diefirstto read
Kant as a functionalist or proto-fiinctionalist; more recendy

Let us turn n o w to ideas of Kant's that have played a
smaller role in cognifive science so far.

' References consisting of a number preceded by 'A' or 'B' are
to Kant (1781/1787), and are given in the text. 'A' refers to the
pagination of thefirst(A) edition of 1781 and 'B' to the second
(B) edition of 1787, the only editions that Kant prepared himself.
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W h a t Cognitive Science Has Not Taken Over
F r o m Kant

the end of diis process of non-conscious interpretation, a
second level of activity commences; I form a representation
of the word, recognize it, and set out to do whatever I
choose to do with it.

Before w e begin our investigation, it would be helpful to
say a word about the general nature of what cognitive
science has and has not taken over from Kant. There are
some systematic differences between the two groups of
ideas. Begin with the commonly-accepted point that cognitive science has m a d e better progress with mental content
(information-bearing states of certain kinds) and the processing of content (cognition) than it has m a d e with consciousness. This obtains, most would agree, whether it is
consciousness of objects of which w e are speaking or
consciousness of self. It would be natural to expect that
what has been taken over from Kant and what has not
would split along the same fault-line. That would be only
partly true. A s yet, cognitive science has certainly not paid
m u c h attention as yet to consciousness of objects or consciousness of self, certainly not to the features of consciousness that most interested Kant, but it has paid equally
little attention to the aspects of the mind's synthesizing
powers and its unity that most interested Kant.

M u c h of die work of cognitive scientists so far has
focused on the first level, die transformation of the meaningless scrawl into a recognizable word and processing of
diat kind. Where cogninve science is Kantian, it is Kant's
ideas about processing at this level diat shape it: ideas
about die synthesis (or binding as it is n o w called) of
diverse sensory informadon into representations of single
objects, ideas about the functional nature of minds able to
do such syndiesizing, and so on. W h e r e cognitive science
has not assimilated ideas of Kant's, on the other hand, it is
generally ideas he had about what is going on at the second
level, ideas about broader and more complex processes of
syndiesis, about die unity of minds able to perform diese
more complicated kinds of synthesis, and about the consciousness involved in recognition of representations and in
awareness of self. Looked at in the light of this distinction
between the two quite difference levels of activity involved
in cognidon, die contrast between what cognitive science
has taken over from Kant and what it has not does not look
so strange.

In both cases, some recent work is beginning to take up
issues more like the ones of central interest to Kant. With
respect to consciousness, one thinks of the work of Baars
(1988) and two of die people Dennett (1991, xi) numbers
a m o n g his "princes of consciousness'. Marcel and Bisiach
(1988). With respect to syndiesis and unity, diere are signs
of change in, for example, Fodor, 1983, and recent work
on the subclass of metacognitive processes that have as
their field of application information-processing, problemsolving and behaviour control functions that involve the
whole mind or some substantial portion of it. (The contrast
is with metacognitive processes that apply just to a single
sub-system, m e m o r y for example.)^ All this recent work
notwithstanding, I think that there are still things to be
learned from Kant.

The ideas about synthesis, mental unity, consciousness,
and self-consciousness that cognitive science has not taken
over from Kant have a c o m m o n feature. They concern die
mind as a whole or some substantial part of it and are
about functions that can draw o n information in a great
m a n y sub-systems of the mind, that are isotropic in
Fodor's (1983, p. 107) sense. Another way to put the point
is to say that diey are all relatively holistic features of the
mind. But that does not seem to have been what has led to
their neglect by cognitive scientists. Indeed, m a n y cognitivists themselves pay attention to properties of the mind as
whole. Here I a m thinking, for example, of the work on
production systems such as Newell's (1973, 1990) Soar
and Anderson's (1983) A C T * , or Minsky's (1985) society
of mind, as well as the work on consciousness and metacognition mentioned earlier. In the last few years, philosophers have joined in, first in the form of die work of
Patricia Churchland and others (1986, 1991) on h o w connectionist models might be able to account for large-scale
integration of data, and more recendy in Dennett's (1991)
multiple drafts model of awareness. The feature that seems
to have led to the relative neglect of these ideas of Kant's
is that diey all concern activities of forming multiple representations into a what w e might call a global representation.

Widi respect to synthesis, Kant claimed that the mind
must synthesize multitudinous representations into a single,
integrated representation of a world. With respect to unity,
he urged that to perform this crucial synthesis, the mind
must have a certain kind of unity. Before I attempt to
define what is behind these notions more formally, it might
help to get a clearer picture of what has and what has not
been assimilated from Kant's work if w e start with an
example.
A s a result of having bad handwriting, I a m all too often
in the position of not being able to recognize a word 1
wrote d o w n earlier. If, however, I take a careful look at
what I scrawled d o w n and then go and do something else
for a while, 1 will eventually recognize what I wrote. (The
word 'marginalized' was a recent example.) If die brain is
a neural network, that is about what one would expect; the
neural network needs time to settle o n a solution. All of
this happens without any apparent recourse to complex
reasoning and quite outside of consciousness. However, at

W e can define a global representation as follows:
A global representation =df. a representation that has a
number of particular representations and/or their objects
or contents as its single global object.
W e then define 'single global object':
A single global object =df. an intentional object that
represents a number of intentional objects and/or the
representations that represent them, such that to be
aware of any of these objects and/or their representations
is also to be aware of other objects and/or representations that m a k e it up and of the collection of them as a

^ The work on the kinds of metacognition I have in mind is so
diverse and fraught with unclarities of definition and domain that
it would not be easy to cite it adequately in a few references.
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ous of representations. W e could define it as follows:

single group.^

The unity of representation, recognition, consciousness
=df. (i) a single act of representation, recognition,
consciousness, in which (ii) a number of representations
and/or objects of representation are combined in such a
w a y that to represent, recognize or be aware of any of
these representations is also to be aware of at least some
of the other representations combined with it, and as the
object of a single representation.

A s a very simple example, each of us right n o w is aware
of the words I a m uttering, thoughts suggested by those
words, thoughts I raised earlier in m y talk, the heat of tlic
room, wishes and concerns about the remainder of the day,
and so on, not individually but, first, all at the same time
and, second, as the complex object of a single consciousness.
Kant diought that the capacity to form global representations is absolutely essential to the kind of cognition w e
have, and he thought that both the two kinds of synthesis
and a certain kind of unity are required to form them.
Synthesis first.

A s this definition makes clear, the kind of unity in question
is more than just being one representation, act of recognition or act of consciousness. All three are not just singular,
but also unified: one act combining a multiplicity of items
into one object.

A s Kant saw it, synthesis comes in two flavours. First
w e must tie various kind of sensuous information together
into single objects of unified representations. Then w e must
tie these individual representations together into global
representations. Thefirstkind of synthesis has reappeared
in contemporary research as the notion of binding (in the
psychological, not the linguistic sense) and been the object
of considerable attention; but the second kind has hardly
received any attention at all. Here is an example. Colours,
lines, shapes, textures, etc., are represented in widely
dispersed areas of the brain. T h e process of tying these
dispersed representations together into a representation of
an object is what is n o w called binding. Indeed, Treisman
and her co-workers (1980) have developed a version of
binding theory that even parallels Kant's in important
ways. They hold that three stages of visual processing are
involved. First the content of feature modules are applied,
the result is located on a m a p of locations, and then the
result of both processes is recognized via a recognition network and objectfiles.These three processes parallel Kant's
diree stages of apprehension, reproduction, and recognition
in concepts very closely.

O n e of the interesting aspects of Kant's work on synthesis is that he tried to unite the two kinds of synthesis he
distinguished in a single theory. Even though no other
dieorist has ever done this, to m y knowledge, 1 do not
have the space to consider h o w Kant tried to do so here.
Likewise, I cannot consider the extent to which the work
on metacognition and consciousness that I have mentioned
has regained some of the ground that Kant w o n two hundred years ago with his notions of the global representation
and its various unities. There is a point on which I would
like to say a few words, however. If Kant's insights into
the various unities central to cognition have been relatively
neglected in cognitive science heretofore, pan of the
blame, it seems to m e , lies with philosophers of mind.
Here is why.
About the unities of cognition, w e can ask two questions:
Are these unities synchronic, diachronic, or both?, and.
W h a t is their relationship to what philosophers call personal identity? (What philosophers call personal identity is
being one person, usuiilly over time. Clinical psychologists
use the term for something quite different.) T h e question
about synchronic and diachronic unity first.

But binding is only one of the two forms of activity to
which Kant gave the n a m e synthesis. T h e second kind of
synthesis is the activity of tying multiple representations
together into a global representation. S o m e of the work on
production systems and on metacognition touches on this
phenomenon; so, less directly, does Baars' (1988) work on
consciousness and some of the work of the semantic holism
theorists such as Davidson and Dennett. Here, I think, w e
may still be able to learn fi-om Kant; these contributions
touch only part of the problem.

It seems obvious, prima facie, that die most interesting
and cognitively central unities are synchronic: the representing or recognizing or being aware of a number of
representations at the same time. It is equally clear diat this
was the form of mental unity of greatest interest to Kant
(of the m a n y passages that indicate this, see especially
AlOO, A 1 0 3 , A 1 0 8 , and A352). Yet w h e n contemporary
philosophers of mind talk about mental unity at all, diey
ahnost always take up only unity across time ~ even w h e n
they are discussing Kant! Kitcher (1990) is a good
example: in her work, she always interprets Kant's talk
about mental unity to be about diachronic unity exclusively.
O f course, diachronic unity, the representing or recognizing or being aware of earlier representations and combining
them with current ones, is vital to m a n y cognitive activities, too. M y point is simply that it is not the only form of
mental imity.

A global representation displays a certain kind of unity.
It is one representation, and it is one by virtue of connecting a number of other representations to one another in a
certain way. This form of unity is found very widely in the
mind. In addition to being a feature of global representations and therefore of representational experience, it is also
a feature of recognition of representations ~ w e recognize
them in single acts of recognition ~ and of consciousness w e are aware of a number of things in single acts of consciousness. This kind of unity also seems to be distinctive
to processes of combining, recognizing, and being consci-

N o w die relationship of unity to identity, being one
person. M a n y philosophers, including virtually all commentators on Kant, have taken it as obvious tiiat mental
unity requires mental identity, that a number of representations can be unified into one global representation only if
they are all the representations of a single mind. Since
cognitive scientists have generally not been m u c h interested

^ The notions of a global representation and global object are
considered further in Brook (1994), as indeed are many of the
ideas discussed in this paper.
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Abstract
Connectionist simulations of children's acquisition of
velocity (v), time (t), and distance (d) concepts were
conducted using a generative algorithm, cascadecorrelation (Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990). Diagnosis of
network rules were consistent with the developmental
course of children's concepts (Wilkening. 1981, 1982) and
predicted some new stages as well. Networks integrated the
defining dimensions of the concepts first by identity rules
(e.g.. v = d), then additive rules (e.g., v = d-t), and
finally multiplicative rules (e.g., v = d/t). Psychological
effects of differential memory demands were also simulated.
It is argued that cascade-correlation implements an explicit
mechanism of developmental change involving
incremental learning and qualitative increases in
representational power.

Introduction
In classical physics, velocity is defined as v = d/t, time as
t = d/v, and distance as d = vt. A number of developmental
psychologists, beginning with Piaget (1969, 1970), have
assessed the development of these three interrelated concepts
in children. M u c h of the psychological research has been
criticized few presenting children with problems that could be
solved non-inferentially, by merely ignoring irrelevant
information and perceiving the information that is being
asked about (Levin, 1977; Wilkening, 1981). For example,
w h e n asked to compare the velocity of two toy trains, the
child can ignore time and distance information and report on
the perceived velocities.
Wilkening (1981) designed m o r e valid tasks in which
children were asked to infer velocity, time, or distance given
information about the t w o defining dimensions. For
example, in a distance-inference task, children were shown
an apparatus that had, at one end of a footbridge, a dog and
several other animals. T h e children were told that the other
animals would run along the bridge as soon as the dog began
to bark and would stop w h e n the barking ceased. The task
involved determining h o w far each animal would run. Thus,
the children were given the characteristic velocity of the
animals and the time they ran (the duration of barking), and
asked to infer the distance they would run.
Wilkening studied the performance of three age groups: 5year-olds, 10-year-olds, and adults. The findings included the
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following: (1) In the distance-inference task, all age groups
used the correct multiplication rule, d = vt; (2) in a timeinference task, 10-year-olds and adults employed the correct
division rule, t = div, whereas 5-year-olds used a subtraction
rule, t = d-v\ (3) in a velocity-inference task, the two older
age groups used a subtraction rule, v = d-t, and the 5-yearolds used an identity rule, v = d.
Wilkening hesitated to draw strong conclusions
concerning the concurrent development of the three concepts
since it appeared that the tasks had differing m e m o r y
demands. For example, in the distance-inference task,
subjects of all age groups used an eye-movement strategy in
which they followed the imaginary course of the animal as it
ran across the footbridge. In terms of the time-inference task,
Wilkening pointed out that information about both defining
dimensions was available at the time of judgment. However,
in the velocity-inference task, the subjects had to retrieve the
time information from memory.
In a follow-up study, Wilkening (1982) attempted to
increase the m e m o r y demands of the distance task by
presenting time information (barking) before velocity
information (animal identity) and lessen the m e m o r y
demands of the velocity task by visually presenting the time
information. T h e modifications partially supported his
hypothesis in that 5-year-olds were observed to use an
additive rule (d = /+v) in the distance task. However, the
results of the velocity task remained unchanged. Thus, it
remains to be seen if the mastery of time before velocity
concepts is an accurate description of the developmental
course or a m e m o r y artifact of Wilkening's tasks.
Cascade-correlation
Here w e report on connectionist simulations of the
acquisition of velocity, time, and distance concepts in an
attempt to gain s o m e explanatory insight into these
psychological results. O u r simulations employ cascadecorrelation (Fahlman & Lebiere, 1990), a generative
connectionist algorithm that begins with a minimal network
topology determined solely by the number of input and
output units. T h e input units, including an obligatory bias
unit, are connected directly to the output layer. Thus, the
initial network topology is like that of a perceptron.
Training is carried out in a two-phase cycle. In the output
training phase, the weights from input units and any
installed hidden units are adjusted usingfirst-orderand an

approximation of second-order error derivatives to minimize
the total s u m of squared error. W h e n the error stops
decreasing, the input training phase begins. Weights from
input units to a pool of candidate hidden units arc adjusted in
order to maximize the correlation between candidate hidden
units and the output error. T h e hidden unit with the
activation that is most correlated with the output error is
then installed into the network and the output training phase
recommences.
Cascade-correlation has been used successfully to model
children's performance on other developmental tasks
including the balance scale (Shultz & Schmidt, 1991;
Shultz, Mareschal, & Schmidt, in press), seriation
(Mareschal & Shultz, 1993), the effects of potency and
resistance on the magnitude of a physical effect (Shultz et
al., in press), and personal pronouns (Shultz, Buckingham,
& Oshima-Takane, in press). Several of these simulations
involved rule-based stages, even though rules are not
explicitly represented in the networks. For the domain of
velocity, time, and distance, it w a s expected that the
increasing non-linear computational power of a network that
recruits hidden units as needed might provide insights into
how children progress from simple identity rules to more
complex multiphcative rule-like performance.
Simulations
The task of the networks was the same as for Wilkening's
subjects. The networks had to predict, as output, the value
of one dimension (e.g., velocity) given information about
the other dimensions (e.g., distance and time). The initial
network topology consisted of three input banks, one each
for distance, time, and velocity information, connected to a
single linear output unit. A linear output unit was used
because it was the most natural w a y of producing a
quantitative output similar to the responses m a d e by
subjects in Wilkening's experiments.

Twenty-five instances of each of the three inference problem
types were obtained by crossing the five levels of velocity,
time, and distance for a total of 75 inference patterns.
T w o sets of simulations are reported. T h e accurate
m e m o r y condition simulations represent a situation in
which m e m o r y demands across the three concepts are equal
and minimal. The limited m e m o r y condition explores the
effects of inaccurate m e m o r y for time information in
velocity-inference tasks. Here, it w a s assumed that the
likelihood of correct recall followed a normal distribution in
that values closer to the actual time value would be more
likely to be recalled than distant values. At each epoch of
training, the time dimension of a given velocity inference
problem was altered so that in general there was a 3 4 % ,
1 3 % , 2 % , and less than 1 % probability that the time input
value "recalled" by the network would be 1, 2, 3, or 4
integers away respectively from the actual value. In the
remaining instances, the actual value was used as input.
A n additional constraint was that the modified time input
fall within the same range (1 to 5) used in the training set.
Without such a restriction, networks in the limited m e m o r y
condition would require more input units than those in the
accurate m e m o r y condition. Therefore, if the selection of an
integer either above or below the actual value was possible,
a random choice was m a d e a m o n g the two equally distant
values. For example, if the actual input value was 3 there
was a 3 4 % chance that the network would receive 2 or 4 as
input and a 1 3 % chance that it would receive 1 or 5.
Otherwise, 3 was used. If the input value w a s 5, then the
chance of a 4, 3, 2, or 1 being "recalled" was 3 4 % , 1 3 % ,
2 % , and 1 % respectively.
Only the time dimension inputs of velocity inference
patterns were selected according to the criteria above. Target
values were unaffected by this process. They were determined
by dividing the distance dimensional value by the true time
dimensional value.
Training and Rule Diagnosis

Input and Output Coding
Inference patterns were encoded as follows. T w o input banks
received dimensional values ranging from 1 to 5. The third
bank received an input of 0 indicating that it was the
dimension to be predicted. Each input bank had five input
units for a total of 15 input units. A dimensional value n
was encoded by assigning an activation of 1 to the nth input
unit of the bank and 0 to all other units in the bank. W e call
this nth encoding. Thus, for a given inference pattern, one
input bank would receive activations of 0 on all of its five
input units indicating it was unknown. O n e unit of each of
the other two input banks received an activation of 1. The
remaining units in these banks received activations of 0.
Notice that in nth encoding, the inputs initially possess
cardinality but not ordinaliiy (McClelland, in press); the
network must learn the ordinal relations a m o n g the input
values as it learns the velocity, d m e , and distance problems.
Target values for the output unit were calculated using the
three Newtonian equations (v = d/t, t = d/v, and d = vt)
respectively. In addition, distance target values were scaled
by dividing by five so that the range would be identical to
the target values of time and velocity inference patterns.
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At each epoch of training, all 75 inference problems were
presented to the network. Thirty networks in each condition
were trained for a m a x i m u m of 1500 epochs. Every fifth
epoch, the networks were diagnosed for rule use.
T o compare network results with h u m a n performance, w e
diagnosed rules that best captured network performance on
each problem type. W e computed correlations between the
network's responses and those predicted by various plausible
rules such as identity (v = d, or v = /), addition (v = d+f,
or V = d-t), or multiplication (v = dt,v = t/d, or v = d/t)
rules. T o capture consistent network performance, a given
rule had to correlate positively with network responses,
account for more than 5 0 % of the variance in network
responses (i.e., r^ > .50), and account for more variance
than other plausible rules.
Results
Accurate Memory Condition
A stage by epoch plot of a typical network in the accurate
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Figure 1: Stages achieved by one network in accurate
memory condition, plotted every 10 epochs.

Figure 2: Stages achieved by one network in limited
memory condition, plotted every 10 epochs.

memory^ condition is shown in Figure 1. All 30 networks The mean epochs of onset and the length of these additive
exhibited a qualitatively similar developmental course. A s
stages are reported in the left half of Table 2. Although all
three began at approximately the 65th or 70th epoch, the
can be seen, time and velocity identity stages (t = d and
V = d) emerged early in training prior to the recruitment of a
distance additive stage lasted almost 90 epochs more on
hidden unit. The mean epochs of onset and length of the
average than either of the other two stages. O n average a
identity stages are reported in the left half of Table 1. O n
maximum of over 8 0 % of the variance in the three types of
average, these identity stages began together typically after 5 inferences was accounted for by the additive rules.
or 10 epochs of training and lasted for approximately 55
epochs. T o assess h o w well particular rules captured network
Table 2: Mean Epoch of Onset and Length
performance, w e computed the mean across networks of the
of Additive Stages.
m a x i m u m r^ value attained during each stage. During the
Condition
identity stages, the mean was over 9 0 % for both the time
Accurate Memory
and the velocity identity rules, suggesting that both were
Limited Memory
M
SD
SD
M
good predictors of time and velocity inferences respectively.
Stage
During this same period, the networks' responses to distance
d=t+v
inference patterns were not captured by any of the rules that
70.93
155.86'
onset
3.83
5.10
were tested.
length
164.77
78.40 317.46
159.70
t=d-v
Table 1: Mean Epoch of Onset and Length
61.11
4.85
163.57
15.26
onset
of Identity Stages.
77.90
7.87
length
156.13
46.19
v=d-t
Condition
224.62"
61.11
4.48
79.87
onset
Accurate Memory
Limited Memory
7.04
437.17"' 330.06
length
77.93
M
SD
M
SD
Stage
« = 30; * n = 28; ** n = 29; *** n = 18
Note, d = distance; t = time; v = velocity.
t=d
2.54
6.67
7.50
2.40
onset
147.23
Multiplicative stages of time (/ = d/v) and velocity
55.60
5.40
length
15.01
v=d
(v = d/t) inferences began after 150 epochs of training
4.54
6.67
10.33
following the recruitment of the second hidden unit. O n
onset
2.40
76.25
length
204.40
4.53
55.43
average, the multiplicative stage of distance inferences
n = 30
{d = vt) began approximately 100 epochs later following
Note, d = distance; t = time; v = velocity.
the recruitment of the third or fourth hidden unit. The mean
epochs of onset of the multiplicative stages are reported in
Following the recruitment of the first hidden unit,
the left half of Table 3. All three defining multiplicative
distance, time, and velocity inferences were captured by the rules of the stages eventually reached a m a x i m u m r^ of
additive rules d = t+v,t = d-v, and v = d-t respectively.
1.00. This occurred earlier for time and velocity inference
patterns than for distance inferences.
^ A preliminary report of the accurate memory condition is
presented in Shultz et al. (in press).
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velocity multiplicative stage, on average they did so
approximately 190 epochs after the distance multiplicative
stage had been attained. T h e m e a n epochs of onset of the
multiplicative stages are reported in the right half of
Table 3. The defining multiplicative rules of the distance
and time stages eventually reached a m a x i m u m A of over
0.98. In contrast, for those networks that attained the
velocity multiplicative stage, the defining rule reached a
m a x i m u m r^ of approximately 8 5 % .

Table 3: M e a n Epoch of Onset
of Multiplicative Stages.
Condition
Accurate M e m o r y
Stage
M
SD
d=vt
248.97
83.94
t=4/v
150.60
8.26
v=d^
150.27
8.52
rt = 30; * n = 19
Note, d = distance; t = lime; v =

Limited M e m o r y

Limited M e m o r y

M
519.80
330.93
711.32*

SD
214.29
50.94
403.45

Hinton Analysis

velocity.

Condition

Eleven of the networks in the limited m e m o r y condition
demonstrated a qualitatively similar developmental course to
that depicted in Figure 2; all but one of the remaining
networks followed a similar course except that the
multiplicative stage of velocity inferences was eventually
attained.
A s in the accurate m e m o r y condition, for all 30 networks
the time and velocity identity stages emerged early in
training at approximately the same epoch, prior to the
recruitment of a hidden unit. However, unlike in the accurate
memory condition, the identity stage of velocity inferences
lasted almost 60 epochs longer on average. The mean epochs
of onset of the identity stages are reported in the right half of
Table 1. Again the identity rules were good approximations
of the predictions, accounting for an average m a x i m u m of
over 9 0 % of the variance.
For the majority of networks, the additive stages of
distance and time inferences emerged soon after the
recruiunent of thefirsthidden unit. O n average, the additive
stage of velocity inferences emerged approximately 60
epochs later. Occasionally two hidden units were recruited
prior to the onset of the velocity additive stage. T w o
networks skipped the additive distance stage and one skipped
the velocity stage. The mean epochs of onset and the length
of these additive stages are reported in the right half of Table
2. The mean length of the velocity additive stage reported in
Table 2 is based on 18 networks since 11 networks did not
progress beyond this stage and one, as mentioned, skipped
the additive stage. Distance inferences based on the additive
rule typically lasted longer than additive time inferences
whereas additive velocity inferences were the most
persistent. A s in the accurate m e m o r y condition, a
m a x i m u m of over 8 0 % of the variance in the three types of
inferences was accounted for by the additive rules.
The most striking difference between the accurate memory
and limited m e m o r y conditions was that 11 limited m e m o r y
networks did not progress to the multiplicative stage of
velocity inferences. The network in Figure 2 depicts this
result. All 30 networks progressed to the multiplicative
stage of time and distance inferences. O n average, the
multiplicative stage of time inferences emerged after a
second hidden unit was installed, about 190 epochs before
the multiplicative stage of distance inferences. The distance
multiplicative stage followed the recruitment of 3 or 4
hidden units. O f the 19 networks that progressed to the
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It was apparent that hidden unit recruitment was necessary
for the onset of additive and multiplicative stages given the
abrupt transition to stages following the installation of a
hidden unit.
In order to explicate the role of hidden units, Hinton
diagrams of the incoming weights were drawn following the
recruitment of hidden units. A representative example, taken
from one network in the accurate m e m o r y condition, is
shown in Figure 3. The two rows in the diagram represent
the weights from the sending units to the output unit and
first hidden unit respectively. T h e size of the weight
corresponds to the size of the square; the color indicates the
sign of the weight (white and black indicate positive and
negative respectively). A s can be seen, the weights from the
time and velocity input banks (squares 6-10 and 11-15
respectively) to the hidden unit are of the same sign and
opposite in sign to the weights from the distance input bank
(squares 1-5). Thus, when a distance inference pattern was
presented, the time and velocity inputs augmented each
other. This gave rise to predictions that were correlated with
the additive rule d = t + v. In contrast, w h e n a time or
velocity inference pattern was presented, the distance input
would be counteracted by the velocity or time input. This
gave rise to time and velocity inferences that correlated best
with performance in which one dimension was subtracted
from the other (e.g., t = d-v). Because of network
complexities, Hinton analysis of the second and third hidden
units were less revealing. However, given the relatively
abrupt transition after the installation of these hidden units
to multiplicative stages, the need for increased non-linearity
seems evident.
Discussion
Simulation results for the most part matched those of
Wilkening (1981, 1982) with humans. For distance
inferences, there was a progression from an additive rule to
the correct multiplication rule. For time and velocity
inferences, networks began with an identity rule, progressed
to an additive rule, and then finished with the correct
multiplicative rule. Wilkening's h u m a n subjects did the
same, except that they showed no identity rule for time
inferences and failed to reach the correct multiplicative rule
for velocity inferences.
The results of the limited m e m o r y condition suggest that
m e m o r y demands m a y have been a factor in Wilkening's
studies. B y increasing the m e m o r y demands of the velocity
task, velocity was delayed such that it was possible for a
network to be making velocity inferences based on the
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Figure 3: Hinton diagram of incoming weights after the recruitment of the first hidden unit for one network.
N u m b e r s refer to weights from bias (0), distance (1-5), time (6-10), velocity (11-15) and hidden (16) units.
identity rule and time inferences based on additive rules.
Later w h e n time inferences were based on the multiplicative
rule, velocity inferences were typically additive. Finally, a
n u m b e r of limited m e m o r y networks did not attain the
multiplicative stage of velocity inferences. M a n y of those
that did regressed to the additive stage, some permanendy.
T h e simulations suggest that, w h e n all else is held
constant, the developmental course is more consistent across
concepts than Wilkening's results indicated. Identity stages
emerge early for both time and velocity concepts followed
by the additive stages of all three concepts and then the onset
of multiplicative concepts for velocity and time prior to the
eventual attainment of the distance multiplicative stage. W e
propose that the mechanisms of weight adjustment and
hidden unit recruitment c o m p o u n d e d with a learning
environment in which all three concepts are being acquired
constrains network development along these lines.
Identity stages emerge due to a combination of the limited
processing ability of the initial perceptron-like architecture
and the fact that o n e network is performing all three
inference tasks. T h e initial network is not able to encode
both the inverse relationship between time (velocity) and
distance w h e n making velocity (time) inferences a n d the
direct relationship between time and velocity w h e n making
distance inferences. T h e algorithm is unable to find a set of
weights for a perceptron to accommodate both roles of the
time and velocity input. Therefore, the relationship of time
(or velocity) information to the output error of distance and
velocity (or time) inferences is obscured. In contrast, the
relationship of the distance information to the output error is
more clear since the role of distance is the same in either
time or velocity inference problems. W h e n the algorithm
attempts to reduce the error across all three problem types,
weight adjustment m a y be primarily influenced by the
relationship of distance input to the error. W h e n presented
with a time (velocity) inference pattern, distance information
has m o r e influence than velocity (time) information. In
contrast, w h e n presented with a distance inference pattern,
neither time nor velocity information has greater influence
and the weights fail to encode the direct relationship between
time and velocity information. Thus, identity stages emerge
for time and velocity inference problems. However, neither
identity, additive, nor multiplicative rules are able to capture
the role of time and velocity with respect to distance
inference problems during this period.
A similar argument could be put forward with respect to
children. Early o n , the child is confused about the
inconsistent effects of time and velocity and focuses
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attention on the more consistent distance information when
making velocity or time inferences. With respect to distance
inferences, the child is at a loss as to h o w to solve the
problem and m a y choose time or velocity depending on their
salience.
Additive stages of each concept typically emerged after the
installation of the first hidden unit. T h e network used this
hidden unit to differentiate distance from time and velocity
information by assigning one sign to the weights from the
distance inputs and the opposite sign to weights from time
and velocity inputs. Thus, the first hidden unit is able to
encode the dual nature of time and velocity, at least in a
simplistic manner, and as a result, the additive stages
emerge.
T h e additive stages of all three concepts eventually were
replaced by multiplicative stages. Typically, the time and
velocity multiplicative stages emerged first followed by the
distance multiplicative stage. O n e reason w h y the distance
additive stage m a y have lasted longer than either the time or
velocity additive stages was that a larger proportion of error
was reduced during the distance additive stage than in the
other two. This in turn delayed the onset of the distance
multiplicative stage. Thus, the distance additive rule would
seem to be a very good approximation of distance inference
patterns. It m a y be that for people, use of an additive rule
persists as a heuristic approach that is generally good
enough.
Thus, cascade-correlation provides an explicit mechanism
of transition in network performance - weight adjustment
and hidden unit recruitment. In h u m a n developmental terms
w e believe this to be akin to incremental learning in
combination with increasingly non-linear representational
abilities.
T h e simulation results, together with Wilkening's studies,
m a k e several predictions. First, the results suggest that if 5year-olds can integrate distance and velocity and time and
velocity information in an additive manner to infer time and
distance respectively, they should be able to integrate
distance and time information additively to m a k e velocity
inferences if the m e m o r y demands are minimized.
Second, whereas Wilkening's observation that 5-year-olds
use a velocity identity rule is likely related to extraneous
task demands, the simulations predict that children younger
than five years of age m a k e velocity inferences by focusing
on distance information because of processing limitations.
Moreover, although Wilkening did not find evidence of a
time identity rule, our simulations suggest that younger
children would use such a rule to m a k e time inferences.

Finally, these same-aged children would be expected to solve
distance inference problems based on either time or velocity
information depending on which is more salient. Therefore,
future research should include younger children and
manipulate the salience of velocity and time information in
the distance inference task.
Third, if the task demands of velocity inferences were
reduced, it is predicted that 10-year-olds would make velocity
inferences by integrating the dimensions with the correct
multiplicative rule. Therefore, the inability of Wilkening's
subjects to correctly integrate time and distance information
is again likely due to extra memory demands.
Finally, the simulations suggest that the distance
multiplicative stage emerges after both time and velocity
multiplicative stages. Since Wilkening did not study 10year-olds' performance when an eye-movement strategy was
not possible, it would be necessary to re-examine 10-yearolds under this condition.
In conclusion, the results of our simulations suggest that
limited processing capacities of children lead to performance
that is first characterized by identity rules for time and
velocity inferences. Later, additive inference rules
characterize performance. Finally, multiplicative rules
characterize the integration of distance, time, and velocity
inferences. Once again the cascade-correlation algorithm has
demonstrated the ability to capture the emergence of rulebased stages in cognitive development.
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including m a n y irregular words), 9 8 . 8 % generalization
performance (on a standard set of 166 non-words),
We present a new connectionist model of human spelling
andseveral possible accounts of developmental
suggested
investigate some of its properties. Although based on
surface dyslexia and on damage showed symptoms similar
Sejnowski & Rosenberg's (1987) NETtalk model of reading,
to acquired surface dyslexia. It also correlated well with
it requires no pre-processing of the training data to align the
various naming latency experiments. It failed, however, on
phonemes and letters. The model achieves 1 0 0 %
the lexical decision task, did not exhibit the pseudoperformance on the training data (2837 monosyllabic words
homophone effect (McCann & Besner, 1987), nor provided
including many irregular words) and has a generalization
any explanation of phonological dyslexia (e.g. Shallice,
performance of about 89%. Under appropriate conditions it
1988). It was therefore concluded that the model provided a
exhibits symptoms similar to developmental surface dyslexia
promising basis for the phonological route of a dual route
and acquired surface dysgraphia. However, its inability to
model of reading but could not be considered to be a
account for phonological dysgraphia and lexical decision
leads us to believe that it is a promising candidate for the rule
complete model of reading on its own.
based part of a dual route model but not a complete model of
The task of spelling (i.e. phoneme to text conversion) is
spelling on its own.
clearly closely related to the task of reading aloud and so
one might think that given a connectionist model of reading
it should be straightforward to construct the analogous
Introduction
connectionist model of spelling. In practice, there is more
than a simple inverse mapping involved (e.g. Frith, 1980;
We know from our ability to spell non-words, and also the
Kreiner & Gough, 1990): the rule structures are somewhat
kinds of spelling errors that humans m a k e on real words,
more ambiguous, with a large proportion of homophones,
that w e must have access to s o m e kind of rule based
and it is harder to organise the alignment of the phonemes
phoneme to g n ^ h e m e system (e.g. Kreiner & Gough, 1990).
and letters in the training data without the need for preO u r ability to spell exception (i.e. irregular) words and to
processing by hand.
deal with homophones (e.g. 'fare' and 'fair') and to perform
lexical decision suggests that there must also exist some
The Model
kind of lexical/semantic system. H o w these two processes
fit together is not at all clear. T h e explicit modelling of
The basic reading model presented in Bullinaria (1993b)
spelling abilities in h u m a n s is thus of importance in
understanding the underlying mechanisms involved, e.g. do
consists of a standard fully connected feedforward network
with sigmoidal activation functions and one hidden layer set
w e require a dual route system with separate semantic and
up in a similar manner to the NETtalk model of Sejnowski
rule-based routes or is a single route system sufficient. It
& Rosenberg (1987). The input layer consists of a window
should also provide insight into the spelling difficulties of
of nchar sets of units, each set consisting of one unit for
developmental dyslexics and acquired dysgraphics.
each letter occurring in the training data (i.e. 26 for English).
The most realistic connectionist model of spelling to date
(Brown, Loosemore & Watson, 1993) w a s based on the
The output layer consists of one unit for each phoneme
Wickelfeature approach to reading of Seidenberg &
occurring in the training data (i.e. about 38 units). The input
words slide through the input window, starting with the first
McClelland (1989). However, given the intrinsic limitations
letter of the word at the central position of the window and
of Wickelfeature representations, the unacceptably poor
generalization ability of this approach and the difficulties
ending with the final letter of the word at the central
involved in interpreting the outputs (Besner et al., 1990), w e
position. Each letter activates a single input unit. If there
were a one-to-one correspondence between the letters and
will adcq)t a different strategy.
the phonemes, the activated output phoneme would then
In Bullinaria (1993b, 1994) it w a s s h o w n h o w the
correspond to the letter occurring in the centre of the
NETtalk model of Sejnowski & Rosenberg (1987) could be
modified to produce a connectionist model of reading aloud
window. Since there can be a many-to-one correspondence
(i.e. text to p h o n e m e conversion) that required no prebetween the letters and phonemes, some of the outputs must
processing of the training data. It achieved 1 0 0 %
be blanks (i.e. no phoneme output). The alignment problem,
performance on its training data (2998 monosyllabic words
i.e. the problem of not knowing where to insert these blanks
Abstract
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in order to align the letters and phonemes appropriately, was
'solved' in the original NETtalk by hand prior to training.
For example, the word 'game' has four possible output
targets (i.e. alignments), namely /gAm-/, /gA-n\/, /g-Am/
and /-gAm/. But only the one that corresponds to a sensible
set of letter to phoneme rules, namely /gAm-/, should be
used for the training target. ( W e use the phoneme notation
and conventions of Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989,
throughout.)
In BuUinaria (1993b) it w a s shown that, using a multitarget approach to learning from ambiguous training data
(Bullinaria, 1993a), it was possible for the network to learn
for itself which was the most appropriate alignment and that
this alignment was not always necessarily the obvious one
that w e might choose by hand. The procedure essentially
works by considering all possible alignments and for each
word allowing the network to train only on the target that
ah-eady has the lowest error score. This corresponds to the
human tendency to look at n e w learning instances from the
point of view that bestfitsin with our existing knowledge.
The word 'game' would be presented four times, once with
each of the four letters in the centre of the window. For
each presentation there are different possible target
phonemes corresponding to the different alignments (e.g.
the four possible targets for the 'm' are /m/, /-/, /A/ and /A/
respectively). S u m m i n g the output activation error scores
over the presentations gives the total error scores for each
alignment. The alignment with the lowest total error is then
used to train the network in the usual manner. Assuming w e
keep the learning rate sufficiently low, the fact that the
regular letter to phoneme correspondences will naturally
tend to dominate the weight changes allows the system to
settle into an optimal set of alignments even if w e start from
random initial weights.
It became clear quite early on that, because certain letters
(e.g. 'x' and 'u') sometimes corresponded to more than one
phoneme (e.g. /ks/ in 'box' and /yU/ in 'cube'), the standard
NETtalk single phoneme output was not allowing optimal
alignment. Things are even worse for spelling because (in
English) one phoneme (e.g. /O/ and /A/) can correspond to
up to four letters (e.g. 'ough' in 'though' and 'eigh' in
'eight'). T h e obvious solution is to allow more than one
phoneme or letter to be output per w w d presentation, though
the number of targets per input can then grow rather large.

o u t p u t - letters

C n

•

For example, with just two output phonemes the number of
targets for the word 'cube'risesfrom one (i.e. /kyUb/) to
105 (e.g. /k- y U -b — f ) . If w e allow four output characters
per presentation, the number of targets generated becomes
prohibitive. O n e w a y to restrict the number of targets
without making any assumptions about the nature of the
training data is for each presentation (corresponding to one
input character) to have the set of output characters left
justified, i.e. to allow blank outputs only to therightof any
phonemes/letters. For the word 'cube' w e are thus left with
only nineteen targets (e.g. /k- y U b - — / is allowable
whereas /k- y U -b — / is not). Proceeding similarly, even
the four output spelling model becomes feasible. W e thus
end up with the network architecture shown in Figure 1.
The window size nchar is determined by the long range
dependencies in the training data and 13 characters w a s
found to be sufficient for our purposes.
There are 427 homophones in our training data, including
numerous homophone triples, and it is well k n o w n that such
ambiguities can cause serious problems with neural network
learning and generalization (e.g. Bullinaria, 1993b). In
humans w e make use of context information toresolvethese
ambiguities. For the reading model it w a s shown that a
single extra (context) marker appended to one of each of the
thirteen pairs of homographs was sufficient. In humans, w e
obviously use m u c hrichercontext information than a single
marker, yet more markers mean a larger network. For our
initial study, w e compromised by introducing seven context
markers (i.e. characters) and assigned them o n a semiregular basis to the training data to resolve the homophone
ambiguities. Thefinalnetwork thus had 13 sets of 38 + 7
input units (for the phonemes plus context markers) and 4
sets of 26 + 1 output units (for the letters plus blank)
organised in the same w a y as the reading model.
Simulation Results
The networks were trained using the back-propagation
gradient descent learning algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton &
Williams. 1986) with a training corpus of 2837
monosyllabic words consisting of the original Seidenberg &
McCIeUand (1989) set plus 101 other words missing from
that set minus 161 words that had more than 184 targets.
(These restrictions were due to the limited m e m o r y and
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Figure 1: The netwcffk architecture for the spelling model.
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Figure 2: Typical learning curves for the standard spelling model with 300 hidden units.

speed of the computer and the way the algorithm was coded:
smaller runs demonstrated that larger numbers of targets,
multi-syllabic words and longer range dependencies did not
prevent the algorithm from working.) In addition to
learning the correct spellings w e also expect the model to
exhibit various word frequency effects found in humans.
Presenting the training data using real word frequencies was
not feasible due to the long training times that would be
required to learn all the low frequency exception words.
About 2 5 % of the training data was therefore presented in
each epoch in random order with the same logarithmically
compressed frequency distribution as used by Seidenberg &
McClelland (1989).
Figure 2 shows the learning curve for one run with 300
hidden units, learning rate of 0.05, m o m e n t u m 0.9 and
sigmoid prime offset 0.1 (Fahlman, 1988). Training was
stopped after 700 epochs, by which time the network was
achieving 1 0 0 % performance on the training data. Also
plotted on this graph are separate curves for regular, unique
and exception words. For ease of comparison with other
models w e used as closely as possible the matched word sets
of Brown et al. (1993). Four of their words were removed
because they were absent from the training data ('shrinks',
'breadth', 'owes', 'dozed'), one was removed because it was
mis-classified in the dialect of the training data ('huge') and
two exception words ('monk', 'sweaf) were added to give
18 words in each group. (In terms of rimes w e have:
Regular = M a n y friends, no enemies; Unique = N o friends,
no enemies; Exception = N o friends, many enemies.)
The generalization performance was tested on the same
set of 166 non-words traditionally used to test reading
models: the regular non-words and exception non-words of
Glushko (1979, Experiment 1) and the control non-words of
M c C a n n & Besner (1987, Experiment 1).
The
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pronunciations were derived from those of the base words in
the original experiments. S o m e of the Glushko non-words
(e.g. /fEl/ -^ 'feal') were homophonic with words in the
training data (i.e. 'feel') and these had theirfirstletter
changed (i.e. giving /gEl/ -^ 'geal') so that no non-word
pronunciations had been used for training. The acceptable
spellings were derived by matching c o m m o n word segments
in the training data. This generally led to several allowable
spellings for each input pronunciation, e.g. /hEf/ -^ 'heef as
in 'beef and 'heaf as in 'leaf
The final generalization performance of 8 8 . 6 % is quite
poor compared to the corresponding reading model (which
achieved up to 98.8%). However, considering the ad hoc
procedure used to deal with the homophones and the limited
amount of training data, it is encouragingly high. It is also
somewhat more than w e could expect to obtain with
Wickelfeature based models which only achieve about 6 0 %
on the simpler reading case (Besner et al., 1990). The
phoneme-letter alignments were checked and found to be
r
ough t
') and
very good (e.g. /drWt/ -» 'd
consistent, but not always as one might expect (e.g. /dok/ -»
' d — o c — k — ' ) . A s with many models of this sort, the
errors can reveal more about the underlying mechanisms
than the correct responses. O f the 19 errors (shown in Table
1), none were totally wrong and 11 had close output rivals
which were acceptable spellings. Others, such as 'praine',
'doade' and 'vox', m a y be considered acceptable under more
generous scoring criteria. It is also interesting to note that 8
of the erroneous outputs corresponded to actual words in the
training data. Given the nature of these generalization
errors, w e see that the network actually does somewhat
better than the 88.6% correctfiguresuggests.
It has been suggested (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989)
that the network output activation error scores should be
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Figure 3: Two sets of learning curves reminiscent of developmental dyslexia.

monotonically related to human response times and this has
indeed been found to be the case for the reading model (see
BuUinaria, 1994, for a more detailed discussion). For the
error scores of our fully trained spelling model w e find a
significant type effect between the regular and exception
words (F(l,32) = 21.6, p < 0.0001) and between the unique
and exception words (F(l,32) = 29.1, p < 0.0001) but no
significant effect between the regular and unique words
(F(l,32) = 0.1, p = 0.74) nor any frequency nor interaction
NPUT

OUTPUT

prAn

praine
wash
sugf
growl

woS
SAf
grUl

pOm
sud
hAv
blld

wuS
tul
dut

pom
soold
have
build
wosh
toll

dot

nent

kent

pid
gof

golf

pid

lOks

lox

kEr

ceer

v*ks

vox

dOd
tUd

doade
tuod

CLOSE RIVALS

suff, sugh
gruwl
pome
sood
bild, biled
woosh
tool
dut, doot
knent, nent
pide, pied

teod, tood

Table 1. Non-word spelling errors
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effects (p > 0.1 in all cases). The lack of frequency effects
is almost certainly due to our logarithmic compression of
the word frequencies (which was necessary for the
simulations tofinishin a reasonable time). Results from the
corresponding reading model (BuUinaria, 1994) indicate that
frequency effects should, in principle, arise in this kind of
model. The problem of modelling frequency effects is
clearly something that must be addressed more carefully in
future work in this field.
Brown et al. (1993) found a significant difference at all
stages of learning between the regular and unique words
both in terms of error scores and number of errors.
However, Brown et al.'s model splits each word into triples
of characters and so the regularity and frequency of word
endings are important in the learning process. Our model
w w k s with only one phoneme at a time and so learning only
tends to be slowed by lack of word ending friends when one
of the phonemes (usually a vowel) is irregular. The unique
words used here are in fact very regular and hence the lack
of difference. It is interesting to note, however, that w e do
get significant type differences when the network resources
are limited. For a network with only 40 hidden units (which
is only just enough to get perfect performance on the
training data) w e found significant (p < 0.003) differences
for all three type pairs. This might explain any differences
found in humans (Brown et al., 1993), but they could just as
easily be due to something other than the use of simple
phoneme to grapheme rules: for example, humans m a y
acquire a lexicon of c o m m o n sub-words that can be spelt
directly, c o m m o n sub-words m a y be recognised more
quickly, etc.
Finally, w e note that although there is a significant
increase in output error scores for non-words compared with
words in the training data, there is considerable overlap in
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Figure 4: Performance after damage by weight scaling of the standard spelling model.

scores between the two groups, so this cannot be used as a
basis fOT lexical decision.

provides equally good "deviant" and "delayed" accounts of
developmental dyslexia (e.g. Frith, 1985). There is some
evidence of more than proportional reduction of
Developmental Dyslexia
performance on non-words in dyslexics (e.g. Frith, 1980)
and unique words in our reduced resources models, but w e
Any realistic model of spelling should be able to accountconsider
for
it premature to say anything definite about this here
the dissociation between the learning of regular and
(cf. Brown etal., 1993).
irregular words found in m a n y developmentally dyslexic
children (e.g. Frith, 1985). It is clear that if the
Acquired Dysgraphia
computational resources are lowered enough (e.g. by
reducing the number of hidden units or connections and
An important constraint on cognitive models is provided by
hence the effective number of free parameters) then the
the performance of the model after various forms of damage
system will fail to learn iM-operly. Figure 3 shows that using
(e.g. Shallice, 1988). In fact, one of the main reasons for
only 15 hidden units w e do get a clear dissociation between
believing in the dual route model of spelling (and reading) is
the learning of the different word types (averaged over two
provided by the performance of patients after certain forms
runs). W e can expect similar patterns of performance with
of brain damage: Surface dysgraphics have difficulty with
other forms of resource restrictions. A second possible
spelling irregular words compared with regular words while
cause of dissociation is related to our use of a sigmoid prime
phonological dysgraphics can spell both regular and
offset ( S P O ) in the learning algorithm to prevent the output
irregular words but lose the ability to spell non-words.
activations getting stuck hard wrong (where the error
These two forms of dysgraphia are usually explained by a
propagated back is zero). The learning curves for the 40
dual (rule plus lexical/semantic) route model by losing one
hidden unit case with no S P O are also shown in Figure 3.
of the two routes but not the other. Given that our model
With an S P O w e achieve 1 0 0 % performance for all word
has no way to learn a lexicon or semantics and is unable to
types by epoch 700. W e are not suggesting that real brains
perform lexical decision, w e cannot really expect it to
employ an S P O , but simply that spelling difficulties could
exhibit phonological dysgraphia. However, even if some
equally well occur from particular learning problems within
form of separate lexical/semantic route exists in addition to
our model as from general limitations on the computational
the rule-based route modelled here, our model must still be
resources.
able to exhibit surface dysgraphia when damaged: Since our
Note that thefinalproportions correct for the regular and
model can spell both regular and irregular words, it cannot
exception words are similar to those found at earlier stages
simply be a matter of losing the lexical/semantic route
in normal development. This is predictable from the nature
alone.
of the learning algorithm: the rules are learntfirstand (if
A range of forms of damage that m a y be inflicted on
sufficient resources remain and the learning algorithm is still
models such as ours were discussed in Bullinaria (1994).
capable of learning) the exceptions later. Our model thus
The five main types are the global reduction of all weights
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by constant amounts, the global scaling of all weights by
constant factors, the addition of Gaussian random noise to
all weights, the random removal of connections and the
random removal of hidden units. For networks with large
numbers of hidden units, globally reducing all the weights
by successive factors of 0.95 is a convenient deterministic
procedure that has a very similar effect to adding random
noise or removing appropriate fractions of the hidden units
and/or connections at random. Figure 4 shows that the
effect of doing this does give the required dissociation.
Moreover, many of the errors are regularisations (e.g.
/sed/ —* 'sed' not 'said' and /giv/ —» 'giv' not 'give') as is
found in human surface dysgraphics. Similar patterns of
errors are obtained by explicit application of the other four
forms of damage.
If our model constituted just one route of a dual route
model, it is possible that the lexicaiysemantic route alone
could learn to deal with all the exception words before
our rule-based route had time to finish mastering them.
Overall efficiency might then mean that learning in the
rule based route need not proceed beyond a certain stage
(e.g. somewhere between epoch 30 when the generalization performance begins to level off and epoch 120 when
the exception performance becomes significant). If this
happens, our rule based route already has a ready made
dissociation for when the lexical route is lost and w e m a y
explain surface dyslexia in that way. This, of course, is
how things are usually explained in the traditional dual
route model.
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Abstract

training data (i.e. 38 units). T h e network was trained using
back-propagation on a standard set of 2998 monosyllabic
We use hierarchical cluster analysis, principal componentwords with the corresponding pronunciations - see
analysis, multi-dimensional scaling and discriminant analysis
Seidenberg & McClelland (1989) for details and notation.
to investigate the internal representations learnt by a recent
The input words slide through the input window, starting
connectionist model of reading aloud. The learning
with thefirstletter of the word at the central position of the
trajectories of these representations may help us understand
window and ending with thefinalletter of the word at the
reading development in children and the results of naming
central
position, with each letter activating a single input
latency experiments in adults. Studying the effects of
T
h
e output phonemes correspond to the letter in the
unit
network damage on these representations seems to provide
centre of the input window. Usually the output consists of
insight into the mechanisms underlying acquired surface
one phoneme and one phonemic null (e.g. 'f -> /t-/),
dyslexia. The discussion of the various techniques used may
occasionally it consists of two phonemes (e.g. 'x' -> /ks/)
also prove useful in analysing the functioning of other
connectionist systems.
and for silent letters w e get two phonemic nulls (e.g. 'e' ->
/ — f ) . T h e three possibilities cause the so-called alignment
problem because it is not obvious from the training data
Introduction
h o w the letters and p h o n e m e s should line up. T h e
advantage of this model over the original NETtalk is that,
rather than doing the alignment by hand prior to training, a
Connectionist models (e.g. Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989) have begun to play an important role in the long
multi-target approach (BuUinaria, 1993) allows the network
running debate concerning the processes underlying the act
to learn the appropriate alignments during the training
process. Given a word such as 'huge' -» /hyUdZ/, the
of reading aloud (e.g. Coltheart et al., 1992). It was recently
shown (BuUinaria, 1993, 1994) h o w the NETtalk model of
network considers all possible output target alignments (e.g.
reading (Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987) could be modified
/hy U d — Z-/) and trains only on the one that already gives
to work without the need for pre-processing of the training
the smallest total output activation error. Even if w e start
data to align the letters and phonemes prior to training.
from random weights, the sensible regular alignments will
This modified model not only has superior learning and
tend to over-power the others, so that eventually the
generalization performance than other models trained on the
network settles d o w n to using only the optimal set of
same words (e.g. Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989), but also
alignments (e.g. /hy U - d Z — / ) .
has the advantage that it does not require the use of
This network achieved perfect performance on the
complicated input a n d output representations.
training data (including m a n y irregular words) and 9 8 . 8 %
Consequently, it has become feasible to analyse the internal
on a standard set of 166 non-words used to test
representations of this model with view to better
generalization. It also correlates well with various naming
understanding the working of the model under normal
latency experiments and provides several possible accounts
conditions (e.g. has it learnt 'rules' or is it merely operating
of developmental and acquired surface dyslexia.
by analogy with particular words occurring in the training
data) and after d a m a g e (e.g. can w e model acquired
Internal Representations
dyslexias without the need for separate sub-systems for the
regular and exception words).
In this model, different regions of hidden unit activation
There are numerous possible variations of the original
space are selected by the output weights to produce different
NETtalk model discussed in Bullinaria (1994). T h e
output phonemes and the learning process consists of
'standard' extension to be investigated here is a fully
judiciously choosing these regions and mapping the input
connected feedforward network with sigmoidal activation
letters to appropriate regions depending on the context
functions and one hidden layer of 300 units. The input layer
information (i.e. surrounding letters). Since the consistent
consists of a window of 13 sets of units, each set having one
weight changes corresponding to regularities will tend to
unit for each letter occurring in the training data (i.e. 26 for reinforce whereas others will tend to cancel, the network
English). T h e output layer consists of two sets of units,
tends to learn the most regular mapping possible and hence
each set having one unit for each phoneme occurring in the
w e also get good generalization performance.
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^ ch-T
r—L ch-D

i-Ucrispi
1-i(script)
1-i(risk)
MI sh-S
i-i(dish)
i-i(disk)
i-i(lick)
i-i(dick)
l-i(hick)
i-i(pick)
i-Kuick)
i-i(brick)
i-i(brisk)
u-w
_ i-i(brink)
-C l-i(drink)
i-i(princ)
i-i(cling)
i-i(sling)
i-i(tlinc)
i-i(glinc)
i-ilsplinc)
i-I(hind)
i-I(bind)
i-I(find)
l-I(kind)
o-o
i-I(mind)
i-i(hinc)
i-i(mine)
i-I(pinc)
i-i(cine)
i-I(time)
i-i(rink)
i-I(gibe)
i-i(mink)
i-i(give)
i-i(fink)
i-I(fife)
i-i(2inc)
i-I(five)
i-I(file)
i-I(live)
i-I(mile)
i-I(hike)
i-Kcile)
I
, i-I(like)
, i-I(chide) I—LI i-I(lime)
J—I— i-I(chime)—
— i-I(mike)
1_ i-Kchive)
I — i-I(mime)
Figure 1: Hierarchical Cluster Analysis of (a) phoneme
means, (b) —sample
words.
,— i-I(spine)_ i-I(side)
4 ,— i-l(spice)
_ i-I(site)
I— ,-^ i-Kspike)
i-I(line)
'—LZ i-Kspice)
a similar picture using an L I norm.
Figure la and w e get i-I(fine)
For our purposes, the main advantage of connectionist
__ i-KdrivG) i-I(pine)
T h e overall
pattern
is
as
expected - vowels together, silent
models over humans is that w e can relatively easily examine
r—\ ,— i-I(bribe)i-I(vine)
letters together,
consonants
together and so on d o w n to the
their internal representations with view to understanding
— L i-I(pride)
likes of /dZ/ sounds
together.
h o w they (and possibly humans) operate under normal and
i-I(stride)
that the good clustering persists right
Figure lb shows
abnormal conditions. In the following sections w e will
i-Kstrive)
d o w n to the level
of individual words. However, w e see
consider several techniques that have previously been used
i-I(thrice)
that irregular „words
(such as 'give' -> /giv/ and 'pint' ->
to study the internal representations learnt by connectionist
i-I(chrive)
with their regular counterparts ('gibe'
/pint/) are clustered
systems and then apply the best to various aspects of our
i-I(rice)
i-I(rise)
-> /gib/ and —'tint'
-» /tint/) rather than the other words
model.
i-Isame
rice)way. Also, w e find whole sub-rules
pronounced in the
(e.g. 'ind' -> i-I(dike)
/Ind/) apparently in the w r o n g high level
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
i-I(tide)
network itself doesn't m a k e use of
cluster. Since the
Euclidean (or other) distance measures on the hidden unit
One way to map out what is going on in hidden layer
space it is not surprising that H C A can lead to slightly
activation space is to perform a Hierarchical Cluster
misleading results. Indeed, all the distances are very similar
Analysis ( H C A ) of the points corresponding to each
presentation of each word (Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987; here (mean 4.0, s.d. 0.6 for Figure la; m e a n 3.8, s.d. 0.8 for
Figure lb), so clustering doesn't m a k e m u c h sense anyway.
Elman, 1989). Rather than trying to look at all the 12744
T h e networks' output weights w o r k by projecting out
points representing our training data, w e begin by looking at
particular sub-spaces of the hidden unit space, so to get a
the m e a n activations for each of the main 65 letter to
better understanding of the internal representations w e
phoneme mappings. A simple Euclidean clustering gives
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ch.ph.sh.th

consonants
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Figure 2: M D S plot of mean phoneme positions in hidden unit activation space.

covariance matrix S and then restrict ourselves to the
dimensions which carry the most variance. This approach
was used to good effect by Elman (1989), but in our
network the variance is distributed over too m a n y
Principal Component Analysis
components (thefirstthree normalized eigenvalues for the
For our model we deliberately chose to use a large numberfull set of training data are 0.096,0.078,0.067). Taking any
two or three components on their o w n gives a very poor
of hidden units (i.e. 300), about ten times as m a n y as
representation of what's happening.
actually needed to learn our training data. The reason for
this was that w e were particularly interested in modelling
Multi-Dimensional Scaling
the effects of brain damage and acquired dyslexia. T o do
thisrealisticallyw e needed a system that was fairly resilient
A useful non-metric approach to dimensional reduction is
and degraded gracefully when damaged. This required a
provided by Multi-Dimensional Scaling ( M D S ) . A gradient
highly distributed internal representation for which the
removal of any single hidden unit or connection has very
descent algorithm is used to adjust iteratively the positions
little effect on the networks performance.
of the points in a low dimensional space until the rank order
W e succeeded in this aim, but w e n o w have the difficult
of the inter-point distances correspond as closely as possible
problem of visualising points in a 300 dimensional space.
to those in the original space (Kruskal, 1964).
W e clearly need to reduce the number of dimensions to
For small numbers of points, M D S works quite well. The
something more manageable, i.e. two or three. The easiest
average phoneme data of Figure la resulted in the two
w a y to d o this is to use Principal Component Analysis
dimensional M D S plot shown in Figure 2. The correlation
(PCA): W e change the coordinate basis to diagonalise the
with the original data is 0.82 compared with 0.50 for a ID

really need to see more accurately h o w the words are
positioned in hidden unit activation space.
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plot, 0.88 for a 3 D plot and 0.56 for thefirsttwo principal
components. W e can see more clearly h o w the points are
clustered and understand anomalies in the H C A , e.g. why
the 'k-k' point was grouped with the silent letters. W e can
also get good plots for the individual words, with the
exception words and sub-rules appearing at the edges of
clusters as close as possible to the clusters of their regular
counterparts. However, for larger numbers of points the
correlations become weaker and often words that w e know
from cluster analysis should be close together do not appear
together on the M D S plots. In these cases it is clearly
dangerous to m a k e detailed predictions from M D S plots,
since it is difficult to k n o w which lost information is
responsible for the breakdown in correlation. W h a t w e
really need is a procedure for plotting true distances.

and non-words of the form 'Ci V C 2 ' and C i V C 2 e'
where C i was one of a set of 58 initial consonant clusters, V
was one of the set {i, ia, ie, y) and C 2 was one of a set of 58
final consonant clusters. T h e C D A gave us a projection
with B/S = 0.83, but there was a large overly between the
two groups: maxi = -0.15, mini = -0.38, maxi = -0.23, mini
= -0.46 with 2454 /I/ words greater than mini and 3828 /i/
words less than maxj.
It is clear that our C D A is n o t giving us a good
representation of the true internal representation. W h e n the
network learns, it certainly maximizes the between group
distances mini - maxj, but it has no need to minimize the
within group dispersions. A simple iterative gradient
descent procedure was employed to adjust the projection
vector so that it correctly classified all 14766 data points this gave B/S = 0.73. Unfortunately this was still not good
enough. For a good representation, w e would expect the
Canonical Discriminant Analysis
borderline cases in the projections to correspond to
Clearly, we cannot represent the whole of our network's borderline output phonemes - in fact, the correlation was
very poor. Moreover, the same iterative procedure even
internal representation in two dimensions. What should be
managed
to find a projection vector that could classify the
feasible and more useful, however, is to plot a small subset
set of training data points into our assigned random groups
of the representation, for example the distinction between
the long and short 'i' sounds (/I/ and /i/). This approach, in (B/S = 0.49).
the form of Canonical Discriminant Analysis ( C D A ) , was
Output Weight Projections
successfully applied by Wiles & Ollila (1992) to study
combinatorial structure in hidden unit space. If w e k n o w
Actually, for our simple one hidden layer architecture, it is
which of g groups each point in hidden unit space belongs
easy to make the projections correlate with the outputs: W e
to (i.e. which output phoneme it corresponds to) w e can
just use the projections the network itself has learnt partition the total covariance matrix S = B + W into the
namely the output weights. If w e project the hidden unit
between groups covariance B and the within groups
activations using the output weights Wo(h,p) and redefine
covariance W . Then, by solving the eigenvalue problem for
the zero points using the output thresholds 0o(p), our
S B, w e obtain a matrix M which projects our space onto a
projection is then simply the output before passing through
rank B < g - 1 dimensional subspace that maximises the
the sigmoid. W e are guaranteed correlation. W e thus have
ratio IBI / ISI, i.e. clusters the points into groups with the
a suitable projection vector for each phoneme and these 38
m a x i m u m between group separations and minimum within
vectors turn out to be nearly orthogonal (mean angle 84°,
groups dispersion.
s.d. 5°). These can be viewed in pairs to examine the
Since w e k n o w our network performs a similar clustering
relation-ships between the clusters, or the above techniques
(Gallinari et al., 1991), it is tempting to assume that this
m a y be used to study any interesting sub-spaces of this 38
procedure will give a good representation of what is
dimensional space (e.g. the four dimensional /i/, /I/, /e/, /E/
happening in hidden unit space. Consider our /I/ versus /i/
subspace m a y be studied to investigate the various
case again. W e can separate the words into two groups and
pronunciations of 'ie'). Figure 3 shows the resultant
use C D A to obtain a projection vector in hidden unit space
discrimination for our /I/ and /i/ phonemes. Projection on to
that best discriminates between the long and short sounds.
the /i/ - /I/ diagonal gives us B/S = 0.72. O n this graph,
The quality of the discrimination depends on the number of
points corresponding to other phonemes would appear in the
data points w e use. If w e have m a n y less points than the
bottom left quadrant. Each point has a positive projection
number of hidden units, then the discrimination is
onto the line in hidden unit space corresponding to that
essentially perfect (B/S = 1.0000 for 160 points). In fact,
p h o n e m e and a negative projection onto the lines
w e get equally good discrimination even if w e assign the
corresponding to all the other phonemes. Plotting
points to groups at random (B/S = l.OCXX)). It is clear that
trajectories on such graphs m a y help us understand both
w e are not getting a good picture of the true internal
developmental effects (e.g. developmental dyslexia) and
representation. If w e use all the points in the training data
(239 /I/'s and 272 fi/'s) w e do better : B/S = 0.98 for the true h o w the network performs after damage.
groups and B/S = 0.61 for random groups (and, as w e
Learning Trajectories
should expect, for random groups w e fail to get good
clusters at all and have m a n y overlaps). However, testing
With small random initial weights, all points start near
the projection on n e w non-words fails to classify them
A(p) = V 2 5^ h Wo(h,p) - 9o(p) and step towards the
properly (even when the network itself does). T o define the
appropriate quadrant. There are several effects that
projection more accurately w e clearly need more data
determine the final position of each word presentation.
points, particularly for the borderline region between the
First, as is clear from our H C A and M D S plots, similar
two groups. T o this end w e generated a set of 14766 words
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Figure 3: The 2D hidden unit sub-space corresponding to the /i/ and /I/ phonemes.

words will tend to follow similar trajectories and end up in
similarregionsof hidden unit space. High frequency words
of all types will tend to have had time to get well into the
right quadrant. The positions for the lower frequency words
will be more variable. Words containing no ambiguity will
head directly to the correct quadrants. Ambiguous
phonemes in exception words and closely related regular
words (often referred to as regular inconsistent words), will
be pulled towards two (or more) different quadrants with
strengths proportional to their relative frequencies.
Although the network eventually learns to use the context
information to resolve these ambiguities, these points will
still be the last to cross into therightsegments and be the
ones left closest to the axes. Strange words (e.g. 'sieve'),
that have very rare spelling patterns, may also be left near
the axes depending on their word fipequency.
It has been argued that there should be a correlation
between network output error scores and naming latencies
in humans (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Thus, since
the closeness of each point to the axes is a measure of the
output error score we can read off from our graphs the
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model's predictions for naming latency experiments: High
frequency words will not show a type effect, low frequency
exception words will be slower than regular inconsistent
words which will be slower than consistent regular words
and sfrange words will also have an increased latency effect
These predictions turn out to be fairly accurate, (for a
detailed discussion see Bullinaria, 1994).
Damage Trajectories

The main reason for wanting to investigate the internal
representations was to gain insight into how various forms
of acquired dyslexia may occur in the model. Connectionist
models that can deal with regular and exception words in a
single system have cast doubt on the traditional dual route
models of reading with their separate phonemic and
semantic routes. However, a minimum requirement for
them to replace the dual route model completely is for them
to be able to exhibit both surface dyslexia (lost exceptions)
and phonological dyslexia (lost non-words) when damaged
appropriately (e.g. Coltheart et al., 1992). W e will consider

six forms of damage and examine the kinds of output errors
they produce (see BuUinaria, 1994, for more details). In
each case the degree of damage is increased from zero to a
level where the network fails to produce any correct outputs
at all. Patients with varying degrees of dyslexia will
correspond to particular intermediate stages.
/. Weight Seating. The simplest form of damage w e can
inflict is to scale all the weights and thresholds by a constant
scale factor 0 < a < 1. The effect of decreasing a is to
flatten all the sigmoids and, since the winning output
phoneme is independent of the flatness of the output
sigmoids, all the effect can be seen at the hidden units. A s
the hidden unit sigmoids are flattened, all the hidden unit
activations tend to 0.5 and all the projections head back to
the A(p) defined above. It turns out that all the A(p) are
large and negative (mean -50.3, s.d. 10.2) so all the points
drift more or less parallel to the bottom left diagonal. The
flow is fairly laminar, so the first points to cross the
phoneme borders tend to be those that started off nearest to
the borders. Thus the errors are predominantly on low
frequency exceptions rather than regular words and the
errors for small amounts of d a m a g e tend to be
regularisations. This is precisely the pattern of errors
commonly found in surface dyslexics.
2. Weight Reduction. Reducing each weight by constant
amounts also causes each point to head for A(p). The flow
is less laminar than with scaling, and the output layer also
gets affected, but there is still a strong tendency for the
borderline cases to cross overfirst.Again w e get symptoms
similar to surface dyslexia.
3. Adding Noise. W e can consider adding Gaussian
noise to all the weights. In the extreme limit all the weights
become random, the hidden unit activations tend to 0.5 and
again each point tends towards A(p). The random walk w e
produce by adding more and more noise is not laminar but
on average more borderline points have crossed over than
others, so again w e model surface dyslexia.
4. Removing Connections. A s connections are removed
at random, the hidden unit activations will tend towards the
sigmoids of the thresholds. In these networks w e find the
hidden unit thresholds are predominantly negative (mean
-1.3, s.d. 0.7) so most of the activations end up in the range
-0.12 to -0.38. The points in hidden unit space thus end up
scattered around -A(p)/2. Again the flow is into the bottom
left quadrant and again the random walk will lead to surface
dyslexic effects.
5, Removing Hidden Units. A s the hidden units are
removed, the projections tend towards the output thresholds
(mean 0.9, s.d. 1.4). For large numbers of hidden units w e
can expect a reasonably ordered drift with the borderline
cases crossingfirst,otherwise w e get a random walk with
similar effects. W e thus have more surface dyslexia.
6. Weight Clipping. T o show that damage can occur
without resulting in surface dyslexia w e consider weight
clipping, i.e. imposing a m a x i m u m value that the weights
may take. The effect of clipping depends crucially on the
input units activated and varies radically between different
words and phonemes. The flow in hidden unit space,
although again towards A(p), is extremely non-uniform and
words that begin nearest the borderlines are not necessarily
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the ones that cross first. Consequently w e get no rule/
exception effect.
Discussion
We have seen that using output weight projections is the
best way to view the internal representations of our reading
model and that several other traditional techniques (such as
H C A , P C A , M D S and C D A ) cannot be reliably used.
Similar conclusions can be expected even if w e replace the
moving window system by a more psychologically plausible
system of recurrent connections (e.g. Jordan, 1986). W e
can see h o w the developmental and naming latency effects
arise. W e can also understand h o w five different kinds of
damage all lead to symptoms similar to surface dyslexia.
Moreover, it is reasonable to expect that, as w e increase the
number of hidden units, the different kinds will better
approximate to the cleanest example of weight scaling.
However, there appears to be no w a y for the model to
exhibit acquired phonological dyslexia - so the dual route
model is not dead yet!
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Abstract
W e implement a constraint satisfaction connectionist style
model that accounts for data from three psycholinguistics
experiments investigating the gardenpaih effect with reduced
relative constructions. Normative data was collected on the
stimuli used in experiments by Burgess and Tanenhaus (1992)
and Ferreira and Clifton (1986) and this data served as the input
for the simulation. W e have demonstrated with this set of
simulations that a plausible theoretical framework for a range of
theseresultsis a hierarchical connectionist network which is
sensitive to a number of constraints inherent in the input stimuli.
The model accounts for the top-down effect of context, the
contribution of the bottom-up morphological frequency
asymmetry of the verb, and the probabilistic nature of the
disambiguating preposition. These effects are sensitive to the
timecourse of processing as well. The pattern ofresultsfrom the
psycholinguistic data suggest that syntactic processing is a
confluence of multiple constraints thatrepresentboth bouomup and top-down influences in processing. Theseresultsare
incompatible with a deterministic parsing model. The
hierarchical connectionist style model presented in this paper is
sensitive to the range of constraints discussed above and is
offered as a more adaptive theoretical model that can capture
the domain of effects found in the literature encompassing local
syntactic ambiguity resolution.
Introduction
The difficulty in developing a model of language
comprehension is specifying the various components of the
system and the nature of interaction a m o n g these components.
T h e resolution of syntactic and lexical ambiguity has played
a central role in addressing this difficulty because of the
special problems that ambiguity poses for the efficient
functioning of the language processor. With respect to
syntactic processing, the language comprehension system must
m a k e a commitment to a particular syntactic analysis at s o m e
point in time. T h e problem with syntactic ambiguity is not so
m u c h that a sentence m a y have multiple interpretations, but
that most sentences have local ambiguities, that is, there are
points in the sentence where more than one syntactic
interpretation is possible.
There has been an ongoing controversy about which point
during the comprehension process can contextual information,
in the form of semantic or discourse constraints, influence the
parsing process. T w o general views have predominated this
controversy. McClelland (1988) and Marslen-Wilson (1975)
claim that the language comprehension system operates in an
interactive fashion, such that all sources of information serve
to constrain the syntactic analysis of the sentence.
Alternatively, Frazier (1978; also Ferreira & Clifton, 1986) has
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argued that the parser makes a commitment to a syntactic
structure according to syntactic strategies, such as Minimal
Attachment, and without any guidance from non-syntactic
processors. According to Minimal Attachment, the parser
builds the surface structure by attaching each n e w constituent
to the preceding phrase marker using the fewest possible
nodes (see Figure la). A reduced-relative construction. The
evidence examined by..., will gardenpath because, ultimately,
it will require the m o r e complex structure (see Figure lb).
Thus, according to this model, the parser is inherently serial
and autonomous in its processing. Ferreira and Clifton
Past Tense Analysis

Past Participle Analysis

/
NP S^
NP

VP

/\ I
Det

N

V

The defendant examined
A

\

/\
Det

N

VP
/
V

Tlie evidence examined
B

Figure 1. Abbreviated phrase structure trees for the past
tense and past-participle analyses.

reasoned that a strong constraint such as the implausibility of
an inanimate subject in a reduced-relative sentence like (lb)
should eliminate the processing load (gardenpath) usually
associated with reduced relative sentences like (la).
(la.) The defendant examined by the lawyer turned out to
be unreliable.
(lb.) T h e evidence examined by the lawyer turned out to be
unreliable.
However, their results were consistent with the Minimal
Attachment proposal; animacy of the subject had n o effect on
reading times in the disambiguating by-phrase. Burgess and
Hollbach (1988) proposed a computational model based on
earlier theoretical work (Cottrell, 1988; Simpson & Burgess,
1985; Tanenhaus & Carlson. 1988; Tanenhaus, Burgess,

1985; Tanenhaus & Carlson, 1988; Tanenhaus, Burgess,
D'Zmura, & Carlson, 1987) that demonstrated the plausibility
of accounting for the gardenpath phenomena as a function of
thefrequencyasymmetry of the past-tense and past-participle
morphological verb forms, as well as other constraints. In a
series of experinKnts, Burgess and Tanenhaus (1992) used
sentences that minimized the past-tense bias more effectively
than those used by Ferreira and Clifton. Using both sets of
materials in a self-paced single-word reading time task, it was
found that the gardenpath occurred in both animate and
inanimate conditions. However, when the sentences were
presented two words at a time (e.g., The ransom /paid by...)
they found that gardenpaths occurred in the inanimate, pastparticiple biased condition with Ferreira and Clifton's
materials, but not with the more constraining inanimate
materials. They concluded that the disambiguating preposition
must have an opportunity to be integrated with the verb (as one
would expect in normal parafoveal reading) in order for the
disambiguating information to constrain processing. In a
subsequent experiment. Burgess, Tanenhaus, and Hoffman
(1994) confirmed the importance of the timeliness of
integrating the disambiguating preposition with the ambiguous
verb. Syntactic gardenpaths that did not occur previously with
the more constraining, past-participle biased sentences (The
ransom paid by...) n o w occurred when the verb was presented
with a longer preposition that would delay the disambiguation

discourse

agent NPV)

(patient N P

process (The ransom paid along...). These results suggest that
the parser utilizes a variety of constraints, including semantic
bias, morphological verb-form information, the nature of the
disambiguating preposition, and that the timecourse of the
availability of this information is crucial (also see Burgess &
Hollbach, 1988; McDonald, 1994; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, &
Gamsey, 1993).
In this paper w e describe a set of computer simulations that
replicate results from three experiments using a constraint
satisfaction connectionist network. These results implicate
three sources of information that are crucial to syntactic
ambiguity resolution: 1) thematic fit of noun and verb, 2)
morphological asymmetries of the ambiguous verb, and 3) the
disambiguating action of the preposition.
Structure of a Parallel System
The implementation is a localist style of connectionist model,
implemented on the Rochester Connectionist Simulator. The
model is a hierarchically structured five layer network with
layers corresponding to the major language subsystems (see
Figure 2). The lexical level receives input and the link weights
(LI... L8) connecting the semantic (nodes 12 & 13), syntactic
(nodes 14 & 15), and discourse level (21, 22,23,24; although
only 22 & 23 are linked to the preposition) are modified as a
function of the input. The input takes the form of values that

agent PP1
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PPvly
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v'^^
.*<^'
>^'
ft©^

patient P P

/patien
AlDPvI

pastpartV
15

pastVPI
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syntactic

aaent
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(noum

Input

verb

prep.

©
Figure 2. Schematic representation of network for morphological ambiguity resolution.
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correspond to either h u m a n judgements about the relationship
of the sentence constituents or the statistical occurrence of the
verb (this is described in detail later). Link weights are free
to vary from -1 to +1. Laterally competing representations
have weak inhibitory connections (-0.1). The model is
designed with a slight bias toward bottom-up priority. All
excitatory links are weighted +1, except as follows: bottomup links from the thematic roles (17, 18, 19, 20) +.750; topd o w n links from discourse elements (21, 22, 23, 24) +.500;
top-down links from thematic roles, +.500. The bottom-up
activation from the preposition (9) is weighted +1 on L 5 and
L 6 and +.500 on L 7 and L8. The constraint offered by the
preposition (see below) is, thus, stronger for the syntactic
nodes (14 & 15) than on the discourse nodes (22 & 23).
There are two major types of nodes in the network: input
nodes and processing nodes (which are further subdivided into
pure processing and processing/criterion nodes). Activation is
sent to the input nodes in a sequence determined by the
experimental condition. Once activated, their activation. A, is
multiplied by a constant, d, at every time step; this constant,
w h e n less than one, results in a decay of input (see Equation
1). The remaining nodes have their activation determined at
every time step as the s u m of the activations of the nodes to
which they are connected. The input into any node is
weighted by the link strengths, w, of that input (see Equation
2).

solution volume ceases to decrease, is the time needed to
disambiguate the input. Syntactic disambiguation was
operationally defined as follows: five criterion nodes crucial
to the past-participle interpretation are activated to > 500 units
(nodes 15, 22, 23), and nodes likely to have been strongly
activated due to past-tense bias (nodes 21 & 14) have
activation decreased to < 500 units.
The specific decay rate (d = .8) and the specific input rate
(A = 760) were determined by running a set of simulations and
computing a Gardenpath Difference Score ( G p D S ) to plot out
the range of input by decay parameters that produced the
desired gardenpath pattern. The basic empirical result that the
network needed to replicate, given the set of inputs from
stimuli from both the Burgess and Tanenhaus (BT) (1992) and
the Ferreira and Clifton (FC) (1986) studies, was a processing
advantage for the B T past-participle sentences over the pasttense sentences, compared to any processing advantage the F C
past-participle sentences had over their past-tense sentences.
Figure 3 plots out the G p D S as a function of decay rate and
input level. Each point on thefigurerepresents the degree of
difference in the two sets of stimuli's gardenpathing. The
larger the value of the G p D S , the stronger the past-participle
effect of the B T stimuli as compared to the F C stimuli. It can
be seen that this effect is quite robust in that a large portion of
the landscape conforms to this pattern given the input sets.
Lower input levels were not effective, since an insufficient
amount of activation would accrue. Conversely, smaller decay
rates were not effective, because the network would become
Equation 1: A;, =dAt.i
saturated with activation.
Equation 2: A ^ = XAj, w.j
The analysis of the G p D S was used to set the input
Criterion nodes have the additional property of being used activation level and decay rate, thus, calibrating the system.
to calculate a distance metric for the network. The state of the
It is important to note that once the network was calibrated, all
network can be conceptualized as a point in a state space with
subsequent constraints on network performance are solely
determined by the normative aspects of the input data.
dimensionality equal to the number of criterion nodes (five in
this simulation: nodes 14, 15, 21, 22, 23). A volume of this
space is declared to be a "solution volume." If the state point
Morphologically Ambiguous Verbs
of the network enters this volume, the network is considered
to have reached a solution. The number of time steps until this At the heart of the system is the morphologically ambiguous
occurs, or until the distance between the current state and the
verb. The theoretical motivation for such a representation
stems from the lexical ambiguity research. The activation of
word meanings occur in parallel as a function of their
respective associative strength (Burgess & Simpson, 1988;
Simpson & Burgess, 1985). Similarly, the morphologically
ambiguous verb would make available its past-tense (node 14)
and past-participle (node 15) forms at different rates. The bias
for each form would depend on the usage of that particular
verb in natural language. A s these morphological forms
become active in parallel, so does each of their sets of
associated thematic roles (Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988).
Morphologicalfrequenciesof past-tense and past-participle
verb forms were extracted from the raw data set used to
compute the word frequency count of Francis and Kucera
ArfjO
Q(/)
(1982). All sentences containing the verbs used by both sets of
materials were extracted from the data set. The relative
proportion of occurrence (past-tense or past-participle) was
% o-e
computed by calculating h o w often the verb was used in a
^•Stffi
simple past-tense construction and in a past-participle
construction.
These proportions were used as the weights for
Figure 3. Gardenpath Difference Score ( G p D S ) as a function
the two forms of the verb, labeled (L3) and (L4). Thus, if a
of decay rate and input activation level.
verb occurred rather frequently as a past participle, that
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preposition.

morphological form would receive greater activation than a
verb whose past-participle form was more rare.

(4a.) The author read by the class was Pearl Buck
[past participle]
(4b.) The author read by the fireplace.
[past tense]

Goodness of Fit Between Agent, Patient, and the
Verb

We assume that the associative quality of the agent and patient
The preposition does not always indicate an agent in the
to the ambiguous verb are relevant in determining the
prepositional phrase. In (4b), for example, it indicates a
likelihood of the gardenpathing phenomenon. Consider the
location. Other thematic roles are possible as well. T h e pastsentence fragment The m a n paid.... Our intuition suggests a
tense and past-participle completion proportions were used as
preference to continue this fragment with a simple past-tense
inputs to PPl (node 9) in the model in order to set weights on
completion, such as in (2a). The less frequent past-participle
links L5, L6, L 7 , and L8. Links L 5 and L 7 serve to verify that
form (2b) seems to result in a temporary gardenpath, since
the preposition serves to confirm a past-tense interpretation
there is an expectation that The m a n has paid someone, rather
(node
14) and that a patient (or some non-agentive role) is
than having been paid by someone.
carried by the prepositional phrase (node 22). Links L 6 and
L 8 serve to verify that the preposition confirms a past(2a.) The man paid his workers with cash.
participle interpretation (node 15) and that the prepositional
(2b.) The m a n paid by the parents was unreasonable.
phrase contains the sentence's agent (node 23).
(2c.) The ransom paid by the parents was unreasonable.
Simulation
Experiments
However, intuition suggests that the past-participle version
in
(2c) does not produce the same gardenpath effect as (2b). That
The first simulation used parameters from two sets of stimuli:
is, our knowledge of the world suggests that "The ransom"
sentences from Burgess and Tanenhaus (1992) and Ferreira
could not have "paid" anyone, and, thus, must have been
and Clifton (1986). For both Figures 4 and 5, the y-axis
what was paid.
corresponds to either reading time or number of iterations for
Thematic Plausibility - Plausibility data was collected from
the network to settle. For Figures 4, the x-axis corresponds to
160 subjects for the stimuli from the Burgess and Tanenhaus
past-tense
or past-participle biased sentences.
The
(1992) and the Ferreira and Clifton (1986) experiments.
independent variable plotted in the interior of the figure
Subjects were asked to rate plausibility by responding to
reflects the stimuli set used, either those of Burgess and
questions like the following (using a one to ten scale):
Tanenhaus (BT) or of Ferreira and Clifton (FC).
(3a.) Can ransom pay anything (or someone)? [Agent Bias]
Replication of Two-word Segmentation Reading
(3b.) Can ransom be paid by someone? [Patient Bias]
Experiment
These ratings were converted to link weights that correspond
to the connections LI and L 2 which connect N P l with agent
Using the two word segmentation reading task. Burgess and
a n d patient.
Tanenhaus (1992)
replicated the result
found by Ferreira
Role of the Disambiguating Preposition
StfmullLcgml
and Clifton (1986),
BT: Burcc* ATaMnfaaiM
The results of the Burgess and Tanenhaus (1992) experiment,i.e., no reading time
FC: Timirm ItOmm
in which the verb and preposition were presented separately,
advantage for the
past-participle
suggest that thematic constraints alone are not sufficient to
biased sentences.
avoid a gardenpath. A comparison of the single-word and
I 400However, with more
two-word reading experiments compels us to involve the
constraining stimuli,
grammatical cue of the disambiguating preposition. O f course,
Put-Unw Past-parUclplc
Blued
the past-participle
even the integration of the preposition while processing the
verb was not, in itself, sufficient to avoid the gardenpath, given biased sentences
were understood
that the less constraining sentences still gardenpathed. The
more quickly at the
past-participle form of an ambiguous verb frequently occurs in
-"Vrc
conjunction with a disambiguating preposition. This suggests
p o i n t
of
disambiguation
a specific association between the preposition and the agent
(Verb+prep) than
thematic role which is activated from the past-participle
were the past-tense
morphological verb form.
However, the preposition is not absolutely disambiguating.
biased
items.
Pasl-tcnse P*jt-partlcfplc
Figure 4a illustrates
Biixd Blued
Sixteen subjects were presented with sentence fragments
Figure 4. Reading time results (A) and
their results.
(NP+Verb+prep) from both sets of stimuli and asked to
simulation
results (B) at the Verb+Prep
The
same
set
of
complete the sentence. Fillers were included so the
effects can be seen sentence location.
ambiguities would be less obvious. The following two
in the simulation
sentences illustrate the variability in disambiguation with the
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outcome: an advantage in processing time for the pastparticiple biased sentences compared to the past-tense, but
only for the more constraining sentences (see Figure 4b). T h e
simulated overall reading time for Ferreira and Clifton's
sentences is longer than their actual results.
T h e compelling aspect of these results is that three potential
sources of information need to converge in the comprehension
process to avoid a processing load associated with the pastparticiple biased sentences. T h e N P has to be sufficiently
constraining in combination with the morphological
availability of the verb. While this is a necessary constraint,
it does not appear sufficient to avoid the processing load. This
information has to be able to combine with the disambiguating
effect of the preposition. Presumably there is a narrow
w i n d o w of opportunity in the timecourse of processing for this
to occur given that past-participle forms are relatively
infrequent. If true, one would expect a delay in the integration
of the preposition to result in a gardenpath. This is implied in
the difference in the one-word and two-word segmentation
manipulation by Burgess and Tanenhaus; however, it is
directly tested in the following experiment.
Manipulating Preposition Length
In the previous studies, the preposition length was short
by w a s used in all sentences by Burgess and Tanenhaus, and
in half the sentences by Ferreira and Clifton. Using only the
strongly past-participle biased sentences that did not show the
gardenpath effect (from Burgess and Tanenhaus), Burgess,
Tanenhaus, and Hoffman (1994) manipulated the length of the
preposition so that w h e n subjects read the sentence,
presumably, a single eye fixation either would or would not
capture both the verb and preposition. A s discussed earlier,
these sentences gardenpath in the long preposition condition,
but do not show this effect in the short preposition condition
(replicating their earlier result). This can be seen in the left
side of Figures.

I

sr
K ei

600

Burgess,
Tanenhaus
&Horrman
Sentences

Simulation
Results

O f interest here, is whether the simulation model w e present
will capture this effect. This was simulated by manipulating
the temporal nature of the input of the verb and the
preposition. Assuming that in the short preposition condition,
an eye fixation is able to capture the verb and preposition
together, w e simulated that by passing activation to both those
lexical units simultaneously.
In the long preposition
simulation, activation was passed to the preposition one time
step later than w h e n the vert) was activated. These results are
presented on the right side of Figure 5 and match the results
of found by Burgess, Tanenhaus, and Hoffman (1994) in that
the long preposition condition takes longer to settle on an
interpretation than does the short preposition condition.
General Discussion
A variety of recent experiments have demonstrated that several
factors can influence h o w the parser makes local online
commitments during the comprehension process (Burgess and
Tanenhaus, 1992; Burgess, Tanenhaus & Hoffman, 1994;
MacDonald, 1994; Tnieswell, Tanenhaus & Gamsey, 1993).
W e have demonstrated with this set of simulations that a
plausible theoretical framework for a range of these results is
a hierarchical connectionist network which is sensitive to a
since
number of constraints inherent in the input stimuli.
The model accounts for the top-down effect of context, the
contribution of the bottom-up morphological frequency
asymmetry of the verb, and the probabilistic nature of the
disambiguating preposition. These effects are sensitive to the
timecourse of processing as well. T h e model makes some
counterintuitive predictions. For example, it predicts that
subjects would gardenpath on the minimal attachment
structure w h e n the verb bias is strongly past-participle. W e
suspect that the same model can account for the context by
dominance interactions found in the lexical ambiguity
literature as well.
While norming procedures have been used frequently in
psycholinguistics experiments, they have been utilized
infrequently in computational modeling (viz., Rumelhart,
Smolensky, McClelland & Hinton, 1986). T h e current
simulations validate the basic methodology of using normative
aspects of stimuli to set certain input parameters in
connectionist models of natural language processing. These
normative values are another form of representing regularities
in language use.
The pattern of results from the psycholinguistic data suggest
that syntactic processing is a confluence of multiple
constraints that represent both bottom-up and top-down
influences in processing. Theseresultsare incompatible with
a deterministic parsing model such as Minimal Attachment.
The hierarchical connectionist style model presented in this
paper is sensitive to the range of constraints discussed above
and is offered as a more adaptive theoretical model that can
capture the domain of effects found in the literamre
encompassing local syntactic ambiguity resolution.

Figure 5. Reading time results and simulation results foi
long and short preposition conditions using past-participle
biased sentences at the Verb+Prep sentence location.
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Abstract
Subjects were presented with strongly past-participle biased
sentences such as, Tlie portrait sketched by the tree was very
beautiful, in a self-pacedreadingtime task. Sentences were
displayed two words at a lime, (e.g.. The portrait /sketched
by ...) so that the verb and the disambiguating preposition
were read together. In Experiment 1, a set of materials
constructed to minimize the past-tense bias with an inanimate
N P was compared with a less constraining set of sentences.
The syntactic gardenpalh usually associated with the reducedrelative construction was not present with the more
constraining materials, but was with the less constraining N P
sentences. In Experiment 2. using only the more constraining
materials, preposition lengdi was manipulated so that subjects
read sentences with both short (i.e., by) and long (i.e.,
underneath) prepositions. N o syntactic gardenpaths occurred
with sentences with the past-participle bias and short
prepositions; however, when the same sentences were read
with the long prepositions, the syntactic gardenpath was
present Thisresultis inconsistent with a deterministic parser.
W e expand on our previous proposals that the parser must
be able to take into account both semantic and verb-form
information, as well as, the amount of disambiguating
information (in the form of a preposition) that can be
integrated with the ambiguous verb.
Introduction
A challenge for models of language comprehension is
describing the nature of the interaction among the various
components in the comprehension process. It is
uncontroversial that language can be described by a set of
subsystems (i.e., syntax, semantics, phonology, morphology,
pragmatics), but there has been considerable controversy
about the degree of correspondence between these linguistic
subsystems and the actual process of language
comprehension. T h e resolution of lexical and syntactic
ambiguity has played a crucial role in this debate due to the
problems that ambiguity presents for the efficient
functioning of the language processor. This paper explores
the degree to which syntactic and visual information can
guide the syntactic analysis of reduced-relative sentences
that typically result in confusion for the reader due to a
misassignment of the structural parts of a sentence,
commonly referred to as a gardenpath

Miriam H o d m a n
Department of Psychology
Stanford University
Stanford, C A 94305
mir9whidbey.Stanford.edu

(1978) and her colleagues (Ferreira & Clifton, 1986) have
presented considerable evidence that the parser uses a
deterministic strategy. They suggest that the parsing
mechanism is insensitive to contextual information, since
it would rely only on structural cues. O n e of these strategies,
Minimal Attachment, proposes that words are attached to a
phrase marker using the fewest possible syntactic nodes
permissible by syntactic rules. Thus, a past-tense analysis is
to be preferred, because its analysis is simpler than the
past-participle form.
Ferreira and Clifton (1986) reasoned that earlier failures
to demonstrate that sentential context could override this
Minimal Attachment strategy m a y have been due to the
weak constraints offered by the context. A s a stronger
manipulation, they varied the animacy of thefirstN P , so
that the implausibility of an inanimate N P in agent position
should eliminate the gardenpath in (lb), but not in (la).
(la.) The defendant examined by the lawyer turned
out to be unreliable.
(lb.) The evidence examined by the lawyer turned
out to be unreliable.
They found that animacy of the first noun phrase had no
effect on reading times at either the by-phrase or the second
verb. It seems, then, that the Minimal Attachment
preference results in a gardenpath regardless of the animacy
information in thefirstN P .
Previously, w e (Burgess & Tanenhaus, 1992) replicated
Ferreira and Clifton's results using a word-by-word reading
paradigm in which only a single word was present at a time.
Although the semantic constraint offered by the sentential
context was stronger than in the sentences used by Ferreira
and Clifton, both sets of stimuli demonstrated the typical
gardenpath effect in both the animate and inanimate
conditions. However, the word-by-word reading method
differed fi-om that of Ferreira and Clifton in that the
disambiguating preposition was not read with the verb since
each word was read separately. Burgess and Hollbach
(1988) demonstrated in a computer simulation that the
strength of the syntactic gardenpath was a function of
multiple constraints including the bias of the verb, the extent
of a delay in the disambiguation of the morphologically
ambiguous verb, as well as the possibility of contextual
constraints. In Experiment 1, w e test the hypothesis that the

Why Gardenpaths?
Explanations vary on whether or not (and under what
conditions) a reader will experience a gardenpath. Frazier
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group appeared was recorded from the onset of the word to
its associated button press. Screen width was set to 80
columns. In the event that a critical sentence was longer
than 80 columns, the break point was the same for reduced
as unreduced versions.

combination of NP-bias and reading the disambiguating
preposition with the verb will allow the typical reducedrelative gardenpath to be avoided.
Experiment 1 - Agency Manipulation:
2 - W o r d by 2-Word Reading

Results. Reading time differences between the reduced
and unreduced conditions are shown in Figure la and lb.
Stimuli. Sixteen sentences were selected that had a strong
The
experimental design was a 2 (sentence set) x 2
bias toward a past-participle interpretation. In a previous set
(NP-bias)
X 2 (location in sentence: Verb+Prep and
of studies (Burgess & Tanenhaus, 1992), subjects completed
Det+Noun)
x 2 (reduction). Sentence set refers to the more
the initial N P + V fragments of these sentences as a
constraining
sentences that w e constructed or to the less
past-participle interpretation 8 5 % of the time. The sixteen
constraining
set
used by Ferreira and Clifton. The crucial
sentences used in Ferreira and Clifton's (1986) Experiment
four-way
interaction
was obtained, F(l ,39) = 4.20, p = .048.
1 were also included in this experiment, as a set of less
constraining stimuli, and these sentences had a
Ferreira and Clifton's Materials. There was a main effect
past-participle interpretation only 5 8 % of the time.
for reduction, F(l,39) = 10.08, p = .003. Reading times in
Each subject saw four sentences in each of the
the reduced condition were longer (404 ms/2 words) than in
fourconditions: past-tense biased (reduced) [2a], past-tense
the
unreduced condition (380 ms/2 words). Since there was
biased (unreduced) [2b], past-participle biased (reduced)
[2c], past-participle biased (unreduced) [2d].
(2a.) The man paid by the parents was unreasonable.
(2b.) The m a n w h o was paid by the parents was
unreasonable.
(2c.) The ransom paid by the parents was
unreasonable.
(2d.) The ransom that was paid by the parents was
unreasonable.
Four lists were formed so that any subject would see a
critical verb in only one sentence. Sentences were presented
two words at a time. Thus, a sentence would be segmented
for purposes of presentation as follows: Det Noun / Verbl
prep / Det Noun / Verb2 word / ... This segmentation
allows for the ambiguous verb and the disambiguating
preposition to be presented together. Forty-four filler
sentences were added in order to make it unlikely that the
subject would incorporate some processing strategy that
would be particularly sensitive to the syntactic constructions
used in this experiment.
Procedure. Subjects were forty native English speakers
from the University of Rochester w h o had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. A two-word by two-word
self-paced reading task was used ('moving window' task,
see Just, Carpenter, & Woolley, 1982). The subject began
a trial by pressing a button which presented the trial number.
A second button press brought up a complete set of dashes
such that the information concerning sentence and word
length was present in the form of dashes that corresponded
to each letter position. The subject pressed a different
button with the indexfingerof the right hand in order to see
each set of two words in the sentence. As each successive
group of two words appeared, the previous words were
replaced by dashes. The duration for which each two-word
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Figure 1. Reading time differences (reduced-unreduced)
as a function of sentence location and sentence set.

no reduction x sentence location interaction, the gardenpath
effect spans both sentence locations. The pattern of most
interest with the Ferreira and Clifton sentences, however, is
that both NP-bias conditions result in a gardenpath effect at
the Verb-fPrep and Det-i-Noun locations. This is consistent
with Ferreira and Clifton's original results, namely, that the
semantic bias of the noun had no differential effect on the
parsing decision.
More Constraining Materials. The two-way interaction
between reduction and NP-bias obtained, F(l,39) = 6.84, p
= .013. Simple main effects tests indicate that, for past-tense
biased NPs, reading times in the reduced condition were
longer (437 ms/2 words) than in the unreduced condition
(403 ms/2 words), -F(1.39) = 12.56, p = .001. For the more
constraining materials, then, the past-tense biased (animate)
NPs result in the typical gardenpath. Of more interest, of
course, are the reading times in the past-participle biased
(inanimate) condition. There w e find no interaction, ps >
.18, between reduction and sentence location, nor is there a
main effect of reduction, ps > .29 (reduced = 404 ms/2
words; unreduced = 415 ms/2 words). Thus, when the
Verb+Prep is preceded by a past-participle biased N P , there
is no gardenpath.
Discussion
W h e n the verb and the disambiguating preposition are
presented together with the more constraining NPs, the
past-participle biased N P allowed the parser to avoid the
gardenpath. However, the gardenpath was present with
Ferreira and Chfton's (1986) sentences at Verbl+Prep and
Det+Noun locations, replicating their original result using
their stimuli.
There are a variety of sources of constraint that will allow
a correct interpretation to emerge in the comprehension
process, apparently without the cognitive overhead of a
gardenpath. Burgess and Hollbach (1988) have proposed
that the availability of the past-participle form of the verb is
very brief compared to that of the past-tense form, given its
learning history. Such a proposal is consistent with the
earlier result showing that the preposition must be
immediately available as a cue with the verb in order for a
gardenpath to be avoided. The present experiment attempts
to further manipulate these constraints by demonstrating that
the more semantically constraining sentences that did not
gardenpath in Experiment 1, will exhibit a gardenpath when
the length of the disambiguating preposition is increased,
and, thus, result in a delay in the integration of the
prepositional cue with the ambiguous verb.
Experiment 2
M a n i p u l a t i n g Preposition L e n g t h
Stimuli and procedure. Each subject saw four sentences
in each of the four conditions: short preposition (reduced)
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[3a], short preposition (unreduced) [3b], long preposition
(reduced) [3c], long preposition (unreduced) [3d].
(3a.) The portrait sketched by the tree was very
beautiful.
(3b.) The portrait that was sketched by the tree was
very beautiful.
(3c.) The portrait sketched underneath the tree was
very beautiful.
(3d.) The portrait that was sketched underneath the
tree was very beautiful.
Subjects were 32 native English speakers from Syracuse
University and the University of California, Riverside. The
procedure was identical to Experiment 1.
Results. The experimental design was a 2 (Preposition:
long or short) x 2 (location in sentence: N P , Verb+Prep) x
2 (reduction: reduced or unreduced relative clause). Mean
reading times for the design can be seen in Table 1. There
was a main effect of position, F(2,60) = 23.63, p < .001, of
preposition length, F(l,60) = 29.56, p < .001, and of
reduction, F(l ,60) = 6.52, p < .02. Position interacted with
preposition length {p < .001), and preposition length
interacted with reduction (p < .02). Subsequent analyses

Sentence Location
Position 1 Position 2
Noun Phrase Verb+Prep

Long-reduced
Long-unreduced
Short-reduced
Short-unreduced

570
558
568
597

898
735
622
591

Table 1. Mean 2-word by 2-word reading times (in
msec).

will focus on the preposition length x reduction interaction
at each sentence position.
At position 1, the noun phrase, there were no effects for
preposition length, reduction, nor the interaction, all ps >
.25. N o effect is expected since the relative clause or
preposition had not been encountered. At position 2, w e see
the effect of the preposition manipulation and reduction,
because the verb and preposition are presented together.
Reading speeds are slower for reduced sentences than for
unreduced sentences, F(l,30) = 4.74, p < .04, and the
segments with the longer prepositions took longer to read

than did the segments with the shorter prepositions, F( 1,30)
= 23.67, p<.00\. There is a marginal interaction between
reduction and preposition length, F(l,30) = 3.06, p < .09.
Evidence for a gardenpath is seen when the ambiguous
(reduced) condition is slower than the unambiguous
(unreduced) condition. Such an effect is present only in the
sentences with long prepositions where reading times in the
reduced condition are longer (898 m s ) and in the unreduced
condition (735 ms), Fi 1,30) = 6.12, p < .02. This effect is
not present in the sentences with the short prepositions,
F(l,30) = 2.77,p>.10.
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Discussion
The results of this experiment suggest a model of parsing
that involves a variety of constraints in order to account for
the resolution of syntactic ambiguity and explain the
conditions that will result in the gardenpath effect. W e
replicated our earlier result, in experiment 1, demonstrating
that with sufficiently constraining past-participle biased
noun phrases the gardenpath can be avoided. However, in
the present experiment, when the same sentences were
modified with a longer preposition, the gardenpath returned.
General Discussion
Such results are inconsistent with a parser that adopts a
single parsing preference (such as Minimal Attachment).
Consistent with the present set of results is a syntactic
decision mechanism that can take into account the
characteristics of the verb form, semantic or thematic
information, and the disambiguating cue of the preposition
(see Burgess & Lund, 1994). However, the value of the
disambiguating preposition is not absolute. In order for the
gardenpath to be avoided, it seems important that the
preposition be integrated with the ambiguous verb. A
longer preposition, which takes longer to read, will delay
this integration process and result in a gardenpath. It is
likely that prepositions serve to disambiguate along various
dimensions of information. For example, the preposition,
by, can be used to denote a location, rather than used in the
agentive, such as described in this experiment. Nor is the
constraint of the semantic bias of the N P absolutely
constraining. The context effects observed in this paper
were a function of the strength of the semantic bias and this
interacted with the availability of the disambiguating
preposition. This pattern of results takes us one step fiirther
in specifying the variety of constraints that can operate on
syntactic decisions and the conditions in which they will
occur (Burgess & Lund, 1994; Burgess &Tanenhaus, 1992;
MacDonald, 1994; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Gamsey,
1992).
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Abstract
ACME and Copycat have been viewed as competing models
of analogy making. Mitchell (1993) makes three major
criticisms of A C M E in arguing for Copycat's superiority: that
because A C M E considers all syntactically possible mappings
it is psychologically implausible and computationally
infeasible; that its representations are rigid and hand-tailored
for each problem; and that ACME's representations are
scmantically empty. To evaluate these criticisms we applied
A C M E to simulating problems in the only domain addressed
by Copycat, letter-string analogies such as, "If abc is
changed into abd, how would you change kji in the same
way?" Using representations that include only knowledge
available to Copycat, A C M E generated the most common
solutions that people and Copycat produce. In addition,
A C M E was able to generate some solutions produced by
people but that are impossible for Copycat, demonstrating
that in some respects A C M E is a more flexible analogical
reasoner than is Copycat. These simulations answer each of
Mitchell's criticisms of A C M E . A C M E can incorporate
domain-relevant knowledge to allow a principled reduction
in the number of mappings considered; it can generate novel
representations based on its domain-general constraints; and
it can incorporate semantic content into its representations.
In addition, A C M E has the advantage of being applicable to
many different domains.

Introduction
Copycat attempts to computationally model the processes
underlying the creation of analogies (Hofstadter, 1984;
Mitchell, 1993). Analogies are produced by the interaction
of processes for building structured representations of the
source and target analogs, including processes that lead to
"slippage" of concepts to allow mappings between nonidentical concepts. A C M E (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989),
another computational model of analogy making, finds a
systematic mapping between a source domain and a target
domain by building a network based on multiple soft
constraints (in particular, semantic, structural and
pragmatic constraints), and then allowing it to settle using
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parallel constraint satisfaction. A C M E and Copycat have
been viewed as competing models of analogy, and Mitchell
(1993) has criticized A C M E ' s approach to making
analogies. It has been difficult to evaluate these alternative
models, however, because they were not designed to be
applied to the same analogy problems. Copycat only solves
problems in the micro-domain of letter-string analogies
(e.g.. If abc is changed into abd, h o w would you change
kji in the same way?). Copycat has had some success in its
restricted domain, both computationally and when
compared to h u m a n data ( B u m s & Schreiner, 1992), but it
is unclear what factors provide the basis for its successes.
A C M E is designed to be applicable to analogies in any
domain, but in practice it has usually been applied to cases
in which a complex source story is m ^ p e d to a complex
target analog, often in the context of solving the target
analog as a problem. Misunderstandings related to the
comparative advantages and disadvantages of the two
models m a y be partly due to them being tested on very
different problems. In this paper w e try to assess the
models by applying A C M E to letter-string analogies
The approaches of A C M E and Copycat are similar in
important ways. In particular, the models share the idea
that analogies develop from competition between multiple
soft constraints. Indeed, Mitchell (1993, p. 210) points out
that Copycat has counterparts for each of the three basic
classes of constraints that A C M E uses. However, Mitchell
directs three major criticisms at A C M E . First, A C M E
creates all possible syntactic mappings, which appears to be
computationally infeasible and psychologically implausible.
Second, Mitchell claims that A C M E uses knowledge
representations that are unduly rigid and are hand-tailored
for each n e w analogy. If true, this would imply that A C M E
lacks the ability to do the kind of re-representation that is
central to Copycat. Third, Mitchell claims that A C M E ' s
representations are devoid of semantic content. Given that
these criticisms are also applied to another major analogy
model, S M E (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989),
Mitchell presents Copycat as an approach radically
different from previous analogy models. The status of these
criticisms will be evaluated after describing our attempt to
use A C M E to simulate the solution of analogies drawn
from Copycat's chosen domain.

Simulating Solutions to Letter-String Analogies

( S U C C . O F ( B * A * ) B_successor_of_A)

A C M E Principles
ACME computes a mapping between a source and a
target domain, represented using a predicate-calculus style
representation, by forming a network containing units
representing potential mappings between elements of the
source and target. The network is constructed to conform
to structural, semantic and pragmatic constraints, and the
final mapping is derived by allowing the network to settle
under parallel constraint satisfaction. The structural
constraints play the dominant role in determining
mappings, as is consistent withfindingsfrom research on
human analogical mapping (see Falkenhainer et al., 1989).
Solving letter-string analogy problems requires more
than mapping, however, as new elements must be generated
in order to form the solution. A n extension to A C M E
proposed by Holyoak, Novick, and Melz (1994) uses a
copying with substitution and generation algorithm
( C W S G ) to allow A C M E to perform analogical pattern
completion by generating new elements where they are
necessary.
This mechanism assumes that if some
proposition exists in one analog, but has no corresponding
proposition in the other, then a new "image" proposition in
the other analog may be generated by substituting mapped
predicates and objects and generating counterparts for
unmapped components.

These two statements respectively indicate that the letter
type a (types are denoted by *) is the predecessor of letter
type b, and that b is the successor of a. While this field
should in principle contain the successor and predecessor
relations between all letters in the alphabet, for the present
simulations only relevant letters were included in this field
in order to avoid the formation of a large number of
irrelevant mapping units. The predecessor and successor
relations for letters a through e were included. Copycat
never produces answers to this problem that require
knowledge about letters outside of this range.
Afirst_stringfieldcontained propositions about the first
string (abc), such as which letters are left of each other,
which are right of each other, and what the start, middle
and end letters were. For example:
(RIGHT (B1 Al) B l_right_of_Al)
( S T A R T ( A l ) Al_starts string )
The first statement indicates that a token of the letter b in
abc (string 1) is to the right of a token of the letter a. Left
and right relations for all three letters in abc were
represented. The second statement indicates that the letter
a is at the start of the string.
A second_string field contained information about the
second string (abd), including the same type of information
given for the first string, that is, which letters are to the
right and left of each other and which are at the start,
middle and end of the string. For example,

Representations
Given that many of the criticisms Mitchell makes of
A C M E are related to its representations, it is necessary to
(RIGHT ( D2 B2 ) D2_right_of_B2)
carefully explain how our representations were constructed.
W e will focus on the problem, "If abc is changed into abd,
In addition, statements were included that indicated which
then how would you change kji in the same way?" Because
letter types had been retained from thefirststring, which
the abc:abd part of the problem was always the same in
had
been deleted, and which added in order to form the
problems used here, problems will be referred to by the
second
string. In total these leave, add and delete
string to be changed, for example, kji.
statements
were:
The abc:abd part of the analogy is treated as the source
domain while the kji and answer strings form the target.
(LEAVE ( A2) A2_retained)
The representation of the source was divided into a number
( L E A V E ( B 2 ) B2_retained)
of logically distinctfields.In A C M E , elements of a source
field are only mapped to elements in the same type of field ( D E L E T E ( C 2 ) C2_deleted)
(ADD (D2) D2_added)
in the target domain. Thus by usingfieldsw e limit the
number of mapping units formed and increase the
First_string_instantiated and second_string_instantiated
likelihood of appropriate mappings being formed.
fields served to link the letter type information in the
A semanticfieldwas declared that contained information
semantic
fieldto specific letter tokens. The following are
about what is the predecessor and successor of each letter of
examples
for thefirstand second strings respectively,
the alphabet (where the "letters" represent types, rather
than tokens, of letters that are part of a string). Hence the
(INSTANTIATE ( Al A* ) Al_isa_A )
source domain semantic field consisted of predicate( I N S T A N T I A T E ( A 2 A * ) A2_isa_A )
calculus statements of the form:
( P R E D _ O F ( A * B * ) A_predecessor_of_B)
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All letter tokens used in the string were instantiated in this
way.
A relations field specified which letters stay as the same
type and which change between the two strings. This field
consisted of the following statements:
(SAME ( Al A2) Al_stays_as_A2 )
( S A M E ( B l B 2 ) Bl_stays_as_B2 )
( C H A N G E ( C I D 2 ) Cl_changedJnto_D2 )
The representation of the target domain was structured in
the same way as the source domain. The semantics field
had the same type of successor and predecessor statements,
but for the letters / through m. Thefirstjstringfield
contained the same type of statements as the source version
did, but for the string kji instead of abc.
The
secondjstring field was left highly impoverished, in that it
was limited to listing the potential addifions and deletions
from that string. The second-stringfieldcontained L E A V E
statements for K 2 , J2 and 12, and D E L E T E statements for
the same letters. In addition there were A D D statements
for all letters between d and m (including new tokens of the
k, j and / letter types). The relations field was left blank.
T h e details for the later twofields,which provide A C M E ' s
answer to the problem, had to be filled in by the C W S G
algorithm. T h e instantiation fields instantiated all letters
that were used in any other field.
Evaluating ACME's Performance
O u r use of A C M E to simulate solution of letter-string
analogies was guided by several constraints. First, w e
based our representations entirely on concepts that have
been incorporated into Copycat's "slipnet": rightmost,
leftmost, successor, predecessor,first,and last. The slipnet
also contains all the letters of the alphabet and links from
each letter to its successor and predecessor, and Copycat
makes a type-token distinction for letters. By equating its
representational elements with those assumed by Copycat,
w e ensured that A C M E ' s representations would be as
semanfically rich as those used by Copycat, as intuitively
obvious, and as general in their applicability to multiple
letter-string analogies.
People produce a wide range of answers to these
problems. Copycat also produces a variety of answers
because on different runs it builds different suuctures and
mappings
that
underlie
alternative
answers, by
probabilistically invoking different small pieces of
structure-building code. In contrast, A C M E operates by
over-generating all syntacfically possible mappings, and
selecting the most coherent subset by a deterministic
algorithm. Accordingly, the representation of the second
string in the target included an overly-general list of
possibilities, different subsets of which would constitute
alternative answers.
A C M E ' s pragmatic constraint
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provides features that allow it to simulate variations in
active representations and mappings. In different runs,
alternative critical mappings can be promoted by being
presumed, and different parts of structure can differ in
importance. A presumed mapping is given additional
external excitation, and less important components are
inhibited (Spellman & Holyoak, 1993). Critical mappings
would be those for predecessor, successor, right, left, start
and end, for which the alternative mappings (to the same or
to the opposite relation) appear to underlie m a n y of the
answers Copycat produces for letter-string analogy
problems. By varying which of these mappings were
presumed on different runs w e attempted to generate
alternative answers using A C M E ' s C W S G algorithm. O n
some runs w e deleted some structural elements (a crude
implementation of differential importance) to simulate
generation of answers that appear to reflect insensitivity to
certain aspects of structure.
It is important to note that using "presumed" mappings
does not in itself provide A C M E with a solution to the
problem. The presumed mappings do not themselves
constitute an answer; rather, they bias the concept
mappings from which an answer emerges after constraint
satisfaction is performed.
Copycat arrives at these
mappings though the probabilistic running of codelets. In
its current implementation A C M E is deterministic;
however, it would be possible to have the strength of the
critical mappings altered probabilistically. But whether a
model is implemented in a probabilistic or deterministic
fashion does not appear to be a major issue at stake in
evaluating models of analogy.
Our aim in this effort was not to exhaustively generate all
possible answers, nor to match the details of the probability
distribution of answers produced by people, which would
require a thorough search of parameter space. Rather, we
focused on generating the most c o m m o n solutions to
problems that have been extensively tested with people. If
A C M E can in fact generate the answers most frequently
provided by people using plausible assumptions about
differential presumed mappings and importance of
structural elements, this would demonstrate that its
approach to analogy is at least viable as a psychological
model of solving letter-string analogies. In addition, we
will report examples of solutions generated by A C M E (and
some people) that Copycat is unable to generate. Such
cases undermine claims that Copycat is inherently less
rigid.
Simulation Results
In all simulations the following parameters were kept
constant: excitation, .(X)5; inhibition (structural), -.16;
decay, .(X)5; similarity of identical predicates, .005; starting
activation of all units .{X)l. The Grossberg updating rule,
with m a x i m u m activation of 1.0 and m i n i m u m activation

of -.3, was used to settle the network. These parameters
were chosen because they had been used to explore other
domains with A C M E . The mappings of LEAVl-^LEAVE,
A D D = A D D , and D E L E T E = D E L E T E
were ;Uways
presumed, as these predicates have no other sensible
mappings.
A C M E was presented with two problems: the kjl
problem, and the xyz problem: "If abc was changed into
abd, then how could xyz be changed in the same way?"
(with the xya answer prohibited. Note that solutions to
letter-string problems will be given in italics, problems
themselves will be in bold.) These problems were chosen
because they have been solved by Copycat, and B u m s
(1994) has administered them to large groups of people.
(Another problem, mrrjjj, meets this criterion as well, but
requires addressing the issue of how groupings of elements
can be represented, which w e have not yet attempted.)
The kji problem
Copycat has been applied to the letter-string analogy kji,
and Mitchell (1993, p. 80) reports that over a thousand runs
its most c o m m o n solutions were kjh, kjj and Iji. B u m s and
Schreiner (1992) gave the kji problem to college students
and found that kjh, kjj and Iji were the most common
solutions, although people also generated a wide variety of
additional answers.
Each A C M E run used the representation described
above, from which a network of 421 units and 4463 links
was formed. Thefirstrun of the program was made with
no presumed mappings. The following relationsfieldwas
generated by the C W S G algorithm:

A C M E thus succeeded in producing the Iji solution. A run
of the program that instead presumed the mappings of
L E F T = R I G H T and vice versa also generated the Iji answer.
The other c o m m o n answer produced by Copycat and by
people was kjj. The key to producing this solution appears
to be ignoring the fact that k is the successor to ;, whereas a
is the predecessor of b, while nonetheless mapping
successor to successor and iqjplying this mapping to the
change in the last element. Loosening of the structural
constraints by ignoring the relationship between k and j
was simulated by removing the propositions conceming K 2
and J2 in the target domain's second_string_instantiated
field. Running this representation produced the kjj answer.
In effect, this run simulated Copycat failing to build or
maintain the links between k and j, as it must fail to do in
order to generate the kjj answer.
In another run w e presumed
the mappings
S U C C _ O F = S U C C _ O F and P R E D _ O F = P R E D _ O F , as weU
as S T A R T = S T A R T , E N D = E N D , obtaining the answer kjl.
This solution requires tolerating the inconsistency between
the two pairs of presumed mappings. This answer is
occasionally produced by people (Bums, 1994), but has
never been reported to have been produced by Copycat

The xyz problem
The xyz problem is of interest because the instructions
block the most natural answer, xya, which arises from
people's tendency to view the alphabet as circular.
Copycat's most c o m m o n answer to the xyz problem was
xyd, and its next most c o m m o n was wyz (Mitchell, 1993, p.
82). B u m s (1994) found that for xyz people generated wyz
most often, as well as a large range of other answers.
( SAME (Kl K2) T12)
A C M E ' S representation of this problem was identical to
(SAME(J1 J2)T13)
that for kji in the source domain, but in the target domain
( C H A N G E (II H2)T14)
every k was changed into an x, every j to y and every / to z.
In addition,
This field represents the answer kjh, as Kl and Jl
stay asthe semantics and instantiatefields,as well as
tokens of the same letters (k and), respectively), while 11 is the A D D propositions in the secondjstring field, were
modified to reflect the use of a range of letters between u
changed into an h. Thus the answer that is most easily
and z, as well as d.
produced by A C M E is also commonly produced by both
Thefirstrun using this representation used no presumed
Copycat and by people. The predominance of the answer is
mappings and generated the answer zyw. This answer is
not surprising, as it is a highly sUiicturally coherent
never reported to have been produced by Copycat, but a
solution (based on mapping successor to predecessor and
number of people do generate it (Bums, 1994). By setting
vice versa), and A C M E is strongly driven by su-uctural
as presumed the mappings of S T A R T = E N D and
constraints.
E N D = S T A R T , the answer wyz was generated. The xyd
In order to try to produce the Iji answer the mappings of
answer appears to be a simplistic solution derived by
S T A R T = E N D and E N D = S T A R T were presumed. This
ignoring all predecessor and successor information. W e
mapping underlies Copycat's generation of this answer (see
Mitchell, 1993, p. 113). Running the program with such a successfully simulated generation of xyd by replacing the
semanticfieldswith more primitive letter-type definitions,
presumption generated the propositions:
such as (A_type (A*)).
( SAME (II 12) T12)
( S A M E ( J 1 J2)T13)
( C H A N G E (Kl L2) T14)
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Discussion
Our simulations show that the ACME model, which has
been applied to a wide range of analogical mapping and
transfer problems in m a n y different domains, can also
produce reasonable solutions to letter-string analogies. For
the two problems w e have investigated A C M E can find the
most c o m m o n solutions generated by both people and
Copycat, and in addition can find some solutions that
people generate but Copycat cannot. In light of this success
w e can evaluate the status of Mitchell's (1993) criticisms of

ACME.
T h e first criticism was that A C M E is unrealistic in
creating mapping units for all possible syntactic matches.
O u r simulations reveal that principled use of subfields in
the representation can reduce the number of mapping units
formed, providing an illustration of the general point that
domain knowledge, w h e n available, can be used to reduce
the space of possible mappings. Mappings only occur
between m e m b e r s of the same subfields, each of which can
be small. Subfields reduce the computational explosion
that can occur w h e n units for all possible syntactic
mappings are formed. T h e psychologically plausibility of
the mappings formed is harder to determine, as w e do not
k n o w what mappings people m a y initially form at an
implicit level. Copycat restricts the possible mappings even
further than A C M E because the former model is designed
to deal only with a single domain of problems. More
specialized network-construction rules based on domainspecific knowledge could also be built into A C M E , but this
would not seem to constitute a theoretical advance. In fact,
the construction of a diverse set of potential mappings
contributes to A C M E ' Sflexibilityin constructing a wide
range of answers, some of which turn out to be meaningful.
These include some h u m a n solutions that Copycat's
restrictions render it unable to generate. It should also be
noted that A C M E ' s basic constraints can be reaUzed in
architectures that eliminate the need for expUcit generation
of mapping units ( H u m m e l , B u m s & Holyoak, 1994).
T h e second criticism of A C M E
was that its
representations are inflexible, because they supposedly are
hand-tailored for each problem and do not change during
the running of the program. This criticism is misleading,
in that it hinges on what is meant by "re-representation".
In a sense, A C M E dynamically re-represents the problem
as it runs, because its representation is a product of the
current states of activation of the mapping units.
Furthermore, A C M E finds "slippages" in the form of
mappings between non-identical concepts, such as
successor and predecessor, and it builds n e w structure
using its C W S G procedure. It is certainly true that the
mappings that can be m a d e are constrained by the mapping
units that are initially formed; however, Copycat is
similarly limited by the range of slippages permitted in its
slipnet. A C M E ' S ability to generate solutions that people

produce but Copycat cannot demonstrates that A C M E can
actually be moreflexiblethan Copycat, even in the specific
domain to^which Copycat has been tailored. T h e kjl answer
to the kji problem is fundamentally impossible for Copycat
to generate, as it involves defining a change relative to one
letter {k) but then applying it to a different letter (i). In
Copycat the required double slippage of end to start and
back again is restricted to occur only once. For the same
reason Copycat is also unable to produce the zyw answer to
the xyz problem. A C M E is less brittle than Copycat in this
regard because it treats structural consistency as a soft
constraint, which does not require global consistency of the
entire set of favored mappings.
The current A C M E simulations are representationally
limited in that the model lacks the ability to organize the
elements of the problem into meaningful groups, and thus
is unable to deal with problems such as mrrjjj. Copycat
includes specialized procedures for building structures
representing certain groupings, and hence can produce
reasonable answers for such problems. Nonetheless, it is
important to recognize that Copycat is also limited by the
structure-building routines that have been programmed into
it. For example, one of the more conmion answers offered
to the mrrjjj problem by people is mrsjjk, in which every
third letter is changed into its successor (Bums, 1994).
Because Copycat does not include a procedure to link every
third letter, it cannot generate this solution. The apparent
successes of Copycat in dealing with groupings, as well as
its limitations in this area, arise from it being programmed
with specific knowledge. Such knowledge could also
improve A C M E ' s performance if the latter model were
modified to deal with a specific domain.
The third criticism, that A C M E is semantically empty,
dissipates once it is recognized that A C M E can readily
incorporate the same semantic knowledge as is included in
Copycat. Mitchell (1993) claims that Copycat's concepts
are semantically meaningful because they are embedded in
a network of related concepts; but the same claim can be
made
for any
model
that accepts hand-coded
representations
of
domain
concepts
and
their
interconnections.
Our A C M E simulations illustrate that A C M E and
Copycat share an emphasis on producing structured
solutions. The fundamental commonalties of the two
approaches are highlighted by Mitchell's observation that
Copycat includes counterparts to the constraints on human
analogy making that A C M E takes as fundamental.
Nonetheless, the implementations of the programs differ
vastly, and it is possible that the Copycat approach will
eventually prove more successful than that of A C M E . It is
yet to be demonstrated, however, that Copycat is superior
on either psychological or computational grounds, or that
its computational realization embodies any distinctive
theoretical constraints on analogy making. In addition.
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until it is shown that Copycat can be generalized, the model
will remain vulnerable to the criticism that its successes
depend more on its specialized domain knowledge than on
general principles that underlie human analogy making.
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Abstract
The age of a case (in the C B R sense) is the amount of time
that has elapsed between the time that the case originally
occurred and the time of the current reasoning activity.
People engaged in plausible reasoning tasks will, under
appropriate circumstances, use the age of retrieved prior
cases to filter and discard them, or to select among
alternatives by their recency. This paper examines how the
age of a case (and its spatial analog) are used by people in
plausible and case-based reasoning tasks. I will argue that
(1) The age of a retrieved case is an important factor in case
relevance judgments for certain kinds of inferences. (2)
W h e n case age is relevant, more recent cases are usually,
but not always, preferred to older ones (the all other
things being equal" caveat). Finally, I will argue that,
somewhat surprisingly, (3) case age cannot be used as an
index into memory given some commonly held
assumptions about the nature of the retrieval process
because it varies with the time of retrieval. This limits its
use to post-retrieval processes, such as thefilteringof
already retrieved cases.
Introduction
Case age is the amount of time that has elapsed between
the time that a case occurred and the current reasoning
activity. This paper examines h o w the age of a case is used
in case-based reasoning tasks. I will use anecdotal evidence
to argue that:
• The age of a case is an important feature in similarity
comparisons and judging the appropriateness of a case
as a model in case-based reasoning tasks in m a n y
domains.
• W h e n the recency of a case is an important guide to
predictive power, people explicitly trade off age and
other measures of similarity in choosing the most
relevant case to use. In short, most recent is not
always best.
• In most models of m e m o r y retrieval, case age (as
opposed to a date, time, or epoch associated with the
case) cannot be used as an index into case m e m o r y
because the age of each case in m e m o r y is constantly
changing. It is not a declarative feature available for
creating indices at storage time. This restricts its use
in plausible and Case-based reasoning tasks, as
compared to most other features.

I will motivate the discussion with examples from three
domains that I have examined directly or indirectly, plausible
reasoning about recurring events like buses stopping at bus
stops, and "expert" h u m a n case-based reasoning in the
domains of real estate appraisal and labor contract
negotiations
The Notion of Extent
The issue examined in this paper surfaced in our
investigation of the role of proximity in time and space on
h u m a n plausible reasoning (Burstein et al, 1992; Collins
and Michalski, 1989; Collins, 1978). Collins (1978)
identified a parameter he called "extent" which was
particularly prevalent in temporal and spatial inferences. It
is necessary because people have a notion of approximately
h o w far things like rainstorms, parades, and large
geographical features (e.g., plains, rivers) extend in space,
and (where applicable) h o w long they extend in time. By
maintaining these types of estimates, people can make
judgments related to the so-called "frame-problem"
(McCarthy and Hayes, 1981) or the "extended persistence
problem" (Shoham, 1987).
Consider the following question, asked of a colleague:
Q: If you were away from BBN for a year, would you
still expect your bus to c o m e at 5:15?
A: Well, I don't know.. It comes fairly frequently
around then, so I would expect it to c o m e near that
time. It might come then - they don't change all of
the scheduled buses that often.
At top level, the question goes to the extent of time that a
prediction about this bus' arrival can be made directly based
on its known past behavior. The answer shows three kinds
of reasoning with uncertain information. O n e inference uses
the age of last known case where the behavior occurred (e.g.,
whether he saw it come at 5:15 yesterday, or last week, or
last year). The age of that information affects the certainty of
his conclusion. Our model is that this age is compared to an
internal expectation about the length of time that the pattern
of the bus arriving at 5:15 can be expected to hold. A
second line of reasoning is based directly on knowledge of
the frequency of the phenomena near r/iarrime of day. This
is a form of extent information, not unlike that used to
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predict h o w long a rainstorm will last. Finally, there is
knowledge of approximately h o w long an interval exists
between changes to the bus schedules in general. This too
is a piece of extent knowledge, related to a particular causal
factor affecting the issue in question.
The case-based reasoning process, m u c h like our model of
human plausible reasoning (Collins and Michalski, 1989;
Burstein et al. 1992) can be characterized as having the
following steps: 1
1. Retrieve some (finite number o O cases with similar
features to the current situation.
2. From these, select the most appropriate one(s) by
further comparisons with the current situation and with
each other.
3. Use differences between the selected prior cases and the
current situation on factors affecting the conclusion to
be reached to adjust each mapped conclusion.
4. Combine (or select a m o n g ) the conclusions reached
with each case-driven inference.
In the remainder of this paper, I examine h o w the age of a
case is used in reasoning by experts about past cases.
Though I will not present specific evidence of it, most of
the conclusions reached should apply equally to inferences
that use the spatial distance between prior cases and the
current one, when that measure is a predictor of similarity
for an inference about the target.

correlations between features). In domains like machine
repair, the age of the object is potentially an important
feature, because machine parts are sometimes known to wear
out at predictable rates, as in the mean time to failure" of
the object. Similarly, several kinds of information about
the date of manufacture (vintage) are c o m m o n l y used as
predictors of failure in automobiles and other machines.
Model year is the most obvious one, but there are also the
old stories about American cars produced on M o n d a y s and
Fridays where construction errors were above average.
These two time-related features are different than the age of
the case, which is the primary focus here. Both the age and
vintage of the artifact in the case can be used directly in
retrieving relevant past cases because they can be computed
and stored with the case. T h e age of the case itself is the
amount of time elapsed since the event occurred till the
present. . Note that if the reasoner has only secondary
information about the event, then this will be different than
memory storage time. It is most relevant in reasoning tasks
where the thing being predicted or plausibly estimated is
itself k n o w n to change over time. For example, in
estimating the price of an item that is in m a n y ways unique,
the most recent case of a sale of a similar item is generally
the most desirable prior case to base your conclusions on.
Our examples from domain experts indicate that they form
heuristic rules that explicitly deal with these tradeoffs.
The CBR Method in Real Estate
Appraisal

The Various Forms of Age in Past Cases
There are several forms of "age"' that can be associated
with cases, or aspects of cases. These different forms behave
differently with respect to their use in reasoning from prior
cases to n e w ones. T o clarify the discussion, I briefly
distinguish all of the following:
• A g e of the object of the case:
(e.g.. Ford Mustangs start to have transmission problems
when they are 4 yrs old.)
• Vintage of the object in the case: (e.g., '8 7
Chevys often have fiiel p u m p problems.)
• A g e of the case: (e.g., I replaced the fuel p u m p in
m y '87 Chevy last year.)
Each of these facts can be used in different kinds of casebased or plausible reasoning. In most plausible inferences,
the similarity or relevance of a case is determined partially
by knowledge of dependencies^ (causal and/or statistical
'See, e.g., Kolodner et al. (1985). A discussion of the
retrieve-then-filter model can be found in Centner and Forbus
(1991). In the domains that I examine here, the retrieval
process need not even be a memory-based process, as cases may
be stored in paper or electronic form. The argument does not
apply fully to techniques used for retrieval of cases stored in
external media.
2 Dependencies (Collins and Michalski, 1989), also called
determinations by Russell (1986), are relationships between
terms or attributes whose values are believed to be correlated in
general. To use a dependency in a predictive inference, an
example that is similar to the case in question must be found
that provides a value on the correlated attribute. This value is
then used as a predictor in the current case, under the assumption
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The approach that real estate agents and professional
appraisers use to estimate the sale value of a piece of
property is a classic example of case-based reasoning. T h e
following quote is from a textbook on the subject (Ventolo
and Williams, 1987): (italics added by this author)
"The direct market comparison or sales comparison
approach to appraising uses the principle of
substitution. T h e appraiser finds three to five (or
more) properties that have been sold recently and are
similar to the property that is the subject of the
appraisal. The appraiser notes any dissimilar features,
and makes an adjustment for each using the formula:
Sale price of comparable property
+/- Adjustments
= Indicated value of subject
Major types of adjustments include those made for physical
(on-site) features, locational (off-site) influences,
conditions of sale (e.g., financial terms) and time from date
of sale.
After going through this process for each of the comparable
properties, the appraiser selects a value for the subject
property that is the adjusted value of the comparable(s) most
like the subject."

that "all else being equal, the attribute values should be the
same." Dependencies can also be annotated in a number of
ways, such as whether they are directly or inversely correlated.
A n example would be "Average annual temperature is inversely
correlated with latitude." This allows for a wider variety of
inference patterns.

T h e textbook talks about all of the features that must be
taken into account in comparing properties. These include
such things as the location, (location, location, ...); the date
of sale; the size of the lot; the landscaping; type of
construction; the age of the house (i.e., the vintage]; the
kinds of improvements made; the style of h o m e (e.g., the
number of floors); numbers of rooms, bedrooms and baths;
square feet of living and other space; exterior and interior
condition, presence and size of a garage; and type of
financing.
In selecting comparable properties, the book suggests that
the location of the comparables should within the same
neighborhood as the subject property, if at all possible (This
is the analog of case age - the spatial distance to the (object
of) the prior case)
T h e date of sale of a property is very important in
choosing whether or not to use it as comparable in an
appraisal. The age of the house (the object of the case) is
less important since most houses within a neighborhood
will be built at approximately the same time, and an age
difference of 5 years is not significant in most cases. W h e n
the date of sale of the comparable property occurred more
than six months prior to the appraisal, adjustments must be
m a d e to the value of the comparable w h e n estirriating the
value of the subject. In an interview with an experienced
real estate agent w h o has done hundreds of appraisals, he said
the following:
Q: W o u l d you ever use a comparable that sold more
than a year ago?
A: If it was an unusual property. The most recent ones
are best. But in a situation where there weren't too
m a n y comparable properties that had sold recently ..
a multi-family in an area of mostly single family
h o m e s for example., yes. I'd have to do a lot of
adjustment, though, for changes in the market.
... I would use a similar home that sold six months ago
as a better c o m p than a not so similar one that sold
last week.
In other words, an explicit trade-off is m a d e between the
degree of similarity determined using features of individual
properties that affect their value, and similarity of value
based on the age of the other cases (time of determination of
sale prices of comparable properties). The latter is treated
separately because it indicates the level of uncertainty in the
appraiser's knowledge of the current value of the comparable
property, which is ideally what he would use to estimate the
subject's value. The general rule here is to use comparables
whose value was fixed by a sale within the last six months,
because they have a reasonably accurately k n o w n current
value, and so no adjustment for the age of the case is
necessary. Fortunately, no appraisal is ever based on only
one comparable property. Unfortunately, since no two
properties are quite identical, the appraiser must decide if the
similarity of each comparable property outweighs the
uncertainty of its current value, or if he or she can
compensate for it. This in turn m a y depend on the overall
volatility of the market. In a stable market, older sales m a y
be more acceptable as comparables than in a volatile one.
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The real estate agent I interviewed highlighted this point
further in discussing exactly what the notion of the date of
sale means:
"In a rapidly changing market, you have to be careful
estimating h o w old the sale was. A couple of years
ago, w h e n the market was changing fast, I did an
appraisal where I didn't adjust for the age of a c o m p
from six months before. The problem was that the
purchase and sale agreement was signed 90 days before
that. I valued it too high, and it didn't sell."
Thus, the real issue is the time at which a purchaser
and a seller agree on a price, and hence determine its
value. T h e definition of age of case in this specific
reasoning task is the time elapsed since the last date when
the sale price was fixed, which is the date of the purchaseand-sale agreement, not the date at which the sale was
finalized, the recorded date of sale. The agent's error was in
not understanding that the date of the setting of the price was
the most accurate date to use in his measure of case age.
Since the age of the comparable sale price was nine months,
not six, the heuristic that an adjustment for "age of sale"
should be used after six months was not applied when it
should have been.
Case Age in the Adaptation of
C o m p a r a b l e V a l u e s for E s t i m a t e s
A s the formula for adaptation of property values shown
above suggests, case adaptation in real estate is a process by
which adjustments are made to the sale price of a comparable
property to compensate for differences from the subject.
These adjustments are determined for most features,
especially physical ones, essentially by an application of the
principles of case-based reasoning to form adaptation rules
by making plausible generalizations (Burstein et al, 1992)
for local regions in time and space. I quote again from
Ventolo and Williams (1987):
"Ideally, if properties could be found that were exactly
alike except for one category, the adjustment value of
that category would be the difference in selling prices
of the two properties. ...
The appraiser can develop a Sales Price Adjustment
Chart and use it to substantiate dollar amounts for
adjusted values. Example:
House A is very similar to house B, except that it has
a two car attached garage and house B does not. Since
the garage is the only significant difference between the
two properties, its value is the difference between the
selling price of $134,000 for A and the selling price of
$125,500 for B. So the value of the garage is $8,500.
An appraiser will ordinarily need two or more instances
of each variable as a check on the accuracy of an
adjustment."
This method is used with adjustments for the age of cases
as well as with other properties:

•

" T i m e adjustment. Property H is identical in
features to properties A , E, and J, except for the length
of time since the date of sale. Property H was sold one
year ago; properties A , E, and H were all sold within
the past three months The adjustment value to be made
in the case of a year-old sale is, therefore: $ 121,000 $111,000 = $10,000 The $10,000 adjustment value
could be expressed as a percentage of the total cost of
the property, in this case 9 % per year."

Cases that were one to two years old and were for
contracts of competitors to the current company are
preferred to more recent cases for non-competitors

• Cases up to three years old can be used as precedents
assuming that other similarity criteria are the same,
and adjustments are made for time-sensitive features.

• Cases three to five years old can be used, but
additional adjustments m a y be m a d e based on a
subsequent change in position of the company (in
In my interview with a real estate agent, I asked about this
the case) in its industry. If the company has since
method:
improved its standing, then union economic demands
Q: D o you m a k e price adjustments for age using dollar
in the n e w situation are adjusted upwards. If its
amounts or percentages?
position has declined, union demands are adjusted
downward. If it has remained the same, no
A: Percentages, generally.
adjustment is needed.
Q: Do you maintain a table of these percentages for all
• Cases five years old and older have no utility for
appraisals done around the same time, or by looking
economic concession negotiations, but m a y still be
at changes in the values of similar properties each
used for non-economic concessions, such as
time you do an appraisal?
seniority provisions, work rules, and subcontracting
A: It depends. Similar kinds of properties in the same
provisions.
region, yes. Y o u get a feel for h o w the market is
In this domain, the similarity of two cases is based first
going in an area. 20-20 hindsight is great, the
on whether the companies involved are direct competitors or
problem is that you don't always k n o w which way
not, and then on whether they are in the same industry.
the market is going at the time.
T w o bus companies that serve some of the same areas are
From this and other things he said, it is clear that the
competitors. 'Two bus companies that don't compete are
cases he would consider making as comparables he could
considered more similar to each other than to truck
adjust for case age were also those from the same local
companies, though both are considered to be in the same
region in space. The rate of inflation in property values was
"ground transport" industry. These are different again from
known to vary from town to town and neighborhood to
sea transport businesses. A hierarchy of business types was
neighborhood, and for different types of properties. H e
used by Sycara to capture these distinctions, and to
distrusted using comparables from different regions because
determine the relative similarity of various businesses.
of the uncertainty involved in mapping a sale price through
Another dimension of similarity is the set of job
too great a distance in both time and space at once, given
classifications that are being negotiated. Drivers of busses
knowledge of the dependencies relating price to those factors.
and trucks are considered similar in this dimension. If the
industries are different, the similarity of their product lines
and the economic conditions of the industries as a whole
Case Age in Labor Contract Negotiations
(boom, slump, or steady) are also considered.
T o get a sense of the generality of the principles w e
observed, w e examined a second domain that has been
studied in depth using a case-based reasoning approach.
Sycara (1987, 1988, 1991) developed a computer model of
the role of an expert labor contract mediator. Her study was
based on extensive interviews with one mediator, and the
heuristic rules that she acquired from those interviews were
reviewed and validated by two mediators.-^ These rules are
summarized below:

Conclusions from Two Domains
The heuristic rules described above for real estate and labor
mediation suggest several general principles are at work.
First, because economic values (salary figures, real estate
prices) are examples of time dependent features, plausible
estimates of value developed by reasoning from historical
cases where value was determined for similar objects can be
made based on:
1. The most recent cases that are a m o n g the most similar
on all other grounds. Estimates based on several prior cases
are best.
2. Adjustments of each estimate (from a single other case)
for the uncertainty in value of the object of the prior case in
the time between the occurrence of the prior case and the
present. Such adjustments add some additional uncertainty
to the conclusion reached, since the change in value of the
object in the prior case and the current one m a y not be the
same.

• The most useful prior cases are ones negotiated
within the same year. The best of those are cases
were from negotiations for a competitor of the
current company.

•'The two federal mediators who reviewed this work were of
quite different backgrounds. One was a professor of economics
at Georgia Tech. The other was a mediator that had prior
experience with the Machinist's Union. Both concurred that the
heuristics were accurate.
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Each domain expert used a coarse model of the rate of
change of these time-dependent values, that partitioned time
into regions within which no adjustment for case age was
required. These intervals represent a quantization of time for
the dependency between case age and a dependent variable
(e.g., salary rate or property value). A similar quantization
of properties in space was also used (neighborhoods, towns)
to rule cases out or rank them for similarity. Within a
quantum, age is not a consideration. In real-estate, this is
appcu-ently six months under normal conditions. For labor
contracts it is one year. Clearly these heuristic values for
time periods are subject to change if general indicators like
the rate of inflation fluctuate rapidly.
Finally, when prior cases are not equally similar to the
current situation, the decision about which is the better
model will have to trade-off the levels of similarity of each
case to the target, and its recency. Explicit heuristics were
developed by these experienced reasoners in their domains to
handle the most c o m m o n examples of this kind of trade-off
reasoning. These heuristics explicitly rank cases meeting
specific levels of similarity (e.g., competitor vs. noncompetitor).above less similar but more recent cases, when
measured in the time quanta established to approximate that
domain's relevant age dependencies.

suggestion: First, it only works for direct experiences. If
the case in memory was acquired second hand, then there is
no correlation between the original time of occurrence and
the time of memory encoding. Thus, the amount of "decay"
would have to be related to the reported age of the case, not
the time of its acquisition. Second, the degree of similarity
of two cases due to their age is very domain dependent. This
is clear from the differing cutoff heuristics people use for
h o w similar ages must be in order to ignore age as a factor.
This too would have to be factored into any connectionist
model that attempted to directly compare cases by age during
retrieval.
These arguments do not rule out the use of a number of
m e m o r y retrieval strategies to restrict the set of cases
considered, such as by retrieving only cases identified as
having occurred in specific eras (Kolodner, 1983) (e.g.,
"any relevant cases in the last year? the previous year?...").
Such strategies apply equally when the cases are not actually
stored in memory, as is generally the case in fields where
precedents are important. Indeed, the experts interviewed
suggest that they thought it important to see cases that
weren't the most recent ones, in order to make explicit tradeoffs in their choice of analogs.
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Consider a hypothetical example of a reporter covering a
crisis situation as it unfolds. A person with a gun is
How can misreported information be effectively corrected? observed atop a tall building, threatening to shoot people
Wilkes and Leatherbarrow (1988) found that people relied
below. T h e gunner is believed to be holding two building
upon invalidated information to answer questions despite
workers as hostages. Later, after it turns out that the
their awareness of its inaccuracy, a phenomenon called the
supposed hostages had actually never c o m e to work that day,
"continued influence effect" (Johnson & Seifert, in press).
the reporter must announce that "the suspect is not holding
But corrections in which an assertion is m a d e and then
any hostages." Situations requiring the update of
denied (e.g., " X is true ... actually, X is untrue") m a y
information that has since been shown to be invalid are
violate important conversational assumptions. Grice
c o m m o n in everyday life, where access to information can
(1967/1989) and others have argued that people expect
change rapidly. In these cases and in the example, the
speakers to offer only information that is both truthful and
speaker intends the audience to disregard the earlier reference;
conversationally relevant; thus, people m a y seek
in the example, listeners should view the situation in the
interpretations for corrections that will incorporate both the
same w a y as would a person w h o tuned in later, and thus
literal meaning and the conversational implications of the
never beard any suggestion that there might have been
contradictory statements. O u r hypothesis w a s that
hostages. In situations such as jury decision-making and
corrections would be more successful when they explained
tutoring sessions, instructing people to disregard incorrect
w h y the original information was asserted. A n empirical
information m a y happen frequently and m a y be critical for
study s h o w e d that corrections that accounted for
accurate understanding.
conversational implications (e.g., "X, which bad originally
Unfortunately, audiences exposed to corrections often
been believed because of Y, is actually untrue") could more
differ in important ways from those w h o never heard the
effectively reduce the continued use of discredited
incorrect information at all. In particular, people have been
information. Additionally, the results show that reiterating
shown in m a n y domains to continue to rely on subsequently
the literal content of a correction m a y actually be perceived
corrected information w h e n making further inferences, a
as implying that the correction statement should be
phenomenon termed the continued influence effect (Johnson
disbelieved. Since the conversational implications of
& Seifert, in press). It has been shown that discredited
corrections critically shape comprehension, their
information about personality characteristics influences
examination is crucial in domains (such as courtrooms,
subjects' perceptions of people (e.g., Ross, Lepper, &
newspapers, and classrooms) where informational updates
Hubbard, 1975; Schul & Bumstein, 1985; W y e r &
frequently occur.
Budesheim, 1987), jurors can be influenced by testimony
ruled inadmissible (e.g., Carretta & Moreland, 1983;
Thompson, Fong, & Rosenhan, 1981), and readers respond
T h e Implications of Corrections
differently to questions depending on whether they had been
to critical information that w a s subsequently
exposed
Successful comprehension involves more than interpreting
retracted (Wilkes & Leatherbarrow, 1988). This continued
the literal meanings of words w e speak and hear; in
addition, it involves conversational assumptions that help us influence effea is not merely due to a failure to notice or
remember the discrediting episode, nor to any more general
assign meaning based on the context surrounding the
m e m o r y failures (Carretta & Moreland, 1983; Ross et al.,
occurrence of an utterance. For example, speakers are
1975; Wilkes & Leatherbarrow, 1988).
assumed to offer only information that they believe is true,
Previous work on corrections has focused on the literal
and that they intend to be informative and conversationally
contradiction in meaning between the original and updated
relevant lo their audiences (Grice, 1967/1989). Given these
statements (Johnson & Seifert, in press). However, such
conventions, the problem of correcting prior information
analyses
fail to address the context of the ccxnmunication, in
becomes m u c h more complex than simply negating the
which the literal meaning of a discrediting statement must
literal content of the information. Instead, an attempt to
be reconciled with conversational conventions. Grice's
correct misinformation m a y give rise to conflicts given the
(1967/1989) theory of conversational logic argues that
conventions of conversation: If a retraction has been uttered
conununication
depends upon shared assumptions about the
truthfully, w h y would a well-intentioned speaker have
pragmatic meaning of discourse, in which "implications and
presented the earlier information in the first place?
suggestions" are additionally conveyed "over and above the
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strictly asserted content of the speaker" (p. 141). Perhaps
discreditings are difficult to understand because they often
seem to violate these conversational conventions;
specifically, corrections m a y be difficult to interpret when
the listener cannot believe that a coherent, good-faith speaker
would have uttered both the initial assertion and its later
correction. In attempting to resolve this conflict, the
listener might assume the continued relevance of the
discredited information despite being aware of the ccxrection.
Given our conversational conventions, correction
statements m a y pose problems in two important ways.
First, listeners typically assume that conversational
contributions will be relevant to the topic under discussion.
In the case of discreditings, Grice's maxim of relation would
imply that both the original assertion and its subsequent
negation were relevant to the topic. Thus although the
literal content of the two statements is directly contradictory,
listeners m a y continue to treat the original information as
relevant. Second, listeners conventionally assume that
speakers only provide information w h e n they have good
reason to believe it is true (Grice's m a x i m of quality). In
conections, the speaker must be assumed to have had good
reason for believing both the original assertion and its
subsequent negation. Thus despite the contradictoy content
of the two statements, listeners m a y continue to treat the
original information as accurate. Consequently, in either
case, the discredited information could continue to influence
listeners' later inferences.
The present research investigates ways of reducing the
continued influence effect. O u r design was modeled after
Wilkes and Leatherbarrow's (1988) paradigm, in which
subjects read a series of newspaper-style reports about the
investigation of a fu-e in a stationery warehouse. Control
subjects were given no explicit information about the fire's
cause; subjects in the correction conditions were given
causal information that was subsequently discredited. T h e
critical messages in the series concerned the contents of a
closet. Subjects in the correction conditions were initially
told that the closet had contained volatile materials (paint
cans and gas cylinders), and were later told that the closet bad
actually been empty; control subjects learned only that the
closet bad been empty. T h e continued influence effect was
demonstrated in subjects' responses to a series of inferential
questions about the reports (e.g.. W h a t could have caused the
toxic fumes? W h y did the fire spread so quickly?):
Correction subjects mentioned volatile materials as the fue's
cause significantly more than did control subjects, despite
successfully remembering the story facts and the correction
itself. In the present experiment, w e examine the
contribution of both conversational implications and literal
content to the continued influence effect.
Conversational Implications
In the Wilkes and Leatherbarrow (1988) paradigm, the
continued influence effect m a y have stemmed from subjects'
inferring that the original information as well as the
correction statement was relevant and of good informational
quality. If so, then providing correction statements which
release subjects from such inferences should reduce the
continued influence effect. For example, in the rooftop
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terrorist situation described above, the reporter could have
deUvered an explanatCMy correctioD by saying, "the suspect is
not holding any hostages; although two missing workers
had been initially believed to be held as hostages, w e n o w
k n o w that in actuality those workers had never c o m e to
work today." This statement provides a reason w h y
someone might have initially believed in good faith that
there were two hostages.
In the present experiment, w e included two conditions in
which the correction statement explained w h y the original
infcKmation might have been uttered in good faith. T h e
explain relevance correction suggested that the original
information was found to be no longer relevant to current
conditions. The explain quality condition suggested that the
original information had been found to be of poor
informational quality. W e predicted that subjects receiving
explanatory corrections would show less continued influence
than subjects receiving simple negations. T h e explanations
were predicted to release subjects from assuming that the
original assertion w a s accurate and relevant to subsequent
understanding, thus leading them to respond in accordance
with the correction statement.
Literal Content
Alternatively, one might argue that the continued
influence effect had been obtained in the prior studies
because the literal content of the correction message in the
prior studies had been inadequate. Specifically, one might
argue that the message failed to rule out all involvement of
the discredited information (e.g., subjects reading about the
warehouse foe might infer that volatile materials, although
not in the closet, had been elsewhere on the premises at the
time of the fire). If so, enhancing the strength of the
correction statement should reduce the continued use of
discredited information. Thus w e included in the present
experiment an enhanced negation condition to determine
whether elaborating upon the literal content of a correction
improves understanding. If inadequacy of literal content had
P'oduced the effea found in previous studies, then one would
expect to see a reduction in the effect for subjects in the
enhanced negation condition. O n the other hand, an
extension of the conversational logic perspective predicts
that listeners will draw further inferences w h e n speakers
seem to repeat themselves without conveying any additional
information. In particular, if the literal content is
uninformative, listeners will infer that its reiteration implies
a level of doubtfulness about the truth status of the
statement (cf. Gruenfeld & W y e r , 1992; Wegner, Wenzlaff,
Kerker, & Beattie, 1981). In line with the conversational
logic perspective, w e predicted that subjects receiving the
enhanced negation correction would show as m u c h or more
continued influence as would subjects receiving the simple
negation correction used in prior studies.
In the present experiment, subjects read one of six
versions of the series of reports about the investigation of a
warehouse fire (adapted with minor modifications from
Wilkes & Leatherbarrow, 1988). There were two control
conditions: a no-reference control in which subjects never
heard any suggestion that gas and paint had been involved,
and an undisputed reference control in which subjects heard

without contradiction that there bad been paint and gas in the
closet at the time of the fire. Together, these conditions
were intended to provide a baseline and a ceiling,
respectively, for subjects' likelihood of mentioning the
critical materials. In addition, there were four correction
conditions, in which subjects were initially told that gas and
paint were in the closet before thefire.The simple negation
correction told subjects that "the closet had actually been
empty before the fire." The enhanced negation correction
additionally asserted that no paint or gas had ever been stored
on the premises. The explain relevance correction asserted
that the closet had been empty because a trucker's strike had
interfered with an anticipated delivery of paint and gas. The
explain quality correction asserted that the closet contained
cans of coffee and soda rather than cans of paint and gas.
W e expected that the continued influence effect -- making
m o r e inferences involving the discredited information
compared to w h e n it had not been mentioned at all ~ would
be obtained for the simple negation condition, replicating
Wilkes and Leatherbarrow (1988) and Johnson and Seifert (in
press). W e further expected that subjectsreceivingeither of
the explanatory corrections would m a k e fewer inferences
involving the volatile materials than would subjects
receiving negation corrections, because the explanations

would release these subjects from expecting the original
assertion to be relevant. In addition, w e expected that the
enhanced negation correction would result in at least as
m u c h influence of the discredited information as the simple
negation correction, because subjects would attempt to view
the enhanced information as informative and would infer that
its utterance conveys doubtfulness about the validity of the
corection statement

Method
See Bush, Johnson, and Seifert (1994) for an unabridged
description of all methods and results.
Subjects
O n e hundred and sixteen University of Michigan
undergraduates participated in groups of 6 to 12 for a single
session lasting approximately SO minutes.
Materials
The materials were a series of 13 newspaper-style reports
(2-4 sentences long) describing the investigation of a
warehousefire,adapted from the materials of Wilkes and

Table 1: Text of Critical Messages in All Conditions
Condition

Content of Target Message
M e s s a g e 5 Text
4:30 a m . Message received from Police Investigator Lucas saying that they have
repcMtsthat

No-Reference Control

the closet was empty before the fire.

All Other Conditions

cans of oil paint and pressurized gas cylinders had been present in the closet before
the fire.
M e s s a g e 11 Critical Text
10:40 ajn. A second message received from PoUce Investigator Lucasregardingthe
investigation into the fire.

Control Conditions
No-Reference Control

It stated that the two firefighters taken to the hospital had been released

Undisputed Reference Control

It stated that the two firefighters taken to the hospital had been released

NfgatJQn Correction Conditions
Simple Negation

Enhanced Negation
Explanator/ CorrecUon CondiUons
Explain Quality

Explain Relevance

It stated that there were no cans of paint oc gas cylinders in the closet that had
reportedly contained them; the closet had actually been empty before the fire.

It stated that there was now clear evidence that no paint or gas had ever been store
anywhere on the premises. The closet had actually been empty before the fire.
It stated that there were no cans of paint or gas cylinders in the closet that had
reportedly contained them; the closet had actually beenfilledwith cans of coffee
and soda canisters.
It stated that there were no cans of paint or gas cylinders in the closet that had
repoitedly contained them; a delivery had been anticipated, but it had never arrived,
due to a truckers' strike.
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Leatherbarrow (1988). Booklets for the six conditions were
identical with the exertion of two critical messages, which
were varied in accordance with experimental condition.
For five of the conditions, the statement that the closet
contained the volatile materials (cans of oil paint and
pressurized gas cylinders) was presented as Message 5;
however, in the no-reference control condition. Message 5
stated instead that a closet in the warehouse had been empty
(see Table 1 for text).
For all conditions, Message 11 stated, "10:40 a.m. A
second message received from Police Investigator Lucas
regarding the investigation into the fire." The subsequent
text of Message 11 was varied by condition, as shown in
Table 1 above.
T w o outcome measures were also prq>ared. Thefirst,a
"summary sheet," asked subjects to provide a free-recall
report of the messages' contents, and to answer a question
about the fire's cause. The second measure was an openended questionnaire which contained eleven questions on
explicit facts (e.g.. W h a t was in the storage hall? Where on
the premises was thefirelocated?), followed by nine other
questions requiring subjects to m a k e inferences about the
event (e.g., W h a t could have caused the toxic fumes? W h a t
do the police currently suspect was responsible for the fire?),
and concluding with two questions assessing whether
subjects had been aware of any correction or contradiction in
the series (i.e.. W h a t was the point of the second message
from the police? W e r e you aware of any corrections in the
reports that you read?).
Procedure
Each subject received a booklet of reports and was
instructed to read through it page by page at his or her o w n
pace. Subjects were told that they would be asked to recall
the information later. W h e n each individual subject had
finished reading, the experimenter collected his or her
booklet of reports, and the subject received the summary
sheet. W h e n everyone had finished the summary task, all
subjects worked on an unrelated distractor task for 10
minutes. Afterwards, subjects received the open-ended
questionnaire and were instructed to answer each question
based on their understanding of the repots.
Results and Discussion
Inferences
All scoring w a s done by a trained coder blind to
experimental conditions. The thematic-inference measure
consisted of "negligence" theme responses m a d e on the nine
inference questions. Such responses were consistent with
believing Lbat the warehouse had contained carelessly stored
volatile materials that could have caused thefire;although
logically consistent with the initial message about the
volatile materials, they were inconsistent with the correction
message (see Table 2 for sample responses consistent with a
negligence theme). Included were responses using key words
(e.g., oil, paint, gas), more general terms for the closet
materials (e.g., flammables, combustibles), and responses
that made qualified but uncontroverted use of the key wc^ds
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Table 2: Sample Negligence T h e m e Responses
Sample Inference OuestlQn.s and Responses
Q : W h a t might have m a d e thefireparticularly intense?
A : Oilfiresare hard to put out.
Q: What could have caused the toxic fumes?
A : They thought oil and paint cans.
Q: What could have caused the toxic fumes?
A: Burning paint.
(e.g., "if there was paint" [in the closet]). Excluded were
responses expressing themes other than negligence, such as
stored paper, faulty wiring, structural properties of the
building, and intentionalfire-setting,or directly controverted
references to the volatile items.
Table 3 below shows the m e a n n u m b e r of general
negligence theme inferences for subjects within each
condition (column 1). All results reported throughout the
paper are significant at the .05 level unless otherwise noted.
A n analysis of variance revealed that the six groups differed
significantly in average number of negligence inferences;
F(5, 110) = 7.67, M S e = 3.48. A series of planned
comparisons revealed that, on average, the undisputed
reference condition contained significantly more negligence
inferences than the two negation conditions (F(l, 110) =
7.09); the two negation conditions contained significantly
more negligence inferences than the two explanatory
correction conditions (F(l, 110) = 4.14); and the two
explanatory correction conditions contained significantly
more negligence inferences than the no-reference condition
(F(l, 110) = 4.51). A n additional planned comparison was
performed between the two negation conditions, revealing
that subjects in the enhanced negation condition produced
marginally more negligence inferences than in the simple
negation condition (F(l, 110) = 2.73, p = .10). Thus, as in
the previous studies, a continued influence effect was found
(Johnson & Seifert, in press; Wilkes & Leatherbarrow,
1988), and the amount of continued influence was reduced in
the explanatory correction conditions and increased in the
^ihanced negation condition relative to the simple negation
condition.
A n additional direct-reference measure w a s computed,
consisting of a count of all direct and uncontroverted
references to the volatile materials themselves (paint cans or
gas cylinders). It showed a statistically significant pattern
that closely resembles that obtained for negligence theme
inferences. Finally, a correction-recall measure, which
indicated if subjects showed an awareness of having received
a correction on either the summary sheet or responses to the
two contradiction questions, w a s computed. It showed
differences a m o n g conditions, X ^ = 22.91. A s expected,
subjects in all of the correction groups showed high levels
of recall of the correction ( 9 6 % of subjects), whereas
subjects in the control conditions rarely m a d e responses
suggestive of having heard a correction ( 1 5 % of subjects).
These results provide support for the hypothesis that a
correction is more effective if it contains an explanation
addressing w h y the conflicting reports were given in the first

Table 3: M e a n Number of Inferences by Condition
Condition
No-Reference Control
Explain Relevance
Explain Quality
Simple Negation
Enhanced Negation
Undisputed Reference Control

Negligence
0.70
1.74
1.85
2.16
3.16
4.05

Unhedped
0.65
1.21
1.40
1.79
2.42
3.95

place, and more generally that the conversational
implications of correction statements are no less influential
than the literal implications.
Hedged Responses
The thematic-inference measure above was further broken
down into two subcategories: unhedged negligence theme
inferences, and hedged negligence theme inferences. The
latter category encompassed references to the volatile
materials that were couched in terms of uncertainty (e.g., "If
there were paint in the closet [it could have caused the toxic
fumes];" "supposedly there were explosives in the closet"),
or that posited distinct instances of the volatile materials
other than the controverted instance (e.g., "paint [that came]
off the walls"), or that suggested an interpretation that
integrated elements of both the original information and the
correction (e.g., gas was "put back" into the closet before
the fure). The remaining negligence theme inferences, all of
which were stated directly and without qualification, fell into
the unhedged negligence inferences category. A comparison
of the level of unhedged negligence references for the various
groups, shown in columns 2 and 3 above, indicates whether
subjects' interpretations differed in their complexity or
degree of uncertainty (cf. Grice (1967/1989) on
"doubtfulness," pp. 140-141).
A series of planned comparisons revealed that the
undisputed reference group made significantly more unhedged
negligence inferences than the two negation groups (F(l,
110) = 12.87); the two negation groups made marginally
more unhedged negligence inferences than the two
explanatory correction groups (F(l, 110) = 3.69, p < .06);
and the two explanatory correction groups failed to differ
significantly from the no-reference condition (F(l, 110) =
1.7). For the hedged inferences, a comparison between the
two control conditions and the four correction conditions
planned as a manipulation check showed that the correction
conditions contained significantly more ambiguous
negligence inferences (F(l, 110) = 8.11). Thus, being
exposed to a correction does change h o w people talk about
the discredited information, in that they use more hedges
than do subjects whose exposure to the information is
undisputed. Furthermore, these results suggest that the
impact of explanations is powerful enough to eliminate
significant influence of the discredited information on h o w
subjects think and speak about the events in question.
In the explanatory correction conditions, the level of
unhedged inferences involving the disaedited materials did
not differ from the level in the no-reference control group.
This is consistent with the idea that subjects, faced with
corrections, try to come up with plausible explanations for

Jl£dS£d
0.05
0.53
0.45
0.37
0.74
0.11

w h y the conflicting messages would have been given, and
that the hedged references refer to the integrative
explanations that subjects have generated. In the two
explanatoiy negation conditions, subjects were provided with
an explanation, and thus they were more successful than
subjects in the negation conditions at avoiding the
discredited information in their responses. T o the extent that
these subjects continued to incorporate the discredited
information into their interpretations, they tended to develop
interpretations that integrated this information with the
explanation provided in the discrediting statement. Thus,
when faced with a complex comprehension situation, the
only difference between the inferential responses of these
subjects and those of no-reference control subjects was that
these subjects continued to speak of the discredited
information in ways that did not literally conflict with the
discrediting statement.
Conclusion
Earlier demonstrations of the continued influence effect
have shown that people w h o are exposed to a discrediting
statement often continue to make use of the information that
has been discredited (e.g., Johnson & Seifot, in press). The
present results further show that being exposed to a
correction statement can mitigate (although not remove)
reliance upon the discredited infcnmation when the correction
statement provides an explanation for w h y the earlier
misinformation might have been uttered. Furthermore,
these results demonstrate that enhancing the strength of a
discrediting statement without providing an explanation for
its utterance can actually decrease the statement's
effectiveness. Theseresultssuggest models of understanding
informational updates must address the pragmatic issues of
the manner in which the updated information is conveyed.
The presentresultssuggest that one cause of the continued
influence effect (Wilkes & LeathCTbarrow, 1988; Johnson &
Seifert, in press) was the failure of the discrediting statement
to account for the conversational implications that favored
believing in the continuedrelevanceand informativeness of
the initial information. Evidence for the importance of
conversational implications in understanding corrections
comes from two directions: (a) Release from conversational
implications: the obtained reduction in the number of
inferences based on the discredited information for the
explanatory negation groups relative to the simple negation
group; and (b) Inadequacy of literal enhancement: the
obtained marginal increase in the number of inferences based
on the discredited information for the enhanced negation
group relative to the simple negation group. The present
results do not suggest, however, that such conventions are
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ibe only important factor in comprehension: although
Colby. K., & Enea, H . (1973). Heuristic methods for
subjects in the explanatory correction groups showed less of
computer understanding of natural language in contextthe continued influence effect, they nevertheless continued to
restricted on-line dialogues. Mathematical Biosciences, 1.
make more affected inferences than did control subjects w h o
Cirice, H . P (1967/1987). Logic and conversaUon. In H.
had never been exposed to the misinformation.
P. Grice (1989), Studies in the W a y of Words (pp. 1-143).
These findings imply that correcting the literal content of
Cambridge, M A : Harvard University Press.
the misinformation is insufficient to produce an accurate
Gruenfeld, D. H., & Wyer, R. S. (1992). Semandcs and
understanding; instead, the conversational implications of
pragmatics of social influence: H o w affumations and
the initial assertion of the information must also be
denials affect beliefs in referent propositions. Journal of
addressed. In particular, this study shows that explicitly
Personality and Social Psychology, 62, 38-49.
addressing the implications raised by corrections, -- that is, Johnson, H. M., & Seifert, C. M . (in press). Sources of
the implications that the initial assertion remains truthful
the continued influence effect: W h e n discredited
and relevant ~ can mitigate the further influence and use of
information in memory affects later inferences. Journal of
the misinformation. Thus, if a speaker wants to make a
Experimental Psychology: Learning and Memory.
correction well understood, the speaker should take pains to Kass, A., Leake, D., & Owens, C. (1986). Programming
the theory: S W A L E , a program that explains. In R.
explain why he or she originally believed the now-discredited
information to have been correct. The speaker should also
Schank (Ed.), Explanation Patterns: Understanding
be aware more generally that the conversational implications
Mechanically and Creatively. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
of conection statements are no less influential than their
Ejlbaum Associates.
literal implications.
Ross, L., Lepper, M . R., & Hubbard, M . (1975).
In news, courtroom, and classroom settings,
Perseverance in self-perception and social perception:
communicators m a y convey corrected information without
Biased attributional processes in the debriefing paradigm.
providing any explanation for their apparent violation of
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 32, 880conversational conventions. For example, in tutoring
892.
systems (e.g., Anderson, 1990; Anderson, Boyd, Farrell, & Schul, Y., & Bumstein, E. (1985). W h e n discounting
Reiser, 1984; Brown & Burton, 1975), it m a y be especially
fails: Conditions under which individuals use discredited
important to explain the implications of the occurrence of
information in making a judgment. Journal of
misinformation in order to assist students in accepting and
Personality & Social Psychology, 49, 894-903.
Thompson, W . C . Fong, G. T., & Rosenhan, D. L.
incorporating corrections in instruction. Similarly, in
(1981). Inadmissible evidence and juror verdicts. Journal
natural language dialog systems (e.g., Colby & Enea, 1973)
of Personality and Social Psychology, 40, 453-463.
and models of explanation (e.g., Kass, Leake, & Owens,
Wegner, D. M.. Wenzlaff, R., Kerker, R. M., & Beattie, A.
1986), resolving conflicting statements or viewpoints m a y
E. (1981). Incrimination through innuendo: Can media
lead to similar comprehension problems. Since it m a y be
questions become public answers? Journal of Personality
critical to make one's audience accurately understand updated
information, a speaker must carefully address the complete
and Social Psychology, 40, 822-832.
Wilkes, A. L., & Leatherbarrow, M . (1988). Editing
meaning of utterances, including their conversational
episodic m e m o r y following the identification of error.
implications, when correcting misinformation.
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 4 0 A ,
361-387.
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Abstract

position is not, in fact, behaviorist, this might well be
attributed to a lack of appreciation for Skinner's work.
Take, for example the following illustration from Skinner
(1966):
The differences between rule-following and contingencyshaped behavior is obvious when instances are pretty clearly
only one or the other. The behavior of a baseball outfielder
catching aflyball bears certain resemblances to the behavior
of of the commander of a ship taking part in the recovery of a
reentering satellite. Both move about on a surface in a
direction and with a speed designed to bring them, if possible,
near a falling object at the moment it reaches the surface.
Both respond to recent stimulation from the position,
direction, and speed of the object, and they both take into
account the effects of gravity and friction. The behavior of
the baseball player, however, has been almost entirely shaped
by contingencies of reinforcement, whereas the commander is
simply obeying rules derived from the available information
and from analogous situations.
T h e parallel between this illustration and the example of
Truckese navigators vs. European navigators found in the
preface to Suchman's (1987) Plans and Situated Actions is
striking. (Intaestingly, nowhere in Suchman's book or any
of the S A replies to Vera and Simon (1993) is Skinner
referenced.) The position taken by m a n y of the S A
advocates is similar to that of Brunswik (1956), more
recently discussed by H a m m o n d (1986), that current work
in psychology and decision-making lacks "representative
design;" that the environments typically studied by
behavioral scientists are not relevant to the environments in
which the behavior typically occurs. Again, this is clearly
parallel to the arguments put forth by another prominent
m e m b C T of the S A community in reference to classroom
education's failure to generalize to supermarket situations.
(Lave, 1988).
O n e might take the position, then, that what thefieldof
cognitive science ought to do inregardto S A is the same
thing that it did with Skinner's behaviorism—reject it lock,
stock, and barrel. If this is the obvious response, w h y has
S A w o n over m a n y followers? O n e hyjwtheses about the
source of the S A canmunity's success is that the cognitive
"revolution" threw the proverbial baby out with the bath
water. In rejecting behaviorism, the cognition community
went to far, and threw out the environment as well. B y
ignoring the influence of the environment on behavior, key
features of the interaction between humans and the world
are missed, such as the rich, non-deterministic nanire of

A recent issue of the journal Cognitive Science (1993,
vol. 17. no. 1) centered around a debate between two
"camps" within thefield,the "situated action" (or S A )
c a m p and the "traditional," symbol processing camp.
TTiough the debate in that journal suggests that, at some
levels, symbol processing and S A are
incommensurable, this paper disputes that view. If the
message of the S A community is taken to be that
traditional approaches neglect the importance of the
environment, then not only is the message an important
one, but the typical symbol processing system is guilty
as charged. However, this does not m e a n that, in
principle, symbol processing systems must have this
limitation. T h e two approaches can work hand-in-hand
to produce more general and more accurate
computational models. A framework of building
models of the environment and having models of
cognitive agents work with those models is proposed,
from which a smooth integration of S A and symbol
processing is not only possible, but desirable. The
framework proposed here is instantiated with a
production system called S - C A P S , and the efficacy of
building models of both the problem-solver and the
problem environment is demonstrated.
Introduction
A recent issue of the journal Cognitive Science (1993, vol.
17, no. 1) centered around a debate between two "camps"
within thefield,the "situated action" (or S A ) c a m p and the
"traditional," symbol processing camp. While an engaging
debate, this discussion shed more heat than light on the
subject—both sides presented arguments for their points,
with neither side yielding enough ground to reach a point of
productive dialogue. T h e central aim of this paper is to
m a k e the case that these positions are not only not
incommensurable, but complementary. First, the positions
of both camps (admitted caricatures) will be outlined, then
a general approach to integration will be laid out, and
finally, an example of the integration will be provided.
The Situated Position
At the most extreme, the situated position is quite close to
Skinner's position of environmentalism: all of the
interesting behavior of an organism can be understood by
examining the environment in which the behavior occurs.
Though m a n y of the S A proponents claim that their
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complex behavior. Another often-commented upon aspect
of real environments is that they are dynamic systems that
constantly change, whether the agent is acting upon them or
not (e.g. KirUk, Miller, & Jagacinski, 1993).Whilc perhaps
taking certain points a to an extreme, the S A community
has a legitimate and important message.

"Actions" taken by the system are typically represented
by adding working m e m o r y elements thai represent the
state of the worid after the action (postconditions) and
deleting those elements that are no longer true. There is
nothing that represents the action itself, and system actions
are the only processes that modify the contents of working
memory. Actions are completely deterministic in the sense
The Symbol Processing Position
that the results of an "action" are always the same. In
addition,
these "actions" are always successful. There is no
Traditional cognitive science has been largely concerned
world,
as only the system can modify working
dynamic
with formalism, both in the sense of structural formalism in
memory. The state of both the agent and the world is totally
theories (e.g. computer simulations) and formal empirical
controlled by the knowledge present in the agent—a sort of
methodology (i.e. controlled experimentation). This has led
telekinesis—and completely represented in a m e m o r y
cognitive science to be concerned mainly with easilysystem that resides within the agent. Not surprisingly, such
formalizable domains. These are typically "high-level"
systems normally have an unbounded space in which to
cognitive activities, such as reading and playing chess.
represent
the world, which is another strange and unrealistic
While an understanding of reading and chess is certainly
property that loids itself to the belief in large " m a p " and
important, it can be argued that the proportion of a person's
"plan" type structures.
life spent engaged in such high-level activity is small.
Thus, while Vera and Simon (1993) claim that it is
The focus on formal, high-level tasks has, however, had
possible
to m a k e computational models "situated," this is
its impact on symbolic models. Models created by
genially left as exactly that: a possibility. With few
researchers in this area often are essentially unable to
excepdons, the symbol processing approach has paid little
interact dynamically with the world. The standard form of
more than lip service to modeling the envircMiment.
interaction with the world is that a model will receive some
kind of input, take that input and go off computing (not
Integrating the Environment
again looking outside itself) until it is finished processing,
and then "act" upon the world by producing some output.
O n e of the central problems with the label "situated action"
Models of the world, on the other hand, are usually
is that it implies that some action is "situated" and some
impoverished and static if they are attempted at all.
action is not. In Lave's (1988) example of grocery store
Take as an example a typical production system such as
arithmetic, for example, calculation in the market is
0PS5. While strict O P S 5 systems are not commonly used
characterized as "situated" while calculation in the
in cognitive science, there are several systems based or
classroom is not).' Surely, though, both the classroom and
similar to O P S 5 : Soar (Newell, 1990), C A P S (Just &
the grocery store are environments, and both of them can be
Carpenter, 1992), and others. Note that the commentary
formally modeled. A n d cognitive scientists are still actively
modeling students doing mathonatics. W h y not, then,
here JCTi'ics to most symbol processing systems, not just
production systems.
maintain models of both the cognitive agent and of the
O P S 5 systems rarely act upon the real world, or even a
environment in which it is behaving? A truly integrated
model of the real world. O P S 5 has two m e m o r y systems:
framework must not only be able to model both, but must
working m e m o r y and production memory. Patternmodel both. In order for a model built upon such a
matching takes place, and those productions that match
framework to run at all, explicit models of both the agent
patterns present in working m e m o r y are instantiated. In
and the environment should be required, thus addressing the
O P S 5 , only one of the instantiated productions is fired,
interaction of the agent and its situation.
meaning the actions associated with the production are
Constructing such models will obviously require
modifications to the way traditional symbolic models are
executed. The actions of productions do one of three things:
delete items in working memory, add items to working
constructed, but these modifications need not be all that
memory, or change the attributes of items in woilcing
severe, as impliciUy suggested by Suchman (1987, p. 63):
memory. Note the commonality: all of these actions affect
" W e walk into a simation, identify its features, and match
the system's working memory. There is nothing external to
our actions to it." This is remaikably close to the w a y a
the system! (See Figure 1 for a depicdon of this process.)
traditional production system of if-dien rules works, so such
a system will once again be taken as a starting point, though
pattern matching.
m a n y of these changes could conceivably be zppMsA to
othCT symbolic systems as well.
W h a t are the properties that a framework for integration
J .
should supp(Ht? O n e of these features is that the framework
Production
Working
should distinguish between internal and external
Memory
Memory
Some S A advocates may, in response, claim that all action is
situated—if so, the label S A is misleading. This is one of the
primary reasons some S A advocates have taken to the term
"situativity" (Greeno, personal communication). Either way, it
does not affect the point made here.

direct changes.
Figure 1. OPS5-style system
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representations. That is, the framework should m a k e it clear
what things are "stored" in the environment, and which are
represented internally by the agent. In such a framework,
the impact of such "distributed cognition" should be clear.
People obviously perform the same task (such as
multiplying ten-<ligit numbers) better in some environments
(with paper and pencil) than in others (without any external
aid). There needs to be a performance difference implied by
a difference in locus of representation.
Second, the agent should be reactive. That is, the agent's
behavior should not be strictly tied its goals and/or plans. In
one current model, A C T - R (Anderson, 1993), productions
canfireonly if they can match to the current goal of the
agent. Thus, if the agent is multiplying two numbers and a
fire breaks out in the room, the agent is doomed to perish in
the flames since actions like "exit the room" are irrelevant
to the current goal context. Goal management needs to be
looser and the agent more reactive than in most traditional
models.
Another distinction that should be enforced by the
framework is a distinction between internal and external
actiCHis taken by the agent. T h e processes by which an agent
model acts upon the world and by which an agent model
acts upon internal representations should be different. Since
internal representations are "owned" by the agent, direct
action on those is appropriate. Also, the agent should not
control the outcome of taking action. This is the purpose of
the external model; it is the part of the model that should
m a k e explicit what can and caimot be done.
The environment model should be responsible for
managing the contents of the system's external memory.
This includes not only handling changes of state in response
to the agent's actions, but changes over time due to the
dynamics of the system. In a model of an air traffic
controller, for instance, the environment model must handle
both the controller's actions and the actions taken by the
planes the controller is monitoring.
It should be noted that there have recently been systems
proposed with some of these features. T h e most noteworthy
of these systems include Teton (VahLehn & Ball, 1991),
which has loose goal management, D i B S (Larkin,
1989),)which has a split between internal and external
m e m o r y and the Phoenix project (Cohen, Greenberg, Hart,
& H o w e , 1989), which contains an envirorunental model.
These are useful beginnings, but do not completely address
all of the issues raised above.
A First Attempt at Integration
This section will describe a framework that is intended to
meet the criteria listed in section 2. This framework is
based on C A P S (Just & Carpenter. 1992), and will be
referred to as S - C A P S (for "situated C A P S " ) . The goal of
S - C A P S is to m o v e away from traditional "internal only"
agent models typical of symbolic models by adding an
environment model, as well as specifying h o w the
envirorunent model and the agent model interact. The basic
flow of information and control in S-CAPS is presented in
Figure 2. Note that rectangles designate structures internal
to the agent, and ovals external structures.
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Figure 2. Informatioi and control flow in S-CAPS
S-CAPS, like other production systems, contains a
production memory and a working memory. Unlike most
other systems, it also contains a declarative long-term
m e m o r y ( L T M ) and a world model. The declarative L T M is
of little intCTest in the present discussion; what is critically
important is the world model. The world model controls
what is available to the agent via perception of the external
world.
The first feature to note about S - C A P S is that productions
are sensitive to things that are present not just in the internal
working m e m o r y of the agent. External and internal
representations are separate. C A P S is nearly unique among
production systems in that working m e m o r y can be
bounded—it is not of unlimited size. In S - C A P S there are
two "pools" of working m e m o r y activation: the pool
internal to the agent, which is bounded, and the external
pool, which is not. It is not the purpose of this pi^)er to go
into detail about the capacity limitations of working
memory; suffice it to say that there is such a limit, and it
adversely affects the performance of the system in terms of
both speed and accuracy of performance. Both intoiial and
external representations are available to the pattemmatcher, which does not distinguish between elements in
internal and external memory. Thus from the memory
perspective, the differrace between internal and external
representations is the lx)unded namre of internal working
memory.
The second major difference between S - C A P S and
traditional cognitive science frameworks is that productions
cannot directly affect everything over which pattern
matching is done. Productions can alter the activation of
elements in the internal working memory, but cannot
directly cause changes in the representation of the
environment. Instead, productions cause actions to occur. In
S-CAPS, actions have a specific form: an action by the
agent is an input into the world model. The world model is
free to handle that input in whatever way it chooses. Once
an action is initiated by the agent, the agent model does not

and operators in the same order, but different surface forms.
In general, the amount of time subjects spend on these
problems is inversely related to the amount of external
representation provided by the isomorph. This is a
reasonably powerful and well-known effect (Kotovsky,
Hays. & Simon, 1985; Zhang & Norman, 1994).
Strangely enough, this effect has only been modeled
once, by Kotovsky and Kushmerick (1991), This model
was fairly coarse and, more importantly, it placed the locus
of the performance diifCTence as being within the subjects:
"[t]he differait problems are defined by the subjects'
internal problem representation..." This seems
counterintuitive, since there are no systematic differences
between the subjects in the different conditions—what is
different is the puzzle they solved. Thus, the source of the
difference ought to be based on different models of the
puzzle, not different models of the subjects.
Different environment models form the basis of the SC A P S simulations. In order to represent subjects working
on two isomorphs of the T O H , one set of productions was
built to simulate the subjects. T h e two isomorphs of the
T O H modeled here, referred to as "easy" and "hard," differ
in their ability to rqjresent m o v e legality. The "hard"
version of the world model simply responds to actions and
updates the world state. T h e "easy" version does this and
more: it computes and makes available a "constraint:" the
legality of moves. This is a reasonable thing for the world
model to do—the standard T O H , for instance, m a y be said
to do this. Since an illegal state (a large disk on top of a
small disk) is clearly represented in the standard T O H , the
world model essentially gives this information to the agent
model for "free"—the world model handles the
computatiOTi of m o v e legality, rathw than the agent. This
should result in better performance on the "easy" version.
(This should, of course, generalize to any two "isomorphic"
problem spaces in which one computes constraints for the
agctA and the other does not.)

control its outcome—the world model does. The agent's
actions can be thought of as requests to the world model for
certain outputs, with no guarantee of success.
Another important feature is that the contents of the
matching area (the available percepts) can change without
the agent doing anything. Note in Figure 2 that "time" is an
input into the world model. At the beginning of each
production cycle, the world model gets a message or
procedure call that some amount of time has passed, and to
act accordingly. Thus, the system can be (in fact, must be)
responsive to a dynamically changing world.
There are several interestingramificationsof constructing
the S-CAPS framework this way. O n e of them is that the
agent-environment system can act without the use of timeand space-intensive cognitive operations. Note that in
Figure 2, there is an action path from the world model to
perception to {M-oductions and back to the world model that
does not pass through the agent's L T M or W M . O f course,
the agent has to acquire the appropriate productions, but
once this has been accomplished such a process can run
quickly and fluidly, giving the system a capacity for and
providing a clear noticHi of the idea of "skilled
performance." Since little or no "reasoning" takes place
during such a process, it should also be fairly rigid.
Another implication of such a framework is that two tasks
with identical structure in terms of the problem space
(Newell & Simon, 1972) but differait representations, one
primarily internal and one primarily external, should have
different performance characteristics. The reliance on
internal working m e m o r y should cause the isomorph with
the higher reliance on internal representation to be both
slower and more error-prone.
Illustrating Integration: S-CAPS at Work
The effectiveness of the S-CAPS framework will be
demonstrated with two simulation models of v w y different
tasks, the traditional Tower of Hanoi and a pilot completing
a preflight checklist.
Tower of Hanoi

This example is intended to illustrate several of the points
mentioned earlier, and will be accomplished through die
use of two models of the Tower of Hanoi ( T O H ) . First, the
two models will not differ in terms of the knowledge held
by the agent, but in the behavior of the world model.
Second, they will demonstrate the performance difference
between internal and external representation, based on the
different world models. Note that this is quite unlike most
cognitive science approaches to modeling, where different
performance is almost always modeled by diffo'ences in the
agent's knowledge or capacity.
The Tower of Hanoi is probably the most well-studied
puzzle in cognitive science history. The problem space for
the T O H is relatively small, having only a few states and
simple variants of one operator, m o v m g a disk to another
peg. O n e of the things that has been investigated in the
T O H literature is the effect of varying the amount of
information represented in diffCTent isomorphs of the
puzzle. These isomorphs all have the same number of states
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W M Capacity (units)
Figure 3. S - C A P S simulation performance

Simulation results were in accord with this prediction.
Several simulations were done with both the easy and hard
versions of the problems, each with a different amount of
activation allowed (i.e. capacity) in the internal working
m e m o r y . Figure 3 shows that the number of production
cycles required to solve the puzzle is clearly a function of
both the type of puzzle and the size of the agent's internal
working memory. In all cases, the "hard" puzzle did, in
fact, take longer to solve than the easy puzzle. In addition,
performance on the "hard" puzzle was m u c h more sensitive
to the decrease of m e m o r y activation available to the agent.
T h e performance of the simulations at activation
capacities greater than nine were the same as those for nine.
Simulations were not run at capacities less than those
shown on the graph because with smaller capacities the
simulations failed to solve the puzzle.
Clearly, the use of external representation has a profound
effect on the performance of the simulation, and there is a
clear interaction between puzzle difficulty and activation
capacity. The inaeased difficulty of puzzles where the
agent must compute m o v e legality is in accord with the
empirical results presented by Kotovsky, Hays, & Simon
(1985) and Zhang & N o r m a n (1994). Just, Carpenter, &
H e m i ^ l l (in press) have demonstrated that subjects'
working m e m o r y capacity is also related to performance on
the T O H , and the S - C A P S simulations are consistent with
this result.

from the list.
Simulation results are presented in Figure 4. Essentially,
this figure represents the robustness of the pilots to the
interruption. Since Pilot 1 is poorly supported by his
environment, his performance degrades most easily. In fact,
the first deviation from the initial baseline time represents
the pilot having to start the checklist over from the
beginning after being interrupted. Further decrements to
performance are a results of the system spending
production cycles "thrashing" to recover goals and list
items.
Pilot 2's performance is better, but the deviation from the
baseline time for this pilot also represents restarting the
checklist from the beginning. Later degradation of
performance with reduced W M capacity is not as poor as
for Pilot 1 since list items do not have to be recovered, only
goals.
Pilot 3's performance is clearly the most robust in the
sense of recovering from the interruption because the
environment has afforded him a w a y to not only represent
the checklist, but also his location in it. His performance
evennially degrades, primarily due to the difficulty
involved in reading the message from the tower.
Thus, these simulations further reinforce the S A position
that an important part of understanding complex h u m a n
behavior is understanding the envirorunent in which it
occurs—^all of these simulations used exactly the same set
of productions to model the pilot.

Prenight Checklist
Conclusions and Implications
The second set of simulations will serve to further illustrate
m a n y of the same points, but on a more "real-world" task.
Though scxnetimes characterized as opposing paradigms,
traditional symbol processing systems and the situated
H u m a n data for comparison is not available for this task,
action perspective can, in fact, be integrated.TTiis is not
but it serves to highlight the fact that the S - C A P S
merely a possibility, but ought to result in an increased
framework has applications outside of the somewhat
understanding of h u m a n behavior. B y explicitly modeling
overdone T O H puzzle. (These simulations wctc originally
both the environment and the cognitive agent, it is posable
presented in Kirlik & Byrne, 1994.)
to examine three important sources of variance in behavior:
The task performed by the pilot modeled is a relatively
straightforward preflight checklist. The
80-,
pilot is required to m a k e a number of
safety checks before takeoff, but while
70woridng his way through the list, he is
interrupted by a critical message from
the control tower. H e is required to read .c 60o
the message, decide if he can meet the
50request of the tower, and send a reply.
Q.
There are three "versions" of the pilot:
E
40Pilot 1. This pilot has little support
o
from the enviromnait, in that he has no
o
30copy of the checklist handy and has to
3
maintain the entve list in working
20m e m o r y throughout the task.
o
Pilot 2. This pilot is different in that he o
10has a copy of the checklist, but nothing
Pilot 1
Pilot 2
- O " Pilot 3
that affords checking items off when
they are completed—he has no w a y for
— r ' I ' I - r —T" -r
the world to tell him where on the
4
8
15
14
13
12 11
10
9
checklist he is.
Pilot 3. This pilot has both a checklist
W M Capacity (units)
and a pen with which to check off items
Figure 4. Pilot checklist performance
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that which is a result of characicristics of the agent, that
which is a results of constraints and affordances in the
environment, and that which is a result of the interaction of
the agent-environment system. The S-CAPS framework
provides a first step toward such integration, and
demonstrates, even on the abstract T D H puzzle, the
importance of viewing behavior as a situation-cognition
interaction.
Clearly, there is much work to be done. W e need more
formalisms for describing environments, and ways to
translate those formalisms into dynamic models with which
our simidated agents can interact. While a useful example,
the Tower of Hanoi provides a limited picnire of the kind of
environments that need to be modeled. More interesting
results would certainly be provided by supplying a model of
a knowledgeable agent in aricherand more dynamic
situation, such as an airplane cockpit. Though a task of such
complexity may seem a daunting challenge, both the
symbol processing community and the situated action
community should look upon such an endeavor as an
opportunity to enrich each other's pCTspective, rather than
an arena for trying to prove the other camp wrong.
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Abstract
The sorts of hypothetical possibilities that w e can think
about span a range from situations that are close to the
happen
actual course of events in the world's history or potential
future, such as 1 and 2, to possibilities that are quite
remote, e.g.,

Hypothetical reasoning - thinking about what might
in the future or what might have happened in the past enables us to go beyond factual reality. W e suggest that
human reasoners construct a more explicit mental
representation of hypothetical conditionals, such as. If Linda
were in Dublin then Cathy would be in Galway, than of
factual conditionals, such as, if Linda is in Dublin then Cathy
is in Galway. W h e n people think about the factual
conditional, they keep in mind the affirmative situation -Linda is in DubUn, Cathy is in Galway, and they maintain
only an implicit awareness that there may be alternatives to
this situation. In contrast, when they think about the
hypothetical conditional, they keep in mind not only the
affirmative situation, but also the presupposed negative one
(Linda is not in Dublin, Cathy is not in Galway). The
postulated differences in mental representations lead us to
expect differences in the frequency of inferences that people
make from the two sorts of conditionals, and we report the
results of an experiment that corroborates this prediction.
The psychological data have implications for philosophical
and linguistic accounts of counterfactual conditionals, and
for artificial intelligence programs designed to reason
hypothetically.

3. If kangaroos had no tails, they would topple over.
(from Lewis, 1973). Hypothetical thinking facilitates
political and legal debate, scientific and causal thought,
predictions about everyday social and personal activities,
learning from mistakes, and experiencing emotions such as
surprise and regret. H o w do people do it? Our attempt to
answer this question takes as its starting point an
examination of the cognitive processes underlying people's
understanding of the logic of hypothetical conditionals.
The Problem of Counterfactuals
Most research on deduction has focused on reasoning with
conditionals that are at the factual end of the dimension of
hypotheticality, e.g..

Hypothetical Conditionals
4.
W e stretch our imaginations most, outside of daydreams,
when w e think about hypothetical possibilities. This
capacity ensures that w e are not mentally tied to the
situation w efindourselves in and w e can think about other
situations that differ from it. W e engage in such
hypothetical thinking when w e mull over the past,
wondering what might have been, e.g.,

If Jane inherited the fortune, she bought the sports car
of her dreams.

There is a large body of empirical data on the nature of the
inferences that h u m a n reasoners m a k e from such
conditionals. Reasoners find some sorts of inferences easy
and others difficult, and the factors that influence their
prowess are many (for a review, see Evans, Newstead, and
Byrne, 1993). A primaryfinding,to which w e will return
L If John had worn a seat belt, his injuries would have shortly, is that reasoners find some valid inferences from
been negligible.
conditionals much more difficult to make than others, and
they endorse inferences that, on a strictly logical analysis,
they
should consider fallacious.
We also do so when we look to the future, thinking about
what might be, e.g..
Perhaps hypothetical conditionals can be treated in the
same w a y as factual conditionals? The challenge of
extending a general theory of conditionals to encompass
2. If the ozone layer were replenished, there would be a
hypothetical conditionals (about possibilities) and
decrease in the incidence of cancers.
counterfactual conditionals (about matters which are
impossible, or which were once possible but are so no
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research, adding contradictory facts to a database raises
non-trivial problems, and yet it is crucial for a system that
engages in planning, diagnosis, or the creation of sub-goals
to solve problems (e.g., Ginsberg, 1986).

longer) has been taken up in philosophy, linguistics and
artificial intelligence (e.g., Barwise, 1986; Ginsberg, 1986;
Jackson, 1991; Pollock, 1986), and recently, in psychology
(e.g., Braine and O'Brien, 1991; Johnson-Laird and Byrne,
1991). But, conditionals at the other extreme ol
hypotheticality from factual conditionals, such as
counterfactuals, seem to m e a n something different.
Compare the factual conditional in 4 with its corresponding
counterfactual in 5:

O n e possibility is that a counterfactual is true if the
consequent follows from the antecedent taken together
with any relevant premises (e.g., Chisholm, 1946;
G o o d m a n , 1973; cf. Kvart, 1986; and for a psychological
adaptation, see Braine and O'Brien, 1991), and the
problem then is to specify the set of relevant premises. W e
consider
instead that a counterfactual is true if the
5. If Jane had inherited the fortune, she would have
consequent
is true in the models or scenarios constructed
bought the sports car of her dreams.
by adding the false antecedent to the set of beliefs it
recruits about the actual world, and making any necessary
The indicative mood of 4 is a clue to its relative factuality
adjustments (e.g., Lewis, 1973; Ramsey, 1931; Stalnaker,
compared to the subjunctive m o o d of 5 but it is a moot
1968; and for a psychological adaptation, see Johnsonpoint whether m o o d and factuality coincide perfectly (e.g.,
Laird, 1986; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991). The problem
D u d m a n , 1988). A counterfactual such as 5 carries a
then is to specify the most similar, minimally changed
presupposition that its antecedent (the first part of the
scenario in which to evaluate the consequent. Empirical
conditional) and its consequent (the second part) are both
evidence on the minimal changes people m a k e to mutate a
false. H o w then is a counterfactual to be evaluated as true
scenario w h e n they wish to mentally undo an outcome
or false?
suggest the process is influenced by a range of factors,
including for example, the temporal order of events, their
The conditions under which a factual conditional is true
causal
relations, and their exceptionality (e.g., K a h n e m a n
can be considered to be a function of the truth of its
and Miller, 1986).
components. The factual conditional in 4 is true in the
situation where Jane inherits the money and buys the car,
However, there are no psychological studies of the
and false in the situation where she inherits the money but
everyday logic of hypothetical conditionals. Psychological
does not buy the car. It is true in two further situations,
analyses have concentrated on assessments of their
those in which Jane does not inherit the money, and in
plausibility (e.g., Miyamoto and Dibble, 1986), and on
these cases, she m a y buy the car or not. Everyday
cross-cultural psycholinguistics (e.g., Kit-Pong A u , 1983).
conditionals can depart from this purely truth-functional
W e have carried out a series of experiments to examine the
account, perhaps because pragmatic factors overlay their
psychological processes underlying people's understanding
meaning (e.g., Grice, 1975), and theories of conditionals
of the logic of counterfactuals, and in this paper w e will
need to encompass these vagaries of interpretation (e.g.,
consider the results of one of them (see Byrne and Tasso,
However,
Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991).
1994).
counterfactuals do not yield readily to a similar truthfunctional account. The counterfactual in 5 rules out the
A Sketch of a Theory of
two possibilities where Jane inherited the money, since it
implies that the antecedent is false. O n a purely truthHypothetical Conditionals
functional account then, the counterfactual is true, but so
In this paper, w e attempt to specify the nature of the mental
too is the contrary counterfactual,
representations that people construct of hypothetical
conditionals, and the inferences they m a k e from them, in
6. If Jane had inherited the fortune, she would not have comparison to factual conditionals. W e will sketch a
bought the sports car of her dreams.
model-based theory of hypothetical reasoning (see Byrne
and Tasso, 1994, Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991). First,
Clearly, people consider some counterfactuals to be true w e will outline briefly the model theory of the
representation of factual conditionals, and then w e will
and others to be false. If w e are to account for their
s h o w that hypothetical conditionals, including
understanding of them, w e must go beyond an analysis of
counterfactuals, can be encompassed in this general theory.
the truth of the components.
In each of the hypothetical conditionals above, w e must
suspend our disbelief in the antecedent, a process which
requires us to suppose the truth of something w e k n o w is
currently false or perhaps even impossible, and w e must
nonetheless maintain consistency between this supposition
and the rest of our beliefs. In artificial intelligence
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The Representation of Factual Conditionals
The factual conditional,
7. If Linda is in Dublin then Cathy is in Gal way.

is consistent with three separate situations, that capture the
way the world would be if the conditional were true, which
w e represent in the following diagram:

details of the principles by which the psychological
algorithm processes models).
The Representation of Hypothetical Conditionals

8.

L

C

not-L

not-C

not-L

C

W h e n reasoners understand
hypothetical,

where "L" represents "Linda is in Dublin", " C " represents
"Cathy is in Galway", and "not-L" is a propositional-iike
tag to represent that Linda is not in Dublin (see JohnsonLaird and Byrne, 1991). Separate models are represented
on separate lines, so for example, the first model
corresponds to the situation where Linda is in Dublin and
Cathy is in Galway. The models m a y be filled with
information about w h o Linda and Cathy are, where they
are usually located, and what the connection between their
relative locations is, but these details are not our immediate
concern here; the structure of the models is our focus.
W e believe that reasoners construct an
initial
representation that is more economical than this fully
fleshed-out set, as illustrated in the following diagram:

9.

where the three dots represent a model with no explicit
content. It m a y be "fleshed-out" to be explicit, to the three
situations above if necessary, and it rules out a conjunctive
interpretation. T h e idea is that reasoners represent
explicitly the case mentioned in the conditional, and they
keep track of the possibility that there m a y be alternatives
to it.
In fact, the initial representation must record that Linda
being in Dublin has been represented exhaustively with
respect to Cathy being in Galway, i.e., it can occur again in
the fleshed-out set only with Cathy in Galway. W e capture
this notion in our diagrams with square brackets ~ a
mental note' that an individual makes when representing
the conditional:

10.

a conditional that is

11. If Linda were in Dublin then Cathy would be in
Galway.
they engage in a similar process to that for a factual
conditional. They construct an economical mental
representation based on the information given to them in
the premises,
12. hypothetical [L] C

They keep track of the epistemic status of their models,
making a 'mental note' about whether the models
correspond to actual or hypothetical situations, and they
tag the models accordingly. The representation of the
hypothetical situation will recruit memories that provide
further information about the belief reasoners have in the
actual status of the antecedent, the status of the consequent,
and the connection between them. They will construct
models of a different structure in each of these cases (for
details see Byrne and Tasso, 1994). Hence, they also
represent the actual situation, in so far as they know it, or
can induce it from the cues of the m o o d of the conditional.

13.

actual

not-L

[not-C]

hypothetical

[L]

C

In s u m m a r y , our suggestion is that the mental
representations and processes for factual and hypothetical
conditionals differ in h o w m u c h is made explicit initially.
Inferences from Factual and Hypothetical
Conditionals

[L]

Cathy's being in Galway has not been exhaustively
represented and so it m a y be included in other models
without Linda being in Dublin. The model illustrated in the
diagram in 10 is the initial economical model that w e
believe reasoners construct. W e have corroborated the
theory experimentally (Byrne and Johnson-Laird, 1992;
Johnson-Laird, Byrne, and Schaeken, 1992) and modelled
it computationally (see Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991, for
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Inferences based on an initial representation are easier than
inferences that require reasoners to flesh-out models (see
Johnson-Laird, Byrne, and Schaeken, 1992), as shown in
several deductive domains (Byrne 1989a; 1989b; Byrne
and Johnson-Laird, 1989; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1989;
Johnson-Laird, Byrne, and Tabossi, 1989). This
observation leads us to expect that certain inferences will
be made more readily from a hypothetical conditional than
from a factual one, namely, those inferences that require
the representation of the negative instance (Linda is not in

Dublin, Cathy is not in Galway). T o illustrate this point,
w e will compare the inferential process from hypothetical
and factual conditionals for two sorts of inferences, one
that does not require the representation of the negative
instance, and one that does.
The premises of the m o d u s ponens inference, that is, the
factual conditional in 7 and the minor premise.

They try to combine them, but this time, the combination
fails since the two sets of models seem incompatible. T h e
most c o m m o n error that reasoners m a k e to this inference is
to conclude that nothing follows. A prudent reasoner
fleshes out the models to the full set illustrated in 8, and
then the combination of the model of the second premise
rules out all but the second model:

14. Linda is in Dublin.

21.

require subjects to construct an initial model of the first
premise as illustrated in the diagram in 10, and a model of
the second premise:

The valid conclusion can be made,

not-L

not-C

22. Therefore, Linda is not in Dublin.

15.

The modus tollens inference is difficult, according to the
model theory, because reasoners must flesh out their
models and keep m a n y alternatives in mind in order to
make the deduction.

The two sets of models can be combined, and the
combination eliminates the implicit model, and leaves the
first model only:

In contrast, w e expect that the m o d u s tollens inference
should be easy to m a k e from the hypothetical conditional.
T o represent the hypothetical conditional in 11 and the
16.
minor premise in 19, reasonersfirstconstruct an inifial
model of the premises, as illustrated in 13, and they
from which it can be concluded that,
combine it with the model for the second premise,
illustrated in 20. This time the models can be combined
directly,
with no need to flesh them out. Reasoners can
17. Therefore, Cathy is in Galway.
eliminate the hypothetical models, and retain the first
model only:
A similar process is required for the same inference from
the hypothetical conditional. For the hypothetical
actual: not-L
not-C
23.
conditional in 11 and the minor premise in 14, reasoners
construct an initial model of the premises, as illustrated in
the diagram in 13, and a model of the second premise as
which supports the valid conclusion in 22.
illustrated in the diagram in 15. The combination results in
W e predict that m o d u s tollens from a hypothetical
one model, whose status is updated to represent an actual
conditional will be easier than modus tollens from a factual
situation:
conditional because the initial representation of the
hypothetical conditional is more explicit than the one from
the factual conditional. A s a result, m o d u s tollens can be
18.
actual: L
m a d e directly without any need to flesh-out the set of
models.
and this model supports the conclusion in 17.
W e m a k e a similar set of predictions for two further
Consider n o w a more difficult inference, modus toUens,
inferences, the denial of the antecedent from the minor
from a factual conditional. Given the factual conditional in
premise,
7 and the minor premise,
24. Linda is not in Dublin.

19. Cathy is not in Galway.

and the affirmation of the consequent, from the minor
reasoners once again construct an initial model of the first
premise,
premise, as illustrated in 10, and a model of the second
premise,
25. Cathy is in Galway.

20.

not-C
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These inferences are fallacies on a conditional
interpretation and reasoners m a k e them only when they fail
to flesh out their models fully. W e again predict that the
inference that depends on a negative instance — the denial
of the antecedent -- will be m a d e more readily from the
hypothetical than the factual conditional. In this case the
inference is fallacious, and so our expectation is that the
hypothetical conditional will support more fallacies than
the factual conditional (see Byrne and Tasso, 1994, for
details).

A s Table 1 also shows, there were no reliable differences
in the frequency of modus ponens inferences from the
hypothetical conditional (90%) compared to the factual one
(100%), nor in affirmation of the consequent fallacies from
the hypothetical conditional (50%) compared to the factual
one ( 3 0 % , Meddis quick-test z = 1, and z = 0.89,
respectively, n = 20, p = non-significant for each). These
results corroborate our proposals about the representation
of information in hypothetical conditionals. People
represent both the negative case and the affirmative case
for a hypothetical conditional, whereas they represent just
the affirmative case for a factual conditional.

An Experimental Comparison
of Inferences
Our aim was to compare the frequency of four sorts of
inferences from hypothetical and factual conditionals. W e
predicted that the inferences that depended on an
awareness of the negative instance — modus tollens and
denial of the antecedent — would be made more often from
the hypothetical conditional than from the factual one,
because of the postulated differences in the explicitness of
their representations.
Method
In the experiment w e asked 80 people, untrained in logic,
to m a k e a single inference from a conditional. The design
of the experiment was a fully between-subjects one. W e
gave half of the subjects the factual conditional and w e
gave the other half the hypothetical conditional (see Byrne
and Tasso, 1994). Each subject carried out one of the four
inferences outlined earlier. The content of the conditionals
was based on people-in-places, expressed in the present
tense, as illustrated in the examples. The components were
negated explicitly where necessary (e.g., Linda is not in
Dublin).
The subjects were undergraduate students in Trinity
College, Dublin, w h o participated in the experiment
voluntarily. They were tested in several medium-sized
groups and they were randomly assigned to one of the
eight conditions (10 subjects in each condition). They were
given the premises printed on a sheet of paper, and their
task was to write d o w n what conclusion, if any, followed
from them.
Results
The data corroborated our predictions, as Table 1 shows.
A s w e expected, the subjects m a d e more modus tollens
inferences ( 8 0 % ) from the hypothetical conditional than
from the factual one (40%), and they made more denial of
the antecedent fallacies ( 8 0 % ) from the hypothetical
conditional than from the factual one (40%), and both of
these differences are reliable [Meddis quick-test (Meddis,
1984) z = 1.77, n = 20, p < 0.05, for each].
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Table 1: Percentages of inferences made in each
condition of the experiment

MP

MT

100

40

40

30

Hypothetical 90

80

80

50

Factual

DA

AC

Key: M P , modus ponens; M T , modus tollens;
D A , deny antecedent; A C , affirm consequent.

Discussion
The experimental evidence supports our suggestion that
reasoners construct an initial representation of hypothetical
conditionals that is more explicit than the initial
representation of factual conditionals. For a hypothetical
conditional they keep in mind not only the affirmative
instances mentioned in the conditional (e.g., Linda in
Dublin, Cathy in Galway) but also the implied negative
instances. A s a result, they m a k e more inferences that
depend on the representation of these negative instances
(the modus tollens and denial of the antecedent inferences).
Notice that our account does not propose that reasoners
construct a logically more prudent representation of
hypothetical conditionals; the more explicit representation
enables them to make the valid modus tollens inference
more readily, but it also renders them more vulnerable to
logical fallacies such as the denial of the antecedent
inference.
Our view is that hypothetical conditionals, including
counterfactuals, can be encompassed within a general
theory of conditionals. Hence these psychological results
have implications for the philosophical debate on the

proper treatment of counterfactuals. The extension of our
general theory of conditional reasoning to encompass
counterfactual inference also has implications for artificial
intelligence reasoning programs: inferences about Tactual
matters and about hypothetical possibilities can be
modelled by the same underlying mechanism.
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Abstract
Behavior analysis has recently developed a new paradigm
for the study of categorization and language based on the
mathematical notion of equivalence. Inspired by this
paradigm, this paper presents a defmitional framework that
could be relevant for several of the phenomena under study
in Cognitive Science. First, categories are viewed as
classes of functional equivalence. B y doing so, results
from behavior analysis and cognitive psychology seem to
converge towards an experience-based interpretation of
category basicness. Second, conditional equivalence is
proposed as the basis for symbol-meaning and symbolsymbol relationships. Transfer of function through
conditional links is suggested as the mechanism of
connection between language and other aspects of
cognition.
The adoption and extension of these
functionalist formalisms provides us with significant
methodological, conceptual and even empirical
advantages.

Introduction: Equivalence

Relations

Behavior analysis is not one of the constituent partners
Cognitive Science because of unfortunate historical
circumstances. This paper will try to show h o w recent
conceptual and methodological innovations developed within
the behavior analytic discipline can be extremely relevant for
cognitive science. T h e n e w paradigm, based on the
mathematical notion of equivalence relation, provides a
coherent conceptual framework in which results and theories
of categOTization and language can be interpreted.
Equivalence is, mathematically speaking, a relation
between two objects of certain space that is reflexive,
symmetric and transitive. Let A, B, C, etc. be arbitrary
objects of a given space, and -, a relation defined a m o n g
those elements. Reflexiviiy requires that any object in the
space be related to itself (A - A ) . Symmetry requires that, if
an object A is related to another object B (A - B ) , then B
must be related to A (fi - A ) . Transitivity requires that, if A
- B and B - C, then it must be the case that A ~ C. If the
relation ~ is an equivalence relation and A ~ B, then A and B
are said to be equivalent with respect to -. Each equivalence
relation induces a partition of the space into non overlapping
classes of equivalence. Given any particular object A, the
set of all objects that are equivalent to it constitute the

equivalence class of A. A n equivalence class is completely
specified by any of its members.
T h e notion of relation has a long history in experimental
psychology. F r o m the stimulus-stimulus and stimulusresponse links proposed by early theories of classical and
operant conditioning, up to some of the most recent models
of semantic m e m o r y (Anderson, 1991) and category
acquisition (Gluck, 1991), the concept of relation among a
set of objects - b e they stimuli, responses or cognitive
structures- seems to be unavoidable. However, it has not
been until recently that behavior analysts have raised the
question of whether any of the relations formed by animals
and humans are equivalence relations.
Functional Equivalence and Categories
The behavior analytic tradition studies behavior as a function
of stimuli that varies with the history of the individual
organism. Let us define psychological junction as a conlg]^
dependent relation between a stimulus and an action, where
context refers not only to situational aspects but also to an
agent's goal^ Like algebraic functions, every psychological
of function can be said to have a domain, which is defined as
the set of all stimuli with s o m e effect on its outcome. For
example, "mushroom-gathering" can be thought of as a
psychological function whose domain consists of all visual
perceptions of mushrooms, and whose outcome can be
specified as a positive or negative selection (the mushroom
is picked or not). Psychological functions can be innate or
acquired. Through learning, an agent can form n e w
functions or adapt existing ones in order to increase the
likelihood of achieving its goals. For example, mountain
people that have developed an appropriate mushroomgathering function are more likely to satisfy their hunger
(feeding goal) and avoid poisonous reactions (sickness
prevention goal).
Each psychological function / induces an equivalence
relation -/- a m o n g the elements of its domain, A, B, etc.,
such that A ~/- B if and only ifflA) = f(B). In other words,
two stimuli are equivalent with respect to a given
psychological function if they can be substituted for each
other without affecting the outcome of the function. The
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^ Since the concepts discussed in this paper apply to both
natural and artificial agents, the terms "organism" and
"agent" will be used interchangeably.

equivalence relation so defined, aeates a partition of the
function's domain into equivalence classes ot functional
classes. The elements of a given functional class have the
common property of producing the same outcome under a
certain psychological function. For example, a person's
mushroom-gathering function m a y partition all possible
perceptions of mushrooms into two functional classes:
poisonous and non-poisonous mushrooms. O n the contrary,
elements of a function's domain that produce different
outcomes will be referred to as functionally distinct. A n y
two elements of a function's domain must be either
equivalent or distinct with respect to the function.
Functional classes are the behaviorist counterpart to
categories in cognitive science. Under the functional
approach, category acquisition is viewed as the induction of
a partition for a new psychological function. In other
words, the problem of learning a new category consists of
figuring out what elements in the domain of a new function
require the same action and what elements require different
actions. T o the extent that functional classes relate some
aspect of the environment with a possibility of action,
functional classes m a y also be viewed, from the ecological
perspective, as Gibsonian qffordances (Greeno, 1994).
The domains of different psychological functions are not
necessarily disjoint. In fact, many psychological functions
associated with different contexts may have the exact same
domain. This does not mean that functions with the same
domain must induce the same partition. Finding wood for
construction and for making afireare two functions on the
same domain (wood), that do not induce the same partition:
some sorts of wood may be good forfireand construction,
while others may be good forfireonly. However, it could
be the case that two different functions not only share their
domain, but also induce the same partition on the domain.
In this case, the members of a functional class would be
equivalent with respect to both functions, although the
specific outcome they would produce under each of the two
functions might actually be quite different.
Let us define functional load or strength of a functional
class (or category) as a measure of: (a) the number of
psychological functions for which its elements are
equivalent, (b) the frequency of occurrence of those functions
in the organism's hfe, and (c) the relevance of the functions
for the organism's existence. Thai is to say, strong or
highly loaded categories are those whose elements are
equivalent with respect to a large class of frequently
occurring relevant psychological functions. Functional load
has a direct effect on the speed and accuracy with which an
organism categorizes a stimulus: the more frequently an
organism needs to make a discrimination, and the more
relevant the discrimination is, the more efficiently the
discrimination is performed. A s w e will see, functional load
may also have an important effect in the learning of new
categories.
The elements of a category (e.g. IX)GS) can be further
partitioned by a new function into smaller categories
((jerman-Shepherd, Golden-Retriever, etc.) These embedded
functional classes are normally referred to as subcategories of
the initial category (see Figure 1). Analogously, elements
of two distinct categories (e.g. dogs, cats, horses) m a y be
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equivalent with respect to a n e w function. In this case, the
new function is said to induce a supercategory (mantmals) of
the previously acquired categories. In principle, it is also
possible that a new function induces a partition that cuts
across the boundaries of previously acquired categories (see
Figure 2). For example, the partition P E T / W I L D A N I M A L cuts across the boundaries of the partition

M A M M A L / BIRD / REPTILE.
Domain

Function 1

Function 2

Figure 1: Example of embedded partition or subcategory.
Domain

Function 1

Function 2

Figure 2: Example of crossed partitions.
One of the main advantages of this definitional framework
is that it allows us to express hypotheses about category
acquisition in an unambiguous way. It provides a c o m m o n
ground on which apparently unrelated or even opposing
theories can be compared. Moreover, it lets us address the
effect of prior categories in the formation of new categories.
Consider for instance the following two hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1
When acquiring new categories, human learners are biased
toward considering partitions that do not cut across the
boundaries of previously acquired categories. The higher
the functional load of the previous categories, the stronger
the bias toward preserving their boundaries.

Hypothesis 2
When acquiring new categories, human learners are biased
toward choosing partitions that have s h o w n high
Junctional load in the past.
An immediate implication of Hypothesis 1 is that human
categories tend to be hierarchically organized. Whereas this
phenomenon is not big news for cognitive science (Keil,
1983), the functional framework allows us to describe it in
terms of learning biases or constraints that m a y result in
such an organization. O n c e a given partition of a domain
has been formed, learners are biased against producing n e w
crossed partitions like in Figure 2. Category formation is
not only based on specific learning contingencies, but also
on the categories the learner has previously acquired. T h e
functional framework also allows us to be more explicit in
claims regarding category basicness. Let us define the basic
level of categories in a given domain as die level in die
hierarchy of partitions with the highest functional load. B y
doing so, w e give the odierwise "magic" basic level an
experience-based character. Another implication from die
first hypothesis is the claim that the closer w e get to die
basic level, die more difficult it becomes to form crossed
categories. T o m y knowledge, this claim has still not been
direcdy tested experimentally.
Hypothesis 2 on the odier hand, underlines die effect of
functional load in guiding n e w learning. W h e n the learner
faces the task of finding the partition induced by a n e w
function, partitions that have been successful in the past are
preferred over novel partitions. If it is the case that the
members of a preexisting category are also equivalent widi
respect to die n e w function, diis bias facilitates die learning
considerably by reducing die number of instances needed to
find the new partition of the domain. Evidence from a large
variety of experiments seems to support this claim. For
example, w h e n children learn a n e w property of a certain
object, they tend to generalize die property to die members
of the basic category the object belongs to, as opposed to
die less functionally loaded subordinate and superordinate
levels (Gelman & O'Reilley, 1988). W h e n acquiring
language, children tend to generalize novel labels to
taxonomically related objects as opposed to diematicaily
related ones (Markman, 1990). If w e view "labeling" as a
psychological function, and learning a n e w word as figuring
out die category die label refers to, the taxonomic bias
becomes a particular case of Hypodiesis 2: children tend to
generalize n e w labels to classes of objects diat have shown
functinal equivalence in die past.
Hypodiesis 2 also accounts for results of animal learning.
Vaughan (1988) trained pigeons to produce discriminative
responses in die presence of two classes of visual stimuli.
Then, he reversed the pattern of responding several times by
manipulating reinforcing contingencies, but always
preserving die s a m e partition of die domain into die two
original classes. After several of diose reversals took place,
pigeons were able to generalize n e w response patterns to all
the m e m b e r s of each of the two classes in just a couple of
unals. Consistent widi our second hypodiesis, die reversals

had contiibuted to increasing die functional load of the two
classes, which facilitated the generalization of a n e w
function within each of the two categories (see also Bonardi,
Rey. Richmond & Hall, 1993).
Hypodieses 1 and 2 combined provide an explanation of
the h u m a n preference for the basic level in generalization
tasks. A n explanation based not just on the structure of the
environment, but on die history of interactions between die
learner and its environment.

Conditional Equivalence and Symbol
Grounding

Human and non human organisms can be taught condit
discrimination relations between arbiU'ary classes of stimuli.
In a typical matching to sample task, subjects learn to select
a certain target from a set of comparison stimuli following
die presentation of a discriminative or sample stimulus. For
instance, given discriminative stimuli A I (a red light) and
A 2 (a green light), the subject is taught to select stimulus
B I (a square) following die presentation of A l and B 2 (a
circle) following the presentation of A 2 , by positive
reinforcement of die appropriate choices. The conditional
relation being learned in a task of diis sort is nodiing but
die selection production "if stimulus A l is observed, dien
select stimulus 8 1 " . Production rules need not be, in
general, equivalence relations. For example, die fact that an
organism has learned to select a square in the presence of a
red light does not necessarily imply that die organism will
choose a red key whenever a square is observed, unless this
relation is explicitly trained. T h e question of which
organisms are able to generate conditional equivalence
relations widiout explicitti^ainingw a s initially raised by
Sidman and Tailby in 1982.
T o test the conditional equivalence capacity of an
organism, die experimenter first trains the subject to
perform certain conditional discriminations and dien tests
whedier diose specific relations that prove madiematical
equivalence emerge widiout explicit u-aining. Spontaneous
emergence of conditional equivalence wasfirstreported by
Sidman and Tailby (1982). Several retarded youdis were
u-ained to select one of 20 pictures {B stimuli) conditionally
upon hearing any of 20 novel picture names (A stimuli).
Then diey were taught to select novel printed names (C
stimuli) conditionally upon hearing one of the picture names
(A). Finally, tests of emergent conditional relations showed
diat subjects were able to select the pictures corresponding
to each printed name and vice versa. So, after having learned
20 productions "if A dien B " and 20 "if A dien C , subjects
demonstrated to have formed 20 new productions "if B then
C " and 20 "if C dien B".
A n extensive body of research shows that humans
(children and adults) are capable of forming complex
conditional equivalence classes with stimuli of different
kinds: visual (Lazar, Davis-Lang & Sanchez, 1984; Sidman
& Tailby, 1982; Sidman, Kirk and Willson-Monis. 1985),
auditory (Dube, Green & S e m a , 1993), interoceptive -i.e.
drugs- (DeGrandpre, Bickel & Higgins, 1992), reinforcing
items (Dube, Mcllvane, Mackay and Stoddard, 1987), etc.
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There is also s o m e preliminary evidence relating
conditional equivalence formation with functional
equivalence. Sidman, et al. (1989) found that normal adults
spontaneously induce conditional equivalence among the
members of a functional class. Moreover, they found that
new stimuli could be added to an existing functional class by
establishing a conditional relation between some of the
members of the functional class and the n e w stimuli.
Curiously enough, these fmdings seem to further support
Hypothesis 2. Conditional discriminations are, according to
our definition, instances of psychological function whose
domain is the set of comparison stimuli and whose outcome
consists of selecting one of the sample stimuli. In the
learning of a new discrimination rule, it is likely that prior
strong functional classes be used as function generalization
vehicles.
It is a c o m m o n belief a m o n g conditional equivalence
researchers that forming conditional equivalence links m a y
be tightly related to the ability of associating verbal labels
with categories (Hayes & Hayes, 1992). If a child is taught
to pick up some object after a particular noun is uttered, the
child m a y later utter some approximate version of the same
word when shown that same object, without specific
insu-uction to do so. W h e n that happens, w e can argue that
the child has learned a conditional equivalence relation
between the word and the class of objects it refers to
(Sidman & Tailby, 1982). The strong version of this
hypothesis can be stated as:

of cognition and action. A general tentative answer is given
below:
Hypothesis 4
Conditional discrimination links between functional
classes and the symbols of a language can induce s o m e
degree of functional transfer from the classes to the
symbols arid vice versa.

This notion of function transfer could provide a learning
account of the coupling between semantic and syntactic
structure in adults (Fisher, Gleitman & Gleitman, 1991), the
effects of language suiicture in category formation (Cabrera
& Billman, 1993) and other relevant phenomena..
S o m e preliminary support for this hypothesis has been
presented by Barnes and Keenan (1993).
Several
undergraduate students were taught the conditional
equivalence relations A l -> B 1 , A 2 -> B2, A l -> C I and A 2
-> C 2 (all labels represent categories of visual stimuli).
Then, two different patterns of actions were trained under
control by C I and C 2 : subjects were taught to produce fast
responses in the presence of C I and slow responses in the
presence of C2. They found that the patterns of responding
learned for CI and C 2 transferred without explicit instruction
to the classes Bl and B 2 . Although these are interesting
results, the issue of what exact sorts of functions are
transferred through conditional rules is still to be
experimentally solved (Hayes, 1989; Hayes & Hayes, 1992).
In summary, conditional links m a y provide channels
Hypothesis 3
through which some functions can be transferred. Figuring
The relationship between a verbal label and the category out
it the nature of that transfer remains an open experimental
refers to is a conditional equivalence relation.
challenge.
An indirect way of supporting this hypothesis consists ofDiscussion
showing that non verbal organisms do not form conditional
equivalence links very easily or at all. Based on the
One of Cognitive Science's present obstacles is the scarcity
experimental evidence collected in the last years, this seems
of coherent and unambiguous definitional formalisms of its
to be the case. Devany, Hayes and Nelson (1986) compared
subject matter. Despite the extensive research that has been
performance in a conditional equivalence task among normal
devoted to trying to understand the h u m a n ability to form
and retarded children with different degrees of linguistic
categories, no consensus has yet been reached as to what
ability. The results of their matching to sample task
categories really are. Whether they are internally represented
showed that only children with no verbal competence were
as a system of prototypes, exemplars, connection weights or
unable to form conditional equivalence relations. Sidman et
correlations among features, nobody seems to dare to specify
al. (1982) compared conditional discrimination performance
what it is that w e are studying when w e study categories.
of monkeys, baboons and children, and only found evidence
A n analogously disappointing statement can be m a d e about
for s y m m e u y in the children. D'Amaio et al. (1985) found
m a n y other problems, such as the relationship between
transitivity in monkeys but not in pigeons. Neither
language and other aspects of cognition. In this paper I have
monkeys nor pigeons were able to form symmetric
u-ied to take a step toward developing a definitional
relations. Whereas a large number of animals can learn
framework for categorization research by borrowing a few
conditional discrimination rules, no valid proof of
conceptual notions from the behavior analytic field.
conditional equivalence in animals is yet available.
Functional equivalence has been suggested as a
If hypothesis 3 is true, i.e. if the link between a label and definitional basis for categories. B y doing so, results from
the class of objects the label refers to actually can be
different areas in psychology seem to converge toward the
characterized as a conditional equivalence relation, the
idea that learners m a y be biased toward preserving highly
question of whether and h o w function is transferred through
functionally loaded partitions when acquiring n e w categories
a conditional equivalence link acquires tremendous relevance.
(Hypotheses 1 and 2), and toward preferring nested
It does so because the answer to that question would help
(hierarchical) over crossed partitions (Hypothesis 1). This
explain the relationship between language and other aspects
view m a y challenge current notions of category basicness
(Corter & Gluck, 1992; Anderson, 1991) according to
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functions in both category and label, a relational frame
associated with that context can be abstracted so that
automatic function transfer can take place the next time a
category is given a label in the same context. This ability
has the beneficial consequence of allowing the agent to be
instructed from other agents about h o w to behave in novel
situations without necessarily having to experience those
situations personally.
The functionalist framework presented in this paper fits
particularly well with the research agenda of situated and
ecological approaches to cognition (Greeno, 1994). O n the
contrary, it m a y awaken some discomfort a m o n g advocates
of traditional "symbolic" cognitive science for its apparent
disregard for internal mechanisms^. The question, some
would claim, is not whether functional load of categories
affects future learning, but what mechanisms m a y be
responsible for that effect. However, D. Marr, A. Newell
and J. Anderson (see. Anderson, 1991) have agreed on the
importance of analyzing cognition not just at the level of
possible internal mechanisms (algorithm or symbol level),
but also at the level of overall computational goals
(computational, knowledge or rational level).
The
functional formalism discussed in this paper belongs to the
latter. The study and design of models that can account for
or reproduce that behavior is a related but independent
problem.
M y conjecture with regard to this issue is that
connectionist architectures m a y be particularly well suited
for modeling functional load learning biases for several
reasons (Clark, 1993): (a) connectionist models are good
partitioning devices, (b) connectionist models reproduce in
an elegant way phenomena related to category boundary
fuzziness, and (c) the adaptation of hidden layer nodes in
order to detect complex features of the input could be
interpreted as a bias toward considering category boundaries
resulting from previous learning experiences. It is not
obvious, however, whether purely connectionist models
could be able to deal with conditional equivalence and
u-ansfer of function. It would be interesting to see which of
the current models of artificial adaptive agents have that
capacity. A preliminary test could be as follows:

which, the correlaiional structure of the environment is
responsible for a given level of categories (the basic level)
being more accessible than its subordinate Ok superordinate
levels. Instead, basicness m a y be due to the repeated
successful occurrence of a given partition throughout the life
of an organism. So, the fact that D O G is a basic category
m a y not be due to the perceptual properties of dogs per se,
but to the fact that, in our lives, the partition D O G / C A T /
C O W / H O R S E tends to be more funcuonally loaded than
the parUUon M A M M A L S / B I R D S / R S H / R E P T I L E .
The notion of functional equivalence is not novel to
linguists. In s o m e sense, psychological function and
functional equivalence are analogous to the concepts of
syniagmaiic and paradigmatic relationships. W h e n two
linguistic units are combined to build an expression, they
are said to be in syntagmatic relationship. T w o linguistic
objects are said to be in paradigmatic relationship when they
can hold the same syntagmatic relationship with s o m e
linguistic unit, i.e. w h e n they can play similar roles in
building a more complex unit. For example, " m y cousin",
"the person next to m e " and "he" are paradigmaiically related
because of their syntagmatic subjecthood relationship with
"is eating", "feels bad" or "won't come". Notice that
syntagmatic relationships can be viewed as linguistic
functions, and paradigmatic relationship as the equivalence
relations induced by those functions. Paradigmatic relations
can be thought of as partitioning the space of linguistic
units into linguistic categories. The question of whether
linguistic functions and linguistic categories share any
properties at all with other modalities of psychological
functions and functional classes is an open empirical
problem.
This paper has also suggested that conditional equivalence
could offer an interesting interpretation of symbol-meaning
and symbol-symbol relationships (Hypothesis 3). Speech
understanding can be thought of as conditional matching of
auditory to visual stimuli, internal states or actions.
Reading aloud could be thought of as conditional matching
of visual stimuli to oral responses. Learning a second
language can be thought of as a combination of expanding
the existing symbolic equivalence classes by adding n e w
m e m b e r s to each class, and the acquisition of n e w classes
not existing in the first language. This interpretation of
language m a y provide n e w insight into the way language
interacts with h u m a n behavior. Conditional links m a y act
as function transfer channels between perceptual categories
and the units of the language refering to those categories
(Hypothesis 4).
It has recently been suggested that conditional equivalence
links m a y just be a particular case of function transfer
relation or relational frame (Hayes and Hayes, 1992). A
relational frame is a relation with specific function transfer
characteristics that is established in a particular context.
Relational frames can be learned. Learning a relational
frame consists of abstracting, from experience, the sort of
functional transfer required by relations established in a
certain context. T h efirsttime that a category is associated
with a label in a n e w context, no transfer of function m a y
take place. However, if, through direct experience with the
category and the label, the agent discovers some c o m m o n

I. Train the agent to produce action A under stimulus
category A and action B under stimulus category B.
2. Train the agent to chose label A under stimulus
category A and label B under stimulus category B.
3. Train the agent to produce action A under label A.
4. Test: Is the agent able to produce action B under label
B without being explicitly trained to do so?

Conclusion
Behavior analysis has been unfairly stereotyped and
disregarded by cognitive science in general. It is probably
U'ue that behavior analysis' low tolerance for ambiguity has
kept its disciples from facing problems about complex
^This issue was, in fact, raised by one of the anonymous
reviewers of the earlier version of this paper.
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human skills. However, this Skinnerian obsession for
scientificrigorhas had the side effect of producing a highly
coherent body of conceptual formalisms that should not be
underestimated. In this paper I have tried to show how
cognitive science can take advantage of some of these
formalisms in trying to build its own. Bridging the
doctrinal schism between the cognitivist and the behaviorist
traditions may be fruitful in several ways: methodologically,
conceptually and empirically. It may even prevent us from
reinventing the wheel.
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Abstract

(1993)) that words spoken in isolation could be stored and
thereafter used to aid segmentation interactively, there is no
The use of transitional probabilities between phonetic segments
quantitative evidence that this is feasible.
as a cue for segmenting words from English speech is investigated. W e develop a series of class-based n-gram and
feature-based neural network models that enable us to quanThe bottom-up cues that may be used to aid segmentatify the contribution of low-level statistics to word boundary
tion can be divided into three main groupings: (i) Acouprediction. Training data for our models is representative of
stic/phonetic
juncture markers or pauses (ii) Prosodic margenuine conversational speech: a phonological transcription of
king that specifies the initial portion of a word, given a prethe London-Lund corpus. These simple models can be purely
syllabified input, (iii) Distributional cues: for example diffebottom-up and hence valid bootstrapping models of infant development. W e go on to demonstrate how the boostrapping
ring probabilities of certain phonological sequences at various
models mimic the Metrical Segmentation Strategy of Cutler
points in the speech stream (phonotactics). T h efirsttype of
and Norris (1988), and we discuss the implications of this recue has been studied in the phonological and speech recognisult.
tion literature (Lehiste (1971)). T h e second approach has been
thoroughly investigated by Cutler and colleagues (Cutler and
Introduction: The Segmentation Problem
Norris (1988); Cutler (1993); Cutler and Butterfield (1992)).
Her Metrical Segmentation Strategy (henceforth M S S ) holds
T h e majority of word boundaries in normal speech are not
that
w h e n a strong vowel is heard, a boundary is hypothesized
reliably marked by acoustic breaks. Segmentation is the proat the beginning of the syllable of which the vowel is nucleus.
cess of dividing up the continuous input speech stream into
Although originally a theory of adult behaviour, there has
linguistically and psychologically significant units that can be
been recent discussion of h o w the M S S could be acquired
used to access meaning. Segmentation and recognition appear
(see
Cutler et al. (1992); Otake et al. (1993)), and also work
to stand in a chicken-and-egg relationship: the extraction of
that seems to demonstrate a sensitivity to metrical patterns
a meaningful unit presupposes recognizing what that unit is;
in infants of 9 months (Jusczyk, Cutler and Redanz (1993)).
but recognition only seems to be possible once segmentation
The
third type of cue w e refer to as phonotactics, by which
has been carried out.
w
e
m
e a n constraints on the segmental phonological structure
Broadly speaking, there are two ways in which to break out
of
words
and syllables. It is generally the case that sequences
of the segmentation o recognition circle for the adult listener.
of segments are more constrained within words than across
T h efirstis to use an interactive approach, in which the system
word boundaries. Thus, the sequence /g3/ is only licenced in
puts forward tentative hypotheses concerning segmentation
English
if there is a m o r p h e m e boundary between /g/ and /3/.
and recognition on the basis of lexical information, and reinHowever,
phonotactics do not have to be absolute constraints,
forces hypotheses thatfittogether (e.g. Marslen-Wilson and
probabilistic structure is present too: thus the sequence /z a/ is
Welsh (1978); McClelland and Elman (1986)). T h e second
very c o m m o n across word boundaries, but m u c h less c o m m o n
approach is to attempt to find reliable cues for segmentation,
word-internally. The role of phonotactics has been studied in
which are independent of the idenUty of what is being segthe
speech recognition literature (see Harrington, Watson and
mented. According to this second approach, segmentation
Cooper (1988)), but has received little attention in the domain
can be carried out bottom-up, and its output fed on to later
of psycholinguistics.
recognition processes.^
In acquisition, an isomorphic segmentation problem exists,
except that the goal of segmentation is not lexical access but
lexical compilation. Here it seems more likely that bottom-up
cues are used at least initially, since in the earliest stages of
acquisition the infant has no lexicon with which to segment
interactively. Although it has been suggested (e.g. Suomi
'This work was supported by the U.K. Economic and Social
Research Council (ESRC). Grant number: ROOO 23 3649
^For a model detailed discussion of the topic see Cairns et al.
(1994).
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In this paper, w e present two bottom-up statistical models
which can be applied to adult behaviour, and infant development, respectively. Our models exclusively use phonotactic
information. This is not because w e believe that phonotactics
is the only information source that listeners use in segmenting
speech. Rather, w e hope to quantify precisely the possible
contribution of phonotactic information to a more complete
model of segmentation which would integrate information
from various sources.

A Phonological Re-transcription of the
London-Lund Corpus
In order to be admissible as support for the bottom-up approach, the data from which a model of segmentation is derived must be representative of real speech. Accordingly, w e
present a large corpus of phonologically transcribed speech.^
The London-Lund corpus (LLC) is a body of English conversation transcribed orthographically and available on-line.
Because of its size (around 460,000 words) an automatic m e thod was developed for its phonetic transcription. First, the
words are replaced by their phonemic citation forms using
an on-line dictionary. Then, these forms are input to a set
of re-write rules that introduce phonological alternations into
the string (e.g. assimilation, vowel reduction). N o n e of the
rules uses word boundary information to specify its context
of application. The output from the rule-set is a corpus of 1.5
million phonetic segments.
It is, of course, impossible to recreate the original speech
data, but this method has two advantages: First, w e need
a large corpus of conversational speech if its statistics are
to be representative — at present there is no comparably
large corpus with a genuine phonological transcription; Second, this method provides a higher-order approximation to
genuine data, when compared with a corpus derived from
a phonemic dictionary in combination with word frequency
counts. Thus, our data is representative of the distribution
of strings of closed-class words such as i f I c a n . A n y
adequate model of segmentation must cope with such input.
T w o important characteristics of our corpus are: (1) All rules for co-articulation apply equally inter- and intra-lexically.
(2) The data is very noisy with frequent repetition, hesitation,
errors, etc. Because of these facts, w e consider the data to
represent a "worst case" for testing models of segmentation,
in that if segmentation is possible with this data, then the inclusion of pauses, prosody, and some phonetic/acoustic cues
can only serve to improve performance.
In the experiments reported here, w e will use two versions
of the corpus. Corpus A has word boundary markers, while
Corpus B has no explicit word boundary marking.
A^-gram Models of Adult Segmentation

and therefore is not applicable as a model of development.
However, once it is trained, the model is strictly bottom-up in
operation.
The results of running this segmentation algorithm on a
10,000 phoneme (approx. 2,800 word) test stretch of the
same corpus can be seen in Figure I where w e plot the probability of a hit versus a false-alarm as the cutoff is varied.''
Selecting different cutoff points can provide performance such
as detection of 4 5 % of the boundaries in the test stretch with
a hits:false-alarms ratio of 45:1, or 6 6 % of all boundaries
with a hits:false-alarms ratio of 9:1. W h e r e exactly to place
the cutoff point is a question that depends on our theory of
h o w m u c h of a problem false-alarms and misses pose for the
h u m a n processor, which will reflect assumptions about processor modularity, parallelism in processing, and so forth.
However, one can measure, in a pre-theoretical manner, h o w
well the segmentation algorithm performs by taking an information theoretic measure such as mutual information at each
cutoff point, and choosing the cutoff at which this measure is
maximized. In effect, the mutual information measure tests
whether the general shape of the distributions of boundary
points is the same for the segmentation algorithm and the true
stretch of segmented corpus, as well as the extent to which
the individual decisions match. A t the mutual information
m a x i m u m the detection rate is 7 5 % with a hits:false-alarms
ratio of 4.7:1.
1.0-1

0.80.6-

0.4— chance
- - bigrams
— trigrams
--• broad classes

0.20.0-i^

Using corpus A (corpus with word boundary markers), the
prior for all bigrams: {{p^,p^) \ p^,p^ £ P } was calculated, where the pair were either word internal, or straddled
a word boundary ( P is the set of all phonemes). W e use
the ratio of the prior that a pair (p^, p^) occurs across a boundary to the prior that it occurs within a word, denoted
Pacro„{{p\p^))/Pwithin({p^ ,p'^)) to decide when to propose a boundary. W h e n this ratio rises above a certain cutoff
point w e insert a boundary. W h e n the cutoff is set high,
the performance of this model tends toward the behaviour of
the deterministic n-gram model of Harrington, Watson and
Cooper (1988). Note that because w e are specifying word
boundary location in the n-grams, the model is supervised,
'a more detailed description of the corpus can be found in Shillcock. Cairns, Levy, Chater, and Lindsey (1993)
The full-scale approach concomitant with use of a corpus can
also bring benefits in other psycholinguistic domains: see Chater,
Shillcock, Caims, and Levy (1993).
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Figure 1: R O C (Receiver Operating Characteristic) graph for:
n-gram segmentation performance (corpus with boundaries
marked). T h e different curves s h o w the results for bigrams,
trigrams, and a trigram m o d e l where the transcription w a s in
terms of the 6 broad phonetic classes.

Further improvement can be m a d e o n this performance by
using trigrams rather than bigrams. W e collected the priors
of all triples: { { p \ p ^ , p ^ ) \ P^,P^,P^ G P ) that were either
word-internal, or had a boundary between p ' and p'^, or had
a boundary between p^ and p^. However, n o w w e have two
ratios Pacros/Pwithin where Pacross can correspond to the
'' A false-alarm occurs when the model posits a boundary when
no boundary is actually present. A hit is when the model successfully
detects a real boundary.

sequence ( p ^ # , /'^, p^) or (p^ ,p^,if^yP^)- A s afirststep, w e
simply took the mean of the two ratios, and moved the cutoff
point relative to thisfigure.There are further complications
that arise through the use of trigrams: the tendency to oversegment when there are one and two-letter words in the input.
A remedy for this problem is to have a list of permissible onephoneme words (for present purposes just /a/ and /ou/), and not
to license segmentations that create one-phoneme words not
on this list. Having done this, the results for the segmentation
of the same test stretch of corpus as before are shown in
Figure 1. The trigrams show a considerable improvement on
the bigramfigures,with performance ranging from detection
of 5 7 % of the boundaries with a false-alann rate of 65:1, to
the mutual information peak at 9 3 % detection with 9:1.
The algorithm does indeed show some over-segmentation
of inflectional forms as Harrington et al. realized would happen. However, as can be seen from the results these cases are
really quite rare in normal conversationsd speech. Another
c o m m o n error is to over-segment words which begin with
a weak vowel, thus /tDk#a#baut/ for t a l k a b o u t , though
once again such cases are rare. In fact, this latter type of
error — where a word boundary is spuriously inserted before
a strong vowel — is very c o m m o n in h u m a n slips of the ear
(see Cutler and Butterfield (1992)), so one could interpret this
as being a feature of the phonotactic model.
These figures would seem to indicate that the problem of
segmentation is not really such a problem after all. However,
our result must be qualified by noting its possible reliance
on a detailed and unambiguous phonemic input string, something which in all probability is not obtainable either in an
Automatic Speech Recognition (henceforth A S R ) system, or
in h u m a n listening. In real speech, phonemes are realised
with numerous variations in both time and quality. O f course,
the solution that many phonologists and psycholinguists take
is to assume that such issues can be resolved at a lower level,
and will not impinge on higher level processes, however there
seems to be little evidence that this is the case.
W e tested the reliance of these results on a clear transcription using a full phonemic inventory, by following Zue and
colleagues (e.g. Huttenlocherand Zue (1983)) w h o have used
transcriptions of speech where each segment is placed in one
of six broad phonetic classes which are more reliably identified by an A S R system. W e re-transcribed our corpus in terms
of the six classes (Stop, Nasal, Weak Fricative, Strong Fricative, Glide/Liquid, and Vowel) and once again constructed a
trigram model using exactly the same procedure as before.
Not surprisingly, the performance was degraded when compared to the fully transcribed trigram model (see Figure 1).
However, absolute performance is still good, with a mutual information peak at 7 4 % detection with 1.5:1 hits:false-alarms.
To summarise, the supervised trigram technique provides
a powerful model of adult behaviour, but its effectiveness is
proportional to the detail of the input phonological transcription.
Connectionist Modelling of Segmentation

tion (i.e. # is not a m e m b e r of the symbol set) using corpus
B. These models, unlike the supervised n-gram models just
described, are admissible as models of infant development because no top-down information is employed during training.
However, such models inherently employ phonemic categories, and hence cannot be used to address the pre-categorial
phase of infant development. Therefore w e developed a neural network model that is feature-, rather than category-based.
W e consider a feature-based representation to be one step
closer to the genuine speech signal.
Network TVaining
The network has a recurrent, self-supervised, architecture (see
figure 2). The task is to echo the current slice of input, remember the previous, and, most importantly for this paper,
to predict the next. A s input to the model, w e translated corpus B described above into a nine-bit binary feature vector
representation where the features are taken from the Government Phonology scheme of cognitive elements (see Harris
and Lindsey ((in press)); Kaye, Lowenstramm and Vergnaud
(1985); Shillcocket al. (1992)).^ Noise is added to the input
byflippingfeatures from 0 to 1 (or vice versa) with a certain
probability, in order to encourage the network to rely on sequential information (i.e. if the current segment is obscured,
then the net will have an incentive to use the local phonetic context to recover its identity). The net is trained using
Back-propagation Through Time ( B P T T — see Rumelhart,
Hinton and Williams (1986)), a steepest descent procedure,
and a cross-entropy error measure (see Hinton (1989)—cross
entropy is a good measure to use when one wishes to interpret
continuous valued outputs as probabilities of binary decisions). Training comprises two passes through a training stretch
of the corpus one million phonemes in length (with different
noise on each pass), thus two million phonemes in total. The
learning rate is decayed as training progresses.
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Figure 2: The Network - The solid arrows between layers indicate complete connectivity with modifiable uni-directional
links. The dotted arrows show h o w the input corpus arrives
over time to specify the input and output target.

N e t w o r k Segmentation
The rationale used in postulating boundary points follows
from what w e k n o w about phonotactics. From the network's
point of view, lack of constraint in phonotactic structure (high

Acquisition
In addition to the supervised n-gram models of adult segmentation, w e have also constructed un-supervised n-gram models
in which no word boundary marking is employed in construc-
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^Work by Williams and Brockhaus (1992) has shown how the
government phonology elements can be automatically extracted from
the speech stream, so we have reason to believe that coding in this
way represents a step further towards ecological validity.

entropy in information theoretic terms) will m a k e the next
segment difficult to predict. If prediction is hard, then error
will be high. Thus, boundaries are proposed at peaks in the
error score on the prediction output units (marked n e x t in
Figure 2).
The model was tested by providing as input a noise-free
10,000 p h o n e m e (about 2,700 words) stretch of corpus, and
measuring the Cross Entropy error on the prediction subgroup of the output units. This yields a variable error signal in
which w e define a "peak" by placing a cutoff point at varying
numbers of standard deviations above the mean. The effects
of choosing increasingly m o r e stringent cutoff points can be
seen in Figure 3 where w e plot h o w the hit and false-alarm
rates vary with the cutoff point. At the cutoff that maximizes
the mutual information, 2 1 % of the boundaries are correctly
identified with a hits:false-alarms ratio of 1.5:1.
1.0 n
o.g-

0.6-

0.4-• chance
— network

020.0
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Figure 3: ROC graph of network segmentation performance
(corpus with n o w o r d boundary marking).

In the following sections w e evaluate the significance of
these results by comparison with a r a n d o m segmentation algorithm which w a s averaged over five different runs. This algorithm w a s designed to yield a distribution of " w o r d " length
similar to that of the network. W e consider this to be a m o r e
stringent test of the network's performance than comparison
with a random segmentation algorithm that uses a uniform distribution. T h e difference in performance is highly significant:
xfi) = 216.8,p< 0.001.
Although network performance peaks with correct identification of about o n e in five boundaries in the test corpus,
there is a sizable proportion of false alarms at this cutoff
(i.e. cases in which the network predicts a boundary w h e n
in fact there is none). It m a y well be that although the falsealarms d o not actually correspond to existing boundaries in
the test stretch, they are actually plausible guesses based o n
the low-level data that is the only information source available to the model. W e tested this hypothesis by examining
the phonotactic acceptability of the boundaries that the model
postulates, defined by the legality of the sequence of segments
over the postulated boundary. T h u s the sequence /tp#ra/ is a
phonotactically malformed boundary postulate, while /pt#ra/
is well-formed. W e found that false-alarm boundaries of the
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network are m u c h m o r e likely to be phonotactically wellformed than those of the r a n d o m case (for the initial boundaries: xji) = 221.8,p < 0.001, while for the final boundaries
xf,) = 119.1.p< 0.001).
In s u m m a r y , phonotactics provide a fairly w e a k source of
information for the bootstrapping of segmentation, but the
cumulative effect of such information m a y well b e useful in
the initial phases of compiling a lexicon.
Network performance and the MSS
In this section w e provide a qualitative analysis of network
segmentation and present the surprising result that there is a
statistical basis for the emergence of the M S S in our purely
bottom-up model.
W e investigated the performance of the model by counting
the instances in which a boundary is correctly postulated before a strong or weak syllable. The definition of weak and
strong is not trivial however. While the status of schwa (/a/)
as a weak vowel is inherent, other short vowels such as /a/
and /i/ can be either metrically strong or weak depending
on context (this version of the corpus is not transcribed with
metrical markings). A s an operational definition of strong
and weak w e took the lax vowels h/Jif, and /a/ to be weak,
and all other monothongs and dipthongs to be strong. Because some of the instances of /i/ and /a/ which w e classify
as weak will actually be strong, if anything this will tend to
artificially boost the number of weak classifications. Given
this criterion, in the 2,700 word test set 5 3 % of the words are
strong-initial.^ The network performance is proportionally
skewed towards successful detection of strong-initial words
to a striking degree (see Figure 4a, x j u - 77.2,p < 0.001).
A similar result was obtained when w e changed the definition of wea^ to just/a/ (xn) = 70.4,p < 0.001). A natural
conclusion to draw is that the model is segmenting more before open-class words, and examination of the totals of hits
before open- as opposed to closed-class shows that this is the
case. The initial portions of open-class words are m u c h more
likely to be detected than beginnings of closed-class items
((see Figure 4b, x\i) = 14.0,p < 0.001). Note also that the
boundaries with which the model has most difficulty are the
closed-closed boundaries, thus strings of closed-class words
such as u p t o t h e are less likely to be segmented than
strings of open-class items.
W h e n w e consider the contiguous pairings of these individual segmentations — the words that emerge from the network — the same pattern is evident. A word count of the
L L C revealed that 6 5 % of all items were closed-class, so one
would expect that this ratio would hold in network output, all
other factors being equal. While the network does not segment more whole words from the test stretch than it would
by chance (showing that the model does not develop a lexicon), of the correctly extracted tokens 4 1 % are closed-class.
This is significantly different from the random segmentation
performance: X(i) = 19.46,p< 0.001.
So, our network produces segmentations which broadly
mimic the pattern predicted by the M S S , yet the net is not
retrodictive in the way that the M S S is: Crucially, the nuclear
^This is representative of the proportion for real speech, see
Cairns etal. (1994).

l(X)n

ver, w e know that towards the end of the first year of life the
child's phonological space is becoming structured with phonemic categories (e.g. Kuhl(l983); Werker(l993)). Therefore,
w e decided to mimic the effect of this phonemic restructuring
in our model, to see if the qualitative pattern of segmentations
would remain constant.
W e carried out the same segmentation procedure as before,
but this time normalizing the network error scores for phoneme type. W e found an entirely different pattern of results
with respect to strong-syllables and word class than before:
in general the network no longer mimicked the M S S . Segmentation before strong as opposed to weak syllables was not
significantly different from chance: y^) = 0.387,p > 0.05.
Neither was segmentation before open as opposed to closedclass items: X m = 0.035,p > 0.05. Furthermore, using
phoneme-normalized scores, 7 8 % of correctly extracted word
tokens were closed-class, in contrast to the 4 1 % with raw
scores. Thisfigureonce again differs significantly from the
expected distribution: X m = 8.07,p < 0.005, except that
now it is the closed-class items that are favoured, rather than
the open-class.
The intuitive explanation of w h y segmentation behaviour
should change in this way when scores are normalized is that
closed-class words, because they are most frequent in the language, also contain the most frequent phonemes. Therefore,
the network will predict these phonemes more easily than
ones which do not occur often in closed-class words. Because predicting these segments is easier, errors are lower.
Hence normalizing for phoneme type will augment the error scores for phonemes that most often occur in closed-class
words, and effectively increase the probability of boundaries
being proposed before such segments.

=1 strong
• weak

:«

Network
Chance
a) Segmentation before strong and weak initial syllables.

• closed-open
a open-open
=1 open-closed
=1 closed-closed

= 10-

b) Segmentation across different boundary types.
Figure 4: Network segmentation performance mimics the

Summary and Discussion

MSS.

vowel of the initial syllable is not visible to the network when it
makes a segmentation decision (recall that boundaries are inserted on the basis of the ease of prediction of thefirstsegment
in the word — generally a consonant). Thus, this model does
not need to posit that the Strong/Weak distinction has a priori
perceptual salience for the infant. The reason w h y our network exhibits this pattern of results is simply that the initial
segments of strong-initial, open-class words tend to be less
predictable than those of closed-class words. However, w e
would emphasize that phonotactic information is a relatively
weak predictor, and that it is unlikely that a purely phonotactic
approach could enable the infant to acquire a lexicon. Rather,
w e see phonotactic information as being a possible method
for bootstrapping of the M S S , which is a more robust and
reliable tool for lexical acquisition. This bootstrapping could
be mediated by sensitivity to the correlation of the boundaries
that phonotactics predict with metrical structure.
Adding categorial knowledge
The results from the previous section were obtained by segmenting with raw scores that were not normalized for phon e m e type. This can be seen as simulating the phase of infant
development in which phonemic categories, and information
about their frequencies, are not available to the infant. H o w e -
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First, as regards adult modelling, w e have shown that probabilistic n-gram models can be extremely powerful wordboundary detectors, but are reliant on the quality of the phonemic transcription. Therefore, phonotactic information may
have a critical role to play in adult segmentation. W i t h reference to h o w such phonotactic information could c o m e to be
encoded in the language processor, w e w o u l d favour a model
in which correlations between successfully activated lexical
items, and sequences of segments in a phonological buffer
w o u l d serve to strengthen or w e a k e n particular n-grams.
Second, w e have provided a computational underpinning to
the claim that low-level phonotactics could b e used by a neonate as a cue for initially breaking u p the continuous stream
of input speech. N o t e that experimental evidence s h o w s that
infants are sensitive to the sequential statistics of natural language (see Jusczyk et al. (1993)).
Moreover, w e have given an account of h o w the M S S could
arise without recourse to positing metrical information as part
of a genetic e n d o w m e n t . T h e network segmentation perform a n c e w a s significantly biased in favour of detecting openclass w o r d s that have strong initial syllables.
Furthermore, w e have s h o w n that our model's mirroring
of the M S S disappears w h e n w e add k n o w l e d g e about the
frequencies of individual p h o n e m e categories — detection of
closed-class w o r d s b e c o m e s favoured.
W e see the overall picture of the role o f phonotactics that

emerges from these results as follows: Initially, phonotactics could provide initial segmentations from which the M S S
could be induced in the pre-categorial infant. Once the M S S
is in place, and the infant's phonological space comes to be
structured with the phonemic categories of English, then the
M S S would pick out the open-class words, while phonotactics could help in isolating the closed-class items. This raises
the possibility of a critical period for realization of the M S S :
If w e assume that categorial knowledge is pervasive after a
certain stage of development, then the utility of the phonotactic strategy for bootstrapping the M S S is only visible in the
pre-categorial phase.
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agent that works with and learns about mechanical and
electronic devices and their instructions. SPRITe primarily
Early computational models of reading treated reading as interacts
a
with F L O A B N ' s action planner (Zito-Wolf 1993).
disembodied process of examining a piece of text
sequentially and in its entirety. More recent work has shown
Cognitive Support of Reading Plans
that reading does not always occur sequentially, and that
embodying reading in a larger activity is beneficial to the
In Carpenter (1993), a talk-aloud protocol study was
reading process. This paper will present a cognitive model
presented which studied 12 people using instructions. The
that uses reading plans to read instructional text nonsubjects, students and faculty w h o had never before used a
sequentialh and in the context of an activity. To support this
fax machine, were given the machine's instructions and
model, w e will discuss: 1) a taxonomy of reading plans and
asked to send a fax. T h e instructions were presented on a
their functions. 2) a taxonomy of reading sub-plans and their
computer monitor one line at a time. T h e subjects were
roles; and 3) procedures for adapting reading plans. In
allowed
to advance or retreat through the instructions by
addition, the results of a protocol study are given which
line,
paragraph,
or page. In addition, the table of contents
support planned reading as a cognitive model.
provided hyperlinks to each section and sub-section of the
instructions. T h e computer recorded the contents of the
screen and beeped w h e n they changed. T h e beeps and the
Introduction
comments of the subjects were recorded on audio tape. The
A working assumption for early computational and
tapes were transcribed and the transcripts were combined
cognitive models of reading w a s that reading is a
with the instruction usage recorded by the computer.
disembodies process of examining a piece of text
In spite of the length (approx. 70 pages) and difficulty of
sequentially and in its entirety. Other more recent woric
the instructions, every subject w a s able to use the
has shown that reading does not necessarily occur
instructions well enough to complete the requested task.
sequentially (e.g., G o l d m a n & Saul, 1990) and that
N o one actually read the entire set of instructions. With
providing a context increases the effectiveness of the
one exception (a subject w h o read none of the instructions).
reading (e.g.. Carpenter & Alterman. 1993).
the subjects all interleaved reading the instructions with
This paper will present a cognitive model that embodies
using the device.
the reading process in a larger activity and uses reading
W e have endeavored to design SPRITe with abilities
goals, provided in part by the actixity, to read selectively.
similar to those exhibited by the subjects of the protocol
This model is supported by a protocol study, which the next
study. SPRITe chooses what to read, w h e n to read, and
section will describe. T h e rest of the paper will discuss:
h o w to read, depending upon the situation.
• A taxonomy of reading plans and their functions.
• A taxonomy of reading sub-plans.
Why Reading Plans are Cognitive
• Procedures for the adaptation of reading plans.
T h e taxonomies and adaptation procedures are
A s a reader, SPRITe attempts to use instructions in a way
incorporated in S P R I T e (using Structure to Plan the
that resembles h u m a n behavior. Four conclusions from the
Reading of Instructional TExt), a computer model that uses
protocol study influence and sui^rt the SPRITe model
reading goals and planning to guide h o w it reads. SPRITe
First, the subjects did not read the instructions
is part F L O A B N (Alterman et al., 1991), a model of an
sequentially or in their entirety. This beha\ ior took several
different forms, even for the same subject. Sometimes the
subjects would quickly browse through a section, skiRjing
over material and only occasionally stopping to read. At
* This author is supported in part by a grant from Digital
Equipment Corporation.
Abstract
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other times, the subjects would go backwards to reread
something more carefully. Still other times, the subjects
would go back to the table of contents and select a
completely new piece of text. SPRJTe models these
behaviors by using reading plans.
Second, the subjects of the protocol stud> generally
seemed to ai^roach the instructions with a goal in mind
that determined how the subjects navigated the instructions.
For example, one protocol subject, "Sara", described one of
her earliest goals as: "I have no clue h o w to use a fax. so
I'm just trying to get an idea of what's important." She
satisfied this goal by looking through the table of contents.
finding a section called "Getting to k n o w the Telecopier
7020", and browsing through it. In SPRITe, the reading
goal is determined by the action planner's interaction with
the device. The reading goal is one of the parameters for
selecting an appropriate reading plan.
Third, the subjects of the study interleaved reading the
instructions and interacting with the fax machine. Figure 1
shows where Sara found text (line 1) which described an
action she had already taken (line 2). T h e next two lines in
the instructions (line 3) gaveftirtherdetails regarding that
action. Then the text gave her some state information for
the fax machine — what the L C D display on the fax
machine's control panel should say (line 4). Sara
immediately looked at the display, noted that the display
matched the instructions (lines 5-8), and, feeling assured
that she was proceeding correctly, went back to reading the
instructions. T h e next instructions (line 9) gave an

altcrnati\ c possibility for the contents of the display. She
noted that the alternative was not applicable (line 10), and
proceeded without difiBculty.
This interleaving of reading and action is included in the
design of F L O A B N . SPRITe uses the instructions as part
of a device-using agent rather than as an isolated reader.
Finally, and not surprisingly, the subjects of the protocol
study became increasingly confident and skilled in their
usage of the instructions over the course of the interaction.
For example, early in the protocol w h e n Sara was browsing
through the "Getting to k n o w the Telecopier 2070" section.
She found a description of the parts of the fax machine.
S o m e time later w h e n she was examining the machine
itself, she remembered exactly h o w to get back to that
description.
This showed that she w a s building a
representation of the instructions, not only of the content,
but of the structure (e.g., the table of contents, section
headings, et cetera) as well.
SPRITe also builds a representation of the instructions as
it proceeds with reading. T h e representation of the content
of the instructions is added to SPRITe's general knowledge
base. The structure of the instructions is saved as a sort of
roadmap to the text. Each time SPRITe encounters
something new in the instructions, a pointer is added from
the m a p to the new area of the instructions. In future
encounters with this set of instructions, if a reading plan
requests a structure alrea<fy in the map. SPRITe uses the
pointer rather than doing a more ejqjensive search through
the text. A s the m a p becomes more detailed, SPRITe
spends less effort navigating through the instructions.

1 IHCr a. Place the original (b) face dcvn in the ADF.
Related Work
SARA CK, I got that far.
Other systems have explored some of the properties
TEXT b. Adtjust the document guidee to the width of tte
In R a m (1991),
illustrated b^ the protocol study.
origincQ.s.
knowledge goals^ were used to take advantage of
Note: the oapy will mxtcnatically be reduced to
information as it was read; however, the reading was not a
80i anytiias the ckxxtnent guLdea are open wider
than 8.5 indtse.
planned activity, and so text was read sequentially from
TEXT The dicrolay will iivlLcate:
beginning to end. Maybury (1991) showed a plaiming
system that creates instructions (as well as other types of
DIAL OR raESS CDPy
text). Vander Linden (1993) described the mapping from
6:30 m 8-13-ae
procedural information to instructional text stream using
ME So you're checking tte display noi^
communication
intent. Other systems have models of
SARA Ri^it.
instruction
usage
in the context of another activity (e.g..
ME Doee it match?
C
h
a
p
m
a
n
,
1990;
Badler
et al., 1990; Vere and Bickmore,
SARA It matches. The numbers are different, but... I
1990; Mamies & Kintsch, 1991); however, these models do
guess I'll allow that.
not use goals or platming to interact with the instructions.
THCT or:
DIAL OR PRESS CDPV
WIDE ORIGINAL

The Basic FLOABN Model

10 SARA Oop, that's ixst viiat it says.

FLOABN begins an episode by aRjroaching a device an

Figure 1: A n excerpt from the protocol study illustrating
the interleaving of reading and action. T E X T * refers to the
line of text showing on the monitor during the current point
of interaction and 'ME' indicates the tester prompting the
subject to vocalize.

attempting to use it by adapting a preexisting action plan.
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' Knowledge goals and reading goals are similar. However,
we use the term "reading goal" to express the idea that the
goal determines which text is read.

FLOABN
Requgsts
Scavenger
(Action Agent

^

SPRITe
Responses (Reading Agent

Conversation: Grice. 1975). which the action planner then
proceduralizes and incorporates into its action plan. (More
details on proceduralization and on F L O A B N in general
arc available in Alterman, et al., 1991.)
Reading Plans

Planning is a method to guide activity. If an activity is
entirely pre-planned, however, the plan will be susceptible
to failure due to any unexpected aspect of the environment.
rames
T h e idea of adaptive planning is to choose a plan that has
worked in the past, but while executing the plan, be rea(fy
Figure 2: Communication between reading and action
at any m o m e n t to adapt to the situation. Thus, the system
agents.
can use the information available in the external world
(e.g., signs) and information available as a result of
When adaptation fails or becomes too expensive, the action interaction to aid adaptation of its plans.
planner fills out one of a set of pre-defined request frames
Adaptive planning of the reading activity works the same
(sec figure 2). Each request frame corresponds to a type of
way as it does for any other activity. T h e only substantive
difficulty or failure that the action planner m a y encounter
difference is the structure of the reading plans. In some
during engagement with a device.
ways, planning the reading activity is simpler than
T h e completed request frame is passed to SPRITe (see
planning physical activity, because the range of actions that
figure 3). SPRITc's primary control mechanism is an
can be taken with a piece of text is fairly narrow.
adaptive planner (Alterman. 1988), which chooses a
O n e feature of our reading plans is that they take
reading plan based on the information provided by the
advantage of the predictable nature of instructions. V a n
request fiame. T h e reading plan contains calls to a text
Dijk and Kintsch (1983) call the nature of a type of text
inferencing mechanism that aji^Iies a modification of the
(e.g., instructions, short stories, et cetera) its
marker passing techniques described in Norvig (1989),
superstructure. SPRITe has a model of the superstructure
combined with summarization and importance techniques
of instructions that the reading plans use as a predictive
(Alterman & B o o k m a n , 1992), to a semantic memory
mechanism. B y predicting the organization of a set of
containing basic concepts (e.g., hierarchy for types of
instructions, the reading plans avoid m u c h of the text that
m o n e y ) combined with detailed representations of
is redundant with SPRITe's knowledge, as well as, text that
appro.ximately 5 0 devices. Text inferencing establishes
is umelated to satisfying the current reading goal.
coherence between F L O A B N ' s activity and the instructions
Reading plans generally fall into two categories, each of
and builds an interpretation of the instructions. (See
which have two sub-categories of their o w n (see taxonomy
Carpenter & Alterman, 1993, for details.)
1). In order to clarify h o w plans are selected, each subW h e n SPRITe has successfully executed a reading plan
category is shown with an example request that the action
and has satisfied the reading goal, it uses a response frame
plarmer would make. T h e categories are:
to structure the information for the action planner. T h e
• Reading plans for finding text that describes the task
response fiame helps SPRITe to organize its n e w
environment
knowledge in terms of instruction patterns (cf M a x i m s of
• reading plans to find term definitions - plans in
this category are related to the problem of
SPRITe
determining external reference, as well as
elaborating o n the concepts found in previous
Plan Selection:
Plan Execution
match features of the
interactions with the instructions.
Adaptation, &
request & the text to
•
reading plans for understanding features of the
Learning
the plan indices
device - the main purpose of plans in this
i
category is to find and interpret text describing
Coherence Mechanism:
the
fimctional intent of the device features and
/ Readini;
uses marker passing
V
Librarv
even of the dev ice itself.
Semantic memory
• Reading plans to aid the interaction between the
augmentation:
agent ( F L O A B N ) and the task environment
Semantic
uses summarization &
Flow of
• reading plans to select agent's actions - plans in
Memon'
importance techniques
CoaU-oI
this category locate procedural information in the
Flow of
instructions and interpret it in order to address
KjwwMgi
Figure 3: SPRITe's basic mechanism.
failures encountered by the action plaimer.

Request
Frames

Semantic
Memory

Response
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READING PLANS
TASK E N V I R O N M E N T

DEFINING TERMS
(request
:naine detine-term
:device fax-machine
:pJan photocopier
:pait Atf)
DEVICE N A M E
LABEL PART
DEFINE T E R M

FAMILIARIZE WITH
FEATURES OF DEVICE
(request
: ri.iTT^C find-part-forfunction
!device fax-machine
:plan photocopier
:part copier-cover
: steps (lift-cover) ) )

INTERACTION B E T W E E N A G E N T
& TASK E N V I R O N M E N T
SELECTING AGENT'S
ACTIONS
(request
: name find-step
:device airfone
rplan pay-phone
: steps (lift-receiver
insert-coi ti))
I
FIND STEP(S)
FIND ORDERING
VERIFY STEP

PART FUNCTION
PART LOCATION
FIND PART FOR
FUNCTION

INTERPRETATION OF
EVENTS A N D SIGNS
(LABELS)
(request
:name
device-messag*
:device pay-phone
:message *text*)

VERIFY DISPLAY
VERIFY O U T P U T
INTERPRET FAILURE
FROM MESSAGE

Taxonomy 1: SPRITe's taxonomy of reading plan types. Example requests for each sub-category are shown surrounded by
boxes. Each request would spawn the selection of a plan of the corresponding type (e.g., define-term).
irrelevant text in the instructions. SPRITefirstconsults the
m a p of the instructions that it has built during this and
previous interactions with the text. If the m a p already
includes the part of the instructions indicated by the locate
step, the location indicated by the m a p is chosen as the
starting point. Otherwise, the navigation method given in
the locate step proceeds and, when it finds its target, a
pointer to the target is added to the map.
The verifi^ step uses the coherence mechanism to
determine whether the "dumb" search done by the locate
step actually found an appropriate piece of text. The
verification technique is based on observations about h o w
certain kinds of text are used For example, if the text
chosen in the locate step were an enumerated list, verify
would look for a description component.
SPRITe's
knowledge of enumerated lists indicates that if the author
of an enumerated list describes the content of the list, the
description will appear just above thefirstitem in the list.
The plan will not fail if such a description component does
not exist. Only if a description does exist but is not
coherent with the reading goal would the verify step fail, in

• reading plans for interpreting events and signs
(labels) - plans in this category are spawned by
events of the world, filtered by the action
planner's event interpreter. Error messages from
the device are handled by plans in this category.
The Structure of Reading Plans

Each reading plan has five parts:
• name - constructed for humans to identify the plan
• text (optional) - what text was being read when the
plan was created
• goal - the goal of reading; this is provided by the
request frame
• indices - characteristics of the text and of the
request fi-ame
• plan - the procedure for interacting with the text
W h e n a reading episode begins, the features of the
current situation are compared to the text, goal, and indices
fields of the plans in the plan database. The reading plan
that matches the current situation most completely is
selected and the method contained in the plan field is
executed. Each planfieldhas three steps, which are taken
ft-om a library of sub-plans (see taxonomy 2). The steps
READING SUB-PLANS
that make up the planfieldare:
I
• locate - choose a piece of text
VERIFY
EXTRACT
LOCATE
• \erify (optional) - check that the chosen text fits
- Browse table- Verify
of
enumerated list - Extract skim
the current reading goal
contents
- skim enumerated list
- Verify paragraph
• extract - navigate and interpret the chosen text in
- Assess visual
- Verify section
- skim figure caption
significance
order to satisfy the reading goal
- skim paragraph
- Skim section
The locate step uses SPRITe's knowledge of instructional
-Readinfiill
headings
- read list item
tc.Kt structure and usage to find a starting point in the
- Check constructed
- read text figure
instructionsfi-omwhich the rest of the plan can work. This
representation
- read device display
starting point is stored in the global variable *location* for
T a x o n o m y 2: SPRFTe's taxonomy of reading sub-plans.
use by the other stages of reading. The main purpose of the
This is not an exhaustive hst.
locate step is to avoid a majority of the redundant and
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which case SPRITe would rcslart the plan and the locate
step would ha\e to find another location.
Finally, SPRITc uses the extract step. Although the
extract step will sometimes use text structure to further
narrow the scope of reading, its main purpose is to
understand' the text. The extractfieldcalls sub-plans that
establish coherence between the content of the text and the
information provided by the action planner in the request
frame. Depending upon the complexity of the reading goal,
the amount of related know ledge in SPRITe's memory, and
the status of F L O A B N ' s interaction with the device.
extraction might involve an>ihing from skimming one or
two phrases, to reading entire text structures in detail.
Adapting Plans
In order for the library of reading plans to be flexible
enough to cope with m a n y different sets of instructions, the
plarmer must be able to adapt the plans to suit the
differences in the instructions.
SPRITe begins the
adaptation process as soon as a reading plan is selected and
continues until the end of the reading episode. Figure 4
shows the four stages of plan adaptation and acquisition.
Anticipating adaptation: W h e n SPRITe first selects a
plan, it remembers if the reading goal or any of the
indices did not match the current situation. If the
reading goal of the selected plan docs not match the
reading goal from the request frame, SPRITe anticipates
that the extraction routine m a y need to be replaced. If
one of the indices related to the structure of the text is
immatched, SPRITe anticipates that the location and
possibly the verify routines m a y need to be replaced.
Finally, if one of the immatched indices refers to an
aspect of the request frame, SPRITe anticipates that a
more general plan might be needed. These methods do
not anticipate all adaptations, but they do help to
constrain the adaptation process.
Adaptation: The second phase of adaptation occurs while
the reading plan is being executed. Adaptation involves

replacing aspects of the reading plan with n e w aspects
from the libraries of location, verification, and
extraction techniques (refer to the taxonomy 2). The
new routines are selected based on the "anticipations" if
any were detected during plan selection, and on the
failure that occurred during the reading episode so far.
Creating n e w plans: T h e third phase of plan adaptation is
to create a new plan at the end of any reading episode
that deviated from the plan it used T h e new plan is a
copy of the original plan with a few changes. First, the
text that was used to develop this plan is remembered
Thus, if SPRITe uses the same text again with the same
reading goal, the n e w plan will be invoked and executed
with little, if any, adaptation.
Second, the changes m a d e to the reading plan during
execution are remembered as the plan field of the new
reading plan. These changes occur in two ways. First,
adaptations that SPRITe m a d e due to failures during the
execution of the original reading plan are kept. Second
changes that resulted during SPRITe's successful
interaction with the instructions are incorporated into
the n e w reading plan. For example:
• If SPRITe used its m a p of the instructions instead
of the locate step, the new reading plan's locate
step points to the part of the m a p that was used.
• if the original reading plan's extract step was more
extensive than necessary for the current situation,
the new reading plan only keeps the necessary
part(s) of the extract step.
• If the original reading plan has a loop construct
which only executed once, only the body of the
loop is kept by the new reading plan.
• If the original reading plan's verify step used a text
structure not present in the current text, the new
reading plan is created without the verify step.
Indexing n e w plans: Finally, in the fourth stage of
adaptation, the new plan must be indexed in memory in
a way that distinguishes it from the original plan.

ADAPTATION and ACQUISITION
of READING PLANS
Stage 1:
Anticipate adaptations
unmatched
goal

unmatched
text-structure
index

unmatched
request-frame
index

anticipate
replacement
of extraction
sub-plan

anticipate
replacement
of location
& verify
sub-plans

anticipate
selection of
more general
(parent) plan

Stage 2:
Adapting plans
/
\{ location
sub-plan is
replaced,
replace verify
and anticipate
replacing extract

\
when extract
sub-plan is
replaced,
prefer sub-plans
using structure
found by current
locate sub-plan

^igure 4: T h e overall control structure of S P R I T e ' s adaptation techniques.
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Stage 4:
Index n e w plan

Stage 3.
Create n e w plan
remember
only
successful
steps as a
n e w plan

add new
indices

/
features of
the text

/ \
drop
unmatched
indices

\
optional
features of
dierecpiest
frame

text. In return, reading pro\idcs a detailed knowledge
source to the action planner.

SPRITe has two methods for rc\ising the indices of the
original plan for the new plan: drop indices that did not
match during plan selection, or add new indices based
on characteristics of the text and features of the rcqucsi
frame. Indices based on features of the text will be
chosen depending upon what features were used in the
locate step. Features of the request frame will include
the presence or absence of optional features.
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Other Types of Text
Reading plans are aH>licable w h e n reading texts other than
instructions, although most of the plans used to read
instructions would not necessarily be effective. This is
because these plans were defined based on the
superstructures of instructions; since the superstructures for
each type of text vary, the reading plans will be different.
For some types of texts, possible reading plans are quite
apparent. Newspapers can be read by section or by topic,
and certain articles can even be read as instructions.
Textbooks arc read differently depending on whether the
reader has been given an assigimierU or is using the book
as a reference. Even texts such as the one you are currently
reading have different aRjlicable reading plans, including
"read the abstract, read the introduction & conclusion, then
skim whatever else looks interesting, if anything."
^jplying reading plans for "pleasure reading" is
somewhat more subtle. For one thing, people often want to
read such texts in their entirety. While this can be viewed
as a reading plan, it is not a particularly interesting one.
It is more interesting to consider the context in which
these texts are read. For example, reading might be used as
a form of escapism during finals week. O r perhaps one
might be reading a favorite book for the umpteenth time.
A given reader might have a dozen different methods for
"pleasure reading", ranging from reading every word to
paging through a book looking for the "good parts"
Conclusion
This paper has presented a cognitive model of instruction
usage. A n implementation of this model. SPRITe. uses
reading plans to perform efficient, goal-driven reading in
the context of a larger activity. T w o taxonomies of reading
plans were given, followed by adaptation procedures.
W h e n SPRITe performs adaptation, it stores the resulting
new plans, thus building a library of several concrete
methods for reading that, over time, improves SPRITe's
proficiency both with the specific te.xts from which the
methods were developed, and with instructions in general.
SPRITe is embedded in a larger agent, F L O A B N .
Combining the acti\ities of reading and action produces an
agent more capable than the separate activities could be.
The action provides context and goals for reading, which
provides the information necessary for selecting reading
plans and for producing concrete representations of the
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Abstract

psychologists (e.g.. Cutler & Carter, 1987; Cutler &
Butterfield, 1992) and designers of speech-recognition
Infants face the difficult problem of segmenting continuous
systems (e.g.. Church, 1987) have examined this problem.
speech into words without the benefit of a fully developed
However, w e want to k n o w h o w infants segment speech
lexicon. Several information sources in speech—prosody,
before knowing the phonemic forms of words. The second
semantic correlations, phonotactics, and so on—might help
aspect psychologists have focused o n is the problem of
infants solve this problem. Research to date has focused on
determining the information sources to which infants are
determining to which of these information sources infants
sensitive. T h e two sources that have been examined most
might be sensitive, but little work has been done to determine
often
are: prosody and word stress. Results suggest that
the usefulness of each source. The computer simulations
parents
exaggerate prosody in child-directed speech to
reported here are a first attempt to measure the usefulness of
highlight important words (Femald & Mazzie, 1991; Aslin,
distributional and phonotactic information in adult- and childW o o d w a r d , LaMendola & Bever, in press) and that infants
directed speech. The simulations hypothesize segmentations of
are sensitive to prosody (e.g., Hirsh-Pasek et al., 1987).
speech into words; the best segmentation hypothesis is selected
using the Minimum Description Length paradigm. Our results
Furthermore, word stress in English fairly accurately predicts
indicate that while there is some useful information in both
the location of word beginnings (Cutler & Norris, 1988;
phoneme distributions and phonotactic rules, the combination
Cutler & Butterfield, 1992), and Jusczyk, Cuder and Redanz
of both sources is most useful. Further, this combination of
(1993) demonstrated that English speaking 9-month-olds (but
information sources is more useful for segmenting childnot 6-month-olds) are sensitive deviations from the
directed speech than adult-directed speech. The implications of
predominant strong/weak word stress pattern of English.
these results for theories of lexical acquisition are discussed.
Sensitivity to native-langtiage phonotactics in 9-month-<Jds
w a s recently reported b y Jusczyk, Friederici, Wessels,
Svenkerud
and Jusczyk (1993). These studies demonstrate
Introduction
infants' perceptive abilities without demonstrating the
Infants must learn to recognize phonemic sequences as words;
usefulness of their perceptions
this is a difficult problem because normal speech contains n o
In this paper, w e measure the potential roles of distribution,
obvious acoustic cues marking word boundaries. T w o sources
phonotactics and their combination using a computerof information that might aid speech segmentation are:
simulated learning algorithm; the simulation is based on a
distribution — t h e p h o n e m e sequence in cat appears
bootstrapping model in which phonotactic knowledge is used
frequently in several contexts including thecal, cats and
to constrain the segmentation of speech into words.
catnap, whereas the sequence in catn is rare and appears in
H o w d o children combine the information they perceive
restricted contexts; and phonotactics—car is an acceptable
from different sources? Aslin et al. speculate that infants learn
syllable in English, whereas peat is not. While evidence exists
wordsfirstin isolation, then in context using distribution and
that infants are sensitive to these sources, w e k n o w of n o
prosody to refine their guesses; however, Jusczyk (1993)
measurements of their usefulness. In this paper, w e attempt to expresses skepticism about this proposal. O n e obvious
quantify the usefulness of distribution and phonotactics in
problem with this suggestion is that infants must k n o w when
segmenting child- and adult-directed speech. O u r results
they are hearing single-word utterances—this m a y be just as
show that phonotactics and distribution each provide s o m e
difficult as learning to segment multiple-word utterances.
information for speech segmentation, but the combination of
In order to use computer simulations, it is necessary to
sources provides substantial information. W e also found that
m a k e certain assumptions about the form of the input. W e
child-directed speech is m u c h easier to segment than adulthave tried to m a k e assumptions that are at least consistent
directed speech w h e n using both sources.
with, and often motivated by, research on h u m a n infants. For
T o date, psychologists have focused on two aspects of the
instance, the input to our system is represented as a sequence
speech segmentation problem. T h efirstis the problem of
of phonemes; this was a pragmatic decision and w e do not
parsing continuous speech into words given a developed
claim that infants convert speech into phoneme sequences
lexicon to which incoming sounds can be matched; both
during the segmentation process. O n the other hand, research
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by Kuhl (e.g., Grieser & Kuhl, 1989) suggests that infants
m a y be able to m a k e phonemic distinctions, so this
assumption is at least a plausible one. Even if infants do not
use phonemic distinctions to segment speech, w e believe our
system will work given other representations as well — in fact,
a narrower (phonetic) transcription system might even help
the system (if Church, 1987, is right). Since sentence
boundaries provide some information about word boundaries
(the end of a sentence is also the end of a word), our input
contains sentence boundaries; several studies (BemsteinRatner, 1985; Hirsh-Pasek el al., 1987; Kemler Nelson,
Hirsh-Pasek, Jusczyk & Wright Cassidy, 1989; Jusczyk et al.,
1992) have shown that infants can perceive sentence
boundaries using prosodic cues. However, Fisher and Tokura
(in press) found no evidence that prosody can accurately
predict word boundaries, so the task of finding words
remains. Finally, one might question whether infants have the
ability w e are trying to model—that is, whether they can
identify words embedded in sentences; Jusczyk and Aslin
(submitted) found that 7 1/2-month-olds can.
It must be emphasized that w e did not try to model infant
behavior. Our simulations abstract away from the child's
computational limitations, such as limited short-term
memory, in order to focus on characteristics of the input.

Segmentation 1
1 du
2 da

3
4

5 si
6 ju

kiti
laik

Segmentation 2
1
2
3
4

aik
du
duj
dak

5
6
7
8

ak
akit
i
id

9
10
11
12

Iti
Jul
sid
us

Note that Segmentation 1, the correct hypothesis, yields a
compact lexicon of frequent words, whereas Segmentation 2
yields a much larger lexicon of infrequent words. Also note
that a lexicon contains only die words used in the sample—no
words are known to the system a priori. Given a lexicon, the
sample can be represented by replacing words with their
lexical indices:
Bicoded Sample 1: 16 5 2 3

5 2 3
16 4 2 3
Bicoded Sample 2: 2 12 6 4 5

11 3 8
1 9 10 7 8

Introduction to the Simulations
The basic results of our experiments come from two
variations of a speech segmenting simulation: one which only
analyses distributional information and one which analyses
distributional information as constrained by phonotactic
knowledge.
T o gain an intuitive understanding of distributional
analysis, consider the following speech sample of three
utterances (transcription is in IPA):

The system attempts to find the hypothesis that minimizes the
combined sizes of the lexicon and encoded sample. This
approach is called the M i n i m m n Description Length ( M D L )
paradigm and has been used recently in other domains to
analyze distributional information (Li & Vit^yi, 1993;
Rissanen, 1978; HUson, 1992,1994; Quinlan & Rivest, 1989;
Brent, 1993). T h e actual system uses more complex
representations for the lexicon and the encoded sample that
describe them m o r e briefly. For instance, the actual
Orthography: D o you see the kitty?
representations assign shorter indices to frequent words than
See the kitty?
to infrequent words, thus reducing the total number of digits
D o you like die kitty?
in the encoded sample. For details, see Cartwright and Brent
(1994).
Transcription: dujusidskiti
The space of possible hypotheses is vast (for our samples,
sidskiti
imconstrained by phonotactics, there are about 2.5 x 1 0 ^
dujulaikdskiti
hypotheses); some method of finding a minimum-length
hypothesis without considering all hypotheses is necessary.
There are many different ways to break this sample into W e used the following method: first, evaluate the input
putative words (each particular segmentation is called a
sample with no word boundaries added; then evaluate all
segmentation hypothesis). T w o such hypotheses are:
hypotheses obtained by adding two word boundaries; take the
shortest hypothesis found in the previous step and evaluate all
Segmentation 1: du ju si da kiti
hypotheses obtained by adding two more word boimdaries;
si 63 kiti
continue this way until the sample has been segmented into
du ju laik ds kiti
the smallest possible units; finally, report the shortest
hypothesis ever found.
Segmentation 2: duj us id skit i
In some experimental conditions, phonotactic rules restrict
si6 ak iti
the legal segmentation hypotheses by preventing word
du Jul aik dak iti
boundaries at certain places; for instance, /kaetspaz/ ("cat's
paws") has six internal potential word boundaries (k aetspoz,
Listing the words used by each segmentation hypothesis kae tspoz, etc.), only two of which are phonotactically
yields the following lexicons:
allowed (kaet spoz and kaets poz).
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samples had 443-484 tokens and 196-205 types. Phonotactic
constraints were given to the program as a list of licit
beginnings (onsets) and ends (codas) of Enghsh syllables; this
list was checked against all six samples so that the list was
maximally permissive (e.g., the underiined consonant cluster
in explore could be divided as ek-splore or eks-plore). Finally,
before the samples were fed to the simulations, divisions
between words (but not between sentences) were removed.

Experiments
W e compared results from simulations of two basic
experimental conditions: an analysis of distributional
information alone (Dist-Fri,e) and an analysis of
distributional information constrained by phonotactic
restrictions (Dist-Phono). Each simulation was nin on each
of six samples, for a total of twelve Dist runs. Finally, two
other simulations were n m on each sample to measure chance
performance: (1) Rand-Free randomly inserted word
boundaries and reported the resulting hypothesis, (2) RandPhono did the same random insertions subject to the same
phonotactic constraints as in Dist-Phono. Since the Rand
simulations were given the number of word boundaries to add
(equal to the number of word boundaries needed to produce
the natural Enghsh segmentation), their performance is an
upper bound on chance. In contrast, the Dist simulations must
determine the number of word boundaries to add using M D L
evaluations. Finally, the reported results for each Rand
simulation are the averages computed over 1,000 trials on the
same input sample.

Results

Inputs
T w o speech samples from each of three subjects were used in
the simulations; in one sample a mother was speaking to her
daughter and in the other, the same mother was speaking to
the researcher. The samples were taken from the C H I L D E S
database (MacWhinney & Snow, 1990) from smdies reported
in Bernstein (1982). Each sample was checked for consistent
word spellings (e.g., 'ts was changed to its), then transcribed
into an ASCII-based phonetic representation in a manner that
guaranteed that each occurrence of a word was transcribed
identically. T h e transcription system paralleled the IPA
alphabet and used one character for each consonant and
vowel; dipnthongs, r-colored vowels and syllabic consonants
were each represented as one character. For example, "boy"
was written as b 7 , "bird" as b R d and "label" as l e b L .
Sample lengths were selected to make the number of potential
word boundaries nearly equal (about 1,350) w h e n no
phonotactic constraints were applied; child-directed samples
had 498-536 tokens and 153-166 types, adult-directed

Results are given in Table 1 below. Each simulation was
scored for the number of correct word boundaries inserted, as
compared to the natural English segmentation. From the
scoring data, two measures of segmentation performance
were computed: completeness, the percent of all correct word
boundaries that were actually found; and accuracy, the
percent of the hypothesized word boundaries that were
actually correct. More specifically, completeness was defined
as the nimiber of correctly inserted word boundaries (hits or
true positives) divided by the number of correct word
boundaries (hits plus misses, or true positives plus false
negatives); accuracy was defined as the number of correctly
inserted word boundaries (hits or true positives) divided by
the total number of inserted word boundaries (hits plus false
alarms, or true positives plus false positives). Note that there
is a trade-off between completeness and accuracy—if all
possible word boundaries were added, completeness would
be 1 0 0 % but accuracy would be low; hkewise, if only one
word boundary was added between two words, accuracy
would be 1 0 0 % but completeness would be low. Accuracy
would appear to be m o r e important for children than
completeness. For example, deciding 'littlekitty' is a word is
less disastrous than deciding 'li', *tle', 'ki' and 'ty' are all
words, because assigning meaning to 'littlekitty' is a
reasonable first try at learning word-meaning pairs, whereas
trying to assign separate meanings to 'li' and 'tie' is
problematic.
O n e of the most striking implications of Table 1 is that this
system segments child-directed speech quite well using
phonotactics and distribution (Dist-Phono). T o answer to our

Table 1: Results for all simulations averaged over individual speech samples.
Simulation
Target

Measure

Adult

Child

Average

Rand-Free

Rand-Phono

Dist-Free

Dist-Phono

% Completeness

25.1

39.5

95.5

22.5

% Accuracy

28.9

50.5

36.0

92.0

% Completeness

23.4

40.2

79.9

72.3

% Accuracy

26.7

51.7

37.4

88.3

% Completeness

24.3

39.9

88.0

46.4

% Accuracy

27.8

51.1

36.6

89.2
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pnmary question about the relative value of these two
sources, w e need to compare a number of cells in Table 1. The
effect of using phonotactic information can be seen by
comparing the average performances of Rand-Fki i and
Rand-Phono, which differ only by the addition of phonolaclic
constraints on segmentations m the latter. Clearly phonotactic
constraints are useful, as both completeness and accuracy
improve. A similar comparison between the Rand-Free and
Dist-Free shows that distributional information alone also
improves performance. Note in all the results of Dist-Free
that using distributional information alone favors
completeness over accuracy; in fact, the segmentation
hypotheses produced by Dist-Free have most words broken
into single phoneme units with only a handful of words
remaining intact. T w o comparisons are needed to show that
the combination of distributional and phonotactic information
performs better than either source alone: Dist-Phono
compared to Rand-Phono, for phonotactic information, and
to Dist-Free, for distributional information. T h e former
comparison shows that the sources combined are more useful
than phonotactic information alone. The latter comparison is
less obvious — t h e trade-off between completeness and
accuracy seems to have reversed, with no clear winner
(although the higher accuracy of Dist-Phono is good). Data
on discovered word types helps m a k e this comparison: DistFree found 1 2 % of the words with 3 0 % accuracy and
Dist-Phono found 3 3 % of the words with 5 0 % accuracy.
Whereas the word boundary data are inconclusive, word type
data demonstrate that combining information sources is more
useful than using distributional information alone.
There is no obvious difference in performance between
child- and adult-directed speech, except in Dist-Phono
(combined information sources) in which the difference is
striking: accuracy remains high and completeness more than
triples for child-directed speech. This difference is again
supported by word type data: 1 4 % completeness with 3 0 %
accuracy for adult-directed speech, 5 6 % completeness with
6 5 % accuracy for child-directed speech.
Discussion
There are three lessons to be drawn from these results: the
effectiveness of the combined information sources is an
improvement over the effectiveness of either source
individually, the combined information sources m o r e
effectively segment child-directed speech than adult-directed
speech, and the system's overall performance is surprisingly
good, considering the limited information used.
The results show a difference between adult- and childdirected speech, in that the latter is easier to segment given
both distribution and phonotactics. This lends quantitative
support to research which suggests that motherese differs
from normal adult speech in ways possibly useful to the
language-learning infant (Aslin et al.). In fact, the factors
making motherese more leamable might be elucidated using
this technique: compare the results of several different
models, each containing a different factor or combination of
factors, looking for those in which a substantial performance
difference exists between child- and adult-directed speech.
Our technique segments continuous speech into words
using only distributional and phonotactic information more
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effectively than one might expect—up to 6 6 % completeness
of word boimdaries with 9 2 % accuracy on one sample, which
yields 5 8 % completeness of word types with 6 7 % accuracy
(the relatively low type accuracy is mitigated by the fact that
most incorrect words are meaningful concatenations of
correct words—e.g., 'thekitty'). This finding confirms the
idea that distribution and phonotactics are useful sources of
information that infants might use in discovering words (e.g.,
Jusczyk et al., 1993b). In fact, it helps explain infants' ability
to learn words from parental speech: these two sources alone
are useful and infants have several others, like prosody and
word stress patterns, available as well. It also suggests that
semantics and isolated words need not play as central a role as
one might think (e.g., Jusczyk, 1993. downplayed the utility
of words in isolation). It is difficult, if not impossible given
currently available methods, to determine which sources of
information are necessary for infants to segment speech and
learn words; only this sort of indirect evidence is available to
us.
O u r model uses phonotactic constraints as absolute
requirements on the structure of individual words; this implies
that phonotactics have been learned prior to attempts at
segmentation. W e must therefore show that phonotactics can
indeed be learned without access to a lexicon—without such
a demonstration, w e are trapped in circular reasoning. Gafos
and Brent (1994) suggest that this m a y be true. This does not
m e a n w e believe infants necessarily learn their native
language's phonotactic rules prior to learning to segment
speech; rather, w e think it is important to investigate h o w far
such an assumption would go toward explaining children's
early acquisition of word sounds.
Conclusions and Future Work
Until now, research has focused on demonstrations of infants'
sensitivity to various information sources in the input. W e
have n o w begim to supplement this evidence with quantitative
measures of the usefulness of those sources.
W e plan to extend the computer system described here by
adding syllable stress (strong or weak) to the representation
of words. With this elaborated representation, the M D L
paradigm can be used to learn and m a k e use of the
predominant stress patterns in the language. W e expect that
this work will shed light on the utility of stress patterns in
combination with the information sources investigated in this
paper. Further, if the modified system is able to learn the
predominant stress pattern, that will help to resolve a problem
with current theories about the use of stress in lexical
acquisition; namely, that stress is a language-particular
property, and hence must be learned before it can be used.
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Abstract

generation program, speech and intonation synthesis, gesture
integration, and animation interface.
This paper describes an implemented system that generates spoFour basic types of gestures occur only during speaking
ken dialogue, including speech, intonation, and gesture, using
(McNeill, 1992); these four types of speech-associated gestwo copies of an identical program that differ only in knowlture have been the focus of the majority of research on the
edge of the world and which must cooperate to accomplish a
cognitive
basis of the gesture-speech relationship, including
goal. The output of the dialogue generation is used to drive
our o w n . Iconics represent s o m e feature of the accompanying
a three-dimensional interactive animated model - two graphic
speech, such as sketching a small rectangular space with one's
figures on a computer screen who speak and gesture according
to the rules of the system. The system is based upon a formal,
two hands while saying "Did you bring your CHECKBOOK?".
predictive and explanatory theory of the gesture-speech relaMetaphorics represent an abstract feature concurrently spotionship. A felicitous outcome is a working system to realize
ken about, such as forming a jaw-like shape with one hand,
autonomous animated conversational agents for virtual reality
and pulling it towards one's body while saying "You must
and other purposes, and a tool for investigating the relationship
W I T H D R A W money.". Deictics indicate a point in space. They
between speech and gesture.
accompany reference to persons, places and other spatializeable discourse entities. A n example is pointing to the ground
Introduction
while saying " D o you have an account at Mellon or at this
bank?".
Finally, Beats are small formless waves of the hand
In recent work (e.g. Alibali and Goldin-Meadow, 1993; Casthat occur with heavily emphasized words, occasions of turnsell et al., 1993; McNeill, 1992) it has been argued that sponing over thefloorto another speaker, and other kinds of special
taneous gesture produced unwittingly by speakers and the
linguistic work. A n example is waving one's left hand briefly
speech it accompanies form an integrated conceptual system.
up
and d o w n along with the stressed words in the phrase " G o
Thus, gesture is not a translation of speech, or irrelevant
ahead."
to speech. Gesture and speech are different communicative
Evidence from m a n y sources suggests a close relationship
manifestations of one single mental representation. However,
between speech and gesture. At the prosodic level, Kendon,
until n o w research on the relationship between gesture and
1974 found that the stroke phase (most effortful part) of these
speech has been difficult to evaluate because of its descriptive
gestures
tends to co-occur with or just before the phonologinature. O n e way to m o v e from descriptive to predictive theocally most prominent syllable of the accompanying speech. A t
ries is via formal models, which point up gaps in knowledge
a cognitive level, Cassell et al., 1993 established that listeners
and fuzziness in theoretical explanations. W e present such a
model, embodied in a dialogue generation program that drives rely on information conveyed in gesture as they try to comprehend a story; Alibali and Goldin-Meadow, 1993 showed that
two animated humanfigures,simulating conversational interchildren m a y express in gesture information that they cannot
action.
yet express in speech. Other evidence comes from the sheer
The dialogue generation is a novel generalization of earfrequency
of gestures during speech. About three-quarters of
lier work by Power, 1977, Houghton and Pearson, 1988, and
all clauses in narrative discourse are accompanied by gestures
extends earlier work by Prevost and Steedman, 1993a, to inof one kind or another (McNeill, 1992), and perhaps surprisclude further distinctions of discourse information, allowing
ingly, although the proportion of gesture types m a y change,
gesture and more sophisticated conversational intonation to
all of these gestures, and spontaneous gesturing in general,
be generated along with speech. W e believe that no comare found in discourses by speakers of most languages.
putational system that automatically generates conversations
In this paper our primary concern is with the semantic and
between two autonomous human-like agents, with appropriate and synchronized speech, intonation and hand gestures,
pragmatic relationship between the two media. Gesture and
speech d o not always manifest the same information about
has been implemented before. In the remainder of the inan idea, but for adults what they convey is always completroduction w e describe research on the relationship between
mentary. That is, gesture m a y depict the w a y in which an
gesture and speech that underlies our attempt to simulate the
behavior. W e follow that with a discussion of intonation and
action was carried out w h e n this aspect of meaning is not
depicted in speech. It has been suggested (Kendon, 1994)
information structure, and give a set of rules for gesture generation with respect to those two linguistic variables. W e then
that those concepts difficult to express in language m a y be
describe the various modules of the simulation: the dialogue
conveyed by gesture. Thus simultaneity of two events, or the
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respective locations of two objects m a y be expressed by the
position of the two hands. In this sense, the gesture-speech
relationship resembles the interaction of words and graphics
in the generation of multimodal text (Feiner and M c K e o w n ,
1991; Wahlster et al., 1991). In storytelling, narrative structure m a y be indexed by differential use of gesture: iconic
gestures tend to occur with plot-advancing description of the
action, deictic gestures with the introduction of n e w characters, and beat gestures at the boundaries of episodes (Cassell
and McNeill, 1991). Until now, however, there has been no
attempt to predict w h e n and what kinds of gestures will occur
in a discourse.
W e propose to use the level of information structure to
capture the regularities of gesture occurrence. The information structure of an utterance defines its relation to other
utterances in a discourse and to propositions in the relevant
knowledge pool. Although a sentence like "George withdrew
fifty dollars" has a clear semantic interpretation, the semantics
does not indicate h o w the proposition relates to other propositions in the discourse. For example, the sentence might be
an equally appropriate response to the questions " W h o withdrewfiftydollars," "What did George withdraw," "What did
George do," or even "What happened." Which question is
asked determines which items in the response are most important or salient, which in turn determines h o w the phrase is
uttered. These types of salience distinctions are encoded in
the information structure representation of an utterance.
Following Halliday and others (Halliday, 1967; HajiCovi
and Sgall, 1988), w e use the terms theme and rheme to denote
two distinct information structural attributes of an utterance.'
T h e theme roughly corresponds to what the utterance is about.
T h e rheme corresponds to what the speaker has to contribute
concerning the theme. Depending on the discourse context,
a given utterance m a y be divided on semantic and pragmatic
grounds into thematic and rhematic constituents in a variety
of ways. For example, given the utterance "George withdrew
fifty dollars," w e might consider the theme to be ' H o w m u c h
m o n e y George withdrew' and the rheme to be 'fifty dollars.'
Within information structural constituents, w e define the
semantic interpretations of certain items as being either/ocused or background. Items m a y be focused for a variety of
reasons, including emphasizing their newness in the discourse
or making contrastivedistinctionsamong salient discourse entities. For example, in a theme concerning ' H o w m u c h money
George withdrew' w e m a y say that 'George' m a y be the focus
because it stands in contrast to some other salient discourse
entity, say 'Gilbert'. W e also mark the representation of entities in information structure with their status in the discourse.
Entities are considered either n e w to discourse and hearer (indefinites), n e w to discourse but not to hearer (definites on first
mention), or old (all others) (Prince, 1992).
Distinct intonational tunes have been shown to be associated with the thematic and rhematic parts of an utterance
for certain classes of dialogue (Prevost and Steedman, 1993a;
Prevost and Steedman, 1993b; Steedman, 1991). In particular, w e note that the standard rise-fall intonation generally
'Although note that we drop Halliday's assumption that themes
occur only in sentence-initial position. Functionally similar distinctions in this context are topic/comment, given/new, and the scale of
communicative dynamism.
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occurs with the rhematic part of m a n y types of utterances. The
rise-fall intonation is realized as a pitch peak on the primarystress syllable of the focused word, followed by an immediate
fall to a lower pitch which is then sustained for the duration of the phrase. The rhematic part of yes/no interrogatives
is often accompanied by a fall-rise intonation, realized as a
low pitch target on the primary-stress syllable of the focused
word, followed by an immediate rise to a sustained higher
pitch. Thematic elements of an utterance are often marked
by a rise-fall-rise intonation, realized by a rise to a high pitch
target on the primary-stress syllable, followed by an immediate fall to a lower pitch with another pitch rise occurring at
the end of the phrase. The following examples illustrate the
coupling of tunes with themes and rhemes.
(1)
Q : I k n o w w h o withdrew three dollars,
but w h o withdrewfiftydollars?
A: (GEORGE)rhen,e (withdrew R F T Y dollars)iheme
(2)
Q: I k n o w h o w m a n y dollars Gilbert withdrew,
but h o w m a n y did George withdraw?
A : (GEORGE withdrew)ihenK: (FIFTY dollars)*eme
W e claim that that, just as intonational features are associated with information structural aspects of discourse, so too
are gestures. W e propose the following rules to predict the
location and types of gestures as a function of information
structure:
• Non-beat gestures accompany verb phrases in the rheme,
and hearer new references, as follows: words with literally
spatial content get iconic gestures; those with metaphorically spatial content get appropriate metaphorics; words
with spatializable content get deictics.
• Beat gestures are generated for verb phrases in the rheme
and for hearer new references w h e n the semantic content
cannot be represented spatially.
• Beats accompany discourse n e w definite references.
Generated gestures associated with a word are aligned with
the stressed syllable of that word. This is a straightforward
task for beat gestures which are simply waves of the hand. In
contrast, the other gestures have a preparation phase which
occurs before the stroke; accordingly, gestures with a preparation phase must start at the beginning of the intonational
phrase in which the associated word occurs to ensure that the
stroke can occur on that word.
Implementation
The objective of this project is to provide a testbed where
predictive accounts of gesture, such as the rules given above,
can be formalized and evaluated. This goal places certain
demands on the generation of content for the "computational
stage" (McNeill, 1992) shared by speech and gesture. In
particular, the generation process must provide precise and
explicit representations of the concepts, such as information
structure, to which the theory of gesture refers.
The solution adopted here is to simulate the world and discourse actions of an agent interacting with another agent in the
service of accomplishing a goal in a simple environment. For
the present implementation, the 'bank domain' was chosen
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quishing control to the discourse planner. Several stages of
processing and conversational interaction m a y occur before
these discourse goals are achieved. The discourse planner
must identify h o w the goal submitted by the domain planner
relates to other discourse goals that m a y still be in progress.
Then content for a particular utterance is selected on the basis
of h o w the discourse goal is decomposed into sequences of
actions that might achieve it. T h e following fragment of dialogue was produced by the dialogue planner. T h e previous
segment of discourse established that Gilbert is a bank teller,
and George a customer, and that George has asked Gilbert for
help in obtaining $50.
The dialogue is repetitive and explicit in its goals exactly
because the two agents have to specify in advance each of the
goals they are working towards, and steps they are following.
The dialogue generation program has none of the conversational inferences that allow humans to follow leaps of reasoning. True conversational inference greatly complicates the
conversational planning component of dialogue generation.
Moreover, the explicit expression of all conversational moves
can be viewed as a trace of the steps that m o r e sophisticated
conversational inferencers would have to follow.
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Figure 1: Interaction of components

because in it there are two agents w h o must interact linguistically to accomplish a goal. The complexity of the domain
and the steps followed by the agents are analogous to those of
Power, 1977 and Houghton and Pearson, 1988, but here the
model is enriched with explicit representations of the structure of discourse and the relationship of the structure to the
agents' domain plans. The following describes the dialogue
generation system in this light. W e then turn to the other
elements of the system represented in Figure 1.
The selection of content for the dialogue in our system is
performed by two cascaded planners. Thefirstis the domain
planner, which manages the plans governing the concrete actions which the agents will execute; the second is the discourse
planner, which manages the communicative actions the agents
must take in order to agree on a domain plan and in order to
remain synchronized while executing a domain plan.
The input to the domain planner is a database of facts describing the way the world works, the goals of the agents, and
the beliefs of the agents about the world, including the beliefs
of the agents about each other. The domain planner executes
by decomposing an agent's current goals into a series of more
specific goals according to the hierarchical relationship between actions specified in the agent's beliefs about the world.
A n agent's goals m a y be of one of two forms: to obtain some
piece of information, or to ensure that some state holds in the
world; questions can be used to achieve either kind of goal,
but planning decompositions are only appropriate for the second kind. Once decomposition resolves a plan into a sequence
of actions to performed, the domain planner causes the agents
lo execute those actions in sequence. A s these goal expansions and action executions t ^ e place, the domain planner
also dictates discourse goals that agents must adopt in order
to maintain and exploit cooperation with their conversational
partner.
The domain planner transmits its instructions to take communicative actions to the discourse planner by suspending
operation when such instructions are generated and relin-
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Gilbert: Do you have a blank check?
George: Yes, I have a blank check.
Gilbert: D o you have an account for the check?
George: Yes, I have an account for the check.
Gilbert: Does the account contain at leastfiftydollars?
George: Yes, the account contains eighty dollars.
Gilbert: Get the check m a d e out to you forfiftydollars
and then I can withdrawfiftydollars for you.
George: All right, let's get the check m a d e out to m e
forfiftydollars.
The domain planner and the discourse planner offer a number of explicit representational structures which could serve
as input in formulating rules of gesture and intonation. At
any point, of course, each agent has a representation of the
domain plan that is being executed, and of the constituents of
discourse that go into discussion of the plan. Explicit links
between these two structures indicate what part of the plan
each discourse segment concerns; these links ensure that conversation is coordinated and understood. These three kinds
of information form the basis for two additional levels of
representation, which are maintained solely for their possible
relevance to linguistic processes. First, a model of attention
(the attentional state) indicates which entities are k n o w n to
the participants, which entities have been referred to, and
h o w salient those entities are. T h e attentional state for s o m e
utterance in the discourse consists of a list that contains, for
each discourse segment which dominates that utterance, the
sets of entities mentioned in that segment. These sets are
ordered so that the entities referred to in larger segments are
less salient than the entities referred to in segments they d o m inate. Second, a record of the purposes generated by the
planner which initiated discourse actions is kept. O f course,
it m a y happen that only the agent w h o initiated an action
knows this purpose exactly. Accordingly, both parties also
separately record the most specific purpose for a segment for
which evidence has been given. This architecture of intentional structure, attentional state, and discourse purposes, and

the relationship between them wasfirstproposed by Grosz
and Sidner, 1986; the implementation of these notions here
follows their suggestions as closely as possible. W e use these
representations to reconstruct the information structure of the
dialogue as follows.

G e s t u r e Integration a n d A n i m a t i o n

In the research presented here the interaction between speech
and gesture is modeled in such a form that it can drive an animation system^. T h e input to the animation system does not
specify every small m o v e m e n t of the hands, in order to create
system that separates issues of semantics from phys• Material is classified as thematic if it occurs in some partaflexible
of
iology. The system does, however, take into account temporal
the speaker's discourse purpose in the current constituent
deformations of gestures due to the demands of synchronizing
or its ancestors for which evidence has been given.
gestures with speech and with one another.
• Material is classified as rhematic if it occurs only in that part
Gesture production is carried out by a group of Parallel
of the speaker's discourse purpose in the current segment
Transition Networks (PaT-Nets),finitestate machines several
or its ancestors for which evidence has not been provided.
of which can be run in tandem (Becket, 1994). PaT-Nets
• Information not meeting either of these criteria constitutesgovern three processes, two of which concern the direct production of gesture through the animation system. The first,
linguistic formulae, which are irrelevant to the speaker's
parse-net, is a control network which parses the output of the
purpose, and are also labelled as thematic.
speech synthesis module described above. Thisfinitestate
Focus is assigned to references according to the theory of
machine parses p h o n e m e representations one utterance at a
contrast in Prevost and Steedman, 1993a, while the discourse
time; in the current domain, this means also that one speaker
status of entities is determined from the agents' knowledge
turn is parsed at a time.
of each other and from the attentional state. Finally, the
U p o n the signalling of a particular gesture, parse-net will
semantic class of constituents is retrieved from a dictionary
instantiate one of two additional PaT-Nets; if the gesture is a
associating semantic representations with possible gestures
beat, thefinitestate machine representing beats ("beat-net")
that might represent them.^
will be called, and if a deictic, iconic, or metaphoric, the
These structures permit application of the rules for gennetwork representing these types of gestures ("gest-net") will
eration of gestures and intonation given above. A variant
be called. This separation is motivated by the "rhythm hyof Prevost and Steedman's algorithm is used to do this, thus
pothesis" (Tuite, 1993) which posits that beats arise from the
generating English text annotated with intonational cues and
underlying rhythmical pulse of speaking, while other gestures
gestural instructions from information structures. These inarise from meaning representations. In addition, beats are oftonational and gesture features are attached to words in the
ten found superimposed over the other types of gestures, and
dialogue and m a y alternatively be interpreted as occurring at
such a separation facilitates implementation of superposition.
the start of the associated word, on the stressed syllable of
Finally, since one of the goals of the model is to reflect differthe word, or at the end of the word, depending on the feature.
ences in behavior a m o n g gesture types, this system provides
In order for the gestures to appear at the proper times in the
for control of freedom versus boundedness in gestures (e.g.
animation, the t w o streams must be synchronized with the
an iconic gesture or e m b l e m is tightly constrained to a parsynthesized speech.
ticular standard of well-formedness, while beats display free
T h e intonation stream provides an abstract representation
movement); free gestures m a y most easily be generated by a
which is automatically translated to a form suitable for inseparate PaT-Net whose parameters include this feature.
put to the speech synthesis component. W e currently use the
Gesture and beatfinitestate machines are built as necessary
A T & T Bell Laboratories T T S synthesizer to produce the acby the parser, so that the gestures can be represented as they
tual speech w a v e and p h o n e m e timings (Liberman and Buchsarise. The newly created instances of the gesture and beat
baum, 1985). T h e following example demonstrates the intoPaT-Nets do not exit immediately upon creating their respecnational tunes specified by the dialogue planner and sent to
tive gestures; rather, they pause and await further commands
the speech synthesizer.
from the calling network, in this case, parse-net. This is to
allow for the phenomenon of gesture coarticulation, in which
Get the check made OUT to you for fifty dollars
two gestures m a y occur in an utterance without intermediary
riserisefall
relaxation, i.e. without dropping the hands or, in some cases,
and
THEN
lean withdraw fifty dollars for you.
without relaxing handshape. O n c e the end of the current utrise-fall-riserisefall
terance is reached, the parser adds another level of control: it
After transforming the utterances into proper input for the forces exit without relaxation of all gestures except the gessynthesizer and generating the speech wave and phoneme
ture at the top of the stack; thisfinalgesture is followed by a
timings, the durational outputs from the synthesis are merged
relaxation of the arms, hands, and wrists.
by rule with the abstract intonational and gestural notations.
The animation itself is carried out by J a c k ® , a program
This detailed timing information (to the centisecond) allows
for controlling articulated objects, especially h u m a n figures.
synchronization of the gestural animations with the speech,
The figures have joints and behaviors designed to generate
as described below.
realistic motion. Additional modules can be added to deal
with n e w domains, such as gesture.
^This solution is provisional: arichersemantics would include
^Another model currently in progress generates gaze and head
the features relevant for gesture generation, so that the form of gesmovements, and synchronizes gestures with these facial parameters
tures could be generated algorithmically from the semantics. Note
as well as with movements of the lips (Pelachaud et al., 1991; Cassell
also, however, that following Kendon, 1994 w e are led to believe
etal., 1994).
that gestures may be more standardized than previously thought.
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Figure 2: Examples of symbolic gesture specification

1. " D o you have a B L A N K C H E C K r
• In thefirstframe, an iconic gesture (representing a
rectangular check) is generated from thefirstmention (new to hearer) of the entity 'blank check'.
2. "Will you H E L P m e getfiftydollars?"
• In the second frame, a metaphoric gesture (the comm o n propose gesture, representing the request for
help as a proposal that can be offered to the listener)
is generated because of thefirstmention (new to
hearer) of the request for help.
3. "You can W R I T E the check."
• In the third frame, an iconic gesture (representing
writing on a piece of paper) is generated from the
first mention of the concrete action of 'writing a
check'.
4. "I will W A I T for you to withdrawfiftydollars for me."
• In the fourth frame, a beat gesture (a movement of
the hand up and down) is generated from the first
mention of the concept 'wait for', which cannot be
represented spatially.

Conclusion
The PaT-Net system issues gesture requests to the animation Most research on gesture has been descriptive and distribusystem, telling thefigureto either rest, make a beat motion, tional. With this descriptive infrastructure in place, it is n o w
or make a gesture involving the hand, wrist, and/or arm. Four possible to attempt formal and predictive theories of gesture
use. The theory of gesture-speech interaction described above
motion modules have been added to the Jack system: hand
allowed
us to specify rules and write algorithms that drive an
motion, wrist motion, arm motion, and beat motion, each
animated model of verbal and non-verbal behaviors in converwhich may be specified separately for each side of the body.
The animation system isolates the higher level PaT-Net system sational interaction. The shortcomings of the implementation
from the details of the humanfiguregeometry, biomechanical are as interesting as its successes. In particular, while the
theory quite successfully specified when gestures might be
modeling, and joint control functions.
expected in a discourse, and what the temporal relationship
The hand motions can be specified in terms of an expandbetween those gestures and speech is, it lacked a basis for disable library of hand shapes, and the current system is based
tributing communicative load among gesture, speech content,
on the American Sign Language alphabet. A n additional
and intonation. That is, the discourse model might generate
parameter controls the laxness of the handshape. The animaturn-taking phrases such as " G o ahead" and tilso generate beat
tion system moves thefingersfrom one position to another,
gestures
to accompany those phrases. In natural human interattempting to get as close to the goal positions as possible
action, it is more likely that either gesture or speech take on
within the contraints of the time alloted and the velocity limsuch a linguistic function, but not the two systems simultaneits of thefingerjoints. The result is that as the speed of the
W e expect to return to the parallel established above
ously.
gesture increases, the gestures will 'coarticulate' in a realistic
with automatically generated coordinated multimedia presenmanner.
tations as a way of improving our model. In the meantime,
The wrist position goals are specified in terms of the hand
direction relative to thefigure(e.g.fingersforward and palm w e have demonstrated that gesture and speech can be generated from one single underlying semantic representation,
up). The animation system automatically limits the wrist to
reflecting an integrated conceptual system. A n d in so doing,
a realistic range of motion. Beat motions are a specialized
w e have implemented autonomous animated conversational
form of wrist motion. Rather than having the goal specified,
agents,
and a testbed to explore further theories of gesture.
the goal is automatically generated based on the current position of the wrist. The animation system selects the most
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Abstract

materials used in the experiment, a set of multiplication and
addition steps can be grouped under the subgoal "find the
It is hypothesized that labels in examples help learners total frequency of the event."
group a set of steps and to try to explain why those steps
Learners appear to be more successful solving novel
belong together. The result of these grouping and selfproblems when they learn the goal structure of the problems
explanation processes might be the formation of a
they will be solving (e.g., Anzai & Simon, 1979; B r o w n ,
subgoal. It is conjectured that the meaningfulness of the
Kane, & Echols, 1986; Eylon & Reif, 1984). Subgoals
label itself might not be critical in order for the grouping
appear
to be useful because they provide a purpose for a set
and self-explanation processes to occur. This conjecture is
of steps. Thus, when the learner is working on a novel
supported in an experiment in which subjects studying
problem, the learner can use the subgoals to guide him- or
examples in probability that had steps labeled transferred
herself to the steps from the old solution procedure that need
to novel problems more successfully than subjects whose
examples did not contain labels. Furthermore, subjects
to be modified in order to achieve the subgoals in the n e w
who saw less meaningful labels transferred as successfully
problem. In contrast, a learner w h o had simply memorized a
as subjects studying examples with more meaningful
string of steps for solving a particular problem type,
labels. Thus, it appears that the meaningfulness of the
without grouping sets of steps under the subgoals they
label does not seem to affect subgoal formation as much as
achieve, will have fewer cues to direct him or her to the
the presence of a label.
This result supports the
steps that need modification for the novel problem.
interpretation that subgoal learning is affected by labels
Learners might be more likely to learn subgoals w h e n
and that labels produce this benefit by helping learners
steps for achieving those subgoals are labeled. Labels m a y
group the steps into a purposeful unit, perhaps through a
perform at least two functions related to subgoal learning.
self-explanation process.
O n e is to group a set of steps. This grouping might lead a
Introduction
learner to construct a purpose for the steps since the label is
implicitly informing the learner that the steps form a
coherent unit. A second possible function of a label is to
Learners typically prefer to use examples to help them solve
provide a mini-explanation of the steps' purpose. T h e
novel problems, yet they have great difficulty generalizing
explanation might be crucial in order for a learner to form a
from examples in order to solve those problems (e.g., Chi,
domain-meaningful subgoal. T h e present experiment w a s
Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989; Pirolli &
designed to test the importance of the meaningfulness of a
Anderson, 1985; Reed, Dempster, & Ettinger, 1985). O n e
label in subgoal formation.
source of this difficulty is a tendency by learners to focus on
features of examples that are superficial, that is, features that
The Test Domain: The Poisson Distribution
can vary from an example to a problem without affecting the
solution procedure (Ross, 1987, 1989). Learners will
The Poisson distribution is often used to approximate
incorrectly interpret superficial changes as cues for
binomial probabilities for events occurring with some small
procedural changes and superficial similarity as cues for
procedural similarity. Conversely, learners often fail to
detect components of examples' solutions that represent the
probability. The Poisson equation is "!
domain theory and thus, are invariant across examples and
where"kis the average (the expected value) of the random
problems (Catrambone and Holyoak, 1990, Reed,
variable X.
Ackinclose, & Voss, 1990; Reed et al., 1985).
Table 1 shows a use of the Poisson distribution to predict
These invariant components might fruitfully be considered
the probability of a randomly chosen lawyer owning a
subgoals. "Subgoal" is used here to represent the task
certain number of briefcases. T h e method for the goal of
structure to be learned for solving problems in a particular
finding X, the average frequency of the event (e.g., owning a
domain. It is assumed that these subgoals can be taught to
briefcase), could be represented as shown in Table 2a.
learners (e.g., Catrambone, in press; Catrambone &
Holyoak, 1990; Dixon. 1987; Eyion & Reif, 1984). O n
this view, a subgoal groups a set of steps under a
meaningful task or purpose (e.g., Anzai & Simon, 1977;
Chi & VanLehn, 1991). For instance, in the probability
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Table 1: Training Example with Meaningful. Less-Meaningful, and N o Label Solutions

A judge noticed that some of the 219 lawyers at City Hall owned more than one briefcase. She counted the number of
briefcases each lawyer owned and found that 180 of the lawyers owned exactly 1 briefcase, 17 owned 2 briefcases, 13 owned

briefcases, and 9 owned 4 briefcases. Use the Poisson distribution to determine the probability of a randomly chosen law
at City Hall owning exactly two briefcases.
a.) Meaningful Label Solution:
Total number of briefcases owned = [1(180) + 2(17) + 3(13) + 4(9)] = 289
289
E(X) =

= 1.32 = X, = average number of briefcases owned per lawyer

I>(X=x) = [{cH^4

x!
P(X-2)-[(2-'^^8"^'^^X^-32^)J -(•^7)(1.74) _ 235
2!

2

b.) Less-Meaningful Label Solution:
Q. = [1(180) + 2(17) + 3(13) + 4(9)] = 289
289
E(X) =

= 1.32 = A, = average number of briefcases owned per lawyer
219

[Remainder of solution identical to Meaningful Label solution}
c.)No Label Solution:
E(X) = K180) +2(17)+ 3(13)+ 4(9) ^ 289 ^ j 32 ^ ^ ^ average number of briefcases owned per lawyer
219
219
[Remainder of solution identical to Meaningful Label Solution)

Table 2: Representations of the Weighted-Average Method for Finding A,

a.) Goal: Find A,
Method:

1) multiply each event-category (e.g., owning exactly 0 briefcases, owning
exactly 1 briefcase, etc) by its observed frequency
2) sum the results
3) divide the sum by the total number of trials (number of lawyers) = average
number of briefcases per lawyer

b.) Goal: Find A.
Method: 1) Goal: Find total number of briefcases
Method: a) multiply each event-category by its observed frequency
b) sum the results = total number of briefcases
2) divide total number of briefcases by the total number of trials = average
number of briefcases per lawyer
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Table 3: Sample Test Problems
a.) Total Frequency Provided Directly
A number of celebrities were asked how many commercials they made over the last year. The 20 celebrities made a total of
71 commercials. Use the Poisson distribution to determine the probability that a randomly chosen celebrity made exactly 5
commercials.
Solution (not seen by subjects):

71

E(X) = — = 3.55 = X = average number of commercials per celebrity
20
p(X-5)-[(2.718-3-^^)(3.55^)] _ (.029X563.8) _ jgg
5!

120

b.) Total Frequency Calculated by Adding Simple Frequencies

Over the course of the summer, a group of 5 kids used to walk along the beach each day collecting seashells. We know
on Day 1 Joe found 4 shells, on Day 2 Sue found 2 shells, on Day 3 Mary found 5 shells, on Day 4 Roger found 3 shells,
and on Day 5 Bill found 6 shells. Use the Poisson distribution to determine the probability of a randomly chosen kid finding
3 shells on a particular day.
Solution (not seen by subjects):
4 + 2 + 5 + 3 + 6 20
E(X) =

=—

= 4.0 = A, = average number of shells per kid

P(X=3) = [(2-718-4Q)(4.03)] ^ (.018)(64)=^ .195
3!
6

Learners are good at memorizing, from examples, the
steps for the weighted-average method in order to achieve the
subgoal offindingthe average frequency of an event for
problems with different story-lines (Catrambone & Holyoak,
1990). However, they often fail to notice that steps #1 and
#2 in the method in Table 2a could also be viewed as a
method for achieving the subgoal of finding the total
frequency of the event (e.g., total number of briefcases
owned). As a result, learners often have troublefindingthe
average fr-equency of an event when a problem provides the
total frequency of that event directly (see Table 3a) or
requires the total frequency to be calculated in a new way
(see Table 3b) (Catrambone, under review; Catrambone &
Holyoak, 1990).

Experiment

This experiment examined subgoal learning by manipulating
the meaningfulness of the label for a set of steps. The N o
Label group studied examples demonstrating the weighted
average method forfindingX (see Table 1, the "No Label"
solution). The Meaningful Label and Less-Meaningful
Label groups' examples differed in that the steps for finding
the total frequency were explicitly labeled rather than merged
with the overall set of steps forfindingA, (see Table 1, the
"Meaningful Label" and "Less-Meaningful Label"
solutions).
Subgoal learning was assessed in two ways. Thefirstwas
to analyze transfer performance—how successfully subjects
found \~on novel problems. The second was to have these
Catrambone and Holyoak (1990) demonstrated that if a subjects describe how to solve problems in the Poisson
person learns the subgoal "find the total frequency of the
domain. If "label" subjects' descriptions mention the labels
event," he or she is better able tofindA, in a novel problem used in the training examples, this would provide one piece
that requires a change from the examples in how total
of evidence that labels make learners more likely to group a
frequency is found. For example, in the method discussed
set of steps. If these subjects solve the novel problems
earlier forfindingthe average number of briefcases owned
more successfully than the N o Label subjects, this would
per lawyer, transfer is improved if the learner's method for
provide converging evidence that label subjects learned a
finding X is organized as shown in Table 2b.
subgoal. If the Meaningful Label subjects outperform the
Less-Meaningful Label subjects, this would suggest that the
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meaningfulness of the label also affects the likelihood of
forming a domain-meaningful subgoal.
N o difference was predicted among the groups in the
frequency of mentioning the notion of finding an average (or
X) in their descriptions since all examples mention the term
"average" in the solutions. Finally, all groups were
predicted to be quite successful solving transfer problems
that are isomorphic to the training examples.

Subjects' written solutions were scored for whether they
found X correctly. The frequencies with which the groups
correctly found X and mentioned the subgoals were analyzed
using the likelihood ratio chi-square test (G^; Bishop,
Fienberg, & Holland, 1975).
Results
Transfer as a Function of Group. As expected, all
three groups did quite well atfindingX on test problems that
were isomorphs to the training examples (see Table 4,
Problems 1-2). There was no significant difference among
the groups on either of the isomorphic problems.
A s predicted, there was a significant difference among the
groups at finding X successfully on the four test problems
that involved the new method for finding X (see Table 4,

Method
Subjects. Subjects were 100 students recruited from an
introductory psychology class at the Georgia Institute of
Technology w h o received course credit for their
participation. N o n e of the subjects had taken a probability
course prior to participating in the experiment.
Materials and Procedure. Subjects were randomly
assigned to one of three groups. The Meaningful Label
group (n = 34) studied three examples demonstrating the
weighted average method for fmding A, in which the steps for
finding the total frequency were explicitly labeled with a
label that presumably had meaning to the subjects and made
mathematical sense given the steps that preceded it. The
labels seen by the Meaningful Label group were specific to
the context of the problem (e.g, "total number of briefcases
owned"), and not phrased at a general level (e.g., "total
frequency") in order to minimize additional explicit general
domain instruction. The Less-Meaningful Label group (n =
34) studied examples in which the steps forfindingthe total
frequency were labeled with Q which presumably had little
meaning for the subjects in the context of the examples.
The N o Label group (n = 32) studied examples in which the
steps forfindingthe total frequency were not labeled.
After studying the examples, subjects were asked to write
explanations of h o w they would teach someone to solve
problems of the type they had just studied. It was
conjectured that these explanations might provide additional
information about the organization of subjects' problem
solving knowledge after having studied the examples.
Subjects' explanations of h o w to solve problems in the
domain were scored for two primary features: an explicit
mention of trying to find the total frequency (and/or Q in
the case of the Less-Meaningful group), and an explicit
mention of trying to find an average. T w o raters
independently scored the explanations and problem solutions
and agreed on scoring 9 5 % of the time. Disagreements were
resolved by discussion.
After writing their explanations, subjects solved six test
problems. T h efirsttwo required the use of the weighted
average method forfindingX (isomorphic to the example in
Table 1). The third and fourth problems provided the total
frequency directly (and thus X could be found by simply
dividing the given number by the total number of trials).
The latter type included the problem in Table 3a and another
problem isomorphic to it. The fifth and sixth problems
involved adding simplefrequenciesin order tofindthe total
frequency (see Table 3b for an example). Subjects were told
not to look back at the examples when solving the test
problems or writing their explanations.
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problems 3-6), 0^(2) = 9.72, p = .008; G^(,2) = 8.47, p =
.01; g2(2) = 11.14, p = .004; 0^(2) = 18.80, p = .0001,
for problems 3-6, respectively. The most typical mistake
that subjects made on problems #3 and #4, in which the
total frequency was given directly in the problem, was to
write in the solution area that not enough information was
given to solve the problem. This mistake was also made
frequently in problems #5 and #6 as well as the mistake of
taking each value in the problem and multiplying it by a
number from an increasing sequence (i.e., 1, 2, 3, etc),
perhaps as an attempt to mimic the procedure from the
training examples.
The Meaningful Label group had the highest percentage
correct for each of the novel problems and the N o Label
group had the lowest percentage correct. Pairwise
comparisons indicate that the Less-Meaningful Label group
outperformed the N o Label group on each of these problems,
g2(1 ) = 3.87, p = .049; g2(1) = 3.92, p = .048; G^(\) =
3.86, p = .05; 0^(1) = 6.98, £ = .008, for problems 3-6,
respectively.
T h e Meaningful Label group never
significantly outperformed the Less-Meaningful Label
group, g2(1) = 1.32, p = .25; G^(l) = 0.77, p = .38;
g2(1) = 1.98, p = .16; g2(1) = 3.17, p = .08, for problems
3-6, respectively.
Explanations as a Function of Group. Subjects'
explanations were scored for whether they explicitly
mentioned the subgoal offindingthe total frequency (and/or
Q for the Less-Meaningful Label group) and the subgoal of
finding the average or X. A s expected, the groups were
equally likely to mention finding the average (see Table 5),
2^(2) = 2.17, E = .34, presumably because the average was
labeled for all conditions.
The groups significantly differed in the frequency of
mentioningfindingtotal frequency in their explanations (see
Table 5), 6.2(2) = 13.87, £ = .001. Interestingly, the
combined rate of mentioning either total frequency or £1 by
the Less-Meaningful Label group was the same as the rate of
mentioning total frequency by the Meaningful Label group.
This suggests that the Less-Meaningful Label group
appeared to learn a subgoal, articulated as "total frequency"
or " Q " for the steps for finding total frequency as often as

the Meaningful Label group. In contrast, only 1 6 % of the
N o Label subjects seemed to form a subgoal for these steps.
It could be conjectured that some N o Label subjects provided
idiosyncratic terms for relating the steps for fmding total
frequency and that these terms were ignored in the subgoalscoring process. In fact though this never appeared to
happen; N o Label subjects typically provided the steps
without a statement about what they accomplished.

0.07. n = .79; a ^ D = 0.11, e = .74; Q?(\) = 0.23, g. =
.63, for problems 1-6, respectively.
The comparison among subjects as a function of whether
or not they mentioned total frequency in their explanations
produced performance differences on all four novel test
problems (see Table 6, problems 3-6), ^^(i) = 13.6O, 12 =
.0002; q2(1) = g 34 ^ = 004; ^2(1) = 11 64, ^ = .0006,
g2(1) = 17.69, £ = .0001, for problems 3-6, respectively.
Pairwise analyses (not presented here) show that subjects
w h o mentioned only Q. did not perform significantly
differently on these problems than subjects w h o mentioned
neither total frequency or Q . However, only 11 subjects
mentioned Q, (without also mentioning total frequency),
thus comparisons with this group are difficult to interpret.

Transfer as a Function of Explanations. As
predicted, there were no significant performance differences
between subjects w h o mentioned finding X and those w h o
did not on any of the test problems (see Table 6), Q^(l) = 0;
q2(1) = 0.95, £ = .33; Q?(l) = 1-06, £ = .30; g2(1) =

Table 4: Percentage of Subjects Finding X Correctly on Test Problems as a Function of Group
Group

Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem
Problem

#1 (weighted avg.)
#2 (weighted avg.)
#3 (total freq. direct)
#4 (totalfreq.direct)
#5 (simple frequency)
#6 (simple frequency)

AVG

Meaningful
Label
(n = 34)

Less-Meaningful
Label
(n = 34)

No
Label
(n = 32)

AVG

100
100
82
82
82
97

100
97
71
74
68
85

100
97
47
50
44
56

100
98
67
69
65
80

90

82

66

80

Table 5: Percentage of Subjects Mentioning Features in Explanations as a Function of Group
Group
Meaningful
Label

Less-Meaningful
Label

No
Label

Mentions X

71

82

84

Mentions Total Frequency
Mentions Q

56
0

24
32

16
0

Table 6: Percentage of Subjects Finding X Correctly on Test Problems as a Function of Explanations
Feature Mentioned

Problem #1 (weighted avg.)
Problem #2 (weighted avg.)
Problem #3 (totalfreq.direct)
Problem #4 (totalfreq.direct)
Problem #5 (simple frequency)
Problem #6 (simple frequency)

n

Total
Frequency
(n=32)

(n=ll)

(n=57)

100
100
91
88
88
100

100
100
54
54
46
82

100
96
56
61
56
68

Neither
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X
1=79)

100
98
65
68
66
81

Not
X
(n=21)

100
100
76
71
62
76

Discussion
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Abstract
Logics of belief are usually either quite complex, unintuitive,
make overly idealistic assumptions, or all of the above, because
they have to cope with the unusual characteristics of the belief operator (relation, predicate). Some of these problematic
characteristics are referential opacity, the possible falsehood
of objects of belief, belief recursion, identification of referents
from outside of the belief operator in quantification contexts,
etc. The difficulties faced by traditional logical treatments seem
to stem mainly from the fact that an essentially subjective, intensional phenomenon gets analyzed from an objective, outside
observer's point of view in an extensional, logical framework.
As an alternative, w e propose a subjective, intensional logic
SL, which takes seriously the usual characterization of belief
as a propositional attitude, that is, in S L belief is treated as
a relation between an agent and a proposition (an intensional
object). As results we gain technical simplicity and a simple,
intuitive semantics for belief sentences.

Introduction
A unifying characteristic of standard logical treatments of
knowledge and belief is that they are, in s o m e aspect or other,
quite complicated. Syntactic approaches, for example, (Kaplan, 1968; Haas, 1990), usually employ a quotation device
which leads to a notationally complex hierarchy of object and
metalanguages. Sentential or modal approaches, for example,
(Hintikka, 1962; Levesque, 1982; Halpern and Moses, 1992),
commonly use a complex and somewhat unintuitive semantic
notion, sets of possible worlds, to interpret belief sentences.
Referential opacity of belief contexts, quantifying in, possible
falsehood of beliefs, or simply technical difficulties with the
formalization, m a k e it necessary to complicate things with restricted equality reasoning, standard names, rigid designators,
naming maps, etc.
It seems that one of the main sources of these various
complexities is that an inherently subjective, intensional phenomenon such as belief gets analyzed in an objective, extensional way. Notions such as truth and possible worlds are
extensional notions, which are then used to objectively analyze the mental states of believers from an outside observer's
point of view. Rectifying assertions of truths about the world
with assertions about the mental states of believers that are in
some w a y about this world seems to be the main stumbling
block. A s an alternative, w e propose a subjective, intensional
model which w e will describe below.
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The authors' interest in the subject of belief representation
and reasoning results from their long-term goal to build an
artificial cognitive agent capable of communicating with other
agents in natural language. Such an agent, which from n o w
on w e will call Cassie, will need what is commonly called a
beliefsystem, that is s o m e sort of representation and reasoning
scheme that describes the set of beliefs held by the agent,
and its reasoning with them. Intuitively, Cassie's mind can
be thought of as a container that isfilledwith s o m e sort of
"objects", s o m e of which w e will call Cassie's beliefs. T h e
question is: W h a t are these objects, and h o w can they be
described?
Following logical tradition, w e will pick a formal language
whose expressions will denote the objects of Cassie's beliefs.
Belief is usually characterized as a propositional attitude,
that is a relation between an agent and a proposition. Taking this characterization seriously, w e will define a language
whose expressions denote propositions, and w e will construct
Cassie's mind as a set of such expressions. Depending on
a particular implementation or storage scheme, not all expressions in Cassie's mind will denote propositions actually
believed by her. S o m e might just be residue from pondering
certain questions, others might be part of other propositions.
To be able to single out Cassie's actual beliefs, w e will think
of every expression in her mind to be associated with a flag,
which, if it is on, will indicate that the proposition denoted by
that expression is actually believed by Cassie.
W e are of course well aware that in trying to build an
artificial cognitive agent w e will have to be concerned with
m a n y other important aspects of agenthood such as plans,
actions, intentions, sensory apparatus, etc., however, in this
paper w e will only talk about the part that deals with beliefs.
It should be evident from the above that w e take belief
spaces to be sets of propositions rather than sets of sentences.
For arguments in favor of this view and against viewing belief
as a relation between an agent and a sentence see, for example,
(Church, 1950; Shapiro, 1993). B y now, the concerned reader
might be worried about the fundamental building block of our
theory, propositions, since their nature has been subject of
m u c h philosophical debate. W e will not add to this debate.
For us propositions are abstract, intensional entities that are
in the domain of discourse, or, as (Creary, 1979, p. 176) puts
it, they are "abstractions of things psychological."
Before w e g o on, two things should be clarified: 1) O u r language of propositions will have internal structure and quantification, and 2) even though w e model Cassie's beliefs as a

set of expressions denoting the propositions believed by her,
our model is not the database approach to belief representation as described and criticized by (Moore, 1977), hence, it
does not suffer from the problems of that approach. Figure 1
shows an example snapshot of Cassie's mind that contains
various different kinds of propositions that could be believed
by her. Note, that the top-level expressions are Cassie's immediate beliefs, hence, they need not be framed in an extra
application of the belief function B. Only her beliefs about
other agent's beliefs as well as her introspective beliefs have
to m a k e use of B. It should be pointed out that despite the
standard logical notation all "predicate" names as well as the
logical connectives are actually proposition-valued functions.
This will become more clear below.

language of thought, hence, she can only represent and understand other agents' beliefs in her o w n terms (this intuition
also provides a strong reason against the use of a syntactic
approach).
Finally, the uniqueness principle is not so much a requirement than a reflection of h o w w e view cognitive function:
Whenever Cassie creates a new (mental) individual (of Lsl)
for some object of P , she does so because no already existing
individual denotes that object for her, hence, it must be an
intensionally different object. Had it been the same, the preexisting individual would have been used as a consequence
of cognitive economy.

F o r m a l i z a t i o n of S L u
S L is a nonmonotonic logic that supports belief revision, however, at the time of our writing its full formalization is still
Belief
work in progress; hence, w e only present its monotonic precursor which w e will call SLq.
S L is the logic underlying Simba. S i m b a , an acronym for
The core idea in the formalization of SLq is derived from
simulative belief ascription, is the name of a reasoning system
(Shapiro, 1993): It is that LsLo 'S primarily a language of
that w e are currently developing as part of a forthcoming
terms, not of sentences. The main vehicle for constructing
doctoral dissertation (Chalupsky, 1994). The main emphasis
o f S i M B A is on the reasoning with other agents' beliefs, or, put these terms are proposition-valued functions. Logical connectives, the main sentence constructors in standard logical
more concretely, Cassie's reasoning with beliefs she believes
treatments, are just a special subset of these functions. Senare held by other agents.
tences of LsLo are only used to associate a particular term
S L is intended to be the basic building block of the belief
with an agent such as Cassie. Consequently, and hopefully
system of an artificial cognitive agents such as Cassie. Its
language, L s l . is the representational substrate for things in not surprisingly, w e do not deal with truth values. A n expression such as B(Mary, B(Sally, Cute(John))) is then simply a
Cassie's mind, hence, it is a belief representation language
nested function application which yields a proposition as its
as opposed to a world representation language (see (Maida
and Shapiro, 1982, p.296) for a discussion of this distinction). result, and not a higher-order expression as it would be in a
standard treatment where B is viewed as a relation.
D u e to this point of view, the design of Lsl is guided by
Notational conventions: W e will use sans serif for objectthe following principle assumptions which are derived from
language terms, italics for meta-variables ranging over such
(Maida and Shapiro, 1982) and (Shapiro, 1993):
terms, bold sans serif for domain objects, and bold italics
• The domain of discourse, X>, whose elements are denoted
for meta-variables ranging over such objects. The denotaby terms of L s l , is a set of intensional entities such as
tion
relation is expressed with the usual double brackets, for
propositions, objects of thought, fictional objects, etc.
example,
IMan(Hans)]=Man(Hans), |[pij=pi. /(x)i will
• V consists of a set of atomic objects, V a , without internal
mean
that
/ is defined for x, f{x)\ that it is not.
structure, and a set of structured objects, P,, whose structure derives in some well-defined way from more primitive
objects.
Syntax
• T w o distinct terms of L s l cannot denote the same entity, a
restriction which is called the uniqueness principle, because LsLo 's an internal language, hence, it is or at least can be
different for every agent. However, there is a certain structure
every object is denoted by a unique term.
that w e require for every instance of Lslo- For that reason,
Since w e take intensions or sets of intensional objects as
w e describe the various sets of symbols defined below as sets
a completely independent realm, as opposed to, for example,
of metavariables. Where appropriate, typical object-language
the notion used by Montague where intensions are defined
instances of these variables are given.
in terms of sets of extensions (Montague, 1974), w e call our
The atoms of Lslo are defined as the following sets of
approach fully intensional {sec (Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987)
symbols:
for more discussion on this view of intensionality). O n e
reason for this approach is that it provides elegant solutions to 1. P =dej {(,),, ,V, 3,!}, punctuation, quantifiers, assertion
2. I =dej {11,12,13, • } . the set of individual constants, e.g.,
problems of indirect reference such as McCarthy's telephone
Mary,Bi,B2,...
number problem (McCarthy, 1979; Maida and Shapiro, 1982),
3. ie, the ego or self concept, e.g., I
or problems of representation with de re and de dicto belief
4. Ip C I, the set of individual propositional constants
reports (Rapaport, 1986).
5. F " =dej {/", /", /a , • ••}, the set of n-ary function conSince L s l is intended to be Cassie's language of thought
stants
in which she represents and reasons, w e call S L a subjective
6. F =def U n > i ^"' ^^^ set of all function constants, e.g..
logic. Note, that in Cassie's representations of other agents'
beliefs, imputations of her o w n view are a necessary conLoves, Knowsi,.. .
sequence of subjectivity: Cassie can only think in her o w n
7. Fp C F, the set of propositional function constants
S L : A Fully Intensional, Subjective L o g i c of
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Cassie
!Loves(John, Mary)
!Vx(Man(x) D Mortal(x))
!B(Mary, B(Sally, Loves(John, Sally)))
!B(l,Loves(John,Mary))
!-B(l,Equiv(P,IMP))
!B(John, Nice(Mary)) V B(John, ^Nice(Mary))
!Smart(l)
!Va(B(a, Exists(Santa)) D Child(a))

pa-p

...plain belief
...quantified belief
...nested belief
...positive introspection
...negative introspection
...disjunctive belief
...false belief
...agent quantification
...conception without belief

Figure 1: A snapshot of Cassie's mind: B is the name of the belief function and I is Cassie's self concept. T h e intended
interpretations of the other symbols should be evident. The '!' is used toflagthe propositions believed by Cassie.

8. ^/ =de/ { /-., /a , /v, /d , /= }, the set of logical connectivethe uniqueness principle), but one could m a k e an argument
functions, Fi C Fp, e.g., ->, A, V, D, =
that this should not be so. There are solutions to this problem,
9. /b, the belief function, e.g., B
but w e will not discuss them here.
10. V =dej {3:i,X2,X3,...}, the set of variables, e.g.,
x,y2,dog,...
A g e n t Interpretations
The substitution Cr/, is defined as the expression obtained
from replacing all free occurrences of x in the expression e
by i.
The set of terms, T , is defined by the following inductive
rules:

Intuitively, Cassie's belief system is filled with a set of Z/sLo
expressions; hence, Lslo can be viewed as Cassie's language
of thought. It is an internal language, m u c h like the language
used inside the scope of Konolige's modal belief operator
[Si] (Konolige, 1986), but SLq does not define an external
1. Every i 6 / is a term. If i £ Ip then i is a propositional
language that describes Cassie's belief system from an outside
term.
2. If <!,...,<„ are terms and /" G F then /"(<i, • • .,<„) observer's point of view. Since LsLo 's Cassie's language of
thought, she uses that very language to represent other agents'
is a function term. If /" G Fp then /"(<i,.. .,<«) is a
beliefs, and there is no need for quotation, standard names,
propositional function term.
3. If X is a variable and i is a propositional function term with naming maps, etc.
A s builders of Cassie, w e are of course interested in h o w her
an individual i as a subterm such that no occurrence of i
internal language is linked to the outside. That these internal
is in the scope of a quantifier V i or 3x, then "ixti/x and
expressions denote the proper individuals and propositions
3xiiix are propositional terms.
is a prerequisite for her being able to understand and be unFinally, let Tp be the set of propositional terms. Then
derstood by other agents. The connection between Cassie's
S =ies V A ^ ^ T p ) is the set of all sentences.
internal language and the external, though not extensional,
The only role of sentences is toflagthe set of propositional
domain
V will be made via agent interpretations.
terms that are actually believed by the agent under considerDefinition:
A n intensional domain of discourse, V , is a
ation. Functions are intended to generate structured names
non-empty set of intensional individuals which consists of
that denote structured individuals, for example, the function
two disjoint subsets: V a , a set of atomic elements, and V,, a
symbol Loves is intended to denote the function which has all
set
of structured elements. Each of these parts is further split
propositions of the form that one individual loves another indiinto a propositional part, V a ^ and V^^ which taken together
vidual as its range. The term Loves(John, Mary) is intended
form V p , and a non-propositional part, X>a„p and Vs„^ which
to denote the proposition that John loves Mary. The term
taken
together form X>„p.
B(Lucy, Loves(John, Mary)) is intended to denote the propoA n intensional domain is intended to contain objects of
sition that Lucy believes that John loves Mary, a proposition
thought, discourse entities, concepts, propositions, impossible
which contains the proposition from the previous example as
objects,fictionalobjects, etc., all of which are denoted by
apart.
terms of LsLo • For the purposes of our exposition, it suffices
For now, w e assume that the structure defined by the stanto mainly distinguish between propositions and other objects.
dard syntax of function application and composition is suffiTo provide proper denotations for function terms w e need
cient to describe the structure of objects such as propositions.
The main drawback of this scheme is that it always encodes the actual functions that operate on V . Because of the uniqueness
order of the arguments even if the resulting proposition should principle, not just any set of functions will do. The following
definition specifies some necessary characteristics for a set of
be order independent. The logical-connective functions provide a good example: In our current scheme the terms A( P, Q ) domain functions that can be used in an interpretation:
Definition: Let V be an intensional domain of discourse.
and A(Q, P)^ denote two different propositions (because of
A set of functions .?^ is a basis for V , iff
' Usually, the logical connective functions are written in the stan1. every / G :F is an n-ary, injective (or 1-to-l) function
dard prefix and infix notation (see Figure I) instead of as function
P" ^ P , , n > l.and
applications.
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2. for every /i, /2 G -^ such that f\ ^ /a the range of j \ is
disjoint from the range of /2, and
3. for every t G P j there is an n-ary function / " G /"
and a set of arguments xi,.. .,Xn,a;i 6 "P such that
/"(x,,...,x„) = i.

LsLo interpretation function for V and /" if it satisfies the
following conditions:

1. Ifie /thenm<(i)€X>a.
2. IftG /p then m<(i)€ Pa,.
3. I f / € F then m<(/) 6 :F.
The conditions that the functions need to be 1-to-I, and 4. I f / G Fp then m<(/) e Jp.
that their ranges are required to be mutually disjoint are direct 5. int{^) = f^, m < ( A ) = f^, m < ( V ) = fy,
int{D) = f^. int{ = ) = f=. int{B) = feconsequences of the uniqueness principle. If a particular
function were not 1-to-l, then there would be two different 6. If t is an n-ary function term of the form /"(xi,.. .i„)
then int{t) = m<(/")(m<(xi),..., int{x„)).
sets of arguments for which the function would have the same
value. If the ranges were not disjoint, then there would be 7. If < is a term of the form Vx<' then int{t) is the proposition that for every atomic domain element int{i) such that
two different functions with a value in c o m m o n . If such a set
int{t'x/i)i it is the case that int{t'xn).
of functions were to be used in an interpretation then there
would be at least two different terms of Lslq with the same
8. If < is a term of the form 3x/' then int{t) is the proposition
that there is an atomic domain element int{i) such that
denotation, a violation of the uniqueness principle.
int{t'xii)[ and it is the case that int{t'j:/i).
Finding an actual basis of domain functions is a very hard
and mainly unsolved problem. It amounts to the construc9. For any two terms <i,<2 'f^i ^ <2 then int{ti) :^ int{t2).
tion of a theory about h o w natural language gets mapped into
N o w w e canfinallydefine h o w LsLo terms in the "mind"
prepositional meaning representations. Every domain funcof an agent are to be interpreted:
tion can be viewed as a kind of case frame, and the problem
Definition: Let a = {T>,J^,B,eJnt) be an agent interthen becomes to find a correct and complete set of such case
structure, where V is an intensional domain of dispretation
frames. This problem is not unique to our approach, every
course,
.F
is a basis for V,, B C T>p is the base set of the
standard logical approach faces a similar problem as soon as
agent's
beliefs,
e 6 X>a„p 'S the agent's ego or self-concept,
an actual domain theory has to be constructed.
and int is an admissible Lslo interpretation function for V
The denotations of the logical connective functions and the
and :r. Then for every t e T : {tja =def intH).
belief function are the only ones defined by SLq itself, as
The agent's base set of beliefs B is intended to describe
opposed to leaving that up to a particular interpretation:
the set of propositions believed by the agent without being
Definition: The set of logical connective functions, Ti,
justified by the logic SLq itself, i.e., they serve as a set of extrais the set {f-,, fa , fv, *^d , f= } whose individual elements are
logical belief axioms. Intuitively, such beliefs are formed
defined as follows (let p, g 6 X>p be arbitrary propositions):
from sensory information, from being told by somebody, etc.
f-, : X>p -* X>,p. The value of f-,(p) is the proposition that it Since w e are concerned with the modeling of realistic agents,
is not the case that p.
w e will usually take B to be finite.
fA : P p ^ X>,^. The value of fa (p,q) is the proposition
Apart from being able to interpret what actual propositions
that it is the case that p and q.
are believed by an agent, it would be interesting to know
fv : X'p —<• Vs^. The value of fv(p, g) is the proposition
whether the agent behaves rationally. O n e aspect of rational
that it is the case that either p or g or both.
behavior is to draw proper conclusions from one's current set
\^ : V'i ^ V,^. The value of fpCp, g) is the proposition
of beliefs. Below w e present a notion of justification which
that if it is the case that p then it is the case that q.
defines whether an agent is justified in believing a certain
f= : D ^ — X>,^. The value of f=(p, g) is the proposition
proposition relative to some agent interpretation. W e will use
that it is the case that p if and only if it is the case that q. the notation J=a !p (a turnstile with a J-bar for 'justification')
to express that an agent is justified in believing lp]a relative
Definition: The belief function, fe, is defined as follows
to some interpretation a. Intuitively, if Cassie tells us that she
(letaeX>a„,,pG2>p):
believes some proposition [p], then w e can verify whether she
ffl : 2?a„p X "Dp —• V,^. The value of feCa.p) is the propo- is justified in believing it by checking whether i= !p holds.
sition that a believes p.
If Cassie tells us that she does not believe [[pj, then checking
whether J= !p is not of much help, because w e do not assume
Since w e do not have a formal theory of propositions (our
that
Cassie's beliefs are deductively closed. In that sense, our
semantic domain), w e used English sentences to define the
notion
of justification characterizes the reasoning of an ideal
class of propositions yielded by the proposition-valued funcagent,
or,
to use Levesque's terminology, it specifies the set
tions defined above. So, in a sense, English is our external
of implicit beliefs of Cassie (Levesque, 1984).
language that w e use to interpret Cassie's internal language.
Definition: Let t,<i,<2 be propositional terms of LslqThis is not all that much differentfi-omstandard truth recursion
a
= {V,T,B,e,int) be an agent interpretation structure,
rules which usually define the truth of compound expressions
and
it be the i G / such that \i\a = e. Then w e define
with help of natural-language conjunctions whose semantic
whether an agent is justified in believing Jtja relative to an
function is taken to be understood.
agent model, written j=a \t. To avoid a circular definition we
Terms of LsLo will be mapped onto the domain of discourse
do this in two steps. First w e define ^ a '^ which does not say
by means of an interpretation function which has to fulfill the
anything about belief sentences that involve other agents:
following requirements:

1. IfM„G6then A !<.
Definition: Let V be an intensional domain of discourse
and J^ a basis for V,. A function int : T -^^ 2) is an admissible2. H !-< iff A H.
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3. A U i A<2iff A

Discussion

inland i^a !<2-

Did w e achieve our goal? Is S L o less complicated than stan5. A.!<iD<2iff i^<z!<ior A !'2dard logics of belief but at least as expressive, and does it
6. J=a !Vx< iff J=a !<^/j for all i G / such that p^/.lJ.
have a more intuitive semantics of belief sentences? People
7. A B x t iff j \ !/r/< for some i G / such that [<r/ilaihave of course different views on what counts as simple or
8. J^JB(ze,0'ff >^a!<.
intuitive, but let us quickly discuss s o m e of these points:
Suppose that Cassie believes that John loves Mary, and
N o w w e can define J=a !<:
that
Sally believes that John loves Mary. In a first-order
9. H !B(6, <)_; 6 9^ Je iff there are terms pi,..., p„, n > 0
syntactic
logic the above would be expressed with help of
such that J=a!B(6,pi),..., A ! B ( 6 , p „ ) a n d
some
sort
of quotation device, e.g., Loves(John, Mary) and
H ' !< with a' = (P, /•, {[pila, . . . , [Pnja}, M a , 2>l<)B(Sally, '^Loves(John, Mary)^). This becomes more compli10. Otherwise: H '< iff A '<•
cated with deeper nesting and once quantification into quoThe cases for the logical connectives in the definition above
tation contexts is considered. It also complicates the proof
are very similar to the truth recursion rules used in standard
theory. M o r e serious than the syntactic complications are the
semantics offirst-orderpredicate logic. The main difference
semantic
implications. Both sentences denote truth values.
is the terminology, because w e are not concerned with the
first
sentence
describes a relation between two agents, the
The
notion of truth. The interesting cases are discussed below:
second
describes
a
relation between an agent and a sentence,
Case 1 deals with the fact that our interpretation function
i.e., a syntactic object which basically is a complicated string
simply maps propositional terms onto propositions. It does
constant. For an agent that uses this as its language of thought
not say anything about the agent's belief status regarding these
the expressions Loves(John, Mary) and '^Loves(John, Mary)^
propositions. B y comparison, the corresponding case in a
are of very different character, they mean completely differstandardfirst-ordersemantics is the one that handles the truth
ent things. In (Shapiro, 1993) it is argued that to the agent
of ground sentences such as Red( Applei). There the interpreB(Sally, '^Loves(John, Mary)^) actually means that Sally betation function maps predicate or relation names onto sets, and
lieves some incomprehensible gibberish, because the object
the truth of atomic sentences is determined by membership of
of the belief is expressed in a language different from its o w n
the interpreted arguments in these sets.
language of thought.
Case 8 defines the semantics of introspection. It exempliModal logics of belief usually employ a different modal
fies best the subjective character of SLo, since the self belief is
operator for every agent. These operators get applied to combased on a "plain" proposition that is not itself nested inside
plete sentences, e.g., BsaiiyLoves(John, Mary). There is no
a belief function (though it could be). This case has some
need for quotation, but w e have the disadvantage that w e cansimilarity with a subjective version of the inference rule S 4
of modal systems, but of course, S 4 is an inference rule of the not express sentences that quantify over agents. Moreover, the
semantics of such modal belief sentences is usually rendered
deductive system of certain modal logics, while the above is
as something like the following: Loves(John, Mary) holds in
a definition of the semantics of introspection in SLq. W e do
not need an extra case J=, !-iB(ie, 0 iff A . '^ to character- all worlds that Sally considers possible according to some accessibility relation. While such Kripke-style possible-worlds
ize negative introspection, because that follows as a simple
semantics are technically elegant, they are certainly not a m o n g
theorem from the definition.
the most intuitive explanations of the concept of belief. A n Case 9 defines the semantics of a mechanism called simulaother drawback of standard possible-worlds analyses is that
tive reasoning (Creary, 1979; Chalupsky, 1993), in which an
agents are modeled as logically omniscient.
agent such as Cassie hypothetically assumes beliefs it thinks
In S L o the above situation would be represented with
are held by other agents, and then tries to infer consequences
!Loves(John, Mary) and !B(Sally, Loves(John, Mary)). The
from these beliefs with its o w n reasoning mechanism. The
semantics of the propositional term Loves(John, Mary), or
result of such a simulation gets then ascribed to the simulated
fLoves(John, Mary)], is the proposition that John loves
agent. The semantics of this is captured by basing the justification of a belief sentence on a variant of the agent mode! Mary. Once one accepts that it is as easy to accept that
[B(Sally, Loves(John, Mary))] is the propositions that Sally
which only contains the beliefs of the simulated agent as the
believes that John loves Mary, a proposition that contains the
base set, and which uses the simulated agent as its ego.
previous one as its part; hence, the semantics of belief senThere are usually infinitely many interpretations under
tences is exactly the same and as simple as the semantics of
which a particular sentence is justified, hence, w e normally
plain sentences (which are Cassie's immediate beliefs). This
work with the following stronger definition of justification:
model also meshes well with the characterization of belief as
Definition: !pi,..., !p„ i= !g, n > 0 iff all agent interprea propositional attitude. Since S L o is subjective, all constants
tations which justify !pi,..., !p„ also justify \q.
are in Cassie's head, or put differently, the only w a y Cassie
Since B might contain arbitrary propositions, it is also usecan think about other agents' beliefs is in her o w n terms or
ful to only consider consistent agent interpretations. A n interlanguage of thought. Therefore there is no need for technical
pretation a is consistent if there is no p such that J=a !p A -'p.
devices such as standard names, rigid designators, naming
A n alternative to the consistency requirement would be to remaps, etc. in order to identify objects across opaque belief
strict B to primitive propositions which do not contain any logspaces of agents, or across possible worlds.
ical connective functions or quantifiers, however, this would
Because of space restrictions, w e did not present the innot allow us to model agents w h o believe in universally quantified propositions that they were simply told about.
ference mechanism (or proof theory) of SLq. T h e current
implementation of S i M B A which is built upon SLq uses a
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natural-deduction-based inference package to perform reasoning. Cassie's reasoning with the beliefs of other agents is
based on a simulative reasoning mechanism.
SLo does of course have shortcomings which will be overcome by its full-blown, nonmonotonic version SL. One of
them is a form of simulative idealization, where Cassie
assumes every agent to make the same inferences as she
does in its simulation, hence, she cannot deal with a situation where she believes B(Mary,P), B(Mary,P D Q ) , and
-iB(Mary,Q). Another shortcoming is that SLo cannot
handle inconsistent agents, for example, if Cassie believes
B(Mary, P), B(Mary, P D Q ) and B(Mary, P D - Q ) . Such
situations can occur if Cassie's model of another agent is incorrect, or if that agent really is inconsistent. Inconsistencies
of this kind need to be handled gracefully without jeopardizing
Cassie's o w n reasoning.
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Abstract

L E D s . The instructional domain was the collision of elastic
bodies. The investigation provides evidence that L E D s are
likely to be effective for instruction. T h e following section
presents the two L E D s used in the investigation and also
describes their implementation in the R e M I S - C L computer
based discovery learning environment. T h e next section
considers possible types of reasoning with L E D s and their
role in instruction. T h e procedure of the investigation is
then outlined and the outcomes described. There is, finally,
a discussion of h o w the findings provide encouraging
support for the effectiveness of L E D s in instruction,
followed by some general considerations in the conclusion.

Law Encoding Diagrams, LEDs, are knowledge
representations that correctly encode systems of one or more
laws using the geometric and/or the topological strucnire of
diagrams. In an instructional role, LEDs aim to focus learning
on the formal relations defined by the correct laws, whilst
using diagrammatic representations to aid comprehension.
LEDs can be viewed as intermediate representations that aim
to bridge the conceptual gulf between abstract laws and the
behaviour of phenomena. It is anticipated LEDs will be
adopted as key models in the foundation of expertise. This
paper describes an investigation in which L E D s for
momentum and energy conservation were used for instruction.
The LEDs were implemented in a computer based discovery
learning environment and the subjects given only minimal
instruction on their use in problem solving. However, half the
subjects used the LEDs for successful post-test solutions of
different classes of problem and exhibited strategies that were
expert-like, in marked contrast to their novice-like pre-test
performance.

LEDs for Elastic Collisions

Introduction
Law Encoding Diagrams, LEDs, are knowledge
representations that correctly encode the underlying
relations of a law, or a system of simultaneous laws, using
the geometric and/or the topological structure of diagrams
(Cheng, 1993, 1994a). The basic idea of this novel concept
is to exploit the benefits that diagrams confer on the making
of inferences, whilst ensuring the representations formally
capture the relations defined by the laws. There are
potential computational advantages of using diagrammatic
and externalised representations of information in problem
solving (Larkin & Simon, 1987; Larkin, 1989). B y formally
encoding the laws in the structure of diagrams, legal
manipulations of L E D s will always result in correct
inferences, consistent with the underlying laws. Different
uses of L E D s are possible. For example, Cheng and Simon
(1992, and in press) describe the use of L E D s in the
induction of scientific laws. Cheng (1993, 1994a, and
forthcoming) discusses the use of L E D s for instruction in
science, engineering and mathematics. Other uses of L E D s
are also being explored.
This paper deals with L E D s in instruction by investigating
h o w problem solving performance is affected by the
experience of L E D s in a computer based discovery learning
environment. This is the first formal empirical evaluation of
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A Law Encoding Diagram, LED, is a representation that
correctly encodes the underlying relations of a law, or a
system of simultaneous laws, in the structure of a diagram
by the means of geometric and topological constraints. For
example, a L E D for a law conventionally stated as an
algebraic formula m a y use diagrammatic elements, such as
lines and shapes, to stand for variables. T h e relations
defined by the formula would be captured by geometric and
topological relations, such as congruence, adjacency and
symmetry. T h e difference between L E D s and other
diagrammatic representations, such as Cartesian graphs, will
become clearer as the properties of L E D s are discussed
below. L E D s for a particular domain are considered here.
Perfectly elastic collisions are important in physics,
because both m o m e n t u m and energy conservation are
involved. The class of collisions dealt with here are impacts
between two bodies (balls) travelling in a straight line. T h e
collisions are governed by the laws of m o m e n t u m
conservation and energy conservation (see C h e n g ,
forthcoming, for descriptions of conventional problem
solving strategies in this domain).
T w o L E D s that encode the laws for these elastic collisions
are: the one-dimensional property diagram and the velocityvelocity graph. T h e one-dimensional property diagram
( I D P diagram) uses lines to represent magnitudes of
velocities and masses of the bodies. Three examples are
shown in Figure I, each depicts a single collision. The lines
U l and U 2 are the velocities of the two balls before impact;
in Figure la they happen to be approaching from different
directions but with equal speeds. V I and V 2 are the
velocities of the bodies after collision; in Figure la the two
bodies are moving apart with equal speeds. Masses lines.
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Figure 1: One-dimensional property diagrams.
ml and m2, are drawn equidistant between the U 1 — V 2 and
V I — V 2 lines. The ratio of the lengths of m l and m 2 is
equal to the ratio of the masses of the two balls; in Figure la
they are equal.
L E D s utilise the geometric and topological structure of
their diagrams to encode laws in the form of diagrammatic
constraints. T h e constraints are, in effect, the rules for the
legal manipulation of a L E D , and must all be satisfied for
the L E D to be correct. There are elementary constraints,
such as the lengths of lines being in proportion to the
magnitudes of variables, and more complex law-encoding
constraints. T h e I D P diagram has three of the latter: (i) the
tail ends of the arrows for the initial velocities and the points
of the corresponding final velocity arrows must be in line
vertically, making the total length of the U I — U 2 line equal
to that of the V I — V 2 line; (ii) the total length of the mass
line equals the length of the velocity lines; and, (iii) the ends
of the lines not previously fixed in (i) and (ii), indicated by
the small circles, must lie on a straight vertical or diagonal
line. T h e constraints in this L E D are relatively simple.
T h e velocity-velocity graph (V-V graph for short) plots
the velocities of the two bodies on separate axes. T w o
examples are shown in Figure 2; they depict the same
collisions as Figure la and lb and the symbols designate the
same variables. The arrows in the graph show the velocities
before and after collision. T h e masses are given by the
lengths of the labelled lines in the triangle at the bottom left
of each V - V graph.
T h e straight diagonal lines are constant m o m e n t u m
contours and the circle or ellipse are constant energy
contours. There are 3 law encoding constraints, (i) T h e

m o m e n t u m contour line passes through the points for initial
andfinalvelocities, as indicated by the small circles, and is
parallel to hypotenuse of the mass triangle, (ii) The centre
of the energy circle or ellipse is at the origin of the graph
and also passes through the points for initial and final
velocities. T h e intersections of the contours give the
solutions to the two conservation laws, (iii) The eccentricity
of the ellipse is given by the square-root of the ratio masses;
V(my/m2 )• T h e law encoding constraints of this L E D are
more complex than those for the I D P diagram.
The V - V graph and the I D P diagram are two (of four)
L E D s implemented in the R e M I S - C L computer based
discovery learning environment (Cheng, 1993). In any L E D
the magnitudes of variables can be changed by direct on
screen manipulation of the diagrammatic elements
representing them. T h e system automatically updates the
manipulated L E D and any others that are displayed. In the
present investigation the I D P diagram and the V - V graph
were always displayed and the subjects were free to
manipulate either at any time. R e M I S - C L also includes an
animated simulation of the current collision, which is played
at the users discretion.
Pedagogy and Problem Solving
One of the foundational ideas of LEDs is that an appropriate
focus for learning in mathematics, engineering and science
is with correct formal laws. Comprehending the laws
provides the learner with possibility of correct, precise and
general understanding of the concepts being taught. The
diagrammatic nature of L E D s aims to m a k e the laws easier
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Figure 2: T w o Examples of Velocity-Velocity Graphs
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to comprehend than under conventional representations. A
desirable prospect is for learners to adopt L E D s as their
basic conceptions in particular domains, supplanting
existing knowledge that is incorrect or incomplete, but
supplementing existing formal knowledge with useful
(externalised) mental models for problem solving.
One way to view L E D s is in terms of White's (1989,
1993) conceptualisation of the instructional role of
intermediate representations. Intermediate representations
bridge the conceptual gulf between abstract mathematical
laws and the behaviour of phenomena. White proposes the
use of intermediate causal models that represent causal and
temporal relations important for explaining phenomena.
L E D s differ by emphasising the underlying formal relations
of the laws they encode. Thus, learning with L E D s
comprises understanding classes of relations and
interrelations at different levels of abstraction. There are
three classes': (i) relations between L E D s and the abstract
formal laws (e.g., the constant energy contour's elliptical
shape, in the V - V graph, is a direct consequence of the of
the squared velocity terms in the energy conservation law);
(ii) relations between L E D s and the behaviour of
phenomenon (e.g., the I D P diagram and V - V graph depict
single collisions); and, (iii) relations among different L E D s
(e.g., how is the structure of the I D P diagram reflected in
the V-V graph?).
A potential of L E D s is to make learners reason more like
experts, by providing them with a range of different models
suitable for solving different classes of problems quickly
and efficiently. The basis for L E D s in instruction is
discussed in more fully in Cheng (1994a). The purpose of
the present investigation was to find empirical support for
these claims.
What forms of reasoning can be conducted with L E D s ?
The key point to remember is that they encode laws. So, the
forms of reasoning that can be conducted under
conventional representations are likely to have a
diagrammatic equivalent. (1) Quantitative reasoning can be
performed by changing the size of diagrammatic elements
representing the magnitudes of variables. For example,
when the length of a velocity line is doubled in the I D P
diagram, the magnitude is doubled. (2) O n e form of
qualitative reasoning with L E D s involves gradually
changing the size of one diagrammatic element and
watching h o w the rest of the diagram changes. (3)
Configurational reasoning is qualitative reasoning about
different phenomenon states, distinguished by single
variables being positive, negative, or zero, and pairs of
variables being equal or unequal. (4) Extreme case
reasoning considers what happens when one or more of the
variables tends to some limiting value, such as infinity or
zero. (5) L E D s permits constraint based reasoning, in which
the value of any variable can be determined when the others
are known, irrespective of the which variables were
independent or dependent in the physical situation. For
instance, the ratio of masses can be found using the IDF

No pedagogical precedence is implied by the order.
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diagram given both pairs of velocities. (6) L E D s naturally
support reasoning at the conceptual level; for example, the
two contours in V - V graph shows that two laws govern the
collisions. Important properties of L E D s for more complex
problems are their compositionality and extendibility. (7)
Composite diagrams can be constructed by joining together
L E D s ; for instance to explain complex series of collisions
(e.g. Newton's Cradle). (8) L E D s can be formally modified
to cover extensions of the encoded laws; for example the
IDP diagram and the V - V diagram can be extended to cover
inelastic collisions. (9) L E D s can also be used for
debugging and trouble shooting. Cheng (1994a) discusses
these forms of reasoning more fully and gives detailed
examples. The current investigation provides evidence that
subjects can quickly learn to solve classes of single collision
problems with LEDs.
The Procedure
The investigation was carried out with a total of six
undergraduate and postgraduate physics and engineering
students. Four were doing P h D s and three hadfirstclass
honours degrees. They are designated by initials: N T , N G ,
TI, Q C , IP, SP. Each subject did: (i) a pre-test; (ii) a
discovery learning session using the R e M I S - C L system,
following the pre-test after a short break; and (iii) a post-test
following approximately a fortnight later. Each part is
described in turn.
The pre-test was designed to assess the subjects'
conceptual knowledge about the collisions and to examine
their problem solving methods. Thefirstpart of the pre-test
were questions about relevant aspects of the subjects'
education and asked what laws or relations governed the
collisions. The second, and main part, of the pre-test
consisted of problems about particular collisions. Before
attempting the problems the subjects were given a
description of perfectly elastic collisions, including the
statement that energy is conserved. There was a total of 14
problems, which fall into three groups (PI to P3). (PI)
These were six qualitative questions about the outcomes of
single collisions under different conditions, designed to
examine subjects' knowledge of different configurations of
collisions. (P2) These were two problems dealing with
extreme cases, by presenting series of collisions in which
one variable was increased over successive collisions. (P3)
These were six quantitative questions in which the values of
different pairs of variables had to be calculated. In different
problems, initial velocities,finalvelocities and masses were
the unknowns. This paper will concentrate on problem
classes PI and P3, only.
The questions were printed sheets, on which the subjects
also wrote their answers and did their working out. They
were asked to think aloud and video recordings were made
throughout.
The instructional session on L E D s was based around the
R e M I S - C L discovery learning environment, and was
divided in to three parts, (i) The subjectsfirstlearned h o w
to use the program by following printed instructions
describing h o w to run the simulation and to manipulate the

L E D s . T h e instructions contained superficial descriptions of
the law-encoding constraints of each L E D . N o instruction
was given on problem solving strategies with L E D s , a
significant point, (ii) There then followed a freeinvestigation period of up to 15 minutes, during which the
subjects were free to try things out on the system, (iii) The
final and longest part of the session had the subjects use the
program to answer nine ordered questions about elastic
collisions. The questions were more open-ended than the
pre-test problems, asking about relations rather than
outcomes of particular collisions. The aim was to encourage
the subjects to discover relations among the variables, other
than the conservation laws. The program logged all the
inputs m a d e by the subjects and video recordings were made
whilst the subjects thought aloud. Each session typically
lasted 9 0 minutes.
The post-tests were similar to the pre-test, but had minor
changes. The subjects were initially asked what they
thought they had previously learned and whether they could
reproduce the L E D s . The subjects were then shown a
picture of the L E D s , which they kept for the remainder of
the test. Finally, the subjects worked on collisions problems
equivalent to those of the pre-test but with superficial
alterations. T h e subjects were free to choose what ever
means they wished to solve the problems.

of collisions and vague unsystematic theoretical
considerations. The two methods were easily distinguished.
T h e formula based methods were mostly used on the
quantitative problems and the informal methods mainly used
for the qualitative problems. In summary, pre-test problem
solving strategies were only partially effective and can be
described as relatively novice-like.
In thefirstpart of the computer based trial, subjects had
no difficulty learning h o w the system worked by following
the written instructions. The subjects were effective at
solving qualitative and quantitative problems with the
system. All the subjects were able to successfully obtain
answers to quantitative questions, which they had failed to
find in the pre-test (with one exception, caused by a trivial
error). T h e subjects discovered simple quantitative
relations, which they did not previously know; for example,
when the masses of the balls are equal, thefinalvelocity of
each ball equals the velocity of the other ball prior to
impact. There was a general preference for the I D P
diagram. During the free-investigation and problem solving
periods, the mean proportion of operations performed with
the I D P diagram active, were 6 8 % and 8 7 % , respectively.
The first distinguishing feature of the LED-users in
contrast to the conventional-methods group is the L E D users' greater inclination to explore. Four measures were
good indicators of this tendency, (i) The LED-users spent
LEDs In Problem Solving
more time on the system during the free-investigation
period, in absolute terms and as a ratio of the total time on
The subject performance in the three parts of the experiment
the computer based trial, (ii) They performed more
will be described in turn. T h e subjects naturally fall into
operations during the free-investigation period. During the
two groups, of three, according to various measures of their
instruction and free-investigation periods, they examined
behaviour and performance in the computer based trial and
(iii) a greater variety of types, or configurations, of
the post-test. The groups will be called LED-users (QC, SP,
collisions and (iv) considered a greater range of the ratios of
IP) and conventional methods users. ( N T , N G , TI).
the masses. During the problem solving period, the L E D Reference to the groups will be m a d e during the
users and the conventional methods groups did not differ on
consideration of the three parts of the experiment.
these measures.
In the pre-test, all the subjects knew the correct definitions
The first part of the post-test asked the subjects to
of m o m e n t u m and energy, but two ( N T and IP) did not
reproduce the L E D s . The sketches that subjects made were
initially recall that energy conservation was required for
scored on a lists features important to the diagrammatic
perfectly elastic collisions. T w o main approaches were used
constraints of the two L E D s . The LED-users group
by all the subjects for problem solving in the pre-test, which
reproduced between 50 and 5 6 % of the features, whereas the
will be called the informal and the formula based methods.
conventional methods group reproduced between 19 and
The formula based method involved written solutions using
2 5 % . The conventional methods-group members were all
the correct the algebraic forms of the conservation laws.
unable to draw any relevant parts of the I D P diagram. The
Subjects typically attempted to derive new formulas for the
particular L E D chosen for problem solving, by each L E D u n k n o w n variables from the given equations. They were
user, was the one for which they had recalled the most
mostly successful in problems that required only one of the
features; S P and Q C preferred the I D P diagram and IP
two laws to be manipulated for the solution. However,
preferred the V - V graph.
when both laws had to be considered, tofindfinalvelocities
The post-test showed small, not statistically significant,
given the initial velocities and the masses, all the subjects
improvements in the qualitative problem scores over the,
failed to successfully complete the necessary algebraic
already, reasonable pre-test scores. Similarly, quantitative
manipulations (even those withfirstclass honours degrees).
problem scores were slightly higher than the pre-test scores.
Using the formula based method, s o m e did two pages of
This overall increase can be mostly attributed to S P and Q C .
algebraic manipulations and calculations, to no avail. A s a
They drew correct I D P diagrams for all six quantitative
result, s o m e subjects resorted to crude trial and error
problems (P3). The conventional methods users showed
substitution of values into the equations, in vain attempts at
little improvement, and used formula or informal
making them balance. The informal method is a broad
approaches in the post-test. IP did poorly in most attempts
category of the other forms of reasoning that subjects
at using the V - V graph, as will be discussed below.
employed, which included use of intuitions and experiences
L E D s were found in 50 to 7 9 % of the solutions of L E D -
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Figure 3: SP's Solution to a quantitative problem.
users and were distributed over every problem category.
The majority of L E D s solutions were in the form of sketches
or scale drawings. The exceptions were QC's correct
solutions to the qualitative problems, in which Q C imagined
how the I D P diagram would appear in different collision
configurations. All the subjects checked some of their
quantitative answers, by substituting values they had
obtained from the L E D s into the correct laws, to determine
whether the quantities were conserved. For example,
consider S P and QC's use of the I D P diagram to solve a
quantitative problem. The problem was to find the final
velocities, v; and V2, given the initial velocities were u/=6
and «2=-7. and the masses were m / = 9 and m2=4. None of
the subjects solved the problem correctly in the pre-test. In
the post-test, S P and Q C successfully solved the problem by
drawing I D P diagrams and then double checked the answers
with quick calculations. Figure 3 shows SP's solution; at the
top is SP's I D P diagram and below the initial and final
quantities of m o m e n t u m and energy were computed and
found to be correctly conserved.
IP used the V - V graph, but was not as successful as Q C or
SP. In four of the quantitative questions, IP did not use, or
failed to use it successfully. These were all problems
involving unequal masses that required the application of
the law-encoding constraint relating the eccentricity of the
energy ellipse to the square-root of the ratio of the masses.
Similarly, in one qualitative problem, IP drew a single
energy ellipse but considered three different ratios of
masses, so found three outcomes when only one is possible.
The need to correctly apply this difficult law-encoding
constraint, and the fact that the subjects were not told
explicitly about the constraints, is a plausible explanation
for IP's failures. This interpretation is consistent with the
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view that the ease of use of L E D s is related to the
complexity of the law-encoding constraints required in a
particular problem.
The ability of the L E D users to reproduce the features
implies that they comprehended the diagrammatic
constraints of the LEDs. The constraints seem fundamental
to problem solving with L E D s , so the correlation between
good recall and their subsequent use in problem solving is
interesting.
M o r e details of the experiment and the subjects
performance can be found in Cheng and Serpell (1994).
Discussion
For at least this one domain some positive conclusions can
be drawn about the instructional role of L E D s . L E D s can be
an effective basis for qualitative and quantitative problem
solving. With no instruction on problem solving strategies
and a minimal description of the law-encoding constraints,
some learners were able to successfully solve qualitative and
quantitative problems. Given a free choice, half the subjects
used L E D s for post-test problem solving, abandoning the
formula manipulation methods that were dominant in their
scientific education. This demonstrates a willingness of the
subjects to adopt L E D s as the basis for problem solving,
even though the exposure to them was brief.
LED-users can be considered as moving towards more
expert-like reasoning away from the crude and ineffective
novice-like reasoning in the pre-test. The earlier laborious
computations were replaced by drawings of L E D s in the
post-test, sometimes followed by simple calculations using
the conservation laws to cross check the values found. The
LED-users were choosing to use an efficient approach to

solve the given problems and then double checking the
solutions obtained by another independent means.
The idea of the diagrammatic constraints seems to be a
useful theoretical concept for understanding the use of
L E D s . The number of structural features or diagrammatic
constraints that subjects successfully reproduced was one of
the important characteristics of the LED-users group. The
complexity of the constraints explains (perhaps determines)
the relative ease of problem solving and usefulness of
different L E D s . The I D P diagram is the better of the two
L E D s in this respect. It has the simplest constraints and the
subjects using it here were more successful. V - V graph
may, however, be more useful for high level conceptual
reasoning (see Cheng, 1994a).
A possible explanation w h y the conventional-methods
group did not use the L E D s , in the post-test, is that they did
not have a firm grasp of the elementary and law-encoding
constraints. This is shown by their poor reproductions of
the L E D s at the beginning of the post-test. The main
distinguishing feature of LED-users and conventionalmethods group, in the computer based trail, was the latter's
lack of independent exploration with the system during the
free-investigation period of the computer based trial. The
variety of possible collisions they considered was smaller.
They would have seen fewer of the patterns that each L E D
can legally assume and thus would have had less
opportunity to appreciate the diagrammatic constraints
underlying those patterns. A n implication for instruction
with L E D s is that the elementary and law-encoding
constraints of the diagrams should be made explicit to the
learner, perhaps as a set of rules.
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Abstract

are superior to hypotheses that merely postdate data. T o a
nonpredictivist, the timing of a theory is irrelevant; a
Philosophers have disagreed about whether theories that
theory's credibility is determined solely by h o w well the
make successful predictions are more believable than
theory explains a body of data, regardless of whether or not
theories that merely explain data that have aheady been
the theory predicted some subset of the data.
discovered. Predictivists believe that theories that make
The difference between predictivists and nonpredictivists is
successful predictions have an edge over theories that offer
clearly seen in their interpretation of w h y scientists became
only retrospective explanations of the same data.
convinced that Mendeleev's periodic table w a s correct.
Nonpredictivists maintain that whether a theory predicts
According to the predictivist thesis, Mendeleev's periodic
data or explains data retrospectively is irrelevant to the
table
gained credibility because it successfully predicted the
believability of the theory. The purpose of this paper is to
existence and properties of three as-yet-undiscovered
report on three psychological experiments designed to
elements (Maher, 1993). According to the nonpredictivist
determine whether undergraduates behave as predictivists or
thesis, the periodic table w a s believable just because it
nonpredictivists when they evaluate theories. Results
provided a good account of the chemical data, and it would
indicate that subjects behaved as nonpredictivists when
have been just as believable if it had been devised after these
one theory predicted a body of data and a second theory was
three elements had already been discovered ( H o w s o n &
devised later to explain the same data retrospectively.
However, subjects behaved as predictivists in the situation
Franklin, 1991).
in which a theory retreated in the face of anomalous data by
M a n y models of theory choice in cognitive science are
adding an auxiliary hypothesis; for instance, theories that
based on a nonpredictivist position. For instance, Thagard
predicted data by adding the necessary auxiliary hypotheses
(1992) has developed a connectionist model of theory choice
before the data came in were more believable than theories
called E C H O that chooses between rival theories on the
that added the auxiliary hypothesis in reaction to the data.
basis of which theory explains a body of data most
These results suggest that cognitive models of theory
coherently, irrespective of whether the hypotheses of the
choice that assume that people are nonpredictivists m a y
rival theories predated or postdated the data. Although
require modification.
originally developed as a model of scientific revolutions in
An unresolved issue in the philosophy of science is whether the history of science, E C H O has also been applied as a
model of theory choice in nonscientists (e.g., Schank &
theories that m a k e successful predictions are, other things
Ranney, 1992). Psychologists w h o have discussed factors
being equal, m o r e believable than theories that merely
explain data that are already k n o w n . According to the that influence theory choice seldom take the timing of
hypotheses into account (e.g., Chinn & Brewer, 1993).
predictivist position (Lakatos, 1970; Maher, 1990, 1992,
T h e purpose of this paper is to examine the issue of
1993; Popper, 1959), a theory that m a k e s successful
whether people (nonscientists) are predictivists or
empirical predictions about n e w data is more credible than a
theory that explains the same data after the fact. According
nonpredictivists w h e n they evaluate theories. If people
to the opposite position (Brinberg, Lynch, & Sawyer, 1992;
operate as predictivists, models of h u m a n theory choice
should take the timing of theoretical hypotheses into
Norwich, 1982; H o w s o n , 1991; H o w s o n & Franklin, 1991;
account If people operate as nonpredictivists, then models
Keynes, 1921; Thagard, 1992), which I will call the
of h u m a n theory choice need not incorporate information
nonpredictivist position, a theory that predicts n e w data is
about the timing of hypotheses.
no more believable than a theory that retrospectively
explains the same data. T o a predictivist, the timing of
hypotheses matters; hypotheses that predate (and predict) data
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Pilot

Experiment

Study

Method
T o obtain a baseline measure of whether people tend to be
prediciivists or noiipredictivists, 30 undergraduates read a
text of about 330 words describing two fictional theories
that were called N . F. Theory and Brans-Dicke Theory.
According to the text, N . F. Theory was developed in the
1930s to account for certain reactions involving radioactive
decay. The theory was said to have predicted the emission of
a massless, electrically neutral particle called the neutrino,
which would be extremely difficult to detect. The text stated
that other scientists scoffed at N . F. Theory because of its
prediction of an undetectable particle. But in the 1950s,
newly developed equipment enabled scientists to detect the
neutrino, thus providing striking vindication for N . F.
Theory. T h e text went on to state that in the 1980s a rival
theory, Brans-Dicke theory, was developed by two scientists
w h o examined all of the radioactivity phenomena explained
by N . F. Theory and then developed a new theory that can
explain all of these s a m e phenomena, including the
emission of neutrinos. According to the text, both N . F.
Theory and Brans-Dicke Theory were consistent with all
k n o w n data; the theories do make some different predictions,
but these predictions can be tested only with the help of
particle accelerators larger than w e have today.
Half of the subjects read an additional paragraph of 75
words that m a d e the prediction issue explicit The paragraph
explained that s o m e scientists believe that N . F. Theory
should get credit for making a bold prediction, whereas other
scientists believe that it doesn't matter which theory m a d e
the initial prediction.
After reading the text, subjects rated the extent to which
they believed each theory was correct on a 0 to 10 scale, and
they wrote explanations for their ratings.
Hypotheses
If predictivism is correct, subjects should rate N . F. Theory
higher because of its bold prediction. If nonpredictivism is
correct, subjects should give N . F. Theory and Brans-Dicke
Theory equal ratings.
Results
T h e results of this pilot study gave clear support to the
nonpredictivist position. Almost all subjects (28 of 30)
gave N . F. Theory and Brans-Dicke Theory equal ratings. It
did not matter whether subjects read the paragraph that
explicitly raised the issue of predictiveness; 14 of 15
subjects in each condition gave the two theories equal
ratings.
For the configuration of theories and evidence used in this
study, the predictivist hypothesis was contradicted.
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In the pilot study just described, the nonpredictivist thesis
was supported. However, the situation used in the pilot
study was atypical of actual science in one crucial respect.
Subjects read about static theories, theories that were fuUy
developed from the outset and were never changed thereafter.
Actual science is dynamic, with theories undergoing
constant revision to accommodate n e w data. Perhaps
predictivism prevails under more dynamic circumstances.
A s an illustration, consider this situation. Theory Y
explains a body of data D, but n e w data D l are discovered
that contradict Theory Y as it currently stands. T o explain
D l , Theory Y must introduce an auxiliary hypothesis YI.
{Y + Y l } thus explains D l retrospectively. N o w , suppose
that Theory Y had already included the auxiliary hypothesis
Y l prior to the discovery of D l . In this case, {Y + Y l )
would have predicted D l .
A predictivist would argue that { Y + Y l } is more
believable if Y l is added prior to the discovery of D l than if
Y I is added after the discovery of D l . However, because
nonpredictivists deny that the timing of hypotheses
influences the believability of those hypotheses,
nonpredictivists should maintain that { Y + Y l } explains {D
+ D l } just as well when Y l was added after the discovery of
D l as when Y l was added prior to the discovery of Dl.
Experiment 1 was designed to test these two positions.
Method
Subjects.
Seventy-six undergraduates enrolled in
introductory educational psychology courses participated in
the experiment.
Materials. Subjects read passages of 475 to 525 words.
The passages began by describing two theories designed to
explain w h y cool weather often causes plants to stop
growing even after the weather w a r m s up again. The
rubisco theory attributed the halted growth to deactivation of
the enzyme rubisco activase; the carboxydismutase theory
attributed the suspended growth to deactivation of a different
enzyme, carboxydismutase.
All subjects then read data in which an independent team
of scientists found depressed levels of rubisco activase in
chilled tomatoes but were unable to determine the levels of
carboxydismutase; these results were consistent with the
rubisco theory but potentially inconsistent with the
carboxydismutase theory.
Next the subjects read about h o w proponents of each
theory responded to this piece of data. The rubisco theory
had predicted depressed levels of rubisco activase and
therefore counted the data as a successful prediction, but the
carboxydismutase theory required an auxiliary hypothesis to
explain w h y levels of rubisco activase were depressed.
Finally, subjects rated their beUef in each theory on a 0 to
10 scale, and they explained their ratings.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions in Experiment 1.
Predictive
Reactive
Exception-barring
Rubisco theory predicts tomalo dalii.
Rubisco theory predicts tomato data.
auxiliary hypothesis Carboxydismutase theory says in advance that Carboxydismutase theory says post hoc that
tomatoes are exceptions.
tomatoes are exceptions.
Revised-pathway
Rubisco theory predicts tomato data.
Rubisco theory predicts tomato data.
auxiliary hypothesis Carboxydismutase theory says in advance that Carboxydismutase theory says post hoc that
deactivating carboxydismutase has the side effect deactivating carboxydismutase has the side effect
of deactivating rubisco activase.
of deactivating rubisco activase.

Results
Design. T w o factors were crossed in a 2 x 2 design. One
factor was the type of auxiliary hypothesis used by the
The dependent variable was the relative preference for the
carboxydismutase theory. The exception-barring auxiliary
carboxydismutase theory, calculated as the rating for the
hypothesis asserted that tomatoes were an exception, that the
carboxydismutase theory minus the rating for the rubisco
carboxydismutase theory did not apply to tomatoes.
theory. There were two main effects with no interaction.
Exception-barring hypotheses are an extreme type of ad hoc
First, there was a general preference for the rubisco theory,
response to anomalous data (Lakatos, 1976). The revisedbut this preference was less when the auxiliary hypothesis of
pathway auxiliary hypothesis explained away the depressed
the carboxydismutase theory was predictive rather than
level of rubisco activase by altering the biochemical
reactive (mean differences of -0.59 and -1.77, respectively;
pathway assumed by the carboxydismutase theory.
F(l,72) = 4.39, p < .05). Second, the carboxydismutase
Carboxydismutase theorists said that the deactivation of
theory was relatively more believable with the revisedcarboxydismutase produced tlie side-effect of deactivating
pathway auxiliary hypothesis than with the exceptionrubisco activase, but that the deactivation of rubisco activase
barring hypothesis (mean differences of -0.29 and -2.11,
did not play a causal role in stopping plant growth.
respectively; F (1,72) = 11.03, p < .01).
The second factor was whether the auxiliary hypothesis in
These results support the predictivist thesis. The
the carboxydismutase theory was predictive or reactive. As
believability of the combination of the carboxydismutase
an example, consider the exception-barring auxiliary
theory and its auxiliary hypothesis (Theory Y + Auxiliary
hypothesis. In the predictive condition, carboxydismutase
Hypothesis Yl) depended on when the auxiliary hypothesis
theorists asserted from the very start, prior to the experiment
was introduced. W h e n the auxiliary hypothesis was
with chilled tomatoes, that tomatoes were an exception to
presented as a reactive response to anomalous data, the
the theory. In the reactive condition, carboxydismutase
carboxydismutase theory was less believable than when the
theorists asserted that tomatoes were an exception to the
auxiliary hypothesis was proposed prior to the discovery of
theory only after seeing the data from the chilled tomatoes;
the same data. The timing of theoretical hypotheses
here the exception-barring appears to be an ad hoc reaction to
mattered, not just the theoretical hypotheses themselves.
the data. The revised-pathway auxiliary hypothesis was
made either predictive or reactive in a similar way.
Experiment 2
Table 1 presents a synopsis of the four conditions in the
Experiment 2 provides a further test of the predictivist
2x2 design.
thesis, using a new domain and a new configuration of
theories. The basic strategy was to contrast two situations,
Hypotheses
which are outlined in Table 2. In Situation A, Theory X
Notice that for each type of auxiliary hypothesis, the final
and Theory Y are both designed to explain Data D, but the
configuration of data and theory is the same in the predictive
two theories make opposite predictions about a new piece of
and reactive conditions. In each case, the carboxydismutase
data, DI. Theory X predicts that D l will be found, but
theory plus one auxiliary hypothesis is used to explain the
Theory Y predicts that D l will not be found. Theory X's
same piece of data. The only difference is the timing of the
prediction turns out to be correct, and Theory Y's is
introduction of the auxiliary hypothesis in the
incorrect. In order to explain {D + D l } , proponents of
carboxydismutase theory. Thus, the nonpredictivist should
Theory Y respond by adding auxiliary hypothesis Yl. In
predict that the predictive and reactive versions of the theory Situation B, Theory X and Theory {Y + Y l } are both
are equally believable. The predictivist would expect the
developed after both D and D l are already known; thus, both
reactive auxiliary hypothesis to weaken belief in the theory,
retrospectively explain the same data {D + D l ) . In both
compared with the predictive auxiliary hypothesis.
situations. Theory X is contrasted, in the end, with Theory
{Y + Yl} in the context of data {D + D l } . Thus, the final
configuration of data and competing theories in the two
situations is identical.
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Table 2. Conceptual outline of Experiment 2.
Scenario
time 1
time 2

time 3
time 4

Final Configuration
ofThewies and Data

Situation A: Predictive
Data D are known
Theory X is devised to explain D, and also
predicts D l .
Theory Y is devised to explain D, and also
predicts no/Dl.
D a t u m D l becomes known.
Theory X needs no change.
Theory Y adds hypothesis Y l in order to
explain D l .
Theory X explains D & D l .
Theory Y + Y l explains D & D l .

Hypotheses
According to the nonpredictivist position, subjects should
not differ in their evaluations across the two situations. In
both situations. Theory X is, in the end, pitted against
Theory { Y + Y l } , and in both situaUons, X and {Y + Y l )
are intended to explain the same data {D + D l } . Therefore,
for the nonpredictivist, the history of X and Y (X's
successful prediction and Y's reactive introduction of Y l )
should not matter. Only thefinalconfiguration of X, {Y +
Y l } , and { D + D l } should matter.
According to the predictivist view, the history of X and Y
should matter. In Situation A , the fact that Theory X made
a successful prediction and Y was put on the defensive
should work to the favor of Theory X . Thus, Theory X
should berelativelymore attractive in Situation A than in
Situation B.
Experiment 2 additionally raises the issue of whether
different types of auxiliary hypotheses introduced in response
to anomalous data can have different effects on theory
evaluation. Perhaps predictivism holds for some types of
auxiliary hypothesis but not for others.
Method
Subjects. Forty-four students in introductory educational
psychology courses participated in the experiment.
Procedure and Materials. The basic procedure was like
that of the previous experiment: Subjects read about two
competing theories and then rated their belief in the two
theories. In this experiment, the scientific issue was the
cause of an extensive formation of deep channels that cover
m u c h of the eastern part of the state of Washington. The
two competing theories were the single-flood theory, which
holds that a single gigantic flood carved the channels, and
the many-floods theory, which asserts that the channels were
gradually cut by m a n y smallfloodsover thousands of years.
The texts were 500 to 650 words long.
Design. Two factors were manipulated in a 2 x 2 design.
T h e first factor w a s predictiveness. In the predictive
condition, the single-flood theorists m a d e a successful
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Situation B: Nonprcdictive
Data D are known

Datum D l becomes known.
Theory X is devised to explain D & D l .
Theory Y with Y l is devised to explain D
Dl.
Theory X explains D & D l .
Theory Y + Y l explains D & D l .

&

prediction, and the many-floods theorists m a d e an
unsuccessful prediction, which forced them to deal with the
resulting anomalous data. In the nonpredictive condition,
both theories were entirely retrospective, developed only
after all of therelevantdata were already known.
The second factor was the type of auxiliary hypothesis
added by the many-floods theorists to account for the
anomalous data. T w o types of auxiliary hypotheses were
used, a hypothesis that enabled the many-floods theorists to
reject the data and a hypothesis that enabled the many-floods
theorists to accommodate the data. Accommodating the
anomalous data meant accepting the anomalous data as valid
but explaining the data a w a y without giving up the core
hypothesis that many floods rather than a singlefloodcarved
the channels. In thereactivecondition, the accommodative
auxiliary hypothesis amounted to sl peripheral theory change
(see Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Lakatos, 1970). The resulting
four conditions are described below:
1. Predictive/Reject. The single-flood theory
m a k e s a successful prediction; the many-floods
theory m a k e s a n unsuccessful prediction. T h e
many-floods theory rejects the a n o m a l o u s data.
According to the text in this condition, both theories were
advanced in the 1920s to explain the channels in
Washington state. The single-flood theory had very few
proponents because single-flood theorists could not explain
where all the water needed for a catastrophic flood would
come from. The few single-flood proponents predicted that a
source for the water would someday be discovered, but
many-flood proponents were certain that no such source
would ever be found. However, the single-flood theorists
were vindicated w h e n evidence was found for a large
prehistoric lake in what is n o w western Montana. This lake
had been danmied by a glacier, and the geologic evidence
indicated that the lake had suddenly d u m p e d enormous
amounts of water to the west w h e n the glacier d a m broke
apart. Thus, the single-flood theory had m a d e a bold and
successful prediction.
Many-floods theorists responded by rejecting this new
piece of data. They argued that the flood waters never

reached Washington because the waters werefirstswallowed
up by fissures that opened in the ground under the lake.
This response rejects the notion that the flood waters ever
reached Washington.

Effects of Predictiveness
and Response to Anomalous Data
on Theory Preference

2. Predictive/Accommodate. The singie-fluod
theory m a k e s a successful prediction; the m a n y floods theory m a k e s an unsuccessful prediction.
T h e many-floods theory a c c o m m o d a t e s
the
anomalous data, m a k i n g an implicit change by
denying that a single large flood could have
carved the channels. The text in this experimental
condition was identical to that of the previous condition,
except for the response of the many-floods theorists to the
evidence of the glacial flood. In this condition, unlike the
previous condition, the many-flood theorists accepted the
data indicating that the lake had flooded into Washington, so
they needed tofinda way to accommodate the data without
giving up their theory. Therefore, they argued that even
though a catastrophic flood had occurred, a single flood
would not suffice to create deep channels, which can be
CTeated only by many years of repeated erosion.
This response appears to involve a modification to the
many-floods theory. The fact that the many-flood theorists
originally predicted that no source of water would be found
implies that they had believed Uiat a large flood could have
carved the channels if there had been a largeflood.N o w this
implied belief is altered, as the many-flood theorists n o w
deny that a largefloodcould carve the channels.
3. Nonpredictive/Reject. Both theories are
retrospective. T h e many-floods theory rejects the
anomalous data. According to the text in this condition,
both the single-flood theory and the many-floods theory were
developed after the evidence for the glacial lake in
Montana had been discovered. The single-flood theory cited
the lake and its flooding to the west as su-ong supporting
evidence. The many-floods theory rejected the data in the
same w a y as in Condition 1, namely, by staling that
fissures had opened up in the ground under the lake and had
swallowed up theflooidwaters so that they never reached the
Washington area.
4. Nonpredictive/Accommodate. Both theories
are retrospective. T h e
many-floods
theory
a c c o m m o d a t e s the a n o m a l o u s data by denying
that a single large flood could have carved the
channels. A s in Condition 3, both theories were said to
have been developed after the evidence for the lake in
Montana was discovered, and the single-flood Uieorists
counted the lake as strong evidence for their theory. The
many-flood theorists responded to the evidence for the lake
as they did in Condition 2. They accepted that a large flood
had occurred, but they argued that many repeated floods are
necessary to produce deep channels, and that a single flood
will not do the job. Notice, however, that unlike Condition
2, the denial that a single flood could cut the channels
appears thefirsttime Uiat the subjects learn about die manyfloods theory. There is no implied change to the theory.
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Figure 1. Results from Experiment 2
Results
The dependent variable was die relative preference for die
many-floods theory, computed as die rating for die manyfloods dieory minus die rating for die single-flood dieory.
The results are shown in Figure 1. A n A N O V A showed
that die interaction was reliable (F (1,40) = 8.25, p < .01).
T h e interaction showed that the effects of the
predictiveness of the two theories depended on whether the
many-floods dieorists rejected or accommodated die data.
W h e n die many-floods dieorists rejected die anomalous data
(Conditions 1 and 3), the predictiveness factor m a d e no
difference. Subjects preferred die many-floods theory by
about 2.5 rating points regardless of whether die theories
were predictive or nonpredictive.
However, when die many-floods dieorists responded to the
glacial lake data by denying diat a singlefloodcould cut die
channels (Conditions 2 and 4), there w a s a very large
difference in dieory preference depending on whedier die
dieories were predictive or nonpredictive. W h e n (a) singleflood theorists successfully predicted a source of water and
(b) many-floods dieorists initially predicted that no source of
water would be found and then reacted to die discovery of die
lake by apparendy altering their theory (now declaring diat a
single large flood could not cut deep channels), the singleflood dieory was almost as believable as the many-floods
dieory. However, when the single-flood theory and the
many-floods dieory were both developed retrospectively after
die glacial lake was already discovered (so that the manyfloods dieory declared from its inception that a single large
flood could not cut deep channels), the many-floods dieory
was much more believable dian the single-flood dieory
Thus, aldiough diefinalversions of die two rival theories
were exactly the same in Conditions 2 and 4, subjects rated
die theories very differenUy, depending on the histories of
diose theories. The auxiliary hypothesis that a single large

flood cannot cut deep channels was quite believable when
both theories postdated the discovery of the lake, but the
same hypothesis was evidently less believable when it was
formulated as a reaction to the discovery of the lake, which
the single-flood theory had successfully predicted.
These results show that the timing of hypotheses
sometimes matters, but not always. Predictivism prevailed
when the many-floods theory responded to the glacial lake
data by undergoing an apparent alteration. In this case, tiie
successful prediction of the single-flood theory and the failed
prediction of the many-floods theory made the single-flood
theory relatively attractive. Nonpredictivism prevailed when
the many-floods theorists responded to the glacial lake data
by rejecting the data. In this case, tiie successful prediction
of the single-flood theory gave it no advantage. This
suggests that the advantages of successful predictions can be
negated if rival theorists canfinda way to reject the data that
they failed to predict. But if the data cannot be rejected, the
theory that makes a successful prediction gains an edge over
rival theories that are forced to beat a retreat.
Conclusions
Many current cognitive models of theory choice have
taken the nonpredictivist stance that theories are evaluated
without reference to when the hypotheses within the theory
were advjuiced. The predictivist thesis, on the other hand,
insists that the timing of the introduction of hypotheses
must be taken into account.
The experiments reported in this paper suggest that predictivism is at least sometimes correct. Successful predictions
seem to give a theory an edge over a rival theory when the
rival theory makes incompatible, and incorrect, predictions.
Successful predictions seem to be advantageous under these
general circumstances: Theory X and Theory Y make incompatible predictions. Theory X's prediction is correct, and
Theory Y's prediction is incorrect, so Theory Y must be
revised to Y * in order to accommodate the anomalous data.
X gains an edge over Y * when Y * is formulated in response
to X's successful prediction and Y's failed prediction; X does
not gain an edge over the exact same Y * when Y * is
formulated in a way that does not involve a failed prediction.
Experiment 1 showed that in comparison with X, Y * is less
believable when Y * is formulated in reaction to Y's failed
prediction (and X's successful prediction) than when the
same Y * is specified prior to the anomalous data.
Experiment 2 showed that Y * is relatively less believable
when Y * is formulated in reaction to Y's failed prediction
(and X's successful prediction) than when both X and Y * are
developed retrospectively. In both experiments, the
evaluations of X and Y * depended on the histories of X and
Y*. Thus, in at least some circumstances, it appears that
cognitive models of theory choice must take the history of
hypotheses into account
In other circumstances, nonpredictivism was supported.
This was true when Theory Y was not forced to retreat in the
face of anomalous data. If Theory Y avoids the appearance
of retreat by rejecting the anomalous data (Experiment 2) or
by being developed in W W only after the data are already
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known (the pilot study), then Theory X's successful
predictions do not appear to give it any advantage. Once
again, it appears that successful predictions m a y be
advantageous primarily when paired with unsuccessful
predictions made by arivaltheory. Future research should
try to clarify the relative importance of Theory X's
successful predictions and Theory Y's unsuccessful
predictions in situations in which Theory X has a relative
advantage.
Finally, it should be repeated that the experiments reported
here used nonscieniists as subjects. Further research is
needed to determine whether these results would hold for
scientists, as well.
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Abstract

(3)

If the table didn't exert a force upward, then the
book would be able to break the table in half and
This paper analyzes two converging views of the
fiall to the ground.
architecture of intuition. A. diSessa and L. Talmy, working
Technically speaking, thefirstexplanation (1) is incorrect,
independently in different fields (physics education and
the second (2) is ambiguous, and the last (3) is correct.
linguistics), have formulated strikingly similar theories of
Nevertheless, all three intuitive explanations are coherent
intuition. Both view people's intuitions about forces as
and sensical. In this paper, w e compare diSessa and Talmy's
simple pieces of knowledge organized heterarchically.
theories of intuition, which describe an array of intuitions
However, Talmy's force dynamic patterns have more sysand the cognitive stmctures that organize them.
tem-wide structure than diSessa's phenomenological primidiSessa and Talmy use different tools to expire intuitions
tives. Using these primitives, people generate common
from
different angles. While diSessa studies novices exsense explanations for a wide variety of situations.
plaining
physical situations, Talmy analyzes linguistic exMoreover, people may build upon these intuitions while
pressions that refer to situations involving forces.
studying formal disciplines such as physics. However,
In diSessa's (1993) research methodology, an interviewer
several primitives directly conflict with physics concepts
typically presents subjects with a simple situation and asks
and may account for resilient misconceptions. Finally, inthem to explain it. Researchers employing this methodoltuitions may also provide the basis for understanding soogy examine subjects' understanding of a discipline by askcial and psychological phenomena.
ing them to elaborate their thoughts and discuss related situations (cf. Piaget & Szeminska, 1952/1941; Ericsson &
Introduction
Simon, 1984). Through his analyses of interview data,
has identified different intuitions which he has
The whole of science is nothing more than a refinementdiSessa
of
termed phenomenological primitives (p-prims).
everyday thinking.
Recall, for example, explanation (1) for our book resting
-Einstein (1950, p.59)
on a table. Many novices share this person's belief that the
table merely blocks the book, preventing it from falling to
What do people do when faced with an unfamiliar situation?
the ground (Clement, Brown & Zietsman, 1989). According
Newell and Simon (1972) have argued that they m a y resort
diSessa, they invoke the Supporting p-prim:^ "a strong or
to
to general purpose strategies such as means-ends analysis.
stable underlying object [table] keeps the overlaying and
However, they m a y also turn to their intuitions or their
touching object [book] in place; [this is] strictly topological
"common sense" for guidance. Lay people readily under[with] no force implications. Supporting objects are not
stand a wide range of phenomena in which they have litde
agentive" (1993, p.220).
expertise. W h e n asked to explicate a simple situation, such
In contrast, Talmy (1988) examines linguistic expressions
as a book on a table, physics novices typically provide ex(in English) and their syntactic constraints. Consider the
planations such as: ^
(1) The table is stationary. It is not pushing up, it is differences between a force-neutral (4) and a force-interactive
(5) sentence:
just blocking the path of the bock to the ground.
(4)
The soccer ball is rolling through the tall grass.
(2) What is the table doing? Holding up the book.
(5)
The soccer ball is rolling despite the tall grass.
(laughs) U m , I don't know.
In (5), "despite" emphasizes the grass's resistance to the ball's motion, whereas (4) focuses only on the ball's movement
^Excerpts taken from interviews with high school students who
have not taken a physics course (Chiu & Gutwill, 1991). All
^P-prims appear in italics.
examples are ours unless otherwise specified.
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Extending his argument over a wide range of grammatical
evidence, Talmy (1988) constructs a case for force dyn a m i c patterns ( F D patterns), simple conceptual units
that yield inferences about force-interactive situations. Four
basic dimensions—force entity, intrinsic tendency, relative
strength, and result—reflect m a n y of the linguistic constraints on English speakers' references to force. First, an
opposition exists between two force entities, the soccer
ball (Protagonist) and the tall grass (Antagonist).^ A s in
(5), the Protagonist and the Antagonist are typically denoted
by the subject and the object At issue in all force-interactive sentences is whether the Protagonist can realize its intrinsic tendency (toward rest or motion) in spite of the
Antagonist's opposition. In this case, the ball's tendency is
toward motion. For the Protagonist to realize its intrinsic
tendency, it must have greater relative strength. The
conjunction "despite" indicates the soccer ball's greater
strength relative to that of the grass. The verb phrase typically announces the result of the interaction ("is rolling").
Talmy noted that m a n y sentences describe force interactive
situations that exhibit this pattern of Hindering:^ "The
[Protagonist's] intrinsic tendency is ... toward motion, and
although there is an external force opposing it, the
[Protagonist] is stronger, so that its tendency becomes realized in resultant motion" (1988, p.55). In short, sentences
indicate force interactions through the use of grammatical
forms that capture the force entities, their intrinsic tendencies, their relative strengths, and the result
In the book on the table scenario for instance, Talmy
would argue that novices invoke the Blocking F D pattern:
"While the [Protagonist, i.e., book] has ... a tendency toward motion, the Antagonist [table] is ... stronger and so effectively blocks it....The [Protagonist] is kept in place"
[italics in original] (1988, p.55). Blockingfitsthe situation
because the stronger table has a tendency toward rest and
hence prevents the book from realizing its tendency toward
motion.
P-prims and F D patterns have strikingly similar forms and
functions. Both types of primitives are small, schematic
knowledge units that people use for simple inferencing and
prediction. The next section begins by comparing their internal structures and their connections. Then, diSessa's application mechanism provides the basis for discussing F D
pattern activation, followed by a discussion of c o m m o n features across several p-prims and Talmy's system-wide dimensions. Finally, w e consider the range of phenomena
that each theory cowers, from the physical to the psycho-social.

velocity across a table. Is the act of pushing responsible for
the continuing motion of the cup? Not in any direct way.
The cup continues to m o v e because it has momentum;
pushing only nullifies the effect of the frictional force.
Newton's L a w s require the absence of a net force for an object to m o v e at a constant velocity. However, novices typically invoke Continuous Force to m a k e sense of this situation: "A directed impetus acts ... on an object [with constant
effort]. Result is displacement and/or speed in the same direction" (diSessa, 1993, p.217). Likewise, Talmy's
Propelling "involves a [Protagonist] with an intrinsic tendency toward rest that is being opposed from outside by a
stronger Antagonist, which thus overcomes its resistance
and forces it to move" (1988, p.54). In both types of primitives, an agent is in continuous contact with a patient and
forces it to move.
P-prims and F D patterns are not identical, however. F D
patterns embody an internal organization in the form of dimensional slots that p-prims lack. Hence, creating a new
F D pattern to match a p-prim involves hypothesizing a new
dimension and finding grammatical evidence to support it^
O n the other hand, a p-prim can be generated easily from any
F D pattern since p-prims are not constrained by internal
structure.
F D patterns also adopt a particular subjective viewpoint,
whereas p-prims do not. Specifically, the "result" dimension requires that a person choose a particular perspective
when reasoning intuitively about a phenomenon. B y distinguishing between two actors (Protagonist and Antagonist),
people can view the same situation from different perspectives. For example, pushing someone across the room
(Propelling') differs from being pushed across the room
(Hindering). In contrast p-prims assume an objective perspective which views both situations as Continuous Force.
All p-prims employ a third-person perspective, while each
F D pattern assumes a subjective perspective.
Systematicity—Connections Among
Primitives

This section demonstrates similarities between the p-prim
system and force dynamics by contrasting them with a competing theory of naive physics. Closer examination however, reveals differences in their connections among ptvimtives.
McCloskey's (1983) intuitive theory theory argues that
children intuitively develop an impetus theory, exemplified
by the belief that "the act of setting an object in motion imparts to the object an internal force or 'impetus' that serves
to maintain the motion" (p.306). A central tenet of the imStructure and Function
petus theory, "continuous motion requires a cause" contraTo illustrate the similarities among p-prims and FD pat- dicts Newton's Laws. (Acceleration, not velocity, is the
terns, consider the situation of pushing a cup at a constant
outcome of an applied force.) McCloskey claims that children's intuitive ideas fonn a theory of physical phenomena:
The naif is not merely ignorant, then, but already pos^Talmy calls these actors the "Agonist" and "Antagonist,"
sesses, to one degree or another, a fairly complicated
taken from muscle-pair temiinology. W e prefer the more widely
known terms from literary analysis.
^For a list of dimensions not mentioned in this paper, see
^For easy reference, we have named each of Talmy's patterns and
Talmy (1988).
underlined them.
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world view. In short, the naif has a system of beliefs,
coherent to varying degrees depending on the individual,
and more or less consistently held. (McCloskey &
Kargon, 1988. p.60)

McCloskey

[~| = Physics Knowledge

Physics

Novices, possessing a fairly systematic theory about motion, should reason in a consistent (if incorrect) manner.
diSessa disagrees. H e argues that "intuitive physics is a
fragmented collection of ideas, loosely connected and reinforcing, having none of the commitment or systematicity
that one attributes to theories." (1988, p.50) Their impetuslike understanding of motion stems from a heterarchy of pprims: Force as a Mover, Continuous Force, and Dying
Away.^ Moreover, he shows that students often vacillate
between different intuitions, thereby supporting his claim
that intuitive knowledge does not form a coherent system,
but exists in pieces.
Talmy's F D patterns provide a similar explanation.
Novices use one or more primitives to m a k e sense of a
physical phenomenon. Instead of an impetus theory, naive
reasoners invoke Engage. Propelling, and Discontinue to
make sense of a shoved object coming to rest.' Here, the
critical component of intrinsic tendency (toward rest) m a y
account for m u c h of the impetus notion.
T o illustrate the similarities and differences a m o n g the
three theories. Figure 1 shows the interaction between formal physics and intuitive knowledge for each thewetical perspective. The representation of McCloskey's view emphasizes the cohesiveness of the impetus theory. H e argues that
intuition and physics differ primarily in content, not in
form. Furthermore, the separation of the two domains reflects McCloskey's pedagogical contention that students
must "be induced to give up the impetus theory and accept
the Newtonian perspective" (1983, p.319).
Hence,
McCloskey's view of intuition precludes the possibility of
building upon naive ideas to develop formal physics knowledge.
In contrast, the diagrams of diSessa's and Talmy's views
represent the heterarchy of individual primitives, some of
which are required for developing scientific knowledge
(diSessa, 1993). The distance from each intuition to physics
knowledge represents their relative difference. Primitives
that do not cue fcmnal concepts are furthest away (e.g.,

^Force as Mover schematizes "a directed impetus acts in a burst
on an object," resulting in "displacement and/or speed in the
same direction" (diSessa, 1993, p.217).
Dying Away characterizes the belief that "all motion, especially
impulsively or violently caused, gradually dies away" (diSessa,
1993, p.219).
^E^igage "involves a stronger Antagonist that comes into
position against a [Protagonist] with an intrinsic tendency
toward rest, and thus causes it to change from a state of rest to
one of action" (Talmy, 1988, p.57).
Discontinue "is a non-prototypical type of letting ... where an
Antagonist that has forcibly kept in motion a [ProUgonist]
tending toward rest now ceases impinging on this [Protagonist]
and allows it to come to rest" (Talmy, 1988, p.58).

-
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diSessa
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Figure 1. T h e interaction between physics and (pre-formal) intuitive knowledge in the theories of McCloskey,
diSessa, and Talmy.
Dying Away, Discontinue), while those that form the basis
of formal physics (e.g., Ohm's L a w , Engage) overlap with
the physics realm.* Activation links between s o m e primitives indicate their propensity to excite one another.'
Both diSessa and Talmy argue for a heterarchical knowledge system, but closer inspection reveals important differences. P-prims are loosely connected (some form clusters),
whereas F D patterns are linked systematically. Based on
his data of students making contradictory remarks during individual explanations, diSessa argues that intuitions are not
connected systematically. In contrast, all F D patterns share
the same dimensions, so they are systematically linked.
These dimensional relations m a y e x p l ^ the difficulty of altering any particular force intuition without modifying others in the system.
In short, diSessa's p-prim theory and Talmy's F D theory
share a heterarchical architecture of intuition but differ on the
number of connections between intuitions.
Application
diSessa (1993) hypothesizes a specific process for applying
p-prims to everyday phenomena. Stimulated by sensory
data, one or more p-prims are activated according to their
cueing priorities. Then, each p-prim's reliability
priority determines its applicability. Although loosely
connected, one p-prim m a y reinforce consonant p-prims and
inhibit conflicting ones until the knowledge network settles
d o w n to a quiescent state.
Talmy does not explicate a cognitive mechanism for cueing and utilizing F D patterns. Nevertheless, a cueing and

"Ohm's L a w p-prim: "An agent or causal impetus acts through a
resistance or interference to produce a result" (diSessa, 1993,
p.217).
^ W e can view F D dimensions as activation links. F D patterns
with common properties along a link mutually activate one
another, whereas those with different properties inhibit each
other. Dimensional links can have different weights.
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reliability mechanism similar to diSessa's is plausible.
Talmy's dimensions suggest slots which would simplify and
facilitate access to a particular F D patter. In contrast, diSessa's network of primitives settles d o w n relatively slowly.

Resistances^ and Supporting (see diSessa, 1993, pp. 126129).
Novices also believe that objects with an intrinsic tendency toward rest cannot exert forces (see sentence (1)). For
instance, large, inanimate entities such as floors, walls and
Physical Intuitions vs. Physics Concepts
shelves cannot exert forces on other objects. Compare sentence (6) to its awkward counterpart (7):
When people apply their intuitions to physical situations,
(6)
This cabinet can accommodate/store/hold fifteen
their reasoning can either support or conflict with formal
dishes.
physics. For example, instructors can build upon the nearly
C7)
! This cabinet can lift/push up/hold up fifteen
identical Force as Mover and gogagg patterns to teach a qualdishes.
itative version of Newton's Second L a w (a force causes a
Sentence (6) describes die cabinet's storage space in a conmass to accelerate). In the Force as M o v e r p-prim, "a diventional manner. The sentence fulfills our expectations of
rected impetus acts in a burst on an object," resulting in
large, heavy objects by attributing a rest tendency to the cab"displacement and/or speed in the same direction" (diSessa,
inet W h e n sentence (7) assigns an active verb however, the
1993, p.217), whereas E n g a g e represents "a stronger
cabinet acquires a counter-intuitive tendency toward action.
Antagonist that comes into position against a [Protagonist]
Consequently, sentence (7) sounds awkward. Whereas
with an intrinsic tendency toward rest, and thus causes it to
novices believe that only animate entities exert forces, exchange from a state of rest to one of action" (Talmy, 1988,
perts believe that all entities can. diSessa concedes that an
p.57).
underdeveloped sense of agency (e.g., tables cannot push)
However, intuitions can also interfere with formal domain
m a y cause this error, but he locates this naive conception
knowledge at both the primitive and systemic levels.
within particular p-prims (such as Supporting and Intrinsic
Primitives such as the Dying A w a y p-prim and the Permit
Resistance).
F D pattern conflict with formal physics. Frequently cued in
T h e F D dimension of relative strength contradicts the
situations involving deceleration. Dying A w a y probably acphysics principle of net forces. Focusing on the relative
counts for the impetus misconception: "all motion, espestrengths of two opposing actors suggests that the stronger
cially impulsively «' violently caused, gradually dies away"
actor wins and manifests its effect. In physics however,
(diSessa, 1993, p.219). Again, this violates the Newtonian
there is no "stronger" actor. The sum of all forces acting on
concept of m o m e n t u m . Similarly, Permit'" also conflicts
an object determines its resulting motion. Employing relawith formal j^ysics, wherein all phenomena are causal. For
tive strength induces holistic intuitive reasoning about the
instance, water does not leak firom a tank because a hole alinteraction of two entities as one phenomenon. In contrast,
lows it; gravity and w a t » pressure push it through the openthe expert view focuses on each object separately and anaing.
lyzes the sum of all forces acting on each one. This misleading notion appears in the Overcoming p-prim, which reSystemic conflicts with formal physics. Unlike pquires an analysis of the relative strengths of the forceful acprims, force dynamics's dimensions e m b o d y systemic
tors: "one force or influence overpowers another" (diSessa,
conflicts with physics. For example, the intrinsic tendency,
1993, p.222). A s with novices' limited agency, diSessa lorelative strength and result dimensions in force dynamics
calizes relative strength in a few primitives.
contribute to misconceptions about physical force
Finally, the F D result's focus on one force entity contfainteractions. The intrinsic tendency dimension violates the
dicts Newton's Third L a w of action/reaction. In all F D patlaw of inertia and contradicts the existence of normal forces.
terns, two entities are in conflict, but the result of only one
In F D patterns, f w c e entities seek to assert their intrinsic
entity (Protagonist) is highlighted. In the E n g a g e pattern
tendencies. A river tries to m o v e . A table tries to remain
for instance, one is primarily concerned with the outcome of
still. Consequendy, w h e n a person stops pushing a table, it
the Protagonist (will it be forced to move?), paying little atasserts its intrinsic tendency and stops. According to
tention to the Antagonist. However, the law of acN e w t o n however, an object has constant m o m e n t u m unless
tion/reaction states that two interacting entities always exert
a net force acts upon it (the table would continue moving in
equal and opposite forces on each other. Unlike novices,
space). In physics, objects have no intrinsic tendency
physics experts are concerned with the results of both entitoward rest or motion, but rather an intrinsic tendency
ties. diSessa (1980, 1993) recognizes this mismatch in his
toward constant velocity. diSessa incorporates intrinsic
description of causal syntax in which an agent acts upon a
tendency in a generalized account of successful and
patient to produce a result. T h e syntax imputes an
unsuccessful resistance. However, he only encodes this
agent/patient relationship, highlighting the patient's out"resistance" in a few p-prims, such as Ohm's L a w , Intrinsic
come, again in conflict with Newton's Third L a w .
T o summarize, both Talmy and diSessa describe several
intuitive primitives that conflict with formal physics concepts. Furthermore, both discuss c o m m o n properties across
10 'A stronger Antagonist that has been blocking a
[Protagonist] with tendency toward motion now disengages and
releases the [Protagonist] to manifest its tendency" (Talmy,
^ ^Intrinsic Resistance: "Especially heavy or large things resist
1988. p.58)
motion" (diSessa. 1993, p.218).
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intuitions. However, Talmy argues that these properties exist system-wide in the form of dimensions, whereas diSessa
typically locates them in particular primitives.

solution.'^ In short, people also interpret social and
psychological phenomena through physical intuitions.
Conclusion

Beyond the physical range: Social and psychological realms

diSessa and Tahuy, working independently in different fields
(physics education and linguistics), have formulated strikPeople also apply their physical intuitions in the socialingly
and similar views of intuition. Both argue that intuition
psychological arenas. Physical influences (pushes) and their
consists of pieces of knowledge organized as primitives.
results (motion) are easily recognized, but their social counAlthough Talmy's force dynamics describes more systemterparts (compliments and social acceptance) are less conwide connections than diSessa's p-prims, both lack internal
spicuous. Nevertheless, people offer intuitive explanations
consistency in comparison to McCloskey's tightly-woven
for social situations as well. Talmy (1988) suggests that
impetus theory. Moreover, both F D patterns and p-prims
social intuitions are derived from physical intuitions.
explain students' intuitive reasoning about social and psyConsider an argument in which Melina convinces Juan of a
chological situations as well as physical phenomena. Table
particular viewpoint. Melina m a y employ the Propelling
1 contrasts p-prims and F D patterns.
pattern to m a k e sense of her interaction with Juan. She
The pieces view of intuition suggests that primitives reviews herself as an agent with a tendency towards action,
main resilient to instruction because they are relatively unaftrying to m o v e Juan to her point of view. Juan's tendency,
fected by changes to other parts of the formal knowledge
on the other hand, is to stay at his current position, thus
structure. Consequently, misconceptions m a y still lurk behindering MeUna's progress. If Melina is to persuade him,
hind newly learned and apphed concepts. Novice reasoning
she must provide sufficiently strong arguments. From
that vacillates between different explanations highlights the
diSessa's perspective, Melina m a y similarly employ the
co-existence of these inconsistent perspectives. Students
Ohm's L a w p-prim to guide her actions. B y arguing more
m a y hold contradictory views simultaneously (Clement,
vehemently (providing more evidence, drawing better con1982; Karmiloff-Smith & Inhelder, 1974-5) because their
clusions and so on), Melina is more likely to convince Juan
epistemology does not demand system-wide coherence. A s
of her views. O n the other hand, if Juan has strong, oppos- novices become experts, they m a y build systematic links
among their knowledge pieces. Teachers, then, should ening opinions, he is less likely to change his views. B y applying physical intuitions to social situations, people can
courage studrats to value connections a m o n g their knowledge pieces and help them develop appropriate metacognitive
make sense of social relations (cf. Johnson, 1987; Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980).
tools.
Instructional design m a y be improved by building
The psychological realm presents even greater obstacles to
metaphors on universal intuitions. S o m e physical intucomprehension. Unlike explaining physical and social phenomena, understanding the psyche requires identification of
itions (Force as Mover, Engage") are the best candidates for
unseen influences within one person (cf. Lakoff, 1993).
universality, because people share many of the physical exSeveral folk theories of psychology split an individual into
periences from which these primitives originate (moving).
different entities, e.g., reason and emotion. Consider the
A s a result, these physical primitives can provide c o m m o n
following sentences:
starting points for students and teachers to negotiate com(8) M y fear of heights overwhelmed m e and drove m e
prehension of a n e w topic. After a metaphorical introducfrom the airplane.
tion to the subject matter, students can then critique the
(9)
1 prevailed over m y fear of heights and stepped onto
metaphorical mapping in detail. Developing this type of
the airplane.
metaknowledge would enable students to generate and criT w o conflicting entities (reason and emotion) exist
tique mappings, thereby finding both the insights and the
within the same person. Although the emotion of fear
pitfalls inherent in any metaphor.
exists is a part of us, people frequently refer to it as a
The current theoretical view of intuition can benefit fi-om
separate entity. These sentences, then, describe situations in research into the application mechanisms of physical primiwhich one psychological influence overpowers another. The
tives. Researchers must ascertain h o w sensory data cue
Overcoming p-prim or the O v e r c o m e F D pattern m a y
primitives and h o w students modify them during the learnunderlie this view which pits the intellect against the
ing process to form larger and more coherent knowledge oremotions.'^ If a person's emotions overpowers his
ganizations. Further research must answer questions about
rationality (8), he loses control. H e resumes control when
the order in which primitives are created or abstracted, about
his intellect regains the dominant position (9).
the mechanisms for cueing primitives, and about the w a y in
Ovgrcoffitng/Overcome structures both the problem and the
which learning affects the architecture of intuition.

^^Overcome: "Instead of a stronger Antagonist's arriving or
leaving, to thus begin or end its overpowering effect, an
Antagonist already in place can become stronger or weaker with
the same results" (Talmy. 1988, p.58).

^^For an extended discussion of understanding emotions (e.g..
Anger) in terms of mechanical interactions (e.g., explosions),
see Lakoff (1987). Also see Talmy (1988) and diSessa (1993)
for further examples.
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Table 1. Comparison of diSessa's p-prims and Talmy's F D patterns
Property
Similar
Size
Function
Level of explanation
Organization
Primitives conflict with physics?
Physics built on primitives?
Range of application
Different
Evidence
Internal structure
Perspective
Systematicity
Application mechanism
Systemic conflicts with physics?

Phenomenological

Primitives

Force D y n a m i c patterns

Small
Explain & {H-edict
Fundamental (for novices)
Heterarchical pieces
Yes
Yes
Physical, social, & psychological

Small
Explain & predict
Fundamental (for novices)
Heterarchical pieces
Yes
Not specified, but possible
Physical, social & psychological

Student interviews
None
Objective
Loosely connected
Cueing & reliability priorities
N o , but c o m m o n conflicts across some p-prims

Linguistic patterns
Dimensions
Subjective
Dimensionally linked
Not specified, probably slots
Yes, some dimensions conflict
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Abstract
0.1 D o m a i n s
Cognitive grammar provides an analytic framework in
which the semantic value of linguistic expressions is
characterized relative to domains of presupposed
knowledge. Cognitive metaphor theory holds that
metaphorical language involves a mapping of conceptual
structure from a source domain to a target domain.
Containers are one such pervasive structure. This
investigation proposes a detailed representation for the
domain CONTAINER and applies it in the analysis of
metaphorical expressions mapping CONTAINER onto target
domains ARGUMENT and linguistic expression. Each source
domain word is analyzed with respect to which aspects of
the CONTAINER domain structure it refers, and whether it
refers to a 2D or 3D bounded region. The pattern of aspects
mapped suggest that spatial containment, content, and
material container object comprise major aspects of the 3D
CONTAINER domain. The target domains are demonstrated to
be structured according this container organization. The
results demonstrate that cognitive semantic analysis can
reveal specific structures of commonsense knowledge
which are prerequisite for language use.

This investigation adopts the theory of semantic domains
from Langacker's (1987, 1991) cognitive grammar. A s in
other cognitive linguistic theories (§0.2 below) human
knowledge is held to be organized into domains of
experience (e.g. S P A C E , LIVING T H I N G S , L O V E ) . For
Langacker (1987:162) domains function as an organized
background against which concepts m a y be characterized—a
concept being a pattern of activation in the encyclopedic
network comprising a person's experiential knowledge.
Characterizing a concept with respect to a domain (or set
of domains) is what Langacker calls the 'profile-base'
distinction. A profile is the activated concept in the network
and its base is the domain (background knowledge)
presupposed by the concept profile. A linguistic meaning is
a concept profile which is symbolized by a linguistic
expression. For example, the meaning of the word "circle"
is a concept profile (i.e. circle) which presupposes the
domain SPACE as its base.^ In Fig. 1(a) the profile circle is
the bold image inside a box which represents the domain
SPACE (Langacker 1987:184).

0 Introduction
Language use is a cognitive process which necessarily
involves conceptual knowledge and reflects the structure of
this knowledge. Talmy (1983) provides detailed analysis of
how spatial prepositions (e.g. at, along, and in) structure our
understanding of the world in terms of schematic properties
such as dimensionality, sequentiality and physical
boundedness, demonstrating that language indeed structures
our understanding of space and spatial relations. Containers
are another pervasively recurrent structure of human
experience. This investigation explores the structure of
containers and the way commonsense knowledge of
containers bears on the metaphorical organization of two
domains: arguments and linguistic expressions. First, the
theory of cognitive domains and the theory of metaphor is
introduced, then a detailed representation of container
structure is proposed. This structure is then employed for
the analysis of metaphors involving containers, and the
results are argued as supfKjrting a specific organization of
container knowledge. The analysis of cognitive domains is
relevant to specifying the structure and organization of
conceptual representations of commonsense knowledge.
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Fig. 1: Circle and arc profiles
Langacker also distinguishes a part-whole relation among
domains, such that any profile m a y in turn function as the
base for other profiles. For example, arc is profiled relative
to CIRCLE which functions as the presupposed domain (Fig.
lb).
Croft (1994) formulates Langacker's definition of a
domain as "a semandc structure which functions as the base
for at least one concept profile (typically many profiles)." A
Preparation of this paper was supported by NIH grant number
MH18215-07
^Throughout this paper italics are used for concept profiles
and small capitals for domains.

domain is not merely a collection of concepts but the
structural potential to support concept profiles. The domain
C I R C L E supports not only the concept arc, but also
diameter, tangent, chord, and other concepts specifiable
relative to a circle.
Domains also have dimensionality. The domain 3 D
S P A C E is a coordination of the three canonical spatial
dimensions: vertical, horizontal and depth. The profiles
sphere and circle are distinguished by the number of
dimensions they presuppose.
The internal structure of a domain (i.e. its organization,
part-whole relations, dimensionality) may be illuminated by
investigating which aspects of the domain are highlighted by
different word meanings. Metaphorical meaning will be
used for the below analysis because it provides a means of
profiling different aspects of the same domain. The theory
of metaphor adopted for this investigation employs
structures similar to Langacker's theory of domains.
0.2 Metaphor
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) propose that metaphorical
expressions are understood by means of a mapping from one
domain of experience to another. Structure from a source
domain S m a p s onto a target domain T. The domain
mapping is a metaphor, denoted as T IS S. Any one
metaphor m a y be manifested by many metaphorical
expressions. For example, the expressions buy time,
spend time and waste time are all about time, but they iu^e
understood in terms of commercial exchange. They are all
manifestations of the metaphor TIME IS M O N E Y , which the
theory holds to be conventional knowledge structure
necessary for understanding these ordinary English
expressions.
The cognitive theory of metaphor (Lakoff 1987, Johnson
1987, Lakoff and Turner 1989) holds that the structures
which are mapped between domains, called "image-schemas"
are highly schematic knowledge structures such as
containers, paths, causal links, part-whole relations,
verticality, dimensionality, etc.
For example, the container image-schema gives rise to
concepts from many different domains by structuring those
domains in terms of a container. M a n y domains which are
not actually containers, are nonetheless (partly) understood
in terms of containers—e.g. V I S U A L FIELD {coming into
sight), E M O T I O N S (being in love), LIFE (a full life), T I M E
(in ten hours), LINGUISTIC EXPRESSIONS (capture it in
words), and A R G U M E N T S (an airtight argument ).2 The
pervasiveness of container structure makes it an interesting
domain for semantic analysis. This first requires a
characterization of the domain C O N T A I N E R , which is
described in the next section.

which is the knowledge necessary for understanding concepts
in this domain. Domains and their presupposed structures
define an experientially based ontology. The C O N T A I N E R
domain structure is a schematization of our commonsense
experience of containers, the major aspects of which are
depicted in the bold box (Fig 2); these are the material
C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T , its C O N T E N T and the relation of
spatial C O N T A I N M E N T . Croft (personal communication)
suggests that these aspects may be understood as a figureground organization, where the C O N T E N T is the figure,
C O N T A I N E R OBJECT is the ground, and C O N T A I N M E N T is
thefigure-groundrelation.
Concepts profiled relative to the C O N T A I N E R OBJECT,
such as smooth textured, transparent, and lid, presuppose the
aspects surface, barrier and material closure, respectively.
The aspect C O N T E N T characterizes concepts such as empty
OT full. Container concepts characterized relative to
CONTAINER OBJECT or C O N T E N T profile material aspects of
a container, hence they presuppose the domain M A T T E R .
This is distinct from C O N T A I N M E N T which has the nonmaterial spatial aspects location, direction, and closure.
These aspects characterize concepts such as location in or
out of a container, the scalar direction into or out o/a
container, and non-material closure, such as the property of
being sealed up. Concepts characterized relative to
C O N T A I N M E N T presuppose the domain SPACE, which is a
coordination of three spatial dimensions.
The aspects desaibed above are not features that combine
to form a container, but are co-present aspects of a single
domain. It is not a sum of many parts, but a gestalt having
different aspects. Consequently, a word referring to some
container aspect symbolizes a concept profile highlighting
parts (or all) of the C O N T A I N E R domain structure. This
su-ucture is applied in the next section to the analysis of
metaphors having the source domain CONTAINER.
2 Container Metaphors
T w o metaphors having the source domain C O N T A I N E R are
analyzed in this secUon: A U N G U I S T I C EXPRESSION IS A
CONTAINER and A N A R G U M E N T IS A CONTAINER. The data
are collected from the studies which propose the existence of
these metaphors and are supplemented with original data.
For each of the linguistic manifestations of the mappings.
the words from the source domain are analyzed with respect
to which container aspects they refer and their
dimensionality. Each of the source domain words has a
profile specified relative to the domain structure
CONTAINER, which is determined with respect to each of the
aspects: location, direction, (spatial) closure, content.
barrier, surface, material, and material closure. Each word
from the container source domain is also judged as to
whether it could refer to a 2 D or 3 D bounded region.

1 Container Domain Structure
C O N T A I N E R , like S P A C E , is a pervasively recurrent
structure of our experience and presumably fundamental to
our representations of commonsense knowledge. This
section proposes a structure for the domain C O N T A I N E R ,

^Throughout this paper bold denotes source domain words.
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2.1 A LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION IS A CONTAINER
Recall that metaphor involves conventional knowledge. The
domain LINGUISTIC E X P R E S S I O N (henceforth, LE) is a
commonsense knowledge of language.

CONTAINER

CONTAINMENT
(Relation)

o

location \JnJ

CONTAINER OBJECT
(Ground)

^ ^ ^ out
direction
(scale)

closure

CONTENT
(Figure)

surface

»
barrier

U

material
closure o
y

-

SPACE
MATTER

Vertical Horizontal Depth
Fig. 2: CONTAINER Domain Structure
The metaphor LE IS A C O N T A I N E R is part of a larger
metaphorical system called the Conduit Metaphor (Reddy
1979), which structures our commonsense knowledge of
words and sentences in terms of containers (e.g. putting
ideas into words) and conveyance (e.g. getting an idea
across). Unless otherwise indicated, the data in (1)-(15) are
from Reddy (1979). The organization into groups reflects
the analysis of this investigation discussed below.
(l)lQSalm.
(a) When you have a good idea, try to capture it
immediately in words.
(b) The meaning is right there in the words.
(2) Direction
(a) Try to pack more thought into fewer words.
(b) Don't force your meanings into the wrong words.
(c) They p o u r their meaning into our terminology
(attested: National Public Radio)
(d) It's difficult to put m y ideas into words.
(e) You can't simply stuff ideas into a sentence any old
way.
(0 / always get a lot out of every word she says, (author)
(3)a2sUES
(a) Whatever Emily meant, it's likely to be locked up in
that cryptic verse forever
(b) H e writes sentences in such a way as to seal up the
meaning in them
(c) That remark is completely impenetrable
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(4)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Content
His words carry little meaning.
The introduction has a great deal of thought content.
Your words seem hollow.
The sentence is without meaning.

The analysis of the LE IS A CONTAINER metaphor data
reveals that the aspects C O N T A I N M E N T and C O N T E N T m ^
onto LE, but there is a lack of reference to the C O N T A I N E R
O B J E C T . Limitations of space herein preclude a full
tabulation of the analysis (for details see Clausner, 1993);
instead, selected examples are analyzed below.
None of the source words which refer to C O N T A I N M E N T or
C O N T E N T refer to aspects of the C O N T A I N E R OBJECT. For
example, in (l)(a) capture in refers to the static location of
content but does not refer to barrier, surface, material, or
material closure. Similarly, the direction data (2) refer to
aspects of C O N T A I N M E N T ; e.g. pack into is clearly
directional, but makes no reference to aspects of the
C O N T A I N E R OBJECT. Closure in this metaphor crucially
involves C O N T A I N M E N T (e.g. locked up) but not the
C O N T A I N E R OBJECT. The infelicity of (5), demonstrates
that source concepts the lid and the opening refer to material
closure as well as to barrier, surface, and material.
(5) *Sam keeps the lid/the opening on his words so
secure that you never know what he means
The source domain concept impenetrable (3)(c) is a
marginal counter-example, because in addition to referring to
spatial closure it is a material property. However, the
reference is ambiguous between material and non-material

senses, and is vague with respect to any container-like
geometry. Finally, the data in (4) all refer to container
content or its properties. Although the concept carry in
(4)(a) refers to a conveyance function—the adjectival
modifying value of little refers to a property of content and
not to the object of conveyance.
For each of the source words in (l)-(4), the concept
profiles are collectively compatible only with a 3 D bounded
region. A few concepts are compatible with a 2 D or 3 D
geometry (e.g. content can be captured in either a ring or a
bowl). However, most of the source concepts (e.g. pour
into) are necessarily profiles of a 3 D container.
The analysis of the LE IS A C O N T A I N E R data demonstrates
that this metaphor maps C O N T A I N M E N T and C O N T E N T , but
not the C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T structure of a 3 D container
domain. The target domain structure of this metaphor
profiles the process of encoding thoughts into words as
location or direction, the accessibility of those meanings in
terms of closure, and the meaning of the words as contents
in a container. The container itself is always expressed in
terms of the target domain LE (e.g. "words", "expressions").
However, there are plausible target structures for the aspects
of C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T , but they do not map. A barrier
could be the boundary between words. A surface could m a p
onto the shape of words. Material might be the quantity of
expression. A n d material closure could m a p onto the
accessibility of a meaning. Therefore, the consuaint on the
mapping of C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T is not due to incompatible
target structure. Perhaps, the targets are insufficiently
conventional (i.e. most people do not talk about linguistic
expressions), but this is not a sufficient explanation . There
is no obvious impediment to mappings such as his words
are really short, those are oddly shaped words, or your
words broke up, but the target domain of these container
object expressions are O R T H O G R A P H Y , T I M E , or
C O M M U N I C A T I O N , and not LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION. The
significance of the pattern of mapping for LE IS A
C O N T A I N E R will be discussed in comparison with different
mappings of C O N T A I N E R . The next container metaphor
investigated does profile its target structure in terms of the
C O N T A I N E R OBJECT, but not all aspects of the C O N T A I N E R
domain.
2.2 AN ARGUMENT IS A CONTAINER
The met^hor A N A R G U M E N T IS A C O N T A I N E R structures
our understanding of argumentaUon in terms of the
C O N T A I N E R domain. The metaphor data (6)-(10) are
grouped according to which aspects of C O N T A I N E R they
refer, according to the results of the below analysis.^
(6) Barrier. Surface. Material, and Material Closure
antegrity of the material container)
(a) your argument won't hold water (L&J)
(b) that argument has holes in it (L&J)
(c) that's an airtight argument sure to convince her.
((0 / was able to poke/punch holes in his argument
(e) their argument fell apart
•'The data are the author's, unless indicated by "(L&J)" for
Lakoff and Johnson (1980).
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(0 all we managed to do was put a dent in their
argument: we really wanted to smash it
(7) Barrier and Material properties (L&J)
(a) this is a remarkably transparent argument
(b) since your argument isn't very clear, I can't see what
you're getting at.
(c) your argument has no content at all—I can see right
through it
(8) Material Closure
(a) / think it's time to put a lid on this argument
(b) we smashed his argument wide open and revealed
that it was empty
(c) Look, that argument is closed; I'm not going to talk
about it again
(9)MaU£C
(a) you don't have m u c h of an argument, but his
objections
have even less substance (L&J)
(b) there's something w e a k / * e m p t y about her
argument, it's lacking in substance.
(lO)CQnieiii
(a) that argument is filled with /full of inaccuracies
(b) I'm tired of your empty arguments (L&J)
(c) your argument doesn't have much content (L&J)
(d) your argument is vacuous (L&J)
The expressions in (6) refer to the integrity of the
C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T . These concepts (e.g. has holes)
clearly refer to aspects of the C O N T A I N E R OBJECT and not to
any of the aspects of C O N T E N T or C O N T A I N M E N T . The
concepts hold water (6)(a) and airtight (c) refer to material
content but not to location or direction. The closure they
specify necessitates a material barrier and surface, hence they
refer to material closure.
In (7) the barrier properties refer to barrier and material but
not other aspects, except possibly content, depending on
whether it too possesses the material property of
u-ansparency. Material closure (8) involves closure and
some material aspect of the barrier or surface. In (8)(b),
smash wide open crucially involves a verbal semantic
reference to material deformation. In (8)(c), closed is
ambiguous between material and non-material closure; cf.
(3)(c). The expressions in (9) refer to the material substance
of the container object and not that of the content. This is
demonsu-ated by the felicity of weak argument in (9Xb) and
the infelicity of empty argument with respect to the material
of the container itself. O n the other hand, the concept
vacuous in (9)(c) refers to the state of being devoid of
matter, a profile of either C O N T E N T or C O N T A I N E R OBJECT.
Finally, the expressions in (10) refer to content but not
other aspects of the domain.
The geometry of the expressions of the A R G U M E N T IS A
C O N T A I N E R metaphor are consistent with a 3 D container,
but not that of a 2 D container. For example, only a 3D
geometry can hold water or be airtight. S o m e source
domain concepts (e.g. empty and content) m a y presuppose

either 2 D or 3 D containers, but only a 3 D geometry is
consistent with all of the metaphor data.
Consideration of every aspect of the CONTAINER domain
structure for every source domain concept in the above datii
demonstrates that the A R G U M E N T I S A CONTAINER mcuiplior
maps C O N T E N T and C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T , but not
CONTAINMENT.
Defense of this claim requires
consideration of (11)-(14) which Lakoff and Johnson (1980)
propose are manifestations of this container metaphor but
which are argued below to be non-container metaphors.

one part of the argument (the conclusion) away from the
whole discourse. The aspects location and direction m a p
onto A R G U M E N T , but these are attributable to other
metaphors in that the target structures of part-whole
relations and pragmatic force are not C O N T A I N M E N T .
Finally, spatial closure does not m a p (15), although it
plausibly maps onto the accessibility of an argument's
meaning. Therefore, w e can conclude that no aspect of
C O N T A I N M E N T maps onto the domain A R G U M E N T .
2.3 Discussion of tlie CONTAINER metaphors

(ll)Badial [an argument is a 3d radial soud]
(a) those points are central to the argument—the rest is
peripheral
(b) / still haven't gotten to the core of his argument

The metaphors analyzed above are summarized in Table 1.
There are two distinct metaphors, which m a p different
aspects of C O N T A I N E R domain structure. Those aspects
which map are denoted with " X " and those which do not by
"*". C O N T A I N M E N T and C O N T E N T , but not C O N T A I N E R
(12) Leveled [an argument is a 3d leveled object]
OBJECT, m a p onto LE. And the aspects C O N T E N T and
(a) we have now covered all the topics at the appropriate
CONTAINER OBJECT, but not C O N T A I N M E N T , m a p onto
levels
ARGUMENT.
(b) we have come to a point where we must explore
Although both container metaphors m a p C O N T E N T , their
the issues at a deeper level.
respective metaphorical targets are distinct. L E metaphors
m a p container content onto the meaning of words and
Two different non-container geometries are manifested sentences,
in
whereas A R G U M E N T metaphors maps content
(11) and (12), a 3 D radial solid and a 3 D layered object,
onto the pragmatic convincingness of the collection of
respectively. The radial solid has a central-peripheral
sentences which comprise the argument. Pragmatic force
structure which supports profiles of paths through the solid
typically requires a large, often complex, sequence of
and through a central core, but this is distinctly not direction discourse units, because an individual word typically does
into a container, or its content (e.g. the core of a planet is
not possess such force. Presumably, this also accounts for
not its contents). The other construal of this concentric
why one can utter a clear argument or clear sentence, but not
geometry is that of a leveled solid (like layers of an onion).
a clear word. Thus, clear sentencerefersto pragmatic clarity
A covering of this geometry involves a traversal of its
and not to the linguistic expression per se; hence, it is not
levels. As claimed by Lakoff and Johnson, expressions such
an LE metaphor.
as (11) and (12) are coherent with the metaphor A N
The mapping of C O N T A I N E R onto LE is distinct from the
a r g u m e n t is a JOURNEY'*, but as demonstrated below, the mapping of C O N T A I N E R onto A R G U M E N T . That is, the
paths in these expressions are not profiles of a container.
A R G U M E N T metaphors are not about linguistic expressions
and the LE metaphors are not about arguments. Although
(13) Location [part is immersed in the whole]
arguments do consist of linguistic discourse, the distinction
(a) / didn't see that point in your argument (L&J)
between the two lies in the difference between purposeful
(b) you won'tfindthat idea in his argument (L&J)
activity and having meaning—argumentation involves both,
but words and sentences involve only the latter.^ But this
(14)DilS£liQQ [FORCE OF argumentation IS MOTION]
does not explain why the two metaphors m a p different
(a) that conclusion falls out of m y argument (L&J)
aspects of CONTAINER structure.
W e have seen above that the unmapped container aspects
(15) Closure
are not constrained by incompatible target structure. There
*Her ideas get sealed up in the argument making
is nothing inherent about LE that precludes the mapping of
them incomprehensible
CONTAINER OBJECT. Similarly, C O N T A I N M E N T does not
m a p onto the A R G U M E N T aspects part-whole relation,
Not every use of "in" or "out" refers to CONTAINMENT. pragmatic force and accessibility, but this is not a necessary
Although (13) and (14) refer to location and direction,
consequence of the non-container metaphors. A full
respectively, they are attributable to metaphors other than
u-eatmenl of metaphor mapping constraints (Turner 1990) is
A N A R G U M E N T I S A CONTAINER. Tlie verbal semantics of
beyond the scope of this paper; nonetheless, the unmapped
see and find suggest that (13) involves and A N A R G U M E N T
aspects of the above container metaphors remains
IS A J O U R N E Y metaphor; furthermore, the locationality
unexplained.
expressed by in is that of being at one part along the whole
The crucial aspects of C O N T A I N E R which do not m a p are
argumentative journey. In (14) volitional force is necessary
demonstrated with respect to semantically infelicitous
to motivate the falling. The directionality is conclusive
examples or they are attributed to non-container met^hors.
pragmatic force being understood in terms of the motion of
This result is unlikely to be an aberrant consequence of the
particular examples analyzed. This is because the data from
'^JOURNEY and CONTAINER are two of several source domains
that map onto ARGUMENT.

'I thank William Croft for suggesting this distinction.
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Table 1: Summary of UNGlilsnc EXPRISSION and ARGUMENT mappings
S o u r c e Structures
CONTAINER
CXDNTAINMENT
location
direction
closure
CDNTFNT
content
property of content
C O N T A I N E R OBJECT
bairier
surface
material
material closure

T a r g e t Structures
LINGUISTIC EXPRESSION
ARGUMENT
X
coded/uncoded
coding/decoding
accessibility of meaning
X
meaning, ideas, thoughts
property of the meaning
* (plausible targets)
word boundary
shape of the words
quantity of expression
accessibility of meaning

Reddy (1979) and Lakoff and Johnson (1980) substantially
cover theirrespectivedomains, and additional original data
expressly explores the proposed C O N T A I N E R d o m a i n
structure (Fig 2).
The analysis demonstrates that the target domains
A R G U M E N T and LINGUISTIC E X P R E S S I O N are (partly)
organized according to different aspects of a 3 D CONTAINER
domain structure with respect to the pattern of mappings
summarized in Table 1. The different metaphors m a p
dissociated (but not mutually exclusive) aspects of
C O N T A I N E R , suggesting that the domain C O N T A I N E R has
internal organization such that C O N T A I N E R O B J E C T ,
C O N T E N T and C O N T A I N M E N T are different parts of a whole
3 D C O N T A I N E R structure.

|

* (other metaphors)
part-whole
pragmatic force
accessibility of meaning
X
convincingness
degree of convincingness
X
clarity, convincingness
convincingness
quantity of expression
accessibility of force

cognitive ontologies of the conceptual structure prerequisite
for language use. If the tenets of cognitive semantics are
correct, and the domains implicated in metaphor are those
necessary for human language processing, then the degree to
which these domains can be specified is the degree to which
cognitive science will benefit from detailed knowledge
representations.
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Abstract

In this paper, w e provide a taxonomy of the processes
which people use to generate questions for a type of
interviewing task. Specifically, w e analyze "story
acquisition interviews" in which the interviewer is a
knowledge engineer who asks questions of a domain expert
to acquire material for a conversational hypermedia
system. Such interviews have proven to be surprisingly
difficult to conduct successfully. W e have identified a
number of "local" strategies which successful interviewers
use to develop coherent, interesting sequences of questions
and w e have positioned these strategies within a model
which describes the global interviewing process. This
descriptive model is an initial step towards a methodology
prescribing how to perform these interviews effectively.
Introduction
It has been argued (Chafe, 79; Schank, 77) that
conversational coherence is a function of inemory
organization. That is, h o w information is connected in
memory determines the course of what a person will say in a
conversation. This presupposes that as information is
acquired, it is organized in m e m o r y relative to other pieces
of information whose content it elaborates. A connection is
likely to be made if a new piece of information answers an
important question raised by an existing piece.
Our research is concerned with the practical construction
of such memories, in hypermedia form, for use as
knowledge-rich aids to problem solving. The organization
of our A S K Systems (Ferguson, et al, 1992) represents an
attempt to replicate (aspects o O the organization of an
expert's memory that might underlie a coherent conversation
about complex problem solving. At the Institute for the
Learning Sciences, w e have built a series of A S K systems
in domains as diverse as trust bank consulting, industrial
development, recent American history, and social services
for Mexican immigrants. Their goal is to enable users to ask
and get answers to their questions as they arise and to
interact with their users in a w a y which realizes the most
important benefits of a conversation with an expert mentor.
Building A S K Systems enables us to study the mechanics
of h o w h u m a n m e m o r y might acquire and index
information. The problem of acquiring n e w information has
two components: h o w to determine which information to

acquire next and h o w to index n e w information once it is
acquired. In constructing A S K systems, w e use interviewing
to acquire cases and h u m a n indexers to index them. T h e
indexing process has been reported on elsewhere (Bareiss &
Osgood, 93). Here w e discuss the problem of h o w to choose
which cases to try to acquire.
This problem is particularly important for those w h o
build hypermedia K B S s . Because such systems are not
autonomous, they cannot be run directly o n sample
problems to check whether they contain the "right"
knowledge. Consequently those w h o practice this kind of
informal knowledge capture (e.g., in hypermedia) must be
especially concerned with whether they have asked the right
questions during knowledge acquisition.
T o gather the knowledge which A S K systems require, w e
interview "storytellers" (i.e., domain experts) and videotape
their answers. W h e n performing these interviews, w e must
anticipate the topics and courses of conversation that will
interest users. H o w well w e do this largely determines the
quality and utility of the resulting A S K system. Running a
successful interview is difficult. Successful interviewers
typically k n o w a substantial amount about both the subject
matter under discussion and the process of interviewing
itself. During the interview, they need to manage multiple
simultaneous demands including tracking the structure of the
interview, brainstorming for fruitful avenues to pursue, and
maintaining their relationship with the interviewee.
Unfortunately, w e have discovered that most interviewers
find it difficult to consistently conduct interviews
successfully.
W e have undertaken an analysis of successful story
acquisition interviews so that w e m a y better understand,
teach, and improve the process of building A S K systems.
Ourfirststep has been to examine which types of topics are
discussed in these interviews, which questions interviewers
ask about them, and what strategies interviewers use to
generate good questions. T o date, w e have analyzed over 20
hours of interviews, comprising over 500 question-answer
cycles. Our eventual goal is to understand the interviewing
process well enough to build a prescriptive model of h o w to
perform story acquisition interviews.
This paper summarizes our taxonomy of interviewing
strategies in the context of a single, illustrative interview.^
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^ Other researchers have studied question-asking (Lehnert,
1978; Graesser et al, 1991; Kass, 1991). These researchers have

This interview w a s performed for the Trans-ASK system,
which captures the experience of officers responsible for
planning and coordinating military transportation during
Desert Shield and Desert Storm (D/S/S) (Bareiss and
Osgood, 93). Tnuis-ASK contains over 21 hours of video
segmented into short clips which provide answers to over
12.000 questions. T h e storyteller w a s a Division
Transportation Officer in the U S A r m y during D/S/S. Prior
to the interview, he k n e w little more than that he was to be
questioned about tr;insportation planning during D/S/S. The
interviewer had significant experience in performing storyacquisition interviews and, though not a practitioner in the
uirget domain, w;is familiar with it and had performed
approximately ten prior interviews in it. T h e interviewer
k n e w little more about the storyteller thjui that he was a
Division Transportation Officer and so would speak from the
perspective of someone w h o was a "customer" of the
transportation planners.
The interviewer asked 4 0 questions during this interview,
which lasted just under two hours. Below w e analyze the
first 11 questions. These questions, being early in the
interview, are somewhat more general and less technical than
those that followed. W e will present these questions in 6
sections, each of which introduces and describes one or more
distinct interviewing processes. These processes are
sufficient to account not only for h o w the interviewer
generates the rest of the questions in this interview, but also
for h o w other interviewers generated questions in a range of
other interviews w e have studied.

Experienced interviewers have a repertoire of standard
tactics for jump-stiu-ting which they are able to adapt to a
variety of interviews. S o m e of these arc domain independent,
as these typical jump-starting questions show:
• "What questions do you frequently get asked?"
• "What are your job responsibilities?"
• " W h o ju-e your primary contacts when you perform the
task w e are discussing?"
Other jump-starts require specific domain knowledge
which interviewers gather as they learn more about the
system they ;u-e building. Interviewers commonly maintain
two lists across interviews: one for specific events (for
example, the decision during D/S/S to rush Thanksgiving
turkeys to soldiers in Saudi /Arabia) and the other for specific
issues (for example, h o w a transportation planner can get
accurate information about what material needs to be
m o v e d ) . These lists provide specific, proven "cached
questions" which the interviewer can tap simply by taking
them off of the list. For interviews late in the process, most
of the conversation can profitably be filled by addressing
such questions.
2.2. Link traversal and mining
Link traversal is the process of starting with a base
topic and selecting a single, closely-related follow-up topic.
Like jump-starting, link traversal is a c o m m o n process in
story acquisition interviews. In the corpus of questions w e
analyzed, another 4 0 % were link traversal questions.^

2. Processes for Generating Questions

#
3

2.1. Jump-starting
Jump-starting is the process of introducing previously
unmentioned topics into the interview. Jump-starting is a
c o m m o n process in story acquisition interviews. In a sample
of over 100 questions, about 4 0 % were jump-start questions.

#
1
2

Question Text
Tell m e about your
military career.
What did you do during
D/S/S?

Synopsis of Answer
The storyteller gives a
brief chronology
1 served as a Division
Transportation Officer

4

5
6

In this interview, the interviewer opens with a standard
jump-starting ploy —
he invites the storyteller to
summarize his career. The question serves two important
purposes: it gives the interviewer s o m e background to work
with, and it gives the storyteller an easy topic with which to
begin. T h e interviewer uses another standard ploy in the
second question — he asks about the storyteller's
involvement in the event around which the A S K system is
being constructed. Both of these questions are particularly
appropriate given that the interviewer knows little about the
storyteller at this point.

focused primarily on what questions people ask, not on
strategies for selecting which question to ask next.
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7

Synopsis of Answer
W h e n it began it was
business as usual. W e
were on training
exercises.
W e went on deployment
What changed when
status. What had
S a d d a m invaded?
previously been a paper
g a m e w a s taken more
seriously.
Could you give m e more W e didn't have time to
plan
detail?
N o time to react. The
What were differences
with previous exercises? planning w a s missiondriven, not cost-driven.
Getting information.
What problems did you
Knowing what scenario
have?
to plan for.
Question Text
As D/S/S unfolded, how
did it look from your
point-of-view?

Here, the interviewer asks a series of link traversal
questions off of a fixed base topic. With the exception of
^ Approximately 2 0 % of questions were neither jump-start
nor link traversal questions. These questions were split between
repeat questions (which asked about the previous topic again)
and agenda questions (which were about the structure of the
interview rather than its content per se. The interviewer
typically used agenda questions to get the story-teller's opinion
about whether a topic was worth pursuing). There were also a few
questions which did not fall neatly into any of these categories.

Question 5, each of the questions in this series would make
sense as an immediate follow-up to Question 2 ("What did
you do during D/S/S?"). This process of repeatedly mining
a fixed base topic is central to story acquisition interviews
for two reasons. First, as these questions demonstrate.
mining often leads the storyteller to relate interesting
responses. Second, mining gathers the linked knowledge
required to build an A S K system.
In successful A S K systems, the user can find the question
that is currently on his or her mind in the questions the
system offers. However, the system cannot offer these
questions unless it has answers to them. Hence, the
interviewer must be able to anticipate, on the fly, which
questions users m a y have about a topic. Mining provides a
method for generating these questions.
It is difficult for interviewers to systematically mine a
topic. While most people can generate a few follow-up
questions which m a k e sense at a given point in
conversation, few can reliably bring to mind a broad range of
possible link traversal questions. A S K systems are based on
a model of conversational coherence which provides
interviewers with a framework for mining. This model
assumes that there are only a few general categories of
follow-up information that represent natural continuations of
the conversation rather than a major topic shift (Bareiss &
Osgood. 93; Schank. 77). The "Conversational Associative
Categories" (CACs) employed in Trans-ASK are:
• Context: the big picture within which a piece of
information fits.
• Specifics: an example of a general principle or details of
a situation.
• Causes/Earlier Events: h o w a situation developed.
• Results/Later Events: the outcome of a situation.
• Analogies: similar situations from other contexts or
from the experiences of other experts
• Alternatives: different approaches to take in a situation
or different expert opinions.
• Opportunities: advice about things to capitalize on in a
situation.
• Warnings: advice about things that can go wrong.
These eight categories provide a guide to the kinds of
questions that a user is likely to raise when viewing a clip.
T o thoroughly mine a topic, interviewers often review the
C A C s mentally, thinking about whether they should ask a
specific question about the current topic from the perspective
of each one.^
2.3. Chaining
Interviewers employ a number of strategies to follow-up
on an answer. In Question 5 above, the interview simply
asks the storyteller to talk more. Most follow-up strategies
are more sophisticated. Chaining is the strategy of following
^ Several early interviews were performed by teams m which
each member had the responsibility of generating questions for
;i particular C A C W e discontinued this practice because the
presence of sizable interviewing teams tended to make
storytellers nervous.
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up on the storyteller's answers by using link traversal
questions.

#
8

Question Text
H o w did you get your
questions answered?

Synopsis of Answer
W e used the Good Old
Boy Network ( G O B N ) ,
then verified through
formal channels

O n e could imagine that the interviewer c a m e to this
interview prepared with an agenda which listed the previous
section's questions in order. Even Question 5, which is a
follow-up, could have been on this agenda since it is so
generic.
Question 8 is different. In asking it. the interviewer has
adopted pan of the storyteller's answer to Question 7 as his
base topic - the problems storyteller experienced in getting
information. Like the questions in the previous set (with the
exception of Question 5), Question 8 is a link traversal
question like those in the previous set . However, it does
not maintain the interviewer's previous focus on a fixed base
topic. Chaining places a requirement on the interviewer that
jump-starting and mining do not — it requires that the
interviewer actually understand and respond to the details of
the storyteller's responses. T o ask the eighth question, the
interviewer must weigh what they storyteller said, decide
that obtaining information was an important problem, and
generate a link traversal question on the fly.
2.4. Proposing possibilities
Proposing possibilities is the process of devising
specific probes for the storyteller either by making
assertions or by inserting potential answers into general
questions.

#
9

Question Text
W h y didn't you use
J O P E S to answer your
questions?

Synopsis of Answer
W e did not have access
to it.

Consider the relationship between Q u e s u o n 8 and
Question 9. Question 8 is general. T h e interviewer makes
Question 9 more specific by incorporating into it one
possible answer to Question 8, specifically J O P E S , a
k n o w n means of obtaining military planning information.
Question 9 requires the interviewer to have significant
domain knowledge. At the time he asked this question, the
interviewer believed that the J O P E S (the centralized
infonnation system for joint military planning) provided a
universally accessible repository of information for creating
and executing transportation plans. W h e n he asked Question
8, the interviewer expected the storyteller to mention
J O P E S . Because he did not, the interviewer specifically
asked about it, essentially telling the storyteller what he had
expected. T h o u g h a powerful technique, proposing
possibilities is difficult because it requires the interviewer to
have extensive knowledge and usually this knowledge must
be specific to the storyteller's domain.
Proposing specific possibilities is important to successful
interviews because it helps compensate for a weakness in

h o w people remember iheir experiences. People oftenfindit
difficult to remember specific events or details in response to
gener;il questions. So. storytellers often find it difficult to
recall interestingfirst-personexperiences when asked highlevel, open-ended questions like " W h a t problems did you
face?" They give better answers when prompted with more
specific questions such as "Did you have problems finding
out w h e n your planes were scheduled to arrive because the
people w h o were supposed to tell you did not k n o w
themselves?"
Interviewers need not always phrase their probes as
questions, nor do need they "tell the truth." Successful
interviewers sometimes get lively responses by simply
asserting hypothetically that the storyteller must have acted
in s o m e particular w a y in some situation (i.e., "So, at that
point, you must have called your commander.").
Interviewers also find it valuable to propose possible
misconceptions that they believe users of the A S K system
might have. This last form of proposing possibilities is
extremely knowledge intensive, requiring the interviewer to
k n o w not only the domain, but also characteristics of the
intended users of the system.^
2.5. Recognizing hotspots
Recognizing
hotspots is the process of using
knowledge to determine whether the current topic bears
special interest.

10

Question Text
W h o in the user's
organization does see
JOPES?

Synopsis of Answer
The corps level and
above.

2.6. Backtracking
B a c k t r a c k i n g is the simplest of the processes w e
describe. It is the process of returning to a topic previously
discussed.

#
11

Question Text
What information did you
get from your command,
and what did you go
outside for?

Synopsis of Answer
C o m m a n d — operational
data, Outside —
supporting data.

Here, the interviewer has decided that Question 10
represents sufficient discussion of J O P E S with this
storyteller (who actually did not use it). So, he closes that
topic and backu-acks to the previously active topic — how
to get information.
Backtracking plays a central role in story acquisition
interviews because conversations tend to proceed depth-first.
W h e n an interesting subtopic is introduced, it is natural to
chain to it even if the parent topic is not exhausted. It would
seem odd in a conversation to put interesting subtopics "on
the shelf until the parent topic is thoroughly investigated.
However, interviewers often have difficulty managing the
process of backtracking because it is memory-intensive. In
our analyses of interviews, w e have noticed that even
experienced interviewers often forget to return to promising
parent topics w h e n the discussion of subtopics grows
lengthy.
2.7 Gambit-walking

O n e c o m m o n w a y that im interviewer determines a topic
is interesting is by having an expectation failure (Schank,
82). T h e interviewer asks Question 10 because he is
surprised by the storyteller's response to Question 9. U p to
this point, he believed that J O P E S was universally used by
everyone involved in military transportation. This turned out
to be fiUse. Expectation failures are a sign that a topic is
worth pursuing, particularly if the target user of the system
will have a level of knowledge comparable to the
interviewer. W h a t surprises the interviewer will often
surprise the end user as well.
Expectation failures are not the only way that interviewers
determine that a topic is interesting, but the other ways are
similarly dependent on the interviewer being knowledgeable.
Interviewers find meta-knowledge about the Uirgeted users
and purpose of the end system parUcularly useful in
determining interestingness. For example, knowing that
Trans-AS K's users had graduated from joint officers training
school, the Trans-ASK interviewers k n e w not to dwell on
explaining terminology or the military's organizational
structure. However, knowing that the users would almost
certainly be n e w to military transportation and hence would
need to quickly form organizational ties, the interviewers did
ask storytellers to focus on this process.
"* Good interviewers often strive to "play-act" the end user,
adopting their goals and level of sophistication.
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While our analysis has described h o w interviewers
generate individual questions, it has so far ignored the global
structure of the interview. W e propose that interviewers use
conversational gambits to structure their interviews and
to determine the order in which they ask questions.
Conversational gambits are organizational structures that
indicate h o w to string together a series of questions to
pursue a specified lead question in more depth. They may be
thought of as sketchy plans for h o w to pursue pieces of an
interview. Gambits m a y be nested so that one gambit
provides an interview's overall structure and another gambit
determines the treatment of some topic within it.
O n e c o m m o n gambit involves mapping over the elements
in a structured set of topics. For example, in an interview
for Taxops (a system built at ILS to capture the expertise of
tax accountants (Slator & Riesbeck, 91)), the interviewer
organized the conversation around the progression of projects
in the storyteller's career. A second c o m m o n gambit is based
on setting up. enacting, and evaluating a role-playing
exercise. In several interviews for Trans-ASK, the
interviewer adopted the role of someone w h o depended on the
storyteller's services. In other interviews w e studied,
interviewers have played roles such as manager, competitor,
and assistant.

The current interview involved only two gambits. O n e
provided the top-level organization for the interview as a
whole:^

the interviewer selects a n e w gambit or continues with the
current one, then selects a topic about which to formulate a
question, <'mdfinallyformulates a question. B y "formulating
a question," w e specifically m e a n the process of constructing
• Lead Question: What does the storyteller have to say?
iui interview question that the interviewer wishes to ask of
the storyteller.
• Subquestions:
These processes require differing levels of three resources
• What is the storyteller's background?
from the interviewer: domain knowledge, interviewing
• What was the storyteller's experience during the event
strategies, and short-term m e m o r y to keep u-ack of the
of note?
details of suspended topics. Novice interviewers in n e w
• What is the storyteller's opinion of questions which
domains are at an obvious disadvantage. They are "along for
remain open from previous interviews?
theride,"going where the storyteller takes them. They lack
• What does the storyteller have to say in wrapping up?
the interviewing strategies to guide the conversation through
paths that typically produce good results and often the
The second gambit provided a method for elaborating the
domain knowledge to focus on topics that are likely to be
first gambit, specifically its second element — asking about central in the A S K system. Expert interviewers, even w h e n
the storyteller's experience during D/S/S. This more specific
in a n e w domain, are less at the mercy of the storyteller and
gambit covered a significant portion of the interview,
can often draw useful information from storytellers w h o m a y
spanning all 11 of the questions analyzed above. It consisted
not have the perspective or the patience to deal with a
of three components:
novice.
B y enumerating the strategies expert interviewers use, w e
• Lead Question: What was the storyteller's experience
hope to improve the quality of the interviewing process.'
during the event of note?
Starting with the descriptive model proposed here, our goal
is to formalize an interviewing methodology. O u r next step
• Subquestions:
will be to extend the model to encompass h o w successful
• What was the storyteller's job?
interviewers choose w h e n to apply particular interviewing
• What problems did the storyteller face doing his job?
strategies.
• H o w did the storyteller handle these problems?
Different gambits require different knowledge from the
interviewer. S o m e do not require m u c h knowledge at all,
such as w h e n an interviewer asks for a chronology of
projects then walks through it project by project. Others
require domain-independent process knowledge. For example,
an interviewer might classify one of the storyteller's
responsibilities as a diagnostic task and use a generic model
of diagnosis to structure his questions (cf. Wielinga et al,
92).^ Yet others might require significant, specific domain
knowledge, such as w h e n the interviewer organizes his
questions around his knowledge of the specific problems
encountered by other groups w h e n they interact with the
storyteller's organization.
2.8. Wrapping up: The meta-process of strategy
formulation
Our analysis has introduced a n u m b e r of different
interviewing processes which operate at different levels.
Figure 1 summarizes the overall organization of these
processes, showing h o w each nests within the global
decision process an interviewer uses to choose his or her
next question. This global process consists of three stages:
-' This elements of this structure can be seen by looking at the
flow of questions of the complete interview.
" W e found that "standard" abstract models are not always
helpful. Before beginning our interviews for the Trans-ASK
system, we learned a formal, abstract model of the Crisis Action
Planning process which was developed by experts. During
mterviews, however, practitioners could not relate what they
actually did day-to-day to the formal model.
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' W e have also used the taxonomy of strategies presented
here as the basis for a prototype "Interviewer's Assistant," a
computer program which helps interviewers manage the flow of
the interview and suggestions questions for them to ask.
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Figure 1: The Global Organization of the Interviewing Processes
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Abstract

is also motivated by recent studies in: (1) the important
cognitive roles played by actions involved in scientific
experimental practice (Tweney, 1986; Gooding, 1990) and
(2) imagery in science (Nersessian and Greeno, 1990;
Miller, 1984; Qin & Simon, 1990.)
Whereas a good deal of jmor theoretical work in artificial
intelligence has been done on complex forms of simulation
involving inferences on networks of causes with m a n y Unks
(e.g. de Kleer and B r o w n , 1983; Forbus, 1984), very little
attention has been given to analyzing the nature of the
"atoms"~here viewed as elemental imagistic simulations
involving a single causal relationship—that underlie and
m a k e up these networks in humans.
Descriptions of processes involved in elemental mental
simulations m a y provide a foundation for helping us
understand more complex processes such as reasoning via
scientific models, analogies and thought experiments.

This paper discusses evidence from tbiDking aloud case
studies indicating that part of the knowledge used by expert
problem solvers consists of concrete physical intuitions
rather than abstract verbal principles or equations. One
purpose of the paper is to provide empirical documentation
of behaviors such as spontaneous references to using
intuition, depictive hand motions, and dynamic imagery
reports. Although the role of imagery in lower level tasks
is becoming more accepted, w e currently lack sufficient
empirical evidence for its use in higher level thinking. In
order to account for cases where subjects appear to be
"running a simulation" of an event on the basis of a
physical intuition, a model is presented in which a
somewhat general and permanent perceptual motor schema
controls a more specific and temporary image of a
situation. This process is termed "imagistic simulation".
The imagery can be kinesthetic as well as visual, and
dynamic rather than static, suggesting the involvement of
the motor system. Although rules for making inferences
from networks of causal relations have been studied, w e
lack models which analyze the nature of mental simulations
underlying a single causal relationship. Such physical
intuitions and simulations m a y provide basic building
blocks for constructing visualizable models in science.

Initial Examples of Physical Intuition
In this study advanced doctoral students or professors in
technical fields were asked to solve the "Spring Problem"
shown in Figure 1.
A WEIGHT IS HUNG ON A SPRING. THE ORIGINAL SPRING IS
REPLACED WITH A SPRING

Issues in the Areas of Simulation and
P h y s i c a l Intuition
Expert knowledge in science is commonly described as
predominantly abstract. For example, Chi, Feltovich, and
Glaser (1981) state that experts in physics use: "abstract
physics principles to approach and solve a problem
representation." Concrete features are used at an early stage
in the solution to activate more abstract principles, (p.
121). Novices, on the other hand, "base their representation
and approaches on the problem's literal features..." (p. 121).
Whether or not it was the intention of these authors, their
findings have contributed to the c o m m o n perception of
expert thought as predominantly abstract.
This
characterization of experts appears to conflict with reports of
scientists such as Einstein's: "The words or the language. .
.do not seem to play any role in m y mechanism of thought
The.. elements in thought are certain signs and more or less
clear images . . of visual and s o m e of muscular type."
(quoted in Hadamard, 1945, p. 142-43.) In this study I
investigate whether concrete, non-abstract knowledge can
play an important role in expert thinking. W o r k in this area
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- MADE OF THE SAME KINO OF WIRE.
- WITH THE SAME NUMBER OF COILS.
- BUT WITH COILS THAT ARE VHICI AS WIDE IN
DIAMETER.
WILL THE SPRING STRETCH FROM ITS NATURAL LENGTH.
MORE. LESS. OR THE SAME AMOUNT UNDER THE SAME WEIGHT'!
(ASSUME THE MASS OF THE SPRING IS NECLICIBLE COMPARED
TO THE MASS OF THE WEIGHT). WHY 00 YOU THINK SO?

tl)

t2)

i STRETCH
Figure 1: Spring problem.

B y "expert problem solver" in this context, I mean a person
w h o is an experienced problem solver in a technical field.
M o s t subjects were not experts on the specific content
domain of the theory of static forces in springs. All
sessions discussed in this chapter were videotaped except
subject S5, w h o was audiotapaJ. The correct answer to the
spring problem is that the wide spring will stretch farther.
T w o examples of solution episodes that appear to involve
physical intuition are:
0 2 7 SI: Y o u don't have to k n o w any formulas to see
that... G o d almighty! O f course it [the wider spring]
goes w a y d o w n . Y o u k n o w . H o w could it do
otherwise?...That's a seat-of-the-pants feeling I would
trust beyond any of it.... 1 would bet a thousand to
one.
T o counter the idea that physical intuitions are used only by
those w h o lack more formal reasoning capabilities, it should
be noted that this subject is a Nobel laureate in physics.
However, most subjects did not have so strong an intuition
about the target problem itself, but had intuitions about
analogous problems. For example, subject S3 considered
the analogous case of weights on the ends of long and short
horizontal rods:
0 1 0 S3: M y intuition about that is that if you took
the same wire that was fastened on the left here [short
horizontal rod] and doubled the length ..that ..it would
bend considerably farther.
H e then attempts to transfer this intuition to the case of
the spring, using it as the basis of his prediction that the
wider spring will stretch farther. (See Clement [1988,1989]
for discussion of reasoning from analogies to such
intuitions.)
Intuition reports. Both excerpts above contain an
example of what I call a physical intuition report where the
subject reports using an "intuition" or uses terms that
indicate they are proceeding primarily on the basis of a
nonformal "feeling" or "sense" of what will happen to a
physical system. In namral language the word "intuition"
unfortunately has multiple meanings that refer to both
knowledge struaures and nonformal reasoning processes. I
will avoid the latter use here, so that I will not use the term
physical intuition for processes such as induction by
enumeration, analogical reasoning, or heuristic strategies for
problem solving. Instead, I will focus on elemental
knowledge structures seen as basic units of knowledge, as in
the examples given so far. I call these "elemental physical
intuitions".

here in a w a y that shares several of the features of a
phenomenological primitive, including the following ones.
K n o w l e d g e structures. A physical intuition is a
knowledge structure that resides in long term memory
and that can be activated to provide an interpretation of
or an expectation about a physical system.
F.xplanatinn. justification unnecessary Subjects often
refer to a physical intuition as a starting point and do
not express a need to fiirther justify derive, or explain it.
Modest generalitv. The situation referred to by subjects
is often more general than the m e m o r y of a specific
incident. A s diSessa points out however, the degree of
generality is not nearly so large as that of the concepts
used in Newtonian mechanics.
In addition to the features identified by diSessa, I also point
to s o m e other characteristics below, and to the imagery
reports that often accompany the use of intuitions.
Intuition reports. In thinking about a physical system,
subjects sometimes spontaneously report making a
prediction based on an intuition (termed an intuiting
report). However, w e cannot attach too much
importance to a subject's use of the term, since, for one
thing, its meaning in natural language is so broad and
vague. Therefore this observation should probably be
used only in conjunction with others.
Self-evaluated. Strength of belief in a physical
intuition is described as being determined largely via
internal criteria rather than being dependent on the
evaluation of an authority.
Qrigntgd \Q Cpngretg CbjegtS- Subjects speak of an
intuition as providing knowledge about objects and
manipulations of or relationships between them, rather
than a symbolic result that must be interpreted.
Imagery Reports and Imagistic Simulation
In this section I present evidence indicating that die use of a
physical intuition can involve dynamic imagery.
One
source of difficulty here is that most discussions of imagery
involve visual imagery alone, whereas physical intuition
often appears to involve imagining actions taken on objects
as well.
Imagery Reports

In the cases to be examined below subjects spontaneously
use terms like "imagining," "picturing," "hearing," a
situation or "feeling what it's like to manipulate" a
situation." I refer to such statements as imagery reports.
These refer to several sensory modes, including kinesthetic
Defining Features and Observable Behaviors
imagery. In contrast to most of the literature on imagery, I
Associated with Physical Intuitions
a m concerned here with spontaneous imagery reports where
On the basis of transcripts like those above, one can point
the interviewer does not ask the subject whether an image
to a basic cluster of phenomena that suggests the existence
was used. For example, S 2 , thinking about the related
of physical intuitions as a type of natural cognitive
problem of comparing short and long springs says:
structure. Defining properties for physical intuitions are
041 S2: "I'm imagining that one applies a force closer and
underlined below, along with observable properties that can
closer to the origin [top] of the spring, and. . .it hardly
indicate them. diSessa (1983) refers to certain kinds of
stretches at all."
similar knowledge structures as "phenomenological
Based on the work of Shepard (1984), Kosslyn (1980). and
primitives". I will use the term elemental physical intuition
others, in hypothesizing the use of imagery in these subjects
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the schema is applied to an image-a particular image of a
one foot long bar of metal. (This initial image m a y have
been generated in some previous "setup" process.) In the
"running" process the schema assimilates ("locks on to") the
image, "performs an (imagined) action on it" over a period
of time on the order of .5-3 seconds (as indicated by the
d o w n w a r d pointing dotted arrows), and generates an
expectation about its behavior. In Figure 2 the terms
below the double line denote observable behavior patterns in
the transcripts that can provide evidence for the hypothesized
cognitive structures and processes shown above the line. It
Imagistic Simulation Processes
makes sense that this process should require two major
components: a more general schema that is a permanent
However we have still not provided an explanation for bow
resident in memory (this helps explain where the knowledge
new knowledge can emerge from a n e w combination of an
being used comes from); and a temporary image of a
intuition and an image. The following example provides an
specific example (this helps explain h o w one is able to
example of this. At this point the subject has decided that a
think about twisting a novel n e w example, such as the
twisting deformation in the wire is one of the consequences
"dotted spring" in the next transcript below; in such a case
of stretching the spring. (Twisting of the wire and the
the image m a y be assembled by drawing from a number of
resulting torsion do in fact play a predominant role in
pre-existing, permanent schemas, but the composite image
determining the behavior of a spring.) H e is trying to decide
itself m a y be novel and need only be temporary.)
what effect widening the spring will have on the twisting
It is assumed that all of the cognitive processes shown in
deformation by imagining himself twisting straight
Figure 2 can be nonverbal in character. Since the subject is
horizontal rods:
asked to think aloud as m u c h as possible however, there
137 S2: . . .if I have a longer rod, and I put a twist
must also be an auxiliary description process which enables
on it, (moves hands as if twisting a rod - see figure 3)
the subject to describe his thinking after it occurs. This
it seems to m e —again physical intuition~that it will
process is not shown explicitly in the diagram. (In actuality
twist more. U h h , I'm - I diink I trust that intuition.
the subject presumably goes through two simulations with a
138 I: C a n you stop thinking ahead and just think
short and a long rod here, after which he is able to compare
back on that; what that intuition is like?
them.)
139 S2: O h , I have a kinesthetic intuition. . . I'm
The best evidence supporting the hypothesis that an
imagining holding something that has a certain
imagistic
simulation has taken place would be the cotwistiness to it and twisting it.
occurrence
of all the observable behaviors shown below the
141 S2: Like a bar of metal or something like that.
horizontal
line
in Figure 2. However, because subjects are
Ubh, and it just seems to m e as though it [a longer
not
used
to
thinking
aloud in this degree of detail, in practice
bar] would twist more.
w e are only likely to see a small number in any one episode.
The subject eventually uses this result as a central
I m e a n a temporary spatial representation capable of
representing in at least a skeletal manner: (a) the shines of
o^ects (b) spatial relations a m o n g them and (c) object
movements over time. This spatial representation m a y use
some of the brain's higher-level perceptual processing
capacity which makes available various manipulation
processes (orienting, transforming and combining images) to
these subjects. Recently Shrager (1990) has argued that
perception and perceptual experience form the basis of
conceptual knowledge.

assumption in order to make inferences about the spring
problem. Here one can observe a number of the phenomena
under discussion: co-occurrence of an imagery report (line
139) and a stated prediction (137, 139), intuition reports
(137, 139), and depictive hand motions (137). In addition
line 139 contains an example of a dynamic imagery report.
where the subject describes a situation in an imagery report
as changing with time. The co-occurrence of intuition
reports and dynamic imagery reports motivates proposing
the hypothesis that physical intuition and imagery are used
in tandem. It is hypothesized that the subject is going
through an imagistic simulation process wherein an
intuition schema assimilates the image of a particular object
and produces expectations about its behavior in a subsequent
dynamic image.
The diagram above the double horizontal line in Figure 2
gives an overview of this process. In this case it is assumed
that the physical intuition about h o w an object behaves is
an expectation embodied in a permanent and somewhat
general perceptual motor schema. For S 2 imagining
twisting a rod above, the imagistic simulation is the process
of applying a schema capable of controlling real actions for
the twisting of actual objects in the world. Here, however
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Precedents in the literature on perceptual motor
schemas. A perceptual motor schema is hypothesized to
contain at least three major subprocesses: a subprocess for
assimilating objects in the environment based on
preconditions that must be satisfied for the schema to apply;
a subprocess for initiating and tuning or adjusting the action
so that it is appropriate for this particular object; and a third
subprocess capable of generating expectations about the
results of the action - in this case, an image of h o w far the
rod will turn. Perceptual motor schemas m a y not be the
only structures responsible for physical intuitions, but in
the examples discussed here they appear to serve as one very
important type. The perspective that a motor schema can
have generality through a pattern of actions and expectations
over time with parameters adjusted to a particular situation
in a process of tuning has precedents in Piaget (1976),
Neisser (1976), and Schmidt (1982).
Transcript
observations supporting the view that perceptual-motor
schemas are being used include: personal action projections
(describing a system action in terms of a h u m a n action),
kinesthetic imagery reports, and depictive hand motions. It
is possible that the subject is able to focus on an implicit
relation between variables that is embedded in the tuning

Simulation can require effort, arguing tliat it is
not epiphenomenal. The observations for this protocol
then fit almost all of the patterns shown below the
horizontal lines in Figure 2. These allow one to triangulate
from multiple sources of evidence to support the hypothesis
that the subject is running through imagistic simulations.
Importance of Concrete Intuitions and Imagistic
In addition, he describes the simulation as a process extended
Simulation
over time, and makes a "personal action projection" by
referring to his o w n pulling for the force of the weight. The
The following protocol from a research physicist indicates
fact that he: says "I want to imagine" the situation (41);
that imagistic simulation is sometimes quite effortful. This
says that it is difficult for him; makes repeated and extended
episode comes after a follow up question from the
efforts to do it anyway; and uses imagery enhancement
experimenter about h o w one might determine that twisting
techniques such as the "painted dots"; is evidence that: (a) he
is occurring in the spring:
intends and tries to set up the imagistic simulation as an
022 S5: . . .suppose 1 had a big spring and I could
extended process very different from "remembering a fact";
m a k e little paint dots on it all along its length....and
(b) the process requires considerable effort; (c) the process of
saying ... would I see a torsional displacement of the
imagining is important to him as a technique. These
paint dots. A n d what would it look like. And I have a
fmdings, along with the fact that he "asks questions o f the
hard time imagining that because you know, the
simulation, and that he speaks of the simulation as the main
torsional displacements that come to mind are very
technique used to give his answer, argue that the intuitions
small.
and imagery involved in the simulation are not simply
024 S5: (Makes drawing of spring with paint dots on
unimportant side effects of some other process, but are
outside of wire)
effortful processes that are central to his thinking here.
036 S5: So. . .the other parts are going to twist such
Thus he does not "get the physics for free" here, but must
that . . . little dots on the surface will tend to move
work hard to adapt and apply existing schemas in order to
up.
construct new situation in order to construct new knowledge.
038 S5: . . .The mass is going d o w n and so nowAlthough any one indicator such as an imagery report could
-these portions of the spring
Hmmmm
be explained by another interpretation, the hypothesis that
040 S5: . . .I'm just getting a hard time envisioning
imagery is playing a role in the solution process acquires
what's going on 3-dimensional space, and so I'm
more substantial support when one can triangulate from a
having a bard time seeing which way this wire is
number of different observations in the same episode.
going to rotate.
041 S5: Well I want to imagine that the portion here Dynamics. Why did subjects bother to run through
up to the cross section.is fixed. So I'm pulling dovra
effortful imagistic simulations? The fact that they did so
on the weight or the weight's pulling itself down, and
supports the view that the simulations allowed them to
that's causing these coils to elongate. I'm trying to
apply knowledge that was not stored as a linguistic
decide h o w it's gonna twist this portion of the wire ..
description. For if it were explicitly described, then why
announce
the intention to form an image of the situation and
But eventually he is able to make a confident prediction:
make
the
effort
to run through a simulation of it? W h y not
042 S5: . . .if you imagine the extremes, if you pull
just
report
it?
The
presence of dynamic imagery reports,
it up and down, this little line. . .on the outside of the
hand
motions,
imagery
enhancement techniques, and the
spring you know, would. . .rotate down till it's at the
effort
put
into
imagistic
simulations all support the view
bottom.
that
simulations
in
this
case are very different from
046 S5: . . .1 guess I'm-I'm quite satisfied with that
descriptive,
language-like
representations. These
072 E: Were you thinking about an equation there?
observations
and
the
subjects'
reports
of experiencing the
073 S5: O h , no. This is all er, I think very
actions
occurring
over
time
(S5,
line 73, S2 line
effects
of
experimental. W h a t I think I have- this image of this
139)
provide
a
real
motive
for
using
the
term
"simulation."
line of paint dots on a spring and you know I'm
They
suggest
that
the
subjects
are
somehow
mentally
pulling on the weight. I'm going pull and release, pull
simulating
some
aspects
of
the
rich
flow
of
perceptions
and release and so I'm constantly putting it through its
and/or motor actions over time that would exist if they were
paces. A n d asking you know, h o w would I see the
actually
viewing and/or causing such events. This is a
dots move.
different
meaning for "simulation" than traditional
Since S5 makes a drawing of the spring in line 24, does
descriptions
of a symbol manipulation procedure which
that mean that it replaces and makes redundant any internal
steps
its
way
through a series of inference rules operating on
imagery that occurs? It cannot replace the imagery, since he
a
set
of
word-like
tokens. The fact that the subjects are
speaks of imagining movements, and the drawings do not
referring
to
only
a
single
causal relation in these elemental
move. This makes it reasonable to assume that the drawing
simulations
argues
against
the alternative view that they are
reflects and m a y support or perhaps even replace static
making
some
kind
of
chain
of reasoning inferences within
features of the subject's initial image, but that it cannot
the
passages
quoted.
(Subjects
m a y be able to assemble
replace any dynamic imagery.
imagistic simulations involving multiple causal relations,
function of a perceptual motor scheme and describe it
explicitly for the first time in episodes like that of the
twisting rod above. M o r e details on h o w knowledge
implicit in the physical intuition is converted into explicit
knowledge is given in Clement (to appear).
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but focusing on single relations here helps us contrast these
findings with those from previous research.) I do not wish
to deny the importance and nested power of modes of
thought which depend on linguistic symbols and
mathematics, or the idea that once a physical intuition is
described, that such a description can be stored with the
intuition sdiema. But the above fmdings reinfOTce the view
of simulation as a thought process that can take place
outside of a language-like representation, before it is
translated into one. If this is correct, the intuitive
knowledge developed in an imagistic simulation does not
just consist of an end state of static tokens, but is a process
or activity (or a readiness for such an activity) which takes
time to experience and to have significance for the subject
In this sense the knowledge is dynamic.
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Figure 2 Imagistic simulation {HXKess showing hypothesized mental processes producing observable behaviors.

IF I HAVE A LONGER ROD AND I PUT A
TWIST ON IT (MOVES HANDS AS IF TWISTING
A ROD), IT SEEMS TO ME-A6AIN PHYSICAL
INTUITION--THAT IT WILL TWIST MORE...
I'M IMAGINING HOLDING SOMETHING LIKE
A BAR OF METAL OR SOMETHING LIKE THAT.

Figure 3 Hand movement during imagistic simulation for S2.
Drawing is an exact tracingfromphotograph of video image.
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Abstract
W e present a new variant of a simple recunent network to
model auditory word recognition in continuous speech and
address the issue of lexical segmentation. Simulations ba-sed
on small word sets show that the system provides a nearoptimal solution to the opposite constraints of speed, which
requires that lexical processing he immediate, and reliability,
which imposes that identification decisions 1^ postponed until
unambiguous information is available. Contraiy to an oftenheard statement, the simulations show that the existence of
embedded words is not incompatible with the notion of
continuous on-line lexical processing.
Lexical Segmentation and Retroactive Context
Upon hearing the string /serpdddsd/ as in the two French
sentences below,
(1) 3evyceseRpadasdlatet?ot
J'ai vu un serpent dansjuit la tete haute
"I .saw a snake dancing head held high"
(2) 3evydesERpadasalatet
J'ai vu un cert" pendiint siuis la tete
"I saw a deer hanging with no head"
how and when does the listener discover the appropriate
lexical parsing to distinguish between the "snake" and the
"deer" interpretation?
The speech signal unfolds in time, and the bound.'u-ies
between linguistic units are not explicitly m<tfked. These
characteristics raise problems for theories that postulate that
the mapping prtx:ess, the compjirison between sensory input
and lexical representations, proceeds on-line and
continuously. The iirunediacy principle yields one important
computational benefit, which is the speed of word
identification. Indeed, access tt) lexical information becomes
possible as soon as the sensory input is sufficient to
uniquely specify one lexical candidate (Marslen-Wilson &
Welsh, 1978; Marslen-Wil.son, 1987). However, one
es.sential difficulty for such theories ctmsists in stating the
nature of the constraints that guide the mapping process, in
order to avoid the burden of having to entertain the
exhaustive series of lexical hypotheses compatible with any
part of the speech streixm (Shillcock, 1990; Hiurington &
Johnson, 1987).
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In some theories, among which the Cohort model
(Mfu-slen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) is probably the most wellknown, the only lexical candidates considered are the ones
tJiat ;ue aligned with the point in the signal corresponding tt)
tlie cunent word onset. A n obvious requirement for such a
hypothesis to work is that the onset of a n e w word can be
reliably identified in the speech stremn. Perhaps the simplest
strategy that m a y be envisaged to determine word
boundsu"ies consists in predicting the next word's onset
based on the identity (cUid predicted offset) of the current
word. Such a strategy fits well with the immediacy
requirements, since it would allow to locate a word's beginiung veiy early on, even before its realisation.
However, because natural lexicons comprise embedded
words, i.e., words m a d e of p;irts of other words (like cerf
imd serpent), such a predictive segmentation strategy will
not succeed in idl cases. In fact, a count based on a 20,000word American English database indicated that less that
40%' of words jue m a d e of unique phonemic strings (Luce,
1986), iuid experimental data have .shown that a subst^mtial
proportion of words m e not uniquely identified before their
acoustic offset (CJro.sjean, 1985; Bard, Shillc(x:k & Alunann,
1988). Furtliennore, as our initizd exiunplc demonstrates, the
appropriate piusing m a y depend on information that a)mes
in m u c h later in die sentence.
It is well known that Uiere iue phonetic, phonotactic and
prosodic cues which m a y help determine word boundaries.
Although French is not a stress-language, prosodic cues to
word segmentation m a y nevertheless be available.
Intuitively, for a native speiiker of French at least, the
presence of stress on the fifth syllable of (1) or the fourth of
(2) seems sufficient to eliminate any mnbiguity. Rietveld
(1980) has ob.served that systematic viiriations in duration,
intensity and fundiunentJil frequency ait asstwiated with
word boundiaies in French. Simihu-ly, for Engli.sh, Cutler
and Norris (1988) have suggested the use of a metrical
segmentation strategy, whereby a strong syllable is
proces.sed as a possible word onset.
It is however far from clem- that these kinds of bottom-up
heuristics provide a complete solution to the problem of
lexical segmentation. Recent experimental findings by
Tabossi (1993), using a cro.ss-modal .semantic priming
technique in Italisui, suggest that embedded words as well as
straddling words m a y be activated even in ctmtexLs in which
cleiu" segmentation cues iue avidlable. Such findings point to
an alternative principle, which consists in postponing

decisions until sut'ticient intormation is aviiilahlu.
Experiments based on the p h o n e m e restoration etiect
(Samuel, 1990) and lexical influence on phtmeinic
categorisation (Connine, Blasko & Hall, 1991) suggest tliat
the processing system is indeed capable of revising its
earlier decisions, at least for a limited time period. O f
course, delaying commitment m a y eliminate iuiy potential
effect of local ambiguity mid m a y thus ensure reliability, but
at the expense of speed.
T h e T R A C E model (McClelland & Elman, 19K6)
provides one instance of an optimal compromi.se between
the two opposite requirements of speed and reliability. The
lexicjil segmentation problem is solved in T R A C E by
combining three sources of constraint : the sequential
reception of sensory information that accumulates
progressively into the "memory trace" constituted by tlie .set
of feature and phoneme detectors for successive time slices;
the m a p p i n g from the m e m o r y trace to lexical
representations, based on a piirallel, exhaustive ;uid gradual
comparison mechanism; and the direct competition between
lexical hypotheses, implemented through the inhibitory
lateriU connections between lexical units. T h e sequential
upcoming of the input ensures that compatible lexical
hypotheses will be activated as .soon as possible, but on the
other hand, the existence of a m e m o r y trace covering a
substantial interval of time and the gradual nature of the
mapping mechanism permits to modify the strength of
lexical hypotheses to account for the entiie portion of signal
available in the trace at each moment. In fact, detailed
simulations have shown that, most of the time, T R A C E is
capable offlndingthe lexical cmididates that best tit a given
string of phonemes (Frauenfelder & Peeters, 19*)(), 1«J'J3).
The architecture of the T R A C E model has however been
criticised because of its representation of temporal
information. The spatial time-window metaphor, ba.sed on
reduplication of detectors for successive time slices, appears
both unsatisfactory and unplausible. It leads to untractable
numbers of connections with hage corpora (Nonis, iy*J()),
and cannot easily handle temporal vjaiability in the signal.
O n e potential solution stems from the use of recurrent
networks, in which temporal information is not represented
explicitly, but can be encoded dynamically thanks to liie
connectivity of the system. O n e topology of recunent
network, which has been proposed by Elman (1990), and is
currently k n o w n as a Simple Recurrent Network (SRN),
consists in providing a copy of the hidden unit activation
state vector at one cycle as input to the network at the next
time step. Because the connections can be modified to
reflect training experience, the nature of the temporal
information encoded will depend cm the piaticuhu" task
impt)sed on the network.
O n e attempt to use a S R N to model spoken word
recognition has been reported by Norris (19'K)). Norris u.sed
a small corpus of 50 forms, and trained a S R N on a
continuous sequence of words, presented segment after
segment. The output ccmsisted in a bank of 50 word detectors. Norris showed that the network captured s o m e of the
basic properties of the Cohort model. Cohort members, i.e.
lexical candidates aligned with the onset of the upcoming
word, were activated initially and dropped out progressively
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upon reception of diverging information. Thus, a single
candidate reimiined active as .soon as the uniqueness point
was att;uned. Despite these observations, Norris concluded
thai the S I W could not provide a viable model of human
word recognition, becau.se it appeared unable to
accommodate retroactive context effects. For instance, the
network could not coneclly discriminate sequences such as
C A T L O C i and CATAl.OCi in which C A T correspondsttia
word in the first case but not in the second. Because the
activation corresponding to the word C A T will never
become reliably higher than the activation of its ciu-rier
C A T A L O G , tlie S R N c;uinot distinguish between these two
situations. Basic:illy, the thrust of the criticism is the point
already raised by late-i.solation findings in the gating
piuadigin (Grosjeiui, l'JX5; Biud et al., 1988): Models that
assume onset alignment and immediate mapping cannot
work when the lexicon includes words which do not become
unique before their end point. N(m-unique strings
(embedded words) will not be identitied, and the processing
of their immediate succes.sor will be obstructed by the lack
of cleiu boundiuy decision.
The aim of tlie present study was to develop and evaluate
a new vmiant of the S R N which w e thought could help
solve the problem of retroactive context effects. Our main
objectives were to extunine the feasibility of the approach
;md to explore in details the basic (behavioural) properties
of the system, with regmds to current psycholinguistic
models ;uid available empirical findings. The e.ssenlial idea
was to modify the task impo.sed to the network so that its
state would not only reflect its best choice for the current
word, but also the best fitting previous word.
Network Architecture and Training Method
Figure 1 presents the network's topology. T h e input
consisted of seven units representing simplified acou.stic/
phonetic features, as in the TRA(!!E II model. Each segment
was represented by
a vector of seven continuous
dimensions ((!on,sonantal. Vocalic, Diffuse, Acute, Voiced,
Power, Burst Amplitude; .see McClelland & Elman, 1986,
p. 15). N o information about pro.sody or durational cues was
provided in the present simulations. Words were pre.sented
as ;ui uninlenupied .sequence of .segments, without pau.ses or
silences. The output consisted of 20 word detector units.
Localised output representations were used in order to
;dleviate the inteipietation of output patterns.
Word units
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\
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F i g u i e 1. Architecture o f the N e t w o r k

A further set of extemcil input units, the Probes, served to
determine the nature of the task imposed to the Net. T w o
values were used in this study. Under the C prohe. the
desired response w a s the unit corre.sponding to the word
currently being presented. Under prohe P. the expcclcd
re.sponse w a s the preceding word (Cf. St .lohii &
McClelland, 1990, for a .similar approach to sentence
processing). During learning, one probe was .selected
randomly at each cycle, so that the two tasks were
completely interwoven.
From a cognitive standpoint, the Probes M t not meant to
repre.sent real external stimulation. Rather, they can be seen
as an abstract mefins of implementing the two opposite
constraints of inmiediacy and delayed commitment on the
way the network learns to encode, organi.se and preserve
information in its distributed m e m o r y trace. The C task acts
as a pressure to produce the desired response as soon as
possible, since the uu-get output was given throughout the
pre,sentation of the word. The P tiisk requires that the desired
output be maintained during the following word.
In terms of prcx;essing mechanisms, the first set of hidden
units elaborates a compact distributed representation of the
input sequence, and the second bank of hidden units serves
to combine the distributed trace with the probes to extract
lexical hypotheses. Although in the present implementation,
this extraction mechanism cannot deal with the C and P
tasks simultaneously, it could be assumed that the
alternation is m u c h faster than the time scale of the external
input, or that duplicate sub-networks using fixed probe
values extract information about the current and previous
word in parallel, so that in practice, both sets of lexical
hypotheses would be continuously available.
Results from four simulations will be reported, each ba.sed
on a small corpus of 2 0 forms, from 2 to 5-segment-long.
L E X l included ten words (e.a. stak, star, stop, rcul, rak, nib)
and their reversals {kats, rats, pats, dor, kar, bar).
Uniquene.ss points varied from position 1 to position 4.
L E X 2 was identical to L E X l except that the final segment
of four words was stripped out to create left-embedding
conditions (e.g. sta derived fromxtak, ra from rab). L E X 3
and L E X 4 were constructed in a .simihu- way and included
respectively four center- and four final-embedded items.
The four runs used the same training regimen and
parameters (lrate=.05, n o m o m e n t u m , plain backpropagation), but different initial weight vidues. Each epoch
consisted of a a)ntinut)us sequence of 400 words pre.sented
segment by segment without explicit word boundary
markings. Sequences were generated randomly with the
constraint that 1 0 % of all pairs were kept out to test
generalisation. Each w o r d w a s thus seen with 18
predecessors and 18 followers. All the words had equal
probabihties of occurrence during training. N o attempt was
made to manipulate or capture higher-order distributional
regularities, such as sentence or constituency relations.
Results
T o analyse the network's behaviour, all possible
combinations of three words were generated. Each triplet
was preceded by two cycles of "noise" (.5 feature vector)
and context units were reset to their initial state (.3) at the
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on.set of each sequence. T h e main analy.ses concent
responses to the C probe during the presentation of the
second word, and responses to Uie P probe during the third
word. Responses to the first word were not analysed in
deiiiil, becau.se they lue influenced by the initial state of the
network and do not reflect its genenU behaviour.
According to the Cohort model, a word can be identified
at its Uniqueness Point (UP), i.e. as so(m as it remains the
sole lexical candid;tte compatible with the input. Figure 2
di.splays the activation of the tiuget jmd the most active nontarget ciuididate at each time step for L E X l . T h e left part of
the graph corresponds to the C task and activations have
been averaged across words aligned on their U P . T h e
target's activation gradually increases, with an abrupt
acceleration at the U P , which also corresponds to the first
cycle at which tsugets can be discriminated from other
candidates. Simihu curves c.une out for the other runs. Like
the S R N used by Nonis (19'K)), the network appears to
implement a gradual activation version of the Cohort theory.
However, even though the U P appears as an important
factor in accounting for the variations of activation, the size
of the standiud deviation at the U P and the further increase
Jitter the U P indicate that other factors c o m e into play.

9070•^ 5 0 >
o 30H
10-1
-10-3 -2 -1 up +1

+2
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1 r-—r—
n1 n2 nS n4

Figure 2. Activation of target and most active non-target
unit (LEXl). Left panel is for C probe, right panel for P
probe. Biirs .show st<md;ird deviations.
The right p.'ut of Figure 2 shows the results of the P task,
imd it appeius that the ii^get unit rem.-iins active during the
presentation of the foHowing word, while it graduidly
decreases towiuds the end. The most visible effect of the
dual task iuchitecture is Uiat the activation corresponding to
tlte tiirget is maintiiined at a high level during several cycles
(generally, from the U P of the current word until the end of
the successor). This temporal stability might provide a
stronger and more reliable signal for other processing
components.
T o further chuify the relation between the network's
behaviour and Cohort theory, w e computed the isolation
point for the .second word of each test Q-iplet. It corresponds
to the first time step during the presentation of the word, at
which the activation of the tiu"get unit exceeds that of jdl
other output units by a difference of .5. Table 1 presents the
percentage of isolated words for training and test sequences.
For three simulation runs, on-line isolation rates iire close to

9 0 % . T h e lower perlbrmance tor L E X 2 on tlie C task is as
expected: recall that L E X 2 includes four leit-embedded
words, which cannot be isolated on-line.
Current word Pievious word
Corpus Training Test Training Test
75.0
LEXl
87.2
80.1
87.2
LEX2
75.0
77.8
95.3
91.5
91.4
95.6
LEX3
95.3
97.5
LEX4
95.0
89.6
95.8
93.5
Table 1. Isolation rates on training and test sequences for tlie
C and P identification task.
As regards previous word isolation, performance is again
around 9 0 % . Most of the time, P isolation was obtained on
thefirstsegment of the following word, confirming that the
previous word w a s correctly recalled immediately after its
offset. Finally, it m a y be worth mentioning that the level of
performance o n the 1 0 % of word sequences that did not
appear during training is quite high. In fact, in most cases,
isolation rates and isolation point values on the test
sequences are hardly discriminable from performance on
training materials. Other tests using pseudo-word contexts
led to analogous high generalisation rates. The high level of
transfer leads to the reassuring conclusion, contrary to
Norris' (1990) assertion, that the network need not see all
the sentences of the language to identify iJie words. It also
implies that the priKessing is more sophisticated than rote
memorising of sequences of events.

underestimates the U P effect is analogous to human
observations (Radeau, Mousty & Bertel.son, 1989; Radeau
& Morals. !')')()).
Further analyses were performed on the C task to
determine the nature of the factt)rs that influence lexical
activation. T w o factors were considered, cohort size, the
number of cohjMl members before the U P , and stimulus
quantity, the number of .segments of the input string counted
from current word onset. This choice was motivated by the
following consideratiojis. Previous analyses suggested that
stimulus quantity could have an effect, in that the deviation
from Cohort behaviour was more marked for early U P
words. O n the other hand, it has been shown that under
conditions in which a single unit response is required, the
S l W s output will approximate the conditional probability
distribution of the respon.se set (Servan-Schreiber,
Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991). Under this analy.sis
activation would be expected to vary strictly as an inverse
function of cohort size.
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Figure 4. Mean activation of the current word as a function
of cohort size before U P and of position within word (see
text for explanati(m).

Figure 3. Observed rekition between isolation points and
uniqueness points. The line corresponds to the Cohort
prediction (data from L E X l ) .
As discussed previously, the optimal behaviour, which
corresponds to the Cohort prediction, would be that words
are isolated on-line at soon as they become unique, so that
the IP is identical to the U P . The network's behaviour comes
clo.se to these expecuitions (Figure 3), p.'u-ticul.'irly for late
positions. At early positions within words, on-line isolation
tends to be delayed relative to the theoretiail prediction of
the Cohort model. Similar regression lines were obtiiined for
all four simulations, with slope values smaller than 1 and
positive intercepts. Interestingly, the fact that the network
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In each corpus, a contrast could be devised between
sub.sets of words with late U P s (positions 3 or 4), whose
cohort includes either few members (i.e., 1) or many (3 in
L E X l and L E X 2 , 2 in L E X 3 and L E X 4 ) . Moreover, in all
the cases exiunined, cohort size was stable up to the U P , so
that position effects could be assessed independenUy of
cohort size.
A s shown in Figuie 4, both factors appeiu" to influence the
activation of words before tlieir U P . A Uu-ge effect of cohort
size is obsei^ved in all cases, and tlie probability distribution
hypothesis does not fall too fai" from the observed data.
TTius, even though the information flow does not incorporate
iuiy kind of direct competition between responses, contrary

to models such as T R A C E in which there is lateral
inhibition, the strength of lexical hypotheses may depend on
the number of compatible candidates. Mixed patterns came
out for the effect of position: results from L E X l and L E X 2
show large activation increases between the two initial
positions, but only when cohort size is small. O n the
contrary, in L E X 3 and L E X 4 , activation increases only
marginally before the U P , suggesting that a)h()rt size is the
major force determining lexical activatitm. Further
simulation work is needed to establish whether this is a
general feature of the pre.sent model.
Ambiguous boundaries
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Given the nature of tiie word sets u.sed, the only ca.se in
which the immediate analysis does not permit to reach a
decision is L E X 2 , which includes left-embedded words. The
following analyses aimed at establi.shing whether the
network can indeed resolve such junbiguities. The upper
p.uiel ol Figure 5 .shows the mean activation of embedded
words and their carriers. The nature of the following word
determines two possible conditions. Figure 5a corresponds
to the ca.se in which the follower is incompatible with the
carrier (katprs, C A T PLUS). In this case, the activation of
tlie embedded word ((^AT) increases and the activation of
tlie ciurier ( C A T C H ) drops on thefirstsegment of the next
word (position ill), resulting in late isolation of the
embedded word.
Figure 5h corresponds to die lexicid giu-deii-path situation
in which the follower is indeed compatible with the carrier
(katSip, C A T SHIP). In this ca.se, the carrier word is
erroneously isolated on the first segment of the follower, but
tlie network recovers from this inappropriate interpretation
at the next cycle. Thus, die appropriate pattern of activation
is attained at position n2. Simihu" respon.se patterns have
been observed in the gating task (Grosjean, 1985). The cost
of immediacy is tlie u-ansieiit activaticm of die carrier word,
Jind a one-time-slice delay in the i.solaticm of the embedded
word. But a possible way to recover from immediate
commitment is to rely on die accumulation of evidence over
.sevend time slices. Interestingly, as shown by die activation
curves for the following word in Fig. 5a and 5b, the
presence of a bouiid;u-y iunbiguity has only minimal effects
on die on-line activation of the follower.
The lower piuiels displays the symmetric ccmdition, from
the L E X 4 data, in which right-embedded words are
preceded by a word which is either compatible with the
CiUTier (Figure 5c, ex.: stidcat, S T A C K A T ) or not (Figure
5d, ex.: prsat P L U S A T ) . Although there is no real
iunbiguity here (since die initial p.'irt of the predeces.sor —
sta or pl'^— can never be a word), the straddling Ciurier
word (CAT) is cleiuiy activated. Simihir Findings ciune out
with center-embedded words, as a function of both the
predecessor and the successor's compatibility. Thus, for
instance, C A T C H would be highly activated on the S
.segment in the sequence stiikatSip ( S T A C K A T SHIP). The
response of the network is reminiscent of findings reported
byTabossi(lW3).
Conclusions
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Figure 5. Activation of embedded words and their cfuiiers
during the presentation of the embedded words (-2, -1, final)
and followers (nl to n4). Panels a-b for left-embedding
(/kat/-/katS/). Panels c-d for right-embedding (/atZ-Zkat/).
Black lines are for C task, grey lines for P task.
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hi die present study, w e opted for small scale simulations,
which in return permitted to conduct detailed analyses of
perfonn;mce. Furdier simulations iue in progress to exjunine
how performance would .scale up under viu^ious extensions
(coipus size, number and nature of probes, information grain
of die input signal).
Besides Uainiiig time, one limiting factor is the nature of
output representations. The use of localised codes offers the
adviuitage of making performance analysis more tractable.
But it constitutes an important drawback to the processing
of more realistic data sets. Obviously, a distributed scheme
would need to be devised to handle huger corpora, imd
richer input representations would also be required. In
pitfticuhtf, it seems interesting to explore h o w the system

would cope with prosodic/metrical input intorinalioii.
Lexical segmentation lunbiguities were kept lo a niiniiiium
in our word sets, and complementiuy cues would probably
help avoiding massive lunbiguity.
Despite the limitations of the present study, the system
presents a number of interesting properties. It belongs with
other direct, continuous and on-Une activation models. A s in
the T R A C E model, onset alignment dominates even though
no explicit alignment constraint has been implemented.
However, the mapping mechanisms differ in two main respects. While T R A C E uses a fixed lu-chitecture based on
spatial reduplication to represent the time dimension, :uid
cannot cope with varying rates of speech, the S R N
dynamically encodes temporal information as a compressed
distributed representation. Secondly, while in T R A C E ,
lexical activation depends on both sensory information and
lateral inhibition, the S R N involves no direct competition at
the level of response units. Lexical units activation is
entirely determined by bindings between the probes and the
distributed trace forged by the recurrent loop of die network.
In a recently published discussion paper, the following
question w a s put forth: "If the processor operates
sequentially and receives the acoustic-phonetic information
relative to an upcoming word while still engaged in the
'selection' of the preceding one, h o w can it identify that
information on-line as word initiid and use it to build the
cohort that is so crucial to recognising the n e w word?"
(Tabossi, 1993, p. 289). T h e S R N with multiple probes
appears to provide an original solution to tliis problem. The
multiple task used m a k e s it possible for the system lo
rapidly extract hypotheses about the current word, which
might be utilised by other components of the language
processor, as stwn as they get sufficient strength. Wlien tlie
informaticm about lexiaU hypotheses is not cleiu", it sulfices
to wait a while, but the uncertainty about the current word
offset point does not prevent the network from rapidly
isolating the following word.
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Abstract

A P T is a practice environment for students learning to
program in Lisp, Prolog or Pascal (Anderson, Corbett,
This paper evaluates the student modeling procedure in theKoedinger & Pelletier, in press). T h e Lisp and Prolog
A C T Programming Tutor (APT). A P T is a practice
modules are presently employed to teach a self-paced
environment that provides assistance to students as they
introductory programming course at C a m e g i e Mellon
write short programs. The tutor is constructed around a set
University and the Pascal module is in use in an
of several hundred programming rules called the ideal
introductory programming course in a Pittsburgh High
student model, that allows the program to solve exercises
School. The tutor presents exercises that require students to
along with the student. As the student works the tutor
write short programs and provides assistance as the students
maintains an estimate of the probability that the student
code their solutions. This report focuses on the Lisp
has learned the rules in the ideal model, in a process we call
curriculum and Figure 1 depicts the computer screen at the
knowledge tracing. The cognitive model, and the learning
beginning of the first Lisp exercise. T h e exercise
and performance assumptions that underlie knowledge
description appears in the window at the upper left and the
tracing are described. The assumptions that underlie
student enters a solution in the code window immediately
knowledge tracing also yield performance predictions.
below. This exercise involves just two coding goals or
These predictions provide a good fit to students'
steps. In the figure, the student has just completed the first
performance in completing tutor exercises, but a more
step by entering the Lisp operator car. In the remaining step
important issue is how well the model predicts students'
performance outside the tutor enviroimient. A previous
the student will enter the literal list argument to car, '(c d e).
study showed that the model provides a good fit to average
The tutor provides immediate feedback on a step-by-step
posttest performance across students, but is less sensitive
basis and requires immediate error correction, so the student
to individual differences. This paper describes a method of
always remains on a recognized solution path.
individualizing learning and performance estimates on-line
in the tutor and assesses the validity of the resulting
The skill meter in the upper right corner of Figure 1
performance predictions.
represents the focus of this study. It displays the tutor's

The ACT Programming Tutor (APT)

model of the student's knowledge state. This model consists
This paper describes efforts to model students' changing of a set of production rules for writing Lisp programs. Each
mle that has been introduced in the curriculum is represented
knowledge state as they complete exercises with the A C T
by a bar graph in the skill meter depicting the probability
Programming Tutor (APT). T h e project assumes that a
that the student has learned the rule. In the figure, this
cognitive skill can be represented as a set of production mles
probability is .50 for three of the mles, but has risen to .80
and our diagnostic goal is to model changes in the students'
for the mle the student has just exercised. In this study w e
knowledge of these rules over time. The ultimate purpose is
evaluate
this student modeling process and h o w well it
to predict students' performance levels when working on
predicts student performance outside the tutor.
their o w n outside the tutor environment and to customize
the tutor exercise sequence so that students achieve a
The Cognitive Model
satisfactory performance level as rapidly as possible. In the
following sections w e describe the tutor, the curriculum, the A central assumption underlying the tutor is that a cognitive
cognitive model, the leaming and performance assumptions,
skill such as programming can be modeled as a set of
individual differences and an evaluation of the model.
independent production rules. Each step in performing a
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Figure 1. T h e A P T Programming Tutor interface at the beginning of a Lisp exercise.
transition in the other direction. The model employs two
learning parameters and two performance parameters,
displayed in Table 1. Parameter values are estimated
empirically from earlier tutor data. Bestfittingestimates
have been shown to vary across cognitive rules (Corbetl &
Anderson, 1992a), so each of the four learning and
performance parameters is estimated separately for each
production rule in the cognitive model.

skill is governed by one of these if-then rules, relating the
current goal and problem state to an appropriate action. The
tutor is constructed around a set of several hundred languagespecific rules for writing programs called the ideal student
model. T h e tutor attempts to match the student's action at
each step in solving an exercise to an applicable rule in the
ideal student model in a process w e call model tracing. If a
match is found, the assumption is m a d e that the student has
applied an analogous cognitive rule and the tutor's internal
representation of the problem state is updated accordingly. If
no match is found, the tutor notifies the student of the error
and allows the student to try again.

Mastery Learning

The Learning Model
T h e ideal model also serves as an overlay model of the
individual student's knowledge state (Goldstein, 1982). In
knowledge tracing, the tutor maintains a probability
estimate that the student has learned each rule in the ideal
model. At each opportunity to apply a rule, the probability
that the student knows the rule is updated, contingent on
whether the student's action was correct or not. The
Bayesian computational procedure is a variation of one
described by Atkinson (1972). It assumes a simple twostate learning model with no forgetting. Each rule is either
in the learned or unlearned state. A rule can m a k e the
transition from the unlearned to the learned state at each
opportunity to apply the rule, but rules do not m a k e the
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The tutor uses the knowledge racing mechanism in an
attempt to implement mastery learning. Each lesson in the
tutor is divided into sections in which a small set of
programming rules is introduced. The student completes a
fixed set of required exercises in each section that cover the
rules being introduced, then continues working on remedial
exercises in the section until the probability that the student
has learned each rule in the section has reached a criterion
value, 0.95. T h e knowledge u-acing procedure passed a
m i n i m u m validity test w h e n it was introduced. Posttest
scores were higher when the remediation algorithm was in
operation (Anderson, Conrad & Corbett, 1989). However,
w e need to examine the validity of the model in predicting
performance to determine the feasibility of genuine mastery
learning in which all students are assisted in reaching a high
level of performance.

Table 1. The learning and performance parameters employed in knowledge tracing.

P(L0)

The probability a rule is in the learned slate prior lo the first opportunity to apply the rule (i.e.,
from reading the text).

P(T)

The probability a rule will make the U'ansition from the unlearned to the learned state following an
opportunity to apply the rule

P(G)

The probability a student will guess correctly if the applicable rule is in the unlearned state

P(S)

The probability the student will slip and make an error when the applicable rule is in the learned
state

P r e d i c t i v e Validity a n d I n d i v i d u a l
D i f f e r e n c e s in P a r a m e t e r E s t i m a t e s
The learning and performance assumptions in the model
allow us to predict the probability of correct coding actions.
The probability that a student s will respond correctly at
each goal g in problem solving is given by the following
equation:

0.69. W h e n students worked through the remediation
process to "mastery" in the tutor, however, the model was
insensitive to individual differences a m o n g students in
jwsttest performance.

The insensitivity to individual differences when students
have nominally reach mastery is not surprising. B y
definition, w h e n students reach mastery the estimated
probability that each student has learned each cognitive rule
P(Cgs) = P(Lrs) * (1 - P(Sr)) + (1 - P(Lrs)) * P(Gr)
exceeds 0.95 and there is little variability in predicted test
performance across students. If students genuinely master
That is, the probability that student s will successfully
the material, there should also be little variability in actual
apply an appropriate rule r at goal g is the sum of two
test performance, or at least little that can be predicted from
products: (1) the probability that rule r is in the learned state
tutor performance. Instead, test performance correlated
for student s times the probability of a correct response if
reliably a raw measure of tutor performance, overall error
the rule is in the learned state, and (2) the probability that
rate, r = -0.64. T h e m o r e errors students m a d e in
rule r is not in the learned state for student s times the
completing a c o m m o n set of tutor exercises in working lo
probability of a correct guess if the rule is not in the learned
mastery, the lower they tended to score on the posttest.
state. These predictions have been shown to fit the tutor
data very well (Corbett & Anderson, 1992b; Corbett,
This pattern of results, in which test performance
Anderson & O'Brien, 1993).
correlates inversely with error rates in the tutor, can arise
because the model fails to capture individual differences
It is important that the model accurately predicts posttest
a m o n g students in learning. The learning and performance
performance outside the tutor environment. Students can
parameter estimates for each cognitive rule are group
deviate from correct solution paths in a posttest, so
averages. The model will underestimate the learning state
predictions at the level of individual goals are problematic,
(probability the student has learned the rules) for students
however, w e can derive performance predictions at the level
w h o learn quickly (i.e., students whose "true" p(Lo) and p(T)
of whole exercises. If production rules are independent as
are above average). These students, w h o will tend to m a k e
the model assumes, then the probability that a student will
fewer errors in practice, will get more remediation than
complete an exercise correctly is given by:
necessary and tend to overleam the material. Conversely,
the tutor will overestimate the learning state for students
nP(Cgs)
w h o are learning slowly ("true" p(Lo) and p(T) below
average). These students will tend to m a k e more mistakes
the product of the probabilities that the student will respond
and get more remediation, but nevertheless will get less
correctly at each successive goal in solving the exercise.
remediation than is necessary. This will result in a negative
correlation of tutor errors and posttest accuracy. (Individual
In a previous study, the model proved quite accurate in
differences in the performance parameter have opposing
predicting average posttest performance levels across
effects. Individual differences in the slip parameter will also
students, regardless of whether students worked to mastery in
lead the model to underestimate the learning state of those
the tutor curriculum or just completed a fixed set of
students making fewer errors and vice versa. Individual
exercises (Corbett, Anderson & O'Brien, in press). W h e n
differences in the guess parameter work in the opposite
the students worked through a fixed exercise set the model
direction; the model will overestimate the learning stale of
was also sensitive to individual differences a m o n g students.
students making few errors and vice versa).
Actual and expected accuracy was strongly correlated, r =
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M o d e l i n g Individual

T h e Curriculum

Differences

W e need to model differences in learning and performance
parameters across both cognitive rules and students.
However, a single student does not provide sufficient data to
generate student-specific parameter estimates for each rule.
Instead, w e can start with the best fitting rule-specific
parameter estimates across a group of subjects and
incorporate individual differences in the form of four subjectspecific weights, one weight for each parameter type, w L q ,
w T , w G and w S .

The curriculum in this study introduces two data structures,
atoms and lists, along with/Mnc/io« calls (operations) and
function definitions. T h e first section introduces three
extractor functions, car, cdr and reverse, that return
components of or a transformation of a list. The second and
third sections inu-oduce three constructor functions, append,
cons and list that build n e w lists. In the fourth section
nested extractor function calls are introduced. In the fifth
section students learn to define n e w functions that employ
these extractor algorithms. In the sixth section students
define functions that employ both constructor and extractor
functions. This curriculum is covered by 54 rules in the
ideal student model and requires a m i n i m u m of 64 exercises
to complete.

We applied this model to the tutor data in our previous
study. Infittingeach student's data, w e converted each of
the rule-specific group parameter estimates to odds form,
multiplied by the corresponding subject-specific weight, and
converted the odds back to a probability as shown here:

Procedure
pir * wis
(1 - pir) + pif * wis
In this formula, i indicates the parameter type (P(Lo),
P(G), P(S)), r the rule and s the student. W e generated a set
of four bestfittingweights across all rules for each subject
with a curve-fitting program. The resulting set of weighted
rule-specific parameters yields a revised estimate of each
student's knowledge state and a revised set of test
performance predictions. These revised predictions were
more sensitive to individual differences; the correlation of
actual and predicted performance w a s 0.51 (Corbett,
Anderson & O'Brien, in press).

Students worked through the curriculum at their o w n pace.
In each section students read text describing Lisp, then
completed a fixed set of required exercises that cover the
programming rules being introduced. At that point,
regression equations, as described below, were employed to
P(T),
generate four learning and performance weights for each
student. In thefirstfive sections, students then completed
remedial exercises as needed to bring all production rules
introduced in the section to a mastery criterion (minimum
learning probability of 0.95). In thefinalsection, students
completed afixedset of exercises with no remediation.

While this model is promising, there is a practical
problem in deploying this model. The subject weights, like
the learning and performance parameters must be estimated
empirically. While the rule-specific performance parameters
can be estimated from previous tutor data, the same is not
true of the subject-specific weights. In applying the model
retroactively to the earlier study, w e used the student's entire
tutor data set to estimate weights. In practice, w e need to
employ the weights in the tutor when there is only partial
data on a student's performance and when there is insufficient
time to employ a curve-fitting algorithm in any case. The
present study evaluates an attempt to estimate studentspecific weights on-line.

The Study
Students in this study worked through thefirstsix sections
of the A P T Lisp curriculum and completed three posttests.
T h e study is designed to assess the posttest predictive
validity of the revised knowledge tracing procedure with
individualized learning and performance weights.
Students

Following the first, fourth and sixth sections students
completed a cumulative posttest. The quiz interface was a
structure editor, identical to the tutor interface, except that
(1) students can freely edit their code and (2) no help is
available. The posttests contained six, twelve and fifteen
programming exercises respectively. These exercises are
similar to the ones completed with the tutor. Since students
do not work to mastery in the last curriculum section, the
final test allows us to assess the predictive validity of the
model and its sensitivity to individual differences when there
is considerable variability in both the model predictions and
actual test scores. The first two tests allow us to assess
whether the model is sensitive to any residual variability in
actual test performance after all students have nominally
reached mastery.
Estimating Weights. When best fitting student weights
are derived, as in the previous study, the logarithms of the
weights are strongly correlated with the total number of
errors students m a k e in the fixed set of required tutor
exercises. W h e n a student completed each set of required
exercises in the current study, four updated weights were
derived based on cumulative errors and the regression
equations derived in the earlier study.
Results

Twenty college students were recruited for pay. The
students' mean Quantitative and Verbal S A T scores were 628
and 577 respectively. These students had taken an average of
0.6 programming courses previously, but this was their first
exposure to Lisp.
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Students completed an average of 11 remedial exercises in
addition to the 64 required exercises. While the number of
remedial exercises ranged from 0 to 26 for nineteen students,
the remaining student had substantial difficulty with

constructor functions in the second and third sections and
ultimately completed 9 8 remedial exercises. Nevertheless,
this student's quiz performance fell within the range of the
other nineteen students and the model's predictive validity for
this student was characteristic of the rest of the group.
Internal Validity. We can use the knowledge tracing
model to predict accuracy at each goal in the tutor exercises,
as described above. T o assess the internal validity of the
knowledge tracing process w e examined the tutor protocol
files and traced each student's performance goal-by-goal
through the curriculum. At each of the 345 goals in the
required exercises, w e first predicted the probability of a
correct response given the applicable rule, then applied the
the knowledge tracing procedure to update the learning
probability for the applicable rule. W e did notfit(predict
accuracy for) the remedial exercises, however w e did update
learning probabilities at these goals, just as the tutor would.
The model yielded a good fit to the data across the 345
goals. The actual probability of a correct response and the
predicted probability both averaged 0.90 across goals.
Actual and expected accuracy rates were also highly
correlated across goals, r=0.79, p < 0.0001.
Posttest Predictive Validity. As described above, the
knowledge tracing model allows us to predict the probability
that a student will complete a posttest exercise correctly.
For each student and each posttest w e computed (1) the
proportion of exercises actually completed correctly and (2)
the mean expected probability of completing the exercises
correctly. The average of these statistics across subjects is
displayed in Table 2. A s can be seen the model accurately
predicts average posttest performance across subjects in the
first test, but overestimates performance on the last two
tests by roughly 1 5 % .
Table 2 includes two measures concerning individual
differences in posttest performance. The correlation of actual
posttest performance accuracy and predicted accuracy, rAP, is
reported. In addition, the correlation of actual posttest
accuracy and raw error rate in the tutor, ^ A E , is displayed.
Results for the first and third posttests replicate those
obtained previously with the standard knowledge tracing
model. The current model and the standard model are

insensitive to individual differences on the first test, but
there arc no discernible individual differences on this
relatively easy test. O n the other hand, the current model is
highly sensitive to individual differences on the third
posttest, r = 0.81, p < 0.0001. However, this test covers
thefinaltutor section in which students completed a fixed
curriculum rather than working to mastery and the standard
model is also highly sensitive to individual differences under
these circumstances.
The second posttest represents the crucial test for
sensitivity to individual differences in the current
individualized knowledge tracing model. Students work to
mastery in all curriculum sections on this test and in the
preceding study the standard knowledge tracing model proved
completely insensitive to substantial individual differences
in performance that correlated strongly with raw tutor error
rate. In the present study, there is again a strong correlation
of Posttest 2 performance with raw error rate, r = -0.63.
Unlike the standard model, however, the individualized
knowledge tracing model in this study shows at least
moderate sensitivity to these individual differences, r = 0.31,
p < 0.10.
Discussion
T h e n e w individualized knowledge tracing model is
reasonably successful in predicting average group
performance, although it overpredicts posttest performance
somewhat. It is more effective than the standard knowledge
tracing model in identifying individual differences. R a w
tutor error rate remains as good or better a predictor of
individual differences, although the ultimate goal of the
knowledge tracing model is to structure practice so that this
correlation of raw tutor error rate and posttest performance is
substantially reduced or eliminated.
There are a variety of possible reasons that the model
predicts higher posttest accuracy than is actually obtained:
(1) while the modelfitsthe tutor data in general, it m a y be
systematically overpredicting performance on students' final
tutor exercises as well as on the posttest; (2) students
motivation m a y drop off for the posttest, resulting in a

Table 2. Actual and expected proportion of exercises completed correctly across subjects in each of the three posttests.

M e a n Proportion Correct
Actual

Predicted

TAP

rAE

Posttest 1

.92

.91

0.01

0.05

Posttest 2

.76

.87

0.31

-0.63

Posttest 3

.66

.75

0.81

-0.78
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performance decline; (3) students may have forgotten some
knowledge acquired with the tutor; and (4) students may
acquire suboptimal rules with the tutor that do not fully
generalize to the test.

Anderson, J.R., Corbett, A.T. Koedinger, K.R. and
Pelletier, R. (in press). Cognitive tutors: Lessons
learned. Journal of the Learning Sciences.

Atkinson, R.C. (1972). Optimizing the learning of a
second-language vocabulary. Journal of Experimental
We can largely rule out the first three possibilities in this
Psychology, 96, 124-129.
study, based on some additional data analyses. First, there is
no evidence that the model is systematically overpredicting
Corbett, A.T. and Anderson, J.R. (1992a) Knowledge
tutor performance toward the end of each section. The
tracing in the A C T programming tutor. In T h e
exercises can be categorized according to the functions and
Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Conference of the
algorithms employed, and w e computed the actual and
Cognitive Science Society (pp. 623-628). Hillsdale, NJ:
predicted performance for the final exercise of each type in
Lawrence Erlbaum.
the tutor. The model actually underpredicts performance on
these exercises by about 5%. Second, w e measured total
Corbett, A.T. and Anderson, J.R. (1992b) Student
time spent on each quiz as an indirect measure of
modeling and mastery learning in a computer-based
motivation. Posttest time correlates inversely with posttest
programming tutor In C. Frasson, G. Gauthier, G.
performance. That is, students w h o perform worse on the
McCalla, (Eds.) Intelligent tutoring systems: Second
test are taking longer to complete it, as would be expected if
international conference on intelligent tutoring systems
they are struggling. Finally, the decline in students'
(pp. 413-420). N e w York: Springer-Verlag.
performance from the tutor to posttest does not appear to
reflect forgetting. Each quiz is cumulative, and there are
Corbett, A.T. and Anderson, J.R. (1993) Student modeling
four sections in c o m m o n to both quizzes 2 and 3. The
in an intelligent programming tutor. In E. Lemut, B. du
relative retention interval for rules introduced in each of
Boulay & G. Dettori (Eds.) Cognitive models and
these four sections is not correlated with performance on the
intelligent environments for learning programming (pp.
rules either within or across the two tests.
135-144). N e w York: Springer-Verlag.
Corbett, A.T,, Anderson. J.R. and O'Brien, A.T. (1993).
The likely explanation for the model's 15% overprediction
The predictive validity of student modeling in the A C T
of posttest performance is that the rules students are forming
Programming Tutor. In P. B m a , S. Ohlsson & H. Pain
do not fully generalize to the posttest environment. Even
(Eds.) Artificial Intelligence and Education, 1993: The
the early portions of the Lisp curriculum is conceptually
Proceedings of AI-ED 93 (pp. 457-464). Charlottesville,
challenging and students m a y form suboptimal rules during
VA: AACE.
practice that are only partially correlated with correct rules
(Corbett & Anderson, 1992b, 1993). However, the tutor
Corbett, A.T. and Anderson, J.R. and O'Brien, A.T. (in
uses a "dropout" remediation algorithm that may contribute
press). Student modeling in the A C T Programming
to this problem. In each section of the curriculum a few
Tutor. In P. Nichols, S. Chipman and R. Brennan (Eds.)
rules are introduced. A s the student "masters" some of these
Cognitively Diagnostic Assessment.. Hillsdale, NJ:
rules they are dropped from the practice sequence and
Lawrence Erlbaum.
students complete exercises that employ the remaining rules.
A s practice progresses and the set of remaining rules and
Goldstein, LP (1982). The genetic graph: A representation
corresponding actions declines, there is a growing potential
for the evolution of procedural knowledge. In D. Sleeman
to generate spurious rules based on superficial characteristics
and J.S.Brown (Eds.) Intelligent tutoring systems. N e w
of the exercises, or even to simply guess correctly. This
York: Academic.
pattern would simultaneously lead to a strong inverse
relationship between tutor errors and posttest performance,
and weaken the predictive validity of the knowledge tracing
model. This suggests the remedial algorithm should retain
programming rules in the sequence of practice exercises even
after the student has "mastered" the rules. While this
increases total practice time, it may be necessary for students
to genuinely master the material.
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Abstract
The argumentative discourse of computer programmers
engaged in a collaborative programming task were analyzed
as instances of ecologically valid reasoning behavior.
Teams of expert programmers were brought into a
laboratory setting to work cooperatively on a software
maintenance task.
Arguments which occurred
spontaneously in the course of the task were examined with
respect to: (a) their effect on task performance; and (b) to
reveal the sorts of inferential machinery programmers use
when they reason with one another. Arguments were found
to be important in the formulation of plans as well as the
negotiation of strategic priorities with respect to the task.
Pragmatic features of the programmers' discourse revealed
extensive use of framing devices whose efficacy depended
upon interpretation in the context of linked pragmatic
scales.
Introduction
Traditional approaches to reasoning in cognitive science
involve the use of prescriptive formalisms to guide
research. This approach involves comparing people's
actual behavior in the performance of deductive and
inductive inference with that predicted by formal theories
of logical and statistical inference. Classic examples
include studies by Tversky and Kahneman (1981), w h o
demonstrate the inadequacy of their h u m a n subjects to
make decisions in accordance with Bayesian probability
theory, and W a s o n and Johnson-Laird (1966), w h o
demonstrate a similar disparity between the character of
their subjects' capacity for deductive inference and that
dictated by first order predicate calculus.
Although ihc traditional approach has succeeded in
generating a productive research program, it is problematic
in two respects. First, the use of prescriptive formalisms is
at odds with the goal of a descriptive account of rational
behavior. Rather than starting with a prescriptive formal
system, a more empirical approach to the investigation of
rational behavior would start with observations of people's
behavior in situations which paradigmatically require
rational thought. Second, because the traditional approach
has relied upon carefully controlled experimentation,
considerations of ecological validity have often been
lacking.

Recent research indicates that intelligent behavior is
largely the result of the exploitation of historically
established knowledge bases (e.g. physics), culturally
established symbol systems (e.g. calculus), and socially
manufactured tools (e.g. computers) (Hutcbins, 1994).
Further, the pared d o w n setting of experimental studies
often lacks the sorts of contextual clues which enable
cognitive activity in natural settings. A full account of
rational inference requires supplementation of traditional
studies with observational analyses of ecologically valid
reasoning behavior which occurs in the course of other,
goal-oriented behavior.
O n e resource which has been underutilized by cognitive
scientists interested in h u m a n reasoning ability is
pragmatics. T h e gap between the literal content of
speakers' utterances, and, the representation which the
hearer eventually constructs on the basis of that
information, gives testimony to the h u m a n capacity for
inference. Moreover, pragmatic phenomena which operate
in rational argumentation are particularly germane to the
study of reasoning.
Because the defming characteristic of rational argument
is that it appeals to one's opponents' reason, argumentation
can be seen as a paradigmatic exemplar of rational
behavior. Consequently, w e propose rhetorical theory as
an alternative guide to reasoning research. Rhetoric is a
tradition with over 2000 years of development which
catalogues the use of persuasive language. In contrast to
formalisms whose appeal must be enforced by an external
authority, rhetorical theory points to techniques which have
proven to be inuinsically compelling.
Arguments that occur between programmers in the
performance of a collaborative progranmiing task thus
present an ideal opportunity for the study of ecologically
valid reasoning behavior. First, computer use is a good,
real-world application domain in which to study complex
behavior (Norman, 1986, 1987). Software development
clearly involves cognitive activity in the pursuit of welldefined goals. Moreover, software development can also
be a highly social activity involving frequent interactions
between progranuners and with their development tools.
T h e arguments discussed in this paper are those which
occurred spontaneously in the coiu-se of the performance of
a complex cognitive task.
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The goal of this study was first, to uncover the ways in
which argumentative discourse affects programmers'
performance of the task; and, second, to examine the
pragmatic features of the progranmiers' argumentative
discourse to reveal the sorts of inferential machinery which
they exploit w h e n they reason with each other.
We
consider h o w socially shared representations develop over
the course of the task and h o w they function to organize
and direct actions. W e begin by reporting some general
findings and proceed to examine one example in detail.
The Functional Role of Argument
T o investigate the interactions of programmers at work, w e
brought 6 teams of 2-3 expert programmers into the
laboratory to work together to add n e w c o m m a n d s to an
existing computer g a m e program. All subjects had had
prior experience working together in industry or on
programming projects for computer science classes. In
order to complete the task, programming teams had to
figure out h o w the existing program worked and then to
figure out h o w to modify it to meet the task demands.
From a maintenance perspective, the program was fairly
complex, involving two modules of approximately 1500
lines each, spread out over 14 source files in two
subdirectories. During the session, both subjects had their
o w n computer terminal and were seated next to one
another. T w o video cameras were set up in sight of the
subjects. O n e recorded the programmers' displays, while
the other was positioned to record changes in body
positions.
Transcription and coding. After each session, a complete
transcription of the session was prepared and incidents of
argumentative discourse were coded independently by two
coders. Argumentative discourse is defined as discourse
which contains an expressed disagreement between parties.
In an argument, then, one m e m b e r of the programming
team espouses a belief or plan of action with which the
other programmer expresses doubt or disapproval.
Intercoder agreement was 9 0 % . After coding, instances of
intercoder discrepancy were then evaluated jointly by the
coders to determine whether particular instances of
discourse fulfilled the criteria of the definition. This
discussion resulted in the labeling of several sections of
discourse as pseudoarguments, discourse initially coded as
an argument by one of the coders, and subsequently
discarded.
When do arguments occur?

revealed by script (a U N I X routine which exhaustively
records all characters displayed on the computer screen)
were marked in the verbal transcript and their position was
compared to the position of argumentative incidents in the
transcript. While arguments occasionally occur at points
of transition, this is not necessarily the case.
Thus the hypothesis that the functional role of argument
lies chiefly in the planning phase task was disproved in its
strongest form. However, argumentative discourse clearly
plays some role in the team's plan formation process.
Arguments frequently occur because of contradictory plans
about h o w to proceed and thus involve discourse over two
or more competing plans. O n e such example is discussed
in detail in the section labelled the Right W a y versus the
Not So Right W a y .
Why do arguments occur?
Coders divided the arguments into six categories:
implementation details, responsibility, environment,
completion, division of labor, and strategy. The relative
proportion of each type of argument in the four two-person
programming teams is displayed in Chart 1. B y far the
most frequent sort of argument concerned implementation
details, which comprised 4 5 % of the disputes among twoperson teams.
Implementation
details concern
contradictory proposals by the programmers about how to
write specific elements of the code. This includes things
such as h o w to implement a specific idea, where to add a
specific subroutine, whether or not to implement a
particular way, and arguments about the interpretation of
existing code.
ImplenienlBion
Be)*
45%

EnvronraenI
13%
Cotnplebo

Drvision of
Labor
15%

Ist^

Chart 1. Distribution of argument topics.
Environment disputes included arguments concerning the
computational environment, such as the location in the
code, or the w a y cUent-server works. They comprised
1 3 % of the arguments.
Arguments about both the
environment and about unplementation details help the
programming teams construct shared mental models of the
program's structure which ultimately serve to determine
their course of action. W e discuss the details of how
arguments aid the establishment of shared mental models
in forthcoming work (Coulson & Flor, in progress).
Responsibility disputes involve disagreement over which
programmer was to receive credit or blame for a given

It was initially hypothesized that arguments, when they
occurred, would occur at Uransition points in the
programming task. Although there are, theoretically, an
infinite number of algorithms one can deploy to solve a
programming problem, realistically speaking the choice of
a particular algorithm is quite consu-ained. O n e might
guess that arguments function to constrain the choice of
algorithms. Because the task involved modification of an
existing program, transition points were defined as periods
in which the team was actively editing the code.
Additions, modifications, and deletions of the code as
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piece of the code, and issues such as w h o was doing more
work. Only 6 % of the arguments were specifically about
responsibility. However, 1 5 % of the arguments concerned
the division of labor. Division of labor involves disputes
concerning which programmer should perform which task.
Because of the constraints of the computing environment, a
good way to divide the labor is to have one participant
dictate changes while the other implements them. Analysis
reveals that both responsibility disputes and explicit
disputes over the division of labor affect w h o occupies the
dictator's role. However, it is not the case that the person
w h o wins the most arguments gets to dictate the changes.
Rather, it is the person whose arguments turn out to be the
most well-founded. Responsibility disputes, because they
can help establish the relative validity of the programmers'
competing strategies, seem to play an important role in the
social organization of the team.
Argumentative discourse is also involved in the
establishment of shared goal structures wiUi respect to the
task. Normative aspects of progranmiing were discussed
chiefly in the context of completion arguments, which
comprised 6 % of the arguments, and strategy disputes,
which comprised 1 5 % of the arguments. Completion
arguments concern whether a particular piece of code, or
the endeavour as a whole, should count as finished.
Strategy disputes involve the programmers' general
approach to die task. While arguments coded as strategy
arguments frequently began as disputes regarding
implementation details, they are not necessarily
implementation related. Strategy arguments frequently
concern issues of time-management and involve discussion
about the relative merits of top-down versus bottom-up
approaches, understanding the task versus acting to
complete the task, and the elegance versus the ease of a
particular implementation. The upshot of these arguments
frequently has direct ramifications for the completion of
the programming task.
Moreover, analysis of the arguments examined in this
study uncovered several persistent trends in the nature of
the appeals the programmers made in the course of their
arguments. This agreement in the face of disagreement
suggests that the programmers w h o participated in diis
study share certain fundamental assumptions and values.
These include the virtue of simplicity, minimal standards
for code, and the necessity of a speed/elegance trade-off:
• Simplicity is a virtue: other things being equal, code
which is easiest for the programmers to implement is the
preferred solution.
• Minimal standards for code: when modifying code
written by other programmers, it is unacceptable to write
code which is of a lower standard than the existing code.
• Speed/Elegance trade-off: it is permissible to sacrifice
the elegance of your code if the speed of implementation is
more important.
The Right Way vs. the Not-so-right Way
The example examined in this section concerns a
strategic argument, an argument which turns on a decision
about what sort of strategic emphasis the team should
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employ.
In the following example, the issue concerns
whether to employ a 'quick and dirty' versus a more
elegant solution to a particular programming problem. The
programmers are implementing a c o m m a n d that allows
players of the game to eavesdrop on one another. T o do
this, they have to find a way to store the names of the
players w h o are eavesdroppers. Their ensuing argument
can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. Transcript of argument between R, L, and A.
W e don't wait w e don't need to m a k e a list or
anything do we?
2/
All w e need is a character array to store the
name of the person who's eavesdropping on this
person.
3/L
But what, w e need a list of w e need a list of the
4/R
Oh, in case a lot of people are eavesdropping
[whispers] no no right n o w this only supports
5/
two people.
6/
let's only make it work for two flaughsl
7/A
[laughs] H e didn't go through the trouble to put
down more users
8/R
Yeah, so let's not let's worry about that
9/
that's a future enhancement
10/A
That's for the next rev
11/R
Yeah, so let's just do it the simple way
12/
Let's go back to
13/L
N o o that's
14/R
m y global variable way
15/A
Wait, wait, wait, wait, wait, well, well, see
16/L
No, let's not do it that way, let's do it the right
way.
17/A
Are you guys hungry or not? [laughs]
18/L
C'mon
19/A
[looks at Laura] twenty dll eight
20/L
It's not that hard.
21/R
There are three of us here because we're
supposed to vote on things.
The quick way
22/
[pushes A's head down, A laughs] She's out of
23/L
the picture
[laughs]
24/A
or the Laura way [pause] the quick way [raises
25/R
hand]
Whatever.
26/A
27/L
Y o u mean the right way or the wrong way.
[laughs]
28/A
Define those.
29/R
30/A
There's the right way and the semi-right way,
yeah?
31/R
The fast way and the Laura way.
32/L
You're not starving.
33/A
Kinda sorta.
34/
I'm unemployed remember [laughs].
35/R
Okay, okay, okay, we'll m a k e a list if you
wanna, lists are easy.
Okay so let's let's do it [pause] check out dot h.
36/A

1/R

The team considers two different ways in which the
eavesdrop c o m m a n d could be implemented.
R's
suggestion is to use a character array, a data structure
capable of representing the n a m e of a single eavesdropper.
L, however, insists that what is needed is actually a linked
list of character arrays. T h e difference between the two
suggestions is that a character array can store the n a m e of
one eavesdropper, while a linked list can store an indeflnite
number of eavesdroppers' names.
R's comments in lines 4 and 5, bis whispering, and bis
laughter all suggest that he is aware of this difference and
that he considers bis o w n suggestion to be less than
optimal. However, R points out that the program is
currently set up so that a m a x i m u m of 2 players can play
the game. Because there will never be more than one
eavesdropper in a 2-player game, all that is really needed
to m a k e the function work is a data structure to store a
single player's name. A character array and a linked list
will thus function equally well. While the character array
is easier to implement, the linked list is preferable from a
maintenance perspective because it can remain unchanged
if and w h e n the g a m e is modified to support more users.
R's pro]X)sal meets with immediate support from A.
Further, A's justification in line 7 appeals to the sentiment
that the standard of the n e w code need not exceed the
standard of the existing code. This justification occurred
frequently in programmers arguments to justify suboptimal
programming procedures, such as the failure to c o m m e n t
code or to provide warnings to users to alert them when
they doing something illegal.
Even the most cursory inspection of the transcript points
to the extent to which the programmers' arguments rely on
the particular w a y in which they describe the two
suggested solutions. These descriptions serve to frame the
suggestions in ways which have definite implications for
the choice of which solution to adopt For instance,
conu-ast the terms used by L with those used by R to refer
to the two candidate solutions. Whereas L refers to the
linked list as the right w a y (line 16), R frames the linked
list suggestion as a future enhancement (line 9).
Both
phrases (the right w a y and a future enhancement) cast the
linked list suggestion in a favorable light. However, while
R and A imply that the linked list suggestion should be
implemented by a future team, L implies that it is she, R,
and A w h o should implement the linked list.
R's argument in favor of the character array solution is
based on an appeal to simplicity: the character array is
easier for the progranmiing team to implement than the
linked list. Appeal to simplicity, like the appeal to the
standard of the existing code, is another justification which
occurs repeatedly in programmers' arguments.
The
programmers w h o participated in this study clearly
consider simplicity to be a virtue, especially when it refers
to the complexity of the tasks for which they are
responsible. So, by framing his o w n solution (in line 11)
as the simple way, R implies that the character array is the
preferable course of action.
In lines 12 and 16, L objects to R and A's joint proposal
and offers her o w n w a y of framing the two solutions. L
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refers, in line 16, to the character array solution as that
way, and to the linked list solution as the right way. L's
use of the distal deictic in that way (line 16), (as opposed
to the proximal deictic in this way) suggests that she is
distancing herself from the character array solution.
Moreover, her use of the definite rather than the indefinite
determiner in the right w a y (as compared to a right way)
emphasizes L's conunitment to the linked list suggestion as
the unique solution to the problem at band.
Change over time
Tables 2a and 2b contain the words which each of the three
programmers uses to refer to the linked list solution (2a)
and the character array solution (2b). The w a y in which
each programmer's characterization of the two solutions
changes over the course of the argument is instructive as to
their changing commitments to the respective solutions.
A s noted above, L initially refers to the character array as
that w a y (line 16), and later as the wrong way (line 27). R,
on the other hand, initially characterizes this suggestion
with the relatively neutral phrase, a character array (line
2), later shifting to a characterization consonant with his
appeal to simplicity. R refers to the character array
solution as the single way in line \l, the quick way in lines
22 and 25, and the fast way in line 31.
Similarly, L
shifts from a relatively neutral
characterization of the linked list as simply a list (line 3),
to one which strongly suggests her commitment to it. By
line 16 the linked list solution has become the right way, is
described as being not that hard (line 20), and is referred to
again in line 27 as the right way.
Furthermore, R's
characterization of the linked list solution undergoes a
parallel shift in the opposite direction. H e initially refers
to the linked list solution with the neutral phrase a list (line
1).
However, by line 9, it has become a future
enhancement. And, in lines 25 and 31, R calls the linked
list solution the Laura way. Referring to the solution in
this w a y uniquely identifies L as responsible for the
possible costs and benefits of the proposed solution and
underscores the fact that she (at least at line 25) is its sole
proponent.
Table 2a. Linked list solution.

L

R

A

1/ a list
3/ a list
9/ a future
enhancement
10/ for the next rev
16/therightway
20/ not that hard
25/ the Laura way
27/ therightway
30/ therightway
31/the Laura way
35/easy
Table 2a. Each column contains phrases used by programmers L,
R, and A to refer to the linked list solution. Each phrase is
tagged with its line number from the transcript in Table 1.

In this discourse, A emerges as the least firmly
committed. Her only explicit reference to the characterarray solution occurs quite late in the excerpt, as the semiright w a y in line 30. This description contrasts both wi(h
R's phrase the quick w a y and with L's phrase the wrong
way in a w a y which marks A as occupying a position
intermediate to those of the other 2 programmers.
Moreover, A's utterances with respect to the linked list
solution indicate her initial alliance with R (for the next rev
in line 10), and later capitulation to L's position {the right
way in line 30).

then, can be interpreted as the expression of the desire to
finish the programming task quickly. Moreover, because it
is usually faster to implement a simple solution than a
more complicated solution, the goal of finishing the task
quickly is best accomplished by implementing the simplest
solution.
T h e logic behind A's mention of hunger (in line 17) and
her statement of the time relies on the existence of linked
pragmatic scales. For example. Figure A depicts scales
linked by the assumption that the ease of implementing a
particular piece of code is related to h o w quickly it can be
implemented.
Thus each point on the Ease of
Implementation scale has a corresponding point on the
Speed of Implementation scale. W h e n scales are linked in
this manner, locating an object on one scale carries the
implication that it occupies the corresponding point on the
linked scale. This m a k e s it possible to implicate h o w
quickly a solution can be unplemented by making
reference to the perceived ease of implementation.
Similarly, stating that it will take a long time to implement
a particular function implicates the difficulty of the task.

Table 2b. Character Array Solution

R
2/ a character
array
11/ the simple way
16/ that way
22/ the quick way
25/ the quick way
27/ the wrong
way
30/ the semi-right
way
31/ the fast way
Table 2b.
Each column contains the phrases used by
programmers L, R, and A to refer to the character array solution.
In spite of his appeal to the democratic process, R
eventually accedes to L's manner of framing the linked list
solution. The c o n u ^ t between R's early implication that
the linked list solution is more difficult than the situation
warrants and bis characterization of lists as easy in line 35
clearly signal R's capitulation to L's framing of the
solution.
Linked Pragmatic Scales
Several of the programmers' utterances point to their use of
pragmatic scales as the context against which their
statements should be interpreted. A pragmatic scale
consists of objects or scenarios ordered along relevant
semantic dimensions (see Levinson, 1983 for review).
Once ordered, statements which concern one m e m b e r of
the scale entail propositions about other members of the
scale. The progranmiers' discourse contains reference to
(i) varying degrees of the ease of each implementation
{simple versus not that hard), (ii) the expected speed of
completing each implementation {quick way, fast way),
(iii) the normative correcmess of each implementation {the
right way, the semi-right way, and the wrong way), and
(iv) the degree of their o w n hunger {hungry versus not
starving).
It is the interpretation of A's utterances in the context of
linked pragmatic scales which lends them import extending
beyond their literal content. A's rhetorical question. Are
you guys hungry or not? (line 17), as well as her mention
of the time (in line 19) suggest that she favors the character
array solution because it will take less time to implement.
All three of the programmers k n o w that the faster they
finish the program, the sooner they can go out to dinner.
The admission of hunger by any one of the programmers.
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Ease of Implementation
—simple
—moderate
—difficult

Speed of Implementation
— fast
quick
slow

Figure A. Quick and easy. Figure A depicts two linked scales:
the scale of the ease of implementation and the scale of the speed
of implementation. Once linked, statements which locate an
object on one scale implicate a corresponding location on the
adjacent scale. For example, stating that a function will be
implemented quickly, implicates that it will be relatively simple
to implement.
Figures B and C depict scales linked by the knowledge
of the specific situation of the progranuning team
comprised of R, L, and A that the sooner they finish the
progranmiing task, the sooner they can eat dinner. Thus
A's utterances in lines 17 and 19 implicate speed as an
important factor in the decision of which solution to adopt.
The combination of the link between speed and ease of
implementation, R's framing of the character array solution
as the simple way, and the links between lateness, hunger
and the importance of speed, all conspire to promote the
character array as possessing a quality which has been
contextually established as the relevant quality on which
the group's decision is to be based.
Viewed against the backdrop of the scales linked in
Figures A, B , and C , L's statement about the linked list
solution, {It's not that hard in line 20) can be construed as
an attempt to relocate the linked list solution on the ease
scale. Because the ease of implementation is linked to the
speed scale, L implicates that her solution will not take an
inordinate amount of time to implement. Note that, at least
in line 20, L has not taken issue with any of the general
principles. She does not argue against the principle that
speed is related to difficulty (in fact, she relies on it). She
does not argue against the notion that speed is a virtue, that
simplicity is a virtue. A n d neither does she argue that

their hunger is inversely proportional to the importance of
quality.

eating is an important goal. Instead she stays within the
framework of the linked scales established by A.
Lateness

Degree of Hunger
extremely

— starving

fairly

— moderate

early

— not hungry

Conclusion

Figure B. Lateness and Hunger. Figure B depicts the linked
scales of Lateness and the E>egree of Hunger.
Degree of Hunger -

Importance of Speed

— starving

utmost

— moderate

moderate

— not hungry

unimportant

Figure C. Hunger = Importance of Speed. Figure C depicts the
linked scales of Hunger and the Importance of Speed.
However, in the face of the alliance between A and R, L
changes the character of the debate. Rather than trying to
relocate the linked list solution on the scales of simplicity
and speed, L reformulates the contrast between the two
candidate solutions. Whereas R has framed the contrast as
the quick way versus the Laura way (line 22 and 25), L
frames the contrast as that between the right way and the
wrong way (line 27). Right versus wrong is a bivalent
distinction which clearly implicates the linked list solution
as the only reasonable choice. A's response to this m o v e
by L is particularly interesting because it introduces a
scalar reading of a categorical distinction. Calling the
character array solution the wrong w a y implicates that it is
not a viable candidate for implementation. However, a
semi-right solution m a y
be
permissible if its
implementation is sufficiently fast, easy, and warranted by
the speed/quality trade-off.
Although the specific issue of debate concerns which of
two possible ways the team should implement a particular
facet of the eavesdrop c o m m a n d , the larger issue involves
the negotiation of a speed/quality tradeoff.
Another
prevailing trend a m o n g the programmers w h o participated
in this study, was fu-st, the belief that writing high quality
code (in general) takes longer than writing low quality
code does; and second, a willingness to implement code
which was ~ in their o w n estimation - less elegant, or
suboptimal w h e n time constraints were stringent.
T h e existence of a general model linking the importance
of speed to the importance of quality coupled with the
situation-particular model in which the degree of hunger is
linked to the importance of speed, yields a link between the
degree of hunger and the importance of quality. Because
the general model dictates that the importance of speed is
inversely proportional to the importance of quality, the
programmers are able to link scales such that the degree of
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The above example shows h o w arguments about strategy
work by successive framings and reframings of a particular
task until the group settles onto one. Note h o w negotiation
of general priorities is integrally connected with arguing
about specific facets of the task itself. Thus both general
priorities and subtask priorities fall out of these sorts of
arguments. T h e data examined here suggest that strategy
arguments do not generally concern the value of competing
solutions. That is to say, all of the programmers agree on
the attributes of each of the suggested solutions.
Moreover, there is agreement as to which of those
attributions are to count as favorable. T h e issue in the
programmers' strategic argument is h o w their agreed upon
values are to be brought to bear on the particular situation
at hand.
While Tversky and Kahneman (1981) point to their
discovery that people's decision was affected by
differential framing as irrational behavior, w e demonstrate
h o w the ability to differentially frame situations is a
component of rational behavior, where rationality is
empirically construed. From the data examined herein, it
would seem that K a h n e m a n and Tversky's findings would
c o m e as no surprise to the participants in our study. The
fact that they utilize framing techniques in their arguments
concerning the choice between two programming solutions
suggests, first, that they possess a tacit awareness of the
influence of differential framing on decision making; and,
second, that they are able to exploit this knowledge in their
attempts to influence one another's behavior with respect
to the task at hand.
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Abstract
A reasoner may fail at a cognitive task, not because it does not
have appropriate knowledge with which to reason, but instead
because it does not have the proper index or cue with which to
retrieve such knowledge from memory. The reasoner knows
this memory item; it simply cannot remember the item. This
paper argues that forgetting provides an opportunity for learning through memory reorganization. A reasoner that takes full
advantage of such opportunities, however, must be able to reason about its own memory system. To do so, it must possess a
language for declaratively representing its reasoning failures
and must reflectively inspect such representations if it is to
fully explain the reason for its failure. Once such an error is
understood as a memory failure, the problem of forgetting is to
re-adjust the indexes so that the knowledge is properly
retrieved in similar, future situations.

nization, as well as because of faulty reasoning components
or faulty knowledge; forgetting is not simply a problem of
"deleted" m e m o r y items. T h e solution to the problem of forgetting is to provide a system with an ability to recognize
w h e n its m e m o r y fails and the ability to associate these failures with abstract representations of the problem. It can then
reason about the representations and associate them with
specific learning goals. Performance systems that do not
depend on brute-force search methods for information needs
must therefore be integrated with learning systems that are
sensitive to m e m o r y reorganization as well as to knowledge
refinement.
Section 2 describes the theory and methodology that
enables a system to reason about its o w n memory. Section 3
Introduction
illustrates a solution to the problem of forgetting with an
The phrase "machines that forget" appears to be a contradic-example from an implementation called M e t a - A Q U A and
tion in terms. Computer m e m o r y is often viewed as a virtushows h o w it affects learning. Section 4 compares and conally error-free m e d i u m in which retrieval of data is
trasts both computational and psychological perspectives on
performed by simple fetch operations. A s computer m e m o the phenomenon of forgetting. Section 5 closes the paper
ries grow, however, brute-force search for the address to perwith a brief discussion.
form the fetch becomes increasingly intractable. M e m o r y
indexing is added in order to m a k e m e m o r y retrieval more
Introspective Multistrategy Learning
efficient. A memory-indexing mechanism is a trade-off
This paper illustrates how forgetting effects learning in a
between time to search and accuracy of retrieval; though
efficiency is gained, poor indexing schemes risk not finding multistrategy learning system called M e t a - A Q U A ( R a m &
Cox, 1994). The system learns by choosing a learning stratthe proper information. That is, given some query, a comegy on the basis of introspective explanations of its o w n perputer m a y not find an item at all — from the user's point of
formance failures. T h e performance task for M e t a - A Q U A is
view, it can "forget." Cognitive science research provides
story understanding. That is, given a stream of concepts as
insights into this problem that take it beyond a mere comthe representation for a story sequence, the task is to create a
puter science technicality. I will argue that development of
causally connected conceptual interpretation of the story. If
improved computer memories for intelligent systems does
the system fails at the task, its subsequent learning tasks are
not necessarily entail a m e m o r y that never forgets; rather, a
(1) blame assignment — analyze the cause of its misunderuseful m e m o r y is one that is integrated with a system that
standing, (2) decide what to learn — form a set of explicit
transforms forgetting into an opportunity to learn.
learning goals to change its knowledge so that such a misunThe indexing problem (Domeshek, 1992; Kolodner, 1984,
derstanding is not repeated on similar stories, and then (3)
1993; Owens, 1993; Schank, 1982; Schank & Osgood, 1990)
is that of choosing cues, or features in an input, to be used as strategy selection — choose or construct s o m e learning
method by which it achieves these goals. T h e solution to
indexes for retrieving from m e m o r y the knowledge structhese learning problems is to maintain a declarative trace of
tures necessary to process an input. The converse problem,
reasoning that leads to or supports a particular choice of
then, is the problem offorgetting (Cox & R a m , 1992). If the
goals or plans, to retrieve past cases of meta-reasoning that
cues are not chosen with care during retrieval time, or if the
can explain the reasoning failure, and then to directly inspect
indexes are not chosen well during encoding, the reasoner
and manipulate such explanations. T h e system's analysis of
may not recall a m e m o r y structure w h e n it is needed. Thus,
its failure is then used as a basis for generating specific
reasoning failures can occur because of faulty m e m o r y orgalearning goals and subsequently planning to achieve such
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goals by choosing a proper learning strategy.
A n extension of explanation pattern (XP) theory (Ram,
1991, 1993; Schank. 1986) helps the system to reason about
these types of failures. A meta-explanation pattern (MetaX P ) is an explanation of h o w and w h y an ordinary explanation fails in a reasoning system ( R a m & Cox, 1994). T w o
classes of Meta-XPs exist to facilitate a system's ability to
reason about itself and to assist in selecting a learning algorithm or strategy. A Trace Meta-XP ( T M X P ) explains h o w a
system generates an explanation about the world or itself,
and an Introspective Meta-XP ( I M X P ) explains w h y the reasoning captured in a T M X P goes awry. A T M X P records the
structure of reasoning tasks and the reasons for decisions
taken during processing in a series of decide-compute nodes.
A n I M X P is a general causal structure composed of primitive, network structures that represent various failure types.
I M X P s are retrieved and applied to instances of reasoning
captured in T M X P s , and assist in forming the learning goals
of the systems after failure occurs. The algorithm that uses
such knowledge structures is outlined infigure1.

which learning strategy is most appropriate for achieving it.
M e t a - A Q U A treats the learning task like a traditional planning problem, creating a learning plan that is composed of a
series of executions of learning algorithms that will achieve
its learning goals (step 2c). However, unlike learning algorithms executed by single-strategy systems, the learner must
dynamically consider possible interactions that m a y occur
between the learning strategies (Cox & R a m , 1994). A nonlinear planner is thus used to resolve learning-strategy
dependencies and learning-goal interactions.
In this paper, w e present extensions to M e t a - A Q U A that
allow it to reason about m e m o r y failures. W h e n reasoning
about a failure such as forgetting, the system mustfirsthave
a representation for the processes that preceded the failure.
Having such a representation helps the system reason about
itself, just as having declarative structures about events in
the world assists problem solvers in reasoning about their
environment. A s will be seen in the following example,
using these knowledge structures allows M e t a - A Q U A to
pose questions about its o w n self-understanding.

0. Perform and Record Reasoning In TMXP
1. Failure Detection o n Reasoning Trace
2. If Failure T h e n
Learn from Mistake:
• 2a. B l a m e Assignment
Compute index as characterization of failure
Retrieve Introspective Meta-XP
Apply I M X P to trace of reasoning in T M X P
If X P application is successful then
Check X P antecedents
If one or more nodes not believed then
Introspective questioning
G O T O step 0
Else G O T O step 0
• 2 b. Create Learning Goals
Compute tentative goal priorities
• 2 c. Cfioose Learning Algorithm(s)
Expand subgoals
Build learning plan
Compute data dependencies
Order plans
• 2 d . Apply Learning Algorithm(s)
3. Evaluate Learning (not implemented)

Forgetting an Old Explanation
This section demonstrates how Meta-AQUA handles a failure in which it cannot generate an explanation for an anomaly. The explanation is in its memory, but the system does
not have the proper index with which to retrieve it; in effect,
it forgets the explanation. Given a bias for failure, this example demonstrates that forgetting represents an opportunity to
learn.
Consider a story in which a police dog barks at luggage in
an airport. This event is anomalous if the system believes
that dogs bark only at animate objects. M e t a - A Q U A eventually learns that dogs can bark at any physical object, including inanimate ones, and it learns a new explanafion: dogs
bark when detecting contraband.
After processing this story, Meta-AQUA's memory contains knowledge representing two explanations for why dogs
bark: an explanation for dogs that bark because they are
threatened (indexed by dog-barks-at-animate-object) as well
as an explanation for dogs that bark because they detect contraband (indexed by dog-barks-at-container).
M e t a - A Q U A is then given the following new story.

Figure 1: Introspective Learning Algorithm
Once a system has identified the causes of a given reasoning failure (step 2a of figure 1), it must decide what it needs
to learn. To represent these desires explicitly, it posts a series
of learning goals that, if achieved, will reduce the likelihood
of repeating the failure (step 2b). S o m e learning goals seek
to add, delete, generalize or specialize some concept or procedure, or to reconcile or differentiate two concepts (Cox &
R a m , 1994). Others deal with the ontology of the knowledge, that is, with the kinds of categories that constitute particular concepts.
Given a learning goal, then, a system must also decide
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S1: The police officer and his dog enter a suspect's house.
S2: The dog barks at a pile of dirty clothes.
S3: The police officer looks under the clothes.
S4: He confiscates a large bag of marijuana.
S5: The dog is praised for barking at the occluding object.
The sentence. Si, causes no unusual processing because
M e t a - A Q U A finds it mundane. But S2 is interesting because
the system has recently changed its concept of d o g - b a r k .
The system therefore poses a question asking w h y the dog
barked. Unfortunately, because the dog is barking at neither
an animate object nor a container, no X P is retrieved with
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Figure 2: Forgotten Detection Explanation
which to generate an answer. T h e question-answering process is subsequently suspended because of the impasse, and
the question is indexed in m e m o r y in the h o p e that the story
will provide further information.
Next, sentence S 3 causes the system to postulate a possible causal link between S 2 and S 3 simply because of the
temporal relation; however, n o evidence directly supports
this hypothesis. S 4 then reminds the system of a case in
which contraband w a s confiscated. T h e system thus infers
that the suspect w a s probably arrested. Finally, S 5 causes a
reminding of the earlier question about the d o g barking at
the pile of laundry. T h e reasoning that w a s associated with
this previous question is then resumed. T h e system also
infers a possible causal relation from S 5 . Although the sentence does not explicitly assert it, M e t a - A Q U A concludes
that the dog's detection of the marijuana caused it to bark in
thefirstplace. This conclusion answers the original query.
Reviewing the reasoning trace that preceded the conclusion, M e t a - A Q U A characterizes itself as "baffled" (impasse
during m e m o r y retrieval). T h e system retrieves an I M X P
based on this characterization, which helps it explain its o w n
reasoning failure.' T h e structure is unified with the representation of the original reasoning (stored in a T M X P ) which
produces the instantiation partially s h o w n in Figure 2 ? T h e
knowledge structure s h o w s that m e m o r y retrieval produced
no explanation in response to the system's question. Instead,
a later input caused the system to infer an answer.
T h e I M X P suggests that a knowledge-expansion goal be

s p a w n e d to generalize the inferred explanation. This suggestion c o m e s from a potential learning-goal slot of the I M X P
(see Figure 3). Conditions attached to the knowledge-expansion goal allow it to be posted if the n o d e A w a s either
acquired from the story or inferred, but not if it w a s retrieved
from m e m o r y . A knowledge-organization goal is also
s p a w n e d in order to index the generalized explanation in
m e m o r y . These goals can be achieved by performing explanation-based generalization ( E B G ) o n the n e w explanation
(node A ) and then indexing the explanation b y the context in
which the system encountered the explanation.
T h e system cannot determine a priori whether an abstract
X P (node M ) actually exists in m e m o r y but could not be
recalled (thus, the failure cause is a missing association, I),
or whether the system lacks the k n o w l e d g e to produce the
explanation (thus, the cause is that the situation is novel, i.e.,
M is missing). T h e system thus poses a question about its
o w n I M X P (c.f., O e h l m a n n , E d w a r d s & Sleeman, 1994),
"Does M exist in m e m o r y ? " If M is missing, I is also missing; thus, the right question to ask is whether M exists, not I.
Note that it cannot be the case that I is erroneous. If it were
true, then s o m e explanation would have been retrieved,
although it m a y have been inappropriate.
T h e answer is obtained by performing E B G and then
watching for a similar explanation in m e m o r y w h e n it stores
2. Attributes and relations are represented explicitly in this figure. For
example, the A C T O R attribute of an event X with value Y is equivalent
to the relation ACTOR having domain X and co-domain Y. In addition, references to TRUTH attributes equal to out refer to the domain
being out of the current set of beliefs. The subscript FK refers to it being
out with respect to the foreground knowledge (as opposed to the background knowledge or BK). Numbers on the causal (double) links specify
orderings.

1. The retrieved I M X P is called I M X P - B A F F L E D - A N D R E S O L V E D and represents an instance of not remembering an
explanation, yet later deriving one. A n edited frame definition is
shown in Fig. 3. Equal signs represent frame variable bindings.
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the n e w explanation via the indexing algorithm. T h e system
can detect the presence of similar m e m o r i e s b y maintaining a
list of pointers to m e m o r y items for each conceptual type. A t

storage time, M e t a - A Q U A traverses the list, checking each
to see if it can unify the n e w m e m o r y with any of the older
ones.-' M e t a - A Q U A thus finds the explanation produced by
the previous story at storage time.
M e r g i n g the t w o explanations produces a better explana(detine-framelMXP-BAFFLED-AND-RESOLVED
(isa (composite-introspective-meta-xp))
..IMXP Class
tion: D o g s m a y bark at objects that hide contraband, not just
(failure-cuube (novel-situaUon.O missing-assoc.O)) ;; Which one we Jo not know
at containers that hold contraband. T h e algorithm that
(q (relation
;; Baffling question
indexes the generalization searches for the c o m m o n ancestor
(explanauons (=a))))
of
the object slots of both explanations; that is, objects that
(a (xp
;; Actual explanation
contain
other objects and objects that cover other objects.
(explains =q)))
(e (xp
;', Missing expectation
This c o m m o n ancestor is the type h i d i n g - p l a c e . Thus,
(explains =q)))
so that these types of explanations will not be forgotten
(i (index (domain =q) (co-domain =m)))
.; Index used to retrieve E
again, the system indexes the explanation by "dogs that bark
(m (xp))
;; Forgotten xp.
at
potential hiding places" and places a pointer to the merged
(tiuth-value (truth (domain =e)
;'. £ not in set of beliefs wrt FK
explanation
on the m e m o r y list for the symbol c a u s a l (co-domain out-fk.O)))
(equals (equal-relation (domain =a)
;, Actual should have been
relation.
(co-domain =e)))
;; equal to what was expected
A s a result of its learning, M e t a - A Q U A not only detects
(rf (retrieval-failure
(initiates- =tnith-value) ;. The memory failure
no anomalies in the following story, but predicts the correct
(expected-outcome =e) ;; explained by the IMXP
explanation.
(actual-outcome =a)))
(new-mput (entity))
;; Story input
S1: A person is outside a house.
(later-process (process))
;; Inference in this case
S2: The policeman approaches the suspect.
(re (trace-meta-xp
;; Reasoning chain
(identitication =q-id)
S3: His dog follows.
(generation =hypo-gen)
S4: The policeman sees that the person is near a compost pile.
(link3 =linlc2)
S5: The dog barks at the compost pile.
(link4 (menially-results (truth out-fk.O)))))
S6; The authorities arrest the suspect for drug possession.
(q-id (d-c-node
'.; Question identification
S7: The dog barked because he detected drugs.
(strategy-choice questioning.O)
(strategy-execution pose-question.O)
Computational and Psychological Explanations
(side-€ffect (considerations =con (prime-state =k-goal)))
flink4=Unkl)))
of Forgetting
;; Knowledge goal to answer
(k-goal (knowledge-acquisition-goa)
(goal-object
;; the question
Early psychological theories of forgetting were based on the
(generate (co-domain =q)))))
notion of the decay of a m e m o r y trace (e.g., Ebbinghaus,
;; Hypothesis generation
(hypo-gen (d-c-node
1885/1964). M a n y computational systems that model for(strategy-decision =h-decision)
getting
use a simple notion of decay or m e m o r y amortization
(main-result (outcome =o (members (=link4))))
(link4 (mentally-results (co-domain =o)
to grossly simulate the phenomenon. Neural-net models of
(truth out-fk.O)))))
m e m o r y implement forgetting by decreasing the weights on
(h-decision (decision-process
;; XP retrieval in this case
the connections between nodes in the system (for example,
(basis-of-decision=h-decision-basis)))
see Scalettar & Zee, 1988, for an explicit discussion of for(h-decision-basis
(basis (knowledge
;; Existence of I is the basis
(collection
;: to use case-based explanation 3. This mechanism simulates a memory such as that of D M A P
(members ((knowledge-state
(Martin, 1990), whereby memory items map to areas that con(co-domain =i)
tain similar memories. Although Meta-AQUA's mechanism is
(believed-item =i))))))))
only a crude approximation to such architectures, the emphasis
(links (=Unkl =link2 =Unk3 =link4 =link5 =link6));; Links are in temporal order
of Meta-XP theory is on the reasoning about memory (or other
(linkl (mentally-results (domain pose-quesbon.O)
reasoning processes), rather than on a representation of the
(co-domain (outcome (members (=q))))))
memory architecture per se. A more realistic mechanism would
(Iink2 (roentally-enables (domain =con)
(co-domain =hypo-gen)))
be for Meta-AQUA to use the generalized X P as a probe to
(link3 (mentally-results (domain =rc)
;; and all correspond to the
memory to see if it is now reminded of the old XP. The current
(co-domain =e)))
;; numbered links in Fig. 2
method suffers from the fact that it alwaysfindsthe old X P at an
0ink4 (mentally-initiates (domain =tiuth-value)
unacceptable search cost.
(co-domain =rf)))
4. The most notable contemporary decay-theory of forgetting is
(links (menially-enables (domain =new-input)
Wickelgren's (1974) single-trace fragility theory of memory.
(co-domain =later-process)))
The
theory has been influential, not only in the psychological
(link6 (mentally-results (domain =later-proce5s)
community, but also, for example, has been an inspiration for the
(co-domain =a)))
forgetting mechanism in the user model of E U R O H E L P
(explains =rf)
;; What the IMXP explains.
(Winkels, 1990), an intelligent help system.
(pre-xp-nodes (=a =e =rf))
;; XP consequents.
(internal-nodes (=q =hypo-gen =later-proce5s =i)) ;; Neither sink nor source nodes
(xp-as.serted-nodes (=q-id =m =new-input))
;; XP antecedents.
(potential-faults (=a =i))
;; Nodes for blame-assignment
(potential-leaming-goals
;; Corresponding learning goals
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((knowledge-expansion-goal
(goal-object =a)
;; Expand the new explanation
Figure 3: IMXP
(knowledge-reorganization-goal
(priority
(conditions
(backptr
(goal-object
(subgoals
Frame Definition
(plan))
=krg)
((inferrcd.O
(integer-value
=i)
acquired.O)))
(less-lhan
=pr))
=krg ;
=pr))))))))))
; Reorganize memory to hold it

getting in neural nets). However, forgetting itself is not a
process; rather, it is a by-product of computation. The decay
theory of forgetting is descriptive rather than explanatory.
Jenkins and Dallenbach (1924) introduced the concept of
interference. Because learned information conflicts with
similar memories, retrieval of these similar memories is
interfered with. Forgetting is viewed as a competition
between similar memories trying to associate with the current cue context^. The general search of associative m e m o r y
( S A M ) theory (Mensink & Raaijmakers, 1988) represents a
current psychological model of forgetting and interference.
Forgetting is represented as a lower probability of retrieving
an item at time t+i than at time t. The S A M model assumes
that the strength of a context cue during the retrieval of a
particular m e m o r y item is determined by the overlap
between the contexts at storage and retrieval times. T w o factors explain forgetting in S A M . First, the cues used at time t
m a y be more strongly associated with the m e m o r y item than
those used at t+i. Second, the strength and number of competing items associated with the cues m a y be greater at t+i
than at t. Although probability models cover the data, they
do not explain the phenomena well; rather, like the notion of
decay, they describe the phenomena. Moreover, the role of
knowledge in m e m o r y retrieval is absent in such models.
Using a knowledge-intensive approach, C Y R U S (Kolodner, 1984) models a dynamic m e m o r y (Schank, 1982) containing experiences from past U S Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance. Its m e m o r y contains knowledge of meetings concerning both the S A U r Accords and Egypt-Israeli peace talks.
But as C Y R U S experiences more meetings between Egyptian and Israeli diplomats, the features that apply to the
S A U r talks are removed from the norms of the concept
d i p l o m a t i c - m e e t i n g s . The S A U T details are still in
memory and retrievable if provided SALT-specific cues;
however, the information concerning the C a m p David
Accords c o m e to dominate the restructured concept. So
when C Y R U S is questioned about general diplomatic meetings, it forgets about S A L T because of interference from the
C a m p David details. But C Y R U S does not learn from its
memory failures, nor does it have a representation of forgetting from which it can reason. A s shown by the example in
the previous section, M e t a - A Q U A learns to adjust its m e m -

5. A symbolic (as opposed to sub-symbolic) memory system that
uses decay is A C T * (Anderson, 1983). Although A C T * uses a
decay mechanism, Anderson has shown that A C T * covers much
of the interference data in the literature. See the next paragraph
for the interference explanation of forgetting.
6. Although Levy (1988) contends that neural nets model forgetting
as interference, it is unclear from his discussion how they implement this. Neural nets use decay explanations as well as decay
implementations. However, French (1994) discusses a more analytic evaluation of catastrophic interference phenomena in neural nets, whereby the addition of new memories in a net causes
the system to completely forget association of older similar
memories.
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ory indexes in response to forgetting.
Rather than characterizing forgetting as to whether it
results from interference or decay, a more useful strategy is
to analyze the possible types of forgetting. C o x and R a m
(1992) argue that the forgetting results from failure at various nodes in the structural representation of forgetting (as in
Figure 1). A s shown, the index, I, could be missing or the
item, M , in m e m o r y could be missing. Alternatively, the system m a y never have generated the question, Q , in the first
place. W h e n confronted with later information, a system
might realize in hindsight that it should have asked a question; therefore, M e t a - A Q U A can be surprised. Finally, an
opportunistic reasoner might form a goal, but, because it
cannot achieve that goal, m a y suspend the processing. Later
it might forget to resume the goal. For example, if a planner
forms the goal tofillits car with gas before leaving for vacation, the planner suspends the goal until arriving at the gas
station. If the planner also has a goal to purchase supplies,
then while at the gas station it m a y buy the supplies but forget tofillup the tank of the car. It is reminded of the forgotten goal w h e n it runs out of gas while driving to its
destination.^ The failure occurred because it did not index
the suspended goal with the features that would match contexts in which it would be appropriate to achieve the goal.^
At this level, reasoning about forgetting appears useful, both
for theorists and the reasoner itself.
Conclusion
Although not a formal memory model, the treatment of forgetting in this paper has shown that forgetting can be turned
into an opportunity to learn. The lessons from the psychological literature suggest that to reason about forgetting it is
important to consider the conditions upon which memories
are retrieved (i.e., the relationship between the indexes used
to store a m e m o r y and the cues available at retrieval time),
rather than about decay.
Moreover, forgetting m a y be useful in additional ways,
instead of being treated as a simple failure. Markovitch and
Scott (1988) demonstrate that forgetting (as random deletions of m e m o r y items) m a y be useful in speeding up performance systems that use brute-force search techniques.
Tambe, Newell, & Rosenbloom (1988) show h o w systems
can decide whether or not to store an item based on the
expected utility of the concept. Thus, an item in m e m o r y
m a y be missing because it was never stored, or because it
was stored and later deleted. However, a performance tradeoff exists between leaving an item in m e m o r y in the hope
that it m a y be useful later and removing it to reduce storage
space and speedup searching, with the additional cost of
7. Suspended questions (knowledge goals) may also fail to be
retrieved (e.g., forgetting to ask a question at the end of a lecture). Such a scenario is similar to forgetting to get gas.
8. Another explanation is that the reasoner might not have attended
to the proper stimuli when at the store.

computing some criteria such as expected utility.
O n e of the problems with this paper's treatment of forgetting is that it concentrates on the encoding (storage) side of
forgetting. Yet, Mensink and Raaijmakers (1988) assert that
contemporary memory theories hold that forgetting is a
retrieval effect, rather than an encoding effect. Deliberate
elaboration and focus of attention during learning do control
the storage context, and therefore affect encoding, so the
storage issues are nonetheless important in any theory. More
must be addressed in our theory, however, for effects of cue
availability and selection during retrieval.
The solution to the problem of forgetting is to provide systems with the capability to notice when a reasoning failure is
due to their memories along with the ability to associate
these failures with abstract patterns that represent the problem. Systems can then reason about the representations and
associate them with specific learning goals. W h e n encountering memories with poor indexing, systems should reorganize the memory by learning better indexes; in response to
surprises, systems need to learn when to ask the right questions; and when systems forget to remember their previous
goals, they should learn to associate the goals with the right
circumstances or learn to pay attention to the right cues in
their environment. Like the stranded vacationer w h o forgot
tofillup with gas and in response develops a habit of checking the gas gauge before going on long trips, w e want computers to develop therighthabits in their o w n domains.
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Abstract
Self-selection of input examples on the basis of performance
failure is a powerful bias for learning systems. The definition
of what constitutes a learning bias, however, has been typically restricted to bias provided by the input language, hypothesis language, and preference criteria between competing
concept hypotheses. But if bias is taken in the broader context
as any basis that provides a preference for one concept change
over another, then the paradigm of failure-driven processing
indeed provides a bias. Bias is exhibited by the selection of
examples from an input stream that are examples of failure;
successful performance isfilteredout. W e show that the
degrees of freedom are less in failure-driven learning than in
success-driven learning and that learnuig is facilitated because
of this constraint. W e also broaden the definition of failure,
provide a novel taxonomy of failure causes, and illustrate the
interaction of both in a multistrategy learning system called
Meta-AQUA.
Introduction
In the absence of a complete and correct domain theory, a
system that goes beyond rote learning must perform iui
inductive leap. A n inductive leap must be constrained and
guided in s o m e manner (Mitchell, 1990/1980). Bias has been
used to constrain the hypothesis space, the criteria for selecting hypotheses, and the language in which examples are represented. However, w e echo the sentiment of Provost and
Buchanan (1992) when they criticize current trends in formalizing bias as being too narrow. They argue instead that
there should be a return to Mitchell's original definition of
bias as "any basis for choosing one generalization over
another, other than strict consistency with the observed training instances." W e argue further that any basis for changing
the background knowledge of the system (other than strict
consistency with the input), whether learning by generalization or specialization, whether using inductive, deductive, or
analogical processes, amounts to a bias. Such a view allows
m a n y additional factors to contribute to the overall bias of a
system. This paper concentrates on one such factor w e
expand the notion of bias to include input preferences for
systems that select their o w n training data. W e call such
preference a system's input bias.
O n e such input bias is determined by a preference for
failed experiences, rather than successful ones. T h e detection
of a failure in an input stream is then equivalent to self-selection of training examples. Although byfilteringexamples of
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successful performance the reasoner m a y miss s o m e opportunities (and thus bias what can be learned), the input bias
trade-off focuses the learner on examples that m a y require
less inference and that guju"antee something worth learning
exists. If the reasoner has perfect knowledge, no failure can
ever occur (oracles by definition d o not fail); thus, failure
implies a flaw in knowledge, whereas successful examples
m a y or m a y not contain any useful lessons. For failure to
occur, the learning system must be associated with s o m e performance task. In the simplest case, the task m a y be attribute
prediction or classification. For example, w h e n a decision
tree misclassifies an instance, ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) uses the
instance for learning. In general, a failure-driven approach to
learning and reasoning concentrates on contradictions, unexpected successes, surprises, and impasses during the perform a n c e task to indicate w h e n attention is warranted (e.g..
B i m b a u m , Collins, Freed, & Krulwich, 1990; Hjunmond,
1989; Kolodner, 1987; Newell, 1990; R a m , 1993; Schank,
1982; Sussman, 1975; VanLehn. Jones, & Chi, 1992).
A failure is defined as an outcome other than what is
expected (or a lack of s o m e outcome). If the system incorrectly analyzes s o m e input, or solves s o m e problem incorrectly, so that its expected solution is different than the actuid
solution given s o m e criteria or feedback, then a failure has
occurred. This is the traditional notion of failure and will be
termed a contradiction. Moreover, if the system expects that
it will not be able to compute any answer or the correct
answer, but it does nonetheless, then another failure class
exists called an unexpected success. Alternatively, if the system has n o expectation, yet an event occurs which should
have been expected, then a surprise exists. Finally, an
impasse is considered a failure by definition w h e n n o solution is generated.
T h e categories summarized in Table 1 m a k e explicit the
bias that underlies the selection of ex:imples based on failure. Contradictions, unexpected successes, surprises, and
impasses occur because of the states of the system's background knowledge and the quality of input given to the system. T h e background knowledge contains not only domain
2. If the reasoner mistakenly believes that there was a failure, but
actually there was not, then this itself constitutes a failure from
which to learn. The challenge in such a case is to detect the
actual failure.

Table I: Taxonomy ot Reasoning-Failure Causes
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Correct
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Correct
Association

Correct
Input

knowledge, but knowledge of processing strategies (e.g.,
operators, reasoning schemas, or reasoning components^)
and goal structure. Additionally, if the indexing problem is
taken seriously (see C o x , 1994), then selection of domain
knowledge, processing strategies and goals can be faulty
because of the reasoner's applicability information (hence
the three columns concerning selection). In each of these
seven categories, the particular piece of information m a y
generate a failure because it is either incorrect or absent.'*
T h e overall goal is to implement a general system for mapping symptom (failure type such as impasse) to fault (reasoning failure cause such as missing association) to learning
strategy (repair of the system's background knowledge by
means such as index learning).
W e have produced an implementation of a multistrategy
learning system called M e t a - A Q U A ( R a m & C o x , 1994) that
learns strictly from failure. T h e system takes advantage of
the categories from Table 1 by using case-based methods to
associate specific reasoning-failures during its performance
task (e.g., contradiction or impasse) with general causal patterns (composed of structures representing cells of Table 1)
that explain the failure. Such introspective explanations then
form the basis from which the reasoner can generate a set of
learning goals that a planner can achieve by selecting various
learning strategies from its repertoire of learning methods.
Section 2 discusses the bias of failure-driven learning with
two examples from M e t a - A Q U A . Section 3 compares the
complexity of failure-driven learning with success-driven
learning in terms of the degrees of freedom for interpreting
examples. Finally, Section 4 concludes with a short discussion.

Input

Failure-Driven I n p u t Bias: T w o E x a m p l e s
Before discussing the advantages of using a failure-driven
input biiis, w e will illustrate h o w M e t a - A Q U A uses this bias.
The performance Lisk in M e t a - A Q U A consists of using its
knowledge of terrorism to understand news stories in a simiLor domain (drug smuggling). That is, given a stream of concepts representing a story sequence, the task is to create a
causally connected conceptual interpretation of the story. If
the system fails, its subsequent learning subtasks are (1)
blame assignment — analyze and explain the cause of its
misunderstanding; (2) decide what to learn — form a set of
learning goals to change its knowledge so that such a misunderstanding is not repeated on similar stories; and then (3)
strategy selection — choose or construct a learning method
by which it achieves these goals ( R a m & Cox, 1994).
M e t a - A Q U A ' s background knowledge ( B K ) consists of
frame representations based on conceptual dependency theory (Schank, 1975) and explanation pattern (XP) theory
(Schank, 1986; R a m , 1991; 1993) augmented with a
dynamic m e m o r y (Schank. 1982). The B K includes general
facts about dogs and sniffing, including the explanation that
dogs bark when threatened, but it has no knowledge of
police dogs. T h e B K also contains cases of gun smuggling,
but the system has not experienced drug interdiction. The
learning task in M e t a - A Q U A is to learn from failures, incrementally improving its ability to interpret n e w stories by
adjusting the B K . Learning is effective if, given stories that
are similar to previously failed ones, it does not repeat its
errors.
A Common Contradiction

3. Collins, Bimbaum, Krulwich, & Freed (1993) use the term "reasoning component" to specify the reasoning knowledge a system
uses to perform reasoning tasks. Their theory has concentrated
on repairing the components (reasoning strategies), whereas our
theory has stressed repair of domain knowledge and the related
associations in memory.
4. Note also that in social interactions between agents, failure may
occur because of the same causes in the background knowledge
of or input to external agents. Our analysis will not, however,
consider such possibilities further.
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The following example illustrates a common pattern of failure in systems that are learning n e w concepts. W h e n a concept is being learned, it m a y be overly speciaUzed. Slight
variation on the concept will cause the system to try to
explain it, but without experience with the concept, the system m a y generate an inappropriate explanation. The proper
explanation m a y not be k n o w n because the situation is
novel. Thus, a bias toward failure will provide a number of
learning opportunities.

Given the short story below, M e t a - A Q U A attempts to
understand each sentence by incorporating it into its current
story representation, explaining any anomalous or interesting features of the story, and then learning from any reiisoning failures.
SLA police dog sniffed at an airport passenger's luggage.
S2: The dog suddenly began to bark at the luggage.
S3: The authorities arrested the passenger for smuggling drugs.
S4: The dog barked because it detected 2 kilos of marijuana in the
luggage.
Depending on the knowledge of the reader, numerous
inferences can be m a d e from this story, m a n y of which m a y
be incorrect. In the story, sentence S1 produces no inferences
other than that sniffing is a normal event in the life of a dog.
However, S2 produces an anomaly because the system's definition of "bark" specifies that the object of a bark must be
animate. So the program (incorrectly) believes that dogs
b;irk only when threatened by animate objects. Since luggage is injinimate, there is a conflict. This anomaly causes
M e t a - A Q U A to ask itself w h y the dog barked at an inanimate object. It hypothesizes that the luggage s o m e h o w
threatened the dog. S3 posits an arrest scene that reminds
M e t a - A Q U A of an incident in which weapons were smuggled by terrorists; however, the sentence generates no n e w
inferences concerning the previous anomaly. Finally, S 4
causes the original question generated by S2, " W h y did the
dog bark at the luggage?" to be retrieved. Instead of revealing the anticipated threatening situation, however, S 4 offers
another hypothesis: "The dog detected drugs in the luggage."
At this point, the system has detected a reasoning failure.
Metii-AQUA uses a case-based approach to explain its reasoning fiiilures (i.e.. perform blame assignment). Characterizing its error as an expectation failure (a special case of
contradictionftiilure),it retrieves a structure called a metaexplanation pattern (Meta-XP). which is then bound to the
trace of reasoning that led to the failed explanation. The
Meta-XP has representations for incorrect domain knowledge (faulty conceptual definition), erroneous association
(bad index for one explanation), novel situation (lack of
knowledge about jtnother explanation), and missing association (missing index for the absent explanation), all of which
iire cells in Table 1. This structure then aids the system in
posting a number of learning goals that, if achieved, will
modify the system's B K so that similar errors are not
repeated in future episodes (see C o x & R a m , 1994; R a m &
Cox, 1994 for further details).
In order to achieve its learning goals, M e t a - A Q U A uses a
least-commitment planner to choose or construct a learning
plan. Learning plans consist of sequences of calls to various
learning algorithms in its repertoire. The resulting plan is (1)
to perform abstraction on the constraint on the object at
which dogs often bark; (2) to perform explanation-based
generalization ( E B G ) (DeJong & Mooney, 1986; Mitchell,
Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986) on the newly acquired expla-
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nation, producing a generalized pattern that dogs biirk at
containers when detecting contraband, and then (3) to index
the two explanations with respect to each other, so that they
each can be retrieved w h e n appropriate. M e t a - A Q U A instantiates and then executes this plan.
Using a failure-driven input bijis allows M e t a - A Q U A to
avoid overhead computation that is less likely to produce
useful information. For example, it wastes no computations
trying to interpret and learn from thefirstsentence. It generates explanations during understanding only when anomalies
or other interesting concepts are detected; it attempts learning only w h e n reasoning fails. In this example, the reasoning
failure is detected when a conflicting explanation is provided
by the story. In the next example, the conflict is detected by
inference.
A Baffling Situation (Impasse)
The next example demonstrates how Meta-AQUA handles
an impasse in which it cannot generate an explanation for an
anomaly. T h e explanation is in its m e m o r y , but it does not
have the proper index with which to retrieve the explanation.
In effect, it has forgotten the explanation. Given a bias for
failure, this demonstrates that forgetting represents an interesting opportunity to learn (Cox, 1994) and a novel interpretation of failure (failure of the m e m o r y system instead of the
inference system).
After processing the previous story, M e t a - A Q U A ' s B K
contains two explanations for w h y dogs bark: the m e m o r y
has an explanation for dogs that bark because they are threatened (indexed by dog-barks-at-animate-object) as well as the
explanation for dogs that bark because they detect contraband (indexed by dog-barks-at-container).
M e t a - A Q U A is then given a second story.
SI: The police officer and his dog enter a suspect's house.
S2: The dog barks at a pile of dirty clothes.
S3: The police officer looks under the clothes.
S4: He confiscates a large bag of marijuana.
S5: The dog is praised for barking at the occluding object.
Although the initial sentence. S1. causes no unusual processing, the second sentence, S2, is interesting to MetaA Q U A because the system has recently changed its concept
of d o g - b a r k . T he system therefore poses a question asking
w h y the dog barked. Unfortunately, because it is barking at
neither an animate object nor a container, no X P is retrieved
to produce a cause of the event. T h e question-answering process is subsequently suspended because of the impasse, and
the question is indexed in memory. Because it can produce
no legitimate explanation to answer its question, MetaA Q U A uses the opportunistic strategy of suspending the
question in the hope that the story will provide further information.
Sentence S 3 causes the system to postulate a possible
causal link between the S 2 and S3 simply because of tempo-

nJ relation; however, no evidence directly supports it. S4
reminds the system of a case in which contraband w;us confiscated. The system thus infers that the suspect was most
likely arrested. Finally, S5 causes a reminding of the eiu^lier
question about the dog barking at the pile of laundry. The
rejLsoning that was associated with this previous question is
resumed. T h e system also infers a causal relation from S5.
Although the sentence does not explicitly assert it, MetaA Q U A concludes that the dog's detection of the marijuana
caused the dog to bark in thefirstplace. A s a result, this conclusion answers the original query.
Reviewing the trace of processing that led up to this conclusion, M e t a - A Q U A characterizes its condition as being
baffled; that is, it could not answer a question either because
it did not have an answer or because it could not remember
one (i.e.. did not have the proper index or association
between question context and the abstract explanation pattern that was most appropriate). T h e system retrieves a
Meta-XP based on this characterization, which helps it
explain its o w n reasoning failure. The Meta-XP is a declarative representation of retrieval failure (impasse because of
either the missing association or novel situation cells from
Table 1). The Meta-XP suggests that a knowledge-expansion
goal be spawned to generalize the newly inferred explanation. A knowledge-organization goal is also spawned in
order to index the generalized explanation in memory. These
goals can be achieved by performing E B G on the new explanation and then indexing it by the context in which the system encountered the explanation.
The system is not able to determine a priori whether an
explanation actually existed in m e m o r y which it could not
recall (thus the cause of the failure was actually a missing
association), or whether it lacks the knowledge to produce
the explanation (or the cause could be novel situation). It
thus poses a question about its o w n Meta-XP, "Does such a
structure, M , exist in m e m o r y ? " The answer is obtained by
performing E B G and watching for a similar explanation in
m e m o r y when it stores the n e w explanation via the indexing
algorithm. It thus finds the explanation produced by the previous story at storage time. Generalizing the two, it produces
a better explanation: dogs bark at objects that hide contraband, not simply at containers. So that these types of explanations will not be forgotten again, it indexes the explanation
by potential hiding places.
M e t a - A Q U A uses its knowledge of failure to direct its
effort toward situations most likely to benefit inference and
learning. T h e following section shows that such a strategy is
useful because the possible explanations for failure are more
constrained than those in successful performance would be.
The Degrees of Freedom in Learning
Many systems invest too much computational overhead in
evjduating exjunples that, in ordinary performance situations, provide few or no useful opportunities to learn. For
example, P R O D I G Y (Minton, 1990) has no input bias. A s a

consequence, it leams from every input sind then must delete
useless knowledge. Alternatively, desJardins' (1992)
P A G O D A uses a given input's expected utility of predicting
features in the environment tofilterinput examples. Like
M e t a - A Q U A , the system uses a goal-directed learning
approach to fomiulate a set of learning goals that direct and
guide the system's le;u-ning. However, M e t a - A Q U A uses m
explanation of the system's o w n failure to generate these
goals, while P A G O D A uses the expected utility of the input.
But it is more tractable to let failure feedback from the environmentfilterthe input for useful candidates for goal formulation, rather than calculating the utility of all instances,
because fewer instances exist on which to perfonn computation. Moreover, learning will be simpler in the remaining
examples because, as will be shown below, fewer degrees of
freedom generally exist for blame assignment when learning
from failure than for credit assignment when learning from
success.
To illustrate the utility of failure-driven bias, consider the
following. During the Persian Gulf oil embargo of Iran, a
tragic event occurred that resulted in the death of innocent
civilians.'' The U S S Vincennes shot d o w n an Iranian commercial airliner after an engagement with Iranian gunboats
on July 3, 1988. O n the basis of conflicting information, the
captain of the Vincennes mistook the airliner for an enemy F14 fighter aircraft and ordered it shot down. Although the
incident was controversial, an official investigation concluded that the captain acted in a proper manner given the
rules of engagement and the circumstances under which the
captain m a d e such a decision.
Instead of this incident being simply a negative example
of the category F-14, let us propose three classifiers: one represents the concept "friendly target," another recognizes
"neutral targets," and a third classifies "enemy targets." Let
us also assume for the sake of simpficity that the friendlytarget concept returns negative because of no electronic signature. The remaining two conceptsreturna value and a confidence level. The captain's quandary stems from the low
confidence returned by the positive identification from the
enemy classifier, along with an equally low confidence for
the negative classification of neutral aircraft. Given no noise
in the data and that an unambiguous result occurs (no possibility of both true or both negative). Table 2 summarizes the
possible explanations for answers to the question "Is the
reported plane neutral?"
In both failed cases (the shaded cells: false positive and
miss), there is only one possibility. If, as in the actual incident, there is a miss (i.e., the actual answer is positive but the
expected outcome is negative), then the concept of neutral
plane must be overly specialized, since itrejectsa positive
example; whereas the concept of enemy plane must be
overly general since it accepts a negative example. Blame
assignment for the converse case, that of a false positive, is
equally unambiguous. If the concept of neutral plane mistak5. Details of this incident are taken from Thagard (1992).
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enly recognizes an example of an e n e m y target, then it must
be overly general; and at the s a m e time, if the classifier of
enemy planes rejects the same example, then the concept
must be overly specialized.

tions despite the fact that m u c h could be lejuned from txnmples like the unfortunate incident (miss) that did occur. T h e
consequences of both false positives and misses require an
inductive policy that biases the performance system toward
accunicy and a w a y from leiuning optimization.

Table 2: Is the plane neutral? Possible causes"
Conclusions

Neg Actual Outcomep^^

(erewdies)

Hit
NaE
NaE
NaE
Na£

Correct Rejection

Miss

Fals« Positlv*

Pos
Expected
Outcome

Neg

NaIL
;

NaE
NaE
NaE
NaE

NaE
(lanDcealsdie^

a. N= Neutral target; E = Enemy target; Overscore = overly general;
Underscore = overly specialized; Light shading = failed prediction.
In successful examples of performance, many more
degrees of freedom exist with which to do credit assignment.
In positive identifications of neutral aircraft, in which the
neutral classifier returns true and the e n e m y classifier returns
false, both classifiers m a y still be incorrect in general. That
is, although a neutral ckissifier m a y be overly general, it can
still return true on all positive examples. Likewise, the
enemy classifier can be overly specialized and still reject all
negative examples. Simply because a particular target is correctly identified, w e do not have m u c h information as to the
classifier's overall performance. In the case of correct rejection, an overly specialized neutral classifier m a y still reject a
particular e n e m y aircraft, and even though the e n e m y classifier m a y properly accept a particular e n e m y example, it m a y
still be overly general and succeed. Success gives little information as opposed to failure.
Failure-driven input bias is limited, however. Although
failure m a y constrain learning, s o m e systems m a y not be
able to use this fact because a particular inductive policy (the
strategy used to m a k e bias choices based on the underlying
assumptions of the domain) m a y influence a learning system
towiu-d certain results (Provost & Buchanan, 1992). Provost
and Buchanan show that inductive poUcies can bias a learner
toward speed of acquisition rather than accuracy (when time
is a limited resource, for exjunple) or toward accuracy
instead of speed (when safety is a high priority). Likewise, in
the Vincenncs scenario, even though failure m a y facilitate
learning, life-critical tasks require that the performance system not choose a course that results in failed examples. T h e
approach of L E X (Mitchell, Utgoff, & Banerji, 1983), which
generates lejuning examples on the basis of their expected
utility, irrespective of any inductive policy, is unacceptable.
The crew of the Vincennes strove for hits and correct rejec-

Miirkovitch and Scott (1993) chju^acterize learning systems
in terms offiltersplaced in an information flow through a
system. This paper investigated bias at the front end in the
information flow. Markovitch and Scott call such a filter
selective experience. They divide selective experience into
three types: error-based, uncertainty-based, and miscellaneous heuristics. The examples presented in this paper are
error-based, although the scope of the selective-experience
filter in M e t a - A Q U A goes beyond their formulation because,
as explained in the introduction, error has numerous variations, only one of which (contradiction) Markovitch and
Scott consider. Moreover, they claim that error-based filters
are useful only when the input is in the form of problem/
solution tuples. During its impasse (example #2), however,
M e t a - A Q U A generated no solution, yet as shown in the
example section, the system still learned a valuable lesson
from the experience.
M e t a - A Q U Afiltersinput examples in a relatively passive
manner. It waits for failures to occur, then processes them by
explaining the failure, deciding what to learn, and selecting a
learning strategy. Another issue to pursue would be to have
the system try to actively generate failed experiences in
order to test or disprove some hypothesis or to generate
learning experiences for s o m e performance task. A s the previous section asserts, however, the system must be sensitive
to inductive policies concerning the Uisk domain. Currently,
the ability of a system to actively challenge itself and its
knowledge is beyond the scope of our research.
W e are currently extending the Meta-XP representations to
address the problems of missing input and noise. MetaA Q U A should reason about the input to decide, for example,
whether a particular failure is caused by noise (e.g.. faulty
data collection device), or whether the same error stems
from novel situations (e.g., inexperience with the domain).
S o m e of the categories in our failure-cause taxonomy are
included in related research. For example. O w e n s (1991)
identified a number of similar categories. O n e of the failures
that he addresses is error due to time constraints. Integrating
this kind of failure into our framework is an open question.
However, O w e n s ' taxonomy is specific to planning failures,
whereas oiu^ taxonomy is independent of both the performance task and domain. For example, by adding a few conceptual definition for a new domain, M e t a - A Q U A processes
and learns from the following story that parallels the first
example of Section two.
S1: A person enters the handball court.
S2: The person suddenly hit a handball.
S3: He hit the ball because he wanted to have fun.
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Abstract

Our o w n motivation was to extend a general theory of the
cognitive impact of assigning the same information to diffeHyperproof is a computer program created by Barwise and Etrent modalities. Graphical logic teaching methods provide
chemendy for teaching logic using multimodal graphical and
a domain in which information in different modalities (sensentential methods, inspired by their theories of heterogeneous
tences and diagrams) can be accurately equated and where
reasoning (Barwise and Etchemendy 1994). Elsewhere, w e
there is a well defined task (learning and performance of reahave proposed a theory of the cognitive impact of assigning
soning). T h e theory (described in Stenning & Oberlander
information to different modalities (Stenning and Oberlander
1992, (submitted)) sees the distinctive property of graphical
1992). Our view is that where diagrams are advantageous, it is
because they enforce the representation of information, leading
semantics as the enforcement of the representation of certain
to weak expressiveness, thereby facilitating inference. The preclasses of information. This curtailment of abstraction leads
sent study tests and develops these claims by comparing the efto weak expressiveness (in the logical/computational sense)
fects of teaching undergraduate logic classes using Hyperproof
but tractable inference. The theory connects this property to
and a conUx)l syntactic teaching method. Results indicate that
usability through relations between: the abstractions required
there is significant transfer from the logic courses to logical and
by tasks; the abstractions expressible in graphical systems;
analytical reasoning problems. There are also significant inand the availability of knowledge of these expressiveness proteractions between theoretically motivated pre-course aptitude
perties to different classes of users. The fewer superfluous
measures and teaching mediod; the interactions influence postabstractions a system expresses, the more useful it will be
course reasoning performance in transferdomains. Hyperproof
for a task, but a user must be in a position to exploit these
boosts students previously weak on items which benefit from
constraints. O n the other hand, if a task requires abstracdiagram use, whereas the syntactic course appears to degrade
tions which cannot be expressed, then the system will hamper
the same group of students' graphical strategies. As well as
performance.
being theoretically interesting, these results provide support for
the important practical conclusion that individual differences
So, the cognitive theory of graphical reasoning places a
in aptitude should be taken into account in choosing teaching
special emphasis on the skills involved in exploiting the intechnique.
formation enforcements which are inherent in graphical representations. HP, for example, uses various devices to overTheoretical Background
c o m e graphical specificities: (a) a single diagram can contain
Is reasoning teachable? What is the impact of learning logic
symbols representing objects of unknown size and unknown
upon general reasoning? Can graphical material be used efshape;
(b) by the use of a special part of the diagram, objects
fectively in teaching abstract subjects? These are important
with unknown location can also be represented; (c) arbitrary
pedagogical questions; the issues are also central to the dedisjunctions of information about an object (for instance, the
velopment of theory within cognitive science. In particular,
fact that it is either a dodecahedron or a tetrahedron) are captuhow are w e to relate symbolic and heterogeneous logics to
red by multiple diagrams. Device (a) is illustrated in Figure 2.
human reasoning and learning? W h a t is graphical representation good for and w h y ? The present study seeks to explore
such theoretical concerns in a highly practical setting—real
logic courses.
Hyperproof (HP) is a computer program for teaching firstorder logic (FOL) which Barwise and Etchmendy (1994) designed and implemented on the basis of their situation theoretic approach to reasoning. H P builds on an earlier program
Tarski's World, which uses graphics to teach the syntax and
semantics of F O L ; H P adds the teaching of inference by incorporating heterogeneous reasoning rules which m o v e information back and forth between graphical representations of
blocks-worlds and sentences of F O L . Computer based courses
offer a unique platform for assessing cognitive theories, since
they involve real learning over sustained periods, and permit
detailed observation of students' reasoning processes.
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Our approach also provides a basis for distinguishing types
of reasoning problem and so for classifying reasoning aptitudes. S o m e problems provide premisses which determine a
unique (or nearly unique) logical model, from which numerous conclusions can be drawn. Other problems' premisses do
not provide sufficent information to specify a unique model
and must be approached by isolating relevant premisses and
exploiting different inferential techniques. W e call these problems determinate and indeterminate problems respectively.
They are closely related to what the graduate record exam
( G R E ) analytical test calls the analytical reasoning and logical reasoning subscales respectively (Duran, Powers & Swinton, 1987). Determinate (or nearly determinate) problems
lend themselves to graphical representation because representation of a single model does not require inexpressible

Drlerminate p r o b k m A n ut'tice manager must assign offices to six staff members. The
available offices are numbered 1 -6 and are arranged in a row. .separated by six fool high
dividers. Therefore sounds and smoke readily pass from one to others on either side.
M s Braun's work requires her to speak on the phone throughout the day. M r White and
M r Black often talk to one another in their work and prefer to be adjacent M s Green,
the senior employee, is endtled to Office S, which has the largest window. M r Parker
needs silence in the adjacent offices. M r Allen, M r While, and M r Parker all smoke. M s
Green is allergic to tobacco smoke and must have non-smokers adjacent. All employees
majniain silence in their offices unless stated otherwise.
• The best office for Mr White is in 1, 2. 3.4, or 6?
* The best employee to occupy the furthest office from M r Black would be Allen.
Braun, Green, Parker or White?
* The three smokers should be placed in offices 1, 2, & 3. or 1, 2 & 4, or 1,2 & 6, or
2.3,&4, o r 2 , 3 & 6 ?
Indeterminate problem Excessive amounts of mercury in drinking water, associated
widi certain types of industrial pollution, have been shown to cause Hobson's Disease.
Island R has an economy based endiely on subsistence level agriculture with no industry
or pollution. The inhabitantsof R have an unusually high incidenceof Hobsons' Disease.
Which of the following can be validly inferred from the above statements?
i. Mercury in die drinking water is actually perfectly safe.
li. Mercury in the drinking water must have sources other than industrial pollution; or
lii. Hobson's Disease must have causes other than mercury in the drinking water.
• (ii)only?
• (iii)only?
* (i) or (iii) but not bodi?
* (ii) or (iii) but not bodi?
Figure 1: Examples of two types of reasoning problem.
Determinate problems provide premisses which determine a
(nearly) unique logical model; indeterminate problems do not.

abstractions. GRE-type examples are illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 2: The Hyperproof interface. The main windows—
graphical and calculus—are supplemented by control palettes.
The situation being viewed is thefifthin the course of the
proof, and corresponds to thefifthdiamond-shaped 'situation'
icon in the body of the proof. The graphical window contains
three symbols of varying degrees of abstraction.

Evaluating Teaching Outcomes
The evaluation was performed using a range of outcome measures. Educational computer software is rarely evaluated in
terms of effects upon learning outcomes, or with respect to general theories of cognitive representation and process. There
have been several calls for more evaluative studies (eg Littman
and Soloway, 1988; Shute, 1990). Several computer-based
F O L teaching programs have now been developed (Goldson,
Reeves & Bomat (1992) provide a recent review); but few
have been evaluated in controlled comparisons.
The outcomes w e examine here are chosen to have some
plausibility as tests of reasoning in domains beyond logic courses. W e expect them to cast some light on the vexed question
of the transferrability of reasoning skills. W e used GRE-type
pre- and post-tests, and 'blocks world' pre- and post-tests,
as detailed in section . The former involve somewhat farther
transfer than the latter, at least for the H P students. To be sure,
the problems are verbally stated; nonetheless, as can be seen
from Figure 1, they are different in both form and content
from Hyperproof problems. The G R E analytical reasoning
scale is widely recognised to be predictive of graduate school
success and so may lay some claim to be one test of 'real
world' reasoning skill.
Amongst teachers of logic, graphical methods remain controversial. Part of the dispute may hinge on whether teaching
elementary logic is undertaken to improve general reasoning,
or to prepare students for further advanced symbolic logic
courses and their applications in, say, computer science. The
present study should therefore be viewed as investigating the
effects of the courses on cognitive processes relative to theory,
rather than deciding which approach is 'best'. W e focus on
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effects of teaching on different problems and different groups
of students, and w e concentrate on effects for performance on
problems which are external to the courses.
Method
T h e Hyperproof Interface
As can be seen in Figure 2, the H P interface contains two
main windows: one presents a diagrammatic view of a chessboard world containing geometric objects of various shapes
and sizes; the otherpresents a list of sentences in predicate calculus; control palettes are also available. The main windows
are used in the construction and editing of proofs. Several
types of goals can be proved, involving the shape, size, location, identity or sentential descriptions of objects; in each
case, the goal can involve determining some property of an
object, or showing that a property cannot be determined from
the given information. A number of rules are available for
proof construction; some of these are traditional syntactic rules (such as A-elimination); others are 'graphical', in the sense
that they involve consulting or altering the situation depicted
in the diagrammatic window. In addition, a number of rules
check properties of a developing proof. H P should be viewed
as a proof-checking environment designed to support human
theorem proving using heterogeneous information.
Subjects
The subjects were 35first-yearStanford undergraduates attending courses on introductory logic. T w o groups were compared. Group 1 attended a course taught using H P (22 subjects).

sub-scales: logical reasoning (argument analysis) and analytical reasoning. W e observe that these two subscales of the
G R E analytical reasoning test align closely with our theory's
distinction between determinate and indeterminate problems
which are either suitable or unsuitable for graphical reasoning methods. Empirical psychometric results (eg: Duran,
Powers & Swinton, 1987) have supported this distinction; it
reinforces our proposal that this is an important dimension for
categorising reasoning problems. It also suggests that indiviTeaching
dual differences in cognitive style m a y be important factors
in applying the theory to empirical data.
Hyperproof G r o u p The course consisted of a 12 week (one
Parallel forms of each test were used on pre- and postquarter) course onfirst-orderlogic. The H P class were taught
course tests. Suitable tests with population norms were not
using H P plus H P curriculum material (Barwise and Etcheavailable and this means that absolute comparisons between
mendy, 1994). The course included 72 computer-based exerpre- and post-test scores must be interpreted with caution.
cises covering the use of H P graphical rules and, to a limited
extent, the use of syntactic rules in the development of proofs. However, most of the interesting comparisons are between
groups of students and between subscales but within postEight of 30 students (27%) dropped out of the H P class before
test scores, and so relative changes in performance are the
completing the course.
focus. These relative changes can be assessed as long as these
points are born in mind. O f the 22 Hyperproof subjects, 16
Syntactic Group The syntactic class was taught a course of completed both the paper and pencil pre- and post-course tests,
the same duration as the H P group. The syntactic course was
and all 22 completed the post-course computer-based exam.
based around a standard, traditional (ie syntactically oriented) The 13 syntactic students completed the pencil and paper preinstructional text (Bergman, M o o r and Nelson, 1990). In
and post-tests, but 11 completed the syntactic computer-based
order to control for the motivational effects of computer use
exam.
and other factors, the syntactic group also used HP. However
their version had its graphics window disabled (with an empty
Results
chessboard). The 'syntactic' students used only the syntactic
Blocks w o r l d test results
rules of H P and worked exclusively in the sentence window.
Twenty three of their computer-based exercises were adapted
In order to examine the effects of training modality upon
from their coursebook; a further 54 exercises in the use of HP's cognitive style differences, subjects were classified as DetHi
sentential rules were taken from the H P resource book. Thus
or DetLo on the basis of scores on the analytical subscale of
there were 77 HP-based exercises in total for this group. Nine
the GRE-based test. The former scored well on analytical
of 22 students (41%) dropped out of the syntactic class before reasoning items; the latter scored less well. T h e resulting
completing the course. The level of attrition was therefore
'level of determinacy' (DetHi/Lo) factor was entered as an
higher than the H P group's. In both cases, the drop-out rate is additional factor in the analysis of the 'blocks world' test
attributable at least in part to the general practice of signing
data.
on for more courses than will ultimately be taken.
A 3 factor A N O V A (groups by DetHi/Lo by time) was
performed on the 'blocks world' test results. Thefirstfactor
Pre and post teaching tests
was groups, the second (DetHi/DetLo) was nested under the
The object was to provide tests of reasoning skill which were
first, and the third (time) was a repeated measure. Figure 3
sufficiently independent of course content to be administrable
shows the means for DetHi and DetLo scorers in the 2 groups.
before the course, and which would provide some test of
The A N O V A revealed that the main effect for group was
transfer to reasoning beyond the course material. T w o tests
significant (F(l, 26) = 6.23, M 5 e = 2.33,p < .02). The
were developed which w e will refer to as the blocks-world test
main effect for DetHi/Lo was also significant (F(l,26) =
and the G R E test. The blocks-world problems are slightly
12.81, M S e = 2.33,p < .001). A s shown in Figure 3, the
DetHi subjects tend to score higher than the DetLo subjects.
'nearer' transfer tests (at least for the H P course) than the
G R E tests, but even they are more closely related to realThe 3-way interaction (group by DetHi/Lo by time) was
world reasoning than typical intra-course exam items from a
also significant (F( 1,26) = 9.45, M 5 e = 1.6,p < .01).
Thus the experience of learning logic graphically had diflogic course. Both classes were administered the same battery
of paper and pencil tests before and after the course.
ferent effects upon DetHi and DetLo scorers within the H P
group. DetHi subjects' scores did not differ from thoseof their
The blocks world tests were based on H P graphics but couDetLo colleagues on the pre-training test, but following the
ched in natural language. Their items consist of a diagram
H P course they scored significantly higher than their DetLo
of an arrangment of blocks on a checkerboard, and some stacounterparts. Conversely, DetHi scorers in the syntactic group
tements constraining assignments of names to blocks. Quesignificantly (according to a post-hoc comparison) decreastions were about what is provable or not provable from this
sed in their blocks world test performance compared to their
information, or specified modifications of it. These tests are
DetLo counterparts.
further described in C o x and Oberiander (1993).
A post-hoc comparison showed that DetLo subjects in the
The second outcome test consisted of pseudo graduate resyntactic group scored significantly lower than their DetHi
cord examination ( G R E ) analytical reasoning test items (selcounterparts on the blocks world pre-training test. T h e reasons
ected from a crammer for the test), and divided into two
A second group (13 subjects) attended a course taught syntactically. The H P class was taught in the Fall quarter of 1992
and the Syntactic class was held in the Spring quarter of 1993.
While it was not possible to to randomly assign students to
the two courses, the students were unaware of any differences in the courses prior to enrolment, and are drawn from the
same general population of undergraduates required to take
an elementary logic course.
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globally better w a y of teaching. The most prominent effects
are interactions between student aptitudes, types of problem,
and teaching methods.

JS

For students w h o are able at determinate problems, a syntactic logic course actually decreases their scores on blocks world
problems. Their colleagues on the same course w h o start out
less able at determinate problems actually improve slightly,
so the two groups arc indistinguishable at course-end. Teaching students w h o are able at determinate problems a H P
course increases their ability at blocks-world problems. Their
colleagues on the same course w h o start out less able at determinate problems actually decline slightly in blocks world
reasoning and finish indistinguishable on this measure from
the syntactically taught subjects. This pattern of results supports the idea that syntactic teaching m a y actually interfere
with "model-construction' reasoning modes which are important outside logic courses. H P appears to enhance the
performance of students w h o are already able at this sort of
reasoning but does not yet help the students w h o are initially
weaker. It will be important to characterise in process terms
what these differences are and seek remedies.

Ck,

CO

Ttme
- D - Hyperproof DetLo
- O - Hyperproof DelHi
- •• - Syntactic DetLo
-•— Syntactic DelHi
Figure 3: M e a n score on Blocks World test as a function of
subjects' performance on analytical reasoning G R E subscale
(DetHi/Lo) by G r o u p (HP/Syn) by T i m e (Pre/Post)

for this result are unclear, but m a y be due to selection biases.

G R E test performance presents a slightly different picture.
Though both courses improve performance on both subscales
of the G R E post-test, syntactic teaching increased G R E verbal
subscale scores significantly more than H P teaching, whereas
the two courses were not significantly different in their effect
on the diagrammatic subscale scores. The greater indeterminate problem improvement of syntactic teaching might be
expected, but syntactic teaching also improves determinate
problem performance.

W e are currently analysing students' 'work scratchings' on
the G R E problems in terms of C o x and Brna's (1993) 7 caSubscale scores on the analytical reasoning test were subjected
tegories, which include tables, map/plans, and so on. W e
to a 2 factor (groups by time) A N O V A with repeated measures
can compare the representations used by students with those
on the second factor. There were two levels of each factor.
recommended by the "crammer' from which the test item was
derived (Brownstein, Weiner & Weiner Green, 1990; EducaLogical reasoning subscale scores No main effects were
tional Testing Service, 1992). These results have a pattern
significant. H o w e v e r the group by time interaction was sigsimilar to that in the blocks-world tests. Strong determinate
nificant (F(l,28) = 4.93, M 5 e = 2.42,p < .05) shown
problem solvers (DetHi) appear to retain their effective stratein Figure 4a. O n the verbal reasoning items, the syntacgies through either type of course. But weak determinate protic group improved significantly m o r e than the H P students.
blem solvers (DetLo) respond oppositely to the two courses.
This suggests that the experience of being taught first-order The H P course moves these student's strategies significantly
logic syntactically generalises to other kinds of linguistic reain the direction of the recommended methods of G R E prosoning: from reasoning about proofs in a formal language
blem solution (and the strategies of their DetHi peers). The
(first-order logic) to reasoning in natural language.
syntactic course actually moves DetLo students significantly
away from the recommended strategies, but without necessarily making them worse reasoners. A finer interpretation
Analytical reasoning subscale scores Both groups imof these results awaits an analysis of the detailed methods of
proved significantly in terms of their scores on this subsreasoning a m o n g these groups.
cale. T h e main effect for time was significant (F(l, 28) =
18.78, M S e = 4.39, p < .05). T h e main effect for groups
Thus blocks-world and G R E analytical reasoning subscale
and the group by time interaction were not significant (Fiperformance react somewhat differently to the two teaching
gure 4b). In this case H P did improve the measure more than
methods. The two types of reasoning problem, though both
the syntactic class, but not significantly so.
based on determinate models, differ in several ways. The
blocks world problem requires the application of information
Discussion
from a set of sentential constraints to a presented diagram. A
G R E analytical reasoning problem requires the construction
Both H P and syntactic courses were effective in teaching reasoning which transferred to other domains. This is, in itself, of a determinate model (often represented in a self-constructed
diagram or table) from a set of sentential constraints. It would
significant, since the existence of such transfer effects has
be possible to transpose such G R E problems into H P and to
been disputed (cf. Nickerson, Perkins & Smith, 1985, for a
include them in our pre- and post-tests to assess whether this
discussion). T h e results do not indicate that either course is a
GRE-based analytical test results
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Figure 4: Hyperproof and Syntactic groups' mean scores on G R E subscales: (a) logical (argument analysis) (b) analytical

is a possible explanation of the blocks-world G R E discrepancies. Whether graphics are constructed by subjects or merely
presented to them has been shown to be determining factor in
their efficacy (Grossen & Carnine, 1990).
This difference in direction of m o v e m e n t of information
may be related to s o m e of the proof-style differences observed
in H P use. DetHi and DetLo subjects seem to use graphical
abstraction symbols in differing parts of the proof structure
(cf. Oberlander, C o x and Stenning, 1994). DetHi subjects
tend to exploit such symbols more extensively during the
course of developing proofs. This appears to lead to more
systematic and structured proof by cases, with deeper and
more frequent use of nested structures. W e are currently
analysing these differences in the styles of final proofs, and
w e hope in due course to extend these analyses to examine
the very rich H P logfile data, which reveal the time course of
proof construction.
This tension in the results underlines an important potential
contribution of basing a cognitive theory on computational
properties of representations rather than on intuitively grounded concepts such as "visual' and 'verbal' thinking. Weexpect
further modelling of proof style to m a k e a contribution to a
cognitive characterisation of just what it is computationally to
be a 'verbal' or "visual' thinker.
These results suggest a number of possible improvements
in the w a y that H P could be used in teaching. Perhaps the main
conclusion of the present study is that those developments are
almost certainly going to have to be sensitive to the pre-course
aptitudes of different students. However, it is encouraging
that at least s o m e important aptitudes can be diagnosed very
simply and could be built into student models within the H P
environment.
The educational implications of these individual differences
are far from clear. Should all students be taught to use graphical reasoning methods or should students be encouraged to fol-
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low their existing representational modality preferences? T h e
second position suggests that instruction should be adapted
to the (relatively immutable?) cognitive style of the learner.
This is the approach advocated by S n o w (eg S n o w , Federico
& Montague, 1980) based on studies of Aptitude-Treatment
Interactions. It remains to be demonstrated, however, that the
"visualiser—verbaliser' dimension is unresponsive to educational intervention. Perhaps a domain-independent 'graphics
curriculum' should be devised and generally taught? T h e authors tend towards the view that students should be encouraged
to broaden their representational repertoires. W e agree with
Barwise (1993) that "efficient reasoning is inescapably heterogeneous (or 'hybrid') in nature" [pi]. W e strongly disagree
with those such as Dijsktra (1989, cited by Myers, 1990) w h o
has described the use of graphical visualizations in teaching
computer programming as "an obvious case of curriculum
infantilization".
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Abstract
In recognition paradigms, increasing the number of occurrences or presentation time in a study list of some
words improves performance on these words (the item
strength effect), but does not affect the performance
on other words {null list strength effect). In contrast,
adding new items results in a deterioration of performance on the other words {list length effect). Taken together these results place strong constraints on models
of recognition memory. To explain these data an account based on optimisation to the environment is presented. A summary is given of environmental analyses
which suggest that (1) the likelihood of recurrence of a
word within a context increases as the number of occurrences increases; (2) the repetition rates of other words
in a context has no significant effect on the recurrence
probability of a word; and (3) the recurrence probability
of a word drops as a function of the number of words
since the last occurrence of that word. A training set
which reflected these constraints was constructed and
presented to an optimising connectionist network which
was designed to extract recurrence statistics (the Hebbian Recurrent Network). The resultant model is able
to model all three of the effects outlined above.
Introduction
The effect on m e m o r y of study lists that contain items
of different strengths has been of interest for more than
a century (Ebbinghaus, 1964; Thorndike, 1965; Tulving
k Hastie, 1972; Ratcliff, Clark, & Shiffrin, 1990). T h e
strength of an item is manipulated either by increasing
the number of times it occurs in the study list or by increasing the length of time for which it is studied. Items
of greater strength are generally retrieved more accurately than weak items (Ebbinghaus, 1964; Thorndike,
1965). O f more recent interest is what happens to performance on the weak items as a consequence of strengthening other items within the list. Table outlines the
pattern of accuracy results for the weak items within
different list types for recognition, cued recall and free
recall.
For free recall, Tulving and Hastie (1972) demonstrated that performance on unstrengthened items
dropped significantly in comparison to the A B and A B C
control conditions. For recognition, however, strengthening an item does not degrade performance significantly
on the non-strengthened items (known as the null list
strength effect, Shiffrin, Ratcliff, fc Clark, 1990; Ratcliff et al., 1990; Yonelinas, Hockley, & Murdock, 1992).
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This result contradicted the major mathematical m e m ory models all of which predicted that performance on
A in the A B B condition should be as poor if not worse
than that in the A B C condition (Ratcliff et al., 1990).
Since the initial experimental work on the null list
strength effect, a number of researchers have attempted
to account for the data. Shiffrin et al. (1990) m a d e two
modifications to the S A M model. T h efirstwas to assert
that when an item was strengthened, either by additional study time or additional study presentations, the
same representation (or image) in m e m o r y was affected.
Secondly, strengthening an item not only increased its
context-to-item association, but also decreased its similarity to all other items. This process is called differentiation and provides an explanation of the null list
strength effect.
T h e model by Chappell and H u m p h r e y s (in press),
while implemented in a connectionist architecture, relies
in part on a similar principle to S A M w h e n explaining
the null list strength effect. W h e n an item is strengthened, context-to-central weights are updated (probabilistically). While the representations in the Chappell and
H u m p h r e y s (in press) model are distributed rather than
local, the effect is to increase the context-to-item association. At the s a m e time, the weights of a central
autoassociator are increased and a global inhibition is
learned. T h e net effect of these manipulations is to
m a k e strengthened items more differentiated. Hence,
the model accounts for the null list strength effect and
demonstrates the difficulty in distinguishing between distributed and nondistributed models of h u m a n m e m o r y .
Heathcote (1994) has also used a connectionist model
called Episodic A R T to account for the list strength effect. T h e model relies on separating the explanatory
mechanisms of the list length and list strength to different layers of the network. Decoupling these mechanisms allows the pattern of results to be modelled without altering the similarity structure of the representational space of the input words.
Another way of eliminating the list strength effect is
to assume that pre-experimental items are also present
in m e m o r y . This approach was used by Murdock and
K a h a n a (1992) in their extension of the T O D A M model.
T h e effect of adding additional items is to s w a m p with
noise any difference between the m e a n familiarity of an
item that occurred with unstrengthened items and an
item that occurred with strengthened items. While such

a method can decrease the list strength eflfect to negligible levels, it also undermines the prediction of the
list length effect and, hence, is not sufficient to explain
the pattern of results (Chappell k Hunnphreys, in press).
This example illustrates the importance of modelling the
entire pattern of recognition results. It is the building of
a model that captures the list strength effect while also
accounting for the item strength and list length effects
that has proven difficult.
The accounts outlined above rely on the memory
mechanism to generate each of the effects. Another possibility is that it is the way in which these mechanisms interact with the environment which leads to the observed
results. That is, in the course of their pre-experimental
experience subjects come in contact with a large sample
of words both written and spoken. The distribution of
these words is far from uniform with a number of factors
including syntax, semantics and context playing determining roles. If the subjects memory system is optimised
to these statistics we would expect performance in the
laboratory to reflect the predispositions which the subjects have acquired from their everyday experience. In
the next section, the environmental statistics relevant to
each of the phenomena are characterised.
Environmental Analysis
I t e m Strength
Anderson and Schooler (1991) examined a number of
sources {New York Times, parental speech, electronic
mail) to determine the probability that an item will occur given its frequency, recency and pattern of prior exposures. They found that the probability that an item
will recur is linearly related to the frequency of the item
(Anderson & Schooler, 1991) and that the constants of
proportionality were near one in all three sources. It
might be expected then that a mechanism optimised to
the environment would show better performance on frequently presented items, as is the case.
One potential problem with the analysis which Anderson and Schooler (1991) undertook is that they did not
control for the effect of general word frequency. In the

Table 1: Accuracy results for nonrepeated items in different list types.
Test Type AB/ABB AB/ABC ABB/ABC
Recognition
>
Cued Recall
>
Free Recall
>
>

>*
<

laboratory it is the frequency within the study context
that is manipulated. The linear relationship between occurrence frequency and recurrence rate, which Anderson
and Schooler (1991) found, may have been a consequence
of the general word frequency of the item. Yet performance generally decreases as general word frequency increases (see Dennis, 1993, for a discussion of the word
frequency efffect).
To determine if frequency within the current context
had an effect independent of general word frequency,
Dennis (1993) took articles from the Minnesota Daily
and assessed situational frequency independently of general word frequency. The results suggest that the probability of recurrence does increase with situational frequency.
List Length
In addition to frequency information, Anderson and
Schooler (1991) studied the effect of retention interval.
In this case, they plotted the probability of an item recurring as a function of the time since its last occurrence.
They found that recurrence probability showed a similar
negatively accelerating curve as seen in the laboratory
when interval is manipulated. Furthermore, when both
axes were subjected to a log transform a linear relationship emerged indicating that the original curve was a
power function with an exponent around 0.75.
However, the effects of the interval between occurrences of an item may be a consequence of both the
number of items in the context and the degree to which
context has changed (c.f. Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984, analysis of context shifts and test delays in the experimental situation). The statistics collected by Anderson and
Schooler (1991) were amalgamated over time by context.
Three general contexts, namely, the New York Times, a
database of children's verbal interactions, and mail messages received by John Anderson were analysed separately. While there may still have been some contextual
drift within each broad context, the methodology would
have minimised it. Further, in each of the analyses interval information was condensed using 100 item windows.
Again this would work to minimise the amount of contextual drift. Hence, it is assumed that the number of
unique items in a context makes a major contribution to
the decrease in recurrence probability with delay. Consequently, a memory system optimised to these statistics
might be expected to show a list length effect.
List Strength

Note. Asterisks indicate the results that were not predicted by the mathematical memory models. =(<)
means equal or perhaps slightly worse. =(>) means equal
or perhaps slightly better. A B is a short list without repeated items. A B B is a long list with repeated items.
A B C is a long list without repeated items. This table is
compiled from results by Tulving & Hastie (1972) and
Ratcliff, Clark & Shiffrin (1990).
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The last of the environmental statistics to be consider
relates directly to the null list strength effect. In environmental terms the effect can be translated to the
rate of recurrence of a target word as a consequence
of the rate of repetition of other words in the context.
Dennis (1993) was unable to find any such effect in the
Minnesota sample even when the item strength statistics were significant. The possibility arises then that the
null list strength occurs because the memory system is
optimised to these statistics.

T h e Null List Strength Effect and the
Hebbian Recurrent N e t w o r k

Q

Output Units

J

(^ Input Repeated as Ou^ut

In the previous section, the statistics relevant to the effect were summarised and it was postulated that in conjunction with an appropriate optimising m e m o r y system,
Hidden Units
they could account for the phenomenon. In this section,
the Hebbian Recurrent Network ( H R N , Dennis, 1993;
Dennis & Wiles, 1993) is proposed as such a m e m o r y
system. T h e H R N is trained with a data set constrained
by the environmental statistics and its performance is
Input Units
then compared against that found in the experimental
Context Units
setting.
The conditions for the list strength simulations most
closely resembled the recognition conditions of Ratcliff
^ ^ ^ " Back propagation weights
et al.'s (1990) experiment six. In this experiment, it was
^^ ~ Hebbian Weights
shown that the strength, length and null list strength
effects could be obtained under the same conditions. T h e
Figure 1: The HRN architecture for the list strength
current simulations attempt to model these findings by
simulations. T h e architecture is a Hebbian Recurrent
constructing a training set which embodies the statistics
Network ( H R N ) . T h e input vectors consisted of sevenoutlined above, and training the H R N on this training
teen components. All items were locally encoded. Sixset. There are three primary hypotheses:
teen of the input units represented words while one was
a "pause" signal which indicated that no input was being
Item Strength EfTect: Items which are presented
presented at that time. T h e "pause" input was presented
multiple times should be recognised more accurately
when the decision whether the test item was in the study
than items presented once.
list was being made. O f the outputs 17 were the inputs
Length Effect: Items from lists containing m a n y
repeated and the other three coded for "blank", "yes"
unique items should be recognised less accurately than
and "no". Either "Yes" or"No" was expected when the
items from lists with few unique items.
recognition decision was m a d e and the "Blank" pattern
Null List Strength EfTect: T h e strength of list items
was expected at all other times.
other than the test item should not affect performance
on the test item.
Method
Figure 1 shows the architecture which was used. T h e
backpropagation algorithm with a weight decay term
(see Moody, 1992) was used to train the feedforward
weights and the following Hebbian rule was used on the
connections from the hidden units to the context units:
Awij = aiGj — Xwij

(1)

where Wij is the weight from unit i to unit j, Awij is
that change m a d e to this weight, a,- is the activation of
unit i, Qj is the activation of unit j and A is the m e m o r y
decay rate. T h e network was trained with a learning rate
of 0.05, a m e m o r y decay rate of 0.2 and a weight decay
of 0.000002. Initial weights were selected from a uniform distribution between -1 and 1 and then updated after each pattern presentation. Twenty simulations were
run for 1500 epochs by which time the performance had
reached asymptote. Initial weights, and training and test
sets (containing 1000 sequences each) were generated for
each simulation.
The first step in constructing each of the training sequences was to decide on the study list type. There were
four list types (i.e. pure weak, mixed, pure strong and
length). Pure weak lists consisted of two items presented
once each. Mixed lists consisted of two items. O n e was
presented once and the other twice. Pure strong lists also
contained two items both of which were presented twice.
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T h e length condition contained eight items each presented once. Items were chosen with equal probability
and the order of the study items was randomised. T h e
test item was chosen with probabilities which depended
upon condition. Table 2 provides examples of each of
the conditions and Dennis (1993) provides a quantitative
outline and justification of the training set statistics.
Results
Figure 2 shows the learning curves (i.e.rf'as a function
of the training epoch) for each of the conditions. A two
way analysis of variance was conducted. Strong items
were found to be better recognised than weak items, F(l,
19) = 238.83, p < 0.001, as illustrated by strong-to-weak
ratios of 1.88 and 1.92 for pure and mixed lists respectively. There was no significant difference between pure

List T y p e

Condition

Pure W e a k
Mixed

Pure W e a k
Mixed W e a k
Mixed Strong
Pure Strong
Length

Pure Strong
Length

Test
Item
GB
~GCFC
F
GGE
G
DJDJ
J
HAIDBGLE
I
Study
List

Table 2: Example target lists from the list strength training set.
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Figure 2: Training epoch verses performance (D') of the
H R N for each of the list strength conditions. The strong
conditions show a better performance than the weak conditions which show better performance than the length
condition.

Figure 3: Training epoch verses the list strength ratio of
the H R N . T h e list strength ratio rises gradually to near
one indicating that there is no list strength effect.

no list strength effect w a s observed. Hence, the three
hypotheses were upheld in accordance with h u m a n experimental data (Ratcliff et al., 1990).
In each case, these constraints reflect thefindingsof
and mixed lists, F(l,19) = 0.46, p = 0.50. Further, there
the environmental analysis and hence, the suggestion is
was no significant list strength effect as assessed by the
that the h u m a n m e m o r y system demonstrates the patinteraction term, F(l,19) = 0.36, p = 0.55.
tern of performance results that it does because it is opIn addition to considering the interaction of the
timised to the environmental frequencies of recurrence.
pure/mixed and strength factors, the analysis of the list
strength effect has included the calculation of a ratio of
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Effects of Collaborative Interaction and C o m p u t e r Tool Use
Sharon Derry

Keith

Abstract

might occur in typical educational settings. Both individual
and collaborative work with word problems is c o m m o n in
K-12 and adult education classes concerned with developing
problem-solving ability. Also, T A P S is implemented in
adult educational centers and resembles other reflection-type
computer tools that have been developed in recent years for
problem solving instruction (e.g., Collins & Brown, 1988;
Lajoie & Derry, 1993).

We compared cognitive processing of two complex
arithmetic word problems by college students randomly
assigned to four different situating tool and social
contexts: individualized problem solving with pen and
paper; pair problem solving with pen and paper;
individualized problem solving on TAPS, a computer-based
problem solving tool; and collaborative problem solving
on TAPS. Although they solved identical word problems,
TAPS users differed from users of conventional tools in that
they required relatively more time for problem solving,
spent more time in planning activity, and proportionately
less time reading. With respect to the influences of social
(versus individual) problem solving, collaboration also
produced significantly more planning behavior, such that
the combined use of T A P S and collaboration produced a
marked increase in planning. Also, significantly more
behavior associated with metacognitive monitoring
occurred in the protocols for pairs. There was no evidence
that use of the T A P S tool changed the social nature of the
collaboration. However, a qualitative analysis yielded
interesting information regarding negotiation processes
underlying pair problem solving. For example, we saw
specifically some reasons why untrained pair problem
solving does not proceed naturally and smoothly. Results
are interpreted in terms of situated cognition theory,
although symbolic processing theories also can explain
much of the data.
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Tookey

Dept. of Educational Psychology
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Background: Description of TAPS System

Situated?

Numerous theorists (e.g. Vygotsky , 1978; Lave and
Wenger, 1991; N e w m a n , Griffin, & Cole, 1989) have
suggested that thinking is both physically and socially
situated, meaning that problem tasks are formed and changed
by the tools and social settings that situate the problem.
W e hypothesized that the "same" problem-solving task
would be altered by different thinking tools and social
structures in the sense that the different situating conditions
would influence cognitive processing in predictable ways.
W e compared cognitive processing of two complex
arithmetic word problems by college students w h o were
randomly assigned to four different situating tool and social
contexts: individualized problem solving with pen and
paper; pair problem solving with pen and paper;
individualized problem solving on T A P S , a computer-based
problem solving tool; and collaborative problem solving on
the T A P S system. Our study has relevance for educational
practice because it examines typical cognitive processing as
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TAPS is a computer-based instructional tool designed to
help students develop metacognitive skills and awareness,
where metacognition refers to one's knowledge of the
thinking process itself and how to control it. Examples of
metacognitive processes targeted by T A P S include strategic
planning and comprehension monitoring. Metacognitive
instructional goals are justified by analyses of typical
problem-solving difficulties (e.g., Derry, 1989; Schoenfeld,
1987), which have shown that many adult problem-solving
errors are due to metacognitive failure rather than, or
sometimes in addition to, lack of mathematics concepts.
A n example screen display from T A P S is shown as
Figure 1. In designing T A P S , w e embraced Vygotsky's
(1978. trans) notion of cognitive tools —objects provided by
the learning environment that permit students to incorporate
new auxiliary methods or symbols, which otherwise would
be unavailable, into their problem-solving activity. The
major cognitive tool provided by T A P S is a graphics
interface that facilitates construction of problem trees,
network structures showing interrelationships among all
relevant sets in a problem situation, specifying the subgoal
structure of the problem, and illustrating a solution path.
By labeling the tree, students also make explicit their
semantic understanding of concepts and relationships that
underlie their choice of arithmetic operations. Such trees
provide graphic reifications of abstract structures that
otherwise would be implied, making them public and
available for discussion, manipulation, and comparison.
Theoretically, this type of environment should encourage
and afford reflection and metacognitive awareness (e.g.,
Reusser, 1993; Collins & Brown, 1988), producing
positive immediate and residual effects on problem solving.
Method and Data Source
Volunteer subjects, who identified themselves as weak in
mathematics, were solicited from a large undergraduate
educational psychology course and received course credit for

en

Figure 1: the T A P S screen

participation. Forty-eight students were randomly assigned
to one of four treatment conditions. In Treatment 1, sixteen
students woriced collaboratively in pairs on the T A P S
system. Each session consisted of working one training and
one practice problem on the system, followed by the
pizza" and the "politics" problems, in counterbalanced
order. The politics problem is given as an example:
In the State of Forgottonia. Representative
Black is pushing a new college loan program.
Fifty minority a n d 8 0 majority party
representatives present today are in favor of
the bill. O n e hundred representatives present
today are unalterably opposed to the bill.
Following Governor White's impassioned
attack on the bill, enough uncommitted votes
'switched' to opposed so that the same
number of representatives are pledged against
the bill as are pledged in favor of the bill. N o
other vote switches took place. If there are
still 120 uncommitted representatives on this
bill, h o w m a n y were uncommitted before
Governor White's speech?
Treatment 2 was like Treatment 1, except that eight
students worked their problems on T A P S individually and
were instructed to think aloud during problem solving. In
Treatment 3, eight student pairs worked collaboratively on
identical problems using only standard tools (pen, paper and
a calculator). In treatment 4, eight students worked
independently using standard tools while thinking out loud.
Sessions were videotaped, resulting in eight tapes for each
condition. T o minimize effects of unfamiliarity with
T A P S , as well as to achie\^e a manageable data-analysis
task, only the second experimental problem from each
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protocol was used. Analyses thus combine data from two
word problems, balanced across cells, which was supported
by analyses that failed to differentiate between the problems.
Effects of Social Condition and Tool Use
o n M e t a c o g n i t i o n a n d Interaction
Since TAPS was designed to promote both metacognition
and more productive and reflective collaborative problem
solving, w e hypothesized (1) that the four different situating
conditions represented in this study would significantly alter
metacognitive processing; and (2) that the T A P S tool itself
would significantly alter the social interaction of pair
problem solving. T o permit testing of these hypotheses, w e
devised coding schemes for observing and quantifying
behaviors associated with various types of metacognitive
processing and social cognition. This coding system (See
Table 1) evolved through reflective discussions of videotapes
and study of the literature that has employed verbal protocol
research to study metacognition and social interaction in
problem solving (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1987; Clements &
Nastasi, 1988; Arzt & A r m o u r - T h o m a s , 1992). Its
reliability, as measured by percentage agreement between
independent raters, exceeded .90.
Metacognitive Coding Analysis
The first analysis focused on metacognition. Each fifteensecond interval for each protocol was coded for evidence of
the metacognitive processes described in the first half of
Table 1. Multiple codes occasionally occurred within single
intervals, which was permitted. For example, both reading
and comprehension monitoring sometimes occur within the
same interval. T h e four situating conditions were then
compared on the basis of total time spent by students in

Table 1: Outline of Major Categories of Coding Schemes
I. Metacognitive Behaviors
READING: A fifteen-second interval was coded "R" if any
reading behavior occurred during that interval. Reading is
defined as attention paid to the actual words of the problem.
T h e subcategories were: reading, rereading, underlining,
focusing, note taking, and inferencing.
P L A N N I N G : This code w a s used if the interval included
decision-making about what to do. The subcodes included
range (distant or immediate), direction (forward or backward),
goal (directed or undirected), and what (operation, goal, or
strategy).
M O N I T O R I N G : A n interval was coded as monitoring if it
included thinking about thinking. W h e n monitoring was of
the interface use instead of the word problem, the interface
code w a s recorded as well. The sub-categories included:
error checking; comprehension monitoring; and
questioning/clarifying.
I N T E R F A C E : A n y attention paid directly to the interface
was coded.
C A R R Y I N G O U T : This code was reserved for calculating
and other overt activity associated with solving the problem,
often in the absence of noticeable metacognition.
II. Social Behaviors
OBTAINING INFORMATION/HELP FROM OTHER.
Subcategories included: Asking; Attending to; Clarifying
other's meaning; Using other's idea; Consensus testing.
(Table continues)
G I V I N G I N F O R M A T I O N / A S S I S T A N C E : Subcategories
included: Answering question; Correcting; Contributing
opinion or idea; Suggesting action or interpretation;
Justifying action or interpretation; Giving affective support;
Agreeing.
D I S P L A Y I N G N O N S O C I A L B E H A V I O R : Subcategories
included: Being negative toward task; Criticizing partner;
Isolating; Bossing; Not attending.
E P I S O D E S : These were coded series of interactions
overlaying other codes noted above. Subcategories included:
Conflict/argument; Conflict resolution; Negotiation;
Leadership; Domination.

problem-solving activity and also on the basis of what types
of metacognitive activity were observed (expressed as
percentage of time spent in categories of Table 1). Results
are depicted in Figure 2a-f.
Statistical tests for main effects (pen/paper versus T A P S
and pairs versus individuals) for the categories of reading,
planning, monitoring, and carrying out a solution were
computed using adjusted Mann-Whitney U tests, a procedure
suitable for small samples that does not require homogeneity
of variance. A s indicated by Figure 2a, students working
with the T A P S tool spent nearly four times longer working
on their experimental problem compared to subjects in the
n o n - T A P S conditions, a clearly significant difference. It
was possible to adjust these means by removing time spent
attending to the computer interface, on the assumption that
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additional time added by the interface is possibly irrelevant
since it likely would be reduced with more practice. This
adjustment is reflected in Figure 2c, where bars labeled
"TAPs problem time" show time spent in problem-solving
activity with interface time removed, and can be compared to
" T A P S total time," which includes time spent attending to
interface. In both analyses, the time difference was marked:
T A P S users required m u c h more time to solve their
problems.
Given this difference, it is natural to ask whether T A P S
subjects performed noticeably better or worse than subjects
using pen, paper, and calculator. T h e probability of
obtaining a correct solution was .50 (4 out of 8 protocols)
for Pen/Paper-Individual, .50 (4 out of 8 protocols) for
Pen/Paper-Pair, .875 (7 out of 8 protocols) for TAPS-Pair,
and .750 (6 out of 8 protocols) for the T A P S -Individual
group. This difference is not statistically reliable, as our
sample size was too small to detect a treatment effect of this
magnitude. However, that both T A P S groups excelled is
suggestive of a positive trend.
Several a priori hypotheses were advanced with respect to
the metacognitive categories of planning and monitoring. It
was expected that both working in pairs and T A P S use
would increase planning. Employing adjusted MannWhitney U-tests w e determined that pairs carried out
significantly more planning activity than did individuals
(z=2.47, p<.05), and T A P S subjects conducted significantly
more planning than did subjects using pen and paper
(z=1.97, p<.05). T h e test for the interaction was not
stafistically significant (z = -0.544); however, the additive
effect of T A P S and pair collaboration was to strongly
increase planning behavior, as indicated in Fig. 2b.
In addifion, it w a s expected that pairs would display
relatively more monitoring behavior than individuals as a
natural consequence of mutual engagement in problem
solving. It was also anticipated that T A P S would increase
this monitoring behavior, which would result from making
abstract aspects of problem solutions more concrete and
visible, thus prompting more discussion and questioning.
A s shown in Figure 2d, pairs carried out significantly more
monitoring than did individuals (z = 4.35, p < .05), but the
difference between T A P S and non-TAPS subjects was not
statistically reliable (z = 0.31).
Tests for the reading and carrying-out phases also were
conducted, revealing one statistically significant main effect:
Those using T A P S spent only 3 0 . 3 4 % of their problemsolving time reading, whereas subjects using standard tools
spent nearly 7 0 % of their problem time in activity that
could be characterized as reading (see Fig. 2e).
Social Coding Analysis.
The purpose of this analysis was to compare and describe
the social interactions that occurred during pair problem
solving both with and without T A P S . Each 15-second
interval in pair protocols only was coded using the social
interaction coding scheme outlined at the bottom of Table 1.
Again, multiple coding of intervals was permitted. For
example, within the same interval, both helping behavior
and negative attitudes might be observed. T h e T A P S and
non-TAPS pairs were then compared for each major category

Interval

Percentage

Duration

Percentage Problem T i m e

Percentage

Planning

Monitoring

^^

Percentage

Percenta

Reading

Carryout

2f
Figure 2a-2f: Tieaunent duration (expressed as total number of coding intervals) and mean percentages of those
intervals associated with types of cognitive activity: four treatment groups compared.
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and sub-category of social behavior, using the adjusted
Mann-Whitney procedure. In sum, this analysis produced
only weak evidence that tool use changed the nature of social
interactions. O n e statistically significant difference was
found: T A P S pairs m a d e more suggestions than did nonT A P S pairs. However, given the number of comparisons
m a d e and the fact that no other test in the family of helping
behaviors was significant, w e concluded there was only very
modest statistical evidence that differential tool use affected
the social aspect of collaborative problem solving.
Perhaps more striking were some obvious between-group
similarities in overall patterns of social interaction observed
from inspecting the data. In both conditions, more time was
spent giving as opposed to receiving help. There was little
argumentative conflict or domination, although a great deal
of negotiation occurred in both conditions. Also, there were
almost no "nonsocial" behaviors in either condition.
Qualitative Analysis of Protocol Data
We also conducted a detailed qualitative analysis of each
protocol. Space prohibits sharing of protocols, so summary
findings only are given below.
1. Social Dominance.
Although our initial coding of protocols did not reveal
m u c h extreme social dominance, a socially subtle but
definitive intellectual leadership by one partner over the
other was observed in virtually every protocol. Occasionally
this leadership role would be swapped during problem
solving, but one m e m b e r of the team could always be
defined as leading the process of meaning construction.
2. The Importance of Insight
The problem solving in our samples exhibited a decided
Gestalt-like quality in that it proceeded largely by data-driven
search followed by insight. Pairs proceeded by reading,
reflecting, and sometimes floundering until an "Aha
experience" occurred, often quite suddenly.
Efficient pairs behaved as follows: After a short period of
thoughtful reading and reflecting, a single insight that is key
to the solution is experienced by one partner, w h o is able to
quickly bring the other partner to understanding of the
insight. They solve the problem with little monitoring or
checking. Inefficient but successful pairs also relied heavily
on data-driven search and insight. However, inefficient pairs
often experienced a number of piecemeal insights rather than
one key organizing framework. Sometimes an insight can
be incorrect; or it m a y a relevant one but not the full "key"
to the solution. Weaker pairs had difficulty evaluating their
insights and some quickly abandoned good insights without
exploring their implications.
3. Peer Tutoring and Explaining
Whenever one person experienced what they perceived to
be an important insight into the problem, they inevitably
attempted to share it with the partner. This was always the
point where s o m e degree of coaching or peer tutoring
occurred, as the person with understanding tried to coax the
partner to see and accept it.
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Thus, collaborating often introduced a new dimension into
the process of defining what the problem was about: a
significant part of the problem became "selling" an idea to
an uncertain or questioning partner. "Selling" involved
insistent explaining and w a s sometimes slightly
argumentative. If the other partner failed to understand, or if
they were working on a competing understanding, resistance
would be expressed as doubtful questioning. However,
because this "selling" process was typically less confrontive
than was arguing, it was often coded as "negotiating" rather
than as "conflict" in our initial quantitative social analysis.
4. Competing Understandings
It w a s very c o m m o n for two solvers to promote
competing understandings and/or approaches. For example,
in one protocol, a partner was attempting to work forward
from givens and repeatedly scrolled the workspace to permit
the adding of steps below thefirstone. The other partner,
believing they would be working backward from the goal,
would repeatedly counter by scrolling the computer screen so
that they could add steps above theirfirstentry. Neither
partner understood what the other was thinking.
Since complex word problems can be solved with different
strategies and solution paths, it is quite possible that both
competing understandings m a y be valid. Thus, in several
protocols, the dominant partner was selling a viewpoint at
the expense of another also valid viewpoint held by a weaker
partner. The solution in such protocols is as m u c h socially
as "cognitively" negotiated (Clements & Nastasi, 1992).
5. Computer Difficulties
A factor accounting for some speed differences between
T A P S and non-TAPS conditions was that a few students
were slow and awkward with a computer mouse.
6. TAPS and Representation
T A P S can complicate problem solving in the following
way: For some subjects using the system there were two
separate stages to problem solving: obtaining an answer
followed by the problem of representing the tree on the
system. Sometimes the representation stage was regarded as
a check on an original solution hypothesis.
B y contrast, for some subjects using T A P S the processes
of representation and solution finding were fully integrated.
That is, some subjects employed the T A P S tools to help
them understand and solve simultaneously while others
employed T A P S to help them m a k e visible an otherwise
hidden, mental problem solving process.
This added complication affects social interaction to the
extent that it makes the problem, and hence the required
communication, more complex.
7. Heuristics and Strategy
The most c o m m o n problem solving strategy was datadriven search for insight. For better problem solvers, this
strategy was efficient and effective. For poor problem
solvers, this strategy had a different appearance. Less
effective problem solvers sometimes consciously used
heuristics to help them search the problem space. For
example, one inefficient pair tried several heuristics, such as

"examine the goal statement first" and "pull out the
numbers." Sometimes these heuristic activities successfully
led to insights and sometimes they did not. In some
protocols, several heuristic strategies were tried and these all
led to some significant insight, but these insights were not
pursued deeply and long enough to lead to understanding.
Such problem solvers appeared to jump from idea to idea,
abandoning each before important relationships were found.

real-world environments, further research on their impacts is
necessary and useful.
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Discussion
Although they solved identical word problems, TAPS
users differed from users of conventional tools in that they
required relatively more time for problem solving, spent
more time in planning activity, and proportionately less
time reading. With respect to the influences of social
(versus individual) problem solving, collaboration also
produced significantly more planning behavior, such that the
combined use of T A P S and collaboration produced a marked
increase in planning. Also, significantly more behavior
associated with metacognitive monitoring occurred in the
protocols for pairs. Our quantitative analysis produced no
strong evidence that use of the T A P S tool changed the social
nature of the collaboration. However, the qualitative
analysis indicated that for some (though not all) subjects the
T A P S tool tended to "split apart" problem solving into
separate representational and problem solving issues, which
complicates the social problem solving process. Also, the
qualitative analysis demonstrated that problem solving in
pairs involves a particular combination of cognitive
negotiation and social dominance that w e referred to as
"selling." Finally, while there was no evidence that
collaboration improved problem solving efficiency or
outcome, there was some suggestive evidence that T A P S
use might increase accuracy.
Our findings add validity to the situated cognition
viewpoint, that the same problem-solving task under
different social organization and tool conditions is not the
same task at all. Nevertheless, most processing differences
among treatment conditions can be easily explained by more
traditional symbolic processing theory. For example,
observed increases in planning behavior can be explained by
reference to the ideas that introduction of unfamiliar tools or
social conditions promotes a novice style of problem
solving, widely believed to be heuristically guided. Also,
the "pulling apart" (e.g., N e w m a n et al., 1989) of the T A P S
problem solving task into conscious representational and
problem solving issues also can be explained in terms of the
information processing idea that students have not yet
automated their use of T A P S interface tools. However, the
situated viewpoint does direct attention to influences of the
social context on processing. Our qualitative analysis in
particular yielded interesting and important information
regarding the cognitive processes of social problem solving.
Similar to what Teasley (1992) observed with children, w e
see reasons why untrained pair problem solving does not
proceed naturally and smoothly for adults.
It is clear that distinctive processing changes do occur
when new tools and social conditions are introduced as
alterations in standard problem solving procedures. As such
introductions take place routinely in classroom and other
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Abstract
A comprehension-based approach to learning assumes that
incoming information and background knowledge are integrated
to form a mental representation which is subsequently used to
incorporate new knowledge. W e demonstrate that this approach
can indicate when people will learn from instructions.
Specifically, we show that a computational model based on the
construction-integration theory of comprehension (Kintsch,
1988) can explain and predict how individual users will
comprehend help prompts that guide their generation of
successful complex commands within an operating system.
Theoretical Background
Learning from problem solving episodes has previously
been examined by different traditions. Case-based planning
(e.g., H a m m o n d , 1989) assumes that w e acquire knowledge
by storing cases in memory which are, in general terms, the
specific plans for different problems. Search-based models
like S O A R learn by chunking the results of the search
process (Rosenbloom et al., 1991). The present research
builds upon a third emerging theory of learning, a
comprehension based approach, which uses an association
between problem descriptions (in this case incoming
instructions to produce a c o m m a n d ) and background
knowledge to first activate relevant knowledge to construct a
coherent situation model. This mental representation is then
used to incorporate n e w knowledge (e.g., Schmalhofer &
Tschaitschian, 1993).
W e hypothesize that a computational model based on the
construction-integration theory of comprehension (Kintsch,
1988) can explain and predict h o w individual users will
comprehend and learn from help instructions as they attempt
to generate complex computer commands. W e are analyzing
learning in the context of a theory of comprehension that
has been used to explain story comprehension (Kintsch,
1988), algebra story problem comprehension (Kintsch,
1988), the solution of simple computing tasks (Mannes &
Kintsch, 1991), and the Tower of Hanoi task (Schmalhofer
& Tschaitschian, 1993). Thus, w e are performing our
research in the context of a general architecture of cognition.
The main goal of this study is to determine if this
comprehension-based framework can be extended to account
for learning from technical instructions. Specifically, w e
evaluate whether the comprehension strategies of U N I C O M
(Doane, Kintsch, & Poison, 1989), a constructionintegration m o d e l containing knowledge of U N I X
commands, adequately account for the type of instructions
usersfindhelpftil to their c o m m a n d production performance.
W e have detailed empirical data on learning to produce
complex, sequence-dependent commands in the U N I X
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operating system, a complex problem solving task. In
previous empirical studies (Doane, M c N a m a r a , Kintsch,
Poison, & Clawson, 1992), w e asked users of varying
experience with the U N I X operating system to produce
complex U N I X commands, and then provided help prompts
when the commands they produced were erroneous. The help
prompts were designed to assist subjects with both
knowledge and processes that our previous research has
suggested are lacking in less expert users (Doane,
Pellegrino, & Klatzky, 1990). T h e results showed
significant differences in learning from instructions
(prompts) as a function of U N I X background knowledge.
In the present work, w e extended our model to include
comprehension-based learning mechanisms in order to model
the individuals in the prompting study. In our modeling,
each subject's performance was analyzed to identify their
initial knowledge base, which represents the knowledge they
displayed without prompting. Using this knowledge base,
w e then "give" the model the same prompts that the subject
was given when it executes an unsuccessful action plan, and
then run the model again so the incoming prompt
instructions can activate knowledge to attempt to solve the
problem again. In so doing, w e extend this theory to
understanding h o w users learn from instructions to plan
complex actions, and w e can provide a detailed analysis of
the match between modeled and actual performance.
UNICOM Construction/Integration Model
The construction-integration model is a cognitive
architecture that is based on a general theory of discourse
comprehension and that represents knowledge as associations
(Kintsch, 1988). In the context of the present research, using
U N I X refers to the comprehension of brief instructions to
produce legal U N I X c o m m a n d s and associating this
instruction with knowledge about U N I X in order to develop
an action plan. The focus of our analysis is not so much on
understanding the text per se, but on the w a y these
instructions activate the U N I X knowledge relevant to the
performance of the specified task.
The model activates knowledge in parallel through
activation and selection of contextually relevant knowledge.
It does not plan ahead; rather, the model reacts to the current
state of the world to guide knowledge activation and
selection in a step-by-step fashion. The instructional text
and the current state of the operating system serve as cues
for activation of the relevant knowledge and for organizing
this knowledge to produce an action sequence. The
symbolic/connectionist architecture of this model is similar
to that of E C H O (Thagard, 1989) and A C M E (Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989): It uses symbolic rules to interrelate
knowledge to develop a situation model, and then spreads
activation throughout this representation using constraint

satisfaction. This results in focused activation of knowledge
relevant to the current goal.
Classes of knowledge. The UNICOM model requires
that three classes of knowledge be available to simulate
c o m m a n d production. The first class, world knowledge,
represents the state of the world at the current moment.
Examples of world knowledge include knowledge of the
current task, whatfilesexist on the current directory, what
directory you are in, and what system is in use (UNIX).
The next class of knowledge, general knowledge, refers to
facts about U N I X . T o facilitate discussion of the U N I C O M
knowledge base, w e will start with the c o m m a n d "nroff -ms
A T T 2 > A T T 1 " as an example. This c o m m a n d formats the
contents of thefileA T T 2 using the utility nroff and the -ms
macro package, and then stores the results in thefileA T T l .
There are four types of general knowledge required to produce
a composite command. The model must know: (a) c o m m a n d
syntax, (b) I/O redirection syntax, (c) conceptual facts about
the redirection of input and output, and (d) conceptual facts
about conmiand redirection.
A n example of c o m m a n d syntax knowledge is knowing
the nroff c o m m a n d and the -ms flag. A n example of I/O
redirection syntax is knowing the ">" redirection symbol.
Examples of conceptual facts about the redirection of input
and output include the conceptual knowledge that redirection
of input and output can occur between commands. This is
separate from the syntax specific knowledge of I/O
redirection symbols. (Some users appear to k n o w that
redirection can occur, and not k n o w the specific syntax.)
Finally, an example of a conceptual fact about c o m m a n d
redirection would be the knowledge that the output of nroff
can be redirected to a file.
Finally, the third class of knowledge, called plan
elements, are the "executable" forms of knowledge about
UNIX. Plan elements describe actions that can be taken in
the world, and they specify conditions under which actions
can be taken. Thus, users have condition-action rules that
they can consider and execute if conditions are correct. In the
model, plan elements have three parts. Thefirstis the name
of the plan element. The second component contains the
preconditions that must be present either in the world or in
the general knowledge for the plan element to fire. For
example, if afileto be formatted does not exist in the world
knowledge, then a plan element that requires that file exist
will not be able to fire. Finally, there is an outcome
component of plan elements. These contain facts that will
be added to the world if the plan elementfires.For example,
once afileis formatted, the world knowledge will change to
reflect the fact that the formatted contents of thefileexist in
the world. World knowledge will also change w h e n
incoming prompt instructions are introduced.
Model execution. Many plan elements may be selected
in sequence to form an entire action plan (described below).
The model operates in a cyclical fashion. The modelfiresthe
most activated plan element whose preconditions are
satisfied in the world. W h e n it fires, the outcome of the
selected plan element is added to the world. The selection of
the next plan element is determined by the modified contents
of the world. For plans to be selected for execution, they
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must be contextually relevant to the current task (as dictated
by the world knowledge) and the facts that allow them to fire
(preconditions) must exist in the knowledge base.
Research Goals of Prompting Study
The goal of the empirical prompting study was to determine
more precisely what users at different levels of expertise
know about U N I X , what information is lacking w h e n users
produce erroneous commands, and what information (i.e.,
prompt contents) helps the users. The experiment used a
prompting paradigm to assess the knowledge and processes
of users at various levels of expertise. W e assumed that
users have different amounts of the required four types of
knowledge and that displaying the prompts that help with
each type of knowledge will influence subsequent user
performance, if they lack this knowledge.
In the full study, twenty-two computer science and
electrical engineering majors received 21 composite
c o m m a n d production tasks. All subjects had received prior
instruction about redirecting standard input and output in
their coursework and had experience using redirection
symbols to complete coursework or other tasks using
U N I X . Novices had less than 1.25 years of experience with
U N I X ; intermediates had between 1.25 and 3.0 years
experience with U N I X ; and experts had greater than three
years experience with U N I X . W e can only summarize the
procedure here - see Doane et al. (1992) for details.
All production tasks were performed on a computer. The
stimuli were task statements, a fixed directory offilenames
and a series of help prompts, displayed when appropriate on
the screen, as well as three "error cards" presented by the
experimenter. Subjects typed their c o m m a n d or series of
commands on the keyboard to accomplish a given task and
then used the mouse to "click" on a display button to obtain
an evaluation of their answer. The task instructions described
actions that could best be accomplished by combining two
or three c o m m a n d s through the use of redirection (i.e.,
composite problems; see Table 1). Accompanying the task
statement was a fixed directory listing of allfilenames that
were used in the experiment.
For incorrect responses, there was a series of help prompts
designed to address specific types of deficits in the subjects'
U N I X knowledge. These prompts were displayed on the
screen one at a time in a fixed order regardless of the type of
error that the subject had made. The system simply parsed an
answer to determine if it contained the required syntax in the
requisite order and if it did not, then the system would
display the next prompt in the sequence.
There are seven different areas in which the help prompts
could assist the subjects, and these are best described by
referring to the example in Table 1. Prompt 1 parses the
task statement into relevant c o m m a n d concepts. Prompt 2
identifies actual c o m m a n d syntax ( c o m m a n d syntax
knowledge). Prompt 3 explains concepts of redirection in an
abstract fashion, independent of syntax (conceptual I/O
redirection knowledge). Prompt 4 identifies the actual I/O
redirection symbols (I/O redirection syntax knowledge)
required for the problem. Prompts 5 and 7 remind the user of
the complete set of items that have already been identified in
previous prompts. Prompt 6 is the first prompt that

determines the order of commands and symbols for the user
(providing c o m m a n d redirection knowledge and help with
tracking intermediate results). This information is repeated
in Prompt 8. Finally, Prompt 9 gives the user the correct
production.
M o d e l i n g p r o m p t i n g p e r f o r m a n c e . T o develop
individual knowledge bases for simulation, w e scored each
subject's answers to determine what knowledge they
displayed prior to instruction on that knowledge. For
example, if a subject used the c o m m a n d "nroff' before w e
provided any information about the c o m m a n d , then their
initial knowledge base would receive credit for the c o m m a n d
syntax knowledge for nroff and the plan to produce nroff by
itself. If the subject tried to use nroff in the context of a
redirection symbol (e.g., "nroff -ms filename I Ipr") then
they would be given credit for the c o m m a n d redirection
knowledge for nroff that its output could be redirected as
input to another command.
T h e subject's knowledge was entered into an initial
knowledge base, and the model was given the initial

problem statement in the "world" knowledge. The system
then went through a series of construction-integration cycles
to produce an action plan. If the model's plan was not correct
(regardless of the subject's actual performance), it was given
the text description of the first prompt, and the process
began again. If the next attempt was again unsuccessful,
then the text description for prompt 2 was added to the world
knowledge, and so on.
The text descriptions of the prompts influence the
activation of knowledge in the system. If they overlap
sufficiently with existing knowledge and are relevant to the
goal, then they will be able to provide preconditions to the
plan element thatfires.If this takes place, the knowledge
given in the prompt that is used in a fired plan (correct or
not) is permanently added to the knowledge base. Only the
four most highly activated prompt propositions can remain
in the world knowledge during any one cycle. Thus, if an
incoming prompt was not highly associated with the
existing knowledge or the goal, it was dropped from the
knowledge base. Below w e discuss the empirical and

Table 1. Example of task description and prompts for the problem nroff-ms A T T 2 > A T T 1

Ta$k PegcriptJQn
Format the text in A T T 2 using the -ms macro package and
store the formatted version in A T T l
Prompt?
Prompt 1. Y o u will need to use the following

Prompts Y o u will need to use the arrow symbol

command

" ^ " and the conmiand

O n e that will format the contents of afileusing
the -ms macro package

nroff -ms

Prompt 6 You'll need to use an

nroff-ms

on A T T 2 (which will output the formatted
contents of A T T 2 ) , and you'll need to redirect
Prompt 2 Y o u will need to use this c o m m a n d

this output as input to A T T l

nroff -ms will format the contents
of afileusing the ;ins macro package

Prompt 7 Y o u will need to use exactly the
following command elements (though not
necessarily in this order): >• OfQff -PITS

Prompt 3 Y o u will need to use a special symbol
Prompt 8

that redirects command output to a file

You'll need to use the command

nroff -ms followed by the arrow symbol" > "

Prompt 9

Prompt 4 Y o u will need to use the arrow symbol

The correct production is

proff-msATr2>ATn
" ^ " that redirects output from a command to a file
Please enter this production now
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Figures 1(a) and 1(b). M e a n percent correct productions for novice, intermediate, and expert subjects, and for the simulation
model of these subjects using U N I C O M .
modeling results for the 6 subjects modeled (2 novices, 2
experts, 2 intermediates).
Results and Discussion
Scoring correct command productions. For the
empirical work, productions were scored as correct by the
computer if they matched the syntax of the idealized
command (spaces were not counted). Thus, a subject had to
produce the c o m m a n d that required the least number of
keystrokes (i.e., subjects could not substitute "sort
filel>temp; head temp>file2" for the c o m m a n d "sort filel I
head>file2"). Productions produced by each model were
scored using the same rules of correctness. The problems
simulated in this paper are those requiring the greatest
percentage (60-100%) of n e w knowledge for solution, as
detailed in Doane et al. (1992). This subset of problems is
discussed in this paper.
Correct productions as a function of p r o m p t .
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the cumulative percentage of
correct composite productions for the three subject groups
and modeled subject groups as a function of prompt. The
data are cumulative; subjects (and modeled subjects) w h o
correctly produced a problem at Prompt 4 were included as
correct data points at Prompts 5-9 as well. Thus, at Prompt
9, all of the subjects in each expertise group were at 1 0 0 %
correct performance. Looking at the empirical results in
Figure 1(a), experts have the highest correct percentage
overall, followed by the less expert groups. Prompts have
differential influences on correcting performance for the three
expertise groups. For example, the change in percent correct
performance from Prompt 3 to Prompt 4 is zero for
intermediates and experts, suggesting that Prompt 4, which
gives I/O syntax information (see Table 1) provided little or
no new information to them. Conversely, the same change
between Prompts 3 and 4 for the novices is large,
suggesting that this prompt does provide them with
significant new information. Experts and intermediates
require fewer prompts in order to obtain perfect performance.
Novices, in contrast, only obtain perfect performance once
they are exposed to the final prompt which gives the exact
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command. Prompt 9. Looking at the modeling results in
Figure 1(b), w e obtain the basic expertise effect^. For the
model, as for the subjects, Prompt 4 helps the novices but
not the intermediate group.
Scoring of knowledge. Each of the problems given to
subjects and to the Learning-UNICOM model required a
certain amount of the four types of component knowledge
discussed earlier in the section describing the U N I C O M
model. Answers for the present tasks were scored for the
percentage of each type of knowledge displayed by a subject
and by a model of the subject at each prompt level.
Knowledge analyses. Figures 2 (a-h) show the mean
knowledge scores for the three expertise groups after
prompts 0-9 for both the subjects and the modeled subjects.
The arrow markers specify which prompt first provided
information relevant to the knowledge type displayed in the
graph. For example, in Figure 2(a), Prompt 2 is the first
prompt that describes all of the c o m m a n d syntax knowledge
required to complete the task (see Table 1 for an example of
all prompt types described in this section), and the arrow
indicates knowledge displayed after presentation of Prompt
2. The change in the knowledge score for c o m m a n d syntax
between Prompts 1 and 2 indicates the effect of Prompt 2.
The component knowledge shown is higher than the percent
correct scores shown in Figure 1(a). This is because an
attempt can show high, but not perfect component
knowledge, and component knowledge must be perfect for an
attempt to be entered as correct in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).
The difference between percent correct performance and the
amount of knowledge displayed in an attempt can be
examined by comparing the knowledge scores shown in
Figures 2 (a-b) with the percent correct performance shown

^ W e chose to model two representative experts, and scored across
their performance, they displayed all of the requisite knowledge
without prompting. This led to 1 0 0 % correct performance by the
model (see Figure 1(b)).
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Knowledge Type

Knowledge Scores
Novice

Intermediate

Changes in Knowledge Scores
Novice
Intermediate

Qjinmand Syntax
J M Redirection
• 1 Syntax
• I n m a n H Red.

.99
.98
.97
,94

.74
.80
.81
.97

.82
,41
.80
.48

|

.44
.18
.07
.83

Table 2. R ^ values for modelfitwith subject knowledge scores and changes in knowledge scores.
in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). Figure 2(a) suggests that for novice
and intermediate groups, presentation of Prompt 2 improves
command syntax knowledge, but only intermediates show
improvement in percent correct performance (see Figure
1(a)). The lack of change in percent correct performance for
the novice groups (see Figure 1(a)) suggests that for them,
the prompt is not sufficient to guarantee that subsequent
attempts will show perfect c o m m a n d syntax knowledge.
Figure 2(b) shows a similar pattern of improvement for
modeled novices and intermediates in response to the
c o m m a n d syntax prompt. The novice model shows the
greatest improvement in c o m m a n d syntax knowledge at
Prompt 2. The novice model also shows an increase in
correct performance (see Figure 1(b) at Prompt 2), which
differs from the subject performance. The remaining figures
(Figures 2(c-h)) can be examined in a similar fashion, where
the comparisons show that the model does a good job of
predicting what type of information is important to improve
the amount of knowledge displayed in an attempt for
novices, and slightly less so for intermediates.
To quantify thefitbetween the model and the subject data,
correlations were performed on the knowledge scores as a
function of prompt and on the change in knowledge scores
as a function of prompt. The change scores provide a more
stringent test of thefitbetween the model and the subject
data because it pinpoints the changes between prompts rather
than the general increase in knowledge. Table 2 shows the
resulting R ^ values. Descriptively speaking. Table 2
suggests that the model does a good job of predicting the
pattern of improvement in percent correct performance,
showing the bestfitwith the novice data. The change scores
indicate that the model does a good job of predicting the
syntax-based knowledge for novices, and c o m m a n d
redirection knowledge for the intermediates Thefitbetween
expert's performance and the model's predictions was not
calculated due to ceiling performance.
The analyses suggest that there is a good match between
what the model learns from instructions, and what the actual
subjects learn. The differences in what knowledge is relevant
as a function of expertise is consistent for the actual novice
and intermediate subjects, and their models.

be effective based on the activation resulting from the
overlap between incoming instructions and background
knowledge, then w e can design more effective instructional
systems.
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Abstract
ment of knowledge bases as a kind of intelligent database:
one enters information into the knowledge base and the
knowledge base itself constructs and stores the consequences
of this information, a process which is non-monotonic in
nature (i.e., consequences of previously believed information
are abandoned). N o t only is this seen as the future of
traditional databases, but any computer system that calls for
dynamic decision making can be viewed as requiring the
ability to revise its beliefs concerning the state of the world.
M o r e generally, belief change—the process b y which a
rational agent makes the transition from one belief state to
another—is an important component for most intelligent
activity and as a psychological activity it bears on issues in
science, law, business decision theory, artificial intelligence,
and m a n y other disciplines (Yates, 1990; Katsuno &
Mendelson, 1991; GSrdenfors & Rott, 1992).
F r o m the current A I perspective, a belief state is
represented by a set of sentences, taken to be expressed in
the propositional logic. In this language, sentence letters (p,
q, r, etc.) represent simple, atomic sentences; more complex
sentences are formed by using the logical connectives -i, & ,
V, ->, <-^ (respectively, "not", 'and', (inclusive) 'or', 'ifIntroduction
then-', 'if and only if). If a sentence is in the belief set,
As epistemic agents, both people (and intelligent machines) then it is believed and its negation is disbelieved. If the
negation of a sentence is in the belief set, then the negation
hold a set of beliefs about the world, they learn n e w things
is believed and the sentence is disbelieved. If neither the
about the world, and sometimes c o m e to recognize that n e w
sentence
nor its negation is in the belief set, then they are
information conflicts with or extends their existing belief
uncertain—neither believed nor disbelieved.
set. W h e n n e w information creates an inconsistency with
T h e basic idea behind the A I theories of belief revision
prior beliefs, rational agents would d o s o m e revision of
one tries to maintain as m u c h as possible of the
is
that
their belief state. This revision involves identifying which
earlier
belief
state while nonetheless accommodating the new
of the old and n e w beliefs clash to create the inconsistency,
information. T h e initial work in this area w a s done by
deciding whether in fact to accept the n e w information, and,
Alchourr6n, Gardenfors, & Makinson (1985) and since that
if that is the choice, to eliminate certain old beliefs in favor
time, various A I belief revision theories have emerged as
of the n e w information. Alternatively, n e w information m a y
alternative proposals about h o w belief revision should
not create any inconsistency with old information at all. In
proceed. These theories diverge on two general issues. The
this case, the agent would d o a belief state update—adding
fu-st concerns what constitutes a "minimal change" to the
n e w information to the current set of beliefs, along with
initial
belief set (reviewed in Katsuno & Mendelson, 1991).
whatever additional alterations this might entail.
T
h
e
second
is m o r e basic and has m o r e profound
Although this is an intuitively attractive picture, the
implications:
the
distinction between the so-called syntax"logic" behind the belief revision picture is neither wellbased approaches and the semantic (or model-based)
understood nor agreed-upon. Belief revision as portrayed
approaches. In a syntax-based approach, the belief set
above is an important problem from several perspectives.
contains just those sentences that are explicitly believed, and
For example, one area of A I research concerns the developIn this paper we report preliminary results on how people
revise or update a previously held set of beliefs. W h e n
intelligent agents learn new things which conflict with
their current belief set, they must revise their belief set.
W h e n the new information does not conflict, they merely
must update their belief set. Various AI theories have been
proposed to achieve these processes. There are two general
dimensions along which these theories differ: whether they
are syntactic-based or model-based, and what constitutes a
minimal change of beliefs. This study investigates h o w
people update and revise semantically equivalent but
syntactically distinct belief sets, both in symbolic-logic
problems and in quasi-real-world problems. Results
indicate that syntactic form affects belief revision choices.
In addition, for the symbolic problems, subjects update and
revise semantically-equivalent belief sets identically,
whereas for the quasi-real-world problems they both update
and revise differently. Further, contrary to earlier studies,
subjecU are sometimes reluctant to accept that a sentence
changes from false to true, but they are willing to accept
that it would change from true to false.
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Notes: M P = modusponens; M T = m o d u s toUens; B C R == biconditional rule form; BCD=biconditional disjunctive form;
? = undecided about
Figure 1: Belief Update Problem Set
contains them in exactly the form in which they are
believed. It does not contain logical consequences of what is
believed (unless they too are explicitly believed), nor does it
necessarily contain any logically equivalent version of the
explicitly-believed sentences. Thus, exactly what syntactic
form the belief takes is important, because that in turn
impacts what constitutes a "minimal change" during update.
The semantic-based approach defines a belief state to be what
is explicitly believed together with all its logical
consequences. That is, the semantic approach talks about the
world that is described by the beliefs and to what ihe believer
is logically committed. It therefore does not matter what
precise syntactic form any particular belief sentence takes,
for if one form is in the set then all its logical equivalents
are too. It seems clear that the semantic approach involves a
certain amount of theoretical idealization that is not present
in the syntactic approach. Yet its basic tenet—that the result
of an update must be independent of h o w the original
knowledge base was stated, as well as independent of the
syntax of the n e w information itself—has been vigorously
defended (Dalai, 1988; Yates, 1990; Katsuno & Mendelson,
1991). All that is relevant is h o w the world is, or would be,
if the beliefs were true.
The alternative A I theories of belief revision present a
starting set of proposals concerning the belief revision
principles a rational agent should follow. Our general goal
to investigate these and other alternative prescriptions of
belief update and revision in people. However, the
syntactic-vs.-model based distinction^ is so fundamental to
defining what the old and n e w belief states actually are, that
any investigation of belief revision must include as its
starting point whether and to what extent the syntactic form
of the belief sets will affect revision and update. Clearly,
people are finite creatures and their attention span and logical
abilities are in fact quite limited; so the semantic approach
with its inclusion of all logical consequences in the belief
state might seem to be completely unreasonable as an
account of h o w people actually behave. Still though, it

^ A related distinction is the foundationalist vs. coherentist
distinction. See Furhman (1991) and Nebel 1991).
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could turn out to be a useful model in s o m e hybrid form
(e.g., "mental models," Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1990); this
is a matter yet to be investigated. In studying this issue, w e
wish to k n o w whether people are insensitive to the syntax
of what they are attending (as opposed to all syntax) in the
context of integrating n e w and old information.
Alternatively, if they are sensitive to syntax, h o w does is
this manifest in belief-revision choices?
In this paper, w e describe a portion of a larger study on
belief revision that addresses the issue of syntactic form.
Both our study and most A I beliefrevisiontheories presume
that the n e w information is to be incorporated. There is a
huge literature indicating that people are in general very
reluctant to change their current belief sets; and that they are
m u c h more likely to reject, ignore, or reinterpret the n e w
information which confUcts with their current beliefs rather
than attempt to add it to their beliefs and m a k e the necessary
adjustments (Edwards, 1968; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1978;
Ross & Lepper, 1980; H o e n k a m p . 1988). Although it is
true that people are reluctant to engage in the revision, our
investigations take as a starting point that any inertia
against changing a behef set has been overcome.
The Problem Set
Figure 1 gives the schematic versions of the four problems
w e investigated: m o d u s ponens, m o d u s tollens, and t w o
logically-equivalent forms of a biconditional. There has
been considerable research investigating logical reasoning
involving these types of problems (for surveys, see Rips,
1990; Johnson-Laird & Bryne, 1991]. H o w e v e r , these
investigations were not aimed at determining the effect of
different syntactic forms given the task of belief revision—
and it is that condition w e wish to consider. S o to be clear,
our aim in this is not to compare reasoning with m o d u s
ponens versus m o d u s tollens in the consistent case. That has
already been studied thoroughly. N o r is it our aim to argue
directly for a semantic-based (model-based) account of beliefs
vs. a syntactic-based account of beliefs in the abstract. (It
seems that the simple fact that the robustness with which

Original K n o w l e d g e Base:

S's have A's if and only if S's liave B's.
(This means both these things are true at the same time:
If an S has A , then an S has B. If an S has B, then an S has A.)

Update:

Lex is an S. Lex has A.

Revision #2

Believe
Disbelieve
Undecided about

Lex is an S. Lex has A.
S's have A's if and only if S's have B's.
Whether Lex has B.

Figure 2: Biconditional Rule ( B C R ) Problem, Symbolic Condition
m o d u s tollens is so m u c h more difficult for people to
perform than is m o d u s ponens shows that a full-fledged
theory of model-based belief states cannot hold for people.)
Ourfirsttwo problems presented n e w information that
created an inconsistency with (a) a m o d u s ponens
knowledge base, and (b) a m o d u s tollens knowledge base.
M o d u s ponens and m o d u s tollens are just two different sides
of the same coin w h e n considered strictly from the semantic
or model-theoretic point of view: they differ only in their
syntactic expression. The second two problems involve (a) a
biconditional (p<-^q) expressed as "if and only if* and (b) a
biconditional expressed as its equivalent disjunction. In these
two problems, the n e w information does not introduce an
inconsistency and hence does not require a revision to the
original belief set, but rather constitutes an update to the
belief set. Since the two forms of the biconditional are
logically equivalent, there should be no difference in the
updates if the semantic point of view is correct
Each problem consisted of an original knowledge base
or belief set, an update, and then three alternative theories.
The task for subjects w a s to chose one of the alternative
theories as their preferred revised/updated belief set. (For this
study, all alternative revision or update choices require
acceptance of the update information; this was necessary
given the broader intent of the study. Current studies relax
this constraint in the choices provided to subjects.)

In the problems that subjects solved, the original
knowledge base was labeled as "the well-established
knowledge at time 1." T h e update information was
introduced with the phrase, "By time 2, knowledge had
increased to include the following." Each alternative beliefset revision was called a "theory" and consisted of statements
labeled "Believe", "Disbelieve" or "Undecided About." A
theory could have statements of all these types, or of just
some of these types.
Since that people find modus tollens more difficult to
perform than m o d u s ponens, these problems included the
correct conclusions already drawn in the initial belief set (see
Fig. 1). Hence, subjects were not called upon to perform
these inferences when constructing the original knowledge
base which must then be revised. For the biconditional ruleform problem, subjects were also told (as part of the original
knowledge base) what "if and only if means, namely that it
means the conjunction of the two conditionals (see Fig. 2).
For the modus ponens and m o d u s tollens problems, w e
explicitly indicated that the update knowledge conflicted
with the original knowledge. For the two biconditional
problems, the problem stated, "The increased knowledge at
time 2 does not conflict with the initial knowledge held at
time 1. However, there are alternative ways to update the
initial knowledge with the increased knowledge."
Design

Method
Stimulus

Set

Figure 2 illustrates more closely the actual content of the
problems that subjects solved, showing the biconditionalrule form problem presented under what w e called our
symbolic condition (described in greater detail below), with
one of the possible revision choices.
Original
Base:

Knowledge

If an ancient ruin has a protective forcefield,then it is inhabited by the aliens called Pylons.
The tallest ancient ruin does not have a protective force field.
The tallest ancient ruin is not inhabited by Pylons.
The tallest ancient ruin has a protective force field.

Update:
Revision #3

There was one between-subjects factor, namely the
presentation form of the problem: symbolic form vs.
science-fiction form. Figure 2 illustrates the symbolic
condition, which used letters and nonsense syllables to
instantiate the basic problems. W e also wanted a problempresentation form that might mitigate the extent to which
subjects shifted into "logical problem solving mode" and

Believe
DisbeUeve

The tallest ancient ruin has a protective force field.
If an ancient ruin has a protective forcefield,then it's inhabited by the aliens called Pylons.
The tallest ancient ruin is inhabited by Pylons.
Figure 3: M o d u s Tollens Problem, Science Fiction Condition
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Table 1: Proportions of Selected Revisions for Modus Ponens and Modus ToUens
Modus Ponens
M o d u s Tollens
p - > q , p, q
p->q,~p,-q
-q
P
Presentation Condition

Original K B :
Update:

Symbol

SciFi

Svmbol

_S£iEi

Revision Alternatives
1 accept update, apply rule to determine other

.25

.14

.34

.17

2 accept update, deny rule, uncertain about other

.38

.29

.38

.54

3 accept update, deny rule, leave other unchanged

.37

.57

.28

.29

might constitute a more real-world or natural-language
context for the belief revision task. However, w e did not
want to venture very far into real-world knowledge for this
initial study. Science-fiction cover stories was our
compromise "real-world" condition. Figure 3 shows the
content of the modus tollens problem with one of the
science-fiction cover stories.
Subjects

....Your task is to consider the time 1 and time 2
knowledge, and then select the theory that you think is
the correct way to reconcile all the knowledge....The
time 2 information should not necessary just "replace"
the time 1 knowledge. It is not more reliable or
trustworthy than the time 1 facts. O n the other hand,
time 1 knowledge is not necessarily the information to
keep. You want to find the best balance between the
initial information and the new information...."

Results
One-hundred twenty subjects from the University of Alberta
Psychology Deparunent subject pool participated in the
We converted the subject data into the proportions for which
study. Equal numbers of subjects were randomly assigned to
each revision alternative was selected; under this scheme,
the symbol or science fiction problem-presentation
revision-alternative becomes another factor. Table 1 gives
condition.
these proportions for the modus ponens and modus tollens
Procedure
problems. In Table 1, w e have described the revision
alternatives in a more general way: from Figure 1, it is
Problems were presented in random order in booklet form;clear that the three belief revision alternatives for modus
all subjects received all four problems. The order of
tollens and modus ponens have a certain symmetry, even
alternative theories within the answer section of each
though the actual details of each revision are necessarily
problem was counterbalanced across subjects. Different
different. Under revision 1, the rule is applied to revise the
science fiction cover stories were created and appeared in
truth status of the component not mentioned in the update.
equal numbers across the four problems for subjects in the
In Table 1, w e call this unmentioned component "other."
science-fiction condition. Below are excerpts from the
For the modus ponens problem, the update mentions p\ and
instruction, to help clarify how w e presented this task to our
q is "the other." For the modus tollens problem, the update
subjects:
mentions q; and p is "the other." Under revision 2 for both
problems, the rule is denied, and the status of the other
"....The first part of the problem gives an initial setcomponent
of
is uncertain. Under revision 3, the rule is denied
knowledge that was true and well-established at time
and the other component retains whatever truth value it had
1 (that is, some point in time). There were no
in the original knowledge base.
mistakes at that time. The second part of the problem
For the data presented in Table 1, there was a main
presents additional knowledge about the world that has
effect for revision alternative (F(2, 234) = 6.35, p = .002).
an interaction between presentation m o d e and revision
come to light at time 2 (some later time). This
alternative that approached significance (F (2, 234) = 2.69, p
knowledge is also true and well-established.... The
= .06), a significant interaction between problem type and
world is still the same but what has happened is that
revision choice (F(2, 234) = 5.78, p = .003), and a
knowledge about the world has increased
After the
marginally significant interaction between presentation
additional knowledge is presented, the problem gives
two or more possible "theories" that reconcile the
initial knowledge and the additional knowledge.
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Table 2: Proportions of Update Choices for Equivalent Forms of Biconditions
Rulg Form
(p if and only if q)

Original K B :
Update:

Disjunctive Form
(p & q ) v ( ~ p & - < i )
P

P

Presentation Condition
Svmbol SciFi MSflO. Symbol StiEi Msaa
Updatg Altemativgs
1. Believe: biconditional, p, q

.68

.70

.69

.60

.44

.52

2. Bebeve: p Disbelieve: biconditional Uncertain: q

.10

.14

.12

.12

.15

.14

3. Believe: p Uncertain: biconditional, q

.22

.17

.19

.28

.41

.34

mode, problem type, and revision alternative (F(2, 234) =
2.91, p = .056). 2 Symbol condition subjects gave the
same response pattern across the two logically-equivalent
problems and paired comparisons revealed no significant
differences in the proportions given either within or across
problems. ^ However, the proportion of science-fiction
revision-3 choices for m o d u s ponens (0.57) was
significantly different from the proportion of revision-1
choices (0.14). For m o d u s tollens, this pattern shifted: the
proportion of revision-2 choices (0.54) was significantly
higher than the proportion of revision 1 choices (0.17) and
also higher than the proportion of revision-1 choices for the
m o d u s ponens problem (0.29). Basically, science-fiction
subjects elected to change the status of the unmentioned
component (q) from 'false' to 'uncertain' for modus tollens
(a maximal change on the original knowledge base). For
m o d u s ponens, the unmentioned component (p) was true in
the original knowledge base and science-fiction subjects
preferred to leave its truth status alone.
Table 2 presents the proportions of update alternatives
for the two forms of biconditional. There was a main effect
for update alternative: when the new knowledge indicated
that p was true, most subjects applied the biconditional rule
to assert that q was also true (alternative 1). This effecy was
qualified by an interaction with problem form: the
proportion of update 1 choices (applying the biconditional
to conclude q is also true) was lower in the disjunctive case
than in the rule form, while the proportion of update 3
choices (accepting the update but changing the biconditional
from 'true' to uncertain') was nearly twice as large in the
disjunctive form than in the rule form (f (2.0, 234)=7.51, p
< .001). Paired comparisons indicated that the proportion of
update-1 choices was significantly lower in the disjunctive

^ These data are interval data, i.e., answers falling into one of
three revision choices. A N O V A assumes that data are normally
distributed, a questionable assumption in this case. Subsequent
log-linear analyses will test specific components of the model
indicated by the A N O V A .
•^Paired-comparisons are based on Neuman-Keuls tests, p < .05.
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case that in the rule-form case (0.52 v. 0.69); the proportion
of update-3 choices was higher in the disjunctive case than
in the rule case (0.35 vs. 0.19). In addition, the update-3
proportion (0.35) was significantly higher than the update-2
is-oportion (0.14) under the disjunctive form of problem, but
the corresponding means for the rule-form were not
significantly different. Essentially, on disjunctive-form
problems, subjects shifted from applying the biconditional
(i.e., update-1 asserts q is true upon learning thatp is true)
to labeling both the biconditional and q as uncertain. This
interaction is mostly due to a shift in choices in the sciencefiction condition, although the impact of this factor was not
statistically significant.
Discussion
We have a number of interesting findings. First, for the
modus ponens and modus tollens cases, it was interesting
that the syntactic form of these logically equivalent
problems did not impact the choices when presented in their
symbolic-form. This is contrary to what one might expect,
given prior results that people have more difficulty on
modus tollens than with modus ponens (Johnson-Laird &
Byrne, 1991). (This m a y be a feature of the belief-revision
process w e investigated here versus the deductive problemsolving focus of other studies on these problems.) Second,
syntactic form did affect revisions choices for our quasi-real
world problems: science-fiction subjects chose a maximal
change to the initial knowledge base to accommodate the
new information on the modus tollens problems, but not on
the modus ponens problems. For modus ponens, the truth
status of the item unmentioned at update time was retained
from the original belief set; for modus tollens, the status of
the unmentioned item was altered. In the modus ponens
case, the original status of this unmentioned component {p)
was true and in the modus tollens case, the original status of
the unmentioned component (q) was false. This m a y reflect a
preference to retain positive (true) statements or, in lieu of
that, to create something more positive (shifting a negative
to an uncertain). But w h y would this occur under sciencefiction stories and not under symbol form? Another
interpretation is that, under quasi-real world scenarios, the

ip — > q ) relation might be interpreted not as a logical
relation, but as something closer to a causal relation
between p and q. For the modus toUens case, the original
K B makes sense as an explanation of why q would be false
(its only apparent cause, p, is false). The update thai ^'s
only apparent cause has become true makes suspect the
initial "explanation" of ^'s original falsity. Hence, its
status in the world is now uncertain. For modus ponens, one
can make a more minimal change by simply denying the
"causal"relationbetween p and q, andretainingp as true.
Finding this pattern only for our science-fiction subjects
underscores h o w thinking about real-world relations may
bias the kinds of updates people are inclined to do under realworld conditions.
The second important result was that syntax affected
belief-set updates for logically equivalent forms of
biconditionals. In the rule form (p*->q), all subjects applied
the rule upon learning that p is true, adding q to their belief
set. But when the relation was stated as a disjunct, the
update choices shifted to being uncertain about the
biconditional relation and also about the unmentioned
component q. The proportions in Table 2 show that this
result was due mostly to a shift amongst the science-fiction
subjects. Disjuncts are certainly more difficult for subjects
to understand (Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991) and subjects
may incorrectly think that the entire relation (rather than one
disjunct or the other) is s o m e h o w supposed to hold,
particularly in quasi-real world scenarios. Their preference to
deny the biconditional could be due to the fact they received
no explicit information about q (only about p) at update
time. If they believe that the entire disjunct must hold, then
not receiving explicit evidence about q along with p m a y
seem fishy to them, particularly under a real-world
scenario...despite the fact that they have implicit
information about q. The not-strictly-logical approach to
knowledge update and revision found here may be consistent
with and extend the notion of pragmatic reasoning schemas,
proposed by Cheng et al (1986) for deductive problem
solving.
These preliminary results on patterns of belief-revision
choices, given these types of problems as the "original
knowledge base," constitute an important extension to our
understanding of h o w people reason. They set the stage for
understanding the principles by which people modify a set of
beliefs. More directly, the effects of syntactic form and realworld scenarios set the stage for understanding and perhaps
questioning the premise of "minimal change" on a prior set
of beliefs as new information becomes available.
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Abstract

hypothesized to be responsible for conceptual change in
peer interaction (Tudge & Rogoff. 1989).

This paper reports research into how mathematical
explanations are constructed during conversation based on
videotapes of pairs of student math teachers collaboratively
writing explanations in geometry. In particular, we analyzed
how disagreements about parts of their explanations were
managed in these conversations. In contrast to research on
disagreement in everyday conversation, explanation
disagreements were more likely to overlap with preceding
turns and to be stated baldly without prefaces, token
agreements or qualifications. However, the observed
frequencies of different kinds of disagreements were not
consistent with a model favoring explicit substantive
disgreement either. Instead, it is proposed that both the
interpersonal concerns that would motivate a preference for
agreement and the conceptual concerns for a quality
explanation that would motivate a preference for substantive
disagreement are being managed by participants.
Disagreements are co-constructed, and conversants are seen to
jointly employ complex devices for introducing and managing
disagreement across turns that can satisfy both kinds of
concerns with much less conflict between them than might
have been expected.

Theoretical Framework

Our assumption, along with Clark and colleagues (Clark &
Brennan, 1991; Clark & Schaefer. 1989), is that
conversation is organized around a collaborative process of
grounding. Through it, speaker and addressees work
together to make sure each contribution to c o m m o n ground
has been understood well enough given current purposes.
A n important implication of this last proviso for
understanding agreement and disagreement about
mathematical explanations is that the exact form grounding
will take is significantly dependent on what goals, purposes,
concerns, tasks, etc. that participants are trying to fulfill in
their conversation (Clark & Brennan, 1991).
In the case of co-constructing written explanations in
conversation, at least two kinds of purposes are likely to be
important—interpersonal concerns regarding the
maintenance of a good relationship with one's partner and
conceptual concerns gravitating around the desire (in this
case partially induced by experimenter demand) to produce
Introduction
a high quality explanation that both participants agree to.
The research reported here is part of an ongoing projectThe
to first array of concerns have been considered universal
to all conversation, viewed almost as a precondition for
understand the processes through which conceptual change
occurs during conversation (Greeno, in press; Greeno, et ai., interaction to take place at all (Goffman, 1967). As
disagreeing with someone can be thought of as a particularly
1993). Our work is in the spirit of recent microgenetic
strong threat to their face, conversants generally display a
studies that document the moment-by-moment processes
through which conversation-based learning occurs (Fox, preference for agreement over disagreement (Brown &
Levinson, 1987; Pomerantz, 1984). Empirical studies of
1993; Roschelle, 1992; Schoenfeld, Smith & Arcavi, 1993).
everyday conversation (i.e. conversation for conversation's
In particular, w e are analyzing h o w conceptual explanations
sake) indicate that agreement is generally preferred over
are revised in conversation. Since the explanations people
disagreement in that disagreements, if expressed at all, are
give for phenomena are a key source of evidence for their
often expressed weakly as qualifications of agreements
understanding of a domain, it is reasonable to assume that
while being frequently delayed by pauses, repair initiators or
explanation revision will be a key process in conceptual
prefaces (Davidson, 1984; Pomerantz, 1984). Fox (1993)
change (Brown, et al., 1993; Schoenfeld et al., 1993). T o
also found a strong preference for agreement in tutorial
study h o w explanations are revised in conversation, w e have
dialogues.
collected a corpus of conversations in which pairs of student
For purposes of developing high quality collaborative
math teachers collaboratively constructed explanations for
explanations, however, this preference for agreement in
two related construction problems in geometry. This paper
conversation conflicts with another functional constraint. If
will focus on h o w participants dealt with disagreements
part of what is powerful about effective collaboration is
about the substance of their explanations. Disagreeing was
mutual criticism to identify difficulties and root out
chosen partly because it can lead to explanation revision and
mistakes, it would seem helpful for collaborators to be
partly because it is the kind of cognitive conflict often
explicit about their disagreements so they could be resolved
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openly and carefully. Also, withholding disagreement is not
consistent with creating explanations that both participants
are willing to agree to as was shown in research by Burnett
(1991), w h o found a strong correlation between the quality
of co-written argumentative essays and the percentage of
time co-authors spent engaged in substantive conflict
involving explicit disagreements and extended discussion of
alternatives. T h e goal of producing high quality
explanations, then, would favor participants' adopting a
preference for airing disagreements about the substantive
aspects of their explanations.
H o w can these seemingly conflicting preferences with
respect to disagreement be resolved? T h e mathematical
explanation corpus was collected partly to begin answering
this question.
Method
Subjects
Six Stanford Teacher Education Program (STEP)
mathematics teachers volunteered in pairs to participate in
the study. Participants were asked to only sign up with
fellow students with w h o m they felt comfortable doing
math. (Group exercises are c o m m o n in this teacher
preparation program.) All were friends, some since college.
There was one female-female pair "Janet and Patricia", one
male-female pair " W o o d y and Alison" and one male-male
pair "Patrick and Jerome", all white and middle-class.
Participants were paid a nominal fee ($20 each) for their two
hours of participation in the study.
Materials and Procedure
Each pair was given two related construction problems in
geometry that they needed to solve and write an explanation
for. This paper reports results from the first problem:
"Which measurements Qengths of sides, measures of angles)
must be fixed to recreate a triangle of a particular shape and
area? Why? Create a sound mathematical explanation to justify
your answer. Make the written explanation you and your partner
create one which other student math teachers like yourself could
understand."
This problem was purposely created to raise conceptual
issues both by the instruction to write a "sound
mathematical explanation" and by phrasing the question as a
consu-uction problem using the terms "shape" and "area"
whose relationship to related terms like "congruence" and
"similarity" would need to be s o m e h o w specified to use the
geometrical knowledge based on them. Participants were
also told to develop the highest quality explanation they
could in the time they would have available for each
problem (35-40 minutes) and that as teachers w h o explain
mathematics to students they would be particularly wellsuited to do a good job. Participants were videotaped as
they worked on their explanations, with one camera focused
on the pair from across the table and another focused from
above on what they were writing.
After finishing the triangle-construction problem, subjects
wrote explanations for a generalization problem that
extended the results to polygons of arbitrary size. Each
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subject then filled out a math and teaching background
questionnaire, and participated individually in an interview
about their perceptions of the goals and quality of both their
explanations and their interaction with their partner. W h e n
asked, all participants reported that neither they nor their
partners had any difficulty getting their ideas heard in the
conversation.
Transcription Conventions
Videotapes were transcribed in accord with standard
conventions in conversation analysis (e.g. Fox, 1993;
chapter 2). In addition to talk, transcriptions included
everything participants wrote or drew as well as all
identifiable gestures towards their text or diagrams.
Overlapping speech was carefully noted. Pauses of three
seconds or greater were measured to the nearest tenth of a
second with shorter pauses represented by a c o m m a . Facial
expressions, laughter and other kinds of gestures were also
included.
Results
H i g h Quality of Explanations
In all three cases, the quality of the resulting explanations
was high given time constraints. Through discussion, all
three pairs correctly determined that recreating a triangle of
the same shape and area is equivalent to constructing
congruent—rather than similar—triangles. They all listed
several correct sets of measurements for doing this.^
Perhaps most importantly, the explanations that pairs
preferred for both their general conclusions and specific
answers were characterized by sound mathematical practices
including systematic consideration and treatment of
alternatives, use of counter-examples, and proof by
contradiction and deductive logic.
Analysis of the Frequency of Different Kinds of
Disagreement Utterances
Each transcript was coded for every instance of a potential
disagreement about the substance of the explanation.
Disagreements about procedural matters, like w h o should
write or on which paper, were not considered but
disagreements about h o w to interpret the question, which
measurement sets are sufficient, what evidence should be
cited in their explanation, h o w rigorous a proof would be
necessary, and similar matters were included in the analysis.
Excerpts of the transcript surrounding these disagreements
were then used for more detailed analyses.
Onsets of disagreement presentations. One prediction of
the preference for agreement is that disagreements are
delayed compared to agreements. Agreements often begin
during the end of or immediately after the previous turn
while disagreements hardly ever overlap, instead being
delayed by pauses, prefaces and other devices (Pomerantz,
^ Some lists were more complete than others depending on how
pairs chose to spend their time.

Table 1: Percentage of Potential Disagreements Expressed Using Each Disagreement Strategy

Prefaced
PAIRS
Patricia &
Janet
Woody &
Alison
Jerome &
Patrick

MEAN

Bald

(^ 3 sec)

Repair
Initiators

Disagreements

Agree then
Disagree
Structures

Disagreements

Total
Disagreements

0.0%

6.7%

13.3%

20.0%

60.0%

30

3.8%

11.5%

42.4%

11.5%

30.1%

26

0.0%

7.1%

17.9%

25.0%

50.0%

28

1.3%

8.4%

24.5%

18.8%

46.9%

28

Long Pauses

1984). In our data, however, an average of 2 5 . 8 % of
explanation disagreements overlapped the previous turn
with one pair, Janet and Patricia, overlapping 4 0 . 0 % of their
disagreements. T h e least amount of overlap occurred with
Patrick and Jerome w h o did so 14.3% of the time. Though
the results are preliminary^, they do suggest that the
preference for agreement is not so strong that conversants
avoid interrupting with their disagreements when other
concerns are impcntant also.

Alison: no
• Repair initiators. Rather than explicitly disagreeing, the
addressee initiates a repair in hopes of prompting a
solution of the difficulty:
Patricia: w e don't have ok, these don't, SS, yeah,
these 2 are counted the same
D Janet:
SSA?
Patricia: yeah, S S A A S S they're the same thing
because
Janet:

Conversational devices for expressing disagreements.
The second analysis concerned h o w each disagreement was
expressed. In the conversation analysis literature, it has
been observed that in addition to pauses, disagreements are
often prefaced by the following devices (Pomerantz, 1984):
• Agreement-plus-disagreement constructions. Conversants
first agree at least in a token w a y with the previous
utterance but then link it with a disagreement phrased as
an addition, exception, or qualification of the stated
agreement. A prototypical example from our data is:
Patrick: two congruent triangles will have the same
area
D Jerome: yeah, but, shape also doesn't determine the
size, you can have a little one with that
shape [draws small triangle on scrap
paper] and a big one, with that shape
[draws larger triangle with the same
shape] and they're not the same area
• Disagreement prefaces. These are expressions like "well",
"oh" and "uh" that often precede disagreements, delaying
them and perhaps also signaling an impending
disagreement:
AUson: ...so have w e convinced everyone that the
area will be the same for all of them
[looks at Woody, smiling]
D W o o d y : well, not really, w e haven't really proven this
[points to the list of congruent segments]
have we? I mean

2 Besides the need for further replication, a more sensitive analysis
would compare the mean gap for disagreements with that found for
agreements.
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[oh yeah rightrightright,right
right right
These three devices have been observed to accompany
disagreements frequently. In contrast, the occurrence of
bald disagreements without any prefaces or pauses is rare in
ordinary conversation (Pomerantz, 1984). Once again, our
data are inconsistent with the preference for agreement
pattern. A s can be seen in Table 1 above, a large proportion
of explanation disagreements were stated baldly by all pairs.
A n important thing to notice about this frequency pattern
is that it is just as inconsistent with a preference for
substantive disagreement as it is with a preference for
agreement. All of the disagreements examined were about
substantive explanation-related issues; yet, over half of the
disagreements were delayed or m a d e less explicit via
various prefatory devices. This looks like the worst kind of
compromise, one in which on each occasion of individual
disagreement conversants are forced to choose to satisfy
either their interactional concerns (by abstaining from or
muting disagreement) or their conceptual ones (by making
disagreements explicit butriskingoffending their partner).
With this interpretation, however, w e would expect both
poorer and less consistent explanations and participants
leaving sessions annoyed with their partner's excessively
forceful expression of disagreement on a few key issues.
This is inconsistent with ourfindings.Thus, there needs to
be a w a y to explain this pattern of data in which participants
coordinate all their concerns without assuming such an
unlikely compromise between them.

R e - e x a m i n i n g the Process of Disagreeing
Multiple T u r n s

Over

How, then, can this data pattern be explained? A key to
explaining it is recognizing that the unit of analysis for
disagreement is m u c h larger than the single utterance in
which a particular disagreement is most clearly expressed^.
Like contributions to c o m m o n ground, disagreements are
achieved collaboratively through a process combining the
dual resources of emerging expectations and opportunities
for revision. The way a disagreement is expressed can be
best understood given the conditional expectations for
agreeing and disagreeing that have developed over the turns
preceding it as well as the opportunities available in later
turns for refining the specific content of the disagreement as
well as what effect it m a y have on the relationship of the
participants.
Looking just one or two turns before the explanation
disagreements begins to shed light on w h y the
disagreements m a y have been expressed in such a variety of
ways and with overlap as well as delay. There is an
interesting pattern in the strength of proposals before strong
and weak disagreements. Bald and/or overlapping
disagreements often occur after weakened proposals (61%)
while agreement plus disagreement structures, repair
initiators and prefaced disagreements do so less often (27%,
4 3 % and 5 0 % respectively). Proposals before such strong
disagreements are weakened by devices like:
• Including Qualifiers Like "I think" or "maybe",
Alison: but, well, I think though that t- the side
between the two angles would be fixed
then also, like couldn't you do [moves
pen towards top of pink paper]
D Woody:

[if I fix
two angles that's fixing the third angle
because it's got to be 180 minus the two
angles [chuckles lightly] that I give you
• Phrasing Proposals as Questions (inviting disagreement
more than an assertion would), or
Jerome: then what about the area? [looks at Patrick,
7.8 sec pause], h o w would that?
D Patrick:
[it's
assumed, isn't it?
• Making a Repair or Indicating Possible Doubt During a
Subsequent Version of a Proposal M a d e Before the
Disagreement is Uttered (i.e. a subsequent utterance that
rephrases or comments on the original proposal).
Alison: Right, so w h y doesn't that prove
congruence? O h because,
ok
ok,
D Woody:
Alison:

[it doesn't prove congruence]
because the sides could be different lengths

D Woody:

[it

might
prove
similarity]
is there angle angle similarity for
triangles? there should be
[Alison's "oh because" expresses potential doubt]

^ However, as in this work, focusing on 1-tum disagreements is a
useful analytic tool for the first-cut of an analysis.
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These examples begin to suggest that participants can jointly
construct their interaction so that explicit disagreements can
be expressed without serious threat to face. B y phrasing
proposals explicitly but weakly, proposers simultaneously
m a k e clear what their specific preferences are while
signaling that ihcy are open to revisions by their
collaborator. This is good both for producing quality
explanations and for maintaining positive working
relationships.
A related phenomenon is seen by examining turns
following strong disagreements that were not invited by the
form of the previous proposal. In them, speakers produced
subsequent utterances that were expressed m u c h more
weakly. For example, the subsequent version of Woody's
disagreement ("if you had any of these three right?")
employed both a try-marker and a conditional:
Alison: and area by itself wouldn't be enough
D W o o d y : but area would also be unnecessary, if you
had any of these three right?
Alison: right [6.0 sec pause] so you don't need to
k n o w the the height?
W o o d y : nope
Although some weak followup utterances undoubtedly have
to do with the absence of the addressee's agreement with the
original counter-proposal (Davidson, 1984), expressing
uncertainty afterwards could also serve to reduce the
potential negative interpersonal impact of thefirst,baldlystated, disagreement. This is an effective means for
disagreeing when disagreements need to be explicit. A first
version can m a k e the substance of the disagreement explicit
while the second version can express openness to the
addressee's view of the matter. This is better than the
agreement-plus-disagreement constructions w h e r e
interpersonal concerns are addressed, but disagreements
m a y be too muted for getting the intellectual work done.
Though our results are preliminary, the existence of these
devices for preempting the social threat of a bald
disagreement before it has been uttered and reducing its
impact afterwards suggests that it should not be assumed
that disagreements expressed baldly will necessarily
threaten face. A n analysis across several turns shows that
more complex interactive devices can be used to maintain
face while communicating the substance of disagreements.

C r e a t i n g M o r e Effective A g r e e m e n t s
and
Disagreements T h r o u g h Challenges a n d Noticings
In examining the transcripts further two other devices
were discovered which help in the effective management of
agreement and disagreement that takes into account both
interpersonal and conceptual concerns. The devices, which
w e call "challenges" and "noticings", are effective because
rather than expressing either agreement or disagreement
they leave the issue either ambiguous or open.
Challenges can be interpreted as showing the specific
nature of a potential disagreement that could occur while, in
doing so, showing the addressee a way to avoid the
disagreement by meeting the challenge. A n example of a
challenge occurs in the following episode:

Alison:

and these 2 {points to two sets of
proportionality relationships] don't
[draws double arrow between the two
proportionality relationships] work (3.0)
so in other words this [starts to laugh]

C Woody:

[ [smiling] so what
have you shown?
Alison: this, well that [points to formulas more
generally] shows that the h- area has to
be the same
[70.0 sec pause while W o o d y looks at what
Alison has written]
[(rfter 10 seconds with no agreement offered,
Alison begins re-explaining her proof]
Woody's challenge pinpointed his possible difficulty with
Alison's proposed proof (which started m a n y turns earlier),
which is that he is not sure what she has proved. Alison
meets the challenge insofar that she proposes a summary
statement. However it does not satisfy W o o d y enough to
agree with her so she goes back to the beginning, reexplaining her proof.
Besides occurring as responses by themselves, such
challenges also occurred after agreements in an agreementplus-challenge structure. For example:
Patrick: Well I take, I take the language particular
shape to mean congruence like as it's
given to us, in other wordsJerome: h m m
Patrick: and therefore area follows, I take that from
the wording of the problem, you don't?
C Jerome: y:::y:eah, but would that explanation work
on someone w h o doesn't k n o w what
congruent means?
[6.0 sec pause]
Patrick: it would serve as a definition for the term if
they didn't k n o w it yet. [laughs]
Jerome: yeah [smiles] if you k n o w what congruence
is, then, that's obvious, h m
In this case, Patrick successfully met the challenge. Each
pair used challenges on several occasions.
The other technique, noticings, was used primarily by one
pair, Patrick and Jerome. This pair organized themselves
into a participation structure in which Jerome was more
responsible for the moment-by-moment management of task
d e m a n d s while Patrick would focus on more global
concerns, interjecting comments that would sometimes
result in dramatic changes in the direction of the interaction.
S o m e of these comments are what w e call "noticings".
They express global observations about the w a y the
explanation is being carried out and result in further
elaboration and justification from the addressee. For
example:
Jerome: ok, what'er the really basic theorems you've
got? the unproven parallel one, Euclid's
fourth [writes 'Euclid' followed by a list
from 1 to4,wl 4 being followed by a pair
of horizontal parallel lines]
N Patrick: trying to go from basic principles, huh?
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Jerome:

u m h m , cause 1 don't remember that many
theorems, don't remember that many
basic principles either
Our hypothesis is that noticings promote discussion of
reasons for choosing one explanation over another while
posing only a minimal face threat.
Discussion
As a whole, these analyses of disagreement in mathematical
discourse suggest that there are important differences
between conceptually focused conversations (that is,
conversations focused on constructing conceptually
coherent understandings and explanations) and the
"everyday" conversations that have been the focus of
conversation analysis. The pattern of disagreement found in
this corpus of conceptually focused conversations was at
odds with the standard empirical evidence for a preference
for agreement in everyday conversation. Our conversants
were much more likely to express their disagreements baldly
and with httle delay.
Our hypothesis is that this is explained by the fact that
participants in conceptually focused conversations need to
simultaneously coordinate their conceptual goals with the
interpersonal goals important for almost all social
interactions. In particular, for these kinds of conceptually
focused conversations to be successful, participants must
find ways to m a k e their disagreements explicit while
avoiding having this threaten the face of their partner.
Devices for satisfying both goals included allowing for bald
and explicit disagreements by phrasing proposals weakly,
quickly following a bald disagreement with a weaker
subsequent version, asking specific challenge questions in
lieu of explicitly disagreeing or agreeing, and using
noticings to prompt further elaboration. Conversations can
become very complex, especially when people are trying to
satisfy multiple interpersonal and conceptual goals at once!
Viewed more generally, this line of research advances the
recent effort in cognitive science to understand the mutual
interactions of social and individual cognitive processes
(Hatano, 1994; Hutchins, 1991). W e integrate as much as
w e can of the social and the individual levels in our analyses
of cognition in hopes that eventually it will be possible to do
analyses of such processes at a single level of analysis.
However, there are important limitations to what has been
achieved so far that makes this still out of reach. Not
enough of the specific, conceptual content has been included
in the analysis. Though individual cognitive concerns are
included from the start, they are only the most general of
conceptual concerns: norms for productive intellectual
argument that could conceivably apply over a wide range of
content areas. There is not m u c h in our analysis that turns
on the fact that these conversations are about mathematics
rather than, say, geology.
W h a t would such a theory need to include and how could
it include it? In the case of the analysis of disagreements we
offer here, several things about mathematics could have
important influence over the conversations. First, what
counts as a potential disagreement at all given a particular
proposal is crucially dependent on discipline-specific
practices that influence what kinds of factors it is possible to

have disagreements about and h o w such disagreements are
expected to be phrased. In addition, participants' personal
epistemologies about what kind of knowledge mathematics
is may strongly influence the degree to which mathematical
statements can be uttered as matters of fact, as mailers to be
decided by authorities (like textbooks and mathematicians)
or as matters to be proven using already agreed on or stilldeveloping systems of inference. Finally, it will be crucial
to include specific conceptual content into such analyses. In
this case, the connections the participants made between
such concepts as congruence, similarity, shape, and area
would be crucial for understanding the mathematics in their
conversation. Our hunch is that overall disciplinary factors
like argument patterns and epistemologies can be tractably
included into the analysis. However w e expect that
integrating analyses of conceptual content with
conversational structure will provide the greatest challenge.
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unnatural condition.
Stimuli in most eye movement
experiments were also unnatural, usually a single point of
lightof
seen in darkness that had to be fixated or tracked as it
A unique apparatus recorded eye and head movements
m o v e d in steps, ramps or sinusoidal motions on the face of
subjects as they tapped or only looked at sequences of 2, 4 or
6 nearby, 3-D targets. Each sequence was repeated 10 times
a C R T oriented at right angles to the line of sight
to allow an opportunity for learning. A stereotypical pattern
OccasionaUy, subjects were given two or more stationary
of movements was established after 2-3 repetitions. Subjects
points and asked to m a k e saccadic steps from one to the
almost always looked at each target just before tapping it.
next. These conditions and tasks are probably never
Looking-only was more difficult than tapping in that it took
encountered outside a laboratory. But, even in such
more time and, unlike tapping, usually did not benefit from
unnatural situations, eye m o v e m e n t patterns have been
practice. The number of targets in a sequence affected
shown
to be governed by complex cognitive processes,
timeA^get in both tasks. Sequence length and practice effects
rather than by simple reflexes or habits. For example: (1)
show that memory was involved. The persistent strategy of
sequences of saccades are pre-planned like m a n y other motor
looking before tapping and the subjects' inabiUty to U p a
sequences (Zingale & Kowler, 1987), (2) smooUi pursuit is
weU-leamed patten with eyes closed, show that visual cues
were also important W e conclude that motor plarming
affected by expectations about future target motion (Kowler,
occurred first at the level of the task and then at the level of
1989), (3) saccadic eye movements show speed-accuracy
specific motor programs. The relative difficulty of the less
tradeoffs (Steinman et ai, 1973) and priming effects (Ross
natural, looking-only task, in which the eyes worked without
& Ross, 1980), and (4) smooth pursuit and saccadic eye
a meaningful cognitive or motor purpose, suggests that
m o v e m e n t subsystems share a single selective attentional
efficient eye movement programming requires a natural task of
mechanism wiUi the perceptual system (Khurana & Kowler,
the kind eye movements evolved to serve.
1987; Kowler, Dosher & Blaser, 1993). Findings such as
these encouraged us to expect an even wider range of
cognitive contributions to oculomotor behavior once eye
Introduction
movements could be studied under m u c h more natural
conditions - conditions that might give cognition more room
Until recently eye movements could only be studied
accurately with the subject's head immobilized, a most
to operate. O u r n e w work w a s also motivated by recent
Abstract
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evidence that oculomotor behaviors do not occur in isolation,
but as integral parts of motor patterns which involve the
head, torso and Umbs (Collewijn et al., 1992a,b: Kowler el
al, 1992). It has become quite clear that studying eye
movements when only the eyes are able to move, gives a
distorted and incomplete picture of h o w the oculomotor
system operates (see Steinman, Kowler & Collewijn, 1990,
for a summary).
The concentration on unnatural conditions and tasks in
traditional eye movement research did not necessarily reflect
the researchers' lack of appreciation of the complexity of the
oculomotor system. Rather, until very recently, limitations
of eye movement recording equipment made it impossible to
do experiments that were both natural and accurate in the
sense the measurement accuracy and precision was better
than the accuracy and precision of the motc»- system under
study. A unique apparatus, developed recently, eliminated
this impasse, making it possible to measure with high
precision, accuracy and time resolution, binocular eye and
head movements of unrestrained, seated subjects.
A series of experiments, taking advantage of the new
recording apparatus, was designed to be representative of
e v ^ d a y life situations in which coordinated visuomotor
performance is used. All behaviors took place in a well-lit,
visually rich environment, with 3-D targets located within
arm's reach. The experimental tasks (tapping or looking at
a sequence of targets) were designed to study spatial and
motor memory, learning, planning, visual search and other
cognitive activities involved in visuomotor performance.

RFM cube-surface coil
nuciopDooa

ortbogoiollieidccilt

wotlaUc

I-^ home

Figure 1. T h e Maryland Revolving Field Monitor apparatus

(MRFM).
linearity < 0.01%. Sampling rate was set to 488 Hz.
(2) The Sparker Tracking Subsystem (STS) measures 3-D
head translations. The "sparker", mounted on top of the
head, emits bursts of sound at 61 H z that are detected by 4
microphones mounted on a rectangular frame near the
ceiling. STS computes the time of arrival of each spark's
wavefront and outputs distances lo each microphone (to 0.1

mm).
Method
Apparatus
The "Maryland Revolving Field Monitor" ot MRFM, is
described next so as to provide an inkling of problems
inherent in making accurate measurements of eye/head/arm
coordination under natural conditions. The M R F M consists
of 3 subsystems (Fig.l):
(1) The Revolving Field Monitor/sensor-coil subsystem
(RFM) measures head and eye rotations. The R F M
produces 3 mutually perpendicular, magnetic fields revolving
at different frequencies. E a c h field is produced b y t w o sets
of ac-current-carrying, 5-element, coils m o u n t e d o n a cubical
frame ~ a "cube-surface coil" that produces a spatiallyh o m o g e n e o u s magnetic field within a large fraction o f the
frame's volume. Horizontal a n d vertical e y e rotations are
measured with silicone annulus-sensor coils {Skalar-Delft)
attached to each e y e b y suction. Horizontal, vertical a n d
torsional head rotations are measured with 2 sensw-coils
mounted o n the head. T h e angle between the plane of each
sensor coil a n d the planes of each magnetic field is
proportional to the phase difference between the ac-current
induced in the sensor-coil a n d the phase of the ac-current
induced in a reference coil associated with each field. T h e
precision of angle m e a s u r e m e n t is better than 1 minarc with
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(3) The "Worktable" subsystem consists of a plastic table,
with an 11 X 14 grid of equally-spaced wells into which
rods topped widi color L E D s (targets) can be placed.
Tipping a target activates a microswitch, allowing the time
of the tap to be recorded (to 2 msec). A well near the
subject was designated the "home" position (see Fig 1).
Analyses
Outputs of the RpM and the STS were converted into
worktable-coordinates to determine where the subject was
looking with respect to the targets. T o do this, three types
of calibrations were performed: (1) Sparkers placed in
worktable-wells calibrated "sparker-space"; (2) Sighting
centers of each eye were measured with the head on a biteboard; (3) The positions of the sensor coils on the eyes and
the relationship of the sparker to the eye and head coils was
measured at the start of each experimental session. For each
fixation (a relatively stable gaze position between gazeshifts) the target with the smallest angle distance between
binocular gaze direction and the target (gaze-error) was
designated thefixationtarget. The subject was assumed to
befixatingsomething other than one of the targets when the
smallest gaze-error was greater than 10° (< 1 0 % of
fixations).

subjects looked at each target in order in both tapping and
looking tasks. Interestingly, even in the earlio- repetitions
Two series of experiments were performed In the first task
most saccades landed near targets, demonstrating the
(TAP), subjects were asked to tap, rapidly and accurately,
efficiency of search -- eccentric vision was used to find
targets in a predefined sequence. In the second task,
targets and foveal vision to confirm their color. W h e n
subjects were asked lo look, rapidly and accurately, at
tapping, all subjects almost always (on 9 3 % of all trials)
targets in a predefined sequence, without tapping them
used the strategy of shifting gaze to the next target and
(LOOK-ONLY).
continuing to look at it until just before t^^ping it. In the
At the start of each taping or looking-only trial the
rare instances where the subjects did not look at the target
subject was seated in front of the worktable with eyes
just before tapping it, the skipped target was usually located
closed, and the index finger of the preferred hand holding
in the row nearest to the subject where it could be tapped
d o w n the h o m e target. Before thefirsttrial of each 10-trial
while the arm was closest to the body. This look-before-tap
block, the experimenter arranged the targets in a
pattern remained the same even on the very rare trials (<2%)
configuration randomly chosen by the computer. The
that had errors in the tapping sequence, as in repetition 7 in
number of targets (sequence length) was varied between
Fig. 2. W h e n the arm m a d e a mistake, so did the eyes.
blocks (2, 4 or 6) and trial length (3,6 or 9 sec) was varied
This implies that the errors arose fi^om improper target
according to number of targets. The subject started each
selection, not from any difficulty in coordinating the arm and
trial, when ready, by pressing a button with his free hand
the eyes.
and then opened his eyes. The order for tapping or looking
The subjects were quite unaware of having looked at each
was specified by target color and was not changed in this
target in the tapping task, believing that they often skipped
series of experiments. For the longest sequence (6) the
lo(*ing at targets. Their impression that scanning patterns
order was: release the h o m e target, yellow, green, red,
were different in the two tasks did not agree with the
flashing yellow, flashing green, flashing red, home. For set
behavioral facts as outlined above. W a s their impression
sizes 2 and 4, the order was the same with the sequence
that looking-only was more difficult than t^^ping also
ending on the h o m e target after only 2 or 4 targets. At
erroneous? T o compare task difficulty, w e examined the
sequence end, the subject kq)t his eyes closed until starting
total time needed to complete the sequence divided by the
the next trial. Each target configuration was seen for the
number of targets. This measure (time/target) is shown in
first time at the start of thefirsttrial in a block.
Fig. 3a as a function of therepetitionof a sequence. Tap
times were not only considerably shorter than looking-cmly
Results
times, but f w 3 of the 4 subjects, only the tapping
performance
became faster with practice. For 3 of the 4
All 4 subjects reported that tapping targets was very
subjects,
time/target
decreased by nearly a factor of 2 for
different from only looking at them: the tapping task was
tapping
and
not
at
all
for looking-only. The fourth subject,
easy and even fun, but the looking task was effort-full and
R
S
,
improved
in
both,
evidently finding a strategy fw
even somewhat annoying. Subjects also thought that they
looking
efficiently
that
eluded
the other subjects. But even
used different scanning patterns in the two tasks. Namely,
for
R
S
,
taping
times
remained
shorter than looking-only
they did not look at every target after the first 2 or 3
times
after
practice.
repetitions in the tapping task, but that they did look at every
The shorter time/target for tapping was genuine and not
target w h e n required only to look.
due
to tapping errors (i.e., a speed-accuracy trade-off).
A n e w notation, called a "look-t^ diagram", was
Subjects
m a d e very few errors ( < 2 % ) in tipping sequences,
developed to check these subjective impressions. Fig. 2
and
nearly
all of these errors occurred during thefirst3
shows loc4t-tap diagrams for a block of 10 T A P trials (top)
repetitions.
The subjects actually m a d e more sequencing
and a block of 10 L O O K - O N L Y trials (bottom) for subject
errors
when
looking
only, with almost all of these errors due
C E . Each diagram rq)resents 1 trial. Time is on the
to
extra
fixations
embedded
in an otherwise correct looking
abscissa. Each horizontal line represents one target, with the
sequence.
These
data
confirm
the subjective impressions
first target in the sequence at the bottom. The symbols
that
"lo(^ng-only"
the
basis
of
most of our knowledge
drawn on each line show when a target was looked at or was
about
saccades
obtained
in
the
laboratory
- is inherently
t£4)ped, with circles representing tapping and rectangles
artificial
and
not
representative
of
what
w
e
do
with the eyes
representing looking.
The
width of each rectangle
in
everyday
life.
represents h o w long the subject looked at the target
Naniral visuomotor behaviors often involve sequences of
Sometimes two or more rectangles appear adjacent to each
movements.
Figure 3a shows that longer sequences required
other on the same line. This occurs when the subject made
time/target.
The effect of sequence length diminished
more
small saccades while keeping his gaze on the same target.
somewhat
with
practice.
Sequence length effects
The look-tap pattern shown in Fig. 2 was very typical.
demonstrate
that
an
individual
response depends on
Errors in scanning order occurred during thefirst1 or 2
propaties of the sequence in which it is embedded, and
repetitions, as the subject had to find the targets. After that.
Experiments
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Figure 2. Look-U^ diagrams for a block of 10 T A P trials (top) and a block of 10 L O O K - O N L Y trials (bottom) for subject
CE with 4 targets. See text for explanation of notation.

imply that at least some aspects of the entire sequence was
planned as a whole before execution began (Sternberg et al.,
1978; Zingale & Kowler, 1987). These results, as well as
the learning effects, illustrate the role of m e m o r y in the
performance of the taping task.
Gaze accuracy will be considered next. Subjects usually
required two or m o r e saccades to reach each target In Fig.
3b the open bars s h o w binocular gaze-errOTs for the first
saccade and the filled bars s h o w gaze-errors after the final
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saccade m a d e to each target. Gaze-errors were not
significandy affected b y sequence length or practice within
the block of 10 trials, so Fig. 3 b s h o w s data averaged over
these conditions. Gaze-errors, even after corrections, were
smaller in the looking-only than in the tapping task. This
suggests that s o m e of the additional time taken in the lookonly task might have been used to improve saccadic
accuracy. H o w e v e r , w e doubt that such a speed-accuracy
trade-off explains these gaze-errors because tapping
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^ 2 TARGETS
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Figure 3. (a) Time/target as a function of repetition in a sequence for T A P (solid lines) and L O O K - O N L Y (dashed lines).
(b) M e a n (SE) gaze-shift errcx-s (open bars) and fixation-errors (filled bars).
continued to become faster with practice (Fig. 3a) while
gaze-errors did not change. Even R S , w h o did get faster
with practice w h e n only looking, did not do so by increasing
his gaze-errors.
Pertuqjs gaze-errws were larger during tapping because the
subjects did not have to pay attention to their gaze-accuracy.
They only needed to pay attention to the accuracy of their
taps. This difference in the allocation of attention m a y be
the reason that subjects were under the impression that they
had skipped looking at targets more often than proved to be
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the case, and also w h y they tolerated larger gaze-errors when
they tapped. Gaze came only as near to the target as
required to perform the tapping task.
But w h y look directly at the target at all during tapping?
The tapping task was simple and made only modest demands
on visual acuity. T h e strategy of looking at each target
before tapping it was so pervasive that w e are encouraged to
assume that it had some utility. If subjects had been able to
learn the sequence of arm movements, lo(4cing would not
have been necessary after the first few repetitions. W e were,

however, able to show that such learning did not occur. W e
found that the tapping could not be done with the eyes
closed (the subjects groped around for the targets). Tapping
was better with the targets Uluminated in an otherwise
darkened room, but it took an additional 50 to 100
msecAarget to complete the sequence than when the room
lights were on. Finally, w e moved 1 target by one grid
space after 7 repetitions with a target configuration, and the
subject tapped the modified configuration 3 more times. If
the arm's motor program included the exact locations of the
targets, the subjects should have taken more time before
taping the relocated target because the initial arm
movement would be inaccurate. This did not happen.
Moving a target a small distance (~ 5° on avwage) had no
effect on total time to complete the sequence nor on the time
before the relocated target was tapped. These results suggest
that, even after practice, subjects relied on visual cues
(obtained from the fovea) rather than on memory for
determining the exact locations of the targets. However,
performance did depend on the properties of the sequence
and on practice (Fig. 3a), showing that memory played some
role, perhaps in specifying the general locations of the
targets or providing rough estimates of arm trajectories.
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Abstract
Students often rely on prior work or previously studied
examples to help them solve their current problems.
In this paper w e investigate the relative contributions
of easily accessed superficial similarity and deep,
solution relevant, structural similarity to memory for
prior problems. S o m e models of memory for analogy
suggest that superficial similarity initially selects or
constrains memory for prior examples and predicts
that analogs that share both surface and structural
similarities will be more likely noticed by novices.
A n experiment is reported in which subjects are
observed as they learn how to program. W efindthat
people remember the examples that are related in
terms of structural features alone as frequently as those
that are related in terms of both structural and
superficial features but there is no advantage to having
superficial similarities as well. Moreover, even
though superficial features sometimes are associated
with helpful similarities and sometimes associated
with unhelpful similarities people still do not get
misled by superficial similarity when that is the only
basis for similarity. This finding suggests that
models that require superficial similarity as a major
selection procedure for analogical reminding may need
to be modified for conditions in which people are
learning a new skill.
People often learn from experience by either solving
problems themselves or by observing the problem
solving behavior of others in the form of worked
examples or apprenticeship. T o understand h o w novices
in a domain learn from these kinds of experiences it is
important to understand what kind of information they
acquire from seeing an example or from performing a
set of problem exercises and h o w they subsequently use
their memories for those experiences to either recall
solutions or search through external media for helpful
material. S o m e experimental evidence suggests that
people tend not to be very good at noticing important
solution relevant similarities between study examples
and problems to be solved (Gick & Holyoak, 1983;
Ross, 1987) or between vignettes that are read at
separate times (Centner, Ratterman, & Forbus, 1993).
This has led s o m e researchers to conclude that novices
are misled by superficial similarity and are therefore not
very good an using analogy or case-based reasoning
w h e n learning a n e w domain (VanLehn, 1989).
Instead, they focus on the kinds of rules novices acquire
by studying examples or working through problem sets
(VanLehn & Jones, 1993). However, in addition to
filling in knowledge gaps, prior experience with a
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problem can provide a rich memory base for problems
solved in the new domain which can facilitate
subsequent problem solving if the prior experience is
recalled (e.g., Hammond, 1986).
In earlier experiments in our lab we have shown that
novice programmers are sensitive to structural
similarities and are able to ignore superficial similarity
under a variety of circumstances. This is in contrast to
several experiments which show that novices are misled
by superficial similarity (e.g., Ross, 1987; 1989). In
particular, the novices w e studied are m u c h more likely
to search a computer m e m o r y base for their prior
problems that are structurally related to the problem
they are working on than they are to search for a
problem that is only related in terms of the superficial
content (Faries & Reiser, 1988). In these experiments
novice programmers spend between 10 and 17 hours
learning h o w to program. T h e y save all of their
problems (or examples studied) and can later search for
these by providing a distinctive keyword or phrase.
Although the subjects are reading text and solving
several problems, the last few problem sets represent
the experimental "target" problems. For each of these
problems one prior problem w a s seen that bore
superficial similarity only, one that w a s superficially
dissimilar and several others that were neither
superficially or structurally similar. W e recorded all
their interactions in the environment including the
particular problems they chose to consult for each target
problem. In general, the majority of their searches
were for the prior problems that were structurally related
and they were rarely ever misled by the superficial
similarities. W e have also shown that novices are less
likely to be misled if they solve the source problems
than if they study well-annotated examples (Faries,
1991). This suggests that even novices have a memory
for prior work that is accessible via structurally relevant
m e m o r y routes.
O u r earlier experiments support a conclusion that
novices are not automatically misled by surface
similarity and that they can, indeed, use structural
retrieval routes even w h e n surface similarity is not
helpful and is potentially misleading. W e deliberately
contrasted the similarity that w a s primarily structural
with that which was primarily superficial for each target
problem because the subject had an equal chance of
noticing either for each target problem. This enables us
to use each item as a control because every source item
appeared in both of the similarity conditions and each
target item had a potential analog from each of two
conditions.
O u r interpretation of the competitive

no particular knowledge of the utility of superficial
information people will retrieve m a n y analogs related
both superficially and structurally and will be often
misled by analogs that are only superficially similar. In
other words, people will not ignore their bias (e.g..
Centner et al., 1993; Ross, 1984) to pursue superficial
similarity Models like the Analogical Constraint
Mapping Engine ( A C M E ) (Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson,
& Cochfeld, 1990), where superficial similar is one
main constraint in setting up comparison networks, or
M A C / F A C (Cenmer, et al., 1993) where the initial
selection of candidate analogs is driven by superficial
similarity, predict that superficial similarity will
increase the chances of noticing a structural analog
w h e n it is also superficially similar and increase the
likelihood of being misled w h e n it is paired with
structurally dissimilar problems. If, on the other hand,
being reminded of structural similarity does not require
an initial rejection of m o r e obvious superficial
similarity, but is instead based on the reasoning encoded
as part of the source m e m o r y , then subjects will
retrieve analogs that are structurally related (with or
without superficial similarity) and will, as in previous
experiments in our system, infrequently pursue
misleading merely superficial analogs.

design is that people are at least as sensitive to
structural similarities as to superficial similarities when
remindings occur during a learning context. These
remindings occur w h e n particular learning and problem
solving goals are in place (Seifert, 1988) and, perhaps
more importantly, our subjects were encoding the
source items as a result of developing a solution for the
W e have begun to develop a model that
problem.
requires that byproducts of the encoding process be
stored as part of the event m e m o r y for example study
and prior problem solving episodes (cf. Carbonell,
1986). This suggests that in cases where students
participate in the development of the solution they will
have more relevant (or structural) retrieval routes to
other related problems than if they only superficially
process the problem (lazily studying examples for
instance). S o m e students are more likely to selfexplain examples and thereby participate in the
development of the solution (Chi, Bassok, Lewis,
Reimann. & Glaser, 1989). In this w a y students w h o
lack a deep structural understanding of the domain are
able to notice similarities that are structural because of
similarities in processing. This provides a mechanism
that enables novices to the bias to notice superficial
similarity. In processing any event or word problem
the superficial details must be processed so, by our
reasoning, the superficial details will always be part of
the representation and retrieval will always be possible
by superficial routes. However, when students process
examples or problems in more detail other more
beneficial processing details are stored thus enabling
retrieval based on those similarities.
O n e interesting aspect of this competitive design is
that subjects m a y have learned that surface similarity
would never be useful. In fact the predominance of
structural remindings m a y arise because even though
subjects m a y have been inclined to look up prior
superficial isomorphs, they ignored their inclinations
and sought, instead, the structural isomorphs. If this
explanation were true it would still be very important to
understand h o w the metaknowledge about predictability
so affects their m e m o r y that they are able to notice
structural similarity when ordinarily they cannot. It is
not clear h o w such metaknowledge fits into existing
models of analog retrieval (e.g.. Centner, et al., 1993;
Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, & Cochfeld, 1990).
In this paper w e replicate our earlier work observing
novice programmers w h o encode source problems
during the development of a solution, but w e designed
source and target problems so that superficial similarity
was helpful for retrieval of a structurally related problem
only half the time. In this design subjects cannot
exploit the knowledge that superficial similarity will
never be helpful and thus ignore remindings that are
based on the superficial similarity thus enabling an
examination of the relative contributions of Superficial
and Structural similarity. If subjects are able to notice
structural similarity primarily because of the metaawareness of the lack of utility of superficial
information then w e would expect that when they have

Method
Subjects
Subjects were 30 students from the Northwestern
University community. All the students were novice
programmers. The average math S A T score for the
subjects w h o completed the full experiment w a s 674
and the range w a s from 540 to 800. Four subjects
were excluded because of equipment failure or because
they chose to quit prior to completion of both chapters.
The average S A T for those w h o did not complete the
experiment was 610 and the range wasfi-om540 to 760.
Materials
The Behavioral Analogical Tracing Electronic B o o k
environment ( B A T B o o k ) was used to observe novices
learning h o w to program by keeping an extensive record
T h e system is
of all activities within the system.
described in detail elsewhere (Faries & Reiser, 1989) so
w e will only briefly describe the key features.
B A T B o o k uses a window system to present a textbook,
workspace, and examples or problems at particular
points within each learning session. T h e system
records a subject's use of text, access of previous
problems or examples, and current problem solving
activity. Subjects read text and are presented with
problem sets every few pages to illustrate the points
m a d e in the text. After solving each problem the
student must submit the problem to the system.
B A T B o o k gives minimal feedback if the solution is
incorrect and requests that the subject attempt at least
one fix. There are several button options permitting
search back either through the previously read text, the
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previously submitted problems, or the verbatim history
of problem solving activity in the workspace. This
allows us to observe the similarities subjects notice and
pursue as well as obtain a detailed record of all problem
solving steps. In addition to the behavioral protocol w e
asked half the subjects to think aloud while reading and
problem solving. A cassette recorder and lap^l
microphone were used to collect these protocols. W e
have not analyzed the protocol data yet but have
included this in the description because it was a major
pan of the procedure for half the subjects.
T h e experimental stimuli consisted of 6 source
problems and 18 target problems. For each source
problem w e constructed one problem that shared the
cover story with the original source problem but
required a novel solution (Superficial Only), one
problem had a novel cover story and required a similar
solution (Structural Only), and one problem had both
and similar cover story and required a similar solution
(Both). Each subject saw the same 6 source problems.
Later in the sequence each subject saw 2 randomly
ordered examples of each of the three types of target
problems described above. All experimental variables
were varied within subjects and particular instances of
the target problems were counterbalanced across all
subjects.
T o verify our intuitions about the types of
similarities built into the consunction of the stimuli w e
had independent raters rate the similarites between the
problems. Each pair of target and source problems
were rated for similarity (structural and supeii^cial) by
independent LISP programmers on a scale of 1 to 5,
with 1 being the most similar and 5 being the least
similar. T h e problems that shared structural and
superficial similarity were rated the most similar in
terms of story (average L 8 out of 5) and highly similar
in terms of task (average 2.3 out of 5), with superficial
and structural similarity getting very close ratings.
Problems with a novel story and the same task were
rated low in superficial similarity (average 3.3 out of 5)
and high in structural similarity (average 1.1 out of S).
Problems with a similar story but novel task were rated
high in superficial similarity (average 2.2 out of 5) but
low in structural similarity (average 4.1 out of 5).
Subjects were run separately and completed the
experiment in one session lasting from three to five
hours.
Half of the subjects were trained in the
techniques of think-aloud protocol generation (Ericsson
& Simon, 1984) before initiating the session and were
instructed to continue thinking aloud throughout the
session including during problem solving, text
comprehension phases as well as during search activity.
Subjects worked at their o w n pace through two chapters
of an introductory L I S P text (Anderson, Corbett, &
Reiser, 1987). The first chapter familiarized subjects
with the L I S P environment and the B A T B o o k features
as well as introduced them to very basic programming
constructs. During Chapter 2 the subjects began to
define fiinctions according to the specifications layed out
in word problems. It w a s during Chapter 2 that w e

collected the data w e report in this paper. The six
source problems were presented early in Chapter 2 and
the six target problems were presented towards the end
of Chapter 2. Problem sets were interspersed within
expository text as is typical of textbook presentations.
Results
T h e main finding w e report is for the reminding
behavior averaged over all participants in the
experiments. W e do not as yet have the protocol data
transcribed and analyzed so all results are collapsed
across protocol condition. W e also identified subjects
as good, moderate or poor learners based on their
performance to enable an investigation of whether the
subjects' performance correlated to the kind of search
activity they engaged in. For this part of the analysis
subjects were divided on the basis of the number of
correct fmal solutions they produced; good learners had
11-12 correct, medium learners had 9-10 correct, and
poor learners had 8 or less correct Furthermore, good
learners decreased their incorrect solution attempts
between problem sets by 5 0 % , whereas medium learners
decreased by 2 5 % and poor learners did not decrease at
all. Each group of learners spent the same amount of
time, on average, in the sessions. For each set of target
problems subjects could have searched for problems that
were superficially similar (.33 of the problems),
problems that were structurally similar only (.33), or
problems that were both structurally and superficially
similar (.33).

Superficial
Only

Structural
Only

Figure 1: A v e r a g e o f searches for e a c h type o f relation
b e t w e e n source a n d target
(Total possible is 2 p e r subject per session)

Remindings
A s seen in Figure 1, averaged across learner type
most of the searches occurred w h e n the source target
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problem was related in terms of the structural similarity
( 9 1 % of all searches). A 3 X 3 Analysis of Variance
using Ability (Hi, M e d , L o w ) and Search T y p e
(Superficial Only, Structural Only, Both) as variables
shows a significant effect for Search Type, E(2,54) =
9.08, II < .001. N e w m a n n - K e u l s comparison of the
three pairwise comparisons shows that both Structural
only searches (.6 per subject) and the Both (.77 per
subject) searches were higher (n < .01) than Superficial
searches (.13 per subject). There w a s no difference
between the Structural only and the Both search
bcq^xncy.

those that are also superficially similar and, although
this is not reliable, it suggests there m a y be
circumstances under which surface features facilitate
retrieval of structurally similar problems.

Discussion
W e have replicated our earlier results that novices are
capable of noticing and using structural similarity.
Very few problems were retrieved that were only
superficially similar. People are not misled by
superficial similarity when they are engaged in learning
and w h e n they participate in the development of the
solutions to the examples. Moreover, w e have provided
support for our prior contention that subjects in our
experiments w h o demonstrate predominantly structural
search behavior do not simply learn that superficial
similarity is not useful. In this experiment, it predicted
structured similarity half the time so w a s of no help in
forecasting whether the easily notice superficial
similarities would correlate either w a y with structural
similarity. The addition of superficial similarity to the
structurally similar source and target problems m a d e
litde or no difference to the likelihood that subjects
would retrieve a useful structurally related prior
problem.
It appears from these results that the effects of
superficial and structural similarity are additive but that
the contribution of superficial similarity is greatly
overwhelmed by the contribution of structural
similarity. In order to reconcile these results with a 2
stage model of retrieval such as M A C / F A C (Centner,
et al., 1993) one could suggest that during die second
stage or the reminding process these spurious
remindings were ruled out and that subjects only
pursued remindings that were structurally sound. W e
certainly cannot rule such an explanation out based on
data from this experiment but the data reported here
occur exclusively during attempts to solve target
problems for which the subject lacked knowledge
(therefore opted to search). This absent knowledge m a y
be die same knowledge needed to discriminate between
candidate analogs.
A s argued, these findings contradict s o m e
interpretations of other research that has s h o w n
analogical or structural remindings to be difficult to
elicit. W e have claimed that our experiment differs
from other experiments in that the subjects encode the
source problems wiUiin die context of trying to learn a
new skill. In fact, w e argue that our subjects were very
likely to develop die solutions diemselves and diat die
development of the solutions are part of the m e m o r y
(Carbonell, 1986). T h e significance of developing
solutions for m e m o r y for the problem is that the
reasoning steps taken toward the solution are part of an
event m e m o r y for the source problems. W e argue that
models used to explain reminding during problem
solving should not operate on static descriptions of
problems. T h e event as stored in m e m o r y is a trace of
the procedures and reasoning used to understand the

1.0
• SUPERFICIAL
B STRUCTURAL
Q BOTH

Moderate

Figare 2: N u m b e r of searches per session by ability of
I
the student.

Good Versus Poor Subjects
Although the frequency of search activity within
our post performance ability groupings w a s too low to
really test for significance (e.g., the number of poor
abiUty subjects was 8) w e report them here because they
are suggestive. In particular, they m a y soften the
strength of our argument about the non-contribution of
surface similarity to reminding patterns. Overall, Poor
subjects conducted an average of 2.1 searches per Target
session (out of 6 possible). Moderate subjects
conducted 1.4 searches and good subjects conducted 1.1
searches per Target session. These differences are not
significant (p > .4) but are in accord with the typical
finding that subjects w h o struggle with a problem are
more likely to be reminded of earlier examples and use
those examples more frequently (e.g., Ross, 1989).
While most of the searches conducted for Superficial
Only source problems were by the poor subjects (.75)
there were too few superficial searches altogether (total
= 4) to m a k e m u c h of this difference. G o o d learners
tend also to search slightly less often for items that are
similar only in terms of structural properties than for
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event or solve the problem. Similarities between past
and present processing and reasoning stages produce
remindings. Things are considered to be similar if
similar processes are used to understand them or, in the
case of problem solving or example studying, if similar
processes are used to solve components of the problem.
When students initially read an example or begin to
solve a problem the processing of superficial features
predominate. If this were as far as they went their
representation of the problem would be heavily
determined by the processes used to understand the
superficial aspects of the problem. As students develop
a solution or elaborate on the problem, however, the
processes used to understand the superficial components
become just a few of many processes used to understand
and solve the problem. In cases where subjects solve
the source jMoblem (staing solution relevant procedures
as part of the event memory) and solve the target
problem (thus generate appropriate procedure related
cues) w e expect that the influence of superficial
similarity is greatly diminished. This is essentially
what w e observe in the behavior of our subjects. In
less ideal cases, where subjects do not solve the source
problems or if they are lazy about solving the target
(therefore do not generate appropriate cue conditions)
superficial similarity will provide a stronger influence.
Our findings suggest that models of retrieval should
modify the role of superficial similarity as a general
strong force in reminding. In cases where subjects
participate in the development of the solution, as our
results show, it will have only a mild influence, even
on the memories of novices who cannot likely articulate
the structural similarities that form the bases for their
remindings.
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Abstract
Analogy has always been considered a mechanism for
interrelating distinct parts of the world, but it is perhaps just
as important to consider how analogy might be used to break
the world into comprehensible parts. The M A G I i^ogram
uses the Structure-Mapping Engine (SME) toflexiblyand
reliably match a description against itself. The resulting
mapping pulls out the two maximally consistent parts of the
given description. M A G I then divides out the parts of the
mapping and categorizes the mapping as symmetrical or
regular. These parts may then be used as the basis for new
comparisons. W e theorize that M A G I models how people
use symmetry andregularityto facilitate the encoding task.
W e demonstrate this with three sets of examples. First, we
show how M A G I can augment traditional axis detection and
reference frame adjustment in geometricfigures.Next, we
demonstrate how M A G I detects visual and functional
symmetry in logic circuits, where symmetry of form aids
encoding synunetry of hmction. Finally, to emphasize that
regularity and symmetry detection is not simply visual, w e
show how M A G I models some aspects of expectation
generation in story imderstanding. In general, M A G I shows
symmetry andregularityto be not only pretty, but also
cognitively valuable.

single description instead of between separate base and
target descriptions. T h e second is illustrated by Figure 1.
Regularity and symmetry are not strictly perceptual, but
m a y be found in any task involving the encoding of
relational knowledge structures. For example, regularity
and symmetry m a y be found imperfect figures (a), in
diagrams (b), or in story narratives (c). T o support these
two claims, w e have constructed M A G I , a system that uses
S M E to detect regularity and symmetry, and can handle all
these cases.

p d «

A.

Goblet figure

Introduction: W h y regularity a n d s y m m e t r y
aren't (just) pretty

MOTIVE

Regularity and symmetry are phenomena strangely divided
between disciplines. Researchers in computer vision
(Witkin & Tcnenbaum, 1983) and perceptual psychology
(Palmer, 1985; Rock, 1983) have long recognized
regularity and especially symmetry as important, but have
understood it strictly as a perceptual effect. Although
researchers in analogy might easily agree that symmetry
and regularity must involve some form of self-similarity,
this community has produced little work in the area,
perhaps due to an emphasis on problem solving and
learning, rather than encoding.
This paper is an attempt to bridge this gap by recasting
symmetry and regularity as analogical processes that
operate on structured but undivided representations in the
world. There are two central theoretical claims in the
M A G I model. Thefirstis that regularity and symmetry are
like analogy-they work by mapping a maximal c o m m o n
set of structurally interconnected relations, but within a
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C. Representation of The Gift of the Magi
bv O. Henrv rsimollfied examole^
Figure 1: Three types of symmetry handled by M A G I

Self-similarity M a p p i n g Stage
M a p a description to itself using the I - S M E algorithm (Forbus, Ferguson & Centner, to appear) based on the literal
similarity algorithm in S M E (Falkenhainer, Forbus. & Centner, 1989). In addition to the constraints provided by I-SME,
block matches between an entity or expression and itself, but allow such an item to match to itself w h e n it is aligned as
the argument of two non-identical expressions.
M a p p i n g Analysis Stage
Create mirrored mapping pairs. For each mapping M j , create a pair of mirrored mappings. A mirrored mapping pair
(Mj,Nj) is a pair of mappings such that each mapping kernel (submapping) in M j between two expressions has a twin
mapping kernel in N j that m a p s those expressions in the opposite direction. In m a n y cases for regular mappings, S M E
will produce the mirrored mappings as two separate, equally-scored mappings (see text). Otherwise, M , must be split to
produce the mirrored mapping pair.
T o split a single mapping. Divide mapping into pairs of mirrored mapping kernels, starting with the largest kernel.
W h e n kernels overlap with previously paired kernels, align the left-right pairing such that the left side of the n e w pair has
m a x i m u m overlap of match hypotheses with left sides of those already paired.
Find symmetry set within mirrored mapping pairs. For each mirrored mapping pair ( M ^ N j ) , use M j . Collect symmetry
core SRj by collecting all kernels in M j that contain at least one pair of symmetrically related entities. T h e symmetry set
Sj is then deflned recursively as all root mappings in M j that are either in S R j or overlap Sj.
extensions M A C I makes to S M E , andfinallyending with
the routines M A C I uses to analyze the mapping and
classify the mapping as either regular or symmeuic. Figure
2 contains a summary.

Figure 2: S u m m a r y of M A C I Algorithm
The MAGI system and Algorithm

How does MACI work? MACI uses the Structure Mapping
The Self-Similarity Mapping
Engine (SME) to match a structured description to itself,
The first stage of MACI simple uses I-SME (Forbus,
taking the description as both the base and target. M A C I
Ferguson & Centner, to appear) to create a mapping
then uses the resulting mapping to find two maximally
similar subareas of the original description, and classifies
between a description and itself, using the literal similarity
the mapping as symmetrical or regular.
rules described in (Falkenhainer, Forbus & Centner, 1989)
Figure 1(c) is illustrative of the process. This figure
which are modified to discourage matches between an item
shows the results of a M A C I run o n a simplified example
and itself. This is because the literal similarity algorithm,
representation of its namesake, O . Henry's short story "The
if left unmodified, would produce a verbatim mapping, with
Cifi of the Magi." (1992) In this portion of the story, a
every description item (i.e. every expression and entity)
husband sells his watch to buy an expensive c o m b for his
mapped to itself. T o avoid this rather uninformative result,
wife's hair, while the wife sells her hair to purchase a chain
I
- S M E could simply block all self-matches, but this also has
for her husband's watch. This single highly-interconnected
unfortunate
consequences, since
self-matches are
plotline, w h e n presented to M A C I , produces a mapping
sometimes
needed.
For
example,
suppose
that I wanted to
that divides the story into two symmetrical subplots, one
find regularity in a story that began with B o b missing his
concerning the husband's actions and the other the wife's.
M A C I then interprets the mapping as symmetrical, rather
train and walking to the Art Institute in Chicago, and
than regular, by finding a core of symmetrical matches
Susan missing a movie and also visiting the Institute. The
between the two M O T I V E expressions, which are
intuitive regularity in the story m a p s B o b to Susan, and
augmented by regular matches between the H E L D - B Y and
their mutual misfortunes to each other, but also m a p s the *"
E X P E N S I V E expressions.'
In.tuule to iuelf THe n.tur.! intopreution of the regularity jp (he StOry
This section explains the algorithm M A C I uses,
would be missed if w e blocked all self-matches. Because of
beginning with the n e w version of the Structure Mapping
cases like this, M A C I takes aflexibleapproach by allowing
Engine ( S M E ) at the core of M A C I , then moving to the
self-matches only w h e n the self-match occurs due to the
alignment of two non-identical expressions. S o (to return
' A note on the distinction betweenregularityand symmetry.
to our story) given the expressions ( T R A N S B o b Institute)
Regularity in descriptions comes from the self-similarity of one
and ( T R A N S Susan Institute), B o b could not be selfpart to another part. Symmetry is a subtype ofregularitythat
mapped, nor could Susan, but Institute could because the
maps one part to another part, but also contains a "core" of
two non-identical T R A N S expressions align it as the
relations that m a p some entities symmetrically, i.e. when A is
second argument.^
M A C I ' s matching rules are a
mapped to B, B is also mapped to A. "Bob likes ice cream and
Susan like cake" is regular. "Bob knows Susan and Susan knows
Bob" is symmetric. Likewise, when the core symmetry is linked
to other regular expressions, the result is a symmetric as a whole.
"Bob knows Susan likes cake, and Susan knows Bob likes ice
cream" is, as a whole, symmetric, even though the mapping
between cake and ice cream is regular.
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^Commutative expressions, such as ( E Q U A L - L E N G T H linel
Iine2), or ( M A R R I E D Jim Delia), are a special case. Such an
expression can be matched to itself, but only if the arguments are
reversed.

symmetry set because they share entity mappings with the
core. Because all kernels in this mapping are included in
the symmetry set, this mapping is symmetric.

compatible extension of I-SME's rules, as they do not
modify I-SME's mapping of separate base and target
descriptions.
symmetric kernel

Examples using M A G I

regular kernels
\

° ^

<ow:>

/

\
( m L D ^|By^ ^

buibind/wife wttch/luii wile/husfauid comb/chiin wttch/lair comh/chun

<^PH«I^
comh/duin

Figure 3 Mapping kernels from Figure 1(c).
The Mapping Analysis Stage
After the mappings are created, they must be analyzed.
This involves several steps. First, each mapping must be
split into a pair into "mirrored" mappings^. The mappings
produced by the self-similarity stage are "mirrored" with
one half from the base to the target, and another from the
target to the base. For example, for the Magi story, ( S E L L
wife hair) is mapped to ( S E L L husband watch), but
(SELL husband watch) is also mapped to ( S E L L wife
hair). Pairing them removes this redundancy.
After a mapping is paired into two mirrored mappings,
the properties of either of the mirrored mappings
determines the type of that mapping. Symmetric mappings
will contain at least one kernel that will symmetrically
match at least one pair of entities. This set of kernels is
called the symmetry core of the mapping. All kernels that
are not part of the symmetry core are considered regular.
The symmetry core propagates symmetry to all kernels that
overlap it. Thus, the symmetry set of the mapping consists
of all kernels that are either in the symmetry core, or
overlap a kernel within the symmetry set. If all the kernels
of the mapping are in the symmetry set, the mapping itself
is symmetrical. If some kernels are in the symmetry set,
but not all, the mapping is partially symmetrical. Finally,
if there are no kernels in the symmetry core, and thus none
in the symmetry set, the mapping is regular.
Returning to our initial example from O. Henry, Figure 3
shows the kernels from one half of the first mirrored
mapping pair. Figure 3(a) is the symmetry core, since it
maps wife to husband and husband to wife. T h e other
two kernels are regular, but are included in the final

Actually, it is not always necessary to split a mapping to get
the two minx)red mappings. When afigureis regular, rather than
symmetric, a resulting mapping may be inconsistent with its
mirror, and thus will that mapping and its mirror emerge from
the self-similarity mapping stage as separate mappings with
identical scores. M A G I checks for this condition before executing
the algorithm outlined above.
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In this section we will describe three classes of examples
where M A G I does regularity and symmetry detection.
These three cases span the range from purely perceptual to
purely conceptual representations. T h efirstexample shows
h o w M A G I can detect axes of symmetry in simple
geometric figures, and h o w these axes are helpful in
building representations. T h e second example, where
M A G I is used to construct representations of logic
diagrams, takes the results of the perceptual examples to
show h o w symmetry is useful in real world tasks. More
specifically, it shows that symmetry of form m a y facilitate
encoding of symmetrical function in logic circuit diagrams.
Finally, after doing perceptual and perceptual/conceptual
examples, w e briefly demonstrate M A G I in a conceptual
domain by showing h o w M A G I m a y model the detection of
regularity and symmetry in the narrative structure of fables.
Using MAGI >vith GeoRep to model spatial
reasoning.
Before beginning the examples, we should briefly note
h o w the geometric representations are created. T h e
described spatial representations were created using a
system called GeoRep.
G e o R e p is a diagram
representation tool kit currently in development that takes
FIG diagram files (from the public domain drawing
program Xfig, by Brian V. Smith) and turns them into
predicate calculus representations used by a logic-based
truth maintenance system ( L T M S ) and its associated rule
engine (Forbus and deKleer, 1993). T h e L T M S then can
infer further representations that can be fed into M A G I .
The mappings created by M A G I m a y also be fed in turn
into the L T M S for further inferencing.
GeoRep begins with a diagram consisting of groups of
lines, circles, and arcs. It constructs a representation based
on the types of connections that m a y occur a m o n g
geometric elements (comers, mid-connections, and
intersections of lines, and connections, tangents, and
abutments for lines and shapes) and on interval
relationships (as in Allen, 1983) between proximate
parallel lines and other proximate objects within a
reference frame. It also has a rudimentary representation of
polylines based on an analogy to members of a set. G e o R e p
can also run domain-specific rules that use the visual
representation to build a representation based on what the
diagram itself represents. Figure 4 shows the visual and a
functional representations generated for a single N A N D
gate.

^

>

Perceptual KepresenUtion:
(CORNER <L1><12>)
(CORNER <L2> <U>)
(VERTICAL <L2> <REF-FRAME:1>)
(Mn>CONNECT <1>4> <L2>)
(MID-CONNECT <L5> <L2>)
(ABUTS <CIRCLE.1> <ARC:1>)
(HOREWNTAL <L1> <REF-FRAME:1>)
(RADIATES <L2> <CIRCLE:1>)
+ 20 other expressions

possible to see the squares as regular or symmetrical (either
they are two squares in a row or as two squares facing each
other). M A G I produces both interpretations, but favors the
regular interpretation. In the bottom figure (B), the facing
trapezoids are interpreted as symmetrical, with no regular
interpretation.

'unctional Reprcsenution:
(REPRESENTS (ELEMENTS (POLYLINE:l><ARC:l> <CIRCLE:1>)
(NAND-GATE NANDGATE-1 <L2> <CIRCLE:l>))
(REPRESENTS <14> (INPUT NAND-IN-2 NANDGATE-1))
nUa>RRSENTS <L6> ^OUTTUT NAND-OUT.4 NANDGATE-1»
Figure 4 S a m p l e representation for N A N D gate figure
Finally, GeoRep has an axis-detection mechanism that
uses the self-similarity m a p p i n g produced by the M A G I .
T h e m e c h a n i s m is similar to the standard H o u g h transform
used in computer vision (Duda and Hart, 1983), but for
pairs of lines rather than for single lines. Each m a p p e d
pair of lines voles for a particular pair of axes and frame of
reference. W h e n the vote is tallied, the winning reference
frame is adopted, along with any compatible axis with a
vote greater than half that of the winning frame of
reference.
Example Set 1: Geometric Figures
Geometric figures are
traditionally used to illustrate
aspects of symmetry and
regularity, but the. geometric
examples
given
here
demonstrate h o w M A G I is
different
from
traditional
approaches.
Symmetry in
computer
vision
has
conventionally
meant
the
detection of an axis using a
transform acting on points in
the boundary of a figure (e.g.,
Blum, 1973; Brady, 1984).
Neither of these methods
Figure 5: Symmetry handle figures that contain
need not be exact
symmetry
within
their
boundaries (such as in Figures
1(a) and 1(b)). Each of the following figures (Figures 5-7)
were represented using G e o R e p and then processed by
M A G I . Each set of figures shows a different aspect of how
thinking of regularity as analogical mapping lends it a
power not traditionally associated with regularity or
symmetry.
T h e sketchy goblet drawn in Figure 5 indicates the most
obvious advantage of using propositional representationssymmetry need not be exact. T h e relational sUTiclure is
important, and contains the same flexibility as normal S M E
matches.
Secondly, because S M E produces multiple
mappings, M A G I can produce multiple interpretations, as
Figure 6 illustrates. In mapping the top figure (A), it is
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A. Two Squares.
Producei three mappings. Highest acoring mapping ii regular
(abcd->1234), and returns gravitational reference frame (no
axU). Next highest score (4.34) is symmetric (abcd->3214) and
produces a symmetry axis between lines c and 1. A third significantly lower mapping (3.95) maps Tigure over itself, rotated
by 180 degrees (with some errors).
4..^
•"^-^^d .
.••••
c 1

2^"^
b
I. Facing trapezoids.
The most significant mapping (score=1.59) is symmetrical, and
produces an axis between lines c and 1. Two marginally significant
rotational mappings are produced.
Figure 6:
M A G I can produce both regular and
symmetric interpretations, sometimes for the very same
descriptions
perpendicular?

radial?

Figure 7: Candidate inferences from M A G I mappings
Finally, mappings produced by SME not only list
correspondences but £dso generate candidate inferences
w h e n the mapping intersects base structure (Falkenhainer,
Forbus & Gentner, 1989). T h e s a m e effect occurs in
regular or symmetric mappings in M A G I .
Figure 7
contains a triad of three circles with attached polylines.
Object A contains a polyline with a perpendicular comer,
and that line is radially connected to the circle. W h e n
given this figure, M A G I produces two mappings-one from

devices is symmetrical (the two input/output pairs can be
switched without changing the functioning of the device).
Diagrams forflip-flopsand latches tend to be symmetrical
in form. It seems intuitive that the s y m m e u y of form should
simplify the recognition of the symmetry of function.
W e tested this hypothesis on three different flip-flop
circuits-an S R latch, a clocked S Rflip-flop,and a J K flipflop. For each circuit, two functionally equivalent diagrams
were given to GeoRep (shown in Figure 8), where one was
symmetrical and the other asymmetrical. T h e symmetrical
diagram was taken from a standard digital design textbook
(Johnson & Karim, 1987), and was then modified to
produce the asymmetrical version. G e o R e p was then given
two sets of mles~the perceptual representation rules
described above, and a set of function recognition rules
specific to logic diagrams (e.g. describing the N A N D gate,
the device inputs and outputs, and the feedback paths).
Links between form and function were m a d e explicit by
expressions of the form ( R E P R E S E N T S X Y), where X
was some geometric object in the diagram and Y was the
logical path or connection represented (see Figure 4).

A to B, and another from A to C-wilh both mappings

'

^

E

?

I

CLK-

>

+-C
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^

>

^

~Q
R-.

^

r

>

A. Symmetrical Clocked SR Flip-flop

A--..i
cu
E

>

V;

-Q

MAGI was then run twice on each figure. First, MAGI
ran on the perceptual representation only. Then, after the
functional rules were run, the n e w functional information
_ >
was added to the description, and M A G I incrementally
extended the mapping using I-SME. In each case, the
B. Non-svmmetrical Clocked SR Flip-flop
result was the same as in Figure 8. T h e initial run on the
perceptual
representation produced a clear symmetry
Figure 8: Symmetrical and non-symmetrical flip-flop
on
the symmetrical diagram, while the
mapping
diagrams
asymmetrical diagram would manage only a partial
aligning the comers, polylines and circles in the obvious symmetry. Usually the N A N D gates themselves and the
device inputs and outputs would m a p correctly, but the
way. In the mapping betweenfiguresA and B. because the
other polylines would m a p in erratic ways (see Figure 8 for
comers match, M A G I produces a candidate inference that
the mappings). Then the functional representation was
B's comer is also perpendicular. In the second mapping
added, and the mapping incrementally extended. For the
between A and C, for similar reasons, the radial connection
symmetrical diagram, the symmetry of function in the flipof A is expected at C as well. A geometric reasoning
flop cleanly integrates into the symmetry of form for the
system could use these candidate inferences to guide
symmetrical diagram. In the nonsymmetrical diagram, the
further exploration of the figure by attempting to confirm
functional representation could be added, but the links
the candidate inferences. If the inference turn out to be
mie, the inferences have cut down on the search space; if between form and function were not consistent with the
initial perceptual mapping, and were thus lost. Also, the
they are not true, they m a y become alignable differences
mapping for the function is clearly lead astray, mapping
(Markman and Centner, 1993) that are salient.
logical paths in thefigurethat have nothing to do with each
Even at the geometric level, then, understanding
If the
other (see dashed lines in Figure 8(B)).
symmetry and regularity in terms of analogical mapping
nonsymmetrical
representation
w
a
s
remapped
from
offers a wealth of n e w possibilities that are simply not
scratch, however, with both the functional and perceptual
addressed by conventional forms of symmetry detection.
parts of the description, the functional relationships would
carry more weight, and the proper functional mapping
Example Set 2: Flip-flop diagrams: Symmetrical
produced.
form suggests symmetrical function
Geometric figures are helpful for demonstrating the
various capabilities of M A G I , but say little about its
cognitive usefulness, or about encoding larger more
complex figures. T o understand encoding in a more
realistic domain, w e have turned to logic circuits. W e are
currently using diagrams of various latches and flip-flops
(Figure 8). Flip flops and latches are a m o n g the first
sequential logic devices taught to electrical engineering and
computer science students, and the functioning of these

Example Set 3: Using regularity and symmetry in
understanding social narratives
Symmetry makes revenge sweeter, and returned favors
more satisfying. Reciprocity of this type plays a key role in
many social situations, and thus are central to
understanding stories about social situations (Lehnert,
1981).
T o test whether the perception of regularity and
symmetry set up expectations in the reader, w e gave
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subjects sets of short
fables. Half the fables were
symmetrical; the others were non-symmetrical variants
with the same ending and characters. The question of
interest is whether subjects will generate inferences based
on the symmetric structure of the stories. For each fable,
the subjects were asked to choose one inference from a list
of four. O n e of these was designed to be the symmetric
inference; the others were designed to be plausible
inferences. The results for 24 subjects showed sensitivity to
symmetric structure: subjects choose the symmetric
inference 60 percent of the lime for the symmetric stories,
but only 38 percent of the time for non-symmetric stories.
W e are currenUy working on replicating these effects with
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Abstract
Contextual and pragmatic knowledge facilitates the
eventual interpretation of a syntactically ambiguous
sentence. However, psycholinguistic studies have not
provided a clear answer to when and how this non-syntactic
knowledge is used. One explanation for the discrepancy of
the results is that the predictions for parsing processes in
context carmot be specified unless they are based on a
theory of text comprehension. The constructionintegration model of discourse comprehension (Kintsch,
1988) is proposed as an example for such a theory. The
model is parallel and weakly interactive, and its
psychological validity has been shown in a variety of
applications. Three simulations for syntactic ambiguity
resolutions are presented.
In the first, syntactic
constraints are used to account for the correct
interpretation of a garden-path sentence, as well as for
common misparses. In the second example, pragmatic
knowledge is used to disambiguate a prepositional phrase
attachment. In the final example, it is shown that the
model can also account for effects of discourse context in
the resolution of prepositional phrase attachment
ambiguities.
Introduction
It is undisputed that pragmatic knowledge and discourse
context facilitate the final interpretation of a syntactically
ambiguous sentence, but the issue of h o w and when nonsyntactic information is used during comprehension has not
been settled. T w o classes of models have been proposed. In
syntax-first models, the initial analysis of an utterance is
based on syntactic principles alone. T h e pragmatic and
contextual consistency of the resulting structure is evaluated
in a second processing stage. Examples for this type of
model are the garden-path model (Frazier & Rayner, 1982)
and the model based on lexical-functional grammar (Bresnan
& Kaplan, 1982). In contrast, interactive models (e.g.,
Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980; Taraban & McClelland,
1990; Altmann & Steedman, 1988) assume that information
from all knowledge sources is brought to bear as soon as it
becomes available. Consequently, syntax-first models
predict that processing differences caused by embedding a
sentence in a felicitous context cannot be observed
immediately, while interactive models predict contextual
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override of syntactic preferences even in the early stages of
processing.
Psycholinguistic experiments have not yet provided
empirical data which clearly distinguish between these
theoretical approaches. T h e few studies explicitly addressing
context effects did not yield converging results (see FerstI,
1993, for an extensive review). S o m e experiments provided
support for syntax-first models (e.g., Ferreira & Clifton,
1986; Britt, Perfetti, Garrod & Rayner, 1992, Exp. 3;
Mitchell, Coriey & G a m h a m , 1992; Rayner, Garrod &
Perfetti, 1992). Other experiments provided support for
interactive models (e.g., Crain & Steedman, 1985; Altmann
& Steedman, 1988; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1991; Britt et
al., 1992; E x p 1,2).
T w o explanations for this apparent discrepancy can be
identified. First, it has been proposed that the results depend
on the on-line measure used in the study (Rayner et al.,
1990). Eye-movement monitoring usually yields effects of
context only in regressions, but not in the first-pass reading
times (an exception is Britt et al., 1992). Data from
subject-paced reading tasks, in contrast, often provides
support for immediate use of context (but see Mitchell et
al., 1992). Further studies are needed which explicitly
evaluate task-specific strategies using identical materials in
different paradigms.
T h e second factor which has been extensively discussed
concerns the materials, in particular the context paragraphs.
On-line context effects can only be observed if the intended
bias is effective. Empirically, the bias can be confirmed by
global comprehension measures, such as paraphrasing, or
rating tasks. Several properties of texts have been proposed
to have an impact on parsing decisions, for instance,
discourse focus (Rayner et al., 1992) and tense information
(Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1990). The most general proposal
is the principle of parsimony (Altmann & Steedman, 1988),
stating that an interpretation is preferred which requires only
the addition of a m i n i m u m number of unreferenced entities
into the discourse model (or situation model, vanDijk &
Kintsch, 1983). However, for a given set of context
paragraphs, it is not easy to evaluate if they pwssess these
properties, and, more importantly, if they differ only on this
dimension. For example, following their principle of
referential support, Altmann and Steedman (1988) wrote
context paragraphs in which discourse focus and syntactic

interpretation were confounded (Clifton & Ferreira, 1989).
Explicit predictions about the circumstances in which
context effects arc expected arc only valid if they arc based
on a careful analysis of the materials. However, this
analysis requires the description of h o w a given context
paragraph is understood and remembered, that is, a
description of h o w people understand text
The study of context effects in parsing can therefore not be
successful without a general theory of text comprehension.
This theory must allow representations of text on different
levels, so that it can account for the interactions between
situational and syntactic factors. Examples for this type of
model include the Cooperative Language Processor (Perfetti,
1990), N L - S O A R (Lehman, U w i s , & Newell, 1991), and
C C - R E A D E R (Just & Carpenter, 1992).
The goal of the remainder of this paper is to introduce the
construction-integration model of discourse comprehension
(Kintsch, 1988) as a theory of human sentence processing.
In a wide variety of applications, this model has been shown
to be psychologically valid (e.g., Kintsch, Welsch,
Schmalhofer, & Zimny, 1990). For instance, context
effects in the disambiguation of h o m o n y m s and situational
effects on sentence verification have been explained.
Moreover, the mechanisms of the model are sufficiently
specified to enable simulating effects of syntactic ambiguity,
while the knowledgerepresentationis flexible enough to be
useful in a multitude of contexts.
Kintsch (1988) has applied the construction-integration
model to simulate the parsing of an isolated reduced
complement sentence. However, the strength of the model
is that it provides a natural and widely useful mechanism for
integrating pragmatic and contextual information with the
text input. Psycholinguistic data on h o w these factors
influence sentence processing have only recently become
available. Moreover, the model is an ah-eady existing,
detailed implementation of a weakly interactive theory, an
architecture which has been postulated within the domain of
sentence processing (Altmann & Steedman, 1988). Thus, it
is worthwhile to consider h o w the model accounts for
context effects in sentence processing.
The Construction-Integration Model of
Discourse C o m p r e h e n s i o n
T h e C I model is a hybrid model which combines a
symbolic, local representation of the textual input with a
connectionist constraint-satisfaction process. Knowledge is
assumed to be represented as an associative network. The
text is processed in cycles corresponding to words, phrases,
clauses, or sentences. In the first stage of each
comprehension cycle, a network is constructed whose nodes
encode the input in propositional form. If two propositions
share an argiiment, they are connected by a positive link. In
addition, the most highly activated nodes from the previous
processing cycle are carried over to the current one. T o each
proposition, associative elaborations are retrieved from
memory. The most important feature of this construction
process is that the linguistic rules guiding it are assumed to
be "sloppy and general" (Kintsch. 1988), that is, the
network contains nodes which might turn out to be
inappropriate in the given context. In particular.
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propositions encoding alternative syntactic interpretations
are assumed to be activated in parallel. Mutually
inconsistent nodes are connected by inhibitory links.
The second stage, the integration phase, consists of a
spreading activation process. In this phase, non-syntactic
knowledge (carried-over context propositions and
elaborations) influences the flow of activation in the
network. After the network has relaxed into a stable state,
context inappropriate nodes are deactivated, while central
nodes remain highly activated. Thefinalactivation pattern
is assumed to be a representation of readers' text memory.
T o summarize, the CI model is parallel and weakly
interactive. Non-syntactic information is used to select the
context-appropriate interpretation of an utterance, but not to
propose a syntactic interpretation (as can be the case in
strongly interactive models). Whereas a representation of
the linguistic knowledge is not part of the present theory,
the model specifies in detail the processes which make use
of contextual constraints and pragmatic information. In the
following section, I present a series of simulations which
demonstrate the usability of the model in the domain of
syntactic ambiguity resolution.
1. Example: Garden-Path Sentence
T o illustrate h o w the CI model can account for syntactic
phenomena, considerfirstthe classic garden-path sentence
(1) The horse raced past the barn fell. The disambiguation
of this locally ambiguous sentence is accomplished using
syntactic knowledge only. The correct interpretation as an
embedded reduced relative clause is represented in
propositional format using the three propositions (SI)
racelsomebody Morse], (S2) location[Sl j)ast_barn] and (S3)
fall[horse]. The incorrect reading of raced as the active main
verb of the sentence is represented using the propositions
(PI) race]horse], (P2) locationlPI .past barn], and (P3)
fall???
In the construction phase, both of these interpretations are
activated in parallel, and concept nodes are added. To
simplify the example, elaborations are not considered. The
resulting network is displayed in Figure 1 ^ The positive
connections are established according to argument overlap,
and competing propositions from the two alternative
interpretations are connected by inhibitory links^. In
addition, the ungrammaticality of node P3 is indicated by
inhibitory links to the previously established nodes PI and
P2. After the integration is completed, the three nodes
representing the incorrect active reading are deactivated,
while the propositionsrepresentingthe embedded relative
clausereadingremainhigtUy activated.
The often reported error of interpreting the sentence as
"The horse raced past the b a m and fell" is accounted for by
assuming that the past participle reading of raced is not
available when the last word is read. T o simulate this, the
nodes PI and P 2 can be deleted. After the integration, both
propositions racelhorse] andfalllhorse] remain activated.
^The simulations were carried out using the CI program
(Mross & Roberts. 1992).
^Unless stated otherwise, the link strengths used are +1 and
-1, and the self-activation +1.

of raced; i.e., to therepresentationof areaderw h o failed to
recoverfromthe garden path.

while the question-node/a//??? loses its activation. If in
addition the proposition fall[horseJ is deleted (as can be
assumed forreadersw h o are aware of its ungrammaticality),
theresultingrepresentation corresponds to the active reading

fall???
hors«
0.8236 (VI)
b*rn
0.2567 (V2)
0.0000 (PI)
r«celhors»J
locjtJonlPl j)wU>«rn] 0.0000 (P2)
race[someone>ors*] 1.0000 (Si)
locationlSI ^ast-barn] 0.5677 (S2)
falUhorst]
0.8236 (S3)
fall???
Cni»non:0.0010 0.0000 (P3)
D»1ia: 0.0003
Iterations: 8

location! P1 ,pa3t_bern]
race!horse]
horse
barn

racelsomeone.horse]

L

falUhorjel

1ocation[S 1,past-barn]

Figure 1. The network constructed to process the sentence The horse raced past the barn
fell. Final activation values, after the integration phase, are displayed on the left
Positive links are shown as solid lines, negative links as broken lines.
2. E x a m p l e : Sentence Context a n d
Knowledge

Pragmatic

The second example concerns the use of sentence context to
arrive at a conceptually consistent grammatical
interpretation. Taraban and McClelland (1988) compared
sentences such as (2) The janitor cleaned the room with the
broom, and (3) The janitor cleaned the room with the
windows. In thefirstcase, the correct interpretation is to
attach the prepositional phrase to the verb to indicate the
instrument of cleaning. In the second case, the attachment
of the phrase to the noun room as a modifier is appropriate.
Again, the alternative interpretations are represented using
different prepositional representations. The instrument
reading corresponds to the formation of the proposition
containing three arguments (PI) clean[janitor,room,broom].
The noun modification is represented by the two
propositions (SI) clean[janitor,roomJ
and ( S 2 )
withlroom.windows].
VI
V2
V3
El
E2
PI
SI
S2

cO
cO
cO
cO
cO
cO
cO
cO

0.3542
0.3664
0.5497
0.0653
0.5497
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Since in this example the meaning of the last noun is
crucial, elaborations from general world knowledge are
included in the simulation. Associations of strength O.S
between the concepts cleaning and broom, and between the
concepts room and windows, are assumed. The resulting
network for sentence (2) is shown in Figure 2. The
competing propositions are again connected by inhibitory
links, and the positive connections are defined by argument
overlap. In addition, the self activation of the node PI. and
the negative connection strength to SI. are increased to
indicate the lexical preference for the verb attachment
After initial activation of the text propositions, the
spreading activation process deactivates the inappropriate
noun attachment reading. In contrast, integration of the
analogously defined networkrepresentingsentence (3) leads
to deactivation of the verb attachment proposition.
The networks differ only with respect to h o w the concepts
broom and windows are connected to the text propositions.

janitor
room
windows
\
broom
windows
cleaning
clean
janitor^oom broom]
clean janitor ^oom]
with [room,broom]

. < ^
c1ean[jan1tor,room,broom]

j'"^^'"'cleamng
cle8n[jan1tor,rooml
w1th[room,broom]

broom

Figure 2. The network constructed to process the sentence The janitor cleaned the room
with the broom. Final activation values after the integration phase are shown on the left.
Positive links are indicated by solid lines, negative links by broken lines.
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carried over from sentence (4) are (CI) withlrooml,plants],
and (C2) with[room2,windowsJ.
Therefore, including context sentence (4) in the network
representing the target sentence involves adding proposition
(CI) and linking it to the other nodes according to argument
overlap. Similarly, context sentence (5) adds the
proposition (C3) with[lounge,plants] to the network. In
both cases, the final activation values after integration of
3. Example: Discourse Context
sentence (3) indicate equally successfulfinaldisambiguation.
The fmal example demonstrates h o w prior discourse context
However, an analysis of the time course yields context
influences the models' selection of the correct syntactic
dependent
differences. The activation values of the
interpretation. According to the principle of referential
competing propositions SI and PI across the integration
support (Altmann & Steedman, 1988), the unpreferred noun
phase are displayed in Figure 3.
attachment in sentence (3) The janitor cleaned the room with
In the context in which only one room was mentioned,
the windows should be easier to process if it is preceded by
the
incorrect proposition has a slightly higher activation
the context sentence (4) There was a room with plants, and a
level
than the correct one for thefirsthdf of the integration
room with windows, than if it is preceded by (5) There was a
lounge with plants, and a room with windows. In the first phase. Its deactivation becomes apparent only after 14
case, in which two rooms are introduced into the discourse, cycles and is completed after 27 cycles. O n the other hand,
in the context in which two rooms were introduced, the
establishing a unique referent to the noun room in the target
deactivation
of the inconsistent proposition is apparent early
sentence requires a noun attachment, and renders the
in the integration phase, at cycle 6, and is completed after 20
instrument reading infelicitous. In the second case, with
iterations.
only one room mentioned, the noun modification is
The construction-integration theory does not claim that
redundant A s for processing the sentence in isolation, a
the
number of cycles in the integration phase can be directly
verb attachment is preferred and processing difficulties
translated into processing times. However, the qualitative
should arise.
differences suggest that selection of one of the alternatives
T o simulate this effect, the context sentences were
over
the other is influenced by the preceding context. This
integrated first T h e most highly activated propositions
observation is consistent with the predictions of the
were then carried over into the network constructed for the
principle ofreferentialsuiqx)rt.
target sentence. In this simple example, the propositions

Thus, the simulation finds the correct instrument
interpretation for sentence (2) without explicit representation
of the verbs' thematic roles or selection restrictions. Using
only unlabeled word associations, the constraints in the
network are sufficient to disambiguate the syntactic
structure.

1 room/instrument
1 room/noun
2 room/instrument
2 room/noun

o
0.4-

0

2

4

6

I• I
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
integration cycle

Figure 3. The time course of activation for the two propositions clean[janitor,room] (labeled
"noun'O and cleanljanitor,room,windows] (labeled "instrument") as a fimction of context
4. E x a m p l e : Discourse C o n t e x t
The previous example demonstrated h o w the principle of
referential support can be accounted for within the CI
framework. A s noted above, though, there are empirical
results which suggest that, under certain circumstances,
discourse context does not influence initial parsing
decisions. For instance, Ferreira and Clifton (1986) did not
find faster reading times fcH* noun attachment sentences when
they were preceded by a felicitous context Although the
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contexts were constructed using the principle of referential
support there was an important difference to the Altmann
and Steedman (1988) materials. Thereferentialinformation
was not in the discourse focus, and it was not mentioned
immediately before the target sentence. In terms of the CI
model, the proposition modifying the object noun is not
carried over from the previous comprehension cycle, and can
thus not facilitate the selection process immediately.

Rayner et al. (1992) used contexts in which the referential
information either was in the discourse focus, i.e., was
mentioned in the sentence preceding the prepositional
phrase,otin which it was not. i.e., in which the referential
information was separated from the target by one intervening
sentence. For the prepositional phrase, differences were only
found for the totd reading times, but not for theflrstpass
reading times. Assuming a small buffer size in the CI
model, the proposition representing the referential
information is not directly carried over into the target
sentence network. Thus, the effects illustrated in Example
3 cannot be expected for these materials. If w e further
assume that the initial comprehension cycle is reflected in
first pass reading times, then the model's predictions are
consistent with the empirical findings, liie function of
rereading, or backtracking, on the other hand, is at present
not implemented in the model. However, it seems safe to
assume that rereading initiates a second comprehension
cycle, using the same textual input. If this re-construction
is based on the previously constructed network, additional
information can be gained by retrieving more elaborations
from long-term m e m o r y , including propositions
representing prior discourse information. In Rayner et al.'s
focus condition, the crucial referential proposition is more
easily accessible (through more and stronger ccHinections to
the target sentence), and thus it is more likely to be added to
the comprehension neL
This account, of course, is still speculative. However, it
serves to show how the CI model can be used to analyze the
interactions between syntactic and contextual information.
In particular, it can be used as a tool to determine which
type of context information is likely to influence parsing
processes. Further empirical research has to be carried out to
see whether the model can be used to make specific
predictions which go beyond recency or accessibility
arguments.
Conclusions
The results presented here establish the constructionintegration model of discourse comprehension as a candidate
for a viable theory of sentence processing. The weakly
interactive architecture was used to model garden-path
effects, as well as to illustrate effects of pragmatic
knowledge and discourse context
T w o extensions of the model seem warranted. First, the
parser which constructs propositions and establishes their
connections is not yet part of the model. For a full
description of how syntactic knowledge aids comprehension,
a specification of the mechanisms used in the construction
phase would be desirable. In particular, it is necessary to
assume that the subcategorization structure of lexical items
is part of the linguistic representation (cf. Jurafsky, 1992).
Second, the time course of comprehension has not yet
been taken into account. In all of the presented examples,
the disambiguating information was presented at the
sentence boundary, and the simulations were carried out
under the simplifying assumption that the entire sentence is
integrated at once. T o be able to describe on-line effects,
processing costs associated with constructing the
prepositional networks have to be quantified. A s shown in
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the last example, the function of reading strategies such as
backtracking have to be fomialized in the model. Moreover,
a more detailed description of the interplay between the
construction and integration phases is needed, and the
locations at which at least partial integration takes place
have to be identified (e.g., phrase boundaries). Simulations
are currently being carried out using several processing
cycles per sentence, in order to explore this issue.
Despite these limitations, the construction-integration
model provides a promising approach in sentence processing
research. Although there is a multitude of parsing models,
many of them are mainly concerned with the processing of
single sentences (e.g., Marcus, 1980; M c R o y & Hirst,
1990). Other researchers recognize the necessity to take the
discourse context into account, but have not included
specific mechanisms in their models (e.g.. Jurafsky. 1992;
Johnson-Laird, 1983). Thus, even the ability to account for
global context effects within a psychologically well-founded
theory is invaluable. Moreover, the demonstration of the
general applicability of the construction-integration model in
the domain of syntactic ambiguity resolution has extended
the generality of the theory.
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Abstract

exact location at which non-syntactic factors exert their
influence.
Two experiments are reported to test whether the location O n e of the syntactic ambiguities used to study the
of prepositional phrase attachment can be influenced by
interaction between the syntactic structure of the sentence
syntactic and contextual factors. The first experiment
and pragmatic knowledge is prepositional phrase attachment.
tested the hypothesis that attachment is delayed until the
Consider the sentences:
word after the prepositional phrase. Replicating the
1) Catherine cut up the shirt with the knife because
results of Taraban and McClelland (1988), this experiment
she needed some rags.
showed that sentence bias rather than syntactic structure
2) Catherine cut up the shirt with the pocket because
determines the ease of processing; attachment effects were
observed on the words after the noun filler. In addition,
she needed some rags.
using sentences in which the noun filler consisted of a
In thefirstsentence, the prepositional phrase specifies the
compound noun, w e also found evidence for delayed
instrument of the action cutting, and is thus attached to the
attachment. Using sentences in which the nounfillerwas
verb
of the sentence. In the second sentence, the
modified by an adjective, w e found evidence for early
prepositional
phrase modifies the object of the sentence, and
attachment. In the second experiment, w e used context
is thus attached to the noun shirt. Successful selection of
paragraphs to induce earlier attachment for the compound
the appropriate syntactic interpretation can only be
noun sentences. W h e n thefirstnoun of the compound was
accomplished w h e n the meaning of the nounfillerand its
mentioned in the prior discourse, attachment effects were
relation to the sentence is taken into account. Using
observed on the disambiguating nounfiller.W h e n the first
sentences of this type, Frazier and Rayner (1982) provided
noun was not mentioned, attachment effects were observed,
as in Experiment 1, on the words after the prepositional
evidence for a syntax-first model. They showed that, in
phrase. Thus, the study supports the idea of a contextaccordance with the principle of minimal attachment, the
dependent delay strategy for prepositional phrase
noun attachment reading was more difficult to process than
attachment.
the verb attachment reading. In contrast, Taraban and
McClelland (1988) showed that, independent of the syntactic
structure, the interpretation w a s more difficult which w a s
Introduction
inconsistent with the sentence bias. Providing further
The question of h o w pragmatic information and discourse
support for an interactive model, Altmann and Steedman
context influence syntactic processing has recently received
(1988) and Britt, Perfetti, Garrod, & Rayner (1992)
m u c h attention. According to the modularity hypothesis
embedded the sentences in biasing context paragraphs. In
(Fodor, 1983), syntactic processing is informationally
these studies, reading difficulties were observed for the
encapsulated and can not be directly influenced by nonattachment which was inconsistent with the discourse bias.
syntactic knowledge. Based on this view, syntax-first
Although these latter three studies agree in indicating that
models postulate that syntactic principles (e.g., Frazier &
pragmatic knowledge and discourse context predict
Rayner, 1982) are used to derive the initial sentence
processing difficulties better than syntactic principles, they
structure. Non-syntactic information is then considered in a
leave an important question open. T h e results did not
second processing stage to evaluate the plausibility of the
converge with respect to the location of the processing
resulting interpretation. Interactive models, on the other
differences. Altmann and Steedman (1988), using a
hand, presume that all knowledge sources are taken into
cumulative self-paced reading task, and Britt et al. (1992,
account in parallel (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Tyler, 1980;
Experiment 2), using eye-movement monitoring, found
McClelland, 1987; Grain & Steedman, 1985). Both types
reading time differences in the disambiguating prepositional
of models grant the eventual impact of pragmatic
phrase, i.e., early effects of non-syntactic information. Britt
information on the correct interpretation of an utterance.
et al. (1992, Experiment 1) and Taraban and McClelland
Thus, they can be distinguished only by identifying the
(1988), both using non-cumulative self-paced reading tasks,
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found differences only in the region after the prepositional
phrase, but not on the disambiguating nounfilleritself.
T w o explanations can be put forth to explain this
discrepancy. First, it has been argued that reading time
measures are highly task dependent. Increased reading times
for inconsistent sentences could be due to a spill-over effect,
and thus reflect processing difficulties on previous words
rather than on the current one. Second, and more
interestingly, it has been proposed that attachment might in
some cases be delayed. Attachment might not be attempted
before a "trigger" is encountered (Perfetti, 1990), or before
the following word makes it clear that the prepositional
phrase is completed (Taraban & McClelland, 1988).
T o address these two issues, w e conducted two
experiments. The first goal was to show that the noncumulative, self-paced reading task is sufficiently sensitive
to capture processing difficulties immediately. The second
objective was to identify factors which trigger attachment.
Possible triggers considered in this study were the
complexity of the noun phrase, and the repetition of a word
from the prior discourse. The crucial sentences used in
contained a c o m p o u n d noun as the noun filler of the
prepositional phrase. If attachment w a s attempted
immediately, this additional local ambiguity should lead to a
garden-path, independent of the attachment or sentence
preference. If the complexity of the noun phrase (i.e., the
noun phrase including a modifier) triggered integration of the
P P into the sentence structure, attachment effects would be
expected in the disambiguating phrase. Finally, if
attachment w a s delayed until the word following the
prepositional phrase, then reading time patterns for the
compound noun sentences would be expected to be similar
to those for sentences containing a simple noun phrase.
Experiment 1
T h e first experiment was designed to test whether
attachment takes place immediately upon encountering the
nounfillerin the prepositional phrase. Sentences were used
in which thefirstnoun after the preposition was not the
nounfiller,but an adjectival modifier. In one condition the
noun filler consisted of a compound noun, so that both
nouns alone were meaningful continuations of the sentence,
while requiring different attachments. Thus, parsing these
c o m p o u n d noun sentences required disambiguating the
lexical category of thefirstnoun as well as disambiguating
the prepositional phrase. In a second condition, the modifier
was an unambiguous adjective. A s in Taraban and
McClelland (1988), both attachment and sentence preference
were independently manipulated. W e also included sentences
with simple noun phrases for which w e expected to replicate
Taraban's and McClelland's results.

phrase. Each sentence appeared in the following four
versions:
Simplg m m phrasg (version 1):
The exterminator sprayed the porch with the poison.
Simple noun phrase (version 2):
The exterminator sprayed the porch with the ivy.
Compound noun phrase (version 3V.
The exterminator sprayed the porch with the poison ivy.
Adjgctjvg noun phrase (vgrsiQp 4);
The exterminator sprayed the porch with the lush ivy.
The fourth version, containing an adjective instead of the
first noun of the compound, was added as an unambiguous
control for the complexity of the compound noun phrase in
Version 3.
Each sentence was labelled according to whether the
compound noun (version 3) required a verb attachment or a
noun attachment. Thus, the example given above is labelled
a noun attachment sentence, although Version 1 requires a
verb attachment. The sentences were pretested using a Cloze
task to ensure that eight sentences were in each of the four
cells of the Attachment x Preference design. Examples for
sentences in each of the conditions are:
verb attachment, verb preference:
The little boy won a pound of cookies in a sack race.
verb attachment, noun preference:
The social worker suggested a solution to the problem child.
noun attachment, verb preference:
The exterminator sprayed the porch with the poison ivy.
noun attachment, noun prgfgrgngg;
The police arrested the mastermind behind the bank robbery.
T o each sentence, a continuation was written so that the
prepositional phrase was followed by at least three words.
The word frequencies of the nouns were comparable across
conditions. Eight lists of the experimental sentences were
created in which the sentence version was counterbalanced
across the four conditions. The order of the sentences was
randomized for each subject, and 64fillersentences were
randomly inserted.
The 96 sentences, and 5 practice sentences, were presented
in a non-cumulative moving-window technique (Just,
Carpenter & Woolley, 1982). At the start of a trial, all
letters of the sentence were replaced by dashes, leaving the
spaces between words intact. Subjects used the space bar to
request the display of each word. At the button press, the
current word was replaced by dashes, and the next word in
the sentence was displayed. Reaction times were measured
for each button press to yield word reading times. T o ensure
proper comprehension, the subjects were asked to paraphrase
the sentence after 24 randomly selected trials.
Results

Method
Forty-two undergraduate students from the University of
Colorado participated in the experiment for course credit.
They were all native speakers of English.
Thirty-two sentences were written which contained a
c o m p o u n d noun as the noun filler of the prepositional
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All word reading times were truncated at 2500 msec. To
control for word length, and to control for individual
differences, the reading times from thefillersentences were
used to calculate linear regression coefficients for each
subject, using word length as a predictor of reading time.
For the experimental sentences, residuals from these
regressions were used as the dependent variable in all
analyses. The four crucial positions within the sentences

were the (first and) second word of the noun phrase in the
prepositional phrase, and the two words following the noun
phrase. All analyses were conducted over subjects (F-values
are denoted with Fl) and over items (F2). In the analysis by
subjects, all three factors Attachment, Preference, and
Sentence Version were within-subjects. In the analysis by
sentences the factors Attachment and Preference were
between-items, while the factor Version was within-items.

At the second word after the prepositional pnra&c m c
advantage for consistent sentences w a s still significant
(Fl(l,41)=18.0, p<0.0001. F2(l,28)=13.8, p<0.001). N o
other effect was found on this position.
C o m p l e x N P sentences: In the overall analysis for
these sentences, no effects of either attachment or preference
were found. T o evaluate the effects of consistency, w e
report here only the results of planned comparisons. For
each word and each of the two sentence versions, w e tested
whether there w a s a consistency effect; i.e., w e tested
whether reading times for sentences in which Attachment
and Preference matched were longer than reading times for
sentences in which the Attachment w a s different from the
Preference.
For compound noun sentences, there were significant
consistency effects on both words after the prepositional
phrase (Fl(l,41)=10.0, p<0.01, F2(l,30)=6.8, p<0.05, for
the first word; Fl(l,41)=10.8, p<0.01, F2(l,30)=5.0.
p<0.05, for the second word), but not before (all Fs<l).
For the adjective sentences, the consistency effect on the
adjective w a s reliable (Fl(l,41)=8.2, p < 0 . 0 1 ;
F2(l,30)=15.5, p<0.001). Increased processing times were
also observed on the noun filler itself (FI(1,41)=6.3,
p<0.05), although this result w a s not significant by
sentences (F2(l,30)=2.1, p=0.16).

Simple N P sentences: T h e noun filler w a s read
slightly faster for sentences in Version 2 (the second word of
the compound noun) than for sentences in Version 1 (the
first word of the compound noun), yielding a significant
main effect of Version (Fl(l,41)=4.3, p<0.05,
F2(l,28)=9.18, p<0.01). Neither Attachment nor Preference
influenced reading times at this position.
For the word after the prepositional phrase, there was a
highly significant triple interaction between Attachment,
Preference and Version (Fl(l,41)=14.9, p<0.001,
F2(l,28)=9.4, p<0.01), indicating that this word w a s read
faster in sentences in which the attachment was consistent
with the sentence preference. Processing times tended to
increase more when a verb preference was violated than when
a noun preference w a s violated. Thus, the Attachment x
Version interaction reached significance by subjects
(Fl(l,41)=4.9, p<0.05) and almost by items (F2(l,28)=4.1,
p<0.06).
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Figure 1. Differences between inconsistent and consistent sentences for each of the sentence types.
The curve labelled "simple N P " is averaged across Version 1 and Version 2 sentences.
Discussion
The results for the simple noun phrase sentences replicated
those of Taraban and McClelland (1988). Consistency with
sentence preference, not attachment, predicted processing
difficulties on the words after the prepositional phrase. N o
attachment effects were found on the disambiguating noun
filler of the prepositional phrase.
Reading time patterns for the sentences which contained a
compound noun filler mirrored those for the simple N P
sentences almost perfectly. There was no indication for a
garden-path induced by the additional local ambiguity in
these sentences. Attachment w a s delayed until the word
following the prepositional phrase signaled the end of the

noun phrase. Thus, the complexity of the noun phrase
alone does not trigger earlier attachment.
For the sentences in which an adjective was added in the
prepositional phrase, processing times increased reliably on
the adjective, even before the disambiguating noun. This
result shows that the self-paced reading task is sufficiently
sensitive to capture processing difficulties immediately.
Moreover, the diminished consistency effects on the words
following the adjective suggest that processing the
unexpected adjective allowed readers to anticipate the
inconsistent attachment upon processing the adjective.
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Experiment

2

The second experiment was designed lo induce earlier
attachment of the c o m p o u n d noun phrases. T o each
sentence, contexts consisting of one or two sentences were
written. The two contexts were minimally different in the
sense that only one word or a short phrase was altered. In
one context, thefirstnoun of the compound (e.g., poison)
was mentioned, in the other context this word was replaced
by a neutral word. For example, the two contexts used for
the poison ivy sentence are:
Mention context:
1) The Gordons avoided using poison whenever possible.
W h e n they found lice on their porch, they had to call an
exterminator.
No-mention context:
2) The Gordons avoided using chemicals whenever possible.
W h e n they found lice on their porch, they had to call an
exterminator.
The contexts were not intended to bias towards either
attachment. However, finding thefirstnoun (e.g., poison)
in the discourse context was hypothesized to trigger earlier
attachment (e.g., Perfetti, 1990; Altmann & Steedman,
1988) for sentences in Version 1 (poison) and Version 3
(poison ivy). For the other two sentence types (i.e., ivy and
lush ivy) no effects of context were expected.
Method
Fifty-four subjects participated in this experiment. The
same 32 sentences were used as in Experiment 1. The
factors Attachment and Preference were collapsed into one
factor Consistency. T o each sentence two short context
paragraphs, consisting of one or two sentences, were written
(see above). Each subject saw two paragraphs in each of the
cells of the Consistency x Version x Context design.
Because the paragraphs were longer, only 40fillertrials were
randomly inserted between the experimental trials. The
procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except for
the comprehension test. In order to encourage integration of
the target sentence with the preceding context sentences,
subjects were asked to summarize the paragraph in one short
sentence.
Results
Reading times were truncated at 2500 msec. A s in
Experiment 1, the analyses are based on the residuals from
the individual regressions of reading times on word lengths.
Instead of reporting the results of the overall analyses, w e
focus here on the planned comparisons. For each sentence
version and each context, the question of interest was at
which location the consistency effect wasfirstobserved.
Simple N P sentences. Figure 2 shows the consistency
effect for Version 1 sentences as a function of context.
W h e n the nounfillerof these sentences was mentioned in
the context, the consistency effect manifested itself at the
word immediately following the prepositional phrase
(Fl(l,53)=15.0, p<0.001, F2(l,30)=9,5, p<0.01). W h e n
the nounfillerwas not mentioned, there was no consistency
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effect on the word immediately following the prepositional
phrase (F's<1.8), but on the next word (Fl( 1,53)= 13.5,
p<0.001, F2(1.30)=7.6, p<0.01). For Version 2 sentences,
the consistency effect on the word after the prepositional
phrase was significant in both contexts (Fl(l,53)=9.4,
p<0.01; F2(l,30)=4.0,p<0.06, for Context 1; Fl(l,53)=6.7.
p<0.01, F2(l,30)=4.4, p<0.05, for Context 2).
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Figure 2: Consistency effect as a function of context for the
simple noun sentences in Version 1 (pocket, poison).
Complex NP sentences. Figure 3 illustrates the
consistency effect for the c o m p o u n d noun sentences. W h e n
the c o m p o u n d noun sentences were embedded in the context
which did not mention thefirstnoun, the consistency effect
appeared on the w o r d after the prepositional phrase
(Fl( 1,53)= 17.0, p<0.0001; F2(l,30)=11.8, p<0.002), but
not before (F's<l). However, w h e n thefirstword of the
noun filler w a s mentioned in the context, there was a
consistency effect on the second word of the noun filler
(Fl(l,53)=10.1, p<0.01; F2(l,30)=5.5, p<0.05).
For the adjective sentences, consistency did not affect
reading times for the adjective in either context. Embedded
in Context 1, the consistency effect reached significance
only by subjects (Fl(l,53)=5.0, p<0.05, for the noun filler,
Fl(l,53)=5.6, p<0.05, for the word after the PP), but never
by items (F2( 1,30)= 1.7, p=0.21, and F2( 1,30)=2.7. p=0.11,
resp.). E m b e d d e d in Context 2, there w a s a reliable
consistency effect for the noun filler (Fl(l,53)=14.8,
p<0.001; F2(l,30)=6.2, p<0.05).
Discussion
The context paragraphs did not alter the sentence preferences
differentially. For all sentence types, consistent sentences
were read faster than inconsistent sentences. The location of
the consistency effect changed, however. The repetition of a
word from the prior discourse could indeed influence the
location of attachment. W h e n the nounfiller,or the first
word of the compound nounfiller,was mentioned in the
preceding context, attachment difficulties were observed one
word earlier than when the noun was not mentioned. Thus,
finding a referent for one of the words in the noun phrase
triggered attachment. For the adjective sentences, the

consistency effect appeared later in context than in isolation,
and its magnitude was diminished.
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Figure 3: Consistency effect as a function of context for
the compound noun sentences.
General Discussion
The experiments reported here allows several conclusions.
First, it was shown that the self-paced reading task can be
used to detect attachment difficulties immediately. Early
effects in Experiment 1 for the adjective sentences, and in
Experiment 2 for the compound noun sentences showed that
the reading time measure is sensitive enough for capturing
processing difficulties immediately. There was no evidence
for a general spill-over effect.
Second, attachment did not predict reading time
differences. In support of an interactive model, the
consistency of the attachment with the sentence preference
determined the ease of processing (for a possible syntactic
account of the cause of the preferences, see Clifton, Speer &
Abney, 1989).
Third, the study provides evidence for a context-dependent
delay strategy in prepositional phrase attachment. Using
only minimally different sentences, both early and late
attachment effects were observed. Experiment 1 replicated
the late effects found by Taraban and McClelland (1988), and
extended them to compound noun sentences. Even in these
sentences with increased complexity of the noun phrase,
containing a modifier, attachment was delayed until after the
end of the phrase. N o evidence for a garden-path induced by
the additional local ambiguity of these sentences w a s
obtained. This result is incompatible with a parsing model
in which each word is assumed to be integrated into the
sentence structure as it is encountered.
Fourth, somewhat surprising results were obtained for the
adjective sentences. These sentences were merely intended to
provide a control condition for the length of the compound
noun phrase, and were expected to be processed like the
simple noun phrases. Contrary to these expectations, the
consistency of attachment and sentence preference affected
the reading times even before the noun filler was read.
Attachment of adjective sentences was initiated before
encountering the lexical head of the phrase. Therefore, a
head-corner parser (e.g., Abney, 1989) seems to be
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inconsistent with the present results (cf., Hemforth,
Konieczny, & Strube, 1993, w h o reported a similar finding).
Although a left-corner parser (Johnson-Laird, 1983) can
account for the early effects for the isolated adjective
sentences, it does not explain h o w the discourse context
eliminated these effects.
Fifth, referential information w a s shown to change the
location of attachment. W h e n the noun filler in the
prepositional phrase had been referred to in the prior
discourse, consistency effects were observed earlier than
w h e n it had not been mentioned. This result is consistent
with the early effects found by Altmann and Steedman
(1988), w h o also used context paragraphs in which the noun
filler was mentioned. Context did influence the parsing
processes immediately.
These results suggest that a successful theory of parsing
must specify in detail the interactions between local
processes, such as lexical category assignment, and global
processes, such as constituent phrase attachment. Attempts
to refine parsing theories in this w a y have been made. For
instance, Frazier & Rayner (1987) modified their garden-path
theory. They postulate a delay mechanism for lexical
category assignment, and afirst-availablestrategy for global
structural decision. Delayed category assignment, and
consequently delayed prepositional attachment, is consistent
with the late consistency effects from Experiment 1.
However, the modified garden-path model does predict
processing difficulties for non-minimal attachment
sentences, rather than processing difficulties for unexpected
attachments. Furthermore, this model cannot account for
the context effects obtained in Experiment 2.
In contrast to the modified garden-path model, Perfetti
(1990) suggested immediate assignment of lexical
categories, but delayed global attachments. T h e global
attachments can be triggered by syntactic, semantic, and
contextual information. This framework seems to be most
easily adopted for explaining the data from the current study.
In isolation, the word after the prepositional phrase triggers
attachment, and in the discourse context, the previously
mentioned noun acts as a trigger. However, it is necessary
to compile a complete list of the possible triggers in order
to evaluate the predictions of this theory.
Finally, strongly interactive models are compatible with
our results. For instance, the probabilistic model proposed
by MacDonald (1993), explains parsing processes using
statistical information about syntactic and non-syntactic
constructions. T o account for the present data it would be
necessary to obtain detailed information about the relative
frequencies of occurrence of the sentence types used in this
study.
Further empirical research is needed to understand the
interplay between syntactic mechanisms on various levels,
as well as their interaction with non-syntactic information.
W e hope that the present study contributes to this
understanding, so that w e can c o m e closer to an accurate
description of h u m a n language processing system.
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suffix '-ed', takes the suffix '-ing', appears immediately
after 'the', and so on, there will be strong correlations
There have been various suggestions about how children evident. These correlations can be used, through some
might acquire a proto-ciassification of elements of natustatistical analysis, tofindproto-word classes which can
ral language, such as is conjectured to be necessary to
later be refined (in the light of interpretation within an
allow the child to "bootstrap" language acquisition (Maincreasingly complex and accurate, adult-like theory) to
ratsos 1979; Pinker 1984). One, proposed by Kiss (1972)
word classes more consonant with a mature language
and Maratsos (1979), but criticised by Pinker (1984), is
theory.
that children look for distributional correlations between
Semantic bootstrapping (Pinker 1984, 1988) holds that
simple linguistic phenomena in the lemguage they heax
in order to derive more sophisticated abstract linguistic
the mechanism for the initial formal classification of
classifications. Finch & Chater (1992) showed that a rewords makes use mainly of the structures that evolulatively complete syntactic classification of the lexicon
tion and learning have given the child in interpreting the
could be found for c o m m o n words in natured language
external world. Consequently, such theories can refer to
using distributional bootstrapping.
concepts such as possession, action, objecthood, and so on
This paper reviews some of the cirguments Pinker raises
in explaining the early acquisition of syntactic categories.
against distributional methods, and then describes a syThey can also assume that complex conceptual represenstem which overcomes his objections, where sequences
tations already exist of external events, and dependenof words are classified into phrasal classes by a linguicies between these representations and the sound stream
sticadly naive statistical aneilysis of distributional regucan
be exploited to semantically infer low-level syntaclaritiesfi-oma large, noisy, untagged corpus. For many
tic structure. Thus, since there is a strong correlation
classes, such as sentence and verb phrase, the accuracy
between, for example, being an object and being referof the classification (ie. the proportion of putative senred to by a noun, these semantic categories, which might
tences which can in fact be linguistically interpreted as
be expected to be innately present in descriptions of the
sentences) is in the region of 90%, thus enabling the
world, need only be correlated with the speech-sound
child to break the "bootstrapping problem".
stream in order to infer rough approximations to a m a Introduction
ture linguistic classification. Also, the concept of noun
phrase might be semantically bootstrapped by defining
Acquiring syntax appears to face the child with a "bootit to be "that which refers to an object", together with
strapping" problem. Acquiring syntactic rules presupsome innate assumptions about the relationship between
poses that the syntactic categories in terms of which
language and the extant mental representations. These
those rules are formulated have already been acquired;
rough
approximations can then be further subjected to
but syntactic categories only have meaning in virtue of
various forms of semantic and distributional analysis in
the syntactic rules in which they figure. Learning syntacorder to refine them to be consonant with a more mature
tic categories and syntactic rules appear to be mutually
linguistic theory.
interdependent. Consequently, the child appears to be
Prosodic bootstrapping (Morgan &: Newport 1981) exfaced with what seems an impossible task: searching
ploits the mutual predictability between the syntactic
the entire space of category/rule combinations simultaphrasing of a sentence, and the w a y it is said (ie. its
neously. Three broaid approaches to the bootstrapping
prosodic
phrasing). Consequently if the child takes note
problem can be distinguished.
of h o w something is said, he or she has information abDistributional or correlational bootstrapping (Maratsos
out the "hidden" syntactic phrasing of the sentence that
1979; Maratsos & Chalkley 1981; Finch & Chater 1992)
the child needs to find for a mature theory of language.
makes use of the fact that words of the same category
Thus the syntactic structure of language is not so well
tend to have a large number of syntactic regularities in
"hidden" after all, and m a y be easily found by listening
common. For exaimple, word roots which take the suffix
to h o w a sentence is spoken.
'-ed' typically take the suffix '-s' and axe verbs. Words
O n e might expect a child to m a k e use of as m u c h inwhich take the suffix '-s', but not the suffix '-ed' are typiformation as possible in acquiring a theory of language,
cally count-nouns. Consequently, if w e take a large n u m and as such one might expect the child to use all these
ber of predicates such as takes the suffix '-s', takes the
Abstract
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sources of information. Nonetheless, some of the sources
m a y easier to exploit, at least initially, than others. For
example, in order to exploit semantic regularities, one
needs to be sure that the words which are spoken are
connected with mental representations of the situation
the child finds themself located in. Since adult speech
includes a Ijirge number of references to abstract entities,
and events which occur outside the immediate experience
of the child seeking to acquire language, such regularities
which do exist between language and mentad representations will be clouded by the "noise" of language not
being used to refer to mentally represented events. O n
the other hand, both prosodic and distributional information is (relatively) explicit in the sound stream itself,
so this information m a y be used to infer linguistic structure from all adult speech, whatever its subject matter.

T h e leamability a r g u m e n t

The leamability argument is that negative evidence is
essential to rule out overgeneral models of the language.
If valid, this argument would seem to have extremely
disturbing consequences for the feasibility of induction
in m e m y domains, not just syntax. In particular, the
whole of empirical science is built exclusively on "positive evidence". There is, sifter all, no oracle which tells
the physicist, chemist or biologist what does not happen;
all that the scientist can do is observe what does happen (which is not the same every time a phenomenon is
observed), and attempt to account for that data as well
as possible. Thus, according to Pinker's account, the
language learner and the scientist are in just the same
predicsunent. For both, it is never possible to definitively conclude that a phenomenon can be ruled out —
the fact that it has not so far occurred m a y indeed have
Pinker's critique of distributional
arisen from sampling error, or the like. T h e manifest
possibility of scientific enquiry suggests that the leamamethods
bility argument cannot be valid, either in general, or in
Pinker (1984, 1987) argues that distributional methods, the case of language learning.
Specifically, the problem with the leamability arguand in particular the approach of Maratsos & Chalkley
ment is that it does not take account of the fundamen(1981), suffer two fundamenteil problems when used in
tally statistical character of inductive inference (whether
isolation (he suggests that they must be augmented with
these statistics are computed explicitly, or judged intuiadditional, semantic information). His leamability argutively by the learner). Inductive inference involves chooment aims to establish that distributional methods are
sing a model on the basis of afiniteamount of data; it is
injidequate in principle, and his efficiency eirgument aims
not possible tofinda model which is k n o w n to be correct,
to show that they are unworkable in practice.
because there is always the possibility of later falsificaLeamability. Since distribution methods work solely
tion, but it is possible to choose the model which is most
by examining observed utterances, they do not have acprobable, given the available data (using Bayesian stacess to negative evidence, and hence inevitably are unatistical methods), to choose the model which makes the
ble to rule out overgeneral models of the language. "The
data most likely (using M a x i m u m Likelihood methods),
child cannot use ... absence as evidence, since so far as
or to use some other criterion. Over-general models,
he or she is concerned the very next sentence could have
which Pinker assumes cannot be ruled out without ne[a positive exsmiple], euid absence until then could have
gative evidence, are rejected as highly improbable, since
arisen from sampling error, or a paucity of opportunities
they predict the possibility of (classes of) data which
for the adult to utter such sentences" (Pinker 1984:48)
are never observed.^ Pinker correctly describes methods
Efficiency. This has two aspects. First, Pinker cleiims
which use the non-occurrence of tokens in a corpus as nethat there are too m a n y possible distributional relatigative evidence as being dependent on the learning meons that are potentially relevant, emd that exploring all
chanism used, and therefore hard to evaluate, but does
these possibilities is combinatorially intractable. Second,
not go on to conclude that since the child certainly does
he argues that distributional methods are liable to lead
have a learning mechanism, that it might well maJce use
to inappropriate generalizations: "The child could hear
of non-occurrence as negative evidence.
the sentences John eats meat, John eats slowly and the
For example, to return to Pinker's "slowly" example
meat is good and then conclude that the slowly is good
above, the use of naive methods in distributional analyis a possible English sentence." (Pinker 1984:49). More
sis might indeed derive the acceptability of "the slowly
generally, Pinker argues that since pertinent linguistic
is good" from "John eats meat", "John eats slowly" and
generalizations are not couched in terms of simple dis"the meat is good". However, empirically, the sequence
tributional properties such as preceding word, first word
" D E T A D V E R B - 1 IS" is about 70 times less likely to apin sentence, and so on, inappropriate generalizations are
pear than one would expect from cheince if language was
inevitable.
a random stream with lexical items appearing in proporW e shall argue that neither of these arguments aption to h o w they actuedly appeeur. Here, " A D V E R B - l "
ply to distributional methods to solve the bootstrapping
is the class of awiverbs which includes "slowly", and "IS"
problem for natural language, and present a range of siis a class which includes "is, was, are, were, has, have".
mulation results which show that considerable amounts
T h e non-appearance of this sequence is indicative of a
of information about both syntju:tic categories, and the
syntactic constraint. Consequently, the non-occurrence
the categories of phrases, can be derived using a distributional analysis of a large, noisy, unlabeled corpus of
'for a detailed discussion of inductive inference within a
English.
Bayesiein model comparison framework, see Earman 1992.
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of a sequence in a corpus can fcJsify (or makes much less
likely) a trivisil hypothetical grammar.

are in general linguistically irrelevant). Pinker 1984
p49-50

While true in general, for distributional techniques
to work the relationship need only be statistically reAlthough there m a y be no reason that distributional melevant, in that the relation is reliably statistically correthods should not work in principle, Tinker's argument
lated with relevant linguistic regularities in real speech.
that they would be impracticable has yet to be addresThis is true for m a n y perceptible relationships (eg. adjased. The best way to answer this point is to provide a
cency and co-occurrence relations (Finch & Chater 1992;
counterexample, where significant syntactic structure is
Finch 1993; Schultze 1993), serial position in sentences
demonstrably uncovered by linguistically naive distribu(eg. Hughes 1992), and probably m a n y more).
tional methods.
The rest of this paper addresses the problem of unIn Finch & Chater (1992), we proposed a tentative socovering syntactic structure at a higher level than just
lution to the bootstrapping problem using distributional
word classes. According to the standard view, the remethods similar to that proposed by Kiss (1972). It was
levant level of linguistic analysis is a phrase based one,
a "most frequentfirst"approach, where the most frewhere phrases are structured into trees, and are assigquent words appearing in a large corpus were clustered
ned labels, such as noun phrase, prepositional phrase,
according to the similarity of statistical measurements
sentence and the like. Is it possible to infer classes for
of the lexical contexts in which they featured. This is
sequences of words in m u c h the same way as w e did for
in line with the view that it is not initially necessary to
word classes? If this is the case, this opens the possibility
provide a theory which accounts for the acquisition of all
that a lairger part of natural language can be bootstrapof natural language in order to solve the bootstrapping
ped by an unsupervised, non language-specific learning
problem, but rather just a significeint part of it. The remechanism than has previously been demonstrated, and
lations 'last word', 'next word', 'last word but one' and
possibly reduces the amount of innate knowledge which
'next word but one' were used as the basis of this classi- is needed to acquire language. In order to show the feafication. Although the methods used were not those pro- sibility of using unsupervised methods to acquire natural
posed by Maratsos & Chalkley (1981), the spirit of the
language, we present a three stage hierarchical analysis
enterprise is similar — find some relationships which are
of language. First, an initial classification of words is
highly correlated with syntactic structure, and use these
derived, and this classification is exploited to derive a
to infer a syntactic classification for words. It was found
classification of short (1, 2, ?ind 3 word) phrases. Then
that for the most frequent 2000 words, a highly linguithis classification is used to derive a syntactic classificastically perspicuous classification was uncovered, which
tion of longer phrases. The next section describes this
featured all of the main word classes. It remained to exprocess.
tend this scheme so that higher-level syntactic structure
could be uncovered.
Finding phrasal categories
Pinker argues that one of the maun problems with the
In Finch & Chater (1992), we showed h o w a distribuefficiency of distributional bootstrapping is that there
tionjd analysis could roughly find syntactic categories.
aie potentiEilly a very large number of distributional reW e collated a contingency table of 2000 c o m m o n words
lationships which can be used to uncover linguistic strucagainst the contexts in which they appeared in a very
ture. This m a y be true, but it would seem that very simlaxge corpus of Usenet newsgroup articles. T h e context
ple ones, only involving frequent adjacent words, suffice
was simply defined to be the preceding two and following
to uncover a good approximation to word classes. Since
two words. To keep the computations tractable, attenit is entirely possible that a child could have innate knowtion was restricted to context words which were amiong
ledge about where to look for linguistic regularities, ratthe 150 most c o m m o n words observed in the corpus. T h e
her than about the precise nature of these regularities as
context we used can therefore be thought of as four vecis the case with a "universal grammar", demonstrating
tors of 150 dimensions, each dimension corresponding to
the utility of such simple but informative relationships
one of the 150 most c o m m o n words. T h e value of the
for distributional bootstrapping suggests that although
vector is then given by the number of times the focaJ
it m a y be true in general that distributional bootstrapword appeared in the relevant relation (i.e., preceding,
ping is hard for the reasons which Pinker argues, the
following, last but one, next but one). A definition of siabstract classes in natural language lend themselves to
milarity between observed distributions of contexts was
discovery by this kind of auialysis.
given (the Spearman rsmk correlation coefficient), and
a cluster analysis performed to produce a hierarchical
Perhaps, tiien, one can constrain the child to test for corontology of the words.
relations only among linguistically relevant properties.
B y stopping the hierarchical cluster analysis after only
There are two problems with this move. First of all,
a certain number of links have been m a d e , it is possible
most linguistically relevaint properties are abstract [eg.
to find m z m y classifications of words (ie. partitions of
syntactic categories, grammatical relations etc.] ([this
argument] owes its force to the fsict that the contrapothe 2000 item word set). W e stopped the classification
sitive (roughly) is true: the properties that the child
when 500 categories remained, and chose the 100 most
can detect in the input — such as serial positions and
c o m m o n of these as a classification of the "frequent part"
adjacency Eind co-occurrence relations among words —
of natural language. Nearly all of these categories corre-
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sponded to linguistically coherent categories or subclasses of categories. Thus w e ended up with 100 categories,
the two most c o m m o n of which were:
CI the my your their his our its a an any some several
another every these those such each no m a n y most
certain
C 2 of in on at for with from by into through against
about between without under within during via upon
towards toward across a m o n g beyond regarding
The corpus can now be mapped from a sequence of
lexical items to a sequence of C-level categories. For example, every occurrence of "the" would be replaced by
"CI". Sequences of length 1, 2, and 3 of these C-level
categories were searched for in a large corpus, and the
3000 most c o m m o n such sequences were chosen for distributional emcJysis. This time the context was defined
to be the four surrounding categories rather than the
four surrounding words. Agsun a cluster analysis was
performed, and again this was terminated when 7 5 % of
the links held been made, resulting in a classification of
short sequences (XI, X 2 , ..., X150). Several of these
X-level short sequences had interesting linguistic interpretations. For instance, one, which contained about
80 short sequences, seemed to correspond to short noun
phrases, in that in n e w text they corresponded to word
sequences such as'^ it, the apparent size, each article, the
mother, the real data, a scientific theory. Another category corresponded to parts of the verb to be, including
as exemplars has been, will have been, is, are, might be,
and so on. Other linguistically perspicuous classes include prepositional phrases, n-bar phrases, and parts of
the verb to have. There are m a n y linguistically imperspicuous categories, however, but m a n y of these correspond to apparently coherent classes, even though most
linguists would not use them. For instance, one class
includes the top of, the n a m e of, the person with, and so
on. Another one, which was picked at random, includes
use the, iLse at the, break into these, add an. This isn't
a perspicuous category, but if a noun phrase lacking a
determiner is added, it becomes a simple verb phrase.
This observation clearly suggests the next stage in the
analysis, which is to cluster together sequences of these
categories to find still higher level structure.
Sequences of these X-level short sequences of length 1
and 2 were searched for in a large corpus. T h e 3000 most
c o m m o n of these sequences were chosen for analysis, and
this time the context was the set of the surrounding four
X-level categories. Since there are m a n y ways to parse
a stream of words into X-level categories, each focal sequence can have m a n y different contexts associated with
it (as opposed to 1 for the procedure above). For example, the sequence
The big black dog
can be peirsed in m a n y ways. In particular, if each
constituent of the parse is to be a short sequence (of
^All the examples given are raindomly taken from a text
not included in the corpus used for categorisation. There
is a preference towjirds longer examples (mainly to avoid
repetition).
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length 1, 2, or 3), this phrase can be represented by labeled bracketings of short sequences in 7 ways: (X81:
The)(X32: big)(X32: black)(X36: dog); (X81: The
big)(X32: black)(X36: dog); (X81: the)(X32: big
black)(X36: dog); (X81: the)(X32: big)(X36: black
dog); (X81: The big black)(X36: dog); (X81: the)(X36:
big black dog); (X81: T h e big)(X36: black dog). Each
the 7 labeled bracketing, or parse, corresponds to a sequence of X-level categories: in this case, the sequences
are X81 X 3 2 X 3 2 X36; X 8 1 X 3 2 X36; X 8 1 X 3 2 X36; X81
X 3 2 X36; X81 X36; X 8 1 X36; X 8 1 X36.
If "the big black dog" was the left context of an item of
interest, then although the immediately preceding category is always X 3 6 (the last category of any parse of "the
big black dog", the last but one category is either X81
(noun pre-modifier with determiner) or X 3 2 (noun premodifier without determiner). Thus we can construct
the contingency table of short phrases against their contexts, and define the similarity of two phrases to be some
statistical measure of similarity between their contexts.
For this, w e used the Spearman rank correlation Coefficient, since it is known to be powerful in circumstances
where linear correlation is not.
A corpus of about 10 million words was used to construct the contingency table, and again a single link cluster analysis was performed and terminated when 7 5 %
of the links had been made. T h e examples given axe
randomly sampled from a pjirse of some USENET newsgroup articles which were not part of the corpus used to
infer the classification. There is a bias towards longer exemplars, mainly to avoid repetition of short exemplars.
Figure 1 shows some examples of word sequences found
to be in four of the phraseil classes which were the result
of this operation.^
A s can be seen from thisfigure,the classification os
not entirely accurate, but remember that our goal is not
to find a correct classification of language immediately,
but rather tofindsignificant amounts of structure which
can later be refined by other methods which might make
use of semantic and prosodic information. M a n y of the
classes are over 9 0 % accurate. Consequently, this constitutes significant evidence against the assertion that
it is not possible to efficiently infer significant linguistic
structure from distributional techniques alone.
Conclusions
Distributional methods have been demonstrated to be
quite powerful at uncovering significant linguistic structure at m a n y levels in natural language, and, moreover,
have been able to do this without exploiting sophisticated knowledge about the nature of the regularities present in natural language. In particular, w e have demonstrated the relative ease of distributionally bootstrap^This is a selection of four classes from 100 or so classes we
could have chosen. Some of the classes were not so linguistically coherent. For example, one of the classes corresponded
to subject-l-verb, which is not usually considered a constituent. In general, most of the categories would be considered largely coherent in a categorial or dependency grammar
(Barry & Pickering 1992).

Simple Sentences: what is a context, that's a different story, you will also receive a copy, we could hold
some events, you must continue, w e have the chance,
some groups have no names, you start out, you have
any problems, the project should work, the old version
is still available, I think it, I will have the car, you
are standing, there's always the chance, I kept them, it
would be appropriate, I think there's a piece, there is
a french culture office, I would argue, it is called, the
bar could be seen, it's ok, the conference is over, I was
talking to a friend.
V e r b Phrases: give away, pick them up, buy some audio tapes, suggest a company, have a new book and m a nual, get away from it, ask them to change the entry,
change the entry, think the world, can't remember what
day, got nothing, disagree, do something, look around
for people, go, even understand the questions, really
want an argument, be appropriate, need to move out,
get the information, try to send them, know of a place,
live, read about them, don't have m y copy, get to the
question, get back on this, tell this, make them, go around, change the subject, know it, call the previous owner, give the n a m e of their version, believe that their
version, can't see anything, have to have messages.
N o u n Phrases: the situation theory and its applications, the natural language group, some sort of code, this
since it, a new reference to the database, their hands,
the bar with their parents, that day, the logical structure of natural languages, m e for a game, it on line, a
case, some of m y stuff, a change of date, what parts, the
rights to them, the number one, the end of the world,
the money on a government, the n a m e of product, something similar, a faily normal life, a dog to the club,
the point where it, what number, some areas this, that
way, the attention, that names, that names and references, m a n y of the good responses, several friends
in this, several friends in this area, any of the above
equipment, another in your opinion.
Infinitival C o m p l e m e n t s : to accept this attitude, to
allow laser printer, to be about her, to be at an end, to
buy more, to call them, to change the name, to come
up, to find the problem, to get a piece, to get m e back,
to get over it, to have a baby, to hear more, to keep
it, to leave an engine, to mention m e , to mention the
groups in question, to pay the high prices, to play them,
to read in the shell window, to replace the include, to
run their own bbs, to start, to start a discussion, to
take it, to take over the world, to take this out, to use
the drive, to use the old mode, to wait for the music,
to write the software, to have brought it.
Figure 1: This figure shows some token sequences of
four of the phrasal classes found by empirically clustering word sequences according to the similarity of their
contexts of occurrence.
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ping abstract linguistic entities including approximations
to all word classes, relatively simple noun phrases, verb
phrases, prepositional phrases and sentences. Although
m u c h 'fine grain' structure in natural language, such as
verb subcategorisation frames, has not been demonstrar
ted, it is entirely plausible that more sophisticated variants of the methods described here will be capable of
finding such regularities*.
O f course, this work is very far from demonstrating
the feasibility of the entirely unsupervised acquisition of
natural language. In particular, it does not even address issues concerned with parsing, such as determining
the phrase structure of a sentence, nor does it directly
address the fundamental question of language learning:
H o w can an agent learn a generative g r a m m a r irom a corpus, rather than just a classification of some rather short
phrases. These questions are the subject of ongoing research, as is the relationship between distributional and
semantic bootstrapping. It would be surprising if both
distributional and semzmtic criteria were not used by a
child learning lemguage, since both distributional and
semantic regularities are potentially readily available to
children, and both are informative of syntactic structure and hence can be expected to aid the child in their
aquisition of syntax. T h e same is true for prosodic information.
Other questions for further research include demonstrating the efficacy of this approax:h using corpora of
'caregiver data' (see Redington, Chater & Finch, 1993),
and demonstrating the portability of this method for uncovering structure to other languages. This research can
continue w h e n very large corpora from these domains
become available. For example, the CHILDES database,
at just over 2 million words, while large enough to find a
rough initial classification of words, is too small to apply
the techniques described here in full.
In other languages, m a n y of the grammatical regularities indicated in English by word order are more reliably
indicated by various morphologicail regularities (eg. case
marking and so on). There is no reason w h y the general
method described here should be restricted to exploiting
word-sequence regularities, and other sources of regularity, such as inflectional ending, and so on, might be
exploited to derive hierarchical structure. However, it
should also be noted that even for these languages, word
order is still probably highly informative of syntactic category, so the methods used here m a y work well even
with these languages.
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Abstract
Identification peifoimance was measured for letters which were
briefly presented at different spatial locations and time delays
relative to the beginning of manual movement preparation.
Identification performance depended on the complexity of the
upcoming movement and decreased prior to movement onset.
Further findings of similar identification performance with
different spatialrelationsbetween probe location and manual
movement direction cast doubt on the generality of a premotor
theory of attention.
Introduction
In studies of visuo-spatial attention, the experimenter typically
biases a subject's attention toward particular locations in the visual
field and probes for identification accuracy or detection time;
differences between (unbiased) baseline and experimental performance
are interpreted as attentional effects. Until recently, however,
attention research has neglected a crucial aspect of performance,
because subjects were typically instructed to suppress overt
movements toward attention probes. The present paper argues that
attending to the motor part of cognition might provide a new
understanding of the nature of attentional processes.
Recent findings suggest that attentional effects on perception might
be a consequence of covert m o v e m e n t planning. For example,
Stoffer (1991) demonstrated that the current attentional focus
determines spatial compatibility effects, providing an attentional
account for this manual response selection problem. Meegan and
Tipper (1993) showed that an irrelevant distractor interfered more
with overt reaching when it was blocked by an obstacle; thus, the
complexity of potential reaches incurred attentional costs. Further,
interference was stronger when the distractor was located between the
hand and the target than w h e n it was beyond the target location
(Tipper et al., 1992); attentional gradients in 3-space can thus be
conceived as reflecting action-centered attention (see also Downing &
Pinker, 1985). Moreover, attentional benefits appear to be "attached"
to objects, moving with them to n e w spatial locations (Tipper et al.,
1991) and thus suggesting the continuous revision of action plans
toward objects in the visual field. A n attentional effect m a y therefore
be understood as the updating of an object representation, including
"...the responses it should appropriately evoke" (Kahneman et al.,
1992, p. 178).
These and other findings support the assumption that attentional
cuing leads to covert preparation of orienting responses, which are
then, however, successfully inhibited by the subject. The instruction
to suppress overt movements of the eyes or the hands toward the
stimulus might therefore dissociate a natural relationship between
perception and action. This is also evident from the well-known
Simon effect (Simon, 1969): A tendency to select responses based
on the irrelevant location of an imperative stimulus leads to faster
(and even erroneous) responses of the hand that is closer to the source
of stimulation. T o better understand the attentional component in
this relationship between perception and action, a systematic
investigation of the time course of attentional effects relative to
movement planning and its overt execution seems warranted.

The Premotor Theory of Attention (Rizzolatti et al., 1987; Umilta
et al., 1991) offers a framework for such an investigation. This
theory postulates an identity of covert orienting (attention shifts) and
m o v e m e n t preparation (motor programming). Specifically, it
assumes that a subject cannot refrain from preparing a movement
(typically of the eyes) toward an attended location. This preparatory
process is assumed to be hierarchically organized, with the
specification of m o v e m e n t direction (relative to the midsagittal
plane) preceding the specification of movement amplitude. While
there is evidence for such hierarchical preparation prior to manual
movement execution (Rosenbaum, 1980), the premotor theory itself
is largely based o n indirect evidence in the absence of overt
movements (other than simple key presses). Support for the notion
of attention as a motor program is reflected in an increase in response
latencies to events at recently but no longer attended locations. If the
withdrawal of attention is a decision to not overtly orient toward a
location, then this inhibition of return effect reflects the temporal
cost of reprogramming this movement. A few studies have shown
this effect with overt movements of the eyes (e.g., Vaughan, 1984;
Rafal et al., 1989), but it is unknown whether this relationship
between perception and action holds for movements in general.
Consider the dual task of performing a hand m o v e m e n t and
simultaneously trying to identify a lateralized probe. Both tasks tap
specific areas of the brain; identification performance therefore
systematically depends on the spatial relationship between side of
movement and side of probing. If the motoric task engages the
attentional resources of a hemisphere, ipsilateral probe identification
will be poor, relative to a condition in which the motor task is
controlled by the other hemisphere {intrahemispheric interference
hypothesis; e.g. K i n s b o u m e & Hicks, 1978). If, however,
lateralized activity from motor plarming supports other cognitive
processes in the same hemisphere, then ipsilateral probe
identification will be better, relative to a condition in which the
motor task is controlled by the other hemisphere {intrahemispheric
facilitation hypothesis; e.g. Verfaellie et al., 1988). Finally, if
attentional effects on perception reflect motor programming activity,
then the visual hemifield toward which the movement is directed will
exhibit improved identification performance (premotor theory of
attention). T w o experiments tested these predictions. T h e findings
of the first experiment are in conflict with the facilitation
hypothesis, because letter identification was better in the visual field
contralateral to the side of movement. T h e findings of the second
experiment cast doubt on the generality of a premotor theory of
attention, because lateralized letter identification was not affected by
movement direction of the hand.
Experiment 1
T h e first experiment examined h o w the spatial relation between
m o v e m e n t preparation and probe presentation affects probe
identification. Crossing H a n d of M o v e m e n t (left/right) with
Hemifield of Probe Presentation (ipsilateral/contralateral) yielded four
conditions. T h e hemispheric interference hypothesis predicts a
perceptual advantage in the two contralateral conditions (left/right and
right/left) over the two ipsilateral conditions; the hemispheric
facilitation hypothesis makes the opposite prediction. T h e prediction
of the premotor theory depends on the movement direction of the
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hand. T o m a k e eye movements unlikely, subjects in this first
experiment moved their hands from peripheral to central keys on a
keyboard centered in their midsagittal plane, so that both the
movement cue and the movement target were centered in foveal
vision. The premotor theory predicts a perceptual advantage for the
two contralateral hemifields, because movement direction planning
should induce contralateral attention allocation.
A corollary of all theories regards the size of attentional effects.
The two hemispheric activation theories predict that the amount of
interference or facilitation depends on the amount of required
movement preparation. The premotor theory, however, predicts no
synergy at all between action and perception if a movement does not
require specification of direction and/or amplitude. Thus, two
different Movement Instructions were compared: Subjects either just
lifted the index finger from a start key or had to move it onto a target
key.
The perceptual consequences of movement preparation were
investigated by briefly presenting a probe letter and measuring the
subject's identification performance directly after movement
completion. T o capture the time course of attentional effects, the
Probe Delay relative to the movement cue onset was varied; the
probe appeared either 50, 150, 250, or 350 m s after the movement
side had been instructed by a centrally presented go signal.
Apparatus
Subjects sat infrontof a Macintosh Plus computer with a black on
white screen of 22 c m diagonal size (see Fig. 1). T w o vertical
wooden panels, positioned on both sides of the keyboard, held two
tillable mirrors horizontally above the keyboard. The upper mirror
obstructed the subject's view on the screen and reflected stimuli on
the lower mirror, fit)m which they could be read by the subject while
at the same time visually monitoring the movement. This device
was used to encourage the sharing of spatial attention between tasks.
The "1", "=", "6", and "7" keys in the top row of the keyboard were
used to register reaction times and movement times in the movement
task, and the remaining alphabet keys ("a" through "z") registered the
subject's perceptual identification responses. The movement distance
between a peripho-al start and central target key (center to center) was
95 m m , and each key's width was 13 m m .
Method and Stimuli
Sixteen right-handed subjects (mean age 21 years) with normal or
corrected vision were randomly assigned to one of the two Movement
Instruction groups. All but three reported some basic skill in
touchtyping. All subjects were instructed to give priority to the fast
completion of the movement task and then to type in the letter they
had seen (or to guess if necessary) at their leisure. They adjusted the
keyboard as well as both mirrors such that a fixation cross ("+")
appeared on the lower mirror close to and above the two central target
keys.
After the subject pressed d o w n both peripheral start keys, a warning
tone (3500 H z ) sounded, and after 400 m s the Hxation cross was
replaced by the movement cue. The cue was a small arrowhead
pointing to the left or right ("<" or ">"). After the probe delay a
lowercase letter appeared for 117 m s at one side of the arrow, with an
eccentricity of 4° (the start keys had a visual eccentricity of 17°). At
the end of the presentation interval the screen was blanked to white.
A tone following the correct response (liftoff from the peripheral key
"1" or "=" in the Lift group, touchdown on the central key "6" or "7"
in the M o v e group) prompted the subject to type (or guess) the letter
he/she had seen.
Design and Procedure
Movement Instruction was a between-subject factor, whereas Hand of
Movement, Hemifield of Probe Presentation, and Probe Delay were
randomized within subjects. Each subject first practiced the
movement task without concurrent letter identification and then
participated in two blocks of 160 experimental trials (10 per
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condition). Only data from the second block were analyzed. Trials
with reaction times below 200 or above 1000 m s were discarded
(1.1% of all observations).
Movement errors as well as reaction and movement times and the
proportion of correctly identified letters from trials with correct
movement completion were analyzed with 2 (Movement Instruction)
x 2 (Hemifield of Probe Presentation) x 2 (Hand of Movement) x 4
(Probe Delay) A N O V A s .

Computer
Lowe
Mirror
^

'arget Keys

Start Keys

Upper Mirror
Monitor

Hard Disk
Lower Mirror
Keyboard

Figure 1: Experimental Setup. A: Top view; B: Side view.
(Parts of the mirror device have been omitted for clarity.)
Results
M o v e m e n t Errors. For the M o v e and the Lift group 26 and 100
erroneous lift-offs were counted ( 2 % and 7.9%), respectively, F(1.14)
= 15.89. p < .01. A significant interaction of Movement
Instruction. Probe Delay, and Hemifield. F(3.42) = 2.98. p < .05.
indicated different error patterns in the two groups: Errors in the
M o v e group were evenly distributed across conditions; for the Lift
group, m a n y errors occurred with the 150 m s Probe Delay,
irrespective of hemifield, and contralateral probing induced more
errors at the 50 m s compared to the other probe delays. N o other
main effect or interaction was significant.
Reaction Times. The times from directional cuing to movement
onset were on average 452 m s for lifting and 513 m s for aiming with
thefinger,F(l,14) = 6.82, p < .05. Responses were on average 11
m s faster when probing at the side of movement preparation,
compared to contralateral probing, F(l,14) = 10.20, p < .01. This
effect was restricted to the 50 m s probe delay. The effect of Probe
Delay was highly significant, F(3, 42) = 36.76, />< .001; at the 350
m s delay responses were on average 48 m s slower than for the
shorter delays, which did not differ. Therighthand was not reliably

faster than the left hand, and all remaining interactions were not
significant. Figure 2 shows that, aside from the main effect of
Movement Instniction, the reaction time patterns for the two groups
were quite similar.
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Figure 3: Identification Performance for each Probe Delay.
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The spatial relation between planned movement activity and
location of probing affected probe identification performance. This
Figure 2: Movement Onset Times for each Probe Delay.
was evident at both the 50 m s and the 250 m s probe delays. For the
Ipsi: Probe and moving hand in the same visual hemifield;
50 m s probe delay, reaction times in both groups were about 32 m s
Contra: Probe and moving hand in opposite visual hemifields.
shorter when the probe had appeared at the side of instructed
movement rather than in the opposite hemifield. This effect of
spatial compatibility between location of probing and location of
Identification Performance. T h e Lift group identified on
motor
activity is not in agreement with the notion of
average 7 2 % of the letters, the M o v e group only 5 6 % , F(l,14) =
5.84, p < .05. Identification was 1 1 % better when therighthand intrahemispheric interference. It rather suggests facilitated planning
moved than when the left hand moved, F(l,14) = 17.33. p < .001. w h e n the probe onset c o m m a n d s attention into the same hemifield.
A significant effect of Probe Delay, F(3.42) = 12.97, p < .001. was T h e error pattern in the Lift group supports this interpretation; it
due to poorer performance at 350 m s compared to the other delays. shows that early peripheral onsets can induce faulty effector
While the Hemifield effect was not significant, F(l,14) = 3.14, p > specification, leading to the observed tendency to respond with the
.09, there was a large advantage of co/i/ralateral over ipsilateral probe effector that is closer to the source of stimulation (Simon. 1969).
trials at the 250 m s probe delay, F(3.42) = 5.45. /» < .01. Thus, 250 Identification performance at the 2 5 0 m s probe delay, however,
ms after the movement preparation had begun, probes were identified remained accurate in the contralateral hemifield only: Planning to
respond with the left hand improved perception of letters in the right
more accurately when they appeared in the visual hemifield toward
visual field, and vice versa. Such a finding w a s predicted by the
which the subject planned to move. Fig. 3 shows that, aside from
premolor
theory of attention and by the intrahembpheric interference
the main effect of Movement Instruction, the performance patterns of
hypothesis; thus, the benefit can be interpreted either as an indication
the two groups were again similar.
that attention shifted in the direction of the forthcoming movement,
Movement Times. For the Move group, average time from
or as a relative improvement of letter processing in the hemisphere
liftoff to touchdown on the target key was 320 m s , and no that was less taxed by motor plarming.
significant differences across conditions were obtained.
T h e strikingly similar identification pattern for both groups across
the time course of m o v e m e n t preparation suggests that the
Discussion
underlying preparatory processes were similar. This finding might
The fint experiment found strong interactions between attentional
be taken as evidence against the premotor theory, because subjects in
processes and movement preparation in a dual task. Letter
the Lift group presumably planned a less complex m o v e m e n t with
identification depended on the degree of concurrent movement
different direction and amplitude. However, subjects in both groups
preparation: W h e n subjects had to prepare a goal-directed movement.
typically used the same finger they had just m o v e d (according to the
less attention was available to aid perception than when subjects
m o v e m e n t instruction) to subsequently type in the perceived letter,
merely had to lift a finger. This was reflected in a reaction time
and kept their other index finger on the start key throughout a trial.
difference of 61 m s and an identification difference of 1 6 % between
Since all relevant letter keys were located between the two start key
the groups. The low performance before movement onset further
locations, it is conceivable that subjects in both groups always
supports this notion of a resource conflict (intrahemispheric
prepared movements directed to the midsagittal plane.
interference) and shows that subjects in both groups could
This argument calls for a control experiment in which m o v e m e n t
strategically and rapidly allocate attention between the visual and
direction could also be from the center of the keyboard outwards.
motoric task; it also suggests that goal-directed movements demand
This situation provides a direct test of the premotor theory against
controlled processing, even for their initial, ballistic part
the hemispheric interference hypothesis: T h e premotor theory
predicts improved ipsilateral identification for outward movements
and improved contrdateral identification for inward movements. T h e
hemispheric interference hypothesis predicts that, irrespective of
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movement direction, probes in the hemifield contralateral to the side
of movement preparation should always be identified better than
ipsilatcral probes.
Experiment 2
The second experiment addressed the issues raised in the discussion of
the initial study. First, Movement Direction varied between four
experimental blocks: Moving from the peripheral to the central
keys, moving from the central to the peripheral keys, lifting the
finger from the peripheral keys, and lifting the fingers from the
central keys. This was achieved by simply assigning the target keys
from Experiment 1 as start keys (and vice versa) in the two new
conditions of the present experiment. The other conditions were
direct replications of the first experiment. To accorrunodate concerns
regarding the between-groups comparison in the previous study, all
subjects participated in all conditions in a counterbalanced order. To
control for the possibility of anticipatory preparation of typing
responses in the Lift conditions, subjects touched down on their start
key prior to typing the perceived letter. Thus, even if a directional
component for this simple motor program were specified, its value
would be irrelevant for a possible attention shift.
Another modification of the method concerned the fact that manual
reaction times increased with longer probe delays in the first
experiment This could simply reflect a procrastination strategy with
which subjects tried to improve their letter perception. Note,
however, that in the previous experiment the movement cue was
always erased at the end of probe presentation; longer probe delays
may therefore have delayed attentional disengagement from the cue.
This could account for the observed increase in reaction times across
probe delays, because the offset of an attended stimulus facilitates
manual as well as eye movement latencies (Fischer & Rogal, 1986).
Alternatively, the advance of movement preparation with longer
probe delays might have made it harder to divert attention back to the
visual domain, thus making the required attention switch from the
primary (motor) task to the secondary (perceptual) task costlier for
the later probes. The second experiment attempted to clarify this
issue by leaving the movement cue visible after probe presentation.
If the increase of reaction times with longer probe delays in the first
experiment was due to the easier disengagement of attention for early
probe delays, then this effect should disappear.
Because all subjects participated in all movement conditions, the
extensive training regime of the first experiment was replaced by
only ten practice trials in each movement condition prior to data
collection. To mainuin a reasonable level of identification accuracy,
the eccentricity of the peripheral probe letters was slightly reduced
from 4° to 3° (increase the probe duration would have invited eye
movements). T o further prevent eye movements (e.g., toward the
peripheral target keys), in 2 0 % of the trials of each condition the
probe was presented for only 17 m s just above the central arrow;
identification performance for these trials served as an objective
fixation control measure. Furthermore, subjects were repeatedly
instructed tofixatethe arrow at the center of the display and could
also not predict the location of a forthcoming probe. Finally, the
fact that the movement cue was no longer deleted with the probe also
reduced the likelihood of eye movements.
The apparatus, method, stimuli, design, and procedure were the
same as in Experiment 1, with the above modifications. Eight righthanded subjects with normal or corrected vision (mean age 23 years)
participated. All reported to have some touchtyping skills. The data
were analyzed with 2 (Movement Instruction) x 2 (Hemifield of
Probe Presentation) x 2 (Start Location) x 2 (Hand of Movement) x
4 (Probe Delay) A N O V A s .
Results
M o v e m e n t Errors. In the M o v e and Lift conditions, 8.7% and
7.5% erroneous lift-offs were observed, respectively, F < I. A
significant interaction of Hemifield with Probe Delay, F(3,21) =
7.40, p < .01. indicated that at the earliest delay the contralateral
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probes induced more errors than all other conditions. This effect was
more pronounced for the right than for the left hand, F(3,21) = 3.42,
p < .05. A n interaction of Movement Instruction with Start
Location, F(l,7) = 6.33. p < .05, showed that lifting the correct
index finger was easier at the peripheral than at the central start
location, whereas moving the index finger to a different key was
easier when starting at the central than when starting at the peripheral
start location. Finally, there were more errors associated with
contralateral than with ipsilateral probing, F(l,7) = 8.83. p < .05.
Fixation Control. An overall identification level of 93% for
letters presented for only 17 m s above the central arrow shows that
the subjects conformed with the instruction to fixate the movement
cue during movement preparation. However, with longer delays of
the central probe the probability to correctly identify this letter was
reduced from 96.5% to 89.8%. F(3, 21) = 2.95, p < .06.
Reaction Times. Reaction times were on average 465 ms for
lifting and 474 m s for moving the finger, F(l,7) = 1.06, p > .34.
Responses were initiated 33 m s later from the peripheral than from
the central start keys, F{\,7) = 10.34, p <.02. There was no main
effect of Probe Delay, F(3,21) = 2.23, p > .1, but contralateral
probing led to 12 m s slower reactions on average than ipsilateral
probing, F(l,7) = 23.87, p <.01. This main effect of Hemifield was
qualified by a significant interaction with Probe Delay, f(3,21) =
6.90, p <.01: While reaction times for ipsilateral probing increased
with Probe Delay, contralateral probing led to slower responses at
the 50 m s delay than at any other probe delay. Finally, there was an
interaction of Probe Delay with Hand, F(3.21) = 5.11. p <.01, such
that all left-hand trials were more affected by the early probes than
right-hand trials. N o other main effect or interaction was significant
Figure 4 focuses on the two M o v e conditions; it shows that, aside
from the main effect of Start Location, the reaction time patterns for
both movement directions were similar.
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Figure 4: Movement Onset Times for the M o v e conditions.
lO: Inside out movements; OI: Outside in movements.
Identification Performance. In the Lift and M o v e conditions
subjects identified on average 81.6% and 77.0% of the probes
correctly, F(l,7) = 6.45, p < .05. Performance was about 8 % worse
for left-hand compared to right-hand trials, F(l,7) = 15.85, p < .01.
However, this effect of Hand only held for ipsilateral probing. F(l,7)
= 7.43, p < .05. There was a main effect of Probe Delay. F(3,21) =

9.58, p < .001: Identification improved from an initial 78.3% at 50
ms to 83.4% at the 150 m s probe delay; then it dropped from 79.6%
to 75.9% at the longest delay. This main effect was qualified by
interactions of Probe Delay with Movement Instruction, F(3,21) =
7.38. p < .01, with Start Location, F(3,21) = 2.97, p < .06. and
with Hand of Movement, F(3,21) = 8.05, /> < .001. The peaked
performance pattern was only present in the M o v e conditions,
whereas in the Lift conditions subjects were about equally accurate
across all probe delays. The peak for 150 m s was also more
pronounced when starting at the center than when moving toward the
center, and it was largely due to the performance in left-hand trials.
However, no other main effect or interaction was significant. Figure
5 focuses on the two Movement conditions; it shows that, aside
from the main effect of Movement Instruction, performance for the
two movement directions (in-out and out-in) was similar.

could not have affected perceptual processing of the probe, but it
might have prevented immediate access to the probe's representation
in visual short-term memory (Sperling. 1960).
O n the other hand, the second experiment replicated several fmdings
from the fu-si study. Probes appearing only 50 m s after the onset of
the arrow cue induced erroneous responses if they were in the
hemifield contralateral to the side of movement preparation.
Subjects overcame this interference only at the cost of delayed
response times. The fact that this Simon effect is limited to the 50
m s probe delay suggests that 150 m s after presentation of the
movement cue the direction component of the motor program was
reliably installed. However, the disadvantage for the left hand in
these right-dominant subjects implies that the movement tasks
required controlled processing at all times when they were performed
with the non-dominant hand.
The finding of increased reaction times for longer probe delays,
even with continuous exposure of the movement cue. rules out an
explanation of this increase in terms of delayed attentional
disengagement from the cue. It rather supports the notion that
attentional resources are strategically allocated to the preparation of
the forthcoming movement, thus incurring higher costs of switching
c
go
back to the visual field for more delayed probes. This hypothesis
also accounts for the systematic decrease of performance in the
«
fixation control trials.
u
The absence of effects of manual response selection on visual
C
perception was previously reported by Rafal et al. (1989, Exp. 5) and
c
70
by Pashler (1991). Their use of less complex motor tasks, however,
— Move/Ipsi/IO
did not allow us to specifically evaluate the premotor theory of
V
— Move/Contra/IO
jO
attention. The present study showed that, irrespective of movement
• - Move/Ipsl/OI
2
complexity, manual preparation does not induce differential effects of
• - Move/Contra/OI
movement direction planning on lateralized probe identification.
60
Together with the fact that performance patterns were similar for the
50
150
250
350
M o v e and Lift conditions, this indicates that the general identity
between movement preparation and attention allocation, as proposed
Probe Delay (ms)
in the premotor theory of attention, does apparently not apply to
manual movement preparation. Studies of hierarchical manual
Figure 3: Identification Performance for the M o v e conditions.
preparation (e.g., Rosenbaum, 1980) do therefore not provide support
10: Inside out movements; OI: Outside in movements.
for the premotor theory.
Subsequent experiments using this probing technique can
investigate letter perception during movement execution as well as
Movement Times. In the M o v e conditions, average time from
during movement preparation, to address the issue of whether visuoliftoff to touchdown on the target key was 347 ms. with no
spatial attention remains organized in extrinsic or in action-centered
significant differences between conditions.
coordinates. T o test the relevance of movement amplitude plarming
for attention allocation, probes could also be presented at the target
Discussion
location of a movement. This will, however, require a touch-screen
The findings of the second experiment allow us to qualify the
interface. Furthermore, a comparison of performance with and
different hypotheses regarding the possible relationships between
without overlap of visual and motor space can reveal whether
perception and action. Most importantly, there were no effects of attentional effects operate on an intrinsic representation. The use of
Movement Direction, but also not of Hemifield of Probing on letter nonlateralized (e.g., vocal) responses to identify the probe letters may
identification perfomiance. This result fails to replicate the earlier
clarify the extent to which the letter probes may have activated
finding of higher identification performance in the contralateral visual concurrent motoric representations in the present subjects, w h o were
field, especially at the 250 m s probe delay. T o accommodate this mostly semi-skilled typists.
finding, both the inrahemispheric facilitation hypothesis and the
In summary, the concept of attention as motor preparation carmot
intrahemispheric interference hypothesis require the ad hoc
account for the present results obtained with hand movements,
assumption that the degree of interaction between the two tasks used suggesting that the inference from eye movements to motor
in the second experiment was noncritical. The present finding is
preparation in general may have underestimated the complexity of the
especially damaging for the premotor theory; note that, due to the mechanisms linking perception with action.
directing of attention during movement preparation, the premotor
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target Section 2 discusses psychological and
computational
issues raised by incremental mapping.
Abstract
Section 3 describes the I-SME algorithm. Section 4
illustrates its operation on two kinds of tasks: (1) an
Many cognitive tasks involving analogy, such as understanding
attribute-mapping task that shows I-SME can explain order
metaphors, problem-solving, and learning, require the ability to
effects found by Keane (in press), and (2) modeling student
extend mappings as new information is found. This paper
describes a new version of S M E , called I-SME, that operates
behavior in solving thermodynamics problems by referring
incrementally. I-SME is inspired by Keane's l A M model and the
to worked examples. Section 5 discusses other issues and
use of incremental mapping in Falkenhainer's PHINEAS learning
future work.
system. W e describe the I-SME algorithm and discuss tradeoffs
introduced by incremental mapping, including parallel versus
Given propositional representations for a base and target,
serial pnxessing and pragmatic influences. The utility of 1-SME
is illustrated by two examples. First, w e show that I-SME can
1. Local Match Construction: For each pair of
account for the psychological results found by Keane on a serial
expressions in base and target, if their predicates are
version of the Holyoak & Thagard attribute mapping task.
identical, create a match hypothesis ( M H ) expressing
Second, we describe how I-SME is used in the Minimal
the possibility that they match. Corresponding
Analogical Reasoning System (MARS), which uses analogy to
arguments of items participating in an M H are also
solve engineering thermodynamics problems.
matched if either (1) their predicates are identical, (2)
the predicates are functions, or (3) they are entities.
1. Introduction
This
network of match hypotheses provides the grist
Many cognitive tasks involving analogy, including
for
subsequent
processing.
metaphor understanding, problem solving, and learning
2.
Kernel
Construction:
Find kernel mappings by starting
require the ability to process information incrementally.
M
H
'
s
which
are
not
themselves the argument of any
at
In metaphor understanding, readers often build up
other. For each such M H j , if it is structurally
correspondences across several sentences (Boronat &
consistent, then it and every M H below it comprise a
Centner, in preparation). In problem solving, students
kernel. Otherwise, recurse on the M H ' s that are its
using a worked example to solve a related novel problem
arguments.
may go back and forth between them, seeking additional
3. Structural Evaluation: Propagate scores through the
ways to interpret the new problem in light of the old. In
network of M H ' s , using argument connections to pass
conceptual change, new data can lead to analogies being
activation downward. This "trickle-down" of scores
modified or abandoned.
implements the systematicity preference. The score of
Burstein (1986) was thefirstto computationally model
a mapping is the sum of the scores of its M H ' s .
incremental processing in analogical learning.
4. Merge: Construct up to n global interpretations of a
Falkenhainer's (1987, 1990) P H I N E A S demonstrated that
match by using a greedy algorithm tofindstructurally
S M E could be used in a map/analyze cycle to model the
consistent combinations of kernels that maximize
incremental use of analogy in discovering physical theories.
structural evaluation scores.
Thefirstgeneral-purpose incremental analogical matcher
was Keane's l A M (Keane & Bradshaw. 1988).
Figure 1: The SME Algorithm
This paper presents I-SME, an incremental version of S M E
(Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Genmer, 1986; 1989) that
simulates the computations proposed by Structure-Mapping
2. Issues in incremental m a p p i n g
theory (Genmer, 1983). I-SME has all the capabilities of
S M E , including the ability to generate novel candidate
Serial vs Parallel: What parts of the matching process
inferences. Unlike S M E , I-SME can extend its existing
should be serial versus parallel? In S M E (Figure 1).
interpretations when given n e w information about base or
processing is essentially parallel within thefirstthree
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Figure 2: Kernels for the simple water/heat analogy example.
Mappings are constructed by merging consistent collections of kernels. In this example, the structurally best interpretation
merges kernels 1 and 2. The worst interpretation merges kernels 4 and 5.
stages: only the final step of constructing global mappings
is serial'. B y contrast, l A M is serial throughout: Even
decisions about local matches are made sequentially, so that
exploring alternate interpretations requires backtracking.
S M E avoids backu^cking by creating, in parallel, networks
representing all alternative local matches between items
plus intermediate clusters (i.e., kernel mappings)
W e believe that a combination of initial parallel and later
serial operation will best model human analogical
processing. S o m e serial processing is essential: O n e
cannot combine all information in parallel when some if it
is not yet available. However, w e believe the fully serial
approach of 1 A M is unlikely to scale up to cognitively
interesting representations. The natural place for serial
processing is in the Merge step, because the kernels, which
represent coherent, structurally-consistent collections of
local matches, form a more appropriate unit of analysis for
limited-resource serial processing than individual local
matches themselves. (Figure 2 shows the kernel mappings
for a simple example.) W h e n base and target share large
systematic structures, the number of kernels is small.
Serial, capacity-limited merging of kernels could thus
provide a plausible explanation for the "More is Less"
phenomena (Genmer & Ratterman, 1991) where additional
knowledge can improve both the rapidity and accuracy of
mapping.
Pragmatics: Our original position (Centner & Clement,
1988, Centner, 1989) was that pragmatic concerns affected
The fact that most S M E implementations happen to run on serial
machines is irrelevant here. A C M E (Holyoak & Thagard. 1989),
is also parallel in conception but is commonly implemented on
serial machines, and the extraction of a mapping from its network
is a serial process outside the simulation. Hummel & Holyoak
(1992) explored incremental mapping, but their scheme does not
handle higher-order relations , making it unsuitable for problemsolving.

only the pre- and post-processing of the mapping
subsystem, with mapping being entirely based on suiictural
consistency and relational identity matches. Others, such
as Holyoak (1985) claimed "The distinction [between
surface and structural similarities] thus crucially depends
on the goal of the problem solver." Both positions have
become less exu-eme. Holyoak & Thagard (1989) have
incorporated structural consistency into A C M E , and
H u m m e l & Holyoak (1992) have pointed out problems in
using pragmatics to influence the online mapping process.
O n our side, w e have adopted for some purposes a
technique called pragmatic marking (Forbus & Oblinger,
1990), tofilterkernels that cannot yield novel candidate
inferences relevant to a goal. Incremental matching is
subject to misleading matches when only partial
information is available, and early poor decisions can
mislead subsequent processing. The use of this limited
form of pragmatic information during mapping can help
overcome these problems. However, w e continue to believe
that in order to capture the generativity of human
analogical reasoning, the mapping process needs to have
enough leeway to detect unanticipated structural
correspondences. The incremental algorithm in this paper
cycles between a largely autonomous mapping process and
intervention by other goal-oriented processes.
3. The Incremental SME Algorithm
The Incremental S M E algorithm (I-SME) accepts
information about base and target descriptions to compare.
Information can be presented to it all at once, one fact at a
time, or in any combination desired. (When 1-SME is
given every item in base and target at the same lime, its
results are identical to those of S M E . ) 1-SME maintains a
small set of global mappings that represent its best
interpretations of h o w the base and target compare,
according to the information it has received. Each
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EXTEND:
Given new base items Bl..Bi and new target items TL.Tj,
and previous global mappings M L . M k (if any),
1. Extend set of local match hypotheses {Mhi} by testing
BL.Bi against new and old target items, and by testing
Tl ..Tj against old and new base items. N e w elements
of the match hypothesis network that violate the
parallel connectivity constraint are marked as
inconsistent, and nogood links are introduced to
enforce the 1:1 constraint in merge steps.
2. Update the set of kernels. Starting with new root M H ' s
(those which are not arguments of other M H ' s ) , search
downward in parallel until thefirststructurally
consistent M H is found. It and all of its descendants
comprise a new kernel. N e w match hypotheses can
introduce new root mappings or subsume old ones. Let
K' be the set of new kernels.
3. Carry out structural evaluation on the new match
hypotheses and K'. Filter K' via pragmatic
constraints, if any.
4. Extend M 1 ..Mk by merging in kernels from K'
whenever possible. (If no previous mappings exist, use
the greedy algorithm to generate an initial set from the
full collection of kernels K. This algorithm produces
at most n mappings, all of which are within p % of the
best in terms of their structural evaluation.) Keep at
most n mappings.
REMAP:
1. Let K be the entire set of kernel mappings. LetKpbe
the result offilteringK via pragmatic constraints, if
any
2. Clear the previous global mappings.
3. Use greedy algorithm tofindnew set of mappings
starting from Kp, as in step 4 of E X T E N D
Figure 3: S u m m a r y of the I-SME Algorithm

The intuition here is that normally peoplefirsttry to
incorporate new information into an ongoing mapping, but
that they can reinterpret the analogy if necessary. I-SME
does not automatically remap, since w e believe remapping
criteria tend to be task-specific. T o help external systems
make such decisions I-SME does provide an estimate of
what fraction of the total possible structural evaluation the
current mappings represent.
I-SME currently supports twofilterson kernels.^:
•
(REQUI R E D B i T i ) : Exclude any root mapping
that places another target item Tj in correspondence
with Bi, or places another base item Bj in
correspondence with Ti.
•
( I D E N T I C A L - F U N C T I O N S ) : Exclude any root
mapping that places non-identical functions in
correspondence.
The R E Q U I R E Dfilterwas used in PfflNEAS; it enforces
externally imposed correspondences (e.g., the speaker says
that "heat is like water"). The I D E N T I C A L - F U N C T I O N S
filter represents a conservative strategy often used by
subjects in an unfamiliar domain, when they m a y reject all
but the most certain mappings. The utility of this
constraint shown in Section 4.2.
I-SME's computational complexity is quite low. Most of its
processing can be done in parallel, with bounds as reported
for S M E in (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989). The
greedy merge algorithm is linear in the number of kernels,
which in turn is between log (best case) and linear (worst
case) in the size of the match hypothesis network. The
match hypothesis network, in turn, is between linear (best
case) and quadratic (worst case) in the size of the base and
target descriptions. In other words, adding incremental
operation does not result in any increase in computational
complexity for I-SME with respect to S M E . While w e have
not yet optimized the code, already I-SME is fast even on
smallish computers.'

mapping (as in S M E ) has a structural evaluation score
4. Examples
indicating the overall quality of the match and a set of
candidate inferences representing surmises about the target
I-SME has been successfully tested with a corpus of
domain justified by importing information from the base.
examples from our previous work. * Here w e describe two
Figure 3 summarizes the I-SME algorithm.
computational experiments that exploit its incremental
The I-SME algorithm follows the same basic sequence of
capabilities.
the S M E algorithm. The major features are (1) the
datastructures and processing are carefully organized so as
to preserve previously computed results that are still valid,
^Currently these constraints are implemented as hardfilters,but
rather than recomputing them, (2) the default operation is
we have experimented with "soft" implementations that allow
to extend a set of existing mappings, rather than to start
their violation when doing so would yield an otherwise excellent
from scratch, (3) the remap operation provides for
match.
backtracking at the level of kernels if the accumulated
^ O n a PowcrBook 165c, small examples like Figure 2 take about
mappings become suboplimal, and (4) mappings are n o w
1/2 second, a typical qualitative physics example takes about two
first-class entities that can be referred to by systems using I- seconds, and matching stories involving 67 and 52 expressions
S M E (e.g., a problem solver can have as a goal extending
respectively requires 34 seconds.
or verifying a particular mapping).
* W e have also used I-SME in a new version of our M AC/FAC
retrieval model and in a simulation of symmetry and regularity
detection (Ferguson, 1994).
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(smart steve)
(tall bill)
(smart bill)
(tall tom)
(timid tom)

the representations Keane used with l A M * , it produces the
same kinds of order effects found in human subjects: The
singleton-lasl condition, which on the average took subjects
twice as long, resulted in I-SME performing on the average
twice as many remaps.

(hungry fido)
(friendly rover)
(hungry rover)
(friendly blackie)
(frisky blackie)

Problem: Suppose helium enters a heater at 40° C and at a
rate of 2 kg/sec. If the outlet temperature is 1(X)° C, what is
Singleton first condition (easy): Subjects m e a n lime to
the heat transfer rate to the helium?
solve = 178.0 seconds (Keane, in press)
Worked Example: Suppose air enters a heater at 50° C and
Average # of I - S M E remaps per example: 1.5
at araleof 1 kg/sec. If the outlet temperature is 70° C,
what is the heat transfer rate to the air?
(timid tom)
(hungry fido)
Solution: Let hi be the heater.
(frisky blackie)
(tall tom)
1. h(inlet(hl)) = 324,253kJ/kg because (since air is an ideal
(friendly blackie)
(tall bill)
gas).
h(inlet(hl)) = Cp(air)*T(inlet(hl)) and
(hungry rover)
(smart bill)
Cp(air) = 1003.414J/kgC and
(friendly rover)
(smart steve)
T(inlet(hl)) = 323.15 K
Singleton last condition(hard): Subjects' m e a n lime to
2. h(outlet(hl)) = 344,321kJ/kg by the same argument,
solve = 363.1 seconds (Keane, in press)
since
Average # of I - S M E remaps per example: 3.0
T(outlet(hl)) = 343.l5K
Figure 4: Examples of attribute mapping task
3. q(hl) = 20068kJ/kg, because
h(ouUet(hl)) = h(inlet(hl))+q(hl)
4. Q(hl) = 20068kW, because
4.1 The attribute mapping task
q(hl) = Q(hl)/mass-flow(hl)
mass-flow(hl) = mass-flow(inlet(hl))
mass-flow(inlet(hl)) = l.Okg/sec
Keane (in press) demonstrates that providing information
incrementally can lead to order effects in analogical
Figure 5: A typical problem and worked example given
processing. Consider the pairs of statements at the top of
to M A R S (summarized in English).
Figure 4 (inspired by Holyoak & Thagard's (1989) attribute
mapping task). If subjects are given each line, one at a
lime, they start by matching S M A R T with H U N G R Y and
4.2 T h e M i n i m a l Analogical R e a s o n i n g S y s t e m
S T E V E with F I D O . In this example there is only one
(MARS)
statement about F I D O and one statement about S T E V E ,
and the hypotheses that suggest themselves as each new
We are using I-SME to create cognitive simulations of
item is added lead to a solution where every entity and
h u m a n problem-solving. For example, students often refer
every attribute has a correspondence. B y contrast, the pairs
to worked examples to figure out h o w to solve n e w
of statements on the bottom are more difficult: The natural
problems (Anderson & T h o m p s o n 1989; VanLehn, Jones,
initial guess, that T I M I D goes with H U N G R Y and T O M
& Chi, 1992). M A R S is designed to help explore this
goes with F I D O , cannot lead to an interpretation in which
phenomena, providing an architecture whose processes and
everything has a unique match. Keane showed that
parameters should be adjustable to model different classes
subjects take, on the average, twice as long to do such
of student behaviors.
problems when the singleton items are last as when they
M A R S currently solves problems in engineering
are first.
thermodynamics. W e chose that domain both because it is
W e have some concerns about this task as a test of
difficult and because w e akeady have developed
analogical mapping, since it involves no higher-order
representations and tools for an intelligent learning
structure, which is the hallmark of analogical processing.
environment for engineering thermodynamics (Forbus &
Nevertheless, the order effects Keane demonstrated seem
Whalley, 1994), thus w e can easily and automatically
likely to appear even with more natural stimuli, so w e used
generate representations of problems and worked
I-SME with the condition that it remapped whenever an
entity or attribute could not be added to its current
mapping.' A s Figure 4 shows, when I-SME is executed on
A C M E as close as possible w e implemented a simple similarity
table facility for this experiment.
* W e thank Mark Keane for providing his original representations.

Although w e disagree with similarity tables as a modeling
technique, to keep conditions between the l A M and I-SME and
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examples.' M A R S receives as input two prepositional
representations, one representing the problem to be solved
and the other representing a worked example. (Figure 5
summarizes in English a typical pair of inputs.) M A R S has
some qualitative knowledge about the kinds of processes
that occur in components of thermodynamic cycles, a
handful of numerical constants, and a simple equation
solver. However, M A R S currently has no built-in
knowledge of thermodynamics equations. It begins by
creating an initial match involving the objects and its
qualitative understanding of them. M A R S then begins a
search for equations and numerical values that will allow it
tofinda numerical value for the goal quantity. T o find
equations, it uses the initial set of correspondences to
identify information in the worked example that is
potentially relevant. T h e initial mapping(s) are then
extended with this n e w information, providing candidate
inferences that are examined for usable information.
Figure 6 shows M A R S ' solution (which is correct) for the
problem of Figure 5. M A R S extends its initial mapping
five times, getting the equations it needs from the n e w
candidate inferences sanctioned by the extended mapping.
M A R S uses the i d e n t i c a l - f u n c t i o n s filter
constraint in extending its mappings to avoid misleading
correspondences. In this example, for instance, removing
that constraint allows M A R S to match h (specific enthalpy)
with T (temperature), leading to a simpler but incorrect
solution. W e believe that the appropriate use of mapping
filters m a y be acquired as part of either domain expertise or
general metacognitive skills.
1. Extend mapping to include Q(h2).
2. From mapping: q(h2)=Q(h2)/mass-flow(h2).
3. Extend mapping to include mass-flow(h2).
4. From mapping: mass-flow(inlet(h2))=mass-flow(h2).
5. Derived mass-now(h2)=2.0 kg/sec from step 4 & givens.
6. Extend mapping to include q(h2).
7. From mapping: h(outlet(h2))=h(inlet(h2))+q(h2).
8. Extend mapping to include h(inlet(h2))
9. From mapping: h(inlet(h2))=Cp(helium)*T(inlet(h2))
10. From knowledge base, Cp(helium)=5176.85 J/kgC
11. Derived h(inlet(h2))=1621.13 kJ/kg, via steps 9 & 10 &
givens
12. Extend mapping to include h(outlet(h2)).
13. From mapping: h(outlet(h2))=Cp(helium)*T(outlet(h2)).
14. Derived h(outlet(h2))=1931.74 kJ/kg from steps 13. 10, and
givens.
15. Derived q(h2)=310.61 kJ/kg from steps 7. 11, and 14.
16. Derived Q(h2)=621.22 k W from steps 2, 5, and 15.

Currently, M A R S does not extract any operators or control
information from its worked example.* This is one design
choice that w e believe should be varied to account for
differences in individual students. Other such choices
include h o w closely candidate inferences are scrutinized
and the size and composition of the M A R S ' knowledge
base. W e are extending M A R S to include a set of
programmable options corresponding to what w e believe
will be theoretically important choices, and will explore its
behavior through the space of these options to see h o w well
it can account for variations in student performance.
5. Discussion
I-SME's technique of parallel computation of kernels and
serial merging appears to be computationally effective and
w e believe that it is psychologically plausible. I - S M E can
account for the order phenomena discovered by Keane,
while maintaining the efficiency of parallel operations for
local processing. Furthermore, M A R S demonstrates that IS M E can be used as a module in building sophisticated
problem solvers that operate via analogy.
Modeling analogy requires a delicate interplay between
goal-sensitive, strategic processes and processes of
structural alignment and mapping that can run on their
own. W e think that the mix of parallel and serial
processing in I-SME m a y best allow for planfulness and
creativity.
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Figure 6; A summary of MARS' solution to the problem

' Using representations designed and optimized for building a
learning environment for engineering undergraduates, rather than
specially designed for I-SME's use, provides a good test of ISME's robustness.
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Unlike for instance Carbonell's (1986) derivational analogy
account, or analogical search control in Van Lehn & Jones (in
press).

7.
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Abstract

tulate a single mechanism which performs the task of
learning both regular and irregular forms of the past tense.
Connectionist accounts of inflectional morphology have
Similarities
between the phonology of novel forms and the
focussed on the domain of the English Past Tense (e.g.
phonology of forms in the training corpus, dictate the netRumelhart & McClelland 1986; Plunkett & Marchman
1993). In this inflectional domain, the default mapping
work's ability to generalise to new forms in the language,
process (add /ed/) reflecLs the process of suffixation
while still performing correctly on the irregular forms.
adopted by the majority of the forms in the language.
A critical feature of the English past tense is that not all
Connectionist models exploit the imbalance between
verbs undergo the same type of transformation from stem
EngHsh regular and irregular verbs when learning the
to past tense form. Irregular verbs undergo a variety of
past tense and when responding to novel forms in a
changes, e.g., arbitrary change, no change, vowel suppledefault fashion. Not all inflectional systems have a
tion, blending. A connectionist model must learn all these
default mapping which is characterized by a majority of
forms in the language. The Arabic Plural System has
types without corrupting the 'default' mapping of the regbeen cited (Marcus et al. 1993) as one such system
ular transformation (i.e. add /ed/). It has been argued
where a minority default mapping process operates. The
(Pinker & Prince 1988, Marcus et al 1992) that the ability
Sound Plural in Arabic applies to only a minority of
of connectionist accounts to learn this task is an artifact of
forms in the lexicon (~104;), yet it appears to adopt the
the statistical composition of the English past tense sysrole of a default mapping for novel nouns. W e describe a
tem. The 'default' mapping is used by the majority of the
connectionist model that can learn a minority default
mapping analogous to the Arabic plural and discuss its
forms in the language, hence the connectionist model simperformance in relation to type and token frequency
ply reflects this asymmetric distribution of regular verbs
effects, and their distribution within phonetic space.
when it prcxluces overgeneralisations and responds to
novel forms. More recent modelling of the acquisition of
INTRODUCTION:
the English past tense (Plunkett & Marchman 1993) has
investigated the role of changes in the irregular/regular
ratio for profiles of learning in the early stages of acquisiA competent language user can apply both regular inflections. In this paper, w e investigate further the effects of the
tional patterns (talk - talked) and irregular patterns (sing
vocabulary balance between different word types for the
sang) to novel words productively (wug - wugged; ling acquisition of inflectional systems.
lang). Traditional generative accounts (Pinker & Prince
Not all inflectional systems are like the English Past
1988) attribute the development of such abilities to the appliTense. In the Arabic plural there is no single inflectional
cation of rules. For example in English, w e may posit a
type which applies to a majority of the forms in the lanmemory storage device that contains high frequency forms
guage. The majority of plurals are characterised by a sysand irregular forms in the language. In addition, a rule based
tem of sub-regularities conditioned by the phonological
system appends the appropriate allomorph of/ed/ to the stem
characteristics of the noun stem - the so called Arabic Broof the verb to form the past tense. Errors during language
ken Plural (Murtonen 1964). The phonological shape of
acquisition are explained by the interference between the
the noun in Arabic provides a reliable cue to the formation
two mechanisms. Specifically, the memory storage device
of its plural. The broken plural is formed by internal vowel
fails to block the application of the regular rule to an irreguchanges, sometimes with the addition of prefixes and suflar stem - leading to overgeneralisation. Mature performance
fixes (e.g. malikun - mulukun). A small minority of nouns
is achieved byfine-tuningthe conflict between the mecha(-10%) take the Sound Plural, whereby a suffix (differing
nisms: The memory trace for the irregular verbs is suengthfor gender) is added to the stem, much like adding an /s/ in
ened and the blocking effect thereby enhanced. In contrast,
English (e.g. hasanun - hasanuna). These nouns have few
connectionist accounts (Rumelhart & McClelland 1986) posphonological characteristics that make them cohere as a
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class and d o not possess the phonological template associated with the broken plural types. T h e sound plural is used
with novel forms that d o not possess a broken plural template and also loan words from other languages. It is
assumed that children learning Arabic overgeneralise with
the Sound Plural, but there is currently no experimental evidence available on this issue.
The standard generative account provides a natural explanation of the behaviour of the default Sound Plural in Arabic: A symbolic system automatically appends a suffix to the
noun stem w h e n an exceptional form is not recognised and
blocking goes untriggered. This rule-governed process does
not depend upon a majority of forms conforming to the
default process in the language itself. In contrast, a connectionist account would appear to be ill-designed for the task of
extracting a default mapping process which is characterised
by a minority of forms in the language: Suppose the Arabic
nouns were distributed evenly across the phonological space
of the language, it is more likely that a novel word would
occupy a space closer to a broken plural type than to a sound
plural, since broken plurals are in the majority. O n e would
therefore expect any inflectional transformation based upon
judgements of similarity (such as those m a d e by connectionist models) to reflect the gross statistical distribution in the
language. Thus, the default process should reflect the characteristics of the broken plural.
It is advantageous here to visualise language in spatial
terms. Consider the phonological space of a language as projected onto two dimensions, bounded by the limits of the
phonological rules which govern the particular language. In
this space, words that are phonologically similar would
occupy similar positions. Recall that broken pluralsfitwelldefined phonological templates. Hence, the system of broken
plurals in Arabic would constitute 'islands' in a 'phonological sea' where the size of these islands is determined by the
degree of phonological variation characterising the class. For
example, in English, the sub-regularity exemplified by /
sleep/->/slept/, /keep/->/kept/, /creep/->/crept/ also includes
tokens such as /meet/->/met/ that are phonologically somewhat distant from the prototype for that group. In contrast to
the broken plurals, the Sound Plurals have few cohering features and m a y be visualised as tokens on their o w n (or in
small localised groups of a few tokens), dotted in the 'sea'
between the groups of broken plural types. W h e n the Arabic
plural system is visualised in this manner it is easy to see
w h y a novel stem is m u c h more likely to fall in the 'sea'
rather than on an island. Hence if the network can learn to
associate the 'sea' to the default mapping it will generahse
correctly.
W e will demonstrate that it is not necessary for this 'sea'
to be densely populated for the network to learn the mapping
it comprises. Rather, it is the distribution of the tokens within
the candidate default space which determines the generalisation abilities of the trained network. W e describe a connectionist model that learns a minority default mapping
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analogous to the Arabic Broken Plural. In ourfirstexperiment w e investigated h o w distribution affects the classification of plural types in a pseudo-Arabic plural system. In
experiment 2 w e implement a fuller model of the inflectional process

EXPERIMENT 1
A Connectionist model of the classification of
Plural Types in Pseudo-Arabic.
A simple feedforward network with two input units, fifty
hidden units and three output units was constructed and
trained using the back-propagation learning algorithm
(learning rate 0.15, m o m e n t u m 0). The training sets consisted of real valued co-ordinates corresponding to points
on a two dimensional grid. Each point in the training set
was designated as belonging to one of three classes. The
classes were two 'broken-plural' groups occupying two
discrete areas in the space and one 'default-mapping'
group sparsely distributed across the remaining space. The
ratio between broken plural and sound plural 'words' mirrors the ratio found in Arabic (approximately 9 0 % broken
plurals, 1 0 % sound plurals). Membership in a class was
signalled in the network by unambiguous activation of just
the appropriate output unit. T w o training sets were
devised:
TVaining .set #1: (Fig 1.1) 2 broken groups containing
146 and 144 tokens respectively, within a well defined
areas. 29 sound plurals spaced randomly across the
remaining space (group C ) . All points had a token frequency of 1. This distribution is used as a baseline to
investigate h o w a network will generalise to a complex
space.
Training .set #2: (Fig 1.2) 2 broken groups of 149 and
144 tokens each, with a uniform token frequency of 1. 30
sound plurals spaced randomly across the remaining
space, however with a different distribution to training set
#1. This distribution is u.sed to investigate the effect of distribution of training tokens on the generalisation abilities
of the trained network.
Test Set: 441 points spanning the entire space, allowing
the classification zones of each of the three 'word' types to
be determined.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The outcome of training the network on set #1 summarised
in Fig 2.1. The figure plots the response of the three output
units to all the patterns in the test set in three different
points in training (500, 1000, 10000 epochs). Dark areas
indicate high output activity. It can be seen that the network has generalised to the space for the two groups of
'broken plurals'. However, the network has also genera-
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Figure 1. Results of
E x p e r i m e n t 1.
Results are given for each of the three
plural types (2 broken plural groups,
A & B, 1 sound plural group, C)
Responses are shown for three points In
training for each simulation, epoch 500,
1000, and 10000.
Darker areas show higher responses
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Fig 1.2 distribution of training set # 2

Fig 1.1 distribution oi training set #1
lised the zones of space which were unpopulated by training
exemplars. Consequently, these areas have not been treated
in a minority default fashion. In fact, the minority default
area has been restricted to just the zones populated by sound
plurals in the training set. T o improve performance a more
representative distribution must be used.
The distribution of the 'sound plurals' in training set # 2
(fig. 1.2) forces the network to generalise this plural type as
the 'default' successfully. In particular, note that the peripheral zones of space are almost entirely generalised to the
sound plural minority default, even though the sound plural
training exemplars populate the 'phonological sea' as
sparsely as in thefirsttraining .set.
The distribution of the patterns is critical to ensure that
good generalisation takes place. It must be remembered that
the back propagation algorithm merely finds a solution
whereby the correct transformations occur for the training
data. Therefore a network cannot necessarily be relied upon
to generalise to an area of data space if such a .space is not
defined appropriately in the training set. A n area need not be
densely populated for successful generalisation to take place:
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a representative spread of low token frequency forms is all
that is required. H e n c e w e have demonstrated that the
problem of minority default mapping is solvable in connectionist mcxlels, providing care is taken to use a representative distributions.

W O R K IN P R O G R E S S - L E A R N I N G T H E
ARABIC B R O K E N P L U R A L
A second set of simulations was designed to implement
the inflectional process of the Arabic plural directly in a
network that takes a phonological representation of the
noun stem and m a p s it to a phonological representation of
the corresponding plural form. T h e words are represented
using a phonetic coding scheme adapted from Plunkett &
Marchman(1991) using 7 bits per p h o n e m e rather than 6,
the extra unit for 'pharengealised' to account for the guttural sounds in Arabic which are not present in English.
T h e phonemic segments of the input were concatenated

using a scheme adapted from M a c W h i n n e y & Leinbach(1991) in which words are represented in consonant and
vowel 'slots' to channel forms of variable length. The word;
were fixed centrally around their first radical consonant
with prefixes inserted before this point. A feedforward net
work of 70 input units, 100 hidden units and 71 output units
was used. The training set consisted of 1300 pseudo-Arabic
nouns and their plural forms (5 broken plural types, arbi
trarily selected from the 40 or so types found in Arabic, of
234 tokens each, and 13 of the most frequently found sound
plural types, of 10 tokens each, giving a 'default' area of 130
tokens). A test set of 180 words was also created (10 novel
forms of each of the 5 broken plural types, 10 novel forms of
each of the 13 sound plural types). All words have a token
frequency of 1.

30 u
epoch
Training Set.

Training set 1 3 0 0 w o r d s
BroKen plurali

B r o k e n Plurals

Sound

CaCaCun s> 'aCCACun
CaCiCun »> CuCUCun
CaCCun => CICACun
CiCACun s> CuCuCun
CaCCun => 'aCCuCun

CaCiC
muCaCCIC
muCACIC
muTaCaCCiC
muTaCaCiC
muNCaCiC

Plurals
20

^ 30
epoch
Tasi Set.
tto 3. Learning the Arabic Broknn Plural - Pertof mance ot Network

MuCTaCIC
muCCIC
muCCaCC
muSTaCCiC
CaCiC
CaCCAN
CaCCAC

RESULTS A N D F U T U R E DIRECTIONS

NB 'C denotes any consonant
TEST SET: 180 words
10 novel forms of each of the 5 broken types
10 novel forms of each of the 13 sound plural types

CVCVCVCCVC -> CVCVCVCCVC+ending
e.g.
--CaCaC-un -> -aCCAC--un
muTaCaCClC -> muTaCaCClC-fending
Word Coding scheme
(adapted from MacWhinney & Leinbach(1991))
The broken plurals were generated around fixed vowel templates taken from five broken types in the language. T h e
sound plurals were created from templates taken from the 13
most frequently used sound plurals in Arabic. T h e network
w a s initially trained for 50 epochs, with a learning rate of 0.1
and a m o m e n t u m of 0.1.
Network output is analysed by determining the closest legal
p h o n e m e in Euclidean space for all output phonemes and
then comparing each phoneme "slot' with its target.
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With current parameter settings the network successfully
learns the mappings between singular and plural forms for
7 5 - 8 0 % of the words in the U-aining set. Each of the five
broken plural groups are readily extracted from the training set and generalisation to novel broken plural forms is
gotxl (-75%). Mapping transformations from noun stem to
plural form for novel sound plurals is also successful
(-80%). Fig 3. plots the networks performance over the
The majority of errors produced by the network in
response to novel forms are errors on a single bit of the
output vector, usually resulting in a slip from one vowel or
consonant to a nearby phonological neighbour (e.g. b->d,
a->A).
Although network performance and generalisation is
good, it is clear that it could be improved. In these simulations w e have not attempted to manipulate the token frequency of the Gaining forms. From previous work
(Plunkett & M a r c h m a n (1991)), w e k n o w that token frequency characteristics are crucial in determining overall
performance and generalisation in problems of this
type.Additional information about token frequency values
for individual nouns in Arabic will permit us to evaluate
whether token frequency effects are crucial for this language as well.
It is worth noting that the distribution of the sound
'default' group is not disu-ibuted across the entire phonological space. In the pseudo-Arabic model, sound plural
forms were distributed widely across phonetic space. In
real Arabic this is not in fact the case. The distribution is
not simply a matter of broken groups and a homogenous

'default' sea. The sound plural is made up from m a n y small
groups displaying local similarity. Novel words which do not
demonstrate a strong similarity to any of the broken groups
are classified as sound plurals.
Anecdotal evidence from native speakers of Arabic suggest that this generalisation characteristic of the network is
correct, i.e. Arabic speakers will produce a broken plural
when the novel form matches one of the broken plural templates, otherwise they produce a sound plural.
W e have not considered the developmental implications of
this model for different stages in the learning of the Arabic
plural system. Our main concern has been to demonstrate
that it is possible to learn a minority default mapping within
a connectionist network. However, it is clear from the results
shown in Fig.2.2 that broken plural and sound plural forms
have characteristic profiles of development. It remains to be
seen whether the profiles observed in the model match those
observed in young Arabic children. Empirical work with
young Arabic language learners is projected for the near
future.
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Abstract

other contexts (Collins, Birnbaum, Krulwich, & Freed, 1993;
Birnbaum, Collins, Freed, & Krulwich, 1990). A number of
Case-based reasoning research on indexing and retrieval fo- issues arise in applying this approach, including h o w to repcuses primarily on developing specificretrievalcriteria, rather
resent the model, the levels of abstraction at which the model
than on developing mechanisms by which such criteria can be
should characterize system behavior, and h o w to apply the
learned as needed. This paper presents a framework for learnmodel to detecting and repairing problems.
ing torefineindexing criteria by introspective reasoning. In
In this paper, w e focus primarily on one aspect of the reour approach, a self-model of desired system performance is
search on model-based introspective leaming in C B R : its role
used to determine when and how torefineretrieval criteria. W e
in index refinement. In particular, w e show that introspecdescribe the advantages of this approach for focusing leaming
on useful information even in the absence of explicit processing
tive model-based reasoning for index refinement can detect
failures, and support its benefits with experimental results on
problems that cannot be detected by previous approaches to
how an implementation of the model affects performance of a
introspective failure-driven learning. W e begin by discussing
case-based planning system.
the use of model-based reasoning for introspective learning
and the benefits of the approach for (1) extending the class
of processing problems that can be detected and (2) guiding
Introduction
learning in response to those problems. W e then describe
Case-based reasoning ( C B R ) has been widely investigated
the process by which our computer model refines the indices
both for its practical applications and as a model of h u m a n
used to store cases, and evaluate the model's performance on
reasoning and leaming (see Kolodner (1993) for an overview).
leaming a new class of indices by introspective reasoning. W e
O n e relevant facet of h u m a n reasoning, however, has received
close by discussing the issues and directions that have arisen
little attention in case-based reasoning research: the role of
from this research.
metacognitive leaming. Although people can change their
metacognitive strategies (e.g. Flaveil (1985)), C B R systems
Introspective Model-Based Reasoning for CBR
generally rely on fixed reasoning strategies determined in adThe fundamental principle of model-based reasoning is to use
vance by the system designer.
a model of correct device behavior to identify and diagnose
W e are investigating h o w introspective reasoning and learnfailures of the device. That model can be expressed in the
ing can be applied by case-based reasoning systems to improve
form of assertions that are true when the model is functioning
their processing strategies. Although leaming is fundamental
correctly. Although model-based reasoning is usually used
to case-based reasoning, current C B R systems learn primarily
to diagnose and repair the failures of a device to perform as
domain knowledge, in the form of new cases that are added to
expected, it has been observed (Collins et al., 1993; B i m b a u m
their case libraries. They do not refine the strategies that they
et al., 1990) that model-based reasoning can also be used
use to retrieve and apply their cases. Introspective leaming in
to characterize ideal system behavior—beyond expectations
C B R systems is needed to enable them to analyze their reasonfor actual performance—in order to identify deficiencies and
ing performance and leam to apply their domain knowledge
guide learning to bring the system closer to the ideal.
more effectively.
Birnbaum et al. sketch this approach with a hypothetical
This paper describes a general framework for introspecexample involving the assertion that in an ideal C B R system,
tively applying model-based reasoning techniques (see Davis
(1988) for an overview) to case-based reasoning. It focuses on the case retrieved for any problem is the case in memory closest to thefinalsolution. (With appropriate similarity metric,
its application to refining indexing knowledge by retrospecthe "closest" case will be the case that is easiest to adapt.) If
tively analyzing and suggesting revisions to the case retrieval
the assertion does not hold, the C B R system m a y still generprocess of a C B R system. The basic premise of the modelate good results, but only by expending adaptation effort that
based approach is that if a C B R system has access to informawould have been unnecessary if a more appropriate case had
tion from a model of its ideal behavior, it can note deviations
been retrieved. The problem of refining indexing in response
and respond by leaming to better approximate the ideal beto the failure of this assertion will be the central focus of the
havior characterized by the model. The approach used here
was proposed by Birnbaum et al. (Birnbaum, Collins, Brand, rest of this paper.
W e integrate model-based reasoning with a case-based reaFreed, Krulwich, & Pryor, 1991), w h o have applied modelsoning system by having the model-based reasoner monitor
based methods to the generation of self-debugging planners in
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the reasoning processes of the C B R system as it performs,
comparing actual performance to the ideal model. W h e n a
discrepancy is discovered, the model is used to perform credit
assignment and to suggest alterations to the reasoning processes to improve their performance.

Model of plannef

Meinoiy

World Simulator
Motivations

Case-based

Monitor

Planner

Model-based
Reasoner

T h e importance of index refinement
Although case retrieval in current C B R systems is often based
on criteria pre-selected by the system designer, modeling index refinement is important for both practical and cognitive
reasons. A pre-defined set of indices is unlikely to be adequate
for real-world tasks: pooriy-understood task domains and
changing circumstances in real-world situations m a y m a k e
it m a y impossible to predict a priori which indices should
be used to store and retrieve cases. Likewise, modeling the
refinement of indexing criteria is important for C B R as a cognitive model. For example, psychological experiments have
demonstrated a developmental shift in h u m a n criteria for determining important features in analogies (Centner, 1988);
children of different ages use different relevance criteria w h e n
determining the features to m a p w h e n applying a story to new
circumstances, with older children using deeper features. A
central question is h o w this shift can occur.

"Real" map

Internal map

\

Repairs

Figure 1: Architecture of R o b b i e

Previous research has addressed the question of h o w to store
and replay the reasoning from prior solution efforts (e.g., Carbonell (1986)), to avoid having to re-generate that reasoning
from scratch and to avoid prior explicit failures during processing. However, if deficient processing results in a successful
result, learning to replay prior reasoning will simply cause
the deficient processing to be replayed in the future. W e propose augmenting impasse- and outcome-based learning with
model-based analysis of the solution process itself, during
processing. Such analysis will permit changing the underExpanding failure-driven methods for index
lying processing strategies to improve sub-optimal processes
refinement
even if they result in successful outcomes.
Approaches to index refinement in previous C B R systems
A difficult issue raised by this m e t h o d is the credit assignare generally based on explicit processing failures such as
m e n t problem: h o w to identify the cause of the failure. W h e n
the retrieval of a case that turns out unexpectedly not to apa system attempts to learn from hidden problems that d o not
ply to a new situation (e.g., H a m m o n d (1989)). In general,
cause o u t c o m e failures, as w e propose, the credit assignment
C B R systems learn when they reach an impasse during proproblem is c o m p o u n d e d with a serious failure identification
cessing, when the results of a processing step conflict with
problem. Before attempting to ascribe blame for a processing
expectations, or when the solution produced by its reasoning
problem, the reasoner must identify that problem. Traditional
proves unsuccessful. These are examples of impasse-driven
methods for detecting failure, such as comparing results o f
or failure-driven learning, a learning paradigm that has been
processing steps to expectations (e.g., H a m m o n d (1989)), d o
extensively studied in many contexts. Such methods are a
not enable problem detection w h e n the outcomes of the steps
valuable tool for improving system performance. However,
are sufficient. O u r approach to identifying poor performance
when the efficiency of the reasoner's processing is a concern,
despite a successfulfinalsolution is to use hindsight: informainadequate behavior m a y not always be revealed by impasses
tion provided b y the successful solution is used to illuminate
or outcome failures.
h o w the solution should have been generated.
In particular, w h e n a C B R system attempts to retrieve a
Identifying hidden failures by model-based
case to apply to a n e w situation, case retrieval m u s t be based
reasoning
on partial knowledge of the relevant features of the p r o b l e m —
the features that are relevant to retrieval m a y not be apparent
W h e n the result of processing is successful and no obvious
until the problem has been solved. T h e need to base retrieval
impasses have been found, failure-driven learning systems assume that there is nothing to be learned from the processing
on partial knowledge has been addressed in C B R research
episode. However, learning m a y be necessary despite the sucthrough methods such as situation assessment (e.g., Kolodner
(1993, pp. 371-372)), which attempts to reason about imcessful outcome of processing. For example, case-based reaportant retrieval considerations prior to formulating a query
soning systems can be thought of as having three components:
to m e m o r y . H o w e v e r , that process necessarily uses partial
a case retriever, an adaptation component tofitthe retrieved
information: the information available before the solution has
case to the new situation, and an evaluation component to
assess the quality of the resulting solution. In principle, a suf- been generated.
ficiently powerful adaptation component could compensate
O n c e a solution has been generated, it can play a valuable
for retrieval failures by adapting even an inappropriate prior
role in retrospectively analyzing the effectiveness of indexing
case into a correct solution (e.g., by deleting all components
and in refining the indexing process. For example, a visitor to
of the retrieved case and reasoning from scratch). However,
a city with only a few bridges over a dividing river m a y not
if a relevant case exists in m e m o r y and can be applied with
initially realize the importance of taking the location of those
little adaptation, it should be less expensive to start from that bridges into account w h e n planning to get from o n e place to
case than to reason from scratch.
another. If the visitor tries to adapt a plan that starts from a
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Turn north on the corner of Maple and E l m
M o v e north along E l m to the north side of Birch
Tlim east on the north side of Birch
M o v e east to the position 20 feet along Birch
Retrieved Plan
Figure 2: High-level plan

• >•
Best Plan

nearby point on the other side of the river, she m a y be blocked
by the river and forced to backtrack to find a bridge to cross.
Initially, she will have no w a y to anticipate the problem, but
after reaching the destination it will be clear that a better plan
would have been to aim towards the bridge—not the final
destination—first.
In our approach, the quality of initial case retrieval is judged
by examining the solution finally generated and then using
information from that solution to retrieve the case with the
most similar solution. Before the problem has been solved,
retrieval must be based only on the system's goals, because
the solution is unknown; after problem solution, both goalbased and solution-based features are available. The case with
the closest solution is compared to the case that was retrieved
originally and to thefinalsolution to identify the features that
should have been given more emphasis in the original retrieval
process. That analysis is used to refine indexing criteria.

The Computer Model
T h e theory is being investigated in context of case-based path
planning. T h e implemented system, Robbie', integrates an
introspective reasoner with a case-based planning system, as
illustrated in Figure 1. T h e case-based planner interacts with
a simulated world, and passes information through a monitoring system to the model-based reasoner. T h e model-based
reasoner examines the reasoning processes of the planner during the planning process, and compares the reasoning to its
assertions about ideal behavior. It suggests repairs for deviations from its ideal, whether the deviation was an explicit
failure or merely sub-optimal behavior.
Given a desired destination as input, the system generates
an initial skeletal plan by case-based reasoning: retrieving a
prior plan and adapting it to create high-level plans such as
the example in Figure 2. That information is provided to a
component that uses the skeletal plans as an outline for guiding
reactive execution of the plan by a simulated robot pedestrian,
using a Reactive Action Package model of plan execution and
monitoring (Firby, 1989). Because execution/evaluation of
the plan is done reactively, thefinalsolution m a y be optimized
during execution. Although this project investigates issues
in plan execution and integrating high-level planning with a
reactive component, those issues are beyond the scope of this
paper.
Initial plan retrieval criteria
T h e planning system begins with an extremely simple retrieval
criterion: Given a new destination, it attempts to retrieve previous plans with the most similar starting and ending locations. Although this seems a reasonable heuristic, it is in fact
'Re-Organization of Beliefs By Introspective Evaluation
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O Start
# Finish

Figure 3: Example of a Failure

inadequate. Using only endpoints ignores special features of
the path between them, including the relative positions of the
endpoints and obstacles that m a y lie in the way. A n example
of failure to attend to path features is the retrieval of a plan
appropriate for travel from a nearby spot across ariver,as
discussed previously.
Problems that may arise are illustrated in the following
implemented example. The robot pedestrian starts at the indicated location on the m a p shown in Figure 3, on the sidewalk
at the corner of Maple and O a k Streets, with the goal to reach
the northwest corner of O a k and Birch Streets. A s is clear
from the m a p , the optimal plan would be to m o v e directly
north along O a k street. There is a plan available that involves
this movement, but because of the initial retrieval criteria—
only the similarity of origin and destination locations—the
planner does not retrieve it. Instead, the planner retrieves
a plan that involves starting on Maple and ending on Birch,
just as the goal does, whereas the real "closest" plan, judged
in terms of the adaptation effort required, does not involve
Maple at all. Because the retrieval criteria do not recognize
the importance of plans which m o v e in one direction versus
plans which m o v e in more than one, the planner must expend
extra effort adapting a suboptimal plan.
The adapted plan will include additional steps for moving
to the corner. The reactive execution component will discard
those steps as already completed, optimizing thefinalsolution
to a simpler form.
The introspective reasoner monitors the planner's reasoning
throughout, and is signaled whenever the planner is available
to be verified. U p to the point when executionfinishessuccessfully, no assertions have failed. At this point, the reasoner
is signaled again. The reasoner then checks the currently relevant assertions, such as the case retrieved is the closest one to
thefinalsolution. In comparing thefinalsolution (a straight
line between the starting and ending locations) to the plans in
memory, it is obvious that the retrieved plan does not have the
most similar solution.

Table 1: Effects of introspective index learning
Condition
Selected test cases:
Case learning alone
Case and index learning
R a n d o m test cases:
Case learning alone
Case and index learning

Case library
size

% retrieved

% successful
solutions

3-7
3-9

75
45

75
100

3-21
3-26

66
34

47
60

T h e learning process
Having found one failure, the reasoner performs credit assignment by considering other assertions of its model causally related to the current failure. The initial failure discovered m a y
not be the root cause of the problem; other causally related
failures will help to determine which aspects of the system
architecture are likely to be responsible for the problem. The
assertions in the model of the C B R process are organized by
the parts of the system to which they refer, and contain causal
links to other relevant assertions in the model. Starting from
the initial failed assertion other assertions which are generalizations or specifications of it will be considered, as well as
those in other parts of the model which are causally related.
For example, failing to retrieve the closest case could be
caused by a failure in judging cases during retrieval, or by a
failure in constructing the index used to retrieve. It could not
be caused by faulty adaptation, so assertions about adaptation
will be ignored. The system considers assertions related to
failures in retrieval, judgements of similarity in retrieval, and
the choice of features used in index construction.
In this case it determines that the planner failed to recognize
a shared feature of the closest plan and new situation: that both
involve moving in one direction with no turns. Because the
lack of that feature led to a faulty retrieval, it contradicts one of
the model's assertions (that the constructed index will include
all relevant features). The system repairs the problem by
creating a new rule for constructing indices that identifies the
shared feature (moving in one directions north/south). The
system uses the rule to re-index the cases in memory and
stores it for future use.
The Value of Introspective Learning
Although the model of the introspective reasoner is still very
incomplete, w e have begun assessing the effects of introspective learning in small case libraries. This initial evaluation of
indexing performance is promising. W e performed two sets of
tests, thefirstusing a selection of eight goals selected for their
relative similarity to members of an initial three-case library
(such goals should be easy for the system to fulfill). The system was tested on these goals with (1) both learning of cases
and introspective refinement of indexing, and (2) learning of
cases only. Because the planner chooses randomly between
retrieved cases that are judged equally similar, all three sets
were runfivetimes and results were averaged to cancel out
random fluctuations.
Recall that the system starts with minimally restrictive retrieval criteria, involving only the superficial features of the
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starting and ending locations. It retrieves all cases considered
equally similar and selects randomly among them. Sharper
retrieval criteria will focus retrieval on a smaller set of cases,
but too restrictive retrieval m a y overtax a limited adaptation
module. Consequently, the performance of the overall system
was judged according to two criteria: (1) the number of cases
that were considered potentially relevant and retrieved, and
(2) the number of successfully adapted and applied cases.
Our results are summarized in thefirstpart of Table 1.
Introspective learning did help to focus retrieval: the average
number of cases considered compared to the total number of
cases in memory was 4 5 % when using introspective index
refinement, but 7 5 % when using only case learning. Perhaps
more important than the savings in retrieval, introspective
index refinement led to the retrieval of better cases. The tests
with introspective learning disabled failed to create viable
plans for two out of the eight goals. In those cases, the
system retrieved inappropriate cases based on the starting and
ending locations alone. Previous situations had produced
suboptimal plans that happened to succeed; without learning
from index refinement those cases were not reindexed, causing
a catastrophic failure in the later situations.
There are two concerns forjudging results of thefirsttest.
O n e is whether the results will scale up as the case library
grows, given the sparseness of the initial library. Another is
that the sequence of goals selected skews the results; the goals
were tailored to the contents of the initial case base and were
therefore easier to match and adapt than randomly chosen locations. To address those questions, our second test compared
case learning alone to case and introspective learning while
building up a case library of 20-25 cases (from the same initial
library), using a randomly-generated sequence of goals. The
goals were chosen randomly, but were restricted to problems
theoretically within the planner's capabilities. T h e same rand o m sequence was used for both sets, and each was run five
times as above. The results are summarized in the last half of
Table 1. Because both the model and planner are still incomplete, even with introspective learning there were some gojils
for which the system failed to generate a successful plan. Still,
the improvement of case and introspective learning over case
learning alone is marked, both in terms of percentage of the
case base retrieved and percentage of successful solutions.
Issues and directions
Our research to this point as identified three major issues now
under investigation:

Table 2: Failure Types
Component
Retriever
Adaptor
Executor
Storer

Failures
Failed to retrieve any case
Did not completely adapt the case
M a d e a bad adaptation
Failed to reach goal
Failed to complete plan in time
Stored a plan twice

Developing a case-based a p p r o a c h to the C B R
process itself
This paper has addressed one facet of using model-based reasoning to refine the reasoning strategies used in case-based
reasoning. A key issue is applying these methods to other
parts of the processing of C B R systems as well. This effort can be facilitated if each component of the C B R system
is developed using similar mechanisms. W e have chosen to
treat each component of the system itself as a C B R system
(Kolodner & Simpson, 1989), allowing the general model of
case-based reasoning as a whole to be applied to introspective reasoning and learning about specific sub-components
as well. For example, anticipating goal interactions and doing case adaptation are both viewed as case-based processes
themselves, and are implemented with the same mechanisms
as the planner itself. A s this approach is refined, w e expect it
to provide leverage for extending the model-based reasoning
process to perform introspective reasoning about all parts of
the C B R system.
Developing and applying a multi-level model
Determining what information to include in the model, and
h o w to structure it, are central issues. In B i m b a u m et al.'s
proposal ( B i m b a u m et al., 1991), the model of C B R contains
very high-level assertions applicable to the broad class of casebased planners. While such assertions cover a wide range of
failures, they are not operational for identifying appropriate
repairs for failures. W e are developing a hierarchical model
spanning the spectrum of generality from highly abstract assertions to assertions specific to our particular implementation. B y using a hierarchy of assertions, the general ideas and
structure will be applicable to other systems while w e retain
the ability to detect and repair specific failures of our system.
Developing a taxonomy of failures and repairs
W e are developing a vocabulary of failure types to guide our
choice of assertions and to find repair points in the system's
reasoning strategies. Table 2 shows a sample set of failure
types and a few related assertions. For example, the failure
type "failing to complete adaptation" leads to investigation of
assertions about h o w to gauge the progress of adaptation. A
high-level assertion like "Adaptation will complete" is very
general and easy to connect to other parts of the system, but
it is not an assertion w e can check. M o r e specific assertions
like "Adaptation will take no more than X steps" are easy to
monitor, but lack generality. If the specific assertion fails,
it could be because of a failure of the adaptation itself, or it
could be because a bad case was retrieved. The high-level
assertion connects at the right level of abstraction to related
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Assertions
The retriever willfindsome match
The adaptor has a strategy for every situation
The adaptor will improve the case
The robot will end at the goal
The robot will take N timesteps for each step
The storer will recognize identical plans

parts of the retrieval assertions which can then be checked in
a top-down manner. It is easier to specify a repair for the
more specific assertion; there m a y be more than one way in
which adaptation could fail to complete. Such examples point
to the need for system-specific assertions to recognize when
adaptation has failed, and the need for high level assertions to
provide a causal framework. Our current model incorporates
both assertions given above.
Related Work
Collins et al. (1993) use a model-based reasoner like the one
used here to introspectively improve a learning chess program, C A S T L E . Stroulia & Goel (1994) use a "structurebehavior-function" model of a system's functioning to model
and improve a multi-strategy planning system, Router, and
a design system, Kritik2. R a m & C o x (1994) propose metaexplanations describing kinds of system failures as a means of
doing introspective reasoning for a C B R system. Oehlmann,
Edwards, & Sleeman (1994) have also done work in reindexing cases and metacognitive issues for C B R . Other approaches to memory search and index learning are considered
in (Leake, 1994; Redmond, 1992; Sycara & Navinchandra,
1989).
Conclusion
In order for case-based reasoners to improve their ability to
apply the experiences in their case libraries, they must be able
to refine their reasoning strategies. W e have presented an
implemented framework for using introspective model-based
reasoning to refine indexing strategies. In our framework,
index refinement is done by retrospectively comparing actual indexing performance to the performance described by
a model of retrieval behavior in an idealized case-based reasoning system. This method provides a valuable tool for
augmenting learning methods based on explicit failures. By
using the model as a yardstick against which to judge its performance, a case-based reasoning system can detect and repair
problems that are not manifested by explicit failures during its
processing. W e are n o w investigating issues in extending this
approach to other components of a C B R system, in reasoning
with a multi-level model of the whole C B R process, and in
developing a general theory of the failures and repairs that
apply to the reasoning strategies of C B R systems.
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Abstract

M O C Filter

How does the visual system generate percepts of moving forms?
H o w does this happen when the forms are emergent percepts
(such as illusory contours or segregated textures) and the motion percept is apparent motion between the emergent forms?
A neural model of form-motion interactions is developed to
explain parametric properties of psychophysical motion data
and to make predictions about the parallel cortical processing streams VI -> M X and VI ->^ V 2 -> M T . The model
simulates many parametric psychophysical data arising from
form-motion interactions. A key linkage between form and
motion data is articulated in terms of properties of visual persistence and properties of apparent motion. The model explains
how an illusory contour can move in apparent motion to another illusory contour or to a luminance-derived contour; how
illusory contour persistence relates to the upper ISl threshold
for apparent motion; and how upper and lower ISI thresholds
for seeing apparent motion between twoflashesdecrease with
stimulus duration and narrow with spatial separation (Korte's
laws). Psychophysical data are derived from an analysis of
how orientationally tuned form perception mechanisms and
directionally tuned motion perception mechanisms interact to
generate consistent percepts of moving forms.
Figure 1: Form and motion integration. Oriented boundary
signals in the B C S feed into like-oriented sustained cells and
unoriented transient cells in the M O C Filter.
Introduction
This article explains how the dynamic properties of a neural network theory of visual form processing proposed by
Grossberg & Mingolla (1985a,b, 1987) and analyzed dynamically in Grossberg (1991) and Francis, Grossberg & Mingolla
(1993, 1994) contributes to properties of perceived motion.
The theory suggests that m a n y temporal aspects of apparent
motion depend on the time taken to reset a visual segmentation
generated by form-processing mechanisms. Psychophysical
studies of apparent motion of moving forms reveal three key
sets of data, which are all explainable by the model.
• Illusory contours can move in apparent motion and
do not obey the inverse relationship between upper interstimulus interval (ISI) thresholds and stimulus duration characteristic of luminance-based contours (Mather,
1988; Ramachandran, 1985; von Grunau, 1979).
• Apparent motion can occur between one stimulus defined by illusory contours and a second stimulus defined
by luminance contrast (Cavanagh, Arguin & von Grunau,
1989; von Grunau, 1979).
• For luminance-based stimuli both upper and lower ISI
thresholds are inversely related toflashduration. T h e
range of ISIs capable of producing apparent motion nar-
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rows as the spatial separation between theflashesincreases (Kolers, 1972; Neuhaus, 1930).
Boundary Contour System: Form processing
The Boundary Contour System (BCS), described in Grossberg
& Mingolla (1985a,b), detects, completes, and regularizes
boundary segmentations of a retinal image. Such segmentations can be defined by regions of different luminance or texture, or by illusory contours. These computations are carried
out through a series offiltering,competitive, and cooperative
stages as schematized in Figure 1.
The positive feedback between the cooperative bipole cells
and the lower levels of hypercomplex cells of the B C S
completes emergent boundary segmentations that coherently
bind together appropriate feature combinations in the image
(Grossberg, 1987). Such positive feedback also creates hysteresis which, in the absence of some compensatory reset
mechanism, leads to undesirably long persistence times of
boundary signals after stimulus offset (Grossberg, 1991).
Francisera/. (1993,1994) showed that the dynamic characteristics of the B C S account for many percepts at stimulus off-

set, notably perceptually observed levels of visual persistence.
The theory suggests that a key process governing visual persistence is the time taken to reset a segmentation. Hysteresis in
the segmentation network corresponds to visual pcrsi.stence,
and the hysteretic properties of the B C S match psychophysical data on visual persistence, including inverse relations between persistence and target duration (Bowen, Pola, & Matin,
1974), greater persistence for illusory than real contours, and
a nonmonotonic relationship between persistence and target
duration for illusory contours (Meyer & Ming, 1988).

(a)

[,—Sf «~;s-

(d)

Motion Oriented Contrast Filter: Apparent
motion
Grossberg & Rudd (1989, 1992) developed the Motion Oriented Contrast Filter ( M O C Filter) to explain properties of
motion and apparent motion. The M O C Filter computes local and global motion signals in a neural network through a
sequence of excitatory and inhibitory connections. Figure 1
schematizes these interactions.
The model computes local directional motion signals by
multiplicatively gating responses at oriented sustained cells
and unoriented transient cells. Motion cells that are sensitive
to short-range spatial interactions feed into cells that are sensitive to long-range spatial interactions. These latter cells have
long-range Gaussian receptivefieldsthat sample inputs from
broad regions of the visual space. They also undergo strong
lateral inhibition that suppresses all output except for the cell
with the largest excitatory input. The competitive interactions
of these cells create a continuously moving motion signal in
response to the discreetflashesof an apparent motion display.
Grossberg & Rudd (1989, 1992) correlated the properties of
this traveling peak of activity with data on apparent motion.
Integration of form and motion
Grossberg (1991) suggested that a pathway connects B C S
boundary signals to M O C Filter short-range motion signals
to allow formation of motion percepts that are sensitive to
perceived form and to help the motion system select the proper
depth plane for a motion percept. Figure 1 shows such a
linkage. In Figure 1, oriented boundary signals from the B C S
feed into like-oriented sustained cells and unoriented transient
cells in the M O C Filter that correspond to the same retinal
location. Via this B C S - M O C Filter pathway, the M O C Filter
becomes sensitive to spatiotemporal changes in form as well
as to spatiotemporal changes in luminance. This additional
sensitivity allows it to generate apparent motion signals in
response to illusory contours and other visual segmentations.
The following sections show h o w these properties explain the
data described in the introduction.
Simulation of illusory contour apparent motion
Several authors have shown that illusory contours can m o v e
in apparent motion (Mather, 1988; Ramachandran, 1985; von
Griinau, 1979). Grossberg & MingoUa (1985a,b) explained
the formation of illusory contours as a special case of the
boundary segmentation mechanisms needed to process visual
forms. The generation of apparent motion between illusory
contours requires signals from the form processing mechanisms into mechanisms responsible for generating apparent
motion signals (Grossberg & Rudd, 1989, 1992). The model
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Figure 2: Computer simulation of illusory contour apparent motion, (a) Luminous inputs, (b) Boundaries produced
by B C S . (c) Activity of global motion cells shows apparent
motion, (d) Motion strength as ISI and stimulus duration
changes, (e) Upper ISI thresholds for illusory contour apparent motion. (Replotted from Mather, 1988.) (f) Simulated
upper and lower ISI thresholds.

interactions between form and motion mechanisms are sufficient to explain psychophysical data about apparent motion
of illusory contours.
Figure 2 shows a simulation of illusory contour apparent
motion. The inducing stimuli for a one-dimensional illusory
contour consists of a pair of luminance increments (Figure 2a).
The bipole feedback of the B C S completes a segmentation
within the region defined by the two luminance increments
(Figure 2b). This segmentation corresponds to the perceived
illusory contour. Inputs from the B C S and from the luminous
array feed into the M O C Filter. A plot of the activity of global
motion cells through time shows motion from thefirstillusory
contour to the second (Figure 2c).
Mather (1988) investigated the temporal properties of illusory contour apparent motion. Figure 2e replots data from
Mather (Figure 5, subject PG), and shows the upper ISI values
for which subjects report seeing apparent motion between two
illusory Kanizsa squares as a function of the inducing stimuli
duration. The upper ISI threshold values for these illusory
contours is larger than that of corresponding luminance-based
contours (as described below). Moreover, the inverted-U

shape of threshold ISIs as a function of stimulus duration
is also unlike luminance-based contours, for which threshold
ISIs are inversely related to stimulus duration (also described
below). These properties are consistent with direct measurements of illusory contour persistence (Meyer & Ming, 1988).
For fixed spatial separation, the strength of the motion signal in Figure 2c depends on the stimulus duration and ISI of
the display. Weaker activities in the global motion cells are
less likely to produce observable apparent motion. Figure 2d
shows the strength of the motion signal for combinations of
stimulus duration and ISI. Also plotted is a threshold value.
W e assume that w h e n the combinations of stimulus parameters create a motion signal with a strength above threshold, the
motion is observable. W h e n the strength of the motion signal
is below threshold subjects do not see it. A critical property
of Figure 2d is the finding that as the stimulus duration increases from 50 to 100 milliseconds, the intersection between
the motion strength curve and the threshold curve shifts to a
longer ISI; but as the stimulus duration increases still further,
the intersection between the motion strength curve and the
threshold curve shifts to shorter ISIs. The ISIs that produce
intersections in the strength and threshold curves identify the
upper and lower ISI values for perceiving apparent motion.
Figure 2f plots those threshold ISI values.
Simulation of interattribute apparent motion

(a) '

(pixels)
TIME (milliseconds) 250 30O 36O

(b)

Von Griinau (1979) observed that subjects sometimes see apparent motion between an illusory contour and a contour defined by luminance edges. Cavanagh et al. (1989) generalized this result by showing that subjects report seeing motion
between stimuli defined by any combination of attributes, including: luminance, color, texture, relative motion, or stereospis. They noted that motion between stimuli of different
attributes is weaker than motion between stimuli of the same
attribute.
t^m
T h e ability to see apparent motion between stimuli of ^ g
ferent attributes is consistent with the properties of form and
motion integration described in this paper. Figure 3a shows
luminous inputs for an interattribute simulation. The ^ B
stimulus is a pair of illusory contour inducers and the seconi
stimulus is a luminance edge. Figure 3b shows the boundSJl^
signals produced in the B C S to the inducers and the luminous contour. Figure 3c shows the resulting activity of global
motion cells in the M O C Filter (points are sampled more frequently to catch all the motion). The activity shifts from the
location of the illusory contour to the location of the luminous stimulus. This simulation demonstrates interattribute
apparent motion.
T h e B C S segments stimuli of m a n y different attributes, including: illusory contours (Grossberg & MingoUa, 1985a),
textures (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985b), luminance (Grossberg & Todorovic, 1988), and stereospis (Grossberg, 1994;
Grossberg & Marshall, 1989). The integration of form and
motion offers a consistent explanation of m a n y types of interattribute apparent motion by suggesting that these segmentations feed into the M O C Filter, which generates the apparent
motion percept.
Simulation of Korte's laws
The previous two sections demonstrate that integrating percepts of form and motion explains complicated dynamic prop-
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Figure 3: Computer simulation of interattribute apparent m o tion, (a) Luminous inputs, (b) Boundary signals produced by
the B C S . (c) Activity of global motion cells shows apparent
motion.
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Figure 4: Computer simulation of apparent motion between
luminous stimuli, (a) Luminous input, (b) Boundary signals produced by the B C S . (c) Activity of global motion cells
shows apparent motion, (d) Motion strength as a function
of ISI, stimulus duration, and spatial separation, (e) Psychophysical upper and lower ISI thresholds (Replotted from
Kolers, 1972; after Neuhaus, 1930). (f) Simulated upper and
lower ISI thresholds.

erties of apparent motion that depend on visual form. This
section shows that the dynamic properties of form perception
are also relevant to stimuli that do not obviously require form
processing for motion detection.
Figure 4a shows the inputs for a standard apparent motion
display, the stimuli are luminance edges separated in space and
time. Figure 4b shows the response of boundary signals to
the luminous stimuli. Figure 4c shows the resulting activities
of global motion cells. T h e moving activity corresponds to a
percept of apparent motion.
Figure 4e shows psychophysical upper and lower ISI threshold values for apparent motion of luminance-based stimuli
(Kolers, 1972 after Neuhaus, 1930). Thisfigureshows that as
stimulus duration increases from 10 to 45 to 9 0 milliseconds,
each upper and lower ISI threshold curve decreases at every
spatial separation. Moreover, as the distance between the two
stimuli increases, the range of ISIs that produce apparent m o tion narrows, with the upper ISI decreasing and the lower ISI
increasing for every stimulus duration. These properties are
similar to Korte's laws (Korte, 1915).
The lag time of the local motion responses across all cells
to thefirststimulus offset, the duration of the response for
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the same cells to thefirststimulus offset, and the spatial separation between the two stimuli all contribute to the strength
of the apparent motion signal generated by the M O C Filter.
Figure 4d plots the strength of the motion signal, generated
from offset signals of thefirststimulus to onset signals of the
second stimulus, as a function of ISI, spatial separation, and
flash duration. T h e motion strength curve is shifted toward
smaller ISI values as stimulus duration increases. Also, for
fixed stimulus duration and ISI, the motion strength decreases
as spatial separation increases from 15 to 110 pixels (corresponding to 0.75 and 5.5 visual degrees). Also plotted is the
motion strength threshold. W h e n the strength of the motion
signal is below threshold w e assume subjects do not observe
it.
T he intersections of the motion strength threshold with a
motion strength curve identify the ISI thresholds. T h e points
of intersection are plotted in Figure 4f and show that the model
captures all the key qualitative properties of Neuhaus' (1930)
results as well as the quantitative 350 millisecond gap between
upper and lower ISI thresholds at small spatial separations. In
particular, both upper and lower ISI thresholds are inversely
related to stimulus duration, and the range of ISIs that produce apparent motion percepts narrows as spatial separation
increases. Lower ISI thresholds increase with spatial separation and upper ISI thresholds decrease with spatial separation.
All the simulations of the B C S were performed using the same
parameters as in Francis etal. (1994). O u r goal in this article is to demonstrate key qualitative, rather than quantitative,
relationships. The approximations that are necessary to m a k e
the simulations computationally feasible do not yet warrant a
search for optimal parameters.
Conclusions and predictions
While this paper focuses on simulations of psychophysical
data, there exist neurophysiological data that support our hypothesis concerning form and motion integration. Motion
(Albright, Desimone & Gross, 1984; Maunsell & van Essen,
1983; Mikami, N e w s o m e & Wurtz, 1986a) and apparent m o tion (Mikami, N e w s o m e & Wurtz, 1986b; Newsome, Mikami
& Wurtz 1986) are believed to be processed in area M T of
visual cortex. M O C Filter model analogs have been identified in area M T (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1993; Grossberg &
Rudd, 1989, 1991). Von der Heydt, Peterhans & Baumgartner
(1984) reported evidence that area V 2 processes the emergent
segmentations that underlie visual form using neural analogs
of the B C S bipole cells. Neurological evidence for other parts
of the B C S in area V 2 and V 4 is reviewed in Grossberg (1987).
The form and motion interactions described in this paper are
predicted to be realized as a neural pathway from area V 2 (or
V 4 ) to area M T . Such pathways do exist (DeYoe & van Essen,
1988).
Grossberg (1991) describes a method of testing whether the
V 2 to M T pathway plays the role suggested in this article. A n
experimenter could train a monkey to respond when it sees
apparent motion of illusory contours. A (reversible) lesion of
area V 2 or the V 2 -> M T pathway should abolish the percept
and the response.
The theory makes strong psychophysical predictions as
well. W h e n the duration of the B C S response to a stimulus establishes the upper ISI threshold, then the stimulus properties

that favor longer visual persistence should also favor longer
upper ISI thresholds for apparent motion. This relationship
predicts a result that can support the role of the B C S - M O C
Filter pathway in establishing upper ISI thresholds. Meyer,
Lawson and Cohen (1975) showed that adaptation to an oriented grating influences the persistence of a subsequent test
grating in an orientation-specific manner. W h e n the orientation of the adaptation and test grating are orthogonal, persistence of the test grating increases, relative to the no-adaptation
case. Francis et al. (1994) simulated this property with the
B C S model.
If persistence of boundary signals sets the upper ISI threshold of apparent motion, then, other things being equal, adaptation to a grating should increase the upper ISI threshold for
apparent motion of an orthogonally oriented grating. In the
B C S , the increase in persistence is due (in part) to competition between hypercomplex cells that are tuned to orthogonal
orientations at the second competitive stage (Figure 1). The
MCXI! Filter does not include a stage of competition between
orthogonal orientations. Instead, competition occurs between
opposite directions of motion, which differ by 180°, not 90°,
thereby giving rise to motion contrast cells (Grossberg, 1991).
Thus, the luminance-based pathway of the M O C Filter should
not contribute to a change in the upper ISI threshold after adaptation. Such a change in the upper ISI threshold can, however, be explained by B C S - M O C Filter interactions. More
generally, stimulus features that change the duration of visual
persistence should tend to have a similar effect on upper ISI
thresholds of apparent motion.
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Abstract
It is well known that when a connectionist network is
trained on one set of patterns and then attempts to add new
patterns to its repertoire, catastrophic interference m a y
result. T h e use of sparse, orthogonal hidden-layer
representations has been shown to reduce catastrophic
interference. The author demonstrates that the use of sparse
representations may, in certain cases, actually result in
worse performance on catastrophic interference. This
paper argues for the necessity of maintaining hidden-layer
representations that are both as highly distributed and as
highly orthogonal as possible. The author presents a
learning algorithm, called context-biasing, that
dynamically solves the problem of constraining hiddenlayer representations to simultaneously produce good
orthogonality and distributedness. O n the data tested for
this study, context-biasing is shown to reduce catastrophic
interference by more than 5 0 % compared to standard
backpropagation.

Introduction
It is well known that when a connectionist network is
trained on one set of patterns and then attempts to add n e w
patterns to its repertoire, catastrophic interference — in other
words, the complete loss of all of its previously learned
information — m a y result (Ratcliff, 1989; McCloskey &
Cohen, 1990; Hetherington & Seidenberg, 1989).
This
type of radical forgetting is not only psychologically
implausible — learning the names of three n e w people does
not cause us to forget the names of everyone else w e have
ever met — but also poses significant problems for
applications-oriented uses of connectionist networks.
French (1991) suggested that catastophic forgetting was
caused by overlapping (i.e., non-orthogonal) patterns of
activation at the hidden layer. A learning technique, called
activation sharpening, was proposed that reduced this overlap
by creating "sparse" representations (i.e., representations
consisting of a few highly active nodes and m a n y nodes with
activation levels close to 0). This technique did produce a
significant decrease in catastrophic forgetting. A number of
authors (Murre. 1992; M c R a e & Hetherington, 1993) also
developed techniques that resulted in improved
orthogonalization of representations at the hidden layer and
they, too, observed similar decreases in catastrophic
interference. Lewandowsky & Goebel (1991) developed a
technique for orthogonalization of input vectors that also
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resulted in improved orthogonality of representations at the
hidden layer. All of these techniques have been shown to
decrease catastrophic interference.
In this paper I will argue that increased orthogonality of
hidden-layer representations is only part of the story. W h e n
attempts to produce representational orthogonality
excessively restrict of the distributedness of representations,
there m a y be no reduction (or even an increase) in
catastrophic forgetting compared to standard backpropagation
(Figure 3).
The necessity of orthogonality and
distributedness
The central claim of this paper is that, in order to reduce
catastrophic interference, learning algorithms for
connectionist networks must dynamically produce hiddenlayer representations that are, insofar as possible, both:
• highly orthogonal and
• highly distributed across the hidden-layer.
I will introduce a simple recurrent learning algorithm,
called context biasing, that produces hidden-layer
representations that satisfy both of these constraints. T o
test this algorithm, I selected a data set for which sparse
representations, even though highly orthogonal, failed to
reduce catastrophic forgetting (and in m a n y cases aggravated
it). Context biasing w a s found to reduce catastrophic
forgetting for this data by m o r e than 5 0 % compared to
standard backpropagation.
Orthogonalization using activation
sharpening
Activation sharpening (French, 1991) reduced catastrophic
interference by producing sparse hidden-layer representations.
The technique is best explained by considering one-node
activation sharpening. O n each input/teacher presentation P,
there is first a standard feedforward-backpropagation pass.
Then the same input pattern is then fed forward from the
input layer to the hidden layer, producing a particular
activation pattern at the hidden layer — the "natural" hiddenunit representation. A "target" hidden-layer representation is
then created by slightly increasing the activation of the
single most active node and decreasing the activation of all
of the other nodes. The difference between the "target" and
the "natural" hidden-layer representations serves as an error
signal analogous to the output/teacher error signal in
standard backpropagation. This hidden-layer error is

representations does result in information loss across the
hidden layer and, ultimately, impairs the network's ability
both to categorize and to discriminate among disparate input
patterns.
Consider a 6-2-3 backpropagation network that must
learn the following three associations:
110000 — > 1 0 0 ;
001100 — > 010;

backpropagated from the hidden layer to the input layer,
changing the input-to-hidden-layer weights appropriately.
U n d e r this "backpropagation-plus-halfpropagation"
technique, the hidden unit representations are gradually
"sharpened", with each representation consisting of one
highly active node and the other nodes having very little
activity, k-node sharpening involves modifying hidden-unit
representations by increasing the activation of the k most
active nodes (instead of only the single most active node in
one-node sharpening), and decreasing the activation of the
others.
French (1991), Murre (1992) and Lewandowsky & Goebel
(1991) have s h o w n that this technique was effective in
reducing activation overlap a m o n g hidden-layer
representations which, in turn, decreased catastrophic
forgetting. Unfortunately, all of the databases used to test
this particular orthogonalization technique were very small.
Problems became apparent only when I attempted to use the
technique on a significantly larger database.

000011 — > 0 0 1 .

Problems with sparse representations
The problem with orthogonalizing techniques that rely on
sparse representations is that, while this m a y indeed produce
the desired orthogonality among hidden-layer representations,
they also reduce the effective dimensionality of the hiddenlayer "representation space" (i.e., decrease the number of
patterns that can be encoded by the hidden layer).
If a network has ten hidden units and one-node sharpening
is implemented, for example, each hidden-unit representation
will gradually be forced to have one unit with an activation
close to 1 while the remaining nine units will have little or
no activation. This means that, effectively, only ten distinct
hidden-layer representations are possible. Therefore, if
fifteen different categories of patterns are to be learned, the
network will have great difficulty accomodating all of them
in its hidden-layer representation space. This will mean that
the network will invariably take a long time to converge.
and probably will not converge at all. T h e unavoidabffil
conclusion is that networks with sparse hidden-layer
representations have a diminished capacity to categorize.
This becomes a problem w h e n the number of different
classifications that the network must m a k e exceeds the
number of possible representations at the hidden layer.
L e w a n d o w s k y & Goebel (1991) and Lewandowsky &
Shu-Qien (1993) have claimed that the ability of a network
to generalize remains basically unaffected in networks that
achieve representational orthogonality by activation
sharpening (or any other technique that produced sparse
representations consisting of a few highly active nodes and
m a n y completely inactive nodes). However, the situation
turns out to be somewhat more problematic. Lewandowsky
et al. showed that overall levels of activation on output are
largely unaffected by the use of sparse, orthogonal hiddenlayer representations and from this they concluded that the
ability of the network to generalize would not be affected.
T h e difficulty is that, while sparse orthogonalization
techniques m a y not change the overall level of activation,
the patterns of output activation are radically modified. A s
the following examples show, the use of sparse orthogonal
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The standard backpropagation network can easily learn these
three pairs. But if, instead of allowing the activations in
the hidden layer to range freely from 0 to 1, assume that
only two hidden-layer representations are allowed — namely,
0 1 and 1 0? (This would be the theoretical result of onenode activation sharpening in this case.) N o w the network
must learn all three associations with only two orthogonal
hidden layer representations and it will fail to converge.
N o w , let us consider the problem of pattern discrimination
using a slightly different example. A s s u m e w e have an 83-5 network and w e want it to learn three patterns:
11110000 — > 10000;
00111100 — > 00100;
00001111 — > 00001.
The network then learns these patterns with orthogonalized
hidden-layer vectors 1 0 0, 0 1 0, and 0 0 1. This will
cause three of the hidden-to-output weights to have high
positive values, and all of the others to have high negative
values (Fig. 1).

L

O

Q

Q

Q

bold wts » 0;
other wts « 0

Figure I. The effects on the hidden-to-output weights of
one-node sharpening
Forcing the hidden-layer representations into the three allor-nothing representations above has the effect of causing
three of the hidden-to-output weights (those indicated in bold
in Figure 1) to be very large, while all of the others will
have large negative values. With these orthogonalized
hidden-layer vectors the network, the second and fourth
output nodes will effectively cease to participate in the
output, since their activation levels will remain unchanged
regardless of the input. This means that the network will
produce "S-dimensional" output for all input patterns (Figure
2). A standard backpropagation network, on the other hand,
will produce a m u c h richer, 5-dimensional output response
pattern for each of the new input vectors. Collapsing five
output dimensions to three means that some of the patterns
that could have been discriminated by the standard network
will no longer be discriminated by the orthogonalized
network. For this reason, it is necessary to relax the
constraints on orthogonality. T o produce output that is

better than 3-dimensional, w e must all hidden
representations that are not always orthogonal. However, if
w e completely renounce attempts at orthogonality, severe
foretting will result. A n orthogonalization process that
ensures that as large a number of nodes as possible will
participate in the representations should have the desired
effect of reducing catastrophic interference without
completely crippling the network's ability to generalize,
categorize, etc. But is it possible to achieve a high degree of
both distributedness and separation of hidden-layer
representations?

forgetting remains high. Notice, however, that all of the
overlap occurs over a very small number of nodes. Thus,
when the weights associated with these nodes change, this
will disturb the prior representations for both Democrats and
Republicans. Since only a few nodes are actually
contributing activation, when the weights associated with
one of these active nodes change significantly, very few
other active nodes can "come to the rescue" and compensate
for the changes to the other weights.

r
These nodes no longer effectively participate in
the output
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Q

Q

M
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bold wts » 0;
other wts « 0

0
BP

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
No. of hidden nodes sharpened
Training

Figure 2. Restricting the dimensionality of hidden-layer
representations decreases the dimensionality
on the output layer

9

Retraining

Figure 3. Training and retraining times for standard
backpropagation versus sharpening

What we should see is that when activation patterns of
representations are well distributed and well separated,
relearning time should drop. A s w e can see in Figure 3,
four-node sharpening, in which the representations are
In order to further study the use of sparse orthogonalizedrelatively well distributed (and reasonably well separated),
causes retraining time to drop to what it was for standard
representations, I used data from the 1984 Congressional
backpropagation. Although the discussion is beyond the
Voting Records (Murphy & Aha, 1992). The voting records
scope of this paper, it turns out that the amount of
of each m e m b e r of Congress, along with his or her party
separation among competing representations is a very good
affiliation, is given in this database. I trained a 16-10-1
predictor
of catastrophic interference: the greater the
feedforward backpropagation network to associate 50
separation, the less the forgetting. The reason that using the
different voting patterns with party affiliation. I then
amount of activation overlap worked in s o m e cases to
invented a small set of ten 'maverick" m e m b e r s of
predict catastrophic forgetting is quite simple: high
Congress, members w h o , on six key issues, voted like
representational separation implies low overlap (but not
Democrats but declared themselves to be Republicans or
necessarily vice-versa). So in m a n y cases, reducing overlap
vice-versa. I had the network learn this n e w set and, as
expected, when I tested its performance on the original set of at the hidden layer appeared to be the cause of reduced
fifty associations, the network had completely forgotten catastrophic interference, but in reality, representational
separation also increased, the latter being the actual cause for
them. I then retested the network for savings. The speed
improved performance on catastrophic forgetting. A s the
with which the network releamed the original data was used
Voting Records database example shows, decreasing overlap
to measure h o w completely the network had forgotten the
by using sparse representations is not always sufficient to
original data.
reduce catastrophic forgetting; increased separation of
W h e n sparse representations were used, the network
representations is. (In fact, any time the non-zero activation
performed significantly worse than when it used more highly
level of some node is the same for all representations, that
distributed representations (Figure 3.) The reason for this
node becomes, in effect, a bias node, i.e., a node whose
can be seen by looking at the average hidden-layer activation
activation level, usually 1, remains unchanged for all
profiles for Democrats and Republicans produced by twoinputs.)
node sharpening (Figure 4). (These were m a d e from one
hundred separate runs of the network on the original data set
of 50 m e m b e r s of Congress.) Even though average
activation overlap between the two vectors is low because of
a large number of shared inactive nodes, the amount of
Testing sparse, orthogonal
representations o n a larger d a t a set
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vectors, the average H a m m i n g distance between them is the
number of bits that must be changed to transform one vector
into the other divided by k.) The hidden-layer representation
for the n e w association is then compared to the
corresponding representation for the prior association. The
n e w representation is then "separated" from the prior
representation according to the following separation rule:

1 -I
0.75B
O
•s

0.5-

Modify the activation. A, of each node of the new
representation as follows:
if A n e w ^ Aprevious
then A n e w = A n e w + a P ( l - A n e w ) ;
if A n e w < Aprevious
then A n e w = (1- a p ) A n e w
where
a = H a m m i n g distance between the previous
and the new teacher patterns;
P = biasing coefficient (usually 0.5 or 0.2)

0.25-

1

1—I—r

•f-P

j:

Hidden node no.
Q

Democrat

Republican

Figure 4: Two-node sharpened representations
Context biasing

This new "context-biased" representation (i.e., the "target"
hidden-layer representation) is then "locked into" the inputto-hidden weights by backpropagating from the hidden layer
to the input layer an "error signal" consisting of the
difference between the "natural" hidden-layer representation
and the corresponding "context-biased" (target)
representation. This "locking-in" technique is discussed in
(French 1991).

Context biasing produces precisely the kind of
representations that are both well distributed and well
separated. The technique requires the network to be able to
remember both the previous teacher pattern and the previous
hidden-layer representation. W h e n a new pattern is presented
to the network, it is fed forward through the network,
whereafter the weights are changed according to the standard
backpropagation algorithm. T h e difference, measured in
terms of the average H a m m i n g distance, between the n e w
teacher and the previous one is computed. (Given two k-bit
previous
teacher

new
teacher

ff = H a m m i n g distang? = t

O h *

Separate the new representation
from the previous one based on
the size of a: the greater a, the greater
the separation.

o

o

O
previous input

O
new input

N e w context-biased representation) .92 .08 .32
Figure 5. Modifying hidden-layer representations with context-biasing

Results

representations for Democrats and Republicans are well
distributed, they are not particularly well separated.
Figure 6 below shows hidden-layer representation profiles
O n the other hand, when context biasing (P = 0.2) is used
for Democrats and Republicans that are produced with
(Fig. 7), significantly different representation profiles result.
standard backpropagation. (Data was collected over 100 runs
Notice that the distributions for both Democrats and
of the program using a 16-10-1 network with a learning rate
Republicans are not only well distributed across the
of 0.2 and m o m e n t u m of 0.9.). Notice that, while the
entirehidden layer, but they are also well separated. If the
above analysis is correct, w e should therefore see a
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significant reduction of catastrophic forgetting with respect
to backpropagation. A s the results in Figure 8 show, that
isindeed what happens. W e get over a 5 0 % reduction in
releaming time when the context-biasing is used.

input and to serve as a teacher to the neocortical network.
French (1994) has developed such a two-system network and
McClelland, McNaughton, & O'Reilly (1994) have also
argued for the necessity of this type of two-tiered system.

1 -1
o
Q.

•s 0.75-

[v] Training
0.25r~i Retraining
—

m

<S f<l

•<t >0 »0

Hidden node no.
Democrat Q Repubhcan

Context-bias
Figure 8. A significant (> 5 0 % ) reduction in
forgetting with context biasing

Figure 6. Hidden-layer representation profiles with
backpropagation

However, the work presented in this paper suggests that at
least some of the advantages of a two-network system can be
For similar reasons — reduced interference during learning
achieved in a single network using context biasing to
— context-biased networks also train up somewhat more
appropriately constrain the hidden-layer representations
quickly. Finally, preliminary work suggests that the
during learning. In particular, context biasing produces
reduction in relearning times is largely unaffected by the
representations that are both well-distributed and as
order of presentation of the data. In one experiment, all
orthogonal as possible, thereby significantly reducing
Republicans were presented to the network, followed by all
catastrophic forgetting.
Democrats and relearning times remained similar to those
indicated in Figure 8.
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mapping from speech input to phonological and semantic
form.

Abstract
Cross-modal priming experiments have shown that surface
variations in speech are perceptually tolerated as long as they
occur in phonologically viable contexts. For example, [klim]
{cleam) gains access to the mental representation of clean
when in the context of [klimpoks] (cleam parks), since the
change is a natural one, reflecting the phonological process
of place assimilation. This implies that speech perception
involves processes of phonological inference, which recover
the underlying form of speech. Here w e investigate the locus
of these inference processes, using the phoneme monitoring
task. A set of stimulus sentences were created containing
deviations that were either phonologically viable (as in cleain
parks above) or unviable. In Experiment 1, subjects
monitored for the segment underlying the surface change (in
the above example, /n/) and in Experiment 2 the following
segment (/p/) was the taiget. In addition, the lexical status
of the carrier word was manipulated (e.g., clean vs threan),
contrasting lexical and non-lexical theories of phonological
inference. Both experiments showed stiong effects of
phonological viability for real words, with weaker effects for
the non-word stimuli.
These results suggest that
phonological inference can occur non-lexically, but that it
interacts strongly with the process of lexical access.

Phonological Inference in Lexical Access

Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson (1993) presented evidence that
lexical access involves a process of phonological inference.
O u r study used aoss-modal repetition priming in sentential
context to examine the effects of phonological changes o n
lexical access. In one condition, these changes occurred
naturally, as the result of assimilation of place of
articulation (e.g., 'I would say you got what you deserved,
that w a s a wickib prank'). These were compared to
sentences with the same phonological changes, but in
contexts that violated assimilation rules (e.g., T would say
you got what you deserved, that w a s a wickib game'). T h e
activadon of the underlying base word (e.g., wicked) by the
phonologically changed prime w a s reflected in the time
taken to m a k e a lexical decision to the base word, which
was presented to the subjects visually at the offset of the
prime.
W e found that w h e n a phonological change occurs as the
result of place assimilation, there is no disruption of access
to Uie lexical representation of the underlying word. But
die same phonological change in an unviable context for
Our
assimilation severely disrupts lexical access.
Introduction
discussion of Uiese results contrasted representational and
This research focuses on the effects of natural phonological inferential
accounts
of this phenomenon.
A
variation on h u m a n speech perception.
A common
representational account accommodates phonologically
example of such a change is the assimilation of place of
lawful variation by eidier adding to a form-based lexical
articulation, where the place of a word-initial segment
entry (Harrington & Johnstone, 1987) or reducing the
migrates to Uie preceding segment. For example, sweet boy
lexical entry to just die abstract and invariant phonological
m a y be produced in connected speech as [swipbDi]. This
units (Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson, 1991). In contrast an
neutralisation creates surface ambiguity, which must be
inferential account assumes diat the identities of segments
resolved in the process of speech perception.
are evaluated using context-dependent inference, based on
Earlier research (Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1993)
phonological rules or constraints. W e argued diat becau.se
suggests that this resolution involves a process of
die phonological changes w e examined occurred across
phonological inference, using phonological context to
word boundaries, they could not be accommodated by a
assess the viability of surface change. Here w e employ die
purely representational tiieory. T h e viability of a
phoneme monitoring task to explore Uiis process furdier.
phonological change depends on the comparison of two
W e shall argue Uiat phonological inference can occur nonsegments: the phonological change itself and the following
lexically, but that diere are strong lexical interactions witli
segment. Since diese segments form part of two different
the inference process. These data are interpreted with
words diey cannot be accommodated within a single lexical
reference to a connectionist model which leanis the
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representation. Instead, lexical access must depend on a
process of phonological inference to assess the validity of a
phonological change in its segmental context.

effects of phonological inference in this task would
represent support for the hypothesis that decisions about the
phonological structure of speech operate on a relatively
abstract code of representation.
A s such, phoneme
monitoring represents a more direct lest of the role of
The Locus of Phonological Inference
phonological inference in the perceptual process than was
In the current study, we aim to determine the locus of tliepossible in the earlier priming studies.
inference process within the perceptual system.
One
W e report two experiments looking at these questions. In
possibility is that phonological inference is a purely lexical
one experiment, the task was to monitor for the underlying
process, consisting of a context-checking mechanism
coronal segment of an assimilated word. For example, a
dependent on lexical access. This hypothesis implies that
subject might have to monitor for the /n/ of clean
lexical form representations are constructed so that surface
underlying the surface labial segment in 'The city got two
variants of a word gain access to the stored information
awards for its cleam parks'. In order to m a k e a response in
(e.g., Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson, 1991), and that tlie
Uiis situation, a subject must perceive the place of
phonological context of the variant is tlien checked for its
articulation of the target as coronal, even though it is
viability.
actually produced as a labial segment. If subjects do
Alternatively, the inference process could be a
respond, Uien a surface representation of speech may be
compensatory mechanism that applies pre-lexically to some
unavailable, with perception of segments operating on a
lower-level representation of speech. This hypothesis is
more abstract underlying level. The second experiment
m a d e expUcit in a connectionist model of phonological
involves monitoring for the following word-initial segment,
inference (Gaskell, Hare &
Marslen-Wilson, 1992;
from which the place of articulation migrates (/p/, in the
Gaskell, 1994), which was trained on die mapping between
above example). This allowed us to look at the way
the surface and underlying forms of phonologically
phonological changes are used in the on-line processing of
changed speech. The network learned to identify Uie
speech.
contextual cues to the presence of surface changes and
In both experiments, w e compared sentences containing
exploited these cues in a graded manner. Since the model
targets embedded in real words (e.g., clean) widi ones
m a d e no use of lexical representations in its responses, a
where the tokens containing the assimilation were
prediction of this approach is that phonological inference
nonwords (e.g., threari). The nonwords were aeated by
should occur even w h e n lexical access fails, in Uie
altering the initial consonants of the carrier word, ensuring
perception of phonologically changed nonwords.
that lexical access is severely disrupted (Marslen-Wilson,
A second, related, aim is to examine subjects' judgements Moss & V a n Halen, in press; Connine, Blasko & Titone,
of the form of phonologically changed speech. W e have
1993; Marslen-Wilson, 1990).
shown that phonological inference is a vital component of
lexical access, but there is more to speech perception than
Experiment 1
the extraction of the underlying meaning of an utterance.
Spoken words produce an auditory percept, which involves
Forty-eight sets of test sentences, such as (1), were
constructed, containing a word-final target embedded in a
the sensation of phonological form as well as meaning.
carrier word.
Given that phonological inference occurs during word
recognition, it is important to examine h o w this inference
(1) The city got two awards for its clean parks.
process affects perceptual experience. W h e n presented
with a surface change such as [swipbDi], subjects m a y hear
Each set consisted of 8 sentences, between which three
a word-final [p], corresponding to the surface form of Uie
binary variables were alternated. T h e target segment (/n/ in
segment, or a word-final [t], corresponding to a more
the above example) was presented either with unassimilated
abstract underlying form.
coronal place (-Phonological Change) or with a noncoronal place (-hPhonological Change). In addition, the
Experimental Issues
carrier word (clean) and the context word (parks) were
manipulated. The context word (die word immediately
To examine these issues of phonological inference and
following the target) was varied so that the assimilation
abstracmess w e employed the task of phoneme monitoring,
was either phonologically viable or unviable, while the
in which subjects listen for segments of speech in sentential
carrier word was presented either as a real word (e.g.,
context. This allows us to determine the relationship
clean) or as a nonword (e.g., threan). In all conditions,
between lexical access and phonological inference, by
subjects were required to monitor for the coronal form of
examining the effects of phonological variation in
die target (see Table 1 for examples of the critical words in
nonwords. Evidence of inference in nonwords would
each condition).
suggest that it can occur non-lexically, whereas interaction
between the effects of phonological inference and lexical
status would imply that the inference process is dependent
on lexical access.
T h e p h o n e m e monitoring task encourages subjects to
focus on the form rather than meaning of speech. Thus,
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when the phonological change was viable than when it was
unviable; f w the nonwords the difference was 1 3 % . Both
these effects were significant at p < 0.01 in Newman-Keuis
analyses. A n analysis of just the phonologically changed
conditions showed a significant interaction between Lexical
Lexical
Status and Phonological Viabihty (F,[l,65] = 4.61, p <
Change
Status Viability Example
0.05; F2[l,31] = 5.31. p < 0.05), showing that the viability
cleam parks
+
+
+
effect for the real words was significantly stronger than for
+
+
cleam guesthouses
the nonwords. The combination of a viable phonological
+
+
thream parks
context and a real word carrier is enough to push the
+
thream guesthouses
proportion of items provoking a response up to 5 9 % . These
+
+
clean parks
are all responses which, on a surface analysis of the speech,
+
—
clean guesthouses
would be classified as incorrect. Instead, subjects seem to
threan parks
+
base their responses on a more abstract underlying code.
These results provide support for a process (rf
—
—
threan guesthouses
phonological inference which acts on both words and
The sentences were pre-tested by presenting subjects withnonwords. The following context of the phonological
change is used as a cue to the underlying place of
the stimulus sentences up to the offset of the carrier word,
articulation of the target segment if this context licenses
and a forced-choice task was used to identify the word-final
the change, subjects are more likely to respond as if they
segments. The pre-test found small differences in die
heard a coronal segment. The fact that viability also affects
clarity of the word-final segments which were included as
subjects' responses to nonwords means that the process does
covariates in the analyses of Experiment 1.
not require access to lexical information. However, the
In the experiment, subjects were presented visually with a
interaction between viability and lexical status shows that
coronal target segment (either /d/, /t/ or /n/) and asked to
this
process will, under normal circumstances, exploit
monitor for the target in the following sentence. The
lexical information.
identity of the target varied from trial to trial. Data were
analysed in terms of the proportion of responses elicited
(see Table 2) and the time taken to respond. Because of
Experiment 2
wide variation in the percentage of responses found
In Experiment 2, we used phoneme monitoring to examine
between conditions, the response times are of limited value
the way assimilated segments interact with their
and are not discussed here.
phonological context as speech is heard. The vast majority
of phonological changes that occur in normal speech are
Table 2. Mean response rates for Experiment 1.
viable ones. It is therefore likely that a speech processor
that is maximally efficient in the uptake of phonological
Lexical
information will learn to use the presence of phonological
Status
Viability % Response
Change
change to predict the context that validates the change.
59.2
-1-»+
Consider the perception of the utterance [klimpaks] (cleam
—
-f34.0
+
parks). B y the time the assimilated [m] is perceived, the
—
-133.0
+
only lexical derivation for the surface speech is clean (since
—
cleam is not a word).
20.2
Unless the word has been
+
mispronounced,
the [m] must be an assimilated segment
—
-177.3
+
and so must be followed by a labial segment. The labial
—
75.6
+
place
of the following /p/ can, therefore, be predicted by the
_
—
487.5
time the [m] is heard.
—
—
—
82.6
Experiment 2 used stimulus sentences such as (2) and (3)
with the task of monitoring for the word-initial following
Response proportion analyses showed significant main
context of the phonological change (/p/ here).
effects of Phonological Change (Fi[l,6.'i] = 515.5, p < 0.01;
F2[l,31] = 201.1, p < 0.01), with surface coronal targets
(2) The film shows a toad pouncing on a fly.
(80.4%) provoking far more responses than surface non(3) The film shows a groad pouncing on a fly.
coronal targets (36.0%). The effect of Lexical Status
(Fi[l,65] = 16.7, p < 0.01; FzlLSl] = 8.6, p < 0.01)
We refer to the italicised word here as the carrier word to
showed that there were more responses to real words
maintain continuity with Experiment 1, even though it no
(62.3%) than to nonwords (54.1%) across conditions.
longer contains the target segment. In Experiment 2, all
The critical effects, however, are the differences between
the independent variables manipulated this carrier word,
the viable and unviable conditions for the phonologically
which was presented either with no assimilation (e.g.,
changed conditions, since these are a measure of the extent
[to(jodpau)nsir]]; toad pouncing), with assimilation m a d e
to which the perceived identity of the underlying segment
viable by the target segment (e.g., [toiubpatonsir)]) or with
has been affected by its following phonological context
assimilation m a d e unviable by the target segment (e.g.,
For the real-word carriers, there were 2 5 % more responses
Table 1: Example critical words {i.e. carrier and context
words) for Experiment 1. In this example, the target
segment was /n/.
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Figure 1: Effects of phonological change on response
times in Experiment 2.
[tocogpaconsir)]). Botli phonologically changed tokens
had surface forms which were nonwords.
A s in
Experiment 1, the initial consonant cluster of tlie carrier
word was presented either unchanged (e.g., loacf) or witli
word-initial changes, such Uiat in all three conditions tlie
token was a nonword (e.g., groad).
A pre-test was carried out on the sentences to check the
clarity of the word-final consonant of the carrier word
(which in Experiment 2 precedes tlie target segment), using
a forced-choice test. T h e pre-test found no significant
differences between die conditions of the experijnent.
Subjects were presented with tlie visual uirget segment
(/p/, /b/, /k/ or /g/) before each sentence and were instructed
to monitor for the target. The results are summarised in
Figure 1.
The response time analysis showed a higlily significant
effect of Lexical Status (Fi[l,42] = 47.3, p < 0.01; F2[l,29]
= 16.0, p < 0.01) indicating that die responses to the targets
preceded by words were faster (516 m s ) Uian to tliose
preceded by nonwords (575 ms). Across the Lexical Status
variable, unviable changes evoked significanUy longer
response times than both viable changes and unchanged
conditions (Newman-Keuls, p < 0.01). These viability
effects for both real word and nonword conditions were
tested separately, widi the effect holding for the real word
carriers (51 m s difference, p < 0.05) but not for the
nonword carriers (25 m s difference, p > 0.1).
A s before. Experiment 2 shows a robust effect of
phonological viabiUty on subjects' responses. Here tliough,
die effect shows up in the response times raUier tlian die
response proportions, and is also confined to just die
unviable conditions. The viable phonological changes
neither inhibit nor facilitate responses compared to die
unchanged control, which suggests diat either Uie speech
processor does not use die presence of assimilation as a cue
to die place of die following context, or diat die facililory
effect of the cue is cancelled out by confiicdng effecLs of
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similarity (Dell & N e w m a n , 1980) or die inhibitory effect
of die mismatch in die previous word (Foss, Harwood &
Blank, 1980).
General Discussion

T h e L o c u s of Phonological Effects
These experiments attempted to ascertain the locus of
phonological inference by examining the effects of
phonological viability in nonwords. Experiment 1 showed
that when subjects were presented with a phonologically
changed coronal segment embedded in a nonword, they
were more likely to m a k e a response when the context of
die change conformed to die process of place assimiladon.
Experiment 2 showed a similar pattern of results in the
response times to die following context of an assimiladon,
aldiough die viability effect for the nonwords did not reach
significance.
Our
initial analysis of phonological inference
hypodiesised two possible mechanisms: one in which
phonological context is employed to compensate for surface
ambiguides in a non-lexical manner, and one in which
context checking is employed lexically.
The former
hypodiesis is supported by the observation of phonological
viability effects for nonwords in Experiment 1, widi a
similar trend in Experiment 2. The latter hypodiesis gains
support from die interacdon between lexical status and
viability found in Experiment 1, and again from a similar
trend in Experiment 2. It seems that the resolution d
surface ambiguity depends on bodi non-lexical and lexical
processes.
Abstractness and Phonological Perception
The phoneme monitoring task specifically directs subjects'
attention to die phonological form of speech, as opposed to

auditory word recognition. Journal of Memory and
priming studies, which evaluate access to semantic
Language, 32. 193-210.
information. Despite tliis, in Experiment 1, a large
proportion of surface labial or velar segments were
Dell, G. S., & Newman, J. E. (1980). Detecting phonemes
responded to as coronals. For the viable assiniilaled
in fluent speech. Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal
Behavior, 19, 608-623.
segments in real word carriers, tJiis constituted nearly 6 0 %
Foss, D. J., Harwood, D. A., & Blank, M. A. (1980).
of the responses.
Subjects seem to make use of a mixture of surface and
Deciphering decoding decisions: Data and devices. In R.
underlying codes in their judgements about phonological
A. Cole (Ed.), Perception and Production of Fluent
form. However, these judgements do not conform in a
Speech. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
standard way to lexical and pre-lexical judgements, since
Gaskell, G. (1994).
Spoken Word RecogniUon: A
subjects are able to make responses to real words based on
Combined Computational and Experimental Approach.
surface form, as well as using underlying representations
PhD thesis, Birkbeck College, University of London.
Gaskell, G., Hare, M., & Marslen-Wilson, W . D. (1992).
for nonwords. The abstractness of subjects' responses
depends on a combination of lexical and phonological
Phonological variation in speech perception: A
factors.
connectionist approach. Paper presented at the
Experimental Psychological Society meeting, York,
England.
Conclusions
Gaskell, G., & Marslen-Wilson, W . (1993). Match and
The pattern that emerges from these experiments ismismatch
that in phonological context. In Proceedings of the
phonological inference can occur when lexical access fails,
15th Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
in the perception of nonwords, but that tlie effects of this
Society. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
inference process are strengthened when lexical access is
Harrington, J., & Johnstone, A. (1987). The effects of word
successful. This interaction suggests that neitlier a purely
boundary ambiguity in continuous speech recognition. In
pre-lexical nor a purely post-lexical account of the process
Proceedings of Xlth International Congress of Phonetic
will suffice.
Sciences. Tallin, Estonia.
Although the interpretation of interaction in terms of
Lahiri, A., & Marslen-Wilson, W . D. (1991). The mental
cognitive architecture is a rather hazardous venture (Norris,
representation of lexical form: A phonological approach
1993; Tabossi, 1993), we feel tliat the behavior uncovered
to die recogniuon lexicon. Cognition, 38, 245-294.
here can be simply explained a.s the product of
Marslen-WUson, W . D. (1990). Activation, competition,
connectionist learning principles applied to tlie mapping
and frequency in lexical access. In G. T. M. Altmann
involved in speech perception. The process of word
(Ed.), Cognitive models of speech processing:
recognition involves the mapping from speech input to both
Psycholinguistic and computational perspectives.
semantic and phonological information. Thus, the retrieval
Cambridge, M A : M I T Press.
of phonological information (i.e. tlie underlying form of tlie Marslen-Wilson, W., Moss, H. E., & Halen, S. van. (in
words) will normally interact strongly with die retrieval of
press). Perceptual distance and competition in lexical
semantic knowledge. This implies that, under normal
access.
circumstances, phonological inference will interact witli
Norris, D. (1993). Bottom up connectionist models of
lexical access, explaining die strong effects of phonological
'interaction'. In G. Altmann & R. Shillcock (Eds.),
inference for the word stimuli in our experiments.
Cognitive Models of Language Processes: Second
However, when access to lexical information is blocked, by
Sperlonga Meeting. Hove: Erlbaum.
die use of mismatching segments, phonological
Tabossi, P. (1993). Connections, competitions and cohorts:
idendfication is still possible, allowing weaker inferential
comments on die chapters by Marslen-Wilson; Norris;
effects. By diis account, phonological inference can be
and Bard and Shillcock. In G. Altmann & R. Shillcock
diought of as lexical, since it is influenced by die retrieval
(Eds.), Cognitive Models of Speech Processing: Second
of word-idendty information, but it may also be thought of
Sperlonga Meeting. Hove: Erlbaum.
as non-lexical, since it can occur independendy of the
recognition of words. In botli cases, die retrieval of the
underlying phonological fonn of speech makes die best use
of die available cues.
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Abstract
Three experiments are reported that examine the impact of
people's goals and conceptual understanding on graph
interpretation, in order to determine how people use
graphical representations to evaluate functional
dependencies between continuous variables. Subjects made
inferences about the relative rate of two continuous linear
variables (altitude and temperature). W e varied the
assignments of variables to axes, the perceived causeeffect relation between the variables, and the causal status
of the variable being queried. The most striking finding
was that accuracy was greater when the Slope-Mapping
Constraint was honored, which requires that the variable
being queried - usually the effect or dependent variable, but
potentially the cause instead — is assigned to the vertical
axis, so that steeper lines m a p to faster changes in the
queried variable. This constraint dominates when it
conflicts with others, such as preserving the low-level
mapping of altitude onto the vertical axis. Our findings
emphasize the basic conclusion that graphs are not
pictures, but rather symbolic systems for representing
higher-order relations. W e propose that graphs provide
external instantiations of intermediate mental
representations, which enable people to move from
pictorial representations to abstractions through the use of
natural mappings between perceptual properties and
conceptual relations.
Introduction
Graphs provide an external representational m e d i u m that
connects analog and symbolic internal representations.
Although graphs present information spatially, they are
more abstract than simple pictorial representations. Graphs
are able to omit non-essential details and to highlight central
higher-order relations, such as rate of change in a variable,
based on a mapping from visuospatial properties of the
graph to symbolically-interpreted concepts. In addition to
being more complex than pictures, graphs are simpler than
other symbolic systems. B y engaging built-in perceptual
processing mechanisms, graphs function at an intermediate
level of abstraction. Graphs mediate between analog and
symbolic representations by exploiting natural properties of
the visual system in at least two ways. First, graphs permit
computational efficiency for abstract problems by reducing
the number of solution steps that sentential or mathematical
procedures would require (Larkin & Simon, 1987) or by
reducing the number of dimensions or variables that must be
explicitly compared. Utilizing the visual dimension to
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express information allows graphs to coordinate information
on two or more dimensions. Integrating information across
dimensions normally imposes a heavy cognitive load, but
graphs reduce this load by integrating values on dimensions
via points or lines which simultaneously represent a value
or set of values on more than one dimension. This visual
integration, or chunking, allows us to reason about relations
between two or more sets of data on those two or more
dimensions.
Second, graphs also exploit vision by utilizing
perceptual properties to convey conceptual relations. The
"natural" mapping between percepts and concepts is so
automatic for some pairings, such as "greater area (more
dots, thicker bars, or higher lines) equals greater quantity,"
that w e often fail to recognize the relationship as a mapping
rather than as an inherent equivalence of meaning. Other
natural mappings involve more abstract pairings of
perceptual and conceptual relations, such as 'steeper equals
faster," which is the focus of the present experiments.
Mappings between perceptual and conceptual relations allow
graphs to support reasoning about abstract concepts that are
difficult to grasp directly, such as slope and function.
Psychological research on graphs has been sparse, and has
primarily focused on encoding processes, but all reported
work seems to reflect a consistent theme of the tight linkage
found in graphs between perceptual properties and conceptual
relations. Pinker (1990) reported several experiments by
himself and Simcox indicating that global trends are best
represented by global features readily encoded by the visual
system, while local values are best represented by local
features. Tversky and Schiano (1989) and Schiano and
Tversky (1992) found evidence that the rules used for
encoding graphs are not simply properties of the visual
system, but rather result from interpreting a figure as a
graph. They demonstrated that the label given to a
diagrammatic representation invokes a particular set of rules
or biases for encoding. Calling the representation a "graph"
created a particular perceptual bias (the interpretation of a
line orientation was biased toward 45 degrees), whereas
calling it a "map" or a "figure" either did not create any bias
or biased the interpretation away from all orienting angles
(including 45 degrees). These results indicate that graphs
constitute a symbol system that is associated with a
specialized set of rules connecting the perceptual to the
conceptual.
In the present study w e examine the impact of people's
goals and conceptual understanding on graph interpretation
in order to determine h o w graphs are used to connect analog
and symbolic representations. T h e central question w e

address concerns h o w people use graphical representations to
evaluate functional dependencies between continuous
variables. A key problem is that different constraints on
graphical representations m a y be in conflict. In particular,
diere m a y be tension between the goal of preserving lowlevel pictorial correspondences between the domain being
represented and the visuospatial display, versus the need to
capture systematic correspondences between higher-order
relations in the represented domain and visuospatial relations
in the display. Figure 1 illustrates this problem with a
graph typical of those used in teaching atmospheric science,
which represents functional dependencies between altitude
and temperature. Textbooks and teachers invariably plot
such altitude/temperature graphs with altitude on the y axis,
because this preserves the low-level, pictorial correspondence
between up in the world and up in the graph.

Experiment

1: C o n f l i c t i n g

Constraints

Method
Subjects: Sixty-six undergraduate psychology students at
the University of California, Los Angeles ( U C L A )
participated in exchange for course credit. Approximately
half of the subjects were science majors and half were nonscience majors, distributed randomly across conditions.

Materials, Procedure, and Design: Subjects were
given graphs representing the functional dependency between
atmospheric altitude and air temperature, along with a brief
explanation of the relationship. This dependency is a loose
causal relation in that altitude does not directly cause
temperature; however, an interaction of several factors,
including altitude, determines air temperature. In the case of
Well-mixed, neutrally-stable
a moving air parcel, the change in altitude causes a change
atmosphere
in temperature. The graphs either represented altitude on the
y axis in accordance with the atmospheric-science tradition
Air and balloon
of preserving verticality, but in violation of the Slopetemperature
Mapping Constraint (Figure 2 A ) ; or on the x axis, in
i
accordance
with the graphing convention of mapping the IV
Temperature, T
to the X axis that follows from the Slope-Mapping
Constraint (Figure 2B). Because of the relation displayed in
Figure 1. A typical altitude/temperature graph used in
these graphs, altitude was the IV and temperature the D V .
atmospheric science.
O n thefirstpage, a single data line was drawn across the
graph representing a single value of y for each value of x.
However, the cost of this decision is that the functional
The line displayed an inverse linear relationship between
dependency between altitude (the causal variable) and
altitude and temperature, with higher temperatures at lower
temperature (the effect) violates cognitive constraints derived
altitudes and lower temperatures at higher altitudes. All
from the analogical relationship between the rate of change
subjects werefirstasked to identify a particular point on the
in the effect (dependent variable) and the slope of a line.
graph, and then to m a k e a judgment about the direction of
Specifically, if the independent variable (IV) is mapped to
change for one of the variables represented in the graph.
the X axis, and the dependent variable ( D V ) to the y axis,
These questions were used to screen out subjects w h o were
then rate of change in D V with respect to IV maps to rate of
not capable of basic graph interpretation.
change in y with respect to x (i.e., the slope of the line).
This assignment, a graphing convention that w e term the
Slope-Mapping Constraint, ensures that judgments about
rates can be based on the visually transparent mapping
steeper = faster. However, the standard pictorial-based
assignment of altitude (IV) to the vertical axis violates the
Slope Mapping Constraint (since rate of change in the D V
will equal the reciprocal of the slope, instead of the slope).
AMI»d« (In Icel)
Our experiments utilize conflicts between pictorial and
symbolic representations to reveal component processes of
graph interpretation.
Figure 2. Graphs that violate (Panel A ) or conform with
(Panel B ) the Slope-Mapping Constraint.
On the second page subjects were shown another graph
and asked to perform one of two rate-judgment tasks. In the
drawing task, subjects were given the original graph
accompanied by a description of a second data set in which
temperature changed more slowly relative to altitude, and
were asked to draw a line that could represent such a data set.
In the multiple-choice task, subjects were given the original
graph with the addition of a dotted second line, and were
asked to judge whether the second set of data represented a
slower or faster rate of change of temperature than the first.
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Subjects were assigned in approximately equal numbers to
four conditions, defined by the factorial combination of axis
assignment ( altitude on x or else y axis) and task (drawing
or multiple choice). Assigning altitude (IV) to the y axis
preserved the pictorial correspondence up = up, at the cost of
violating the Slope-Mapping Constraint of steeper = faster,
whereas assigning altitude to the y axis reversed these
properties. W e predicted that judging rate of change would
be more dependent on the higher-order mapping than on the
pictorial correspondence, so that accuracy would be higher
when altitude was on the x axis.

hot air balloon, change in the air temperature loosely causes
change in the altitude of the balloon. N o cover story was
used for the non-causal conditions.

Experiment 2 w a s designed to distinguish the SlopeMapping Constraint from other factors with which it was
correlated in Experiment 1. W e examined whether the
results depended on existence of a conceptual relation of
cause and effect between the FV and D V , and whether there is
a preference for a particular causal relation.

Subjects were assigned to one of eight conditions. Four
conditions received one of the two causal cover stories
(making either altitude or temperature the cause), in each
case varying which variable was assigned to the x axis. The
other four conditions did not receive any causal cover story,
so that the graph simply represented a functional
dependency. Subjects in these non-causal conditions were
given graphs identical to those in the four causal conditions
but without the cover story or the altitude and temperature
labels. The x and y axes were labelled "A" and "B", with the
label assignments counterbalanced across each condition.
The two graph interpretation questions used in Experiment
1 were presented on thefirstpage, along with a graph of a
single set of data. O n the second page all subjects were
presented with that same graph together with an additional
set of data represented as a dotted line. A s in the multiplechoice task used in Experiment 1, subjects were instructai to
choose the correct rate comparison description for the second
data line from two possibilities (faster or slower than the
first line). This question always probed the rate of change in
the D V (the effect in the causal conditions) with respect to
the IV. In the noncausal conditions, the D V was defined as
the variable (A or B ) being queried. T h e more difficult
drawing task was not used.
The design w a s such that a m o n g the four causal
conditions, two assigned the cause (IV) to the x axis, in
accord with the Slope-Mapping Constraint, and two made
the reverse assignment. W h e n altitude was the cause, the
Slope-Mapping Constraint conflicted with the pictorial
correspondence of up = up, as was the case in Experiment 1;
whereas when altitude was the effect the two pressures
converged. A m o n g the four matched non-causal conditions,
two satisfied the Slope-Mapping Constraint (IV on the y
axis) and two violated it.

Method

Results and Discussion

Results and Discussion
A s predicted, subjects were more accurate in both rate tasks
w h e n the IV (altitude) w a s assigned to the x axis. All
analyses of solution frequencies were based on the G ^
statistic ( m a x i m u m likelihood chi square). For the drawing
task, the percentage of subjects w h o drew a line showing the
correct rate relation was 7 8 % when altitude was on x and
3 3 % when it was on v. G ^ (1) = 5.60, p < .025. Similarly,
the percentages of correct choices in the multiple-choice task
by subjects in the two conditions were 1 0 0 % and 6 4 % ,
respectively, G ^ (1) = 6.86, p < .01. These results reveal
that w h e n the two pressures conflict in a graphical
representation of rate of change, preserving the pictorial
relation of verticality is less important than preserving the
more abstract correspondence between steepness of lines and
speed of rate change.
Experiment 2: Testing Alternative
Interpretations

A s in Experiment 1, subjects m a d e rate judgments more
accurately when the Slope-Mapping Constraint was satisfied
Subjects: One hundred thirty-six students in undergraduate
( D V on y axis) than when it was not, 9 3 % versus 4 6 % , G ^
psychology courses at U C L A served as subjects in exchange
(1) = 39.6, p <. 0001. This effect held regardless of whether
for course credit.
a casual cover story was provided, and whether altitude or
temperature was the cause. These results thus rule out all of
Materials, Procedure and Design: The two graphs
these alternative interpretations of the results obtained in
used in Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 2. In
Experiment 1.
the causal condition the x and y axes were labelled in the
same w a y as in Experiment I. In the non-causal condition
Experiment 3: Querying Cause
the X and >' axes were labelled simply as "A" or "B". In
Versus Effect
order to manipulate the causal direction between altitude and
Although
the
results
of Experiment 2 did not reveal any
temperature, two cover stories were created for the causal
influence
of
a
causal
cover
story on rate judgments, it would
condition. O n e was the version used in Experiment 1, in
be
premature
to
rule
out
any
role of causal relations in graph
which altitude loosely causes temperature. A second version
interpretation. Prior experience with graphs in which the
described the movement of a hot air balloon, a scenario in
"cause" variable was always placed on the x axis could
which atmospheric air temperature (relative to a constant
unconsciously carry over to graphs without any explicit
balloon air temperature) causes changes in altitude (of the
interpretation, so that subjects m a y have assumed that
causal
balloon). T h e functional relations described in the latter
the IV in the non-causal condition was in fact a cause. In
story were nearly identical to those described in the former,
addition. Experiments 1 and 2 only tested subjects' ability to
except that the causal direction was reversed. In the case of a
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make inferences about the rate of change in an effect as its
cause varied. This type of question involves a predictive
inference from a cause to its effect. However, people are
also capable of making diagnostic inferences, judging
variations in a cause by variations in its effect (Waldmann &
Holyoak, 1992). Assuming that people tend to code causal
knowledge in the cause-to-effect direction, diagnostic
inferences that depend on "backwards" reasoning m a y be
more difficult, especially when cast as judgments about
higher-order relations such as rate of change. It is therefore
possible that people will be especially sensitive to
violations of graphing conventions in the context of judging
the rate at which a cause changes with its effect.
Accordingly, Experiment 3 asked subjects to reason about a
change in cause as a function of a change in effect, as well
as the opposite case. Experiment 3 examined the combined
influence of three factors on graph interpretation: the SlopeMapping Constraint, preserving pictorial correspondences
with the real world, and a possible assymmetry in causal
inference.

Overall, querying the cause did not significantly reduce
accuracy relative to querying the effect. T h e interpretation of
relative rate in a graphical representation did not appear to
depend on whether the question required predictive reasoning
(from cause to effect) or diagnostic reasoning (from effect to
cause).
Table 1. Percentage correct rate judgments in each condition
of Experiment 3.
Rate comparison Causal relation
Axis
about
Assignment
Effect
Altitude is effect Altitude on x
Altitude on y

%
correct

64
89

1
Temp, is effect

Temp, on y
Temp, on x

90
61

Temp, is cause

Temp, on y
Temp, on x

93
72

Altitude is cause

Altitude on x
Altitude on y

22
95

1
Cause

Method

1

Subjects: One hundred thirty-nine students in
undergraduate psychology courses at U C L A served as
subjects in this experiment in exchange for course credit.
General
Materials, Procedure, and Design: The four causal
conditions from Experiments 2 were repeated in this
experiment, with the same graphs and axes labelling. The
two cover stories used in Experiment 2 to manipulate the
causal direction between altitude and temperature were again
used in Experiment 3, with slight changes to create a
context in which subjects would find it plausible to be asked
about the change in the cause as a function of the change in
the effect. The multiple-choice task used in the previous
experiments was used once again in Experiment 3.
Subjects were assigned to one of eight conditions, defined
by the factorial combination of axis queried (x versus y),
causal status of the queried variable (cause or effect), and the
variable interpreted as the effect (altitude or temperature).
Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 2 in all other
respects.
Results and Discussion
Table I presents the percentages of correct rate judgments for
each of the eight conditions. A s in the previous
experiments, accuracy was higher when the queried variable
was assigned to the y axis rather than the x axis, 9 2 %
versus 5 4 % , G ^ (1) = 26.2, p <. 0001. Overall, this effect
did not vary with the identity or causal status of the queried
variable. This result thus yields a further generalization of
the Slope-Mapping Constraint.
If w e follow the
conventional interpretation of the cause as the IV and the
effect as the D V , the presentfindingsdemonstrate that it is
not essential for the IV to be assigned to the xaxis and the
D V to the >' axis. Rather, the crucial requirement for
satisfying the Slope-Mapping Constraint is that the variable
being queried (whether D V or IV) be assigned to the jaxis.
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Discussion

The results of the present study help to illuminate the
component processes in graph interpretation, and the manner
in which these external representations serve to mediate
between analog and symbolic internal representations. W e
found that the ease of drawing inferences about rate of
change depended on the nature of the mapping between an
analog conceptual dimension (rate of change in a continuous
variable) and the analog visuospatial dimension of slope of a
line. Furthermore, the optimal mapping was dependent on
the reasoner's goal. Our most consistent and powerful
finding was that accuracy was greater w h e n the SlopeMapping Constraint was honored, which requires that the
variable being queried - usually the effect or dependent
variable, but potentially the cause instead — is assigned to
the vertical axis, so that steeper lines m a p to faster changes
in the queried variable. This constraint dominates w h e n it
conflicts with others, such as preserving the low-level
mapping of altitude onto the vertical axis.
These results emphasize the basic conclusion that graphs
are not pictures. Rather, they are symbolic systems for
representing higher-order relations. Graphs mediate between
these two representational levels by utilizing visuospatial
relations to convey conceptual information. Sometimes this
dependency of conceptual expression on perceptual properties
can lead to confusion between graphs and pictures (Clement,
1990), but for the most part it is an efficient representational
mechanism. Our findings have pedagogical implications, in
that they demonstrate that the near-universal textbook
convention of plotting altitude on the vertical axis, thereby
preserving a pictorial mapping, is extremely detrimental to
the solution of problems that require inferences about
relative rates.

An important question for future research is to determine
maps. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General,
whether the Slope-Mapping Constraint observed here is
118, 387-398.
based on a deep property of the cognitive system, or whether
Waldmann, M. R.. & Holyoak, K. J. (1992). Predictive and
diagnostic learning within causal models: Asymmetries in
it develops as a product of experience with graphs and the
conventions of axis assignment. Lakoff and Johnson (1980)
cue competition. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
have argued that the metaphorical mapping between the
General, 121, Ill-lid.
vertical dimension of space and the "upward" direction of
abstract dimensions is likely to be a cognitive universal.
From this perspective, our results show that when we must
choose between maintaining this spatial mapping either at a
pictorial level {up = up) or at the level of more abstract
relations {steeper = faster), the latter mapping is more
important for inferring rates. If this view is correct, we
would expect that the nature of the cognitive system has led
to this graphing convention, which is non-arbitrary.
This issue is related to the larger question of whether other
perceptual-conceptual linkages found in graphs arise from
mental representations that mediate the pictorial and the
symbolic. Graph theorists have fostered the belief that rules
for graphing are the products of explicit design decisions by
those schooled in the art and science of representation,
imagery, or symbols (e.g., statisticians, graphical designers,
and semioticians). But perhaps in constructing graphs people
have basically been enhancing natural representations that
already exist in the human mind. Evaluating the latter
possibility will require searching for other rules of graphing
that may depend on analogical mappings between perceptual
properties and conceptual relations. It will also be necessary
to investigate the differences between relatively direct visual
displays, such as pictures, drawings, figures, maps, and
some diagrams, and more abstract visual displays, such as
graphs and mental models. In addition, developmental
studies of the relative ease of learning to interpret graphs
under alternative conventions, such as those for assignment
of axes, may cast light on the origins of "natural" rules for
graph construction.
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Abstract
Directional asymmetiy is a well-documented phenomenon
in research on similarity, meuphor, and analogy. In this
paper, w e present an account of this phenomenon based on
structural alignment. W e propose that a major source of
asymmetry is coherence imbalance: that is, a difference in
the degree of systematicity of the relational structures
being compared. These claims are tested in three
experiments which examine the relationship between
asymmetry, informativity, and conceptual coherence. The
results support the hypodiesis that coherence imbalance is
a key factor in directional comparison processes. Further,
by incorporating the insights offered by structural
alignment, coherence imbalance advances a more
functional account of asymmetry.

Comparison is a fundamental process in cognitive theory,
and is crucial to such aspects of mental operation as
categorization, decision making, problem solving, and
b^ansfer of learning. Intuitively, comparisons might appear
to be symmetric: X is similar to Y implies that Y is
similar to X . Empirically, however, there is often a
preference for one direction of comparison over the other.
For example, Tversky (1977) found that subjects preferred
the comparison North Korea is similar to R e d China over
the comparison R e d China is similar to North Korea, and
rated the similarity of North Korea to Red China as higher
than that of Red China to North Korea. Asymmetries have
been found not only in literal similarity, but in other forms
of comparison, including metaphor and analogy. W e begin
by reviewing two influential models that have been proposed
to explain such asymmetries.
According to Tversky's {1911) feature contrast model, the
similarity of two entities increases as a function of their
c o m m o n (shared) features, and decreases as a function of
their distinctive (non-shared) features. Asymmetries in
literal similarity are accounted for in terms of the focusing
hypothesis, which states that the target of a directional
comparison is the focus of attention.^ Therefore, the
distinctive features of the target are weighted more heavily
than those of the base. This predicts that there is a general
preference for placing the referent possessing the larger or
^In directional comparisons of the form A is like B, the aterm is referred to as the target and the b-term as the base.
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more salient set of distinctive features in the base position
of a comparison, as this ordering maximizes similarity.
T o account for asymmetries in non-liteial comparisons,
Ortony (1979) proposed an extension of Tversky's model in
his salience imbalance theory of metaphor. Unlike the
feature contrast model, Ortony's model allows for the
salience of the c o m m o n features to vary across the referents
of a comparison. O n this account, metaphoricity arises
from salience imbalance. Directional asymmetry in
m e t ^ h o r results from a preference for having the salience of
matching features be higher in the base of a comparison than
in the target. Thus, whereas the feature contrast model
derives asymmetries from the distinctive feature sets, the
salience imbalance model derives them from the c o m m o n
features.
Empirical tests of the salience imbalance model have
yielded mixed results (Centner & Clement, 1988;
Tourangeau & Rips, 1991). M o r e importantly, neither of
the above models provides an account of h o w comparisons
convey n e w information about their targets (Glucksberg &
Keysar, 1990). This issue is far from trivial, as in general
use comparison statements are meant to be informative,
often by suggesting inferences. In Tversky's model, the
most obvious candidate for target inferences is the set of
distinctive features of the base. However, no mechanism is
provided for selecting any particular predication from the
potentially large set of non-matching information. Ortony's
model allows for predicate promotions, in which the salience
of a shared attribute is raised in the target term due to its
emphasis in the base. However, such promotions d o not
constitute truly novel information, and again there remains
the problem of selection a m o n g potential predications.
W e suggest that the problem of inference selection can
best be approached by conceiving of the mental
representations involved in comparisons as coherent
relational structures (e.g., Keil, 1989; M u r p h y & Medin,
1985) rather than as sets of isolated features. Further, a
growing body of evidence suggests that the process of
comparison is best characterized as a structural alignment of
such relational systems (e.g., M a r k m a n & Centner, 1990,
1993; Medin, Goldstone, & Centner, 1993). This approach
provides a mechanism for inference generation in similarity
and analogy (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner, 1989), and
w e propose that it is a significant factor in asymmetries.

comparison displaying the greatest degree of similarity. Our
prediction is that the more coherent story should be selected
According to the structural alignment view, similarity and
as the comparison base.
other forms of comparison are processed by aligning and
mapping structures, m u c h as in structure-mapping in
Experiment 1
anajogy (Centner, 1983; 1989). Such comparisons tend to
convey that a system of relations holding among the objects
For the experiments presented here, we constructed pairs of
of the base domain also holds a m o n g the objects of the
similar stories with varying degrees of coherence imbalance.
target domain: that is, similarity is determined not only on
T o achieve s o m e generality, the manner of creating
the basis of the intrinsic similarity of the elements
coherence imbalance was varied. W e designed sets of brief
comprising the base and target, but also by the extent to
(one paragraph) stories, each containing a causally coherent
which these elements have corresponding roles in a c o m m o n
standard story and three less coherent variants derived from
relational structure. This process of alignment is aimed at
it. Deletion variants (DVs) were created by eliminating a
creating the maximal structurally consistent match between
primary causal pivot in the standard story and substituting
the two domains. Structural consistency involves one-toan innocuous, non-causal statement. Replacement variants
one mapping (i.e., an element in one representation can m a p
(RVs) were created by eliminating the causal pivot and
onto no more than one element in the other); and parallel
replacing it with another causal statement that was fairly
connectivity (i.e., for any pair of predicates that correspond,
incongruous with the story. Finally, shuffled variants
the arguments of these predicates must also correspond). A
(SVs) were created by rearranging the order of propositions
second aspect of the alignment process is the systematicity
in the standard story (while maintaining syntactic cohesion).
principle, which states that people prefer mappings that
Aside from differences in names and surface descriptions, the
form coherent, interconnected structures, in which highercharacters and locations contained in the variants
order relations constrain lower-order relations.
corresponded closely to those of the standard stories.
According to structure-mapping theory, once a structurally
Further, the basic actions were kept the same, except for the
consistent match between the base and target domains has
modifications noted above. Thus, each of the variants was
been realized, further predicates from the base domain that
alignable with the standard. A sample story set is provided
are connected to the c o m m o n system (but are not initially
in Table 1.
present in the target domain) can be mapped to the target as
Each story pair consisted of a standard and one of its three
candidate inferences. Clement and Centner (1991) have
variants. The key prediction is that subjects should prefer
demonstrated that such inference selection can be predicted
the direction (less coherent) variant is similar to (more
on the basis of connectivity. Subjects were presented with
coherent) standard over the reverse. Further, w e expected the
pairs of analogous passages, the base of which contained
degree of directional asymmetry to vary with the degree of
two facts that could readily m a p to the target. However,
coherence imbalance. Civen the nature of the variant
only one of these facts was embedded in a matching causal
manipulations, w e expected D V pairs to possess the lowest
structure. W h e n asked to m a k e predictions about the target
degree of coherence imbalance, and S V pairs the highest,
passages based on the analogies, subjects imported those
with R V pairs somewhere in between. These intuitions were
facts that were linked to the c o m m o n connected system,
confirmed in a stimulus pretest, in which subjects were
neglecting the equally available isolated facts. Thus,
presented with story pairs and asked to rate the coherence of
systematicity provides a basis for solving the problem of
each story in each pair on a scale of 1 (low coherence) to 7
selection of candidate inferences.
(high coherence). The coherence imbalance for a given pair
A s the above research implies, the process of drawing
was operationalized as the difference in coherence ratings
candidate inferences is essentially one of structural
between the standard and variant. Significantly lower
completion (Centner & M a r k m a n , 1993). Thus, if a
coherence imbalance ratings were obtained for the D V pairs
comparison is to provide target predications, the base
(m=1.99) than for the R V pairs (in=2.70), t(17)=-2.90,
representation should possess more coherent structure - e.g., p<.01, and for the R V pairs than for the S V pairs (m=4.19),
causal or explanatory connections - than the target
t(17)=6.24, p<.001.
representation. W e propose that this is a major source of
The coherence imbalance hypothesis predicts a directional
directionality in comparisons. W h e n two concepts are
similarity preference favoring the more coherent story as the
placed in structural alignment, to the extent that the
base for all story comparisons. Further, since greater
c o m m o n relational system is more highly suvctured in one
degrees of coherence imbalance should lead to greater
of the referents, the preferred direction of comparison will
asymmetries, the directionality should be weakest for D V
favor the more systematic or coherent referent as the base.
pairs, and su-ongest for S V pairs.
In other words, asymmetries in comparison result from a
coherence imbalance between the items being compared.
Method
This position provides a functional explanation of
Subjects.
Forly-nine
Northwestern
University
asymmetry: directional preferences reflect differences in the
undergraduates
participated
in
partial
fulfillment
of a course
degree of informativity exhibited by each direction of
requirement.
comparison. T o test the coherence imbalance hypothesis,
Materials. The stimuli were pairs of stories drawn from 18
w e presented subjects with pairs of stories that varied in
basic story sets. Each pair consisted of a standard and one of the
coherence, and asked them to select the direction of
three variants described above (deletion, replacement, or
The

Coherence

Imbalance

Hypothesis
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Table 1: Sample story set.

Standard
Peter was the most faithful and devoted of all the younger monks
in the monastery. H e was as skilled at illuminating texts as he
was at tending the gardens. His simple passion for God was
admired by all. O n e day at dinner, he spilled his food onto the
floor. Peter was dismayed, as he viewed the wasting of food as a
sin. He went to his cubical and began to fast in silence. His
elders became worried, but they decided to say nothing. W h e n a
week had passed, Peter felt that he had repented, and resumed his
life as usual.

R e p l a c e m e n t Variant
Luke was the most faithful and devoted of all the younger monks
in the monastery. H e was as skilled at chanting hymns as he
was at copying texts. His simple passion for G o d was admired
by all. One day at diiuier, he spilled his food onto the floor.
Luke was dismayed, as the bean porridge thev were serving that
night was his favorite. H e went to his cubical and began to fast
in silence. His elders became worried, but they decided to say
nothing. W h e n a week had passed, Luke felt that he had
repented, and resumed his life as usual.

Deletion Variant
Luke was the most faithful and devoted of all the younger monks
in the monastery. H e was as skilled at chanting hymns as he
was at copying texts. His simple passion for God was admired
by all. His elders were particularly impressed bv him, and
expected that Luke would become a prominent figure. One day at
dinner, he spilled his food onto the floor. H e went to his
cubical and began to fast in silence. His elders became worried,
but they decided to say nothing. W h e n a week had passed, Luke
felt that he had repented, and resumed his life as usual.

Shuffled Variant
Luke was the most failhfiil and devoted of all the younger monks
in the monastery. H e was as skilled at chanting hymns as he
was at copying texts. His simple passion for God was admired
by all. Luke was dismayed. O n e day at dirmer, he began to fast
in silence, as he viewed the wasting of food as a sin. W h e n a
week had passed, Luke felt that he had repented, and spilled his
food on the floor. H e went to his cubical and resumed his life as
usual. His elders became worried, but they decided to say
nothing.

Note. The primary causal pivot is underlined in the standard story, as are its corresponding statements in each of the variants.

shuffled). Each story pair was presented on a separate page,
with the top story always labeled "Story A " and the bottom one
"Story B".
Design. Pair type was counterbalanced within subjects, so
that each subject received an equal number of deletion,
replacement, and shuffled pairs. Order of standard-variant
presentation within each pair was counterbalanced both within
and between subjects. Story pair assignment within each story
set was also counterbalanced, and order of story pair
presentation was randomized.
Procedure. Subjects were instructed that for each story pair,
they should indicate which direction of comparison they
preferred. Subjects responded by completing the following
is
statement with the appropriate letters (A and B): "Story
more similar to Story
than the reverse."
Results and Discussion
As predicted, there was an overall asymmetry in similarity
favoring the variant-to-standard direction. T h e proportion of
responses in this direction (m=.69) was significantly greater
than chance (z=l 1.46; p<.001). Further, this asymmetry
was observed for each variant condition, and the proportions
of responses in the predicted direction for D V (rn=.61), R V
(m=.73), and S V (m=.73) pairs were all significantly greater
than chance (z=3.97, p<.001; z=7.96, p<.001; and z=7.93.
p<.001, respectively).
Our second prediction concerning the relationship between
degree of coherence imbalance and degree of asymmetry was
also borne out. A n analysis of variance performed across
items on the proportion of responses in the predicted
direction s h o w e d a significant main effect for Variant
Condition (F(2. 34)=8.89, p<.001). Planned comparisons
indicated that the asymmetries for R V and S V pairs were
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significantly greater than the asymmetry for D V pairs
(t(17)=3.65, p<.005; and t(17)=3.59, p<.005, respectively).
Across all items there was a positive correlation between the
pretest coherence imbalance ratings and the proportion of
responses in the predicted direction (r(52)=.53, p<.001).
O n e slightly odd finding w a s that the asymmetries for the
R V and S V pairs did not differ, despite the greater coherence
imbalance rating for the S V condition. In keeping with the
structural alignment approach, w e hypothesized that this
could be due to a difference in alignability. It is likely that
the S V pairs were significantly less alignable than either the
deletion or replacement pairs, as the variants in these pairs
exhibited less causal structure. Because coherence imbalance
is calculated over aligned structures, alignability is necessary
for directionality. Thus, if the alignability of the shuffled
pairs w a s significantly lower than that for the other narrative
pairs, the potential for exhibiting directionality would be
lower. T o test this possibility, w e conducted a stimulus
posttest, in which subjects were presented with the above
story pairs and asked to rate their alignability on a scale of I
(low alignability) to 7 (high alignability). A s predicted,
significantly lower alignability ratings were obtained for the
S V pairs (m=4.09) than for the D V pairs (!!i=5.29) and the
R V pairs (m=5.09) (t(17)=-7.00. p<.001. and t(17)=-6.40,
p<.001, respectively).

Experiment 2
Our results so far are consistent with the claim that there is
a functional basis to asymmetries in similarity: people
prefer the m o r e coherent item in the base position of a
comparison. H o w e v e r , one crucial implication of our
position has not yet been addressed: namely, the claim that

the coherence imbalance preference arises because the
direction of a structural alignment influences the potential
inferential carryover (and thus, the degree of potential
informaiivity). In Experiment 2. w e tested the relationship
between asymmetry and informativity by asking subjects to
produce inferences between the paired narratives used in
Experiment 1. W e predicted that more inferences would be
generated from standard to variant stories than in the reverse
direction.
However, w e would not necessarily expect the degree of
inference directionality to reflect the degree of coherence
imbalance across all three variant conditions. Specifically,
inference generation should be easiest in the D V and R V
story pairs. This is because the variants in each of these
conditions contain a deflnable gap or anomaly in the causal
structure that can serve to direct predicate attributions. In
contrast, the variants in the S V story pairs display a general
lack of structure with no clearly aligned gaps for inferences.
Further, although these variants m a y lack some implied
causality inferable from sequencing, they contain the same
basic propositions as their corresponding standards. Thus,
the degree of inference directionality should be significantly
lower for these story pairs. This prediction is underscored
by the finding discussed above that the S V pairs were rated
as less alignable than either of the other two types of story
pairs. Because inference depends on structural alignment
(Clement & Genmer, 1991), the lower alignability of these
story pairs should impede iM-edication.

34)=13.S2, p<(X)l). Planned comparisons indicated that the
inferential asymmetry for the S V pairs was significantly less
than that for the D V and R V pairs (t(17)=^.51, p<.001;
and t(17)=-3.85, p<.(X)l, respectively). Further, across aU
items there was a small but significant positive correlation
between the alignability ratings obtained above and the
inference asymmetry ratings (r(52)=.32, p<.05), supporting
the position that alignability is necessary for inference
generation.
Experiment 3

In Experiment 2, we found that the degree of inferential
asymmetry favoring the more coherent item as the base
depended on the structural alignment of the story pairs.
Although this finding was predicted, it raises a question
about h o w all of these predictionsfittogether. W e have
argued that the preferred direction of comparison is governed
by coherence imbalance, and that this direction maximizes
the degree of perceived informativity of a comparison. But
in this case, w h y did the S V pairs, which exhibited the
lowest inferential asymmetry in Experiment 2, show the
highest degree of directional asymmetry in Experiment 1?
The answer to this question lies in a deeper consideration of
the means by which comparisons m a y be informative.
Although inference generation is a most potent means of
providing novel information in a comparison, there are at
least two other structurally derived types of informativity:
conceptual restructuring and structural highlighting. In
conceptual restructuring, the elements of the c o m m o n
Method
relational system are equally present in both comparison
Subjects.
Forty-eight
Northwestern
University
referents, but exhibit less mutual consttaint in the target
undergraduates participated in partial fulHllment of a course
than in the base. In this type of situation, the comparison
requirement. None of these had participated in Experiment 1.
does not so m u c h involve attributions from the base to the
Materials and Design. The materials and design were
target as it does restructuring the target objects in terms of
identical to those used in Experiment 1.
their relational roles in the base. In contrast, suuctural
Procedure. Subjects were instructed that for each story pair,
highlighting involves comparisons in which either (1) the
they should make an inference concerning one of the stories
c
o m m o n relational system is equally present in both
based on the content of the other . They were informed that an
comparison referents, but less prominent in the target; or
inference could be "anything at all that you decide might be true
(2) multiple possible structures are being entertained for the
of the story". Subjects were asked to (1) indicate which story
they were making their inference about; and (2) write out their objects in the target, only one of which is alignable with the
inference in the space provided.
base. Structural highlighting leads to greater attentional
focus on the c o m m o n structure in the target. Although it
Results and Discussion
m a y seem trivial compared to inference generation and
conceptual resoiicturing, w e believe that promoting focus on
As predicted, there was an overall asymmetry in inference
a particular system m a y at times be important in learning
generation favoring the standard-to-variant direction. The
(see Centner, Ratterman, Markman, & Kotovsky, in press;
proportion of responses in this direction (m=.80) was
Gick & Holyoak, 1983).
significantly greater than chance (z=17.73, p<.001).
Although the S V condition was found to exhibit a lower
Further, this asymmetry was observed for each variant
degree of inference directionality, these comparisons are
condition, and the proportions of responses in the predicted
obvious candidates for conceptual resuiicturing or suiictural
direction for D V (rn=.85), R V (m=.82), and S V (m.=.73)
highlighting. In Experiment 3, w e asked subjects to directly
pairs were all significantly greater than chance (z= 11.86,
rate the informativity of forward and reverse comparisons
p<.001;
z=10.96, p<.001;
and z=7.88, p<.001,
between stories drawn from the D V and S V pairs used in
respectively).
Experiments I and 2. In keeping with the functional
Our second prediction, that the degree of inferential
approach, w e predicted that the forward direction of
asymmetry would vary with differences in the structural
comparison (variant to standard) would be rated as more
alignment of the story pairs, was also borne out. A n
informative than the reverse direction (standard to variant),
analysis of variance performed across items on the
and that the difference in informativity between these two
proportion of responses in the predicted direction showed a
directions would be greater for the S V pairs than the D V
significant main effect for Variant Condition (F(2,
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structure-mapping account provides a clear mechanism for
inference generation, as well as for conceptual restructuring
and structural highlighting.
In formulating the coherence imbalance hypothesis, w e
have operational ized coherence as systematicity, or the
degree to which a concept is structured by a system of
predicates governed by higher-order causal or explanatory
relations. This notion is clearly related to text-processing
approaches to coherence, especially those that emphasize the
Method
causal connectivity of situation models (e.g., Kintsch & van
Subjects. Thirty-two Northwestern University
Dijk, 1978; Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985). However,
undergraduates participated in partial fulfillment of a course
this
definition of coherence is also in keeping with recent
requirement. None of these had participated in Experiments 1 or
theorizing
on the structure of everyday concepts such as
2.
horse
or
h
a m m e r (e.g., Keil, 1989; M u r p h y & Medio,
Materials. The stimuli were pairs of stories drawn from 12 of
1985), in which coherence is derived both internally (from
the 18 basic story sets used in Experiments 1 and 2. Each pair
causal or functional correlations between attributes) and
consisted of a standard and one of two variants (deletion or
shuffled). Each story pair was presented on a separate page,
externally (from the position of the concept in causal or
with the top story always labeled "Story A" and the bottom one
explanatory networks existing between multiple concepts).
"Story B".
Thus, although our experiments involved comparisons
Design. Pair type was counterbalanced within subjects, so
between narrative structures, the basic findings are clearly
that each subject received an equal number of deletion and
applicable to comparisons between entities denoted by single
shuffled pairs. Order of standard-variant presentation within
lexical units.
each pair was counterbalanced both within and between
For example, w e began our discussion of asymmetry with
subjects. Story pair assigrunent within each story set was also
the example of a comparison between North Korea and Red
counterbalanced, and order of story pair presentation was
China, for which a clear directional preference exists.
randomized.
According to the present account, the reason that the
Procedure. Subjects were instructed that for each story pair,
comparison of North Korea to R e d China is preferred over
they should rate the degree of informativity of the comparison
the reverse is that the representation of China possesses a
of Story A to Story B on a scale of 1 (very uninformative) to 7
greater degree of systematicity: our knowledge of the
(very informative).
country (e.g., its history, culture, economy, and relations
Results and Discussion
with other countries) is more highly structured than that of
North
Korea. This allows for the comparison to be
An analysis of variance performed across items on the rated
informative, and enables us to m a k e candidate inferences
informativity of the comparisons found a significant main
about North Korea such as h o w c o m m u n i s m interacts with
effect for Direction, such that forward comparisons (m=5.15)
traditional culture, h o w student dissident are treated, and so
were rated as more informative than reverse comparisons
on.
(m=2.45) (F(l,ll)=185.54, p<.001). Further, the predicted
T h e coherence imbalance hypothesis also suggests an
interaction between Direction and Variant Condition was
explanation for different asymmetric trends across different
also obtained, such that the difference in informativity
comparison types. For example, metaphors tend to display
between the two directions was significantly greater for the
greater directional asymmetry than similarity comparisons
S V pairs (]il=3.39) than for the D V pairs (nL=2.01)
(Ortony, Vondruska, Foss, & Jones, 1985). O n the present
(F(l,ll)=7.90. p<.025). Thus, the differential perceived
account, this would suggest that metaphors should exhibit
informativity of the comparisons is predicted by their degree
greater coherence imbalance than literal comparisons. This
of coherence imbalance, even when candidate inferences are
suggestion is supported by Connor and K o g a n (1980), w h o
not possible. It appears that the functional value of this
note that metaphoric targets tend to be ambiguous,
coherence imbalance preference results from the potential for
possessing u n k n o w n or uncertain properties. Thus, the
restructuring and highlighting, as well as from the potential
informativity potential is greater for metaphors than literal
for generating new inferences.
comparisons. O f course, this account is in m a y w a y s
compatible with Glucksberg and Keysars's (1990) classSummary
inclusion model of metaphor, in which the concept that is
best able to provide a predicating category is the preferred
Research on asymmetry in similarity, metaphor, and
metaphoric base. However, the scope of their model is
analogy has often focused on different sources of
limited to metaphoric statements, whereas the structural
directionality for each of these comparison types (e.g.,
alignment
account that w e are advocating applies generally
Ortony, 1979; Glucksberg & Keysar, 1990). In contrast,
across comparison types. Further, unlike the structural
wc have suggested that a major source of asymmetry in
alignment account, the class-inclusion model provides no
comparisons of all types is coherence imbalance. Further,
clear
process for inference selection (Wolff & Genmer, 1992,
w c have argued that this approach has the advantage of
preparation).
in
providing a functional perspective to directional comparison:
In this paper, w e have focused our attention on structural
it posits that asymmetries reflect the perceived informativity
determinants
of asymmetry, as they provide the most
of comparisons. Unlike feature-based approaches, the
pairs. In other words, although the S V pairs displayed a
lower degree of inferential asymmetry thjan the D V pairs,
their degree of asymmetry in rated informaiivity should be
higher than that of the D V pairs, reflecting the addiiional
potential for restructuring and highlighting. If this result is
obtained, it will (we suggest) explain the high directional
asymmetry of the S V pairs obtained in Experiment 1.
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obvious mechanisms for lending structure to comparison
targets. O f course, coherence imbalance is context
dependent, as the relational structure of a concept placed in
alignment depends not only on the representation to which it
is being compared, but also on the purpose of the
comparison. Further, w e would not wish to claim that
coherence imbalance is the only source of asymmetry in
comparisons. For example, the comparison snow is like
salt m a y be preferred over salt is like snow. In this case, the
asymmetry seems to stem from a salience imbalance of
certain shared features of the target and base (e.g., whiteness
and granularity), rather than from m o r e structural
considerations. However, w e suggest that such attributebased comparisons are less frequent in normal discourse than
thericherand more informative comparisons (such as that
between North Korea and Red China) that w e have been
discussing. The coherence imbalance hypothesis takes a
structural alignment approach to the process of comparison,
From which emerges an account of asymmetries that is
inherently functional.
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Abstract

Furthermore, it is natural to assume that there is
some overlap between the production and comprehenThe recent availability of large on-line parsed corporasion complexity metrics used by the h u m a n linguistic
makes it possible to test theories of psycholinguistic
processor(s), and, regardless of overlap between the procomplexity by comparing the frequency distributions of
duction and comprehension systems, most of the text
closely related constructions. In this paper, we use this
currently available in on-line corpora has been edited at
technique to test the psycholinguistic theory proposed
s o m e stage to m a k e it more understandable (e.g. newsby Gibson et al. (1993), which includes two indepenpaper stories, etc.). T h u s w e have good reason to expect
dently motivated attachment principles: Recency Prefthat corpus frequencies should reflect h u m a n sentence
erence and Predicate Proximity. In order to test this
comprehension complexity.
theory, we examined two general classes of attachment
O n e instance where such a frequency comparison
ambiguities from the parsed Wall Street Journal corpus
seems reasonable is in the area of ambiguous constituent
from the Penn Treebank: 1) ambiguities which involve
attachment, e.g. prepositional phrases (PPs). If a parthree prospective noun phrase attachment sites; and 2)
ambiguities which involve three prospective verb phrase
ticular structure contains two prospective attachment
attachment sites. Given three prospective noun phrase
sites, and attachment to one of these sites is significantly
(NP) sites in English, the theory most naturally premore frequent that to the other, then thefirstresolution
dicts a complexity ordering of N P 3 (easiest, most reis probably less complex than the second. (Note that
cent), NPi, NP2, but a ranking of VP3, VP2, VPi for
there is no plausible functional difference between these
verb phrase attachments. Our corpus analyses support
two different attachments.)
both of these predictions.
Gibson & Pearlmutter (1994) applied this technique
to ambiguities involving P P attachment, in order to test
Introduction
the syntactic complexity theory of Gibson et al. (1993),
In order to test theories of psycholinguistic complexity,w h o provided evidence in favor of two parsing principles: Recency Preference (Gibson, 1991; cf. Right Assountil recently it has been necessary to perform behavioral
ciation, Kimball, 1973; and Late Closure, Frazier, 1978;
experiments, in which difficulty measurements (e.^. read1987) and Predicate Proximity (cf. Milsark, 1983; A b ing times) on systematically varied experimental condiney,
1989; Frazier, 1990; Gibson, 1991). Recency Preftions can be compared. With the advent of large on-line
erence prefers attachments to structures associated with
parsed corpora, w e n o w have an additional source of data
more recent words in the input. Predicate Proximity, on
for testing psycholinguistic complexity theories. In parthe other hand, prefers attachments to be structurally as
ticular, if we assume that the h u m a n sentence production
close as possible to the head of a predicate phrase, which
mechanism generally prefers to minimize its burden by
is assumed to be a component of the structure associated
generating constructions that are less complex, then the
with a main (non-auxiliary) verb (see Bowers, 1993, and
frequency of a construction provides an indirect (parthe references there). In ambiguous attachments of a
tial) measurement of its production complexity. That
post-head modifier, such as a P P , to the subject noun
is, if factors such as the function of a construction can
phrase, these two principles work against each other:
be controlled for, and a suflRcient quantity of target and
control items can be observed, then the frequency of a
(1) [s [np, ... Ni [pp, Prepi ^ p , ... N 2 ]]] P P 2
construction should be an index of its production comIn (1), Recency Preference favors attachment of P P 2
plexity (Gibson & Pearlmutter, 1994).^
to the lowest (most recent) site, N P j . In contrast, Predicate Proximity favors attachment of P P 2 to the high*It is important to note that unless the constructions besite, N P i , because N P i is structurally closest to the
est
ing compared are functionally equivalent, the frequency compredicate
of the sentence, whether N P i is the subject
parison will not be an indication of complexity. For example,
although the declarative and interrogative form of an un- of the verb (as in (1)) or whether it is the object of a
preceding verb.^ W h e n factors such as lexical preferderlying syntactic structure are closely related syntactically,
they are functionally very different, and one would therefore
^In order for Predicate Proximity to apply in cases where
be unsurprised at large frequency differences between the two
the predicate has not yet been encountered in the input string
types of construction.
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ences (Ford ei al. 1982) and argumenthood are e(iiiivalent between the two prospective N P attachment sites,
attachment to the most recent site is slightly preferred in
English (Cuetos & Mitchell, 1988; Gibson rt ai, 1993).
Hence, Recency Preference is assumed to be weighted
more strongly than Predicate Proximity in English.
This theory also makes interesting predictions with
respect to structures involving tliree prospective N P attachment sites:
(2) [s [np, ••• Ni [pp, Prepi [np^ ... N ^ [pp., Prepa [tvp,
- N 3 ]]]]] P P 3
In ambiguities such as these, the Recency/Predicate
Proximity theory predicts that attachment to the most
recent site N P 3 will be the least complex (and hence
most frequent), followed by an undetermined order of
N P i and NP2.^ Gibson cf al. (1993) provided behavioral
evidence consistent with this prediction in examples like
(2), in which the attaching phrase was a relative clause:

(see e.g. Frazier, 1987; Hobbs k Bear, 1990; Pritchett, 1988; Schubert, 1984; Taraban & McClelland, 1988;
Whittemore et ai, 1990; Wilks ei ai, 1985; Woods,
1973). However, none of these theories allows for the
possibility that a less recent attachment (to N P i ) will
be favored over a more recent attachment (to N P 2 ) if
lexical and argument preferences are factored out.^
Using the corpus analysis methodology described
above, Gibson & Pearlmutter (1994) observed the same
complexity ranking as in the behavioral studies, in an
analysis of constructions of the form in (2) (i.e. PP,
not relative clause, attachment) from the one-millionword Brown corpus (Kucera & Francis, 1967). Table 1
lists the resvdts for the 105 examples in which 1) lexical
preferences did not play a role; and 2) attachment was
unambiguously to one of N P i , N P j , or N P 3 .
Table 1: Unambiguous PP3 modifier attachments.
Brown corpus (Gibson fc Pearlmutter, 1994).

(3) a. N P i attachment: [^p^ the computer near [np^
the models of [nPs the buildings that was destroyed in the fire
b. N P 2 attachment: [np^ the computers near [np^
the model of [nPs the buildings that was destroyed
in the fire
c. N P 3 attachment: [fjp^ the computers near [np^
the models of [np, the building that was destroyed
in the fire
Because of number agreement, the relative clause Ihat
was destroyed in the fire can only attach to one of the
preceding three N P sites. Gibson et al. found that attachment to N P 3 was easiest and attachment to N P i was
next, with attachment to N P o m u c h the most difficult.
This evidence, together with similar evidence from the
processing of Spanish and intuitive evidence in V P attachment preferences in both English and Spanish (see
Gibson et ai, 1993), supports the Recency/Predicate
Proximity theory. Gibson et al.'s data also constrained
the Recency/Predicate Proximity theory such that the
order N P i , N P 2 is expected. N o other accounts of these
data have yet been proposed, but it is worthwhile to
note that pre-existing theories of complexity are inadequate. Most theories from both the computational and
psycholinguistic literature include a preference for recent
attachments, as well as an allowance for lexical preferences and argument attachments to outweigh recency
(as in (1)), it must be the ca.se that the parsing algorithm
predicts a predicate phrase (S etc.) in advance, e.g., at the
point when the initial N P is input. W e are therefore a-ssuming a partially top-down, predictive parsing algorithm,
following Kimball (1973, 1975) and Frazier fc Fodor (1978)
among many others, who a.ssume a predictive parsing algorithm for independent complexity reasons. See Gibson (1991)
for a predictive parsing algorithm that is compatible with the
assumptions under consideration here.
'No prediction is made about the relative complexity of
attachments to NPi and NP2 because, while attachment to
NPi has Predicate Proximity in its favor, it has Recency
against it. Similarly, attachment to NP2 ha-s Predicate Proximity working against it, but it is a more recent attachment
site.
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A t t a c h m e n t Site
NPi
NP2
NP3
Totals

N u m b e r of T o k e n s
(Percentage)
27 (26%)
10 (10%)
68 (65%)
105 (100%)

X' tests show that the frequencies of the attachments
to each of the three sites are significantly different, resulting in the predicted complexity ranking of N P 3 , N P i ,
NP2.
In this paper, w e provide further corpus-analysis tests
of this psycholinguistic complexity theory. These tests
were performed on a second corpus, the Penn Treebank
Wall Street Journal corpus consisting of roughly one million words of parsed text. Because this corpus is fully
parsed — not just tagged with part of speech information as was the Brown corpus that Gibson & Pearlmutter
used — it is m u c h more appropriate for the task at hand.
Thus, although m u c h work still must be done by hand
tofilterout attachments that are not directly relevant,
this hand-parsing is far less than the hand-parsing that
is required when using a tagged corpus.
First, we analyzed patterns which match the form in
(2), thus attempting to replicate Gibson k, Pearlmutter's
findings in the new corpus. Second, we examined patterns closely related to (2), in which a clause (labeled
S B A R or S B A R Q in the Penn Treebank) is the attaching item rather than a prepositional phrase. Motivation
for this test is provided by the fact that Gibson et o/.'s
*One potential account of the data is provided by the linguistic tuning framework of Cuetos fe Mitchell (1988) and
Mitchell fe Cuetos (1991). Under this framework, parsing
preferences in andMguous constructions are tuned by imitating tiie resolution patterns of similar ambiguities observed in
the input. This hypothesis is compatible with the preferences
observed by Gibson et al. (1993), becau.se less frequent patterns are more complex, as predicted. However, no particular
version of the tuning framework has been specified in any detail, .so it is difficult to test it empirically yet. See Gibson et
al. (1993) for further comments on the tuning framework.

behavioral experiments involved the attachment of a relative clause, not a prepositional phrase, so that Gibson
& Pearlmutter's earlier corpus-analysis tests are actually
only indirect tests of the relationship between frctiuencies and complexity, relying on the assumption that all
modifier attachments {e.g., at lejist PPs and S B A R s )
behave in the same way. The analysis of clause attachments in patterns like (2) provides a direct test of the
original hypothesis, together writh an indirect test of this
assumption.
Third and most interestingly, we examine how the
preferences differ when the prospective attachment sites
are V P s rather than NPs. The Recency/Predicate
Proximity theory predicts a different preference ordering among three V P sites from that which is predicted
among three N P sites. In particular, this theory predicts a preference ordering from most to least recent for
V P sites: V P 3 , V P 2 , V P i . This prediction is m a d e because, unlike the case with N P sites. Predicate Proximity prefers all three V P attachment sites equally: All are
equally close to a predicate phrase {i.e. attachment is
as close as possible in each case). Thus Recency preference dominates, and a strong recency effect is jnedicted
between succeedingly less recent attachment sites.
This V P attachment test also serves to distinguish
Predicate Proximity from a primacy preference principle, in which the earliest attachment sites of a given
category might be uniformly favored. Such an ex]ilanation would predict a similar pattern of complexity in V P
attachments as in N P attachments (VP3, V P i , V P 2 ) ,
and thus could lead to a partial collapse of these attachment preferences with serial position effects from the
short-term memory literature (see, for example, Murdock, 1962; Tulving, 1968; and the references in each).
The V P attachment data is therefore important for distinguishing these theories.^

(b) Items in which any of the prospective attachment
sites was part of a complex proper n a m e that includes at least one prepositional phrase, such as the
State University of N e w York amd Committee for the
Scientific Branch of the Paranormal.
(c) Items in which one of the NP sites was a quantifier such as one of or some of, which are unlikely
attachment sites.
(d) Items in which the presence of intervening punctuation such as quotation marks or dashes m a d e at
least one of the attachment sites less likely.

3. Items in which the attaching item (PP, S B A R , or
A d v P ) is strongly preferred to attach to one of the
three prospective sites by reasons of argument structure or lexical preferences. It is well-known that argument attachment are generally preferred over modifier
attachments, often even in cases in which recency favors the non-argument attachment. For example, Frazier's (1978, 1987) Minimal Attachment principle favors argument attachments over modifier attachments
becau.se argument attachments involve fewer phrase
structure nodes. Thus only cases involving potential
modifier attachments are considered here. Examples
of prepositional arguments of N P s that have been filtered here include resignation from, reduction of, and
heart of.
4. Items in which the attaching item could attach in more
tiian one location without distinguishable differences
in meaning (cf. Hobbs & Bear, 1990; Hindle <k Rooth,
1993).

Prepositional p h r a s e a t t a c h m e n t to three
N P sites

The corpus analyses
All instances of each of the three target patterns in the
corpus were obtained using programs developed specifically for this task by the second author. Following Gibson & Pearlmutter (1994), we then hand-filtered the following general classes of items;

In order to replicate the work of Gibson & Pearlmutter
(1994) in the Wall Street Journal corpus, we collected
all patterns matching (2) and filtered these according
to the steps listed above. Examples of the remaining
attachments are given in (4), one for each of the possible
attachment sites:

1. Phrases that were mis-parsed in some way in the Penn
Treebank.^
2. Items in which one of the three potential sites was unlikely to be an attachment site for principled reasons,
such as:

(4) a. NPi: [^p, the introduction of [^rPa a major new
family of [yvp, computers [pp, in April ]
(a) Items in which one of the sites which was tagged
b. NPo: [nPi shareholder support for [^rpj a sale to
as an N P was part of a complex verb or idiomatic
[iVP;, a labor-management group [pp^ at the last
expression, such as ?;) spttc of, in connection with,
price discussed by that group ]
or IS contingent upon.
c. NP3: [yvp, potential problems with [np^ the construction of [;vf3 two big cruise ships [pp^ from
*See also Gibson et al. (1993) for reasons from the prefFinland ]
erences in two-site ambiguities that the primacy explanation
is probably not correct.
After all of the less relevant items had been removed,
*In a few instances (no more than three per analysis set),
the mis-parse was such that the corrected structure wa.*; actu- 88 matching instances remained, all of which involved
unambiguous attachment of a modifying P P to one of
aUy an instance of one of the other attachments in q\iestion.
the three prospective N P sites. The breakdown of these
Such instances were notfiltered:they were included in their
88 items by attachment site is presented in Table 2.
appropriate site counts.
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The breakdown of attachments of the 88 SBAR(Q)
attachments are given in Table 3.

Table 2: Unambiguous PP3 attachments (modifiers
only).
Attachment Site

NFT
NPa
NP3
Totals

Number of Tokens
(Percentage)
20(23%)

Table 3: Unambiguous SBAR and SBARQ attachments
(modifiers only).

10(11%)
58 (66%)
88 (100%)

W h e n compared with the data in Table 1, it seems
cleair that we have a very similar pattern of attachment
preferences here. Statistics confirm these intuitions. A
X^ analysis including all three attachment types reveals
a significant effect (x^(2) = 43.73, p < .001). Furthermore, attachments to NP3 are the most frequent
(vs. NPi: x^(l) = 17.55, p < .001; vs. NPj; x^(l) =
32.48, p < .001), and attachments to NPi are marginally
more frequent than attachments to NPo (x^(l) = 2.70,
p = .10). Thus the Wall Street Journal corpus analysis provides an additional confirmation of the complexity
ordering NP3, NPi, NP2 predicted by the theory of Recency Preference and Predicate Proximity, and observed
earlier by Gibson & Pearlmutter in the Brown corpus.
Clause attachment to three NP sites

Attachment Site Number of Tokens
(Percentage)
WFi
7(8%)
2 (2%)
NP2
79 (90%)
NP3
88 (100%)
Totals

This pattern is quite similar to the complexity rankings observed earlier. First, there is obviously an effect
of attachment site (x^(2) = 126.57, p < .001). Furthermore, attachments to the most recent site NP3 are more
common than to either NPi (x^(l) = 58.62, p < .001)
or NP2 (x^(l) = 71.30, p < .001). Although attachments to NPi are numerically more common than those
to NP2, this difference is not significant, probably because our sample size is not large enough yet to observe
this difference. Note, however, that the difference is in
the predicted direction and we thus have additional support for the complexity ranking of NP3, NPi, NP2, which
is predicted by the Recency/Predicate Proximity theory.

Because the original behavioral experiments of Gibson
et the distributions of PP attachments and
Although
al. (1993) tested the complexity of a relative clause atS B A R ( Q ) attachments have the same general preference
tachment rather than a prepositional phrase attachment
ordering among the sites, the two distributions are not
in patterns like (2), it is worthwhile to perform a corpus
identical {x^{2) = 14.81, p < .001). The tendency to atanalysis on relative clause attachments in order to vertach low in S B A R ( Q ) attachment ambiguities seems to
ify that there are no unexpected differences. Part of the
be stronger (90%) than in P P attachment ambiguities
reason that Gibson & Pearlmutter (1994) did not ana(66%). W e do not yet know the cause of this difference,
lyze relative clause attachments was that cases of such
so we leave this issue for future work.
attachments are hard to identify in an unparsed corpus.
Since the corpus that we are analyzing here is parsed,
Adverbial attachment to three V P sites
the appropriate patterns were relatively easy to identify.
Because relative clauses are not tagged differently
from other modifying clauses in the Penn Treebank corA crucial test of the Recency/Predicate Proximity thepus, our analyses include all modifying clauses. Furtherory
comes from attachments to succeeding V P sites.
more, because some relative clauses were tagged with the
Unlike the prediction in multiple N P sites, the Recategory S E A R and others with the category S B A R Q ,
cency/Predicate Proximity theory predicts a preference
our analysis includes both such categories. All instances
ordering
which obeys strict recency in V P attachments,
matching the general pattern in (2) with S B A R ( Q ) as
because
Predicate
Proximity is factored out in such inthe attaching item were gathered and we then handfiltered this set as described above. Examples of the stances. In contrast, a theory which explains the N P
attachment pattern in terms of a competing preference
remaining 88 items are as follows:
for the earliest available attachment site predicts a pref(5) a. NPi: [jvp, the 2 0 % decline in [yvp^ shares of [wp,
erence ordering in VPs which is the same as in NPs,
the bank [sbar since thefirmlowered its rating in
i.e., VP3, VPi, VP2. In order to test these competing
early October 1
hypotheses, we extracted all sentences with three conb. NP2: [nPi puDlic outrage over [jvPj Mr. Mack's
secutive VPs and a following adverbial modifier tagged
violent attack on [sPi a young woman [sbar when
A D V P , which was a prospective modifier for each of the
he was 19 years old ]
three V P sites. As above, wefiltereditems that could
c. NP3: [ffPi the cloak of [fjp^ outrage at [wp, a
ambiguously attach without a noticeable difference in
war [star they characterized as "immoral" ]
meaning, as well as all argument attachments (e.^., many
particles are tagged as adverbs in the Penn Treebank),
idiomatic expressions and mis-parsings. The breakdown
^AU x^ tests with exactly one degree of freedom in this
of the remaining 95 items is presented in Table 4, with
paper have Yates' correction for continuity applied (Hays,
1988).
an example of each attachment first.
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(6) a. VPi: No applicable examples in the corpus
b. VP2: Composer Marc Marder ... has [j/p, prepared an exciting, eclectic score that [vp^ tells you
what the characters are [vp^ thinking and ffcling]]
UdtP far more precisely than intertitles, or even
words, would. ]]
c. VP3: Texaco Inc. [vp, reported an 1 1 % increase
in third-quarter earnings, which it [vpj attributed
partly to the company's massive restructuring after it [vp, emerged from bankruptcy-law proceedings] [acIvP 18 months ago. ] ]]

Bowers, J. (1993). The syntax of predication. Linguistic
Inquiry, 24, 591-656.
Cuetos, F. & Mitchell, D.C. (1988). Cross-linguistic differences in parsing: Restrictions on the use of the Late
Closure strategy in Spanish. Cognition, 30, 73-105.
Ford, M., Bresnan, J., k Kaplan, R. (1982).
A
competence-bfised theory of syntactic closure. In
J. Bresnan (Ed.), The mental representation of grammatical relations (pp. 729-796). Cambridge, M A : M I T
Press.

Frazier, L. (1978). O n comprehending sentences: SynTable 4: Unambiguous adverbial attachments to VPs tactic parsing strategies. Unpublished doctoral disser(modifiers only).
tation. Storrs, C T : University of Connecticut.
Attachment Site
VPi
VP2
VP3
Totals

N u m b e r of Tokens
(Percentage)
0 (0.0%)
8 (8.4%)
87(91.6%)
95 (100%.)

Frazier, L. (1987). Sentence processing: A tutorial review. In M. Coltheart (Ed.), Attention and performance XII, (pp. 559-586). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.
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ing, (pp. 303-330). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
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There is a main effect of attachment site (x'"(2) = 146.04, Associates.
p < .001), with VP3 attachments much the most freFrazier, L., k Fodor, J.D. (1978). The sausage machine:
quent (vs. VPi: x^(l) = 85.01, p < .001; vs. YPj:
A new two-stage parsing model. Cognition, 6, 291-325.
X^(l) = 64.04, p < .001). Furthermore, VP2 attachGibson,
E. (1991). A computational theory of human
ments are much more frequent than VPi attachments
linguistic
processing: Memory limitations and process(X^(l) = 6.13, p = .01), as predicted by the Predicate
ing
breakdown.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation.
Proximity theory, but not by the primacy theory. Thus
Pittsburgh, PA; Carnegie Mellon University.
we have striking evidence in favor of the independently
Gibson, E. k Pearlmutter, N. (1994). A corpus-based
motivated Recency/Predicate Proximity theory.
analysis of psycholinguistic constraints on preposiSummary and conclusions
tional phreise attachment. In C. Clifton Jr., L. Frazier,
k K. Rayner (Eds.) Perspectives in Sentence ProcessThe three corpus analysis tests of the Recency Prefering (pp. 181-198). Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
ence/Predicate Proximity theory strongly support this
Associates.
theory. First, it was found that attachments to the most
recent of three sites of the same category (NP or V P )
Gibson, E., Pearlmutter, N., Canseco-Gonzalez, E.,
are much more common than attachments to less recent
k Hickok, G. (1993). Cross-linguistic attachment
sites. Second, it was found that the least recent site is
preferences: Evidence from English and Spanish.
preferred over intermediate sites when the category of
Manuscript. Cambridge, M A : Massachusetts Institute
the site is an NP, as predicted by tlie Recency/Predicate
of Technology.
Proximity theory. And third, and most strikingly, it was
Hays, W . (1988). Statistics (4th ed.). Orlando, FL: Holt,
found that attachment preferences to V P sites do not folRinehart and Winston.
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Hindle, D. k Rooth, M. (1993). Structural ambiguity
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and lexical relations. Computational Linguistics, 19,
sites preferred over more distant ones. Tliis result is just
103-120.
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parse preference. Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Conference on Computational Linguistics
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Cognitive scientists have often pondered the question of
perceptual spaces, that is, the question of how a certain
gamut of familiar stimuli might be organized in the mind.
W e present Trajectory Mapping as an alternative clustering
method to the traditional algorithm of Multi-Dimensional
Scaling. W e suggest that given data about the
relationships among stimuli, Multi-Dimensional Scaling
provides the one type of information (geometric), while
Trajectory Mapping offers a second type (relational). As an
illustration w e present the initial results of applying both
clustering techniques to subjects' perceptions of musical
intervals. While an interpretation of the MultiDimensional Scaling requires a priori knowledge of music
theory, Trajectory Mapping directly reveals the music
theory that has been internalized by subjects.

information mentioned above, namely the actual locations of
the stations (up to a scaling factor). T h e input to M D S is a
matrix of the distances between all the stimuli, and the
output is the spatial arrangement of the stimuli that best fits
the demands of the matrix. Note that M D S does not concern
itself with the actual links between the stations.
Several noteworthy assumptions must hold in M D S . T h e
distance matrix must be symmetric, that is, the distance
from A to B is the same as from B to A. Also, it must be
reasonable to assume that the stimuli could lie in a space in
which a uniform distance metric holds (typically Euclidean).
Furthermore, the researcher chooses the dimensionality of
thefittingspace. Although the "stress" parameter provides a
quantitative assist in choosing the dimensionality, there is
no qualitative indicator that derives it from the inherent
structure in the stimuli.

Introduction

The TM Technique

Cognitive scientists have often interested themselves in the
question of perceptual spaces, that is. the question of h o w a
certain gamut of familiar stimuli might be organized in the
mind. Colors or textures, for example, can be organized with
a variety of schema, and one might well wonder which of
these the h u m a n being employs. Researchers in this field
have often relied on standard clustering algorithms such as
Multi-Dimensional Scaling to reveal the cognitive
structures. This paper will point out a salient deficiency in
such algorithms and offer an alternative approach called
Trajectory Mapping (Richards & Koenderink. 1993). W e
will then illustrate the differences between the approaches by
applying each to musical intervals.
T o provide a conceptual comparison of a traditional
clustering approach and Trajectory Mapping ( T M ) , w e offer
an example involving 10 subway stations in the Boston
subway system. If one rides a subway regularly, two types
of information about the stations are acquired; the
approximate distances between them (independent of their
connections), and their placement along each of the various
routes. T h e first type of information can be called
geometric, while the second can be called relational.
Figure 1. a m a p of the stations' locations and their
connections, contains both types of information.

Trajectory Mapping focuses on relational information, such
as the organization of our subway stations along various
routes. While M D S is an analysis algorithm that can be
applied to a distance or similarity matrix collected under a
variety of experimental paradigms. T M describes not only
the heuristic for data analysis, but also the experimental
paradigm.

The MDS Technique

Figure 1: This crude m a p of a part of the Boston subway
system contains two kinds of information. T h e geometric
information comes from the physical distances between the
subway stations. The relational information comes from the
routes which link the stops together.

Abstract

Multi-Dimensional Scaling ( M D S ) . first discussed by
Torgerson (1959), Shepard (1962). and Kniskal (1964). is a
classic example of a clustering algorithm. W h e n applied to
our subway example. M D S derives the geometric
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In the T M methodology a subject initially surveys the
entire range of stimuli. If the experiment is visual, the
subject might see a computer screen of images or a table full
of picture cards. In each trial two stimuli are designated A
and B. The subject is asked to note a feature that differs
across the two and to choose a sample from the remaining
stimuli which shows the result of extrapolating that feature
further. In the case of colors, a subject given red and then
pink might extrapolate to white. The subject also chooses
an extrapolant going from B to A and an interpolant that
would fit well between them. W e ask the subject to use the
same changing feature in each choice.
In the subway example, one might give a subject two
station names and ask which station comes next in her
mental subway map. Figure 2 contains possible subway
data. Note that although the subway system is an object
which one can describe objectively, w e are not looking for a
factual description with T M ; w e hope instead to derive each
subject's perceptual m a p of the system.
There are three special cases that arise in this paradigm, as
shown in the data. Thefirstoccurs when A and B are so
dissimilar that the subject feels uncomfortable choosing a
feature that smoothly varies between the two. W e call this
the "infeasible" case, and an example might be two subway
stations that are at the far ends of two different subway lines
(connected too indirectly). In the "feasible, no sample" case
the subject can easily imagine an appropriate extrapolant or
interpolant, butfindsthat the experimenter has not included
it in the sample set. The "dead end" case occurs when either
A or B represents an extreme in the variability range of the
chosen feature. In the subway example, A or B would lie at
the end of a line.
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The analysis part of T M consists of outlining the
dominant patterns in the data. O n e m a y divide the
Extrapolant-A-Interpolant-B-Extrapolant quintuples into
three overlapping triples, for example, and then identify the
most prevalent triples across the entire data. Dominant
triples that overlap could then be joined to illustrate the
salient cognitive pathways through the space. In general,
one seeks to highlight the c o m m o n paths in the data. The
exact approach taken can depend on the data set itself.
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Figure 3: This Trajectory M a p shows the relational
nature of T M output. The "Local" and "Express" pathways
represent different features, e.g. 'all the stops on the red
line" or "my favorite restaurant stops on the red line."
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Figure 4; The upper interface collects M D S data using the Method of Triads. T h e X, A , and B buttons each play jin interval
upon the subject's c o m m a n d . The subject must choose whether A or B is more "harmonically similar" to X by clicking the
appropriate arrow. The lower interface collects T M data. The 12 buttons each play an interval. T h e subject thinks of a feature
that varies across the two primary intervals, A and B, and extrapolates by picking a third interval that would best continue
that change i\). The subject also chooses an extrapolant in the other direction (none possible here) and an interpoiant (£).
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In the case of subway stations, doing T M with an
experienced commuter would likely yield a trajectory m a p
very similar to the schematic subway maps seen inside the
stations themselves, diagrams that show the routes among
the stations with minimal indication of their true geography.
Figure 3 shows a trajectory m a p of the example data. Note
that the trajectory m a p has two pathways that travel between
Harv and S S. Since each trajectory represents a subject's
moving a m o n g stimuli using a certain feature, different
trajectories that thread similar stimuli can indicate different
contexts in which the subject might m o v e among stimuli.
i.e. different features of the stimuli. In the subway example.
the "Local" could represent a subject's pedantic recalling of
the subway map, while the "Express" might represent the
subject's individual traveling map; he rarely stops at Char or
D t w n stations.

stress formula two and the default options. Figure 5 holds
the average of the two dimensional results from a musical
and non-musical subject (stress = 0.4).
The output of the M D S illustrates the pros and cons of
the approach. It appears that the axes of the plot m a y
represent musically significant variables, such as interval
size (growing with the y-axis) and traditional tonal
dissonance (decreasing with the x-axis), but there is nothing
explicit in the space or in the M D S algorithm that points to
such axes. Further work, such as experimental validation of
hypothesized axis extrema, must be done to support any
particular selection of axes. Thus, the interpretation of an
M D S plot requires external a priori knowledge about the
stimuli.
W e included the corresponding M D S results from
Krumhansl's (1979) pitch judgments given a tonal context
set by a scale or chord (stress = 0.2). It is perhaps
worthwhile to note h o w similar the results are, and that the
differences might be explained by the different paradigms.
O n e might imagine that while an M 7 would seem consonant
after hearing a scale (Krumhansl's data), hearing it as an
interval among other intervals with the same tonic might
make it seem dissonant (our data). The reverse applies to the
m 7 and m 3 since their upper notes are not in the working
key, while they do play a role as intervals in familiar chords
of the working key.

Organizing Musical Intervals
N o w that w e have briefly introduced the clustering
algorithms, w e offer their different approaches to discovering
subjects' cognitive organization of musical intervals.
Various studies have examined the relationship between the
perception of notes and their tonal context or h o w a
perceiver organizes notes within a single tonal context (e.g.
Krumhansl &. Shepard, 1979; Dowling 1986; and
Krumhansl 1979, 1990). Like some of these studies, w e ask
what features or organizing principles a subject uses to
group musical intervals, and specifically, w e ask what T M
and M D S can tell us about these features.
W e define a musical interval as a pair of different notes
from the traditional Western 12-tone octave in which the
note of lower pitch occurs first. This definition gives us a
total of 12 stimuli, and w e denote them as m 2 , M 2 , m 3 ,
M 3 , P4. T, P5, m 6 , M 6 . m 7 , M 7 , and O. T h e "m" means
"minor," the " M " means "major," the "P" means "perfect."
"M2," for example, represents a rising interval of a major
second. T h e "T" is the tritone (the physical middle of the
octave), and the " O " is the octave. Within a given trial, w e
begin all stimulus intervals on the same note to maintain a
consistent tonal context within each trial. Across trials, w e
vary the beginning note within an octave range.

m7

M7

1

.0
•'MeP5

•J.
m6

P4 .

T

M3
m3
M2

m2The MDS Experiment
W e exposed a musical and non-musical subject to 660 trials
using a Y a m a h a D X - 7 synthesizer and a Macintosh running
HyperCard and MIDI. The upper half of Figure 4 presents the
interface. W e presented the subjects with three buttons A.
B , and X , each of which played an interval w h e n clicked
with the mouse. W e asked subjects to indicate whether X
was more "harmonically similar" to A or B by clicking the
appropriate arrow. Subjects could listen to the intervals as
m a n y times as they wanted by clicking the buttons. W e
presented each of the 12 stimuli behind the X matched with
all the possible pairs of remaining stimuli (660 trials).
T o calculate the similarity matrix from the triad data, w e
followed Torgerson's instructions for "The Complete
Method of Triads" (1952); the number of times that each
pair was chosen became its similarity measure. W e then
computed the M D S space with K Y S T 2 (Bell Labs) using
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Figure 5: T h e above graph s h o w s the average of the M D S
outputs from the data of a musical and a non-musical subject
(in black). N o t e that although the axes m a y appear to
represent musically significant features, such as interval size
(growing with the y-axis) and traditional tonal consonance
(growing with the x-axis), o n e must experiment further to
verify this interpretation. T h e corresponding M D S results
from K r u m h a n s l (1979) are s h o w n in gray to point out the
gross similarity o f results despite different methods of
setting tonal context.
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Figure 6: These T M data are the c o m m o n quintuplets from a musical and a non-musical subject. The resulting m a p
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octave linearly.
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The T M

Experiment

W e exposed the same musical and non-musical subjects to
66 trials using similar hardware and software as in the M D S
experiment. The HyperCard interface (shown below in Figure
4) offered the subject two primary buttons, A and B, that
played the two intervals of interest. A subject was asked to
think of a feature that changed between them and then to
extrapolate by picking a third interval from the remaining 10
that would best continue that change. W e also asked for an
extrapolant in the other direction and an interpolant, with the
requirement that all five intervals in the resulting quintuple
formed a coherent sequence in both directions, meaning that
the same feature varied throughout.
T o show the capability of T M , w e chose to analyze those
quintuples of data which were identical across subjects.
These data appear in Figure 6. Quintuples were linked by
joining at least two or more overlapping members of each
quintuple. These linked quintuples determine the paths along
the octave. The trajectory m a p in Figure 6 was then derived
using only the paths that included the most frequent links,
also t£iking into account the special case markers (see
Richards & Koenderink for detailed procedure).
Just as in the subway example, the data reveals several
features that one can vary across the stimuli. The
"Superexpress", for example (named thus because it contains
the fewest stimuli), turns out to be the subdominant major
chord of the working key. The "Express" is a larger subset
of notes which primarily suggests the major scale of the
working key or of the subdominant major key. A s a whole
the m a p points out that although subjects can differentiate
each of the divisions of the octave (the "Local"), the
intervals are not equally weighted. (If one knew no music
theory whatsoever, one might assume that an octave, a
physically defined phenomenon, has equal and independent
divisions.) The P 4 and M 6 are pivot points on all three
paths, as opposed to the centered Tritone or the 1/3 octave
markers, the M 3 and the m 6 . T M thus reveals that some of
the subjects' o w n internal music theory corresponds in part
with general music theory.

traditional M D S , but also can help discern which aspects of
traditional music theory have been absorbed by the minds of
musicians and non-musicians.
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Abstract

Do children acquire rules for main stress assignment or do
they learn stress in an exemplar-based way? In the
language acquisition literature, the former approach has
been advocated without exception: although they hear
most words produced with their appropriate stress pattern,
children are taken to extract rules and do not store stress
patterns lexically. The evidence for a rule-based approach
is investigated and it will be argued that in the literature
this approach is preferred due to an extremely simplified
interpretation of exemplar-based models. W e will report
experiments showing that Instance-Based Learning, an
exemplar-based model, makes the same kinds of stress
related errors in production that children make: (i) the
amount of production errors is related to metrical
markedness, and (ii) stress shifts and errors with respect to
the segmental and syllabic structure of words typically take
the form of a regularization of stress patterns. InstanceBased Learning belongs to a class of Lazy Learning
algorithms. In these algorithms, no explicit abstractions
in the form of decision trees or rules are derived;
abstraction is driven by similarity during performance.
Our results indicate that at least for this domain, this kind
of lazy learning is a valid alternative to rule-based
learning. Moreover the results plead for a reanalysis of
language acquisition data in terms of exemplar-based
models.
Introduction
The acquisition of main stress assignment in several
languages is systematically studied in the recent literature.
For instance, Hochberg (1988a, b) and Klein (1984) study
stress acquisition in Spanish, Fikkert (1993), Nouveau
(1993) and Wijnen et al. (in press) investigate main stress in
Dutch children, Gerken (1994), Echols (1993) and Echols &
Newport (1992) focus on stress acquisition in English
children's language. A c o m m o n finding of these studies is
that children learn rules for assigning stress. This m a y seem
surprising atfirstsight since children hear most (if not all)
of the words they use themselves, correctly stressed in the
input. Thus an alternative hypothesis m a y take into account
this fact and propose that children learn stress on a word-by-
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word basis: they memorize the stress pattern of each
individual word.
The main arguments against an exemplar-based approach
that advocates memorization of individual words and their
stress patterns, relate to its alleged empirical inadequacy: (i)
its lack of generalization capacity, and (ii) its inadequacy in
accounting for developmental phenomena. T h e first
argument - lack of generalization capacity - amounts to the
suggestion that if children (and adults) would simply
memorize the stress pattern of individual words, they would
never succeed in assigning correct stress to novel words
(Dresher & Kaye, 1990; Hochberg, 1988a, b). However, it
is not clarified h o w such a memory-based approach is
conceived of and exactly w h y it is inferior to a rule-based
approach. In a similar vein, in developmental studies (e.g.,
Fikkert, 1993) it is typically argued that because children's
acquisition follows a particular path, with typical errors
characterizing various stages, this acquisition process can
only be accounted for in a rule-based model, and, hence, an
exemplar-based alternative is said to be empirically
inadequate.
In this study w e will examine if an exemplar-based
approach is indeed inadequate from a developmental point of
view as argued in the literature. In previous research (see
Daelemans et al., 1994; Gillis et al., 1993,) w e investigated
the generalization argument, and concluded that an exemplarbased model was able to learn the main stress patterns of
Dutch, as well as its major subgeneralizations. In this study
w e will examine whether phenomena typically encountered
in children's acquisition of stress assignment can be
accounted for in an exemplar-based model.
Metrical Markedness and Production
Errors
In the recent literature two studies about the acquisition of
stress investigate the impact of markedness in a metrical
framework on children's production of words. Hochberg
(1988b) and Nouveau (1993) study young children's
imitations of nonsense words. It is hypothesized that if
children do not use rules for stress assignment, there is no
reason w h y some words are more difficult to imitate than
others. O n the other hand, if children use rules for stress

assignment, the more irregular a word, the more errors in
stress assignment are expected. Hochberg and Nouveau
analyze the stress system of Spanish, resp. Dutch in a
metrical framework and propose an ordering of relative
markedness: next to metrically regular words, irregular words
(those requiring lexical markings) and words with prohibited
stress patterns are distinguished (see below for the analysis
of the Dutch system). It is hypothesized that in an imitation
task regular words will be imitated quite accurately, at least
more accurately than words that are marked in the metrical
framework, while words that show prohibited stress patterns
will cause most imitation errors.
Both studies reach similar conclusions. First of all, the
hypothesis w a s confirmed that the more irregular a word
according to the metrical analysis, the more errors children
m a k e . Regular words are imitated correctly far more
frequently than non-regular words. Secondly, an analysis of
the type of errors reveals a tendency towards regularization of
irregular words and words with a prohibited pattern.
Regularization amounts to either a modification of the
words' stress pattern or a modification of the segmental or
syllabic material of the word. W h e n children modify the
stress pattern of words, they tend to regularize it, i.e., the
location of the main stress is changed so that the stress
pattern becomes more regular from a metrical perspective.
For instance, for words with a final open syllable, as in
/boLA:/, stress on the penultimate syllable is the regular
case in Dutch. Hence, shifting stress to the penultimate
syllable, which yields /BOla:/, is an example of regularizing
the stress pattern. W h e n children modify the structure of a
test word they either add or delete segments or syllables in
order to regularize the word. For instance, a strong
generalization in Dutch stress assignment holds that words
ending in a superheavy syllable (e.g., a syllable with a long
vowel followed by at least one consonant abbreviated as
V V C ^ ) carry main stress on that syllable. W h e n imitating a
word ending in a long vowel and stress on the final syllable,
as in the nonsense word /fe:ni:MO:/, children's strategy
often consists in adding a consonant to the last syllable:
/fe:ni:MO:N/. T h e net effect of this addition is that the final
syllable becomes superheavy, and thus shows the regular
pattern for final stress. In other words, a pattern that would
not normally be assigned final stress is changed into one for
which final stress is the regular case. Hochberg (1988b) and
N o u v e a u (1993) discover similar strategies in children
acquiring Spanish and Dutch.
N o w the question arises: what do these experiments tell us
about rule learning? A n d more specifically, what compelling
arguments are presented that force us to accept the
conclusion that a rule-based approach is to be preferred over
an approach in which the stress pattern of individual words,
or individual types of words, is memorized? T h e main
argument presented in both studies is that children's
imitation errors s h o w certain patterns, viz. the relative
markedness of a stress pattern correlates with difficulty to
imitate, and the nature of structural errors indicates a
'The following conventional abbreviations are used: 'V =
short vowel, ' V V = long vowel, 'C = consonant, 'X' = vowel or
consonant.
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tendency to change the segmental and/or syllabic structure of
the words so that relatively irregular and plainly prohibited
patterns are regularized.^ This argument amounts to the
claim that metrical regularity correlates with difficulty to
imitate. However it does not explain h o w the rules for stress
assignment cause more imitation errors (or more errors in
spontaneous production as is also observed by Hochberg
1988b).
If it is hypothesized that children use rules for stress
assignment, then errors in spontaneous production and in
imitation have to be ascribed to defective rules or defective
(e.g., incomplete) representations of words. In the latter
case, a rule based account is not to be preferred over any
other alternative account, since the cause of the errors is not
to be found in the rules themselves. In the former case it
m a y be argued that the rules for the unmarked (regular) cases
are acquired before those for the non-regular cases. Thus the
rules for regular words are also used for irregular ones. This
is an attractive explanation in the context of a metrical
account, especially in view of the fact that irregular cases
require some ad hoc lexical marking (a prespecified lexical
foot, an exception to the extrametricality default, and the
like). But then, again, the cause of the errors does not necessarily imply defective rules but should be sought in the lack
of those idiosyncratic lexical markings. Moreover, this
explanation might catch the regularization of irregular stress
patterns, it cannot handle the irregularization of regular
patterns.
Thus, it seems that although a strong case is m a d e for a
rule-based approach, it is not clear h o w the empirical
evidence unequivocally supports it. Moreover it has been
pointed out that an exemplar-based account is dismissed
without serious consideration. In the following sections w e
will first briefly describe an exemplar-based learning
algorithm and the problem domain, main stress assignment
in Dutch. W e will then proceed to the presentation of the
experimental results.
The Learning Algorithm
In this study w e use Instance-Based Learning (EBL, A h a et
al., 1991). A distinguishing feature of this lazy learning
algorithm is that no explicit abstractions such as rules are
constructed on the basis of examples. Instead, a selection of
the examples encountered during the training phase is used
to classify n e w inputs. T h e system implements a type of
supervised learning: it is trained by presenting a number of
patterns (words) together with their correct classification
(their appropriate stress pattern). Testing the system consists
of presenting novel words (test items), the stress pattern of
which has to be predicted. I B L bases its prediction on the
similarity of the test item with the examples encountered
during training. A s such, I B L incorporates the type of
exemplar-based model implicidy discussed in the acquisition
literature.
^The opposite change, regular words being irregularized was
not expected but it nevertheless occurred (in 2 3 % of Hochberg's
errors in regular words and in Nouveau's study we calculated
mean percentages of 21.7 for 3-year-olds and 16.07 for 4-yearolds).

The learning component of IBL is set up as follows:
during training, pre-categorized items are presented in an
incremental way to the learning component. If the item was
not already encountered earlier, a new memory record is
created in which the item (a word) and its proper
categorization (its stress pattern) are stored. IBL also stores
the item's category distribution (a record showing for each
possible categorization the number of times the item was
associated with this category in the training set). During a
test phase, the performance component carries out a required
task. In this case, IBL has to predict the stress pattern of a
novel word. For this the system relies on an explicit
procedure for determining the similarity of a test item with
the items present in memory. If a test item is present in
memory then IBL checks the category distribution of the
memorized item and returns the most frequent category
associated with it. If verifying memory does not yield an
exact match, the similarity of the test item with all items
kept in memory is computed, and a category is assigned
based on the category of the most similar item.
The basic algorithm of IBL (Aha et al., 1990) determines
similarity using a straightforward overlap metric for
symbolic features: it calculates the overlap between a test
item and each individual memory item on an equal/non-equal
basis. This metric treats all features as equally important,
though. W e extended the algorithm with a technique for
automatically assigning a degree of relative importance of
features. The concept of Information Gain (see e.g.,
Quinlan, 1986) was used for this aim. The basic idea is to
modify the matching process of the test item with the
memorized items in such a way that the importance of
individual features is used in making the similarity
judgment. In other words, features that are important for the
prediction should be made to bear more heavily on the
similarity judgment. This aim is reached by incorporating
the information gain of each feature as a weight in the
similarity metric.
Metrical Structure of Dutch
The Dutch system of main stress assignment in underived
words exhibits a fair number of generalizations, but at the
same time, it is not so regular as to make its acquisition a
trivial task. Dutch occupies a middle ground between free
and fixed stress systems (Kager, 1989). The main
generalizations governing the domain can be summarized as
follows: (i) Main stress is restricted to a three syllable
window from the right word edge, thus making the
antepenultimate, the penultimate and the final syllables
landing sites for main stress, (ii) Syllables containing a
schwa are never stressed, moreover stress almost always falls
on the immediately preceding syllable, (iii) Antepenultimate
stress may occur across a V V penult, but apart from a few
exceptions never across a V C penult.
In a metrical analysis^ these observations are caught in
the following way: Dutch is characterized as a quantity
'The metrical analysis adopted here reflects a broad
consensus in the Dutch metrical literature (see e.g., Kager,
1989; Trommelen & Zonneveld, 1989). Though the accounts
differ in the formalism used, they agree on the major aspects of
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sensitive trochaic language withrightextrametricality. Word
final - W and - V C syllables are always extrametrical (-VXC
syllables are not) and extrametricality applies after foot
formation. The word-tree is right-branching and labeled
uniformly W - S . This characterization, formulated in a tree
only framework, results in penultimate stress as the default
for most types of words. It requires however three types of
lexical markings, which reflects both the unequal status of
the stress patterns as well as their frequency differences in
the lexicon (see Daelemans et al., 1994).
Lexical markings amount to the following: (1) a syllable
marked with a prespecified lexical foot (indicated as L F )
behaves as an exception to regular foot formation. The
syllable will figure as a monosyllabic foot. This mechanism
is needed for instance in the case of VV-final words with
antepenultimate stress. (2) A syllable marked as [-ex] is
exceptional vis-k-vis the extrametricality rule: it is
withdrawn from the regular application of extrametricality.
The aim is to attract stress to VC-fmal syllables that are
normally subject to extrametricality. (3) The two preceding
mechanisms can be combined. The aim is to attract stress
to VV-final syllables that normally are assigned the weak
branch of a binary foot and are normally 'invisible' for main
stress assignment due to extrametricality. Words not covered
by the regular case, nor by the application of the
idiosyncratic lexical markings are irregular and need full
lexical marking of their stress pattern.
Application of this analysis leads to four types that differ
in relative regularity, or, conversely, relative markedness: (i)
the regular (R) case is the least marked, (ii) words that need a
single idiosyncratic marking, either L F or [-ex], are more
marked than the R words*; (iii) words that need both
exception features (LF and [-ex]) are even more marked than
(i) and (ii), and (iv) the irregular words are most marked.
In the experiment reported in the next section, this
markedness scale will be used to assess the relationship
between metrical markedness and ease of production (as
measured by the number of production errors). This
relationship was noted in children acquiring their first
language, and the experiment aims at disclosing if an
exemplar-based artificial learner shows the same behavior.
Experiment
In the experiment w e wanted to investigate IBL's behavior in
predicting the stress pattern of novel words. Novel words for
an artificial learner are equivalent to nonsense words for
natural learners: the words can be safely considered to be
unknown in both cases. Our data consist of 4686 underived
or monomorphemic Dutch words extracted from the C E L E X
lexical database (see Daelemans et al., 1994 for a full

the metrical account as well as on the amount of lexical marking
needed. Nouveau (1993) analyses her data in much the same
framework as the one used here so that a close comparison is
perfectly feasible.
^Metrical analysis does not ascribe differences in markedness
or exceptionality to the [-ex] as opposed to the LF cases, and
hence they are treated as occupying the same position on the
markedness scale.

description). M o n o m o r p h e m e s were chosen so as to replicate
a similar choice in the experiments with children.

by Nouveau (1993). Though I B L is less error prone, a
similar correspondence between markedness and enors is
reported (see Table 1).

Data Coding
T h e data were encoded using a plain phonemic transcription
of the input words. The only structuring of an input word
consisted of (i) the fact that for the sake of convenience only
the last three syllables of the word were preserved; and (ii)
the word w a s presented as a concatenation of the onset,
nucleus and coda of its last three syllables. Thus, the word
'antraciet' (IPA transcription /antra:si:t/, anthracite) is
encoded as '= A n tr a = s i t' (where the '=' stands for the
empty onset of thefirstsyllable, and the empty coda of the
second syllable). This encoding of each word is presented to
the system together with the appropriate stress pattern in the
learning phase. In the test phase, the system predicts on the
basis of the phonemic transcription the stress pattern of a
test word, i.e., it predicts either F I N (final stress), P E N
(penultimate stress) or A N T (antepenultimate stress). The
success rate of the algorithm is obtained by calculating the
number of correct predictions on a test set after training with
a disjoint training set. T h e methodology used is called
'leaving-one-out' and is fully described in Daelemans et al.
(1994).
Results
F r o m the acquisition studies, two testable predictions can be
extracted. T h e first one is that the more marked a word's
metrical structure, the more errors are to be expected. The
second prediction relates to the outcome of the errors: there
is a tendency to regularize the stress pattern of words by
changing (i) the position of primary stress in the word, or
(ii) by changing the syllabic or segmental form of the word.
W e will n o w turn to the results of our experiments with IBL
to see if these predictions also hold for the behavior of this
exemplar-based system.
Prediction 1: The more irregular a word, the
m o r e errors children malce. If the first prediction
holds, w e expect that the more marked a word is on the
metrical markedness scale, the more erroneous predictions
I B L will m a k e about their stress pattern. In Table 1 the
percentage of errors per metrical category are displayed. The
data clearly s h o w that there is a close relationship between
the relative markedness of the stress patterns and the
system's success in predicting the correct stress pattern of
novel words. Regular words show a very low percentage of
errors, and irregular words show a very high error percentage.
In between these two extremes, there is a gradual increase of
the error rate from words that need a single feature ([-ex] or
L F ) to words that require both exception features ([-ex] and
LF).^ These results are highly comparable to those reported
-'All comparisons yield a statistically significant result using
the X -test, except for the comparison between the two most
marked categories (LF and [-ex] compared with the Irregular
patterns). This is an interesting finding in that Nouveau (1993:
8) notices that for particular types of words in which these two
markings occur, the results do not clearly differentiate the
Irregular pattern from the L F and [-ex] pattern. Children did not
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Table 1: Percentage of errors in 3- and 4-year-olds
(Nouveau 1993) and IBL.
Learners

Regular

[-ex] or

3-yearolds
4-yearolds

20

LF
40

15

IBL

8

[-ex land
LF

Irregular

50

65

30

55

60

25

34

44

The main point is that when w e set out the stress pattern
according to their relative markedness and the frequency of
errors for each metrical category, there is a clear cut
relationship between both scales in both children's
production data and in the results of the artificial learning
algorithms: the more marked a word on the metrical scale,
the more production errors in both natural and artificial
learners.
Prediction 2: In cases of error, non-regular
w o r d s tend to be regularized. Both Hochberg in her
study of Spanish stress acquisition and Nouveau for Dutch
found that errors mostfrequentlyresulted in a regularization
of the stress patterns. In their imitation task, children tended
to regularize the stress pattern of marked words. The
opposite direction in the errors was far lessfrequentlynoted.
The evidence Hochberg and Nouveau bring to bear on this
claim consists of both stress shift (the stress pattern of a
word is changed) and on changes in the segmental material
of the word or the syllabic make-up of the word. W e will
first examine stress shifts and then analyze changes in the
syllabic and segmental material.
In the case of words marked as regular and those marked as
irregular, stress shifts can only go in one direction. W h e n
w e compare the results of these categories, a significant
difference (p < .0001 in a x^-test) occurs between the regular
words that are irregularized as opposed to irregular words
being regularized. Thus, irregular words are far more
frequently regularized than regular words show a change in
the opposite direction. For other types of words, stress shift
can result in a more regular stress pattern, a more irregular
one or it m a y entail no change on the metrical markedness
scale. For instance, words ending in two open syllables need
one lexical marking for antepenultimate stress (viz. a lexical
foot, L F ) . A shift to penultimate stress entails a
regularization of the stress pattern (penultimate stress is the
unmarked pattern for these words), while a change to final
stress implies an irregularization of the stress pattern (for

"disfavor" the final stress pattern significantly more than the
antepenultimate stress pattern in those words. Cases in point
are, for instance, the -VC-VV words which need a LF and [-ex]
for final stress and which are Irregular in case of antepenultimate
stress.

these words to attainfinalstress they require an L F and [-ex]
marking). Table 2 contains the results for the categories that
permit a shift to either a more regular stress pattern or a
more irregular one. The shift towards regularization occurs
more frequently than a shift in the opposite direction.
Moreover, the more marked a category on the markedness
scale, the m o r e pronounced the tendency towards
regularization. All differences are significant at p < .0001 in
a x^-test.
Table 2: Direction of errors in cases of stress shift

Type
[-ex] or

More
Regular
73.68

Results of Error
Remains
More
Irregular
Same
18.42
7.89

Total
Errors

152

LF
[-ex] and

97.70

0

2.30

87

LF
The data show that similar to the children tested by Nouveau
and Hochberg, there is a tendency towards regularization.
Thus these results show a remarkable similarity between the
natural and the artificial learner.
The second aspect of the tendency towards regularization
takes into account segmental and/or syllabic changes: when
children's production of a word is not an exact replication of
the (adult) stimulus word, changes in the segmental and/or
the syllabic structure amount to a regularization of the form
of the word vis-^-vis its stress pattern. In order to examine if
IBL made similar errors, w e analyzed h o w the system arrived
at its erroneous stress assignments. T o recapitulate: I B L
bases its stress assignment for a test word on the (most
frequent) stress pattern associated the word stored in m e m o r y
that is most similar to the test word. This most similar
memorized word is also called the 'nearest neighbor' ( N N ) .
For each test word that I B L misclassified, w e examined its
N N . Those NN's were selected that differed from the test
item in their segmental or syllabic structure. Segmental
changes were defined as changes in the nucleus and the coda
that affected their VC-structure. These can be enumerated
quite easily: (i) changes in vowel length (such as a short
vowel in the test item is paralleled by a long vowel in its
N N ) and (ii) changes in the number of consonants (e.g., at
the exact location where the test item has two consonants,
its N N has none).^ Differences in syllabic structure between
a test word and its N N concerned changes in the number of
syllables (e.g., the N N of a trisyllabic test word is
bisyllabic).
O n the basis of the segmental and syllabic changes, it can
be determined what direction these changes point at: is the
stress pattern of the N N more regular or less regular or does
"Only those changes were taken into account that led to a
change in syllable weight, a crucial piece of information in a
quantity sensitive language like Dutch. These changes are
relatively robust to different possible representations of
exemplars in memory, as the information gain metric picks out
as relevant exactly those features that are important to syllable
weight.
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it not imply any change in markedness of the metrical
structure? Table 3 contains the results of the analysis. For
each type of word the result of the error is indicated: in those
cases where the test word w a s erroneously stressed, the
position of its N N on the metrical markedness scale w a s
determined and compared to the position of the test word on
that scale. T h e comparison of both positions was classified
as 'better' ( N N more regular), 'worse' ( N N more irregular) or
'same' ( N N occupies same position on markedness scale as
test word). Table 3 shows the data for I B L as well as the data
for 3-year-olds reported in Nouveau (1993).
T h e results of the segmental and/or syllabic changes are
quite straightforward: for all types of words, regularizations
('better' and 'same' in Table 3) outnumber irregularizations.
Moreover, the results very closely parallel the behavior of
the 3-year-olds in Nouveau's (1993) experiment: w h e n
children adapt the word structure of words, they add or delete
segments or syllables in such a w a y that the word structure
and the stress pattern harmonize more closely.
S o far w e have mainly dealt with children's and IBL's
tendency towards regularization. However, as was mentioned
in passing, children irregularize as well. In the studies of
Hochberg and Nouveau 2 0 to 2 5 % of children's errors are
irregularizations instead of regularizations. This
phenomenon constitutes a serious problem for a rule-based
approach: given that the overgeneral application of a rule for
regular cases can account for the tendency to regularize more
irregular words, it remains unexplained w h y that rule did not
apply in cases of irregularization. In this respect an
exemplar-based approach appears to be more promising:
irregularizations are caused by the N N , the most similar
item in memory. T h e source of the error can be twofold:
either the N N has a stress pattern that is more irregular than
the correct pattern of the novel word, or, as illustrated in this
section, the N N itself has a more regular pattern, but that
pattern is less regular for the novel word.
Conclusion
In this paper, w e investigated a claim in the language
acquisition literature in favor of a rule-based approach and
against an exemplar-based approach. It is argued in this
literature that the patterns found in children's 'errors' provide
unequivocal evidence that they learn rules for stress
assignment instead of learning stress on a word-by-word
basis. T h e specific evidence brought to bear on this issue
comes from children's errors in imitating novel words. It
w a s s h o w n by Hochberg (1988a, b) for Spanish and
Nouveau (1993) for Dutch that children's errors parallel
metrical markedness. Furthermore, the errors consisted
predominantly of regularizations of the stress pattern. This
evidence was taken as an unequivocal indication for a rulebased approach to stress acquisition and against an exemplarbased approach: the parallel between metrical markedness and
production errors and the drive towards regularization are not
to be expected in an exemplar-based approach.
W e argued in this paper that this argumentation leaves
m u c h to be desired. First of all, it w a s pointed out that the
exemplar-based alternative was not tested on its real merits.
W e set out to show that an exemplar-based approach offers a
valid alternative. Instance-Based Learning (IBL) was used in

Table 3: Direction of errors in cases of segmental and/or syllabic changes.
Result of Error
Same

Better
Regular

3-year-olds

EL
[-ex] or L F

3-year-olds

IBL
L F and [-ex]

3-year-olds

IBL
Irregular

3-year-olds

IBL

1
1
65%
72%
75%
96%
95%
85%

70%
69%
30%
14%
25%
4%
5%
15%

an experiment that closely mirrors the imitation task
performed with children: the algorithm was used in an
experiment in which the stress pattern of novel words (at
least for the algorithms) had to be predicted. The results of
the experiment indicate that the system 'erred into patterns':
The specific production errors found in children were also
remarked in IBL's test results. T h e system's errors closely
paralleled metrical markedness, and its tendency to regularize
irregular words was pronounced.
These experimental results show that the patterns of errors
obtained in the language acquisition studies do not
necessarily exclude an exemplar-based explanation in favor
of a rule-based one. Our test with an artificial learner that
uses the similarity of novel words with words stored in
m e m o r y (and that is sensitive to the frequency of stress
patterns) indicates that such an approach to learning m a y
constitute a valid alternative to the rule-based approach
advocated in the literature.
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Abstract
To date, the major focus of research in knowledge representations for artificial intelligence has been on sentential or linguistic formalisms involving logic and rulebased reasoning. There is a growing body of evidence
suggesting, however, that much of human problem solving is achieved, not through the application of rules of inference, but rather through the manipulation of mental
models. Such a model is represented by a system with
a similar relational structure to the reality it represents.
Moreover, spatial reasoning with models involves the inspection and transformation of representations in ways
that are analogous to visually inspecting and physically
transforming entities in the world. Since a crucial component of knowledge acquisition is to capture an expert's
mental state and reasoning strategies, it is important to
shift some of the attention of AI research to the study of
representation techniques that correspond to the mental
models used by humans. The paper begins with a cognitive perspective on model-based reasoning. A knowledge
representation scheme for spatial reasoning with models
is then presented. In this scheme, which has evolved
from research in computational imagery, spatial models
are represented as symbolic arrays where dimensions of
the array correspond to transitive order relations among
entities.
Introduction
Contemplate the planning problem of rearranging the
furniture in your living room. O n e approach to solving
this problem is to physically m o v e the furniture about
the room to evaluate the alternative arrangements. A
less backwrenching approach is to mentally visualize and
analyze the various possibilities. Cognitive psychologists have acknowledged that mental models are fundamental to h u m a n problem solving, particularly for their
predictive and explanatory power in understanding hum a n interactions with the environment and with others
(Stevens k Centner 1983). These models correspond
to internalized representations that can be mentally inspected and trcinsformed. Mental models can also be applied metaphorically in problem solving; a heuristic cited
by orators is to consider a speech as a voyage through
a building where objects along the w a y act as cues to
the next topic. Although some mental models m a y be
specialized and require training to develop (e.g. models for reasoning about the physical behavior of complex
mechanical devices), others are more accessible and correspond to everyday problem solving (e.g. a mental m a p
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Figure 1: Model of a molecular structure

for planning a route from your bedroom to the refrigerator).
Johnson-Laird (1983) describes several types of mental
models. T h e first, and most fundamental, is a relational
model, which is a static frame consisting of tokens that
represent entities in the world and a set of relations that
define the physical relationships a m o n g entities. A spaiial model is a relational model in which the relations of
interest are spatial in nature; tokens are located within
a symbolic multi-dimensional space. For example, the
graphical depiction in Figure 1 could be considered as
a spatial model of a moleculiir structure: each entity
(atomic part) within the structure is represented as a
symbolic token (node in the graph) and structural relations a m o n g entities (relative location and bonding)
are represented using spatial dimensions and links. This
model is neither complete or totally accurate; knowledge
about the bond lengths and angles, and the relative size
of atoms is not captured. However, it explicitly depicts
information that can be used for reasoning about molecular structure and interactions, while discarding irrelevant details.
Just as mental models are pervasive to humein problem
solving, computational models for spatial reasoning provide a foundation for problem solving in AI. This paper
is concerned with the development of a computational
methodology for spatial reasoning with models.
A knowledge representation scheme is presented in
which symbolic array data structures are used, in conjunction with imagery inspection and transformation operations, to reason about the spatial properties of a do-

Mental Models

Figure 2: Array model of a molecular structure

main. Each dimension in an jirray defines a linear-order
relation junong entities in the domain. T h e order m a y
correspond to relative location (e.g. left-of), geographic
(e.g. north-of), temporal (e.g. before) or conceptual
(e.g. taller-thcin) relations. In particular, w e are concerned with trjinsitive relations — i.e. relations r such
that if r{x, y) and r{y, z) then r{x, : ) . For example, the
world represented by the spatial model in Figure 1 could
alternatively be represented eis the symbolic array model
in Figure 2. In this representation the relative locations
of symbols within the array correspond to the relative
locations of atoms within the molecular structure. T h e
relations left-of, right-of, above, etc. in the array m a p
to the corresponding relations in the world. Topological relations, such as bonded-to, contained-in, touching,
etc., can also be represented in an array. In the above
example, adjacency in the array corresponds to bonding
between atoms in the molecular structure. Reasoning at
varying levels of abstraction is achieved in the scheme by
allowing array representations to be defined using recursive data structures; symbols in the array can themselves
denote models at a more detailed level of abstraction.
T h e formalism presented in this paper has evolved
from research in the area of computational imagery
(Glasgow & Papadias 1992; Glasgow 1993b), which involves the study of A I knowledge representation and inferencing techniques that correspond to the representations and processes for mental imagery. In computational imagery, a mathematical theory of arrays provides
a basis for representing and reasoning about visual (e.g.
shape) and spatial (e.g. relative location) properties of
entities in the world. Although results of cognitive studies offered initial motivation for the representations and
functionality of the formalism, the ultimate concerns of
research in computational imagery are expressive power,
inferential aidequacy and efficiency; whenever possible,
the limitations of the h u m a n information processing system are overcome.
T o provide a cognitive perspective of the research area,
the paper begins with a discussion of mental models and
their use in spatial reasoning and problem solving. A
representation scheme for spatial reasoning using symbolic arrays is presented in Section 3. T h e paper concludes with a a s u m m a r y of the described re.search and
its contributions.
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Results of experimental studies in cognitive psychology suggest that m u c h of h u m a n problem solving is
not achieved through rule-based reasoning, but rather
through the manipulation of mental models. That b,
h u m a n s often reason by constructing and transforming
a class of representations that are structurally similar
to the reality they depict. T h e primary purpose of this
paper is to present a computational framework for reasoning about spatial models of the world. Although we
do not suggest that the proposed representation scheme
is necessarily a model of cognition, an understanding of
the underlying principles and behavior of mental models
is important to the development of A I systems for spatial reasoning and problem solving. In paurticular, it is
useful to discriminate between mental models and other
forms of mental representation.
Principles of Mental Models
Although there does not appear to be an agreed on account for what constitutes a mental model, JohnsonLaird (1983) has proposed some weak constraints on
these representations:
• Mental models, and the machinery for constructing
and interpreting them, are computable and finite.
• A description of a single state of affairs is represented
by a single mental model. Indeterminacies are directly
represented only if their use does not result in exponential growth in the number of models.
• T h e structure of a mental model is isomorphic to the
structure of the state of affairs it represents; a model is
constructed from tokens corresponding to the entities
in the domain.
Johnson-Laird asserts that models are akin to how people perceive the world, yet m a y be incomplete or simplified. Moreover, mental models are specific, and can
be used to represent relations concerning space or time.
Inferences are formed, not through the application of formal rules, but through the construction and inspection
of alternative models that are used to validate or refute
a putative conclusion.
Problem solving with spatial models is often associated with the reasoning abilities of mental imagery.
A large body of experimental data has been generated
and theories proposed concerning the representations involved in imagery. These theories fall into three categories: 1) theories that suggest that image representations are analogue or picture-like, 2) theories that Uken
image representations to linguistic descriptions, and 3)
those that suggest that there m a y exist multiple image representations, corresponding to different task demands. Johnson-Laird proposes, as a resolution to the
imagery debate, that there exist three kinds of representation involved in imagery: a propositional descriptive representation, a mental model and a visual image.
W h a t distinguishes a mentcJ model from other forms of
representation is the degree of specificity, which csm be
measured by the amount of information that is made
explicit by the representation.

Reasoning with M e n t a l M o d e l s
One purpose of a mental model is to simulate and thus
predict and/or plan for the behavior of a system. Humans are adept at reasoning about space, yet it is not
well understood how this is accomplished. Forbus (1983)
suggests that it is not through logical theorem proving
or through adgebraic calculations, but through diagrammatic reasoning, that we achieve this competence. He
states that the spatial structure of a diagram allows us
to use our perceptual apparatus to inspect and interpret
models in a way that is analogous to h o w we inspect and
interpret entities in the world. H e further conjectures
that people can reason with less detailed representations
than diagrams — representations which symbolically describe pl2u;es and relationships a m o n g these places.
Theories of inference based on mental models have
suggested that the processing of syllogisms can be
achieved by the inspection of symbolic spatial models
(Huttenlocher 1968). In such theories, a model is constructed in which the symbols denoting entities in the
domain are mapped along an axis corresponding to comparative dimensions such as taller-than/shorter-than or
older-than/younger-than. For example, the description
"John is taller than Mary and Mary is taller than Jane"
is representable as the array | John \ Mary \ Jane |,
where the /e/(-o/relation in the array is interpreted as
taller-than. Using this model, questions such a.s "Is
John taller than Jane?" can be answered using inspection operations analogous to those used in visual inspection. Although it is possible to construct a logical description and rules of inference for syllogistic reasoning, experimental results suggest that mental models that incorporate array representations increase the
efficiency and accuracy of problem solving involving
transitive inferences (Shaver, Pierson, k, Lang 1974;
Kosslyn 1983).
Experiments carried out by Taylor and Tversky (1992)
presented subjects with both route and survey descriptions of spatial domains. Their findings included the
fact that the subjects constructed mental models that
were sufficiently abstract to allow inferences from alternative perspectives. They suggest that the advantage of
such a representation lies in itsflexibility,since it supports exploration of a world from unique points of view
as well as adaptation resulting from change in the environment. Other studies by Tversky (1981,1991) provide
evidence that spatial mental models might be distorted
by an alignment with existing landmarks or frames of reference. For example, when college students were asked
to choose a correct m a p of America from two possibilities, the majority chose the incorrect version wliich was
altered so that South America appeared directly below
North America.
Johnson-Laird (1993) cites three fundamental differences between reasoning with mental models and reasoning with logical representations:
• Model-based reasoning is semantic: it relies on the
construction and inspection of alternative models,
where each model represents a unique state of affairs. Logic-beised reasoning is syntactic: conclusions
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are formed by applying rules of inference to syntactic
forms in order to derive new forms.
• In mental models, symbolic tokens correspond to individual entities; models do not contain variables. M u c h
of logical reasoning is based on the instantiation of
generalized terms containing variables.
• Whereas logical forms mirror the structure of discourse, mental models are structured to mirror the
relations a m o n g entities.
Furthermore, Johnson-Laird suggests that the principles
involved in mental models have serious advantages for
computational reasoning. In particular they allow for
the integration of deductive and nonmonotonic reasoning. Derivations occur by simple model checking (inspection of model representations) and updating of models
can be achieved without the cost of undoing previously
computed deductions resulting from default reasoning.
Representation of Spatial Models
This section presents an approeich to knowledge representation for model-based reasoning where, similar to the
spatial component for computational imagery (Glasgow
k. Papadias 1992), symbolic arrays depict the entities
and relations in a world. T h e scheme was developed using a formal theory of arrays. Array theory is the mathematics of rectangularly arranged, nested data objects
(More 1981). A n array consists of zero or more items
held at positions along multiple axes, where rectangular
arrangement is the concept of objects having spatial positions relative to one another in the collection. Similar
to set theory, array theory is concerned with the concepts
of aggregation, nesting and membership. A n array can
be considered as a multi-dimensional extension of the list
data structure used in Lisp (Jenkins k. Glasgow 1989).
T h e representation of spatial models involves a special
class of arrays — those whose symbols and structure denote entities and their relative locations in the domain
of interest. In order to specify the spatial relations, a
symbol m a y occupy one or more cells of an array. For
example, the description "The ball and the lamp are on
the table and the lamp is to the right of the bair could
be represented as the array:^
6a// lamp
table
Visual information such as shape, relative distance and
relative size is often discarded in a model. However, if
desired, distance and shape attributes can be preserved
in the array representation. Figure 3(a) illustrates an
island m a p similar to the one used by Kosslyn and colleagues (Kosslyn 1980) to study h o w h u m a n s store and
inspect mental maps. M u c h of the information derivable through the visual inspection of the m a p image can
also be inferred from the symbolic array representation
in Figure 3(b). Geographic directions are determined in
this representation by comparing the relative locations
of entities in the array, e.g., the hut is south-of the lake
'In the notation presented, adjacent cells containing the
same symbol are merged into a singe cell.

and west-of the beach. A s well, it can be determined that
the tree is near the lake and that the beach is closer to
the hut than it is to the lake. Relative size and shape
information c&n be preserved in a representation by increeising the granularity of the array. For example, the
shape of the island m a p is computable from the array
representation depicted in Figure 3(c).
A large collection of total, primitive functions, chosen to express fundamental properties of arrays, are described for array theory. These functions, which subs u m e most of the operations of A P L and Lisp, have been
implemented in the programming language Nial (Jenkins, Glasgow, & McCrosky 1986). Array theory provides
a high-level language that can be used for expressing and
proving properties of spatial models. It is currently being employed to specify the primitive operations for constructing, transforming and inspecting array representations. Section 3.2 describes the primitive array functions
for model-based reasoning that have been implemented
in Nial.

Definition.
A n array representation A is
defined as a pair < A , F > such that
• >^ is a multi-dimensional array containing the
set of symbols S y m { A ) . A symbol m a y occupy
more than one location in A , but each location
contmns at most one symbol.
• F is a P-indexed set of boolean array functions. For each n -|- l-ary function fp £ F and
symbols «!,...,«„ G S y m { A ) , fp{8u ...,Sn,A)£
{true, false].

T h e assumption that a location in an array m a y contain
at most one symbol corresponds to the fact that at most
one entity can occupy a single location in space. This
does not preclude, however, the concept of containment
or the fact that a symbol m a y denote a complex entity
consisting of subentities.
A n array representation is a model for a world if all of
the world's relations are representable by a function for
In the remainder of this section, we define an approach the array.
to knowledge representation for spatial reasoning. T h e
Definition.
scheme consists of array representalions, which model
Given a world w = < S, R > and an array reprethe entities and relations in the world, and a set of prtmisentation A = < A , F >, an n-ary relation Wp £ R
tive array functions {oi generating, inspecting and transforming representations.
is represented in A if and only if S = S y m { A )
and for all symbols Si,..., s„ G S:
A n array representation is constructed so that there
fp(si
s„,A) = true if and only if
is a correspondence between the structure of the sym(si,...,s„) € Wp
bolic array ajid the structure of the world being m o d eled. More precisely, a world is representable by an array
for function fp G F.
if there exists a mapping between symbols in the array
An array representation A is an array model for
and entities in the world that preserves the relative loworld w if and only if for every relation Wp G R,
cation of entities. Array representations provide a basis
Wp is represented in A.
for deductive reasoning in a spatial domain.
In the proposed formalism, a world is defined as a set
of entities and a set of spatial relations that are defined
on the entities. Our definition assumes afiniteset P of
predicate symbols that is used to index the relations in
the world.

Definition.
A world w is defined as a pair
< S , R > such that:
• S is afiniteset of symbols that denote the enUties of interest in the world.
• R is afinite,P-indexed set of spaiial relations
defined over the set of symbols 5 for the world.
Each n-ary relation in R is defined in terms of
a set of n-tuples containing entities in S. T h e
notation Wp is used to denote the relation in R
corresponding to predicate symbol p ^ P.

If there exists an array model for a world w then
w e say that w is representable.
A representable world is complete in the sense that all
spatial relationships a m o n g entities are m a d e explicit by
the relations in R, and can thus be represented by eirray
inspection functions in F.
T o illustrate the concept of an axray model,
consider the world described by the set S =
{Britain,PortJigal,Spain,...] of countries in Europe and
their corresponding geographical relationships R indexed
by the set of predicate symbols P = {north-of, west-of,
east-of, south-of and borders-on]. W e can define an array model A = < A , F > iox w where:
• >t is the array depicted in Figure 4.
• The array functions in F are defined to model the
spatial relations in the world. For example, the relation Wu)fit-oj is represented by the function fwest-oj,
which is defined so that an application of the form
fwest-ojisi,S2,A) returns the value true if and only
if symbol Si occurs in a location that is to the left
of the left-most occurrence of symbol S2 in the array
data structure A . Similzurly the relation Wborder>-on
is represented by the function fborders-on, where

Similar to a world, an array representation contains
a set of spatially organized parts. T h e spatial relations
a m o n g parts are determined by a set of boolean functions
that are used to inspect an array data structure.
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Figure 3: Representations of Kosslyn's island m a p

horderi-on{si,S'i,A) evaluates to true just in the case
where symbols s\ and so aie situated in adjacent cells
of array A .
Deductive reasoning is achieved in the representation
scheme through inspection of array models. This approach relies on the semantics, or the mapping between
the representation and the domain of interest. Conclusions are derived by applying array functions that m a p
to the relevant spatial relations in the world. This approach to reasoning can be thought of as a restricted
form of model-theoretic deduction, one which is limited
to inferences that are m a d e explicit by inspection of array representations.
The notion of an array model presented in this section
assumes that a world is representable, that is, all of its
relations are m a d e explicit. It is possible to extend the
representation scheme to include indeterminate worlds
(Glasgow 1994). A n indeterminate world is one which
has multiple possible interpretations, represented as a
set of array models.
Discussion
The work described in this paper extends research in
computational imagery by relating the spatial representation for imagery to cognitive studies of mental m o d els, and by formally defining an array model in terms of
a mapping from symbols in an array to entities in the
world, and from spatial functions in the array model to
spatial relations in the world.
A characteristic of the array representation for modelbased reasoning is that it brings relevant spatial properties to the forefront. T h e entities and spatial relations
in the world are explicitly denoted as symbols and relations in a multi-dimensional array. This representation
provides for a simplified model of the world — one that
captures salient spatial features and suppresses unnecessary or irrelevant details. A benefit of the array representation lies in its succinct encoding and its provision
for updating and change. It can also be distinguished
from traditional logic representations by the fact that

it imposes specificity on a representation, yet symbolic
arrays are more abstract than the visual representations
proposed for reasoning with diagrams.
T h e array representation for spatial reasoning
has measurable computational advantages over prooftheoretic logic systems. In particular, array models can
be used to develop vivid knowledge bases. Levesque
(1986) defines a vivid knowledge base as one that is
structured so that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the entities in the world and the symbols in
the knowledge base, and for every simple relationship
of interest in the world - in our case spatial relationships - there exists corresponding connections emiong
symbols in the knowledge base. Vivid knowledge bases
are consistent and complete. Levesque argues that the
main benefit of vivid knowledge bases is that they provide for efficient worst case reasoning behavior, since
calculating what is logically implicit generally reduces
to retrieving what is explicit. Further arguments concerning the computational advantages of the array representation are presented elsewhere (Glasgow 1993b;
1993a).
T h e proposed model-based approach to reasoning can
be motivated and justified by h u m a n needs. Simon
(1978) has proposed criteria for assessing and selecting representations based on information content and on
ease of programming. These criteria are task dependent
and partially rely on the ability of the programmer to
represent the state of knowledge in the world and the
transformations and inferences that m a y occur. Experimental results in cognitive psychology suggest that hum a n s apply model-based reasoning for problem solving
in a variety of domains. Certainly a formalism that captures the representations and processes associated with
model-based reasoning would facilitate the implementation of computational reasoning systems in such problem
solving domains. Although the scheme was motivated by
h u m a n needs, it can overcome inherent limitations of the
cognitive system. In particular, control strategies can be
developed so that no consistent interpretation for a world
is oveillooked.
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Abstract

Much previous work in developing computational models
of scientific discovery has concentrated on the formation
of basic laws. The important role played by additional
assumptions in this process is a neglected research topic.
W e argue that hypotheses about structure are an important
source of such additional assumptions, and that knowledge
of this type can be embodied in the notion of Informal
Qualitative Models (IQMs). In this paper, w e demonstrate
that such models can be synthesised by applying a set of
operators to the most fundamental model in a domain.
Heuristics are employed to control this process, which
forms the basis of an architecture for model-driven
scientific discovery. Conventional data-driven discovery
techniques can be integrated into this architecture,
resulting in laws which depend crucially on the model that
is applied to a problem. This approach is illustrated by an
historical survey of eighteenth and nineteenth century
solution chemistry, which focuses on the evolution of the
models employed by scientists. A series of models are
synthesised which reflect these historical developments,
showing the importance of structural models both in
understanding certain aspects of the scientific discovery
process, and as a basis for practical discovery systems.
Introduction
In order to deduce a law from a basic theory it is often
logically necessary to m a k e a n u m b e r of additional
assumptions (Zytkow and Lewenstam, 1990). For example,
to derive Kepler's laws deductively from Newton's laws it is
necessary to assume that there are two spherical bodies in
the system, that the distance between them is large relative
to their diameters, and that the mass of one is m u c h smaller
than the mass of the other. Additional assumptions such as
these are frequently structural in nature, and hypothetical.
They are not reducible to basic laws. Thus, knowledge of
structure in science is as important as knowledge of basic
laws or processes.
W e have proposed an architecture for scientific discovery
which is driven by the application of structural models,
which w e have termed Informal Qualitative Models, or
I Q M s (Sleeman et al. 1989; Stacey, 1992; Gordon, in
preparation). Discovery is viewed as a nested search process.
Conventional empirical discovery in the B A C O N tradition
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(Langley et al. 1987) takes place at the lowest level in this
hierarchy. At the immediately superior level in the bieraichy
the discovery process involves heuristic search in the space
of models. Thus, the laws which can be discovered by
empirical discovery techniques depend crucially on the
particular model that is applied to a problem.
I Q M s can be synthesised by starting with a fundamental
structural model of a physical system, which specifies the
structures and sub-structures which m a y exist in the system
(they can be hypothetical), together with the relationships
amongst these structures and sub-structures. A set of model
generation operators can be applied successively to this
fundamental model, to generate m o r e elaborate models.
Operators can add n e w structures or sub-structures to the
model, or change the relationships between these structures.
Search in this space is governed by a set of heuristics, and
each of the models in this space can be used as the starting
point for data driven discovery of numerical laws, or for
theory construction.
Section 2 of this paper will discuss a set of model-driven
discovery episodes taken from the history of eighteenth and
nineteenth century solution chemistry. T h e discussion will
emphasise the changes which occurred to the models
proposed by scientists in their attempts to understand the
domain. Section 3 will attempt to synthesise a space of
models which reflects these historical changes. It is hoped
that this will s h o w the validity of our model-driven
approach, both in understanding certain aspects of the
scientific discovery process, and as a basis for the
implementation of practical discovery systems. Section 4
will discuss further work, and Section 5 will discuss s o m e
related work
The History of Solution Chemistry
It had long been known that the properties of a solution
were different from those of its constituent solvent.
H o w e v e r , the first systematic investigation of this
phenomenon to be published w a s that of Charles Blagden
(1788). Blagden concentrated o n the freezing points of
aqueous solutions, which were k n o w n to be depressed by the
addition of a solute, and found that the freezing point of a
solution decreased with increasing concentration. Table 1
shows s o m e of Blagden's original data, and Figure 1 shows

hydration. If the association model were to apply to aqueous
salt solutions, then the addition of an anhydrous salt to
water would remove s o m e of the water molecules from the
solution to form the hydrated salt c o m p o n e n t of the
solution. This would have the effect of increasing the
effective concentration of the solution (the concentration of
the hydrated salt component in the remainder of the solute).
Rudorff presented several cases in which the relationship
between freezing point and effective concentration w a s more
nearly linear than w a s the relationship between freezing
point and nominal concentration.

the graph of concentration against freezing point for these
data.
Table 1: Some of Biagden's original data freezing points of c o m m o n salt solutions.
Proportion of
Salt to W a t e r

Fr««zing Point
(Fahrenheit)

32:1
24:1
16:1
10:1
7.8:1
6.2:1

27.5
25.25
21.5
18.5
13.5

29

5:1

9.5

4.5:1

7.25
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> N / ^ » - ®

29

27J

2SJS

21.S

l»S

13S

9S

X

7.25

Freezing Point (Fahrcnheil)

^

Figure 1: Graph of data from Table 1.
It is remarkable to note that throughout the subsequent
w o r k in this field, Biagden's law, which states that the
depression of the freezing point of a solution is proportional
to its concentration, w a s accepted as being essentially
correct. M u c h of the later w o r k w a s to focus on the
appropriate definition of concentration, which is crucially
dependant on the model that is applied to the problem. T h e
model that Blagden applied w a s essentially the simplest
possible, the physical mixing model, in which the particles
of solute and solvent are disttibuted evenly throughout the
solution, with neither of them being changed in any way.
Thus, concentration here is just nominal concentration, the
proportion of solute to solvent in the solution. Figure 2(a)
illustrates this model.
In his o w n work on solution chemistry Rudorff (1861)
w a s to focus on anomahes to Biagden's law where the ratio
of freezing point to nominal concentration w a s in increasing
progression. In order to account for this p h e n o m e n o n ,
Riidorff proposed a n e w model for the suiicture of solutions,
the association model. In this framework, the solute and
solvent exist in the solution in the form of an association
between particles, though neither solute or solvent particles
are changed in any way. This model is illusu^ted in Figure
2(b). Rudorff seems to have formulated this model by
analogy from certain salts which can exist in a solid hydrated
form, in which the salt contains a certain amount of water of
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Figure 2: T h e physical mixing (a) and
association (b) I Q M s for solutions.
The French chemist De Coppet (1871) proposed that
multiple associations could exist simultaneously in the
same solution, in proportions that varied with concentration.
Thus, in the case of Copper (II) Chloride, hydrated salts in
solution could consist entirely in the form C U C I 2 . I 2 H 2 O ,
entirely in the form C U C I 2 . 4 H 2 O , or as a mixture of the
two forms, in proportions that varied with concentration. B y
proposing a multiple association model, D e Coppet w a s
able to explain all of the observed behaviours of the freezing
points of aqueous salt solutions, where theratioof freezing
point to nominal concentration w a s linear, in increasing
progression (due to the formation of hydrates in solution) w
in decreasing progression (due to the decomposition of
previously formed hydrates).
During his work on solution chemistry, D e Coppet
remarked that there appeared to be certain similarities in the
behaviours of similar salts. It w a s these aspects of solution
chemistry, commonalities across different substances, which
most interested Raoult (1884) in his truly comprehensive
w o r k involving solutions of hundreds of different
compounds in eight different solvents.
In thefirstphase of his work, Raoult concerned himself
with the concept of the molecular lowering of a compound.

the lowering of the freezing point of the solution produced
by Ig of the c o m p o u n d dissolved in lOOg of water,
multiplied by the molecular mass of that compound. B y
comparing compounds in the same groups, Raoult noticed
that there were systematic differences in their molecular
lowerings. Extending this analysis, Raoult proposed that
the depression of the freezing point of a solution was the
sum of the partial depressions produced by each radical that
was found in a molecule of the solute. For example, the
molecular lowering for Barium Chloride (BaCl2) was
calculated to be 48 (8 for the B a radical, plus 20 for each of
the CI radicals), and observed to be 48.6.
There were a significant number of anomalies that Raoult
could not explain adequately, but be was able to hypothesise
new models to explain m a n y of these anomalies. H e
proposed decompositions of compounds in solution, and the
association of salt molecules in groups of two or three.
Finally, he even proposed a general model in which
molecules of water were themselves associated. These final
models, introducing the notion of polymerism, are further
variations on Riidorffs association model.
Raoult's work took place at the time of the emergence of
the theory of electrochemistry. However, although he
recognised the importance of radicals in solution chemistry
(in the case of aqueous salt solutions), and proposed the
additive effects of radicals on determining the properties of a
compound, Raoult did not propose that salts were actually
physically dissociated into their radicals in solution. This
final step in the history of solufion chemistry was left to
Svante Arrhenius. It had been k n o w n since the 1830s that
salt molecules in solution were dissociated into anions and
cations when an electric current was passed through the
solution, but it was thought that this was the result of the
molecules being "torn apart" by the action of the electric
current. Arrhenius' (1887) contribution to the history of
solution chemistry was to propose that this situation existed
in normal salt solutions. Figure 3 shows this dissociation
model of solutions.
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specific volume and specific gravity, heat of neutralisation,
etc.
M a n y of the anomalies observed by Raoult were
explainable using Arrhenius' model by postulating different
degrees of dissociation, from 0 for weak acids, to 1 for
strong acids and highly dilute salts of monovalent atoms.
However, there still remained anomalies that could not be
explained, leading to several proposed modifications to
Arrhenius' theory. O n e set of modifications are of particular
interest from our point of view. These thecxies proposed that
water molecules could be bound to ions in solution. This
model is in a sense a hybrid of the ionic dissociation and
association models.
Synthesising IQMs for Solution Chemistry
As described earlier, a space of IQMs can be generated by
starting with the simplest possible model in a particular
domain, and applying a set of operators to that model to
generate successively more elaborate models. In the domain
of solution chemistry the simplest model is the physical
mixing model - Figure 2(a). Table 2 shows a number of
operators that are used in the generation of I Q M s for
solution chemistry. The operators are divided into ionic and
non-ionic types. Ionic operators are further subdivided into
break-ionic and combine-ionic. T h e break-ionic
operator breaks apart a substance into its constituent ions.
combine-ionic performs the opposite task, combining
ions back together (in a w a y that is constrained by the signs
of the ions in question, and their valences). The two nonionic operators, b r e a k - n o n i o n i c and c o m b i n e nonionic, serve essentially the same purpose as the two
ionic operators, combining objects together or breaking
them apart, but apply not only to ions, but to any other
structures, e.g. atoms and molecules. In other words these
operators create and destroy associations.
Figure 4 illustrates h o w successive application of the
operators of Table 2 can generate a space of models for
aqueous solutions of c o m m o n salt. Figure 4 is not intended
to be exhaustive, but is simply intended to illustrate the
process of model generation, and to s h o w h o w this
formulation of a space of I Q M s fits in with the historical
record of the major discovery episodes in solution
chemistry . Certain multiple paths to each model are
omitted from the diagram, for the sake of clarity. Table 3
contains a selection of the operator applications required to
generate the models shown in Figure 4.
S o m e of the models appearing in Figure 4 are labelled
with uppercase letters. These can be summarised as follows:

Figure 3: The dissociation model of solutions.
In order to test bis hypothesis, Arrhenius compared his
predictions with the data of Raoult on the freezing points of
solutions, and found a marked similarity between them. H e
also found that m a n y other phenomena involving dilute salt
solutions were of a similar, additive nature, whereby the
properties of the solution were the sum of the properties of
its component parts (which correspond to ions in Arrhenius'
hypothesis). This applied to properties such as conductivity,
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A This model, represenUng water molecules as
existing in pairs, first appeared in the historical
record due to Raoult.
B
Also due to Raoult, this model represents solute
molecules as existing in pairs, or, more generally,
"polymerism".

1 Certain of these models do not in fact directly appear in the
historical record. They are all plausible models of solution
behaviour, however.

Table 2: Generation operators for models of solution chemistry.
Operator

Preconditions

Effects

object must be enable
of being broken into predeflned ions.
objectl and objectl
must be of opposite sign.

Produces a model, in which
object is broken into its ions
to degree degree.
Produces a model in which
objectl and object2 are
ionically combined to degree
degree.
Produces a model in which
object is dissociated into its
component parts to degree
degree.
Produces a model in which
objectl and objectl are
associated in theratioratio,
to degree degree.

Parameters

break-ionic

object: molecule
degree: 0 to 1

combine-ionic

object!: ion
object2: ion
degree: 0 to 1

break-nonionic

object: association between
atoms, molecules or ions
degree: 0 to 1

object must be capable
of being broken into
deflned subparts.

combine-nonionic

objectl: atom, molecule, ion
object2: atom, molecule, ion
ratio: integer
degree: 0 to 1

objectl and objectl
cannot both be ions.

A

n

X
X

Paths to other descendants

Ma

•

positive/negative ions

CI
F
--t--

0

o

•

H

1.2...

operator applications

NaCl

A

HjO

Figure 4: A partial search space of solution chemistry models.
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Table 3: Operator calls for generating a space of solution chemistry models.
Refer to Figure 4. root represents the fundamental model for solution chemistry.

2
3
5

Operator Call

Cominents

break-ionic( root NaCl _ )
combine-nonionic( root H 2 O H 2 O 1 _ )
combine-nonionic( root NaCl H 2 O 2 _ )

Split NaCl into ions N a + and Cl"
Creaie a dimer of H 2 O molecules
Create an association between H 2 O and NaCl in
the ratio 2:1
Create an association between NaCl and H 2 O in
the ratio 1:4
Create an association between Na"*" and H 2 O in
the ratio 1:2

8 combine-nonionic( _ NaCl H2O 4 _ )
9 combine-nonionic( .Na"*" H2O 2 _ )

1992). However, the models described in this paper are
purely structural models. Although some previous work has
been concerned with Uie use of process models in scientific
D
discovery (e.g. Falkenhainer and Rajamoney, 1988; Zytkow,
E
1990), many important scientific domains would seem to
F
require models which have both structural and process
components. S o m e examples would be osmosis (Stacey,
1992), and ion-selective electrodes (Zytkow and Lewenstam,
1990). Generalising the notion of I Q M s to include aspects
of process would therefore seem to be important for
We propose that search through a space of models, such as
widening their range of applicability.
that depicted in Figure 4, can be controlled by two simple
In addition, although the notion of a space of models
heuristics, parsimony and coherence. Parsimony favours
generated by the application of a set of operators is more
simpler models. W h e r e the space is explored by the
systematic than previous presentations of IC^Ms, which were
application of I Q M generation operators, this equates to a
rather ad-hoc (e.g. Gordon, 1992; Stacey, 1992), the
question of the origin of the "seed" model and the operators
preference for models that result from the smallest number
for specialising this model remain to be addressed.
of operator applications. Coherence favours models which
result from successive application of the same operators, or
A n examination of the history of solution chemistry
models which result from application of similar operators.
shows the great importance of analogy in model application
The order of appearance of the models in the historical record
in science. Both die association and dissociation models of
seems to follow closely that predicted by the use of these
solutions were inspired by analogous situations in other
branches of chemistry. Roverso, Edwards, and Sleeman
heuristics.
The H U M E discovery system has been implemented,
(1992) have recently begun to consider the role of analogy in
based around the ideas of I Q M generation and application.
model-driven discovery.
H U M E uses each of the models from Figure 4 as a basis for
numeric law discovery (Gordon, 1992,1993, in preparation). Related Work
H U M E ' S numeric law discovery component is provided by
The scientific problem of constructing and revising
the A R C system (Moulet, 1991). EssenUally, the models
structural models has been the focus of various studies, and
used by H I M E determine the precise nature of the laws that
has resulted in a number of discovery systems. The S T A H L
the system is able to discover (e.g. by determining the exact
(Langley et al. 1987) and S T A H L p (Rose and Langley,
definition of the "concentration" property in each case), and
1986) systems construct componential models of substances
can provide a level of explanatory support for these laws.
by identifying the components that are involved in reactions.
R E V O L V E R (Rose, 1989) uses domain knowledge to revise
Further Work
such models. D A L T O N (Langley et al. 1987) constructs
At present, the model-driven approach described in thisatomic
paper models of substances, from reactions of the type
has provided some useful insights into important aspects of
produced as output from Uie S T A H L system. Although each
of these systems can be viewed as undertaking search in a
scientific discovery which have as yet received little
attention. In particular, the formulation of a space of
space of structural models, the closest correspondence with
suiictural models has increased our understanding of the
the work described in this paper is in the G E L L - M A N N
system (Fischer and Zytkow, 1992). G E L L - M A N N models
history of a number of scientific domains including solution
the discovery of quarks in particle physics, using a set of
chemistry. Carbon-13 nuclear magnetic resonance
operators to construct and evaluate structural models of
spectroscopy, and the solubility of organic compounds. In
addition, it has formed the basis of a number of implemented quaiks.
discovery systems; specifically H U M E , and O z (Stacey,
C

The simple association model,firstintroduced by
Riidorff.
Complete ionic dissociation,firstproposed by
Arrhenius.
The multiple association model, due to D e Coppet.
A n association between water molecules and
previously dissociated ions. O n e of the
modifications proposed to account for anomalies
unexplainable using Arrhenius' theory.
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Raoult, F.M. (1884). Loi g^ndrale de congelation des
dissolvants. Annales de Chimie et de Physique, (6) II, 66124.
Knowledge of structure is an important aspect of scientific
Rose, D. & Langley, P. (1986). Chemical discovery as
discovery. Actual or hypothetical structural models of
belief revision. Machine Learning, 1,423-452.
physical systems can be vital to the discovery process.
Rose, D. (1989). Using domain knowledge to aid scientific
Finding the right model is often the important discovery
theory revision. In Proceedings of the Sixth International
problem. The concept of Informal Qualitative Models,
Workshop on Machine Learning, (pp. 272-277). San
together with the formulation of a space of such models, has
Mateo, C A : Morgan Kaufmann.
proved to be useful in increasing our understanding of the
Roverso, D., Edwards, P. & Sleeman, D. (1992). Machine
historical development of a number of scientific domains.
discovery by model driven analogy. In J. M . Zytkow
Integrated into an architecture for model-driven scientific
(Ed.), Proceedings of the M L 9 2 Workshop on Machine
discovery these concepts have also led to the development of
Discovery (pp. 87-97). Aberdeen.
a number of discovery systems. However, much work
Riidorff, F. (1861). Ueber das gefrieren des wassers aus
remains to be done on extending the applicability of the
salzlOsungen. Annalen der Physik und Chemie, 114, 63approach. Current areas of investigation include the
81.
importance of analogy in model generation/refinement, and
Sleeman. D.H., Stacey, M.K., Edwards. P & Gray, N.A.B.
representation of process information. The question of the
(1989). A n architecture for theory-driven scientific
origin of the fundamental structural models of a domain is
discovery. In K. Morik (Ed.). Proceedings of the Fourth
also as yet unresolved.
European Working Session on Learning (pp. 11-24).
Montpellier, France: Pitman/Morgan-Kaufmann.
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that the cortical representation of the image m a y be desynchronized. A s long as the retinal image is constant, this does
A key problem in cognitive science concerns how the brainnot cause serious problems. However, when there is motion
binds together parts of an object into a coherent visual obin the retinal image, the visual system needs to ensure that
ject representation. One difficulty that this binding process
all the parts corresponding to the same retinal image are proneeds to overcome is that different parts of an object may be
cessed together, to avoid false conjunctions that could impair
processed by the brain at different rates and may thus become
recognition of objects in a scene. Under extreme conditions,
desynchronized. Perceptualframingis a mechanism that resynsuch as the rapid presentation of visual stimuli, it can happen
chronizes cortical activities corresponding to the same retinal
that false conjunctions do occur (Intraub, 1985).
object A neural network model based on cooperation between
Perceptual framing is the process w h w e b y the parts of an
oscillators via feedback from a subsequent processing stage is
presented that is able to rapidly resynchronize desynchronized
image are resynchronized (Varela, Toro, John, &. Schwartz,
featural activities. Model properties help to explain perceptual
1981). In the present study, a neural network model is preframing data, including psychophysical dau about temporal
sented that exhibits perceptual framing. That is, temporally
order judgments. These cooperative model interactions also
offset inputs to the network are resynchronized. The present
simulate daU concerning the reduction of threshold contrast
study also shows that perceptual framing can be implemented
as a function of stimulus length. The model hereby provides
with the same type of horizontal connections that have been
a unified explanation of temporal order and threshold contrast
postulated in a model of form perception and perceptual
data as manifestations of a cortical binding process that can
grouping (Grossbag & MingoUa. 1985a, 1985b).
r^idly resynchronize image parts which belong together in
Another issue that has to be solved by the visual system is
visual object representations.
that information in the visual cortex is spatially distributed.
H o w does this information get bound together into coho^ent
Introduction
object rqjresentations? This is necessary since the interpreThe primate visual system performs the complex task of antation of an image, which includes the recognition and the
alyzing the visual environment in several stages. At the first
localization of objects in the image, requires global informastage, the retina, the incoming image is transduced into neution. The anatomy of visual cortex suggests that horizonral signals. These signals are then transmitted to the lateral
tal connections within each area, and feedback connections
geniculate nucleus ( L G N ) and from there to the striate cortex
between different areas, occur at multiple processing stages
(VI). Cells in all these stages have comparatively small re(Felleman & Van Essen. 1991; Gilbert, 1993). The present
ceptivefields,with the biggest being in VI. Striate receptive
study focuses on interactions between neighboring neurons
fields have at most a diameter of about one degree in the fovea
via feedback from subsequent processing stages. It is shown
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1968). Unlike the receptivefieldsof cells
that horizontal integration within the visual cortex can enin the retina and the L G N , receptivefieldsof striate neurons
hance performance of single cortical cells, and thus can form
tend to have a preferred orientation. These cellsfireoptimally
a starting point for the global understanding of visual images.
when a bar of their preferred orientation is in their receptive
fields. Since the receptivefieldsare rather small, it can be said
Perceptual Framing
that striate neurons respond to local features, and hence they
decompose the retinal image into its main local orientations. Perceptual framing is the process of binding together parts of
It is known that the latency of the response onset of retinal neural representations corresponding to the same image that
and geniculate neurons is variable, even to identical stimmay have come temporally out of register due to early prouli (Sh^ley & Victor, 1978; Sestokas & Lehmkuhle, 1986).
cessing. Bottom-up convergence of signals in visual cortex
does not suffice as a mechanism for resynchronization, if only
Moreover, the latency depends on stimulus parameters. More
luminant stimuli are processed faster than less luminant stim- because cortical cells have a fast rate of integration (Mason,
uli, and higher spatial frequencies are processed faster than
NicoU, & Stratford, 1991), yet the responses of cortical cells
lower spatial frequencies (Bolz, Rosn^, & Wassle, 1982; within thefirst5 m s after response onset is a 9 5 % accurate
predictor of the entire response strength (Celebrini, Thorpe,
Sestokas & Lehmkuhle, 1986).
TrottCT, & Imbert, 1993; O r a m & Perrett, 1992). It has also
Since most images from a real environment contain a vabeen shown that synchronization cannot be mediated by a
riety of luminances and spatial frequencies, processing of
different parts of an image m a y happen at different rates, so clocking mechanism such as the cortical alpha-rhythm (Gho
Abstract
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& Varela, 1989).
Here w e model h o w synchronization of distributed cortical activities can temporally realign out-of-phase image parts.
The results model data showing that cortical activities synchronize in the cat and in the monkey when a stimulus is
present in the visualfield(Eckhom, Bauer, Jordan, Brosch,
Kruse, M u n k , & Reitboeck, 1988; Gray & Singer, 1989), even
when the receptivefieldsof the units recorded do not overlap.
This synchronization property of the neural network model
means that if two stimuli are presented at two different locations, separated by a stimulus onset asynchrony ( S O A ) , then
the neural activities at the locations corresponding to those
stimuli are separated by a smaller amount of time. This is
h o w perceptual framing manifests itself in this model. Synchronization can only occur for S O A s that are not too big, so
that perceptual framing only occurs for small S O A s .
A w a y to test this notion of perceptual framing is to link
it to temporal order judgments (TOJs) of two separate visual
stimuli. W h e n perceptual framing breaks d o w n , two stimuli
will be perceived as successive, and thus it will be possible for
observers to identify their temporal order. Hirsch and Sherrick
(1961) have found a psychometric function of the accuracy of
TOJs as a function of the stimulus onset asynchrony. llieir
results are shown in Figure 1. At an S O A of 20ms, observers
can tell the temporal order with 7 5 % accuracy.
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field), then an increase of stimulus size leads to a reduction
of threshold contrast (Thomas, 1978). These experiments
were conducted under the assumption that spatial summation
only occurs within the range of a receptivefield,and hence
little data are available that indicate cooperative interactions
over sizes that go significantly beyond a single receptive field.
Gilbert (1993) has, however, reviewed evidence challenging
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Figure 2: Comparison between psychophysical data and computer simulations. Normalized threshold contrast as a function of normalized stimulus size. Solid line: results firom
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The present authors are aware of only one study that compares contrast thresholds when stimulus lengths go beyond
that of the diameter of a single striate receptivefield.Essock
(1990) showed a reduction of threshold contrast up to grating
lengths of 5.5 degrees. T h e results of Essock (1990) are replotted in Figure 2. It can be seen h o w the threshold decreases
with increasing stimulus length. The length over which pooling occurs is too long to allow an explanation within a striate
receptivefield,thus suggesting some kind of horizontal cortical cooperation. In the present study w e call this effect spatial
pooling to distinguish it from spatial summation proper.
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Figure 1: Accuracy of temporal order judgment as a function
of S O A . Comparison between experimental results and the
model proposed. S O A indicates the time by which stimulus
one (e.g. the "right stimulus") leads the other stimulus in a
two stimulus presentation task. The ordinate gives the percent responses that stimulus one appearedfirst.Solid line:
results from experimental study. Dashed line: results from
simulation of the model.

Description of the Model
Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a, 1985b) developed a model
called the Boundary Contour System (BCS) for the genoation of emergent boundary segmentations by the visual cortex.
This model was later adapted to show that cortical synchronization of neural activities does not require the presence of a
central clocking mechanism (Grossberg «& Somers, 1991). In
the present study, w e further develop and modify this model.
There are two layers, one consisting of fast-slow neural oscillators (Ellias & Grossberg, 1975), and the other of bipole
cells, that receive input to two separate receptivefieldlobes.

Spatial P o o l i n g
Spatial summation is the effect that w h e n stimuli are very
small (typically smaller than the size of a striate receptive
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in addition to receiving direct bottom-up input. In the present
simulations, bipole cellsfireif at least two of its three receptive zones are activated. The architecture of the model is
shown in Figure 3.

L ^ . J

probability p . In Figure 1 the experimental results of Hirsch
and Sherrick (1961) about temporal order judgments and the
simulation results are compared. T h e simulations match the
data closely.
W e also tested the model against psychophysical data on

C,>>'

n
n

Figure 3: The architecture of the model proposed. A layer
of fast-slow oscillators is coupled via a layw of bipole cells.
In cono^t to previous versions of the model, there is a direct
signal from each oscillator to its corresponding bipole cell
which facilitates boundary completion.

spatial pooling (Essock, 1990) by finding the minimal inputs
necessary to yield oscillations (and th^^fore activities above
baseline level) for different input sizes. The results from
the simulations and from the experiment were normalized.
Normalization was paformed by dividing the input (or the
In the simulations two stimuli of the same length are pre- contrast) by the value at which it asymptotes for large stimsented to different locations of the neural netwoik, separated
ulus sizes. Since smaller stimuli require more contrast to be
by an S O A . The internal time differ^ce A^ is the minimal
detected, the normalized contrast for these stimuli is greater
time between peaks of neural activity of the fast neurons at
than one. Size was also normalized with respect to the asympthe two sites corresponding to the stimuli. For different S O A s
toting size. The normalized experimental data and c o m p u t e
we found the internial time difference At for the corresponding
simulations are shown in Figure 2. The difference between
neural signals in our model. The time of the response peak
the two curves at small stimulus lengths can be attributed to
corresponding to each of the two stimuli is a random varithe fact that in the present study it was assumed that the stimable, and the mean of the difference between the two random
ulus spans the full size of the cortical receptivefields.H a d w e
variables corresponding to the two stimuli is the internal time
taken into account that very small stimuli only excite parts of
difference At. The probability that each of those neural sigthe receptivefieldof a single neuron, and thus the bottom-up
nals occurs at any given time follows the normal distribution,
input is weakened and needs to be compensated by higher
where the mean of thefirstsignal can be set to zero, and the
contrast, the match would be very good. However, in this
study the focus was on lateral interactions via feedback.
mean of the second can be set to At. The standard deviation
of the time of the peak response <t is the same for both, and
Discussion
has been reported to be 6 m s (Maunsell & Gibson, 1992; Zack,
1973). The probability that the signal corresponding to the
In this study, w e have shown data about that p«x:eptual framfirst stimulus is pCTceivedfirstcan be found by taking the ing and spatial pooling can be quantitatively explained using
difference of the two random variables, which is also a nora model neural process of cortical cooperation across space
mal distribution, with mean At and standard deviation v^<r.
and time. Such an architecture helps to bind percq)tion of a
Thus the probability that thefirststimulus in a two stimuli
whole with its parts, and thus provides a key step in the global
paradigm is perceivedfirst,and hence that the temporal order
integration of a pox^ept. It is also k n o w n that synchronizaof the stimuli is perceived correctly is given by
tion of convergent neural inputs drive long-term potentiation
(LTP) (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993). Thus perceptual framing
m a y be utilized not only for recognition, but also for learning
- A ^ ) ^
about the visual environment. Indeed it is k n o w n that perceptual learning can occur quickly, with effects lasting for a
where 4> is the cumulative normal distribution function. Each
long time (Kami & Sagi, 1993). Together these results sugS O A leads to a different value for At, and hence a diff^ent
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gest that perceptual framing can set up a resonant state that
drives learning processes, as in Ad^tive Resonance Theory
(Grossberg, 1976.1980).

ms (Eckhom, Frien, Bauer, Woelbem, & Kehr, 1993). It was
found that putting a timest^ of 1 unit in the model equal to
1 ms yields good results. The integration stepsize used was
/f = 0.1 ms. The parameters used throughout this report are
Appendix: Details of the model
A = l,B = \,C = 20,D = 33.3,E = 0.l,F = 0.5,no =
4,Qo = 0.9,m = 5,Qt = O.OOXXcpi = l,w = 6.
In the simulations of the model there were 64 oscillators arIn the temporal order judgment simulations, each node reranged along a ring. Each oscillator consisted of two nodes
each, one fast and one slow. The activity of the fast node is ceived a constant level of background activity (/< = 0.15).
Two nodes received an input (/, = 0.65) which lasted for 250
denoted by x,, of the corresponding slow node by y,-. The
index t denotes the position of the oscillator, and ranges from ms. Thefirstinput (i = 33) comes at simulation onset, the
1 to 64. Oscillators with indices differing by one are neigh- second input (t = 34) comes on later by an amount specified
bors. Since the oscillators are arranged as aring,units indexed with SOA.
In the spatial pooling simulations the background activity
by 1 and 64 respectively are also neighbors. This structure
was set to zero, to avoid unwanted lateral interactions. For
was chosen to avoid edge effects. Care was taken to ensure
that input was sufficiently far removed from the wrap around each stimulus size all units that received input received the
same value. Threshold input was the lowest value (up to 0.01)
position to avoid undesirable side effects. The input to the
network is denoted by I, and it is position specific. Associatedthat led to oscillations.
with every oscillator there is a bipole cell, whose activity is
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h u m a n behavior (e.g., Coltheart et al., 1993; McCloskey,
1991; Prasada & Pinker, 1993).
This research investigated the effects of prior knowledge on In this paper w e examine an important difference between
learning in psychologically-plausible connectionist networks.
these connectionist networks and children w h o are learning
This issue was examined with respect to the benchmark
to read that m a y account for some of these discrepancies.
orthography-to-phonology mapping task (Sejnowski &
Beginning readers already possess extensive knowledge of
Rosenberg, 1986; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
the structure of spoken language. They have learned which
Learning about the correspondences between orthography and
phonemic segments occur in their language and about the
phonology is a critical step in learning to read. Children
constraints that govern p h o n e m e sequencing (the
(unlike the networks mentioned above) bring to this task
phonotactics
of the language). Their task is then to learn
extensive knowledge about the sound-structure of their
h o w orthographic symbols relate to this phonological
language. W e first describe a simple neural network that
structure. T h e Seidenberg and McClelland model, in
acquired some of this phonological knowledge. W e then
summarize simulations showing that having this knowledge
contrast, possessed no prior knowledge of phonology and
in place facilitates the acquisition of orthographicwas initialized with random weights. This created a more
phonological correspondences, producing a higher level of
difficult learning task than the one confronting the
asymptotic performance with fewer implausible errors and
beginning reader: the network had to learn about
better nonword generalization. The results suggest that
phonological structure at the same time it was learning to
connectionist networks may provide closer approximations to
m a p orthography onto it.
human performance if they incorporate more realistic
W e examined the role of prior knowledge in such
assumptions about relevant sorts of background knowledge.
networks in two steps. W efirstdeveloped a connectionist
network that learned about the phonological structure of
Introduction
English monosyllables. W e then examined h o w including
Although cognitive scientists have emphasized h o w
or excluding this phonological knowledge affected the task
children's acquisition of knowledge is constrained by prior
of learning orthographic-phonological correspondences. W e
knowledge (either innate or the result of prior learning),
compared two networks that were identical except that one
such constraints are rarely incorporated in connectionist
was configured with the phonological structure that was
networks. Consider, for example, the well-studied task of
learned in thefirstsimulation, and the other was configured
learning the correspondences between orthography
with the usual random weights. Results suggest that
(spelling) and phonology (sound). This knowledge plays an
providing prior knowledge of phonological structure results
important role in learning to read (Adams, 1989); moreover,
in more rapid learning, a greatly reduced tendency to
the inconsistencies in these correspondences in English
produce implausible utterances, and better nonword
(FIVE-GIVE, H E R E - W E R E , etc.) present an interesting
generalization.
learning problem. Sejnowski and Rosenberg's NETtalk
(1987) was the first connectionist model applied to this task; Simulation 1: Induction Of Phonological
Seidenberg and McClelland (1989) developed a related
Constraints
model that simulated detailed aspects of h u m a n performance
The network consisted of 29 units that were fully connected
in reading words aloud. T h e S M 8 9 model w a s limited in
to each other, plus the bias associated with each unit. The 29
two important respects, however. First, it performed more
units were used to encode words consisting of C V C
poorly than people on generalization trials (reading
sequences of phonemes. Phonemes were represented in
nonwords such as JINJE or K E D E ) (Besner et al, 1990).
terms of standard phonetic features (e.g., voiced, labial);
Second, m a n y of the pronunciations that it produced as
each unit corresponded to one of these features; 12 feature
errors contained phoneme sequences that are not permitted
bits were used for each consonant and 5 for the vowel.
in English (e.g., SPIN - > SIPN). The defects in this model
Weights on connections between units were initially
have been taken as reflecting important limitations on the
randomized and each unit's connection to itself was frozen
capacities of neural networks to capture detailed aspects of
at 0.5. T h e effect of this is that a unit's activation,
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unit;, V/ij is the weight from unit i to unity, and/is the
sigmoid function.
The output at each time step from 1 to 4 w a s compared
with the input phonemes. W h e r e the output disagreed with
the phonemic representation, a s u m of squared error signal
was computed. Thus, the network w a s being asked to
recreate and hold the pattern that had been present at step 0
over steps 1-4. T h e weights connecting the units to each
other were modified according to the standard backprop
through time algorithm for training recurrent connectionist
nets (Williams & Zipser, 1989, 1990). Because each unit's
auto-connection w a s firozen, each unit needed input from its
neighbors to hold its former value. A unit received a high
error signal w h e n it failed to receive sufficient activation or
inhibition from its neighbors; thus, the learning algorithm
causes agonistic or antagonistic tendencies a m o n g the units
to be represented in the weight space. Specifically, the
model encoded both the intra-segmental regularities (i.e., the
fact that only some combinations of features produce actual
phonemes) and intersegmental regularities (i.e., the fact that
only some sequences of phonemes are legal). T h e resulting
weight space represents a set of stable attractor states (Plaut
& McClelland, 1993). These states represent phonemically
and phonotactically legal sound patterns in the target
language represented by the C V C s .
W e evaluated the effectiveness of the representations
formed in this stage by determining the extent to which the
network w a s able to perform pattern completion. Given a
partially-specified input, could the network use knowledge
of phonological structure to generate legal patterns? A
sample of items fi'om the training corpus of all C V C words
was prepared. Each form w a s presented into a matrix of
weights taken from the prewiring network. For each output
unit in the form, w e determined whether the unit w a s getting
the correct level of activation from its neighbors. T h e unit
being evaluated w a s u n d a m p e d , and the s u m m e d input to
that unit from its neighbors (i.e. the dot product of the
feature values and the weight vector) w a s compared with the
unit's real value for that form. Thus the phonological output
space was disturbed by the deletion of one unit, and the test
determined to what extent that one unit could be pulled into
its correct value by the activations of its neighbors.
If the s u m m e d input to a unit from its neighbors w a s
negative, and the unit w a s supposed to be off, or if the

s u m m e d input w a s positive and the unit w a s supposed to be
on, the unit was scored as receiving correct activation from
its neighbors. If not, it w a s incorrect. T h e average squared
value of the units' correct activation from its neighbors
minus the squared value of incorrect activations is
multiplied by the frequency of the word form. This gave a
scalar measure of the accuracy to which the weights
encoded regularities in the representation for that unit for
that word form. This test w a s done over all units in the
phonological representation, and the resulting score for each
unit was then multiplied by the frequency of the w o r d form
being tested. This way, an error m a d e within the word form
C Z A R did not penalize the network as m u c h as an error in
the word form C A R would. This test w a s repeated for each
word form in the training corpus, and the recorded results
for each unit were averaged. This gave a measure of the
probability that the network's weight space could coerce
unspecified values into a legal pattern.

Normalized Accuracy

independent of all other inputs, slowly drops off from its
initial value over time.
The training set consisted of a set of 564 C V C words
taken from an online dictionary. The training procedure was
as follows. The probability that a word would be selected
for training was a function of its Kucera and Francis (1967)
frequency. A word was selected and at timestep 0, all 29
units were clamped with its correct phonological
representation. At timesteps 1 to 4, they were undamped
and allowed to mutually activate and de-activate each other.
A unit's aggregate input isfirstcomputed as the weighted
sum of the current output of all other units connected to it.
This aggregate input is applied to a sigmoidal squashing
function. Formally, the output o of unit j at time t is
(I
;(')=/ HV;_^..0_.(,-1) where / is the set of units connected to
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Figure 1
This measure was evaluated during the training of the net,
and its value is shown infigure1. Initially, with the weights
randomly assigned, the value was zero; a unit is no more
likely to receive correct activation from its neighbors than it
is to get incorrect activation. B y the end of 2000 training
epochs, a weighted average of 8 3 % of the output units
across all C V C words receive correct activation from their
neighbors. Thus, the model had encoded sufficient
information about phonological structure to tolerate
degradation of the input pattern. This knowledge is not
perfect, but neither is the child's at the onset of reading
education.
Simulations 2-3: The Reading Task
The network used in these simulations was constructed as
follows. T h e output layer consisted of the same 2 9 units
representing phonological output as in Simulation 1; there
also were 80 hidden units and 27 orthographic input units.
Input units were connected to all hidden and output units.
The hidden units were fully connected to each other, and to
the output units. Similarly, the output units were fully

connected to each other and to all hidden units. Biases were
connected to all non-input units.
Training Regime
A set of input-output pairs w a s prepared. The input forms
consisted of orthographic strings corresponding to the
spelling of the words from Simulation 1. The output forms
were the feature values for the phonological representations
of the words. T h e network was recurrent, and had to hold
the output value over time in a stable state.
Letters were presented serially over the 27 input units,
which provided a localist encoding of the alphabet, with an
additional unit indicating whether the input is a null
character or not. A null character w a s represented by
turning units 1-26 off and unit 27 on. Thus for the word
C A T , the network would activate the unit corresponding to
C at time 0, A at time 1, and T at time 2. All other units are
turned off (output a value of -1). Each unit in the network
computes its next value as the weighted s u m of the current
outputs of all units that are connected to it.
U p o n presentation of the final character, an error signal is
computed, which is the squared difference between the
target value for that unit and the unit's actual output value at
that time step. This error is used to accumulate changes to
the weight matrix W again using backprop through time.
For two time steps following the presentation of the last
character, a null character is presented to the input units of
the network, and input is propagated through the net as
before. Error signals are computed for these last two time
steps in the same way; the squared difference between the
target output and the actual output at those time steps is
calculated, and again this error signal is used to update the
weight matrix. Thus for a word of k letters, w e clamped the
input units with the representation of character t during time
steps r=[0,Jfc-l], and a null character for time steps t=[lc,k+l].
Error was injected and propagated through the network to
update the weight matrix during time steps r=[Jk-l,)fc+l].
Presenting the letters serially allowed the network to
capture phonological regularities (e.g., that T can be
followed by H but not the reverse). Ideally, the network
input pattern of T H should develop a state transition within
the hidden units that has c o m m o n components across words
like TfflS, O T H E R , etc (Plaut & McCleUand, 1993). Such
commonalties are difficult to represent in the slot-based
orthographic representations used in m a n y other models
(e.g., Daugherty & Seidenberg, 1992).
Testing Procedure
Three networks with identical architectures, training sets,
and training regimens but different initial weights were
evaluated. All weights in the three networks were first
randomized to values distributed normally between -1 and 1.
For the structured network (SN), the weights between all of
the phonological output units (and their respective biases)
were initialized to the values that were the outcome of
Simulation 1. These weights were scaled d o w n by a
constant factor, due to the greater fan-in of the orthographic
task network. For the unstructured network ( U N ) , the
randomly generated set of weights were retained. T h e
standard deviation of these two sets of weights differed.
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owing to the tendency of the Simulation 1 net to push
weights to extreme positive or negative values. In order to
ensure that this difference between the networks was not the
cause of any observed differences in performance, a third,
control network ( C N ) was set up, using weights that were a
random permutation of those found in the structured
network.
Results
Figure 2 compares the three reading task networks in terms
of their ability to learn the training set. The structured
network learned the target pronunciations faster than the
other two, and reached a higher asymptotic level of
performance as well. Figure 3 shows the number of
utterances produced by the three networks containing
nonexistent phonemes (i.e., illegal combinations of
features). T h e structured network w a s m u c h better at
producing well-formed (though sometimes incorrect) output
patterns.
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Figure 4 shows a histogram of errors for the structured
and randomized networks, broken d o w n by which segment
caused the error. 7 4 % of the errors made by the structured
net occur in the vowel, with only 1 4 % occurring within the
first consonant and the remainder in the final consonant.
Further, the majority of the errors within the vowel segment
were caused by a single feature. In contrast, the unstructured
network m a d e 4 6 % of its errors in the initial consonant,
4 2 % in the vowel, and 1 2 % in the trailing consonant. The
unstructured network has a m u c h wider distribution of error
types, while the structured network exhibits more systematic
errors.
A set of 53 nonwords w a s used to assess the
generalization performance of the structured and
unstructured networks. Nonword pronunciation is difficult
to assess because human subjects often generate multiple
pronunciations, whereas the model only produces one
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(Seidenberg et al, 1994). Overall, the structured and
unstructured networks generated approximately the same
number of incorrect utterances. However, the unstructured
network produced far more words containing illegal
phonological segments (9/53) than the structured network
(2/53). Further, in the nonword test, both networks followed
a pattern very similar to that seen in the training set: the
structured network's errors were focused on the vowels,
while the unstructured network exhibited a wider
distribution of error types, being divided almost equally
between errors in the first consonant and errors in the vowel.
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Conclusions
In summary, a simple recurrent backpropagation network
performed better on the task of mastering the
correspondences between spelling and pronunciation when

it was provided with prior information aooui pnonuiugicai
structure than when it was not. Prestructuring the network
did not provide direct information about orthographicphonological correspondences; rather, it provided
constraints on the structure of target phonological patterns.
This allowed the limited resources that were available to be
focused on the main problem of learning orthographicphonological correspondences. The child w h o is learning to
read is comparable to a prestructured network in the sense
that he/she already possesses extensive knowledge of the
sound structure of language. In fact, there is good evidence
that success in learning to read is related to preliterate
phonological knowledge (Gough et al., 1992). Children
w h o perform well on so-called "phonological awareness"
tasks, such as deciding if two words rhyme or deleting a
sound from a word ("say SPLIT without the P"), acquire
early word decoding skills more rapidly. The simulations
provide a simple explanation for w h y this would occur.
More generally, the simulations suggest that connectionist
networks can provide better simulations of h u m a n behavior
by being more realistic about the state of people's
knowledge at the onset of learning. Connectionist models
tend to rely on the brute force power of the learning
algorithm to encode generalizations in a problem domain.
B y ignoring relevant pre-existing knowledge, these
networks create learning problems that are more difficult
than necessary. This m a y account in part for the relatively
poor performance of some connectionist networks compared
to people. This also contributes to the impression that the
connectionist approach is incompatible with the existence of
a priori constraints. The present research suggests instead
that the approach provides a w a y to explore the role of
biological and other types of constraints (Seidenberg, 1992).
The simulations w e have described are limited in several
respects that should be acknowledged. The purpose of the
simulations was to examine the role of constraints on a
simple kind of learning. The networks that were used do not
represent general solutions to the spelling-sound mapping
problem, which entails other issues not addressed here.
Thus, for example, even the prestructured model's nonword
performance was not as good as that reported by Plaut et al.
(T994). This is due to factors such as the limited size of the
training corpus that were not immediately relevant to the
constraint issue. M u c h better performance could be
£i^ieved using extensions of the networks w e have
described here, however. In addirion, the simulations
examined the effects of constraints that were derived from
the pretraining experience, which represents a simplification
of the situation confronting the beginning reader in an
important sense. The child's knowledge of phonology is
based in part on experience, i.e. exposure to a spoken
language. The child must learn about the inventory of
phonemes that the language happens to use and constraints
on the order of phonemes. However, this learning is further
constrained by h u m a n perceptual and motor capacities.
Because of these biological constraints, only s o m e
phonemes and phoneme sequences are possible. W e have
not attempted to separate the effects of these innate
constraints from the effects of prior experience with the
language, but this is an obvious step for future research. In
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this way connectionist models might contribute to
understanding how different types of constraints influence
human learning.
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Abstract

cholinguistic theories like Syntactic Bootstrapping (Gleitman
1990; Naigles 1990), Camille takes full advantage of LINK's
This paper describes a lexical acquisition mechanism thatgrammatical
was
knowledge in making its inferences. The acquiimplemented in order to increase the robustness of a Natural
sition procedure takes place during parsing and interacts with
Language Processing system. Although the mechanism was
the syntactic decisions made by the parser.
not intended to be a cognitive model of children's language
This paper describes the nature of the knowledge that
acquisition, it demonstrates many similarities with psycholinCamille
uses to m a k e its inferences, the basic process,^ and
guistic findings. In particular, the structure of the domain
the cortespondences to developmental psycholinguistics. T h e
knowledge representation forces the system to take a bipolast section contains an analysis of the types of inferences that
lar approach to learning nouns and verbs. Psycholinguistic
are affected by the structure of the knowledge representation.
studies demonstrate differing treatment of nouns and verbs by
children and suggest a structural basis for this difference. The
The nature of the knowledge
knowledge-level similarities between our system and human
linguistic knowledge make it possible to infer that children
LINK'S knowledge representation consists of an inheritance
must adopt a similar strategy to effectively learn word meanhierarchy of domain-independent and domain-specific conings.
cepts, or frames. Figure 1 shows some of LINK's domainIntroduction
W e have developed an incremental approach to learning
word meanings from their usage in example sentences. This
approach has been developed and implemented as part of
the L I N K Natural Language Processing system (Lytinen &
Roberts 1989). The learning system, called Camille (Contextual Acquisition Mechanism for Incremental L e x e m e Learning), selects candidate word meanings from a collection of
frames, stored in a concept hierarchy which is part of LINK's
knowledge base.
The original motivation for building Camille was to improve the robustness of L I N K . With the addition of the learning mechanism, L I N K can process sentences which contain
words that are not already defined in the system's knowledge base. Although this original motivation did not include the desire to develop a cognitive model of human
language acquisition, it has allowed some insight into the
process of human lexical acquisition.' In particular, the structure of LINK'S knowledge base, along with the nature of
the task of acquiring n e w word meanings, forces Camille
to take a different approach for learning nouns than for
learning verbs. This dichotomy closely parallels psychological findings about human acquisition of nouns and verbs
(Centner 1978; Goldin-Meadpw, Seligman, & Gelman 1976;
Behrend 1990). Thus, Camille suggests an explanation for
the differences described in the psycholinguistic literature.
Unlike other acquisition systems (Zemik 1987; Granger
1977; Salveter 1979; Selfridge 1986), and in accord with psy' General correspondences of the initial implementation of this
system with psycholinguisticfindingswere described in (Hastings,
Lytinen, & Lindsay 1991).
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specific object concepts which were used during our participation in ARPA's Third and Fourth Message Understanding
Competitions, or M U C - 3 and 4 (Sundheim 1992) (the shading
will be explained later). The M U C task involved the extraction of information from newspaper articles which described
terrorist activities in Latin America; thus, the frames encode
knowledge about the domain of terrorism.
The contents of the knowledge base are determined by the
requirements of the domain and by the need to cover the
input language. The structure is determined by the relative
specificity of the individual frames. The most general frames
are located near the root of the hierarchy and specific ones are
located at the leaves.
Figure 2 shows some of the actions from the terrorism domain. Action concepts provide the relational structure that
binds together the representation of the meaning of sentences.
These concepts also constrain the types of arguments that
can be attached as their slot-fillers (the constraints are also
shown in figure 2). T h e Detonate node, for example, has
the constraint that its semantic object must be a descendant
of B o m b (or the node B o m b itself). Detonate inherits an
additional constraint from its parent Nasty-Action. This constraint specifies that the actor must be a H u m a n .
The nodes in LINK's concept hierarchy serve as its basic
units of meaning. For Camille, then, learning the meaning of
an unknown word reduces tofindingthe appropriate node in
the hierarchy which best represents the word's meaning — a
graph search problem. To drive the search, the semantic constraints, which are normally used to limit attachment of slotfillers to the head verb, interact with the "evidence" provided
^The actual process that Camille uses is described more fully in
(Hastings 1994).
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Figure 1: The pruned object tree

by example sentences. But the interaction works in different
ways for different classes of words. Nouns (as the heads of
noun phrases) normally serve as the slot-fillers of sentences
and thus, as the items which are constrained. For example,
in the sentence "Terrorists destroyed a flarge," the word "destroy" refers to the concept Destroy which has the constraint
[Object = Phys-Targ]. W h e n "flarge" is attached as the O b ject of the verb, the constraint places an upper bound on its
interpretation as depicted in figure 1. The shaded-out nodes
cannot be a valid interpretation of the meaning of "flarge".
For unknown verbs, however, the situation is quite different. Because they usually m a p to the actions in the domain, the
verbs apply the constraints. Thus, the constraints place a lower
bound on the interpretation of unknown verbs. The shaded
areas of figure 2 show the concepts that are ruled out for an
example sentence like 'Terrorists froobled the headquarters."
Possible meanings of "frooble" which are consistent with this
sentence include any action which allows "headquarters" as
its semantic object; thus, actions with constraints that are specific enough to exclude "headquarters" are not candidates for
the meaning of "frooble."
Since input to Camille comes from the results of LINK'S
parses of example sentences from the domain, Camille does
not receive negative examples as part of the learning process.
Because of this, the learning problem is underconstrained for
both nouns and verbs, in opposite ways. Example sentences
provide an upper bound in the concept hierarchy on candidate
hypotheses for nouns, but no lower bound, while the reverse
is true for verbs. Because of this dichotomy, Camille must
have different strategies for learning verbs and learning nouns.
They can be stated most succinctly as follows:
• For nouns, choose the most general hypothesis which is
consistent with the example sentence(s)
• For verbs, choose the most specific hypothesis which is
consistent with the example(s)

In essence, because evidence only provides one kind of
constraint (a lower or upper bound) for both nouns and verbs,
Camille must form hypotheses for the meanings of unknown
words which can be falsified by future examples. This means
choosing the hypotheses which are closest to the bound provided by the evidence. M o r e abstractly, then Camille's learning strategy could be stated as, "Always choose the concept(s)
closest to the boundary." If this strategy were not pursued,
future evidence would not allow Camille to further refine its
hypotheses, thus resulting in overly general verb definitions
and overly specific noun definitions.
It is important to note that the difference in information
provided by example sentences for unknown nouns and verbs
is is not just an artifact of LINK'S knowledge representation
structure. It is due to a fundamental principle of language.
Because actions serve as the relational elements of sentence
structure, they are the only logical place for the constraints
to reside; thus contextual information about the meaning of a
verb is intrinsically different from the information provided
by context for unknown nouns. This difference is prescribed
by the nature of the knowledge and it is consonant with psycholinguistic theories which will be described below. Without
this two-part strategy, Camille could never learn those concepts closest to the edge because additional examples could
never disconfirm the initial hypotheses. T h e next section
briefly describes Camille's inference procedure.
Camille's inference procedure
As mentioned above, Camille takes a different approach to
leaming nouns than to learning verbs, but both start the same
way. W h e n Camille does not k n o w the definition of a word,
it enters a generic definition into the parse for various parts
of speech. The combination of morphological and syntactic
constraints is almost always sufficient to determine the correct
lexical category for an unknown word. The rest of this section
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contrasts the learning of noun meanings and the learning of
verb meanings.
Learning noun meanings
The process for learning nouns is fairly straightforward.
W h e n the noun is attached as an argument of a verb, any
semantic constraints from that verb are applied to the noun.
As mentioned above, this provides a single concept which is
the root of a subtree that contains the valid interpretations for
the word's meaning. Because the system wants to infer the
most general noun meanings, this upper bound node is taken
as the hypothesis for the word's meaning. Further examples
can further specify the meaning.
As previously mentioned, given the sentence, "Terrorists
destroyed aflarge,"Camille can logically deduce that "flarge"
must refer to some type of Phys-Targ. In practice, Camille
infers that "flarge" means exactly the concept Phys-Targ.
With a later sentence like, "Mary hijacked theflarge,"Camille
can further refine the hypothesis, inferring that "flarge" refers
to Transport-Vehicle.
Learning verb meanings
For verbs, the process works the other w a y around. It is
more difficult, however, because the system must search the
action hierarchy for a node with appropriate constraints for
the current slotfillers.This defines a lower bound on the set
of possible meanings as described above. Unfortunately, the
tree suucture produces m a n y concepts along the lower bound
(8 nodes infigure2). Camille ranks these hypotheses by computing the distance between their constraints and the actual
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slotfillerin the example sentence. Camille keeps only the
tightestfits,i.e. the concepts whose constraints most closely
match the example. These concepts are the most specific valid
hypotheses and the most falsifiable ones. Camille's learning
method is incremental, so later examples of the word's use
can either confirm the original hypothesis, or conflict with
that hypothesis, triggering further search.
A s an example of Camille's verb acquisition procedure,
consider the sentence given above, "Terrorists froobled the
headquarters." W h e n L I N K attaches "headquarters", which
is represented by the Building concept, as the semantic object
of the verb "frooble", the search for a meaning for "firooble"
begins. A s previously mentioned, the system can deductively
rule out those concepts that were shaded out infigure2. In order to induce a specific, falsifiable hypothesis, Camille prefers
the concept Arson because its constraint that the object is a
Building most closely matches the evidence.' T h e attachment of "Terrorists" as the actor of the verb is consistent with
this hypothesis, so it is stored as the tentative definition for
"fi-ooble".
Given an additional example of the word's use like, "Joe
froobled a pedestrian," Camille realizes that it has m a d e an
inappropriate guess because Arson's object constraint is violated by "pedestrian". Camille is incremental, so it takes
the previous hypothesis as the starting point of the search
for a better guess. The system climbs the tree (because any
'Because the object constraint for Arson is also the node Building, the distance between the constraint and thefilleris 0. The object
constraint for the Destroy node, on the other hand, is Phys-Targ
which has a distance of 1 from Building.

more specific concept would also necessarily have constraints
that were violated) and then tries to find another specific hypothesis that can take both a Civilian and a Building as its
object. T h e node R o b b e r y with its inherited object constraint
Human-or-Place satisfies the search conditions and becomes
the n e w hypothesis for the meaning of "frooble".
Empirical testing
T h e system was empirically evaluated on a set of 50 sentences chosen randomly from the M U C terrorism corpus.*
T h e test sentences were quite long and complex, with an average length of 23 words, for example:
Lopez Albujar. w h o left his post at the Ministry in M a y
1989, w a s riddled with bullets as he was getting out of
his car in the L i m a residential district of San Isidro.
T o test Camille's learning algorithm, the definitions of all
the verbs' in this set were removed from the lexicon. Then
each of the sentences was processed by the system, and the
learned definitions of these verbs were compared to the original definitions. Despite the complexity of the sentences and
the low number of repetitions of each verb (average 2.7 occurrences), the system w a s able to infer the appropriate meanings
for 8 of the 15 verbs, or 5 3 % . ^
Psychological connections
W h e n psychologistsfirststarted studying the types of words
that children acquiredfirst,a striking observation was made.
Children learn nouns well before and at a faster rate than they
learn verbs. This prompted several studies of the differences
in acquisition between the various types of words and theories
about what causes those differences. These studies suggest
that differences in the knowledge representation for nouns
and verbs force children to use different mechanisms to learn
them.
Centner (1978, pp. 988-989) cites several studies that describe differences in acquisition between nouns and verbs.
S o m e of these studies showed that young children's initial
vocabulary consists entirely of nouns with verbs slowly making their w a y in. Others showed that thefirstverbs took
almost twice as long to appear as thefirstnouns. A study
of comprehension and production by Goldin-Meadow, Seligm a n , and G e l m a n (1976) showed two stages of early lexical
development. In both stages, m a n y more nouns than verbs
were comprehended. Only a portion of the comprehended
verbs were produced in the second stage, and none were produced in thefirst.Finally, Centner described an additional
study that demonstrated that the differences in acquisition are
not just attributable to differences in the frequency of verbs
"The test set was kept relatively small to simulate a sparse-input
learning task. The assumption is that most of the lexical definitions
have been entered as part of the knowledge engineering of the system.
Words that were overlooked in this process are not likely to be
encountered frequently by the system, so the testing set contains a
small number of examples of each word.
^The empirical testing focused on leaming verb meanings because they were more difficult to acquire.
*The system was also tested in another domain in which the
sentences were very simple (average length: 4). Because the parser
produced many more correct parses, the system scored much better,
71%.
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versus nouns that the child hears. Even when presented with
made-up nouns and verbs, and w h e n balancing the presentation of these new words, childrenfirstused verbs an average
of 8 months after starting to use nouns.'
In a slightly different vein, Behrend conducted in-depth
studies of different types of verbs to compare children's comprehension and production a m o n g these various verbs (1990).
The types of verbs that he studied were those that described
actions (e.g. "squeeze", "pound"), results ("flatten", "break"),
and instruments ("hammer"). H e found that when labelling
actions ("What is the person doing?"), children are more likely
to use an instrument verb than an action verb. This seems
strange for two reasons. First, because children use relatively little evidence and quickly infer mappings from words
to meanings, they should m a k e the best possible guess about
the meaning of the word given what they know. All other
things being equal, this should correspond to the type of verb
that occurs most frequently in the language. But instrument
verbs are far less frequent than action verbs are. Second, instrument verbs carry more information than action verbs and
are therefore more specific. Thus the children in the experiments were labeling the events with the most specific label
possible. This contradicts the results found in acquisition of
nouns, which demonstrate that "specific subordinate terms are
used m u c h less frequently than basic-level terms as labels for
familiar objects." (Behrend 1990, p. 694).
These results point to a fundamental difference between
children's acquisition of nouns and verbs, one that can be
most readily explained by differences in the underlying mental representation of the different concepts. Centner calls the
basis for this difference the "referential / relational" distinction. Nouns normally refer to objects or "thinglike elements."
Objects tend to be highly constrained by the physical world.
Hence, similar objects share almost all the same attributes. O n
the other hand, verbs tend to express relationships between objects or changes in those relationships. Relationships are more
abstract and more difficult to describe with a set of attributes.
The representation that Centner espouses to represent these
varying concepts is a semantic net, in which meanings are
built up compositionally by referring to more basic elements
of meaning.
Centner's representation focuses on the representation of
single nodes of meaning. Behrend supports Huttenlocher and
Lui's proposal (1979) that these differences in behavior are
caused by the overall structure of the representation. They
suggest that objects are organized in a structured hierarchy so
that nearby elements share m a n y of the same features. The relational elements that are expressed by verbs are represented
in a matrix structure with nodes connecting across the various object hierarchies. Craesser, Hopkinson, and Schmid
(Craesser, Hopkinson, & Schmid 1987) have recently done
^These results are tempered somewhat by recent suggestions that
thefindingsmay be specific to the English language. Gopnik and
Choi (1990), in a study of the correlation between linguistic and cognitive development, cite studies that Korean- and Japanese-speaking
children show a higher use of verbs during the one-word stage
than English-speaking children do. They attribute this difference
in behavior to structural differences in the languages. Fernald and
Morikawa (1993) found evidence that matemal speech to the children
was responsible for the increased use of verbs by Japanese-speaking
children.

experimental testing to support this hypothesis. The subjects
were asked to sort sets of words by similarity. The findings
suggested that people tend to sort nouns hierarchically while
verbs were less structured and more "cross-classified." The
cross-classification of Camille's concepts is discussed in the
next section.
Camille's implications for learning
Thefirstimportant point to m a k e is that Camille's knowledge representation is not just an artifact of the particular
system. The IS-A inheritance hierarchy is used widely in
Artificial Intelligence, and for good reason. The structure facilitates generalization, an ability that is key to learning and
reasoning. It also provides efficient storage of information.
Furthermore, various psychological studies support the existence of hierarchical structures in the brain ((Kaplan, Weaver,
& French 1990) and (Keil 1991), for example).
The use of a hierarchy to represent objects also seems intuitively correct. For representing actions and relations, the utility of this structure is not so obvious. A s previously pointed
out, although some psycholinguistic researchers have postulated a hierarchical scheme for their representation, recently
the focus has turned to more "matrix-like" schemes. But the
latter approach seems to conflict with the observation about
the nature of constraints provided by the input and whether
an upper bound or lower bound is created on the set of possible meanings for an unknown word. It is just not clear what
"lower bound" would mean in a matrix-type organization.
J Explosive I
Instr-Obj f ^

Human-orPlace
I Human
Anything
Attack

'y Instrument
.'Object /

Action

Actor

Shoot

Explode I
Figure 3: Matrix-like organization of action concepts
On close inspection, it appears that Camille's representation
has the best of both worlds. If the slot-filler constraints are
displayed graphically (seefigure3 where the solid lines represent paths in the IS-A hierarchy and the dashed lines represent
constraints on the actions), it is apparent that the connections
do (as Huttenlocher and Lui put it) cut across the various parts
of the hierarchy. This leads to the question, " D o e s it m a k e
sense to have the additional structure imposed by enforcing
a hierarchical structure o n actions?" T h e answer appears to
be yes, for the s a m e reasons given for object representation
above. T h e hierarchy has representational strength — it allows for efficient storage of the attributes and constraints of
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actions.
T h e question that remains then is, " W h a t does this imply
about h u m a n concept organization and the learning process?"
For one thing, it lends support to the idea that there can be m u l tiple organization structures within the brain. There are clear
advantages to having both types of concept representation. In
addition, it suggests that learning could proceed in o n e of t w o
ways. If a child realizes that her idea of what a w o r d m e a n s is
wrong, she should look for concepts that are closely related in
the hierarchy. If the child's hypothesized constraints for the
w o r d are wrong, she should change those constraints based
o n the structure of the hierarchy that is selected by the matrix
links.
Conclusion
The structure of the concept knowledge that is used for inferring word meaning from context places constraints on h o w the
learning process can proceed. S o m e form of these constraints
should also apply to h u m a n lexical acquisition. T h e behavior
of the computer model can therefore suggest explanations for
psycholinguisticfindingsabout differing treatment of nouns
and verbs. It can also suggest other avenues of exploration to
allow us tofindout more about h o w children learn language.
Although Camille sheds some light on the difference in nature of learning nouns and verbs, in several ways the model is
overly simple when compared to h u m a n lexical acquisition.
First, the learning strategy as described here assumes that an
unknown word has only one meaning. W e have done preliminary work on extending the learning algorithm for ambiguous
words. A s described in (Hastings & Lytinen in press), the
acquisition of ambigous words also has implications for the
differing treatment of nouns and verbs. If the two-part strategy
described here is not followed, the system cannot determine
which words should have multiple definitions.
Second, the Camille model assumes the pre-existence of
concepts which correspond to the meanings of n e w words.
This is an overly simplistic assumption. It m a y be that learning a n e w word sometimes requires the addition of a n e w
node in the concept hierarchy as well. Another extension of
Camille (Hastings 1994) addresses concept acquisition within
the context of a lexical acquisition system. In accordance with
the results described herein, object concepts were found to be
m u c h easier to learn than action concepts.
Another limitation of the Camille system was brought to
light by testing on larger data sets. Given more examples of the
unknown words, the incremental system would be expected to
increase the quality of its inferences. Instead the percentageof
correct inferences decreased. This was due primarily to noise
created by incorrect partial parses. A s previously mentioned,
the sentences in the terrorism domain were quite complex,
and often the L I N K parser could only return a partial parse
tree. If the fragments included incorrect role assignments
(e.g. "... Michigan froobled ..." instead of "... terrorists
ft-om Michigan froobled..."), Camille misinterpreted this as
justification for changing its previous hypothesis. Thus, the
parser has a strong effect on the lexical acquisition process
which must be further studied.
Even with these additional considerations, however, the
essential differences between the tasks of learning nouns and
verbs still remain in our model, and are intrinsic to the lexical

acquisition task. This is due to the differences in usage of
nouns and verbs. Thus, it seems inevitable that a computer
system, or a human learning, must adopt different strategies
when learning these two types of words.
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Abstract

wing that his statements about the fundamental commitments
of the folk concept of belief are false. Contrary to Stich, folk
This paper presents empirical evidence regarding the nature psychology
of
often makes Judgements about belief individuaour commonsense concept of behef. Thefindingshave sigtion (i.e. about whether two beliefs are the s a m e or different)
nificant bearing upon claims made by authors concerned with
which are in line with a 'narrow causal' account of belief. In
the Folk Psychology Debate—in particular, they challenge Steaddition, folk psychology is also found to take into account
phen Stich's (1983) claim that folk psychology is committed to
information
about the past beliefs of believers in deciding
a bmad account of belief states. In contrast it is found that folk
whether a pair of beliefs are the same.
psychology favours a narrow account of belief. This result is
important in refuting Stich's claim that the folk psychological
Stich's Claims
concept of belief has no role to play in a developed cognitive
science. The paper also presents evidence regarding the inStich's fundamental claim is that our everyday commonsense
fluence of several factors on folk psychological judgements of
conceptof
belief possesses certain essential features which are
belief individuation (emphasised similariiies/differences betincompatible
with the features that must ultimately constrain
ween the referents of beliefs, nature of past beliefs, goal of
the best theories in cognitive science. This claim can be
classification), and introduces a methodology by which to inbroken d o w n into two sub-claims; thefirstof these is that
vestigate further factors. It is argued that the observed conflict
cognitive science should respect the constraints of a 'narrow
between individual speculations about likely folk psycholocausal' theory of the mind (Stich, 1983). For a theory of
gical intuitions within the philosophical literature and actual
mind to be narrow', it must respect the principle that the only
empirical data regarding subjects' responses highlights the important contribution of experimental psychology in exploring
properties relevant in psychological explanation are 'current
such philosophical issues.
internal physical properties of the organism'; in other words,
if it were possible for there to be two people w h o were exact
Introduction
physical replicas, a narrow account would state that these two
people must also be psychologically identical. A n y properties
The Folk Psychology Debate concerns the issue of the theoexternal to the organism (i.e. states of the external world), or
retic status of our commonsense (folk psychological) explaaspects of the organism's history, are deemed psychologically
nations of behaviour. Various positions have been taken on
irrelevant by a narrow account and are viewed as having n o
this issue—some authors have claimed that folk psychology
role
to play in psychological explanation.
is a radically false theory which has no place in a develoA narrow causal account is a particular type of narrow
ped cognitive science (Churchland, 1981;Stich, 1978,1983),
account which, to put it very simply, sees beliefs as internal
whereas others have defended folk psychology as providing
physical states of the brain, and which identifies any two belief
a framework of explanation which is essential to m a n y dostates as the same if they have the same patterns of potential
mains within scientific psychology (Morgan & Woodward,
causal interactions with other belief states, stimuli, and beha1985; Fodor, 1986). Within this wider issue, several autviour. T h e claim that psychology should obey the constraints
hors have focused on the more specific concern of identifying
of a narrow theory of the mind is deeply controversial (see
some of the most central properties and features of our everBurge (1986) for an argument against this position). In this
yday commonsense concept of/^e/ie/(belief having generally
paper, however, I a m not concerned with assessing this claim,
been considered to be the most prototypical example of a folk
biit rather will be focusing on Stich's second sub-claim, the
psychological explanatory concept). Most notably, Stephen
validity of which is equally essential to his overall position;
Stich (1983) makes claims about the commitments of the folk
this is the claim that folk psychology adheres to a 'broad'
psychological concept of belief which lead him to conclude
classification of belief states.
that this concept "...ought not play any significant role in a
science aimed at explaining h u m a n cognition and behaviour"
A broad account of belief states makes essential reference
(Stich, 1983, p.5). This is a bold and important claim which,
to conditions in the external environment in its usage of the
if true, has far reaching consequences for the disciplines of
term belief, and is thus incompatible with a 'narrow' account
which treats such properties as irrelevant. Stich supports the
psychology and cognitive science, both of which do m a k e extensive use of the concept of 'belief in m a n y of the theories
general claim that folk psychology is committed to a broad
that they postulate (see Hewson, 1993).
account of belief by focusing on a specific instance of this
feature of folk psychology: this feature is that folk psychoThe role of this paper is to challenge Stich's claim by sho-
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logy will take into account the 'referents' of a pair of beliefs
w h e n trying to decide whether these beliefs are the same of
different. T h e referent of a belief can be seen as the thing
that the belief is actually about—it is an aspect of the external
environment; for example, if I think 'this chair I'm sitting in
is uncomfortable' than the referent of m y belief is the actual
chair (the object in the world) that I a m sitting on when I
express that belief. Stich's claim is that when a pair of beliefs
have different referents, folk psychology is likely to classify
the beliefs as different, even in instances where the beliefs
are identical in terms of potential causal interactions. Clearly,
this is inconsistent with a narrow causal account which must
necessarily treat beliefs with the same causal potential as identical. If Stich is correct about this feature of folk psychology,
then it is indeed at odds with a narrow causal account. Note
that Stich's claim is in fact a very strong one; he is not simply saying that folk psychology does not match exactly the
requirements of a narrow theory of mind, but that it is fundamentally at odds with such a theory, to the extent that it is not
even assimilable to a narrow account.
Stich's Arguments
Stich backs up his claim regarding the 'broad' commitments
of folk psychology by presenting evidence about the intuitions
of 'hypothetical subjects'. T h e strategy Stich uses to glean
information about such intuitions is to construct 'thought experiments' which allow him to m a k e speculative cleiims about
the intuitions that people would have when presented with
these experiments. Stich is carefully explicit in pointing out
that he is not concerned with finding out about the nature of
the entities referred to by our commonsense term 'belief, that
is, what 'beliefs' must be if they exist in the world, but rather
with trying to describe the nature of the concept itself. H e
states, "...my aim is to describe our folk concept rather than to
elaborate on it" (Stich, 1983, p.78), and "the inevitable strategy is to get as clear as possible on the workings of our folk
concept and then assess the prospects of pressing this concept
(or s o m e elaboration of it) into service in a serious empirical
theory" (Stich, 1983, p.76).
T h e examples Stich constructs present situations in which
two agents are seen to hold beliefs which are identical in
terms of potential causal interactions, but different in terms
of referent. If Stich's claim about the commitments of folk
psychology is correct then people should classify the beliefs
of the two agents as different, in contrast to a narrow causal
account which would classify the beliefs as the same. Stich
predicts that people would classify beliefs as different under
these conditions, and thus concludes that his examples show
folk psychology to be fundamentally at odds with a narrow
causal account, because "a narrow causal account dictates
judgements about h o w beliefs are to be characterised and
w h e n they are to count as the same or different, which do
not comport with the judgements of folk psychology" (Stich,
1983, p.51). Since a narrow causal account must (according
to Stich) ultimately be what constrains successful theories
within cognitive science, it follows that if folk psychology
is indeed fundamentally at odds with such an account, it is
disqualified from becoming a part of cognitive science.
However, Stich's claims about the direction of folk intuitions in the examples he presents are questionable; not only
this, but it is possible to construct alternative examples which
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obey the constraints Stich imposes but for which it seems far
more plausible that folk psychology will c o m e d o w n in favour of a 'narrow' rather than a 'broad' classification of belief
states—this suggests that factors other than those considered
by Stich will influence folk psychological judgements about
belief individuation. If this is the case then Stich's conclusion
that folk psychology will classify two beliefs as different when
they are identical in terms of potential causal interactions but
differ in terms of reference is not justified.
The current research reports an experiment set up to test
Stich's specific claim (which continues to be widely accepted), as well as to introduce a methodology which allows
investigation of further properties of the folk psychological
concept of belief. In this experiment these further properties
were investigated by varying several factors that it was thought
might influence intuitive judgements about belief individuation. These factors were not taken into account by Stich as
features that might be influencing folk psychological intuitions in the examples he presents; however, if these factors
do influence intuitive judgements then Stich's conclusions are
potentially invalid for failing to take these features into account. That is, the hypothetical intuitions that Stich discusses
m a y be accountable to the influence of these factors, rather
than to the influence of features about the referents of the
beliefs as Stich claims.
Adopting a procedure whereby subjects are presented with
thought experiments and asked to classify the beliefs described in terms of sameness or difference, three factors that
m a y serve to guide folk intuitions were investigated. The
manipulation of these factors gave rise to three experimental
hypotheses:
1. When two agents hold beliefs which are identical in terms of
potential causal interactions, but these beliefs have different referents, then emphasising either the similarities or differences
between those referents will affect folk psychological judgements
regarding the sameness/difference of the beliefs in question.
2. When two agents hold beliefs which are identical in terms
of potential causal interactions, but these beliefs have different referents, folk psychological judgements about the sameness/difference of these beliefs will be affected by information
concerning the past beliefs of the agents involved.
3. When two agents hold beliefs which are identical in terms of
potential causal interactions, but these beliefs have different referents, judgements about the sameness/difference of these beliefs
will be affected by whether or not it is made explicit that the purpose of the classification is to enable prediction of the behaviour
of the persons involved.
Experiment
Materials
T h e experimental materials consisted of two pairs of stories.
Thefirstpair of stories comprised of an example of a thought
experiment presented by Stephen Stich (as shown in table 1),
and a variation on this thought experiment; these two passages are subsequently referred to as the 'Ike' stories. The
second pair of stories comprised of a passage consuaicted
by the author (as shown in table 2) and a variant on this
passage; these passages are referred to as the 'Twin' stories.

Below is a short story. Please read this story and then
answer the question at the end.

Below is a short story. Please read this story a n d then
answer the question at the end.

This story is about two men. Tom and Dick. Tom is
a contemporary of ours, a young man with Httle interest
in pohtics or history. From time to time he has heard bits
of information about Dwight David Eisenhower. W e can
assume that most of what T o m has heard is true, though there
is no need to insist that all of it is. Let us also assume that each
time T o m heard something about Eisenhower, Eisenhower
was referred to as 'Ike'. T o m knows that this must be a
nickname of some sort, but he has no idea what the man's
full name might be and doesn't very much care. Being little
interested in such matters, T o m remembers only a fraction
of what he has heard about Ike: that he was both a military
man and a politicalfigure;that he played golf a lot; that he
is no longer alive; that he had a penchant for malapropisms;
and perhaps another half dozen facts. H e has no memory of
when or where he heard these facts, nor from whom.
Dick, in this story, is a young m a n in Victorian England. Like Tom, he is bored by politics and history. Dick
has heard some anecdotes about a certain Victorian public
figure, Reginald Angell-James, who, for some reason that
history does not record, was generally called 'Ike'. And in
all the stories that Dick has heard about Angell-James, the
gentleman was referred to as 'Ike'. Angell-James and Eisenhower led very different careers in different places and
times. However, there were some similarities between the
two men. In particular, both were involved in politics and
the military, both liked to play golf, and both had a penchant
for malapropisms. Moreover, it just so happens that the few
facts Dick remembers about Angell-James coincide with the
few facts T o m remembers about Eisenhower. What is more,
Dick would report these facts using the very same sentences
that T o m would use, since the only name Dick knows for
Angell-James is 'Ike'.
Now, suppose that onefineday in 1880 one of Dick's
friends asks him what he knows about Ike. Dick replies
"He was some kind of politician who played golf a lot." A
century later, one of Tom's friends asks him an identically
worded question, and T o m gives an identically worded reply.
Question: Do Tom and Dick have the same or different
beliefs when they say " H e w a s s o m e kind ofpolitician w h o
played golf a lot"? (If you wish you m a y give a reason for
your answer).

This is a story about two identical twins, Sam and Jim.
Sam and Jim grow up to have a very close relationship, each
is very fond and proud of his brother Because they are so
close, Sam and Jim spend a lot of time together, and, in fact,
tend to adopt very similar mannerisms and interests. However, in order to try and maintain some degree of individuality
the brothers dress quite differently, S a m being happiest in a
suit and Jim preferring to wear jeans. Being very friendly
and outgoing young men, S a m and Jim have many good friends. One such friend is Sara. Sara knows both S a m and Jim
very well, and though they look identical and mimic each
others mannerisms, she doesn't have any difficulty telling
them apart, because of their differing styles of dress.
However, one sunny morning Sara looks out of her window and notices S a m walking past, looking rather smart as
usual, and thinks to herself "Ah, there goes S a m walking
past m y window". In fact, she is mistaken since it is not S a m
but Jim, dressed up for a job interview. Meanwhile, Sam, as
his usual smart self, happens to be walking past his cousin
Jane's window, and she also looks out and thinks "Ah, there
goes S a m walking past m y window".

Table I: Material O n e (Ike-diff-nogoal)

Each pair of stories w a s constructed in order to manipulate one variable. For the Ike stories the variable was
emphasised similarities or differences between the referents
of a belief, thus, the passage in Table 1 emphasises differences between the two m e n referred to as 'Ike', and is
named 'Ike-diff, whereas the variant on this passage e m phasised similarities between the two m e n , and is n a m e d
'Ike-sim'. For the Twin stories the variable manipulated
was information concerning the past beliefs of the believers in question; the details of exactly h o w this factor was
varied are complex, hence for present clarity of description these details are left until the discussion section. T h e
two Twin passages are n a m e d 'Twin-past' and Twin-nopast'.
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Question: Do Sara and Jane have the same or different
beliefs w h e n they say "Ah, there goes S a m walking past m y
w i n d o w " ? (If you wish you m a y give a reason for your
answer).
Table 2: Material 3 (Twin-past-nogoal)
For the purpose of extracting subjects' intuitions, a question
was presented along with each story. This question simply
asked subjects to say whether they thought the agents discussed had the same or different beliefs. For each pair of stories
two versions of the question were constructed: 'goal' and
'nogoal'. T h e role of the two types of question w a s to create a
third variable which it w a s thought m a y influence subjects' responses, explicit goal vs no explicit goal in classifying beliefs;
the goal version of the question m a d e it explicit that the goal
of classification w a s to predict behaviour, whereas the nogoal
version did not specify any explicit goal of classification. Tables 1 and 2 both s h o w the nogoal version of the question for
these stories; below is the goal version of the question for the
story displayed in Table 1:
Question: Imagine you are a scientist who thinks that it is possible
to predict the way people will behave by looking at the beliefs they
have. For the purposes ofpredicting their behaviour, would you say
that Sara arul Jane have the same or different beliefs when they say
"Ah, there goes Sam walking past m y window"?
Subjects
Subjects were 15 psychology undergraduates, asked to take
part in the experiment during a tutorial session, and 135 email
respondents. The email respondents replied to an internationally posted call for subjects.
Design and Procedure
Eight questionnaires were constructed from the materials;
each questionnaire consisted of one of the two Ike stories
plus one of the two Twin stories. For each of the (four) possible combinations of these stories two questionnaires were

p r o d u c e d — o n e in which each of the stories was followed by
the goal version of the question and one in which each story
was followed by the nogoal version of the question.
Thus the eight questionnaires produced were as follows:

no, and ambiguous responses; these were Twin-past-nogoal
{X^{2) = 19.6,p < .01), TVin-past-goal ( x H ^ ) = 14,p <
.01), and Ike-sim-goal(x^(2) = 11.4,p < .01). In each of
these cases there were a lot more 'yes' responses than there
were either "no' or 'ambiguous' responses.
1. Ike-diff-goal + TWin-past-goal
In order to explore each of the three experimental hypothe2. Ike-difT-nogoal + Twin-past-nogoal
ses a log linear analysis was carried out on the data. Hypothe3. Ike-diff-goal + Twin-nopast-goal
sis 1 predicted that there would be a difference in subjects re4. Ike-diff-nogoal + Twin-nopast-nogoal
sponses to the Ike-sim and Ike-diff conditions: although there
5. Ike-sim-goal + Twin-past-goal
was a marked tendency for subjects to answer 'no' less often
6. Ike-sim-nogoal + Twin-past-nogoal
and ambiguous more often in the similarity condition than in
the difference condition this result did not reach significance.
7. Ike-sim-goal + Twin-nopast-goal
Hypothesis 2 predicted that there would be a difference in sub8. Ike-sim-nogoal + Twin-nopast-nogoal.
jects responses to the Twin-past and Twin-nopast conditions:
For each of these questionnaires, the order of presentation it was found that subjects were more likely to say "yes' and
of the stories w a s reversed for half of the questionnaires. Inless likely to say 'no' or 'ambiguous' in the Twin-past than in
structions to subjects were given on the front page of the quethe Twin-nopast conditions (x^(4) = 10.63, p < .05). Hystionnaire; these instructions asked subjects to read through
pothesis 3 predicted that subjects would respond differently
each story and answer the question which followed. 150 subin the goal condition than in the nogoal condition: subjects
jects were randomly allocated one of the eight questionnaires;
responses were not found to be significantly different between
given the w a y the questionnaires were constructed from the
these conditions.
materials this created a design with 3 between-subjects factors. 15 subjects received hard copies of the questionnaire and
Discussion
135 subjects received a questionnaire by electronic mail. SubThe results displayed several interesting patterns which bear
jects were allowed as m u c h time as they wished to complete
upon discussions within the folk psychology debate. Firstly,
and return the questionnaire.
the data challenged Stich's claim that people would be most
Results
likely to conclude that the beliefs discussed in the thought
experiment
he constructed about Ike were different; rather, it
Each subject's response to each of the two questions on the
was
found
that
just as m a n y subjects said that the beliefs were
questionnaire was coded as falling into one of three categories:
the
same
as
said
that they were different. Thisfindingunderyes, no, or ambiguous; any subject's response that did not
mines Stich's claim that folk psychology will, in this particular
clearly state either that the beliefs were the same or that they
case, reason in accord with a broad account (by classifying
were different was coded as ambiguous. If subjects stated
these beliefs as different)—subjects are equally likely to adboth that the beliefs in question were the same and that they
here
to a broad or a narrow account. In addition a substantial
were different this was coded as ambiguous. Table 3 shows
proportion of subjects ( 2 3 % ) gave responses to this passage
for each experimental condition the proportion of responses
that fell into the ambiguous category. This is interesting in
in each category.
relation to Stich's acknowledgement of the tendency of folk
psychology to sometimes "tug in both directions", that is, to be
answer
material
undecided between a broad and a narrow-causal account. The
no
amb
yes
ambiguous category responses can be seen as representative
of this tendency of folk psychology to pull in both directions;
Ike-diff-nogoal
40% 37% 23%
if treated as such, then the current result (approximately equal
Ike-sim-nogoal
41% 22% 37%
proportions of 'same', 'different' and 'ambiguous' responses)
14%
17%
Twin-past-nogoal
69%
demonstrates that for Stich's example folk psychology is ab44% 40%
16%
Twin-nopast-nogoal
out
equally divided between a broad account, a narrow causal
39% 26% 35%
Ike-diff-goal
account,
and being undecided. So this example, when tested
60%
10% 30%
Ike-sim-goal
against
real
subjects' intuitions, fails to provide any support
Twin-past-goal
67%
11% 22%
for Stich's claim about the commitments of the folk concept
34% 32% 34%
Twin-nopast-goal
of belief.
However, Stich also uses his observation about the inconTable 3: Percent of responses in each category for each of the
sistency
and undecidedness of folk psychology to deem it
experimental materials.
unsuitable for scientific purposes: not only does folk psychology supposedly veer towards a broad accountof belief rather
The first question about the data concerned whether for
than the preferred narrow causal account, but folk psychology
each of the experimental conditions taken individually there
is not even consistent about its views on this matter—in some
was any difference in the total number of responses in each
contexts it will m a k e judgements that comport with a broad
of the three response categories (yes, no, ambiguous). A chi
theory of belief, in others it will c o m e d o w n on the side of a
square analysis was carried out on the proportion of responses
narrow theory of belief, and sometimes it will not know which
in each category for each condition. Three of the eight condiway to go. Stich considers this purported context-dependent
tions turned out to have significantly different numbers of yes,
nature of folk psychology to be good grounds for disqualify-
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ing it from being a framework worthy of incorporation into
scientific psychology. The results reported above demonstrate
that folk psychology is not clearly commited to either a broad
or narrow account of belief, and that it can be undecided between the two. However, the leap from this observation about
folk psychology to the claim that its concepts cannot be incorporated into scientific psychology is unsupported. A s Clark
(1987) points out folk psychology has to serve m a n y functions, including providing us with a rough and ready grasp
of basic princples which enable us to interact effectively with
our fellow beings. W e would expect such a body of knowledge to be subject to the influence of various contextual and
practical constraints, but this does not warrant the conclusion
that there cannot be extracted from the concepts which feature
in folk psychological explanations coherent constructs which
may play a role in scientific psychological explanation.

these trends were not significant. Interestingly the similarity
version of the story combined with the goal version of the
question elicited significantly more 'yes' responses than "no'
or "ambiguous' (even though neither of these factors had an
effect individually). T h e above results suggest that this factor
is worth investigating further.

T h e role of past beliefs about a referent. Another factor—
information concerning the past beliefs of the believers in
question—was found to have a significant effect on subjects
responses; in the Twin-past conditions subjects were more
likely to classify the two beliefs as the same than in the Twinnopast conditions (see Table 3). A brief description of the
two passages which varied with respect to this factor will help
clarify its nature. Both passages concerned two w o m e n , each
of w h o m happened to glance out of her w i n d o w one day and
upon seeing a passer by expressed a belief by uttering the
Further Stich's claim that folk psychological judgements
sentence "Ah, there goes S a m walking past m y window." In
each story one of the w o m e n uttered this sentence in response
are 'inconsistent' m a y be unwarranted. In terms of being
to seeing S a m pass by her window, while the other w o m a n
wholly commited to either of a broad or narrow account of
belief individuation, folk judgements are inconsistent (the
uttered the sentence in response to seeing Jim walk past. T h e
key distinction between the passages was as follows: in the
current study demonstrates this); however, there m a y well
Twin-past condition both of the w o m e n knew S a m very well,
be a set of principles guiding these intuitions with respect to
and normally used the term 'Sam' to refer to S a m ; thus even
which they are consistent. There has been little attempt to systematically investigate the influence of various factors on folk
though one of the w o m e n in this story is currently using the
psychological judgements of belief individuation, and hence
term in response to seeing Jim, she has in the past used this
the factors which do guide peoples' intuitions in thought expe- term to refer to Sam. Thus both w o m e n have had past beliefs
riments like the one presented by Stich are poorly understood.
about Sam. This contrasts with the Twin-nopast version of the
To introduce a framework for this type of investigation was
story in which only one w o m a n has had past beliefs about the
a prime concern of the current study. Identification of these
twin called S a m ; the w o m a n w h o actually sees S a m walking
factors is important if examples like the one Stich presents are by has never met him and does not k n o w of his existence,
to be used to make inferences about the fundamental commitshe normally uses the term 'Sam' to refer to Jim w h o m she
ments of folk psychology. Stich attributed the speculated folk
happens to k n o w by that name. T h e w o m a n w h o sees Jim
intuitions in his example to features about the referents of the
walking by does k n o w S a m and has in the past used the term
beliefs of the agents discussed, but even if subjects do con'Sam' to refer to S a m , even though in this case she utters
form to Stich's predictions it is still questionable whether their this term in response to seeing Sam's twin brother Jim. T o
summarise, in the Twin-past story both w o m e n have used the
intuitive judgements can be wholly accounted for in terms of
the features he suggests. S o m e other characteristic(s) of his
term that they currently utter—'Sam'—to refer to the twin
named S a m , and normally use the term this way; in the Twinthought experiment m a y be driving folk intuitions about belief individuation; the current study investigated the effects of nopast story one of the w o m e n has used the term 'Sam' to
refer to the twin named S a m , but the other w o m a n has always
three potential factors.
used this term to refer to the twin named Jim.
Similarities/difTerences between the referents of beliefs.
Taking the Twin-nopast story in isolation, there was no
One of the factors investigated was emphasis of similarities
significant difference in the number of responses in each cateor differences between the two distinct referents of a pair of
gory, thus confirming thefindingthat folk psychology favours
beliefs which are identical in terms of potential causal interneither a broad or narrow account of belief; however the sigactions. It was noted that in the thought experiment presented
by Stich (as shown in Table 1) differences between the refenificantly higher proportion of yes responses in the Twin-past
passage provides support for the claim that folk psychology
rents of each of the beliefs in question were emphasised; it
was thought that this m a y have encouraged subjects to say
favours a narrow account of belief. These two conditions
that the beliefs were different more than would have been the
compared identify a factor that influences folk psychological
judgements about sameness and difference of beliefs. H o w
case if similarities between the referents of each belief had
can the effect of this factor be interpreted in terms of the
been emphasised. Thus a variant on Stich's original example
properties of the folk psychological concept of belief? A
was constructed which emphasised similarities in this way.
plausible theory is that folk psychology allows beliefs which
As can be seen from thefiguresin Table 3, the results show
a marked trend for subjects to classify the two beliefs as difhave different referents (where 'referent' is defined as the immediate physical cause of a belief, i.e. 'Sam' or 'Jim' in the
ferent less often in the passage which emphasised similarities
(Ike-sim-nogoal) than in Stich's original passage (Ike-diffcurrent example) to be classified as the same only if they are
both about X , and a belief can only be about X if the believer
nogoal). A similar trend was apparent for these stories when
has at s o m e point had beliefs in which X was the referent.
they were presented with the goal version of the question, and
for this case there was also a marked increase in 'yes' respon- This is a tentative account which appears tofitwith the above
ses between the difference and similarity condition. However,
example; however, it m a y well d e m a n d elaboration and modi-
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ticalion when tested against other data regarding intuitive folk
psychological judgements. This preliminary result shows that
folk psychology does take into account believers' past beliefs
when making judgements about individuation; this is an interestingfindingwhich presents an avenue for further research.
Effect of goal of classification. The third factor investigated was goal of classification. In Stich's example no explicit
goal of classification was specified; however, it is a feasible
idea that folk psychology may differ in the way it classifies
beliefs depending on the purposes of the classification. Thus,
sometimes a narrow construal of belief states may be opted for,
and other times a broad construal may be chosen, depending
on whether the aim is description, prediction of behaviour, or
some other goal. Since a major goal of scientific psychology
is to predict and explain behaviour this was chosen as an explicit goal to test the effects of on subjects responses, in contrast
to providing no explicit goal. However, this study found no
effect of goal of classification on subjects' responses.

cates that subjects are claiming that Tom's and Dick's beliefs
are not the same in terms of potential causal interactions, and
thus are not even the same under a narrow causal conception (Hewson, 1994). Given this it is not possible to conclude
that subjects w h o answered in this way are taking into account
external factors in classifying beliefs, since these subjects perceive the beliefs to be different even on the basis of purely
internal factors.
Another interesting feature of subjects' explanations for
their answers was that a substantial proportion of subjects
emphasised that without more information about the rest of
the belief system of the agents in question, it was just not possible know whether their beliefs were the same or different;
this suggests that people take something like a holistic attitude
towards beliefs, and do not treat them as isolated modular entities. This point provides direct support for Double's (1985)
claim that Stich is incorrect in claiming that folk psychology
is committed to a modular view of belief states. Overall, the
factors explored in this study show that folk psychology is
most likely to make judgements which accord with a narrow
Conclusions
theory of belief. Thisfindingis unexpected given assumptions
Overall, the data strongly suggest that folk psychology fawithin the Folk Psychology Debate. Further studies should
vours a narrow rather than a broad account of belief. In none
follow up this preliminary result, and examine the effect of
of the passages presented to subjects was a response in line
further factors on folk psychological intuitions.
with a broad account of belief individuation preferred, yet for
three of the six conditions the response demanded by a narrow
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Abstract

reasoning. This paper presents an experiment designed to
ascertain whether assumptions of inheritance reasoning abThe psychological validity of inheritance reasoners is clarified.
out transitivity, negative reasoning, structural preemption and
Elio and Pelletier (1993) presented thefirstpilot experiment
structural redundancy are predictive of h u m a n reasoning with
exploring some of these issues. W e investigate other foungenerics.
This s a m e experiment w a s also designed to test the
dational assumptions of inheritance reasoning with defaults:
fit
of extant theories of inheritance reasoning, but
degree
of
transitivity, blocking of transitivity by negative defaults, prethose
results
are
reported elsewhere ( H e w s o n & Vogel, 1994).
emption in terms of strucUirally defined specificity and structurally defined redundancy of information. Responses were
Inheritance Reasoning
in accord with the assumption of at least limited transitivity,
however, reasoning with negative information and structurally
Default inheritance reasoning is a nonmonotonic system for
defined specificity conditions did not support the predictions
reasoning about generics like, "Birdsfly."In these systems,
of the literature. 'Preemptive' links were found to provide
generics are encoded as links in directed acyclic graphs, the
additional information leading to indeterminacy, rather than
nodes of which represent individuals, properties, or classes,
providing completely overriding information as the literature
and the links of which represent statements of positive or
predicts. O n the other hand, results support the structural idennegative defaults. So, for example. Fig. 1 depicts a default
tification of certain links as redundant. Otherfindingssuggest
inheritance network. Let the nodes of the graph labeled A , B
that inheritance proof-theory might be excessively guided by
and C represent penguins, birds andfliers,respectively. Thus,
its syntax.
the network represents that birdsfly,that penguins are birds,
and that penguins do not fly.
Introduction
Inheritance reasoning is a variety of prepositional default logic with graphical syntax. Inheritance reasoners purport to
provide a psychologically plausible model of reasoning with
defaults* and have been invoked in the semantic analysis of
natural language generics. However, there is considerable
debate in the A I literature about the "correct" definition of inheritance reasoning (Touretzky, Horty, & Thomason, 1987).
Most of this discussion is based o n logicians' introspective
analyses of what conclusions can be drawn from any particular network of prepositional default statements. Conflicting
intuitions, perhaps prejudiced by interest in proof-theoretic
features like computational complexity (cf. Selman & Levesque, 1989; Horty, T h o m a s o n , & Touretzky, 1990), are in part
responsible for the lack of an accepted unifying semantics for
inheritance reasoning (cf. Boutilier, 1989). Given the absence
of a parameterized model theory, it is surprising that until very
recently there have been no psychological investigations designed to elucidate the semantics of generics with respect to the
idealizations of inheritance theory. Elio and Pelletier (1993)
present results about the w a y people classify exceptional objects in light of default theories in relation to the w a y general
default logics (alternative nonmonotonic systems) classify the
same exceptional objects. They also present thefirstpilot
study applying similar scrutiny to inheritance reasoners, but
they do not consider other foundational claims of inheritance
'Partially motivated by the idea that tangled hierarchies are ubiquitous in the organization of information.

Figure 1: A Simple Inheritance Network
Inheritance reasoners define methods for reaching conclusions implicit in graph representations of sentences^. Implicit
conclusions correspond to paths through the graph that are
distinguished as permitted. A s an example, an easily stated
theory of inheritance is shortest path reasoning, in which the
conclusion of a graph that is not simply linear is taken to
be the conclusion that corresponds to the shortest linear path
through the entire graph. Touretzky (1986) has s h o w n this
form of reasoning to be formally undesirable; however, most
inheritance reasoners agree with shortest path reasoning in
simple cases, and determine, for instance, that the potential
path in Fig. 1 from A to C through the intervening node B
is not permitted because it is preempted by the more specific information represented by the direct negative link from
A to C However, w h e n it c o m e s to m o r e complex graph
topologies, different inheritance reasoners diverge considerably o n which paths should be permitted from a given graph
(Touretzky, 1986; Touretzky etal., 1987; Boutilier, 1989).
^In what follows we sometimes describe sets of sentences in terms
of structural properties of those sets when represented in graphic
notation; in these terms, theories are directed acyclic graphs.
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Touretzky et al. (1987) outline a space of proof-theoretic
variations in inheritance reasoners. According to the axes
of variation that they identify, the reasoner of Horty et al.
(1990) is restrictedly skeptical, off-path preempting, and upwards chaining. H e w s o n and Vogel (1994) investigate the
degree to which h u m a n reasoning with sets of abstract generics corresponds to the predictions m a d e by these properties.
In this paper, w e examine more foundational proof-theoretic
assumptions assumed by a wider class of reasoners and not
identified as a point of conflict a m o n g reasoners by Touretzky
et al. (1987) nor investigated by (Elio & Pelletier. 1993);
these properties are: transitivity, negativity, preemption, and
redundancy.
Tk-ansitivity. This property is realized in inheritance reasoners that admit chaining of explicit links into paths corresponding to implicit conclusions. Chains of statements can be
either positive or negative, and can have arbitrary (but finite)
length. Not all inheritance systems admit general chaining,
notably the statistically based ones (Bacchus, 1989), because
it is not a statistically valid inference for defaults, although
it is a practically tenable inference. Thus, it is interesting
to test both whether people draw conclusions consistent with
transitivity at all and whether there is an interesting limit on
the m a x i m u m length.
Negativity. T h e literature defines a negative path as one in
which thefinallink is a negative link and the preceding links
(if any) are all positive. This reflects the intuition that one
cannot reason beyond a negative assertion of the form A s are
normally not Bs^: if A s are normally not Bs, then A s stand in
no transitive relation to anything else that B s might be. N o netheless, general sequences that include non-final negative
links can be labeled negative chains. It is possible that people
reason with such statements as if negativity is a feature, so
that if A s are normally not B s and B s are normally Cs, then
A s would be considered normally not Cs. Also possible in
this light is that 'double negations' can cancel or intensify
each other. Both potential responses are classically invalid,
but negativity propagation is more pragmatically misguided
than chaining: no inheritance reasoner builds in these features. Hence, it is interesting to test the distinction between
negative paths and negative chains.
Preemption. Preemptive links are treated uniformly in the
literature as providing specific information that should override longer paths w h o s e endpoints they connect. For example.
), represents a network in which the inheritance
literature nearly unanimously agrees to license the conclusion
that A s are not Ds. A test of the plausibility of preemption is
simultaneously a test of instances of applicability of shortest
path reasoning.
R e d u n d a n c y . T h e priority of explicit links has been identified as a controversial issue with respect to stable reasoning
(Boutilier, 1989). But, since Touretzky's thesis (Touretzky,
1986) it has been accepted in the literature that certain topologically identifiable links in inheritance networks are redundant
since they convey no information that is not already present
in longer paths, through transitivity. Essentially, certain explicit links are d e e m e d redundant with respect to implicit
^It is important to remember the difference between this and the
weaker: As are not normally Bs.
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links, in particular, when the explicit link expresses the same
conclusion that can be drawn from a longer path. In terms
of graph topology, a 'redundant' link is a direct link that
connects the endpoints of another path with the same polarity.
For instance, a reasoner that implements transitive inference
would likely conclude from this network,©—<^>—©, that As
are normally Cs. Thus, this related network, - - 1 - ^ , is
deemed to contain no additional information. In a reasoner
that incorporates transitivity, the conclusions implicit in both
graphs are the same regardless of the information-supplying
status of the redundant link; however, when graphs like these
are embedded in larger networks such as, 0 — & - - ~ Q - — ^ ,
and ^^—! ^ , a reasoner that assumes redundancy (as
nearly all path-based reasoners do) will reach the same conclusions for both graphs, but reasoners that assume each direct
link conveys novel information m a y sanction different conclusions for each graph.
Experiment
Seventy-two subjects were presented with 4 0 problems that
were designed to elicit responses which would determine
whether people reason in accord with particular inheritance
reasoners.
Materials. Each problem presented a set of default statements about abstract classes, followed by a question in multiple choice format; the question asked what conclusions could
be drawn, based on the stated information, about the relationship between two of the classes represented (see Fig.2).
T h e problems were presented either in graphical form, in
sentential form, or with both graphical and sentential forms
together; this created one between subjects factor—mode of
presentation—which had three levels (graph, sentence, and
graph+sentence). Within the inheritance literature the kind of
information represented in such problems tends to be presented graphically; the purpose of constructing a factor 'mode
of presentation' was to determine whether the responses elicited by subjects would be affected by this factor. This has
important methodological implications for investigafing the
psychological plausibility of inheritance reasoners. Fig. 2
shows the graph-Hsentence version of problem No. 1.
Subjects. 52 Canadian students between 7th and 12th
grade participated as a result of a call for subjects posted to
SchoolNet, an electronic network of Canadian schools; 20
post-secondary school individuals from North America and
Europe participated by responding individually to a call for
subjects sent to an assortment of internet newsgroups.
Design a n d Procedure. Each subject was presented with a
questionnaire containing all 4 0 problems, randomly ordered;
two random presentations (one random order and its reverse)
were used and subjects were randomly assigned to receive
either of these. The questionnaire contained full instructions
to subjects on h o w to answer the problems; it was stressed
that there were no right or wrong answers, and subjects were
to say what they thought could be concluded from the information given. T he factor m o d e of presentation created three
experimental conditions: in one condition subjects received
each problem in graph format, in a second condition subjects
received each problem in sentence format, and in a third condition subjects received each problem in both sentence and

can be grouped together to form a general response category
meaning "not 'a' or 'b'," since the alternative option 'e', "I
don't know," was also provided and exercised. In analysis of
the data, categories 'c' and 'd' were collapsed into a single
response category, and the category 'e' (I don't k n o w ) was
excluded; thus the three response categories used were "a',
'b', and 'c/d'. W e refer to subjects' responses as thepredicted
answer (the answer to a problem as predicted by H 9 0 w h e n it
is 'a' or 'b'), the complement answer (when it is 'a' or 'b'), or
an indeterminate answer (when it is 'c or d').

1
©

• d y - d )

• As are normally Bs.
• Bs are normally Cs.
What can you conclude from these statements? Asterisk (*) the
appropriate answer.
(a) As are normally Cs.
(b) As are normally not Cs.
(c) As are normally Cs and normally not Cs.
(d) It isn't definite whether As are normally Cs or normally not
Cs.
(e) I don't know.

a. Inconsistency

If you wish, explain why you reach this conclusion.

b. Ambiguity

c. Vacuity
Figure 2: A n Example Question

Figure 3: Category 'c/d': Indeterminacy

graph formats together.
The materials were distributed electronically. A s the Canadian secondary school students did not have facilities for
previewing graphics, they were assigned to the sentence only
condition. Textfilescontaining the questionnaire in both orderings were emailed to the relevant teachers w h o randomly
assigned them to students and organized their return. T h e
graph only and mixed modes of presentation were offered to
people with access to internet news, upon individual request.
For each of these conditions,filescontaining the same orderings of the problems as in the sentence only condition and
corresponding answersheets were m a d e available via F T P in
a unique location'', the answersheets returned to us electronically upon completion. 10 subjects received the graph only
condition and 10 received the mixed modes of presentation.
N o limit was imposed on the time subjects spent on each
problem.
Results and Discussion
The results were analyzed by picking out sets of problems that
enabled conclusions to be drawn regarding the conformance
of subjects' responses to specific predictions of inheritance
reasoners. B y this method it was possible to examine the
extent to which people reasoned in accord with particular
isolable features of these models.
Responses were coded in terms of the multiple choice answer categories (a-e, as shown in Fig.2), thus making it possible to directly compare subjects' responses with the predictions of inheritance reasoners. Option 'c' classifies an assertion of definite inconsistency represented by a set of generic
statements, but option 'd' expresses indeterminacy. This distinction is important to the inheritance literature since most
inheritance logics classify the statements in Fig. 3.a as inconsistent, but the ones represented by Fig. 3.b and Fig. 3.c
are deemed inconclusive. However, both answers 'c' and 'd'
*So that no participant had access to other possible conditions in
which to participate accidentally.
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IVansitivity
To test whether people reason in accord with transitivity subjects' responses to the problems with just one linear path,
or a linear path with a redundant link, were compared with
the responses predicted by the inheritance literature. It was
found that 6 6 % of subjects' responses conformed to the literature prediction; of the remaining 3 5 % of responses, 11 %
fell into the complement category and 2 3 % fell into category 'c/d'. A chi square analysis showed this difference in
the proportion of responses in each category to be significant
(X2(2) = 199.6,p<.01).
These results indicate that people do tend to reason in accord with transitivity. This means that people tend to conclude
from the facts that A s are normally B s and B s are normally
C s that A s are normally Cs. Having said this, there were still
a remaining 3 5 % of responses which did not accord with the
transitive conclusion; this result m a y reflect the influence of
considered statistical validity—indeed, a number of subjects
indicated this as the motivation for their answers. Inheritance
reasoners generally admit transitivity, although as noted above
in the Inheritance Reasoning section, s o m e systems limit the
length of chaining. W e found for linear graphs that the tendency to reason transitivelyfitup to the m a x i m u m length w e
tested—three links (i.e. subjects' responses did not vary as a
function of number of links). This finding supports the basic
assumption of inheritance proof theory that s o m e chaining
should be admitted.
Lx)g linear analysis showed that m o d e of presentation did
affect responses to problems for which the predicted answer
was 'a' (x^(4) = 33.87,p < .01), but not those for which
the predicted answer was 'b'. For the former, the graphical
conditions (graph only and graph+sentence) elicited mainly
predicted responses, no complement responses, and very few
indeterminate responses; however, in the sentence only condition subjects were less likely to give the predicted answer
and more likely to give both the complement and indeterminate answers. Note that for each m o d e of presentation
answers were more likely to conform to the predictions of

transitivity, but the 'cleaner' conformance in the graph-only
condition is stark. It suggests that the graphs lend interpretive strategies in addition to simply denoting the equivalent
generics. This suggests that the natural semantics of graphs
interacts with reasoning about problems w h e n they are expressed as graphs, but problems with certain structures might
lead to significantly diverging responses. This is an important
point because inheritance proof theory has been developed
largely with topological features of graphs in mind, and for
that reason m a y have been misled into devices that confilet
with h u m a n reasoning with generics. Although there was no
significant effect of m o d e of presentation on responses to the
problems for which the predicted answer was 'b', a similar
trend was observed.
Negative Paths
W e distinguish between negative paths as defined above and
negative chains as sequences of links containing one or more
negative links but which are not also negative paths. To test
whether people reason in accordance with this distinction,
responses to those problems with one negative path only were
compared with responses to those with one negative chain
only.
For both chains and paths subjects gave very few 'a' responses; however, whereas for negative paths there were a
lot more 'b' ( 6 5 % ) than 'c/d' (27%) responses, for negative
chains there were roughly equal numbers of 'b' (41%) and
'c/d' ( 4 7 % ) responses. Subjects were more likely to say 'b'
and less likely to say 'c/d' for negative paths than for negative
chains (x^(6) = 32.91,p < .01), thus indicating that they
do distinguish between the two. This suggests that people
differentiate the validity of transitivity and general negative
chaining. However, the results present some surprises: although people largely reason in accord with predictions for
negative paths, the answers elicited with respect to negative
chains show greater deviation from literature predictions. The
equal proportion of 'c/d' (predicted) and 'b' answers to negative chains indicates a substantial tendency for people to
opt for the incorrect answer (where set theoretic interpretations arbitrate). O n e speculation, which provides a basis for
follow-up studies, is that less abstract problems would alter
this pattern of responses.
L o g linear analysis revealed that m o d e of presentation had
an effect on subjects' responses for negative chains (x^(4) =
19.36, p < .01) but not for negative paths. For chains, in
the graph only condition subjects responded 'c/d'(64%) more
often than 'b'(33%), but in the sentence only condition there
were equal numbers of responses in these categories (43%).
(The graph/sentence condition had slightly more 'c/d'(54%)
responses than 'b'(42%) responses). This result reinforces the
trend observed in the preceding discussion of transitivity for
responses to be more polarized in the graph conditions than
in the sentence condition.
Preemptive Links
A s described in the Inheritance Reasoning section, preemptive
links are treated almost uniformly in the literature as providing
more specific information that should override longer paths
whose endpoints they connect. To test whether subjects dealt
with preemptive links as predicted by the literature, 5 pairs of
problems were compared; each comparison involved a graph
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and its sister graph which was identical except for the addition
of one preemptive link.
Thefirstcomparison involved the graph (O—•Q-'-Q) and
its sister ( ^ - - J J ^ ) ; the inheritance literature predicts that
subjects should answer 'b' to thefirstof these and 'a' to its
sister. Subjects gave mainly the predicted answer (68%) to the
first graph, but there were also a fair number of indeterminate
responses (27%); however, for the sister graph subjects were
as likely to give an indeterminate response (42%) as the predicted response (437o). Log linear analysis showed that the
difference in distribution of responses to each of these problems was significant (x^(6) = 63.31,p < .01); thus, with
the addition of the preemptive link there was a reduction of
'b' (predicted) responses which was reflected in an increase in
both 'a' (predicted) and "c/d' responses (with the increase in
predicted responses being greater). This result suggests that
the effect of a preemptive link is not to override the existing
path, as the inheritance literature argues, but rather to add
extra information which is considered along with the existing
path.
Log linear analysis showed an interaction between the difference in subjects' responses to each of the problems and m o d e
of presentation (x^(4) = 13.07,p< .01): for the graph only
and graph-i-sentence conditions there was a very large drop
in the number of 'b' responses (from 9 0 % and 7 8 % , both to
0 % ) between the graph and its sister, accounted for by an
increase in both 'a' and 'c/d' responses. However, for the
sentence only condition the observed drop in 'b' responses
was a lot less ( 6 1 % to 2 0 % ) , and was accounted for primarily
by an increase in 'a' responses. Again this result confirms the
observation that the distribution of subjects' responses tends
to be more polarized when graphical rather than sentential
information is presented.
A second comparison involved the two graphs (©—<E>—<D)
and (^^^~Z^^^^). This pair is symmetric to the preceding one,
and elicited an almost identical pattern of results (in terms of
predicted, complement, and indeterminate responses). A s
above, log linear analysis showed the observed difference
in the distribution of responses to each of these two graphs
to be significant (x^(6) = 64.26, p < .01). This sustains
the inference that people do not treat a preemptive link as
overriding an existing path in the way the inheritance literature
predicts. Surprisingly, in contrast to the previous case, no
significant effect of m o d e of presentation was found for this
comparison.
The graphs (O^)—G^-©) and (^>-<^^^^Q^) were
involved in the third comparison. Again, log linear analysis
showed that the distribution of subjects' responses between
each of these graphs was significantly different (x^(6) =
35.05, p < .01), and this effect interacted with m o d e of presentation (x^(4) = 10.26, p < .05). Subjects gave mainly
the predicted answer (60%) to thefirstgraph, though there
were also about half as m a n y indeterminate responses (31%);
for the sister most responses fell into the indeterminate category (54%), and roughly half as m a n y in each of the predicted
(24%) and complement (22%) categories. In this case the
addition of the preempting link revealed a decrease in 'a'
(predicted) responses, accounted for by an increase in both
'b' and 'c/d' responses; however, the predicted increase in 'b'

nal link would have offset the balance and those in which the
original graph had only paths of one polarity or the other and
the additional link created just another path of the same polarity. A s expected in the latter case, it was found, for each of
the paired comparisons, that subjects' responses were not significantly affected by the addition of a redundant link, nor was
there an interaction of m o d e of presentation. T h e former case
is more interesting to the inheritance literature since it invol-

responses was smaller than the unexpected increase in 'c/d'
responses. Again this result suggests that the effect of a preempting link is not to override the existing information, but
to add to it. A s for the effect of m o d e of presentation, for
both the graph-involving conditions there was a large drop in
the number of 'a' responses—in the graph only condition this
drop was accounted for by an increase in 'c/d' responses, and
in the graph/sentence condition it was accounted for by an
increase in both 'c/d' and 'b' responses. In the sentence only
condition the decrease in 'a' responses was less marked, and
was accounted for by an increase in 'c/d' and 'b' responses.
Again the graph conditions show more polarized response.
A fourth comparison examined a pair of graphs which
are symmetric to the above pair, ( 0 — - G — 0 - ^ ) and

ves comparisons between graphs like ( 0 — ( 5 5 — 0 ) - - ^ ) and
^ ^ t : ^ ^

), and if the inheritance literature is correct
there will be no difference in response because the additional
link contains no information that is not already in the original
graph. A n alternative proof theory in which explicit links are
assumed to convey novel information might propose a method
of 'path counting' in which the number of arguments in favor
of one conclusion or the other determines the decision and
would predict a different response between the two problems.
A s it happens, there was not a significant difference in response, which in this case fails to support path counting. H o wever, it cannot really be taken as evidence for the predictions
of the inheritance literature because the inheritance literature
predicted no change in answers between the two graphs, but
further predicted a definite rather than indeterminate response
to the graphs. T h e response patterns for thefirstgraph were
stated in the preceding section where it was pointed out that
people behaved contrary to the predictions of the inheritance
literature: 2 4 % gave the response predicted by the literature
('b') and 2 2 % gave the complementary response, while 5 4 %
classified it as indeterminate although the literature presents
strong intuitions that people will conclude that A s are normally Ds. People gave similar responses to the sister graph
with the redundant link ( 6 2 % indeterminate, 1 7 % predicted
and 2 1 % complementary). L o g linear analysis showed there
to be no significant difference between the distributions of
responses to each of these graphs. This supports the intuition
presented in the inheritance literature that the additional link
is in fact redundant, even though the predicted response to
the graph is not borne out. To understand this, note that a
•path counting' system which incorporated a topological definition of redundancy would have predicted that both graphs
be classified as indeterminate since they would have an equal
number of non-redundant positive and negative paths.

( 0 — • & — 0 - " ^ ) . The pattern of responses elicited by these
graphs was very similar to the pattern described above (in
terms of predicted, complement, and indeterminate responses), and again the observed difference in the distribution of
responses to each of these graphs was significant under a log
linear analysis (x^(6) = 36.21, p < .05). This reinforces the
same conclusion. However, unexpectedly, the effect of m o d e
of presentation in this case was not significant though it did
approach significance x^(4) = 8.8, p = .0642.
A final analysis compared graphs (K

^

) and

(
tSj
); the distributions of responses between these two
graph were significantly different (x^(5) = 22.00,p < .01).
To thefirstgraph subjects responded mainly 'c/d' (65%) as
predicted, and to a lesser extent, and each about equally,
'a'(15%) and 'b' (19%)); to its sister they responded mostly
'b' (53%) as predicted, but also 'c/d' (37%) and 'a' (10%).
Thus, addition of a preemptive link in this case is reflected
in a decrease in 'c/d' responses, accounted for by an increase
in 'b' responses. Since this shift from 'c/d' to 'b' responses
was only partial, where the literature predicts a complete shift
from 'c/d' to 'b', this result also confirms the idea that addition
of a preemptive link does not override the existing link. There
was no effect on m o d e of presentation on this result. This test
provides a specific point of comparison with the results of the
pilot experiment run by Elio and Pelletier (1993); w e found
for thefirstof the two graphs that people mainly classified the
graph as indeterminate (65%) and only 1 5 % and 1 9 % in each
of the definite categories while in Elio and Pelletier's (1993)
study of the same problem (presented with interpretations and
with a different sort of question) roughly half of the people
found the problem determinate, though people still split about
equally between the two determinate categories.
Redundant Links
The effect of redundant links on subjects' responses was
amined by comparing the responses to pairs of graphs that
were identical apart from one redundant link; if subjects reason in accord with the predictions of the literature then their
answers should not be affected by the addition of a redundant
link. These paired comparisons could be broken into two
groups based on the balance of polarity a m o n g paths through
the networks—those in which the original graph had an equal
number of positive or negative paths and for which the additio-

Another comparison examined the pair, (0—0—0-^-^)
and its sister (^<ZJzZ^:>^^'~'^) which are symmetric in polarity to thefirstcomparison. A s in that case, people answered
contrary to the inheritance literature for thefirstgraph: 6 6 %
indeterminate, 1 5 % predicted ('a') and 1 9 % complement. For
the sister graph responses were: 5 3 % indeterminate, 11 % predicted, and 3 6 % complement. Again there was no significant
ex-difference between the distributions of responses to each of
these graphs. It is interesting that, though not significant, there
was an observed trend in the responses to these two graphs
such that with the addition of the redundant link responses
shifted away from determinacy, not to the literature-predicted
answer ('a'), but to the answer that would have been predicted by a path counting method ('b'). However, the nonsignificance of the difference gives support to the idea that the
additional link does not convey novel information.
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G e n e r a l Discussion
This studyfindshuman reasoning consistent with the inheritance literature in terms of its basic assumption of transitive
reasoning with defaults, but found that people do not satisfy
the literature's predictions about negative chains. More fundamentally, w e found a tendency for people to take 'preemptive'
links as additional information leading to indeterminacy rather
than preemption as predicted by the literature. O n the other
hand, w e didfindsupport for the idea that links which express
the same information that is contained in longer paths do not
change responses to problems when added to graphs and are
effectively 'redundant,' as the literature predicts. Graphic presentation of the problems polarized responses to problems in
a way that suggests that the syntax of inheritance reasoners
has influenced its proof-theory beyond its initial motivations
for capturing human reasoning with generics.
W e have presented an experiment which provides data about
human reasoning with generics and the degree to which human
reasoning makes inheritance reasoning a plausible formal m o del. W e focused on foundational assumptions of inheritance
reasoning and tested them using abstract concepts and generic
relations among them. Follow-up studies should investigate
the interaction of less abstract interpretations. The present
results factor out the difficult to control influence of personal
knowledge and beliefs about real classifications like 'pacifist'
or 'birds'. The inheritance literature would model the effect
that specific background knowledge has on the conclusions
derived from a set of generics involving concrete interpretations by encoding those beliefs as direct links and invoking
preemption. Transitivity may accurately describe people's
behavior in certain abstract cases as well as for interpreted
instances in which inference is performed rather than direct
recall: without further contextual information, people should
reason transitively with the information represented in Fig. 4.a
to conclude that penguins arefliers.The influence of world
knowledge which might prevent this inference is modeled by
inheritance reasoners with preemption by an explicit link, as
represented in Fig. 4.b. However, w e found little support for
preemption in ungrounded reasoning.

b.

a.
([pra^ta)

"(^^Biii)

i-^^^RtaJ)

Figure 4: Representing Context
The nature of the conflicting intuitions on inheritance proof
theory is such that it is informed m o r e by studies that discriminate the influence of the abstract structure of a set of sentences
than b y the determination of w h i c h facts are explicitly represented a n d w h i c h are implicit. H o w e v e r , a m o r e interesting
set of contextual effects given the m o d e l of reasoning supplied
b y the inheritance literature w o u l d b e those factors that have
an impact o n the abstract patterns of reasoning rather than
the presence or absence of explicit information—for instance
whether reasoning with k n o w n quantities (as opposed to using
sets that have fuzzy cardinality, like 'chairs') eliminates the
applicability of transitive reasoning. Studies of both abstract
a n d grounded reasoning are important parts of the general prob l e m of determining whether there is abstract systematicity in
h u m a n reasoning with generic information.
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Further studies should explore m o r e of the proof-theoretic
claims in greater detail. H e w s o n a n d Vogel (1994) consider
on-path a n d off-path preemption as well as cascaded ambiguity (cf. Touretzky et al., 1987) in addition to the m o r e
foundational consideration of s y m m e t r y between positive and
negative conclusions. T h e initial result presented here o n red u n d a n c y should also b e examined further, especially given
the conflicting intuitions in the literature about what the appropriate topological definition of redundancy should b e (cf.
Boutilier, 1989). For example, Horty et al. (1990) use a m o r e
c o m p l e x definition than the o n e w e suggested using informal
terms in this paper; in theirs certain links that are redundant in
the simpler terms are in fact d e e m e d b y them to convey novel
information. W e have not tested these problems. Finally, the
present analysis suggests that path-counting should also be
studied in closer detail to determine its efficacy as a predictor
of h u m a n reasoning with generics as a m o d e l of weighted
evidence.
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Abstract

suitable conditions, a robot can optimally choose an action based on its current and past sensor values such
This paper presents a way that enables robots to learn
that it maximizes over time a reward function measuring
abstract concepts from sensory/perceptual data. In orits performance. This approach seems to be attractive
der to overcome the gap between the low-level sensory
because robots can learn their behavior by using data
data cind higher-level concept description, a method
only
from primitive sensors. However, this approach still
called feature abstraction is used. Feature abstraction
has the problem of abstraction of features. In reinforcedynamically defines abstract sensors from primitive senment learning, features used for perception are carefully
sory devices and makes it possible to learn appropriate
selected and defined a priori. T h e system designer is
sensory-motor constraints. This method has been implemented on a reed mobile robot as a learning system
sometimes m a d e uneasy with preparing appropriate feacalled ACORN-II. ACORN-II was eveduated with some
tures with respect to the target knowledge.
empirical results eind shown that the system can learn
In order to resolve the problem of abstracting features,
some abstract concepts more eiccurately than other exw e have implemented ACORN-II, a system that learns
isting systems.
robot-commands from positive and negative instances^
A C O R N - I I uses a combination of two different learning
Introduction
algorithms - generalization to interval{GTl) and feature
All of existing intelligent agents can use sensory inforabstraction{FA) - for learning from sensory/perceptual
mation for interacting with the external world, but on
information. G T I is an incremental algorithm that genthe other hand they are suffering the limitation from
eralizes over numeric attributes, and makes algebraic extheir hardware constraints. T h e representation of the
pressions that represent the constraints a m o n g sensors
perceived world depends on the type and capability of
and actuators. F A is responsible for the discovery of
sensory devices of each agent. T h e perceived world of
adequate features in GTI's generalization.
dogs that have a keen nose might be quite different from
T h e idea of feature abstraction is inspired from the
the one perceived by h u m a n beings. W e could ask here
recent progress of constructive induction or feature coninteresting but difficult questions:
struction. Feature construction is a method to discover
appropriate features for representing instances in induc• What representation can be formed by using limited
tive learning. Several researchers have shown the imsensory devices?
portance of constructing n e w features in the various
• C a n agents, each of them having different sensory defields (e.g. A h a , 1991b; Bala, Michalski & W n e k , 1992;
vices, share knowledge?
Fawcett & Utgoff, 1992; Matheus, 1991; Muggleton,
The goal of this paper is to present the system that
1987). However, not m u c h has been said yet about its
enables robots to learn abstract knowledge, such as natuapplication to appropriate domains. W e claim that abral language like c o m m a n d s , by interaction with h u m a n
stracting features in robot learning is indeed one of the
beings. T o this end, w e focus on abstraction of informost suitable domains where feature construction can be
mation from primitive sensors to enable to share the
applied. T h e reason of this claim is that defining approknowledge between h u m a n s and robots. A robot that
priate features in robot learning is often more difficult
is equipped with sensors must have a base representathan other domains. W e believe that the idea proposed
tion language that is grounded in the available sensors.
in this paper could contribute not only to thefieldof m a However, m a n y tasks that the robot required to learn
chine learning, but also to problems in robotics, particwill need higher-level features that cannot be perceived
ularly in multi-sensor fusion and sensor integration (e.g.
directly by the sensors and m a y not appear in the initial
Durrant-Whyte 1987; Shafer, Stentz & Thorpe, 1986).
representation language. Thus the abstraction of primitive features plays an important role for learning from
* Because we are much concerned with the interaction besensory/perceptual information.
tween human beings and robots(Anzai, 1993) more them selfThe recent progress in robot learning has given imporgoverning of robots, the current system uses learning-fromtant results particularly in reinforcement learning(e.g.
exampleframework(i.e. zissuming teac/ier). However, it could
Lin, 1991; Mahadevan & Connell, 1991; Whitehead &
be possible to extend the idea of AcORN-II to unsupervised
Ballard, 1990). Through reinforcement learning under
framework, such a^ reinforcement learning.
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AcoRN-II is implemented on real autonomous mobile
robots shown in Figure 1. This robot is a small autonomous mobile robot with the size of approximately 30
cubic c m , controlled by a Toshiba TMP68301-16F processor. T h e robot is equipped with four sonar sensors to
measure the distance, and two pulse motors for wheels.
Acorn-11 can use data those sensors and actuators, but
does not assume any unrealistic sensors/actuators that
can detect high-level descriptions.

Figure 2: Positive instances (A)-(C) a n d negative instance ( D ) for c o m m a n d "Big Turn"

j«an
-. - «««B(ia«ii«aiirH

the primitive features for the data from the robot's right
and left sonar sensor, a n d motorr a n d motori denote
those for the speed of right and left wheels, respectively.
Figure 1: O n e of autonomous mobile robots developed
in our laboratory.
The following sections describe AcoRN-II's idea and
empirical evaluation of the system. T h e next section
gives the concept of feature abstraction with a simple
example for illustrating the problems in learning higherlevel knowledge from low-level data. Section 3 elaborates AcoRN-II's learning in detail. Section 4 evaluates
ACORN-II by comparing the system with other existing
systems. Finally, Section 5 concludes with some discussions and future work.

Situated Concept and Feature
Abstraction

Table 1: (a) Primitive features of positive instances (A)(C) a n d negative instance ( D ) for "Big Turn".

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

An Example
M e a n i n g s of abstract concepts sometimes d e p e n d o n situations, a n d higher-level features are needed for realizing those situations. Suppose that a robot has t w o sonar
sensors for detecting distances a n d also has t w o actuators for wheels. Also a s s u m e that this robot is to learn
the natural language-like c o m m a n d "Big Turn". Figure
2 s h o w s positive instances( ( A ) ~ ( C ) ) a n d a negative
instance(D) for learning the c o m m a n d . A circle represents a locus of the robot a n d a square represents a r o o m
in which the robot is located. N o t e that Figure 2 ( D ) is
a negative instance even though its radius is larger than
(A)'s because the actual curvature for a "Big T u r n " depends o n the size of the room.
Table 1 s h o w s the primitive features a n d the time series values of those features^. W e suppose that primitive
features, each of which corresponds to a sensor or a n actuator, are given. In Table 1, sensorr a n d sensori denote
^It is not so simple to define sampling intervals and the
correspondences between sets of sampled data. For simplicity, w e assume that all instances can be represented with the
same n u m b e r of samples.
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0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

aenaorj.
5.000
17.293
5.086
21.668
15.000
36.864
15.150
43.643
20.000
44.589
20.173
52.809
85.000
109.557
85,139
llV.775

aenaori
165.000
176.762
165.005
181.068
305.000
326.259
304.999
332.989
350.000
373.973
350.008
382.133
285.000
309.006
285.040
317.166

moioTf
0.000
5.965
5.965
5.965
0.000
10.046
10.046
10.046
0.000
11.302
11.302
11.302
0.000
7.221
7,221
7.221

motoTi
0.000
4.080
4.080
4.080
0.000
8.162
8.162
8.162
0.000
9.418
9.41*
9.418
0.000
5.336
5.336
5.336

A n important problem in this example is that the direct use of primitive features often causes generation of
a huge n u m b e r of disjunctions, even if a good generalization algorithm is available. For example, if w e use
the "hyper-rectangle m e t h o d " (Salzberg, 1991) (one of
exemplar-based learning approaches), in which concepts
are represented with hyper-rectangles in Euclidean nspace, the m e t h o d generates a huge n u m b e r of disjunctions such as:
{(17.293 < senaorl < 44.589) A (sensor* = 176.762) A (motor). =
5.965) A (motor/ = 4.080)} V
{(17.293 < aensorl < 44.589) A (326.259 < 3ensor} < 373,973) A
(motor); = 5.965) A (motor,* = 4.080)} V
{(17,293 < sensor) < 44.589) A (sensor} = 176.762) A (10.04 <
motori < 11.302) A [motor] = 4.080)} V
{(17.293 < sensor]. < 44.589) A (326.259 < sensor] < 373,973) A
(10.04 < motor) < 11.302) A(motorJ = 4.080)} V ••• V {(17.293 <
sensor) < 44.589) A (326.259 < sensor,' < 373,973) A (10.04 <
motor] < 11.302) A (8.162 < motor} < 9.418)}
This occurs because of the lack of appropriate features to

Table 2: Possible higher- level features
molopi
moiorr

(A) 1 1
2
(B)
(6>
(D)

0.684079
d.«R467«
A.4i4A7i
0.•12416
0.tl2416
0.612416
0.S33258
0.633266
0.8332S6
0.739018
0.739018
0.739018

molori
I
tensorr
moiorr
• en jorJ +Jtnjopj'
+ «enjorj
0.004014
1
194.0S6
170.092
O.AA4S34
1
iii.lit
(iMiiU
363.124
0.0026386
1
320.15 r ' o.ooiJii«
376.634
0.0025366
0.0022S206
418.564
0.0022S205
1
370.182
434.943
0.00225205
418.564
0.00199735
1
370.18
0.00199735
1
434.941
0.00199735
1

represent the relative size of a locus with respect to the
size of a room, nevertheless the m e a n i n g of the c o m m a n d
"Big Turn" depends o n the size of a r o o m .
In order to avoid inappropriateness as in the e x a m p l e
"Big Turn", one would consider to use higher-level features for representing instances given to the generalization procedure. Table 2 s h o w s s o m e possible higher-level
features that could b e used for representing instances.
motori
Note that the feature
represents the raaenaor° + seTiaorJ
tio of the radius of a circle (""'*°''i) to the size of a r o o m
^ moiorr '
{sensor° + sensor1). This is a missing feature hidden in
the given primitives for the situated concept "Big Turn".
Using this n e w feature, a generalization m e t h o d will
be able to generate appropriate constraints between the
sensors a n d actuators from the data as follows:

LL

0.00225205 <
— 3en3or° +sensor'^

to each sensory devices on the robot. Second, these features m a y be more abstract than primitive features, since
these features are constructed by applying some operators to primitives. In the example "Big Turn", abstract
features are constructed by using arithmetic operators
such as {-. -I-, •, /} to the primitive features.
In general, possible abstract features derived from
primitives can be formed a tree structure such as shown
in Figure 3. In this tree, there are four primitive features, A, B, C, D, and four operators {-,+,•,/}• T h e
top node represents the set of primitive features, and
each node at other levels represents the set of features
that includes new features constructed from primitives.
A n interesting point is that the depth of the tree corresponds to the level of sensory abstraction. T h e level
of a node in the tree matches the number of operations
that are applied to the primitive features. For example,
the node { ^ * C , D } exists in the second level, since the
feature ^ * C in this node is constructed by applying an
operator twice.

low-level sensor

(*/Brc.o
higher-level
sensory information
Figure 3: Search depth a n d level of sensor abstraction

The problem is that the robot cannot directly perceive

higher-level features such as ,g„,o7o+^^—r'^ ^^'^ givenAsinshown in Figure 3, abstract features play the role
stances.
of abstract sensors that d o not actually exist as senW e can consider here two alternative ways for resolvsory devices. This characteristic leads to the possibility
ing this problem.
of automatic sensor fusion or automatic sensor integration. In general, integrating sensory information needs
1. Taking account of all of possible situations to be recthe
prior knowledge such eis the relationship between senognized, prepare a huge number of primitive features
sory devices(e.g. D u r r a n t - W h y t e , 1987; Shafer, Stentz,
with respect to the situations.
& T h o r p e , 1986). H o w e v e r , if particular procedures for
2. Dynamically construct new features from the existing
exploring the tree are available, sensory information c a n
features when a situation needs to be recognized.
be automatically integrated depending o n the situation.
Obviously, thefirstway is unrealistic in real-world doFeature Abstraction
mains because we have to consider virtually infinite situations. As for the example "Big Turn" in the previous
Formally, the tree of a possible feature set can be desection, it is impossible to know all of the sizes of rooms
fined by•primitivefeatures {f\,.. .,fn) which correspond
in the world. In this paper w e choose the second way,
to initial sensory devices, operators {opi,. .. , o p m ) for
constructing new features from existing ones.
constructing n e w features, a n d criteria for selecting features. N o w w e call this tree as the feature space, a n d the
Sensor Integration and Abstract Sensors
procedure for exploring this tree feature abstraction.
As shown in the example "Big Turn", one could consider
In general, it is o n e of the m o s t difficult task to define
a variety of features such as the size of the room or the features for learning systems. In the robot d o m a i n , h o w radius of the circle. There are two important aspects in
ever, primitive features are easily determined because
these features. First, w e do not have to prepare any extra
they correspond to sensory devices o n the robot.
sensors for defining the features. These features can be
For operators, w e could a s s u m e m a n y possibilities.
defined only by using primitive features that correspond
W e used only four operators, {-,-f, •,/} in the e x a m p l e
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"Big Turn", but in general we can use m a n y other operators such as sin, cos, log and so on. Practically, however,
w e should select a small subset of operators from the
infinite set of potential ones.
Criteria for selecting features that will be applied to
operators also has m a n y possibilities. A s for the tree
in Figure 3, w e removed two selected features used to
construct a new feature. However, one would consider
to keep those features. Changing a criterion for selecting
features often causes the change of computational costs.
For example, if w e use the former criterion, the size of
the feature space is
m
•=2
where A^ is the number of primitive features and m is
the number of operators. But the size becomes infinite
if w e take the latter criterion.
T h e concept of feature abstraction is anedogous to the
one in scientific discovery systems such sis Bacon (Langley, Bradshow, & Simon, 1983) and A B A C U S (Falkenhainer, & Michalski, 1986). Those scientific discovery
systems try to discover mathematical expressions that
summaxize a body of data. However, feature abstraction
differs from those systems in the purpose of discovering
expressions. Feature abstraction generates the expressions a^ just "features" for representing instances. So,
one would need another procedure(e.g. generalization
module) that makes use of the result of feature abstraction. But, on the other hand discovery systems generally
seek expressions that summarize given data and these
expressions are never used for any other purpose.
Learning Sensory-Motor Constraints
According with the concept of feature abstraction, we
have implemented AcoRN-II. Learning in ACORN-II is
divided into two parts, G T I for generating hypotheses
and F A for feature abstraction. This section elaborates
the relationship between the two procedures with a concrete example.

gram is that our method has the interface between the
procedure for feature abstraction described below'.
A Procedure for Feature Abstraction
For discovering appropriate features from primitives,
Acorn-II uses the feature abstraction method called
FA. As mentioned in Matheus(1991), all of the systems
that try to construct new features must take account
of the appropriate time and the conditions for invoking
the procedure for constructing new features. Figure 4
illustrates the relationship between G T I and FA. W h e n
the number of GTI's disjunctive regions* is over a given
threshold, F A is invoked and constructs new features.
After that, G T I re-represents regions by using these new
features. F A uses arithmetic operators in order to construct higher-level features from numeric ones.
Invoke
disjuncts > ihreshoU

GTI

FA
R»-r*pr*Mnl
iwwtMtun

arilhmelic opt rotor

Figure 4: The relation between G T I and F A
Table 3 illustrates the algorithm of FA, where
makejnew.features selects two existing features and applies an operator from {-, +i •, /} to these two features.
This algorithm explores the search space that consists
of operators and primitive features until the number of
regions becomes under a given threshold 7.
This algorithm does not use ecological constraints such
as the functioned similarity of sensors and/or motors.
For a practical search, however, we need to extend the
current algorithm to more efficient one that can use ecological constradnts.
Evaluation of Acorn-II

Generalization in Acorn-II
There are two important characteristics that should be
considered in a robot learning system. First, its generalization method must deal with numeric features. Since
most perceptual/sensory information is expressed in continuous, numerical form, a learning system of an intelligent agent has to transform continuous values into discrete ones for symbolic reasoning. Second, the system
should use an incremented adgorithm for learning because
it is difficult for an autonomous agent to have an entire
set of instances at the same time.
T o deal with these issues, AcoRN-II uses the generalization method called G T I . G T I is one of algorithms
that are used in families of exemplar-based systems (e.g.
Aha, Kibler & Albert, 1991a; Salzberg, 1991). G T I is
a simple version of "hyper-rectangle method" (Salzberg,
1991) that generates hyper-rectangles on n-dimensional
space, where n denotes the number of features. T h e primary difference between G T I and Salzberg(1991)'s pro-
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In this section, we evaluate Acorn-II with empirical results on robot-command learning. W e created a data
set for the situated c o m m a n d "Big Turn" described in
previous sections. T h e data set contained 100 instances
and was divided into two subsets. O n e subset was used
for training, and the other for testing. Each subset had
50 positive or negative instances. Those instances were
represented by four primitive features that correspond
to two sonar sensors for detecting distances and two actuators for wheels, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of learning performance between ACORN-II, C N 2 (Clark & Niblett 1989)
and C 4 (Quinlan, 1993). All of the three systems can
' W e used G T I for learning spatial relations from images in
our previous system(Hiraki et.al., 1991a,1991b). This system
enable to perform a variety of performance tasks by using
constraint logic programming (Leler, 1988).
* W e use the words, region, hyperrectangle, constraint expression, in the same meaning.

Acorn II

Table 3: F A : Feature abstraction algorithm in A c o R N II

pcrttnUgt Bf curacy

cm'

Let N be the number of regions constructed by GTI,
F be the set of existing features F = {/i,...,/n}i 7
be a positive integer and O P be the set of operators
{-,+,*,/} and I = {}
1 IfiV>7
Then L.= L + makeaiew_features(F,OP)
2 If L = null Then stop.
3 Select F„ew from L, L := L - F^tw
M := n u m b e r of n e w regions re-represented with
i'nexu
4 If M < 7 Then Return M , F^ew
5 Else L:= L + make_new_features(F„eu,,OP) and
goto 2.
mjike_new_features(P,OP)
Let F F be a set of pairs of two features (/<, />) {fi, fj G

F, /, / /,), M F = {}
1 If F F is null Then return M F
2
3

Select a pair (h,/,), F F := F F - { { h J i ) }
If O P is null T h e n goto 1.
Select an operator opm from O P , O P - { o p m }
/new := N e w feature obtained by applying o p m
to fk,fl
N F : = F - { f k , f l } + {fnev,}
M F := M F U N F and goto 2.

0.00

10.00
20.00
3aOO
Number of tralnlni hislBiKcs
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Figure 5: Learning curves of AcORN-II, CN2 and C4

Figure 6 shows the result of this experiment. T h e result suggests AcoRN-II's robustness against the change
of environments.
Conclusion

deal with numeric features, but C N 2 and C 4 do not support automated feature abstraction. These three systems were trained by instances taken from the training
subset, then predicted an unseen instance taken from the
testing subset. The result shows that ACORN-Il's percentage accuracy is superior to C N 2 and C4, even though
C N 2 and C 4 use non-incremental methods and A C O R N II has to take incremental input of instances. This is
because the meaning of the c o m m a n d "Big Turn" depends on situations and only AcoRN-II is able to cope
with it by using appropriate features generated by feature abstraction.
After training instances were given, ACORN-II constructed a new feature (s^ + si + mr)/mi and generated
constraint expression:
{40.50 < {Sr + si + mr)lmi < 43.14}.
Note that the feature used in the final constraint expression is different from the feature ^ "' ^ described in
Section 2. W e can interpret this feature as follows:

When (5r+S/) » "Ir,

mi

= -"^

tr + Sr

This is just the reverse version of the denominator and
my.
numerator in — ^ — .
One of the remarkable characters of A C O R N - I I is its incremental learning. T o illustrate this advantage, w e first
gave the system 30 instances from the "large-size room",
and then gave instances from the "small-size room"^.
' W e preparedfivesizes of room for each.
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In this paper, we described AcoRN-II that can learn situated robot-commands from primitive sensor/actuator
data. In order to overcome difficulties in learning abstract c o m m a n d s from low-level data, Acorn-II constructs new features by using feature abstraction. E m pirical results suggest that ACORN-II is superior to wellknown existing systems.
The result of this research demonstrates the usefulness
of feature abstraction in robot learning. T h e algorithms
used in ACORN-II can be regarded as automatic sensor
fusion. B y using feature abstraction, the robot can integrates the sensory information without prior knowledge
such as the relationship between each sensory device.
Problems of inventing an efficient search method for
exploring the feature space is opened to our future works.
For the implemented example described in this paper,
the robot has only 4 sensors/actuators, and thus the size
of the space is not so large. However, in case the number
of sensors/actuators is large, w e need more sophisticated
criterion for selecting features. O n e of the possible approaches for avoiding combinatorial explosion would be
using feature selection method (e.g. Kira Sz Rendell,
1992) before invoking FA.
The current version of F A does not have operators for
symbolic features. T h e use of symbolic operators such
as logical and and or is also opened to our future works.
The concept of feature abstraction could be thought
as a kind of conceptual change (Ram, 1993). W e will
investigate the generality of our method in other domains
as well as in learning more complex robot-commands.
This paper concentrated to develop the way to share
knowledge between h u m a n and robot. So, w e took the
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with the sign, "The Smiths." A coherent inference or
The Theory of Explanatory Coherence, or TEC, (Ranney & two, e.g. that your mother and uncle had the same
name, leads to his conclusion.
Thagard, 1988; Thagard. 1989, 1992) and E C H O , a
connectionist implementation of TEC, attempt to model
The first example seems a likely example of inference;
human reasoning about evidence and hypotheses. The
the second seems highly unlikely. W e do not expect people
E C H O model is based on the simultaneous satisfaction of
multiple constraints. This yields predicted activations
to draw all possible inferences among pieces of knowledge,
("believabilities") for propositions, which are based on
nor is it a computationally practical solution—even for a
the propositions' evidential status, their explanatory
complex artificial intelligence system with a large
relationships, and their contradictory relationships. While
knowledge base.
E C H O has been demonstrated to usefully model human
This paper investigates W a n d e r E C H O , a computer model
reasoning, it does not model processing limitations on the
designed to simulate aspects of limited rationality in
maintenance of coherence. WanderECHO is a variation on
humans. T h e model stochastically simulates aspects of
the E C H O model that attempts to simulate attentional and
attention and short-term m e m o r y limitations. It is based
memorial limitations with a stochastic updating algorithm
upon the E C H O computer model of coherence, which has
that is based on a traveling focus of attention. Several
proven useful as a model of human reasoning (Miller &
variants of the WanderECHO simulation were applied to
Read, 1991; Ranney, Schank, M o s m a n n , & Montoya,
Schank and Ranney's (1991) data, and were found to
1993; Read & Marcus-Newhall, 1993; Read & Miller,
generally simulate subjects' mean believability ratings
1993; Schank & Ranney, 1991, 1992). Both E C H O and
better than standard E C H O .
W a n d e r E C H O are localist connectionist systems that
employ simulations to embody the simultaneous constraint
Introduction
satisfaction described in the Theory of Explanatory
(TEC; Ranney & Thagard, 1988; Thagard, 1989,
The problem of limited rationality is a pernicious one Coherence
in
artificial intelligence and psychology. Little is known about 1992). However, W a n d e r E C H O uses a stochastic updating
algorithm that is based on the link weights between nodes.
how and when people maintain consistency and coherence in
In this paper, the model is compared empirically to both
their beliefs. Consider the following example from Ranney
human data and E C H O simulations, and found to be an
(in press-a):
improvement over the standard E C H O simulation.
We may often have the impression that people are
The ECHO Model
remarkably adept at maintaining coherent mental
models and representations. For example, if you had
The Theory of Explanatory Coherence (e.g., Ranney &
just told a friend that the city marathon is to be held
Thagard, 1988; Thagard, 1989) treats coherence as a
today, you would not be terribly surprised if she
multiple constraint satisfaction problem, where coherence is
quickly concludes, "Well, in that case, I should m o v e
a continuous quantity to be optimized. Constraints are not
m y car." Indeed, her inference would be a testament to
rigid, but "soft" (cf. Smolensky, 1988). The theory is based
the everyday power of human coherence-seeking...
upon the following principles: symmetry, explanation,
Abstract

By way of contrast...You tell a visiting friend what
your mother's maiden name was (e.g., "Smith"), and he
correctly, but unexpectedly, concludes, "Well, in that
case I've got to m o v e m y car."... For instance, perhaps
the friend has remembered [a] that your crazy uncle,
who lives in the neighborhood, d u m p s trash on autos
that park in front of his house, [b] that you mentioned
that you come from a very small extended family, and
[c] that he just parked in front of a house emblazoned
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simplicity, analogy, data priority, contradiction,
acceptability (believability), and system coherence. T h e
theory describes three related constructs: coherence, system
coherence, and believability. Believability is a property of a
single proposition that describes the degree to which the
proposition is believed or accepted as true. Coherence is a
propeny of a pair of propositions that describes the degree
to which they are mutually compatible. (This is presumably
generally determined by "background" or "world"
knowledge.) System coherence is a property of a system of

propositions. It is proposed that people try to maximize
system coherence among their beliefs.
E C H O is a symbolic connectionist embodiment of the
principles of T E C . It is based on a localist representation in
which nodes represent propositions, and links between
nodesrepresentcoherencerelations.Activations for nodes
represent believability, weights on links between nodes
represent a measure of coherence, and system coherence is
the inverse of the system energy function. Therefore, a
network with high energy has low coherence and vice versa.
The network optimizes system coherence by settling to a
low energy state. (In principle, these low energy stales can
be only local minima instead of the desired global
minimum. B y starting with near-zero positive activations,
0.01 for all units, this danger is reduced.) Data priority is
represented by creating links between the evidential
propositions and the special evidence unit, or S E U , whose
activation is fixed at 1.0.
In most psychological studies carried out with E C H O ,
only three link weights a m o n g propositions are generally
used: zero, a default inhibitory weight, or a default
excitatory weight (but cf. Schank & Ranney, 1993).
Likewise, only two link weights are used for links to the
S E U : an excitatory weight, or zero. Default values for each
of these parameters are given below in Table 1. These
parameters have been used in various studies of E C H O
(Ranney & Thagard, 1988; Schank & Ranney, 1991.1992)
Other values for these parameters have also been used,
however. In one of their variations, Schank and Ranney
(1991) adjusted certain link weights to account for the
phenomenon of "presumed backing," in which certain
propositions were treated as partially evidential, due to links
to background knowledge that w a s not part of the
information presented to or discussed with subjects.
Table 1: Some ECHO parameter settings
Parameter
Default

Schank &
Ranney '91

Excitatory/Explanatory
link weight

0.03

0.005

InhibitoryATontradictory
link weight

-0.06

-0.06

Data priority—SEU link
weight

0.055

0.10

Decay

0.04

0.15

Stop value

0.01

0.01

E C H O also has a decay parameter, which moderates the
activation of each node at each update cycle. A fixed
percentage of the absolute value of the activation is sapped
at each cycle; thus, nodes that do not have some external
source of activation will, over time, tend towards zero.

The WanderECHO Model
Attention and Memory
A s the example from the introduction demonstrates, people
are not globally coherent all the time, nor do w e expect
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this. H u m a n s can only do limited coherence seeking. Can
this be simulated? In particular, humans have a limited
amount of time and limited m e m o r y with which to
maintain coherence among beliefs. Attention and the order
of processing also manifest effects. Primacy and recency
biases are well-documented effects in both the history of
science (Thagard & N o w a k , 1990) and cognitive science
(Ranney, Schank, M o s m a n n & Montoya, 1993; Stich,
1990). W o r k by Schank and Ranney and others (e.g..
Ranney, 1987/1988; Ranney, et al., 1993; Ranney &
Thagard. 1988; Schank. 1990; Schank & Ranney, 1992;
Schank, Ranney, Hoadley, Diehl, & Neff, in press)
demonstrates that belief judgments both change in
observable time and are sensitive to subjects' attention.
E C H O is flawed in itsrepresentationof human thought
in at least two aspects: computational power and memory
limitations. A general problem is that the model does not
account for the limits of human computational power. The
E C H O simulation will run on a network of almost
unlimited size and will continue updating all activations
until the entire network settles. However, humans can not
maintain coherence on even moderately large sets of beliefs
without external assistance (Ranney, 1987/1988, in press-a,
in-press-b). A fascinating example is provided by Tweney
(1991), as he provides an account of the elaborate record
keeping and cross-referencing techniques employed by
Faraday in integrating information from his career of
electricity experiments. Faraday constructed notebooks full
of information and spent a great deal of time studying and
cross-indexing this information in an effort to build a
coherent view. Clearly, coherence maintenance on such a
large scale is neither easy nor characteristic of our o w n
mental processes, and in Faraday's case it could not have
been performed at all without extensive external aids. Large
problems are not simply processed until entirely done.
A more specific problem with E C H O is that it does not
take into account short-term m e m o r y limitations.
Computationally, this m a y be seen as a limit on the space
aspect of space-time tradeoffs in calculation. This makes
E C H O somewhat unrealistic: in an E C H O simulation,
every node, no matter h o w many there are, is updated on
every cycle. While the size of a chunk is certainly
ambiguous, it seems safe to say that updating seven nodes
at a time would be near the upper limit for conscious
processing (cf. Miller, 1956). The only way for humans to
exceed their short-term m e m o r y limitations is to do what
m o d e m serial computers do when working on problems too
large tofitin main memory: swap information in and out
for parts of the problem (cf. Ericsson, Chase, & Faloon,
1980; Simon, 1974).
The WanderECHO Algorithm
W a n d e r E C H O is a variation on E C H O that tries to take
s o m e of these considerations into account. First,
W a n d e r E C H O simulates a limited focus of attention and
does not demand massively parallel execution. Second,
W a n d e r E C H O has a local stopping criterion, and does not
require calculation of the energy change of the entire system
in order to determine whether or not to stop; it will

satisfice, rather than optimize as E C H O does. T h e model
operates stochastically and can produce a range of different
belief activations for the same network topology on
different runs.
Rather than updating every unit in the network at every
cycle, the W a n d e r E C H O algorithm updates one unit at a
time. At any given cycle, a single node is updated; this node
is the model's "focus of attention." T h e first node to be
updated is chosen randomly. The next node to be updated is
chosen probabilistically based on link weights. Given the
current node i, the probability that a neighboring node x
will be updated next is given by:

P(update^) =

w..
I > . ^v
;

where; varies over all nodes not equal to i.
This concept of wandering attention has its roots in
activation-spreading theories of memory. Since the strength
of a link between two nodes provides a loose measure of
how related the propositions are, this system allows
attention to follow chains of related ideas.
Since the system is not calculating n e w activations for
every node in the network at each cycle, it is neither
desirable nor possible to use a global stopping criterion
such as the total change in activations over the network.
Rather than base the stopping criterion on only the change
in activation in the current node, a time-averaging system is
used. This is since a node m a y be in a state of local
equilibrium at a given cycle, even though the entirety of the
network m a y be decidedly unsettled. T o maintain a rough
equivalency with parameter settings for the E C H O model,
the absolute values of the changes in activation over the
previous n individual node updates are s u m m e d and
compared to the stop criterion, where n is the number of
nodes in the network.^ Thus, in E C H O , one cycle of an
eight-node network would update each of the eight units
simultaneously, and compare the total change to the stop
criterion. In a W a n d e r E C H O simulation of an eight-unit
network, though, the change over a group of eight
individual node updates would be s u m m e d and compared.
These eight updates might occur over all eight nodes or it
might occur over as few as two nodes. This makes
W a n d e r E C H O likely to stop earlier than E C H O for
equivalent criterial stopping values. If all eight nodes are
successively updated, the criterion is the same as that for
E C H O , and if fewer nodes are successively visited, less
change is likely to happen.
Another important difference implemented for the
W a n d e r E C H O simulation is its wider range of possibilities
for starting activations. Under E C H O , nodes are all started

'This would prove unrealistic for large networks for the same
reasons that updating large networks in cycles proves
unrealistic. A fixed number of updates to average over is
probably more realistic. However, in fairly small networks of
the sort we employ here, the difference is minimal.
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at an equal, fixed activation, usually near zero. This makes
sense for fmding the overall settling point for the network;
by starting the system with small values, wild oscillations
that could occur with extreme starting activations are
avoided, and spurious local energy minima that could result
from unusual configurations of activations are avoided.
However, in W a n d e r E C H O , small starting activations
almost guarantee premature stopping; since local coherence
everywhere will initially be relatively high except between
units with data priority and the special evidence unit,
W a n d e r E C H O paths that d o not visit evidence nodes often
enough will c o m e to an inappropriate, early halt. T h e
software provides options for different starting states: the
user m a y ask that all nodes be started with a fixed value as
with E C H O , or they m a y request random positive
activations. (Random zero-centered starting activations were
also possible, but were generally not successful, were not
applicable to systems with activations ranging from 0 to 1,
and are not reported here.)
In the limit, W a n d e r E C H O and E C H O will calculate
similar values. If the W a n d e r E C H O stopping criterion is
stringent enough, W a n d e r E C H O will continue to update
nodes one by one until an energy m i n i m u m for the system
is reached. W a n d e r E C H O spends more time updating highly
connected nodes, so less connected nodes will probably take
longer to settle; this means that the overall simulation will
take more processing cycles than does E C H O to reach
identical values. Neglecting the effect of stochastic updating
on decay, the energy function for each simulation is the
same.
At this point it m a y be helpful to take a step back and
examine the reasons for creating the W a n d e r E C H O
algorithm. O n e could argue that varying parameters or
changing update rules is simply tinkering with
connectionism's gory details, which seems unnecessary
given the successes of the connectionist paradigm.
However, E C H O is not primarily an application of
connectionism but rather an instantiation of a principled
philosophical theory of coherence. E C H O networks
represent high-level features of cognition, not microscopic
detail. W a n d e r E C H O considers high-level propositions one
at a time, just as a person might. It is not a prescription
for neural net simulations in general.
Empirical assessment of WanderECHO
The Human Data
This study used human data collected by Schank and Ranney
(1991). Forty-eight subjects were presented with some
subset of twelve texts. Each text described a fictional story,
involving hypotheses and evidence, in one of four domains
for which prior knowledge w a s unlikely to significantly
contribute. T h e texts, w h e n diagrammed as a network of
hypotheses and evidence, produced one of three topologies
(an example of which is shown below in Figure 1). In this
way, it w a s hoped that subjects would represent the
situation with the same propositions and links used to run
the simulations. Subjects were asked to rate their relative

Topology C

Second, the nodes' minimum activation was varied; in half
of the trials, activations ranged from -1 to 1, while in the
other trials, activations ranged from 0 to 1. Since decay
brings activations toward zero, in thefirstcase, decay was
pulling activations towards neutrality, and in the second
case it was pulling them toward "disbelief." The third
parameter to be varied was the update algorithm. In half of
the trials, WanderECHO's focus of attention was allowed to
wander through the Special Evidence Unit (SEU). (Note that
even so, the SEU's activation was never updated, since it
has an activation of 1.0 by definition.) In the other half,
focus of attention was only allowed to wander across
explanatory or inhibitory links. B y allowing the focus of
attention to travel through the S E U , all evidential nodes
were effectively linked, and one data node after another
might be updated. Without this " S E U wanderthrough," data
nodes would typically only be visited by w a y of the
hypotheses they explained. (In E C H O networks, evidence is
not typically linked to other evidence.)

Hypothesis 0 Hypothesis 3

Hypothesis 1'

Evidence 1

Evidence 2

pothesis 2

Evidence 3

Evidence 4

Special Evidence Unit
(SEU)
'' Contradiction
B Explanation
— Data priority
Figure 1: O n e of the network topologies.

Results

belief in each of the propositions contained in the text, on a
scale from 1 (completely unbelievable) to 7 (completely
believable).
Comparison Methodology
Since the WanderECHO simulation is stochastic,
comparing human results to an individual run of the model
is inappropriate.^ Because of this, the model was run 200
times, and then ouqjut activations were averaged across the
200 different runs. These average activations were then
correlated with human believability ratings. T o assay some
of the properties of the n e w model, various combinations of
parameter settings were used. S o m e of these parameters are
from the original E C H O model, while some are specific to
the W a n d e r E C H O algorithm.
Initially, over 25 different settings of parameters were
used with W a n d e r E C H O to see if quantities such as link
weights, starting values, or decay should be varied from
E C H O settings. T h e original E C H O settings appeared
adequate with two exceptions: starting node activation, and
stop threshold. W a n d e r E C H O was more effective when
starting activations were non zero (see below). For stop
threshold, using a less stringent stopping value of 0.1
(compared to E C H O ' S O.OI) improved W a n d e r E C H O ' s
accuracy.
For thefinalcomparisons, three orthogonal parameters
were varied in the W a n d e r E C H O model. Thefirstparameter
to be varied was starting activation. For half of the final
trials, activations were started at 0.5. For the other half of
the trials, activations were started at random positive values.

•^Some form of individual-to-simulated-nin matching would be
required. A WanderECHO simulation might be constrained to a
particular update path based on individual protocols, such as
those in Schank & Ranney (1992).

Table 2 shows the Pearson correlations between the average
human responses and the ten comparison conditions: eight
W a n d e r E C H O and two regular E C H O . O n e topology had
eight propositions, one had seven, and one had six, yielding
twenty-one data points. All the W a n d e r E C H O correlations
were significantly greater than zero at the p < .01 level
using the D u n n test. Most of the correlations were
numerically greater than that of the "best-parameters"
E C H O simulation (Schank & Ranney, 1991), and all
modeled the data significantly better than E C H O with
default parameters.
Table 2: Correlations between mean (WanderECHO and
regular E C H O ) activations and mean human ratings for each
node in each topology.
WanderECHO, Minimum Activation = -1.0
Wander p3th
S E U not
Slart ValugS
permitted
S E U permitted
r =0.965
Random positive
r =0.931
0.5
r =0.961
r =0.953
W a n d e r E C H O , M i n i m u m Activation = 0.0
WandCTpath
Start Values
S E U not
permitted
S E U permitted
r =0.914
r =0.963
Random positive
r =0.962
0.5
/-=0.945
Regular E C H O
E C H O , standard parameters
ECHO, "best" post-hoc ^ ^94 j
parameters (Schank
& Ranney, 1991)
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r =0.724

For one topology. Table 3 shows the averages, by
proposition, for the human data, the best and standard or
default E C H O simulations, and one WanderECHO
simulation of that topology (random positive start values,
minimum activation of -1.0, S E U paths permitted). Figure
2 plots these results normalized as Z-scores. Note that the
E C H O "best" simulation actually pins all hypotheses near
neutral (i.e., zero activation). Also note that an even higher
correspondence can be observed for the WanderECHO model
if one presumes the existence of a ceiling effect on the
human rating scale; in the simulations. Evidence
proposition 2 produces a somewhat higher activation than
the other evidence units, but since most people rated all the
evidence units at or near the maximum of 7, a slightly
higher belief rating for one piece of evidence over the others
is difficult to measure.

In this case, the additions of simulated attention and variable
initial belief states represented a calculated risk based on the
usefulness of these constructs in psychology. This choice
must be validated by further operationalizing these two
concepts, measuring them, and constraining WanderECHO
to repB-oduce them faidifully.
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Abstract

to informal proofs found in standard mathematical textbooks, such proofs are composed of derivations familiar
This paper outlines an implemented system calledfrom
PROelementary logic, where the focus of attention is on
VERB that explains machine-found natural deduction
syntactic manipulations rather than on the underlying
proofs in natural language. Different from earlier works,
semantic ideas. The main problem, we believe, lies on
we pursue a reconstructive approach. Based on the obthe lack of intermediate structures of N D proofs, which
servation that natural deduction proofs are at a too low
allow
atomic justifications at a higher level of abstraclevel of abstraction compared with proofs found in mathtion.
ematical textbooks, we definefirstthe concept of soP R O V E R B solves this problem by carrying the reconcalled assertion level inference rules. Derivations justistructive approach one step further. Thefirstsection
fied by these rules can intuitively be understood as the
application of a definition or a theorem. Then an albelow defines a new intermediate representation, called
gorithm is introduced that ab^tractj machine-found N D
assertion level inference rules. Next we illustrate the reproofs using the assertion level inference rules. Abstracconstruction of more abstract proofs from machine-found
ted proofs are then verbalized into natural language by
N D proofs using assertion level rules. Subsequently,
a presentation module. The most significant feature of
we sketch out a computational model adapts and comthe presentation module is that it combines standard
bines several established N L generation techniques for
hierarchical text planning and techniques that locally
the verbalization of a abstracted proof.
organize argumentative texts based on the derivation
relation under the guidance of a focus mechanism. The
Abstracting ND Proofs to the Assertion
behavior of the system is demonstrated with the help of
Level
a concrete example throughout the paper.
Our analysis on proofs in mathematical textbooks shows
that most derivations are justified in terms of the applicThis paper describes P R O V E R B , a system that presents ation of a definition or a theorem, collectively called an
assertion (Huang 92). In this section, wefirstintroduce
proofs found by an automated reasoning system in nata computational model for informal mathematics. Acural language. The main aim is to provide an overview
cording to this model, assertion level justifications can
sf the entire spectrum of a reconstructive presentation
process. To achieve this, w e are often forced to sacrifice be used both for compound proof segments exhibiting
certain syntactical structure, and for atomic steps deprecise descriptions to the global architecture.
rived by assertion level inference rules. Then we turn to
[dentifying the Problem
an abstraction process that reconstructs a proof using
assertion level rules
Similar to the reconstructive approach employed by the
explanation component of some expert systems (Wick
Compound proof segments and assertion
ind Thompson 92), efiForts were made to transform
level rules
proofsfrommachine-oriented formalisms into more natOur computational model for informal mathemattcal
ural formalism (Andrews 80, Miller 83, Pfenning 87,
Lingenfelder 90). As the target formalism, usually a
reasoning basically follows the psychological models for
k'ariation of the natural deduction (ND) prooffirstpro- reasoning based the natural logic hypothesis (Braine 78,
posed by G. Gentzen (Gentzen 35) is chosen. Until
Rips 1983), and the proof planning framework proposed
recently the reconstruction stops here and the resulting
by A. Bundy (1988). According to this model, our inN D proofs are used as inputs by natural language gentuitive notion of the application of an assertion is either
srators (Chester 76, McDonald 83, Edgar & Pelletier
achieved by constructing an N D proof segment that sat53). In general, the presentation of N D proofs has been isfies certain structural constraint, or by the application
:arried out by resorting to ordering, pruning, and aug- of an assertion level inference rule.
Figure 1 is an example of a compound proof segment
mentation.
All these verbalizations sufferfromthe same problem: that infers ai G Fi from Ui C Fi and ai € C^i by applyrhe derivations they convey are exclusively at the level ing the definition of subset encoded as in the leaf with
if the inference rules of the N D calculus. In contrast
the label A.

Introduction
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>£

TTTT
ai g f/i =» ai g >•

-VF, ai g Ui

Figure 1 Natural Expansion 1 for Siihsot, Definit.ion

T h e procedure that applies assertions by constructing a c o m p o u n d proof segment is specified in terms of a
so-called decomposHton-composition constraint imposed
on such proof segments identified in our preliminary empirical study on mathematical proofs (Huang 92). T o
illustrate this constraint, w efirstintroduce two definitions.
Definition: An inference rule of the form
^'" '—'^^'k '
is a decomposition rule with respect to
the formula schema F , if all applications of it, written as
' ^)-Q< '
°~ satisfy the following condition: each
P[,. . , P ^ a n d g ' i s
• a proper subformula of F', or
• a specialization of F' or of one of its proper subformula, or
• a negation of one of thefirsttwo cases.
Under this definition, A D , => D , V D are the only elementary decomposition rules in the natural deduction
calculus M K . C o m p a r e Figure 1 for the meaning of the
rules.
Definition: An inference rule of the form ^ Aho^^ "
IS called a composition rule if all applications of it, written as

^^Q,

°^, satisfy the following condition: each

• a proper subformula of Q', or
• a specialization of Q ' or of one of its proper subformula, or
• a negation of one of thefirsttwo cases.
Roughly speaking, the decomposition-composition
constraint requires that a proof segment applying an assertion A consists primarily of a linear decomposition of
A . A s illustrated in Figure 1, this is carried out along
the branch from A to the root by applying decomposition
rules. Other premises involved in this series of decompositions (the leaves Ui C Fi and ai 6 Ui in Figure 1 for instance) can be constructed by compositions (not used in
Figure 1). For a precise definition of this constraint, see
(Huang 92). In the sequel, proof segments satisfying this
constraint will be referred to as the natural expansion
of the corresponding assertion level justification. This
constraint is closely related to one of Johnson-Laird's effective procedures (Johnson-Laird 1983), accounting for
spontaneous daily reasoning.
Assertion level justifications are also used for proof
steps derived by an assertion level inference rule. There
are two ways for acquiring such rules in our computa-
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tional model: learning by chunking-and-variablizatton
and learning by contraposition (Huang 94b).
First, we assume that patterns of repeated applications of an assertion m a y be remembered as new rules,
similar to the chunking operation in the cognitive architecture Soar (Newell 90). O n account of this, assertion
level rules are also referred to as compound rules. W e
continue with our subset example to illustrate this.
Example 1 (Continued):
Suppose that a reasoner has just derived ay £ F\ from
the premises ai £ U\ and U\ C Fi by constructing the
proof tree in Figure 1. Our assumption is that apart from
merely drawing a concrete conclusion from the premises,
possibly he learns the following compound rule as well:
AhaGt/.AI-^CF
AI-aG F
where a, U and F are metavariables standing for object
variables. Note that this rule is obtained by variablization and removing the intermediate steps in Figure 1.
T h e second way of acquiring assertion level rules can
be viewed as a generalized contraposition. For instance,
after the acquisition of rule above, the rules
Ahaet/.Al-QgF

A\-U (tF

Ah-Q^F,Aht/cF
Aha^U

can be derived as contrapositions.
In (Huang 94b), it is shown that afiniteset of compound rules can be constructed for each assertion, so
that this set covers all possible applications of this assertion, which can be achieved by constructing natural
expansions. T h e two ways of applying assertions are
therefore logically equivalent. T h e set of assertion level
rules for a typical mathematical assertion can usually be
represented as one or two proof tree schemata satisfying
the decomposition-composition constraint (Huang 94b).
These rules are used to abstract N D proofs.
Abstracting ND Proofs to the Assertion
Level
This section describes an algorithm that replaces as
m a n y compound proof segments in machine-found N D
proofs as possible, by atomic derivations justified by assertion level rules. Note that proof segments replaced
m a y contain machine-generated detours and redundancies, and are not necessarily natural expansions.
Algorithm: Go through the proof tree starting from
the root, for each proof node A^,
1) Choose as the set of assertions ^45 the definitions
and theorems contributing to the proof of AT, namely the

Subset :V5.,5,gi C 5; «» V,x € 5i =» J € 5;
[pi] : t/i C Fi

\b'\ : t/i C Fi ^^rX€Ui=>seFi

fcn:V,xef;i^x6 Fi

•,b^F,

[d'] : 6 6 t/i =» 6 € Fi

\p2]-bG U,

, i
[e'] : h e Fi
Figure 2: A Natural Deduction Proof with Detours

leaves of the subtree rooted by N , which are definitions
or theorems used.
2) A m o n g the nodes in the subtree rooted by A^, test
if there exist nodes pi, .., Pn, from which A'^ can be derived by an assertion level rule associated with an assertion A in A S . If successful, reduce the input proof so
that A'^ has pi,..., Pn as its direct children and A as its
new justification.
For example, the proof segment Figure 2 can be abstracted to the following step justified by an assertion
level rule learned from Figure 1:

\jPA-U^CF,^,\j>,]:heU. Subset
[c'] : 6 6 Fi
The restrictive choice of A S and the search for pi,..., p„
in a breath-first way sacrifice optimal solutions to efficiency. Neatly written N D proofs are reduced to 1/3 of
their original proof nodes. T h e best-case complexity is
linear. Most significant reduction is observed with input
proofs which contain machine-generated detours and redundancies. The algorithm performs poorly on proofs
which are mainly indirect, where in most of the node
only L (contradiction) is derived. T h e worst-case complexity is 0{n'^) (Huang 94b).
Figure 3 is a proof abstracted from an input proof of
134 lines, generated in the proof development environment n - M K R P ( H u a n g et al 94) the theorem below.

formula 5o/u<ion(a, 6, c, F, •) should be read as c is a
solution of the equation a*ar = 6 i n F "

T h e Verbalization of an Abstracted
Proof
The presentation module of PROVERB accepts an abstracted proof as input, and produces a proof in natural
language. It is cast cis a two stage process: T h e macroplanner chooses a sequence of proof communicative acts
(PCAs), being speech acts in this domain of application.
The microplanner makes more syntactic decisions.
The macroplanner combines hierarchical planning
(Hovy 88, Moore 89, Reithinger 91) and local organization of text (Sibun 90) in a uniform planning framework.
While hierarchical planning views language as planned
behavior and m a p s a goal into subgoals, local organization simulates the more spontaneous part of text generation. Under the latter mode, local structures suggest
the next objects available, once a discourse is started.
The Framework of the Text Planner

PROVERB combines the two presentation modes by encoding communication knowledge for both modes as plan
operators, called top-down and bottom-up presentation
operators respectively, in a uniform planning framework.
Since top-down presentation operators e m b o d y explicit
communicative norms, they are given a higher priority than the bottom-up ones. A bottom-up operator
is chosen only when no top-down presentation operator
applies. T h e overall planning framework is realized by a
Theorem: Let F be a group and U a subgroup of F, if
function Present. It isfirstcalled with the entire proof
ly is a unit element of f/, then 1 = It/as the presentation task. T h e execution of a top-down
presentation operator generates new subtcisks by calling
To illustrate the difference between derivations at the
it recursively. Furthermore, we assume that every disassertion level and logic level, we want to indicate that
course segment produced by a call to "Present" forms
the best N D proof for the assertion level derivation in
an attentional unit in the discourse model (compare the
step 7 corresponds to a compound proof given in Figure
1. In a machine-generated N D proof, it can be more com- subsection on reference choices).
plex since such a proof often contains machine-generated
Top-Down Presentation operators
detours, see Figure 2. It is given in a linearized format,
where the last column contains the justification as well
In contrast with operators employed in RST-based planas the premises. Eleven of the remainingfifteensteps are ners that split pending goals according to rhetorical
at the assertion level. T h e rest is justified by N D rules
structures, our operators encode standard schemata for
of more structural import: they introduce new temporpresenting proofs of some particular structures. T h e topary hypothesis and then discharge them (the Hyp and
down presentation operators can roughly be divided into
the Choice rule in this example). These steps are usutwo categories:
ally presented later explicitly. Groups of trivial steps
• those containing complex schemata for the presentainstantiating quantifiers or manipulating logical connecttion of proofs of a specific pattern,
ives are largely abstracted to assertion level steps. T h e
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NNo
1.

S;D
1;

h

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

1;
1;
1;
;5
i;5
1;5
i;5
i;5
1;5
1;5
i;5
i;5
i;5
1;

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
fh
h
h
h
h
h

Formula

group(F, *) A subgrotip{U, F, •)uni<(F,
A
!,•) A
untt(U,lu,*)
U CF
lueu
3,xeU
u£U
U » ll/ = «
ueF
lu€F
semigroup(F, *)
solutton{u,u, lu, F, *)
u * 1 = 11
iGf
solution{u,u, 1, jF, *)
l = ll7
l = ly

Reason
(Hyp)
(Def-subgroup 1)
(Def-unit 1)
(3 3)
(Hyp)
(Def-unit 1 5)
(Def-subset 2 5)
(Def-subset 2 3)
(Def-group 1)
(Def-solution 6 7 8 9)
(Def-unit 1 7)
(Def-unit 1)
(Def-solution 7 11 12
(Th-soiution 11 10 13)
(Choice 4 14)

Figure 3: Abstracted Proof about Unit Element of Subgroups

• those embodying general presentation norms, concerning splitting proofs and ordering subgoals.
Due to space restrictions, we only elaborate on one
top-down operator devised for proof segments containing
cases. A corresponding proof schema is shown in Figure
4.

Fh F

G\-G

?li - A h Q

^^^^

Figure 4: A Proof Schema Involving Cases

(present ?Ls) ;subgoal 3
(Set-Conveyed :Conclusion ?Z<i))
• features: (top-down compulsory implicit)
This operator posts three new subgoals. The entire
verbalization is of the pattern below:
T h e verbalization of the subproof leading to F V G
rooted by ?Z,4. (subgoal 1)
"First, let us consider thefirstcase by assuming
F"
T h e verbalization of the subproof rooted by 7L2(subgoal 2)
"Next, w e consider the second case by assuming G."
The verbalization of the subproof rooted by ?Z/3.
(subgoal 3)

Under two circumstances a writer may recognizeThere
thatare two kinds of feature values. "Implicit" is a
he is confronted with a proof segment containing cases.
First, w h e n a corresponding subproof is the current
presentation task, tested by (task ?Z/i)^ Second, when
a disjunction has just been presented, tested by (localFocus ?Z,4). Under both circumstances there is a communication norm motivating the writer to tryfirstto
present the part leadmg to F V G (in the second case this
subgoal hcis already been achieved), and then proceeds
with the two cases. Certain P C As are used to mediate
between parts of a proof. This procedure is captured by
the operator below.
Case-Implicit

stylistic one, indicating that the splitting into the three
subgoals is not m a d e explicit in the verbalization. In
its explicit dual Case-Explicit this can be achieved by
adding the P C A below to the beginning of the A C T s
slot.
(Subgoal Goal: LabelA
Subgoals: (?L_4 ?L_2 ?L_3))
which produces the verbalization:
"To prove Q , let usfirstprove F V G, and then
consider the two cases separately."
The feature value "compulsory" indicates the specificity of this operator: If the operator is applicable, and
its style conforms to the global style (which can be specified by the user in P R O V E R B ) , this operator should
be chosen. Besides "compulsory", there are two weaker
stages reflecting the specificity: "specific" and "general"
Twelve top-down presentation operators that embody
communication schemata for proofs exhibiting a particular structure are currently integrated in P R O V E R B .
The other five realize more general ordering and splitting principles (Huang 94a, Huang 94d).

• Proof: the proof schema in Figure 4
» Applicability Condition: ((task ?Li)
V (local-focus ?Z/4)) A (not-conveyed (?L2 ?^3))
• Acts: (if (not-conveyed ?Li)
(present IL^)) ;subgoal 1
(Case-First F )
(present ?L2) ;subgoal 2
(Case-Second G )
'Labels stand for the corresponding nodes
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Bottom-up

Reference Choices

Presentation

The boiiom-up presentation process simulates the unplanned part of proof presentation. Instead of splitting
presentation goals into subgoals, it follows the local derivation relation tofinda proof node or a subproof to be
presented next. In this sense, it is similar to the local
organization techniques used in (Sibun 90). Only when
no top-down operator applies, will a bottom-up operator
be chosen.
The Local Focus
The node to be presented next is suggested by the local
focus, the proof node last presented. Although logically
any proof node having the local focus as a child could
be chosen for the next step, usually the one with the
greatest semantic overlap with the focal centers is preferred. Focal centers are semantic objects mentioned in
the local focus. This is based on the observation that if
one has proved a property about some semantic objects,
one tends to continue to talk about these objects before
turning to new objects. Let us examine the following
situation.

Macroplanning produces a sequence of P C A s . Our microplanner is restricted to the treatment of the reference
choices for the inference methods and for the previously
presented intermediate conclusions. While the former
depends on the static salience related to the domain
knowledge (Pattabhiraman ii. Cercone 93), the latter is
very similar to the subsequent references, and is therefore sensitive to the context, in particular to its segmentation into an attentional hierarchy (Reichman 85, Grosz
& Sidner 86). Below is an example of a P C A enriched
with reference choices for the reasons and the method by
the microplanner, see (Huang 94c) for more details.
(Derive Reasons: ((((ELE a U) explicit))
((SUBSET U F ) omit))
Conclusion: (ELE a F )
Method: (Def-Subset omit))
With the help of a dictionary, this is translated into
the input language of our surface generator based on the
T A G formalism, whichfinallyproduces the utterance:
"Since a is an element of C/, a is an element of F."

P(a,b
[1]: P(a,6), [3]. Sjc)
felj.^i^
W K

Note that, only the reason labeled as "explicit" is verbalized. Finally, to demonstrate the quality of proofs currently
Assume that node [1] is the local focus, the set {a, 6}
is generated by P R O V E R B , the complete output for
the
abstracted proof in Figure 3 is listed below:
therefore the focal centers. [3] is a previously presented
node and the proof rooted by [5] is the current task. [2] is " (1) Let F be a group, [/ be a subgroup of F, 1
chosen as the next node, since it does not (re)introduce
be a unit element of F and l(y be a unit element of
any new semantic element and its overlap with the focal
U. (2) According to the definition of unit element,
centers ({a, 6}) is larger than that of [4] with the focal
lu € U. (3) Therefore there is an X , X € U. (4)
centers {{b}).
N o w suppose that ui is such an X . (5) According to
the definition of unit element, ui*lt/ = ui. (6) Since
The Bottom-Up Presentation Operators
U is a subgroup o f F . U C F. (7) Therefore lu G F.
Due to space restrictions, we only examine the most fre(8) Similarly ui G F, since ui G U. (9) Since F is a
quently used bottom-up operator, which presents one
group, F is a semigroup. (10) Because ui*lu = ui,
step of derivation:
lu is a solution of the equation ui * X = ui. (11)
Since 1 is a unit element of F, ui * 1 = ui. (12)
Derive-Bottom-Up
Since 1 is a unit element of F, 1 G F. (13) Because
?Node
ui G F, 1 is a solution of the equation ui * X = ui.
• Proof:
^toeiir-'"
(14) Since F is a group, ly = 1 by the uniqueness
• Applicability Condition: (eq next-node INoden+i) A
of solution. (15) This conclusion is independent of
(conveyed {1Node\, ..., INodcn))
the choice of the element Ui. "
• Acts: (Derive Derived-Formula: ?Noden+i
Conclusion
Reasons: INodei, • • , ?Noden
Method: ? M )
This paper presents a system that explains machine• Features: (bottom-up general explicit detailed)
found proofs following a reconstructive approach. T h e
power of our architecture is derived in large part from
The precondition says, a node Nodcn+i can be chosen
the intermediate representation, namely, natural deducas the next to be presented, if all its premises have
tion style proofs at the assertion level. In contrast to orialready been conveyed, and if it is recommended by the
ginal N D proofs, where the focus of attention is placed
focus mechanism. Only one piece of P C A is generated.
on syntactic manipulations, proofs reconstructed at the
If the Derived-Formula, Reasons and Method slots are
cissertion level contain mostly inferences in terms of seinstantiated by a G 5i, (a 6 52, Si 6 52), and def-subset
mantically meaningful operators that apply a definition
respectively, the following verbalization can be produced
or a theorem valid in the context.
(depending on the context):
T h e most important feature of our presentation mod"Since a is an element of 5i, and 5i is a subset of ule is that hierarchical planning and unplanned spontaneous presentation are integrated in a complementary
52, a is an element of 52 according to the definition
way. Based on explicit communicative knowledge, the
of subset."

[5J: Q(a,6)Ai?(6,c)
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former splits a presentation task into subtasks. The latter chooses a proof node or a subproof to be presented
next under the guidance of the local focus mechanism.
Distinguishing between planned and unplanned generation also leads to a natural segmentation of the discourse. This, in turn, provides an appropriate basis for
a discourse theory which handles the reference choices.
A prototype of P R O V E R B has been implemented in
Allegro C o m m o n Lisp with C L O S . While the abstraction
module and the main part of the text planner have been
completed, the current interface to our surface generator
is very simple and is currently under extension. The
abstraction module can also be used as a stand-alone
utility.
Compared with proofs found in a typical mathematical textbook, the output of P R O V E R B is still tedious
and inflexible. The tediousness is largely ascribed to
the lack of plan level knowledge of the input proofs,
which distinguishes crucial steps from unimportant details. Therefore, we need both a more full-fledged model
for human informal mathematics, as well as sophisticated plan recognition techniques, which must be incorporated into the reconstruction process. The inflexibility
of text currently produced is partly inherited from the
schemata-beised approach, for which afine-grainedplanning in terms of single P C A s might be a remedy. It is
also partly due to thefixedlexicon choice, which we are
currently reimplementing. Finally, although it is hard
to judge the naturalness of the texts generated by PROV E R B by comparing with naturally occuring mathematical proofs since they differ still significantly with respect
to the level of abstraction, it might be useful to build a
small corpus as a standard.
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Abstract
Synchrony of firing has recently become a popular
technique for dynamic binding in neural networks, and has
been applied to numerous problem domains. However,
hierarchical structures are difficult to represent using
synchrony for binding. This paper presents our progress
toward a framework for representing hierarchies in a neural
network using synchrony for dynamic binding. W e
illustrate the approach with a model of analogical
mapping. The model (IMM2) uses synchrony to bind case
roles to objects within propositions. Hierarchies are
established by allowing units representing propositions to
play a dual role, acting both as the argument of one
proposition and as a pointer to another.

Introduction
Synchrony of firing has attracted attention as a useful
to create dynamic bindings in artificial neural networics. T h e
idea is that a binding of two or more primitives can be
represented by allowing separate units, each representing one
primitive, to fire in synchrony. For example, to represent
the proposition own(Janet Book), units representing o w n agent would fire in synchrony with units for Janet while
units for own-object fire in synchrony with units for book
(Hummel & Holyoak, 1992; Shastri & Ajjanagadde, 1990).
Dynamic bindng is attractive because it can be created and
destroyed on the fly, allowing a network to reuse the same
units in multiple bindings. This capacity has m a n y
important implications, the most basic of which is that it
makes compositionality possible in a neural network
representation.
Despite the usefulness of synchrony for simple dynamic
binding, it is not straightforward to extend it to represent
hierarchical structures. Given the ubiquity of hierarchies in
human cognition, the problem of h o w they m a y be
represented in a general w a y is an extremely important one.
This paper focuses on the use of synchrony to represent and
process hierarchical structures.
The task domain within which this issue will be addressed
is analogical mapping, the problem of finding a set of
correspondences between the elements of two analogous
situations or structures (a source analog and a target). For
example, given the source know(Clark Janet), and the target
know(Paul Elaine), a natural mapping places Clark into
correspondence with Paul and Janet into correspondence with
Elaine. Analogical mapping provides an ideal problem
domain for assessing representations of structure because

structural constraints, based in part on hierarchical relations,
play a central role in establishing analogical mappings
(Centner, 1983; Holyoak & Thagard. 1989). In addition.
mapping is a challenging special case of the basic cognitive
process of comparing structured representations. Comparing
representations (e.g., matching cases to schemas, or m e m o r y
elements to antecedents of rules) is fundamental to reasoning
and comprehension. Analogical mapping is particularly
demanding because it requires finding novel constant-toconstant correspondences, which cannot be pre-wired in any
simple fashion. In general, comparison of structured
representations has proven difficult to accomplish in neural
networks (Bamden, 1994).
H u m m e l and Holyoak (1992; H u m m e l , Burns &
Holyoak, 1994) have proposed a model of analogical
mapping that uses synchrony to dynamically bind case roles
to objects in propositional statements and to establish
correspondences between the elements of two analogs. This
way
model, called the Indirect Mapping Model ( I M M ) , is the
point of departure for the current effort. I M M can solve
simple analogies of the type illustrated above, as well as
considerably larger analogies. However, like other models
using synchrony for binding, it cannot represent or compare
hierarchical structures, such as propositions that take other
propositions as arguments.
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Hierarchies and Synchrony
Hierarchies are difficult to represent using synchrony
because synchrony provides only one degree of freedom (df)
for binding: at any given instant, two units are either
synchronized or they are not (but see McClurkin et. al.,
1988). W h e n units are synchronized, the entities they
represent are interpreted as bound (members of a single
group); conversely, if two entities are unbound (members of
different groups), then their respective units must remain
desynchronized. Accordingly, simple synchrony relations
cannot represent that two units are m e m b e r s of the same
group at one level of a hierarchy and m e m b e r s of separate
groups at some lower level of the hierarchy. For example,
in the proposition know(Clark own(Janet book)), Janet and
book are members of the same group with respect to the
patient role of the predicate k n o w , so with respect to the
top-level proposition they should be synchronized. But in
the lower-level proposition, Janet and book are bound to
different case roles and should therefore remain out of
synchrony.
In principle, this dilemma could be resolved by any
number of schemes for squeezing extra df out of the

temporal characteristics of a unit's firing. For example,
units might fire in synchrony once if they are bound at the
first level of a hierarchy, twice if they are bound at both the
first and second, etc. However, such schemes are likely to
be cumbersome and error prone (e.g., what temporal
resolution would be required to exploit such a code?).
Moreover, because they rely on complex codes, such
schemes are prone to hard and arbitrary limits on embedding
(determined by the number of codes in the scheme).
W e propose an approach to representing hierarchies that
operates within synchrony's single df, by allowing only one
level of a hierarchy to be active at a time. Hierarchical
embedding is accomplished by means of units that represent
complete propositions (proposition units). A proposition
unit can serve both as the argument of one proposition and
as a pointer to another (in general, such units could point to
any complex structure, but the current discussion is
restricted to the representation of propositions). Because a
single unit cannot itself "contain" all the semantic content
of a proposition, it must instead be able to stand for that
content in s o m e other meaningful way. The manner in
which proposition units perform this function becomes the
central issue in this approach. In general terms, pointing is
accomplished by having a proposition unit learn connections
that allow it to mimic the causal properties of the
prepositional structure to which it points (as elaborated
shortly).

The Indirect Mapping Model, II (IMM2)

SPI.I

Proposition:
own(Janet book)
Sub-proposition:
Janet=Own-agent

SP1.2

Predicate: OwnAgent
Object: Janet
Semantic: Female
Figure 1. Basic architecture of I M M 2 .

SP2.1

SP2.2

SPI.I

Figure 2. Encoding of the hierarchical proposition
know(Clark PI), where PI = own(Janet book).

Proposition, sub-proposition, predicate, and object units
serve the purely sUiictural function of encoding the binding
Architecture
relations a m o n g the components of a proposition. This
IMM2 encodes propositions as arrangements of function
five is enhanced by their strictly localist implmentation
(see H u m m e l & Holyoak, 1992). However, encoding
classes of units. Units are coupled by one or both of two
semantics is better served by a distributed representation over
types of links: connections, which propagate excitation and
units
representing attributes. Each object and predicate unit
inhibition, and Fast Enabling Links {FELs; H u m m e l &
is
connected
to a set of semantic units that code the
Biederman, 1992), which allow units to synchronize and
attributes
of
the
corresponding object or predicate. For
desynchronize oscillations in their outputs. The encoding of
example, Janet might be connected to semantic units for
own(Janet book) is illustrated in Figure 1. Each
proposition, ;, is encoded locally by one proposition unit. human, adult, and female, while book might be connected to
artifact, paper, and small. Similarly, predicates, such as
Pi. Pi shares recriprocal excitatory connections with one to
own-agent and own-object are connected to semantic units
three sub-proposition units, S P i j . S P i j encodes the
for their attributes. Semantic units for predicates are
bindings defining the jth case role of the Hh proposition.
distinguished according to place, so that units encoding the
For example, if Pi is own(Janet book), then SPi.i encodes
agent role do not overiap with those for the patient role.
the binding of Janet to the agent role of o w n , and SP1.2
Otherwise, all predicate and object representations are
encodes the binding of book to the object role of own. SPs
allowed to overlap on the semantic units.
under the same proposition share positive connections and
Extending this architecture to encode hierarchical
negative F E L s (the latter keep the SPs out of synchrony
propositions is straightforward. Let P 2 be know(Clark
with one another). S P i j encodes its case role-argument
own(Janet book)). P 2 is encoded as shown in Figure 2,
bindings by means of reciprocal excitatory connections and
where Pi simply takes the place of an object unit under
positive F E L s with one predicate unit and one object unit.
SP2.2 (which encodes the binding Pi to know-object).
In the current example, SPi.i is linked to the predicate unit
Otherwise, the general structure encoding P 2 is exactly the
for own-agent (denoted 0 1 ) and the object unit for Janet
same as that encoding Pi.
(denoted J). Predicate and object units are functionally
For the purposes of analogical mapping, propositions are
equivalent, and are distinguished only f w clarity.
encoded in two mutually exclusive sets, propositions P^ in
the source analog, and P^ in the target. Source and target
propositions share semantic units (see Figure 3), and it is
primarily through the semantic units that propositions in
the source activate propositions in the target. In addition to
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the connections described above, there are modifiable
connections between units of the s a m e type across the
analogs (henceforth, H e b b connections, for their Hebbian
learning rule). In the initial state of the network, the
weights of all Hebb connections are zero. A s the network
runs, these connections update their weights to (a) keep a
record of the mappings the network has established, and (b)
allow past mappings to constrain future mappings.
Operation
In general, IMM2 performs analogical mapping in the
same way as the original I M M . O n e at a time, propositions
in the source become active and create patterns of activity on
the semantic units. T h e semantic units excite and
synchronize units in the target analog. Lateral inhibition
between units of the same class (i.e., predicate, object, SP,
and proposition) and recurrent excitation between consistent
units (e.g., SPs with their objects and predicates) results in
the best-fitting target proposition's growing active at the
expense of poorly-fitting propositions. O n c e the pattern of
activation in the target settles, active units strengthen their
Hebb connections from the active units (of the same class)
in the source. The pattern of H e b b connections that evolves
over several such cycles is the model's representation of the
best source-target mapping.
Active propositions. Active propositions are represented
as synchronized patterns of activity over the network's units.
Proposition i is recalled from long-term m e m o r y by
activating unit /*/. Pi excites all S P units under it. The
SPs establish the pattern of synchronized firing that
represents the active proposition. B y virtue of the negative
FELs between them, SPs under a given Pj rapidly establish
a pattern of mutually desynchronized firing. Each S P
excites and synchronizes the predicate and object (or
proposition) under it. Therefore, predicates and objects
belonging to the same case role fire in synchrony with one
another and out of synchrony with those belonging to other
case roles. The predicates and objects likewise synchronize
the semantic units to which they are connected. Consider an
example. Say Pj in Figure 2, own(Janet book), becomes
active. It will activate SPi.i and SP1.2. which will begin
to fire out of synchrony with one another. SPi.i will
activate and synchronize the predicate own-agent and the
object Janet, and these will activate and synchronize their
respective semantic units. SP1.2 will similarly activate
own-object and book, which will activate their respective
semantic units. T h e result is that the semantic units for
Janet and own-agent willfirein synchrony with one another
and out of synchrony with those for book and own-object.
The above describes the activation of simple, nonhierarchical propositions. M o r e challenging is the
representation of active hierarchical propositions. D u e to
the one df limitation on synchrony, it is critical that
semantic units representing a lower proposition (such as Pi
in Figure 2) not b e c o m e active w h e n the higher level
proposition (P2) is active. However, it is necessary to
activate s o m e representation of the lower proposition.
Otherwise, in the case of, say, know(Clark own(Janet
book)), there would be no explicit representation of what it
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is that Clark knows. I M M 2 solves this problem by
allowing the lower level proposition unit (Pi) to b e c o m e
active but not to propagate its activation to the SPs below
itself (SPi.i and SPi.2). This gating is accomplished by
means of a "mode"^ within which each /*/ operates. If/*/
receives more excitatory input fi-om SPs above itself (i.e.,
SPs with respect to which it serves as an object filling a
role) than from SPs below itself, then it enters "child"
mode. If it receives more excitation from SPs below than
above, then it enters "parent" m o d e . In parent m o d e , a Pi
propagates activation only to SPs below itself; in child
mode, it propagates activation only to SPs above itself.
Consider what happens w h e n P2,know(Clark P j ) ,
becomes active. It will activate SP2.1 and SP2.2. which
will fire out of synchrony with one another. SP2.1 will
activate and synchronize know-agent and Clark, which will
activate and synchronize their respective semantic units.
Similarly, SP2.2 will activate know-object, which will
activate its semantic units. But w h e n SP2.2 activates Pi,
Pi will enter child m o d e , firing in synchrony with SP2.2
(and, therefore, with know-object), but not propagating any
activity to SPi.i or SP1.2. T h e resulting pattern thus
nominally represents the embedding of one proposition
within another. For this nominal representation to be a
functional one. Pi must function in lieu of the entire
proposition to which it points. Pi learns to perform this
function during the analogical mapping process.
Analogical mapping. Like the original I M M , I M M 2
performs analogical mapping as a form of guided pattern
matching. O n e at a time, /»/ in the source are selected (at
random) to become active. A s each is activated, it creates a
synchronized pattern of activation on the semantic units as
described above. In turn, these patterns activate and
synchronize predicate, object, SP, and proposition units in
the target analog. In the target, units of the same type
compete via lateral inhibition, and those that remain active
update their H e b b connections to the active units in the
source. After several iterations, the Hebb connections grow
toward asymptotic values. For example, run on the analogy
in Figure 3, the connection from P^i in the source
(henceforth SI) to P^i in the target (Tl) grows toward 1.0,
and those from S1 to T 2 and from S 2 to Tl grow toward -1.
H e b b connections allow earlier mappings to constrain
later mappings. For example, if SI is coactive with T l ,
then the connection between them will b e c o m e positive.
Therefore, whenever SI becomes active, it will pass
activation directly to T l , favoring it in its competition with
the other target propositions. Similar biasing results from
the Hebb connections that develop between predicate, object
and S P units. In every case, the biasing serves to constrain
the later mappings on the basis of earlier mappings. But in
the case of the proposition units, the biasing serves the
additional function of allowing embedded propositions to
behave as hierarchical structures.

'Although they might appear "non-neural," such modes are
straightforward to implement with two auxiliary units and
multiplicative synapses.

Consider the following simple analogy {Example 1):
SouTCg
lacggl
Sl:F(ab)
Tl:F(fg)
S2:G(cSl)
T2:G(hTl)
T3: F(i j)
The representation of Example 1 is illustrated in Figure 3.
Upper case letters are predicate units (distinguished according
to place) and lower case are objects. The desired solution
maps SI to T l , S 2 to T 2 , and nothing to T 3 , along with
the corresponding predicate and object mappings. This
example is semantically impoverished (except that identical
letters represent identical predicates), and therefore is
solvable only on the basis of its structure. If the
hierarchical structure of the analogs is ignored, then there is
no basis for determining whether SI should m a p to T l or
T3. However, if hierarchial structure is considered, then S1
maps to T l because they are embedded within S 2 and T 2 ,
respectively.
H o w does I M M 2 solve this mapping? Suppose S 2 is the
first proposition to become active. It will switch into
parent m o d e and activate its SPs. They will desynchronize
and activate G l (the agent role of the predicate G ) and c
(synchronized) and G 2 and SI (synchronized). SI will enter
child m o d e because it is receiving excitation from the S P
above itself. G l and G 2 in the source will activate G l and
G 2 in the target (via their shared semantic units), and G l and
G 2 in the target will excite T2. T 2 will (a) enter parent
mode, because it is receiving excitation from below itself,
and (b) activate Tl, which will enter child mode. All Hebb
connections initially have strengths of zero. Active units
update their H e b b connections. Proposition units strengthen
their Hebb connections only with other proposition units in
the same mode. Thus, the connection from SI to T l will
grow stronger, the connection from S 2 to T 2 will grow
stronger, and all the other Hebb connections involving those
units will grow proportionately weaker (the learning rule is
competitive).

(S)^ Source _ ^

©

Target

therefore achieve a higher level of activation and further
strengthen its Hebb connection from SI. After several
iterations, the Hebb connection from SI to Tl will approach
1.0 and the other H e b b connections involving those units
will grow negative. T h e model will have successfully
mapped the two analogs.
This illustration necessarily glossed over many details of
the model's operation. In particular, it does not make the
role of synchrony obvious. Synchrony represents case roleobject bindings, so it becomes particularly important when a
mapping depends upon these bindings. T h e original I M M
demonstrates h o w synchrony can be used to m a p such
analogies, so w e shall not illustrate that aspect of I M M 2
here.
Details of Operation
Establishing Synchrony: Every unit in IMM2 is
described by three primary state variables: Activation (a/),
phase (0,), and output (o/). Each unit's phase varies
cyclically between 0 and 2n. Together, a unit's phase and
activation determine when it will fire (set oi to 1):
^1, i f O < 0 , . <fl,;r/2
0; =
0, otherwise. ,^.
The greater a/, the longer the interval 0...a/7c/2, and so the
greater the number of times / will fire during the cycle;
I M M 2 codes activation as firing frequency.
Units synchronize their outputs by locking their phases,
and desynchronize their outputs by keeping their phases as
far apart as possible (the m a x i m u m difference between
phases is 180°):
A^.> = Keij f (0., <f)j, FELij),
(2)
where A0/y is the change in 0, due to 0y, F E L i j is the
weight on the F E L from unit j to unit i, r is a scaling
constant (0<ic<0.5), eij is a random binary variable (p(ejy
=1) = aj\FELij\), and f is a function that returns the angular
distance, a/y, between <t>i and ^y. For F E L i j > 0'
{(<t>i,<t>j\FELij) = -aij, and and for FELij < 0' K(t>i,<l>j',FELij)
= -aij + n. Thus, positive F E L s encourage units to have
similar phases (and therefore tofirein synchrony), while
negative F E L s encourage units to have phases 180° apart
(and therefore to fire out of synchrony). Unit / computes the
total change in its phase, A0/, as the mean over j of all
A<l>ij (plus a constant phase increment, which causes the
units' phases to change cyclically over time). T h e FELbased updating of phase occurs on a faster time scale than
the cyclical incrementing.
Flow of Activation: Propositions, SPs, predicates and
objects compute their net inputs, n/, by:

®

Figure 3. The I M M 2 representation of Example 1.
Next suppose that S1 becomes active. It will activate the
predicates Fl and F2, which (via the semantic units and the
target's predicate units) will excite both Tl and T 3 , causing
them to enter parent mode. O n the basis of their inputs
from the semantic units, T l and T 3 are equally good
matches to SI. But by virtue of the Hebb connection from
SI to T l (established last iteration), T l will have an
advantage over T 3 in the inhibitory competition. It will
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ni=I.OjW-jm.j,
'
(3)
where oj is the output of unit j, and wij is the connection
weight (Hebb or fixed) from ; to /. m,y is 0 for proposition
units in different modes, and 1 for all other units. All lateral
inhibitory weights are set to
-0.98. Units update their
activations by:

story. The basic form of this story states that a cat was
friends
with a walrus, which played with a seagull, and m a d e
M
=
\n,a.,n.<0.
the cat jealous, causing the cat to become angry. Its anger
(4)
caused the cat to become reckless, which caused the cat to be
krhere yand 5are growth and decay parameters, respectively.
in danger. The seagull saved the cat, which caused the cat to
'arget units update their H e b b connections from source
befriend the seagull. Centner and Toupin tested children's
mils by:
comprehension of stories like this by having them act them
out with different characters. The finding of primary interest
i is a learning rate. Learning is competitive: each time here
wij is that comprehension was better for systematic stories,
which included higher-level statements about the causal
s updated, the quantity Awjj In is subtracted from the n
relationships between events, than for unsystematic stories,
ither connections from source unit / and the n other
which did not include such statements (the magnitude of this
;onnections to target unity. A s a result, S/W/y and I/w^y are
effect
varied as a function of a number of other variables).
Jways 0.
Following Holyoak and Thagard (1989), w e adapted the
jealous animal story for I M M 2 by generating source and
Simulations
target analogs from it, and testing the model's ability to m ^
As a first test, we ran IMM2 on Example 1 (Figure 3) for them onto one another as a function of whether the analogs
were systematic or unsystematic (i.e., whether they
w o complete cycles. Each source proposition was chosen
contained the higher-level propositions). If I M M 2 can use
o be active once during each cycle and was allowed to
emain active for 600 time slices, during which the model
hierarchical statements (e.g., cause(A B)) to constrain
•an as described above. The mappings it established (in
analogical m o p i n g , then mapping should be faster and/or
more accurate with systematic than with unsystematic
erms of thefinalvalues of the Hebb weights) conformed
jxactly to the desired mappings. I M M 2 mapped SI to T l
analogies. The source and target analogs for the systematic
;the desired mapping) with strength 1.00 (the m a x i m u m
version of this analogy each contain 13 propositions, and are
/alue of Hebb weight), both SI and S2 to T 3 with strength
too large to display here. The target story was the same as
•0.5, and SI to T 2 and S 2 to T l with strength -1.00.
the source except that the cat, walrus and seagull were
replaced with a dog, walrus, and penguin, respectively. Each
Likewise, all corresponding sub-proposition, predicate and
object units mapped with weights greater than 0.95, and all
object was represented by six semantic units, of which
(ion-corresponding predicates and objects mapped with
similar objects in the source and target shared five. T h e
weights less than zero. Although this analogy is extremely
model was allowed to run until the Hebb weights stabilized.
simple, it demonstrates that I M M 2 can m a p propositions
IMM2's performance on these simulations was mixed.
based on their hierarchical structure alone.
Although it succeeded in finding intuitively correct
mappings in the structured case, it also succeeded in doing
To test IMM2's ability to cope with more deeply nested
hierarchies, w e next tested it with a variant of Example 1
so in the unstructured case. In one representative
unstructured run, it found all the correct object and
with one additional level of embedding. This analogy
proposition mappings (and no incorrect mappings) within
(Example 2) is:
six cycles through the source (Hebb weights corresponding
SotfTCg
Target
to correct mappings were greater than 0.9, and those
Sl:F(ab)
Tl:F(fg)
corresponding to incorrect mappings were less than zero).
S2:G(cSl)
T2:G(hTl)
O n an otherwise equivalent run with the structured version
S3: H ( w S2)
T3: H(v T2)
of the analogy, the model settled on the correct mappings
T4:F(de)
(with no incorrect mappings) after a single cycle through the
T5:G(kT4)
source. Thus, I M M 2 is faster to settle on the correct
Here, the correct mapping maps SI to Tl, S 2 to T 2 , and S3
mappings in the structured than the unstructured cases, but it
to T3, but this time, the model must respect two levels of
eventually succeeds in both cases. Although these results
hierarchical structure to get the correct mappings: O n the
show that I M M 2 is capable of finding the correct mappings
basis of predicates alone, S1 is as good a match to T 4 as to
in a complex analogy, they only show a modest advantage
Tl; and on the basis of predicates and one level of
hierarchical embedding, S3 is as good a match to T5 as it is for structured over unstructured versions of the analogy.
to T3. Successfully mapping S3 to T 3 (rather than to T5)
Discussion
thus requires the model to honor hierarchical embedding at
two levels. The model successfully mapped these analogs:
We have yet to fully explore IMM2's properties, but
After three cycles, all Hebb connections corresponding to
preliminary results suggest that it can represent and compare
correct mappings had values greater than 0.75, and all those
simple hierarchies.
Central to this capacity is the
corresponding to incorrect mappings had values less than
proposition unit's ability to act both as an object filling a
zero.
role in one proposition and as a pointer to another. With
I M M 2 also successfully mapped all the non-hierarchical
this extension, the one df synchrony provides for binding
analogies with which w e tested the original I M M (see
suffices to capture structural relations within multi-level
H u m m e l & Holyoak, 1992; H u m m e l et. al., 1994).
propositions. I M M 2 exploits both local and distributed
The most substantial test of I M M 2 to date is based on a
representations and both serial and parallel processing. The
derivative of Centner and Toupin's (1986) "Jealous Animal"
\yh,{\-a,)-Sa.,n.>0
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units that encode structural relations are strictly localist, but Thagard, P., Holyoak, K. J., Nelson, C , & Gochfeld, D.
the meanings of individual concepts are distributed over
(1990). Analog retrieval by constraint satisfaction.
multiple semantic units. During mapping, source
Artificial Intelligence, 46,259-310.
propositions are activated serially, and at a finer time scale
the firing of elements associated with distinct roles are
desynchronized, hence serial. This serial processing is
crucial in representing the bindings of objects to roles. At
the same time, target propositions respond in parallel to the
activation triggered by the firing of a source proposition.
The integrated system provides distributed representations of
meaning and decision-making by parallel constraint
satisfaction while maintaining systematicity of knowledge
(Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988).
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susceptibility to the C C I , explores possible individual
differences in susceptibility to the C C I , and provides a
When a wheel rolls along a flat surface, a point on the processing explanation of the C C I .
wheel's perimeter follows a cycloid trajectory. Subjects,
If the C C I occurs because subjects have trouble processing
however draw the curtate cycloid, characterized by bottom
mental animation, it should vanish w h e n animated rolling
loops, rather than the cycloid to depict the path that a
wheels are viewed. If, however, the C C I stems from higherpoint on a static wheel's perimeter would trace if the wheel
level processing of motions such as rotation and translation,
were rolling. This is the curtate cycloid illusion. In
it should occur even w h e n the wheels are animated.
Experiment 1, we show that animating the wheel does not
Subjects
cannot accurately adjust a rolling wheel's
dispel the illusion and that subjects high in spatial ability
translational
speed to correspond to its rotational speed
are less susceptible to the illusion than are low-spatials.
(Vicario & Bressan, 1990) or match animated trajectories
Experiments 2, 3a, and 3b supported the hypothesis that
with the points on a static wheel that would produce them
the illusion occurs when subjects reallocate cognitive
during rolling (Proffitt et al., 1990). Animating whole
resources from processing a rolling wheel's translation to
wheels m a y help subjects dissociate the motions of points
computing its instant centers, the point about which the
wheel is rotating at a given instant in time.
This
from the motions of objects.
reallocation occurs only when a reference point on the
If the C C I reflects a fundamental bias in the perceptual
wheel's perimeter contacts and leaves the surface. W e
system, there should be few individual differences in
conclude that the illusion does not reflect fundamental
susceptibility to the C C I . Experience with and knowledge
perceptual biases, but rather stems from transient shortages
of rolling wheels d o not reduce susceptibility to the C C I
of cognitive resources during the higher-level processing
(Proffitt et al., 1990). There m a y be another source of
of the wheel's translation and rotation.
individual differences in susceptibility to the C C I , however:
cognitive resource limitations. High-capacity individuals
have more processing activation available than low-capacity
This paper examines an illusion in the perception of rolling
individuals to store and compute information in working
motion. A point on a rolling wheel's perimeter follows a
m e m o r y . High-capacity individuals can better integrate
cycloid trajectory (see Figure 1). Subjects rarely draw the
different types of information during the performance of a
cycloid to depict the path that a point on a static wheel's
task than can low-capacity persons. High-capacity
perimeter would trace if the wheel were rolling. Instead,
individuals are also less prone to processing slowdowns and
they modally draw the curtate cycloid trajectory, characterized
forgetting than are their low-capacity counterparts.
by bottom loops (Proffitt et al., 1990; see Figure 1).
Because rolling consists of both rotation and translation,
it m a y impose a large d e m a n d o n limited cognitive
resources. Individual differences in the availability of
cognitive resources m a y be reflected in individual differences
V
y
Y
Cycloid
in susceptibility to the C C I . Individuals with m o r e
resources available m a y better process and store both a
rolling wheel's translation and its rotation. They m a y thus
be less subject to the C C I than individuals with fewer
resources available. Analogously, the ability to determine
which of two moving objects will first reach its destination
Curtate Cycloid
depends on the ability to integrate the objects' relative
distance and relative velocity, which in turn depends on the
amount of cognitive resources subjects have available (Law,
Pellegrino, Mitchell, Fischer, McDonald, & Hunt, 1993).
Figure 1: Stylized cycloid and curtate cycloid trajectories
In our experiments, individual differences in available
cognitive resources were assessed psychometrically with the
The tendency to imagine or perceive the path of a point on
Space Relations Test, or S R T (Bennett, Seashore &
a rolling wheel's perimeter as the curtate cycloid will be
W e s m a n , 1972). O n the S R T , subjects must select the
called the curtate cycloid illusion, or C C I . This paper
correct folded depictions of diagrams of unfolded objects.
exjunines the effect of animating the wheel's rolling o n
Abstract
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wheel's translational velocity remained at 5.65 cm/s, but its
rotiitional speed was increased by factors ranging from 1.05
to 1.50. O n overtranslating trials, the wheel's rotational
velocity remained at 0.38 rev/s, but its translational speed
was increased by factors ranging from 1.05 to 1.50.
Subjects used a mouse button to move a pointer along a
horizontal scale that controlled the wheel's
translation/rouition ratio. The scale appe;u-ed in the top
center of the screen juid was 8.0 c m long (14.9° of visual
iingle). The pointer was positioned at the .sciUe's midpoint at
the beginning of each trial. The scale's extremes were
labeled "more spin" and "more slide". "Spin" juid "slide"
referred to a relative increase in the wheel's rotation or
translation, respectively. Moving the pointer from the point
at which the wheel's rolling was veridical toward the "more
spin" extreme maintained a translational velocity of 5.65
cm/s, but increased the wheel's rotational velocity. Moving
the pointer from the veridical point towiu-d the "more slide"
extreme maintained a rotational velocity of 0.38 rev/s, but
increiised the wheel's translational velocity.
A second mouse button allowed subjects to view the
iuiimated result of their ratio adjustment. Subjects could
Experiment 1: Computer-Animated
adjust each wheel's ratio and view the resulting rolling
display jis often as they wished until they believed the dot
Rolling W h e e l s
was tracing the cycloid. A third mouse button initiated
Experiment 1 examined whether the CCI reflects processes subsequent trials. The intertrial interval was about 14 s.
specific to mental animation. If it does, there should be no
Half the subjects completed the S R T before the computer
C C I when iuiimated rolling wheels are viewed. " If, by
trials; the remainder completed the test after the computer
contrast, the C C I stems from the processing of rolling
trials. The test scores of subjects in Experiments 1, 2, 3a,
motion per se, regardless of whether the roUing is perceived
3b, and three further experiments were pooled and split into
or imagined, the C C I should occur even when animated
tertiles. High-spatials were defined as subjects scoring in
wheels ;ire viewed.
the top tertile. Low-spatials were subjects scoring in the
Experiment 1 also examined potential individual
bottom tertile.
differences in susceptibility to the CCI. If the C C I reflects
basic perceptujd bijises, then spatiiil ability should not affect Results
susceptibility to the illusion. If the C C I reflects limited
Eight low-spatials and seventeen high-spatials were included
spatiid processing resources, high-spati;ils may be less prone
in the analysis. The dependent variable was subjects'//na/
to the illusion than low-spatiids.
ratio selections, the translation/rotation ratio subjects
selected at the end of each trial. The translation/rotation
Method
ratio of the low-spatials'finalselections (mean = 1.21:1)
Thirty-six subjects viewed white wheel rims (9.3° of visual
was greater than that of the high-spatials' selections (mean =
jmgle) rolling across a black background. A small dot
0.99:1), F{2, 72) = 44.21, p < 0.01 (see Figure 2, next
appeitred on the inside of the wheel's rim. The wheels rolled
page), implying a greater susceptibility to the CCI among
on an untextured white band (7.6° of visuid Jingle) extending
low-spatials. Spatial ability also interacted with the wheel's
the full 38-cm width of the screen. The wheels were
initial translation/rotation ratio, F(2, 72) = 29.84,/? < 0.01
displayed on a VAXstation 31(X) graphics terminal with a
(see Figure 2). High-spatials made rolling wheels veridical
resolution of 1024 x 864 pixels. The system's refresh rate
regardless of the wheel's initial ratio. Low-spatials, though,
was 60 Hz.
m a d e overrotating wheels veridical, but selected
Subjects were told that a dot on a rolling wheel's
overtranslating ratios for veridical and overtranslating
perimeter .should tnice a cycloid jind were shown a drawing of
wheels. O n veridicfd trials, low-spatials chose a mean ratio
a cycloid. Subjects were next told that sometimes the
of 1.13:1.
wheels' motion was distorted so that the dot did not trace a
cycloid. Subjects were told that in these cases they should
Discussion
chc'mge the wheel's motion until the dot appeared to trace a
Experiment 1 yielded two conclusions. First, spatial ability
cycloid.
mediates susceptibility to the CCI. High-spatials were less
The wheel's motion was veridical on one-third of the
irijUs, overrotJiting on one-third, and overtranslating on one- prone to the illusion than low-spatials. This suggests that
the C C I is not a universal outcome of the way people
third. O n veridical trials, the wheel's rotational velocity was
process
rolling motion.
0.38 rev/s, and its U'anslationid velocity was 5.65 c m (10.7°
of visual angle) per second. O n overrotating trials, the
The S R T assesses an ability called spatial visualization.
Individual ditferences in spatial visualization lu^ise because
visu;ilization imposes simultaneous processing and storage
demands (Salthouse, Babcock. Mitchell, Palmon. &
Skovronek, 1990), taxing some subjects' supply of spatial
processing resources. Subjects scoring poorly on the S R T
should be more prone to the CCI.
The C C I m a y arise because the wheel's rotation is
processed at the expense of its translation (Cutting &
Proftltt, 1981). The curtate cycloid's bottom loop, in which
the dot appears to m o v e backwju-d when it contacts the
surface, is a plausible consequence of lagging mental
trjuislation. It has not been demonstrated that the neglect of
a rolling wheel's translation actually produces the CCI, nor
has it been demonstrated exactly how translational neglect
might produce the curtate cycloid's bottom loop. The
translational neglect hypothesis is thus a potential
component of a process account of the C C I , rather than a
complete explanation of the illusion. W e offer a prwessing
account of the CCI alter Experiment I. Experiments 2, 3a,
;ind 3b test predictions from the account.
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o

1.25-

spatials to whether a dot on a rolling wheel's perimeter is
tracing the cycloid or the curtate cycloid.

c

1.20-

A Processing Account of the CCI
To derive the dot's trajectory accurately, subjects must
correctly analyze the rolling wheel's pivoting behavior as the
dot approaches, contacts and leaves the surface. W h e n the
dot contacts the surface, it is the wheel's instant center, the
point about which the wheel is rotating at that instant.
Subjects m a y correctly represent the dot's trajectory,
particularly its crucial bottom portion, by deriving an
instant center corresponding to the dot w h e n it contacts the
surface. A rolling wheel's contour, however, contains an
infinite number of instant centers as its successive points
contact the surface. W e argue below that the C C I m a y stem
from the d e m a n d on processing resources imposed by the
determination of additional instant centers besides the dot.
F r o m the time the dot is at 12 o'clock until the time the
dot begins approaching the surface, the dot's behavior is
irrelevant to determining whether the dot is tracing the
cycloid or the curtate cycloid, which are distinguished by
their bottom portions. Because subjects are not trying to
derive the bottom portion of the dot's path, they devote few
resources to calculating the wheel's instant centers.
FYocessing resources are thus available to derive and update
representations of both the wheel's rotation and its
translation.
W h e n the dot contacts the surface, subjects must correctly
evaluate the wheel's pivoting motion to derive the bottom
portion of the dot's trajectory. Subjects thus compute an
instant center corresponding to the dot. Although the dot
leaves the surface immediately, the processes of computing
an instant center, evaluating the wheel's pivoting motion,
and elaborating a representation of the dot's trajectory are
demanding and noninstantaneous. In addition, the points
along the wheel's contour immediately trailing the dot also
contact the surface and are thus instant centers. T o complete
their analysis of the wheel's pivoting behavior and their
derivation of the dot's trajectory, subjects m a y also compute
these additional instant centers, even though determining
these instant centers does not contribute to the development
of an accurate representation of die dot's path.
Computing these additional instant centers m a y divert
resources from the processes that compute and update the
rolling wheel's continuous translation. Updating the wheel's
translation therefore slows or ceases from the time the dot
contacts the surface until the fime the dot reaches 7 or 8
o'clock. At this point, subjects m a y have sufficiently
evaluated the wheel's pivoting and adequately represented the
dot's path. They stop determining the wheel's instant
centers and reattend to the dot at, say, 8 o'clock. Because
translation has stopped, subjects' representation of the wheel
has essentially rotated in place since the dot contacted the
surface, whereas the displayed wheel has rolled to the right.
T h e dot has thus phenomenologically traveled leftward, and
if subjects connect the dot's posifion at 6 o'clock with its
position at 8 o'clock in their representation of the dot's path,
its trajectory will contain the curtate cycloid's bottom loop.

1.10-

c
ca
H
c
II.

1.051.000.95High-Spatials

Low-Spatials

Spatial Ability G r o u p
Figure 2: M e a n final translation/rotation ratio choice on
veridical trials (translation/rotation ratio = 1:1) in
Experiment 1 as a function of subjects' spatial ability. The
horizontal line indicates the correct response.
Second, animating a wheel does not reduce the
susceptibility of low-spatials to the CCI. These subjects
chose overtranslating ratios for veridical wheels, implying
that they see the dot's path as undertranslating or looped
when the wheel's motion is veridical. Because the C C I
arises not only when animation is generated mentally, but
also when animation is viewed, it likely reflects cognitive
rather than perceptual processes.
Experiment 1 also raises the issue of the source of the
high-spatials' advantage. Although high-spatials seemed
less susceptible to the C C I than did low-spatials,
metacognitive or strategic abilities m a y have allowed highspatials to simply overcome the C C I and outperform lowspatials.
High-spatials m a y better monitor their
susceptibility to the C C I than low-spatials. Allowing
subjects to interact with and control a wheel's rolling m a y
permit high-spatials to deploy trajectory correction
strategies, thus compensating for the C C I .
To determine whether high-spatials are in fact less prone
to the C C I or simply overcome it through metacognitive or
strategic processes, w e computed d' measures for the
Experiment 1 data. Hits were defined as veridical trials on
which subjects'finalratios ranged from 0.95:1 to 1.05:1.
False alanns were defined as overrotating trials on which the
tr;inslation/rotation ratio of subjects' final selections was
less than 0.90:1. In these instances, subjects did not
substantially adjust the motion of overrotating wheels
toward the veridical, suggesting that they perceived the dot's
curtate cycloid path as the cycloid.
High-spatials more sensitively discriminated cycloid from
curtate cycloid trajectories (mean d'= 0.98) than did lowspatials (mean d'= -1.17), t(23) = 2.45. p < 0.05. T h e
negative d' value for low-spatials was due to their extremely
low hit rates: O n veridicEd trials, they m a d e m a n y misses,
perceiving the cycloid as the curtate cycloid and consequently
exaggerafing the wheel's translation. T h e d' analysis
demonstrates that high-spatials are more sensitive than low-
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cumulation as more instant centers iire computed. Second,
when rolling objects contain few enough insuint centers that
The CCI Jirises because the computation ot multiple instiuit
the competing demand for resources no longer exceeds the
centers imposes so great a processing demand that subjects
capacity of low-spatials, such subjects can perform as well
tail to update their translation representations when the dot
as high-spatials.
contacts and leaves the surface. If a rolling object's instant
Reducing the number of competing instimt centers also
centers were less closely spaced, subjects would be less
facilitates the solution of a different physics problem, the
likely to compute additional instant centers while attempting
yo-yo problem (Anzai & Y o k o y a m a , 1984). In this
to build a representation of the dot's trajectory. More
problem, a yo-yo wound by a string rests on a horizontal
resources would be available to update translation as the dot
surface. Subjects are asked to predict the direction the yo-yo
contacts and leaves the surface, decreasing susceptibility to
will roll when the string is pulled to the left. The yo-yo
the C C I .
will roll to the left because the direction of rouitional
In Experiment 2. subjects viewedrollingpolygons as well
m o m e n t u m caused by the tension in the string and the yoas rolling wheels. Whereas a rolling wheel has an infinite
yo's center of rotation at its point of contact with the surfjice
number of instant centers, a rolling polygon has only as
- its instant center - is to the left. Subjects' predictive
m a n y instiuit centers as it has vertices. A rolling triangle
accuracy was about 209; when circulsir yo-yos were used, but
has three instant centers and a rolling octagon has eight
approximately 6 0 % when square and hexagonal yo-yos were
instant centers. A rolling triangle's three instant centers m t
used. The increase in accuracy was attributed to the
more distinct and distantly spaced than a rolling octagon's
increased saliency of each instant center in the case of the
eight instant centers. Subjects should therefore be more
polygonal yo-yos.
prone to the C C I when viewing rolling ocLigons than when
1.25 n
viewing rolling triangles. More generally, susceptibility to
the C C I should increase as the rolling object's number of
1.20vertices increjises.
Experiment

2:

Rulling

Polygons

Low-Spati;il

Method
The method differed from Experiment I as follows: Thirtyone subjects viewed rolling batons, triangles, pentagons,
octagons, and circles. Each object was composed of white
line segments. A dot appeiu-ed next to the rim of each circle
or one of the vertices of each object. Each object appeared
on six of the experiment's 30 trials. The object's motion
was veridical on two of ejich object's trials, overtranslating
on two, ;ind overrouiting on two.

High-Spatial

i.io1.05 -

C

T
r
Baton Tnangle Pentagon Octagon Circle
Stimulus Object

Results

Figure 3: M e a n final translation/rouition ratio choice in
Experiment 2 £is a function of the type of rolling object and
Fourteen low-spatials and seven high-spatials were included
subjects' spatijd ability. T h e horizontal line indicates the
in the analysis. Subjects m a d e rolling batons and triangles
correct response.
essentially veridical (both means = 1.02:1). Subjects' ratio
selections strayed increJisingly from the veridical as the
Experiments 3a and 3b: Rolling Wheels
number of vertices on :in object increased, F{4,440) = 9.00,
with Deleted Portions of A r c
p < 0.01 (see Figure 3). The mean translation/rotation
ratios of subjects' selections on pentagon, octiigon, and
We claimed that the CCI arises when subjects compute
circle triads were 1.06:1, 1.08:1, and 1.14:1, respectively.
instant centers besides the dot. The additional instant centers
Susceptibility to the C C I thus increases as the number of
that are most likely computed are those immediately trailing
vertices on a rolling object increases.
the dot. The portion of the wheel's contour u^ailing the dot
N o main effect of spatial ability was observed, and no
is thus implicated in the C C I because it contains the
interaction occurred between spatial ability and the type of
additional insLint centers subjects try to compute. If trailing
rolling object. All subjects performed well on the baton and
contour were absent, subjects would be less likely to
triangle trials; perhaps each subject viewed too few ocLigon
compute trailing instant centers and would be less prone to
;uid circle trials for an effect of spatial ability to show up for
the CCI.
these objects.
Experiment 3a

Discussion

In Experiment 3a, subjects viewed three types of rolling
wheels: wheels in which the 90° of arc trailing the dot were
deleted, wheels in which the 90'^ of arc leading the dot were
deleted, and intact wheels. If our account is correct, the CCI
should be least apparent for wheels with deleted trailing arc.

Experiment 2 yielded two main conclusions. First,
increJLsing the number of instant centers by varying the type
of object increases susceptibility to the C C I , presumably
because processing resources are shifted from translation
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trailing or leading the dot. Fourteen Carnegie Mellon
undergraduates participated for course credit.

Method. The method resembled Experiment 1 except as
follows: Twenty-four subjects viewed a random sequence of
the three types of wheels. Each of the wheel types appciucil
on eleven of the experiment's 33 trials. The rolling molion
was veridical on five of the trials for each wheel type,
overtranslating on three, ;uid overrotating on three.

Results. As in Experiment 3a, a main effect of stimulus
type was found, F(2, 26) = 9.01, p < .01. Subjects were
less prone to the C C I when the 45° of arc trailing the dot
was deleted (mean = 1.02:1) than w h e n no arc was deleted
( m e a n = 1.10:1), F(l, 26) = 17.36, p < .01 or w h e n the 45°
Results. Eight high-spatial and seven low-spatial subjects
of arc leading the dot was deleted (mean = 1.08:1), F(l, 26)
were included in the analysis. A main effect of wheel type
= 7.76, p < .01 (see Figure 5). Subjects were as susceptible
was found. F(2, 56) = 12.80, p < .01 (see Figure 4).
to the C C I when the 45° of arc leading the dot was deleted as
Subjects performed more accurately when trailing arc was
when no arc was deleted, F(l, 26) = 1.91,p > .05.
deleted (mean = 1.05:1) than when no arc was deleted (mean
= 1.15:1), F(l, 56) = 22.88, p < .01 or when leading arc
o
was deleted (mean = 1.13;1). F(l. 56) = 14.59, p < .01.
•C3 1.25 n
Also, subjects performed no more accurately when leading
c 1.20i\ic was deleted than on intact wheels. Finally, high-spatials
o
performed more accurately overall than did low-spatials.
I 1.15 There was no interaction between wheel type and spatial
o
ability.
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Figure 5: Mean final translation/rotation ratio choice in
Experiment 3b as a function of the stimulus type. T h e
horizontal line indicates the correct response.

^

Intact Wheel Trailing-Deleted Leading-Deleted
Discussion

Stimulus Characteristics of Wheel
Figure 4: M e a n final translation/rotation ratio choice in
Experiment 3a as a function of the stimulus type and
subjects' spatial ability. The horizontal line indicates the
correct response.
Experiment 3b
In Experiment 3a, we deleted 90° of arc to maximize the
likelihood that w e would eliminate the extraneous instant
centers that subjects compute. The instjuit center account,
however, states that subjects stop calculating instant centers
when the dot reaches 7 or 8 o'clock. Subjects probably do
not continue calculating instant centers until the dot travels
as far as 9 o'clock. Given the success of Experiment 3a, w e
wondered if the instant center account could withstand a
more specific test of its predictions. In Experiment 3b, w e
replicated Experiment 3a using wheels in which w e
eliminated 45* rather than 90° of arc. If the instant center is
correct, subjects should be more accurate when the 45° of arc
u^ailing the dot is eliminated than when no arc is deleted or
when the 45' of arc leading the dot is deleted.
Method. The method was identical to that of Experiment
3a except that 45 rather than 90° of arc was deleted either
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Experiments 3a and 3b yield two conclusions. First, the
C C I arises w h e n subjects divert resources from translation
cumulation to instant center computation immediately after
the dot contacts and leaves the surface. W h e n w e reduce the
likelihood that these instant centers will be computed,
resources are released, allowing subjects to conUnue
cumulating translation and reducing their susceptibility to
the CCI.
Second, the cognitive conditions responsible for the C C I
are short-lived rather than long-lasting. Subjects appear to
compute instant centers only w h e n the dot is between 6
o'clock and about 7:30 in its rotation about the wheel's
center. If instant centers were computed before the dot
contacted the surface, deleting leading contour should have
improved performance, as the leading contour contains the
wheel's instant centers before the dot hits the surface. N o
improvement was found. If instant centers were computed
after the dot passed 7:30 in its rotation about the wheel's
center, eliminating 45° of trailing arc should not have
reduced susceptibility to the C C I as substantially as it did.
That the C C I was virtually eliminated w h e n w e deleted 45°
of trailing arc suggests that instant center computation is
completed by the rime the dot reaches 7:30.
The
reallocation of resources from translation cumulation to
instant center computation does not occur for a large portion

of the total time that rolling motion is viewed, but rather for component of the motion, such as translation, leading to
one-eighth or less of the total time on task.
illusions like the CCI.
The processing limitations account suggests why the CCI
might arise, explains the CCI's looped form, explains
General Discussion
individual differences in susceptibility to the CCI, and
Our results have several implications for the basis
of the
accounts
for the effects of the nature of the rolling object on
CCI. First, the CCI arises during the cognitive processing
the magnitude of the CCI. Our most general point is that
of general motion parameters, such as rotation and
the evaluation of kinematic systems depends on particular
triinslation. The CCI does not stem from processes specific
task demands and the processing resources subjects have
to mental animation because animating the wheel did not
available as well as on the nature of the motions
dispel the illusion. Our results, moreover, cannot be
themselves.
explained by an appeal to peripheral perceptual phenomena,
such as eye movements, because the CCI also occurs when
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subjects can become sensitive to the regularities contained in
sequences of stimuli presented in a choice reaction setting
Comparing the relative sensitivity of direct and indirect
despite remaining unable to report o n the sequence or to
measures of learning is proposed as the best way to provide
perform well in other direct tests such as generation, where
evidence for unconscious learning when both conceptual and
subjects are asked to predict the next stimulus instead of
operative definitions of awareness are lacking. This approach
reacting to the current one (e.g., Nissen & Bullemer, 1987).
was first proposed by Reingold & Merikle (1988) in the
Despite this wealth of research, little progress has been
context of subliminal perception. In this paper, we apply it to a
accomplished on what is arguably the defining feature of
choice reaction task in which the material is generated based
implicit learning, that is, that it produces knowledge that is
on a probabilisticfinite-stategrammar (Cleeremans, 1993).
independent from conscious experience and awareness. A s
W e show (1) that subjects progressively learn about the
Shanks and StJohn (in press) discuss at length, the basic
statistical structure of the stimulus material over training with
problem appears to be epistemological: H o w does one
the choice reaction task, and (2) that they can use some of this
establish that learning is unconscious, and which empirical
knowledge to predict the location of the next stimulus in a
measures would best reflect the operation of implicit or
subsequent explicit prediction task. However, detailed partial
explicit
learning processes? T h e goal of this paper is to
correlational analyses of the correspondence between C R T
reflect upon the conditions required to demonstrate
performance and the conditional probability of each stimulus
unconscious learning and to present n e w experimental data
showed that large effects remaineid even when controlling for
that
aim to fulfill these condifions. W e also present
explicit knowledge as assessed by the prediction task. Hence
simulation work using the Simple Recurrent Network
we conclude (1) that at least some of the knowledge expressed
(Elman, 1990; Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991, hereafter
in C R T performance can not be characterized as conscious,
C & M c C ) and discuss which challenges these data pose for
and (2) that even when associations are found at a global level
the model.
of analysis, dissociations can still be obtained when more
M a n y authors have explored the theoretical and
detailed analyses are conducted. Finally, w e also show that
methodological flaws underlying the widespread assumption
subjects are limited in the depth of the contingencies they can
that some given measure of performance m a y be taken as an
learn about, and that these limitations are shared by the Simple
absolute index of awareness (e.g., lacoby, 1991; Reingold &
Recurrent Network model of Cleeremans & McClelland
Merikle, 1988). For instance, Reingold & Merikle (1988),
(1991).
hereafter R & M , have argued that it m a y be impossible to
Introduction
consider s o m e index of performance both as an exhaustive
and as an exclusive measure of relevant conscious
Over the last few years, three different paradigms have
knowledge, because w e have n o w a y of ascertaining that
become standard in the field of implicit learning. Each has
tasks are process-pure, and because w e d o not yet have a
produced a large body of evidence suggesting that subjects
clear theoretical understanding of awareness. Hence, instead
can develop sensitivity to complex stimulus covariations
of requiring that absolute criteria of awareness be used,
without intention to learn or without awareness that learning
R & M suggest that a more productive strategy m a y be one
is taking place (see Berry, in press). In system control tasks,
that only requires explicit assumptions about the relative
subjects can learn to control a simulated system without
sensitivity of different measures to conscious information.
being able to answer explicit questions about the behavior of
R & M start by assuming that discrimination tasks in general
the system (e.g.. Berry & Broadbent, 1988). Artificial
involve both relevant conscious information and s o m e kind
grammar learning studies have shown that subjects can
of
unconscious sensitivity. Thus, no task is likely to involve
classify strings of letters as grammatical or not after practice
either kind of knowledge and processing in isolation.
at memorizing similar strings, and without being able to
However, a given task m a y be characterized as a direct or as
report on the rules that define grammaticality (e.g., Mathews,
an
indirect test of the relevant knowledge depending on the
Buss, Stanley, Blanchard-Fields, C h o & Druhan, 1989).
relationship between the discrimination that it requires and
Finally, sequence learning studies have demonstrated that
the task definition as expressed by the instructions given to
subjects. For instance, recognition is a direct test of subject's
Axel Cleeremans is a Research Associate of the National Fund for
ability to discriminate between old and n e w items. A
Scientific Research (Belgium).
Abstract
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comparable indirect test involving the same discrimination
could be obtained by asking subjects to m a k e judgments
about the visual contrast of the same set of stimuli and by
observing that their judgments are influenced by the old/new
distinction (e.g., Merikle and Reingold, 1991). The only
theoretical assumption that this approach requires is that the
sensitivity of a direct discrimination to conscious, taskrelevant information should be greater than or equal to the
sensitivity of a comparable indirect discrimination ( R & M , p.
566). Thus, all other factors being equal, if subjects are
instructed to respond to information that is available to
consciousness, then their performance should not be worse
when they use this knowledge than in cases where they are
not directly required to use it. A straightforward implication
of this minimal assumption is that whenever an indirect
measure shows greater absolute sensitivity to some feature of
the stimulus material than a comparable direct measure, one
can conclude that s o m e kind of non conscious processing
must have taken place, because conscious knowledge alone
could not explain the advantage observed in the indirect task.
R & M (see also Merikle & Reingold, 1991) have applied
this approach both to the demonstration of unconscious
perception and to the study of problems of awareness in the
field of implicit memory. The main goal of this paper is to
apply the same general logic to the study of unconscious
learning effects in the context of serial choice-reaction-time
( C R T ) tasks. W e start by discussing the reasons w h y
sequence learning seems to be best suited to reveal such
dissociations, and report on an experiment designed
specifically to address these issues.
Associations and Dissociations in Implicit Learning
The method advocated by R&M requires two conditions to
be fulfilled. First, comparisons should be m a d e between
direct and indirect tests of the same discrimination only.
Second, the two tests should be as comparable as possible to
each other in terms of task context and demands. Does the
existing body of evidence about implicit learning fulfill these
conditions? A review of the literature about artificial
grammar learning and system control paradigms suggests
that R & M ' s conditions are not fully respected in many cases.
For instance, the critical comparisons used to assess
awareness often involve two different, but equally direct
tests. In other cases, the two tests m a y fail to involve the
same discrimination—a problem also expressed by Shanks &
StJohn's (in press) Information Criterion. Consider for
instance artificial grammar learning. Subjects are typically
instructed to memorize a set of letter strings, and then to
m a k e direct discriminations about the grammaticality of new
strings. These direct discriminations are then compared with
the results of other equally direct tests, in which subjects m a y
be required to state the general features shared by the strings
(e.g., Mathews et al., 1989), to mark the specific parts that
m a k e a string either grammatical or ungrammatical (Dulany,
Carlson & D e w e y , 1984), or to assess the grammaticality of
fragments of those strings (Dienes, Broadbent & Berry,
1991). Thus it would seem that most of the associations or
dissociations observed in this paradigm tend to reflect task
differences rather than relative sensitivity to conscious or
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unconscious processes. Similar arguments can be made in the
context of system control tasks, in which subjects are first
asked to try to control a system, and should then answer
questions about it. Again, it would seem that the two critical
performance measures being compared are not only equally
direct but also require subjects to perform different
discriminations in each case.
In sequence learning situations, however, subjects are
typically placed in a serial C R T task and kept unaware of the
existence of sequential regularities. A s has been shown
repeatedly (see Cleeremans, 1993), the fact that their
performance improves over training reflects not only
unspecific practice effects, but also an encoding of the
sequential constraints present in the material. This
developing sensitivity is clearly indirect in that the
discriminations between predictable and unpredictable trials
that it reflects are not directly required by the speeded
identification instructions given to subjects. T o assess
awareness, C R T performance is typically compared to
performance in a subsequent prediction task, in which
subjects have to perform the same discriminations in the
same task context, but directly, that is, by explicitly stating
what they think the next stimulus will be (e.g., Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987). W e believe that this set up fulfills both of
R & M ' s conditions, even though s o m e authors (e.g.,
Perruchet & Amorim, 1992) have argued that the standard
generation task fails to be sensitive enough to explicit
knowledge. T h e alternative tests they propose, however,
appear to be more contextually different from the C R T task
than the standard generation task. For instance, "free"
generation, in which subjects merely recall sequence
fragments, eliminates the indirect feedback that is present in
both C R T and standard generation tasks, and also makes
subjects respond to their o w n sequences rather than to the
experimental ones. B y the same token, two-choice forced
recognition also puts subjects in a rather different context
than the n-choice decision which is involved in both the C R T
and in the standard generation task. Further, because all these
direct tests are likely to involve both conscious and
unconscious knowledge, there is no good theoretical
argument to prefer one of them over the others, short of
context congruency with the C R T task. Thus, based on this
argument, and regardless of absolute sensitivity, the standard
generation task seems to be the best direct measure to be
compared to the indirect measure obtained through C R T
performance.
Assessing precisely to what extent C R T and generation
performance are related requires detailed analyses of
responses in both task contexts. T o our knowledge, such
detailed analyses have not been carried out yet, essentially
because doing so requires large numbers of trials and
because this requirement increases theriskof having subjects
discover the regularities present in the material (Nissen &
Bullemer, 1987). Even though this problem is in principle
unavoidable, one way to minimize its impact consists of
using sequential material that is complex enough that rule
discovery is made very unhkely. In this paper, w e report on
an experiment based on C & M c C , w h o used a probabilistic
finite-state grammar to generate the sequence of stimuli.
Because the grammar is probabilistic (see below), stimuli

that either conform or fail to conform to the structure
represented by the grammar are presented continuously to
subjects. Hence this paradigm allows us to consider large
numbers of C R T and generation trials without running the
risk of having subjects discover and memorize the sequence.
It also provides a great degree of continuous, inlra-subject
control, and allows learning to be assessed at different
degrees of complexity.
Experimental Design
Method
The experiment consisted of 20 training sessions during
which subjects were exposed to a serial six-choice R T task.
Each session consisted of 20 blocks of 150 trials each, for a
total of 60,000 trials. After training all subjects were exposed
to 3 blocks of 150 trials each of a generation task in which
they were asked to predict the location at which the next
stimulus would appear. O n each trial of the C R T task, a
stimulus could appear at one of six positions arranged
horizontally on a computer screen, and subjects were to press
as fast and as accurately as possible on the key
corresponding to the current location of the stimulus. During
generation, the same stimulus material was presented, but
subjects were instructed to try to predict the next stimulus
instead of merely reacting to the current one. Both the
specific sequence and the environment (i.e., RSI,
characteristics of the screen and keyboard layout) were kept
identical between the C R T and generation tasks, except that
accuracy was stressed over speed during generation. Subjects
were informed about the fact that the sequence remained the
same in both tasks but, by contrast with the C & M c
procedure, no explicit feedback was provided during
generation performance. However, subjects could c o m e to
know about their accuracy by comparing their predictions
with the actual stimuli, just as they could during the C R T
task. T h e sequential structure of the material was
manipulated by generating the sequence based on a noisy
finite-state grammar, as described below. T o determine
whether orientation had an impact on performance,
"intentional" subjects were made aware of this fact and were
instructed to try to discover and memorize the sequence.
They were further instructed to use this knowledge when
performing the generation task. B y contrast, "incidental"
subjects were told nothing about the existence of a sequence.
Subjects
Twelve subjects were each randomly assigned to either
condition. Subjects were paid $50 for participating in the
experiment, and could earn an additional bonus of $34 to $62
based on performance in both the C R T and generation tasks.
Apparatus and Display
The experiment was run on an IBM PS/2. The display
consisted of six dots arranged in a horizontal line on the
computer's screen and separated by intervals of 3 cm. Each
screen position corresponded to a key on the computer's
keyboard. The spatial configuration of the keys was fully
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Figure 1: Finite-state grammar used to generate
the stimulus material. Note that thefirstand last
nodes are one and the same.
compatible with the screen positions. The stimulus was a
small white "X" 0.35 c m high that appeared on a black
screen background, centered 1 c m above one of the six dots.
The RSI was 120 msec.
Stimulus material and context depth
Stimuli were generated based on the finite-state grammar
shown in Figure I, with a small proportion of random stimuli
(15%) interspersed with those derived from the grammar. O n
each of the 60,000 trials, stimulus generation proceeded in
three phases. First, an arc coming out of the current node was
randomly selected, and its label recorded. The current node
was set to be the leftmost node of the grammar on the first
trial of any block, and was updated on each trial to be the
node pointed to by the selected arc. Second, there was a 1 5 %
chance of substituting a randomly selected label to the
recorded one (identity substitutions were not allowed). Third,
the label was used to determine the screen position at which
the stimulus would appear by following a 6 x 6 Latin square
design, so that each label corresponded to each screen
position for exactly one of the six subjects in each condition.
Note that each label appears twice in the grammar and m a y
be followed by different successors on different occurrences.
Maximally reducing the uncertainty associated with each
label requires encoding up to three elements of temporal
context.
The generation task material followed exactly the same
sequence as presented to each subject during the last three
blocks of the penultimate C R T session.
Results and Discussion
Because orientation failed to have any effect other than to
induce a change in response criterion for intentional subjects
(who merely m a d e fewer errors at the cost of slower
responding), the data for both groups were collapsed. T o
assess whether subjects learned about the sequential
structure, w e compared their responses to a given stimulus
when it appeared after a context that it could or could not
legally follow. If subjects become progressively sensitive to
the constraints expressed by the grammar over training, one
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would expect to observe a progressive facilitation for
grammatical stimuli over ungrammatical stimuli as training
progresses. W e conducted this analysis for selected contexts
of length 1 to 3 (henceforth referred to as LI, L2, and L 3
contexts). For instance, w e can compare the average R T for a
(grammatical) occurrence of 'A' in the context of the L 2
context ' D C to the average R T for an (ungrammatical)
occurrence of 'A' in the context of ' B C . W e used three
constrains to define which paths were entered into each
analysis. First, paths involving immediate and alternating
repetitions, such as 'A-A' or 'AC-A', were eliminated to
avoid short-term priming effects. Second, only grammatical
contexts were considered, with successors selected in such a
way that their grammaticality was exclusively dependent on
the first element of the context. Consider for instance the
paths 'BC-A and 'DC-A'. 'A' is a legal successor of the
contexts ' C and ' D C , but is illegal after ' B C . Third, a
given path was only entered in the analyses if there were
matching grammatical and ungrammatical instances (i.e.,
differing only in their initial element) that c o n f o r m e d to the
first two constrains. These successive eliminations of
candidate paths resulted in sets of 34 (LI), 30 (L2), and 18
(L3) paths available for further analysis. Based on these
paths, w e computed average R T s and hits percentages to
either grammatical or ungrammatical instances over training.
Figure 2 shows these data plotted as differences between
grammatical and ungrammatical cases over training. Subjects
seem to become both increasingly faster and more accurate
w h e n responding to grammatical cases relative to the
corresponding ungrammatical cases, up to length 2.
These observations were confirmed by three separate
M A N O V A s (one for each context depth, paths LI to L3)
with both R T and accuracy as dependent variables. For each
M A N O V A , Practice (5 levels), and Grammaticality of the
last element of each path (Grammatical vs. Ungrammatical)
were entered as independent variables. These analyses
revealed significant effects of practice for Li, F(8,86)=14.49,
p<.0001, and for L 2 , F(8,86)=18.14, p<.0001; significant
effects of grammaticality for LI, F(2,10)=l 11.27, p<.(X)01;
and L 2 , F(2,10)=57.8, p<.0001; as well as significant
interactions, F(8,86)=3.29, p<.01; and F(8,86)=3.14; p<.01.
For L3, however, only the effect of practice was significant,
F(8,86)=11.17; p<.0001. Hence, subjects were able to encode
the constraints expressed by the previous two stimuli, but
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failed to become sensitive to contexts of three elements. This
result is consistent with previous data ( C & M c C ) . The
generation task data were analyzed in much the same way.
Instead of using a global index of prediction accuracy, that
would tend to underestimate subjects's knowledge when
applied to probabilistic material, w e analyzed the data by
computing the observed average probability of generating the
last element of each path included in the analyses described
above. For instance, w e considered all the cases where the
context ' D C had been presented to subjects during
generation, and computed the conditional probability of
observing the response 'A'. W e then computed a weighted
average over all such grammatical and ungrammatical cases.
This analysis would thus reveal the extent to which subjects
tend to discriminate between grammatical and
ungrammatical continuations of the same paths that were
used to analyze C R T performance, but in the context of
direct instructions to do so. These average generation
probabilities were 24.612% (grammatical) vs. 8.741%
(ungrammatical) for LI, 30.849% vs. 23.456% for L2, and
19.023% vs. 21.604% for L3. Subjects seem to rely on
contexts of length 1 and 2 to predict successive elements. A
separate A N O V A was conducted for each of the three
context depths and confirmed these impressions. They
revealed significant effects of grammaticality for both LI,
F(l,ll)=70.17; p<.0001; and L2, F(l,ll)=12.49; p<.01; but
notforL3,F(l,ll)=1.6;p>.20.
Overall, the results appear to confirm the notion that both
C R T and generation performance are equally sensitive to
subject's encoding of the sequential constraints present in the
material. Indeed, not only do both measures reflect
sensitivity to up to two elements of temporal context, but
correlations between C R T and generation performance also
tended to be fairly high. For instance, the highest correlation
between generation probabilities and R T s after LI contexts
was obtained for the second group of 4 sessions, with a value
of -0.821. Overall, these global correlations tended to
increase with training, and to decrease with context length.
Based on these results, one would likely conclude that
direct and indirect measures are strongly associated and
reflect the operation of the same learning processes.
However, more detailed analyses suggest that this is not
necessarily the case. Consider the following line of
reasoning. If learning is specific to the sequential nature of

Table 1: Partial correlations (i.e., controlling for the effects
of knowledge manifested directly in generation performance)
between C R T performance (RT and Accuracy) and A C P s
after strings one (LI) or two (L2) elements long, for session
groups 1 to 5.

1

L2

LI
RT

Acc

RT

Acc

1

-.114

.477**

-.086

.026

2

-.469"

.639*"

-.375*

.326

3

-.588*"

.698****

-.566***

.351*

4

-.572"*

.691**"

-.692****

.314

5

-.567***

.678**"

-.750*"*

.419*

the material, then either measure should reflect the
theoretical conditional probability distributions of successors
to the selected paths. O n e can obtain such average
conditional probabilities (ACPs) simply by generating as
many trials as were presented to subjects and by computing
the average probability of observing each stimulus in each
relevant context. Similar analyses by C & M c C and by Stadler
(1992) have shown that the distribution of RTs correlate very
well with the distributions of A C P s , as long as short-term
priming effects are controlled for (a condition that holds in
the present experiment). The question of interest in the
context of this paper is whether generation probability and
R T are similarly correlated to the A C P s as defined by the
grammar. One way to assess whether this is the case consists
of computing the correlations between C R T performance and
the A C P s after the c o m m o n variance with the generation
probabilities has been removed. A n y remaining association
between RTs and A C P s would reflect knowledge about the
sequential nature of the material that can not be accounted
for by explicit knowledge as expressed in the generation
task.
W e computed the relevant partial correlations between
RTs and A C P s on the one hand, and between accuracy and
ACPs on the other hand, for each of the sets of LI and L 2
paths. Table 1 shows that these partial correlations were
significantly beyond zero in most cases. The table shows
further that the association between RTs and A C P s tends to
become larger with training. Overall, these results suggest
that generation and C R T performance are sensitive to
partially different contents, even though they are associated
at a global level. Therefore, this analysis suggests that some
knowledge about the grammar tends to be exclusively
expressed through the indirect measure and results in both
faster responses and increased accuracy over training
independently of the effects observed in the generation task.
The statistical approach of these analyses did not enable us to
identify which actual contingencies account for such effects
but, whatever they may be, they should be characterized as
unconscious if one agrees with Reingold and Merikle's
theoretical analysis.
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Simulation Results
The data pose two challenges to current computational
models of implicit learning in C R T tasks. First, these and
many other data make it clear that C R T and generation
performance are related in complex ways, and that an
understanding of what exactly this relationship is seems
crucial in helping constrain the range of possible theories
about implicit learning. Current simulation models of
implicit learning, however, have very little to say about the
relationship between direct and indirect tests of performance.
Consider for instance the Simple Recurrent Network ( S R N )
model of Elman (1990), shown in Figure 3. The task of this
back-propagation network is to predict the next element of a
sequence based on the current element and on a
representation of the temporal context that the network has
elaborated itself. Over training, the network's responses
come to approximate the optimal conditional probabilities
associated with each successor to the current context, and
can thus be interpreted as representing implicit preparation
for the next event. Previous work (see C & M c C ; Cleeremans,
1993) has shown that the S R N is able to account for about
8 0 % of the variance in serial C R T data. However, there is no
way for the model to account for generation data, because its
responses do not distinguish between implicit preparation
and explicit prediction. If one merely interprets its responses
as reflecting preparation in the context of C R T tasks and
prediction in the context of generation, then the model would
predict that C R T and generation performance are always
perfectly correlated—a prediction that is demonstrably
wrong. Hence it seems that accounting for the distinction
between direct and indirect tests requires moving on to a
different architecture that makes it possible to represent the
distinction between identification and prediction. W e are
currently in the process of assessing which alternative
architecture is best suited for that purpose.
Second, it appears that subjects can learn to respond based
on three elements of temporal context in some cases
( C & M c C ) but not in others, such as in the experiment
reported on here. A trivial hypothesis about w h y context
sensitivity varies with experiments is that there is variability
among subjects or in the specific tesring condirions.
However, it m a y also be the case that context sensitivity
varies as a function of the structure of the sequence used
during training. This is supported by the fact that different
simulation models of sequence learning exhibit different
properties with respect to the type of sequence they can
learn. Hence understanding why context sensitivity m a y vary
as a function of the specific sequence used is important
because it may help constrain the range of possible context
representations instantiated by different models, such as the
Jordan network (Jordan, 1986, see also Jennings & Keele,
1990) or buffer networks (see Cleeremans. 1993).
T o assess how well the S R N was able to account for C R T
performance in this experiment, w e conducted six
simulations in which the model was trained on the same
material as human subjects and for the same number of trials,
with the parameters and architecture used by C & M c . Next,
w e analyzed its responses in exactly the same way as for
human subjects. The resulting average data are shown in the

(next element)

sequence may be crucial in helping understand what kind of
material subjects are able to learn.
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research began to m a k e extensive use of findings from
biological systems. The most significant achievements in
This paper presents a computational model for stereopsis. Computational Vision include Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG)
Laplacian of Gaussian filters are used to simulate ganglion
filtering (Marr & Hildreth, 1980), Gaborfiltering(WUson,
cells and L G N cells and zero-crossings extracted provide
1983; D a u g m a n , 1980), binocular fusion using neural
spatial features in the visual scene. A set of one-octave Gabor
network (Grossberg, 1987), and stereo models (Grimson,
filters is used to extract orientation information, which cover 0
1981; Trivedi, 1985).
to 60 cycles/degree interval in the human visual system. A
Gaussian sphere model is used to map a 3D space onto two 2 D
^.y'' Lateral geniculate
X
image planes, which combines monocular cues with binocular
•^ , - - - ' V ^ nucleus (LGN)
cues in stereo matching. The determinant of the Jacobian of
the mapping is derived and matching is performed using zeroOpdc
crossings associated with their orientation information. The
chiuma
possibility of transferring the knowledge such as the
column
probability of occurrence of visual scenes to the matching
Vitual cortex
• Right—-„/
process from the mapping is discussed. Relaxation labelling is
used as a co-operative process, which simulates binocular
fusion and rivalry in the human visual process.
Abstract

Lighting

Introduction
Human vision, or the visual system of any vertebrate
consists of three major sections, as shown in Figure 1: the
photoreceptors in the eyes which capture light and generate
messages about that light; the visual pathways (including
the lateral geniculate nucleus c»- L G N ) which transmit those
messages from the eye; and the visual cortex which
interprets the messages in various ways. Stereopsis is a
major source of depth perception in the mammalian visual
system. Matching stereoscopic views is an important step
in stereo calculation. Different methods could be used to
recover (relative) depth information from stereo, and its
particular choice depends on features and the stereo model
used in the matching process.
It is worth mentioning several significant achievements
in understanding the h u m a n stereopsis: the response of the
receptive fields including ganglion cells, L G N cells
(Hartline, 1938), simple cells, complex cells and hyper
complex cells (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962), spatial frequency
and contrast of visual gratings (Campbell & Robson, 1968),
multi-channel sensitivity (Wilson & Bergen, 1979),
ransom-dot stereogram (Julesz, 1960), and fusion and
rivalry of binocular cells (Blake & Camisa, 1979).
Computational vision research began w h e n A I research
diversified in the early 70's, but it was not until Marr's
(1982) work in the mid-70's that computational vision
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Pholoieccpton
Ganglion cellt
Aroacniie cells
Bipolar ceUs
Horizontal cells
Figure 1: The layout of a mammalian visual system.
The famous random-dot stereograms invented by Julesz
have been used to show convincingly that the calculation of
stereo disparity (in humans) is not based on monocularly
recognisable forms such as a familiar face. Another
intriguing aspect of binocular vision which has long been
observed is binocular rivalry (Wheatstone, 1838), the
alternating periods of dominance and suppression
occasioned by stimulation of corresponding retinal areas
with dissimilar monocular stimuli. Although there has been
m u c h empu-ical study of this phenomenon since then, only
a few major theoretical developments have been m a d e in
stereo matching concerning binocular rivahy.
W e developed a stereo m o d e l to simulate visual
processing in the h u m a n visual system. Sections 2
describes h o w receptive fields are simulated using L o G
filters and Section 3 discusses extracting orientation
information using Gaborfilters.A mapping from the threedimensional space to two stereoscopic views is derived for
stereo matching in Section 4. T h e paper concludes in
Section 5 with a discussion on expanding the model.
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Figure 2: Receptive fields of ganglion cells and their
responses to different stimuli.
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R e c e p t i v e Fields a n d L o G Filtering
The concept of the receptive field is important in
neurophysiology. Hartline (1938) found that receptive field
organisation exists in the frog retina and in the optic
pathways of the cat. M a n y visual receptive fields have
circular organisations which are described as on-centre/offsurround fields, or the opposite, off-centre/on-surround
fields, as shown in Figure 2.
The size of the receptivefielddecides the response of a
ganglion cell to the frequency of a stimulus. Campbell and
Robson (1968) discovered that the h u m a n visual system
contains a number of different mechanisms selectively
tuned to respond to different bands of light (or spatial
frequencies) and that these mechanisms operate in parallel
in the processing of spatial information. The unit employed
to express spatialfrequencyis the number of cycles that fall
within one degree of visual angle (each cycle is one
sinusoidal period). Wilson and Bergen (1979), studied the
h u m a n visual system in the range 0.25-16.0 cycles/degree
and discovered four sensitive peaks, N , S, T and U, which
occurred at about 19.35, 9.68, 5.13 and 2.86 cycles/degree,
respectively. Later Marr et al. (1980) proposed from the
psychophysical data on two-point and line acuity that the
smaller foveal channel in h u m a n vision must have an
excitatory centre with a diameter of around 1.33', i.e. 45
cycles/degree.
O n the basis of Campbell and Robson's work, Marr and
Poggio (1979)firstused a diffCTence of two Gaussian filters
to detect zero-crossings but later Marr and Hildreth (1980)
suggested a Laplacian of a Gaussian function (LoG), as
shown in Figure 3 (a). Using this basic function, they
simulated the multiple channels in the mammalian visual
system, as shown in Figure 3 (b).
L o G function is defined as:
V^G(x, y) = -J-^ (2 -i^) exp( -^)
2na*
o^

(b)
Figure 3: L o G function (a) and multi-channel detection (b).
Different o values detect intensity changes at different
scales. In an image with a viewing angle of 9° and
resolution of 512x512 pixels, w e propose five channels
with o values of 3,5,9,17 and 35 pixels, respectively. The
frequency bandwidth of the five channels is shown in
Figure 4 (a). The central excitatory region of each channel
is at about 1.58', 2.64', 4.75', 8.96' and 18.46', and the
centre of each channel is at about 37.93, 22.76,12.64, 6.69
and 3.25 cycles/degree respectively. For comparison,
Wilson and Bergen's (1979) results are shown in Figure 4
(b) and the channel with the smallest visual angle comes
from Marr's results. Both axes are displayed on a
logarithmic scale.
The zero-crossings extracted from five channels are
overlaid on the original image shown in Figure 5.
Orientation Selectivity and Gabor Filtering
Although zero-crossings give a good localisation of
intensity changes in an image, they are not the only features
computed in early vision (Torre & Poggio, 1986). Worse,
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Figure 4: Frequency bandwidth of the multiple
channels.

Daugman (1988) had found that some simple information
processing operations which are apparent in pattern
perception of h u m a n vision are impossible in a
representation of zero-crossings. Neurophysiological
studies have proposed that cells in the visual cortexfirein
response to phase, frequency and orientation. Hubel and
Wiesel (1962) succeeded in recording the electrical
responses of living cells in the visual cortex of the cat and
the monkey to various patterns of stimulation. They
discovered that the receptive fields in the cat's visual
cortex, unlike the simple, circularly organised receptive
fields found previously in the retina and lateral geniculate
body, are thinner and more elongated in shape. They
respond to the presence of contours having a particular
orientation. Figure 6 sums up responses of neurons to
different light patterns. Marcelja (1980), Daugman (1980),
and Kulikowski et al. (1982), among others, have suggested
the use of a Gabor function to model this part of visual
processing.
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Figure 5: A bracket (a) and its zero-crossings from five
channels (b)-(0.
The general form of the 2D Gabor function is given by:
g(x. y) =
exp{-7t[(x-Xo)2a2+(y-yQ)2b2])exp{-27ti[Uo(x-Xo)+yo(y-yo)]}
with a Fourier transform:
G(u.v) =
exp{ -1 [liiZ^+llZ^] }exp{ -27ii[xo(u-uo)+yo(v-vo)]}
We developed a set of eight one-octave Gabor filters with
centroid frequencies located at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and
32 cycles/degree respectively, as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 8 (a)-(e) give filtering results of two stereoscopic
views (see Figure 10a) in different orientations, and (f)
shows features in a group.
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Figure 6: Responses of neurons to a pattern.
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Figure 8: Feature extraction using Gabor filtering.
M a t c h i n g Stereo V i e w s a n d C o o p e r a t i v e
Process
Julesz (1971) gave another random-dot stereogram in
which one of the images is expanded by 1 5 % . Stereopsis
can still be easily obtained which suggests that spatial
features are not the sole source for matching. S o m e other
information, and particularly binocular arrangement, is
important for the eyes to perform stereo matching. T o
understand the binocular arrangement, w e have to k n o w
hypercolumns. Frisby (1980) noted that the visual cortex
appears to be composed of columns of cells, with each
column consisting of a stack of cells all preferring the same
orientation. It takes roughly eighteen to twenty
neighbouring columns to cover a complete range of
stimulus orientations. This aggregation of adjacent
columns is collectively known as a hypercolumn. It has
been found the binocular specialisation of receptive fields.
Such fields are not necessarily in exactly corresponding
points in the two retinas. Neurons whose performance fits
them for depth perception require a binocular stimulus
either infrontof, behind, or in the plane offixation(Kuffier
& Nicholls, 1984). Fusion is not the all activity of
binocular neurons. Kaufinan (1964) raised the idea that
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rivalry suppression underlies ordinary binocular vision. A
class of cooperative mechanisms exists in human stereopsis
(Marr & Poggio, 1976).
T o simulate stereo matching and cooperative processing
in the human visual system w e developed a stereo model
using zero-crossings and their orientations. However, one
problem in stereo matching using both features is that they
each require a different coordinate system. Consequently,
the final disparities obtained depend critically upon the
scale used in the measurement. Tliis problem is overcome
by using probabilities.
Let the vision space S be: X x Y x Z with X, Y and Z G R.
Consider an edge of an object passing through a point (x, y,
z). If w e represent this edge as an oriented vector in 3 D
space, it has an angle 6 with the x axis in x-y plane and an
angle (p with the z axis. B y using these two angles, the
edge can also be represented as a point on die surface of a
unit sphere, whose origin is (x, y, z). This is known as the
Gaussian sphere (Arnold & Binford, 1980), and any point
located on its surface is defined in terms of its spherical
coordinates 8 and 9 (see Figure 9). The Gaussian sphere
thus defines a m o p i n g (Ax, Ay, Az)->(9, 9).
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Figure 9 : The Gaussian sphere model for matching.
Given a corresp)on(ling pair of edges, one in each image,
(b)
as shown in Figure 9, w e are interested in h o w their angles
are related and h o w w e can use this relationship to guide
Figure 10: Stereoscopic views (a) and recovered depth
our matching fffocess. Although the angles Q\ and 0r could
from stereo calculation (b).
be of any values, they are usually of fairly similar values.
This is partly due to a moderate or a small offset of the
baseline. The matching process is tofindthe corresponding
not invertible at that point, which is w h y w e use P to
points in the left and right image and the more clues to
represent the mapping 9ix9r -» 9x(p rather than Q'^. This
guide the search the better it would be. W e k n o w that a
fact talUes with the effect in h u m a n vision. W h e n people
continuous function Q exists for mapping the points on the
view a horizontal wire, they often lose their depth
Gaussian sphere to the image angles (Bi, 9r), i.e. 9x<p -^ perception. This is because the uniform texture on the wire
6ix9r, . M o r e importantly, however, there exists also an
wipes out the size perception so that the stereo matching
inverse function P which maps points in the space 9ix9r to
depends solely on orientation, but the zero orientations in
points on the Gaussian sphere, 9x(p. From the probability
both eyes fail to stimulate binocular neurons to cause
theorem, the probability distribution of (9i, 9r) equals the
fusion. A cooperative process is needed to reflect the
fusion and rivalry process in the h u m a n visual cortex. W e
probability distribution of (9, (p) multiplying with the
use relaxation labelling, which can be represented as
Jacobian determinant of the mapping P. If w e assume all
edges of objects are randomly and uniformly distributed in
the (9,9) domain, the probability distribution y of (9i, 9r)
" pl'\e,)[i-Hf\9i)]
will be v(9i, 9r) = — IJpl, where A is the area of the
?
A
definition domain Q of (9, (p). W h e n the visual distance z
where qi('^)(9i) = 1 1 rij(9i er)Pj(9r), rij(0i 9,) = IJpl,
is far enough comparing with baseline B, i.e. B/z « 1, w e
have the determinant of the Jacobian matrix defined as:
and Pj(9r) are constants equal to one of the number of Unes
in the right view.
yi [(Xf - xi) - Bcos^9i]
IJph
T h e model has been used successfully in matching
(x? + y? +l)Vx? + y? sin^(9i- 9r)
stereoscopic views, shown in Figure 10 (a), and depth is
recovered and shown in intensity in Figure 10 (b).
The detailed deduction can be found in (Jin, 1992). This
distribution gives a correlation function for 9i and 9r. It is
noteworthy that the mapping P is not a bijective mapping.
It is not defined at (0, 0), as the circle z = 0 of points on the
sphere for which 9 = 0 all m ^ to (0, 0). The mapping is
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them. Under s o m e conditions, forget-cued subjects still m a k e
judgments similar to those of subjects not instructed to forget.
Agents in a dynamic world must continue to comprehend andFinally, several text comprehension studies (Johnson &
reason about events, even after they learn that previously
Seifert, in press; Wilkes & Leatherbarrow, 1988) have had
encoded information about an event is incorrect. As a result,
subjects read a series of reports that contained a correction,
some mechanism is needed to modify incorrect information in
and found that misinformation influenced subjects' answers to
memory, and allow one to use new, superceding knowledge
questions that required inferring beyond the facts presented.
instead. H o w is misinformation suppressed in human memory?
Johnson a n d Seifert (in press) also found evidence
A study using a text understanding paradigm and a standard
suggesting that misinformation influences posKorrection , as
anaphoric inference task investigates this problem of updating
well as pre-correction, inferences. They manipulated whether
memory. Subjects read a set of stories, half of which contained
misinformation
w a s immediately corrected, or was corrected
a conection, and were asked to make a speeded wordonly
after
subjects
had learned several more facts about an
recognition judgment for a probe word appearing after an
event. A n immediate correction would limit the chances to
anaphor sentence. Subjects in a short delay condition showed
involve misinformation in pre-correction inferences, because
slower reaction times to correct referents in correction stories
subjects would have learned fewer facts the misinformation
than in control stories that did not contain misinformation.
could help explain. T h e results showed that subjects in both
Those in the longer delay condition showed no difference in
the immediate and delayed correction groups m a d e
reaction times to correct referents, but more priming for
significantly more influenced inferences than did subjects in a
invalidated items in correction stories. These results suggest
control group not exposed to the misinformation. M o r e
that misinformation can interfere with accessing correct
information, but that an additional comprehension process,
importantly, the t w o correction groups did not differ, even
possibly suppression-like, m a y facilitate access to correct
though the immediate correction group allowed subjects to
information after delay.
m a k e fewer pre-correction inferences based o n the
misinformation. This suggests that subjects were making a
number of post-correction inferences. Subjects could be
Processing C o r r e c t i o n s d u r i n g C o m p r e h e n s i o n
involving misinformation in post<orrection inferences at two
points:
either on-line, as they continue to process the account,
In learning about events in the world, one may encounter
or on demand, as they answer questions posed later.
misinformation that is corrected later. In m a n y cases, people
T h e current research will test whether misinformation
may have to d o inferential reasoning after the correction
influences
anaphoric inferences m a d e after a correction has
occurs. This presents a challenge, because one must integrate
occurred. Subjects m a k e anaphoric inferences to establish
the new, post-correction information only with valid precoreference and coherence in a text; for example, if one reads
correction information. If the n e w information was linked to
about a "burglar" and then that "the criminal w a s
the misinformation instead, an inaccurate understanding of the
apprehended," one will infer that "burglar" (the referent) and
event would result. T h e present research examines whether
"criminal" designate the same entity. M u c h evidence suggests
people involve misinformation in their post-correction
that
such inferences are typically m a d e on-line (Dell,
inferences, and what m e m o r y processes might decrease or
M
c
K
o
o n , & RatcUff, 1983; O'Brien. Duffy, & Myers, 1986).
prevent its use.
In texts that d o not contain misinformation ("normal" texts),
A number of studies, in various domains, have found that
subjects s h o w m o r e priming for proper referents (e.g.,
misinformation can still influence one's inferences or
"burglar") after they read an anaphor (e.g., "criminal") than
judgments, even though it is n o longer relevant for them.
Belief perseverance research (Ross, Lepper, & Hubbard, 1975) they d o for equated control terms that are inappropriate
referents (e.g., "cat") (Dell, M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1983;
has found that subjects rate their true abUity at an experimental
O'Brien, Duffy, & Myers, 1986). M c K o o n and Ratcliff (1980)
task consistent with feedback they'd received, even after a
hypothesized that o n e m a k e s anaphoric inferences b y
debriefing indicates that the feedback was false. Other studies
searching m e m o r y for possible referents for the anaphor, and
(Wyer & Budesheim, 1987; W y e r & Unverzagt, 1985) have
then reactivating the proper one.
had subjects form person impressions, based on a list of
behaviors, and then instructed subjects to disregard s o m e of
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O n e might expect this pattern of "normal" inferencing if
misinformation suffers inhibition w h e n people read a
statement that presents correct information. Other previous
research has found evidence that irrelevant information
becomes inhibited. MacDonald and Just (1989) had subjects
read disjunctions (e.g., bread but not butter) and found
decreased priming for the negated m e m b e r (e.g., butter).
Intentional forgetting research has found that subjects recdl
fewer items from the first of two word lists if they are
explicitly told to forget it, even when the items are incidentally
learned (Geiselman, Bjork, & Fishman, 1983). This suggests
that retrieval inhibition accounts for the effect, rather than
differential encoding. If misinformation also becomes
inhibited after a correction, it would be less active in m e m o r y
and harder to reactivate in later inferencing. In this case,
misinformation would be unlikely to influence post-correction
inferencing.
O n the other hand, corrected misinformation within an
account m a y still influence later inferencing in a number of
ways First, it m a y impede people's ability to m a k e inferences
involving the correct information, b y inhibiting its
reactivation. W h e n processing the correction, one might
establish an inhibitory relation between the invalid and correct
concepts. This could inhibit the invalid information, so one
becomes less likely to produce it, but could also potentially
lead to interference with correct information, relative to
situations that do not include invalidated information.
Second, the misinformation itself m a y become reactivated
during post-correction inferencing. According to a minimal
inference theory ( M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1992), subjects m a k e
relatively few inferences in constructing a representation, and
do not necessarily m a k e all the inferences n&eded to maintain
coherence in an account. Instead, n e w information m a y be
appended to the current representation, with little elaboration
or interconnection with other elements. In such a case, a
correction might be incorporated into a representation without
being linked to the original, n o w invalid information, so the
two would be independent. Then, w h e n an anaphoric
reference is m a d e later, both the incorrect and correct
information m a y be activated.
Even if misinformation becomes reactivated, however, postretrieval comprehension processes m a y prevent it from
permanently influencing one's understanding of postcorrection information. Previous research on comprehension
of normal texts suggests that people m a y immediately activate
inappropriate lexical meanings (Swinney, 1979) or
associations (Gemsbacher, 1990) as they read; however, with
an increased delay, this activation drops for inappropriate, but
not appropriate, information. G e m s b a c h e r (1990) has
proposed that suppression and facilitation processes operate to
inhibit inappropriate information and enhance appropriate
information. Such processes might also operate in correction
situations, to decrease influence of invalid information and
enhance that of correct information.
The purpose of the experiment is to determine the extent to
which subjectsreactivateinvalid and correct information when
they read stories containing corrections. Subjects will read
correction stories and control stories, which contain n o
misinformation. They will then d o speeded recognition
( M c K o o n & Ratcliff, 1990) of either appropriate referents (the
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correct information in both types of stories) or inappropriate
ones. Probe onset will occur either 300 m s or 850 m s after
anaphor sentence offset. If subjects simply inhibit the
misinformation, they should respond faster to appropriate than
inappropriate probes in both story conditions, and at both
delay periods. O n the other hand, if misinformation interferes
with the inferential process, one might expect faster responses
to inappropriate probes, and slower responses to appropriate
ones, w h e n subjects read correction stories than when they
read control stories. However, this m a y only occur at the short
delay. Subjects m a y still show more activation for correct
than invalid information at a longer delay, if they can use postretrieval comprehension processes such as suppression and
facilitation.

Method
Design
The design was a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial, with Delay (short, long),
Probe (appropriate, inappropriate), and Correction (yes, no) as
factors. Probe and Correction were manipulated within
subjects, and Delay was a between subjects factor. In the long
delay condition, the interval between the anaphor sentence
offset and the probe onset w a s 8 5 0 m s . In the short delay
condition, this interval was 300 ms.
Subjects
One hundred and thirty-three University of Michigan snidents
participated in the experiment, as part of an introductory
psychology course requirement.
Materials
Subjects read 35 target stories, styled after news events, each
15 sentences long. Half of the stories contained corrections;
the remaining, conu-ol stories were normal texts containing no
misinformation. Each story contained 3 critical sentences:
one sentence providing either misinformation or a control
statement (line 4), one sentence giving the correct fact (line 8),
and one assessment sentence making an^horic reference to
the correct fact (line 12) (see Table 1). Line 4 in the
correction versions presented an alternative in a causally
important context, whereas in the control versions, this
sentence also mentioned the alternative, but as an incidental
fact. For example, a story about an athlete's new contract had
alternatives of Boston and Dallas, which are both teams for
which the athlete could n o w play. Thus, subjects in both
conditions saw the same words, which they had to identify
later. The alternative mentioned in line 4 will bereferredto as
the inappropriate referent, and the one mentioned in line 8
will be referred to as the appropriate referent, because it is the
one that subjects in both groups should end up with as the
"correct" fact. Lines 8 and 12 were the same in both the
correction and control version of each story. The stories
appeared in a random order, with the constraint that no more
than three correction or control stories J^pearcd in a row.

Table 1: Sample story materials.
Athlete's new contract
(1) A famous pro athlete has been offered a lucrative new contract.
(2)
It will m a k e him one of the highest paid sports figures.
(3)
A s a free agent, he has negotiated with others for more money.
(4) The athlete will accept a generous offer to play for QoslOR- (misinformation)
or
(4)
H e wants a contract like that just given to a player for Boston, (control)
(5) The management he currently plays for won't pay what he is asking.
(6)
They argue paying him that m u c h will alienate the other players.
(7)
They also say the athlete is too old to receive a 7-year contract.
(8) His agent says Dallas just signed the pro to play there next year, (correct info)
(9) He will be able to play with an exciting rookie prospect there.
(10)
The athlete will hold a press conference to discuss the deal.
(11)
H e will also meet with the new staff he will play for.
(12)
The athlete says he is excited about playing for his new team, (anaphor)
(13)
H e adds he immensely respects the management he will n o w play for.
(14)
Fan reaction to the deal has mainly been favorable.
(15)
They feel it will make their championship hopes more realistic.
For each story, subjects saw either an inappropriate or an
appropriate referent (or distractor items) presented as the first
probe presented immediately after the anaphor sentence. Both
correction and probe conditions were counterbalanced across
subjects, so boOi versions of each story were tested with both
probes. Three other probes followed the critical items during
each test sequence, to serve as distraciors. These items were
balanced so that for each ordinal position two through four,
true and false answers occur equally often. Also, for each
story, two true/false items were constructed, to test overall
story comprehension. Lines 4 and 8, which introduced the
probe alternatives, were never used as comprehension items.
The presentation order of the two comprehension items for
each story, as well as whether they were true or false, was
chosen randomly, with the constraint that each possible T F
response pattern occurred equally often across the story set.
Procedure
All materials were presented using the MEL program
(Schneider, 1988), on a Zenith computer, and all responses
were made via keyboard. Each subject completed two training
sets, designed to familiarize the subject with reaction time
tasks. After training, subjects were told they would have to do
two tasks. O n e was to read carefully, and try to comprehend, a
series of stories based on live-on-the-scene news reports and to
answer test questions after each story. The second task was to
verify whether probe words presented during the story had
appeared eariier in the story. After presentation of the anaphor
sentence (line 12) in each story, the subject saw a "???????"
cue, lasting iat 300 m s in the short delay condition, or 850 m s
in the long delay condition. T h e first word in each probe
series was either the in^propriate referent probe (presented in
line 4), the appropriate referent probe (presented in line 8) for
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the story currently being read, or else a distractor item not
appearing in the story. A "**" symbol appeared under the
probe after 650 milliseconds, and the word disappeared after 2
seconds if no response w a s made. Subjects were told to
respond as quickly and as accurately as they could, and to try
to beat the "**" deadline. Accuracy feedback appeared after
each trial. After each story, subjects' comprehension of that
story was tested with two true/false statements.
Results
For each story for each subject, reaction times were included
in analyses if they were for correct identifications and if the
reading time for die immediately preceding anaphor sentence
was greater than 900 milliseconds. Reaction times were then
trimmed to be within 2.5 S D s of the mean; thus, times shorter
than 300 milliseconds or longer than 1261 milliseconds were
eliminated. The data were analyzed in 2 x 2 x 2 analyses of
variance, with C h a n g e (yes. no). Probe (appropriate.
inappropriate), and Delay (long, short) as factors, using both
subjects and materials as random factors. T h e pattern of
results can be seen in Figure 1. Reaction times showed a
significant interaction of Change and Probe under a subjects
analysis, F(l, 131) = 6.75, p = .01, and with materials as a
random factor, F{\, 27) = 6.4, p = .018. Planned comparisons
showed a significant difference between appropriate probes in
the control and correction conditions in the short delay
condiuon, F(l, 67) = 6.93, p = .011; F(l, 27) = 2.56, p = .12
under subjects and materials analyses, respectively. This was
not significant in the long delay condition. However, planned
comparisons showed a significant difference between
inappropriate probes in the control and correction conditions
in the long delay condition, F(l, 64) = 5.13, p = .03; F(l, 27) =
6.53, p = .017. This was not significant in the short delay.

Short delay
o - -o Correction
* • Control
720 •-

Long delay
D - -Q Correction

700 Recognition
T i m e in
680 • •
Millisecs
660 ••

• • Control

640 -620 -600 -•
580 --

•+appropriate

inappropriate

Probe
Figure 1: M e a n reaction times, by story type, probe type, and delay.
The results of subjects and materials analyses also showed a
significant interaction of Change and Delay, F(l, 131) = 5.38,
p = .023 and F(l. 27) = 5.5, p = .026, respectively. Planned
comparisons of reactions times to appropriate correction story
probes by delay showed a significant difference under both
subjects and materials analyses, {(1,131) = 2.41, p = .017; {(1,
27) = 4.45, p = .0001. T h e difference in reaction times to
inappropriate correction story probes by delay was significant
in a materials analysis, t(l, 27) = 4.15,p = .0001, and showed
a trend toward significance in a subjects analysis, f(l. 131) =
1.54. p = .13.
Analysis of the number of inaccurate responses showed a
significant interaction of Change and Delay under subjects
analysis, and a trend under materials analyses, F(I, 131) =
5.38, p = .02; F(l, 27) = 4.0, p = .054, respectively, with more
errors in the control conditions with the short delay. Post-hoc
comparisons showed a significant difference in reaction times
to appropriate probe control stories by delay under both
subjects and materials analyses, <(131) = 2.67, p = .009; r(27)
= 2.88, p = .008. There were no significant differences in
reaction times to appropriate or inappropriate correction story
probes by delay. Subjects got a mean of 9 1 % of the true/false
items correct There was a significant main effect of delay,
F(l. 131) = 6.18, p = .015, with subjects in the long delay
condition showing 9 2 % corect, versus 9 0 % in the short delay
condition. Subjects correctly identified 8 2 . 8 % of the total
recognition items; they were correct 89.5% of the time on just
the target probes.
Discussion
The results suggest that both inhibition and postcomprehension facilitation contribute to making appropriate
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post-correction inferences. T h e fact that appropriate
information is reactivated more slowly in the correction than
the control condition, at a short delay, suggests that one has
established an inhibitory link between the correct and invalid
information. O n e m a y have encoded the eventuallyinvalidated information in a causal context, but not done so for
the same information when mentioned only incidentally.
Then, one inhibits the invalid information when one processes
a correction, resulting in no apparent difference in activation
for the two inappropriate probes. This also interferes with
one's ability to activate the proper referent Other studies
(Basden, Basden, & Gargano, 1993; MacDonald & Just, 1989)
have also found evidence for inhibition based on instructions
to ignore particular information.
However, overcoming the initial difficulty in activating an
appropriate referent would require a second process that
facilitates its activation later. Over delay, activation for
appropriate informationfix>mcorrection stories increased, but
the activation of appropriate informationfiromcontrol stories
did not change. This second process also contributes to
subjects' ability to m a k e appropriate post-correction
inferences. It also has the apparent side effect of releasing
inhibition on invalid information, making it more likely to
continue to be involved in one's text representation than
incidental information is. Thus, misinformation indirectly
influences subsequent inferencing by inhibiting access to the
correct information initially, but facilitation processes soon
overcome this effect
The results found here contrast with a number of studies that
have found that misinformation influences one's judgments
(Ross. U p p e r , & Hubbard, 1975; W y e r & Unverzagt, 1985)
and inferences (Wilkes & Leatherbarrow, 1988). One factor
that could account for this is a discrepancy in the type of

correction used. In the present research, the correction
provided an alternative to the misinformation, rather than
merely negating it, as in most of the previous work. This also
suggests that creating a link between correct and invalid
information plays a role in being able to make inferences that
do not involve invalid information. Several previous studies
have found that providing an alternative to discredited
information decreases its influence (Anderson, 1982; Johnson
& Seifm, in press).
In summary, the fmdings here imply that subjects are
competent to meet the challenge of post-correction
comprehension. They m a k e inferences that involve
appropriate information, and do not involve invalid
information directly. The presence of invalid information
initially affects h o w easily one can activate appropriate
information, but post-correction processes can compensate.
This eventually results in a level of activation similar to that of
appropriate information in stories that do not contain
corrections. The findings also imply that this competence
occurs in the context of trying to understand the story, and
may be relatively automatic. The fact that subjects can
respond so quickly to appropriate information, and that
activation levels change for appropriate information in
correction stories, suggests that subjects are not using
conscious, strategic processes to determine correct referents.
These results also impose constraints on models of language
processing regarding their integration with semantic memory.
Increasingly, AI models that comprehend language incorporate
conceptual structures already in m e m o r y into the
understanding process. A s a consequence, information in
memory can be direcUy accessed, and potentially changed, as
a consequence of comprehension processes (Martin, 1990;
Martin & Riesbeck, 198(5). While these models have focused
on the role of activation from related concepts in resolving
meaning (Chamiak, 1983), the same models must be expanded
to account for the effects of correction. In particular, the
present results suggest that the presence of a prior correction
changes the processing of target information. From these
results, additional inhibitory processes m a y be needed to
account for the successful resolution of meaning.
Related research on resolving conflicting information within
belief systems within the theory revision framework (e.g.,
Gick & Matwin, 1991) and on the effects of conflicting
information on one's beliefs (e.g., Chinn & Brewer, 1993)
suggest that the correction processes evident in the current
studies may have a broad range of applicability outside of
comprehension tasks. While detecting and resolving
contradictory beliefs is typically addressed through
deliberative, conscious reasoning in these models, there may
be some role for low-level, automatic suppression and
facilitation processes in ensuring the use of preferred
information in memory.
Psychological models of text comprehension are beginning
to provide results about such suppression mechanisms (see
Gemsbacher, 1990), and further work will provide a detailed
depiction of the role of these mechanisms in comprehension.
Because information in realistic settings is both dynamic and
unstable, comprehension processes must allow for the
correction and updating of concepts already in memory. Only
through systematic studies incorporating misinformation can
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the mechanisms that maintain veracity and allow change be
unveiled.
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Hogarth and E i n h o m (1992) have shown that order effects
depend on task characteristics such as the complexity and
Abduction is the process of constructing a plausible explananumber of items being processed.
tion for a set of observations. It is the fundamental type of reaSeveral cognitive models of various subtasks of abducsoning in many complex tasks such as scientific discovery and
diagnosis. This paper presents a mental-model theory of
tive reasoning have been proposed; however, these models
human abductive skill and its acquisition in which abduction is
either do not offer the details needed to build process m o d viewed as the sequential comprehension and integration of
els for multicausal abduction, or fail to consider the
daU into a single situation model. Comprehension and integrasequential nature of the task. Researchers studying sciration are accomplished using satisficing search of multiple
tific discovoy have pressed that peq>le reason using
problem spaces. The model has been implemented in Soar and
coordinated search through experiment and hypothesis
has been tested by comparing its predictions to those of human
subjects. The experimental results show that the model can
spaces. This view is exemplified b y Klahr and Dunbar's
account for several important behavioral regularities, includ(1988) model of Scientific Discovoy as Dual Search
ing power-law speed-up, bow the order of data presentation
( S D D S ) (see also Dunbar & Klahr, 1989). Their theory
affects a response, deviation of responses from probability theprovides
a general explanation for h o w search in the
ory, and bow the task and domain characteristics affect a perhypothesis
and experiment spaces interacts. S D D S defines
son's response.
three roles for expoiments—exploring, hypothesis testing,
and hypothesis refinement—and indicates h o w these roles
Introduction
affect the developing hypothesis. S D D S , however, does
not provide detailed models of the subtasks of abduction,
Abduction is the process of determining the best explanation
such as h o w hypotheses are generated or h o w evidence is
for a set of observations (Josephson & Josephsc», 1994). It is
integrated
to select a hypothesis. Thus, while S D D S
the fundamental type of reasoning in m a n y complex tasks
appears
to
describe h u m a n abductive reasoning at an
such as scientific discovoy and diagnosis as well as everyabstract
level,
it does not m a k e detailed predictions of
day tasks like story comprehension and natural language
h
u
m
a
n
behavior.
T o more adequately account for h u m a n
understanding. T h e focus of this paper is on b o w people
behavior, S D D S must be extended to include details of the
solve multicausal abduction tasks and h o w their skill
problem spaces and the search processes for all of the subchanges with experience. A multicausal abduction task is
tasks of abduction.
one in which the explanation consists of a conjunction of
A s another example, Thagard's (1989) theory of explancausal factors. For example, the best explanation of a
atcffy coherence ( T E C ) c^tures our intuitive concept of
patient's symptoms and test results might be a set of simultaw h y one theory is preferred over another; however, the
neously occurring diseases.
theory largely ignores the sequential nature of abduction.
Research in several areas related to abduction suggest that
Thagard
proposed that people prefer theories that best
people employ a number of nonnormative heuristics w h e n
cohere.
T
E C and the corresponding process model implesolving iH-oblems involving explanations. For example,
mentation
( E C H O ) define coherence (and incdierence) in
when evaluating explanations people tend to ignore base
tenns
of
principles
that relate hypotheses to other proposirates and overvalue confirming evidence or evidence that is
tions.
Fot
example,
a hypothesis coheres with the data that
similar in form to the hypothesis being evaluated (Tversky
and
also
with analogous explanations. H o w it
explains
and Kahneman, 1982; Schustack & Sternberg, 1981). D o w n evCT,
E
C
H
O
ignores
the sequential nature of abduction
ing, Sternberg and Ross (1985) found that subjects rated
because
it
assumes
that
people can determine the ccAermulticausal explanations based on the strongest unicausal
ence
between
all
propositions
(data and explanatory facfactor in the explanation, modified according to the represenin
parallel.
Although
this
might be possible for
tors)
tativeness of the explanation to the evidence. Research o n
problems
involving
a
small
n
u
m
b
o ' of propositions, it
belief updating from m a n y domains reveals that the order in
seems
unlikely
for
complex
problems
like those found in
which data is processed can affect a person's belief in a
diagnosis
or
scientific
discovery.
In
addition,
since E C H O
hypothesis (for a review see Hogarth and Einhom, 1992).
determines coherence in parallel, it cannot account for
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and exits at the same location (Rays I, J and H ) , that location is malted with double arrows (this is called a reflection); otherwise, the locations at which the ray enters and
exits the box are marked with a unique symbol (Rays A, F
and G, marked with letters).

(B) O
The Abductive Process Model

tr

G

The model we describe here is based on Abd-Soar
(Johnson and Smith, 1991), a satisficing Artificial Intellie
gence framework for building abductive systems. Abdo o
Soar is one of a series of abductive models stemming from
V
X S Z 7
the original satisficing technique of Josephson and his colleagues (1987). Although Abd-Soar is designed to capture
f
H
k
a wide range of human expert knowledge and to exhibit
© t 1 ® ©
\
/
flexible behavior similar to that exhibited by human
H
experts, the theory's behavior has never been compared, in
Figure 1: The Black B o x with 4 atoms and the paths of several
detail, to human behavior. In addition, many details di the
light rays visible.
abductive problem-solving process were left unspecified
in Abd-Soar. The thecuy presented h o e extensively modiorder effects.
fies and extends Abd-Soar to account for human abductive
In our research on abductive reasoning, w e have taken an
behavior.
^proach that is similar to the dual space approach of Klahr
The basis of our abductive model is a mental model theand Dunbar and to the mental model api^'oach of Johnsonory that views abduction as the sequential OHnprebension
Laiid and Byrne (1991). Johnson-Laird and Byrne have
and integration of data into a single situation model that
shown that m a n y regularities of human deductive reasoning
represents the current best explanation of the data.
can be explained by a mental model-based theory. Their theAlthough only a single situation model is used, it can conory assumes that people solve deductive tasks by constructtain disjunctive elements. For example, a situation model
ing and modifying concrete mental models of a situation,
can contain several possible explanations fCH- a datum.
and by searching for altonative models. W e have taken a
W h e n a n e w datum is collected the situation model is
similar view of abductive reasoning. In this papa*, w e
updated to include the n e w datum. Next, the new datum
describe a mental model-based theory of human abductive
must be comprehended to determine what it implies about
skill and its acquisition that has been implemented in Soar
the situation. The result of comprehension is one or more
(Laird, et al., 1987). W e then show h o w this theory can
explanations for the datum. A n explanation can be uniaccount for several regularities seen in human abductive reacausal (a single component cause) or multicausal (a consoning.
junction of component causes). Comprehension can also
produce abstract explanations that specify a related class
The Experimental Task: Black Box
of concrete explanations. If comprehension results in a
single explanation that is consistent with therestof the sitTo further explore human abductive problem solving we
uation model, then that explanation is assumed to be true.
have begun to focus on abductive tasks in which the function
W h e n an explanation is inconsistent with the model an
and structure (F/S) of a device are known and the goal is to
anomaly has occurred and the model must be updated by
determine some hidden state of the device given indirect evieitherfindingan alternative explanation for the new datum
dence of that state. A s a testbed for our studies w e are using a
or by altering an explanation for the old data. W h e n multisimple game called Black Box ( B B X ) in which players must
ple explanations are known to be likely f w a datum, one
locate four atoms hidden in a box by shooting light rays into
must be selected by considering other data (and possibly
the box and observing where the rays exit the box. The task
collecting new data). This leads to the process of evidence
was selected because it is easy to understand and yet
integration.
involves complex abductive problem solving similar to that
The remainder of the abductive model is stated in four
done in m a n y real-world tasks.
hypotheses: 1) The satisficing hypothesis, that the search
The B B X device is shown in Figure 1. Each atom (labeled
for an explanation (or experiment) ends as soon as a single
1-4) has afieldof influence (shown as a larger circle around
satisfactory explanation (or experiment) is found; 2) The
the atom). Thesefieldsdeflect or absorb light rays (accordcompilation hypothesis, that explanations (or experiments)
ing to certain laws) as illustrated in the figure. If a ray
found through search are immediately available to the
directly bits an atcnn, it is absorbed, and the ray's input cell is
problem solvo* when future similar situations arise. In
marked with a circle (Rays B, C, D and E ) ; if a ray enters
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other w(xds, the results of search are compiled such that the
search can be avoided in similar future situations; 3) The
availability hypothesis, that if only one explanation is
directly available and is consistent with the data, it is
accqpted and used, but if more than one is directly available,
the agent must attempt to discriminate. If none are directly
available, then the agent must search for an explanation; and
4) The bounded search hypothesis, that the search for expoiments and explanations is bounded by m e m o r y and time
constraints.
The abductive model is based on a problem space with 7
operators: comprehend, refine, discriminate, check, test,
resolve-anomaly and hypothesis. T h e states in this space
contain the situation model along with other state information needed to solve the problem. There is no fixed order in
which operators are sequenced, rather their sequence is
determined at run-time based on the status of each operator's
preconditions and on search-control knowledge that prefers
oneOTmore operators over others.
Comprehend determines the implications of one or more
parts of the situation model. For example, comprehending
new data will produce an explanation for that data. Comprehending all of the implications of a single object in a situation model can be a multi-step process, requiring multiple
ccxnprehend operators. For example, in the B B X model,
Comprehend is applied to a ray to produce a path that the ray
could have taken through the box. Comprehend is then
applied to this path to determine the location of atoms that
could cause the path. Comprehend can also m a k e use of
expectations that have been placed in working m e m o r y by
other operators. For example. Comprehend can compare the
outcome of an experiment to expectations,tiiusbypassing
the standard comprehension process. The implementation of
Comprehend depends on the object being ccxnprehended and
ontiieavailable task knowledge. Hence the n u m b o ' of c(xnprehension steps and the process or processes underlying
each step must be derived from an analysis of the task as
well as empirical observations of h u m a n subjects.
A similar multi-step comprehension process is used in
NL-Soar, a system for comprehending natural language
(Lewis, 1993). T h e NL-Soar designers found that tiiis
approach increasedtitegenerality of acquired comprehension knowledge and also contributed to the explanation of
several behavioral regularities in natural language processing.
Refine attempts to refine abstract hypotheses by taking into
account explanations in Uie current situation model. It is the
primary mechanism for integrating evidence. This is done by
considering hypotheses that have been accepted (such as
atoms that have already been placed) as well as hypotheses
that are being considered. For example, given an abstract
bypotiiesistiiatan atom is in a column, refine would first
check the column to determine whether an atom has already
been placed in that column. If so, then it will attempt to use
that atom to explain the datum. If not, then refine would
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check to see if any hypothesized atoms are in the column.
If only one is presenttiienthis would be used to explain
the datum.
Discriminate takes a disjunctive set of explanations and
attempts to select one by evaluating each alternative with
respect to the situation model. If there is insufficient evidence to select a single explanation, then discriminate will
attempt to break thetieby collecting data (i.e., by designing and conducting an experiment).
Check determines whether n e w results (such as n e w
explanations) are consistent witii the other parts of the situation model. Check annotates the situation model with
this information and can also add a certainty annotation to
the item being checked.
Test designs and conducts an experiment to either confirm or disconfirm an uncertain item.
Resolve-anomaly takes anomalous parts of the situation
model, such as two contradictory explanations, and makes
apprc^riate changes to the situation model. A theory of
anomalous data interpretation is given in K r e m s and
Johnson (1994).
Hypothesize adds a disjunctive set of hypotheses to the
situation model as explicit hypothesized components. This
operator, in conjunction with refine, provides the primary
evidence integration mechanism in die model. A n evidence integration example is given below, following the
next section.
Implementation and Example: Applying the
M o d e l to Black B o x
The model described above has been applied to BBX and
implemented in Soar. In B B X there are two comprehend
c^ratOTS. Comprehend ray-shot produces a patii, possibly
abstract, that explains h o w a ray travels from the input to
the output cell. This is done using satisficing search
through a space with operatcx^ that trace a patii from one
cell to anotiier. Comprehend path then determines the
atcxns that are needed to support the path. It does this by
reasoning backward o v ^ the rules of ray travel.
Figure 2 illustrates b o w the model works. T h e model
begins by requesting thefirstdatum. U p o n seeing \ht
result (a) the model ^plies comprehend to the data which
produces an abstract path indicating that the ray went into
the box,tiienturned 180 degrees and exited at the same
point (also shown in 3a). Comprehend is then applied to
this path (b) resulting in 3 hypodieses: 2 single atom
hypotheses, A andfi,and 1 two-atom hypothesis, C. T h e
latter hypothesis is abstract, in that it specifies that a pair
of atoms can be located at any position along the column.
Abstract hypotheses are initially represented propositionally in the model. For example, C is represented as an
atMn pair that can occur anywhere alraig thetiiirdcolumn.
Anonpropositional model-based representation would add
explicit concrete elements for each atom pair to the model.
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Figure 2: T h e use of evidence integration. A t o m B (3d) is placed after the second reflection is seen in 3c.
Since more than one explanation has been generated,
refine is applied to the hypotheses. Refine is unable to select
an explanation, so hypothesize is applied, which adds the
hypothesized atoms to the situation model as explicit
objects.
Next discriminate is applied. This simply updates the state
context to indicate that discrimination is being done. This
a U o w s the model to collect more data (c), another reflection.
This second ray is comprehended just as thefirst,resulting in
a similar set of three hypotheses: D, E and F, also shown in
3c. Following this, refine is applied to the n e w ray's hypotheses. Since no atoms have been placed, the model checks to
see if an existing hypothesized atom will explain the n e w
ray. It finds that B is the only hypothesized atom that can
explain the n e w ray, so it updates the explanation for the ray
to indicate that B explains the ray. It then places an atom at
location B (d) and checks (using check) to see if the second
ray is actually explained by simulating the ray shot and comparing the outcome of the simulation to the actual outccHne.
Since the second ray is explained, the model shifts attention
back to the first ray. Because the situation model has
changed, refine is re^plied to thefirstray. This time, refine
sees that the newly placed atom is consistent with the
hypothesis for thefirstray, so it updates the situation model
to indicate that thefirstray is explained by the atom. It then
checks, by simulating, to ensure that thefirstray has been
explained. Since it is, the model is then free to collect additional data.
T h e above example illustrates several important features
of the model-based theory. Ftfst, because of the satisficing
nature of hypothesis generation, the model doesn't need to
consider all possible explanations for a given datum. Second,
although the system uses satisficing search, the example
shows that the multi-stage comprehension process can m a k e
use of abstract hypotheses to generate a class of possible
explanations for a datum.
Third, it illustrates h o w a cc«nplex abductive problem can
be solved by the sequential application of relatively simple
local reasoning processes that bring to bear different bodies
of knowledge. T h e results of s o m e of these processes feed
into other processes, while s o m e processes, such as check,
independently check the results of others. Smith, et al.
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(1991) found that expert technologists use a similar technique to cope with the complexities of blood typing, an
abductive task requiring the interpretation of a large set of
test data This is in sharp contrast to theories that assume
that the entire set of data must be reevaluated each time a
n e w d a m m is received or that assume that evidence can be
brought to bear in parallel. Finally, evidence integration is
done not by counting the data explained and not explained
nor by combining probabilities, but simply by checking
the model for previously hypothesized atoms that overlap
with those hypothesized for the current datum.
Evaluation of the Model: Regularities Met
The plausibility of the model can be evaluated by comparing it to the behavior of subjects in abductive reasoning
tasks. Here, w e briefly review some phenomena discovered in previous studies as well as in our o w n studies
based on the B B X task (see Johnson et al., 1993).
Order Effects
As noted earlier, the order of data presentation sometimes
affects a person's belief in an explanation (Hogarth & Einh o m , 1992). In B B X , w e found that order of data presentation can affect what components are used in the
multicausal explanation (Bogenberger, In preparation).
Figure 3 illustrates this effect. W h e n ray A is presented
first, subjects normally place A t o m 1. If Ray B (entering at
B l and exiting at B 2 ) is then presented, an atom is placed
at cell 2. W h e n C is shown next, atom 3 is placed. H o w ever, at this point an atom at either cell 4 or 2 could
explain B with equal likelihood (p=.49), given all of the
data currently available. If the data isreversed,C, B, A
then an atom is placed at cell 4 instead of 2.
According to our model, order effects occur because the
simplest consistent explanation for a n e w datum is immediately added to the situation model and then used to constrain the explanation for succeeding data (through refine).
B y changing the order of data, the context in which explanations are refined is changed, leading to the selection of
different explanations. In cases where refine is not used.
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Figure 3: Orda- of data presentation a£fects outcome. A, B, C
results in placement of atoms at locations 1,2, and 3 whereas
C, B, A results in a placement at locations 1,3 and 4. Locations 2 and 4 are equally likely (p =.49).
no order effects will be seen.
The mental-model theory produces the same behavior as
the subjects. W h e n A is shown. A t o m 1 is placed to explain
it If B is shown next, comprehend constructs an abstract
"zig-zag" path from B l to B 2 , then comprehension of this
path results in knowledge that there must be atoms in the
fourth and sixth colunms. Refine is then applied to the path
where it detects A t o m 1, modifies the abstract "zig-zag," so
that it uses A t o m 1 and specifies that there must be an atom
at Cell 2. Since there is n o w only one explanation for B, an
atom is placed at location 2, then B is checked and Datum C
is requested. The explanation for C (Atom 3) does not contradict any other explanation so the model requests additional data to locate the fourth atom. A n alternative
explanation for Ray B is not considered. W h e n the data is
presented inreverseorder, the model places an atom at location 4.

The applicatirai of the model to BBX illustrates how the
task and domain influence the outcome (as contrasted to
the outcome that would be produced by a purely syntactic
theory). The comprehension of data (to produce an
explanation) is a multi-stage process, where the number
and nature of the stages depend on the domain and task.
Furthermore, the implementation of each stage is determined by domain and task characteristics. For example.
w e observed that subjects tend to trace rays from input cell
to output cell, despite the fact that all rays are bi-directional. This can affect the answer given. If the data in Figure 3 is presented in the order A , C, B, and B is shot in at
Bl, then subjects tend to place an atom at location 2,
because they trace a path from B l to B 2 and notice A t o m
1, but not A t o m 3. However, if ray B is shot in from B 2 ,
then subjects tend to place an atom at location 4, because
Ray B is traced from B 2 to B l and A t o m 3 is noticed, but
not A t o m 1. Thus, task-specific processing has a major
effect on the abductive conclusions. In the 2q)plication of
the mental-model theory to B B X , w e implemented Refine
so that it would trace from input cell to output, thus our
model is able toreplicatethis behavior. A n y model of
abductive reasoning that completely abstracts away the
properties of a domain would be unable to explain this
behavior.
Power-law Speed-up

To test tor power-law speed-up we ran the model S times
on S2 games (each run used a different random ordering of
the same games). W e then compared the speed-up to 5
human subjects playing the same 52 games. For the simulation,
we
found
that
a
power-function
(y = x'^-^''^ • 607.89) explains 7 4 % of variance. The linearfitis: y = - 4.305j: + 404.74, explaining 5 7 % (substantially less). The mean number of Soar decision cycles
(DCs) (over all model runs and games) is 290.66 per
game. TTiis drops from 593 D C s to 250 after 52 games.
Deviation from Normative Abduction
The minimum value was 174.
The example in Figure 3 illustrates how the mental-model For the 5 subjects on the same 52 games, w e found that
theory predicts deviations from normative abduction. Given
a power law (y = x'^**^^ • I92529mj) explained 5 0 % of
the data shown in Figure 3, locations 2 and 4 are equally
variance while a linearfit(y = - 1799jc + 104066mj) only
likely locations for atoms; however, both locations are not
explained 2 8 % . The subjects improved from 263 see's to
considered because the order of data presentation together
48 see's per game. They averaged 56.4 see's per game (for
with the satisficing approach to explanation generation and
all games). The m i n i m u m time was 17.8 sec, the maxiselection resulted in a model in which all of the data is
m u m , 332.9 sec.
explained. In general, w e expect that explanations produced
The Soar architecture specifies that a decision cycle
by the model will sometimes differfr(Hnthe answer dictated
( P C ) corresponds to a value in the range of 30 m s to 300
by probability theory because the model selects a best explam s (Newell, 1990). With 290 D C s for the model and 56.4
nation based on ease of search, availability of alternatives,
sec for the subjects the simulation is operating at 195ms/
and model-based evidence integration. The model currently
D C , which is well within the theoretical range. But the
does not use, or even know, probabilities.
speed-up of the model is m u c h smaller than that of the
subjects: 5 8 % compared to 8 3 % . Tlie learning rate (power
law coefficient) of the model is approximately half of the
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Dunbar, K. & Klahr, D. (1989). Developmental differences
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Kotovsky (Ed.), Complex Information Processing: The
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The theory of abduction described above shows how the
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interaction of relatively simple symbolic processes can
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Abstract
When faced with a novel problem, people can sometimes
decide what to do by imagining alternative sequences of
actions and then taJdng the sequence that solves the
problem. In many problems, however, various constraints,
such as working memory capacity, limit the amount of
internal lookahead that people can do. This paper describes
Bottom-Up Recognition Learning (BURL), a model of
limited-lookahead learning based on final first learning and
knowledge compilation. In B U R L , knowledge compilation
of limited-lookahead search over successive problemsolving trials transfers knowledge from the leaf nodes of a
problem space to the top node. T w o experiments test
BURL'S predictions. The first compares the Soar
implementation of B U R L to human subjects learning to
play two Tlc-Tac-Toe isomorphs. This experiment shows
that B U R L can account for learning that occurs when
subjects can perform a limited lookahead. The second
experiment studies transfer between two strategy
acquisition tasks for one isomorph. This experiment shows
that B U R L must be used in conjunction with other learning
methods to fully explain skill acquisition on limitedlookahead tasks.
Introduction
When faced with a novel problem, people can sometimes
decide what to do by imagining alternative sequences of
actions and then taking the sequence that solves the
problem. In many problems, however, various constraints,
such as working m e m o r y capacity, limits the amount of
internal lookahead that people can do. For example, even in
a simple game like Tic-Tac-Toe (TTT). people can have
trouble unagining complete sequences of moves leading
from the beginning of the game to the end. A s a result, a
person (when playing against a perfect opponent) will often
lose several games before learning h o w to consistently get a
draw (the best outcome against a perfect exponent).
What kind of learning process is responsible for this
behavior? Newell (1990) has proposed the chunking-learning
hypothesis which says that all long term learning occurs
through chunking, a form of knowledge compilation. H e and
his colleagues have tested this hypothesis by demonstrating
how chunking, as implemented in Soar (Laird, et al., 1987),
supports a wide variety of learning behavior (Steier, et al.,
1987). However, limited-lookahead learning is not directly
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supported by a knowledge compilation learning mechanism.
The problem is that knowledge compilation works by
compiling the results of search, but a limited lookahead
search will not produce a result unless the search reaches the
goal state, hence there will be nothing to compile. The lack
of result can be circumvented by using a heuristic evaluation
of the lookahead state, however this potentially incorrect
evaluation will then get compiled leading to erroneous
behavior in all later problem-solving trials. A s a result, the
current weak method for lookahead in Soar will only learn
^propriate behavior if it is allowed to exhaustively
lookahead. If the chunking-learning hypothesis is true, w e
must find a different w a y of using chunking to learn when
lookahead is limited. Otherwise, w e must reject the
hypothesis and consider additional kinds of learning
mechanisms.
In this paper, w e present Bottom-Up Recognition
Learning ( B U R L ) , a knowledge-compilation based theory of
limited-lookahead learning. According to our theory, people
begin with recognition knowledge of the final states of a
problem, then, through successive trials, transfer this
knowledge up to intermediate states, until eventually, a
limited lookahead search from the initial problem state is
sufficient to reach an intermediate state whose outcome is
recognizable. Recognition knowledge for an intermediate
state is acquired through knowledge compilation whenevCT
limited lookahead reaches a recognized state. Thus, state
recognition knowledge flows from the bottom of the search
space up to the top. In addition to describing B U R L , w e
present two expmments designed to test B U R L .
Other Theories
Several other theories might also be used to explain limitedlookahead learning. First, people might remember the
moves that they made in one trial and then use these again if
they get the desired outcome, or avoid these moves if an
undesirable outcome occurs. Second, if people can remember
their sequence of moves, they might engage in selfexplanation (VanLehn, et al., 1991). That is, they could
attempt to explain w h y the sequence of moves led to the
resulting state. This process would produce knowledge that
would allow them to avoid or select moves in future trials.
Finally, people might also treat the task as concept
discovery, where the concept being discovered is a strategy
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Figure 1: Illustraticx) of basic bottom-up recognition learning, showing h o w recognition knowledge flows from the bottom of
the tree to the top as successive trials are attempted.
and each g a m e is an experiment designed to test a strategy.
Although these seem plausible, they are all highly deliberate
learning techniques. O u r goal, as stated above, w a s to
explore methods that are naturally supported by the
chunking-learning theory. This led to the creation of B U R L .
B U R L is a form of final first learning (e.g., H o w e s ,
1994), a class of learning methods in which state
evaluations are backed up frcxn teiminal states (eitho- goal or
failure states) to higher states in a search space, one trial at a
time. This technique has been used inreinforcementlearning
(Sutton, 1988), to model the acquisition of software
interaction skills through exploration (Howes, 1994), and to
improve the performance of machine game-playing programs
(Samuel, 1967).
Finalfirstlearning descril)es a general class of learning
methods, because it does not specify the learning technique
used to acquire the knowledge. T h e learning technique
dictates the conditions needed for learning knowledge and the
characteristics of the resulting knowledge. For example,
B U R L must look ahead at least one step to learn any
knowledge, but Howes' technique can learn without doing
any internal lookahead because it remembers h o w to
construct the previous state and then explicitly constructs
evaluation knowledge for that state.
Huffman (1994) has developed a method similar to B U R L
for use in a Soar-based agent that learns from instruction. T o
the authors' knowledge, however, the work presented in this
paperrepresentsthe first effort to apply and evaluate a final
first learning technique based on knowledge compilation to
h u m a n problem solving. General evidence for the use of
finalfirstlearning by humans can be found in the work of
Crowley and Siegler (1993). In a developmental study, they
found that children developed rules for playing Tic-Tac-Toe
in afinalfirstmanner.

Bottom-Up

Recognition

Learning

Basic B U R L is illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the diagrams
(a-f) illusuate one complete trial or game. T h e agent is
trying to learn to solve the problem represented by the
problem space shown in 1(a), where State L is the goal
state. Prior to thefirstproblem solving trial the agent only
has recognition knowledge for the leaf states in the problem
space. In other words, the agent can only recognize a state in
which it has failed or succeeded. Each diagram illustrates
what the agent knows by shading states that are recognized
as on the path to failure and holding those that are
recognized as on the path to success. Arrows indicate the
path that the agent took for that trial. A solid arrow means
that the agent k n e w the outcome of the move. A dashed
arrow means that the agent did not know the outcome.
The agent l)egins thefirsttrial in State A , 1(a). For this
example, w e will assume that the agent can only look ahead
one step. From State A , the agent looks ahead and sees that
he can reach either States B or C. Since the agent doesn't
recognize either state, he doesn't k n o w which route to take,
so a path must be chosen based on a bias. Lets assume that
the agent selects B . B y select, w e m e a n that the agent
applies the action leading to B in the external problem
situation. From State B, the agent again looks ahead and,
this time, sees D and E. Neither state is recognizable, so
assume the agent pidcs D. From State D, however, one step
lookahead reveals States H and I, both recognized by the
agent as failures. A s a result of this lookahead, the agent
learns recognition knowledge for State D. Figure 1(b) shows
the n e w state of the agent's knowledge. The new knowledge
allows the agent to inunediately recognize that State D is on
the path to failure. For thefirsttrial (a), however, the agent
has already committed to a path leading to failure, so it
selects one of the failure paths to H or I to end the trial.
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O n the second trial, the agent has tbe recognition
knowledge shown in Figure 1(b). Beginning at A. the agent
still doesn't recognize B or C as leading to success or
failure. Suppose that the agent selects B again. From State
B, lookahead reveals D and E. Since D is now recogni/od as
a state that leads to failure, tbe agent will pick E. Lookahead
from E indicates that it is also on tbe path to failure, so the
agent learns recognition knowledge for E (See Figure 1(c))
and then ends the trial with failure at State J.
In the third trial. Figure 1(c). tbe agent still doesn't
recognize either of the states from State A. The agent once
again selects B. This time, lookahead from State B reaches
D and E, both failure states, which allows tbe agent to learn
to recognize that B is on the path to failure. This leads to
the state of knowledge shown in 1(d).
In trial 4, the agent takes tbe path shown in 1(d), reaching
the goal state. Trial 4 results in recognition knowledge to
detect that G is on the path to success (1(e)). The agent's
recognition knowledge is n o w sufficient to solve the task on
all following trials. In trial 5, lookahead from State C,
reveals that G leads to success, so recognition knowledge is
acquired for C (shown in 1(0). After Trial 6, the agent learns
that A is on the path to success (this is not shown).
completing the learning process.
Note that B U R L does more than just cache evaluations.
Because it uses knowledge compilation, the recognition
knowledge that B U R L learns when evaluating one state can
potentially apply to multiple states. Knowledge compilation
mechanisms build recognition knowledge that tests for only
those features that were essential for producing a result. For
example, in T T T many states are simply rotations of other
states. If recognition laiowledge is acquired for one state, it
is likely that the same knowledge will apply to the rotated
states. This feature distinguishes B U R L from simple
caching schemes. Generalization allows the agent to
recognize additional states, without actually trying them;
however, it also can lead to overgeneral knowledge, where
states are recognized incorrectly. This would be undesirable
for a machine-based game-playing program, but is consistent
with human behavior (Laikin, 1981).
From this example, w e can see that B U R L has several
interesting properties. First, B U R L can learn from failure
and success. In fact, it is possible for B U R L to learn to
correctly solve a problem by either failing many times or
succeeding many times. O n one band, if B U R L keeps
failing, but never succeeds, it will eventually learn not to
take failure paths, leaving only successful paths. O n the
other hand, if B U R L consistently succeeds, then it will
acquire knowledge of the correct path, preventing it from
exploring any failure paths.
Second, the rate of learning depends on two characteristics:
1) the generality of acquired recognition knowledge; and 2)
the bias used to select a m o v e when lookahead is
insufficient. The generality of the acquired recognition
knowledge affects learning rate by increasing the number of
recognizable states. In one trial, generalization can enable
the agent to learn to recognize states that, without
generalization, could take several trials to learn. The
generality of the knowledge depends upon many factors of

tbe task and the cognitive representation. W e discuss some
of these later in the expoimental sections.
Tbe bias affects learning because it affects tbe paths that
tbe agent takes in each trial. What B U R L learns in a trial is
dependent on the moves made in that trial and previously
acquired recognition knowledge. A good bias will tend to
push the agent toward a goal state, so the agent will quickly
acquire knowledge of states that are on the path to success.
In contrast, a bad bias must be overcome through
experience. It tends to force the agent down tbe wrong path,
trial after trial, until tbe agent learns enough recognition
knowledge to overcome the bad bias.
Extended BURL
Further Limiting Lookahead. To drastically decrease
the amount of search when looking ahead more than 1 step,
w e modified B U R L so that it uses the bias to control
lookahead. If tbe outcome of tbe current state is not known
(i.e., there is no recognition knowledge for whether tbe
current state is or is not on the path to success), then tbe
bias is used to select a move for lookahead. The agent then
evaluates tbe m o v e using an n-step lookahead. If tbe
lookahead search is inconclusive (because tbe depth limit
prevents the agent from reaching recognizable states), then
tbe selected move is taken as the agent's actual m o v e for
that turn. However, if lookahead reveals that tbe m o v e leads
to failure, then the move is rejected and tbe bias is used to
select a different m o v e (which is also evaluated using
lookahead). The end result is that, in general, search is
drastically decreased. For example, on its first move in T T T
the modified B U R L agent will only need to evaluate 7 states
(vs. 56 without this modification): tbe opponent's 7
responses to the single bias m o v e (assuming n=2). This
seems reasonable given tbe observed response times of about
S seconds a move for tbe human subjects.
Implementation in Soar. BURL has been implemented
in Soar as a method increment that can be used in place of
Soar's default exhaustive lookahead method. Tbe method
increment is designed such that any task modeled in Soar
that makes use of tbe default method can instead use B U R L
by simply adding knowledge of a bias or loading a supplied
random bias. N o changes to the original task code are
needed.
The Experimental Task: Tic-Tac-Toe
Isomorphs
W e proposed B U R L while attempting to model learning
results for several isomorphs of T T T that are being used to
study the interaction between perception and cognition
(Zhang, 1993). Although the original research used 4
isomorphs, w e have concentrated our modeling efforts on the
two isomorphs (tbe easiest and hardest of tbe 4) shown in
Figure 2. In tbe Line isomorph (Figure 2a), the first person
to get three circles on a straight line wins. In tbe N u m b e r
isomorph (Rgure 2b), the first person to get three numbers
that add up to 15 wins. Tbe mapping between the two
isomorphs is shown in Figure 2c. It should be evident that
two or three circles on a straight line are easy to perceive in
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Figure 2: (a) The Line isomorph. (b) The Number isomcxpb. (c) The mapping between the two isomorpbs. Modified from
(Zhang, 1993).
Line, but that the same information is more difficult to see
in Number, because it must be computed by adding pairs or
triples. In addition, the symmetry information in Line
(center, corners, sides) is easier to perceive than in N u m b e r
(5, even and odd numbers).
Previous Empirical Results
In the two experiments reported in Zhang (1993), subjects
played either the Line or the N u m b e r isomorph (see Figure
2) against a perfect computer opponent until they got 10
draws in a row. They were told that they could not win. In
Exp. 1, the computer opponent always selected an even
number^ as the first m o v e (see Figure 2c). T o draw, subjects
had to select 5, followed by any odd number (the five-odd
strategy). In Exp. 2, the computer always selected 5 as the
first move. T o (baw, subjects had to selea any even number,
followed by any remaining even number (the even-even
strategy). W e willreferto the 4 conditions using IsomorphExperiment, such as N u m b e r - 2 , meaning the N u m b e r
isomorph under the learning conditions for Exp. 2.
The empirical results for Experiments 1 and 2 are shown
in Figure 3 (the bars mariced as Subjects). It reports the
average number of games needed to get the fu-st draw and the
average number of games played before 10 draws in a row
were achieved (not counting the 10 draws). If a subject did
not get 10 draws in a row after playing SO games, SO was
used as the number to 10 Draws. The experiments reveal
three important behavioral regularities: 1) Line is easier than
Numberregardlessof the computer'sfirstmove; 2) the eveneven strategy is easier to leain than thefive-oddstrategy; and
3) one draw is not sufficient to acquire the appropriate
strategy.

The BURL Model for TTT
In applying B U R L to TTT we made the following
assumptions based on the theory of perception and cognition
proposed by Zhang and on the ^npiricalresults.(1) Subjects
can detectfinaldraw and lose states (leaf states). (2) For a
given state, subjects first consider moves that block the
opponent. If no block is needed, then all possible moves are
^ W e use 5, even and odd numbers in Number to refer to the
positions in Line as well, since they are equivalent to the
center, comers, and sides in Line. See Figure 2c.

considered. (3) Subjects assume the opponent will move to
win, if possible, otherwise block the subject from winning,
otherwise, take one of the available moves. (4) In Line,
symmetry information is available to the subject (i.e., they
can detect and use information about the relationships
between comers, sides and the center). Recognition
knowledge learned for one trial of Line should therefore
s^ply to symmetric situations. (5) In Number, symmetry
information is not available. Recognition knowledge is
therefore sensitive to the specific numbers tested during a
single trial. (6) The biases were set by analyzing the
subject's moves on the first few trials. This analysis
revealed that only the subjects' fu°st m o v e of each trial was
biased. All following moves were equivalent to random
selection (prior to learning). The bias for the first move is
probabilistic and was set to match the distribution of moves
selected by the subjects. (7) Based on the speed of subjects'
responses, w e assume only a two step lookahead (n=2).
Given the biases and the assumptions about the use of
symmetry. Line should be easier than N u m b e r , because
symmetry information is available and the bias tends to
select the correctfirstmove. In addition, w e would expect
that the tasks in Exp. 2 should be easier than those in
Exp.l, because for the fu^t move in Exp. 2, subjects have a
S 0 % chance of selecting the correctfirstmove (an even
n u m b a or a comer), who'eas in Exp. 1 subjects only have a
12.S% chance of selecting the correct first move (S or the
center). In addition, the correct fu^t m o v e for Line in Exp. 2
corresponds to the subjects' bias. The oitical point for the
model is whether or not it can produce the specific changes
in difficulty across the 4 conditions.
Simulation Results
The model was tested by simulating the same number of
subjects as that used in the empirical studies (20 subjects for
each of the 2 conditions in Exp. 1 and IS subjects for each
of the conditions in Exp. 2). Each simulated subject (the
model) played against the same computer opponent used in
the empirical studies until getting 10 draws in a row or
having played SO games. Theresultsare shown in Figure 3,
alongside the empirical data. At fu^st glance, B U R L appears
to account for the three regularities revealed in the
experiments described above: Line is always easier than
Number, the even-even strategy (Line-2 and Number-2) is
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Figure 3: Comparison of simulation and empirical data from Experiments 1 and 2. The isomorpb names in Bold-face indicate
a significant difference between the simulation and subjects. From left to right t(38) = .316, p < .03; t(35) = 4.8, p < .0001;
t(28) = 1.12, p = .27; t(28) = 1.84. p = .08; t(38) = .316, p = .75; t(38) = -1.64, p<.0001; t(28) = -1.22, p=.23; t(28) = -2.5,
p=.02.
easier to acquire than thefive-evenstrategy, and one draw is
not sufficient to acquire the appropriate strategy. However,
when w e look closely, B U R L appears to explain behavior
on Line, but not on N u m b e r . For N u m b e r , the simulation
and subjects differ significantly on both the number of
games to thefirstdraw and the number needed to get 10
draws. T o determine why, w e collected verbal jx'otocols b o m
several subjects for each isomorph. T h e protocols for Line
provided very little information, since subjects were able to
readily perceive the information needed to m a k e a m o v e ;
however, the N u m b e r protocols revealed that successful
subjects treated the task as a concept acquisition task. These
subjects stated a possible strategy for selecting moves, then
proceeded to test the strategy by trying it for several games.
In addition, although subjects ^pear to do some lookahead
on Number, most only attempt to detennine if they need to
block the computer—they do not check to see if they can
make a m o v e that would force the computer to block them.
Thus, subjects only attempt a partial one-step lookahead.
Clearly, this is not the type of task for which B U R L is
applicable. For that reason, in the next experiment, w e will
look only at Line.
Transfer Across Strategies
Although B U R L appears to simulate the subjects' behavior
on Line, more data is needed to detennine precisely where
the model might be right or wrong. Since B U R L makes
specific predictions about the recognition knowledge that
will be acquired during a task, a good test is to see if
subjects are learning the predicted knowledge. One way to
test these predictions is with a transfer study. W h e n the
simulation learns to correctly solve Line-1, it has acquired a
large body of recognition knowledge. W e might expect some
of this knowledge to transfer to Line-2. Likewise,
knowledge for Line-2 should also transfer to Line-1. Thus,
we have two transfer conditions: Line-1 to Line-2 and Line-2
to Line-1. Because Line-2 is relatively quick to learn,
comparatively little recognition knowledge is acquired.
Thus, we would expect to see a lot of transfer from Line-1
to Line-2, but little transfer from Line-2 to Line-1.
W e used the model to simulate 20 subjects for each
condition. After the simulation, w e collected data from 20
real subjects for each condition. The results are shown in
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Hgure 4. W h e n the number of games needed to get 10 draws
in a row was used as the measure of transfer, as expected, the
model shows transfer from Line-1 to Line-2 (t(38) = 2.65,
p<.01), but none from Line-2 \a Line-1 it(38) = -0.57.
p=.57). However, the subjects show transfer in the opposite
direction,fi-omLine-2 to Line-1 it(36) = 2.18, p<0.04). but
not from Line-1 to Line-2 (t(36)=-0.043, p=0.97). W h e n the
number of games needed to get thefirstdraw was used as a
measure, the simulation and experimental results were
consistent: there was no significant transfer from Line-1 to
Line-2 (SimulaUon: t(38)=1.45, p=.16; Subjects: t(36) =
-1.64, p=0.11) OT from Line-2 lo Line-1 (Simulation:
t(38)=-0.13. p=.90; Subjects: t(36) = 0.66, p=0.52) (see
Figure 6). Transfer was measured as the difference between
the subjects w h o played the isomorphfirstand those w h o
played it second.
It seems that subjects acquired meta-knowledge from the
first task: whenever getting thefirstdraw, simply m a k e the
same moves that lead to thefirstdraw to get the rest of the
10 draws. This can be easily seen from Figure 5. W h e n
Line-1 was played as thefirsttask, subjects needed 4.28
games to get thefirstdraw and 10.11 games before getting
10 in a row. Thus, on average subjects got 10 draws in a
row within 5.8 games of getting thefirstdraw. In contrast,
when Line-1 was played as the second task, subjects needed
3.35 games to get thefirstdraw and only 3.9 games before
getting 10 in a row. Thus, on average subjects got 10 draws
in a row witiiin 1.5 games of getting thefirstdraw. This
meta-knowledge should have a m u c h larger effect on Line-1
because it is m u c h harder than Line-2. Since Line-2 is
relatively easy (subject's w h o attempt itfirstneed only 3.9
games on average to get 10 draws), the effect of the metaknowledge might not be readily apparent. In addition, the
standard deviation for Line-2 is quite high: 1.092 for the first
draw and 3.161 for 10 draws in a row.
Conclusion
B U R L represents a natural solution to the problem of
explaining h o w knowledge compilation can be used to
directly learn w h e n lookahead is limited. T h e
implementation of B U R L as a method increment in Soar
provides the Soar user with a more cognitively plausible
lookahead learning method than the default, exhaustive
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method. In addition, this work provides additional support
for the chunking-learning hypothesis by showing h o w
chunking can be applied to limited lookahead learning. The
experiments described above show that B U R L can explain
some of the behavioral regularities of h u m a n learning;
however, they also reveal possible discrepancies in the type
of knowledge acquired during problem solving. T o refine
B U R L w e are planning to conduct a detailed model-tracing
analysis of the model using individual subject moves. This
will allow us to use the precise bias used by each subject
and will provide additional details concerning where the
model fits and does not fit the data.
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Abstract
W e describe an algorithm that constructs mental models of
assertions containing sentential connectives, such as and.
if, and or.
It performs at three levels of expertise
depending on the completeness of the models it constructs.
At a rudimentary level of performance, it constructs models
that make explicit as little as possible. One unexpected
consequence is that it produces the same explicit models for
assertions of the form:
if p then q, and if r then s
if p then q, 21 if r then s
p and q, 01 r and s.
W e initially suspected that there was a bug in the algorithm
(or theory), but there was not. W e therefore carried out two
experiments with logically-untrained subjects.
Their
results confirmed the phenomena: for many individuals, a
conjunction of conditionals is equivalent to their
disjunction, which in turn is equivalent to a disjunction of
conjunctions.

Macnamara, 1986; Braine and O'Brien, 1991; Rips, 1994).
In this case, the mental representation of an inclusive
disjunction depends on an expression in a mental language
that has the following form:
a vb
where 'v' denotes inclusive disjunction. This representation
can then be used to reason by matching it to a premise in a
formal rule of inference (such as P v Q , not P, therefore,
Q).
Our aim in the present paper is, not to address the
differences between the two sorts of theory head on, but
rather to describe the latest computer implementation of the
model theory (in Section 1). This implementation led us to
an unexpected consequence: the theory predicts that certain
different compound assertions will be interpreted in the same
w a y by logically-untrained individuals (Section 2). W e
report two experiments that corroborate these predictions
(Section 3).

Introduction
The theory of mental models postulates that reasoning -deductive or inductive - is a process in which individuals
use their perceptual ability and their knowledge to construct
mental models of the relevant situations (see Johnson-Laird,
1983; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 1991; Legrenzi, Girotto,
and Johnson-Laird, 1993; Newell, 1990). In reasoning from
verbal premises, individuals first construct a mental
representation of the truth conditions of assertions, and then
use this representation together with general knowledge and
a knowledge of context to construct models, which have a
structure corresponding to situations. Thus, a conjunction
of the form:
aandb
calls for a single model representing both a and b:
a b
A n exclusive disjunction:
a or else b
calls for two models (one for each possibility):
a
b
A n inclusive disjunction calls for three models (one for a,
one for b, and one for both a and b). In general, if a
conclusion holds in all the models of the premises, reasoners
judge it to be necessary; if it holds in most of the models,
they judge it to be probable; if it holds in at least one
model, they judge it to be possible; and if it holds in none
of the models, they judge it to be impossible.
In contrast to the model theory, most cognitive
scientists w h o have studied reasoning postulate that the
mind has a set of formal rules of inference akin to those of a
logical calculus, which are used to reason in a process akin
to the derivation of a proof (see e.g. Osherson, 1974-6;
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An algorithm for mental models
The model theory postulates several levels of expertise in
sentential reasoning. In what follows, w e describe three
such levels implemented in a computer algorithm,
concentrating on its interpretation of compound premises.
At a rudimentary level (comparable to a logicallyuntutored individual's performance), the algorithm interprets
an inclusive disjunction, such as:
There is a 'F on the board or there is a 'Q' on the board, or
both.
by constructing the following three models (shown on
separate lines):
P
q
q
P
Thefirstmodel is a partial model because it does not m a k e
explicit that q does not occur, and the second model is also a
partial model because it does not m a k e explicit that p does
not occur. Performance at this rudimentary level likewise
represents a conditional, such as:
If there is a P' on the board then there is a 'Q' on the
board
by the following two models:
q
P
Individuals grasp that both letters may be on the board, but
defer a detailed representation of the case where there is not a
P' on the board. T h e ellipsis accordingly signifies an
implicit model, i.e. one that has no explicit content. It here
represents an alternative possibility to thefirstmodel.
Reasoners need to note that this implicit model represents
cases where the antecedent does not hold. They can do so
by noting that the antecedent is exhaustively represented in
the explicit model, i.e. it cannot occur in the implicit model

. . . {-ip) and -iq yields -ip
Table I: The principles for combining models
This notation is equivalent to storing a mental 'footnote' on
the implicit model to indicate that the antecedent does not
l.If the two models arc explicit, then they are joined
together eliminating any redundancies, unless one model
hold in it:
contradicts
the other, i.e. one represents a proposition and
P
q
the
other
represents
its negation, in which case the output is
. . . {-Pi
the null model. (When people combine two separate
where '-.' signifies negation. The explicit model
captures what happens when the antecedent occurs, and the premises, they tend to drop propositions that they know
footnote (in parentheses) represents that the antecedent, p, categorically, e.g. if they know that p is the case, then the
does not occur in the implicit model The advantage of such model, p q, combines with p to yield q alone.)
footnotes is that they are easy to model computationally,
2. If one model is explicit and the other model is implicit,
and so we have adopted them in our algorithm.
then the result is the explicit model unless its content
The computations required to interpret compound premises contradicts the model in the footnote, in which case the
are simple. Thus, given the conjunction:
output is the null model.
if p then q. and p
3.If both models are implicit, then the result is an implicit
the algorithm uses a procedure for 'and' to combine each of model, which conjoins the footnotes on the two implicit
the models for the conditional, if p then q, with the model models unless the two footnotes contradict one another, in
for p. According to this procedure, two explicit models
which case the output is the null model.
combine to yield an explicit model that avoids unnecessary
duplications:
where there is no need to build in the content of the
p
q
and P yield
p q
If one explicit model is inconsistent with another, or with categorical premise, because it can be taken for granted. The
the content of a footnote on an implicit model, then no new resulting model yields the conclusion:
not p
model is formed from them, i.e. the output is the null
Performance at this level also makes explicit the negated
model:
elements in disjunctive models, and indeed it is probably as
• • • {-^pl a M P yield
nil
where 'nil' represents the null model, which is akin to the accurate as possible given the use of implicit models.
Finally, at its most powerful level of performance, which
empty set. The procedure for conjoining two sets of
models thus forms their Cartesian product, i.e. it multiplies exceeds the ability of untrained individuals, the algorithm
fleshes out the contents of implicit models wholly
each model in one set by each model in the other set
explicitly. For example, fleshing out the implicit model of
according to the principles summarized in Table 1.
As an illustration, consider the conjunction of two
the conditional above:
conditionals: if a then 2 and if b then 3. The two
P
q
conditionals have the following models:
. .. HPI
a
2
calls for -.p to occur in every new model, whereas separate
. . . {-a}
models need to be made for q and -.q because the footnote
does not constrain them. The result is accordingly:
and:
b
3
P
q
. . . {^bj
-P
q
The conjunction of the two sets of models yields:
- p -q
a
2
(by rule 2)
When the models of a set of premises are wholly explicit,
b
3
(by rule 2)
they correspond to the rows that are UHS. in a truth table of
all the premises. Implicit models for conditionals and partial
a
2 b 3
(by rule 1)
(by rule 3)
. . . { ^ -lb)
models for disjunctions arc therefore devices that allow the
Although the combination of models is guided by the
inferential system to represent explicitly as little as
footnotes, their content does not surface in explicit models
possible, i.e. just that information which is of the first
at this rudimentary level of performance.
priority. Models can be made explicit but at the cost of
In contrast, at the next level up in the algorithm's
fleshing them out The notation can be used recursively - as
performance, which corresponds to the ability of highly
it is in the computer program implementing the algorithm -to accommodate propositions of any degree of complexity.
competent individuals, the content of footnotes is. made
explicit in any models resulting from the conjunction of
implicit and explicit models. One consequence is that at When 'or' means 'and'
this level the algorithm is able to make a modus toUens
In testing the performance of the computer program
deduction. That is, given the premises:
described in the previous section, w e examined its
if p then q
interpretation of the inclusive disjunction of two
notq
conditionals:
The conjunction of the two sets of models proceeds as
if a then 2 qt if b then 3.
follows:
At the rudimentary level of performance, it produced the
following explicit models:
P
q
aod --q yields nil
[pi q
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a
a

2
2

b
b

Table 2: The complete set of models for three assertions.
The items in bold are those that the theory predicts will be
generated as true instances by logically-untrained individuals.

3
3

They are identical lo the models of a conjunction of the twoIf a then 2 or
conditionals (illustrated above). Our first thought was that
ifc then3
the program contained a bug, but w e had instead stumbled
a
2 c -.3
upon an unforeseen consequence of the theory. T h e
inclusive disjunction is of the form, X or Y , which calls for
a
2-,c
3
a
2-.C-, 3
the following models:
a
2 c 3
X
Y
a ^2
c 3
^a
2 c 3
X Y
^a^2 c 3
where X models the conditional: if a then 2, and Y models
-,a 2 c -.3
the conditional: if b then 3. The models for X are:
->a 2 -.c 3
2
a
-,a 2 -,c -.3
and an implicit model. The models for Y are:
-.a -.2 c -.3
b 3
^a ^ 2 -.c 3
and an implicit model. The models for X s M . Y , as w e saw
-.a -.2 -.c -,3
in the previous section, are:
a-> 2 -,c 3
2
a
a -.2 -,c -.3
b 3
a 2 b 3

Ifa then 2 and
ifc then 3

a
a
a

2-.C
3
2-iC -.3
2 c 3

-1 a 2
-1 a -.2
-1 a
-1 a

c
c

3
3

a and 2 or
cand3
a
2 c ^3
a
2 -.c
3
a
2 -.c -n3
a
2 c 3
a -.2 C 3
3
-.a 2 C
-1 a -.2 C 3

3
2 ^c
2 -,c -.3

-1 a -.2 -,c 3
-1 a -.2 -,c -.3

But, the first two of these models and the implicit model following four assertions:
1. If there is a 'A' on the board then there is a '2', and if
have already been constructed to represent X and Y
there is a 'C on the board then there is a '3'.
respectively, and so it is necessary to add only the model:
2. If there is a 'D' on the board then there is a '5', or if
a 2 b 3
there is a "E* then there is a '6', and both conditionals m a y be
The interpretation of a disjunction of conditionals:
true.
a and 2 ^ b and 3
3. There is a 'J' on the board and there is a '9', or there is a
also calls for the same explicit models, but no implicit
"L* on the board and there is a 7', and both conjunctions
model.
In short, at its rudimentary level, the program constructs m a y be true.
4. There is a 'G' on the board and there is a '8', and there is
the same explicit models for a disjunction of conditionals, a
an 'H' on the board and there is a '4'.
conjunction of conditionals, and a disjunction of
For each assertion, the subjects wrote d o w n a list of the
conjunctions. These interpretations arise from the
possible circumstances in which the assertion would be true,
interactions between two components of the theory: the
use of implicit models in the representation of conditionals,
i.e. pairings of letters and numbers, such as 'A 2". W h e n
they had completed this task, they went through each
and the use of partial models in the representation of
assertion again, and wrote d o w n a list of the possible
disjunctions. Which assertions are erroneously interpreted
circumstances in which the assertion would be false. T h e
according to these predictions? T h e answer is shown by
model theory predicts that thefirstthree assertions will elicit
the full sets of explicit models for the three sorts of
the same list of true circumstances (corresponding to the
assertion, which are shown in Table 2 (as constructed by the
explicit models presented in the previous section). T h e
program at its highest level of performance). The disjunction
fourth assertion is a control that should be treated as true
of the conditionals is true in m a n y more cases than its
only in one case, namely, when all four items co-occur.
explicit models (shown in bold print in Table 2), the
The results corroborated the predictions. Table 3
conjunction of the conditionals is true in some more cases
summarizes the most frequent selections for the four
than its explicit models, but the disjunction of conjunctions
assertions.
T h e numbers of subjects w h o listed the
is accurately represented by its explicit models, though they
responses in the order predicted by the algorithm were as
do not enumerate the different ways in which each
follows: 9 for the first assertion, 17 for the second
conjunction can be false.
assertion, and 16 for the third assertion. O n the assumption
that there are 16 possible selections, the likelihood of
Empirical tests of the predictions
making by chance these three selections in their given order
W e have carried out two tests of the model theory's
is at the micro-probability level, i.e. the chance probability
predictions about the interpretation of compound assertions.
for the selection is 1/16 x 1/15 x 1/14 < 0.0003, and so the
Thefirststudy was carried out as a class exercise in an
binomial probability for, say, 9 out of 25 subjects making
undergraduate course in which each student w a s an
this selection is miniscule.
experimenter and tested a separate logically-untrained
Our second experiment was carried out in a conventional
individual. (None of the acting experimenters knew the
w a y by a single experimenter. T h e materials again
compared a conjunction of conditionals with a disjunction
predictions of the model theory.) T h e materials were the
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Table 3: The most frequent responses in Experiments 1
and 2: the number of subjects w h o listed the circumstances
shown as cases in which the assertions would be true. W e
have staled the assertions as though they had the same
lexical materials.
Experiment 1 (n = 25)
If A then 2

If A then 2 A and 2

anl

or

if B then 3

if B then 3 B a n d 3

A2

21
20
20

B3
A2B3

or

23
24
24

23
22
19

A and 2
and
Band 3
0
0
24

Experiment 2 (n =21)

If A then 2 If A then 2 A or 2

and

or

sni
if B then 3 if B then 3 Bor3

A2
B3
A2B3
A
A

B
3
2 B
2 3

A
2
B
3

13
11
16

A or 2
M
Bor3

the case where the antecedent of a conditional, such as if p
then q, is false. These two assumptions have an unexpected
consequence, which w e discovered from the implementation
of the algorithm: assertions that seem superficially very
different are likely to be interpreted in similar ways. Our
results corroborated this prediction: a conjunction of
conditionals is taken to be true in the same circumstances as
their disjunction, which is taken to be true in the same
These
circumstances as a disjunction of conjunctions.
results bear out the heuristic value of computer
implementations of theories, and suggest that the theory of
mental models gives a good account of the interpretation of
sentential connectives. Alternative theories of reasoning,
including those based on formal rules of inference, either 6o
not deal with the meaning of connectives or else treat their
meanings as equivalent to the rules of inference that govern
them. Because the rules for disjunction differ from those
for conjunction, which in turn differ from those for
conditionals, such theories do not explain the cases in which
'or' means 'and', and 'if means 'and'.
Acknowledgements
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19
20
11
18
17
17
18
16
16
16
16

of conditioncds, but used a conjunction of disjunctions and a
disjunction of disjunctions as control assertions. The task
was the same as before except that w e surreptitiously timed
the interval from the presentation of an assertion until the
subjects began to list the circumstances. There were two
trials in each condition (with a different lexical content).
Table 3 also presents the data from this experiment. In
both experiments, the control sentences were accurately
interpreted, and the task of generating false instances was
m u c h harder - it took subjects about 2 seconds longer to
make their initial responses, and they varied considerably in
their responses. F e w subjects accounted for all 16
contingencies in their combined lists of true and false
instances.
Conclusions
The model theory assumes that the bottle-neck in inferential
processing is the capacity of working m e m o r y (Simon,
1982). Reasoners accordingly try to work with as few
explicit models as possible: they do not represent the
negative cases in their models of an inclusive disjunction of
the form, p or q, and they do not represent explicit models of
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Adaptive learning of G a u s s i a n categories leads to decision b o u n d s a n d
response surfaces incompatible with optimal decision m a k i n g

to distinguish a n u m b e r of models in t w o different
experimental contexts. In particular, standard backpropagation trained multi-layer perceptrons, radial basis
function networks and a hybrid model combining rule and
distribution information will be contrasted on data from two
and four choice categorization tasks.

Michael Kalish
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Categorization Models
A description of a concrete categorization problem will
ease exposition of the models under consideration. Imagine
two overlapping distributions lying in a two-dimensional
space (figure 1).
Optimal response selection requires sensitivity to the
conditional expectation of category A given the stimulus,
P(class=Alstimulus=s), which for any stimulus s is the
probability mass function p(Als). If the prior probability of
class membership, q^. and the class-conditional densities,
fA(s) and fsCs), are k n o w n then Bayes' Theorem tells us
h o w to compute posterior probabilities:

Abstract

T w o experiments in category learning are used to examine
two types of categorization models. In both a two and four
choice experiment, subjects are shown to fail to learn to
optimally classify two dimensional stimuli. The general
recognition theory (CRT) of Ashby & Maddox (1990)
predicts quadratic decision bounds. The first experiment
disconfirms this. The extended G R T predicts that learners
adopt a bound of complexity equivalent to the optimal one.
The second experiment disconfirms this as well. Both
experiments support the idea that general resources of
adaptive systems can provide explanations of observed
sub-optimal behavior.

p(A\s) = qJ^isyf(s) (1)

Introduction
People are readily able to learn n e w perceptual categories,
which is not surprising given the underlying importance of
this ability. Determining the value of any of the myriad
affordances which m a k e up our niche is a large part of our
daily existence. If not in the laboratory, than these
categorical decisions are m a d e in the grocery store, or,
recreationally, while out birding or mushroom hunting.
The structure of perceptual categories is largely unknown,
but the process of learning them is most often conceived as
a process of optimization of attention to the relevant
perceptual dimensions (Gibson, 1966). A number of
theories of category learning which apply to this problem
have been presented as mathematical models, and analysis of
these (eg., Estes 1989) have s h o w n m a n y to be
asymptotically similar, if not identical. In essence, most
leading models of categorization are able to account for
optimal segregation of multi-dimensional stimuli into two
or more categories.
Optimality is, of course, a relative term. In the context of
categorization, maximizing the likelihood of a correct
response is one objective which immediately comes to
mind. Deviations from this goal are c o m m o n w h e n
categories are overlapping and have graded membership (eg.,
Ashby & M a d d o x 1990).
Different models account for
these deviations differently, and this paper reports attempts
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Where s = (sx.Sy), the conjunction of features that makes up
the stimulus, and the evidence f(s) is given by X a Q u fu(s),
where the summation is over both categories. Selecting the
class with the m a x i m u m likelihood (in this case, choosing
A if p(Als) is > p(Bls)) maximizes the number of correct
responses in the long run. This decision boundary
corresponding to this deterministic response strategy is
shown in figure 1.
The two distributions were chosen so as to encourage
subjects to use all the information available about category
membership. In particular, optimal categorization required
sensitivity to the covariance between the dimensions within
each distributions, along with the means and variances of the
individual dimensions.
Since this experiment is essentially a replication of Ashby
& M a d d o x (1990), sub-optimal empirical decision
boundaries are expected. O n the other hand, the gradient of
the response surface about the boundary m a y or m a y not be
optimal. If it is not, then both these types of nonoptimality need to be explained.
Noise
O n e notion of what separates the observed from optimal
response surfaces is that there is likely to be perceptual,
criterial (Ashby & M a d d o x 1993) or response (Kalish,
1993) noise. Allow perceptual noise z to be normally
distributed with mean |iz= 0 and Sz=ICJz' then the perceived
stimulus s' is the s u m of the presented stimulus Si and the
noise z. Recall that s\ (whether i is category A or B ) is
normal with mean [l\ and covariance Si.
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Figure 1 T h e two categories from experiment (1) are shown in (a) as two frequency distributions. A slice parallel to the
stimulus plane (b)revealsequiprobability contours which are shown along with the optimal decision boundary.
then s' is normal with m e a n fij and covariance Si+ZzTherefore, the posterior probability of category A given
perceived stimulus s' is just: p'(Als) = p(Als').
Since increased noise is equivalent to drawing stimuli
from categories with larger variance, perceptual noise
effectively m o v e s the two distributions closer together
(makes them less discriminable) and therefore moves the
optimal decision boundary. This m o v e m e n t is always
toward less curved boundaries, moving in this case from an
ellipse to a hyperbola to a line.
Criterial noise is a process which perterbs the criterion (or
the subject's ability to discriminate the posterior from the
criterion). Allow criterial noise c such that:

r'(Als) = (1 - a ) r ( A l s ) + a / 2
(3)
where a is the guessing rate. Response noise has no effect
on the decision boundary, but does change the response
surface gradient; the slope of the logistic is decreased with
increasing a.
O n e might reasonably hypothesize that subjects could
reduce the size of these two noise quantities during learning.
If the level of a goes d o w n during learning, then subjects are
perceiving the stimuli more accurately at the end of the
experiment. If a decreases, then subjects are being more
cautious about making avoidable errors.
Restricted optimization

^lif p ' ( A l s ) - p ' ( B l s ) > c
r(Als) =
0 otherwise

(2)

If c is a Laplace random variable, then the step-function is
transformed into a logistic. Proofs of the equivalence
between the deterministic and probabilistic response
selection models extend back to Luce (1963). For brevity,
this paper will focus only on the probability matching
surface, i.e., where the probability of responding A when
shown stimulus s, r(Als) is equal to p'(Als).
Response noise is equivalent to randomly guessing about
which category label to assign to a stimulus some fixed
proportion of the time. So, assuming no bias in guessing:
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Response noise alone cannot produce changes in decision
boundaries, and additive Gaussian perceptual noise can result
only in boundaries which are less sharply curved than
optimal. If the boundaries are more complex than is
optimal, or if they are too sharply curved, perceptual noise
cannot provide an explanation. A n alternative is to consider
category learning as an adaptive process, and look to
adaptive systems for explanations of non-optimal behavior.
This is the theory behind the use of connectionist networks
to understand human category learning (Kruschke 1993).
Back propagation trained networks are, asymptotically,
optimal classifiers. However, they depend on a number of
resources in order to converge on the optimal weights, the

effects of which can largely be determined only empirically.
T h e resources relevant to networks as a model of h u m a n
category leaming are:
1) P A R A M E T E R I Z A T I O N : A sufficiently parameterized
network is o n e such that additional parameters cannot
significantly reduce error.
2) C O N V E R G E N C E : Network training algorithms require
enough exposures to the data at appropriate learning rates to
minimize error.
3) D A T A S U F H C I E N C Y : Data are sufficient w h e n a fully
converged, sufficiently parameterized network trained on
sufficient data will generalize perfectly.
4) N E T W O R K C O M P L E X I T Y : T h e basis functions (hidden
units) of a network determine what functions will be
approximated most readily.
5) D A T A C O M P L E X I T Y : A network of fixed parameters is
limited in the complexity of the function it can estimate.
For example, category boundaries must be of bounded
dimensionality.
6) C O S T F U N C T I O N : For any distribution of training
data, optimal network parameters can only be guaranteed
when the information-theoretically appropriate cost function
is used.
A modified optimality hypothesis (Kalish 1993) holds
that these restrictions are the cause of observable nonoptimalities in categorization. Parameterization and
convergence can be continuously varied, but network
complexity is m o r e difficult to modulate. In this paper,
complexity is varied by using two types of basis functions:
linear sigmoids and radial Gaussians with tunable
covariance.
T o recap: for any given categorization task, performance is
either optimal with respect to a reasonable objective
function, or it is not. A n y n u m b e r of models can achieve
optimal categorization, but each makes different predictions
about h o w performance changes as people learn. T h e
optimality m o d e l uses noise to explain suboptimal
performance, while the restricted adaptive system models
depend on the effects of their various resources. In order to
distinguish the models, behavior of subjects in two category
learning experiments w a s c o m p a r e d against m o d e l
predictions.
Experiment One
The C R T of Ashby & Maddox (1990) proposed that subjects
learn to use quadratic decision boundaries. This experiment
tested that hypothesis by providing a quadratic optimal
bound. The extent to which subjects approached that bound.

and h o w they did so serve as the evidence for distinguishing
the optimal and R A S models.
Method
Subjects Seven undergraduate students from UCSD were
paid to participate in single one hour sessions. They
received a bonus payment which increased with the
proportion of correct responses.

width

^1

/ ^ ^ ^

^

^

•

height
?

Figure 2 A sample stimulus from the experiments. The
width of the mushroom's cap and height of its stem were the
two dimensions along which categories were defined.
Apparatus The stimuli were schematic mushroom shapes,
pictured in figure 2. Stimuli were drawn from the two
categories in figure 1, with the minimum possible change in
either stimulus dimension set at 1/12th of an inch. Stimuli
were displayed by a Macintosh Ilci computer on a color
monitor. Subjects made responses on a numeric keypad was
covered by a shield through which the two response keys
alone extended
Procedure Each subject was read a set of instructions by
the experimenter while viewing a sample stimulus.
Subjects were told to do their best to classify the stimuli
into two types, as indicated by a tone received when the
response did not match the class from which the stimulus
had been drawn. Subjects were told that perfect performance
was attainable only by chance, and that the decision of class
membership would be more equivocal for some stimuli than
others.

Table 1: The optimal and best fitting polynomial bounds for each block
Block

Bound

1
2
3
4

-/ ..4
-3.18 = 0.527>'-8.1*10-^;c^-0.012/+9.3*10-^x/-8.62*10"xy^+ 6.48*10-')'
-9.58 = 0.1607x-0.2857>'-2.0*10-'a:'>' + 2.475*10"'x>;^3
-5.74 = 0.2116;c-0.2601>'-1.0*10-^x^6.58*10"*/
-3.26 = 0.2546x - 0.2204j - 2.0* 10"^ x'
-300.0 = -6. 19a; - S.Oy + 0.03a:' + 0.056xy + 0.02/

Optimal
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-Q-RBF

-CI

„ ^ ^ " X ~ Noise

Block
Figure 3. Schwartz criterion fits of models to data from Experiment One. The RAS models (BP=linear sigmoid, RBF=radial
gaussian), which embody a learning theory, fit the data as well as the noise-affected optimal model, which was fit at each
block independently. The superiority of the logistic shows that the response surfaces are not quadratic.
Each trial was generated by first randomly selecting one of
the two equally likely categories. The particular stimulus
displayed was selected according to the covariance matrix for
the chosen category. If the subject chose the wrong
response key, and error tone sounded for 100ms. Then, or
5 0 m s after a correct response, the stimulus disappeared and
the next was displayed following a 150ms intertrial interval.
All subjects saw the same 2000 experimental trials in 4
blocks of 500 trials each. At the end of each block subjects
were given a self-timed rest period and informed of their
proportion of correct responses, and of the value of their
bonus payment.
Results
O f the seven subjects in the experiment, only one failed to
do better than chance at distinguishing the categories. The
data from that subject was discarded from later analysis; data
from the other six subjects was collapsed after confirming
that there was no significant difference in the means of the
judged categories. Subjects were also analyzed individually;
thefindingsthere do nothing to contradict the analysis of the
group data.
T h e shape of the response surface for each block was
estimated using a stepwise logistic regression procedure.
The four bounds are shown in table 1. Each is significantly
non-linear, and also contains significant coefficients of
higher-than-second order terms. T h e success of the
polynomially bounded logistic in characterizing the data are
shown in figure 3.
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The ability of the optimal model to fit these data was
assayed by optimizing the levels of a and a at each block.
The model fits are shown in figure 3. The R A S models
werefiton a trial-by-trial basis, optimizing learning rates,
biases and a scale factor which represents the relative
discriminability of the two stimulus dimensions. These
results are also shown in figure 3, where all fits are
measured by the A I C , which equalizes for different numbers
of parameters.
Discussion
These data provide a partial replication of Ashby & Maddox
(1990), in that subjects are shown to have non-optimal
category boundaries. However, inspection of the boundaries
through polynomial regression shows them to be different
from the optimal (quadratic) in form and order. R A S
models fit (nearly) as well as by-block noisy optimality
model, and provide more plausible interpretation of learning.
The noise parameters of the optimality model changed nonmonotonically across blocks, which is in contrast to the
theory of leaming-as-enror-reduction.

Experiment Two
This experiment introduces non-quadratic boundaries in order
to further test the G R T model. Four Gaussian distributions
with separate covariance matrices m a k e up the four
categories. The boundary between one category and the rest
is thus a difference between mixtures, and has a complex
shape. The chosen distributions are shown in figure 4,
along with the optimal decision boundaries.
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Figure 4: (a) Category equiprobability contours, and (b) Optimal decision boundaries, for Experiment T w o .
A s figure 4(a) shows, two of the categories have equal
means and zero covariance, differing only in their variance
terms. Only one of the distributions has a non-zero
covariance, and one boundary is nearly linear. This
configuration of categories poses difficult challenges for the
learners, and so an extended training regime was used
Method
Subjects Four UCSD students participated for payment
in three one hour sessions over a single week.
Apparatus The same equipment as in Experiment One was
used, with the exception that four keys were constructed
from the numeric keypad
Procedure Similar instructions as in Experiment One
were given, but subjects were told there would be four
'different types of mushrooms' presented. The three training
sessions each included the same 2000 stimuli, divided into
four blocks. A s before, only negative feedback was provided
to the subjects.
Results
The decision regions of the four categories are not simply
quadratically bounded. However, pairwise comparisons
between bivariate normal categories will reveal quadratic
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bounds. Optimality can thus be measured by considering
the order of subjects pairwise bounds.
The subjects' decision bounds were determinedfiromtheir
responses for each of the twelve blocks of training. The
observed decision bounds contained m a n y significant
coefficients of the qubic and quartic terms, indicating that
subjects were not using a quadratic boundary. T h e empirical
optimal bounds were estimated from the training data at each
block, and were well described by at most qubic
polynomials. The subjects bounds, where of the same order,
were of different form (eg., different qubic components) from
the optimal. A s shown if figure S, the R B F and linear
sigmoid networks both achieved similar levels of fit,
indicating that the added complexity of the R B F nodes was
not necessary to approximate the change in subjects'
responses during learning.
Discussion
A s in Experiment 1, subjects adopted non-optimal category
boundaries. Their responses varied in proportion to the
likelihood of the chosen category, as shown by the fit of the
R A S models. However, the similarity between different
R A S fits suggest that more general properties of the
systems (eg., gradient descent technique) are shared by the
subjects in the experiment. In addition, the non-monotonic
changes in a and O needed to fit the optimal model argue
against noise-reduction as a vehicle of learning.
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Figure 5 - Schwartz criterion fits of the three theoretical models to Experiment Two. The linear sigmoid and radial gaussian
models are nearly identical, indicating that c o m m o n properties of error reduction are at work. A s with Experiment One, the
response surfaces here are non quadratic, although thefitof the polynomial logistic is not shown.
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Abstract

T h e Block D i a g r a m

Task

Design is a complex cognitive task that pushes the limits
Before beginning a detailed drawing, architects m a y employ
of human information processing. H o w do expert
analysis techniques in which relatively simple diagrams are
designers handle this complexity? Professional and
constructed to explore certain aspects of an incomplete
student architects solved a real-world diagram construction
design specification such as spatial or functional constraints
task that required satisfying multiple, sometimes
(de Vries & Wagter, 1990). For example, in constructing a
conflicting, constraints to achieve an acceptable design.
block diagram, an architect arranges a set of rooms^ (e.g.,
Professionals' initial designs were more consistent with
the lobby and customer service area of a bank) onto a
task constraints and remained more consistent throughout
building site, specifying the spatial arrangement of rooms as
problem solution. Students restructured their designs more
well as the building's location on the site.
often in their unsuccessful attempts to satisfy the multiple
In this experiment, subjects constructed block diagrams on
constraints imposed by the task. Analysis of subjects'
computer,
using a dual-screen system. O n e screen (called
verbal and action protocols suggests that one aspect of
the "workscreen") provides a site plan, a set of blocks
professionals' superior performance is their early recognirepresenting the rooms of the building, and tools for
tion of the critical constraints on a design. Professionals
constructingtiiedesign (similar to a computer-aided design
handle these constraints before others to structure the
remaining, more negotiable, constraints. By properly
package). A second screen provides background information
ordering constraints, professionals effectively minimize
and design specifications for Uie task—the graphic and text
constraint conflicts. As conflict resolution has high
documents typically available to architects for constructing a
processing costs, constraint prioritization may be one way
block diagram in actual practice.
that professionals cope with the complexity of design.
Figure 1 shows the workscreen from one subject's
partially completed block diagram. Initially, all the blocks
Introduction
are provided at die top of the screen; the sizes of the blocks
Design is a complex cognitive task that pushes the limits of
represent the relative square footage of each room. D o w n
human information processing. A design task m a y require
the left side of the screen are buttons that allows subjects to
satisfying multiple, sometimes conflicting, constraints in
perform various design actions (e.g., m o v e block, rotate
order to achieve an acceptable design. For each design
entire current design). T h e second screen (not shown)
decision, designers must be sure not to contradict previous
provides a menu-based interface for viewing task documents
decisions—resolving such a conflict may require extensive
one page at-a-time.
redesign. H o w do expert designers make design decisions
The documents specify the spatial constraints^ on rooms
that take into account all necessary information? This paper
that an arrangement of blocks must satisfy. Constraints
describes an expert-novice study investigating the strategies
include pair-wise adjacencies between rooms (e.g., "The
experts use to cope with the complexity of design.
teller line must be immediately accessible by the bank
The architectural design process generally consists of three
lobby") as well as adjacencies between parts of the site and
phases: preliminary design, refinement, and detailed design parts of the building. A n example of the latter constraint is
(Akin, 1986). Preliminary design involves an initial
'The drive up teller window m a y be located in...the [staff]
exploration of the design problem, resulting in a general
workroom," which implies that the workroom must be
plan that is embellished during later phases. Results of
preliminary design m a y be more reflective of designers*
intentions than are later phases (Ervin, 1990). Compared
^Strictly speaking, in addition to rooms, the entities in a
with later phases in which designers' decisions will have
block diagram can represent any distinct area of a building.
narrowed a design problem, the effects of design complexity
Architects use the more inclusive term "functional space," but
should be clearest during preliminary design. This
for brevity we refer to all spaces as rooms.
investigation therefore focuses on a task that falls within the
^Constraints other than spatial constraints also affect the
preliminary design phase of a typical architectural project
design of a block diagram (e.g., cost). However, in the analyzed
task, the majority of constraints are spatial, and reported results
p>ertain only to spatial constraints.
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Students redesign relatively often compared
with professionals, suggesting that
professionals avoid constraint conflicts
that lead to redesign. Finally, verbal
protocol analyses seek the source of
professionals' success in avoiding redesign
while nevertheless producing designs that
meet the task constraints.
Method

<g

I
Subjects
Eight volunteers were recruited from the
students and faculty of the Boston
Architectural Center (BAC). T w o experience groups were recruited: (1) students
half-way through the B A C program
(equivalent of a recent B.Arch. graduate)
and (2) professional architects in practice
at least 10 years ( B A C faculty members).
There were four subjects per group.

<^:*'^

Figure 1: Sample workscreen from a partial design
immediately adjacent to the drive-up teller lanes (where ever
the designer decides these lanes should be).
While not as time-intensive as a full-scale design problem, block diagram construction nevertheless shares many
features distinguishing design problems from more puzzlelike problem-solving tasks (Goel & Pirolli, 1991). The
task is relatively ill-structured: no definitive series of steps
will necessarily result in an acceptable design. Problem
solving involvesfindinga design that satisfies the multiple
requirements, or constraints, specified in the task documents.
Thus, alternative solutions are described in terms of
betier/worse designs rather than correct/incorrect—the issue
is not whether a particular design was achieved but how well
a design satisfies the requirements of the task. The task
specifications are often implicit and/or negotiable; an important part of design is recognizing and trading-off conflicting
constraints (Descotte & Latombe, 1985; Gross, 1987).
Constraint conflicts are a source of complexity in the
block task. A s an example, assume that the subject has
arranged several blocks on the site and intends next to place
the "staff workroom" block. The task documents specify
that the workroom must be immediately adjacent to the
teller line. If there are already other blocks surrounding the
teller line (the other rooms that must also be adjacent to the
teller line) such that the workroom cannot fit, then this
conflict must somehow be resolved—the designer must
rearrange the blocks around the teller line. O f course,
rearranging already-placed blocks m a y lead to other
constraint conflicts or m a y result in a design that violates a
previously satisfied constraint.
In this report, I compare performance of professional
architects with architecture students, seeking the unique
methods professionals use to cope with the complexity of
design. Analyses of subjects' designs first establish that
professionals solve the block task (at least moderately) better
than do students. The next set of analyses demonstrate that
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Materials a n d design
All subjects were asked to create block diagrams for two
"projects": a library and a bank. The limited number of
subjects available made a counter-balanced design unfeasible,
so all subjects were presented with the two tasks in the same
order (library, then bank). This report will discuss results
pertaining only to the bank task.
Procedures
Subjects participated individually in sessions lasting
approximately 2.5 hr. Each subject received verbal
instructions and practiced using the computer system on a
demonstration problem. The subject then completed the two
tasks on his/her o w n , although an experimenter was
available to answer questions about the system or to clarify
the task materials.
Along with thefinaldesigns produced by each subject,
two types of process data were collected as subjects solved
the tasks. First, all subject interactions were automatically
recorded by the data collection system, producing an
interaction log for each subject. The logs contain the time
and location of each mouse click, with a short description of
the click's semantics (e.g., "Begin adjust block BL," "Click
move icon"). These logs provide detailed chronometric data
on subjects' solution processes that would be otherwise
difficult to obtain. Second, half of the subjects (2 students
and 2 professionals) provided concurrent verbal protocols (cf.
Ericsson & Simon, 1984) while solving the tasks; subjects
were instructed not to explain their reasoning, but to say
aloud anything they would normally "say" to themselves
while generating a design. During problem solving, each
subject's workscreen was videotapeid, with verbalizations
recorded on the audio track of the videotape.

Table 1: Percent of verbalizations in each category
Experience Group
Students
Professionals

Read

Evaluate/Plan

Design

Miscellaneous

18%
21%

16%
33%

23%
19%

26%
27%

Results
General Results
Overall, subjects spent an average of 41 min to complete the
task, with students taking 37 min and professionals taking
43 min. O n theirfinaldesigns, professionals were slightly
more consistent with the task constraints ( 9 8 %
consistency^) compared with students (88%). However,
within thefirst2.5 min of designing, professionals' designs
were consistent with 6 2 % of the specified constraints,
compared with 3 1 % for students' designs. This difference is
partially due to professionals' quicker placement of blocks
onto the site and to students' violation of specified
constraints in their early designs.
Effects of experience
Professional evidenced fewer constraint conflicts as indicated
by their relative lack of redesign—blocks were rarely moved
once placed. Students changed their designs more often.
W h e n initially placing blocks onto the site, an indication of
constraint conflicts would be if the inclusion of a n e w block
requires the reshuffling of already-placed blocks. A n
"interruption" is defined as any rearrangement of blocks on
the site while other blocks have still not been placed. M o r e
interruptions indicate that subjects rearranged part of their
design to accommodate a newly placed block. All
professionals had one interruption in an otherwise
straightforward placement of blocks onto the site. In
contrast, 3 of 4 students had more than one interruption
(X2(l)=4.8.p<.03).
Students made changes to their design throughout problem
solving as well. Subjects' interim designs at 2.5 m i n
intervals were individually scored. A "design change" is
defined as occurring w h e n successive interim designs differ
in whether a constraint is satisfied or violated (i.e., a
constraint is satisfied at one point but violated in the
subsequent design interval, or vice-versa). Professionals
averaged only 0.07 design changes per minute compared
with students' average of 0.19 changes per minute (design
changes ranged from 0 to 0.30 per minute).

Non-task
17%
0%

current design or design intentions (i.e., evaluative or
planning statements), (3) comments m a d e while performing
design actions (e.g., the motivation for an action), (4)
miscellaneous task-related c o m m e n t s (e.g., regarding
navigation a m o n g task documents), and (5) non-task
comments. Each verbalization w a s assigned to one of these
five categories. T o control for subjects* differing tendency
to verbalize. Table 1 lists the percent of all verbalization
that fall into each category.
T h e differences between students and professionals focus
on two categories: Non-task and Evaluate/Plan statements.
Only students m a d e comments unrelated to the task (e.g.,
comments about the computer system). M o r e importantly,
professionals generated proportionally twice as m a n y
evaluative or planning statements compared with students.
At what points in designing d o these evaluative or
planning episodes occur? W h e n subjects contemplate their
interim designs, it is reasonable to expect that they are not
performing overt design actions on the computer. That is,
between two design actions, longer pauses m a y indicate a
subject considering the design or planning the next steps to
take before performing an action; shorter pauses m a y
indicate that an action did not require prior contemplation.
T o identify the points at which planning or evaluation
occurs for each subject, a bar graph of the pauses m a d e
before each design action (one bar per design action) w a s
created based on the computer logs. T h e length of each bar
represents the amount of time between successive actions.
Thus, the graph for a particular subject m a y show the degree
of planning or evaluation of a design and where that
thinking occurs over the course of completing the design.
In interpreting the graphs, the stringent criterion of 6 0 sec
pauses (or longer) is taken as an indication of planning or
evaluation.
Consistent with the verbal protocol analysis, 3 of the 4
professionals demonstrated relatively long contemplation
throughout their problem solving (Figure 2a shows the
latency graph for one professional). Only 1 of the 4
snidents showed this pattern; the remaining students showed
almost no long pauses during their design (Figure 2b shows
one student).

Sources of expert performance
Analyses of the subjects' verbal protocols provides further
insight into the nature of professionals* problem-solving
approach. Four subjects (2 students and 2 professionals)
provided verbal protocols concurrently as they designed.
Five categories of verbalizations were identified: (1)
verbatim reading of task documents, (2) comments on the
^To achieve an objective design score, w e enumerated the 17
inter-room adjacency constraints explicitly stated in the task
documents. The consistency of a design is the percent of these
constraints satisfied (i.e., the appropriate rooms are adjacent).
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Figure 2 (a): Latency graph of a professional
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Figure 2 (b): Latency graph of a student
What happens during the long pauses? Do these pauses
actually reflect evaluation or planning episodes? The next
section presents informal "case studies" of three subjects
w h o evidenced the pattern of long pause episodes throughout
problem solving.
Case studies
O f three professionals and one student with longer pauses
during problem solving, verbal protocols were available
from all but one professional, allowing us to observe what
sorts of verbalizations occurred during these pauses.
Although there were slight differences in the total number of
long-pause episodes, professionals verbalized directly about
their design on proportionally more of the long-pause
episodes compared with the student (Table 2).
Table 2: Character of verbalizations made during pauses
greater than one minute
Subject

No. long Pauses with % evaluative
evaluation
pauses
pauses
Professional A
6
83%
11
72%
Professional B
Student
6
50%
For the student, longer pauses occurred primarily while
reading (or rereading) one of the task documents. Half of the
episodes consisted of reading a document verbatim, without
other comments. In the other three episodes, the subject
commented on h o w he planned to complete his design,
focusing on low-level problems with the design, such as the
relative positioning of two rooms.
T h e two professionals demonstrated planning and
evaluative behaviors during their long-pause episodes.
Earlier episodes reflected subjects' initial reading of the task
documents, but not merely a verbatim reading of the
documents. O n e professional verbalized information that
went beyond the information in the document, drawing
implications not explicitly stated in the documents. For
example, after reading that the bank must front on a su-eet
(i.e., be visible from the street), the subject notes "but they
don't say which street it has to front on." The subject also
took special note of the requirements for vehicular
circulation (i.e., specifications for parking and the drive-up
teller window), choosing satisfaction of those requirements
as a primary objective of the design. The other professional
paraphrased documents and checked the document
sj)ecifications with the provided site details (e.g., the subject
often looked back and forth between the task documents and
the initial workscreen). For both subjects, other long-pause

episodes occurred while evaluating their design as a whole,
making sure that the design satisfies the requirements for
vehicular circulation (e.g., Professional B saying " w e drive
in...we turn, a hard turn...we go out" while using his finger
10 trace the path of an imagined car on the site).
These case studies suggest that professionals investigate
the task documents more closely than do students, even
before beginning their design. Perhaps as a result of this
careful reading, the professionals identified a key constraint
of the task: the location of the drive-up teller lanes.
T w o between-group measures suggest that these results
generalize to the remaining subjects. First, compared with
students, professionals spent (marginally) more time
between the start of the task and when they began to design
(professionals: 626 sec; students: 350 sec; two-tailed /(6)=
-2.28, p<.01). This result is consistent with the notion that
students merely read through the task documents, while
professionals more carefully consider the constraints
specified in each task document before committing to a
design. Second, professionals' early focus on drive-up
constraints is revealed in h o w quickly the block containing
the drive-up window—the staff w o r k r o o m — w a s placed onto
the site. For professionals, the staff workroom was always
among the first blocks placed; for students, the workroom
was always among the last blocks placed (perhaps because
the staff workroom was among the last rooms described in
the task documents). Professionals incorporated the staff
ofworkroom into their designs within, on average, 1.5 min of
placing theirfirstblock. In contrast, students placed the
workroom on average 6 min after placing thefirstblock
(two-tailed /(6)=2.95,p<.03).
W h y do professionals treat the drive-up lanes as a highpriority constraint? In reux)spect, there are several properties
of this constraint that suggest its importance for the bank
task. First, because of the size of the site and location of
nearby su-eets, there are only a few possible paths the driveup lanes can reasonably take. In contrast, most of the room
constraints are defined relative to other rooms, not to the
site. A s a result, a particular room's location on the site is
quite unconstrained (at least until more rooms are placed).
Thus, at the beginning of a design process, drive-up lanes
have few possible locations while each room has relatively
many possible locations. Second, decisions about the driveup lanes can drastically affect the building's location on the
site and even its internal structure (because only certain
rooms m a y contain the drive-up teller window). Thus,
professionals' early attention to the drive-up lanes may
sufficiently limit the remaining decisions such that only
acceptable designs are generated.
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Discussion
Professionals rearrange their designs less often, yet produce
superior designs compared with students.
While
professionals design linearly, placing rooms onto the site
with minor rearrangements, students often rearrange their
designs to incorporate each room. These results are
consistent with the notion that professionals successfully
avoid constraint conflicts, which might force redesign.
The results suggest that professionals avoid consu-aint
conflicts through appropriately prioritizing constraints.

Professionals identify the constraints affecting the entire
design task (e.g., accommodation of a drive-up teller
window), focusing on those constraints before attempting to
satisfy any less important constraints (such as individual
rooms' adjacencies). Students do not prioritize constraints;
this lack can lead to conflicts because to incorporate a new
constraint into the design, students m a y need to violate
previously satisfied constraints.
In terms of information processing costs, handling
consu-aint conflicts can be expensive. Resolution m a y
involve backtracking (replacing parts of the design with
alternatives), which in turn m a y lead to further constraint
conflicts; witness the greater number of design changes made
by students. This recursive descent m a y create m e m o r y
overload as more and more conflicting constraints are
discovered and need to be resolved. Thus, avoiding
constraint conflicts should reduce the processing demands of
a design task.
If there is a clear ordering of constraint priority (e.g., it is
acceptable for some constraints to be satisfied less than
optimally while other constraints are not negotiable),
addressing constraints in that order should minimize
conflicts (parses, 1990; Mackworth, 1987). W h e n each new
constraint is considered (e.g., by placing a block on the
site), the previous constraints will all be of greater or equal
importance. Most conflicts will therefore have a clear
"winner"—the already-satisfied constraints. In the current
task, professionals attend to those constraints with limited
alternative solutions, postponing the constraints with wider
possibilities.
H o w do experts recognize the critical constraints of a task?
Other researchers have noted experts' ability to treat provided
constraints differently than constraints imposed on the task
by the expert (Darses, 1990; Eastman, 1970). However, all
of the constraints discussed in this work were explicitly
provided in the task documents, yet professionals somehow
knew which constraints to focus on constraints before
others. These critical constraints were not explicitly
identified in the text, so h o w did professionals detect them?
There are at least two possible explanations. First,
professionals m a y recognize certain types of constraints as
likely candidates for early consideration. Professionals m a y
know, for example, that constraints involving the site
typically drive the remaining design. This knowledge m a y
even be more specific: professionals may know that drive-up
window considerations are important for a bank, while
lighting is important for a library, for example. Second,
professionals m a y focus on those constraints that are
unusual or noi recognized. A block diagram task typically
specifies room adjacencies; the details of what rooms are
available and h o w they relate to one another would, of
course, change for different block diagram tasks. Similarly,
design tasks m a y have various unique constraints, such as
specifications of parking or drive-up lanes. Professionals
may focus on those constraints that differ from task to task
and are dependent on the specific building being designed.
Thus, professionals' early focus on the drive-up lanes m a y
reflect that constraint's uniqueness rather than professionals'
explicit recognition that it is a critical constraint.

By properly ordering constraints—by attempting to satisfy
those constraints with fewer alternatives first—professionals
effectively minimize constraint conflicts. Reduction of
unnecessary conflicts frees professionals to attend to the
most challenging aspects of a design task—satisfying
constraints of equally high priority. Thus, constraint
prioritization m a y be one w a y that professionals cope with
the complexity of design.
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analogous stories which facilitates subsequent problem
solving.
In any given analogy, there are potentially a large number of
In this study, w e will be concerned with various factors
possible mapping interpretations. One of the key issues in
involved in the mapping and adaptation stages of
analogy research is how one of these mappings comes to be
analogising. In analogical mapping people must m a p the
selected as optimal and used as the basis for the analogical
conceptual structure of one domain (the base or source
comparison. It is well-established that structural factors,
domain) to another domain (the target domain). During
notably systematicity, can act as selection constraints on
mapping, subjects match corresponding parts of the two
mapping. The present work tests to see if pragmatic and
domains. For example, in the water-flow/heat-flow
adaptation factors can also act as selection constraints on
analogy people might match the "the flow of water via a
mapping. The selection of a mapping based on pragmatic
pipe between a beaker and a vial" with "the flow of heat
factors proposes that people can exploit the higher-order,
schematic structure of a domain to select one mapping over
via a bar between coffee and an ice-cube" (see Figure 1).
another. With respect to adaptation factors, the proposal is
Typically, the mapping will also involve the transfer or
that a mapping will be selected if it is evaluated as being
carry-over of knowledge from the base domain to the
easily adapted relative to other competing mappings. Both of
target; knowledge which constitutes a set of candidate
these predictions are tested in a novel, problem solving
inferences suggested by the analogy. In the present
paradigm. The mainfindingis that adaptation factors do act
example, the causal relation between the pressureas a selection constraint but that pragmatic factors do not.
difference and flow in the water-flow domain would be
The implications of these results for computational models
transferred as a candidate inference into the heat-flow
of analogy are discussed.
domain to govern temperature-difference and heat-flow
there.
Introduction
Abstract

H u m a n thought excels in its capacity to deal with novelty
and to overcome the unexpected and unfamiliar. In recent
years, it has been demonstrated that the use of analogy is
one strategy for dealing with novelty; novel problems can
be solved b y analogy to past experiences (see e.g..
Centner, 1983; Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Keane, 1988).
Five main processes have been demonstrated to be
important in analogical problem solving: representation,
analogue retrieval, analogical mapping, adaptation and
induction. Clearly, the w a y an analogue and a problem are
mentally represented has an important impact o n
subsequent problem solving attempts by analogy (see e.g.,
Novick, 1988). T h e retrieval of an analogous case to solve
a problem is harder if the domains are semantically-distant
to one another (e.g.. Centner & Landers, 1985; Keane,
1987). Analogical mapping is the core process during
which the analogy is drawn between the two domains.
After an analogy is mapped it m a y have to be adapted in
order to m a k e the solution fit the target problem (see
Novick & Holyoak, 1991; and the Artificial Intelligence
literature on case-based reasoning, e.g., Kolodner, 1993;
Smyth & Keane, 1993). With respect to induction, Gick
& Holyoak (1983) have shown that subjects can induce a
generalisation from the correspondences between two
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Figure 1 T h e Water-flow/Hcat-Flow A n a l o g y
(from Falkenhainer, et al., 1 9 8 9 )

N o candidate inference by analogy is guaranteed to be true,
it has to be verified and m a y have to be adapted to fit the
target situation. Intuitively, the above causal, inference
seems reasonable but experimentation could reveal that the
dq)endency is only one of enablement, in which case the
inference would have to be adapted (see Falkenhainer,
1987). Novick & Holyoak (1991) have demonstrated that
adaptation occurs in solving mathematics problems by
analogy to stories. But, very little is k n o w n about the
nature of adaptation and h o w it influences the course of
analogical problem solving.
The Theoretical Issue
One of the basic issues in analogical mapping is h o w one
from a number of alternative mapping-interpretations is
chosen for a given analogical comparison. For example.
one mapping-interpretation for the above analogy involves
the system of relations involving the causal dependency
between pressure-difference/temperature-difference and
flowing, another involves the mapping between the
diameter-difference of the beaker and the vial and the
temperature-difference between the coffee and ice-cube.
People prefer and select the former mapping-interpretation
rather than the latter. W h y ?
Genmer (1983,1989) provides an account to explain the
selection of this mapping in her structure-mapping theory
and its associated model, the Structure-Mapping Engine
(SME; Falkenhainer, Forbus & Genmer. 1986, 1989). Her
account proposes that a structural factor - systematicity -acts as a selection constraint on alternative mappings.
Stated simply, if one mapping involves a highlyinterconnected set of matches (or is more systematic) it
will be preferred over a mapping with less connectivity
between its matches. This proposal has been supported
repeatedly in the empirical literature (see e.g., Clement &
Gentner, 1991; Gentner & Toupin, 1986; Keane. 1988).
For example, Clement & Gentner (1991) have shown that
when subjects were given a judgement task involving two
systems of relations, they preferred a match embedded in a
shared system of relations to one that was embedded in a
different system of relations. Similar effects have been
shown for the selection of candidate inferences.
Systematicity is also the backbone of all computational
models of analogy; including S M E , the Analogical
Constraint Mapping Engine ( A C M E ; Holyoak & Thagard,
1989) and the Incremental Analogy Machine (lAM; Keane
& Brayshaw, 1988; Keane et al., in press).
The present paper examines the previously-untested, role
of two other factors on the selection of analogical
mappings; pragmatic and adaptation factors. In the
remainder of this paper, w efirstconsider predictions based
on these factors, then present an experiment testing these
predictions, before considering the implications of the
results found.
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M o r e Selection Constraints o n M a p p i n g
Consider another analogy, this time one involving Maier's
(1931) "Two-String" problem and an analogous stoiy about
afire(see Keane, 1988). The Two-String problem says:
Imagine you are in a room in which two strings
are hanging from the ceiling. Your task is to tie
the ends of the two strings together. However,
when you take hold of one string and try to get the
other string you find that it is too far away to
touch (a diagram illustrating the problem was
provided).
Traditionally, subjects propose a variety of solutions to this
problem including a stick solution (use a stick to bring the
string, that is furthest away, within reach) and a swing
solution (swing one of the strings so that it comes within
reach while holding the other string). N o w , consider an
analogous story m a d e up of the setting information and
plans 1 and 2 in Table 1 (where the text would indicate that
one of the plans failed and the other succeeded). If w e
wish to solve the Two-String problem by analogy to this
story, w e are faced with two possible mappings either of
which can be used to solve the problem. O n e mapping
suggests the analogous solution of using a stick to reach
the string (using thefirstplan) and the other mapping
suggests the analogous solution of swinging one of the
strings in order to bring it within reach (using the second
plan).
Table 1 Summary of the Stories Used in the
Experiment
Setting
People are stuck in a towering inferno and are trying to
evacuate the building.
Planl:
A helicopter is positioned and a winch is thrown to the
people, they grab hold of it and tie onto the winch,
then swing from one building to the next.
Plan 2:
A helicopter is positioned and a winch is lowered to
people, they reach for the winch, with a stick, tie on
and are carried to the ground.
Plan 3:
Helicopter is positioned and a winch is lowered to
people, they lasso the winch with a rope, tie on and are
carried to the ground.

Which of these alternative mappings are people likely to
select and on what is this selection likely to be be based ?
Apart from the proven role of systematicity (which is held

constant for both plans by using equal numbers of actions),
two other possibilities present themselves:
pragmatic factors which assess which plan is likely to be
the best, on the basis that "what was successful before is
likely to be successful again", without further analysis of
the plan's content
adaptation factors which assess the specific content of
the plan to see whether the solution it suggests is a good
solution to the problem
A variety of different proposals have been m a d e under the
general heading of pragmatic factors (for s o m e possibilities
see Holyoak, 1985; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; Keane,
1985, 1988; Keane et al, in press). T h e above proposal is
just one specific pragmatic prediction m a d e by Keane &
Brayshaw (1988). This prediction hinges on the higherorder, schematic structure of the story; which can be cast as
a "setting-->failed-plan-->successful plan" structure.
Pragmatically, it might be a good idea to select the plan
which succeeds on the assumption that, given an analogy
between the story and problem, what succeeded before
m a y succeed again. In an early version of J A M , Keane &
Brayshaw proposed that the successful plan could be
chosen in a top-down fashion using these schematic
categories and then the contents of this plan would be
mapped. A C M E also has a mechanism for doing this sort
of mapping; it can group parts of an analogue into "fields"
(e.g., a S E T T I N G field). T h e mapping is thus simplified
because m a p p i n g s are only established between
information grouped in the same fields (see Holyoak &
Thagard, 1989). In conclusion, a strong pragmatic
prediction would be that the successful plan should always
be selected to be mapped.
O n the issue of adaptation, the key proposal m a d e here is
that adaptation enters into the selection of alternative
mapping-interpretations. Specifically, if one analogous
plan is evaluated as being more easily adapted to the
problem than another, then it will be selected as the
optimal mapping. In the Fire story, the stick plan is less
adaptable than the swing plan. T h e stick plan proposes
that a stick be used to reach one of the strings, a stick
which is not present in the problem statement. Hence, the
analogy suggests various actions of reaching and grabbing
but also the creation of a n e w object in the Two-String
problem. The swing plan simply suggests the n e w actions
of swinging and grabbing, without the need to introduce a
n e w object. A s such, the analogous swing solution is
easier to adapt. It m a y also be easier to adapt because,
unlike the stick plan, it does not violate implicit constraints
in the problem situation (i.e., that the problem is to be
solved with the objects given).
If adaptation factors play a role in the selection of one
mapping over another, then the more adaptable, analogous
plan should tend to be selected w h e n people are presented
with alternatives.
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Testing P r a g m a t i c a n d A d a p t a t i o n Factors
In this experiment, subjects were given a story to memorise
and were then asked to use this story to solve a problem by
analogy. W e used the Two-String problem and four
variants of the Fire story. The Fire story always had the
same general structure involving setting information, an
account of a failed rescue plan and one of successful rescue
plan. In all versions of the story the setting information
w a s the same, but the plans used were varied
systematically. The setting information in the Fire story
and the Two-String problem will be matched in forming
the analogy: for instance, both domains involve
propositions about getting from one location to another in
order to achieve s o m e end. T h e two plans constitute
collections of candidate inferences (organized in a causal
chain) which follow from matched propositions in the
settings of both domains. S o both plans are alternative
mappings, one of which should be selected as the
analogous solution to the problem.
Since each story has a failed and successful plan w e can
test the pragmatic predictions. If the pragmatic predictions
are correct, overall, w e should see more subjects using the
successful plan rather than the failed plan. T o control for
primacy or recency effects between the story plans, half of
the stories had a "setting --> successful plan - > failed
plan" structure, while the other half had a "setting - >
failed plan ~ > successful plan" structure.
Adaptability was manipulated by varying the relativeadaptablility of one of the analogous-plans. The focus
was on the stick plan which was always the successful plan
in different versions of the story. In the low-adaptable
versions of the story, the stick plan was paired with the
swing plan to m a k e it low-adaptable relative to the highadaptable, swing plan.
In the high-adaptable storyversions, the stick plan was deemed to be high-adaptable
relative to a low-adaptable, lasso plan. The lasso plan is
similar to the stick plan, with the exception that the rope is
reached by lassoing it with another piece of rope.
Intuitively, although this plan is very similar to the stick
plan, it is a less adaptable solution to the problem because
a rigid object (e.g.. the stick) should be more effective than
a non-rigid object (e.g., the lasso). If adaptation is a
selection consu-aint then subjects should tend to prefer the
stick plan when it is the high-adaptable plan relative to its
paired-plan, than w h e n it is low-adaptable relative to the
paired-plan.
Finally, in order to substantiate our intuitions about the
relative adaptability of plans, w e asked subjects to rate how
good the swing, stick and lasso solutions were as solutions
to the Two-String problem. If our intuitions are correct,
then the swing solution should be rated as being better as a
solution than the stick solution and the stick solution
should be rated above the lasso solution.

Pragmatic

Method

Successful Failed
Subjects. Sixty-three undergraduates in Computer Science
at Trinity College Dublin took part in the experiment and
were randomly assigned one of the story versions. Four of
these subjects were excluded before data analysis because
they had insufficient m e m o r y of the plans in the story.
Materials. The materials for the problem solving task
consisted of four versions of the Fire story and a version
of the Two-String problem.

Low

8

Adaptability (Stick)
High

The materials for the ratings task consisted of a booklet
containing descriptions of the swing, stick and lasso
solutions to the Two-String problem. Under each solution
was a seven-point scale, ranging from 1 (very bad) to 7
(very good). Written instructions informed subjects that
Uiey were to rate h o w good they thought the solution was,
as a solution to the problem. Each solution was printed on
a separate sheet. The order of presentation of solutions in
the rating task was randomised.

Lassoc)

^uclcj

20

28 (58%)

3

11(23%)

(Swing)

17

37 (77%)

20(42%)

Figure 2 Frequency of Subjects' Solutions Classified
According to the Variables Examined in the Experiment
Results

The results revealed the effects of adaptation factors but
showed little evidence for pragmatic factors (see Figure 2).
T
Procedure. The experiment had three distinct stages: the h e pattern of goodness ratings confirmed our intuitive
ranking of the adaptability of different plans.
memory/recall task, the problem solving task and the
ratings task. All the booklets handed out in each task were
O f the 59 subjects in the experiment, marginally more
collected before those of the next stage were handed out.
subjects used the successful plan ( 4 7 % ; 28 subjects) over
The memory/comprehension task involved subjects taking
the failed plan ( 3 4 % , 2 0 subjects) while 1 9 % (11) used
three minutes to read and memorise the Fire story. They
neither plan [chi^(2) = 7.34, p < .05]. But, if w e look at
were told that after the three minutes they would have to
the 48 subjects w h o used one or other of the plans, w e find
recall it in writing. Each subject in the experiment received that there is no reliable difference between subjects w h o
one of the four versions of the Fire story. After subjects
selected the successful plan ( 5 8 % , 28 out of 48), relative to
had recalled the story in writing and it was tiiken away,
those w h o selected the failed plan ( 4 2 % , 2 0 out of 48;
they were given the Two-String problem to read. They
chi^(l) =1.2, p > .05). Notable effects for adaptation
were asked "If you were to apply the story about thefireto
factors were found. In low-adaptable versions of the
this problem what answer would it suggest to you
story, subjects used the successful, stick plan less
(irrespective of whether you think the answer is a good or a
frequently ( 2 3 % ) , than in the high-adaptable versions of
bad one) ". W e wanted a pure measure of the analogous
the story ( 7 7 % ; chi^{l) = 14.08; p < .001). These results
plan used, so the caveat in parentheses was added to m a k e
indicate that the adaptability of a plan has a strong effect
sure that subjects did not use a solution by analogy and
on the selection of one mapping from amongst a number of
then reject it because they felt it was a poor solution.
alternatives.
Finally, in the ratings task, subjects were asked to rate the
Overall the goodness ratings reflected our intuitions
goodness of a solution plan as a solution to the problem.
about the relative adaptability of the solution plans. A oneSubjects were tested in small groups of varying sizes and
way, repeated-measures analysis of variance of the ratings
each experimental session took between 2 0 and 30
show a main effect of solution type F(2,116) = 50.07, p <
minutes.
.0001). Planned comparisons, using Newman-Keuls tests,
between solution types revealed that the swing solution (m
Scoring. In analysing subjects' responses the
= 5.4) is rated as being reliably different to the goodness
interest was in the solution that was most immediately
of the stick solution {m = 4.46, p < .01) which in turn is
suggested to them by the story. Therefore, when subjects
rated more highly than the goodness of the lasso solution
produced more than one solution, only thefirstsolution
(m = 2.71,p<.01).
produced was considered. In fact, 8 0 % of subjects
produced only one solution ( 2 0 % produced two solutions).
General Discussion
Subjects' solutions were categorised as stick , swing, lasso
T w o specific results have been uncovered by the present
solutions or other solutions (which were based on none of
study which have important implications for computational
the plans).
models of analogy. First, it has been found that the
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Artificial Intelligence (sec e.g., Falkenhainer, 1987;
supposed pragmatic influence of exploiting higher-order
categories in a domain (e.g., successful plan, failed plan) in H a m m o n d , 1989; Kolodner, 1993; Smyth & Keane. 1993).
Indeed, this study has interesting implications for caseorder to select a mapping, has not been confirmed.
based reasoning (see Keane, in press).
Second, for thefirsttime, w e have shown that the ease of
adaptation of a mapping can affect subjects' selection of a
mapping in a crucial fashion.
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as possible an impression of the probability the speaker has
in mind.
Two experiments assessed the membership functions that GerT h e present paper aims to shed n e w light on both of these
man speakers assign to 12 adverb phrases and 17 modal verb
last two issues, as well as on s o m e previously documented
fonns that express probability assessments. These expressions
empirical p h e n o m e n a In the next section, w e report on
fall largely into three rather homogeneous classes. The mema pair of experiments in which the probability implications
bership functions are used as part of the semantic knowledge
of adverb phrases and modal verb forms, respectively, are
base of the natural language dialog system Pragma, one of
investigated with German-speaking subjects. These experiwhose purposes is to model pragmatic and contextual influments were conducted in a neutral context designed to yield
ences on the use of vague expressions. The system's normative
data that could be used to explain differing uses and intermodel accounts for the role, in the selection and interpretation
of vague probability expressions, of the listener's prior expecpretations of the expressions in different contexts. In the
tations, the speaker's dialog motivation, and the expressions
subsequent section, w e present an idealized computational
that the speaker could have used but did not
model of the selection and interpretation of vague probability
expressions that takes speaker motivation (and its perception
In an old episode of the television series "L. A. Law", adopby the listener) into account. In thefinaldiscussion, w e contion agent Ross tells A n n and Stuart that they m a y be forced
sider some empirical results reported by other researchers in
to give up their adopted daughter, because her natural mother
the light of the model.
is suing to reclaim her.
Abstract

Ann: You never told us she might do that!
Ross: I told you it can happen. I said it hardly ever happens.
Stuart: No, no! What you said was that the chances were J in
100. N o w this is the second damned time: Something that never
happens is happening to us!

Empirical Derivation of Membership Functions
Although the most novel aspect of these n e w experiments
is their inclusion of modal verbs, to ensure comparability the
first experiment looks at German-language adverb phrases
such as those used in previous (mainly English-language)
research. These phrases satisfy the condition that they can
express probability estimates w h e n they are used alone as
well as w h e n they are used in combination with modal verbs.^

This exchange illustrates several results that have emerged
from extensive experimental studies of the use of verbal and
numerical expressions of probability judgments. People tend
to prefer verbal to numeric formulations w h e n they express
The Adverb Experiment
probability judgments, although this preference is maiicedly
less strong w h e n it comes to receiving the judgments (WallM e t h o d . Subjects were 24 graduate and undergraduate stusten, Budescu, Zwick, & K e m p , 1993). A n d the same probadents, all native speakers of German. The subjects were asked
bility (here, 1%) can be expressed verbally in quite different
to imagine that they were spectators at a g a m e of chance. In
ways by different speakers, which makes the interpretation of
this game, one of eleven wheels of fortune is spinned (cf.
such expressions a challenging and error-prone task.'
Wallsten, Budescu, Rapoport, Zwick, & Forsyth, 1986). The
T h e example also illustrates two points that have received
wheels differ widely in the sizes of their black and white porlittle attention in research to date. First, in everyday discourse, tions. A player wins if the arrow to the right of the wheel
probability assessments are often expressed using modal verbs
points into the black sector when the wheel stops. The sub(as in "it can happen"), as well as the adverbs whose meanjects were asked to imagine that a player was asked by the
ing has usually been studied. Second, the motivation of the
emcee about the result of the g a m e before the player could
speaker influences his or her choice of a vague probability
see where the wheel had stopped. Given a particular wheel
expression in important and predictable ways; for example,
and a particular adverb phrase, the subjects were to indicate
the different paraphrases by Ross and Stuart do not represent
h o w "realistic" they judged this phrase to be as an answer of
random interindividual variation. In experiments, to the exthe player in the given situation; subjects did this by placing
tent to which speaker motivation has been identifiable at all,
a mark on a graphical rating scale (cf. Rapoport, Wallsten,
it has generally consisted in the desire to convey as accurate
^At the time of this writing, w e are analysing the results of a
'Zwick and Wallsten (1989, p. 72) discuss evidence that commu- further experiment which looked at combinations of adverbs and
nication failures of this sort may have contributed to the Bay of Pigs modal verbs, to see how the interpretation of such an expression can
be predicted on the basis of the meanings of its parts.
fiasco and the Challenger space shuttle disaster.
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& Cox, 1987). Twelve hypothetical answers of the player
were presented to the subjects. Each such statement used a
different adverb phrase and had the same form as "Ich habe
vermutlich gewonnen" ("I presumably w o n " ) . Along with
each such statement, 11 wheels were (Hcsented, representing
the probabilities 5 % , 1 5 %
45%. 50%, 5 5 %
and
95%. The order of the wheels was varied, and a cardboard
mask was used to prevent subjects from seeing their ratings
for more than one wheel at a given time.
Results. For each subject, a curve was obtained for each
adverb phrase showing for each probability (corresponding to
a wheel) the value assigned by the subject. These curves will
be called membership functions (as in fuzzy set theory); they
are comparable to the curves resulting from the experiments
of Wallsten, Budescu, Rapoport, Zwick, and Forsyth (1986)
and Zwick, Budescu, and Wallsten (1988) on English adverbs.
The upper part of Figure 1 summarizes the data by giving, for
each adverb phrase, a curve showing the mean membership
value assigned by the subjects to each probability.^
The curves show that about half of the 12 adverb phrases investigated have monotonically increasing mean membership
functions, and that the differences between these functions are
rather small. The generally lower membership values for the
first three phrases in thefiguresuggest that they are seen as
being truly appropriate only for very high probabilities (above
95%).
Three of the phrases in a second group—moglicherweise
(possibly), vielleicht (maybe), and eventuell (perhaps)—arc
mainly judged realistic when associated with medium probabilities. The membership values given for these adverbs are
less often close to the extreme values of 0 and 1; and since
intermediate membership values are less well-defined, these
adverbs show a greater amount of disagreement among subjects (as reflected, e.g., in the average standard deviation of the
membership values for a given probability). The membership
function for the one low-probability expression included—auf
keinen Fall (no way)—is approximately the mirror image of
that for the opposite expression, aufjeden Fall (in any case).
The Modal Verb Experiment
Method. The same experimental arrangement as in the
Adverb Experiment was used, but modal verb forms were used
instead of adverb phrases. The statements presented had the
same form as "Es dilrfte der Fall sein, daB ich gewonnen habe"
("It should be the case that I won"). Of the 17 modal verb
forms presented, 9 were negated. As before, 24 graduate and
undergraduate students, native speakers of German, served as
subjects.
Results. Here again, for each modal verb a mean membership function was derived (cf. the lower part of Figure 1). For
the 8 nonnegated modal verb forms, the results are very similar to those of the Adverb Experiment: O f these forms, 5 show
monotonically increasing membership functions, which differ
mainly in that two forms—mufi (must) and wird (will)—are
judged to be generally less realistic than the others for prob^A mean membership function could conceivably have a shape
that was atypical of the shapes of the membership functions for
individual subjects; but inspection of the individual functions s h o w e d
that this w a s not the case here, in spite of considerable differences
among the individual functions.
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Adverb Phrases
aufjeden Fail
(in any case)

sicher
(sureiy)

dAiitoiHtliA
bestlmmt
(certainly)

ti^aiditttHutk
5 l52S3545SSge7S»S
hfichstwahrscheinlich wahrschelnlich
(very protiably)
(probably)

WON
(I suppose)

vermutilch
(presumably)

MaxeiiikhK^
mfigiicherweJse
(possibly)

vielleicht
(maybe)

eventuell
(perhaps)

auf keirten Fall
(no way)

5 192535455565758595

5 1S25354S$S6575SS»5

S 1525354S55857S»SaS

5 lS»3S4555eS7S»S»S

oawliS
[doubtless)
(doul

S 1S2S3S4SS6«675aS»S

Modal Verb F o r m s
(must)

mOOte
(would have to)

wird
(will)

5 1525364556aS758585
sollte
(ought to)

152535 455S«^5»5»5
dOrfte
(should)

5lSS»3s»6?7sB56
kann
(can)

5 I5253545S59575B595
kfinnte
(could)

152535*55585756S»5

'i li2535«SS5»i758595

mag
(may)

5 152535455685758595
braucht nicht
(need not)

5 152535455586 758595
muB nicht
(must not)

m a g nicht
(may not)

5 152535455565758595
muBte nicht
(would not have to)

5 152535455586758595
sollte nicht
(ought not to)

5 152535455585758596
dOrfte nicht
(should not)

5 152536455565758595
wird nicht
(will not)

ts^i^usssstTingi?
k6nnte nicht
(coukJ not)

iS«:«4iaAS>S8J
kann nicht
(cannot)

5 152535455685758695

5 152535455586758595

5 152535455585758596

muS

Figure 1. M e a n membership functions for the adverb phrases
and modal verb forms investigated.

abilities up to 9 5 % . T h e other three nonnegated forms are
single-peaJced, but almostflat,being viewed as more or less
realistic over a large part of the [0,1] probability interval.
The negated modal verb forms show s o m e different characteristics: Thefirst4 negated forms shown in the last three
rows of Figure 1 were judged rather inconsistently (i.e.. the
membership function for a given subject in a number of
cases exhibited several different peaks) and show virtually
flat membership functions. T h e next 3 negated forms show
membership functions that are the mirror images of those of
the corresponding nonnegated forms. B y contrast, kdnnte
nicht (could not) and kann nicht (cannot) are monotonic even
though the corresponding nonnegated forms are single-peaked
(though almost flat).
Discussion of Experiments

of such expressions, together with a number of contextual
factors, determine h o w the expressions are actually used and
understood. The model has been realized within the context
of the natural language dialog system P R A G M A (Ndiaye &
Jameson, 1994), which simulates either the seller <$ or a potential buyer B in a dialog concerning S's used car.^ To take a
specific example, suppose that B asks "What are the chances
that the car will pass the next inspection?" and that S has
quite a definite idea about this probability, namely that it is
only 2 5 % . A s the straightforward answer " 2 5 % " would presumably make a poor impression on B, S m a y look for some
vague verbalization, such as "The car could pass the inspection". B, in turn, need not take this statement at face value but
may wonder what S's assessment of the car's chances really
is.
This situation raises two general issues: 1. What criteria
can a speaker use to select a vague probability expression to
verbalize a precise probability assessment? 2. What reasoning can the listener perform in an attempt to reconstruct the
actual probability assessment of the speaker?
The computational model is best viewed as an idealized
normative model of reasonable processing by S and B. It
takes into account factors that appear to be relevant to the
task, but in order not to distract from the basic logic, the model
does not try to reproduce the typical style and limitations of
everyday human thinking. The model is based on several
assumptions which can be evaluated independently of the
details of the implemented model and largely independenUy
of each other. S o m e of the assumptions enjoy better empirical
and theoretical support than others, as will become clearer
below.
A basic strategy pursued by S, as modeled by Pragma, is
to make comments which alter in a way favorable to S the
impressions that B has of various aspects of the car. W e now
address the following questions in turn: 1. W h e n B interprets
a comment C made by S, h o w does B form a corresponding
face-value impression—i.e. an impression based solely on the
meaning of C, without considering S's dialog motivation or
the alternative comments she^ might have made? 2. W h e n S
is looking for an appropriate verbalization of her probability
judgment, h o w does she evaluate a possible comment on the
basis of the face-value impression it is likely to create in Bl
3. W h e n B interprets a comment C, h o w does he reconstruct
S's selection process so as to arrive at a pragmatically based
interpretation of the comment? W h e n discussing the processing by 5 or B in the following, w e describe the way it is
performed when P r a g m a takes the corresponding role.

The results of these two experiments suggest that, at least
for speakers of German, the set of modal verbs does not constitute a differentiated set of expressions from which they
can choose in order to express their probability assessments,
even w h e n it is supplemented with a sample of 12 adverb
phrases. Although a total of 29 expressions were investigated, essentially three main membership functions emerged:
two monotonic ones expressing low and high probabilities,
respectively, and a m u c hflattersingle-peaked curve covering
a large part of the interval [0,1]. In addition, 4 of the negated
modal verb forms appear not to be familiar to German speakers at all as expressions of probability, or to have unclear
probability implications.
T h e apparent inefficiency of the set of modal verb forms
investigated for expressing probability judgments becomes
more understandable w h e n one considers that this is not their
sole linguistic function. A s in English, each of the German
modal verbs has at least one sense that does not directly involve probability, but rather concerns, e.g., permission or
physical capability. Note also that even adverbs with similar membership curves—e.g., vermutlich (presumably) and
wahrscheinlich (probably)—can have different semantic implications (cf. Tbigen, 1988a).
Evidently, in order to be able to express m a n y different
assessments of probability, the speaker must m a k e use of linguistic hedges (as in "It is very likely that...") or combinations
of adverbs and modal verbs (as in "It m a y perhaps be the case
that...").
To the extent to which these experiments can be compared
to previous experiments on English-language expressions, the
results are generally similar. For example, the noncomplementarity of the negated and nonnegated forms of some
How B Interprets a Comment at Face Value
modal verbs was found in English for some adverbial forms
T h e concept of an impression. For each evaluation(Lichtenstein & N e w m a n , 1967). S o m e further relationships
relevant aspect of the car, B is assumed to distinguish some set
with previous results will be noted in thefinaldiscussion.
ot possibilities that might be realized by the car. For our example aspect "Chances of passing the next inspection", the 10
A Model of Pragmatic Processing
possibilities are the 10 equal-sized intervals on the scale from
The experiments just described aimed to assess the basic
and—it is hoped—relatively context-independent meaning of
*The way PRAGMA handles vague probability expressions represome vague probability expressions by creating an artificial
sents a generalization of some of the techniques used in the system
task that called for m u c h more primitive judgments than those
Imp (Jameson, 1989). In IMP, all comments were assumed to be
involved in everyday speaking and comprehension (cf. Fillencrisp, i.e., to have, in any, situation, a truth value of either 0 or 1.
baum, Wallsten, Cohen, & Cox. 1991, p. 57). W e will n o w
'For clarity in exposition, we arbitrarily use feminine pronouns
present a computational model of h o w the basic meanings
to refer to S and masculine pronouns for B.
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After "It could pass the inspection"
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95%

Figure 2. Impressions involved in the generation and pragmatic interpretation of a comment.

0 % to 100%,each interval being referred to in terms of its midpoint. Thus the intervals correspond to the probabilities 5 % ,
15%,... 9 5 % that were examined in the experiments (cf. the
lower row of labels in each histogram in Figure 2).* P R A G M A
uses as the truth values of a comment the corresponding mean
membership values derived in our experiments (Figure 1).
Each possibility has for B a different value. For example,
the upper row of labels in each histogram in Figure 2 reflects
the assumption that B, when evaluating the car, will add to its
evaluation some number of "points" between - 7 5 and +15,
depending on its chances of passing the next inspection.
O n the basis of general beliefs about cars, B has even at
the beginning of the dialog some idea of h o w likely it is
that the car's chances of passing the inspection lie within a
"The resulte for the value 5 0 % are not used in the computational
model.
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given interval.' This prior impression of the car's chances
is operationalized as a probability distribution. For example.
Impression 1 in Figure 2 shows that B considers it a priori
relatively probable that a used car of the type under discussion
should have good chances of passing the inspection.
Face-value impressions. T h e procedure by which B dom e s a face-value impression is based on the following assumption: Independent of pragmatic considerations and alternative comments, the likelihood that S will make comment
C, given a particular true possibility V . is proportional to
the truth value of C given V . This assumption allows B to
derive his face-value impression by applying Bayes' Rule to
his prior impression, using the truth values of the comment
as relative likelihoods.^ Impressions 2 through 4 in Figure 2
represent the face-value impressions that result w h e n this rule
is applied for three of the possible comments.
The above assumption can be seen as reflecting the general
dialog convention that (a) statements that are false (i.e. which
have a membership value of 0) should not be m a d e at all, and
(b) all other things being equal, a comment with a higher truth
vaJue should be preferred over a comment with a lower one.
How S Selects a Comment
The importance of the concept of a face-value impression
lies in the fact that 5 can try to anticipate the face-value
impression that a comment C would create in 5 as an initial
assessment of the impact that C would have on B. O f course,
S cannot k n o w exactly what face-value impression a given
comment will create, because she doesn't k n o w exactly, for
example, what B's prior impression is. For simplicity of
exposition, w e n o w assume that S makes precise assumptions
about these factors, and that these assumptions happen to
be correct. H o w incorrect assumptions by S are taken into
account will be discussed in the next section.
S determines a rating of the desirability of a comment C
on the basis of the following two criteria:'
Favorability of the resulting face-value impression. Impressions in Figure 2 lies farther to the right than Impression 2, i.e. it is a more optimistic impression of the car's
chances of passing the inspection; and Impression 4 is more
favorable still. T h e mean of an impression can be used to
quantify its relative favorability. Since S in Pragma's dialog
situation is biased toward creating favorable impressions, her
rating procedure favors comments whose face-value impressions have relatively high means. (For an objective speaker,
the rating would take into account h o w close the mean is to
the value of the possibility actually realized.)
Truth value. Even a biased S is constrained by the convention that comments with low truth values are to be avoided.
Accordingly, S includes in its rating of a c o m m e n t C a penalty
^From now on we use the term chances to refer to 5's assessment
of the probability that the car will pass the next inspection, so as to
avoid confusion with the other probabilities that are involved in the
processing of the comment.
*Note that this assumption does not presuppose that a fuzzy truth
value is a sort of probability, only that it m a y in certain circumstances
be reasonable to base a probability assessmenton a fuzzy truth value.
'5's rating actually takes into account several other factors as
well, such as the relevance of the c o m m e n t to the current dialog
focus, but as these factors are of minor importance for the present
examples, they will be passed over here.

whose size is a positive function of the difference between 1.0
and its truth value. This penalty is high for the comment "It
will presumably pass the inspection" (cf. Impression 4 in Figure 2), because that comment's truth-value is only .18 here;
for the c o m m e n t "It could pass the inspection" (Impression 3),
the penalty is moderate, as the truth value is .63, and for "The
chances are 2 5 % " (Impression 2) the penalty is 0.
T h e c o m m e n t "It could pass the inspection" e m o t e s with
the highest rating a m o n g all of the possible comments, because it combines a relatively favorable face-value impression
with a reasonably high truth value.
How B Interprets 5's Comment Pragmatically
When S has made a comment C, it is not necessary for B to
form only a face-value impression on the basis of C. Since B is
aware of the criteria that speakers use in selecting comments,
he can attempt to reconstruct S's c o m m e n t selection process
and so to derive a more realistic impression of the true state
of affairs that S verbalized using C.
The core of this process of pragmatic interpretation by B
is as follows: For each possibility V (i.e.. each of the 10
intervals between 0 and 1). B adopts the perspective of S
and rates each possible comment under the assumption that
possibility V is realized. Let us denote with V the comment
other than C which receives the highest rating. If B could be
certain that her reconstruction of 5's ratings were correct, B
could, simply by comparing the ratings of C and V , identify
the likelihood that S would have created C as being either
1 (if the rating of C is greater than that of V ) or 0 (in the
opposite case). In fact, of course, w h e n reconstructing S's
rating process B must m a k e assumptions about all of the
factors that enter into the process. A s these assumptions will in
general be more or less inaccurate, B associates considerable
uncertainty with the ratings he ascribes to S. H e can take
this uncertainty into account in a rough w a y by being cautious
about the conclusions he draws on the basis of his comparison
of the reconstructed ratings of C and V . Specifically, he
can assume that the conditional likelihood that S would have
produced C, given a particular possibility V , is a positive
monotonic function of the extent to which the reconstructed
rating of C exceeds that of V , approaching 1.0 only w h e n C's
reconstructed rating is m u c h higher, approaching .0 w h e n it is
m u c h lower, and taking the value .5 when the two ratings are
equal.
After determining these conditional likelihoods, B J^plies
Bayes' Rule to update his prior impression (i.e.. Impression 1
in Figure 2). Impression S is the resulting^ pragmatically derived impression. This impression is less optimistic than the
corresponding face-value impression (Impression 3). The reason is that it seems very likely to B that S would have chosen
s o m e more positive-sounding comment if the true chances
were higher than about 6 5 % . In sum, by performing pragmatic interpretation, B is able to compensate in part for S's
attempts to create a maximally positive impression.
Discussion of the Model
Influence of Prior Expectations
Wallsten, Fillenbaum, and Cox (1986) have demonstrated
that listeners' interpretations of a vague probability expression
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can be strongly affected by their prior expectations concerning the probability in question (cf. also Zimmer, 1984). In
the context of our scenario, this would mean that a B w h o for
some reason was initially pessimistic about the car's inspection chances would, after hearing the comment "It could pass
the inspection", end up with an impression which was farther
to the left than Impression 5 in Figure 2.
Only one assumption of the present model is needed to
account for this effect: the assumption that B derives his final interpretation of S's utterance according to Bayes' Rule,
considering the conditional likelihoods that S would have produced C, given various specific beliefs about the car's chances.
Note that a variety of alternative theories are conceivable as
to h o w B might assess these conditional likelihoods. Note
also that this assumption is compatible with a wide variety of
theoretical frameworks. In particular, it does not presuppose
that the conditional likelihoods associated with an expression
are a fixed aspect of its meaning. O n the contrary, as the rest
of the model illustrates, B m a y base his assessment of each
conditional likelihood on his judgment of a number of aspects
of the current situation, including S's dialog motivation.
That the above assumption accounts for the effect of prior
expectations follows from the well-known fact that, when
Bayes' Rule is applied, the resulting probability distribution
depends in general on both the prior distribution and the set of
conditional likelihoods. T h e impact of the prior distribution
should be negligible only in special cases, e.g.. when the
conditional likelihoods are very low except within a limited
range. Thus the above assumptionfitswell with the results
of Wallsten. Fillenbaum. and C o x (1986), w h o noted that
the effect of prior expectations was small or nonexistent for
the expressions a m o n g the ones they investigated which were
especially low in vagueness (pp. 584-585).
Differences in Assessments by Speaker and Listener
An experiment by Fillenbaum et al. (1991) asked subjects in
two conditions to rate h o w "descriptive" a probability phrase
was of a given probability. O n e condition (the evaluation
task) was quite similar to the situation in our two experiments
and can be seen as yielding membership functions with a
comparable interpretation. In the other condition (the selection task), subjects took the role of speakers, selecting from
a list of phrases the ones that would be suitable for expressing a given probability. Their ratings of "descriptiveness"
can presumably be interpreted as assessments of the extent to
which the phrase in question was relatively suitable for the
purpose of describing the given probability to another person. A s such, the ratings in this condition are comparable to
the assessments of the relative desirability of a comment in
Pragma's model—except that the dialog motivation induced
by the instructions was a purely cooperative one.
In the evaluation task, the membership functions elicited
showed forms similar to those found in our experiments (Figure 1): Most were monotonic, except in the case of the phrase
possibly, which for most subjects showed a single-peaked
curve. B y contrast, the curves summarizing theratingsof
desirability from the speaker's point of view (elicited in the
selection task) were most often single-peaked (except for the
expression improbable) and they were narrower than the m e m bership curves.

The assumption in our model which accounts for this difference is that therelativedesirability of a comment for the
spealcer is not simply a function of the truth value of the comment itself; rather, it depends on the other possible comments
that are available and takes into consideration, in addition to
truth value, the location of the face-value impression created
by the comment. For example, the phrase likely does not have
a high relative desirability as a verbalization of a probability
of 9 8 % , in spite of its high truth value for that probability,
simply because there are other expressions that do a better job
of creating an impression of a v ^ high probability.

task on the understanding and use of vague probability
expressions. American Journal of Psychology, 104.35-60.
Gonzalez, M.. & Frcnck-Mestre, C. (1993). Determinants of
numerical versus verbal probabilities. Acta Psychologica,
Si, 33-51.
Jameson, A. (1989). But what will the listener think? Belief
ascription and image maintenance in dialog. In A. Kobsa
& W . Wahlster (Eds.), User Models in Dialog Systems (pp.
255-312). Berlin: Springer.
Lichtenstein, S., & N e w m a n . R. (1967). Empirical scaling of
c o m m o n verbal phrases associated with numerical probabilities. Psychonomic Science, 9, 563-564.
Further Implications of the Model
Ndiaye. A.. & Jameson. A. (1994). Supportingflexibilityand
T w o implications of the P R A G M A model can at present
transmutability: Multi-agentprocessing and role-switching
mainly be evaluated on the basis of their plausibility, alin a pragmatically oriented dialog system. In P. Jorrand
though possible empirical tests readily come to mind. The
(Ed.), Proceedings of the 6th International Conference
first implication concerns the importance of the speaker's dion Artificial Intelligence: Methodology, Systems, Applialog motivation, both in the selection of comments by the
cations. Singapore: World Scientific Publishing.
speaker and in their interpretation by the listener. The secR^wport. A., Wallsten, T. S.. & Cox, J. (1987). Direct
ond implication is that the willingness of a speaker to use an
and indirect scaling of membership functions of probaexpression with a marginal truth value should depend on the
bility phrases. MathematicalModelling,9, 397-417.
extent to which this drawback of the expression is compenTeigen. K. H. (1988a). The language of uncertainty. Acta
sated for by desirable effect of the comment on the listener's
Psychologica, 68, 27-38.
impression.
Teigen. K. H. (1988b). W h e n are low-probability events
judged to be 'probable'? Effects of outcome-set characterConclusion
istics on verbal probability estimates. Acta Psychologica,
68.157-174.
Although our computational model is intended as an idealized normative model, it accounts for several phenomena
Wallsten, T. S., Budescu, D. V., Rapoport, A., Zwick, R.,
that have either been documented in empirical research or are
& Forsyth, B. (1986). Measuring the vague meanings of
familiar from everyday experience. In particular, it explains
probability terms. Journal of Experimental Psychology:
the contrast between (a) the rather surprising lack of variety
General, 115, 348-365.
found in the basic semantics of the vague probability expresWallsten, T. S., Budescu, D. V., Zwick. R.. & K e m p , S. M .
sions examined here and (b) the more specific, but highly
(1993). Preferences and reasons for communicating probcontext-dependent interpretations that listeners and speakers
abilistic information in verbal or numerical terms. Bulletin
attach to them in concrete situations. Adaptation of the model
of the Psychonomic Society, 31,135-138.
is required before it can be taken literally as a descriptive
Wallsten, T. S.. Fillenbaum. S., & Cox. J. (1986). Base rate
model, and such a model of course requires further empirical
effects on the interpretations of probability and frequency
testing. Also, there are empirically established context efexpressions. Journal of Memory and Language, 25, 571fects on the selection of probability expressions about which
587.
the model as yet has nothing to say (cf. Gonzalez & FrenckZimmer, A. C. (1984). A model for the interpretation of
Mestre, 1993; Tsigen, 1988b). Nonetheless, it appears that at
verbal predictions. International Journal of Man-Machine
the present stage of theorizing about the use of vague probaStudies,20,n\-\M.
bility expressions, a normative model can have considerable Zwick, R., Budescu, D. V., & Wallsten, T. S. (1988). A n
heuristic value in the search for an appropriate descriptive
empirical study of the integration of linguistic probabilities.
theory, by drawing attention to important features of the task.
In T. Z6t6nyi ^ d . ) . Fuzzy sets in psychology ^ p . 91-125).
Amsterdam: North-Holland.
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Abstract
Context-sensitivity is an important characteristic feature of
every cognitive process and therefore should be reflected in
every architecture pretending to explain human cognition. In
this paper some experimental facts demonstrating context
effects on various cognitive processes are reviewed and an
attempt at context modeling is described
A hybrid (symbolic/connectionist) cognitive architecture,
D U A L , is proposed. It consists of a multitude of agents
having both a symbolic and a connectionist part. The
symbolic part represents some knowledge structure, while the
coimectionist part represents its relevance to the current
context The performance of the cognitive system emerges as
result of the work and interaction of the currently active
agents, where the set of active agents is not predefined for a
specific task but is dynamic and reflects the specific context.
So particular symbolic operations and data structures may be
supported or suppressed depending on the particular
activation pattern of the connectionist parts which represent
the context-dependent relevance of the operations and
structures. In this way a context-sensitive computation
emerges.
A n example of context-sensitive deductive reasoning is
described.

to explain it. However, typically researchers tend to regard
higher-level cognitive processes, such as m e m o r y , decision
making, and especially reasoning, as encapsulated and
context-inde|}endent. This is, however, not true. There are a
lot of experimental results that provide evidence for the
context-sensitive character of h u m a n high-level cognition.

1.1. Memory
Quite often we are unable to recall some fact but at some
other occasion w e spontaneously reproduce it.
A n experiment performed by the author (Kokinov, 1989)
has demonstrated that the success of retrieving a particular
fact depends both on the preliminary setting of the subject,
i.e. his or her state of mind (internal context) and on the
particular wording of the question (external context).
1.2. Decision Making

1. Context-Sensitivity of H u m a n Cognition
There are two phenomena well studied in perception and
anguage understanding: context effects and priming effects.
Context effect is the change in h u m a n response caused by
:hanges in the environment (the external context) of the
arget stimulus, e.g. the change in the success/failureratioor
n the reaction time of recognizing the same letter presented
vithin different words or strings, or without context.
Priming effect is the change in h u m a n response to a target
ask caused by changes in the subjects' preliminary setting
i.e. their internal state), e.g. the change in the success /
ailure ratio or in the reaction time of recognizing the same
arget w o r d (e.g. "bread") presented immediately after
lifferent "priming" words (e.g. "butter", "knife", or "car").
A conmion explanation of both effects is proposed in this
*aper. Both of them are actually due to changes in the
ontext - either in the "external" context or in the "internal"
pne.
T h e context-sensitivity of h u m a n perception and language
Tocessing is a well-known and widely accepted fact and
very cognitive model of those processes is trying s o m e h o w
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People make different decisions and choices depending on
the particular context, e.g. it is more likely for someone to
buy a quite expensive banana if it is surrounded by even
more expensive but worse bananas or if he/she has just
decided that pleasure is more important than money.
Tversky and K a h n e m a n (1981) have demonsU-ated shifts
of preferences and choice w h e n the same problem is framed
in different ways, and Tversky ( 1 % 9 ) has obtained results
demonstrating the non-transitivity of h u m a n judgments for
preference. These results can be explained in terms of
differences in the internal or external context.
A series of experiments is currently being performed by
the author exploring the role of the context for decision
making and similarity judgment.
1.3. Reasoning and Problem Solving
These cognitive processes are most often considered as
context-independent. However, our everyday experience
shows that it often h ^ p e n s that people succeed in solving a
problem but fail at a second attempt at it in another occasion
or they find a different solution the next time.
Experiments have also s h o w n that reasoning is contextsensitive. T h e sensitivity of h u m a n reasoning to the
subjects' preliminary setting (i.e. their internal state of
mind) has been explored by experiments demonstrating
priming effects on reasoning (Kokinov, 1990). T h e same
effects has been demonstrated in deductive, inductive and

analogical reasoning as well as the decrease of the priming
effect with the course of time.
A n experiment exploring the influence of the external
context (the subjects' environment) on the reasoning process
is currently being poformed.
I believe that context-sensitivity is an important
characteristic feature of every cognitive process and
therefore should be reflected in every architecture
pretending to explain himian cognition. In this paper an
attempt at context modeling is presented
the D U A L
cognitive architecture is described as well as its ability to
explain context and priming effects.

context both on the conscious level (when s o m e action rises
the activation of a specific entity) and on the unconscious
level (when the automatic spreading activation process
changes the activations of the m e m o r y elements). This
approach does not require predefmed or constructed context
descriptions - context is represented by the pattern of
activity distribution over the m e m o r y elements.
3. Context Modeling in the DUAL Cognitive
Architecture

The general idea is the following. A cognitive system built
on the D U A L cognitive architecture consists of a large
number of simple and highly intercotmected agents, each of
which can perform a specific task and/or represents s o m e
2. Context Modeling
specific knowledge. For example, an agent m a y " k n o w " a
So, what is context? Context is considered in this paper specific
as
fact or rule, m a y "know" a specific concept, event
the particular state of the mind of the cognitive system at an
or situation (i.e. a set of facts, rules and procedures), or m a y
instant of time. In this w a y context is regarded as the
have the ability to perform a specific action (or a set of
internal state of the cognitive system rather than as the
specific actions). The agents are connected with each other
external state of the world. The context includes the active
(some of the links are permanent, others are dynamically
concepts, facts, rules, procedures and goals of the cognitive created and removed) and every agent exchanges
system which can be used in the processing of information.
information only with its neighbors. All the D U A L agents
There are two sources of activation: the "external" context act in parallel and produce an emergent behavior
all the entities in h u m a n m e m o r y which are activated by
(computation) of the whole system. However, at a particular
currendy perceived elements of the environment, and the
m o m e n t only some of the agents are active and only they
"internal" context - all the entities in h u m a n m e m o r y which can contribute to the computation. Moreover, every agent
acts at its o w n rate (in an asynchronous manner) depending
had been active within the preceding state of the mind of the
subject. So, for example, in a classroom problem solving
on its activation level.
In this w a y even faced (at the macro level) with the same
task the representation of the teacher, of the problem
problem, the cognitive system will behave differently in
description and of the odier notes on the blackboard as well
as of the notes in the notebook could be part of the
different contexts as the activity distribution will be
"external" context, whereas the preceding students' thoughts different due to the differences in the environment and in the
about the nice weather outside, or about previous solved
preceding m e m o r y state. That is, at different occasions
problems could be part of the "internal" context. Another
different groups of agents with different activity distribution
very important aspect of context (according to our
will act together to perform the computation (Figme 1) and
definition) is its dynamic nature: context is continuously
consequendy different behavior will emerge.
Both the external and internal contexts are represented in
evolving with the course of time due to changes in the
the same w a y by the distribution of activation over the
environment or in the internal state of mind of the reasoner.
Moreover, most of these changes are not voluntary and are
network of agents. That is w h y the same mechanisms are
even unconscious (see e.g. the priming effects described in
used for explaining the context and priming effects.
Kokinov. 1989, 1990).
T h e effects of the different levels of activation of the
There are two main approaches to context modeling till
agents are both on the availability of the corresponding
now: explicit context representation and implicit context
knowledge structures represented by the agents and on the
representation:
rate of performing of the actions which the agents are
ExpUcit representation means representation of context
capable of (low activation level will even block their
by particular formal entities - by partitions in semantic
actions). A simple example is the marker-passing process.
networks (Hendrix, 1979), by objects in logics (McCarthy,
Although all the agents are capable of local marker-passing
1991), or by logical theories (Giunchiglia, 1993). These
(i.e. to pass the received markers to their immediate
treatments of context require an explicit decision to be made
neighbors over specific links), the actual performance will
about the necessity of changing the context which does not
depend on their activation level, i.e. the rate of markerreflect the dynamic nature of context as described above.
passing will be proportional to the activation level, and in
Implicit representation means representation of context
particular the agent will stop the markers w h e n its activation
by graded activation of different facts, concepts and
level is below certain threshold. Therefore in different
procedures. This is an approach followed by Anderson in
contexts (i.e. different activation distribution) the markers
A C T * (Anderson, 1983), by Hofstadter in Copycat
started from the same nodes and wandering through the
(Hofstadter & Mitchell, in press) as well as in D U A L . This
same network will pass along different ways, i.e. different
second approach allows to model the dynamic nature of
results will be produced.
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Figure 1.
Different sets of agents are active and perform the computation in different contexts.
The filling pattern conesponds to the level of activation of the agent.
4. T h e architecture of D U A L Agents

situation. T h e degree of connectivity of each element with
all other elements of the current situation is chosen as a
The DUAL agents are hybrid: they consists of two parts: Lparticular measure of relevance. This is called associative
Brain and R-Brain . designed according to the symbolic and
relevance and is represented by the activation level of the
connectionist paradigm, respectively. T h e L-Brain of an
corresponding agent. Thus the activation level of the agent
agent represents a specific piece of knowledge, while the Rwithin the connectionist aspect represents the relevance of
Brain represents the relevance of that knowledge to the
the knowledge represented by the agent within the symbolic
particular context. W e might think of the R-Brains as energy
aspect. T h e links between the agents within the
supplies for the corresponding L-Brains. All the R-Brains
connectionist aspect have no labels and reflect only the
work in parallel, but although potentially all the L-Brains
strength of the associative relations between them, i.e. how
can also work in parallel, in each particular m o m e n t only a
often the two agents appear in the same context. All the
small fraction of them have the necessary energy supplied
semantic links (within die symbolic aspect) are used for
by the ccKresponding R-Brains for actual working.
spreading activation (within the coimectiomst aspect), but in
T h e agents are linked together in a network. Both the
addition pure associative hnks are used by the connectionist
agents and the links between them are interpreted differendy
aspect which are not used by the symbohc aspect.
by the symbolic and connectionist aspects of the
T h e agents corresponding to entities being perceived at
architecture.
the m o m e n t as well as agents corresponding to the current
goals of the cognitive system are called source nodes and
4.1. Agents as Representational Elements
they continuously emit activity, i.e. they have a constant
level
of activation for the period of time they are on the
From the symbolic perspective the agents represent various
input or goal Ust. There is a relatively slow decay process so
concepts, objects, events, situations, facts, rules, plans,
that all currendy active nodes can be considered as sources
actions, etc. They might represent static facts as well as
of
activation for a period of time. In this w a y the agents with
built-in procedural knowledge. A frame-like representation
a
high
level of activation correspond to descriptions tightly
scheme is used for several reasons: 1) the integration of
connected both with the external and internal contexts.
declarative and procedural knowledge in c o m m o n
structures, and 2) the possibility to have several different
4.2. Agents as Processing Units
agents (frames) for a single object or concept reflecting
different points of view. Details about the representation
The R-Brains are simple connectionist processors
scheme can be found in (Kokinov, 1989). T h e slot fillers are
calculating the activation values and outputs of the nodes on
simply pointers to other frames or their slots and no special
die basis of their input values and current activity. They run
language is used for their description. This leads to a highly
in parallel in a discrete synchronous marmer in order to
distributed representation of the knowledge - even a simple
simulate the continuous process of spreading activation.
fact is represented by a number of interconnected agents.
They have m e m o r y for their previous activation value as
T h e links between the agents correspond to these pointers
well as for all outgoing links (pointers and weights) and a
and represent various semantic links.
simple numeric processor. It is important that the activation
T h e connectionist aspect of D U A L is used for
of a node is a function both of the currendy received
representing context. Context is represented in a distributed
activation from the net and the enviroimient, and of the
w a y by the relevance factors of each agent to the current
previous activation level of that node. This makes the
influence of the previous m e m o r y state (and therefore of the
preliminary setting) possible.

this is used as a metaphor and no claims are made about any
correspondence to brain structures in humans
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The L-Brains are specialized symbolic processors. They
have memory for all outgoing links (pointers and labels) as
well as for temporary markers (structures containing
pointers to other, possibly non-neighboring nodes). All LBrains have the ability to receive and send markers and to
distinguish between links with different labels (e.g. to pass
the markers only along links with specific label). In
addition, the L-Brains of some agents are able to perform
specific hard-wired programs corresponding to some
possible actions of the cognitive system. S o m e examples of
such specialized agents are the agents able to initiate a
marker-passing process, the agents able to construct n e w
agents (node constructors), the agents able to initiate a
mapping between two descriptions, the agents able to
estabUsh local ccnrespondence between two structures, etc.

activation) between agents are represented by arrows in the
figure. The symbols depicted at the head of each agent give
an idea of the relation, rule, or procedure represented by this
agent (e.g. the agent marked by "-" represents the arithmetic
operation subtraction applied on two arguments, the agent
marked by " ^

"

the square root operation applied on a

single argument, the agent marked by " R l " represents the
rule R l , and the agent marked by "«-•" the symbolic
operation mapping between frame structures). Agents with
numbers on their body represent particular instances of the
corresponding concept, whereas agents without numbers
the generic concepts themselves. T h efillingpatterns in the
agents' legs correspond to their level of activation.

5. An Example of Context-Sensitive Computation
Performed by D U A L
The particular example to be considered is from the domain
of algebraic transformations. W e are not specially interested
in that area, but it has been chosen because of two reasons first, it presents a typical deductive reasoning process, and
second, there are some experimental results obtained on the
same example (Kokinov, 1990). So, this will be a
demonstration of context-sensitive deductive reasoning
modeled by the D U A L architecture.
Let's have the following rules represented in the m e m o r y
of the system, each rule represented by a D U A L agent
Rl: // the equation contains radicals then square both sides.
R2: If the. expression contains a subexpression of the type
(a - b ) then substitote a * + fc* - 2 a b for it.
R3: If the expression contains a subexpression of the type
(a + b ) then substitute a^ + fc^ + 2afe for it.
R4; //'the expression contains a subexpression of the type
{a + b ) ' { a - b ) then substitute a " - b ^ for it.
RS: //an expression contains radicals then try to represent
the subradical expressions as exact squares.
R6: //an expression contains a subexpression of the type
•^X^y and X > 0 then substitute X^ for it.
R7: //you want to represent an expression of type 2 a b + t
as an exact square then try to represent / =• a + b .
R8: If the expression contains a subexpression of the type
•Jx^ and JT > 0 then substitute X for it
R9: //possiWe then calculate and reduce the expression.
In addition, there are D U A L agents capable of mapping
two descriptions, transferring elements from one description
to the other, etc.
Let's consider the representation of the following simple
equation -Jx - ^

- 2 by D U A L agents (Figure 2). Each

agent corresponds to a frame representing a domain relation
(e.g. = ) or domain operation applied on one or two
arguments (e.g. +, -, - J ^ ) , or to a symboUc operation on
frames (e.g. •• - mapping one frame over another). Agents
who touch each other in Figwe 2 are coimected by semantic
links. The associative links (used only for spreading
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Figure 2. A simplified representation of the equation
•Jx — -Jy = 2 and some of the knowledge structures and
processes taking part in its solution.
Let's now consider the following problem: Prove the
identity:

^ + J2A -^1-J2A=2
Starting widi a problem description analogous to the one
in the figure the problem solving process runs as follows.
Activation spreads over the network of agents with the
agents in the problem description being sources of
activation. (Possibly some externally activated agents
corresponding to perceived objects like notes on the
blackboard might also Jie sources of activation). S o m e
generic concepts (like ^
"radicals") become activated as
well as some of the rules (e.g. R l and R5). However, since
different links have different weights some rules become
more active than others (in this example R l is more active
because it is the most typical rule used with radicals). A
mapping agent is activated and it establishes a
correspondence between the frame representing the most
active rule and the frame representing the problem
description, and eventually a transfer agent is activated
which applies the rule and a n e w problem description is
being estabUshed.
Depending on which agents are active when the problem
is given to the system (i.e. depending on its preliminary
setting) different computations will be performed and

different solutions will be found. T w o particular solutions
are given below.

Solution 1: this is the more typical solution

Rl: (j7 + ^

- V7-V24)' - f

R2:7+V24+7-^-2j|(7+^)-(7-^)-4
R4: 7+724+7-^-2^7'-24-4
R9: 14-2^ = 4
R9: 14-10-4

Solution 2: this is a rarer solution

R5: - i l - ^ ^ - ^ l --P2A - 2
R6: V7 + 2V6-V7-2V6-2
R7: Vl + 6 + 2Vr?-i/l + 6-2Vr6 =2
R3 + R4C ^(l+V6)' -^(l-V6)' -2
R8: l+^-(V6-l) = 2
This corresponds to the data obtained in a psychological
experiment (Kokinov, 1990) where depending on the
different preliminary setting of the subjects these two
different solutions of the problem have been produced. The
first one is dominating (78%), but the second one appears
also at some occasions (7%). The situation changes radically
when the rule R 5 has been primed the first solution has
been produced in considerable less cases (29%), while the
second one has been produced by the majority of the
subjects (61%). In both cases there are about 10-15% of the
subjects w h o have not been able to solve the problem at all.
This corresponds to the case when the appropriate rules have
not been activated and attempts are m a d e to apply active but
inappropriate rules.

rather than at the macro level - it consists of hybrid microagents and so both aspects of the architecture take part in
every stage of every cognitive process. The behavior of each
agent and its contribution to a particular computation
depends both its connectionist and symbolic processing. In
this way both aspects are highly integrated.
This architecture provides a platform for building contextsensitive models of cognitive process. A model of contextsensitive similarity judgement is described in (Kokinov,
1992), and a model of context-sensitive analogical reasoning
is described in (Kokinov. in press). W o r k is being done on
modehng plan-recognition and decision-making.
hi contrast with (McCarthy. 1991) and (GiunchiUa, 1993)
D U A L models dynamically the context reflecting it
continuous changes. The approach is more similar to the
ones of Anderson (1983), French (1991), and Hofstadter and
Mitchell (in press). They, however, separate the declarative
knowledge (Semantic net & Slipnet) from the procedural
knowledge (Rules & Codelets) using different mechanisms
for controlling them (in particular these architectures cannot
explain the priming effects on rule usage demonstrated in
Kokinov, 1990). Using hybrid agents and frame-like
representation D U A L allows an uniform treatment of both
types of knowledge explaining contextual effects in both
cases by the same mechanisms. Both Anderson and
Hofstadter & Mitchell consider only static environments
reduced to the problem elements ignoring the dynamic
changes in the real-world envirormient. Hofstadter &
Mitchell consider in addition some stochastic factors which
compensate for the lack of resting internal state of the
system when starting a new problem solving task, but they
caimot explain the priming effects on problem solving in
this way. However, these models have a lot of other features
making them superior to D U A L like the learning
mechanisms of A C T * and the perceptoal mechanisms of
Copycat.
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Abstract

network will help us understand the processing performed
by the network at a cognitive level. In fact, w e can explain
Cluster analysis has been successfully applied to the problem
the clustering phenomena without appealing to informaunderstanding hidden unit representations in both feed-fortion processing: the key is the theory of iterated function
ward and recurrent neural networks. While the topological
systems (IFS's). IPS theory also helped explain w h y recurproperties of feed-forward networks may support the use of
rent networks often produce infinite state spaces (Kolen,
cluster analysis, the results described within this paper suggest
1994c) and w h yfinitestate machine extraction techniques
that applications to recurrent networks are not justified. This
can
produce finite state descriptions with high, but illupaper illustrates how clustering fails to provide useful insights
sionary, complexity (Kolen, 1994b).
into the underlying task-dependent information processing
mechanism of recurrent networks. In this paper, Ifirstdemonstrate that randomly generated networks display a surprising
Iterated Function Systems
amount of clustering before training. Then I explain that the
clustering structure emerges, not in response to the task trainThe foundational work was originally developed by
ing, but because of the volume-reducing iterated mappings
Bamsley (1988) as a method of describing the limit behavthat comprise the commonly used recurrent neural networks
ior of systems of transformations. T h e limit behavior of a
models.
single linear or affine transformation can be determined by
examining eigenvalues of the transformations. The trajecIntroduction
The popularity of clustering analysis of neural network
internal representations suggests that there is some merit to
this approach. This technique has been successfully applied
to the problem of understanding hidden unit representations
in both feed-forward and recurrent networks. T h e application of hierarchical clustering to this particular problem was
originally suggested to Sejnowski and Rosenberg by Stephan
Hanson (as reported in (Hanson & Burr, 1989)). Clustering
of internal representations of the NETtalk system provided
evidence of vowel/consonant discrimination in the hidden
units (Sejnowski & Rosenberg, 1987). Elman also used this
tool to illustrate the internal state clustering in his simple
recurrent network (Elman, 1990). In this tradition, m a n y
studies have reported the emergence of various "concept" or
"state" clusters during recognition and production tasks
(e.g., (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1988; Cleeremans et al., 1989;
Pollack, 1990; Elman, 1992; M e e d e n et al., 1993a; C u m m i n s
& Port, 1994; Crucianu, 1994)). State-vector clustering algorithms serve as the base mechanism for the extraction of
finite state machine descriptions from recurrent networks
(Giles et al., 1992; Watrous & Kuhn, 1992). While the topological properties of feed-forward networks m a y support the
use of cluster analysis, the results described within this paper
illustrate an application of clustering which fails to provide
any useful insights into the underlying task-dependent information processing mechanism of recurrent networks.
T h e assumption confronted below is that the neighborhood
relationships between internal state vectors of a recurrent
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tories can either be fixed points or limit cycles.' While the
effects iterating of linear systems have been fully mapped
out at this time, only recently did anyone consider the case
of multiple affine transformations in parallel, i.e.,
n
fix) = \^ (ii.(x). Such systems have n o w been shown to
/= 1
be a generalization of Cantor's "middle third" sets.What
makes IFSs so fascinating is that the limit behavior of a
single transformation is just a point, the limit set over the
union of the transformations can be extremely complex
with recursive structure. A review of IPS theory as it
applies to recurrent networks appears in (Kolen, 1994a;
Kolen, 1994c). Suffice it to say that a recurrent network in
an environment consisting of afiniteset of input vectors
will behave as a nonlinear IPS.
T h e notion of IPS address is important for the current
discussion. Every IPS attractor, the limit behavior of the
composite mapping, has an addressing scheme defined by
the set of transformations (Equation 1).
co,((x,y))= (0.5j:,0.5y-F0.5)
Oi2i(x,y))= (0.5.«:, 0.5y)

(Eqn 1)

ai^ax,y))= (0.5x-H0.5,0.5y)
A n address of a point on an attractor is the infinite
1. Another regime exists, known as quasiperiodicity, and occurs
in iterated maps with limit cycles whose angle of rotadon is
irrational.

T h e Sierpinski Triangle
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Figure 2: The Reber grammar and the simple recurrent
network described in (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1988).
Third Iteration
each region becomes smaller and smaller. In the limit, the
regions will be points. At this time, the address will be an
infinite sequence of transformation labels.
Clustering the Reber Grammar in Arbitrary
Networks
The IFS address is the reverse of the input alphabet to a
recurrent network. Thefirstelement of the address was the
most recent input symbol. The second element of the
address was next recent input. If the transformations in the
recurrent network are contractive, one could predict clustering on recency solelyfi-omthe mathematics of the state
transformations and independent from the learning task.
sequence of transformations whose limit is that point when
To demonstrate the validity of this claim, I will refer to
the starting point is the entire space. In the case of the Sierexperimental findings encountered during the grammar
pinski triangle, thefirstentry of the address of all the points
learning (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1988; Cleeremans et al.,
in the upper left corner are the same. This process continues
1989). In their paper, they took a simple recurrent network
recursively within each mapping of the state space. Because
( S R N ) and trained it in the prediction task for the Reber
the IFS relies on contractive mappings, the regions shrink
grammar. Thefinitestate machine underlying the Reber
with each transformation application, the limit of which is
grammar and the network used to predict it is displayed in
our target point. Figure 1 illustrates the addressing scheme
Figure 2. The rationale behind selecting this grammar over
for the Sierpinski triangle. The numbers refer to the transforothers is its historical position of being used in several
mation number. Starting with the final attractor (top of
psychological experiments on implicit learning (Reber,
Figure 1), each transformation copies the original image into
1967). The goal of the network's task is to predict the next
three regions (see First Iteration). Each copy has been
symbol, or symbols, given the current context. The netlabeled the transform that placed it. This is the address. O n
work received input in the form of a one-in-seven encodthe second iteration, the copying process continues. This
ing of the seven characters of the Reber alphabet. T h e
time, however, the transform number is prepend to any existoutput consisted of seven units in a similar encoding
scheme. Recall that the dynamics of the S R N look like
ing label. This labeling process will continue indefinitely as
Figure 1: The Sierpinski Triange and an addressing
scheme for points on the attractor. Notice that some
points can have multiple addresses because the transformations touch or overlap.
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Equation 2, where g is the sigmoid function and W is the
weight matrix.

\
j(r)

S"''' =g{W-

\

(Eqn2)
1

In (Kolen, 1994c) I demonstrate that this dynamic can be
rewritten given that the set of input vectors isfinite.For each
input vector, /, there exists a weight matrix W , that the
dynamics of Equation 2 will be reduced to Equation 3.

\
:('+» _
= 8iW,

(Eqn3)

\
W h e n an input appears, the correct weight matrix is
selected and applied to the current state. This particular
implementation is indistinguishable from iteration of
Equation 2. In light of this, I will generate a set of indexed
transformations and perform a cluster analysis of the states
encountered during the processing of the Reber grammar.
Table 1 lists the parameters of the five transformations for,
one for each symbol in the grammar. The parameters of the
transformation were selected from a normal distribution with
a mean of zero and standard deviation of one.^ Recall that
different recurrent network architectures have different IPS
interpretations. To implement the behavior of a S R N , the
individual transformations must only differ in their the additive factors. In this demonstration, I have constructed S R N like transformations with a representation dimension of two
(Equation 4).

5^-'^=g( a b S^" +
c d

)

(Eqn4)

The motivation for the number of hidden was presentational: it's easier to view planar transformations. Similar
arguments will hold for higher dimensional representation
spaces. Table 1 lists the parameters of the five transformations, one for each symbol in the grammar (excluding B and
E). Because the S R N architecture precludes input modification of the multiplicative parameters, thefirstfour columns
of Table 1 (corresponding to the parameters a,b,c, and d,
of Equation 4) are equal across each transformation. The
transformation parameters were selected from a normal distribution with a mean of zero and standard deviation of one.
The five plots labeled t, p, s, x, and v, in Figure 3 show
h o w the individual transforms m a p a 15x15 grid of equally
spaced points covering the unit plane back onto the unit

1

0

1

V Chaos game

Figure 3: The S R N transformations and hidden unit representations. The axes measure the activations of state
nodes one and two.
probability of selection. The first 100 points were ignored
as transients, and the last 500 points were plotted. This
plot provides an approximate picture of the state representations of 5^ .
Figure 4 illustrates the S R N state representation of all
Reber strings of length eight or less. The graphs labeled
#1, #2, #3, #4, and #5 report the activation of the state vector when the generator was in the corresponding state. The
final graph, labeled "All Reber States", is the union of the
other five state graphs. Notice the similarity between the
attractor approximation and the set of valid Reber states.
A n y decision mechanism using hyperplanes will have a
difficult time differentiating between Reber and non-Reber
strings solely on the basis of the state activation.

In an earlier report, Servan-Schreiber et al. (1988) produced a cluster diagram of hidden unit activations before
any training has occurred. This diagram clearly shows that
the internal representations of the network were clustering
plane. Also in thatfigureis a chaos g a m e ' exploration of the
by most recent symbol. Cleeremans' et al went on to claim
state space (Kolen, 1994c). Each transformation had 0.2
that the clustering of hidden unit representations was a
2. No learning is taking place, any emerging structure in product
the state
of training the network in the prediction task.
space will be independent of any task.
These representations, in their eyes, captured regularities
3. The chaos game creates a sequence of points from a seed point
in the previous symbols. I disagree with this explanation.
by selecting a random sequence of IPS transformations, applying
Since the Reber grammar states are uniquely determined
it to the current point (Bamsley, 1988). The sequence of current by the last two symbols, the clustering comes for free once
points is a useful approximation to the attractor by ignoring the
the transforms no longer overlap. Figure 4 shows the state
transient points at the beginning of the sequence.
vectors for all strings up to length 8 which still lie on the
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0
Ul

xp#4 (3)

1
Reber

States

_ w#5 (4)
pv#4
pv#5 (2)
tv#4 (4)
L xv#4 (2)

Figure 4: The hidden unit representations of all Reber
strings of length eight or less. The axes measure the activations of state nodes one and two

tx#3
sx#3 (2)

Reber state graph. As you can see, the states clump together
xx#2 (3)
well. A cluster diagram of these vectors, in Figure 5, emphasizes this observation. Since most learning systems start with
small weight assignments, one can conclude that much of the
Figure 5: The resulting cluster diagram of all Reber
learning time is spent waiting for the recurrent state transforstrings of length eight or less on a random set of S R N
mation to separate and be able to encode input symbol histotransformations. The tree has been simplified, the numries
bers in parentheses is the total number of strings at that
The mechanism producing state space clusters in S R N s is
node with the same last two symbols.
not unique to this particular recurrent network formalism.
Other recurrent networks display similar volume-reducing
Conclusion
transformations. For instance, to implement the behavior of a
SRN, the individual transformations must only differ in their
Neural information processing approach to cognitive
the additive factors. Sequential Cascaded Networks (Pollack,
science and artificial intelligence problems, such as formal
1991), on the other hand, can have independent transformalanguage learning (Gold, 1969), involves the use of recurtions. A n S C N is a second-order version of the S R N . A samrent networks that embody the internal state mechanisms
ple set of transformations appears in Table 2. A n analysis,
underlying automata models (Pollack, 1991; Elman, 1992;
like the one described above, produced the state transformaGiles et al., 1992; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1988; Watrous
tions appear in Figure 6 and the Reber states plotted in
& Kuhn, 1992). Unlike traditional automata- and gramFigure 7. (A complete analysis is detailed in (Kolen,
mar-based approaches, learning systems relying on recur1994a).) Even though the multiplicative parameters differ for
rent networks carry a difficult burden: it is still unclear what
each transformation, creating more variability in the shapes
these networks are processing, let alone what they are learning.
and orientations of the transformations, the states always display a hierarchical organization paralleling the EFS addressThe IFS approach explains the phenomena of state clusing scheme. These arguments easily extend to Jordan
tering in recurrent networks. Servan-Schreiber et al
networks and any other discrete time recurrent neural netreported significant clustering in simple recurrent networks both before and after training from the Reber gramworks with afiniteset of input vectors.
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Figure 6: The Sequential Cascaded Network (SCN)
transformations and hidden unit representations. The
axes measure the activations of state nodes one and two.

Figure 7: The hidden unit representations of all Reber
strings of length eight or less in the SCN. The axes measure the activations of state nodes one and two

mar prediction task. A set of random transformations will
the broader domains of continuous time or continuous
normally reduce the volume of the recurrent networks state
space dynamical systems.
space, and place an upper bound on the distance between
two transformed points. The upper bound has a significant
effect on the clustering, especially when the transformations
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Table 1: The S R N Transformations

SYM

a

b

c

d

e

f

t

-0.444983

-0.433067

0.759095

0.492625

-0.719507

1.23284

P
s

-0.444983

-0.433067

0.759095

0.492625

0.528296

0.121272

-0.444983

-0.433067

0.759095

0.492625

-1.44764

X

-0.444983

-0.433067

0.759095

0.492625

-0.369454

-1.00214

V

-0.444983

-0.433067

0.759095

0.492625

1.11458

1.59991

0.700865

Table 2 : The S C N Transformations

SYM

a

b

t

-0.633273

-0.558169

P
s

-0.025588

-0.677765

1.300490

X

1.171490

V

-1.220900

c

d

-1.73999

e

f

0.431231

0.259375

-0.89197

0.962798

-0.277900

1.317470

1.12233

-0.697644

1.21811

0.243118

-0.262879

-0.76881

0.866640

0.111505

-0.496449

-0.464076

2.37686

-1.254000

0.09564

-0.82854

-0.105562

-0.36281
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exemplar-based mechanisms might interact.
O u r empirical study was motivated by analogy to past tense
Theorists of human learning, in domains as various as category
acquisition, and specifically by the previous work of Palermo
learning and language acquisition, have grappled with the is(Palermo & Eberhart, 1968; Palermo & H o w e , 1970). H u m a n
sue of whether learners induce rules or remember exemplars,
subjects learned to categorize items, most of which could be
or both. In this article w e present new d a u that reflect both
classified
by a simple rule, except for a few frequently recurrule induction and exemplar encoding, and w e present a new
ring exceptions. T h e results showed an increase in the proconnectionist model that specifies one way in which rule-based
portion of over-generalization errors as training progressed,
and exemplar-based mechanisms might interact Our empiriand little evidence of regressions in perfcHmance (U-shi^)ed
cal study was motivated by analogy to past tense acquisition,
and specifically by the previous work of Palermo and Howe
learning) on the exceptions. Importantly, w e also found that
(1970). H u m a n subjects learned to categorize items, most of
m a n y subjects learned the rule instances earlier in training than
which could be classified by a simple rule, except for a few frethe exceptions. T h e latter result turns out to be the one most
quently recurring exceptions. The modeling was motivated by
difficult to capture by models using instance encoding alone.
the idea of combining an exemplar-based module ( A L C O V E ,
The modeling was motivated by the idea of combining
Kruschke, 1992) and a rule-based module in a connectionist
exemplar-based and rule-based modules in a connectionist ararchitecture, and allowing the system to learn which module
chitecture, and allowing the system to learn which module
should be responsible for which instances, using the competishould be responsible for which instances. A modified vertive gating mechanism introduced by Jacobs, Jordan, Nowlan,
sion of A L C O V E (Kruschke, 1992) served as the exemplar
and Hinton (1991). W e report quantitativefitsof the model to
module, linear-threshold nodes (perceptrons) constituted the
the learning data.
rule module, and the competitive gating between the modules
used a mechanism introduced by Jacobs et al. (1991). W e
Introduction
report quantitativefitsof the model to the learning data.
Theorists of h u m a n learning, in domains as various as category
learning and language acquisition, have grappled with the isHuman Learning
sue of whether learners induce rules or remember exemplars,
In the field of language acquisition, proponents of rule-based
or both. In thefieldof language acquisition, this issue has
theories often adduce the phenomenon of three-stage, or U been highlighted by debate over the adequacy of certain conshaped, learning of high-frequency irregulars. Fbr example,
nectionist models, that have no explicit rules, to account for
w h e n learning the English past tense, some children exhibit
the acquisition of the past tense of English verbs (e.g. Rumelthree stages of acquisition (Ervin, 1964): First, they learn a
hart & McCleUand. 1986; Pinker & Prince, 1988; Plunkeu &
few high-frequency irregular verbs, such as go-went. Second,
M a r c h m a n , 1991; M a c W h i n n e y & Leinbach, 1991; Ling &
they learn m a n y regular verbs, such as walk-walked, and at the
Marinov, 1993). Pinkw (1991; Prasada & Pinker 1993) arsame time often over-generalize the regular suffix, producing
gued that a satisfactory explanation of past tense acquisition
forms such as goed or wented. Third, they releam the proper
and production requires both rules — to account for aspects
forms of the irregulars and acquire a larger vocabulary of lower
of regular verbs — and exemplar m e m o r y — to account for
frequency verbs, both regular and irregular. The acquisition
aspects of irregular verbs. In thefieldof category learning.
of high-frequency irregular verbs is often described as "Uit has been foimd that people can learn a classification using
shaped," because a plot of accuracy as a function of time would
difTo^nt strategies, such that in some situations their learnshow a dip during the second stage. The over-generalization
ing and performance is best described by a rule, and in other
in stage 2 can be accounted for by positing rule induction:
situations it is best described by similarity to the training instances (e.g. Allen & Brooks, 1991; Nosofsky. Clark, & Shin, The learner has induced and overapplied a rule that was not
present earlier in learning.
1989; Palmeri & Nosofsky, 1994; Regehr & Brooks, 1993).
Shanks and S L John (1994) argued that category learning is
Recent research (Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander,
Rosen, & X u , 1992; Plunkeu & Marchman, 1991) suggests
subserved by two separate and dissociable systems, one for
rule induction and one for instance encoding. In this article
that the U-sh^)e might be more subtle than initially suggested.
w e present n e w data that w e believe reflect both rule induction
It is difficult accurately to measure performance on various
verbs, insofar as only a relatively small sample of a child's
and exemplar encoding, and w e also present a n e w connecspeech and linguistic environment can be recorded and anationist model that specifies one w a y in which rule-based and
Abstract
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T h e rule w e used, which divided the heights into two equal
regions, was simpler than the rule used by Palermo and H o w e
(1970). Their study included three rule categories that divided
the stimulus space into alternating "stripes;" e.g., heights 1.4
and 6 were category R l . heights 2. S and 8 were category R 2 .
etc. W e simplified the rule structure because w e found in
pilot experiments that most subjects could not reliably learn
the more complicated structure in the time available (about
1.5 hrs).
Subjects were trained until they perfumed pofectly for 4
consecutive blocks, or for a m a x i m u m of SS blocks. T h e
experiment lasted about 1.5 hours. Subjects were volunteers
from an introductory psychology course at Indiana University,
w h o received partial course credit for their participation.

I I I I 1 I I I
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

Results
Unlike Palermo and H o w e (1970), w e found m a n y subjects
w h o learned the rule-based categories before the exceptions.
T h e fact that Palermo and H o w e (1970) found no subjects w h o
learned the rulefirstcan probably be attributed to the more diflyzed. The difficulty of experimental control in natural lanficult rule used in their study. W e decided that a subject had
guage led Palermo (Palermo & Eberhart, 1968; Palermo &
learned the exceptionsfirstif herfirstbest block on excepH o w e , 1970) to create laboratory analogues of the language
tions c a m e before herfirstbest block on rules. Fot example.
learning situation.
suppose
a given subject has several blocks in which she got
W e m a k e no claims about the relation of category learn10
out
of
10 exceptions correcL T h efirstblock in which she
ing and language learning (cf. Palermo, 1971; Palermo &
achieves that performance is herfirstbest block for excq)Eberhart, 1971), but w e are interested in the empirical questions. Suppose the same subject achieves at most 11 correct
tion of whether carefully conUDlled category learning can exresponses out of 12 rule exemplars in a block. T h efirstblock
hibit U-shaped learning curves on high-frequency exceptions
to rules, and w e are interested in determining whether formal, in which she achieves that performance is herfirstbest block
for rules. W e tried several other methods for dividing subexemplar-based models can account for the detailed laboratory
jects
into rule-first and exception-first groups, such as overall
data.
proportion correct, etc., and they agreed on nearly all the subjects. O f the 7 0 subjects in the experiment, 49 were classified
Method
Subjects learned to classify simple geometric forms into one of as exceptions-first, and the remaining 21 were classified as
rules-first. (The rules-first group also included ties.) T h e prosix categories. Stimuli were presented on a computer screen,
portion of correct responses, for each categoy type, is shown
and consisted of a rectangle that could have one of eight
as a function of training block in Figure 2. T h e solid line in
heights, and an internal line segment that could have one of
each
panel shows performance on the rule exemplars, and the
eight lateral positions (see Figure 1). O n each trial, the subject
dashed lines show performance on the exceptions. T h e foiuwas shown a stimulus and prompted to m a k e a classification
dashed lines in each panel ccxrespond to the four different exdecision. The subject pressed the key corresponding to the
ceptions,
with higher frequency exceptions learned better than
category label of their choice, and then the correct label was
lower frequency exceptions.
displayed. In the initial trials, the subjects were just guessThere was no strong evidence of U-shaped learning on the
ing, but after several trials they began to learn which stimuli
exceptions;
the learning curves for the exceptions in Figure 2
corresponded to which category labels.
show no dramatic drop after performance on the rule cases
W e chose a category structure that approximately followed
rises. W e also aligned individual subjects' learning curves to
the design of Palermo and H o w e (1970). There were a total
theirfirstbest block on exceptions, and found a small regresof 8 X 8 = 64 possible stimuli', most of which could be
sion in performance on the two lowest-frequency exceptions.
classified by the following simple rule: If the height is S or
more, then it's in category R l , otherwise it's in category R 2 . W e feel additional replications are required to put m u c h weight
on those results, however.
There were four exceptions to the rule, chosen randomly for
W e considered the possibility that absolute performance on
each subject, constrained so that no two exceptions had the
the exceptions would not decline, but the proportion of errors
same height or lateral position. In every block of 2 2 trials.
on exceptions that are overgeneralization errors might increase
there were 6 distinct instances of rule-based category R l , 6
suddenly w h e n the rule begins to be learned. For both the
distinct instances of rule-based category R 2 , 1 occurrence of
exceptions-first and rules-first subjects, there was a gradual,
the exception category El, 2 recurrences of the exception E 2 ,
not sudden, increase in the propordon of over-generalization
3 recurrences of the exception E 3 , and 4 recurrences of the
errors throughout the course of learning.
exception E 4 .
In some respects, then, w e failed to find the touchstone
'Following Palermo and Howe (1970), eight stimuli were omitted empirical phenomena that w e sought: W e did notfinddramatic
from the design, for which the height value equaled the position value. U-shaped learning on the exceptions, nor did w e find a sudden
increase in the proportion of over-generalization errors. A s
Thus there were actually 56 possible stimuli.
Figuie I: Example of a stimulus used in the category
kaming experiment
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Exceptions-first subjects

Rules-first subjects
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rule e x e m p l a r s
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40

50

0

10

training block
Figure 2: Human learning data.

those two phenomena were thought to be the key challenges
to an exemplar-based account, it might seem that an exemplarbased model could handle the results readily. O n the contrary,
the unexpected result, that m a n y subjects learned the rules
first, turns out to be impossible to capture for at least one
exemplar-based model.
A Hybrid Connectionist Model
An exemplar-based connectionist model named ALCOVE (Kruschke, 1992, 1993a, 1993b) previously has been shown to
account for a variety of phenomena in h u m a n category learning. In particular, Kruschke (1992) demonstrated that ALC O V E could exhibit U-shaped learning of high-frequency exceptions to a rule, although in that demonstration there were
no h u m a n learning data available for quantitativefits.T h e
experiment reported above provides quantitative data from a
relevant experiment
A L C O V E is a feed-forward connectionist network that maps
stimuli to categcxy labels. It combines the classification
scheme of the generalized context model (Nosofsky, 1986)
with the learning mechanism of backpropagation (Rumelhart,
Hinton, & Mlliams, 1986), and thereby formalizes three principles (Kruschke, 1993b): First, its hidden nodes correspond
to individual training exemplars, such that the activation of a
hidden node represents the similarity of the current input to the
exemplar represented by the node, figure 3 shows the activation function of an exemplar node in A L C O V E . ) Second, each
input dimension is gated by an attention strength that reflects
the learned relevance of the dimension (ot the current category distinctions. For example, in the categories used in the
experiment described here, only the height of the rectangles
is relevant for distinguishing the two rule-based categories,
but both dimensions are relevant for distinguishing the ex-
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ceptions. Third, the dimensional attention strengths, and the
association weights between exemplars and categories, are
learned via gradient descent on an error measure.
A L C O V E suffCTS two main problems whenfitto the data
in Figure 2: First, it cannot learn the rules as quickly as
the high-frequency exceptions, unlike the rules-first subjects.
T h e model sufiTers because it cannot generalize across rule exemplars extensively and rapidly enough; the exemplar-based
similarity function is too localized for rapid extn^lation to
distant exemplars. A second shortcoming of the model is that
it is m u c h too sensitive to the relative frequencies of the exceptions, so that the spread between the learning curves of the
four exceptions is too large.
W e are not claiming that no possible exemplar-based model
couldfitthese data. Rather, w efitone promising model to the
data and found it lacking. A s described in the introduction,
other evidence also points to inadequacies in purely exemplarbased models of human category learning.
W h e n a model fails to account for a set of data, the theorist
has two choices: Eitherre-formulatethe existing principles
embodied in the model, or incorporate n e w principles (Kruschke, 1993b). W e believe that solutions to the aforementioned failures require n e w principles, not just reformulated
old principles. O n e of the added principles is rule-based representation, used in conjunction with exemplar-based representation.
Model architecture
To accommodate the rapidity with which some subjects learn
the rule-based instances, w e conjoined to A L C O V E a module of nodes that represented rules. W e wanted the nodes
to represent simple rules such as "if the height is greater
than value V, then it's in category X." A natural w a y to do

acDvatian •

•oiviuon L

pofitioa

poMUon
Figure 3: Receptivefieldsof an exemplar node (left) and a rule node (right).

rule-based
classitication

rule
representation"

competitive
gate

input

exemplar
representation"

output

exemplar-basi
classification

Figure 4: Architecture of the model. Heavy arrows denote connections with learned weights.

that is with linear-threshold nodes (perceptrons) aligned to
the dimensional axes of the input space. Figure 3 illustrates
the difference between the two types of representation: In
alcove's exemplar-based representation, each node is activated by a limited region of the input space, whereas in the
rule-based representation, each node is activated by an entire
half-space. Thus, w e have two modules of nodes that embody
different basis functions. The underlying notion is that the different representational schemes used by h u m a n learners can
be implemented by different basis functions in a connectionist
network.
Whereas previous researchers have suggested that h u m a n
category learning uses both rules and exemplars, the difficult
task of determining h o w those subsystems interact is yet to
be worked out (cf. Shanks & Sl John, 1994). In our model,
we used the competitive gating scheme of Jacobs et al. (1991)
to govern the learning of the exemplar and rule modules, as
illustrated in Figure 4. Each rule node was connected to a set
of category nodes, and each exemplar node was connected to a
distinct set of category nodes. T h efinaloutput was determined
by randomly selecting either the rule-based or exemplar-based
classification according to probabilities given by a competitive
gating node. The gating node was connected to the exemplar
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representation only, so that the exemplar nodes could "veto"
the more general rule nodes, w h e n necessary. T h e category
nodes in both modules, and the gating node, were simple linear
summators (as in A L C O V E ) . All the connection weights to the
category nodes and the gating node were initialized to zero and
adjusted by gradient descent on the error function described
in Jacobs etal. (1991).
T h e model had six, freely-estimated parameters, including
the following five: the learning rate for the rule-based category nodes, the learning rate for the exemplar-based category
nodes, the learning rate for the gating node, the fixed bias of
the gating node, and thefixedreceptivefielddiameter of the
exemplar nodes. There was no dimensional attention learning in the exemplar module; i.e., the attention learning rate
in A L C O V E was set to zero, because it was assumed that selective attention to dimensions would be accomplished by the
competition between dimension-specific rules.
O n e other new principle was introduced into the model, to
accommodate the relatively small spread between the learning curves of the different-frequency exceptions. Connections
from exemplars to category nodes suffered a refractory period
after learning. That is, if a given connection weight was adjusted on a certain trial, then its effective learning rate i m m e -
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-VV
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i.'^»?~

•\/JZ--'
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Figure 5: Fits of the model to the human learning data in Figure 2.

diately plunged after that trial and gradually recharged over
subsequent trials. The recharge rate was the sixth parameter
of the model. The ramifications of this modification are extensive: It might help account for a variety of phenomena in
human learning, such as the effects of massed vs. distributed
learning, etc. This particular modification is not the focus of
this paper, however, so w e will not discuss it further.

based modules. It introduces the combination of ideas that
different representational schemes for human categorization
m a y be implemented by different basis functions in connectionist networks, and those basis functions can compete to
learn the categories. The model also used a novel method of
refractory learning rates on the connection weights.
The proposed architectiu'e is not intended, in its present
form, as a comprehensive model of human category learning
Fit to human data
in general. Rather, it is intended to demonstrate the veracity of
the approach. Future models could include additional basisFigure 5 shows the predictions of the model. The best-fitting
parameter values reflected our intuitions about the subjects: function modules for representing prototypes as, e.g., radial
basis functions with adaptivereceptivefields,and decision
For the exceptions-first group, the learning rate for the exboundaries as, e.g., polynomial basis functions. More comemplar module was high (1.03) and the learning rate for the
plicated schemes for gating the modules might also need to
rule module was very low (0.0!), whereas for the the rulesfirst group, the opposite was true, with the exemplar-module be developed. W e believe that one way to achieve significant
progress on the theoretical issue of h o w rules and exemplars
learning rate low (0.41) and the rule-module learning rate
interact in human learning is to formulate specific models and
high (1.27). The human learners in the exceptions-first group
test them with detailed quantitative data, as w e have described
showed a gradual but robust increase in the proportion of
here.
over-generalization errors throughout training, and so did the
model, despite the disuse of the rule module. In that case,
the model showed overgeneralization entirely because of exemplar similarity: Each exception was surrounded by rule
instances, so when an error was made, it tended to be an overgeneralization error.
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Abstract

compute similarity of each exemplar to its category by
using some explicit rule (such as Tversky's (1977) contrast
This work examines the contribution of shape features to model); (4) see if this similarity estimate predicts typicality.
subjecu' judgments of typicality for visual categories.
While this method is clearly useful for semantic
Shape was found to make a strong contribution to
categories, its relevance to visual categories is less clear.
typicality, as evidenced by the strong correlation between
Feature listings include few (if any) shape features; yet
results on pictures and those on silhouettes of the same
objects are often visually categorizabic from their shape
pictures. Also, di^erent measures of the contribution of
alone (Biederman, 1987; Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, and
shape
template overlap, compactness, and number of
Boyes-Braem, 1976), or even from silhouettes alone (e.g.,
parts - were shown to capture different aspects of that
Rosch et al., 1976). So, while shape features are clearly
contribution. A s one of the fundamental problems in
important to visual categorization, categorization models
category research is to determine the features used in
based on listed features do not explain why. Thus it would
categorization (e.g., Medin, 1989), the current work is
be interesting to devise a model that accounts for the
important because it makes progress on this problem.
contributions of shape features to perceived similarity,
typicality, and visual categwization.
It is not trivial to devise such a model, but one area of
Introduction
research that is useful for this purpose is object recognition.
Researchers in obj6ct recognition have developed several
The perceived world includes an indefinite number of
classes
of models, the most popular being template, feature,
discriminable objects. While w e could treat each object as
and
structural
description models (e.g.. Pinker, 1984).
unique, often w e do not - w e categorize. Coding by category
Structural
description
models represent objects by their parts
is fundamental to mental life because it greatly reduces
and
relations
between
parts. While such structural
d e m a n d s o n perception, reasoning, and m e m o r y (e.g.,
descriptions
are
thought
to
be more psychologically veridical
Medin, 1989; Smith, 1990).
(e.g.. Pinker, 1984),
than
feature
or
template
representations
O n e well-documented finding in categwization research
it
is
also
more
difficult
to
devise
a
structural-description
is that not all m e m b e r s of categories are created equal:
theory that is both broad in the scope of objects it can
people perceive s o m e m e m b e r s to be better or worse
recognize,
and specific about the means by which objects are
examples of a category than others (e.g., Mervis and Rosch,
represent^
and recognized (e.g., h o w objects are divided into
1981; Smith and Medin, 1981). For example, people tend
parts,
h
o
w
parts are represented). T h e R B C / J I M model
to think that a robin is a more typical bird than a chicken.
(Biederman, 1987; H u m m e l and Biederman, 1992) is
Typicality appears to be a major determinant of the
probably the best strucmral description approach to date, but
organization of m e m o r y , as evidenced by its ability to
even it has severe limits on the generality of mechanisms
predict results in a variety of tasks using semantic and visual
for dividing objects into parts and representing parts. For
categories such as speed and order of learning category
parsing,
R B C / J I M is limited for a number of reasons: its
members, and speed of verifying them as instances of a
parsing rule is based on a misinterpretation of Hoffman and
category (e.g.. Smith and Medin, 1981). Furthermore,
Richards (1984), it underdetermines parsing, it is overiy
variations in typicality cannot be explained solely (or
sensitive to noise, it parses hierarchical objects incorrectly,
largely) by familiarity (e.g.. Malt and Smith, 1982).
etc.;
for representing parts, R B C / J I M is also limited for
A general interpretation of these findings is that the
numerous reasons: s o m e geon features are absent from
typicality of an instance is a measure of its similarity to its
smooth objects or silhouettes, empirical evidence for some
category, and categorization amounts to determining that an
geon
features might actually be evidence for lower level
item is sufficiently similar to the target category (Rosch and
contour
grouping mechanisms, algorithms for generating
Mervis, 1975; Smith, 1990). If typicality is really based on
axes of symmetry are incompatible with RBC/JIM's
similarity, then w e ought to be able to predict typicality as
follows (Smith, 1990): (1) select a domain of instances; (2) representations of axes, etc. (Kurbat, 1994, discusses these
estimate features of the instances by subjects' listings; (3)
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and related points). Therefore w e focus on template and
feature models below.
While templates m a y be less psychologically veridical
than structural descriptions, their recent resuscitation (e.g..
Ullman, 1989) is likely due in p a n to their being simpler
and easier to implement Template models determine the
similarity between two shapes in two steps (e.g., Ullman,
1989). The first step is an alignment step: s h j ^ s m a y
dil^er in orientation, size, and location, so reorientation,
resizing, and translation of the shapes m a y be necessary to
align them. There are various methods for paforming these
transformations. For example, for reorientation (in the
picture plane), one m a yfirstfita line to the boundary of
each object minimizing the s u m of squared distances from
the boundary, and then reorient all objects so each line has
the same orientation (e.g., horizontal); for size, objects m a y
be scaled to have the same area; for location, objects m a y be
translated to have the same center of area (for further
discussion, see Ullman, 1989). It is generally also
necessary to compensate f w changes in depth oientation of
objects (e.g., a side view of a dog vs. a front view), but in
the work discussed below w e are only concerned with one
possible depth orientation (i.e., side views of objects). The
second step in template matching is the matching step. O n e
simple method for this step is to count the number of pixels
c o m m o n to both superimposed objects ("intersection"), then
count the number found in one or the other or both
("union"). Dividing intersection by union yields a shape
similarity score from 0 to 100 - the higher the score, the
greater the similarity in shape between the two shapes
matches.
Feature models of object recognition are m u c h like
those in categorization, because they represent objects in
terms of features and recognize them via featural similarity.
Designers of such models must also confront the
categorization issue of "what are the features?" (e.g..
Murphy and Medin, 1985). Numerous candidate shape
features exist (e.g., Ballard and Brown, 1982), but for
present purposes w e will concentrate on two that capture
complementary aspects of the variability between shapes.
Thefirstis the notion of compactness (e.g., Zusne, 1970):
the ratio of the square of the perimeter of an object to its
area. Shapes with low compactness scores are compact
(e.g., a circle), and those with high scores are not compact
(e.g., a pencil). A second shape feature is the number of
concavities in an exemplar's silhouette. Sh^)e recognition
research suggests w e divide shapes into parts at concavities
(Hoffman and Richards, 1984), so a count of the number of
concavities is one measure of the number of parts produced
by dividing at concavities. This measure m a y be
implemented on computer byfittingthe boundary of a shape
with cubic spline curves, and then counting the number of
places where the splines become concave (i.e., curvature of
the spline becomes negative). W e do not claim that these
two features sufficiently characterize shapes; w e do suggest
that these features m a y capture s o m e psychologically
important differences between shapes.
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A s basic level categories are thou^t to be distinguished
primarily via differences in shape^ (e.g., Rosch et al, 1976;
Biederman. 1987), such categories ought to be a good
domain for testing shape-based models of similarity and
categorization, hence the template and featural measures just
discussed (while there is s o m e question as to what is to
"count" as a basic level category (e.g., Mandler, Bauer, and
M c D o n o u g h , 1991), w e avoid this question here for sake of
simplicity and use categories termed basic level by Rosch et
al. 1976). For this test, 25 basic level categories were used
(from Estin, Smith, and Medin, 1994), and two or more
instances w o e selected frx}m each category for a total of 66
exemplars (two instances were selected from 18 of 25
categories, and more than two were selected from the
remaining seven). Each of the 66 exemplars was compared
via template match. T h e template matching method used
was similar to the one described in the introduction - to
correct f w differences in size, objects were scaled by
computer to have the same area; to correct for differences in
planar location, objects were translated by computer to have
the s a m e center of area (i.e., s a m e average x and y
coordinates for black pixels comprising each digitized
silhouette). The only difference between the method used
here and the one described in the introduction w a s that
correction for planar orientation was not used because all
objects were rotated in advance to have a horizontal
orientation in the picture plane. This method was used to
match each exemplar to every other exemplar to find the
single best matching exemplar, each exemplaf w a s classified
as belonging to the category of this best matching example.
For example, if car exemplar 1 matched another car exemplar
better tlum it matched all non-car exemplars, then it would
be classified (correctly) as a car - otherwise, it would be
classified incorrectly. O f the 66 total exemplars, 6 0 were
classified correctly, for an accuracy rate of ovct 9 0 % ; of the
25 categories, e v o y exemplar in 2 0 of them was classified
correctly. ( W e are also working on a feature-based model using the feature types discussed above, and others - to
perform diis same task).
Given that these shape measures m a k e fairly accurate
predictions about basic level categorization, it is interesting
to examine h o w well they predict typicality - the issue with
which w e began. It seems unlikely that shape would predict
typicality at all levels of abstraction - for example, relatively
superordinate categories like 'mammal' and 'beverage' are

' There has been a controversy over whether shape is a
necessary requirement for basic level categories. For example.
Murphy (1991) presented results that he used to argue against
the necessity of shape. However, the interpretation of the
results presented by Murphy is less than clear - one problem is
that categories used in Murphy's experiments had deflning (nonshape) features at the basic level. This practice, which is
common in research using artificial categories, undermines the
idea that relevaitt structural properties of nauiral categories have
been incorporated into Murphy's artificial materials (e.g.,
Lassaline, Wisniewski, and Medin, 1992). A more expanded
version of the cunent paper will include further discussion of
this issue (including, e.g., the c o m m e n U of Tversky and
Hemenway. 1991).

distinguished primarily by non-perceptual properties (Rosch
et al., 1976). O n e interesting level at which to try these
measures is again the basic level. This level is interesting
because subordinate categories that are atypical within their
basic level categories are more distinctive in their physical
appearance than typical subordinates (Murphy and Brownell,
198S). In other words, the more distinctive something is in
physical appearance, relative to other members of the
category, the less typical it is. While M u r p h y and
Brownell's results are limited by the fact that 'distinctiveness
of appearance' is ambiguous, one obvious component of
appearance is shape. S o it seems natural to suggest that
distinctiveness of appearance m a y be in part due to
distinctiveness in shape, and that atypical exemplars m a y
have more distinctive sh^jes than typical exemplars.

birds, with half the subjects in each of these three groups
viewing pictures and half viewing silhouettes. A n equal
number of subjects was assigned to each of these six groups
(for example, 23 subjects saw bird and dog pictures, 23
subjects saw dog and fish silhouettes, etc.). Each subject
first gave typicality ratings for all instances of thefirsttype
of animal (presented in a random order), then for the second
type of animal. Subjects were asked to rate h o w typical the
pictured animal is of its basic level category (bird, dog, or
fish) on a 1-7 scale, with 1 being very atypical and 7 being
very typical.

Results a n d

Discussion

Pictures versus silhouettes. Correlations between
typicality ratings for pictures and silhouettes were .93, .89,
Experiment
a n d . % forfish,dogs, and birds respectively (p<.0001 in all
cases). So, shape information played a major role in ratings
This experiment had two purposes. The first was to
of typicality. This result is interesting in part because past
compare subjects' typicality ratings of pictures with their
work by Rosch et al (1976) showed that the diffwences in
typicality ratings of silhouettes of the same pictures. A
basic (not subordinate) level category were most correlated
high correlation between results with pictures and
with differences in shaf)e. The result is consistent with the
silhouettes would indicate a strong contribution of shape to
suggestion of Murphy and Brownell (1985), that atypical
judgments of typicality, because silhouettes include only
subordinate categories are more distinctive in their physical
shape information. T h e second purpose was to test different
appearance than typical subordinates, and our conjecture that
measures of shape similarity as predictors of typicality. A s
distinctiveness of appearance m a y be in part due to
the shapes of m e m b e r s of different basic level categories
distinctiveness in shape.
m a y vary in different ways, attempts to capture these
Several comments are in order on the generality of these
different sorts of variation m a y require different measures of
results. O n the one hand, the results should be qualified by
shape.
the fact that the digitized images used in this experiment
were black and white binary images (75 pixels per inch Method
each pixel either black or white), and so Uiey lacked color
and fine detail. Also, scaling the stimuli to a constant size
Subjects. The subjects were 138 undergraduates at led
the to a slight degradation of some pictures. Thus the
University of Michigan w h o participated as part of a course
presence of color, greater detail, and elimination of
requiremenL
degradation due to scaling might have reduced the
correlations. O n the other hand, of the three basic level
categories only birds have a great deal of color variation.
Materials. The stimuli were black and white digitized
Also, silhouettes exclude some shape information included
pictures of exemplars of three basic level (according to
in pictures, so silhouettes and pictures do not differ only in
Rosch et al, 1976) categories - birds, dogs, and fish.
terms of non-shape information. Thus some of the picturePictures were side views of these animals chosen from
silhouette difference m a y be due to shape differences, and the
wildlife and pet shop books. Within each of these three
contributions of shape to typicality m a y be even greater than
categories, subordinate categories were chosen to span the
indicated by our correlational results.
typicality range and to be relatively well-known to college
students. For birds, 5 6 exemplars from 14 subordinate
Shape measures versus typicality. Two versions of
categories were used; for dogs, 52 exemplars from 17
the template measure were used: exemplar and prototype
subordinate categories were used; and forfish,83 exemplars
(e.g.. Smith and Medin, 1981). In the exemplar version,
from 20 subordinate categories were used. Pictures were
each pictured exemplar was compared via template match to
chosen to be from comparable viewpoints - all were side
all other instances of its basic level category; resulting
views. The pictures were digitized using an H P Scanjet II as
scores were averaged to get the shape similarity score for
black and white binary images (75 pixels per inch - each
that exemplar. In the prototype version, the subordinate
pixel either black or white). Pictures were normalized by
category withtfiehighest mean typicality rating was chosen
computer to a constant size. Silhouettes were generated by
as prototype for each of the three basic level categories (in
computer f w each picture. Silhouettes were created using an
all three cases, this subordinate category also had the highest
algorithm thatfirsttraced the boundary of each depicted
or near highest score on the exemplar-based shape similarity
object, and then m a d e all pixels inside the boundary black.
measure just discussed). For example, 'labrador retriever'
was the dog with the highest typicality rating, so it served
Procedure and Design. Each subject generated data for
as
the dog prototype. Shape similarity scores were then
either (1) birds and dogs, or (2) dogs andfish,or (3)fishand
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determined for each nonprototype exemplar by comparing
them via template match to each prototype exemplar. So,
to again use dogs as an example, each nonprototype dog was
compared against each labrador retriever exemplar using the
template match. In both prototype and exemplar cases,
average scores for each exemplar were then averaged within
each subordinate category to get a m e a n score for that
subordinate category. These shape similarity scores were
then compared with typicality scores. For the exemplar
version, shape similarity was not significantly correlated
with typicality for pictures or silhouettes offish,dogs, and
birds (note that this is evidence against one particular
exemplar model, not the class in general - see Smith and
Medin, 1981; another sort of exemplar model worth
investigating in this context is one that weights each
exemplar by frequency of instantiation, following Barsalou,
1985). For the prototype version, template shape similarity
correlated significantly with typicality for both bird pictures
(r=.70, p<.008) and silhouettes (r=.61, JK.OS) and for both
fish pictures (r=.65, p<.003) and silhouettes (r=.58,
[K.009), but not for dogs (i^.35 for pictures and .28 for
silhouettes). Further improvements for birds were found by
adding a parameter for normal orientation of birds. S o m e
birds (i.e., penguins and owls) normally stand in a vertical
orientation (and were so pictured), so the parameter value
was set to 1 for these birds, but most birds stand in a more
diagonal or horizontal orientation, so the parameter value
was set to 0 for these birds. This parameter is sensible
because most birds do not stand vertically, making those
that do distinctive. Addition of this parameter increased
correlations to r=.87 and r=.85 for bird pictures and
silhouettes, respectively (p<.(X)2 in both cases).
While the template measure yielded good results for
birds and fish but not dogs, the opposite pattern occurred
with thefirstof our feature-based shape measures, the
compactness measure; so the two measures seem
complementary.
Specifically, correlations between
compactness and typicality were not significant for birds and
fish, but were significant for dog pictures (.57, p<.02) and
silhouettes (.70, p<.002). T h e dog results m a k e some
intuitive sense: breeds with lower compactness scores like
dachshunds and St. bemards were rated lower in typicality
than breeds with more slender, elongated body parts (hence
higher compactness scores), like retrievers.
A second feature measure used was number of parts in
an exemplar's silhouette, as estimated by number of
concavities. While this measure did not seem useful for
birds and dogs, as their part structures remain essentially
unchanged across subordinates, it did seem useful forfish,as
the number of fins varies widely between subordinates.
While number of parts per se did not correlate well with
typicality for fish (r=.08 for pictures and r=.03 for
silhouettes), a plot of parts versus typicality produced an
asymmetrical inverted Lf-shaped function. Taking M to be
the mean number of parts, the transformation Iparts Ml/parts is useful in this context T o justify the choice of
numerator (Iparts - Ml), note that fish typically have 4-5
concavities on average, so those with fewer (e.g., eels) or
more (e.g., catfish - whiskers create concavities) seem less
typical. In other w(x-ds, the numerator simply reflects degree
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of deviation of a given fish exemplar from the fish
prototype, as measured in terms of number of parts. T h e
choice of denominator w a s motivated by psychophysical
studies of magnitude estimation. Specifically, perceptions
of just noticeable differences in magnitude are c o m m o n l y
proportional to the magnitude, a relationship c o m m o n l y
k n o w n as Weber's law (e.g., Engen, 1972); so division by
magniuide (number of parts) serves as a normalizing factor
(one might argue that perhaps number of parts and m e a n
number of parts should be averaged as the normalizing
factor, but this linear transformation of the original
normalizing factor would not change the correlation of the
transformed predictor with typicality). In fact, the resulting
transformed values correlated well with typicality of fish
pictures (i^ -.74, p<.0003) and silhouettes (r= -.72, p<.003).
Finally, the transformed values correlated poorly with the
template measure (r= -.17), so they seem to be capturing
different aspects of shape variation.

General

Discussion

In summary, shape made a strong contribution to the
assessment of typicality for the pictures tested, as evidenced
by the strong correlation between results on pictures and
those on silhouettes. Also, w e have several measures of the
contribution of shape - template overlap, compactness, and
number of parts - each of which appears to capture a different
aspect of that contribution. Further, a more general test of
the template shape measure using approximately two dozen
basic level categories found that template-determined shape
similarity w a s significantly correlated with typicality for
most of the categories tested (Estin, Smith, and Medin,
1994). A s one of the fundamental problems in category
research is to determine the features used in categorization
(e.g., Medin, 1989), the current work is important because it
makes progress on this problem.
A number of directions for future research on this topic
seem worth pursuing. First, it would be interesting to
further develop the shape feature approach by trying
additional feature measures, and ways to combine different
measures. Second, despite the reasonably good predictions
m a d e by the template and feature models, they have clear
limitations (e.g.. Pinker, 1984). Thus one of our goals is
to develop an improved structural description model that can
account for the results presented here (further developments
in shape feature measures might still be useful in that they
could iffovide constraints on a structural description model).
Third, w e are interested in typicality because it can be used
to estimate similarity which in turn can be used to predict
category membership; but shape measures serve as direct
measures of similarity, so shape similarity ought to predict
categorization directly. Also, similarity as tapped by
speeded categorization m a y differ from similarity as tapped
by slower and perhaps more deliberative judgments of
typicality (for a related point, see Barsalou, 1987). A s w e
wish to account both for typicality and categorization, w e
are also examining shape model-based predictions of speed
and accuracy of categorization. O u r preliminary results
suggest that the current shape measures predict speed and

accuracy of categorization about as well as they predict
typicality. Such a convergence of results is consistent with
the claim that subjects did not determine typicality indirectly
via subordinate categorization (e.g., by saying "that is a
flamingo, and flamingoes are atypical"), because the
categorization task does not allow this sort of slow,
deliberative processing, and because the same measure
predicts the results of both tasks. Fourth, w e are also
collecting ratings of familiarity and subordinate typicality to
control for possible effects of these variables - w e plan to
assess contributions of these factors and different shape
measures on typicality and subordinate categorization using
multiple regression. Finally, as mentioned in the
introduction, some current models for categorization of
natural objects perform categorization via similarity as
determined by listed features. A s a way to examine the
differences between verbal and visual categorization (and as
another w a y to check if subjects are using background
knowledge to perform typicality judgments), w e plan to use
both visual and verbal categorization paradigms, and use the
feature-listing methods discussed in the introduction as well
as our shape measures, to generate iHedictions of typicality.
This would allow us to see the extent to which predictions
based on feature-listing models correlate with those produced
by the shape-based measures, and to examine relations
between vetbal and visual categorization.
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of others. While this hypothesis does not dictate any details
about the architecture or the rules, it does limit sentences to
A recurrent network was trained from sentence examples to
those
that a native speaker can analyze without conscious efconstruct symbolic parses of sentence forms. Hundreds of
fort.
In
effect, this eliminates garden-path sentences such as
sentences, representing significant syntactic complexity, were
"The horse raced past the b a m felL"
formulated and then divided into training and testing sets to
Marcus constructed P A R S I F A L , a system that examined
evaluate the ability of a recurrent network to learn their stmcnire. The network is shown to generalize well over test senthis hypothesis under a specific rule-based architecture involvtences and the errors that do remain are found to be of a single
ing a stack, a set of often complicated rules, rule packets, rule
type and related to human limitations of sentence processing.
priorities, and an intricate mechanism of "attention-shifting
rules. T h e true force of the hypothesis, as it pertains to h u m a n
Introduction
language processing, was left unexamined.
W e are testing the hypothesis directly by developing a corProblems with time-dependent input require computational
mechanisms that can respond well over time. O n e such area,
pus of sentences which a native speaker can analyze without
natural language processing, is seen by some as pivotal to the
conscious effort, and constructing a neural net architecture
success or failure of connectionism. Pinker and Prince (1988,
that learns h o w to process sentences from examples. T h e
p.78) stated that "Connectionism, as a radical restructuring
trained network accepts a buffer of sentence elements preof cognitive theory, will stand or fall depending on its ability
sented in sequence and produces structure building and m a to account for h u m a n language." Meeting this challenge is a
nipulating (primitive) actions as output. Such a performancemajor focus of our work.
oriented approach (as opposed to a competence-oriented one)
From the basic design of a deterministic natural language
is intentional. There is growing belief that "... h u m a n parsparser, w e are introducing and evaluating connectionist teching resources must be characterized asfinite-state"(Pulman,
niques and evolving toward a fully connectionist language
1986) and that full recursion, as supported by context-free
understanding system. Deterministic (wait-and-see) parsing
languages, m a y be unnecessary (Christiansen, 1992; Church,
(Marcus, 1980) is a good model for the design of a neural
1982). Simple recurrent networks possess the power of a finite
state machine, but as such can approximate, to afinitedegree,
network based parser fore two reasons. First, it concentrates
on syntax, which has the advantage of being relatively well
the processing requirements of a context free language.
understood and therefore leads to results which can be easUnlike recurrent parsing networks described elsewhere
ily compared. Second, thefixed-lengthinput buffer of a (see, for example. Das et al., 1992), our system contains no
deterministic parser is consistent with the input strategy of
explicit internal or external stack. T h e stack's role is assumed
recurrent neural networks, such as those due to Elman (1990),
to a sufficient degree by the recurrence in the network.
which iteratively processfixed-sizedpieces of a larger input.
Weckerly and Elman (1992), in a study similar to ours,
The result is a naturalfitbetween a deterministic approach to
trained a recurrent network with center-embedded sentences
natural language processing and the processing strategy of a
to examine simple semantic preferences. They found that
recurrent net.
a stack-like approach, one in which levels of processing are
tightly encapsulated, is incorrect if one is to account for h u m a n
Motivation
processing of semantically biased verbs. T h e study described
Marcus (1980, p. 204), in his determinism hypothesis, conjec- here is more ambitious in its scope, but is limited at the m o tured that "there is enough information in the structure of natment to syntactic processing only.
ural language ... to allow left-to-right deterministic parsing
T h e test of whether there is enough information in the strucof those sentences which a native speaker can analyze withture of natural language to allow deterministic parsing, as the
out conscious effort." A clear implication of this hypothesis
deterministic hypothesis claims, becomes an evaluation of
is that natural language processing need not depend in any
the extent to which training enables the recurrent network to
fundamental w a y on backtracking strategies. Furthermore,
generalize to novel sentence forms. O u r approach involves
parsing should not be a process which generates partial strucexposing the network to a variety of complex sentences during
tures from false starts that are eventually discarded in favor
training and then testing for generalization on a completely
'This material is based upon work supported by the National different set of sentences. Training and testing data for the
network is developed by tracing the symbolic processing of
Science Foundation underGrant No. IRI-9201987.
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Figure 1: N e t w o r k architectures. Dotted arrows represent full connectivity between layers.

a corpus of (non-garden-path) sentences. A total of 2 0 9 sentences, each unique in the processing steps required, axe used
in this experiment. These are randomly divided into a set
of 156 training sentences and a set of 5 3 testing sentences.
Generalization is s h o w n to occur and the errors in processing
provide useful insights into the nature of this process.
System Architecture
While our design departs substantially from PARSIFAL, we
follow m a n y of the same ideas. Parsing is performed detertninistically in that system by permitting the parser to look
ahead up to the next three constituents of the sentence, which
are held in a three-place buffer. P A R S I F A L requires a stack to
allow the recursive processing of embedded structures and to
facilitate processing generally. Primitive actions which build
structure and m o v e constituents can be performed on the stack
and in the buffer positions. These actions are controlled by a
set of granmiar rules. The rules are usually associated with
the current (top-level) node of the structure being built, which
is held on the top of the stack. A processing step consists of
selecting an applicable rule and firing the rule by performing
its action, forcing changes to the stack and/or buffer. After a series of steps, a termination rule fires which ends the
processing and the final structure is left on top of the stack.
Previous Work
In earlier work, we replaced the rules used by PARSIFAL
with a feedforward neural network trained from either rules
or sentences. Our goals in that work were to unify P A R S I F A L
and a variety of proposed extensions and amendments within
one model and to test the ability of the parser to address issues of ambiguity and ill-formedness. T h e network learned
a mapping from the patterns used to encode the sentence elements in the buffer and the structure on top of the stack to the
appropriate rule and its action. T h e three-place buffer, stack,
and actions were all handled symbolically. Figure 1(a) illustrates the network design used in our earlier work (Kwasny
& Faisal, 1990; K w a s n y & Kalman, 1991; Kwasny & Faisal,
1992). Casting the rules as a neural network yielded significant advantages in robustness and w e have studied lexical
ambiguity, grammatical ill-formedness, lexical omission, and
other properties of the design.
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Current W o r k
Inourcurrent work, a simple recurrent network (Elman, 1990)
is utilized which permits s o m e degree of m e m o r y of past decisions. Although stack-like processing is necessary to address
embeddings of the type present in all context-free languages,
the recurrent design, shown in Figure 1(b), obviates the need
to present the top-of-stack contents to the network as in our
previous work because sufficient information is represented in
the recurrent connections. Because the choice of appropriate
rule in a symbolic deterministic grammar is largely dependent
on information stored on the stack, heavy responsibility in our
adaptive network falls on the recurrent connections. The network is coerced, through training, to produce the primitive
create and d m p actions that manipulate the stack without explicitly representing the stack. The output is a sequence of
actions to be performed on the symbolic structures that evolve
during processing.
During processing, the activation pattern of the hidden layer
in the recurrent network is copied back to the input layer on
each step. These activation patterns encode information about
relevant past events so that current and future decisions can
be influenced, m u c h as the stack would influence symbolic
processing. Since there is evidence that isolating the linearly
separable relationship from the non-linear part makes for more
effective training (Lee and Holt, 1992), and since parsing
seems to require approximately linear processing for most
of the steps, w e adapted the recurrent network designed by
Elman to include direct connections from input to output units.
T h e parser is illustrated in Figure 2.
With this design, w e are moving closer to a confrontation
with the determinism hypothesis: C a n a parser extract the
structure of English sentences left-to-right deterministicaliy as
the hypothesis claims? T h e real evidence is in the complexity
of sentences w e have processed, in the extent of coverage
of the structures of English, and in the degree of success
achieved.
Training
Patterns must be obtained that illustrate, by example, the mapping to be learned. This is true whether w e are training a
recurrent network or training a feedforward network. The
primary difference comes in the sequencing required for recurrent networks. Patterns must be arranged in the sequence

MVB
yStcmz^

z

:

x

V
^

LEXICON -

Figure 2: Parser design. T h e buffer contents are transformed using the lexicon and presented to the recurrent network
which produces an action that is performed on the symbolic structures.

in which they occur during processing. This is necessary to
permit proper context patterns to be computed and derived
as a by-product of training. T h e word order of the sentence
forms used for training provides the sequencing.
Figures shows a sample of the 156 randomly selected training sentences. Each sentence is processed symbolically from
left to right in a manner analogous to that of P A R S I F A L . A
lexicon is used to determine the appropriate pattern of syntactic features for each word. Finch and Chater (1992) argue
that such syntactic features can be learned from the statistical
properties of sentences in a domain, although our lexicon was
built manually, in the interest of time, tofitour examples.
For the particular set of rules w e are using, only two buffer
positions are required, but the technique can easily be extended to a longer buffer if required. (Marcus argues that
three is sufficient for English.) T h efirstbuffer position is
encoded using 26 units while the second buffer position requires 12 units. These units represent features such as part
of speech (noun, verb, auxiliary, etc.), verb form (infinitive,
gerund, past participle, etc.), noun phrase, verb phrase, final
punctuation, and others.

stack. T h e patterns from the buffer (but not the stack) and the
pattern representing the selected output are collected at each
step. In this way, w e end up with a sentence trace in the form
of a sequence of coded condition-action patterns suitable for
training. T h e buffer patterns provide the input stream and the
actions chosen at each step are the desired output.
While the patterns could be derived by hand, this would
not be expeditious. In practice w e use a set of grammar rules
designed for this purpose. They are applied automatically to
assure that consistent rule application and coding practices are
followed. The grammar is based on one used in P A R S I F A L
and consists of 76 single-action rules, each of which selects
one of 39 possible actions. A m o n g the actions that m a y be
performed are: attach as an adjective, auxiliary, main verb,
etc; create a noun phrase node, verb phrase node, secondary
sentence node, etc; switch (interchange contents offirsttwo
buffer positions); drop (pop the stack, shifting the top of the
stack into thefirstbuffer position); and stop. For the examples
presented in this paper, 2 4 hidden units are required, which
are copied back at each recurrent step.
Reducing TVaining Complexity

Example
If thefirsttwo words of the sentence were 'the cat', for example, two units in the representation of thefirstbuffer position
would be turned on to indicate that thefirstword is a determiner and that it is a symbol that can begin a noun phrase. T h e
second buffer pattern would indicate that the second word is a
singular noun. T h e symbolic parser also needs to examine the
topmost stack node since rules depend on the constituent beingbuilt. The top of the stack would be empty in this example.
So, the parser selects the rule which is applicable when there
is a determiner in thefirstbuffer position, a singular noun in
the second position, and the stack is empty. The action executed will be to create (push) a n e w sentence (S) node on the
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Training is time consuming, but possible. U s e of singular
value decomposition ( S V D ) to transform the input patterns
into a space in which the input units are aligned orthogonally
is one primary reason for success in training and seems to be
particularly important for sizable networks with large numbers
of training patterns See Kalman et al. (1993) for a complete
discussion of this technique and results obtained. This method
leads to quicker and more effective training, and permits the
resulting weights to be back-transformed so that they perform
identically on the original training patterns. S V D allows easy
identification of those inputs that contribute weakly or not at
all to the problem. For the parser, the number of input units
was reduced from 38 to 34,effectively yielding an architecture

1
8
17
27
32
38
51
69
86
104
120
132
138
141
144
151
154
156

John likes Mary.
The tall m a n scheduled the meeting.
The angry old man has punished the little boy.
Books were read by the boys.
W a s John taken in the house?
The big angry old man would like the little kitten for the barn.
Will he have gone by Friday?
Does Mary like the cat?
Mary has been punished by the teacher w h o scheduled the exam for Friday.
W a s it scheduled by the teacher w h o complained?
Has the m a n bought the big books which the tall boys read?
W a s the black cat taken by the girl w h o liked it?
The books which were read by Mary have been taken to the meeting
which John scheduled.
Take the books which the man read from the house which the teacher likes!
The tall m a n w h o likes Mary scheduled the meeting which the teacher wants
for the boys w h o should have been punished.
The man w h o the girl w h o disappeared likes scheduled the meeting.
The boy w h o likes the girl w h o likes the cat bought the book.
They bought the books which the teacher w h o scheduled the exam
which John read liked.

Figure 3: Sample of Training Sentences

2
5
9
12
16
18
22
25
28
31
33
35
41
42
45
47
49
50
53

John scheduled the meeting for her.
Mary has scheduled a meeting for Wednesday.
D o boys schedule meetings?
John was punished by him.
H e could have been punished by the tall man.
Should Mary have been taken to the meeting?
John scheduled a big meeting.
She likes the cat.
She has met her.
The books which the teacher bought were read by the boys.
Mary likes the boy w h o likes the cat.
John was punished by the teacher in the barn which would fall on Friday.
Boys w h o like the teacher disappeared.
The boys w h o could have bought the horse want the teacher in the house
on Friday.
Should the girl have been taken to the house which fell?
The man w h o the girl likes has punished the boy w h o likes Mary.
Does she like the old books which the teacher scheduled for the exam
which disappeared?
Were the books which the teacher had bought read by the man w h o prays
in the barn which would fall on Friday.
John scheduled a meeting for the boy w h o would take the exam
which the teacher scheduled.

Figure 4: Sample of Testing Sentences
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Error Frequency
Drop
Network Output:
Drop
Attach P P - N P
Attach Obj-NP
Attach Punct
Attach Subj-NP
Create A u x

Attach
PP-NP

0,1

Targets
Attach
Attach
Obj-NP
Punct

1.1
1.5

2.1

Attach
Subj-NP

O.I

3,0
2.6
2.0
1.4

0.1

1.0

Figure 5: Error Analysis: Frequency of errors occurring in the actions reported by the network vs. targeted actions. Only the
non-empty portion of the 39 x 39 table is shown. Thefirstvalue is from training and second value is from testing.

of 58-24-39 for training and 62-24-39 for testing. Training itself is performed using a modified conjugate-gradient method
(Kalman. 1990) that has been implemented to utilize the parallelism available on a 20-processor Sun S P A R C Center 2000
machine.

approximate such a mechanism to afiniteextent.^ For this
reason, sentences requiring long-range dependencies of the
sort that could be captured by a simple stacking mechanism
are occasionally missed.

All of the errors relate to the actions 'drop' and 'attach'
mentioned above. Figure 5 illustrates the confusion between
Results
attaching and dropping. In one category of error, 'drop' is the
target and 'create aux' is the network response. This happens
Training proceeded until the number of errors encountered in
w h e n the constituent boundary for a subject N P modified by an
the training set was small and further training increased the
embedded sentence is missed and the parser wants to continue
number of errors in the testing set. T h e training set of 156
with processing of the main sentence.
sentences were trained until only 13 errors remained out of
In missing a drop action, a typical situation would be a
5,465 total steps represented in the sentences (0.2% error).
clause at the end of a sentence wherein a final punctuation
The performance of the trained network was then evaluated
mark occupies thefirstbuffer position and a secondary senon the 56 randomly selected testing sentences. A sample of
tence
is on top of the stack. T h e network m a y attempt to
these sentences is shown in Figure 4. Each sentence was
attach
thefinalpunctuation to the embedded secondary senprocessed as a sequence of items which flows into the buffer
tence rather than dropping the constituent and attaching both
and was encoded for presentation to the network. The stack
constituent andfinalpunctuation to the main sentence node. In
was absent from this process and therefore the performance of
the parser hinges on the degree to which the recurrent network missing an attach action, the network typically substitutes the
wrong label. Thus, the parser would substitute for an 'attach
has generalized the sequential processing.
pp-np'
action, which creates the dominating node structure for
Collectively, there are 1.860 parsing steps in processing
the object of a preposition, an 'attach obj-np' action, which
the 53 sentences correctly. O f these, 1.840 steps (99%) were
identifies it as the object of the sentence. All of these error
correctly generated by the network and 20 ( 1 % ) were not.
examples
can be seen as related to a similar underlying difO n the sentence level, this translates into 4 0 sentences (75%)
ficulty, namely that once a node is created, a later step must
processed completely without error and 13 sentences ( 2 5 % )
take action to place it into the structure.
that contained at least one error during processing.
S o m e of these errors can be overcome with a slightly different scheme for identifying the dominating node in a structure.
At creation time, the role of the constituent (e.g.. Subj-NP.
This paper has presented evidence that complicated sentence PP-NP. etc.) is k n o w n and therefore the final label can be
processing can be learned effectively by a recurrent neural
created along with the node. Later, at the time of the attach.
network. While the overall performance of the parser is quite
no label need be supplied. This will effectively collapse all
good, the errors that do occur are worthy of further discussion. attaches into one action.
Other errors are more fundamental. A recurrent network
Analyzing Errors
cannot overcome the m e m o r y limitations inherent in a finite
The errors are not random. None of the errors occur within astate device. W e hope to eventually show that these errors
are comparable to those that humans m a k e during sentence
constituent. That is, the network apparently has learned the
processing.
proper sequence of actions relating to the base grammar and
Discussion

its ability to construct lower level pieces of constituents. The
errors that do occur cluster around constituent boundaries.
Every 'create X ' action must be eventually answered by a
'drop' action and a subsequent 'attach X as Y ' action. To
accomplish this requires, at minimum, a context-free grammar
mechanism necessitating the use of a stack. T h e recurrent
network does not contain the equivalent of a stack, but can
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^Any computational mechanism is memory limited and, therefore, cannot fully implement an unbounded stack, although for practical purposes this is usually not a problem. A recurrent network also
has limited resources in that feedback only contains a fmite number
of units. The difference is in the fact that a recurrent network cannot
dynamically request more resources as it performs.

Future W o r k
Several ideas stemming from this work are being investigated.
The granularity of the primitive actions taken from PARSIF A L has contributed to the errors. W e are actively revising the
set of primitive actions so that frequently occurring combinations will be fused into a single action. For example, drop
actions are often followed by attach actions and an action
could easily be constructed that wouldfinalizea constituent
and attach it properly under its dominating node.
A similar modification involves the dependency between
create and attach. N o w , a create action for a node and its
corresponding attach action must both specify the node label.
For example, a 'create PP' action eventually requires an 'attach PP' action to adjoin the PP structure it has built. This
could be changed so that the attachment need not redundantly
label the constituent.
Work is ongoing to investigate the proper inclusion of semantic information in the parser. This process is requiring
major changes in which lexical representation is being integrated with semantic structure building in a micro-world.
Whether the finite-state hypothesis continues to prove sufficient is yet to be determined.
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interested in directly teaching word meanings have
explored ways to use context as a teaching method
(Kolich, 1991).
A common method of teaching vocabulary involves
Debate about the merits of contextual versus
presenting students with new words in context and
defmitional methods (see Stahl and Fairbanks, 1986 for
having the students derive the meaning of these words
an excellent review of this literature), has often amounted
based on contextual cues. Beck, McKeown and
to comparing optimal strategies within one broad
McCaslin (1983) have argued that the contexts used to
teach new words should be highly constraining.
instructional method with suboptimal strategies within
Although highly constraining contexts avoid
another broad instructional method (see Hall, 1988).
ambiguity they do not present the learner with the
Since any successful approach to vocabulary instruction
necessity of combining contextual and word specific
is likely to include both contextual and definitional
information and thus practicing skills needed for
components (Stahl and Fairbanks, 1986), it may be more
general comprehension. W e suggest that a superior
constructive to investigate the boundary conditions that
method of teaching is to relax the amount of contextual
determine the effectiveness of both contextual and
constraint because to optimize the learning from the
definitional methods, rather than to pit one against the
presentation of a sentence the student must use both top
odier.
down and bottom up processes to discover the meaning
The goal of our present research is to determine the set
of the sentence, thus integrating two sources of
of
conditions under which contextual methods of
knowledge about the word. The present research
instruction are likely to be most effective. O n e important
compares knowledge and use of newly learned words
variable in the construction of study sentences is h o w
between students who learned the new words using three
tightly the sentence constrains the meaning of a target
encounters with highly constraining contexts, three
word. If one were to replace the target word with a blank
encounters with moderately constraining contexts or
line (as in a cloze test) and the meaning intended by the
three progressively less constraining contexts.
blank line were easily inferred, the sentence would be
Students were given definitional and comprehension
tests both immediately after study and at a one week
highly constraining. It has been suggested that contexts
delay. The results suggest that repeated encounters with
used in teaching new words should, in fact, be highly
moderately constraining contexts are superior to
constraining (Beck, M c K e o w n and McCaslin, 1983).
repeated encounters with highly constraining contexts.
They suggest that the contexts which students use to
When people learn new wwds they typically do so by learn n e w words should quite narrowly limit the number
combining information about the way the word is used in
of possible definitions of the new word. A supporting
the context of the utterance with informationfiromtheir
argument for the use of highly constraining contexts is
pre-established knowledge of the word. In fact, most
that they make word meaning clear and unambiguous and
words are learned contextually and incidentally (e.g., Nagy
thus easier to derive. O n the other hand, Schank (1982)
and Herman, 1987). Moreover, comprehension of word
has argued that students w h o study a word in a highly
meanings almost always occurs within a context and
constraining context do not have to pay any attention at
arguably the processes used to understand general
all to the new word since the meaning of the utterance is
contextiial meaning contribute greatly to the activation
clear without knowing the word. If they make any
of what w e think of as word meaning. Identification of
association between the derived meaning and the new
words is easier and faster when jHeceded by a relevant
word it is incidental and not required by the task. In a
context (Schuberth and Eimas, 1977) suggesting that
study of eye fixation patterns, Ehrlich and Rayner (1981)
contextual information is an important component for
found that target words from highly constrained passages
processing individual words. Learning words in the
were notfixatedon or were fixated on more briefly than
absence of these general comprehension processes (e.g.,
the same w w d s in a poorly constrained passage. Further,
presenting word-definition pairs to study) may produce an
the situations in which knowing a word's meaning is
inferior record of word meaning insofar as that word can
most crucial are precisely those situations in which the
be used and comprehended quickly and naturally (although
word's meaning is least likely to be deduced from context.
such learning may facilitate assimilation for words when
This suggests that moderately constraining contexts
encountered in context). Researchers, therefore, w h o are
might be superior to highly constraining contexts because
Abstract
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it is only in moderately constraining contexts that the
reader needs to integrate contextual information with prior
knowledge about the word.
T h e activation of word meaning in everyday use of
language typically involves combining top d o w n
contextual information with bottom up word specific
perceptual information. Vocabulary instruction which
uses only highly constraining contexts emphasizes only
the use of top d o w n contextual information. Taylor and
Taylor (1983) argue that good readers are superior to poor
readers because they both use context more efficiently and
because they use word specific information m o r e
efficiently. Interestingly, they also suggest that good
readers d o not use context by simply guessing what the
target word should be (as might be encouraged by high
constraint contexts) but, rather, they "narrow... d o w n
alternatives" (as might be encouraged by moderate and
low constraint ccxitexts).
A model of word learning should include learning of
h o w the word fits into a variety of contexts as well as the
learning of word specific associations. Consider for
instance, h o w word meaning is accessed in an interactive
reading model like the one proposed by Adams(1990).
A d a m s proposes three separate processing modules all
feeding into a central meaning processor. Phonological,
orthographic and context processors all combine to
activate w o r d meaning.^ Accessed meaning then
b e c o m e s part of the the current text representation
available in the context processor. Stahl(1991) has
proposed that in learning word meanings from context,
the meaning |Hoduced by this interaction of contextual
and word specific information then becomes linked to the
orthographic and phonological representations of the
w o r d / This account seems plausible as far as it goes and
argues for learning words in a context. However, for the
association to be m a d e between the contextual and word
specific information it is important that such an
association be required as part of the learning task. T h e
strength of the link must depend crucially on h o w
strongly the word is attended to and h o w important the
word's meaning is to the overall meaning of the utterance.
A s we've seen above, high constraint contexts require

readers to attend only minimally to the target word
because the context itself is heavily redundant with the
meaning of the word. W h e n readers encounter words in
moderately constraining contexts, the story is different.
In these contexts, the word's meaning can only be derived
by combining information from the context processor
with information from the orthographic and/or
phonological processor. T h u s for readers in this
situation, the word itself is crucial to the understanding of
the passage.
Ideally, to provide practice using the skills they will
eventually need, students must encounter words in
sentences of varying degrees of contextual constraint and
the goal of these encounters should be to encourage
students to combine contextual information with word
specific information to quickly access word meaning and
utterance meaning. At the limit students should even be
able to access word meaning w h e n the contextual
constraint is weak and the word itself conuibutes greatly
to the intent of the utterance.
Pilot research from our lab suggested that readers
learned n e w words most efficiently w h e n they were
provided with study sentences in which the amount of
constraint provided was progressively decreased. W e
reasoned that words to be learned in context should be
seen in moderate and low constraint contexts in addition
to high constraint contexts and that the presentations of
these mixed contexts should progress from high
constraint sentences to low constraint sentences.
Progressively decreasing contextual constraint, encourages
students to integrate n e w contextual information with
information garnered from previous encounters with the
word, but it also allows students to encounter the new
word in ever more difficult contexts without fear of
reaching an impasse, and is thus similar to the scaffolding
provided by intelligent tutoring systems.
In the pilot study, subjects were presented with spaced
presentations with three example sentences for each of 40
words. These example sentences were either highly
constraining, or ihey progressed from highly constraining
to minimally constraining. W e found that subjects w h o
studied the n e w words using the progressively less
constraining sentences learned the n e w words better when
measured on a host of definitional and comprehension
measures. O n e difference between subjects in the high
constraint and decreasing constraint group was that
subjects in the decreasing consumit group encountered at
least one moderately constraining sentence. If most of
the advantage of the mixed constraint condition comes
from requiring subjects to c o m b i n e contextual
information with knowledge gained in previous
encounters with the word, it is possible that moderate
constraint was the source of the effect of variation. The
present experiment was designed to test this possibility.
O n e group of subjects was taught 4 0 low frequency
English words by presenting them with spaced encounters
with the words in progressively less constraining
contexts. Another group of subjects learned the 40 words

^ Adams' model is discussed here as an illustrative
example. The crucial point is that many models of reading
pTopK>se that word meaning activation involves both the
orthogr^hic and phonological features of the word and
expecutions generated by the context.
^ Word meaning is represented in Adams' model in a
semantic network. Thus a word's meaning is to be understood
in terms of the word's relationship to other concepts. A
particular contextual instantiation of a word is likely to pick
out only a few of those semantic relations. Moderately
constraining contexts require that the reader combine the
semantic information garnered in previous encounters with
the word with the new semantic information garnered in the
current context. Thus moderately constraining contexts
encourage the development of a rich integrated conceptual
understanding of the new word.
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relying exclusively on encounters with the words in three
different high constraint contexts. A third group of
subjects learned the 4 0 words relying exclusively on
encounters with the words in three different moderate
constraint contexts. Beck et al's (1983) notion of a
pedagogical context would suggest that students using the
highly constraining contexts would learn the n e w words
better. The argiiment developed above would suggest that
students w h o encounter the words in moderate constraint
OT in progressively less constraining contexts would do
better.
Method
Subjects
Subjects were 85 Northwestern undergraduates who
received course credit for their participation.
Materials
W o r d lists:
T w o lists of twenty low frequency
English words were compiled. These words were rated as
unfamiliar by S independent subjects. The words were
divided into two lists of 20 words so that one list could
serve as an interference list for the other list.
Study sentences:
For each word five highly
constraining sentences were generated, five moderately
constraining sentences were generated, and one minimally
constraining sentence was generated. A n example of the
sentences used to teach the word insalubrious were:
High: John ate a healthful diet, but Karl's was
insalubrious.
Moderate: Researchers believe that there is nothing
insalubrious about an occasional glass of wine.
Low: It is not clear from what I've read whether it is
insalubrious or not.

The average length in words of sentences in each
condition was equated (High: 13.30 (3.68); Moderate:
13.35, (3.36); Lx)w: 13.58, (3.32); £<!)• Five subjects
were presented with these sentence lists and were asked to
rank wder them based on h o w likely they would be to use
the sentences if they wanted someone to guess the
meaning of the target word. Based on these subjects'
rankings w e selected three different high constraint, three
different moderate constraint and one low constraint
sentences as study sentences for each word. Subjects in
the high constraint condition were presented with three
different high constraint sentences. Subjects in the
moderate constraint condition were presented with three
different moderate constraint sentences. Subjects in the
mixed constraint condition were presented with a
randomly chosen high constraint sentence, a randomly
chosen moderate constraint sentence and a low constraint
sentence.
Dependent measures: Subjects were tested at
immediate and one week retention intCTvals.

i^ Sentence verification: Subjects read 8 0
sentences, half of which m a d e sense given the meaning of
the target word and half of the sentences did not m a k e
sense given the meaning of the target word. T h e 8 0
sentences presented at the immediate test were different
from the 8 0 sentences presented at one week delay. T h e
sentences were presented in a different randomized order
for each subject Subjects were instructed to press the "z"
key on their keyboard for sentences that m a d e sense and
the T key for sentences that didn't m a k e sense. Subjects
were instructed to respond as quickly as they could while
still being accurate.
ii) Definition test: The definition test asked subjects
to provide definitions for the 4 0 words studied. T h e
immediate and delayed tests differed only in that the words
were presented in different randomized orders.
Procedure
Subjects were run individually or in small groups.
Each student provided us with their score on the verbal
portion of the Scholastic Aptitude Test which served as
our measure of prior verbal ability. They were seated in
front of a computer terminal and were told that they
would be learning 4 0 vocabulary terms and that they
would do so by learning the words from context. T h e
student read a sentence and was asked to define the target
word based on that sentence. After the student typed in
his/her response, the correct definition was presented on
the screen for 2 seconds and the subject preceded to the
next sentence. Immediately after the students were done
with the study phase, they took the tests described above.
Subjects returned one week later and retook the alternate
versions of the tests.
Results
The results for the immediate accuracy data are shown
in figures 1 and 2. A s can be seen, they support the
claim that medium levels of constraint are superior to
high levels of constraint, and this appears to be especially
true for high ability students. A n y advantage of using
progressively decreasing levels of constraint appears to
follow from the inclusion of medium constraint sentences
in the study sentences. W e n o w describe the results
according to the kind of test used.
Immediate testing
Sentence Verification: Accuracy in sentence
verification reflects the degree of usable knowledge the
subjects had acquired from the study sessions. For Y E S
sentences the only significant predictor was verbal S A T ,
E(l,79)=9.775, ii<.002. For N O sentences, level of
consttaint, E(2,79)=3.425, e<.04, and the interaction
between self-rated verbal S A T and level of consuaint,
E(2,79)=3.628, c<.04, were both significant predictors of
accuracy. Analysis of the response time data rules out the
possibility that these results are an artifact of a
speed/accuracy trade off because there w a s no effect of
condition on response time, F < 1 . Planned comparisons
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s h o w e d that students w h o studied the m e d i u m constraint
sentences, E(1.54)=6.57, ii<.02, and mixed constraint
sentences, E(1.51)=4.11, ii<.05, were better at rejecting
inappropriate usage than students w h o studied only high
constraint sentences. T h e advantage of the m e d i u m and
mixed constraint conditions w a s greater for higher ability
students than it w a s for lower ability students as
demonstrated b y the significant interaction between level
of constraint and ability for both the high/medium,
E(l,54)=7.04, ii<.01. and high/mixed, E(1.51)=4.11,
E.<.05, comparisons. T h e r e w e r e n o significant
differences between the m e d i u m and mixed constraint
conditions. Overall, these results indicate that subjects
w h o studied using either the m e d i u m or mixed constraint
study sentences were better able to reject inappropriate
w o r d usage than were subjects w h o received only high
constraint sentences.

Accuracy on ImiiMdlil* d*flnltlon Kit

• mukmamtumn

Low iblllty

High ability

Figure 2: Accuracy o n immediate definition lest.

FilM ilwi* rik on Immodlolo tontonct
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, ^ „ ^
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Delayed testing
Students returned to be tested again after a one week
interval. Again, the results s h o w e d an advantage of
m e d i u m and mixed constraint conditions over the high
constraint condition. A s before, w e present our results by
type of test.

Lovabtoty

Sentence verincation: Planned comparisons again
revealed a significant advantage of the m e d i u m constraint
over the high constraint condition o n correct N O
responses, E(l,49)=5.51, e.<.03 and a significant
interaction b e t w e e n constraint level and ability,
F(l,49)=5.36, [i<.03. There w a s also a marginally
significant advantage of m e d i u m over mixed constraint,
E(l,50)=3.18, ii<.09, for correct N O responses on the
delayed sentence verification test T h e interaction
between ability level and level of constraint w a s also
marginally significant, F(l,50)=3.55, £L<.07 and
inspection reveals that this is due to poorer performance
of low ability students in the mixed consu-aint condition.
There w a s no difference between subjects in the high
constraint and mixed constraint conditions. Thus, while
m e d i u m levels of constraint improve the ability of
students to correcdy reject incorrect word usages even at a
weeks delay, mixed levels of constraint appear to have a
deleterious effect o n the ability to reject incorrect usage at
a weeks delay.

HigiiobWIir

Figure 1: False alarm o n immediate sentence
verification test
Definitions: This measure indicates how accurately
students can provide a definition for words they have
learned.
A c c u r a c y o n the definition test w a s
significantly predicted b y level o f constraint,
E(2,79)=3.364, ii<.04, b y verbal S A T , E(1.79)=6.338,
ji<.02, and b y the interaction between verbal S A T and
level of constraint, E(2,79)=3.855, c <.03. A s with the
sentence vnification test, planned comparisons indicated
that subjects in the m e d i u m , E(l,54)=4.505, b:<.04, and
m i x e d constraint, E(l,51)=4.959, ii<.03, conditions
outperformed those in the high constraint condition and
the effect of level of constraint w a s amplified for high
ability level students for both the h i g h / m e d i u m ,
E(l,54)=5.67, ii<.02 and high/mixed. E(l,51)=5.50,
B.<.03, comparisons.
T h e r e w e r e n o significant
differences between the m e d i u m and mixed conditions.
So, as with verbal comprehension as measured by
sentence verification accuracy, students w h o learned n e w
w o r d s with m e d i u m constraint or m i x e d constraint
example sentences were better able to provide definitions
than students w h o learned n e w w o r d s using high
constraint sentences.

Definitions: Planned comparisons indicated the same
basic pattern of results on the delayed test as on die
immediate test. Students w h o studied using m e d i u m
constraint sentences outperformed students using high
constraint sentences, E(l,49)=7.22, ii<.01, and this
advantage w a s greater for high ability students,
E(l,49)=8.23, ii<.01. There w a s also a marginally
significant advantage for the mixed constraint condition
over the high constraint condition, E(l,49)=3.23, ii<.08,
and a marginally significant interaction between level of
constraint and ability, E(l,49)=3.868, ii<.06.
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Discussion
Beck ct. al.(1983) have argued thai students should be
taught n e w words using highly constraining contexts.
W e suggested above that students would do better when
they learn words in contexts which require them to
integrate information from the current context with
information from previous encounters with the word. T o
lest Uiis hypothesis, w e taught college students 4 0 low
frequency English words using either three encounters
with the words in high constraint contexts, three
encounters with words in moderate constraint contexts or
using three encounters with the words in progressively
less constraining contexts. W e have shown that students
w h o study n e w words in moderate constraint contexts
develop a better ability to m a k e use of these n e w words as
measured by both definitional and sentence verification
tasks than do students w h o study words in highly
constraining contexts.
The results of this experiment are consistent with the
view that teaching n e w words with moderate constraint
contexts is superior to teaching n e w words in high
constraint contexts. Moderate constraint contexts are
superior because students are required to combine top
down contextual information with bottom up word
specific perceptual information as they do during normal
reading. M a n y models of word recognition and meaning
activation (e.g., A d a m s , 1990) hold that word meaning is
activated in precisely this way. Our results suggest that
learning words in a fashion that uses both sources of
information facilitates subsequent use of the acquired
meaning. T h e word knowledge acquired w h e n both
sources of information are attended to is more accessible
when there is a need to combine contextual information
with word specific information, namely, most reading or
listening situations.
Our results also suggest that the optimal level of
constraint to use in example sentences is contingent upon
the ability level of the students. High ability level
students appear to s h o w the largest gains from
encountering words in moderately constraining contexts.
W e can rule out prior knowledge of the particular word's
meaning because performance prior knowledge would also
have elevated scores in the high constraint condition.
Van Daalen-Kapteihns and Elshout-Mohr(1981) suggested
that lower ability level students developed holistic models
of word meaning based o n minimal contextual
encounters. Since these models are holistic they are
difficult to modify in light of n e w information. Since
learning word meaning from less constraining contexts
requires the acceptance of a provisional model of word
meaning followed by updating that model as n e w
information becomes available, lower ability level
students m a y be less able to take advantage of moderate
constraint contexts since their models are less modifiable.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that at all ability levels,
moderately constraining sentences are at least as
efficacious as highly constraining sentences.
The present study also suggests that our finding of
advantages for progressively less constraining contexts

over high constraint contexts m a y have been due
primarily to the presence of a moderately constraining
sentence in the progressively less consu^aining study list.
This is especially clear in the delayed accuracy results
where subjects in the moderate constraint condition
continue to outperform subjects in the high constraint
condition, but where subjects in the mixed constraint
condition no longer significantly outperform those in
high constraint condition. It is possible that the
decreasing constraint sentences w e used m a d e jumps
which were too large to be effective. T h efinalexample
sentence, for instance, m a y have been too sparse for a
third encounter. O n the other hand, one potential benefit
of decreasing constraint m a y be in situations where the
definition is not provided. W e are currently comparing
these methods under conditions in which definitions are
not provided as part of the study procedure and this m a y
show an advantage fOT progressively decreasing constraint.
Teaching vocabulary is an important part of learning a
language for thefirsttime or as a second language. W o r d
meaning knowledge is an important component of
general comprehension. Indeed vocabulary knowledge is
highly correlated with general comprehension
abilities(Anderson and Freebody, 1981). Further, it is
reasonable to assume Uiat incidental acquisition of
vocabulary is dependent upon current word knowledge,
such that learning n e w words should increase the ability
of students to learn other n e w words in the future. Beck
et. al.(1982) have found such incidental gains in students
w h o have participated in Uieir vocabulary building
curriculum.
Beck et. al.(1983) advised educators that "not all
contexts are created equal." They argued that the contexts
used to teach new words should be contexts which highly
constrain the meanings of the n e w words. While this
m a y be good advice for the elementary school teachers
they were addressing, our research suggests that less
constraining contexts m a y be superior for older students.
Students need to learn to quickly access and use word
meaning w h e n reading or listening to normal paced
speech. T o do that, they need to strengthen the same
kinds of general comprehension processes during study
that they will use during reading. O u r research suggests
that there is some advantage to be gained from providing
study sentences which are either moderately constraining
Using moderately
or which vary in constraint.
constraining or progressively less constraining contexts
results in a better integration of multiple encounters with
novel words and consequently, m o r e usable word
knowledge.
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posed that are more or less consistent with this view
(Large & Kolen, in press; McAuley, 1994; Page, 1994). In
Recent models of metrical structure in music rely upon notions
this
paper, I focus on one such mqdel (Large & Kolen, in
of oscillation and synchronization. Such resonance models
press).
According to this model oscillatory units phaseU-eat the perception of metrical structure as a dynamic process
in which the temporal organization of musical events synchroand frequency- lock to periodic components of a rhythmic
nizes, or entrains, a listener's internal processing mechanisms.
pattern, and the self-organizing response of a network of
The entrainment of a network of oscillators to an afferent
oscillators embodies a dynamic perception of metrical
rhythmic pattern models the perception of metrical structure.
structure. I compare this model with previous accounts of
In this paper, 1 compare one resonance model with several premetrical structure in music. I argue that resonance models
viously proposed models of meter perception. Although the
of musical meter provide advantages over previous
resonance model is consistent with previous models in a number of ways, mathematical analysis reveals properties that are
approaches for describing the perception of temporal
quite distinct from properties of the previously proposed modstructure in music.
els.
Abstract

Models of Metrical Structure
Introduction
The perception of rhythm in music involves, among other
things, the perception of metrical structure. Metrical structure describes an important part of musical phenomenology,
the sense of alternating strong and weak beats that accompanies the experience of listening to music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). It is related to the metrical structure of
language (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), however, in music
metrical structure refers to a distinctive form of temporal
organization. Psychologically, metrical structure m a y be
viewed as a perceptual framework that affects h u m a n perception, attention, and m e m o r y for complex, temf)orally
structured event sequences (Jones & Boltz, 1989; Palmer &
Krumhansl, 1990; Povel & Essens. 1985).
Theories of metrical structure attempt to describe the perceived temporal organization of rhythmic patterns. Generative models posit rules for describing legal metrical
structures (e.g. Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1978). The perception of rhythm then involves
parsing a rhythmic pattern to retrieve its metrical structure
(Jackendoff, 1992; Longuet-Higgins & Lee, 1982). Clock
models have been proposed (e.g. Essens & Povel, 1985;
Scarborough, Miller, & J. Jones, 1992) that explain meter
perception as the process of aligning the ticks of an internal
clock with the onset of events in an acoustic signal.
Dynamic attending models (Jones, 1976; Jones & Boltz,
1989) propose that rhythm perception is a dynamic process
in which the temporal organization of rhythms synchronizes,
or entrains, a listener's attention. Connectionist accounts of
the perception of metrical structure have recently been pro-
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Models of metrical structure must account for several
aspects of the perception of temporal organization in
rhythmic patterns. First, a model must specify structural
constraints, describing which temporal structures correspond to legal metrical structures. This is not enough,
however, because the relationship of rhythmic patterns to
legal structures m a y in principle be many-to-many. Thus, a
model must also specify a set of metrical preferences
(Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983), to predict which structure a
listener would perceive for any given pattern. Finally, the
durational patterns that musicians perform never correspond precisely to the durations called for in a musical
score, rather they contain intentional and unintentional
timing variability (e.g. Sloboda, 1983). This is a problem
for most models of metrical structure, because the models
refer to nominal note durations. Therefore, a perceptual
model must also explain h o w listeners deal with performance timing.
Generative Models
Generative models of metrical structure handle structural constraints by proposing grammars that describe the
organization of events in time. For example, Lerdahl and
Jackendoff (1983) have proposed a generative theory in
which the metrical structure of a piece is transcribed as a
grid (see Figure 1) similar to linguistic metrical structure
grids (cf. Liberman & Prince, 1977). Each row of dots represents a level of beats, and the relative spacing between
dots of adjacent levels describes the relationship between
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Figure 1: A metrical structure grid describing an alternation of strong and weak beats.
the beat periods of adjacent levels. Lerdahl and Jackendoff's
(1983) metrical grids explicitly capture the perception of
regularly recurring strong and weak beats. Points where the
beats of m a n y levels coincide are strong beats; points where
few beats coincide are weak beats. Lerdahl and Jackendoff
(1983) give a set of well-formedness rules to describe legal
metrical structure hierarchies. They give a set of preference
rules to describe which metrical structure a listener would
perceive for any given rhythmic pattern. They do not, however, deal with the issue of performance timing.
Longuet-Higgins (1978) has proposed that the meter (i.e.
the time signature) of a melody m a y be regarded as a generative granmiar, and the rhythm of a melody m a y be described
as a tree structure generated by the grammar. Terminals and
non-terminals correspond to periods of time, and productions describe temporal nestings corresponding to integer
ratios (2:1, 3:1, 4:1, etc.). The "task" of rhythm perception is
to infer from a rhythmic pattern a metrical grammar and a
parse tree. Figure 2 shows a simple melody, and the parse
tree generated by a metrical grammar that describes binary
temporal nestings (corresponding to the 2/4 time signature).
Longuet-Higgins and L e e (1982) handle metrical preferences as processing constraints imposed by the demands of
real-time parsing. Longuet-Higgins (1987) deals with perform a n c e timing by proposing that the length of a beat period
m a y be adjusted throughout the performance as the performer speeds up or slows down. According to this model a
parser uses a static tolerance window, within which it will
treat any onset as being "on the beat". Incoming durations
are assigned to one of a few duration categories (i.e. quarter
note, eighth note, and so forth), so that they can be properly
dealt with by the grammar.

of a clock that attempts to align its output ticks with event
onsets in the acoustic signal. For example, Essens and
Povel (1985) model the perception of meter as the induction of a "best clock" according to which rhythmic input is
coded and stored in memory. Input to their system consists
of a pattern of inter-onset durations with associated accent
information (strong/weak). T h e system hypothesizes
clocks of every different period and phase that could be
implied by the pattern. Each clock is then ranked according to counter-evidence, which includes the number of
ticks that would coincide with weakly accented events,
and the number of ticks that would coincide with no event
onset. In this way, the pattern of accent in the sequence
determines the beat period, phase, and "strength" of the
induced clock, implementing metrical preferences. The
model does not deal with timing variability.
The BeatNet model (Scarborough, Miller, & J. Jones,
1992) was designed to implement Lerdahl and Jackendoff's (1983) generative theory. BeatNet is based on a connectionist parallel constraint satisfaction paradigm. The
BeatNet network is a one-dimensional array of idealized
oscillators of different beat-periods that operate to align
their discrete output ticks with event onsets, producing a
metrical grid of the style proposed by Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983). A metrical structure emerges from local
interactions between units, rather than from the global
effect of rule-based analysis. T h e interactions are handcrafted to implement Lerdahl and Jackendoff's wellformedness and preference constraints. T h e model does
not deal with performance timing.
Resonance Models
Resonance models of the perception of temporal organization posit the existence of one of more oscillators that
entrain to rhythmic patterns (Large & Kolen, in press;

Clock Models
Models of meter perception sometimes invoke the notion
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Figure 2: A melody and a metrical parse tree. The tree describes a binary nesting of time spans.
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McAuley, 1994; Page, 1994). Resonance models are consis- The output of the oscillator is given by:
tent with dynamic attending models (Jones, 1976; Jones &
In
(1)
o(i) = 1+tanh(Y(cos—(r-/o)-1)),
Boltz, 1989) in that they treat rhythm perception as a
dynamic process in which the temporal organization of
external musical events entrains a listener's attention. For
where t is time, p is the period of the oscillation,
specificity, I describe one resonance model in detail (Large {t- tQ)(mod)p is the phase, and y is the output gain. Each
& Kolen, in press).
output pulse (see Figure 3) instantiates a temporal recepLarge and Kolen (in press) have proposed an approach to tivefieldfor the oscillatory unit - a window of time during
modeling the perception of metrical structure that is based on which the unit "expects" to see a stimulus pulse. The
the mathematics of coupled oscillation. A rhythmic pattern
width of the receptivefieldcan be adjusted by changing
serves as a driving signal. Through non-linear coupling, the the unit's output gain, y. The unit responds to stimulus
rhythm perturbs both the phase and the intrinsic period of
pulses that occur within thisfieldby adjusting its phase
individual oscillators, modeling musical beat. A system of and period, according to the following rules:
oscillators entrains to the periodic components of a rhythmic
27t
27t
signal at different time-scales, and to the outputs of one
A/q = -Ti,i(f)psech Y(cos—(/-/(,) - 1) sin—(f-tg), (2)
another. Thus metrical structure is modeled as the collective
consequence of mutual entrainment among many constituent
2n
271
.^,
processes.
Ap = -y\^s{t)pssch Y(cos—(f-fo) -l)sin—(t-»o)- ^^'
The rhythm is represented as a series of discrete pulses,
s(t), corresponding to the onset of individual musical events Figure 3 shows three such units responding to a piano
(e.g. notes) such that s{t) = 1 at the onset of an event, and 0
performance of a short melody (from Figure 1). The oscilat other times. Each oscillator adjusts both its phase and
lators interacted with one another through discretized outperiod so that during stimulation the unit's output pulses
put pulses. Each oscillator was also allowed to adjust its
become phase- and frequency-locked to a driving rhythm.
own output gain, y. Figure 3 shows a stable metrical interpretation of the input rhythm emerge, with strong and
weak beats observable as points in time when the output
pulses of several oscillators occur simultaneously. The
Performance

Osc 1 Output

Output

O s c 3 Output

Time
Figure 3: The response of a network of three oscillators to a performance of the melody of Figures 1 and 2.
A) Piano-roll notation of the performance, B - D) Output of the oscillators. Vertical lines show event onset times.
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three oscillators are correctly responding to the metrical
structure at the sixteenth, eighth, and quarter note levels.
This example shows the network responding to the metrical
structure of a rhythmic pattern in the presence of systematic
performance timing deviations.
Comparison of Models
It is informative to compare the above resonance model
with the previous models w e have described above, because
there are important similarities and important differences.
For instance, the output pulses of each oscillator are analo-

gous to the beats of a metrical structure grid, or the ticks of a
clock model. Points in time when the output pulses of several oscillators occur simultaneously, m a y be thought of as
strong beats. In this section I present a comparison of this
approach with previous models of metrical structure. First, I
discuss the issue of h o w the resonance model deals with performance timing deviations. Next, I address h o w the model
implements structural constraints. I do not address the implementation of metrical preferences in this paper.
Performance Timing
In the resonance model, an output pulsefillsthe role of a
beat. However, output pulses differ from beats, or the ticks
of an idealized clock, in that each output pulse has a width.
Thus an event that occurs a little earlier or later than
expected m a y still be interpreted an being "on the beat" and
the oscillator will adjust its phase and period accordingly.
Precisely h o w m u c h deviation from timing regularity an
oscillator will tolerate depends on the three basic parameters
of the model, ^^, ri^, and y.
To understand the effect of these parameters on an oscillator's behavior, it is useful to examine regime diagrams for
the oscillator model. A regime diagram summarizes the
response of a single oscillator to periodic stimulation, a simplified form of input that can be expected either from an
external rhythm or from another oscillator in the network

(Large & Kolen, in press). In the following regime diagrams, I assume that q is the period of the input (driver)
and p is the intrinsic period of the responding (driven)
oscillator. The ratio, q/p, is plotted along the x-axis. Hj
varies along the y-axis, and individual diagrams are given
for different values of y.
The regime diagrams show parameter regions that result
in stable phase-locked states, called Arnol'd tongues
(Schroeder, 1991). Figure 4 shows the effects of phaselocking alone (Eq. 2). For example, in an uncoupled system (r|, = 0), if q/p = 0.5 then the driverfirestwice for
each time the driven oscillatorfires.In a phase-coupled
system (Eq. 2, tIj > 0 ), even when q/p is different from
0.5, the system m a y still lock in a 1:2 relationship (the
center "tongue" in the diagrams of Figure 4), because each
time the driven oscillator fires, its phase is perturbed
slightly by the coupling to the driver. Each diagram identifies parameter regions that result in phase-locked ratios,
q/p such that p < 8. Darker regions reflect faster convergence on stable phase-locks.
The oscillator also adjusts its intrinsic period (Eq. 3).
This is important for modeling musical beat because when
the driving signal is temporarily removed, the oscillator
continues at the driver's period, "expecting" the driver's
eventual return. Figures 5A-C show the effects of adding
the delta rule for period (Eq. 3). For easy comparison with
Figure 4, rij wasfixedat a small positive value, and again
Tij varied along the y-axis. These entrainment regions are
larger than the corresponding regions for phase-locking
alone. Adjustment of intrinsic period not only acts as a sort
of memory, but also causes widening of the resonance
tongues.
The width of each Arnol'd tongue reflects the sensitivity
of the coupled system to deviations in the q/p ratio. In the
current context, this corresponds to the sensitivity of an
individual unit to timing deviation in the input signal.
Thus, these Arnol'd tongues predict sensitivity of the
model to timing deviation in musical performance. The
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Figure 4: Regime diagrams describe stable phase-locking regions as a function of driver/driven period ratios and
coupling strength. A ) y = 0, B ) y = 2, C ) y = 8. Each diagram shows the following regions (left to right):

0:1, 1:8, 1:7, 1:6, 1:5, 1:4, 2:7, 1:3, 3:8, 2:5, 7:3, 1:2, 4:7. 3:5, 5:8, 2:3, 5:7, 3:4, 4:5, 5:6, 6:7, 7:8, 1:1.
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Figure 5: Phase-locking regions as a function of driver/driven period ratios and coupling strength with frequencylocking enabled. A ) y = 0 , B ) y = 2 , C ) y = 8. Each diagram shows the following regions (left to right):
0:1, 1:8, 1:7, 1:6, 1:5, 1:4, 2:7, 1:3, 3:8, 2:5, 7:3, 1:2,4:7, 3:5, 5:8, 2:3, 5:7, 3:4, 4:5, 5:6, 6:7, 7:8, 1:1.
response depends on the ratio of the intrinsic periods of the
input and the responding oscillator, as well as on the values
of n,. \ , and y. Adjustment of intrinsic period enhances
the stability of the oscillator's response in the presence of
timing deviations
Structural Constraints
As external input brings the response periods of two
lators in a network close to some rational ratio, interaction
between the oscillators will tend to keep the two oscillators
locked at that ratio. Thus, assuming that the interaction is
one-way (i.e. that one oscillator's discretized output forms
the input to a second oscillator) the regime diagrams of Figures 4 and 5 describe allowable relationships between the
outputs of the two oscillators much as the rules of a generative model describe allowable ratios between adjacent levels
of beats.
The stability of the locking behavior is determined by
sensitivity to deviation in the ratio of oscillator periods.
Deviation in this ratio may be caused, for example, by the
oscillators' response to the external input. Figures 4 and 5
show that, in general, 1:1 phase-locks are more stable than
1:2 phase-locks, which are more stable than 2:3 phase locks
and so forth. Thus, the Arnol'd tongues summarize the structural constraints of the model. T w o oscillators can lock in
any rational ratio, with the stability of the lock determined
(more or less) by the identity of the ratio.
This is an important departure from the previous models
we have described. Each of the previous models allow only
integer ratio relationships between adjacent levels of beats.
This restriction of legal metrical structures to strictly nested
hierarchies limits the scope of such theories, however. Only
some music can be described in this way. M u c h non-Western
music, as well as contemporary Western Art music. Jazz, and
popular music make use of dissonant rhythmic structures
(Yeston, 1976), known as poly rhythms. A polyrhythmic relationship between two levels of beats is a relationship of beat-
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periods such that N beats at one level occupy the same
amount of time as M beats at the next level. Polyrhythmic
relationships are described using rational ratios (3:2, 4:3,
5:4, and so forth) (Yeston, 1976).
The resonance model handles polyrhythmic structure
naturally. Rather constructing rules that describe allowable
beat period ratios, polyrhythmic relationships arise given
interaction between oscillators in the network. Further, the
oscilstability of polyrhythmic structures is limited by the stability of the corresponding phase-lock, preventing extravagant claims regarding the perception of polyrhythmic
structures in music.
Conclusions
Resonance models of metrical structure posit oscillators
that synchronize periodic output pulses with afferent
rhythmic patterns. The response of a network of oscillators
models the perception of metrical structure as a process of
self-organization. The model I have described here (Large
& Kolen, in press) is consistent with results in human
rhythm perception, which show that temporal pattern
structure affects human abilities to perceive, remember,
and reproduce rhythmic sequences (e.g. Deutsch, 1980;
Essens & Povel, 1985; Jones, Boltz, & Kidd, 1982). In
addition, the dynamic approach to metrical structure perception is consistent with dynamic theories of motor coordination. The literature on motor coordination reveals a
number of activities, including rhythmic hand movements
and cascade juggling, to be consistent with mathematical
laws governing coupled oscillations (see Beek et al., 1992
for a review of recent models).
The output of each oscillator models the experience of
musical beat, and the coincident output of several oscillators models metrical accent, consistent with previous models of metrical structure perception. However, analysis of
the behavior of a single oscillatory unit in response to periodic stimulation reveals complex dynamics, and important

differences compared with previous models. Regime diagrams describe the content of resonance models regarding
the well-formedness of metrical structures, and show how
resonance models handle polyrhythmic structure. In addition, resonance models account for the perception of meter
in the face of timing variability. Thus resonance models may
provide the basis for more comprehensive accounts of the
perception of metrical structure.
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Abstract

Figure 1 summarizes the M A C / F A C algorithm. T h e
M
A
vector
Current theories and supporting simulations of similarity-C stage opoates with content vectors, a
representation automatically computed from structured
based retrieval disagree in their process model of semantic
representations. Each component of a content vector
similarity decisi(Xis. W e compare two current computational
represents the relative number occurrences of a particular
simulations of similarity-based retrieval, M A C / F A C and
predicate in the corresponding structured representation.
ARCS, with particular attention to the semantic similarity
models used in each. Four experiments are presented
Thus the dot product of two content vectws yields an
comparing the performance of these simulations on a
estimate of h o w likely their corresponding structured
common set of representations. The results suggest that
representations will match using S M E . Civen a probe, its
MAC/FAC, with its identicality-based ccmstraint on semantic
content vector is computed and its dot product taken with
similarity, provides a better account of retrieval than A R C S ,
every item in memory. T h e output of the M A C stage is the
with its similarity-table based model
item with the highest dot product, along with everything
else within 1 0 % of it
The F A C stage uses S M E to calculate, in parallel, a
1. Introduction
structural alignment of each item retrieved by M A C with
the probe. Since M A C is sensitive only to predicate overiap
How does a pendulum remind us of a spring, or even of
while F A C is sensitive to structure, F A C will reject m u c h
another pendulum?
This paper compares two recent
of M A C ' S output.
However, M A C ' S pre-filtering
simulations of h o w such remindings come about: A R C S
minimizes the number of structural alignments to be
(Thagard. Holyoak, Nelson & Gochfeld, 1990) and
computed.
M A C / F A C (Centner, 1989; Centner & Forbus, 1991, in
preparation; Centner, Rattermann & Forbus, 1993). Both
ARCS: The ARCS algorithm is shown in Figure 2.
models attempt to predict the fact that similarity-based
A R C S uses a localist connectionist network to ^ p l y
retrieval is strongly influenced by surface similarity and
semantic, structural, and pragmatic constraints to selecting
weakly sensitive to structural consistency. T h e process
items from memory. T h e initial stage uses semantic
should typically retrieve literally similar matches, often
similarity to select a subset of m e m o r y over which to build
retrieve surface-similar matches, and occasionally retrieve
a matching network. T h e notion of semantic similarity is
purely analogous matches (Centner, Rattermann & Forbus,
1993; Cick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983; Wharton, Holyoak,
Downing, Lange and Wickens, 1991, in preparation).
Civen a database M of m e m o r y items II..In, and a probe
Section 2 reviews M A C / F A C and A R C S . Section 3
P,
describes four computational experiments in which w e
1. [^fAC stageJ In parallel, for each item I in M
compare M A C / F A C and A R C S . Section 4 summarizes the
compute the dot product of the content vectors for I
results.
and P. Return as output the m a x i m u m and every
item whose score is within p l % of it
2. Review of MAC/FAC and ARCS
2. [ F A C stageJ In parallel, for each item I in the M A C
MAC/FAC: MAC/FAC (for "Many are called but few output,
are run S M E with I as the base and P as the
target
The F A C score for each pair is the structural
chosen") uses a two-stage retrieval process. Thefirststage
evaluation score of the highest- ranked mapping.
( M A C ) is a "wide-net" stage in which a crude,
T h e top-scoring match, plus any others within p 2 %
computationally cheap, match process is used to pare d o w n
of it, are ou^ut.
the vast set of memory items into a small set of candidates
for more expensive processing. T h e second stage ( F A C )
(Typically pi = p 2 = 1 0 % )
uses S M E in literal similarity m o d e to apply structural
constraints to select one (or a few) best matches.
Figure 1: T h e M A C / F A C aigorithm
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based on WoniNet (MiUer. Fellbaum, Kegl. & Miller,
1988), a psycholinguistic database of words and lexical
concepts. Since Thagard et al. draw the majority of their
[Medicate vocabulary from WordNet, the existence of lexical
relationships between words is used to suggest that their
coireqranding predicates are semantically similar.
Most o( the woric in A R C S is carried out by the
constraint satisfaction networic, which provides an elegant
mechanism for integrating the disparate constraints that
Thagard et al. postulate as important toretrieval.T h e use
of competition inretrievalis designed to reduce the number
of candidates retrieved. Using pragmatic information
provides a means for the system's goals to affect the
retrieval process.
After the netwoiic settles, an ordering can be placed on
nodes representing retrieval hypotheses based on their
activation. Unfortunately, w e have not been able to identify
a fcMinal criterion by which a subset of these retrieval
hypotheses are considered to be what is retrieved by A R C S .
In the experiments below w e mainly focus on the subset of
retrieval nodes mentioned by Thagard et al. in their paper.

We
prefer an identicality-based account using
inexpensive inference techniques to suggest ways to rerepresent non-identical relations into a canonical
representation language. Such canonicalization has many
advantages for complex, rich knowledge systems, where
meaning arisesfinomthe axioms that predicates participate
in. W h e n mismatches occur in a context where it is
desirable to m a k e the match, w e assume that people make
use of techniques ofre-representation.A n example of an
inexpensive
inference
technique
to suggest rerepresentation is Falkenhainer's (1987, 1990) minimal
ascension method, which looks for c o m m o n superordinates
(e.g., T R A N S F E R ) when context suggested that two
predicates should match (e.g., B E S T O W and D O N A T E ) .
Semantic similarity can thus be captured as partial identity.
W e believe that WordNet could be used similarly, since it
has superordinate information.
Holyoak & Thagard have argued that broader (i.e.,
weako*) notions of semantic similarity are crucial in
retrieval, for otherwise w e would suffer from too many
missedretrievals.Although this at Hrst sounds reasonable,
there is a counter-argument based on memory size. H u m a n
memories are far larger than any cognitive simulation yet
constructed. In such a case, the problem of false positives
(i.e., loo many irrelevantretrievals)becomes critical. False
negatives are of course a problem, but they can be overcome
to some extent by reformulating and re-representing the
probe, treating memory access as an iterative process
interleaved with other forms of reasoning (as in Wharton,
Holyoak, Downing, Lange & Wickens's (1991, in press)
R E M I N D model). Thus w e argue that strong semantic
similarity constraints, combined withre-representation,are
crucial inretrievalas well as in m^qjping.
H o w do these different accounts of semantic similarity
fare in predicting patterns of retrieval? In the rest of the
paper w e compare the performance of M A C / F A C and
A R C S on a variety of examples.

2.1 Semantic Similarity

3. Computational Experiments

A key issue in analogical processing is what criterion
should be used to decide if two elements can be placed into
COTreqxMidence.
In A R C S , an augmented subset of
WordNet was used to m a k e semantic similarity decisions.
T w o iM'edicates in A R C S are considered semantically
similar if their corresponding lexical concepts in WordNet
are connected via links that denote particular relationships.
T h e use of WordNet as a database for simple lexical
inferences is an appealing idea. The lexical connections
found in this way should have well-founded motivations.
Nevertheless, it important to remember that WordNet was
intended as a lexicon, not a language of thought. Using the
lexical concepts of WordNet as a predicate vocabulary
requires
assuming
that
there
exist
conceptual
representations that correspond to these lexical concepts.
That does not seem an implausible assumption. However,
assuming that relationships between words, such as
synonym or antonym are used in the cognitive processing of
internalrepresentationsseems implausible.

Each experiment below has a similar structure. First each
simulation is given a memory, consisting of one or more
databases drawn from the A R C S representations.' Then
retrieval is tested with probes dtawn from a small
predeflned set of stories. The m e m o r y a simulation
operates over consists of one or more databases. In some
cases the menuMy is augmented by a particular story: e.g.,
when probing with variant H a w k stories, the Thagard et al.
encoding of the "Karla the H a w k " story is added to
memory. (This is done to see if theretrievalsystem is able
to And the base story amidst the distractors, given
variations on the story as probes.)
For brevity w e specify the probe set and memory
contents symbolically, using "/" to distinguish probe set
from m e m o r y and "•«•" to indicate set union.
Thus

Given a pool of m e m c M y items II..In and a probe P:
1. For each item li, include it in a matching network if
there are any predicates in li that are semantically
similar to a predicate in P. The matching network
implements semantic and structural constraints.
2. Create inhibitory links between units representing
competing retrieval hypotheses, to ensure
competitive retrieval.
3. Install pragmatic constraints by creating excitatwy
links between a special pragmatic node and every
predicate mariced by the user as important.
4. R u n the network until it settles.
Figure 2: T h e A R C S algorithm
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' To date wc have been unsuccessful in getting A R C S to run on
the representations we used in (Forbus & Centner, 1991). ARCS'
network does not settle after even 1.000 iterations, and run times
of up to nine hours have been required.

H A W K / ( P L A Y S + K a r l a Base) indicates an experiment
where the database of plays was probed with the H a w k
stories. A description of the datasets used and a summary
of conventions are given in Figure 3.
take propositional
Both M A C / F A C and A R C S
representations as inputs, but their representation
conventions are quite di^erent The most crucial difference
is that stnicture-m^^ing treats attributes,relations,and
functions differently, whereas A R C S does not distinguish
them. W e used the following rules in translation: (1) Oneplace predicates were classified as attributes, (2) multiargument predicates were classified asrelations,and (3)
since the arguments to C A U S E could be either events w
modal ixx)positions, w e treated predicates used as
arguments to a C A U S E statement either as modal relations
(e.g., B E C O M I N G - T R U E ) or functions (e.g., M A R R I E D ,
KILLED).
Replication of computational experiments is still
something of a novelty, and standards for ensuring that
reported simulationresultsarerepeatablehave not yet been
established in cognitive science. Nevertheless, w e have
taken many {Hecautions to ensure that w e have run A R C S
correctly. Where numerical information wasreported,for
instance, w e matehed results to several decimal places.
One concern was what should count as aretrievalin A R C S .
Neither the original A R C S paper nor the code defines a

Databases:
F A B L E S = 100 encodings of Aesop's fables, encoded by
Thagard et al.
P L A Y S = 25 encodings of Shakespeare's plays, encoded
by Thagard et al.
Story sets used as probes and m e m o r y items:
H A W K = Thagard et al.'s encoding of the "Karla the
H a w k " story set, i.e., (mginal story, analog, appearance
match, false analogy, and literal similarity versions.
Databases using these probes have the original story
added to memory, except when the original story itself is
used as a probe.
S G = Thagard et al.'s encoding of the Sour Grapes fable
plus variations, i.e., original story, analog, appearance,
and literal similarity versions. Databases using these
probes have the original story added to memory, except
when the original story itself is used as a probe.
H & W S S = Thagard et al.'s encoding of Hamlet and West
Side Story. W h e n Hamlet is used as a probe it is
removed from memory. West Side Story is never placed
in memory.
Convention: Fot convenience, w ereferto an
experimental setup by the probe stories followed by the
database used, e.g., S G / ( F A B L E S + P L A Y S ) means that
the Sour Grapes fables were used as probes with a
memory consisting of both plays and fables. W h e n a
story is used as a probe, it is removed from m e m o r y first

A R C S results. Numbers in parenthesesrepresentthe
level of activation computed by A R C S .
Prob«
Results
Sec
Sour Grapes (0.28)
120
Sour Grapes,
appearance
Sour Grq>es (0.21)
81
Sour Grapes,
analog
Sour Grapes,
Sour Grapes (0.2S)
123
literal similarity
M A C / F A C Results. Numbers in parentheses represent
the scores for that story.
Probe
Results
Sec
FAC: Sour Grapes (0.53)
Sour Grapes,
0.3
appearance
M A C : Sour Grapes (0J56)
FAC: Sour Grapes (2.03)
Sour Grapes,
0.2
analog
M A C : Sour Grapes (0.62)
FAC: Sour Grapes (2.03)
Sour Grapes,
0.2
literal similarity M A C : Sour Grapes (0.62)
Table 1: Results for SG/Fables experiment
criterion for distinguishing when an item is actually
retrieved (indeed, stories with negative activations w o e
sometimes considered retrievals). In reporting A R C S
results w e cut off the list ofretrievedresultswhere they did.
In some cases (e.g., fables) this represented a sharp
boundary, in other cases (e.g., plays) it did not.
3.1 Experiment 1: Sour Grapes Comparison
In the fu^t study the memory set consists of the fables,
including the Sour Grapes fable, and the probes are
variants of Sour Grapes. Table 1 shows the results. T h e
results for A R C S match those reported for the simulation
by Thagard et al. The M A C / F A Cresultsare quite similar.
Thus both systems successfully retrieve Sour Grapes from a
database of fables when given variations of it. However,
M A C / F A C is substantially faster. The runtime difference is
fairly typical; M A C / F A C tends to be two orders (rf
magnitude faster than A R C S when tested with identical
data on the same computer.
32 Experiment 2: Effects of additional memory
items o n retrieval (Sour G r a p e s )
To check the stability of results under changes in memwy
contents, w e reran Experiment 1, adding the database of 25
Shakespeare plays encoded by Thagard et al. to the fables
database. W e then tested the simulations to see if they
would retrieve Sour Grapes from the database of 125 fables
and plays when probed with variations of Sour Grapes. The
results are show in Table 2. M A C / F A C ' s results remain
unchanged, except for a small increase in processing time.
A R C S , on the other hand, is distracted by the plays in one
of the probe conditions. Increasing the memory by 2 5 %
has led to differentresultswith A R C S . The results also
hint at a possible size bias in A R C S ; it appears to prefer
larger descriptions in retrieval, at the cost of correct
matches.

Figure 3: Databases and experimental stories used in
the experiments
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A R C S Results
Probe
Sour Grapes
appearance
Sour Grapes,
analog

Sour Grapes,
literal similarity
M A C / F A C Results
Probe
Sour Grapes
appearance
Sour Grapes
analoe
Sour Grapes
literal similarity

Results
Sour Grapes (0.28)

Sec
327

The Taming of the Shrew
(0.22).
M a r y Wives (0.18).
[11 stories],
Sour Grapes (-0.19)
Sour Grapes (0.2S)

251

Results
FAC: Sour Grapes (0.53)
M A C : Sour Grapes (0.56)
FAC: Sour Grapes (2.03)
M A C : Sour Grapes (0.62)
FAC: Sour Grapes (2.03)
M A C : Sour Grapes (0.62)

specific: toretrieveR o m e o & Juliet, the analogous play.
Table 3 shows theresultsfa* plays only in memory, and
Table 4 shows the results with both plays and fables in
memory. The good news for A R C S is that the fables have
only minimally intruded on the activation for the top
ranked retrieved plays. A Midsummer Night's dream is
A R C S ' top-rankedretrievalfor West Side Story, but it did
also, as stated by Thagard et al., retrieve R o m e o & Juliet
M A C / F A C , on the other hand, only retrieves R o m e o &
Juliet with either probe. For West Side Story this is indeed
the expected result (and w e believe more intuitive that
A R C S ' result), but what is happening with Hamlet?
Examining the structural evaluation scores (e.g., the F A C
scores)revealsthat F A C considers the match between West
Side Story and R o m e o & Juliet to be excellent (16.51),
which makes sense because the encodings of West Side
Story and R o m e o & Juliet have almost isomoiphic
structure. W h e n Hamlet is the probe. F A C is relatively
indifferent: the F A C scores were as follows: R o m e o &
Juliet (6.79), Julius Caesar (5.49), Macbeth (3.72), Othello
(2.67). The drop-off from R o m e o & Juliet is 2 0 % , which is
below than M A C / F A C ' s default cutoff of 1 0 % .

373

Sec

0.4
0.3
0.3

Table 2: Results of S G probes, database = Fables +
Plays

3.4 Experiment 4: Hawk stories
3J

Experiment 3: Larger P r o b e sizes

While the results for M A C / F A C in Experiment 2 are
satisfactory, A R C S ' seemingly poor performance requires
further investigation. Does therelativesize of the probe
matter in the memory swamping effect? T o fmd this out,
w e again ran both simulations, first with the plays database
as memory, then with the 25 plays and 100 fables as
memory, this time using as probes the Hamlet and West
Side Story encodings as probes, asrepresentedby Thagard
et al. Given Hamlet as a probe, the question is whether the
systems can retrieve a tragedy, or at least another play.
Given West Side Story as a probe, the challenge is more
A R C S results. Numbers in parenthesesrepresentlevels
of activation f w that item.
Probe
Results
Sec
Hamlet
Romeo & JuUet (0.54). King U a r (0.53), 1843
Othello (0.46), Cymbeline (0.42),
Macbeth (0.41). Julius Caesar (0.38)
West Side Midsummer Night's Dream (0.58),
2539
Romeo & Juliet (0.57)
Story

The goal in the H a w k studies was toreplicatetheresultsof
(Centner, Rattermann, & Forbus, 1993). Subjects were
given a set of stories to read, and later attempted to retrieve
these stories given variations as probes. The observed
retrieval ordering was literal similarity, appearance,
analogy, first-order overlap. Thagard et al. simulated this
experiment for one story set. Using therelativeactivation
levels of the stories computed by A R C S asrelativeretrieval
probabilities for human subjects, A R C S ' order of retrieval
was: literal similarity, first-order overlap, appearance,
analogy. This is not a close match. (Our o w n simulation cf
these results with M A C / F A C matched the human ordinal
results.)

A R C S Results.
Probe
Results
Romeo & Juliet (0.531),
Hamlet
King Lear (0.528), OtheUo (0.45),
Cymbeline (0.41). Macbeth (0.40),
Julius Caesar (0.37)
West Side Midsummer Night's Dream (0.58),
Story
Romeo & Juliet (0.57)

M A C / F A C results. Numbers in parentheses represent
scores for that item.
Probe
Results
Sec
FAC: Romeo & JuUct (6.79)
Hamlet
22
M A C : OthcUo (0.86), Macbeth (0.85),
Romeo & Juliet (0.83),
Julius Caesar (0.81)
West Side FAC: Romeo & JuUet (1631)
13
M A C : Romeo & JuUet (0.88)
Story

M A C / F A C Results
Probe
Results
FAC: Romeo & Juliet (6.79)
Hamlet
M A C : OtheUo (0.86), Macbeth (0.85),
Romeo & Juliet (0.83), Caesar (0.81),
FableS2 (0.80)
West Side FAC: Romeo & JuUet (16.51)
M A C : Romeo & JuUet (0.88)
Story

Table 3: Results for Hamlet, West Side Story as
probes, Plays database.

Table 4: Results for Hamlet, West Side Story as
probes. Plays + Fables database.
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Sec
4112

5133

Sec
26

HowevCT. our purpose here is to pursue two specific
questions. Using Thagard et al.'s encodings, w e ask (1) do
the systems perform appropriately; and (2) do the two
systems continue to p o f o r m appropriately w h e n distractors
are added to m e m o r y ? Both simulations were run with the
H a w k stOTies as probes, and with either the fables (plus the
Karla story) as m e m o r y or with both fables and plays (plus
the Karla stwy) as memory. T h e results are shown in
Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.
N o matter which database is used, M A C / F A C always
retrieves the Karla story, irrespective of which variant story
is used as a probe. T h e M A C scores explain why: In each
case the Karla story is at the top of the ranking, indicating
that the predicate overlap is greater for Karla and variant
than for any other stwy. T h e fact that the Karla base story
is retrieved for the literal similarity and appearance
variants is expected. Itsretrievalw h e n the analogy is used
as a probe is also reasonable (although if A R C S always
retrieved analogs successfully it would be an implausible
model). Retrieving the base story w h e n the first-order
overly story is used as a probe is not so reasonable. W e
believe this occurs because the Thagard et al.
representations are rather sparse, with almost no surface
information, and thus are less natural than might be desired
A R C S Results
Probe
Karla,
literal similarity
Karla,
appearance
Karla,
analoKT
Karla,
first-order overlap

Results
"Karla" base (0.67)

Sec
315

Fable55 (0.4), [7 fables],
176
"Karla" base (-0.17)
Fable23 (0.33), [7 fables],
127
"Karla" base (-0.27)
Fable23 (0.0907),
17
Fable55 (0.0903), [13 fables],
"Karla" base (-0.11)

M A C / F A C Results.
Results
Probe
FAC: "Karla" (16.07)
Karla,
M A C : "Karla" (0.81),
literal similarity
Fable71 (0.74)
FAC: "Karla" (7.92)
Karla,
M A C : "Karla" (0.71),
appearance
Fable52 (0.71). Fable71(0.66),
Fable27(0.65), Fable5(0.64)
FAC: "Karla" (8.57)
Karla,
M A C : "Karla"(0.81),
analogy
Fable52 (0.77), FableS (0.77),
Fable71(0.76), Fable45(0.75),
Fable59(0.75), Fable27(0.75)
FAC: "Karla" (5.33).
Karla,
first-order overlapFableS (5.33)
M A C : "Karla" (0.73),
Fable71(0.71),Fable52(0.71),
Fable5(0.71), Fable45(0.69),
Fable59(0.68),Fable27(0.68)

Sec

6

7

14

7

(c.f. the specificity conjecture of Forbus & CJentner, 1989).
A s was suggested by experiments 1 and 2, the A R C S
results vary considerably with different distractor sets. This
means that the use of relative activations to estimate
relative frequencies is not a stable measure. Specifically.
the relative ordering offirst-ordero w l a p and analogy
reverses w h e n the database of fables is augmented with the
plays. T h e position of the Karla story in the activation
rankings is also alarming. T h e appearance story, which

A R C S Results.
Probe
Karla,
literal similarity
Karla,
appearance
Karla,
analoKy
Karla,
first-order
overlap

Results
"Karla" base (0.67)

Sec
614

Fable55 (0.40),[ 16 stories].
"Karla" base (-0.018)
Pericles (0.60), [17 stories].
"Karla" base (-0.32)
Pericles (0J8), [22 stories].
"Karla" base (-0.38)

408

M A C / F A C Results
Probe
Results
FAC:"Karla"(16.07)
Karla,
literal similarity M A C : "Karla"(0.81),
Fablc71 (0.74)
FAC: "Karla" (7.92),
Karla,
M A C : "Karla" (0.71),
appearance
Fable52(0.71),
Julius Caesar (0.69),
Othello (0.68), Macbeth (0.67),
Fable71(0.66), T w o Gentlemen
of Verona (0.65),
Fable27(0.65), Hamlet (0.65),
Fable5(0.64)
FAC: "Karla"(8.57)
Karla,
M A C : "Karla" (0.81),
Julius Caesar (0.78), T w o
Gentlemen of Verona (0.78),
Fable52 (0.77), Fable5(0.77),
Macbeth (0.76),
AsYouLikeIt(0.76),
Fablc71(0.76), Fable45(0.75),
Fablc59(0.75), Fable27(0.75),
Otheno(0.75)
F A C : "Karla"(5.33),
Karla,
Fable5(5.33),
first-order
As You Like It (4.96)
overlap
M A C : "Karla"(0.73),
Julius Caesar(0.72), T w o
Gentlemen of Verona (0.72),
Fable71 (0.71), Fable52(0.71),
Fable5 (0.71). Macbeth(0.70),
As You like It (0.70),
Othello (0.69), Fable45 (0.69),
Hamlet(0.68)

244
45

Sec
7

21

37

22.6

Table 6: Results For H A W K probes, with database =
Fables + Plays + "Karla" base story

Table 5: Results for H A W K probes, database =
Fables + "Karla" base story
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should retrieve the base almost as often as the literal
similarity story, has dropped from ninth in the ranking to
18th. Depending on the retrieval cutoff, the conclusion
might be that A R C S fails toretrievethe Karla story given
the very close surface match.
4. Conclusions
The results of cognitive simulation experiments must
always be interpreted with care. In this case, w e believe
our experiments provide evidence that structure-mapping's
identicality constraint better modelsretrievalthan Thagard
et al.'s notion of semantic similarity. Inretrieval,the
special demands of large memories argue for simpler
algorithms, simply because the cost of false positives is
m u c h higher. Ifretrievalwere a one-shot operation, the
cost of false negatives would be higher. But in normal
situations, retrieval is iterative, interleaved with the
construction of therepresentationsbeing used. Thus the
cost (A false negatives is reduced by the chance that
reformulation of the probe, due tore-representationand
inference, will subsequently catch a relevant memory that
slipped by once.
Finally, w e note that while A R C S ' use of a localist
connectionist network to implement constraint satisfaction
is in many ways intuitively appealing, it is by no means
clear that such implementations are neurally plausible.
Overall, w e believe the evidence suggests that M A C / F A C
captures similarity-basedretrievalphenomena better than
A R C S does.
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Abstract

Much recent research on modeling memory processes has foCase-based reasoning (CBR) systems solve problems by recused on identifying useful indices and retrieval strategies to
trieving similar stored cases and adapting their solutions to
support particular memory tasks. Another important question
fit the new situations. The C B R model of reasoning firom
concerning memory processes, however, is how retrieval criexperience has been successfully applied to many tasks (see
teria are learned. This paper examines the issues involved in
(Kolodner, 1993) for a survey), and initial studies are encourmodeling the learning of memory search strategies. It discusses
the general requirements for appropriate strategy learning and
aging for its validity as a cognitive model (e.g., (Lancaster &
presents a model of memory search strategy learning applied
Kolodner, 1988; Ross, 1989; Read & C e s a , 1991)).
to the problem of retrieving relevant information for adapting
A fundamental question in C B R is h o w to guide the adaptacases in case-based reasoning. It discusses an implementation
tion process that revises a retrieved case tofita n e w situation.
of that model, and, based on the lessons learned from that imW e view case adaptation knowledge as having two c o m p o plementation, points towards issues and directions in refining
nents. T h efirstis knowledge of abstract transformations,
the model.
such as the transformation substitute component. T h e second
is m e m o r y search information on h o w tofindthe information
Introduction
needed to apply the abstract transformations—for example,
in the case of the transformation substitute component, inforMuch recent AI research on memory focuses on analyzing the
mation on h o w to determine which features are relevant to
indices that are relevant to particular classes of retrieval probsearching for an appropriate substitution and h o w to conduct
lems (e.g., (Domeshek, 1992; Leake, 1992; O w e n s , 1991)).
the search. Previous research has shown that because of the
The problem of h o w m e m o r y search strategies can be learned
generality of abstract transformations, a wide range of adapand refined has received less attention.' Understanding the
tation problems can be solved using a small set of abstract
process of learning m e m o r y search strategies is important
transformations (e.g., (Carbonell, 1983)). However, a diffiboth for practical reasons, to develop A I systems that can
cult problem is h o w to determine the features that are relevant
refine m e m o r y search criteria as needed, and to extend coginfindingthe information needed to apply the abstract rules to
nitive models of m e m o r y processes. For example, data on
specific problems. For example, the rule substitute component
childrens' m e m o r y strategies show a progression from inefgives no guidance about what to substitute.
fective to effective m e m o r y strategies during early developA n example of h u m a n learning of relevance criteria for
ment (Wellman, 1988).
case adaptation is presented in (Gentner, 1988). Centner's
This paper examines the issues involved in modeling the
experiments gave children the task of adapting previouslylearning of m e m o r y search strategies. It focuses on the m e m encountered stories tofitn e w characters. In the experiments,
ory task of retrieving the information that case-based reasonchildrenfirstacted out stories, using toys to play the roles
ing systems need in order to adapt prior cases tofitn e w situof the characters. They were then asked to act out the same
ations. T h e paper describes a broadly-applicable framework
stories using different toys representing n e w characters. Althat treats m e m o r y search as a planful process and learns the
though both older children (8-10 years old) and younger chilsearch plans resulting from information search for particular
dren (5-7 years old) were influenced by the transparency of
adaptation problems. It discusses the general requirements
the object mappings between the corresponding characters in
for appropriate strategy learning within that framework, and
the old and n e w stories, considerations of systematicity—a
presents the lessons learned from ongoing research in applyhigher-level feature—aided the older children in making the
ing the model to m e m o r y search learning for adapting cases
correct mappings between characters as they adapted the old
in case-based explanation (Leake, 1993). Based on those
stories to the n e w characters. T h e process w e are investigating
lessons, it identifies directions for extending, refining, and
is (1) h o w n e w criteria for determining relevant features for
validating the performance of the model.
finding adaptation information can be acquired during m e m ory retrieval, and (2) h o w those criteria can guide the m e m o r y
'But see Fox & Leake, 1994; Oehlmann, Edwards, & Sleeman,
search process for the needed information.
1994; Redmond, 1992; and Sycara & Navinchandra, 1989, for examples of recent research addressing issues of index learning, refinement
and re-indexing.
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M e m o r y s e a r c h a s a planful p r o c e s s
Our approach builds on the model of m e m o r y traversal and index elaboration in C Y R U S (Kolodner, 1984), and especially
on prior proposals for introspective failure-driven learning
to repair m e m o r y organization problems (Birnbaum, Collins,
Brand, Freed, Krulwich, & Pryor. 1991; R a m & Cox, 1994).
However, this model differs in treating m e m o r y search as a
knowledge planning process (Hunter, 1990). In the knowledge planning framework, information search is conducted
by a planning process based on explicit reasoning about needs
for information and h o w to satisfy them. In that process, a
reasoner formulates explicit knowledge goals (Leake & R a m ,
1993; R a m , 1987) that are pursued by explicit reasoning about
the goals it needs to achieve and the available methods for
achieving those goals. To allowflexiblem e m o r y search, w e
are modeling that process within a similar framework (Leake,
1993).
O u r model generates explicit goals to acquire needed information, based on the abstract adaptation rule it is trying
to apply and on constraints arising from the case-based reasoner's task and the specific case to which the rule will be
applied. T h e goal reflects a determination of types of features
that are relevant for the adaptation problem. Based on the
goals that are generated, the model reasons introspectively
about its m e m o r y organization and uses a planning process
to generate a plan for h o w to search m e m o r y for the needed
information. This plan reflects a relevance judgement, the
judgement of which features of the adaptation problem are
relevant to retrieving the needed information. Once a successful m e m o r y search plan has been generated, the search
information is stored as a new case in m e m o r y for future use
guiding search in similar adaptation problems. Thus it takes
a case-based approach to guiding the m e m o r y search process
for case-adaptation.
Generating knowledge goals for adaptation
Guiding the m e m o r y search process depends onfirstdescribing the goal of that search. The model assumes that input to
the adaptation component will be expressed in afixed,structured vocabulary describing the problems that necessitate case
adaptation. For the current task, adaptation of implausible explanations, the vocabulary used categorizes problems such as
non-normative rolefillersin a schema (e.g., in the example
w e will consider later, the hypothesis that a horse is jogging),
ordering problems (e.g., that a hypothesized cause happened
before the event it ostensibly caused), or the speedup or delay
in an expected sequence of events. For a fuller description
of failure categorizations for explanations, see (Leake, 1991,
1992).
Based on the problem description, the adaptation component must select a repair strategy to repair the problem. T h e
choice of the repair strategy for an explanation depends not
only on the particular problem—e.g., the implausible event—
but also the role it plays in the explanation as a whole, as
evidence for other beliefs. Likewise, the intended use of the
explanation can place additional constraints on the adaptation.
Consequently, the generation of a knowledge goal for adapting an implausible belief depends on three things: the reason
the belief is implausible, the repair strategy to be applied, and
the context in which it is applied. Each of these properties
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can constrain the retrieval of stored prior adaptation cases if
they are available.
If no stored adaptation cases are retrieved, a new m e m o r y
search plan must be generated, i.e., an abstract transformation
must be selected and needed information for that transformation must be found. W h a t information will be needed
depends on the combination of the transformation strategy
and constraints arising from relationships between the transformed case and the objects used in the transformation. For
example, if the problem to be repaired is that an explanation
involves implausible evidence, multiple transformations are
possible, such as adding additional support for the implausible evidence, substituting more plausible evidence, or simply
deleting the support. If the chosen transformation is to replace
the implausible evidence with other evidence, being able to
apply that transformation will depend on finding a substitution that both avoids the current problem—i.e., that is itself
plausible—and that is evidence for the same conclusion.
Koton (1988) has identified general criteria for deciding
which abstract transformations to apply to flawed explanations, and those criteria form a starting point for selection of
abstract transformations. However, in general it is difficult
to anticipate which types of transformations will apply in a
given case, and many conflicting factors m a y enter into the
decision (see (Kolodner, 1993) for an extensive discussion
of adaptation issues). The difficulty of balancing conflicting
factors provides a strong functional motivation for developing a model in which experience can help to balance those
conflicting factors to guide case adaptation.
Introspective reasoning for memory search
Once knowledge goals have been generated, introspective reasoning must be used to generate a plan forfindingthat knowledge in memory. That reasoning requires self-knowledge
of the reasoner's m e m o r y organization. In order to perform knowledge planning, initial system knowledge must include information about the relationships between concepts
in m e m o r y — n o t just the named links, as in most memory
systems, but the meanings of those links. The task of providing the system with sufficient information is facilitated by
the fact that only local relationships between concepts need
to be specified; more distant relationships can be derived on
demand using the knowledge planning process. In addition.
because this information is task-independent, once it is established it can be applied in multiple contexts and for multiple
tasks.
The knowledge of the meanings of links can be augmented
with domain knowledge, as well as the knowledge of relevance built through exjjerience with adaptation problems, in
order to determine the search strategies to apply to identify
particular types of information. It should be noted, however.
that although that domain knowledge is useful, it is not essential. In the absence of domain knowledge, the initial search
for information becomes an unguided local search process of
the sort already commonly used to support case adaptation
(Kolodner. 1993. pp. 407-410). but the process can still learn
to improve its search process by favoring search plans that
were successful in similar prior situations.
Treating the m e m o r y search process this way increases
flexibility in selection, application and refinement of m e m ory search strategies. For example, components of effective

The retrieved explanation for Fixx's death is that Fixx was
doing recreational jogging, leading to a high exertion level
that overtaxed a hidden heart defect, leading to a fatal heart
attack. That explanation does not apply directly to Swale:
Swale was not a recreational jogger.
In a system using abstract adaptation rules, the adaptation
rule to apply would be substitute evidence, which can be used
Credit assignment and adaptation cost issues
in any domain but gives no guidance as to h o w to find the
T w o credit assignment problems arise from this model. T h e
evidence to substitute. In a system using very specific rules
first is the problem of knowing whether, if no previous adapta- tailored to the domain of horse-racing, an applicable rule for
tion strategies are sufficient to adapt a prior case, the problem
finding the evidence might be when a racehorse's exertion
should be addressed by attempting to find a new and closer
must be substantiated, horse racing is a likely cause of the
exertion—di rule that is easy to apply but that has no applicase (e.g., by querying a h u m a n user), or instead by learning
cability to other types of actions and actors. Instead of einew adaptation procedures. Our work has not attempted to
ther rule, S W A L E and A B E use an adaptation strategy called
address this question: The model simply attempts to generate
Replace-action: Use agent theme links, which suggests tryan adaptation strategy for each case for which no stored strating tofindsubstitute actions by examining actions habitually
egy exists or for which strategies that are indexed as relevant
associated with the actor. This search strategy is implemented
fail to apply.
as a procedure that retrieves thefillerof the role-theme role
The second credit assignment problem concerns m e m o r y
in the schema describing the actor.^ O n e of the role themes
search failures. W h e n m e m o r y search fails, there is no way
stored in the system's m e m o r y is that racehorses run in races.
(short of exhaustive search, which the model does not use)
Consequently, w h e n the strategy is applied, itfindsrunning in
to determine whether the search plan itself was flawed or the
races as a candidate for the substitution.'* Replacing jogging
needed information was simply missing from memory. A limit
with horse racing as the cause of exertion that overtaxed a
on the amount of search effort (measured in m e m o r y links
heart defect leads to a plausible explanation for w h y Swale
followed) provides a criterion for when a particular search
died despite appearing to be in outstanding physical condition.
plan should be terminated, and can also provide a cut-off point
for the set of search plans to be attempted tofinda given piece
The learning process
of information. Reaching that limit is not in itself enough
to determine whether the wrong search strategy was chosen,
T h e method for adaptation strategy learning starts with a small
but if one m e m o r y search plan fails and a later plan succeeds
library of abstract adaptation rules giving generalized coverinfindingthe needed information, the failure of previouslyage of possible adaptations, and operationalizes them by c o m attempted search plans can be ascribed to inapplicability of
bining them with m e m o r y search plans and storing them for
the search plans that were tried initially. In that case, if the
future use. The basic process of generating a n e w adaptation
search plan was retrieved from m e m o r y it can be re-indexed
strategy involves four steps:
to avoid being retrieved for similar knowledge goals in the
1. Input a case and a description of a problem to be solved by
future.
adaptation.
Note that even if no search plan succeeds in finding the
2. Attempt to retrieve relevant existing adaptation strategies.
needed information within the search limit, w h e n solving a
If success, d o n e — n o n e w strategy is needed. If failure,
future adaptation problem it m a y be possible tofindthat inforretrieve
abstract adaptation rule.
mation using new m e m o r y search plans that were discovered
3. Use an introspective knowledge planning process to genand stored in the interim.
erate m e m o r y search plans to operationalize the abstract
The Computer Model
rule.
4.
Generalize and package the search plan with the rule as a
The theory is being tested in the computer system A L (Adapnew adaptation strategy.
tation Learner). That system applies the planning framework described in the previous sections to the task of learning
This process is summarized infigure1.
the search strategies hand coded as part of the adaptation
strategies (Kass, 1990) in the case-based explanation systems A program example
S W A L E (Schank, Riesbeck, & Kass, 1994) and A B E (Kass,
A L is implemented as a n e w component of the program mi1990). To provide context and illustrate the role of adaptation
c r o S W A L E (Schank et al., 1994), a distillation of the S W A L E
strategies in those systems, w e sketch S W A L E ' s processing
system. The following section illustrates the algorithm with
of its namesake example, the story of the racehorse Swaie.^
a sketch of h o w it applies to the problem of adapting the Jim
Swale was a 3-year-old superstar racehorse w h o died unexpectedly at the peak of his career. W h e n S W A L E detects
^Role themes (Schank & Abelson, 1977) represent stereotyped
the anomaly of Swale's death, one of the explanatory cases
knowledge about the plans and goals associated with actors in certain
societal roles, such as the knowledge that a racehorse runs in races
S W A L E retrieves is the episode of the death of the runner Jim
Fixx, who, like Swale, died w h e n in peak physical condition. or that a policeman performs actions such as directing traffic and
investigating crimes.
^A more detailed discussion of this example is contained in
*It alsofindsthe irrelevant theme action of eating oats, which
(Schank et a!., 1994), which addresses additional issues of case
leads to the explanation that Swale's death was caused by the exertion
retrieval and evaluation that are irrelevant to the current discussion. of eating oats. That explanation is rejected as implausible.
strategies can be combined as needed, making it possible to
build complex m e m o r y search strategies given only local information about m e m o r y organization. In addition, because
standard plan learning methods can be applied to the nu*niory search plans that are generated, retrieval strategics can be
refined with experience.
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Figure 1: T h e adaptation strategy learning process.

Fixx explanation to Swale. In the process, the system learns
an adaptation strategy corresponding to Replace action: U s e
agent-theme links, starting with only abstract adaptation rules
and knowledge of the system's m e m o r y organization.
In attempting to apply the Jim Fixx explanation to Swale's
death, microS W A L E detects a problem and provides the adaptation component with a description of the problem: Swale
is a non-normative-role-filler for the role of actor in the program's s c h e m a for jogging. It attempts to retrieve existing
adaptation strategies indexed as relevant to the problem description. T h e adaptation system starts only with abstract
adaptation rules without m e m o r y search information. In the
current implementation, adaptation rules are stored as in a hierarchy of M O P s (Schank, 1982) containing (a) a description
of the classes of problems that they address and (b) procedures
that take a problem characterization and explanation as input,
generate knowledge goal descriptions based on those inputs,
and call a m e m o r y search module with the knowledge goal to
attempt to retrieve or generate an appropriate m e m o r y search
plan to find the needed information for the transformation to
be applied.
For the example of Swale's jogging, possible candidate abstract adaptations to repair the problem include a d d support,
to add additional supports for the hypothesized event of the
racehorse jogging, remove evidence, to simply delete the offending belief, and substitute evidence, to find a replacement
support for the act of jogging. For this example, a d d support
does not a p p l y — n o supports exist for a racehorse j o g g i n g —
and remove evidence immediately results in an explanation
with insufficient support. This leaves substitute evidence as
the only remaining candidate. T h e role ofjogging in the explanation imposes an additional constraint: That the substituted
component must support the hypothesized exertion.
T h e system generates a knowledge goal to find evidence to
replace "Swale jogging," the problem in the Fixx explanation,
and support Swale's exertion. After generating that goal,
it attempts to generate a m e m o r y search plan for satisfying
it. T h e following output shows highlights from this process.

(Minor editing has been done for readability.)
Generating knowledge goal to guide
search for substitute evidence:
"Find substitute support for
M-EXERT-EVENT-FOR-M-SWALE-22".
Generating search plans for satisfying
"Find substitute support for
M-EXERT-EVENT-FOR-M-SWALE-22".
The knowledge goal is passed to the memory search planner, which generates a chain of steps forfindingthe needed
information. The current process is hierarchical: The plan
isfirstcharacterized in terms of abstract operators which
are specified until the plan is described in terms of directlyexecutable steps. It generates a plan, applies it successfully,
and packages it as a new memory search rule:
Packaging search plan
NEW-M-MEMORY-SEARCH-RULE-27:
"To find a cause for an actor's state,
search for an action performed
by the actor that could cause that
state"
"To find actions performed by an actor,
check the actor's theme actions"
"To find themes of an actor, retrieve
the value of the 'theme' slot for the
MOP for that actor"
"To find the value of a slot of a MOP,
apply the function 'get-slot-value'
to the MOP and slot name"
That plan, combined with the abstract rule substitute evidence, provides a result equivalent to SWALE's adaptation
strategy Replace-action: Use agent theme links. Thus the
results of the process are both a solution to a particular adaptation problem and a n e w adaptation strategy that can be applied to a wide range of future situations. T h e adaptation
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strategy is stored in memory, indexed by microSWALE's initial description of the adaptation problem for which it was
generated.

T h e utility of adaptation learning

The previous issues concern simply building a model of case
adaptation learning, but another important concern is the effectiveness of such a model. In principle an enormous number
Lessons Learned
of alternative memory searches could be tried for a particular
case adaptation, making the process potentially very costly,
Although the described system is in preliminary form, but
it the
haslimit on adaptation effort imposes some control on the
cost of adaptation search. Nevertheless, the model may still
brought to light some notable points. Thefirstconcerns the
require considerable effort to learn new adaptation strategies,
types of learning mechanisms that apply to the task. The sysand
even after they have been learned, it is not guaranteed that
tem was initially envisioned as performing explanation-based
they will improve overall performance, because of the utility
generalization (EBG) (Mitchell, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli,
problem: It has been shown that the learning of control knowl1986) on the search plans that it generated. That approach
edge may actually degrade the performance of the system usseemed reasonable because the model can be viewed as opering that knowledge (Minton, 1990), due to increased overhead
ationalizing a set of abstract transformation rules with search
costs
overwhelming the savings from individual rules. The
procedures, and E B G is a standard operationalization method
(Keller, 1988). However, E B G is not appropriate to the m e m - intention of this model is to address that problem by indexing learned memory search cases for efficient access, but the
ory search task because a deductive explanation of why a
effectiveness of that approach must be validated.
memory search plan succeeds would be required to guide
generalization. The memory search process reasons using
Another aspect of the utility of adaptation learning, howheuristics; whether they succeed in a given instance depends
ever, is the quality of the result of adaptation. In many of the
not only on the rules themselves but on the idiosyncratic condomains used by case-based reasoning, system knowledge is
tents of memory. Thus unlike the explanation-based genincomplete, maJcing adaptation rules unreliable. Applying
eralization process, the learning problem for memory search
similar adaptations to similar problems may help to improve
strategies involves specifying unreliable general rules, in light the quality of the solutions generated by the adaptation sysof experience, to learn specific information that is more relitem, just as case-based rectsoning can improve the quality
able.
of solutions in imperfectly-understood domains (Kolodner,
1993). A n analysis of the effectiveness of this model must
This concern suggests applying case-based reasoning to
also examine its effect on the quality of adaptations.
the memory search task itself: Case-based reasoning is a
method for learning in imperfectly-understood domains. Consequently, developing a case-based model of the learning process, to automatically build up a library of useful strategies
from specific experiences applying memory search heuristics,
is an important current direction of this research. Like the
work on derivational analogy described in (Veloso & Carbonell, 1993), the process will store and re-play successful
memory search plans. Because strategies will be applied to
similar future situations, the case-based memory search approach can build up knowledge reflecting the idiosyncratic
contents of a particular memory.

Conclusions

This paper proposes treating memory search as a planful process guided by explicit reasoning about needs for information
and the organization of memory. The memory search plans
resulting from that process are then learned for future use.
Current results suggest using case-based reasoning as the basic for this memory search process, and point to key issues to
be addressed in future research on treating memory search as
a planful process.
Although our memory search framework has been illusA related issue is how to organize memory search plans in
trated in the context of case adaptation for case-based explamemory. In the initial system design, memory search information was packed with the transformations it operationalized nation construction, its approach to planful memory search has
wider applicability. For example, abstract adaptation rules of
to form adaptation strategies along the lines of those developed in (Kass, 1990). It has become clear that fully exploiting the type that this framework requires as a starting point also
apply to other tasks such as case adaptation for case-based
prior learning depends on being able to apply memory search
planning.
M u c h more generally, the planful memory search
knowledge in new contexts, necessitating storing and indexprocess has wide applicability to memory search problems
ing memory search plans independently from the adaptations
outside of the context of case adaptation. The development of
for which they are used, even though the combinations are
an introspective model of planful memory search is important
useful for memory search problems similar to previous tasks.
for enabling memory systems to refine their performance by
Flexible application of memory search plans in novel situations requires developing a general vocabulary to characterize generating, re-using and refining memory search strategies in
response to their needs. It is also afirststep towards a cognithe information needed for different types of case adaptative model of the developmental process for relevance criteria
tion problems, in order to use that characterization to select
and memory search strategies.
memory search plans indexed by the information that they
provide. Additional questions raised by the current model
and being investigated include the level at which to represent
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popular (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986), one of their
main attractions was that their holistic computation style
could exhibit a capacity for human-like errors and graceful
degradation of performance under noise or component
failures. A C T - R is a hybrid system. Although its
declarative elements are symbolic structures and its
procedural rules implement an algorithmic matching
process, the activation of the chunks is spread through a
connection network. In this paper, w e describe h o w to
model errors with the A C T - R system by redefining (part
of) the matching process as an activation-based constraintsatisfaction mechanism.
T o be concrete, w e will explain this with respect to the
following task which is described more fiilly in Anderson,
Reder, & Lebiere (in preparation). Subjects were asked to
memorize a digit span of 2,4 or 6 digits, and then solve a
linear equation before recalling the digits. T h e equation
types are detailed in Table 1. Types (1) through (4) are
the simple equations, solvable by a single transformation.
Types (5) through (8) are the complex equations, which
require two transformations.
Errors in the equation solving tasked increased either
with the complexity of the equations or with m e m o r y
load. Subjects solved 9 6 . 9 % of the simple equations and
9 0 . 8 % of the complex equations. They solved 95.2 % of
the equations with a m e m o r y load of 2,94.7% with a load
of 4, and 9 1 . 7 % with a load of 6. Both factors also
impacted on the proportion of digit strings recalled
correctly. After solving simple equations, subjects
recalled 9 5 . 0 % of the digit strings while they recalled
9 1 . 3 % after solving complex equations. They recalled
9 5 . 5 % of the two-element strings, 9 5 . 8 % of the fourelement strings, and 8 8 . 1 % of the six-element strings.
These factors were additive. For m o r e details see
Anderson et al (in preparation).

Abstract
W e describe how to extend the ACT-R production system
to mode! human errors in the performance of a high-level
cognitive task: to solve simple linear algebra problems
while memorizing a digit span. Enors of omission are
produced by introducing a cutoff on the latency of
memory retrievals. If a memory chunk cannot gather
enough activation to be retrieved before the threshold is
reached, retrieval fails. Adding Gaussian noise to chunk
activation produces a pattern quantitatively similar to
subject errors. Errors of commission are introduced by
allowing imperfect matching in the condition side of
productions. The wrong memory chunk can be retrieved
if its activation is large enough to allow it to overcome
the mismatch penalty. This mechanism provides a
qualitative and quantitative fit to subject errors. In
conclusion, this paper demonstrates that human-like
errors, sometimes thought of as the exclusive domain of
connectionist models, can be successfully duplicated in
production system models.
Introduction
A C T - R (Anderson, 1993) is a model of human cognition
which assumes that a production system operates on a
declarative m e m o r y . It is a successor to previous
production system models (Anderson, 1976, 1983) and
continues the emphasis on activation-based processes as
the mechanism for relating the production system to the
declarative memory. Different declarative memories have
different levels of activation which determine their rate and
probability of processing by the production rules. A C T - R
is distinguished from the prior A C T theories in that the
details of its design have been strongly guided by the
rational analysis of Anderson (1990). Essentially it is a
production system tuned to achieve optimal performance
given the statistical structure of the environment.
Errors are a fundamental aspect of human cognition that
symbolic systems have never been able to completely
model. Symbolic systems have been able to model
consistent errors by assuming that people have systematic
bugs (Van Lehn, 1989) and errors of commission by
assuming certain rules fail to apply. They have m u c h
more difficulty with the occasional slips or intrusions
(Norman, 1981). These systems are sometimes thought
of as too precise, too deterministic and too algorithmic to
be able to exhibit the random, gradual degradation of
performance exhibited by humans. A symbolic system
works or it does not. W h e n connectionist models became

Table 1
x*a = b
x/a = b
a+X=b
a- x = b
X * m -H a = b
X * m -a= b
x / m -^ a = b
x/m - a = b
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Table 2
p compute_a*b
=goal>
isa solve-equaiion
Iht X
rht =term
=tenn>
isa term
Iho =lho
op *
rho =rho
=lho*rho>
isa times-fact
argl =lho
arg2 =rho
product ^product

p solve_x/a=b
=goal>
isa solve-equation
iht =term
rht =b
=terTn>
isa tenn
Iho X
op /
rho =rho
=product>
isa
Iho
op
rho
=goal>
Iht
rht

term
=b
*
=rho

p output_digit
=goal>
isa recall-span
pointer =index
=item>
isa memory-span
item =value
position =index
next =next
=goal>
pointer =next

=goal>
X
=product

Basic

rht =product

matches, the chunk =lho*rho has not been previously
bound but is retrieved from the content of its slots (i.e.
slot argl has value =lho and slot arg2 has value =rho). In
the action part of the production, the answer replaces the
product term as solution of the equation.
Output-digit has a similar structure. Its goal is to
retrieve the digit of position =index in the span, which it
does through another indirect match. Each memory chunk
contains three slots: its index, the value stored, and the
index of the next memory in the sequence. The pointer in
the top goal is then replaced by the index of the next
memory.
Indirect retrievals, as occur in C o m p u t e _ a * b and
Output-digit prove to be critical to the A C T - R theory of
performance on such tasks, particularly the theory of
errors. They are the point at which information is
retrieved from memory in the performance of the task.
Our theory of errors will locate the problem in the failure
of those retrievals.

Model

A n A C T - R model of this task would contain three sets of
productions: one to manipulate the equations, one to
compute arithmetic solutions, and one to retrieve digits
from the span. Simplified examples of each production
set are included in Table 2. A C T - R productions are
composed of the keyword 'p', the name of the production,
then a number of chunk retrievals (the left-hand side)
separated by '==>' from a number of chunk actions (the
right-hand side). Symbols starting with '=' are variables,
others are constants. A chunk is composed of its name
(usually a variable, followed by '>'), the keyword 'isa', its
type, then a number of slot-value pairs. In the Ihs, slot
values which are constants or previously bound variables
are interpreted as constants, others as variables to be
bound to the actual slot value. In the rhs, values are
assigned to the slots. Previously bound chunks are
modified, others are created.
Thefirstchunk in the Ihs of the production is the toplevel goal. For solve_xla=b and compute_a*b, that goal
is to solve an equation. In solve_x/a=b, the left-hand side
of the equation has to be a fraction with x as numerator.
In the action part, a new term multiplying the
denominator by the originalright-handterm is created, and
placed in theright-handside of the equation while the lefthand side simplifies to x. Solve_x/a=b encodes the twostep process of multiplying each side by the denominator,
then simplifying. 1
Compute_a*b ^plies when x is isolated in the left-hand
side of the equation and theright-handside consists of a
product of two numbers, such as after solve_x/a=b has
fired. The actual product is then retrieved through an
indirect match, so named because, unlike all previous

Latency Threshold and Errors of
Omission
Direct matches do not involve any search; they simply
result in the expansion of a known chunk value. While
there are often many ways to write a production system
model using different data structures and productions (and
therefore direct matches), indirect matches are more closely
determined by the structure of the task. A s the indirect
matches are the critical elements to the predictions of the
theory, A C T - R is really quite constrained in its
predictions.
In A C T - R , every declarative chunk has associated with
it an activation measure which is interpreted as the log
odds that the chunk will be matched in the present
context. The activation of a chunk is defined as the sum
of the activations it receives from various source chunks
which are in the focus of attention. The amount of
activation received from a source is the product of the
source activation times the strength of association

^As written, that rule is essentially hard-coded in the
production, and a separate production is needed for each such
rule. N o long-term memory retrieval is needed. An
alternative model is described in Table 4.
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between them, called Interactive Association (lA)^.
Thus, as an example, faced with the equation x=3*4. the
chunk encoding 3*4=12 will receive activation to ihc
degree that 3 and 4 are active as sources and to iJie degree
they are strongly associated to the chunk.
The level of activation of a chunk determines not only
its probability of retrieval but also the reuieval time. T h e
latency is deflned as inversely proportional to the
exponential of the chunk activation (and the production
strength). This means that direct retrievals, which gather
high levels of activation, will take a relatively short time
whereas indirect retrievals will take increasingly long as
their activation level decreases. It seems natural to
impose a cutoff time on h o w long a retrieval can take. If
a chunk cannot gather enough activation, its retrieval will
exceed the latency threshold and will fail. T o
introduce some randomness in this deterministic behavior,
it is necessary to add some noise to the chunk activations.
This Gaussian noise mechanism is a standard A C T - R
feature. Increasing the noise or decreasing the activation
threshold will increase the number of errors. At equal
error frequencies, the former will increase the randomness
of the errors while the latter will decrease it
Finally, to ensure that this threshold applies equally in
all situations, it is necessary to m a k e one additional
assumption regarding activation: that the total source level
is constant. Anderson et al (in prep.) discuss the
implications of this assumption and its relationship to the
working m e m o r y limitations of Just & Carpenter (1992).
Our model contains m a n y sources of activation: the goal
(as usual), the digits of the m e m o r y span, and the
elements of the equation to solve. The total source level
will be divided as follows: the source level of the goal is
constant, and the rest is divided equally a m o n g span digits
and equation elements. T h e more complex the equation
and the longer the span, the lower the source level of their
components.
Anderson et al (in prep.) show that this mechanism can
yield the error pattern observed in the previous section.
First, consider h o w it applies to the equation-solving task.
The only indirect retrievals needed are for the arithmetic
facts. A previous section reported that the error rate for
simple equations is 3.1% and for complex equations
9.2%. O n e reason for this difference in error rates is that
simple equations require one indirect retrieval of an
arithmetic fact while complex equations require two.
Another factor is that the extra components to the
equation lower levels for all sources. A n y given fact
gathers less activation, and the probability that it fails to
be retrieved increases. Similarly for the span effect on
equation solutions: increasing the length of the span
decreases the level of all sources, including the equation
digits used to retrieve arithmetic facts.

Similar considerations apply to the span recall task.
Equation complexity lowers the source level of span digits
.md increases the likelihood of misretrieval. Longer spans
me<m both lower source levels and more retrievals, which
produces the larger drop-off from 4 to 6 digits than 2 to 4
digits. Finally, complexity and span effects are additive
because increases in equation complexity and length of
span both add to the total n u m b e r of sources, which
determines their source level.
Qualitative Error Patterns
T h e model as described simulates errors by failing to
retrieve a chunk, thereby bringing the process (equationsolving or span recall) to a halt and failing to provide an
answer. That is not, however, h o w most actual errors
occur. Subjects sometimes give erroneous answers, but
only rarely fail to give an answer or retrieve a full span.
Let us concentrate on errors in the equation-solving
task. B y far the most c o m m o n error (125 or 6 1 % )
occurred in algebraic transformations (e.g. forgetting to
invert a sign). The second-most c o m m o n error category
(17 or 8%) were arithmetic errors, where subjects retrieve
the wrong fact in the addition or multiplication table. W e
found, like Siegler (1988), that close errors (e.g. 6*8=54)
were generally more c o m m o n than wild ones (e.g.
6*8=19). The remaining errors (63 or 3 1 % ) did not seem
to fall into any particular pattern. It is interesting to
further examine the algebraic errors.
T h e six
transformation rules necessary to solve the problems in
Table 1, with their most frequent errors and their
frequency, are described in Table 3.
It seems atfirstthat the subjects simply forget to invert
the operator, but the pattern does not extend to rules (5)
and (6). In fact, there is a clear pattern of pairwise
interaction: the most c o m m o n error for rule (1) is the
answer for rule (2) and vice versa, and similarly for rule
(3) and (4), and (5) and (6). In particular, it is interesting
to note that although rule (1) and (5) have the s a m e
solution, their most frequent errors are different.
Altogether, these errors account for three quarters of the
total. This suggests that they are produced by a
misretrieval of the transformation rule to apply. Also, the
error rate for the addition and subtraction rules are equal,
and m u c h larger than the rate for the multiplication and
division rules (by a factor of 5 for the best subjects and 10
for all subjects).

#
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

^In the Bayesian framework of ACT-R, lA values can be
interpreted as the log likelihood ratio measure of how much
the presence of a chunk in the context will increase the
probability that the other is needed. The exact equations and
Bayesian estimation formula for this parameter can be found
in section 4.2.2 of (Anderson. 1993).

Equation
X+a=b
x-a=b
x*a = b
x/a = b
a+ X = b
a-x = b

Table
Solution
x = b-a
X= b+a
X = b/a
x = b*a
x= b- a
X = a-b

3
Error
X= b+ a
X = b -a
x = b*a
x = b/a
X = a- b
x=b-a3

Frequency
46/56
20/23

3/4
7/9
10/14
10/24

•^The most common error among all subjects was in fact
"x=-a-b", but it was skewed by a particularly bad subject.
A m o n g other subjects. "x=b-a" was the most frequent.
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Table 4
p transform
Chunks encoding rules:
=goal>
isa solve-equation
x+a-rule
isa rule
Iht =term
Iho X
rht = b
=terrn>
op +
isa term
rho a
Iho =lho
new-op op =op
x-a-rule
rho =rho
isa rule
=rule>
Iho X
isa rule
Iho =lho
op rho a
op =op
rho =rho
new-op +
new-op =new-op
==>
x*a-rule
=new-term>
isa rule
isa term
Iho X
op *
Iho =b
rho a
op =new-op
rho =rho
new-op /
=goal>
Iht =lho
...
rht =new-term

The errors in the digit span task tilso were largely errors
of commission. S o m e of these errors were systematic.
Subjects showed a tendency to recall a digit from a near
position in the sp;in producing a generjdization effect
(Naime, 1992). Also, digits were not equally frequent
and subjects showed a tendency to intrude the more
frequent digits.

M i s m a t c h P e n a l t y a n d E r r o r s of

Commission
Allowing more active but only partially matching chunks
to be retrieved instead of the correct ones can account for
these errors of commission. Partial matching has received
support, both empirically and computationally in recent
work of Reder (Reder & Cleeremans, 1990; Reder &
Kusbit. 1991; Reder & Ritter, 1992; Reder, Richards &
Stroffolino, in prep.). W e changed ACT-R's patternmatcher so that rather than retrieving all combinations of
chunks that matched the condition of a production, it
selected the most active chunk. Chunks accumulate
activation from sources in the environment. If there is a
mismatch of a chunk to a production pattern, its
activation level will be reduced by a mismatch penalty. A
mismatch takes the form of a contradiction between what
is required by a slot value in the pattern and the actual slot
value of the matching chunk. For instance, the pattern
m a y be looking for 3+4 and the chunk 3+5=8 will have 5
where 4 is required. The mismatch penalty is proportional
to the degree of mismatch between the desired and actual
slot values. The lA values between desired chunks and the
actual chunks are interpreted as their degree of similarity.
Let usfirstsee h o w this mechanism can account for the
pattern of arithmetic errors. W h e n retrieving the sum of 2
and 5, both numbers are m a d e sources and contribute
activation to the correct fact: 2+5=7. M a n y other facts
also receive activation from these and other numbers and
might even gather more activation than the desired fact
because of the pattern of sources and the Gaussian noise in
the activation values. T o favor close matches, lA values
between numbers are set to reflect their similarity.^
Therefore, the penalty for 2 + 6 = 8 will be less than the
penalty for 2+1=3, because 6 is more simihir to 5 than 1.
All things being equal, the former will be more active
than the latter and will have a better chance of being
retrieved (if a misretrieval occurs), which explains the
predominance of close matches.
T o model transformation errors, w e need to switch from
the model described in a previous section where each
transformation rule was encoded by its o w n production and
applied without indirect retrieval to one with only one
production retrieving a different algebraic rule for each
transformation. A simplified version of such a production
is shown in the left-hand side of Table 4.
Essentially, the production retrieves by an indirect
match the declarative rule which best matches the left-hand
term of the equation, then constructs a new right-hand
term using the n e w operator provided by the rule. Sample

chunks which encode the transformation rules in the righthand side of Table 3 are shown. For instance, the first
rule encodes that - inverts +.
The pairwise nature of the errors is a direct consequence
of the structure of the rules. Rules (5) and (6) in Table 3
apply to equations where the constant is thefirstpart of
the left-hand term and the variable the second part, which
is the opposite of the other rules. That double mismatch
will limit confusion between them and the other rules.
Rules (1) and (2) have connections from a set of operators
(+ and -) disjoint from those for rules (3) and (4) (* and /),
which means that a given operator will either activate one
pair of rules or the other pair. In addition, mismatches
within these pairs of rules will be smaller than between
them, because the lA values between + and - (* and /) are
larger, reflecting the fact that these operators often appear
in the same context together. This explains the pairwise
pattern of errors. The higher error frequency involving +
and - can be attributed to a fan effect. Since these two
operators are involved in twice as m a n y rules, their lA
strengths to these rules are reduced. Thefinalactivation
of these rules will then be diminished, and the probability
of error increased.
The position effect in the digit-span recall task can be
explained in the same way as the arithmetic errors: since
each memory is accessed by its index, small differences in
position will carry a lesser penalty than large ones. The
frequency effect results because digits accessed more often
will have a higher base level activation (Anderson, 1993)
which will uniformly increase their probability of recall.
Finally, since this mechanism is also activation-driven,
the quantitative considerations that were discussed

'^Specifically, IA(i,j) = exp(-li-jl).
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regarding the latency threshold mechanism also apply
here.
Conclusion
W e have introduced two ways to model errors in the A C T R production system. Errors of omission occur when a
chunk present in long-term memory cannot gather enough
activation to be reuieved before a fixed latency threshold.
W e have shown that this mechanism provides a very good
quantitative fit to the data. Most of the actual subject
errors, however, involved retrieving the wrong data or
performing an incorrect operation. These errors of
commission can occur if w e replace the usual semantics of
the pattern-matcher with a n e w constraint-satisfaction
semantics where a matching pattern is not a series of
succeed/fail tests but a set of constraints to be maximized
in terms of the activation measure. This explains the
qualitative as well as quantitative pattern of subject errors.
There are independent motivations for introducing a
partial-matching mechanism into A C T - R beyond
accounting for errors of commission. In many situations
softer matching is required. Often objects that w e are
looking for are not exactly like their pattern specification.
For instance, people will wear hats or grow beards and w e
still need to recognize their identity. O n e might argue
that only in formal domains like mathematics does a
single mismatch disqualify an item from being useful.
Error modeling provides an additional advantage. A C T R is a very general system which allows for many ways
to model a particular task. Having to match not only the
subjects' rule-like behavior but also their occasional errors
provides an additional constraint on the form of the model.
In this case, for example, w e had to switch from a
production-based representation of algebraic transformation
rules to a declarative chunk-based representation because
the former model could not produce the fan effects
necessary to account for the difference in error frequencies
among arithmetic operations.
By using ACT-R's concept of activation, not just as a
heuristic measure of the likelihood of a match, but as a
measure of the match itself, w e have shown that the
occasional, gradual pattern of errors characteristic of
human performance can be effectively modeled by
production systems.
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is a good chance that similar mechanisms are in use there
also.
VISOR is a neural network system for object recognition
V I S O R (Visual Schemas for Object Representation,
and scene analysis that leeims visual schemas from exLeow,
1994; Leow and Miikkulainen, 1993) is a schemar
amples. Processing in V I S O R is based on cooperation,
based model of object recognition and scene analysis.
competition, and parallel bottom-up and top-down actiA major goal in building V I S O R was to show how
vation of schema representations. Similar principles apvisual
schemas (as described by Arbib, 1986; Draper
pear to imderlie much of human visual processing, and
et al., 1989) could be represented in neural networks and
V I S O R can therefore be used to model vairious perceptucd phenomena. This paper focuses on anedyzing three
h o w they could be learned from examples. V I S O R difphenomena through simulation with VISOR: (1) primfers from non-schema based systems (e.g., Mozer and
ing and mental imagery, (2) perceptual reversal, and
Behrmann, 1990; Olshausen et al., 1993) in that the
(3) circular reaction. The results illustrate similarity
recognition process is based on the cooperation, competiand subtle differences between the mechanisms medition, and parallel bottom-up and top-down activation of
ating priming and mental imagery, show how the two
schematic representations. Similar principles appear to
opposing accounts of perceptual reversal (neural satiaunderlie m u c h of h u m a n visual processing, and V I S O R
tion and cognitive factors) may both contribute to the
can
therefore be used to test hypotheses about various
phenomenon, and demonstrate how intentional actions
high-level
perceptual phenomena. This paper focuses on
can be graduaJly learned from reflex cictions. Successful
three such phenomena: (1) the effects of priming and
simulation of such effects suggests that similar mechamental imagery, (2) perceptual reversal, and (3) circunisms m a y govern human visual perception eind learning
lar reaction. B y studying the processes underlying the
of visual schemas.
behavior of V I S O R , it is possible to gain insight into
how such processes could take place in the h u m a n visual
Introduction
system.
In trying to understand the mechanisms of higher cognition there is often very little hard data available to
Schema-Based Recognition in VISOR
constrain the theories. Direct observations can only be
VISOR consists of three main modules: the Low-Leve
maide on processes that are far removed from the neuVisual Module (LLVM), the Schema Module, and the
ral mechanisms that implement them. T h e best clues
Response Module. The LLVM focuses attention at one
often c o m e from error behavior and impairments, especomponent of an input object at a time, and extracts
cially those resulting from direct d a m a g e to the neural
the shape of that component. A s the output units of
structures and pathways involved. Another important
the L L V M , the shape units (Fig. 1) represent rough catset of clues comes from behavioral phenomena such as
egories of shape and size, such as a small rectangle, or a
illusions and m e m o r y eflfects. Such isolated pieces of
largeflattriangle.
evidence provide nevertheless a grounding for computational modeling. T h e model's behavior should match
T h e Schema Module organizes visual schemas into two
these data points, and at the same time fill in the gaps
levels (Fig. 1). T h e top level consists of scene schemas
between them and m a k e plausible suggestions of what
that receive input from lower-level object schemas, which
the underlying mechanisms might be.
in turn receive inputs from the shape units. T h e spatial structure of a schema is represented in a 2-D arIn the visual domain, several interesting and potenray of units called the Subschema Activity M a p ( S A M ,
tially revealing effects have been observed, ranging from
low-level illusions to higher-level perceptual phenomena.
Fig. 1). Each unit in the m a p represents a component
A lot is also k n o w n about the physical structure of the at the corresponding position. T h e connection weights
visual system: information is laid out on maps, there
between the lower-level schemas (or shape units) and the
is competition and cooperation a m o n g the representaS A M units encode what V I S O R expects tofindat each
tions and eictivation from both bottom-up and top-down
position. Consider, for example, the image of an arch
sources (Arbib, 1986). T h e highest levels of visual pro(Fig. lb), which consists of a triangle on top of two rectcesses such as those responsible for object recognition
angles. T h e arch schema is encoded by three units in a
and scene analysis are not as well understood but there
3 x 3 S A M : the top-center unit is most strongly activated
Abstract
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Figure 1: T h e s c h e m a representation hierarchy
in V I S O R , (a) Visual schemas in V I S O R are organized into two levels: objects and scenes. Arrows represent one-way connections from low-level inputs, solid
lines represent both bottom-up and top-down connections (which are different), and dashed lines indicate inhibition. The shape unit marked " T " is sensitive to flat
triangles, and the one marked "R" to rectangles, (b)
The arch image encoded by the arch schema. T h e grid
represents units in the Subschema Activity M a p ( S A M ) .
The blau;k dots denote those S A M units that correspond
to the components of the arch.

sensitive unit propagates to both arch and house S A M s .
This way, whenever V I S O R focuses at a new location,
all schemas that match the input at that location are
simultaneously activated. V I S O R keeps shifting attention to other positions and ciccumulating activation in
its schema hierarchy until it has seen all the important
inputs in the scene. For example in Fig. 1, in the end
the arch schema has a larger output activity because it
matches the input object better than the house schema.
It also tries to suppress the house schema through inhibitory connections between their output units. Thus,
the different schemas compete to determine which one
best matches the input scene.
The environment does not have to peek into the
Schema Module to determine the recognition results. Instead, it receives the output response (a label) generated
by the Response Module based on the current schema activations. T h e Response Module plays an important role
in learning new schemas. For example, let us consider
how V I S O R learns to encode the arch. T h e environment
presents the image of an arch to the L L V M and the arch
label to the Response Module as the target. A s a result of the interactions a m o n g the schema-nets, one of
them becomes most strongly activated. There are three
different learning situations:

1. If the most active schema-net has not yet encoded a
schema, the Response Module will produce no output
response, and the environment will deliver a reward
signal to V I S O R . T h e schema-net weights adapt to
by the triangle-sensitive shape unit, and the two units encode the spatial structure of the arch, and the Response Module learns to associate the activation of the
on either side are strongly connected to the rectanglenewly formed arch schema with the target label arch.
sensitive shape unit.
2.
If
the most active schema-net happens to be the newly
W h e n V I S O R is trying to activate the arch schema,
formed arch schema, then the Response Module will
it focuses its attention at one S A M position at a time,
produce the correct arch label as the response. T h e
concentrating on positions where the arch components
environment
will deliver a reward signal to V I S O R
are expected. For example, it m a y begin by focusing at
and weight adaptation takes place as in thefirstcase.
the top-center position. There is a triangle at that loca3. If another schema, such as the house, becomes most
tion in the image, and the shape units are activated as
active, the Response Module will produce the house
in Fig. 1. As a result, the top-center unit receives strong
label
which is incorrect. In this case, the environment
activation, indicating that the arch schema matches the
will deliver a punishment signal to V I S O R , suppressinput image at that location. A s V I S O R looks at other
ing the house schema-net's activation so that a differpositions in the image, the corresponding S A M units
ent schema-net can become most active. T h e punishare updated. T h e schema's output unit sums up the
ment signal is analogous to the mismatch-reset signal
component activities and indicates h o w well the entire
in the A R T network (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987).
schema matches the input. In other words, the comIt tells the Schema Module to find a different schemaponents cooperate in supporting the schema activation.
net for the spoon without specifying which one.
The output unit then sends activation to the S A M units
of higher-level schemas, indicating for example that findVISOR's process of matching inputs through cooping an arch in the middle of the scene suggests that the
eration, competition, and parallel bottom-up and topentire scene might depict a park. At the same time,
d o w n activation of schemas also seem to underlie varthe park schema propagates its activity back to the arch
ious perceptual phenomena. T h e rest of this paper ilschema indicating that the arch is indeed expected in the
lustrates how phenomena such as priming, perceptual
scene.
reversal, and circular reaction can be modeled in the VIS O R framework.
Different schemas m a y share identical or similar parts.
For instance, the roof of an arch m a y look like that of
Effects of Priming and Mental Imagery
a house. In this case, the triangle-sensitive shape unit
has a strong connection to S A M units in both the arch
A person's recognition of objects can be facilitated, reand the house schemas (Fig. 1). If the triangle appears
ducing his response time, by priming, that is, by giving
in the same relative position, as is the case with the
him advance information about the object to be recarch and the house, then the activation of the triangleognized (Carr et al., 1982; Rabbitt and Vyas, 1979).
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Figure 2: P r i m i n g b y incomplete activation of
s c h e m a s . T h e graphs marked "+ve prime" (positive
prime), "-ve prime" (negative prime) and "no prime"
correspond to the cases where the priming input is identical to the target, different from the target, and nonexistent. Positive priming reduces VISOR's response time,
and negative priming increases it slightly.

(tep

Figure 3: P r i m i n g b y residual activation. A s before, positive priming (-1-ve prime) reduced VISOR's response time, and negative priming (-ve prime) increased
it slightly, but the slope of the positive priming curve is
less steep.

Now consider priming by residual activity. As in the
previous experiment, a priming object (a h a m m e r or pliThe effects of priming may be mediated by many differ- ers) was presented to V I S O R (Fig. 3). After recognizing
ent processes. Most likely, priming involves transferring
the object, the activities of the schemas' output units
the object's representation from the long-term m e m o r y
and the S A M units began to decay. Before they reached
( L T M ) to the short-term m e m o r y ( S T M ) where recogzero, the target object (hammer) weis presented to VInition is carried out (Beller, 1971). If the priming exS O R . A s before, positive priming reduced VISOR's reposure is very brief, such transfers m a y be incomplete.
sponse time and negative priming increased it slightly.
O n the other hand, after priming, the activities of the
However, the slope of the linear portion of the positive
S T M m a y begin to decay towards an unprimed state. If
priming curve was less steep than with priming by inthe target is presented shortly after priming, then decomplete activation. This difference is significant and is
cay m a y be only partial and the residual activities in the
due to the differences between the priming mechanisms.
S T M would influence the recognition process (Rabbitt
In the case of incomplete activation, two of the h a m m e r
and Vyas, 1979).
schema's S A M units have already been fully activated
Studying priming effects in V I S O R m a y lead to a
during priming. In subsequent recognition of the target,
better understanding of the underlying neural mechaonly the remaining S A M units need to be activated. The
nisms. In V I S O R , the connections within and a m o n g
effect is to shift the "no prime" curve towards the left,
the schemas correspond to the L T M , and the activations
and the slopes of the curves stay identical. In the case of
of the schemas correspond to the S T M . In the case of inresidual activation, all the h a m m e r schema's S A M units
complete transfer, some S A M units of the target schema
are only partially activated, and need to be fully reacare fully activated while others are not activated at all,
tivated during the recognition process. A s a result, the
whereas with residual activation, all the S A M units that
positive priming curve stabilizes at the same time step
encode object parts are only partially activated. The
as the no priming curve, but has a more gentle slope
following experiments illustrate h o w the two main primbecause it starts with a larger value. This result leads
ing mechanisms arise naturally from m a p representation,
to an interesting prediction: psychological experiments
cooperation, and competition in V I S O R .
designed to reveal such subtle differences in priming efFirst, consider priming by incomplete schema activafects could also uncover the type of neural mechanism
tion. A priming object (a h a m m e r or pliers) wcis preunderlying priming.
sented briefly to V I S O R . V I S O R had enough time to
Besides perceiving visual stimuli, h u m a n s can form
focus at only two components of the object, and only
mental images that resemble the perceived appearance
two of the object schema's S A M units were activated.
of physical objects (Finke, 1989). Like priming, mental
At this time, the target object (a h a m m e r ) Wcis preimagery also influences h u m a n visual perception (Farah,
sented to V I S O R , and its recognition time was measured
1985; Finke, 1989). If the mental image matches the
(Fig. 2).^ W h e n the priming input was identical to the
target stimulus, the subject's response time is reduced;
target object (marked as "-|-ve prime," shorthand for
otherwise, it is increased.
positive priming), the h a m m e r schema had a head start
Mental imagery can be modeled in V I S O R by feeding a
when V I S O R began recognizing the target object (step
top-down input directly to the output unit of the schema
1), and its activity reached the critical value 0.8 earlier.
that encodes the object. Such input corresponds to the
W h e n the prime differed from the target (marked as "cognitive decision to generate a mental image. T h e topve prime" for negative priming), the h a m m e r schema
d o w n input increases the schema's output activity which
started with a slightly smaller activity level than in the
in turn feeds back to the S A M units. This feedback
unprimed case, and reaw;hed the critical value later.
has to be quite weak (0.4) to avoid overwhelming the
bottom-up
inputs during the recognition process. Con' Recognition time refers to the time taken for the hammer
sequently,
the
S A M units are only partially activated.
schema's activity to reach 0.8, which means that V I S O R is
In an experiment simulating the eflFects of mental imquite confident that the input object is a hammer.
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Figure 4: Effects of mental imagery o n object
recognition. There is a large facilitation (+ve imagery)
and a small interference effect (-ve imagery) matching
the results of Farah's second experiment (Farah, 1985).
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Figure 6: Perceptual reversal m e d i a t e d b y topd o w n input. A top-down activation was fed alternatively into either the duck or rabbit schema's output
unit, but not both. Consequently, VISOR's perception
of Fig. 5 switched back and forth between duck and rabbit.

^
by neural satiation and by cognitive factors. VISOR
was trained to recognize Fig. 5 as a duck in some learning trials, and a rabbit in the others. After training,
Figure 5: A n a m b i g u o u s figure that can be perceived
V I S O R viewed the input figure continuously, focusing
either as a duck or a rabbit.
attention at different parts. In the absence of both cogagery, VISOR was first instructed to "imagine" eithernitive
a
factors and neural satiation, V I S O R was unable
hammer or pliers. After the activation settled, a hamto determine whether thefigurewas a rabbit or a duck.
mer was presented to V I S O R for recognition. Fig. 4
The activities of both the duck and the rabbit schemas
shows that there is a large facilitation and a very small
were approximately equal, and there was no reversal of
interference effect matching the results of Farah's (1985)
perception.
experiment. As in the case of residual activation, the
T o model cognitive factors such as attention and exslope of the linear portion of the positive imagery curve
pectation, a small top-down input (of value 0.1) was fed
is less steep than that of the "no imagery" curve. This is alternatively into either the duck or the rabbit schema's
because both the effects of mental imagery and priming
output unit, but not both (Fig. 6). W h e n the duck
by residual activity are mediated by partial activations of schema received the top-down input, it had a slight acall S A M units. This result supports the conjecture that
tivation advantage, allowing it to turn d o w n the comvisual perception and mental imagery share the same
peting rabbit schema and attain a high activation level.
neural substrates (Farah, 1985; Finke, 1989).
W h e n the input was switched to the rabbit, so did the
perception. Consequently, VISOR's perception of Fig. 5
Perceptual Reversal
switched back and forth between rabbit and duck.
Neural satiation and recovery from fatigue were modPerceptual reversal is another intriguing psychological
eled in V I S O R with probabilistic activation process.
phenomenon that can be naturally replicated in VISOR.
Normally, a unit canfireat any activity level. If it beAn ambiguous figure such as Fig. 5 can be perceived eicomes satiated, its probability offiringat a high activther as a rabbit facing right or as a duck facing left, and
ity level is reduced; the more satiation, the smaller the
continuous viewing results in spontaneous switching of
probability. A satiated unit can stillfireat a low acperception from one to the other. Satiation theory is curtivity level, and slowly recovers from fatigue. V I S O R
rently the most widely accepted account of perceptual
again viewed Fig. 5 continuously, repeatedly focusing at
reversal (Attneave, 1971; Babich and Standing, 1981).
different parts of the input. At the beginning (steps 1This theory holds that the two percepts of an ambiguous
10, Fig. 7), both the duck and the rabbit schemas had
figure are each elicited by a different group of neurons.
low activation. The rabbit schema satiated more than
The two groups constantly compete to establish one of
the duck schema at step 10, and the duck schema atthe percepts. After the figure has been viewed contintained a high activity level of about 0.8 (thefirstpeak
uously for some time, the currently dominant group of
between steps 10 and 20). The duck schema then saneurons becomes fatigued, or satiated. The other group
tiated rapidly, and VISOR's percept switched to rabbit
wins the competition causing the reversal of perception.
(second peak between steps 10 and 20). VISOR's perA major weakness of the satiation theory is that satiation does not seem to play an important role in any other
ception subsequently switched back and forth between
rabbit and duck, but both were never simultaneously
perceptual phenomena, which makes it a rather unlikely
active. The probabilities of perceiving a rabbit and a
explanation. Therefore, some psychologists have seeked
duck were about equal.
to explain perceptual reversal in terms of cognitive facFig. 8 demonstrates the combined effect of neural sators, such as attention and expectation, that subserve
tiation and cognitive bias. This experiment was pernormal visual perception (Bugelski and Alampay, 1961;
Tsal and Kolbet, 1985)
formed in the same manner as the previous ones, except
In VISOR, perceptual reversal can be mediated both
that a top-down input of 0.05 was fed only to the rabbit
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as well (see e.g. Grossberg and Kuperstein, 1989). It is
also central in VISOR's learning of new schemais. W h e n
V I S O R first encounters a new object, it focuses attention only at positions where there are inputs in the scene.
After V I S O R has formed a schema for the object, it will
shift attention to places where the object parts are expected. In other words, the shifting of attention evolves
from a purely bottom-up, reactive process to top-down,
intentional behavior.
ilep
VISOR's attention shift is driven by two processes: (1)
the Low-Level Visual Module ( L L V M ) always suggests a
Figure 7: Perceptual reversal m e d i a t e d b y neural
next position where there are inputs in the scene, and
satiation. VISOR's percept switched between duck and
(2) the active schemas suggest positions where inputs
rabbit with approximately equal probability for each.
are expected. V I S O R prefers small shifts suggested by
•clivity
— duck
rabbit
highly active schemas. Consider the example of learning to encode a h a m m e r (Fig. 9). From thefirstpre0.8
sentation of the h a m m e r , an initially random schema
\f\-~'i y W
0.6
started to encode its spatial structure. Its shift sugli!f t ! ^ } ( r
v
A
i
\
/
\
l
gestions were random because no information had been
0.4
s l / U ^ hi
^ A /
encoded (Fig. 9b). T h e schema was also very weakly
a2 1
activated because it did not match the input well. Coni
sequently,
the L L V M ' s suggestions were always chosen
an
•lep
by V I S O R . At this stage, V I S O R was only reacting to
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100
positions that happened to have inputs.
Figure 8: Perceptual reversal m e d i a t e d b o t h b y
The weight changes m a d e during learning are small,
neural satiation a n d t o p - d o w n input. A n input of
and it takes several presentations for the schema to learn
0.05 wEis fed into the rabbit schema's output unit. A s a
an accurate representation of the object's spatial strucresult, V I S O R was biased to perceiving the ambiguous
ture. Halfway through the process, the next positions
figure as a rabbit more often.
suggested by the h a m m e r schema consisted of a mixture
schema's output unit. VISOR's perception still switched of correct positions and random suggestions (Fig. 9c).
between a duck and a rabbit, however, V I S O R was bi- After sufficient training, the schema network learned
the structure of the h a m m e r , and its activity was large
ased into perceiving a rabbit more often. This result
enough so that its suggestions were always adopted by
seems to match h u m a n experience quite well. People are
V I S O R . V I S O R was no longer just reacting to the inputs
able to bias the perception of an ambiguousfiguretoin the scene; instead, it decided where to focus attention
wards one or the other, but cannot totally control which
according to where inputs were expected—an act of inpercept to elicit or prevent reversals entirely.
tention.
These results support the suggestion by Long et
al.(1992) that h u m a n perceptual reversal m a y be mediT o demonstrate that V I S O R was indeed shifting by
ated by both neural satiation and cognitive factors. Saintention, a h a m m e r without the claw (component c)
tiation seems indispensable since w e cannot totally conwas presented to V I S O R for recognition. A s shown in
trol which percept to elicit, and cognitive factors such as
Fig. 9d, V I S O R still focused attention at position c even
attention and expectation are necessary to explain perthough no input was present, because it was a position
ceptual bias. Experiments with V I S O R illustrate h o w
where a part was expected.
both processes can coexist and interaict to determine the
This experiment shows that V I S O R learns intentional
percept.
actions gradually. Initially, V I S O R shifts positions of
attention only according to actual presence of inputs.
Circular R e a c t i o n
A s the schema gradually learns to represent the object's
Circular reaction is a concept developed by Piaget (1952)
structure, a mixture of reflex action and intentional acto describe intellectual development in infants. W h e n an
tion is observed. After sufficient learning, V I S O R shifts
infant's behavior by chance produces interesting results,
positions according to what it expects in the input. Cirshe will repeat the behavior indefinitely. For instance,
cular reaction has been established as an important prinan infant moves her a r m and by chance causes a toy
ciple in infants' learning of motor actions. This experattached to her cradle to rattle. T h e rattling interests
iment with V I S O R shows that the same principle m a y
her, and she desires to continue with it. Over a period
be involved in learning of visual schemais as well.
of time, she learns the correct a r m movement and can
now rattle the toy whenever she likes.
Conclusion
This example illustrates an important characteristic
of circular reaction: the repeated practice of actions disCooperation, competition, and parallel bottom-up and
covered by chance induces learning of intentional actions.
top-down processing appear to underlie m a n y h u m a n
This characteristic is a very powerful learning principle
perceptual phenomena. These principles are also incorand has been incorporated in neural network modeling
porated in V I S O R , and consequently, V I S O R exhibits
•cQviiy
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Figure 9: Learning to recognize a h a m m e r , (a) The outline of the h a m m e r input. Positions a-e denote the
locations of object parts, and positions x, y, and z are other possible positions in the visualfield,(b) At the beginning,
V I S O R focused attention at positions suggested by the L L V M , i.e., where there were inputs (curr: current position,
schema: schema's suggestion, L L V M : LLVM's suggestion), (c) As the h a m m e r schema gradually learned to represent
the structure of the hammer, it began suggesting locations where inputs were expected. However, since the schema
was not yet fully developed, it still suggested a mislocated position (x). (d) After sufficient learning, a h a m m e r
without the claw (component c) was presented to VISOR. The h a m m e r schema always suggested positions where
inputs were expected, including c, and its suggestions were always adopted by V I S O R .
behavior that corresponds closely to h u m a n visual perception and learning. B y studying the mechanisms responsible for visor's behavior, it is possible to gain
insight into how similar processes might take place in
the human visual system. Experiments with V I S O R
illustrate the similarity and subtle differences between
the mechanisms mediating priming and mental imagery.
They show how the two opposing accounts of perceptual
reversal, namely neural satiation and cognitive factors,
may both contribute to the phenomenon. Learning experiments demonstrate how intentional actions can be
learned gradually from reflex action—a characteristic of
circular reaction believed to underlie intellectual development in h u m a n infants.
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more pronounced for inflected words than for derived words
(e.g.. Smith & Sterling 1982; Stanners et al. 1979; but see
Over the past twenty years numerous studies haveFowler Napps & Feldman 1985). It also has been suggested
investigated the extent to which
morphological
in a number of studies that morphological decomposition is
constituents of words are activated during the process of
a special strategy that is often induced in lexical decision
word recognition. In the vast majority of these studies it
tasks with non-word stimuli (e.g., Butterworth 1983) or
has been assumed that a correspondence exists between
induced as a result of the presence of particular real-word
the formal linguistic analysis of a word and its
types in the stimulus set (see Andrews 1986).
representation in the minds of native speakers. This
This paper investigates the possibility that at least some
paper investigates the the extent to which this
of the variation reported in the literature on morphological
correspondence can be affected by individual variation
processing is due to the fact that not all forms that linguists
that is associated with education, exposure and training.
identify as multimorphemic are actually composed of
W e investigated studenU who had recently completed a
course in medical terminology. These students, and
discrete morphemes in the minds of native speakers of a
matched control subjects, responded to medical and nonlanguage. In the case of the word remit, for example, it is
medical multimorphemic stimuli in a lexical decision
questionable whether the root mit has any semantic
task. The results indicate that the medical terminology
representation for native speakers. In that sense, it may not
students' training affected their performance on novel
qualify
as a morpheme at all. This has also been a point of
medical words as well as their performance on very
discussion in the theoretical morphological literature where,
common medical words (e.g., psychiatry) that would have
for example, Aronoff (1976, p. 11-14) makes the case for
been part of their vocabulary prior to taking the course.
the status of mit as a morpheme on the basis of
The results therefore support the view that automatic
distributional and phonological regularities, but Sproat
unconscious lexical processing can indeed be modified by
explicit training and specialized exposure. This finding
(1992, pp. 66) rejects its morphemic status on semantic and
has consequences for the generalizability of studies
syntactic grounds. Is remit multimorphemic or
conducted on university students to the general
monomorphemic? Is it perhaps multimorphemic for some
population of native speakers.
subjects, but monomorphemic for others?
W e investigated these possibilities by examining lexical
representations in the domain of technical vocabulary, where
differences in morphemic knowledge can be linked to
Introduction
differences in subjects' training and exposure to particular
Linguistic studies of English morphology (e.g., Lieber
morphological constituents. In the technical vocabulary of
1980; Selkirk 1982) have shown that lexical forms can be
medicine, for example, there is extensive use of morphemes
represented as organizations of discrete morphemic units.
derived from Latin and Greek. The resulting multimorThus, words such as greenhouse, knocked- and remit would phemic forms (e.g., pneumonia) may show very distinct
be assigned the following formal representations:
internal representations depending on one's education,
[[green]^jjj[house]N]N, [[knock]y[ed]^]v. [[re]Aff™t]v]v
exposure, and training. The question we have addressed in
Over the past two decades, there has been considerable
this paper is: What role does this individual variation play
discussion in the psycholinguistic literature on the extent to in lexical processing as measured by a task such as lexical
which the psychological processes involved in word
decision?
recognition correspond to these linguistic characterizations
The focus of our study was a group of students who had
of multimorphemic words. A broad array of studies have
recently completed a course in medical terminology at a
revealed considerable variation in the extent to which the
Junior College. The course, which was designed for
properties of constituent morphemes play a role in word
students who planned to pursue careers as health profesrecognition. In general, it has been found that constituent sionals and assistants, dealt almost exclusively with the
mcHpheme effects are more pronounced for prefixed stimuli acquisition of morphemes used in multimorphemic medical
than for suffixed stimuli (e.g., Henderson Walhs and Knight terms. Students were taught the meanings and forms of
1984; Mandelis and Tharp 1977; Stanners et. al. 1979) and morphemes and were taught to isolate morphemes in
Abstract
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medical terms as well as to create terms for novel medical
conditions. Thus, the students differed from control subjects
in that they had been taught the meanings of affixes and
roots that w e could presume the controls did not know, and
they had been trained in the strategy of morphological
decomposition.
These medical terminology students (M-Group subjects)
were tested in a lexical decision task and were compared to
age-matched controls (C-Group subjects) using four types of
stimuli: (a) novel medical words that only those trained in
medical terminology would be able to interpret (e.g,
hyponucleal): (b) existing medical words that both the M Group and C-Group would k n o w (e.g., hypodermic): (c)
multimorphemic real words that were unrelated to medical
terminology (e.g., disclaimer): (d) multimorphemic
nonsense words that were also unrelated to medical
terminology (e.g., disarranger). The use of such stimuli
promised the opportunity to address two sets of important
questions in the processing of multimorphemic words:
(1) Is morphological decomposition a strategy that can be
acquired? C a n strategic training affect the unconscious
processes that are assumed to underlie the lexical decision
task?
(2) Does the extent to which subjects have semantic
representations for constituent morphemes affect lexical
decision latencies?

The medical nonwords were formed by recombining
morphemes from thefinalset of real medical words. Here
again a pretest was conducted, in this case to ensure that the
novel medical forms were plausible. In the pretest, the 20
nonword stimuli were compared to 20 low frequency real
trimorphemic medical terms (which w e assumed normal
subjects would not know). The forty stimuli were printed in
random order on a sheet of paper. Thirty-sevenfirstyear
university students were each presented with the sheet and
were asked to decide which words were real medical terms
and which were phony. A n analysis of the number of
responses of 'real' showed no difference between the low
frequency real medical words and the words in the novel
stimulus set ( X l = 10.97, X 2 = 10.70; t(36)=.667. twotailed)
Design

As has been discussed above, the design tested the role of
a Group factor that represented the medical terminology
student and control groups, and four levels of the withinsubjects factor W o r d Type. A n additional within-subjects
factor. Presentation Condition, played a crucial role in the
experiment.
The Presentation Condition factor was included to increase
the sensitivity of the experiment. Each stimulus word was
shown under three presentation conditions, which m a y be
conceptually described as morphologically transparent,
Method
morphologically opaque, and morphologically neutral. The
morphologically neutral condition simply involved the
Subjects
presentation of the stimulus word in normal 24 point
typeface (e.g., disclaimer). The morphologically transparent
Forty-eight subjects participated as volunteers in the
condition was created by presenting the stimulus word such
experiment. Twenty-four of the subjects had, within the
that the second constituent morpheme was in bolded typeface
previous two weeks, completed a first-year Medical
(e.g., disclaimer). Because all stimuli were trimorphemic,
Terminology course at a junior college. T h e other 24
this manipulation ensured that each morpheme boundary was
subjects were recruited from unrelated first-year courses at
marked by a change of typeface.
Finally, the
the same college.
morphologically opaque condition w a s also created by
presenting medial letters in boldface type. T h e bolded
Materials
substring was equal in length to the second morpheme, but
The stimuli consisted of eighty trimorphemic strings.
in this case began either to the left or right of the actual
This stimulus set contained four stimulus groups of 20
morpheme boundary (e.g., disclaimer or disclaimer).
words each. Within each group, 10 stimuli were composed
The use of the three presentation conditions m a d e it
of a prefix, a root and a suffix. The other 10 were
possible to investigate lexical decision latencies using
composed of a root plus two suffixes. All stimuli possessed
subject groups as their o w n controls. T h e morphologically
a frequency of 10 or less in the Kucera and Francis corpus
opaque condition served as a control for whether changes in
(Kucera and Francis 1967) and ranged in length from 6 to 13
response latency were simply a result of typeface changes
characters. The real non-medical words were selected
within the string or were actually related to the highUghting
through a random search blocked for morphological
of constituent morphemes. W e reasoned that if subjects in
structure, using a developing morphological database system
the M - G r o u p were indeed activating constituent
(Libben & Vanderweide 1992). The set of non-medical
representations, they should show elevated response latencies
nonwords was constructed through the recombination of
for novel multimorphemic strings in the morphologically
morphemes in the real-word set. The real medical words were
transparent condition as compared to the morphologically
matched on frequency and length to the set of non-medical
opaque condition. The C-Group should also show elevated
words. The 20 words in this set were selected following a
response times for non-medical nonwords in the transparent
pen and paper pretest with 50 items. In this pretest, 30
condition, but not for medical nonwords. Here w e reasoned
first-year university students were asked to indicate for each that if the subjects did not have lexical representations for
word on the list, whether they k n e w its meanings. All
the constituent morphemes, then the transparent condition
stimuU in thefinalset of 20 items showed an accuracy rate
would to them be no different from the opaque condition. In
of over 9 5 % on the pretest.
both cases, a substring would be bolded, but in neither case
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would the bolded substring correspond to a lexical
representation.
T o summarize, the experiment tested three factors:
subject group, word type, and presentation condition. These
were analyzed in the 2 X 4 X 3 design with repeated measures
on the last two factors.

relatively high average response times could result from the
fact that all real word stimuli were multimorphemic and low
frequency). The significant effect for Presentation Condition
reflects an average lower response time for the neutral
condition (906 ms) as compared to the transparent (923 ms)
and the opaque conditions (925 ms). Finally, as is apparent
in Figures 1 and 2, the main effect of word type reflects
Procedure
higher latencies for no' responses as compared to 'yes'
responses. All interactions except the Condition X Group
Subjects were individually, shown stimuli in the center
interaction were significant in both subjects and items
of a Macintosh computer screen in 24 point font. For each
analyses.
stimulus, subjects were required to press a key labelled 'yes'
if the stimulus was a word that they had seen before and to
Control Group Subjects
press a key labelled 'no' if they had never seen the stimulus.
Each testing session consisted of 18 practice trials and 240
The analysis of simples effect and pairwise Tukey
experimental trials. In each trial cycle, the subject was first comparisons for the the C-Group subjects showed no simple
presented with a 'prepare for stimulus' prompt for 500
effects of Presentation Condition for any of the word types
milliseconds. The screen was then cleared for 500
(allp>.15). The Tukey comparisons yielded no differences
milliseconds after which the stimulus appeared centered on
in 'yes' latencies between the medical words and the
the screen. The stimulus remained on the screen until the
nonmedical words (all p>.05). However, the C-Group
subject pressed a response key. The screen was then cleared
subjects rejected medical nonwords significantly more
for 500 milliseconds before the onset of the next trial cycle.
quickly than non-medical nonwords for all levels of stimulus
presentation.
The 240 stimulus presentations were given in a different
random order for each subject. In the morphologically
Thus, as Figure 1 displays, the C-Group subjects seemed
opaque presentation condition, half the bolded substrings
insensitive to the typeface manipulations across the three
were offset two characters to the left of the actual morpheme
presentation conditions. They also showed no sensitivity to
boundary and half were offset two characters to the right. the difference between medical words and nonmedical words
However, their consistently elevated response times for
For stimuli which contained two-character prefixes or
suffixes, this offset was reduced to single character. The
nonmedical nonwords m a y reflect the activation of
experiment was controlled by a Pascal program which
constituent morphemes for those stimuli but not for the
constituent morphemes of the medical nonwords.
utilized a software millisecond timer.
Results and Conclusions

Medical Group Subjects

As can be seen in Figure 2, the response patterns for the
M-Group subjects differed considerably from those of the CGroups subjects. T h e M-group subjects showed a
significant effect of presentation condition for all word types
(all p< .01) except the nonmedical nonwords (p=.47). For
the real word stimuli, no significant differences were found
between medical and nonmedical words in either the neutral
or opaque conditions. However, for the medical and
nonmedical words, the M-Group subjects showed significant
differences between the neutral condition and the opaque
condition (p<.05) and between the transparent condition and
both of the other conditions (p<.01) for the medical words.
For these stimuli, the opaque condition created an
interference effect whereas the transparent condition generated
a facilitation effect. These findings are consistent with the
Overall ANOVA
view that the M-Group's preferred processing mode was
Both the subjects and items analyses yielded main effects
through the activation of constituent morphemes. The
for Presentation Condition (F5(2,92)=7.43, p<.001;
opaque presentation condition interfered with this mode of
Fi(2,152)=3.16. p<.05) and W o r d Type (Fs(3,138)=150.6,
processing and therefore resulted in elevated response times.
p<.001: Fi(3,76)=54.85, p<.001). There was no main effect
The U"ansparent condition, on the other, hand presented the
trimorphemic stimuli as 'partially processed' and thus
for Subject Group in either analysis.
facilitated therecognitionprocess.
Thus on the whole, the M-group and C-group did not
differ in response times to the 240 test stimuli (the

The dependent measure for all analyses was lexical
decision latency, which was calculated from stimulus onset
to response.
In all analyses, separate A N O V A ' s were conducted treating
subjects (Fg ) and items (Fi) as random factors. In the
subjects analysis. W o r d Type and Condition were treated as
within-subjects factors. In the items analysis. W o r d Type
was a between-items factor. Group and Condition were
within-items factors. Only correct responses were analyzed
and response times below 300 milliseconds and above 1500
milliseconds were removed from the dataset. The response
patterns for the C-Group and the M-Group are shown in
Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 1: Response times of Control Group subjects for medical words, medical nonwords, non-me
nonmedical nonwords under three presentation conditions (transparent, opaque, neutral).
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P r e s e n t a t i o n condition
Figure 2: Response times of Medical Group subjects for medical words, medical nonwords, non-medical words and
nonmedical nonwords under three presentation conditions (transparent, opaque, neutral).

A n examination of the M - G r o u p subjects' response
patterns for the nonword stimuli supports this view. Unlike
the C-Group subjects, the M - G r o u p subjects showed no
difference between the medical nonwords and the nonmedical
nonwords in either the neutral or opaque conditions. W e
have suggested above that the observed significant difference
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for the C-Groups subjects could be explained by positing
that their 'no' responses were not slowed d o w n by the real
morphemes in the medical nonwords because, for them, the
constituents d o not have lexical representations. This
explanation predicts exactly the observed data for the M Group. The Medical Terminology students were trained to

acquire semantic representations for the constituent
morphemes and thus should process medical nonwords in the
manner that they process nonmedical nonwords. A s can be
seen in Figure 2, the M-Group's response latencies for the
medical nonwords in the transparent condition are elevated
with respect to both the nonmedical nonwords in the same
presentation condition (p<.01) and the medical nonwords in
the two other presentation conditions (p<.01). Here w e
conclude, as w e did for the real medical words, that the
transparent condition is offering the subjects partially
preprocessed stimuli. In this case, however, the activation
of real constituent morphemes makes the no' response
slower.

performance for nonmedical stimuli was comparable to the
performance of the C-Group subjects.
In conclusion, w e return to the considerations at the outset
of this paper: T o what extent do linguistic representations
of morphological structure correspond to the
psycholinguistic phenomena associated with word
recognition? W e propose no simple answer to this question
and indeed suggest that there m a y never be one. In the
investigation of the processing of multimorphemic words, it
is important to keep in mind that words do not have
constituent morphemes — people do. A s w e have found for
medical terms, constituent representations m a y vary from
subject to subject within a class of words. They m a y also
differ between word classes. A n extension of our findings to
Discussion
multimorphemic forms with bound roots suggest that these
m a y be functionally monomorphemic for most native
The experiment reported above has investigated the extent
speakers of English. It is also possible that the differences
to which lexical decision performance can be affected by
between inflected and derived words and between prefixed and
differences in subjects' knowledge of constituent morphemes
suffixed stimuli reported in the literature m a y reduce to the
and their experience in the decomposition of
question of semantic representations for constituent
multimorphemic words. Our results have indicated that
morphemes. Inflectional suffixes such as -ing or zs^ seem
when constituent structure is highlighted (in the transparent
more likely to have independent semantic representations
presentation condition) the Medical Group subjects show
than derivational suffixes such as ^ai or ^t^. Similarly, all
elevated response times in the rejection of novel
of
these suffixes seem to carry less semantic load than
multimorphemic medical nonwords — an effect that did not
prefixes
such as ££: or uik. which native speakers can easily
obtain for nonmedical nonwords. This result points to the
identify as meaning 'again' and 'not' respectively.
view that the processes involved in word recognition are in
Finally, w e would like to propose two cautions: If
fact highly permeable. Unconscious high-speed processing
unconscious morphological processing can indeed be
can be influenced by explicit lexical instruction and interacts
influenced by educational background, it m a y be the case
with the type of presentation to which subjects are exposed.
that experiments conducted with University students as
For real medical words, w e again found effects of
subjects yield data that are not representative of lexical
morphological training and an interaction effect with
processing in the general population. In addition, w e may
presentation type. T h e M - G r o u p subjects showed
find significant differences across languages resulting from
significant interference for the presentation condition in
the interaction of a language's morphological structure and
which morpheme boundaries were obscured. This effect,
cultural educational practices that address it.
which was not found among the C-Group subjects suggest
that the M-Group's manner of processing words with which
they were previously familiar was altered by the
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causal laws; (3) the behavior is restricted to obey certain
constraints; and (4) the process is incremental. Fuitbennore,
after an alteration is made by simulation the model must be
In this paper I examine the question of how a diagrammatic
able to discover (or at least confirm) whether new objects or
demonstration (a "proof without words") could be
properties have emerged as a result of the alteration.
understood by a computational model. The computational
Thus if w e wish to determine if an apparent property of a
model (a) has a means of representing geometric diagrams
diagram (e.g., that two line segments are of equal but not
composed exclusively of points, line segments, triangles,
and quadrilaterals, including the special cases of
necessarilyfixedlength) must be true, one way to proceed is
parallelograms, rhombuses, rectangles, and squares; (b)
to study the effects of a small incremental change that makes
accepts step-by-step descriptions of speciftc diagrams, and
it false (such as lengthening one segment a small amount).
constructs in computer memory a representation of the
If the effects that propagate obeying the spatial constraints
diagram as it is described; (c) includes the ability to make
of the description do not violate the additional hypotheses of
modifications to the diagram by construction steps that
the problem (the situation constraints), then the property is
specify movement of previously constructed components;
not a necessary condition; otherwise it m a y be presumed to
(d) after each construction step notices any new objects
be necessary (though this conclusion could be mistaken).
(line segments, triangles, etc.) that are created by the step;
Justification for this approach and arguments for its
(e) accepts a goal statement that the construction sequence
computational feasibility have been given elsewhere:
is allegedly demonstrating; and (f) attempts to find a
Lindsay (1988,1992). Briefly, a complete simulation of the
justification that confirms the goal statement.
physics of even simple objects and events is not
computationally
feasible (Pentland, 1990) but
Introduction
simplifications are possible that permit the simulation of
This work is an exploration of the computational processes
rigid motions of geometric figures subject to constraints.
that underlie the use of diagrams as aids to understanding
mathematical propositions, hypothesizing conjectures, and
Understanding Diagrammatic
planning proofs for theorems of plane geometry. While
Demonstrations
other projects [e.g., Gelemter (1959), Larkin & Simon
A R C H I M E D E S is a C o m m o n Lisp program designed to
(1987), Koedinger & Anderson (1990), and McDougal
understand a certain class of diagrammatic demonstrations.
(1993)] have employed diagrams and diagrammatic
A diagrammatic demonstration, sometimes called a "proof
information in a variety of ways, this model without words" (Nelson, 1993) consists of one or more
A R C H I M E D E S - takes a more direct approach by
diagrams that are designed to illustrate a mathematical
explaining the cognitive role of diagrams as the use of
relation or theorem in a w a y that humans often find
simulation processes. That is, the representation embodies
insightful and compelling. "Proof without words" is a
the constraints inherent in two dimensional space by
double misnomer, in that a demonstration is not a proof in
simulating within the representation the structure of space
the conventional mathematical sense, and it is not without
(and a limited physics) that would hold in a real situation.
words since the diagrams almost invariably have
This is an intuitive approach thai has been discussed
annotations, and the statement of what is demonstrated is
informally for many years, and has been the basis of some
always verbal. Nonetheless the demonstrations, once
specialized models, such as the work of Punt (1976),
"understood," are often far more convincing than a formal
Kosslyn (1980), Gardin & Meltzer (1989) and Narayanan
proof (for reasons that are not clear, but which this research
(1992). The present work is an attempt further to explore
hopes to shed light upon), and they are accessible to people
this approach in the context of employing diagrams to
not extensively trained in mathematics.
understand mathematical ideas.
The mathematical idea illustrated need not be geometric,
As construed here, simulation has four aspects: (1) a
for
example, elementary number theory is a favorite topic.
particular instance of an object, rather than an abstract
description of a class of objects, is represented and studied; However, A R C H I M E D E S is limited to demonstrations of
plane geometry, specifically involving only points, line
(2) the parts of the object interact according to explicit
Abstract
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segments, triangles, and quadrilaterals. Nonetheless this
encompasses m a n y examples of some subtlety.
The demonstration is presented to the program as a scries
of construction steps intenningled with propositionalnotations and instructions-to-observe and a goal statement.
The goal statement is a statement of the theorem/relation to
be demonstrated. The construction steps are instructions on
h o w to construct and alter the diagram to illustrate the
theorem/relation. Propositional-notations permit the
explicit introduction of geometric knowledge that has not
been previously available to the system, for example, a
formula for the area of a figure. Instnictions-to-observe are
attention focusing directions that limit the programs search
in cases where that is costly.
The representation of diagrams is threefold. Each pixel is
represented in an array with integer coordinates. Arithmetic
on these coordinates underlies the simulation steps; the
reason this works is that such an array is an adequate model
of two dimensional space, and by reducing the operations to
arithmetic w e can efficiently implement it on a conventional
computer. The important point is that the representation
correctly models the essential properties of space in a w a y
that is computationally efficient. Implementation on
another type of computer might well be inefficient. While
useful for movement simulations, arithmetic is an expensive
and cumbersome computational model of some other aspects
of diagrams, especially topological features such as
enclosure and partitioning. TTius in addition to the integer
indexed pixel array, the diagram is represented as an
explicitly linked network of pixels. This representation
permits efficient border following processes. For example,
in A R C H I M E D E S any area partitioning that the system is
instructed to observe is checked by border following along
the network, not by algebraic computations. T h e latter
could conceivably be done with simple diagrams, but would
be intractable in the general case of objects of arbitrary
shape. Another approach to the recognition of s o m e
tqwlogical features would be a spreading color conputation
that could, for example, determine if an arbitrary boundary
were closed. That computation is expensive on the serial
computer implementation n o w used, but could be very
efficient on a parallel processing cellular automaton, for
example.
The third component of diagram representation is Lisp
structures ("frames") that encode for each instance of an
object type (point, segment, triangle, etc.) such
propositional information as what its components are, h o w
it is referred to by name, and any hypothesized situation
constraints, such as that two objects must be dimensionally
related in some given manner.
The program is best illustrated with an example; a simple
one is shown in Figure 1. Here the goal is to demonstrate
that the area of a parallelogram is equal to the area of a
rectangle of the same base and altitude. Note that "base" and
"altitude" are not terms the system understands in the
abstract, but only in the context of the particular diagram at
issue. The demonstration consists of constructing a specific
parallelogram, dropping an altitude from one vertex to an
opposite side, then translating the newly formed triangle
across the parallelogram stopping w h e n a rectangle is
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formed. The program then must reach the conclusion that
the area of the newly formed rectangle is the same as the area
of the original parallelogram. It does this not by comparing
the actual areas but by reasoning that the total area is the
s u m of the areas of the partitioning figures and that the area
of a figure remains constant under rigid motion. This
requires that the system observe that the original
parallelogram is partitioned into a triangle and a quadrilateral
by the altitude construction; the system is instructed to
observe (and confirm) this. It must also notice that the
constructions result in the formation of a rectangle (it
notices this by itselO> and observes (again it is told to do so
and confirms it) that the rectangle is partitioned into the
same quadrilateral plus a copy of the s a m e triangle,
relocated. It then reasons that the area of the parallelogram
is the same as the area of the rectangle.
It will be noticed that most of the creative work of this
demonstration is found in the input sequence which specifies
exactly what constructions are to be m a d e and what facts are
relevant. T h e remaining task however is by n o m e a n s
trivial. The constructions must actually be performed, the
program must understand h o w to perform the specified
alterations (rigid translation in this example) in such a w a y
that geometric constraints are maintained, n e w facts that
result from constructions and alterations (such as the
materialization of a rectangle) must be noticed, it must
confmn that the original parallelogram is partitioned into a
quadrilateral and a triangle, it must confirm that the final
rectangle is partitioned into the same quadrilateral and an
equivalent but displaced triangle, and it must search through
its general geometric knowledge (such as area constancy) to
find support for the putative conclusion.
Table 1 contains the sequence of construction and
propositional steps that were given to the program. This is
of course lisp code, but the function names are reasonably
descriptive. The functions referenced are defmed in terms of
a set of "construction processes" that m a r k pixels in an
array/network (and as a side effect plot them on a C R T for
the benefit of the h u m a n observer), and create lisp structures
for each object explicitly or implicitly created by the
construction. Table 2 is an edited trace of the program's
progress through the steps, indicating what n e w objects and
propositions the program noticed after each step. T h e
diagram before translation is rendered on the C R T as
illustrated by Figure l(i), at one stage during the translation
by Figure l(ii), and after completion of the translation by
Figure l(iii). In this example the original parallelogram is
constructed piecemeal and at specified coordinates; the
program then notices that it is a parallelogram. It could
have been constructed all at once or in a variety of other
ways, and it is not necessary to specify numerical
coordinates for the objects. Here the triangle is copied
before being translated, and this introduces n e w points and
segments. Again this could have been done in other ways.
Note that after Step 4 the program notices that it has
consDiicted a parallelogram, and that after Step 5 a triangle
and a quadrilateral have materialized. Step 7, the translation,
first makes a copy of the triangle and this introduces three

(i)

e

g

(iii)

Figure 1: Demonstration after step 5, during step 7, and
afterfinalstep.
new point names. After the translation the newly formed
rectangle is noticed. In addition, s o m e other figures that
prove to b e unimportant are noticed. S o m e of these are
artifacts of the n e w point n a m e s f a n d g that have n o w
b e c o m e aliases for d a n d c and give rise to duplicates of
s o m e figures. In m o r e complex examples such spurious
figures b e c o m e c o m m o n , a n d since they are found at
substantial computational cost (in contrast to h u m a n
perception) the p r o g r a m is sometimes operated without
automatic noticing of everything o n every step, a n d relies
instead o n being specifically told to observe w h a t is
important. T h e program then merely c o n f u m s that the
figure to be observed is indeed present
W h e n triangle abe is copied as triangle fgh in Step 7, the
fact is recorded that these triangles have equal area. Steps 6
and 8, which instruct the system to observe (confirm) certain
deccwipositions, also record area equivalence facts. W h e n in
Step 9 the system is told to c o n f m n the goal, the recorded
facts are searched heuristically to determine if they support
the conclusion. In this case the reasoning amounts to: area
abed = area abe + area aecd (Step 6) = area fgh + area aecd
(Step 7) = area aehd (Step 8). Again, the system could
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routinely notice decompositions, but to save time they have
been pointed out and confirmed instead.
A closer look at what the system m u s t k n o w and d o to
accomplish this a n d related tasks m a k e s clear that the
representation, while exhibiting the essential quality of
preserving spatial relations, m u s t d o m o r e . It is almost
never the case that a diagram can stand completely alone as a
demonstration. For example, the diagram must be annotated
with point names. Furthermore the program m u s t identify
the specific objects referred to in the input sequence, and for
this it needs to understand a naming convention. A s noted
earlier, each geometric object d r a w n or revealed has an
associated structure that identifies its type and its parts (by
reference to their structures) and incorporates s o m e explicit
knowledge about such objects.
A n y o n e w h o is familiar with "proofs without words" - and
presumably that includes m o s t readers of this p ^ e r - will
upon reflection also note that understanding a geometric
demonstration entails, or at least is m a d e m u c h easier by,
specific knowledge of plane geometry theorems. In the
example of Figure 1 such k n o w l e d g e is minimal, but in
m o r e c o m p l e x situations it b e c o m e s m o r e useful. T h e
importance b e c o m e s m u c h greater for the task of devising a
demonstration. For example, it m a y b e critical to combine
a translation and rotation of a triangle to superimpose it on
another triangle. This can b e done only if the triangles are
congruent. If A R C H I M E D E S is told to perform such a
transfmnation it will succeed or fail acccx-dingly. However,
to k n o w in advance that it will succeed or fail will m a k e the
creation or understanding of a demonstration m u c h easier by
avoiding the computations if they cannot succeed. If one
k n o w s that the triangles are congruent b y virtue of a
congruency theorem, this fact will greatly simplify the
discovery procedure. T h u s theorems can usefully combine
with simulation, and knowledge of m o s t of the fundamental
theorems of Euclidian geometry, not n o w available in the
m o d e l , could b e a n important addition to a full
computational m o d e l of demonstration construction and
understanding.
Discussion
In what sense is the example a diagrammatic demonstration
rather than a propositional argument? Clearly the
conclusion is a proposition (i.e., an un-quantified
predication), and the representations themselves could in
pinciple also be fully described propositionally. What then
is the distinction? T h e essence of a diagram is that it
necessarily preserves topological and geometric prq)erties oi
two dimensional space; it cannot violate them. (Note that
this is not true of a two-dimensional rendering of a three
dimensional object). Thus, for example, w h e n two points
are displaced by equal distances in the same direction, the
length of the segment connecting them remains unchanged.
If points are represented as integer pairs (coordinates) and
equal displacements are m a d e by incrementing each
cocwdinate of each pair identically, this procedure will assure
that the equality-of-segment-length "fact" remains true in the
representation. This follows from the laws of arithmetic and
algebra, which are efficiently implemented o n digital
hardware. It could conceivably follow for other reasons in

other implementations. For example, in the real world,
rigid translation of a rigid stick (at non-relativistic
velocities) maintains length by virtue of the laws of physics
(not of mathematics). It is because the laws of physics and
geometry are veridically reflected (by design) in the
mathematics of analytic geometry, and these are veridically
maintained by computation, that our array representation is
able to m a k e (correct) inferences about imaginary
experiments. Whether these are characterized as descriptive
or depictive representations is a matter of level of analysis
and point of view. Both views are valid and m a y be
appropriate for different purposes. A s argued in Lindsay
(1988) the distinction between description and depiction does
not turn on prepositional versus non-propositional
representations, but on the limitations, if any, built into the
expressive power of the representation language, that is, on
its sOTicture of constraints. In comparison to an array
representation, predicate calculus has essentially no a priori
constraints on what it can describe. Moreover, it permits
the use of variables and quantification. The structure of a
particular domain is provided in a predicate calculus
representation by axioms, and deduction is a general
inference method for determining the consequences of the
axiomatized structure. Thus predicate calculus is a more
general form of representation. However, generality does
not guarantee computational advantages, and generally
weakens them in particular domains in comparison to a
restricted representation that is tailored to the domain
(Lindsay, 1973). If the constraints of the representation,
whatever form it takes, can be efficiendy maintained, and if
they reflect the properties of the subject of thought, then the
representation is a good one. In the case of diagrams which
are tailored to spatial relations, the domain of application
may be large and important. This point has also made in a
variety of terminologies by others as well, e.g.. Palmer
(1978), Stenning (1993), and Sloman (1993).
The reason that these demonstrations are compelling to
humans is because the h u m a n nervous system, which
evolved in the world where geometric and physical laws
prevail, provides computational mechanisms that are
efficient at reflecting these laws. They are so efficient that
they are perfectly ordinary and natural. A demonstration that
illustrates a mathematical relation by showing in essence
that it is 0-ue of geometry and physics provides an
understanding because it relates the relation to something
that is famiUar and accepted without question. This form of
understanding is usually more direct than mathematical
proofs which generally are not obviously related to ordinary
experience.
Finally note that understanding as here construed does not
amount to possessing a representation of an item of
knowledge. Rather, understanding is a process. In
particular, it is the process of confirming that
transfonnations of representations are cwrect with respect to
the system's underlying repertoire of permitted
transfonnations, and thus that the situation, fact, or event
that is understood is consistent with the system's "theory" of
the subject.
This is the only sense in which
A R C H I M E D E S understands, and although I believe this is a
fundamental component of understanding, it falls short of a
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full explanation of understanding as it is done by h u m a n
minds.
Table 1: Construction steps for the example.

;CONSTRUCnON 1
(setf •constructioo-descriptiOT "Constructing First Side")
(construct-named-point 'a 200 200)
(consUTict-named-point 'd 300 200)
(consuuct-named-segment 'ad (locus a) (locus d))
-.CONSTRUCTION 2
(setf *construction-description "Constructing Third Side")
(construct-named-point "b 150 150)
(construct-named-point 'c 250 150)
(consffuct-named-segment "be (locus b) (locus c))
;CONSTRUCT[ON 3
(setf *construction-description "Constructing Second Side")
(constnict-named-segment 'ab (locus a)flocusb))
.CONSTRUCTION 4
(setf *construction-description "Constructing Fourth Side")
(constnict-named-segment 'cd (locus c) (locus d))
;CONSTRUCTION 5
(setf *construction-description "Constructing altitude")
(construct-named-perpenicular-fix)m-point 'ae (locus be)
(locus a) 'e clockwise t)
;CONSTRUCTION 6
(setf *consUiiction-descripticwi "Observe Decomposition")
(observe-deccxnposition abed (list abe aecd))
;CONSTRUCTION 7
(setf "'construction-description "Constructing and translating
triangle abe/fgh")
(construct-copy-of-point a) ;this is f
(consuua-copy-of-point b) jthis is g
(construct<opy-of-point e) ;this is h
(consmia-and-name-uiangle-frcHn-ptnames f g h)
(translate-rigid-triangle 'fgh 'east '(equal-locus-p
(locus O(locus d)))
[The preceding fiinctiOT establishes the goal of translation
until f and d coincide]
(fix-namedpoints)
(unfix-points f g h )
(simulation-constructicHi :namedpoints '(f g h)
rnamedsegments '(fg gh hf))
[The preceding 3 functions actually initiate the translation,
holding all other points fixed]
;CONSTRUCTION 8
(setf *construction-description "Observe Decomposition")
(observe-decomposition aehd (list fgh aecd))

;CONSTRUCnON 9
(setf ""construction-description "Observe Goal")
(observe-goal '(area-equivalence abed aehd))
f n d of construction steps
Table 2: Edited trace of program's progress.
BEGINNING SEQUENCE
" • P E R F O R M I N G C O N S T R U C T I O N 1 of 9:
Constructing First Side

D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 1
[Nothing was noticed or constructed or erased]
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F C O N S T R U C T I O N 1

•PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 2 of 9:
Constructing Third Side
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 2
[Nothing was noticed w constructed or erased]
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F C O N S T R U C T I O N 2
• P E R F O R M I N G C O N S T R U C T I O N 3 of 9:
Constructing Second Side
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 3
[Nothing was noticed or constructed or erased]
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F C O N S T R U C T I O N 3
• P E R F O R M I N G C O N S T R U C T I O N 4 of 9:
Constructing Fourth Side
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 4
These new parallelograms were constructed:
(abcdXD
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F CONSTRUCTION 4
•PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 5 of 9:
Constructing altitude
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 5
These new triangles were constructed:
(abe)(l)
These new parallelograms were constructed:
nil(0)
These new quadrilaterals were constructed;
(aecd)(l)
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F C O N S T R U C T I O N 5
• P E R F O R M I N G C O N S T R U C T I O N 6 of 9:
Observe Decanposition
YES, I SEE T H A T area abed = area abe + area aecd
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 6
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION 6
•PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 7 of 9:
Constructing and translating triangle abe/fgh
Simulation is completed Because top •goal reached
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 7
I noticed and constructed these segments:
(hehb)(2)
These new triangles were constructed:
(dgh)(l)
Hiese new rectangles were constructed:
(aehd)(l)
These new parallelograms were constructed:
(abgd)(l)
These new quadrilaterals were constructed;
(abhdaegd)(2)
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS O F C O N S T R U C T I O N 7
• P E R F O R M I N G C O N S T R U C T I O N 8 of 9:
Observe Deccmaposition
YES, I SEE T H A T area aehd = area fgh + area aecd
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 8
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION 8
•PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 9 of 9:
Observe Goal
YES, I SEE T H A T area abed = area aehd
D O N E PERFORMING CONSTRUCTION 9
D O N E NOTICING EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION 9
SEQUENCE HAS E N D E D
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by M a c W h i n n e y and Leinbach (1991), and is answered
by us (Ling & Marinov, 1993). Past-tense acquisition
has become a benchmark for the adequacy of cognitive
modeling of language acquisition and processing.

Abstract
Learning the past tense of English verbs has become
a landmark task for testing the adequacy of cognitive
modeling. W e review a set of intriguing psychological
phenomena that any modeling of past-tense acquisition
has to account for. Traditional grammatical theories
fail to explain phenomena of irregular verbs, while connectionist modek, which require no symbols and explicit rules, fail on regular verbs. W e present a generalpurpose symbolic pattern associator (SPA for short)
which learns a set of sufficient and necessary symbolic
rules for both distinguishing and predicting regular and
irregular verbs. Our aU-rule theory is similar in spirit to
Pinker's (1991, 1993) modular hypothesis, and is able to
account for most psychological phenomena in past-tense
acquisition. Even on the task of irregru/ar past-tense generalization, the S P A is judged to be slightly more plausible than the connectionist model by adult native English
speakers. Our results support the view that language
acquisition and processing should be better modeled by
symbolic, rather than connectionist, systems.

T h e traditional grammatical theory proposes rule-like
grammars for the regular inflection, and rote m e m o r y for
the individual irregular inflection. Such theory, although
explaining the phenomena of regular verbs quite well,
fails for irregular verbs. S o m e irregular verbs (such
as go 1-^ went) are idiosyncratic, but other so-called irregular verbs form phonologically similar clusters, such

as sing *-* sang, ring »-• rang, spring ^-^ sprang, swim
•-> swam, or grow •—> grew, blow >—^ blew, throw i—• threw.

Learning the past tense of English verbs, a minor component of language acquisition and processing, has received extensive study in the last few years. O n e of the
reasons is that the task is quite isolated from syntax,
semantics, and other morphological modules of the language learning^, and thus can be studied in great depth.
More importantly, there is a set of intriguing psychological phenomena and properties that any acquisition
system must account for. Traditional grammatical theories are unable to explain m a n y critical aspects of irregular inflections. In 1988, Rumelhart and McClelland
(1986) design and implement a connectionist system for
the modeling of past-tense acquisition. Claims have been
made that such connectionist models, while requiring no
symbol processing, grammatical rules, or explicit representation as in the traditional grammatical theories,
are better models for the past-tense acquisition, and for
the language acquisition in general. Over the years a
number of criticisms of connectionist modeling appeared
(Pinker & Prince, 1988; Lachter k Bever, 1988; Prasada
k Pinker, 1993), and there has been a heated debate
over the symbolic and connectionist modeling of the
task. A challenge for a better symbolic model is posed

Irregular inflection is partially productive depending on
the similarity between the novel verb stem and the clusters of phonologically similar irregular verb stems. For
example, because of the similar phonological patterns in
-ing >->• -ang, children occasionally use brang as the past
tense of bring. In an experiment of predicting pseudoverb past tenses by adults, the likelihood of irregular
past-tense responses of pseudo-verbs increases with the
phonological similarity from clusters of English irregular
verbs. For example, subjects more willingly give irregular past-tense inflection splung from spling, less willingly,
shunk from shink, and even less willingly, sud from sid.
T h e model of past-tense acquisition should also extend
irregular inflections to novel verbs, and such generalizations have to be plausible.
In some theories of generative grammar, e.g., (Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Halle
& Mohanan, 1985), irregular verbs are also governed by
rules, such as (in the spelling form) "change -ing to ang" as in spring •—• sprang, which are applied to a list
of irregular verbs. However, as correctly pointed out by
Pinker (1991), Prasada and Pinker (1993), such a theory
leaves the phonological similarity of verbs in the list unexplained, and thus is unable to assign a novel verb into
an appropriate list for producing matching irregular past
tense . If such rules are applied universally to all verbs,
they fail to be sufficient conditions since they can apply to other verbs (such as bring, fling) incorrectly. O n e
of the major difficulties with such theories is that, because of the complicated relations between irregular verb
stems and their past tenses, the sufficient and necessary
"rules" that serve for both clustering and for predicting
past-tense inflections, if they exist, are hard to find.

'Except for homophones and denominal verbs (Kim,
Pinker, Prince, & Prasada, 1991).

T h e unsatisfactory modeling of irregular past tenses
by traditional grammatical theories leads to the great
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impact of a radically different approach to the task — the
connectionist modeling. In connectionist models (also
often called wtificiaJ neural networks, or ANNs), generalization is produced by the similarity captured by a set
of collectively contributed weights distributed widely between units. However, for all connectionist models built
for the task, the unitary model is used for both regular and irregular generalization. For many theoretical
reasons (Prasada & Pinker, 1993) and empirical findings (Ling, 1994), such models are not suitable for the
regular past-tense inflection, which is best left to symbolic rule-learning systems.
However, connectionist
models do pose attractive properties as a possible model
for irregular verbs. After all, connectionist models are
associative in nature, and are supposed to be good at
learning and generalizing mappings that require many
complicated relations between inputs and outputs. Indeed, Pinker (1991), Prasada and Pinker (1993) propose
a modified classical theory in which a rule-like module is
used for the regular past-tense inflection, and an A N N like associative memory for the irregular stem and pasttense mappings, fostering analogical generalization by
similarity.
An All-rule Theory of the Past-tense
Learning
W e have constructed a general-purpose symbolic Pattern Associator (SPA for short) that can learn very efficiently from any set of given input/output pairs of patterns (Ling & Marinov, 1993). The SPA is an N-to-M
(N input attributes to M output attribute) pattern associator which essentially applies the N-to-1 decision-tree
classifier IDS (Quinlan, 1986) M times. Given any set
of patterns containing N input attributes and M output
attributes, M decision trees are built by the SPA, each
for one of the M output attributes. Those M trees will
be used collectively to predict the output pattern of a
new input pattern; each tree determines one attribute
value in the output. For the verb past-tense learning,
the input patterns are phoneme letters in the verb base
with N as the m a x i m u m number of phoneme letters in
the verb base, and the output patterns are phoneme letters in the past tense with M as the maximum number
of phoneme letters in the past tense. The SPA actually
utilizes an improved implementation of IDS called c4.5
(Quinlan, 1993) with several modifications (for details
of SPA, see (Ling & Marinov, 1993; Ling, 1994)). ID3
uses information gain ratio as a criterion for selecting attributes as roots of the decision subtrees. This leads to
choosing the locally most relevant or discriminating attributes for the roots, and thus results in building small
decision trees.
The decision trees built by SPA can be converted directly into a set of production rules. As an example, to
determine the fourth phoneme of sprang (spriiN) from
spring (sprIN), the exception-handling rule from the actual decision tree is:
Ifl2 = p & L , = I & l 5 = N & l 6 = $ then O 4 = &
where It indicates the 4r'* input phoneme, and O * the
ib"' output phoneme. The following is a typical suffix-
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adding rule:
If I4 = n and I5 = $, then O s = d
The identity rules have only one condition, and can be
expressed as:
If I5 = X , then O 5 = X
where X can be any single phoneme.
However, these rules look odd since they are for
position-specific phonemes in the past tense. The representation of the task is positioned phoneme strings,
therefore, this limitation is rooted at the representation,
and is thus intrinsic to any learning systems. However,
because of the transparent representation of the SPA —
one of the major advantages over connectionist models
— we can represent rules in verb-wise format, and possibly apply further generalization on them. For example,
the rules for each phoneme in the past tense sprang are:
SPA'B
SPA'S
Input
Output
8prIN$->8prtll$
123456
123456
a*****~>B
*p****->
p
••r***->
r
•p*IH$->
k
••••H$->
N
••••H$->
$

(Unibet coding for
spring -> sprang)
(attribute positions)
(identity-aapping rule)
(identity-«apping rule)
(identity-napping rule)
(exception-handling rule)
(identity-napping rule)
(exception-handling rule)

Since
exception-handling
rules
override
identity-mapping rules, these rules can be represented
verb-wise as an associative template:

XpYIN$^XpY&N$.
Although this template may only be applicable to the
mapping spring i—• sprang, it is still more general than
rote learning. It can be used to predict other 5-phonemeletter verb stem with this pattern. For example, by using this template our SPA produces splang (splSiN) for
a pseudo-verb spling (splIN), which is a very plausible
prediction. Therefore, the prediction of irregular inflections is not a mystery in SPA; we can account for each
and every irregular past tense in this fashion.
Rules for regular past tenses with the same suffix patterns can be represented in the same, verb-wise fashion.
For example,
Xi X 2 X 3 n •—f Xi X 2 X 3 n d
Xi X 2 X 3 X 4 n •—• Xi X 2 X 3 X 4 n d
Since all such rules are in a similar format except the
indexes for the phoneme positions, an inductive learning step based on least general generalization (Plotkin,
1970) can be applied to produce one rule covering the
two rules above. Such a rule has a variable that replaces
individual indexes:
For all (integer) k, Xi ... Xfc n h-> Xi ... Xjb n d
This rule expresses the meaning that for any verb stem
ending with phoneme n (i.e., Xi ... X t n), its past tense
(in phoneme string) is formed by suffixing d. This is a
^r5<-or</errule applicable to all verb stems — something
connectionist models fail to produce. Note, however,
that the above inductive step cannot compress or generalize most templates for the irregular verbs. Therefore,
these templates will remain in the position-specific form.
The fact that the SPA can produce symbolic rules for

both distinguishing and predicting regular and irregular verbs is very interesting. After all, irregular verbs
can be regarded as "regular" with rules applicable to
only a few verbs. However, rules for regular and irregular verbs are highly heterogeneous in their format. T h e
clusters of rules for irregulzur verbs form positioned templates. These templates have some flavor of the associative m e m o r y proposed by Pinker (1991), Prasada and
Pinker (1993), since they represent the c o m m o n pattern
within clusters of phonologically similar irregular verbs.
O n the other hand, the rules for regular verbs produced
by the post inductive step arefirst-orderrules that apply to strings of arbitrary length. Therefore, our all-rule
system is very similar in spirit to Pinker (1991), Prasada
and Pinker (1993)'s modular hypothesis with rules for
regulars and the associative m e m o r y for irregulars. T h e
associative m e m o r y is implemented in symbolic rule-like
templates that capture the similarity a m o n g verb patterns, and allow for analogical generalization for novel
verbs.
Irregular Past-tense Generalization
As we have shown, rules for regulars are very simple
since they have a small number of conditions. It is the
simplicity of the regular-inflection rules that makes S P A ,
which actually searches for small rules, a better learning
model for regular verbs than connectionist models. In
particular, the generalization of the SPA's rules to firstorder rules for regular verbs makes the regular past-tense
inflection insensible to the verb frequency and similarity
of other regular verbs in the training set. Therefore, the
properties of regular-verb acquisition can be explained
very well in the SPA. However, as w e have seen, rules (or
templates) for irregular clusters are quite complicated.
Indeed, some of them are too complicated to be found by
humans. These rules utilize m a n y input phonemes in the
verb stem to produce the output phonemes in the past
tense. Therefore, learning irregular past-tense inflections
is the task that connectionist models m a y score better.
The existence of the S P A at the present time makes
it possible to answer the following interesting question:
Which one, the S P A or the connectionist model, would
make more reasonable irregular peist-tense generalization?
To study irregular past-tense generalization of a
model, we can train the model on irregular verbs only.
Such a model will not predict past tenses in regular
suflix-adding form, and irregular past-tense generalization can be studied in isolation. O n e might think that
we can train two models on a set of irregular verbs and
test them on another set of irregular verbs not shown
in the training set, and see which model makes more
correct predictions in the testing set. This method is
not quite appropriate, however, because some irregular
verbs (such as go •-• went, be >->• was, c o m e •—• came)
are idiosyncratic since their past tenses are beyond any
reasonable prediction by native English speakers t/they
had never heard of them. H o w do w e k n o w which irregular past tenses are (un)predictable from a given set of
training sample? Further, w e know that the past tense
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of spring is sprang, but is sprung a reasonable prediction
as well? Which one is more reasonable when judged by
native English speakers? T h e method of splitting irregular verbs into disjoint training and testing sets requires
us to to find native English speakers, w h o have never
heard of the past tense of those irregular verbs in the
testing set, to judge the plausibility of predictions from
the S P A and the connectionist model. However, such a
set of jurors is hard to c o m e by (without a lifelong public
ban on using these verbs!) since most irregular verbs are
the ones most frequently used in everyday life.
T o solve this tricky problem, w e turn ourselves to a set
of pseudo-verbs that presumably have never been heard
by native English speakers. Prasada and Pinker (1993)
create 30 irregular-sounding pseudo-verbs. These irregular pseudo-verbs are derived directly from clusters of English irregular verbs involving four typical vowel transformations (in U N I B E T form) — [IN h- 6N], [i -- E], [o
t-+ u], and [er •-• or] — or by making additional initial
orfinalconsonant changes. Therefore, if w e train both
the S P A and the connectionist model on irregular verbs,
and let both models predict their past tenses, w e can
obtain a set of pseudo-verbs whose past-tense inflections
are different from the rival models. W e can then ask native English speakers to judge which models m a k e more
reasonable predictions.
This pseudo-verb testing paradigm allows for a direct and psychologically relevant comparison between
the "pure" intuitions of native speakers about English
past tenses and the predictions of computational learning models on verbs that are truly novel for both the
h u m a n s and the models.
Simulation
Our list of English irregular verbs comes from M a c W h i n ney and Leinbach (1991). Originally the list contains
150 irregular verb pairs, each with a Kucera-Francis frequency (Kucera & Francis, 1967). T o remove noise in
the training set, one of the homophones (such as hang
1-^ hung, hang >-^ hanged) with lower frequency is removed from the training set. Thus, w e obtain a list of
140 distinctive stem and past-tense pairs; all of them are
used in the training set to maiximize the overlap of irregular verbs of native English speakers. Multiple copies
of verbs reflecting the Kucera-Francis frequency of the
verbs are used, resulting in a total of 862 verb (tokens)
in the training set. Both S P A and A N N are trained on
exactly the same training set (with 862 verb tokens) in
the templated format. T h e trained models are then used
to predict the past tenses of 30 pseudo verbs.
Learning is based upon the phonological information.
A U N I B E T (MacWhinney, 1990) representation is used
in which different phonemes are represented by different
alphabetic and numerical letters. There is a total of 36
phonemes. T h e stem and the past tense of each verb
is actually represented in a left-justified template in the
format of

CCCVVCCCVVCCCVVCCC
where C stands for consonant and V for vowel space
holders. This representation is used in (MacWhinney k.
Leinbach, 1991), and a monosyllable one ( C C C V V C C C )

is used in (Daugherty & Seidenberg, 1993).
The S P A takes symbolic values, and therefore, the
training set is simply in the templated U N I B E T
phoneme strings. O n the other hand, A N N s have to
encode multiple values of attributes in binary bits. A
specific distributed representation used in (MacWhinney
& Leinbach, 1991; MacWhinney, 1993) — a set of (binary) phonetic features — is used to encode all phoneme
letters for the A N N . Each vowel (V in the above templates) is encoded by 8 phonetic features (front, centre,
back, high, low, middle, round, and diphthong) and each
consonant (C in the above templates) by 10 phonetic
features (voiced, labial, dental, palatal, velar, nasal, liquid, trill, fricative and interdental). Therefore, both SPA
and A N N are trained on exactly the same training set
(with 862 verb tokens) in the templated format. The
only difference is that the SPA is trained and tested with
phoneme letters directly, i.e., 18 decision trees were built
for each of the 18 phoneme letters in the output templates; while A N N uses the distributed representation
designed by MacWhinney and Leinbach (1991).
The artificial neural network ( A N N ) program we used
is a package called Xerion developed at the University of
Toronto. It has several sophisticated search mechanisms
such as the conjugate gradient with line search. W e
found that training with the conjugate gradient method
is much faster than with the standard backpropagation
algorithm with momentum. Using the conjugate gradient method also avoids the need to search for proper
settings of parameters such as the learning rate. W e do
need to determine the proper number of hidden units,
however, because the training set contains only 140 distinctive verbs, cross-validation cannot be used. O n the
other hand, since the training set does not have noise
(contradictory output patterns with the same input patterns), we would expect that a good A N N model should
be able at least to be trained to reproduce well most of
the past tenses in the training set. Therefore, the number of mistakes remained in the training set is a primary
criterion for choosing the network architecture. W e experiment with numbers of hidden units from 60 to 180,
and also vary the random seeds. It turns out that when
the number of hidden units is between 70 and 90, we obtain very small training errors (less than 2 % at the verb
level). After we examine the predictions of the pseudoverbs from various networks with small errors, we find
that about half of the predictions are identical. Each
such run ends up with a similar number of ill-formed and
reasonable generalizations (see next subsection), so we
choose the results of one such network and report them
here. The SPA, on the other hand, has no parameter to
adjust, and its behavior is deterministic. Training with
the SPA always ends up with zero error, producing the
same decision trees each time, and thus, the prediction
on pseudo-verbs is always the same. Training SPA takes
less than 1 minute on the SunSpark Model 10, on which
it takes about 15 hours to train A N N to 300 epochs.
Simulation Results
Out of 30 pseudo-irregular verbs, SPA and A N N give 4
identical past-tense inflections. See Table 1. (Note that
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the spelling representation in this table and in other consequent tables are suggestive and for readability only.)
Since the past-tense inflections are the same from both
models, they are not used in the psychological experiment.
Verb Stem
spelling phonetic
froe
plear
nist
meep

fro
plEr
nIst

mip

Past Tense
spelling phonetic
frew
plore
nist
mept

fru
plor
nIst
mEpt

Table 1: Equivalent past-tense predictions from SPA and

ANN
Of the remaining 26 pseudo-irregular verbs, 15 have
weird past-tense inflections due to ill-formed generalization by SPA or A N N . These inflections are deemed to
be ill-formed because, when judge by two native English speakers (one fourth-year student and one psychology professor), they seem to be implausible or dissimilar (in any obvious way) to any known English irregular
verbs. The ill-formed generalization includes implausible
phoneme drops (such as frink >-> frun) and implausible
phoneme change (such as preed >-<• brod, grear •-> grud,
doe y-*- hli). A m o n g these 15, only 1 {frink >-• frun)
is produced by SPA. The rest of the 14 ill-formed generalizations are produced by A N N , and SPA's generalizations of those 14 pseudo-verbs are quite plausible except, perhaps, goav >->• wov, which is clearly affected by
go I—• went. Therefore, SPA makes far less ill-formed
generalization than A N N does. The problems are likely
caused by the representation of the data, as well as by
the biases of the learning algorithm. Since ill-formed
generalizations are deemed to be implausible, most of
them are not used in the psychological experiment.
For the other 11 past-tense inflections, SPA and A N N
produce plausible and different past tenses. See Table
2. These are the most interesting ones since we can now
ask native English speakers to judge which inflection,
from SPA or A N N , is more plausible. Upon close examination of the 11 pseudo-verbs, two have inflections
that have the same pronunciation as some known English words, or as the regular past tense. These two
are marked by * in the table: few is a common English
word and blipt sounds like a regular past tense of blip.
W e suspect that the past-tense inflections of these two
pseudo-verbs would bias subjects, and thus, they are removed from the psychological experiment. This ends
up with only 9 pseudo-verbs, which seems a little too
few. W e thus correct obvious phoneme drops or changes
in the ill-formed past-tense inflections , and add them
(marked by +) into Table 2. Thus, W e end up with 12
(9-t-3) pseudo-verbs which have plausible and different
past-tense inflections, and which are used in the psychological experiment described in the next section.
Experiment
The past-tense acquisition is based on phonological information. Experiments with the same set of pseudo-verbs

Verb Stem
spelling phonetic
ning
kwair
cleef
fring
queef
flape
blafe
preek
deed
•fow
*blip
+frink
"•"spling
•••preed

nIN
kwEr
klif
frIN
kwif
flep
blef
prik
klid

Past Tense: S P A
spelling 1 phonetic

nIN

ning
kwor
clef
frung
quef
flept
blofe
prek
cled

kwor
klEf
fr6N
kwEf
flEpt
blof
prEk
klEd

Past Tense: A N N
spelling phonetic
neng
kwer
claft
frong
quaft
fleb
blav
prok
clud

nEN
kw6r
kleft
frON
kweft
flEb
blev
prok
kl6d

fo

few

fu

faw

fO

blip
frlNk
splIN
prid

blipt
frunk
splang
pred

blipt
fr6Nk
spl&N
prEd

blip
frank
splung
prod

blip
fr&Nk
spl6N
prod

Table 2: Plausible but different generalizations from S P A and A N N
' Verbs with plausible generalizations but withdrawn from the experiment.
•*• Verbs with ill-formed generalizations but corrected and used in the experiment (see text).

were conducted previously (Prasada & Pinker, 1993) in
the written version. W e suspect that, although subjects
were instructed to ignore the spelling and m a k e their
judgement solely based on the pronunciation, spelling
might still have a certain effect on subjects' response.
Therefore, w e decide to conduct our experiment in audio format. For each pseudo-verb, two sentences (A and
B) are constructed using two different past-tense inflections, one from S P A and one from A N N . All sentences
have the same format:
I don't like to X , but yesterday I Y .
where Y is the past-tense inflection of X . A female native English speaker w h o has a very clear voice is invited
to read these sentences and is recorded on cassette tape.
The instruction for the experiment, which is also
printed on the answer sheet, was read to the subjects
slowly and clearly. T h e instruction asks the subjects to
use their "gut feeling" and "first reaction" to judge the
relative naturalness of irregular past tenses in the sentence A and B. O n the answer sheet, scales are given
for the subjects to rank the relative naturalness of two
past-tense inflections from the two rival models. Each
verb has a scale looks like the following:

B
At the end of the answer sheet, subjects are asked to
circle if or not English is theirfirstlanguage. T h e answer
sheet returned from non-native English speakers are not
counted.
A small scale experiment with 5 graduate students was
conductedfirst,and a discussion was held afterwards.
The subjects reported that they could hear the recording on the tape, and the differences in sentences A and
B quite well. T h e actual subjects used were first-year
computer science students in their first semester w h o
were taking "Computer Science Fundamentals I". They
had no knowledge of the experiment, and were happily
surprised when we walked into the lecture room with au-
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dio gear. After a brief explanation, they showed great
enthusiasm, and cooperated very well throughout the experiment. A total of 42 students happened to be present.
In the end, 34 answer sheets were returned by native English speakers, whose results are summarized in the next
subsection.
Results of Comparison between SPA and
A N N again N a t i v e English S p e a k e r s
For the scale on the answer sheet (A • • • •
B ) , W e assign 1 to 7 to the black dots
•
•
•
starting from A. Thus, 4 represents the score that A and
B are equally natural. Then w e calculate the m e a n and
standard error of answers for each pseudo-verb across all
of the 34 answer sheets. If the m e a n is not equal to 4, a
one-tailed, paired t-test is calculated for the probability
that the m e a n is greater (or less) than 4. If the probability is less than 0.90, we deem the diff'erence of the m e a n
and 4 as unreliable, and therefore, there is no significant difference between the two choices. Table 3 lists 8
pseudo-verbs and their past-tense inflections whose naturalness rating has a reliability probability greater or
equal to 0.90. For the remaining 4 pseudo-verbs, some
have very large variations, and some have m e a n values
very close to 4, indicating that the subjects do not seem
to have consistent preferences of one over the other.
From Table 3, we clearly do not see any advantage
of the connectionist model over the S P A ; both models
are judged almost equally reasonable. In fact, S P A even
scores slightly better. Therefore, there seems no reason
to believe that connectionist systems are better models
for irregular past-tense generalization, a task that they
are alleged to do well. If we include the ill-formed generalization in the score, connectionist models would be
deemed to generalize significantly worse than the SPA.

Past Tense: S P A 1 Past Tense: A N N 1 Which Is
Verb Stem
spelling 1 phonetic
spelling 1 phonetic
better
spelling 1 phonetic
nIN
nlN 1 1 ning
nEN
ANN
P ning
1 neng
kwor
1 kwaii
kwEr
1 kwor
1 kwer
kw6r
SPA
1 queef
kwif
quef
kwEf
quaft
kweft
1 ANN
1 flept
flEpt
flep
1 flape
fleb
flEb j 1 SPA
blafe
blofc
blof
blev
ble{
blev
1 SPA
1 pieek
1 prek
prik
prEk
prok
prok
ANN
cled
kl6d
deed
klEd
clud
kUd
SPA
1 pieed
piid
prEd
1 pred
prod
1 prod
1 SPA
r

Score diff.
ISPA-ANNl
1.23
2.35
0.62
2.12
0.59
1.44
2.26
0.53

Prob. in 1
t-test 1
0.99 1
0.99
0.90
0.99
0.95 1
0.99
0.99
0.90 1

Table 3: Subjects' Rating of the reasonable generalizations from S P A and A N N

Conclusion

models. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research,
1, 209-229.
Ling, X., k Marinov, M . (1993). Answering the connectionist challenge: a symbolic model of learning
the past tense of English verbs. Cognition, 49(Z),
235-290.
MacWhinney, B. (1990). The C H I L D E S Project: Tools
for Analyzing Talk. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.

W e present a general-purpose symbolic pattern associator, and show that it produces symbolic rules for both
regular and irregular verbs. O u r all-rule system even
makes more plausible irregular past-tense generalization
than the connectionist simulation, which, at first sight,
seems to have advantage over rule-learning systems. O u r
results support the view that m a n y such high-level, rulegoverned cognitive tasks should be better modeled by
symbolic, rather than connectionist, systems.
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Abstract
Meeting scheduling takes place when a group of people intend to meet with each other. Since each person has individual
availability constraints and preferences, meeting scheduling is
naturally distributed and there is a need to schedule the meeting
in such a way as to consider the preferences of the set of meeting participants. In addition, individual meeting constraints and
preferences may change both as a result of an agent's situation
or as a result of other agents' scheduling decisions. Therefore,
there is a need for distributed reactive schedule revision in response to changing requirements and constraints. W e present
an approach to distributed meeting scheduling based on modeling and communication of constraints and preferences among
the agents. W h e n a feasible global schedule cannot be found,
agents enter a negotiation and relax their constraints. The approach enables the agents tofindand reach agreement on the
schedule with the highest joint utility and to reactively revise
the schedule in response to new information.
Introduction
Advances in computer and networking technology have fostered the development of the needed infrastructure to provide
automated support for group decision making in organizations. A I techniques can introduce "intelligent agents" into
organizational computing systems that act in the interests of
their human clients to perform routine organizational tasks,
such as screening, directing or responding to information (Lee
& Malone, 1988; Sycara & R o b o a m , 1991). Scheduling
meetings is one of the most frequently performed tasks in an
organization. It is often tedious, iterative and time consuming
for people. In addition, because of communication delays
(either in electronic mail or phone), the task can be frustrating
and produce unsatisfactory solutions. Therefore, automating
meeting scheduling can lead to more satisfying and efficient
solutions and to changes of h o w information is exchanged
within organizations (Feldman, 1987). Past research efforts
(e.g., (Greif, 1982; Lee & Malone, 1988)) have met with limited success. D A I work in meeting scheduling (Sen & Durfee,
1993) focused on various search biases to produce alternative
density profiles in agents' calendars. In their model, a fixed
meeting's host communicates with all other agents and coordinates the search for a feasible schedule without taking into
consideration individual preferences or dynamic constraint
changes. Commercially available products (e.g. Schedule
Plus) are simple checkers of availability of time intervals and
are incapable of taking into account the preferences and priorities of people, or reactively revising a schedule in response
to new information.
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Meeting scheduling takes place w h e n a group of people
intend to meet. Since each person has individual availability
constraints and preferences, meeting scheduling is naturally
distributed and must consider the preferences of the set of
attendees. Distributed scheduling is a process carried out by
a group of agents each of which has (a) limited knowledge of
the constraints of other agents and (b) limited knowledge of
the preference of other agents. Global system solutions are
arrived at by interleaving local computations and information
exchange a m o n g the agents. There is no single agent with a
global system view through the entire scheduling process. In
such an environment, schedules are constructed by a process
of reaching consensus. Agents m a k e local decisions about assignments of particular time intervals to particular activities
and a complete schedule is formed by incremental agreement.
T h e system goal is to find schedules that are not simply feasible but attempt to create high quality schedule according to
the group's collective preferences. Another, equally desirable
requirement is schedule revision. In most realistic environments unanticipated events occur (e.g. a meeting might last
longer than expected, or a meeting participant might not s h o w
up) that necessitate schedule revision. Our approach endeavors to address concerns of schedule quality and efficiency of
schedule generation, and schedule revision.
Our work views meeting scheduling as a distributed task
where a separate calendar management software agent that
k n o w s its owner's preference is associated with each person and acts on behalf of its user. Giving each person his
or her o w n calendar management agent enhances privacy
and permits personal tailoring of preference parameters for
scheduling meetings (Dent et al., 1992). Individual meeting
constraints and preferences m a y change both as a result of an
agent's situation and also as a result of other agents' scheduling decisions (Sycara et al., 1991). Optimization criteria
are expressed in terms of preferences/utilities for particular
scheduling decisions (e.g., prefer earlier start times for activities). A feasible schedule is one that satisfies all given
constraints. The agents exchange scheduling constraints and
preferences in a joint search for the best schedule.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents the distributed meeting scheduling model, coordination mechanism as well as communication protocol for multiagent meeting scheduling; section 3 describes an example of
meeting scheduling scenario; section 4 presents discussion;
and section 5 presents conclusions.

T h e Distributed M e e t i n g S c h e d u l i n g M o d e l

1. In each round of constructing and modifying a solution, a
task coordinator is selected for each task w h o proposes an
Each human meeting attendee is supported by a software agent
assignment for the task and receives replies.
that manages its owner's calendar. A meeting has a date and
2. A task coordinator broadcasts its coordinating role to all
location. A meeting schedule is feasible, if it is agreed upon
other concerned agents.
by all agents representing the attendees.' The group com3. A task coordinator sends other task coordinators proposals
m o n goal is to generate a feasible schedule that is the most
for solving the task.
preferred by the participants. Our model also allows for repre4.
Initially, agents with the tightest resource capacity consenting and enforcing time dependencies between meetings.
straints
for each task are the task coordinators.
For example, the user can specify that meeting A should
5.
The
role
of next task coordinator for each task is assigned
be scheduled after meeting B. W e distinguish between two
by the current task coordinator to the agent w h o opposes
types of constraints: task precedence constraints expressing
the current proposal. If there are more than one opposing
sequencing relations between meetings and resource capacity
agents, the agent with the tightest constraints is selected.
constraints that express time availability of meeting attendees.
Task precedence constraints are not relaxable. T h e resource
6. If a new task coordinator can not find a feasible solution,
capacity constraints of a meeting attendee restricts the dates
it should relax its constraints until it can propose a feasible
on which s/he is available. In our model, resource capacity
solution.
constraints can be relaxed as a result of negotiation.
Communication Protocol
With each task, w e associate utility functions that m a p
The agents communicate asynchronously via message passeach possible date onto a preference. These utilities reflect
ing. In many problems, a series of meetings must be schedan attendee's meeting date preferences and can change dyuled. T h e process of reaching a consensus on a schedule for
namically depending on other scheduled meetings or other
a sequence of tasks (meetings) is realized by communication
external circumstances. In the cooperative setting assumed
and negotiation. The negotiation proceeds by relaxation of
in this paper, the s u m of these preferences over all the agents
local agent constraints (Sycara, 1990). T h e multi-agent meetin the system and over all the tasks to be scheduled by each
ing scheduling communication and negotiation protocol is as
of these agents defines the joint group utility.^ Agents will
follows:
prefer a solution that gives higher joint utility to a solution of
lower joint utility.
I. The agents exchange their resource capacity constraints,
i.e. the time intervals on which they are available.
T h e group of agents work together to generate a schedule
that is feasible, agreeable to all and has the highest possible
2. Agents with the tightest constraints for each task (i.e. the
joint utility. Each agent searches its individual search space to
agents with the fewest available intervals) become the task
find a solution that reflects its owner's preferences. The agents
coordinators and propose a schedule for the task by sending
communicate with each other to direct each other's search.
a message to the other related agents.
Search focusing heuristics inspired by experimental studies of
3. Depending on its local constraints, an agent receiving a
h o w humans handle scheduling (Kelley & Chapanis, 1982),
proposal either accepts or rejects it by sending a message
such as constraint tightness, are utilized. T h e group has no
back to the proposing agent. If an agent accepts a proposal,
• quarantee that a schedule that attains the highest value of
a utility representing the agent's preference measure on the
joint utility will be found but the model gives each one of
proposal is associated with the replying message.
the participants theflexibilityto object if a proposed schedule
4. The task coordinators wait to receive all replying messages.
has low utility for the attendee. The model also gives the
• If a proposal is accepted by all, a task coordinator sums
paricipants a metric (i.e., the group utility) by which to gauge
up the utilities included in the replies as well as its o w n
the global group preference.
utility to get the global preference measure for the proposal,
and notifies the related agents about the c o m m o n
Coordination Mechanism
approval of the proposal and its global utility.
In a multi-agent distributed scheduling setting, coordination • If a proposal is rejected by at least one agent, a task
between agents is essential for effectively generating a feasicoordinator selects the next task coordinator according
ble and high utility schedule. In our approach, global search
to the defined policy and delegates the role by sending a
is directed by a coordination mechanism which dynamically
message to that agent.
passes search control to different agents according to policies
5. N e w task coordinators relax their local constraints, when
that are mutually accepted and adhered to by the agents. ^
necessary, provide n e w proposals and repeat the process of
T h e coordination policies are:
coordinating the group decision-making.
6. A feasible schedule is generated w h e n all tasks have been
'Naturally, the agents interact with their human owners to get
scheduled and approved by all relevant agents. Each feasineeded approvals. W e do not address HCI concems here.
ble schedule that includes all the tasks has a global prefer^For simplicity of exposition, w e say "an agent's preference" as
ence measure which is the s u m of the preference measures
a short hand for "the preference of an agent's human owner"
of the schedule for each task.
'Cammarata & Steeb's work on distributed coordination in the
7.
D u e to local reasons, an agent can contest the current feaair trafhc domain (Cammarata & Steeb, 1983) has experimented with
sible schedule and ask for further negotiation. If all agents
different types of criteria for task coordinator assignment. In that
agree to further negotiate, agents w h o contested the current
work, however, once assigned, the coordinator role was statically
feasible schedule become the task coordinators.
associated with an agent.
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8. W h e n an agent has local constraint changes, it assumes the
role of task coordinator to further improve the schedule
when additional dates are available or to find another feasible schedule w h e n the scheduled dates are n o w unavailable.
9. The current active schedule is a feasible schedule with the
highest global preference.

solution, respectively. Negotiation?, Negotiation.OK, and
Negotiation-Denied are used by agents to reach a consensus before entering a n e w negotiation stage that would potentially change the current feasible solution. Finally, Preference.Changes and Constraint.Changes allow agents to
express changing preferences and constraints, and therefore,
reactively revise the solution in response to n e w information.

W e have identified 14 message types that are sufficient to
cover ail possible agent exchanges under the protocol. They
are:

Characteristics of the Approach

1. Availability-Coiistraint(c/afes) - notifying receiving
agent about the available dates of the sending agent.
2. Task-Coordinator(<asiti) - notifying receiving agent that
the sending agent is the task coordinator for (taski).
3. Proposal( meetingi, datej) - notifying receiving agent about
the current proposed solution, datCj, for meeting,.
4. XccepUmeetingi, datej, preferencek) notifying receiving agent that the current proposed solution, date^,
for meeting;, is accepted by the sending agent with
preference*:.
5. ReiecUmeetingi, datej)- notifying receiving agent that the
current proposed solution, datCj, for meetingj, is rejected
by the sending agent.
6. Delegate(meetingi) - notifying receiving agent that it has
been delegated as the task coordinator for meeting,.
7. \ppro\ed(meetingi. datej, preferencek}- notifying receiving agent that the current proposed solution, datCj, for
meeting;, has been approved by all related agents with
global preference, preference^.
8. knnounceimeetingi, locatiorij) - announcing to receiving
agent that meetingi will be held at location^ based on comm o n agreement.
9. MianAonimeetingi) - notifying receiving agent that the
effort tofindan optimal schedule for meetingi is abandoned.
10. Negotiate?(^5c/ie£/M/ei) - contesting schedule, and asking
receiving agent whether it agrees to further negotiate for
possible schedules.
II. Negotiation_OK('jc/iedM/e,j notifying receiving agent
that the sending agent agrees to negotiate on schedule,.
12. Negotiation-Deniedfsc/ifJu/e;) - notifying receiving agent
that the sending agent does not want to negotiate on
schedule,.
13. Preference-Changesfmeer/ngj, datej, preferencek) - notifying receiving agent that the preference measure for the
accepted proposal is changed to preference^.
14. ConstT2Ant-C\ian%es(increase/decrease, dates) - notifying
receiving agent that constraints of the sending agent are
changed with an increase/decrease of availability on some
particular dates.
These 14 message types relate to different aspects of the
multi-agent meeting scheduling communication and negotiation protocol. Availability-Constraint is used by agents to
communicate local constraints. Task.Coordinator and Delegate facilitate dynamic search control. Agents use Proposal,
Accept, and Reject to negotiate a feasible solution, and use
Abandon to terminate a negotiation process. Approved and
Announce allow agents to communicate current feasible solution and auxiliary information regarding current feasible
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Our approach has several characteristics that m a k e it attractive. First, global planning is distributed to each agent, while
the control is dynamically passed to different agents according to the coordination policies and the changing interaction
context. Having a task coordinator has the advantage of minimizing communication overhead compared with completely
distributed coordination (e.g.. Partial Global Planning (Durfee, 1988)), at the same time, allowingflexibility(since the
task coordinator role is dynamically passed a m o n g different
agents) as compared with centralized coordination. Second,
only local constraints are exchanged and no agent has information on local preferences of other agents. Moreover,
constraints that are not directly relevant to a task are not exchanged. For example, agents that participate in the same
meeting exchange their available dates for that meeting only.
The constraint communication mechanism aims at minimizing communication and maximizing agent privacy. Third,
since scheduling is an NP-complete problem (Garey &Johnson, 1979), in general, it takes exponential time tofindan optimal solution. The assumption and coordination mechanism
of the model enable the attendees to reach meeting agreements
with acceptably high individual utility as well as high joint
utility Coordination policies define the focus of the search
with the notion of tightest constraints directing the search a
for feasible solution and the discontented agent(s) directing
the search for solutions of higher utility. These are strategies
often observed in h u m a n negotiation (Kelley & Chapanis,
1982). Fourth, the approach can reactively adapt the schedule
in response to opportunities and harmful events. W h e n opportunities occur, e.g., additional dates become available, agents
seek to improve the quality of the solution. W h e n harmful events occur, e.g., scheduled dates become unavailable,
agents seek other feasible schedules through negotiation.
An Example - The Secretaries' Nightmare
W e illustrate the approach through an example that is part
of daily life in organizations.'' Axel, Brigitt, Carl, and Dirk
wish to plan two all-day meetings. T h e meetings must be
scheduled on weekdays during April 1994. Axel, Brigitt, and
Dirk should attend thefirstmeeting. Axel, Brigitt, and Carl
should attend the second meeting. If possible, scheduling two
days in a row is preferable. If the meetings are not scheduled
back-to-back, Carl and Dirk prefer to have a meeting before
the second meeting so that Dirk can brief Carl about the results
of thefirstmeeting. T h e faster the meeting can take place the
better. T h e meeting can be in either Austin or Los Angeles, but
it is preferable for the second meeting to be in Los Angeles. If
the meetings are back-to-back in the same city, Los Angeles
is preferable. Axel is available in April the week of the 4th,
the 18th and 19th, and the 25th and 26th. Brigitt is available
*This example was suggested by Charles Petrie.

the 7th, 8th, 19th, and the week of the 25th. Carl is available
on the 7th, 19th, and 26th. Dirk is available on the 7th, 8th,
18th, and 25th.
This scenario has three tasks (meetings): two mandatory,
Meeting-1 and Meeting-2 and one optional Meeting-3 between Carl and Dirk if Meeting-1 and Meeting-2 are not
scheduled back to back. In our model, w e assume that agents
k n o w which meeting they must attend and the sequencing
meeting constraints, i.e. Meeting-1 must be scheduled before Meeting-2. In addition, the group shares the preference
for meetings as early as possible as well as the preference for
meeting locations. At first, all agents participating in the same
meeting exchange their available dates.' For example. Dirk
sends Availability.Constraint(7,8,18,25) to Axel, Brigitt,
and Carl, Carl sends AvaiIability_Constralnt(7,19,26) to
Axel, Brigitt, and Dirk, and so on. After receiving the
exchanged constraints, each agent knows w h o is the agent
with the tightest constraints, i.e. the fewest available dates,
a m o n g the attendees of a particular meeting. In the scenario. Dirk is the agent with the tightest constraints among
the attendees of Meeting-1, and Carl is the one for Meeting-2.
Therefore, Dirk sends Task-CoordinAtor(Meeting-l)toAxel
and Brigitt, announcing his coordinator role for Meeting-1.
Carl does the same to Axel and Brigitt with the message
Task_Coordinator(yV/ee/mg-2).
Meeting!
Attendees
Axel
4 5 6 7 8
Brigiu
7 8
Dirk
7 8

Available Dates
18 19
25 26
19
25 26 27 28 29
18
25

Available Dates
18 19
25 26
19
25 26 27 28 29
19
26

Figure 1: Availabilityof meeting attendees

' Preference Measure of Axel

10
8
6
4
2

r

f
' T

»
It
4 5 6 7 8

1819

25 26

Dirk, knowing the constraints of Axel and Brigitt (and
the group preference for early meetings), decides that the
best solution for Meeting-1 is on the 7th. Dirk sends
Proposal Meeting-], 7) to Axel, Brigitt, as well as Carl (since
Dirk and Carl must also coordinate to decide on optional
Meeting-3). In the mean time, Carl, knowing that Meeting2 should be held after Meeting-1, awaits the decision on
Meeting-1. After receiving Dirk's proposal on Meeting-1,
Carl decides that the best date for Meeting-2 is on the 19th.
He, then, sends ProposaIfMeefm^-2,19) to Axel and Brigitt.
Axel, while receiving proposal messages from Dirk and Carl,
checks his local calendar. Since the proposed dates are still
available. Axel sends Accept(Meeting-l. 7, 7) to Dirk and
\ccept(Meeting-2, 19, 4) to Carl. 7 and 4 are Axel's preference measures for proposed meeting dates for Meeting-1
and Meeting-2, respectively. Brigitt also sends Accept messages to Dirk and Carl with preference measures of 10 and 8,
respectively.
Receiving positive replies from both Axel and Brigitt, Dirk
sends \ppro\ed(Meeting-], 7, 27) to Axel, Brigitt, and Carl,
while Carl sends \ppT0\ed(Meeting-2, ]9, 21) to Axel,
Brigitt, and Dirk. In the first approval message, 27 is the
total preference measures of Axel, Brigitt, and Dirk for having Meeting-1 on the 7th (Dirk's preference for the 7th is 10).
Similarly, 21, in the second approval message, is the total preference measures of Axel, Brigitt, and Carl for having Meeting2 on the 19th. Having received approval message from each
other, both task coordinators. Dirk and Carl, k n o w that the
meetings will not be held back-to-back and respectively send
o\x\.\tmounct( Meeting-], Austin) and Anno\mce( Meeting-2,
Lx)s Angeles) to others. N o w all agents understand that they
have a meeting schedule in which Meeting-1 is to be held at
the 7th in Austin and Meeting-2 is to be held at the 19th in Los
Angeles. This global schedule, labeled Flan-1, has a global
preference measure of 48 (the s u m of the preferences of the
two meeting schedules).

Meeting-2
Attendees
Axel
4 5 6 7 8
Brigiu
7 8
Carl
7

as early as possible. W e assumed that each agent has a preference measure for each available date on an arbitrary scale
of 0 to 10 (0 the lowest and 10 the highest). The group preference of having a meeting as early as possible is expressed
for each agent by giving a 10 to the agent's first available date
and decreasing the value incrementally for his/her subsequent
available dates. For example. Axel would have a preference
measure of 10 for the 4th, 9 for 5th
2 for the 26th. Carl
would have a preference measure of 10 for the 7th, 9 for the
19th, and 8 for the 26th. For simplicity, w e have given all
agents the same highest utility for the first available date and
decreased the utility by the same amount for each subsequent
date.

Possible Dates

Preference Mea.sure of Carl
ID
8

Under Plan-1, Dirk and Carl recognize that they would need
an optional meeting, Meeting-3, between them. Since Carl has
tighter constraints than Dirk, Carl assumes the role of coordinator for Meeting-3 and sends TaskXoordinator(Mefan^19 26
Possible Dates
7
3) to Dirk. Carl finds out that he does not have any date
available between the 7th and the 19th, and he would not
Figure 2: Utility functions of preferences
relax his constraints for the optional meeting. H e sends
AbandonfA/ee/m^-i) to Dirk. Then, they both contest the
Carl, Dirk, Axel and Brigitt prefer that the meetings be held
current feasible schedule. Plan-1, by lowering their preference
'For clarity, w e refer to a human's software agent by its owner's measures such that the total preference measure for Meeting-1
becomes 22 and that for Meeting-2 becomes 16. They individname.
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ually send Prefennce.Changes(Meeting-1, 7, 22) and PrefeTence-Changes(Meeting-2, 19, 76) to others. N o w Plan-1
has a global preference measure of 38. Both Dirk and Carl
send Negotiate?CP/an-y;to Axel and Brigitt. Axel and Brigitt
agree to negotiate by replying with Negotiate-OK(^P/an-/J.
Meeting-1
Attendees
4 5 6 7 8
Axel
Brigitt
7 8
Dirk
5 6 7 8

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
19
25 26 27 28 29
18
25

Meeting-1
Attendees
4 5 6 7 8
Axel
7 8
Brigitt
5 6 7 8
Dirk

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
18 19
25 26 27 28 29
18
25

Meeting-2
Attendees
4 5 6 7 8
Axel
7 8
Brigitt
Cari
5 6 7

Meeting-2
Attendees
4 5 6 7 8
Axel
Brigitt
7 8
Carl
5 6 7

of 40, which is higher than that of Plan-1 (which w a s 38), it
becomes the current active plan.

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
19
25 26 27 28 29
19
26

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
18 19
25 26 27 28 29
19
26

Figure 4: Another updated availability of meeting attendees

Figure 3: Updated availability of meeting attendees
Since Carl and Dirk contested the current meeting plan,
they each assume the coordinator role for the meetings again
and respectively send out Task-Coordinator(Meeting-1) and
Task.CoordinatorfMeer/n^-2) to others. Dirk proposes the
25th for Meeting-1 and notifies Axel, Brigitt, and Carl. Then,
Carl proposes the 26th for Meeting-2 and notifies Axel,
Brigitt, and Dirk. Axel and Brigitt accept both proposals with
low preference measures. Dirk and Carl notify other agents
about the approval of their proposals and then announce that
the meeting location is Los Angeles since the proposed meetings are back-to-back. N o w they have another plan, Plan-2.
However, Plan-2 has a global preference measure of only 33,
which is lower than that of Plan-1. All agents understand
that Plan-1, with the highest preference measure, is the active
current plan for their meetings. Carl and Dirk request further
negotiation and Axel and Brigitt agree.
Again, Dirk and Carl assume the coordinator role for
Meeting-1 and Meeting-2, respectively. Each of them decides
to relax his constraints and makes the 5th and 6th available.
They both notify others about their constraint changes, e.g.,
Constraint-Changesfmcrea^e, 5,6). Then, Dirk proposes the
5th for Meeting-1 and Carl proposes the 6th for Meeting-2.
Axel accepts both proposals with high preference measures.
However, Brigitt, for her o w n reasons, decides that she can
not make both dates available, and rejects both proposals.
Since Brigitt is the only one rejecting each proposal. Dirk and
Carl both delegate the roles of task coordinator for Meeting-1
and Meeting-2 to Brigitt by sending herDelegateiMeeting-1),
Delegate(Meeting-2).
Brigitt, after announcing her roles of task coordinator for
both meetings, finds that she would need to relax her constraints in order to propose a feasible schedule. She makes
the 18th available and notifies the other agents about the constraint changes. Then, she proposes the 18th for Meeting-1
and the 19th for Meeting-2. T h e proposals are accepted by
all other agents. Brigitt, then, announces the current global
schedule, Plan-3, in which Meeting-1 is to be held on the 18th
in Los Angeles and Meeting-2 is to be held on the 19th in
Los Angeles. Since Plan-3 has a global preference measure
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Then, Carl's constraints change and the 8th becomes available. H e notifies others about the constraint change and
re-proposes Meeting-3 on the 8th to Dirk. The proposal is
accepted by Dirk, and both Carl and Dirk change their preference measures of Plan-1. N o w Plan-1 regains its original
preference measure of 48 and becomes the current active plan.
Carl observes that there is an opportunity to further improve
the current schedule because of his new availability. Carl asks
for negotiation on current plan and all other agents agree. At
this point, Carl, still having the tightest constraint, announces
his role of task coordinator for Meeting-2 and proposes the
8th for it. Both Axel and Brigitt accepts the proposal. But
Axel gives a low preference because of other personal arrangements. The plan does not have higher preference than
the current active plan, Plan-1. At this point, no agent has
any other intention to change the plan. Therefore, Plan-1 becomes theirfinalplan, in which Meeting-1 is to be held on
the 7th in Austin, Meeting-2 is to be held on the 19th in Los
Angeles, and an additional Meeting-3 between Dirk and Carl
is scheduled on the 8th in Austin.
Meeting-1
Attendees
Axel
4 5 6 7 8
Brigitt
7 8
Dirk
5 6 7 8

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
18 19
25 26 27 28 29
18
25

Meeting-2
Attendees
Axel
4 5 6 7 8
Brigitt
7 8
Cari
5 6 7 8

Possible Dates
18 19
25 26
18 19
25 26 27 28 29
19
26

Figure 5: Final updated availability of meeting attendees

Discussion
Daily life group decision making on scheduling meetings is
typically full of negotiations and dynamic revisions, as described in the scenario. The running example shows h o w our
approach can provide automated support for the often tedious.

iterative, and time-consuming task. The approach assumes a
cooperative setting, mutual acceptance and adherence to the
coordination policies by the agents, and an agreement on
meeting precedence constraints and location constraints. The
agents communicate the subset of their constraints that they
want to make public. Based on the exchange of these public
constraints, they all know who the most constrained agent is.
At the beginning of a negotiation process by common policy,
the most constrained agent assumes the role of task coordinator. During the negotiation process, a new task coordinator is
designated solely by the previous task coordinator. This coordination mechanism allows agents to effectively search for a
feasible schedule if it is possible. The search for solutions of
higher utility is directed by the discontented agent(s). W e are
aware of the theoretical modelling issue of utilities being noncommensurate across group members. However, in this work,
the utilities are used for ranking alternative solutions rather
than for exact modelling. W e also make two assumptions on
agents' negotiation process that are in accordance with the
behavior of human negotiators (Raiffa, 1982). First, agents
prefer to relax their local constraints rather than fail to find
a feasible solution. Second, agents would accept a feasible
solution with low individual utility if the request for further
negotiation is denied by others. Therefore, the negotiation
process will be terminated when no agents express discontent
with the current solution or at least one agent denies further
negotiation.
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Conclusions
Sycara, K. (1990). Negotiation Planning: An AI Approach.
W e have presented a model of distributed negotiation for
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scheduling meetings carried out by intelligent software agents
Sycara, K. & Roboam, M. (1991). Intelligent Information
on behalf of their users. W e believe that such an approach
Infrastructure for Group Decision and Negotiation Supis better than scheduling via electronic mail since users only
port
of Concurrent Engineering. In Proceedings of the
need to give their constraints and preferences to the system
24th
Hawaii
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without being bound to the tedious communication and negoKailua-Kona, Hawaii.
tiation processes. Users can give full or limited authority to
their agents regarding constraint relaxation. In case of limited Sycara, K., Roth, S., Sadeh, N., and Fox, M. (1991). Distributed Constraint Heuristic Search. IEEE Transactions
authority, users would need to interact with their agents when
on System, Man, and Cybernetics.! 1 (6), 1446-1461.
necessary. W e have presented the communication protocol
and types of messages exchanged. Schedule evaluation and
decision to relax constraints are distributed; schedule proposal
(determination of intersection of available dates) and computation of schedule utility (for each task) is done by a coordinator. The role of coordinator is not determined statically
at system design time but is passed dynamically to different agents during problem solving, thus avoiding well known
problems of reliability and congestion of centralized decision
making. The approach is currently being implemented. W e
intend to experimentally analyze the effectiveness of the approach compared with others, such as scheduling meetings
via electronic mail.
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Abstract

generated from such relations. W e show h o w such representations could be employed by a parser that makes the right
Psychological investigations have led to considerable insight
commitments at the appropriate times in order to explain a
into the working of the human language comprehension sysvariety of human sentence processing behaviors such as incretem. In this article, we look at a set of principles derived from
mentiU interpretation, immediacy of semantic and conceptual
psychological findings to argue for a particular organization of
interaction, modular behaviors such as purely structural preflinguistic knowledge along with a particular processing straterences, early commitment and error recovery, garden paths,
egy and present a computational model of sentence processand resource-limited delayed decisions. W e have developed
ing based on those principles. Many studies have shown that
a model called C O M P E R E (Cognitive Model of Parsing and
human sentence comprehension is an incremental and interError Recovery) based on such an architecture and tested it in
active process in which semantic and other higher-level infora computer implementation.
mation interacts with syntactic information to make informed
commitments as early as possible at a local ambiguity. Early
Psychological Constraints on Language
commitments may be made by using top-down guidance from
knowledge of different types, each of which must be applicable
Comprehension Models
independently of others. Further evidence from studies of erExperimental
observations
of human sentence processing beror recovery and delayed decisions points toward an arbitration
havior
can
be
summarized
in terms of a set of principles
mechanism for combining syntactic and semantic information
including the following:
in resolving ambiguities. In order to account for all of the
above, we propose that all types of linguistic knowledge must
1. Incremental Comprehension:
be represented in a common form but must be separable so that
they can be applied independently of each other and integrated
Psychological experiments have confirmed the general intuat processing time by the arbitrator. W e present such a uniform
ition that human language comprehension is an incremental
representation and a computational model called C O M P E R E
process of progressively building a syntactic, semantic, and
based on the representation and the processing strategy.
referential interpretation of a sentence, (e.g.. Crain and Steedman, 1985; Marslen-Wilson and Tyler. 1987; Steedman, 1989;
Introduction
Taraban and McClelland. 1988).
Psychological investigations of human language processing
2, Early Commitment:
have led to considerable insight into the working of the lanThe sentence processor must make early commitments as soon
guage processor. Yet, attempts to build psychologically real
computational models of language processing face consideras it has the information necessary to do so (e.g., Crain and
able problems in translating the constraints put forth by psySteedman, 1985; Frazier. 1987). Resource limitations such
cholinguistic theories into the representations and processes
as working memory capacity and the real-time nature of the
comprehension task forbid the processor from pursuing all
that constitute the computational model. In this article, w e
summarize a large body of evidence from psycholinguistic litpossible paths in parallel until they are ruled out (MacDonald,
erature into a set of principles and use them to derive a compu- Just, and Carpenter, 1992). It must use information available
from every knowledge source to make a choice as early as
tational model of human sentence processing that employs a
particular control of processing and a uniform representation
possible.
of all linguistic knowledge.
W e argue that, in order to explain a large variety of findings 3. Delayed Decisions:
in human sentence comprehension, the computational model
However, the processor must pursue parallel interpretations
must employ a single arbitration process that can integrate in- sometimes to account for delayed decisions. W h e n syntacdependently proposed syntactic and semantic information to
tic and semantic preferences are in conflict, the processor
resolve ambiguities. W e present a uniform representation for must postpone the decision until further information becomes
syntactic and semantic knowledge that enables syntactic and
available (Holmes et al., 1989) or until a decision is forced by
semantic interpretations to be integrated through intermediate
limits of memory resources. Moreover, at the resource limit.
representations. The representational primitive is a node that it appears that syntactic preferences override any semantic
preferences (Stowe, 1991). Delayed decisions have also been
specifies part-of and has-part relations to other nodes, preobserved in the presence of lexical ambiguities.
conditions on these relations, and expectations that could be
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4. E r r o r R e c o v e r y :
Early commitment inevitably leads to erroneous decisions at
times w h e n later information proves an earlier choice incorrect. The processor must also be able to recover from such
errors by switching to an alternative interpretation (e.g., Eiselt,
1989; Stowe, 1991). This error recovery whether in structural
or lexical ambiguity resolution, should be possible through
a repair process that is incremental. S o m e parts of the erroneous structures should be reused and others repaired to result
in correct structures. Mere reprocessing from scratch does not
explain the grades of difficulty exhibited by weak and strong
garden-path sentences (Abney, 1989).
5. Interaction:
Apart from incremental processing, the processor supports
interaction between different faculties such as syntax, semantics, and reference (e.g.. Grain and Steedman, 1985; MarslenWilson and lyier, 1987; Taraban and McClelland, 1988).
Natural languages are replete with ambiguities which cannot
all be resolved by the use of any one kind of knowledge. A n
incremental processor builds interpretations of an incomplete
sentence at all the different levels that interact with each other
and chooses an interpretation that is best with respect to all the
knowledge available to the processor at that point. Incrementality, interaction, early commitment, and error recovery can
together explain the ability of the h u m a n language processor
to deal with the proliferation of local ambiguities in natural
languages (e.g.. Grain and Steedman, 1985).
6. Functional Independence:
A final constraint derivable from a vast body of psycholinguistic studies can be summarized by stating that each kind of
knowledge must be capable of being applied independently of
other kinds. For instance, it must be possible to apply purely
structural principles to resolve an attachment ambiguity for
an adjunct. This syntactic knowledge must be represented so
that it can be applied no matter what lexical items are involved
in the adjunct grazier, 1987; Frazier, 1989). Independence
is also necessary to explain the behavior seen when delays in
commitment are terminated by resource limits (Stowe, 1991).
Another important source of evidence for functional independence between levels of language processing lies in behavioral studies with aphasic subjects (e.g., Caramazza and
Bemdt, 1978). Though the neurological independence between syntactic and semantic knowledge has been questioned
by recent studies of cross-linguistic aphasia (Bates, Wulfeck,
and MacWhinney, 1991), functional independence would still
be necessary to explain the differential impairment of syntactic and semantic abilities in aphasia (Mahesh, 1993).
Moreover, in order to m a k e sure that the actual course of
steps in the model agrees with h u m a n behavior, not just the
end results of processing, the representations, processes, and
resources used by the model must all be truthful to psychological data
The need to combine bottom-up and top-down
processes
Data-driven models of language comprehension with bottomup strategies are compatible with incremental semantic interpretation. Incremental comprehension is best described by

a bottom-up strategy that interprets each successively larger
constituent as it is built from the next word in the sentence.
A top-down strategy would force the processor to commit to
a whole constituent before analyzing the parts of the whole.
Making such commitments when the processor does not have
necessary information results in unwarranted backtracking.
Standard theories of syntax using phrase-structure rules
are incompatible with incremental processing given that the
steps taken by the parser be psychologically real (Steedman,
1989). Though it is possible to apply a bottom-up strategy
to phrase-structure rules, the resulting process will not be incremental since the bottom-up parser waits until it has seen
every daughter of a constituent before interpreting it. Phrasestructure rules can be applied to carry out an incremental
interpretation only if sentences have a left-branching structure which is not true with a majority of natural languages
(Steedman, 1989). W h a t w e need is a bottom-up parser with
top-down guidance that can make early commitments before
actually seeing every part of a constituent so that semantic
interpretation can be incremental. Such early commitments
m a y be made by employing top-down influence from a variety
of types of knowledge.
Types of Top-Down Guidance to Bottom-Up Parsing
Information providing top-down guidance to the processor
can be of three types: grammatical information about the categories involved (Steedman, 1989), general structural principles (Frazier, 1989), and feedback from semantics, reference
and discourse interpretation (e.g.. Grain and Steedman, 1985;
Taraban and McGlelland, 1988).
1. Syntactic Expectation:
Grammatical information tells the processor about the arguments that must follow before the current constituent can be
complete (and hence grammatical). For instance, after seeing a noun phrase, a verb must follow for the sentence to
be complete. W e can say that the processor can expect to
see a verb phrase at this point. The bottom-up parser can
use such syntactic expectations to make early commitments
at syntactic ambiguities. This grammatical preference for expected structures results in the same behavior as expected by
the minimal attachment principle and explains garden-path
behavior in reduced relative clause sentences such as (1).
(1) The officers taught at the academy were very
demanding.
2. Semantic and Pragmatic Preference:
One way to introduce extra-grammatical top-down influence
on attachment ambiguities is through interaction. Semantic
and discourse processes feedback to syntactic processing and
exert preferences for some attachments over others (e.g.. Grain
and Steedman, 1985; Stowe, 1991). For instance, semantic
feedback can tell the processor that the prepositional phrase
(PP) in sentence (2) must be attached to the noun phrase (NP)
since a horse cannot be used as an instrument for seeing.

(2)
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The officer saw the soldier with the horse.

3. Structural Preference:
The processor must also be able to exert purely structural preferences that are independent of the categories and lexical items
involved in the ambiguous parts of the sentence. Examples
of such a preference arerightassociation and minimal attachment (Frazier, 1987). Such syntactic generalizations allow the
syntactic processor to m a k e early commitments for adjuncts
as well, thereby explaining several syntactic phenomena (Frazier, 1989). There is psychological evidence in structural ambiguity resolution which demonstrates the need for this kind
of top-down influence. For instance, Stowe (1991) has shown
that the human sentence processor delays a decision (i.e., does
not do an early commitment) w h e n there is a conflict between
syntactic and semantic preferences at a structural ambiguity
(i.e., when top-down influence from grammar or structural
principles and those from semantic feedback contradict each
other). Experiments showed that people continue to delay the
decision and pursue multiple interpretations until they reach
resource limits. At the limit, they m a k e a choice based only on
syntactic preferences. This result would be left unexplained
but for the presence of a top-down influence of the structural
kind.
The Control of Parsing
Top-down guidance from syntactic expectations and structural preferences can be integrated with a bottom-up control
of parsing by employing a form of left-comer parsing (Abney and Johnson, 1991). W e have developed a variant of
left-comer parsing by adding to it the virtues of head-driven
parsing. The resulting mechanism that w e call Head-Signaled
Left Corner Parsing produces therightsequence of syntactic
commitments to account for a variety of data. The parser has
been implemented in the C O M P E R E model. Lack of space
prevents us from further describing the parsing mechanism
here, but it is described elsewhere (Mahesh, 1994).
The Need for an Arbitration Mechanism
While top-down and bottom-up influences on sentence comprehension arising from syntactic sources of knowledge can be
combined in the parsing algorithm mentioned above, the sentence processor must also combine information coming from
semantic and conceptual analyses with the syntactic preferences. This communication between syntax and semantics is
necessary to account for evidence from interaction, delayed
decisions, early commitment, and error recovery. The leftcomer parsing algorithm merely identifies the points when
the communication ought to occur but doesn't tell us h o w the
communication is handled or h o w conflicts are resolved in
the best interests of the constraints on behavior. O n e w a y
to do this is to integrate the representations of the two types
of knowledge a priori as in semantic grammars and what
are called grammatical constructions in certain other models
(e.g., Jurafsky, 1991). Such an approach suffers from reduced
generativity and other disadvantages (see the Related W o r k
section below). In order to avoid losing generativity, the
sentence processor must keep the knowledge sources separate and introduce an arbitration mechanism that dynamically
combines information arising from independent syntactic and
semantic sources, resolving any conflicts that might arise in
the process.
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The arbitrator needs to combine information coming from
independent syntactic and semantic sources which talk in different terms. Syntax describes its interpretations in terms
of grammatical relations such as subject and object relations
while semantics talks in terms of thematic roles.' The arbitrator must establish correspondences between these two representations (and between the decisions m a d e by the two). O n e
w a y to bridge this communication gap between the languages
of syntax and semantics is to add a translation procedure in
the arbitrator. This procedure would translate grammatical relations to thematic relations and vice versa using other kinds
of linguistic information such as active/passive voice, what
roles go with a particular event, and so on.
There are two problems with this ^proach. First, it is
a procedural solution with well-known disadvantages over a
comparable declarative solution. Second, during error recovery in incremental sentence comprehension, corresponding
things will have to be undone in syntax and semantics. This is
problematic if the only representation of the correspondence
is in the arbitration procedures, since correspondence knowledge is not present in the representations that need to be manipulated by error recovery mechanisms. Also, the only kind
of recovery possible is through reprocessing because there
are no representations of intermediate decisions to repair or
backtrack to.
W e propose an alternative to this in which the gap is bridged
via intermediate representations. These intermediate roles
connect grammatical relations to thematic roles, resulting in
a declarative representation of the correspondence knowledge
in the form of role hierarchies. N o w , with this mechanism,
during error recovery, the processor can backtrack just the
right amount and recover from the error by repairing the erroneous structure rather than reprocessing from scratch.
Role hierarchies that bridge the gap between syntactic
phrases and thematic roles for example sentences are shown
in Figure 1 } A s the sentence progresses from that in (a) to
the one in (b) or the one in (c), w e can see the role structures
being repaired to recover from local errors. It can also be seen
that while both (b) and (c) involve repairs to role hierarchies,
(c) also involves a reorganization of its syntactic structure to
accommodate its reduced relative structure. Thus (c) is more
of a garden-path sentence than (b).
The Uniform Representation
In order for the single arbitration process to manipulate both
syntactic and semantic types of knowledge both during early
commitments and error recovery, w e propose a uniform representation of all types of knowledge. T h e elements of the
uniform representation are units called nodes comprised of
(a) part-whole links, (b) preconditions, (c) expectations, and
(d) preference levels. T h e representations are to be read as
(Fig. 2a) "the parts can be linked to the wholes w h e n the
preconditions are met and if so, the corresponding expecta'por purposes of illustration and simplicity, w e are employing
thematic-role assignment using selectional preferences from the lexicon as our theory of semantics. Our approach however is not limited
to thematic roles. For an example of a more structured theory of semantics, see (Peterson and Billman, 1994).
^For simplicity, syntactic structures that are linked to the role
hierarchies are not shown.

tions can b e generated at that point." A n o d e represents all the
k n o w l e d g e about a syntactic or semantic category. S a m p l e
representations o f syntactic a n d semantic k n o w l e d g e in this
general form are shown in parts (b) and (c) of Figure 2. The
N P node specifies the wholes S, VP. and P P of which it can be
a part along with the preconditions and expectations therein.
Similarly, the semantic node specifies knowledge of the thematic roles that go with a Teach event and the preconditions on
the rolefillers.The examples shown in Figure 2 are, however,
simplified and incomplete.
Intermediate roles such as Active-Subject, Non-AgentActive-Subject, and Passive-By-NP are used to bridge the
grammatical and thematic relations between the parts of a
sentence. Their use in backtracking during error recovery can
be seen by examining the transition from (a) to (b) and (a) to
(c) in the examples in Figure 1.

NODE:
P>r|.«t:
PrKudllhna:
EirtcUlioK:
(b)Tk>rflnnlai|Mb;lk>

Parl.«r:
FrKondllltiii:
EipwtaUtni:

Ei^'^'

N?:1kirfkvf-

NP:
Pirl-«r: S
PrKtadiUtni:
EipMUIitiK:
Par|.«l: VP
Prcrandilioni:

(prMidtNa)
(tollow VP)

?vi-l. PP
PreuDdUhK:
EifKUItoK:

(priccdc PREP)

(prtodt V)

TEACH:
Kai-M": Agtal
FrMtadllieia: (muslbt •Bimlc)
EipKUIbit:
Hat-parl: EiptrbBCtr
ttttaimtm: (nut-kt aalnU)
EipMtalloiK:
Hai-parl:
LmiUoii
PrKtudiUtv: (Biulkt ptect)
EipKblbK:

B:a>;aUclkDa4t

(c) n> iffien tai|M il Iki taii^ ••«_
F i g u r e l : R o l e Hierarchies: F r o m Phrases to T h e m a t i c Roles.

^ ^ S ^ r c l : U n i f o r m Representation of Linguistic K n o w l e d g e .

A s a n alternative to uniform representations, if there are
separate representations o f different types of k n o w l e d g e in
different forms, it b e c o m e s hard to support incremental interaction in v i e w of the constraint that the time course of actions
taken b y the processor m u s t b e psychologically real. Especially in the case o f error recovery p h e n o m e n a , it is elegant to
have a n arbitration process w h i c h processes all the kinds of
k n o w l e d g e (i.e., applies c o m m o n operations o n different kinds
of k n o w l e d g e ) so that it can m a k e corresponding changes to
syntactic a n d semantic interpretations while recovering from
an error.
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(3)

The arbitration process has been implemented in a sentence
understanding program called C O M P E R E . Its single arbitration process reads words in a left-to-right order, proposes ways
of attaching them syntactically and semantically to previously
built structures, follows the left-comer parsing algorithm mentioned above in producing the right sequence of decisions,
and selects the most preferred attachments at each point by
combining the preferences assigned to the alternative attachments proposed bottom-up with the grammatical, semantic,
and structural types of top-down influence. C O M P E R E produces tree structures representing the syntactic structure and
thematic role assignment for a sentence. It is capable of representing and pursuing multiple interpretations in parallel when
a conflict between syntactic and semantic preferences forces
a delay in resolving an ambiguity. Further details of C O M PERE'S processing mechanisms can be found in (Mahesh,
1993; Eiseltetal, 1993).
c o m p e r e ' s arbitration process retains alternative interpretations that it did not select in thefirstplace.'' If an error
is detected at a later point (when there is no way to attach
a new constituent, for instance), it recovers from the error
by switching over to one of the retained alternatives, performing any repairs to the syntactic and role structures (as
shown in Fig. 1 for example) (Eiselt et al., 1993; Holbrook et
al., 1992). The intermediate roles in the role hierarchies help
maintain the correspondence between the changes made to the
syntactic and semantic structures. C O M P E R E maintains the
correspondence information by uniformly connecting every
syntactic node to its corresponding semantic node(s) (including the intermediate roles) and vice versa.
In order to model the variety of behaviors, including the
findings of Stowe (1991) on limited delayed decisions, the arbitration process must be enhanced by imposing architectural
constraints, such as resource limits. The control structure
of the process can then order the preferences based on their
cost in terms of resources such as working memory. For instance, limited delayed decisions can be modeled by ordering
semantic influence on par with syntactic preferences to begin with and by ignoring the semantic preferences when the
processor has run out of resources. C O M P E R E ' S separation
of knowledge sources retains the functional independence between them which is necessary for the above enhancements.
C O M P E R E can deal with a variety of (psycho)linguistically
interesting constructs such as relative clause sentences, complements, and prepositional adjuncts with both lexical and
structural ambiguities (including the ones used in the examples above). It can analyze their syntax and assign thematic
roles. For example, it can show w h y sentence (1) is a gardenpath sentence using grammatical expectations and early commitment; it can recover from the garden path to reinterpret
the sentence; and it can use immediate semantic interaction to
show why sentence (3) is not a garden path. The program has
demonstrated the computational feasibility of the uniform representation and the arbitration process. However, its semantic
competence is limited to thematic role assignment and at this
time it does not have the knowledge to carry out discourse and
reference processing.
'For an account of the Conditional Retention theory of error
recovery, see (Eiselt 1989).
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The courses taught at the academy were very
demanding.

Related Work
Though incremental interaction between syntax and semantics is not a new idea in computational modeling of human
sentence comprehension, previous models that subscribed to
such an interactive view have sacrificed the ability to apply syntactic and semantic knowledge independently of each
other. While syntax-semantics interaction helps us explain
a variety of psychological data, it is certainly not sufficient
to account for the data on purely structural preferences, on
deferred decisions with limited delays, and on error recovery
phenomena (Eiselt et al., 1993). Below w e briefly describe
w h y some of the other models cannot explain the apparently
incompatible data on modular effects (which functional independence can explain) as well as interactive effects (which
incremental interaction can explain).
Models with Integrated Representations: These models
resort to an a priori integration of knowledge sources with
a consequent loss of functional independence (e.g., Jurafsky,
1991).
Categorial G r a m m a r s : Categorial grammars which establish a strong correspondence between syntactic and semantic
categories (Steedman, 1989) also lack functional independence between syntax and semantics.
N L - S O A R : Though this model, a contemporary of C O M P E R E , has a uniform representation and integrates multiple
knowledge sources to resolve ambiguities, it cannot account
for delayed decisions since it can only maintain one interpretation at a time. In addition, its chunking operations result
in the integration of different types of knowledge with a consequent loss in functional independence (e.g., Lehman et al.,
1991; Lewis, 1993).
Connectionist Models: Connectionist models of sentence
processing (e.g., Waltz and Pollack, 1985), including the
Competition Model of MacWhinney and Bates (Bates et al.,
1991), also have uniform representations. However, they
do not deal very well with the full syntactic complexity of
natural language. It is yet to be seen if the simple computational mechanisms of activation and inhibition in a network
can exercise enough control of processing to model the precise mechanisms of arbitration, error recovery, and delayed
decisions.
Conclusion
Table 1 summarizes the features of C O M P E R E that help us
satisfy the psychological constraints w e started with.
We have shown that in order to explain a variety of human sentence processing behaviors, the sentence processor must use a
bottom-up strategy and yet accommodate top-down influence
from grammatical, semantic, discourse, and structural preferences. W e presented a uniform representation of different
kinds of knowledge in a c o m m o n format but in separate units.
Using this representation, w e showed h o w w e can arbitrate
syntactic and semantic processes and account for a range of
behaviors. W e have demonstrated the computational feasibility of the model in the C O M P E R E program. W e believe that
the combination of an arbitration mechanism and a uniform

T^ble 1: H o w C O M P E R E meets psychological constraints.
Features of C O M P E R E
Head-Signaled Left-Comer
parsing algorithm.
2. Early Commitment
Grammatical, structural, and
semantic top-down guidance
to the parser.
3. Delayed Decisions
Arbitration mechanism and
retention of alternatives.
4. Error Recovery
Arbitration mechanism,
retention, uniform representation,
declarative representation of
synUx-semantics correspondence
through intermediate roles.
5. Semantic Interaction Arbitration of independently
proposed syntactic and
semantic preferences.
6. Functional Independence
Separate representation of
syntactic and semantic
knowledge.
Constraint
1. Incrementality

representation will take us a long way in modeling human
sentence processing behavior.
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A c o u s t i c - b a s e d syllabic representation a n d articulatory gesture detection:
Prerequisites for early c h i l d h o o d p h o n e t i c a n d articulatory d e v e l o p m e n t
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Abstract
We describe the perceptual foundations of a sensorimotor
model of early childhood phonetic and articulatory development. The model's auditory perception is sensitive to prosodic
and syllabic structure and simulates the categorical phonetic
perception of late infancy. Importantly, the model relies on
exclusively acoustic cues and their statistical distribution in
the linguistic environment, avoiding prior assumptions of
articulatory-acoustic correlations or linguistic contrasts which
are inappropriate for a model of perceptual development. The
model detects and categorizes speech segments, which, despite
their acoustic basis, correlate with linguistic events and articulatory gestures. The resulting representation supports not only
word recognition but also the unique demands of articulatory
motor conU-ol and its development. In simulations examining
the distinctiveness and faithfulness of the representation, w e
find that it preserves and makes explicit information about the
phonetic properties of the acoustic signal.
Motivation
Human speech and human listening evolved together It is
therefore plausible that speech perception is specialized not
only for word and sentence recognition but also for the
unique demands of articulatory motor control and that it
plays an important role in articulatory and phonological
development. Perception's role in motor control is seldom
acknowledged except as the source of target sounds to be
imitated or learned. However, milestones of perceptual
development always precede corresponding milestones of
motor development. W e hypothesize that the categorical
character of auditory perception which underlies robust word
recognition also acts as a grammar which defines the wellformedness of children's speech, shaping the distribution of
sounds in their productive repertories. T h e connection is
deeper: w e conjecture that without the ability to parse speech
into discrete perceptual events, learning to speak would be
difficult, and it would not be possible to account for the compositional structure of speech which emerges in childhood.
In this paper w e describe the perceptual foundations of a
sensorimotor model of early childhood articulatory and phonetic development (Markey, 1993). T h e model features an
auditory system that categorizes and recognizes speech
sounds, an articulatory system that includes a realistic vocal
tract model, and a central cognitive architecture that bridges
the two. The environment in which the model resides is also
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simulated, including an adult speaker and objects to be referenced. Like an infant, the model's auditory perception is sensitive to prosodic and syllabic structure, organizes speech
sounds syllabically (Jusczyk et al., 1993), and simulates the
categorical phonetic perception of late infancy (e.g., Werker
et al., 1981; Kuhl et al., 1992), although it does not attempt
to explain the shift from acoustic to categorical phonetic discriminations (see, though, Jusczyk, 1993).
Importantly, the perceptual model relies on exclusively
acoustic cues and their statistical distribution in the child's
linguistic environment; it avoids prior assumptions of articulatory-acoustic correlations or linguistic contrasts. It is inappropriate to model perceptual development with features
which assume prior knowledge of articulatory-acoustic correlations or semantic contrasts, knowledge the prelinguistic
infant does not possess. Segments and categories the model
detects are not the mature phonemes of adulthood; nor d o
they correspond to distinctive features ( C h o m s k y & Halle,
1965), traditional articulatory features (Ladefoged, 1972), or
any of myriad alternatives (e.g., Shillcock et al., 1992). T h e
model's acoustic segments are longer in duration, at least
long enough to capture coarticulation between contiguous
consonants and vowels and to detect features of syllable
structure. They correspond to coarse-grained changes in
voicing, friction, and spectra. They identify the most salient
spectral features of an utterance.
Although such segments and categories are based o n
exclusively acoustic measures, they correlate with linguistic
events and delineate articulatory gestures. T h e model's auditory perception is specialized to segment and categorize
acoustic feedback into discrete phonetic events which
closely correspond to discrete gestures learned by the vocal
tract's articulatory apparatus. T o imitate words, the model
need not solve the hard problem of relating continuous
speech sound and continuous vocal tract motion. It learns the
correspondence between one discrete sequence of events and
another. T h e model's babble conforms to the linguistic environment by learning to match the simplest categories of
sounds. Syllabic representations are stored in a lexicon and
shape whole word pronunciation.
A s children master the production of n e w subsyllabic
sounds, they quickly generalize them to n e w lexical contexts, revealing a primitive compositional structure. Poorly
mastered and erroneously pronounced sounds reveal the

same structure. Elemental articulatory skills seem to be
acquired in the context of larger more abstract phonological
patterns, but phonological competence m a y not be acquired
or demonstrated without articulatory skills.
In order to resolve this dilemma, the model views speech
as a hierarchical control problem. A n abstract phonological
level of control composes each utterance out of one or more
elemental sounds, choosing which a m o n g lower level articulatory controllers is most likely to generate each sound. The
discrete perceptual events of segmented auditory feedback
thus regulate the timing and decisions of the abstract level of
phonological control. With continuous proprioceptive feedback as a guide, the articulatory control level choreographs
the exquisite timing of vocal tract and pulmonary motions
necessary to produce each elemental sound. A non-hierarchical motor control strategy is possible, but demands more
structure from the perceptual machinery. The hierarchical
control strategy seems to offer a more parsimonious distribution of structure between articulatory and perceptual components and synergistic developmental strategies.
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Figure 1: Schematic spectrogram of "duck" without (la)
and with (lb) segmentation.
Segments are numbered as follows: (1, 6, 8) Silence, (2)
Prevoicing, (3, 5) Transitions [dA] and [Ak], (4) Static
segment [A], and (7) Burst [k''].

reveal the consonant's place-of-articuiation.
Consequently, consonant identity can be determined only
indirecdy from dynamic spectral patterns. Points of maxiAn acoustic-based phonetic representation
m u m spectral change are the most salient portion of an utterance for consonant and syllable perception in adults (Furui,
Auditory perception's input is an unsegmented acoustic rep1986; see also Lindblom & Studdert-Kennedy 1967) and are
resentation of parental speech or feedback from the model's
especially salient for young children (Nittrouer & Studderto w n speech. Its output is a phonetic representation of the
Kennedy, 1987; Nittrouer, 1992). Thus, a reasonable second
sequence of acoustic segments and spectral categories
step in parsing this signal is to identify periods of maximal
detected in the utterance. W e use "duck" as an example to
and minimal spectral change.
introduce h o w the model segments and categorizes speech
B y this method, there are eight acoustic segments in
parcels. Figure la illustrates the model's continuous acoustic
"duck". Their location in the utterance is portrayed in Figure
input as a schematic spectrogram of "duck". Its vertical axis
lb, which divides the time axis by segment rather than equal
is frequency (using the "Bark" scale), the horizontal axis is
units of time. After an initial silence (segment 1), a period of
time, and dark patches represent high energy sound. The
prevoicing (segment 2: 50 msec) is detected during which
thick dark bands represent formants, the changing resonant
vocal-cord vibration is audible, but the spectrum of the vocal
frequencies of die vocal tract; the variously-shaded vertical
tract's resonant sound structure is obscured by the /d/'s cloarea near 4 5 0 msec is a burst of noise. The horizontal bar
sure. Once a spectrum becomes apparent, it is scanned for
near zero frequency represents the underlying vibration of
the relative degree of spectral change. Transitions (3, 5 at
the vocal cords.
100 and 300 msec) are segments corresponding to maximal
A reasonablefirststep in parsing the unsegmented acousspectral change; formant slopes are greatest. The static segtic signal is to divide it into broadly classified periods of
ment (4: 200 msec) corresponds to a period of minimal specsound — continuous periods of silence, voicing, and friction
tral change; formants are relativelyflat.After a period of
(aspiration or frication). This approach yields a period of
silence (6: 350 msec) during the unvoiced /k/'s closure, a
voicing between 4 0 and 330 msec, friction between 370 and
burst (7: 370 msec) of intense but rapidly decaying friction is
410 msec, and three periods of silence. This is plausible,
detected w h e n the contact of tongue body and velum is
given the broad segmentation of speech patterns by the audireleased. This is followed by afinalperiod of silence (8).
tory nerve's adaptation properties (Seneff, 1988), but it is
Once segmented, the next step is to draw a sample static
clearly not sufficient to identify linguistically relevant specspectrum from each static segment and match it with prototral features.
type categories of steady-state sounds. Likewise, the model
T o further divide the utterance, w e consider locating temsamples dynamic spectral properties during transition or
porally stable spectral patterns associated with the steadyburst segments and matches the sample against prototype
state portion of vowels and other sonorants, fricatives, and
aspiration. Consonants and diphthongs are the result of the
1. U N I B E T (MacWhinney, 1991) instead of IPA phonetic
vocal tract in motion, and hence are not associated with a
symbols are used. S o m e U N I B E T symbols which differ from
single static acoustic pattern. Even the spectral pattern which
IPA's include: N as in ping, T ether, D either, S shoe, Z azure,
accompanies some vocal tract closures, such as the nasal
I bit, E bet, & bat, A but, U foot, O law, 6 above.
undertone which accompanies /m/, /n/, and /N/,' does not
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categories of dynamic sounds. T h e model learns an inventory of prototype categories for static and transition spectra
from its linguistic environment. In the example above, let us
assume that the model has already learned an inventory of
prototype spectral categories. Then static spectral properties
of segment 4 match the prototype static spectrum corresponding to the vowel [A]. T h e dynamic spectral properties
of segments 3, 5, and 7 match transition spectrum prototypes
corresponding to demisyllables [dA] and [Ak], and aspirated
stop consonant release [k*"] respectively.

Table 1: Segment Types and Defining Acoustic C u e s
Segment type
Silence (0)
Prevoicing (P)
Static (S)
Transition (T)
Voiced friction (Z)
Voiceless friction (F)
Transition friction (H)
Burst (B)

Voic€; Fric- Tran- Stable
stab
tion sient

0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Form of the phonetic representation
This process generates information about the type, absolute
order, and spectral properties of each acoustic segment.
Other requirements of the complete sensorimotor model
such as motor control, lexical access, and short term m e m o r y
place additional constraints on the optimal form of the m o d el's phonetic representation. They demand a representation
whose size does not vary with the length of the utterance,
which encodes relative order of acoustic segments, and
which nonetheless faithfully captures important acoustic
properties of the entire utterance and admits an accurate metric and efficient algorithm for determining the phonetic distance among utterances.
The model employs a phonetic feature vector with one unit
for each feature. A unit's activation is increased each time
the property it encodes is detected in an utterance, by a
degree inversely related to the acoustic distance between
speech token and feature prototype. Spectral features encode
spectral properties and their relative order in the utterance.
Segmental features encode acoustic segment properties and
their relative order in the utterance.

ment types observed in English are described in Table 1. A s
"duck" is perceived, segment type activations are increased
as each segment is encountered.
The model encodes the relative, not absolute, order of segment types. It does so by forming a cluster of the three most
recently detected acoustic segment types. This coding
scheme is similar to Wickelgren's (1969) context-dependent
allophone sequence encoding. M a n y segment type clusters
encode important linguistic cues. Contiguous prevoicing and
transition segments (PT or T P ) indicate a voiced stop consonant in m a n y contexts (e.g., the initial consonant in "duck");
a transition-silence-burst subsequence (TOB) signals a wordfinal unvoiced stop (e.g., the final consonant in "duck"); a
transition-static-transition (TST) cluster usually signals a
consonant-vowel-consonant syllable; and a static-transitionstatic (STS) cluster signals a diphthong.
Because of the role of the three-segment clusters in encoding the temporal patterns of voicing, friction, silence, and
syllable structure, w e call them "prosodic triads", where
"prosodic" is used here in the Firthian sense as suprasegmental but subsyllabic and syllabic structural features.

Spectral features
Prototype categories of static and transition spectra provide
the raw material for spectral features. Activations corresponding to prototypes of [dA], [A], [Ak], and [k**] are
increased as each segment is detected in "duck".
Transition and static segment categories implicitly encode
spectral properties and their relative order. For example, in
"duck" the [dA] segment encodes the spectral change which
occurs as the tongue moves from an alveolar closure for /d/
or /t/ to the opening for the intended vowel /A/. Static segment [A] must follow transition segment [dA]. Segment
[Ak] encodes the spectral change which occurs as the tongue
makes contact with the velum for the /k/. It cannot precede
[dA] except in a multi-syllabic utterance.
Segmental features
Acoustic segment classifications and a contextual encoding
of segmental order are the ingredients of segmental features.
Segment type is distinguished by five acoustic cues — voicing, friction, spectral change, spectral stability, or moments
of relatively intense, quickly changing sounds. Eight seg-
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Superimposed activations and phonetic distance
To summarize, there are four classes of phonetic features —
acoustic segment types, prosodic triads, static spectrum categories, and transition spectrum categories. Static and transition categories are learned from the linguistic environment.
T h e phonetic representation is an activity pattern over a vector of units, one for each feature. Activations accumulate
until the end of an utterance. This superposition of contextual and global phonetic features is a faithful representation
(Smolensky, 1990) of any one-syllable utterance.
Phonetic categorization and category learning
Phonetic features are learned. The model builds an inventory
of prototype acoustic segments that correspond to phonetic
feature categories. They represent those transition and static
spectra recognized as relatively distinct according to an
acoustic distance measure and statistically important according to their relative frequency in parental speech.
Each time an audible segment is detected, auditory perception measures the acoustic distance between the token's

spectral properties and the corresponding inventory of spectral prototypes, activating each by an amount inversely
related to acoustic distance. N e w prototype categories are
learned by a simple competitive process (Grossberg, 1976;
Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987). If a token segment is close to
existing prototypes, winning prototypes are updated. Otherwise, a new prototype is added probabilistically, using the
current token as the n e w prototype. Such probability is proportional to the token's distance from its nearest neighbor,
but is low enough to discourage a proliferation of gratuitous
categories.

Smoothed static Bark spectra for "duck" onset

30

2nd Fonnant ^
motion
)|

184 msec
msec

Difference spectra for " d u c k " onset
2nd Fonnant - ^
motion
^

Relationship between acoustic segments, gestures,
a n d linguistic units

3 0

Transitions usually signify demisyllables, diphthongs, or
glides. Static segments signify the stable portion of vowels,
nasals, approximants, and fricatives. Grounding the sensorimotor model is a one-to-one correspondence between
phonetic segments and articulatory gestures — its fundamental perceptual and articulatory building blocks. Several
investigators have proposed that humans produce speech as
a sequence of articulatory gestures as from a musical score
(Browman & Goldstein, 1989; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989;
Kelso et al., 1986). Moreover, Fowler (1991) argues that
humans perceive speech as gestures instead of as phonemes.
T h e model's mechanism for gesture perception is its detection of spectral transitions. This is based on the observation
that transitions correspond approximately to the zenith of
articulatory gestures and that static segments correspond to
the ends of gestures. It is also motivated by research showing
that spectral transitions are essential for consonant and syllable perception in adults (Furui, 1986) and young children
(Nittrouer, 1992), as well as by the performance of automatic
speech recognition systems which use dynamic spectral data
(e.g., Lee, 1990). Moreover, distinctive nonlinear acoustic
changes usually occur between a gesture's terminal configurations (Stevens, 1989), enhancing spectral transitions and
ensuring their reliability as linguistic codes.
Perceptual Model Implementation
a n d Simulations
We have implemented the perceptual model and are currently integrating it into the full sensorimotor model. Here
w e report results showing the properties of the transition and
static sj)ectra, the distinctiveness and faithfulness of its
demisyllabic encoding. The results indirectly indicate the
reliability of the segmentation algorithm.
Stimuli are synthetic consonant-vowel ( C V ) syllables generated by an adaptation of Haskins Laboratories' A S Y articulatory synthesizer (Rubin et al., 1981). The synthesizer
employs 6 vocal tract articulators representing a total of 10
degrees of freedom to specify the vocal tract's configuration.
Voicing and frication is modeled by a simple mechanicalacoustical model of respiration. L o w level dynamics of the
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Figure 2: Static and transition spectra for onset
demisyllableof'duck"
Steps in spectral analysis are shown above. The first step
is conversion from Hertz to Bark frequency and Gaussian smoothing. T h e peak near the 10 bark detector is the
2nd formant, dropping in frequency between the two
sample times of 184 and 208 msec. T h e difference spectrum effectively normalizes the spectrum for changes in
amplitude. T h e 2nd formant frequency shift is evident
The 2nd formant's change is captured in the transition
spectrum during the period of m a x i m u m spectral
change. T h e positive value at 10 bark reflects the formant's drop in frequency and the increased amplitude of
the difference spectrum at that frequency. The negative
value at 11 bark occurs behind the formant's motion,
where the difference spectrum has fallen in amplitude.

articulators are simulated as simple gestures which resemble
the motion of a critically damped spring of a given stiffness
from s o m e displacement to its equilibrium point. A script
language specifies a queue of gestures and proprioceptive
triggering conditions (an intrinsic timing device) necessary
to produce an utterance. Each stimulus employs one of three
stop consonants (b, d, g) and one of ten target vowels. Optimal vocal tract configurations necessary to accurately render
each target vowel are determined, and gesture script templates are designed and fine-tuned by the experimenter for
bV, d V and g V frames. Selecting target vowel and consonant

U '2
IDI/10:
3
Difference
spectrum
norm

place-of-articulation using transition spectra as input. T h e
same test is performed with both transition and difference
spectra as input, since acoustic information is lost by the
transition spectrum. A s a control, w e train a time-delay neural network ( T D N N ; Waibel et al., 1989) on the s a m e task.
using as input smoothed bark spectra over the entire duration
of the consonant-vowel transition (averaging 168 msec).
Each network is trained until a validation dataset indicates
overtraining and then is tested using separate test dataset.

k
Transition
magnitude

Figure 3: Transition magnitude for duration of "duck"
The transition magnitude x (solid line) and the norm of
the difference spectra (dashed line) are shown for the
entire utterance in the graph above. Also shown are the
approximate locations of linguistic segments. Spectra in
figure 2 correspond to the first transition peak between
/d/and/A/.

at random, w e generate 1,350 syllable tokens — about 45
tokens per syllable type.
To generate each token, Gaussian noise is added to each
vowel's articulatory parameters. There is no w a y to determine if each resulting sound actually corresponds to the
intended syllable type or even whether it is a legal sound of
English without actually listening to it. T h e experimenter
transcribes each token, rejecting any non-English sound and
rejecting any sound whose phonetic transcription does not
agree with the intended type. The 892 remaining tokens are
divided into training, validation, and test sets for supervised
classification tasks.
Sounds are sampled once every 8 msec for periodic sound
(voicing) amplitude, aperiodic sound (frication or aspiration)
amplitude, and 256-frequency power spectrum. Spectral
analysis converts the power spectrum from Hertz to Bark,
performs Gaussian smoothing over time, and normalizes for
total amplitude by computing a difference spectrum. T h e
momentary transition spectrum is thefirstderivative of the
difference spectrum with respect to time. The transition magnitude is the L, norm of the transition spectrum minus the Lj
norm of the difference spectrum. T h e peak transition spectrum is sampled as an average of the momentary transition
spectra for a 50 msec period centered at the point w h e n the
transition magnitude is at a local m a x i m u m . A n example is
presented in Figures 2 and 3, above. Further details are available in Markey (1993).
W e then measure phonetic distance (D a m o n g all syllable
stimuli. This is determined as a function of the linear correlation p between each pair of token transition spectra
2)(T', T^) = 1.0- p (T', T') (e.g., Pomerleau, 1993). W e use
this distance measure here and as the basis for unsupervised
classification of parental speech by the full sensorimotor
model because it factors out irrelevant differences in scale
between two spectra.
As a further test of the encoding's faithfulness, a multilayer back propagation network is trained to classify syllables by eight features for vowel quality and consonantal
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Results
The average phonetic distance between pairs of syllables of
the same type is 0.211. T h e average distance between pairs
of syllables of different types is 0.955. Thus, tokens of the
same type appear to be relatively clustered in the representational space. A tabulation of average cross-distances for all
b V syllable types appears in Table 2.
Table 2: Mean phonetic distance measured between bV
syllable tokens

bA
ba
bo
bO
bu
bU
b&
bE
bi
bl

bA
ba bo bO
0.18 0.89 0.92 0.95
0.33 0.88 0.72
0.39 0.85
0.13

bu
1.06
0.94
1.05
0.96
0.62

bU
0.53
0.92
0.93
1.03
1.18
0.33

b&
1.19
0.81
0.79
0.86
0.99
1.23
0.08

bE
0.80
0.96
0.75
0.91
1.01
0.79
0.65
0.13

bi
1.25
1.15
1.02
1.29
0.81
0.21
0.98
1.06
0.12

bl
1.09
0.93
0.86
1.12
0.77
1.21
0.85
0.63
0.80
0.09

Syllable types with the same vowel type but with different
consonants (gE, d E , b E ) are less distant with respect to each
other (see Table 3) than syllables with the s a m e consonant
but different vowels (bE, bi, bo, b & , etc., below). Several
tokens in the simulation corpus (especially C o and C O syllables) are not phonetically distinct. These tokens are also difficult for the experimenter to transcribe phonetically.
Table 3: Additional Phonetic Distance Comparisons
S a m e Vowel
bE
b E 0.13
dE

gE

dE
0.55
0.08

Hard Discrimination

gE

bo

0.50
0.57
0.10

bo 0.39
do
go

do
0.52
0.43

go
0.39
0.39
0.27

Supervised classification tests also suggest that the transition spectrum is a robust demisyllable representation. Syllable classification errors by the network which uses only the
transition spectral coefficients as inputs is 5.29%. Error rates
are substantially lower w h e n both transition and difference
spectra coefficients are used as inputs, dropping to 0.85%
w h e n both transition and difference spectra coefficients are
rescaled to range between 0 and 1.

the W R A P S A Model of how speech perception develops. / Phonetics, 21, 3-28.
Jusczyk, P.W., Jusczyk, A.M., Kennedy, L.J., Schomberg, T. and
M e t h o d and Inputs
Error
Koenig, N. (1993). Young infants' retention of information about
Backpropagation, 4 4 Transition spectrum coef- 5 . 2 9 %
bisyllabic utterances. Submitted.
ficients as inputs.
Kelso, J.A.S., Saltzman, E.L. & 1\iller, B. (1986). The dynamical
perspective on speech production: data and theory. J. Phonetics,
Backpropagation, 4 4 Transition and 4 4 Differ1.77%
14, 29-59.
ence spectrum coefficients.
Kuhl, RK., Williams, K.A., Ucerda, F, Stevens, K.N., and LindBackpropagation, 4 4 Transition and 4 4 Differ- 0 . 8 5 %
biom, B. (1992). Linguistic experience alters phonetic perception
ence spectra coefficients rescaled.
in infants by 6 months of age. Science. 255, 606-608.
T D N N , 4 4 Bark spectrum coefficients for each
1.59%
Ladefoged. R (1982). A Course in Phonetics. 2nd Ed. Harcourt
of 21-8 msec frames, 3-frame input window.
Brace Jovanovich, N e w York.
Lee, K.-F (1990). Context-dependent phonetic hidden Markov
models for speaker-independent continuous speech recognition.
The TDNN network's performance is similar. This is not
IEEE Transactions on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing,
surprising, as it must discover those static and dynamic fea38, 599-609.
tures necessary to classify each syllable (Waibel et al., 1989).
Lindblom. B.E.F and Studdert-Kennedy, M . (1967). O n the role of
formant transitions in vowel recognition. J. Acoustical Soc. AmerTypical errors for all methods include single mistaken feaica, 42. 830-843.
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B. (1991). The C H I L D E S Project. Hillsdale, NJ:
MacWhinney,
the place-of-articulation.
Erlbaum.
Supervised classification results are encouraging for the
Markey, K.L. (1993). A sensorimotor model of early childhood phouse of transition data for segmentation and syllable classifinological development. Thesis Proposal. Technical Report C U cation without needing to learn segmentation strategies first.
CS-695-93. Boulder, C O : University of Colorado, Department of
However, results point out that both dynamic and static specComputer Science.
Nittrouer, S. and Studdert-Kennedy, M . (1987). The role of coartictral information is essential for accurate classification.
ulatory effects in the perception of fricatives by children and
Although the sensorimotor model and these simulations
adults. / Speech and Hearing Research, 30, 319-329.
employ synthetic speech, it m a y be possible and desirable to
Nittrouer, S. (1992). Age-related differences in perceptual effects of
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use the Simple Recurrent Network parser architecture
(SRN; Elman 1990, 1991; Miikkulainen 1993), which has
A model for lexicEd disambiguation is presented that is
in recent years become a standard tool in research into
bfised on combining the frequencies of past contexts of
language comprehension in connectionism. O u r choice
ambiguous words. The frequencies axe encoded in the
was motivated by two concerns:
word representations and define the words' semantics. A
Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) parser combines the
1. Although lexical disambiguation has been studcontext frequencies one word at a time, edways producied in dedicated connectionist architectures before
ing the most likely interpretation of the current sentence
(Kawamoto, 1988), our primary interest is in underat its output. This disambiguation process is most strikstanding the mechanisms of ambiguity resolution as
ing when the interpretation involves semantic flipping,
an integrated part of the parsing task itself.
that is, an cilternation between two opposing meanings
2. Aside from the basic assumption that connectionist
as more words are read in. The sense of throsing a
models share mechanisms in c o m m o n with actual huball alternates between deince zind baseball as indicam a n language comprehension facilities, the use of a
tors such as the agent, location, and recipient are input.
standard model makes a minimal number of assumpThe S R N parser demonstrates how the context frequentions regarding the internal processes in lexical disamcies are dynamically combined to determine the interbiguation.
pretation of such sentences. W e hypothesize that several
other aspects of ambiguity resolution are based on simA brief overview of recent research into lexical amilar mechajiisms, and can be naturally approached from
biguity will help put this task into perspective (for a
the distributed connectionist viewpoint.
more comprehensive review, see Simpson, 1984). Several
Abstract

Introduction
In understanding ambiguous sentences, humans seem to
employ automatic and immediate lexical disambiguation
mechanisms even when they are compelled to alternate
between two or more senses of an ambiguous word. Consider the sentence
John put the pot in the dishwasher because the
police were coming over for tea.^
As a reader processes this sentence, he or she is inclined
to interpret the word potfirstas a cooking utensil, then
as marijuana, and lastly again as a cooking utensil, more
specifically a teapot. Yet this processing seems to occur
at such a low level that the reader will hardly be aware
that there was any conflict in his interpretation. There
does not seem to be any conscious inferencing required,
no moment's cogitation as might be observed if, say, the
reader were instead asked to compute the product of two
double-digit numbers.
The primary goal of the study reported in this paper was to model such automatic semanticflippingbehavior using distributed connectionist networks. T h e
connectionist paradigm offers explanatory and predictive power difficult to achieve using more conventional
symbolic methods (Elman, 1991; Lange, 1992; St. John
and McClelland, 1990; Seidenberg, 1993). W e chose to
'Adapted from (Lange and Dyer, 1989).

models have been proposed to account for h o w ambiguities are resolved during reading. T h e three most prominent in recent years have been the context-dependent,
the single-access, and the multiple-access model.
T h e context-dependent model (Glucksberg et al.,
1986; Schvaneveldt et al., 1976) is based on the assumption that only one meaning of a word is activated at
any given time, namely, the one most appropriate to the
context in which the word occurs. T h e primary reason
is that the context primes the meaning which is most
applicable, while suppressing others.
T h e single access (or ordered-access) model (Forster
and Bednall, 1976; H o g a b o a m and Perfetti, 1975; Simpson and Burgess, 1985) posits that only one active interpretation of an ambiguous sentence is maintained at
any one time. If in the course of processing the sentence information is encountered that does not accord
well with the active interpretation, then that interpretation is abandoned and a representation that accounts
for the established information as well as for the current
ambiguity is sought, most probably through backtracking to the point of ambiguity. T h e activation level of
an interpretation is determined by the relative frequencies of the meanings of the word or words that are the
source of the ambiguity. T h e search process for the appropriate meaning takes place serially, terminating w h e n
afitis made, or retaining the most dominant meaning
w h e n no contextually relevant match can be found. In
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the strongest statement of the model (Hogaboam and
Perfetti, 1975), only the most dominant meaning of an
ambiguous word is retrievedfirst,regardless of whether
the context supports a subordinate meaning.
T h e multiple access model (Onifer and Swinney, 1981;
Seidenberg et al., 1982; T ^ e n h a u s et al., 1979), which
is the most widely accepted, suggests that several interpretations m a y be actively maintained when ambiguous
information is encountered. At a later time, when additional input allows resolving the ambiguity, only the
appropriate interpretation is retained. However, not all
of the interpretations m a y be maintained with equal activation levels. Rather, the strength of a particular activation would be proportional to the UkeUhood of that
interpretation being the correct one. UnUke the single
access model, in which a single meaning is sought and
selected, the multiple access model claims that all meanings are activated simultaneously regardless of context,
but the context later influences selection of the most appropriate one.
A s is not unusual when aspects of behavior are supported by several more or less opposing models, refinements are proposed to include elements from several
models. For example, recent research by Burgess and
Simpson (1988) supports the multiple access model, but
suggests that meaning frequencies determine which interpretations reach the recognition thresholdfirst.The
role of context is to select which of the meanings remains
activated.
O u r research confirms Simpson and Burgess's work
computationally, but also suggests that semantic frequencies could play an even more fundamental role than
previously allowed. This is especially likely at the lowest
level of sentence comprehension in which disambiguation
seems to occur automatically in humans. W e conclude
that

Feature

Set to 1 for words

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ball, baseball and dance
thrown, tossed and hosted
the and was
in, for, and by
thefivelocation words and in
thefiverecipient words and for
thefiveagent
words and
by sense
Graduated
according
to word

Ball
Verb
Other
Preposition
Location
Recipient
Agent
Sense

Table 1: T h e w o r d representation vectors. The
words in the lexicon were encoded by these eight features. Thefirstseven components were set to either 0 or
1; the right column lists those words that had the value
1. The Sense feature was used to indicate the degree of
association to which a word had the two senses of throw
and ball.

trained on sentences generated from two basic sentence
templates:
1. The agent threw the ball in the location for
the recipient.
2. The ball was thrown in the location for the
recipient by the agent.
T h e fixed words in the template are indicated by
courier typeface. The location, recipient, and agent
stand for slots to befilledby actual content words. Depending on these words, the sentences could be interpreted as statements about baseball (e.g. The pitcher
threw the ball in the ballbark for the fans), dance
(The emcee threw the ball in the ballroom for the
princess) or something rather ambiguous (The visitor
threw the ball in the court for the victor). The
output of the parser is one of two possible case-role representations:

1. multiple activation levels are maintained simultaneously during the processing of a sentence, and

1. agent act; tossed patient: baseball location recipient
2. agent act; hosted patient: dance location recipient.

2. the various meanings of each word are activated to the
degree that corresponds to the frequency with which
that word has been associated to the previous words
in the sentence in the past.

Which of these two representations were used in the output depended on ho w strongly the words occupying the
location, recipient, and agent slots were associated with
baseball and dance.

Lexical ambiguity resolution, then, is a matter of finding the most likely interpretation in the context of the
processed sentence.
Below, our experimental method for studying the semanticflippingp h e n o m e n o m isfirstexplained, followed
by a description of the training data and the parser architecture. A detailed discussion of the simulation results
and their implications on the study of lexical ambiguity
resolution and language comprehension in general concludes the paper.

Training data

Modeling semantic flipping

There were a total of twenty-six words in the lexicon:
five for each of the three slots, two interpretations of
throw and ball, and seven fixed words for the input
sentences. Each were given hand-coded representation
vectors according to the eight features shown in table 1.
T h e last component, sense, is particularly important: it
indicates how strongly the word is to be associated with
tossed baseball (0) and hosted dance (1).^ Thus,
if a word was given a sense of 0.25, it would be more
strongly associated with baseball than dance. Tables 2
and 3 summarize the sense values assigned to each word.

Our approach was to train a simple recurrent parser network to m a p a sequence of words to the case-role representation (Fillmore, 1968; Cook, 1989) of the sentence,
and observe the evolution of the sentence representation
during parsing an ambiguous sentence. The parser was

^This representation strategy was chosen mostly because
it allows easy encoding and decoding of the word sense. Distributed representations (Miikkulciinen, 1993; van Gelder,
1989) could be used as well, but sense would then have to
be represented as distances between vectors.
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Location

Recipient Agent

ballpark fans
stadinm press
conrt
victor
clnbroom vips
beLLlroom princess
Table 2: C o n t e n t

Sense
fans

pitcher
0.00
coach
0.25
visitor
0.50
diplomat
0.75
emcee
1.00
w o r d senses.

I

Sequence of input words
Input layer

Previous hidden layer
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ::*\i
Hkiaen layer

Fixed words

Sense

tossed, baseball (output only)
ball,thrown/threw,the,was,in,for,by
hosted, dance (output only)

0.00
0.50
1.00

Output layer
Target pattern
emcee hosted dance clubrm fans Case-role assignment
Agent Act Patlen Locatn Recipn

Table 3: Sense values for the fixed w o r d s .
The sense of the entire sentence was then computed by
averaging the sense values of the individucJ words. Since
these values were graduated in fourths, averaging over
the three content words (per sentence) would result in
twelfths. Thus, each input sentence was repeated twelve
times in the training corpus, with the two different caserole representations assigned in proportion of the sense
value of the sentence. In this way, context frequency
could be simulated.
For example, if the passive sentence template is instantiated with the words clubroom (sense: 0.75), fans
(0.00), and emcee (1.00), the following sentences is obtained:
The ball was thrown in the clubroom for
the fans by the emcee.
Averaging the sense values gives •^, or 0.5833. Accordingly, this sentence was repeated twelve times in the
training corpus, with seven of the sentences assigned
to hosted dance at the output, and five to tossed
baseball. Thus, in the experience of the parser, 5 8 ^ %
of the contexts in which ball, clubroom, fans, and
emcee appeared were associated with hosted dance,
and the remaining with tossed baseball. Hence, the
dance sense would be slightly more dominant in this context, and would be the preferred interpretation.
There are 125 possible combinations of thefivewords
in the three categories. Each combination was used to
instantiate the two sentence templates, giving a total
of 250 sentences. Since each sentence is repeated 12
times, the training corpus is composed of 3000 sentences.
These sentences comprise the contextual history of the
ambiguous words throw and ball. Both active and passive constructions in the sentence templates were used to
contrast whatever priming effects the words might have
on the general sense of the sentence.
Network architecture
The parser network used in our experiments (figure 1)
is a variation of the Simple Recurrent Network architecture (SRN; Elman 1990, 1991; Miikkulainen 1993),
trained to m a p a sequence of input word representations
into a static case-role representation of the sentence.
The single input assembly consists of eight units, corresponding to the eight components in the word represen-
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Figure 1: T h e simple recurrent parser architecture. T h e model consists of a simple recurrent network
trained through backpropagation to m a p a sequence of
input word representations into a case-role representation of the sentence.

tation. T h e output layer is a concatenation offivewordrepresentation assemblies, corresponding to the case-role
assignment of the sentence.
At each step in the sequence, a word representation is
loaded in the input assembly and the activity is propagated through the hidden layer to the output. T h e
activity in the hidden layer (60 units wide) is saved in
the previous-hidden-layer assembly, and used together
with the word representation as input to the hidden layer
in the next step. Throughout the sequence, the complete case-role assignment is used as the training target,
and the error is propagated and the weights are changed
(through the backpropagation algorithm) at each step.
In effect, the network is trained to shoot for the complete sentence interpretation from thefirstword on. A s
a result, it learns to indicate the current sense of the sentence in the sense components of the act and the patient
assemblies at its output. If the current interpretation
is predominantly hosted dance, these components have
higl\values, and if it is tossed baseball, they have low
values. A completely ambiguous interpretation is indicated by activation 0.5.
T h e parser was trained with 0.5 learning rate for 100
epochs, then 0.1 for 50 epochs, 0.05 for 5, and finally
0.01 until epoch 200. At this point, the average error
per unit after reading a complete sentence was 0.024.
Results
T h e parser was tested with the same set of sentences used
to train it to determine h o w well it captured the sense
for each sentence.^ T h e theoretically optimal values for
the sense outputs were obtained from the training data
based on the distribution of the words in the sentences.
T h e sense outputs of the network were then compared
to the theoretical values.
'Generadization was not tested in this study because tight
control over the theoretical frequencies was desired, and because good generalization is c o m m o n for this type of models and offers no new perspective on the problem being
addressed.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the interpretation of a n active construction. T h e dotted Une represents the theoretical
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T h e content words have been underlined. T h e average error per unit on this sentence was 0.0180.
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Figure 3: Interpretation of a psissive construction. T h e average error per unit on this sentence was 0.0123.

The

T h e network had captured the sense frequencies very
accurately: T h e average error across the entire data set
was found to be 0.0114 (0.0122 for the active constructions and 0.0107 for the passive). Moreover, all sentences
where at least one of the content words was associated
to a sense opposite of that of the other content words
resulted in semantic flipping behavior. Below, the processing of two sentences, one active and one passive, is
analyzed in detail. These examples are particularly interesting because they require revising the semantic interpretation twice during processing.
In reading the active sentence
The diplomat threw the ball in the
ballpaork for the princess
(figure 2), the average of the two sense unit activations
is initially very nearly 0.5, indicating no bias one way
or the other (i.e. complete ambiguity) because the two
senses of ball were equiprobable in the training set. After processing the word diplomat, the activation level
rises to 0.5921 since a slight majority (58j%) of the sentences in the training set in which diplomat occurs have
the sense dance. In effect, diplomat has a priming effect on the interpretation of the rest of the words. The
activation remains at roughly this level until the word
ballpeirk is encountered. At this point, the semantic
biasflipsto 0.3481 in favor of baseball, because in the
experience of the parser, a majority (58|%) of the sentences in which both diplomat and ballpark appear

have the sense of baseball. T h e activation stays below
0.5 until princess is read in as the last word, whereupon itflipsback to 0.5610, indicating that the sentence
is one again interpreted as diplomat tossed baseball.
T h e theoretical expectation of those sentences containing
the words diplomat, ballpark and princess is 0.5833,
which is close to the activation level the parser finally
settled upon.
Similarly, in processing the passive sentence
The ball was thrown in the clubroom for
the fans by the emcee
(figure 3), after a long sequence of neutral fixed words,
the network encounters clubroom and the interpretation becomes biased toward dcince, because 5 8 ^ % of the
training sentences with clubroom have this sense. U p o n
reading fans, the interpretationflipstoward baseball,
because n o w the majority of sentences (again 5 8 | % )
with both clubroom and fans have the sense baseball.
W h e n the last word is read, the biasflipsagain back
to dance, because a sentence with clubroom, fans and
emcee has an overall sense average 0.5833.
T h e biases and flips in the sense values are not particularly dramatic because the frequency differences are
fairly small in the training corpus. For a more stark contrast, these allocations could be adjusted; however, it is
important to note that even such minor differences will
result in reliable semantic revision behavior.
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his guests, results from higher-level inferencing, or pragmatic disambiguation. T h e context in which the senThe most salient effect observed was that the semantic
tence appears would be used to decide the point. If this
sense of an input sentence as a whole varied as a funccontext was in conflict with the basic sense suggested by
tion of the semantic senses of its component words. It
the frequency-based mechanism, then the appropriate
is this variation that accounts for theflippingbehavior
sense would be decided perhaps again by the frequencythat we set out to model. Let us speculate how this
based mechanism, but n o w with the n e w context as adresult could be interpreted in terms of h u m a n language
ditional input. However, if there was no conflict, then
comprehension.
the basic sense would prevail with the reader unaware
A reader has experienced each word in a variety of
that a potential conflict even existed—the disambiguacontexts. Instead of regarding the word semantics as
tion would occur without a moment's cogitation, as m o d a collection of discrete and disjoint definitions in the
eled in our experiments.
lexicon as is commonly done in artificial intelligence, it
T h e context-based semantics idea can be modeled paris possible to view semantics simply as an encoding of
ticularly well in the distributed connectionist framework.
all these past contexts. For most words, these contexts
In such systems, similar concepts have similar represenshare much in c o m m o n . For an ambiguous word, howtations, and even w h e n the history of previous contexts is
ever, there are two or more distinctly different contexts,
not available, it is possible to simulate its effects. O n the
some of them more frequently observed than others.
other hand, it is also possible to devise learning methods
In this view, a general mechanism emerges by which
for automatically adjusting the representations accordlexical disambiguation could proceed. A s a reader proing to the contexts (Miikkulainen, 1993; Miikkulainen
cesses a sentence, there is an interaction between the seand Dyer, 1991).
mantics (i.e. past contexts) of each word and the evolving
T h e mechanisms of frequency-based inferencing, we
interpretation of the current sentence. Each word primes
believe, are central to semantic representation in lanthe interpretation according to the frequency with which
guage comprehension in general. Despite the rich variety
the word has been associated to the current context in
in which language can be used, there are multitudes of
the past. In the final interpretation, all the past confeatures that form the framework for its usage. These
texts of its constituent words are combined. This view
regularities are what are captured and represented in
accords well with the multiple-access model of lexical
the m i n d — a n d modified continuously with experience—
disambiguation. All meanings of an ambiguous word are
to make language comprehension possible. Although our
activated in the sense that they are an inherent part of
research so far has focused on only one aspect of ambithe representation of the word. Which meaning reaches
guity resolution (the semantic context frequency), m a n y
recognition threshold is affected by its past association
other aspects of the problem can be viewed in a similar
with any other words in the sentence.
light. Whether it be syntactic, semantic, referential, or
O n the other hand, the final sentence context serves
any of the m a n y other aspects of ambiguity that is scruto reinforce the applicable semantics of its words, and
tinized, we hypothesize that they are all based on reguprovides additional context—and therefore additional
larity and frequency, and the connectionist paradigm is
semantics—for each word in the sentence. This way the
particularly well-suited for accounting for them compuword meanings continually adapt according to h o w they
tationally.
are used in the language.
It is important to note, however, that the frequencyConclusion
based mechanism alone is insufficient to explain all of
Our model of semantic disambiguation is based on the
lexical disambiguation. Rather, it suggests how disamfollowing principles:
biguation might occur at its most basic, subconscious
1. word usage determines word meaning,
level alluded to in the introduction. This process should
be distinguished from what can be called pragmatic
2. ambiguity results w h e n a given word is used in multidisambiguation, which requires higher-level inferencing.
ple ways,
Pragmatic disambiguation might be invoked if the se3. past frequencies of the various connotations in relation
mantics of the sentence comes into conflict with the
to other words are encoded in a word's distributed
larger context. Consider, for example, a variation of the
representation, and
sentence in the opening paragraph of this paper:
4. these frequencies are combined in the sentence parsing
John took the pot out of the dishwasher
process to produce the most likely interpretation of the
because the police were coming.
word sense.
Discussion

Even though it is unclear why John would take marijuana out of the dishwasher in this situation, because
of the strong association of police with the marijuana
meaning of pot, marijuana would be the dominant sense
in the absence of other cues. However, what actually
might be inferred from the above sentence, for example that John is trying to find a better hiding place for
the marijuana, or that he wishes to m a k e some tea for
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Given these principles, the disambiguation process can
be modeled by a standard neural network architecture
(the simple recurrent network) as an integral part of the
parsing process without special mechanisms. This result has important implications on the study of lexical
ambiguity. Whereas the multiple access model of the disambiguation process posits simultaneous activation of all
meanings of an ambiguous word, with the most frequent

being the most dominant, and an a posteriori role for
context in selecting the most appropriate meaning, the
model presented in this paper proposes that the meaning
evolves from context. Disambiguation occurs as meanings, or past contexts, of each word are combined. H o w
the meanings could be gradually evolved as words are
used in new contexts, and how this idea could be extended to other aspects of ambiguity resolution such as
syntax and reference constitute the main directions of
future work.
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D y n a m i c M o d e l of T i m e
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been proposed as a way to store temporal intervals (Miall, 1989) or more generally as a w a y to capture the hiIn this paper, a dynamic niodel of human time percep- erarchical structure of rhythms (Torr2«, 1985; McAuley,
tion is presented which treats time as phase, relative to
1994; Large & Kolen, 1994). In particular, the adaptive
the period of an oscillator that adapts its oscillation rate
oscillator model proposed by McAuley (1994) implicitly
in response to an input rhythm. The adaptive oscillator
measures time as phase, relative to the period of an oscilmechanism is characterized by four fundamental properlator that is able to adapt its oscillation rate in response
ties: (1) a preferred oscillation rate which captures the
to an input rhythm. Sensitivity to interval duration is
notion of a preferred tempo, (2) a fast-acting synchroa function of h o w well the oscillator is entrained to the
nisation procedure which models our ability to percepcontextual rhythm. This paper further investigates the
tually lock onto salient aspects of a rhythm, (3) a decay
process to oppose synchroniaation, and (4) a drift proeidaptive oscillator model by showing that it captures imcess which causes the preferred rate to gradually drift
portant dynamic properties of h u m a n time perception.
towards the adapted rate, thereby modeling the context
A brief overview of these aspects of time perception is
effects of long-term pattern exposure. By assuming that
presented in the next section.
sensitivity to duration is a function of oscillator entrainment to the contextual rhythm, the model provides a
Time Perception
qualitative match to data on tempo discrimination, and
predicts the types of errors subjects would make on such
How is clock-time related to perceived-time? Many psytasks. These predictions are in agreement with data
choacoustic experiments have probed this question usshowing that subjects overestimate short intervals and
ing series of equally spaced "isochronous" tones. For
underestimate long intervals.
rhythm-like patterns, the interval between tone onsets
( I d ) ranges roughly between 0.1 sec and 3.0 sec. In
Introduction
a single-interval experiment, the subject typically compares two stimuli and indicates which is longer. In a
The perception of rhythm is a dynamic process. It
multiple-interval experiment, the subject might be asked
embodies our sensation of movement in time, creates
to detect an interval change that is embedded within an
expectations, provides us with a sense of strong and
otherwise isochronous sequence. In a tempo discrimina^
weak "beats", and characterizes an emergent entraintion tcisk, the subject has to decide which pattern sounds
ment between the nervous system and the environment.
faster.
In essence, rhythm plays the role of imposing temporal
structure on cognition (Jones, 1976). In spite of the fact
For m a n y of the single and multiple interval experthat rhythm is so central to cognition, relatively few com- iments (Woodrow, 1951; Fraisse, 1963; Allan, 1979;
putational models in cognitive science focus on rhythm.
Hirsh, Monahan, Grant, & Singh, 1990), the m i n i m u m
This is nowhere more evident than in work on speech
just-noticeable difference ( J N D ) is 2 % — 1 0 % , and usurecognition. T o a lesser degree this is true for work in
ally occurs at a preferred lOI value that lies somewhere
computational modeling of music cognition which is genbetween 100 and 1000 msec. Worse sensitivity is found
erally biased towards melody.
for intervals longer and shorter than this preferred lOI
Central to an adequate account of rhythm perception
value. In tempo discrimination experiments, optimal
is an explanation for h o w the brain measures time, as it
tempo sensitivity has been found at around 100 msec by
is the temporal pattern of event onsets which primarily
Michon (1964) and between 300 and 800 msec by Fraisse
determines rhythmic organization (Handel, 1993). How(1963) and Drake & Botte (1993). T h e m i n i m u m relaever, most computational approaches to rhythm fail even
tive J N D in these studies ranged from 2 % — 6%. In the
to take into account h o w time is perceived. Temporal inDrake and Botte experiments, increasing the number of
tervals between acoustic-event onsets are typically repisochronous intervals was found to improve thresholds,
resented with respect to a reference clock, for example
and did so in roughly uniform way across lOI's. Threshin seconds. However, clock-time is distinct from the way
olds were raised by adding variability to the tone onsets,
we actually perceive time, as is evident from a review of
thus making the patterns less regular. They conclude it
the relevant time perception literature.
is the regularity of the sequences that improves discrimFairly recently, a number of oscillator models have
ination thresholds.
Abstract
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Linked with the notion of a preferred lOI or tempo is
what has been called the indifference interval Intervals
shorter than this interval tend to be overestimated and
intervals longer than this interval tend to be underestimated. At the preferred tempo, listeners show no such
bias, that is, they show indifference (Woodrow, 1951;
Allen, 1975; Halpern & Darwin, 1982). In broad terms,
listeners attempt to equalize duration estimates with respect to a central value.
T h e results described in the preceeding paragraphs
have been the subject of m u c h debate, as it h2is been
impossible to obtain a consensus a m o n g researchers as
to the nature of the psychophysical law for time. Preferred tempo is far from invariant. Significant differences
within and between individuals exist in preferred tempo
and in the shape of threshold curves. M a n y contextual
factors, such as the length of tradning, order of pattern
presentation, and the general mentcil state of the subject, play an important role in performance. T o account
for some of this variability, it has often been proposed
that subjects show a central tendency in their judgments
of time (Hollingworth, 1910; Turchioe, 1948; W o o d r o w ,
1951). This means that a subject's preferred lOI will
gravitate towards the m e a n lOI of the stimulus set. A s
a test of this hypothesis, W o o d r o w (1951) evaluated listeners' tendency to over- and underestimate temporal
intervals by using a single 1.0 sec lOI standard stimulus
in a "Vhich is longer?" task. In support of the central
tendency hypothesis, he found that the subjects' indifference interval m o v e d from near 0.8 sec, measured after
the first 60 trials to near 0.96 sec, after the second sixty
trials. Since then, there has been both support and criticism of the central tendency effect.
Adaptive Oscillator Model
In recent work, McAuley (1994) described a general
class of adaptive oscillator mecheinisms which synchronize their oscillations with input rhythms. Four specific
models were investigated, each of which was chareicterized by the shape of the oscillator's activation function.
This paper focuses on a refinement to one of these mecheinisms, the adaptive harmonic oscillator, and explores its
viability as a model of h u m a n time perception. T h e research presented here emphasizes the processing of temporal patterns, rather than event identification. Each
event is simply represented as an onset-in-time and an
intensity value which can vary between [0,1] (see Figure lA).
Unlike descriptive psychologiced models, the proposed
dynamic model can be evaluated by simulating specific
behavioral experiments from start to finish. This enables
the model to predict h o w m a n y of the contextual aspects
of time perception, ranging from length of training to
the order of pattern presentation should effect h u m a n
performance in analogous experiments.
Four fundamental properties characterize the adaptive
oscillator model. (1) T h e adaptive oscillator has a preferred oscillation period which models the listener's preferred lOI (or tempo). (2) A fast-acting synchronization
procedure models the listener's ability to perceptually
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lock onto salient aspects of a rhythm. Gradient-descent
on the synchronization error updates the oscillator's preferred period so that it becomes entrained to periodic
components of the input. (3) A decay process opposes
the synchronization process by forcing the adapted oscillator back to its preferred rate. A s a result, it is easy
for the model to adapt to tempos that are around the
preferred rate, but difficult for it to adapt to tempos
that are significantly slower or faster. (4) In order to
model the context effects of long-term pattern exposure,
the preferred period is allowed to drift slowly towards
the current adapted period.
Preferred Period For the adaptive harmonic oscillator, the preferred period is embodied within a sinusoidal
"activation" function:
^(<) = (l+cos(j^))/2.
The period of this oscillator Q{n) is initialized to its preferred period: n(0) = p (see Figure IB). O n ezw:h timestep, the current input i{t) and the current value of the
sinusoid <f>{t) s u m together to provide a measure of total
activity: o(t) = (f){t) -\- i{t) T h e oscillator generates an
output "spike" o{n) = <f>{t) each time the total activity
a(t) reaches or exceeds a threshold value 6 = 1.0, after
which the activation function is immediately phase-reset
to t = 0 (see Figure IC).
Synchronization and Decay An input pulse that arrives out-of-phcise with respect to the zero-phase spontaneoxtsfiringpattern of the oscillator may, depending
on the input intensity, force the oscillator to spike at a
pheise that is negative (early) or positive (late) in relation to the spontaneous spiking behavior. This phase information can be used to define a spike-driven gradientdescent procedure which synchronizes the oscillator with
rhythmic aspects of the input pattern (see Figure ID).
Synchronization error is defined as the squared "temporal distance" between input-forced spikes and spontaneous spikes, which is the squared difference between the
threshold 6 and the activation <f>{t):

E{r.) = \i{t){e-myTo minimize the synchronization error at each output
spike o{n) (input-forced or spontaneous), the oscillator's
period n(n) is adapted by a fraction a that is (negatively) proportional to the partial derivative of the synchronization error E { n ) with respect to fi(n):
n(n+l) = n(n)-a

6E{n)
snln)'

T o include a decay process as peirt of the update rule,
one cissumes that the adapted period n(n) is normally
distributed about a m e a n Q equal to the preferred period. B y taking the log of this distribution, one obtains
a decay term
^^"^ = " 2 ^ ^ ^ - * ( * ) ) ( " ( " ) - n^2
"^
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Figure 1: (A) Discrete construction of a simple input rhythm, with each onset occuring every 400. (B) Three periods
of a 2.0 Hz harmonic oscillator. (C) Input pulses are added to the harmonic oscillator every 400 msec. Each input
pulse causes the oscillator to spike and to be reset to zero phase. Output values, equal to the activation which it
spikes, are marked by a square at each such pheuse-reset. (D) Fast-acting synchronization is applied to the oscillator.
Notice that the output values at each phase-reset continue to increeise, providing an entrainment measure. The
output is approaching a value of 1.0 for which synchronization error is 0.0.

Evaluating t h e M o d e l
To evaluate the performance of the adaptive oscillator model, it is eissumed that human discrimination of
rhythm and time is beised on entrainment to the stimulus. According to this interpretation, a forced-choice
tempo discrimination task requires a listener to synchronize with the standard before having to make a judgment
about the compeirison.
In the model, each output spike o{t) provides a simple
entrainment measure [0.0,1.0]. A n output of 0.0 indicates that the current input is 180 degrees out-of-phase
with the model's oscillations, much as syncopated notes
have the tendency to be felt eis out-of-sync with the beat
period
de- O n the other hand, an output of 1.0 correof music.
sponds to perfect synchronization between the oscillartor's spontaneous firing and the input pulse. W e can
view the phase response to each input as creating an
attentional phase window that is symmetric about the
zero-phase point, aa shown in Figure 2. Successive inputs that fall within this attentional focus will produce
larger outputs. For an output of 0.0, we can think of attentional focus as maximally broad, that is, covering the
entire range, [—tt, tt] . As an adaptive oscillator entrains
to its input, the attentional focus narrows, so that when

which amounts to a penalty for large differences between
the adapted period and the preferred period. Gradientdescent on the decay term pushes the adapted period
of the oscillator back towards its preferred period. The
standard deviation cr determines how important the decay constraint is. If a is small, the decay term will be
heavily weighted. If it is large, the decay is negligible.
The modified update procedure, which incorporates both
decay and synchronization is

n{„ + i) = fi(,)-«^+^^.
The adaptation rates for synchronization and
cay are a and j3 respectively.

Drift To model the context-effects of_long-term pattern presentation, the preferred period Q is allowed to
"drift" towards the adapted period Q{n), although only
at a small fraction 7 of the synchronization speed:
n(n + 1) = n(n)

- 7(a

SEjn)

6D{n)

6n{n)

^ 6Q{n) )•
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it is finally fixed only on the sero-phase point, the model
is perfectly synchronized with its input.

A.

B.

of errors made, the order of pattern presentation, the
range of tempos tested, and the size of of inter-stimulus
interval (ISI).

Method In the Drake & Botte experiments, attempts
were m a d e to minimize context effects by counterbal^ ^ f c "
ancing stimulus presentation order within and between
i 065
sessions. Consequently, for the purpose of modeling the
".-««
'
h u m a n subject data, the oscillator's drift parameter 7
^
o
°
was
set to 0.0. T h e other p^arameter settings for this
^ ^ ^ ^
simulation were as follows: Q = 500msec, a = 0.1, and
0.0
^
j9 = 0.1.
T h e selected input rhythms were 1-5 interval
isochronous patterns having lOI ranging from 300-700
• spontaneous pulse
msec in 50 msec intervals. Each input pulse had an inO input pulse
tensity of 1.0. O n a given trial, the model was presented
@ attentional focus
a standard pattern A followed by a variable pattern B ,
and decided, using the measurement procedure outlined
above, which was faster. T h e tempo of the variable patFigure 2: (A) Phase representation of time. Spontaneous
tern differed by a ± fixed percentage of the standard's.
pulses of the oscillator always occur at the zero-phase
T h e ISI between the standard and the variable equaled
point, as indicated by the solid black circle. Each input
two times the standard's lOI, so £is to maintain the regpulse perturbs the oscillator at a particular phase, indiularity of the standard's rhythm.
cated by the open circle, thus providing an estimate of
During a block of trials, the initial A I O I was set to
time in relation to the present period of the oscillator.
2 0 % . For two consecutive correct responses, the tempo
In this example, an isochronous rhythm with a 400 msec
difference was decreased by 1%. For an incorrect relOI has forced a 2 H z oscillator to fire at phase angle of
sponse the tempo difference w m increased by 1%. This
-72 degrees. Panel (B) depicts the corresponding output
2 A F C adaptive-tracking procedure is shown to converge
values which provide a m e M u r e of synchronization.
to a d' = 1.0, corresponding to a 70.7% probability of
The second assumption is that a series of input pulses correct detection (Levitt, 1971). Twenty 100 trial blocks
were run for each type of pattern (1-5 intervals) and each
resulting in increasing outputs corresponds to a continutempo. Performance on each block was determined by
ation of the same rhythm. O n the other hand, a sudden
averaging
over the leist 50 trials, which was analogous to
drop in output-a mental "stumble" if you will-indicates
looking at the last 10 reversals. For example, Figure 3A
that the rhythm has chauiged. W h a t constitutes a sudshows one of the 100 trial tracking histories. Notice that
den decrease in output? A decision criterion is set which
several
up-down reversals occur well before the end of
m e M u r e s the spike-to-spike change in output. A drop
the
first
50 trials. Averaging over the second 50 trials
in output below this threshold A(n) signals change. In
tended to provide a stable measurement of the relative
terms of phase, inputs which preserve the same rhythm
J N D . In general, every attempt was m a d e to simulate,
fall within the attentional phase window. Inputs will
as closely as possible, the Drake & Botte study.
fall outside a phMc-threshold of this window indicate a
chcinge in rhythm. T o simulate a two-alternative "which
is faster?" task, the model guesses when the output
Results The relative JND meeisures from this simulacontinues to increase through the transition between the
tion, averaged over the twenty repetitions of each constandard and comparison patterns. In these cases, the
dition, are shown in Figure SB. A n analysis of variance
model can't judge which is faster, because both patwas run on this simulation data by the number of interterns "sound the same". W h e n the model does detect a
vals, repetitions, and tempo, so as to address the main
change in rhythm, the sign of the phetse difference indiquestions investigated in the Drake & Botte study. For
cates whether the comparison pattern is faster (negative
comparison with the model data, the subject data is derelative phase) or slower (positive relative phase).
picted in Figure 4A. In the Drake & Botte experiments, a
main effect of interval number is found on threshold. The
Tempo Discrimination
subject's m e a n relative J N D s are shown to be smaller for
Given the above assumptions, one can directly compare
isochronous sequences than for single intervals. Furtherthe performance of the adaptive oscillator model to the
more, these thresholds improve as an increasing function
Drake & Botte data using an analogous 2 A F C cidaptiveof the number of intervals. N o significant further imtracking training procedure. Simulating the training
provement was found beyond four intervals. Similarly,
procedure, as well as the specific psychophysical task is
the model data shows a significant effect of interval on
advantageous because it provides both a direct measure
threshold (p < 0.001). T h e model's m e a n relative J N D s
of performance in terms of relative J N D and permits the
(averaged across tempi) for single intervals is 1 9 % and
for increasing intervals is 1 0 % , 8.5%, 6.7%, and 6.2%,
investigation of a number of important performance issues that relate to the training process, such as the types
respectively.
1 ''°
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Figure 3: Simulations results o f single adaptive oscillator tested o n a 2 A F C t e m p o task using a d a p t i v e tracking.
(A) Tracking history for a model using a 4-tone standard pattern with a 400 msec lOI. (B) M e a n relative J N D s for
standard tempi ranging from 300-700 msec lOIs for 3-,4-,5-, and 6-tone sequences.
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Figure 4: (A) T e m p o discrimination data reproduced from Drake & Botte (1993). M e a n relative J N D s are shown
for sequences containing 2, 3, 5, and 7 tones across tempi ranging from 100-1500 msec lOIs. (B) Simulation results
from multiple-adaptive-oscillator model tested on an analogous 2 A F C tempo task using eidaptive tracking.

Secondly, the Drake Si Botte experiments do not confirm Weber's law, which would predict a flat relative
J N D curve, but instead reveal a U-shaped threshold
curve with optimal sensitivity between (300-800 msec).
In euldition, the listeners show similar U-shaped threshold curves across the single and multiple interval conditions. N o significant interaction between tempo and
number of intervals is found. Likewise, the model shows
a significant U-shaped effect of tempo on m e a n relative
J N D (p < 0.001). For the single adaptive oscillator,
optimEil tempo inherently corresponds to the preferred
period, with m e a n relative J N D varying from about 2 %
at the preferred tempo to 2 2 % and 1 6 % at the fastest
and slowest tempi, respectively.
There are several important diflFerences between the
subject data and the model data. Unlike the Drake &
Botte experiments, the model shows a significant interaction between tempo and number of intervals. With a
standard pattern that is at the preferred oscillation rate,
the number of intervals has no effect on performance because the oscillator is alrejidy entrained to it, that is.
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tempo discrimination for patterns at the preferred rate
is always optimal. T h e second major difference is that a
single adaptive oscillator is unable to capture the same
range and precision with which h u m a n s can discriminate
tempo. However, the adaptive oscillator model does exhibit the same general U-shaped threshold curves across
the single and multiple interval conditions using a simple
entrainment principle.
In summary, the model data, generated using a simulated adaptive tracking procedure, provides a qualitative
match to the Drake & Botte tempo discrimination data.
However, capturing the range and precision with which
h u m a n s can discriminate tempo requires more than one
adaptive oscillator. In preliminary simulations using
multiple oscillators with preferred periods spanning the
space of tempi, a betterfitto the data hfis been obtained
(see Figure 4B), although it doesn't adequately capture
precision. In this simulation, each oscillator meikes an
independent tempo judgment which is then weighted by
h o w well that oscillator is entrained to the standard. T h e
weighted s u m of these independent judgments provides

the probabilistic response of the model.
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Predicting Errors in Time Estimation
Because interviJ duration is measured as a phase-angle
that is relative to the adaptive oscillator's period, the
model's errors in estimating time are systematic. In
agreement with the time perception literature, short intervals, by virtue of causing the oscillator to fire at a negative phase-angle, are overestimated, and long intervals,
by virtue of causing the oscillator tofireat a positive
phase-angle, are underestimated.
Armed with the knowledge that the adaptive oscillator
over- £ind underestimates time with respect to its preferred period, it should become clear to the reader that
the analogous predictions hold for tempo. In particular,
in a tempo discrimination task, the mean relative J N D
should be different for the faster and the slower comparison patterns. In a 2 A F C "which is faster?" task,
standard p>attern tempos that are faster than the preferred oscillator period will be overestimated, thus making it ecisier for the model to detect a faster comparison pattern thein a slower comparison pattern. Analogously, standard tempos that are slower than the preferred tempo will be underestimated, thereby making it
easier for the model to detect a slower comparison pattern than a faster comparison pattern. W e can compute
the skewed J N D values directly. Let Q* equal the standard lOI and n* equal the decision threshold interpreted
cis an lOI. For a standard pattern that is faster than the
oscillator {Q' < n(n.)), the relative J N D for the slower
comparison pattern is
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step forward in simplification.^ (Palmer, 1978) points
out the existence a n d utility of representations of structural units larger than lines and/or points in perceptual processing. U n d e r our hypothesis, roles provide
top-down influence o n the parsing of figures into higherorder structures that have been s h o w n to b e important
for m a k i n g similarity judgements.

We present the results of a simple experiment in lowercase letter recognition. Unlike most psychology studies
of letter recognition, w e include in our data set letters
at the extremes of their categories and investigate the
recognition of letters of multiple typefaces. W e are interested in the relationship between the recognition of
normal letters and the recognition of non-standard letters. Results provide empirical evidence for top-down
conceptual constraints on letter perception in the form
of roles and relations between perceptually-based structural subcomponents. A process model based on the
hypothesis developed below is currently being implemented.

/n

^

fc)©©(^d

Letters and Concepts
Literate humans are adept at recognizing letters in m a n y
diverse forms. Large variations in style — especially
apparent in advertising faces — do not seem to hinder
our ability to accurately identify characters. Character
recognition by people is still vastly superior to that of
machines. W h y is it that people are able to quickly and
easily recognize letterforms while machine recognition
systems fail? W e believe what is required is an approach
using abstract conceptual representations of letters like
those found in the h u m a n mind. W e will describe such
representations and empirically justify their existence.
Letterforms are subtler than people generally realize.
Most people think the letter 'a' is just a shape. A closer
look reveals an interconnected web of abstractions that
make up the idea of 'a' itself. In one c o m m o n form,
the concept lowercase-'a' can be thought of as a marriage of two smaller ideeis: (1) the idea of a curved
umbrella-handle-like bar on the right, and (2) the idea of
a small c-like curve nestled below the umbrella-handle.
(See thefirstglyph of Figure 1.) These two conceptual
components, which w e call roles, are not explicit shapes
per se but are ideas about what the acceptable bounds
for letter-part shapes are, h o w far such shapes can be
stretched before they lose their interpretation, and h o w
they interact with other roles to form a complete object.^
Roles, like wholes (complete letters), are concepts in
their o w n right, with s o m e w h a t nebulous boundaries.
T h e difference is that m e m b e r s h i p in a role is easier
to characterize than m e m b e r s h i p in a whole, so that
reducing wholes to collections of interacting roles is a
'(Blesser et al., 1973) discuss a related idea.
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Figure 1: A picture of s o m e of the m o s t standard sets
of roles for 6 lowercase letters. Roles are not themselves
shapes, instead they are sets of n o r m s at the conceptual level into which parts of letters can b efit.These
pictures s h o w h o w such roles w o r k together. T h e black
dots represent between-role relations.
Figure 1 is a graphical representation of some of the
m o s t standard sets of roles for the first 6 lowercase rom a n letters. Roles a n d relationships between roles m a k e
u p the internal structure of a letter category. Category
m e m b e r s h i p at the whole-letter level is determined b y
category m e m b e r s h i p at the lower level of roles. T h e
style of a letterform is a function of h o w the various
roles are filled.
roles leoerfonns Tilled role*

roles leoerfonns filled roles

I©
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Figure 2: Parsing letterforms into high-level parts occurs
under the top-down influence of roles. T h e top t w o examples s h o w straightforward parsings (or, role-fillings)
requiring little slippage. T h e b o t t o m t w o are m o r e c o m plicated, with role-slippage performing a critical function
in recognition.
^The facilitating effect of similar perceptual hierarchies
are discussed in (Palmer, 1977). Such hierarchies have rarely
been applied to machine-based letter perception (Mantas,
1986).

Figure 2 shows h o w letterforms are comprised of pajts
which correspond to a letter concept's roles. Such parts
are perceived under top-down pressure from roles and
are sensitive to context. A s stated in (Palmer, 1978)
(page 96), "components enter into relationships with
other components, resulting in larger structural units
whose importance supercedes that of its constituents."
W e hold that most of the "importance" attributed to
the emerging parts stems directly from their role-filling
ability. In other words, the w a y in which a partfillsa
role directly determines its "goodness."
S o m e aspects of roles can be slipped to accomodate a
letterform's parts.* "Slippage" involves allowing certain
descriptions in a mental representation to "slip," or be
replaced by related descriptions according to contextual
pressures brought to bear by the situation. S o m e of the
descriptions maJcing u p the representation of a role are
m o r e slippable than others. T h e fluid nature of h u m a n
letter perception is a consequence of slippability at the
role-level.

The Gridfont Domain
O u r aiim in this paper is to show that roles play an important part in letter perception. This becomes especially
apparent w h e n a letter is complicated or near the boundMies of its intended category. W e are motivated by the
need for a reasonable cognitive model of letter perception which w e will use as part of the Letter Spirit model
of creativity in letter design."*
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grid is that it can both force letters to their categorical
extremes because of its sparseness and yet still contain
m a n y easily identifiable letterforms. This makes it an excellent vehicle for letter perception research — one that
allows s o m e attention to be focused on issues of style.

The Human Study
T h e purpose of our experiment is twofold: to gather data
for comparison with cognitive models of letter percep>tion, and to shed light on the h u m a n perception of lowercase r o m a n letters that are non-standard in nature. Our
central predictions all relate to the hypothesis that letter
concepts are comprised of simpler conceptual roles. Because of the existence of roles, h u m a n letter perception
should be affected in the following ways:
1. Reaction time should be longer and recognition rate
lower for complicated stimuli in which roles are either
ambiguouslyfilledor poorlyfilledthan it should be for
relatively normal letters with standard role-fillers.
2. First-order syntactic proximity (i.e., proximity of letter shapes considered only at the level of quanta) alone
should not account for errors in h u m a n letter recognition. Instead, errors should be explainable in terms of
role slippages, part-rolefillers,and role-set relations.
3. Category errors m a d e by h u m a n subjects should be
most prevalent between letters with similu sets of roles
— roles which are related to each other spatially in a
similar fashion. Thus, 'n's and 'r's or 'q's and 'g's should
be easily confused, whereas 'n's and *m'sor even 'e's and
's's (which are syntactically similar but not similar at the
role level) should not.
4. Errors should reflect the underlying role structure of
letters. T h e more ambiguous a letterform's parts are,
and the more tenuously theyfillroles, the longer and
less accurate the cljissification should be.

Method

X

Figure 3: T h e Letter Spirit grid, with one of the possible
sets of quanta instantiating an 'a' turned on.
In the Letter Spirit domain, letterforms are restricted
to short line segments on a fixed 3 x 7 grid. There are 56
possible legal line segments, called quanta, that connect
a point to any of its nearest neighbors (see Figure 3). Because quanta are either on or off, decisions on the grid
are coarse. Surprisingly, the variety a m o n g letters of a
given category is still huge — hundreds of versions of
each letter and around 600 full gridfonts have been designed by h u m a n s . Almost paradoxically, the domain's
limitations engender this diversity.
T h e low-level constraints defined by the grid provide
a rich microdomain that focuses attention on cognitive
issues of letter perception. O n e important feature of the
^The term •'slippability", coined by Hofstadter (1979), is
roughly equivalent to the more pervasive psychological term
"mutability" used by (Kahneman and Miller, 1986).
*See (Hofstadter and McGraw, 1994) for a description of
the Letter Spirit project.
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Stimuli. A black grid was displayed against a white background on a Macintosh screen. The 21 vertices were drawn
with a unit distance of 30 pixels (1.311 c m ) making the entire
grid 7.9 x 2.6 cm. A 3 x 3 pixel mark was made at each vertex.
Every quantum in the grid was drawn in with a thickness of
one pixel. Thus the grid provided noise for each gridfont letter (or, token) displayed. A token was displayed by drawing
its active quanta with a thickness of three pixek. Subjects
were seated, but able to maintain whatever distance from the
monitor they found best.
Procedure. A set of gridfont characters was shown to each
subject. The tokens were presented individually, with the
screen blank for two seconds between each trial.
The full data set, A L L , may be meaningfully separated
into two exclusive subsets: 1) N O R M A L S — 389 unique
tokens which represent each of the 26 lowercase letter categories from 9 to 24 times and are intended to be very central
examples of each letter; and, 2 ) F O N T S — consisting of six
entire gridfonts, each a coherent set of 26 tokens (a typeface)
meant to share the same stylistic identity (or spirit), ranging
from eccentric and style-saturated to reasonably normal.
Subjects were told that they would see a series of stimuli,
each of which was intended to represent a roman lowercase
letter. Responses were to be prompt keyboard keypresses
which identified the stimulus as one of the 26 roman lowercase
letters. The importance of correct identification was stressed
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hint four
85.3
4.92
1.95
Results
close
2.12
74.8
5.31
Our experiment invloved the presentation of 17,983 trials
sabretooth
2.61
76.7
6.73
divided over the 35 subjects. Subjects varied between
63.7% and 9 5 . 6 % correct responses with a m e a n of 8 4 . 0 %
Table 2: Human recognition performance averaged over
35 subjects.
correct.
Table 1 shows a Stimulus by Response confusion m a trix generated for the data set A L L by averaging over
Difficulty is directly determined by the ease with
the 35 subjects and collapsing tokens into their respecwhich a letterform can be broken into parts thatfillroles.
tive categories. This confusion matrix differs considerComplicated letterforms take longer to parse into roles,
ably from others like it in the psychology literature in two
causing R T to rise. Likewise, letterforms thatfillroles
ways. First, the letters reported o n are less typical e x a m poorly or ambiguously cause more errors than those that
ples of their categories than are usually used. Second,
fill roles easily. Figure 2 provides an example of "good"
the matrix includes data about a variety of typefaces
rolefillers(the top examples) vs. "bad" rolefillers(the
instead of just one, s o m e of which have extremely nonbottom examples). The role hypothesis thus explains
standard letters. This leads to a m o r e interesting set of the relationship between R T and accuracy.
errors than has been evident in past work. O u r working
There is a striking difference in R T (and accuraicy) beassumption is that the confusability between two letters
tween F O N T S and N O R M A L S . Figure 4 shows a hisincreases as a measure of their representational similarity
togram of the number of tokens in the data set that fell
(Gilmoreet al., 1979).
into certain R T bins. It shows that most of the tokens in
N O R M A L S are recognized quickly, while most of the
Prediction 1
F O N T tokens take longer. Figure 5 shows a similar histogram for accuracy. Clearly, most N O R M A L S tokens
Table 2 shows average accuracy and reaction time values
are recognized more accurately than the F O N T tokens.
for some of the data subsets. For all groups, with the exThe N O R M A L S generally have parts that easily fill
ception of sabretooih and dose, accuracy and speed have
roles, whereas F O N T S have non-standard role-fillers.
corresponding ranks. Generally, as R T gets longer, accuThe number of quanta in a gridletter does not alone
racy decreases (r=0.74, p<0.01 for a correlation over all
tokens averaged over all subjects). Both of these meaidetermine its difficulty. As a result, R T does not corre-
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Figure 6: Standard vs. non-standard role-fillers as exhibited in double backslash (left letterform of each triplet),
sabretooth (middle), and tokens from N O R M A L S (right). Starting at the left of each triplet where roles are poorly
filled, roles are filled in a more standard fashion towards the right. Role-related difficulty is reflected in the percent
correct and R T data.

normal role fillers, are even easier to recognize than the
sabretooth tokens. Figure 6 shows some specific tokens
(as well as accuracy and R T data) to illustrate this point.

• NORMAL
• FONT

Prediction 2

a7S-l.06 1.06-l.JO 1.90-2.12 2123.00 3.004^4 A M *
%1 (.ttccmik.)
Figure 4: T h e number of tokens, separated into N O R M A L S and F O N T S groups, that occurred within certain R T ranges.
160 .p
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Figure 7 displays the tree resulting from a hierarchical
cluster analysis of the dataset A L L . T h e clustering is
meant to provide some insight into the first-order syntactic similarities between letter categories. It is based on
quanta-level information alone and is thus very low-level.
T h e clustering is m a d e using the euclidean distances between the blurred prototypes of A L L . These prototypes,
graphically represented in Figure 8, were created by averaging the binary quanta lists of all of the letters in a
given category together, resulting in a 56 dimensional
vector for each category.

• NORMAL
PONT

50-7S* 7$-«7« 17-»«» 94-99*
Accvacy

99*+

Figure 5: T h e number of tokens, separated into N O R M A L S and F O N T S groups, that occurred within certain accuracy ranges.

late highly with the number of quanta (r=0.59, p=0.16),
nor does accuracy (r=0.55, p=0.19).^ That difficulty is
more than just quanta number is apparent from the data
shown in Table 2 (note especially close and hint four).
T h e role hypothesis can account for this result as follows:
some gridletters with a higher than average quanta count
still have well-filled roles while others having an average
number of quanta, or possibly even a lower than average
quanta count, have troublesome role-fillers. This effect
is also apparent within the F O N T S group, with sabretooth having fairly strong but heavy role-fillers (making
it relatively easy to recognize) and double backslash having roles filled in less standard ways (making it harder
to recognize). Most N O R M A L S tokens, having very
^Again, correlations are for all tokens averaged over all
subjects.
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Figure 7: A hierarchical cluster analysis of the 56dimensional blurred prototypes of A L L providing a lowlevel syntactic view of the dataset.
It is interesting to contrast the clustering shown in Figure 7 to the h u m a n category errors in Table 3. Although
some h u m a n errors seem to be related to euclidean proximity between letter shapes, m a n y are not. The human
errors that can be explained or predicted in terms of
euclidean proximity (considering only pairs in the clustering as truly close) are g<-+q, i<-^j, f*-^t, and to a lesser

extent h«-+k and y*-^v^. Note, however, that all of these
letter pairs share m a n y c o m m o n roles as well — especially the first three: 'g' and 'q' both share a bowl or a
circle in the central zone and have a descender on the
right, 'i' and 'j' differ only in that 'j' has a descender,
'f and 't' both share the crossbar role and have closely
related stems. In fact, w e suggest that it is the role similarities that give rise to the shape proximities in these
cases, and that confusion in these cases is a result of
higher-level role similarities.

Figure 8: T h e blurred prototypes of A L L . Thicker marks
indicate the prevalence of a given quantum.

Error
u<->v

g^q
i^l
iH
f^t
v<->w

h^k
n*-+r
c<-^r

Percent
16.30
10.95
7.95
7.45
5.75
4.75
4.50
4.05
4.05

of closure at the bottom. This difference is very salient
to people since they know of the existence (and the conceptual proximity) of the competing category. T h e geometric similarities of the role sets force people to pay
special attention to such closure w h e n they are categorizing 'b's and 'h's. Similar stories can be told about 'c'
and 'o', 'm' and 'n', and 'x' and *z'. These letters are
rarely confused by people because higher-order conceptual differences are too great.
Next, consider a few of the most c o m m o n errors m a d e
by people that are not represented in the clustering. T h e
errors include: u*-^v, i«-+l, n+->r, and c*-»r. Consider the
roles for 'r' and *n'. Both have a stem on the left that
goes from the baseline to the x-height. Both also have a
role that attaches to the stem near its top on the left and
arches over to the right. It is this role that can cause an
ambiguity. Depending on h o w close it gets to the baseline, the amount of 'n'-ness of the letterform will vary.
Similar stories can be told for the remaining three comm o n errors not found in the clustering. Because s o m e
aspects of roles are slippable, h u m a n letter perception
is veryflexible.This slippability comes at the price of
occasional error-making.
Note that all of the most c o m m o n h u m a n category errors shown in Table 3 can be understood in terms of role
slippages caused by poor role-fillers. First-order syntactic proximity does not provide as powerful an explanation of the results. That errors are easily explained by
the role hypothesis becomes even m o r e apparent w h e n
specific errors are considered.

M
vasw

Table 3: T h e top nine bi-directional category errors
made by humans.
The cases where cluster proximity differs from human
errors are more interesting. First, consider the clusters
in Figure 7 that do not correctly predict errors in hum a n perception. T h e following clusters have very close
proximity in blurred-prototype space but only rarely occur as errors (shown in parenthesis): e<->s (0.20%), c<-+o
(0.65%), u ^ w (0.85%), b ^ h (1.30%), x<-z (2.35%) and
m*->n (2.70%). Clearly, people do not m a k e these errors
even though the letters are similar at the lowest of levels.
Our results corroborate the work of (Goldstone et al.,
1991) w h o show that literal physical properties are often
less important in similarity judgements than are higherlevel relations. This result is compatible with all accounts of categorization that consider emergent features
{e.g. closure) (Treisman and Paterson, 1984), including
the role hypothesis discussed here.
Prediction 3
W e hypothesize that there are salient differences in the
role sets of these letters that prevent people from confusing them. T h e difference between 'b' and 'h' is a matter
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rasx

vasu

last

bJ

<i

dasa

dasJ

;3
qasg

easp

gasq

1
qasg

7

i>

iasj

bass

Figure 9: Exampless of some commonly "miscategorized" tokens. Note h o w reasonable these errors are.
Figure 9 shows a number of commonly misperceived
tokens from A L L . T h efirstthing to note is that all of the
"errors" are fairly reasonable. In fact, it is not clear that
some of them are really errors. In any case, most errors
can be easily explained in terms of conceptual proximity.
All of these errors involve perceptual slippages where unclear rolefillerscause miscategorization. In the example
shown, the roles of a 'w' arefilledquite nicely by what
was supposed to be a 'v' — with the kink on the right
side being seen as forming the bottom h u m p of a 'w'.
In s o m e cases the perceiver allows roles to slip too m u c h
in order to m a k e sense of weird shapes, resulting in miscategorization. This usually occurs with complicated or
otherwise non-standard letterforms and is probably m a g nified under time pressure. In the case of '1' seen as 'i'.

slipping the default height of '1' is thrown out in favor of
slipping the dot of 'i' out of existence or perceiving the
serif of the '1' as the dot of an 'i'.
Prediction 4
Figure 10 shows a plot of the number of categories in
which each token of A L L was found (including the correct category) vs. its average reaction time. There is
a strong correlation here (r=0.85, p<0.01). Low RT's
occur when there are few possible category bins. As
the number of possible answers increases, R T becomes
longer.

is illustrated by thefirsttwo columns of data in Figure 11. A choice must be made between the poflflibilities.
This choice seems to take longer as more competing categories are considered. W h e n a token is strange, its parts
do not reallyfitany sets of roles well (although clearly
they willfitsome letter-conceptualizations better than
others). No answers come to mind even after an extended period or time, andfinallya guess of some sort
is made. The two tokens in the "14-guous" column of
Figure 11 are very strange tokens indeed, each eliciting
14 possible categorizations.
Conclusion
Results from our experiment in human letter recognition
provide evidence for the existence of conceptual-level
representations of letter parts which we call roles. W e intend to incorporate such representations into a computer
model of letter recognition. A more complete report on
this research is available in (McGraw et al., 1994).
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Abstract
The sound-form generation of a word in speech production
involves the retrieval of segmental and suprasegmental
information from the mental lexicon. A translation task
experiment showed that the naming latencies of target items
can be reduced when prime words are presented that have the
same placement of the lexical stress as the target. However,
this reduction will only occur when primes and targets have
the same word onset. A second experiment showed that
primes that have the same number of segments as the targets
will cause naming facilitation compared to primes that have
different numbers of segments. I have developed a new
model of phonological encoding that incoqwrates ordered
selection of the various elements. Lexical stress is chosen
fu-st, followed by information about the number of slots, the
word onset, the second segment, and the other segments, until
all segments have been selected. The model further employs
mechanisms that allow for the retrieval of the initial segment
to influence the retrieval of lexical stress. Various simulations
show that the model can replicate the findings of the two
experiments. Other models of phonological encoding largely
neglect suprasegmental retrieval and cannot explain these
results.
Speech production theories generally discern three main
processing stages involved in the generation of fluent speech
(Levelt, 1989). T h e first step in the generation of an
utterance consists of Conceptualization. T h e speaker has to
determine what she wants to express. This message then has
to be Formulated. A surface structure will be created,
consisting of an ordered string of lemmas grouped in
syntactic chunks such as phrases. A l e m m a only contains an
item's meaning and syntactic structure, but its sound-form
has to be generated also. This phonological encoding will
happen next. Finally, the articulatory program is executed
during Articulation, leading to overt speech. T h e present
paper is concerned with sound-form generation, in particular
the role of suprasegmental information (such as lexical
stress) in this process.
In normal conversation w e utter about t w o words per
second, but this speed can be increased to about five words
(Maclay & Osgood, 1959; Deese, 1984). Phonological
encoding must therefore be capable of generating the soundforms of several words per second, allowing for partial
overlaps between successive generations. A model of soundform generation should take such overlapping generation into
account. I will present a n e w model of phonological
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encoding that meets this criterion and I will apply the model
to two experiments o n the retrieval of lexical stress and the
C V structure of a word. I will also show h o w other models
fail to explain these effects.
M y model is an example of a symbolic spreading
activation model (e.g., see Dell, 1986). In these models,
there are a number of nodes in a network that is often
subdivided into several layers. A node has a certain
activation value. A fraction of its activation spreads to other
nodes via weighted links. A decay fiinction lessens a node's
activation value over time. T h efirstlayer in the network of
m y model contains all the lexemes. A lexeme is a singe
node, pointing to an item's phonological information that is
stored in the mental lexicon (see figure 1). T h e lexeme
layer has unidirectional connections to the segmental and
suprasegmental elements that form its phonological make-up.
There is a stress layer, where each lexical stress pattern is
stored. There is a slot layer containing the various slot
numbers. Finally, there are several p h o n e m e sets. T h e first
set contains all the possible word-initial phonemes in the
language, the second set holds all the word-second segments,
etcetera. Each lexeme is only cormected to its defining
nodes. For instance, the lexeme bin is connected to the
metrical node 'a, the slot node 3 X (meaning that 3 segments
need to be selected), and the phonemes /b/, /i/, and /n/.
Different lexemes are connected to the same nodes. For
instance, the word ball is connected to the same initial
segment and stress node as the item bin. Each node in a
retrieval set has inhibitory connections to all the other nodes
in the same set. A n active node will spread s o m e inhibition
to the other nodes in the set, thereby trying to suppress their
activation.
W h e n phonological encoding begins, the target lexeme is
activated for a certain amount of time, increasing its
activation value. Its activation spreads to the connected
elements. These elements are activated and will at a certain
point become eligible for selection. Retrieval of the
segmental and structural elements is ordered in time. First
the set of lexical stress patterns delivers an element,
followed by the set of slots. Then the segmental sets select
elements. T h e set of word onsets delivers a segment first,
then the set of second segments, the set of third segments,
etcetera, until all segments are selected (Meyer, 1990; M e y e r
& Schriefers, 1991). A n element can be selected w h e n its
activation has exceeded a threshold value and w h e n its set
is allowed to deliver an element. T h e probability of

selection is a simple function of the total amount of
activation in the set and the activation of the target element
such that the probability increases as the target's activation
value increases and the values of the other elements in the
set decrease.

lexemes
bin

The multiple activation problem is solved by a word onset
inhibition mechanism and a curbing mechanism for the set
of lexical stress patterns. T h e onset inhibition mechanism
inspects the set of word onsets right before the word-form
generation of a n e w lexeme, and suppresses all active wordinitial segments. T h e old word onset's activation value is
pushed d o w n while the n e w initial segment gets activated by
the n e w lexeme. This mechanism prevents interference by
the old lexeme and maximizes the average speed of word
onsetretrieval.The word onsets are not as susceptible to the
multiple activation problem as the set of lexical stress
patterns, but the onset inhibition mechanism indirectly guides
retrieval of the lexical stress through the curbing mechanism.
A curbing mechanism on stress nodes is a less powerful
form of interference control that in principle applies to all
stress nodes. This mechanism puts an upper limit on the
amount of activation of each stress node. It is assumed diat
the onset inhibition mechanism cancels all activation from
other than the intended source. T h e activation value of the
most active word onset is therefore aresultof the activation
that w a s received from the current lexeme. The curbing
mechanism takes this value and makes it the m a x i m u m
activation value of the stress patterns. All activation that
exceeds that m a x i m u m must originate from other than the
intended source and should be removed.
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n e w lexeme, because the old lexeme will initially spread
more activation than the n e w lexeme. This disadvantage
should be overcome, especially by the firstretrievalset.
This set forms the bottleneck of selection because it has to
deliver an element earlier and in more difficult
circumstances - that is, while having received less input from
the lexeme - than the other sets.

^^—
a

Figure 1: A description of the spreading activation network.
Boxes indicate retrieval sets, arrows indicate excitatory
activation flow, and lines with circular ends indicate
inhibitory activation flow.
I assume that a selected element is sent to the Associator
that takes each n e w component and associates it to the
phonological representation (Levelt, 1992). T h e lexical
stress pattern is delivered first because it forms the
framework to which the segments are connected. T h e slot
information is used by theretrievalprocess of the segments
to determine h o w m a n y segment sets must be allowed to
select a segment. T h e Associator can use this information
to k n o w h o w m a n y segments are to be expected. T h e
segments fill the slots and a syllabified representation is
formed
W h e n aretrievalset has selected an element, the next set
is allowed to deUver an element. T h e sets that have already
given an element have finished the encoding cycle for the
current lexeme and are ready to encode a n e w lexeme, thus
allowing for overlapping word-form generations. A problem
with such overlap is that both the n o w current lexeme and
the previous lexeme whose activation is decaying are
activating their connected elements. These multiple streams
of activation activate several elements within a set and this
might lead to competition and even selection errors. T h e
multiple activation streams will only lead to problems if the
target elements get activated to a lesser extent than nontargets. This is the case for the generation procedure of the
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It is possible under the curbing mechanism that the
activation value of more than one stress element is on that
maximum.
T h e activation from other sources is not
completely suppressed but their influence is controlled
because the use of an upper limit does not allow any
element to be more active than can be reasonably the case
in uncontaminated retrieval. Selective inhibition (such as in
the onset inhibition mechanism), affecting specific elements
while leaving other segments unaffected, is less suited for
the set of lexical stress pattems because this set only has a
few m e m b e r s and an even smaller number of those corresponding to monosyllabic and disyllabic words - are
selected very frequently. Consequentiy, there is a high
probability that the pattern that gets inhibited is exactly the
one to be chosen.
Below I will present theresultsof two experiments, using
the translation task paradigm. In these experiments, subjects
read an EngUsh word and gave the Dutch translation aloud.
Meanwhile a prime w a s presented auditorily at the same
time as the stimulus (for S O A 0 m s ) , or after the onset of
the stimulus (for positive S O A s ) . The subject was supposed
to ignore the prime but primes often influenced the wordform generation process.
For the model I have assumed that auditory wordrecognition influences the production system via the lexeme
level. T h e acoustic signal corresponding to the prime
activates several lexemes. These lexemes send activation

d o w n their encoding paths, activating their (supra)segmental
elements. The model uses the mechanisms of cohort theory
to simulate the recognition of the prime (Marslen-Wilson &
Welsh, 1978; Marslen-Wilson, 1987). That is, as the
acoustic signal is identified, a cohort is set up containing the
words matching the incoming speech. The cohort is reduced
as more acoustic material gets recognized. The cohort
contains all and only the words that exactly match the
incoming phonemes.
In the next sections I will also discuss simulations of the
two experiments. In a simulation, all trials of an experiment
were run with the model (only the average results are given
below). The duration of phonological encoding of an item
was determined by computing at each time step the
probability that the word-final segment was selected,
implying that all other elements were selected at earlier time
steps and that retrieval had finished. T h e model's estimates
of the duration of phonological encoding are similar to
another estimate derived by Levelt et al.'s (1991)
mathematical model of picture naming. In the figures
below, a constant w a s added to the model's reaction times,
symbolizing the contribution of the processes preceding and
following word-form generation to the subjects' naming
latencies.

native speakers of Dutch, were recruited from the M a x
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics subject pool. They
were paid Hfl. 8.50 fortiieirparticipation.
T h e results are given in figure 2. T h e S O A manipulation
did not cause differential results and the reaction times in the
figure are therefore collapsed over S O A . The data show that
priming of the lexical stress does not reduce naming
latencies w h e n the prime does not share the word onset with
the target. If the word onset is shared, priming of the lexical
stress reduces the naming latencies. In addition, naming
latencies are larger w h e n the initial segment is shared rather
than different.

+oBset/+\s -t-onsetZ-ls ODSBtf+]s -oDse(/-ls
cooditioo

Experiment 1: Lexical Stress
Twenty-four disyllabic targets were selected for the first
experiment. Twelve of these items were stressed o n the first
syllable. For each of these items an English translation was
chosen. The English word and its translation never shared
the initial segments, and had an overall minimal segmental
overlap. In addition, the English and the Dutch item had a
different number of syllables in most cases, and had a
different placement of lexical stress in the remaining cases.
Twenty-four disyllabic primes were combined with the
targets in four prime conditions (the target in the examples
below is ^ajes [jail]):
1. Double Similarity. A n acoustic prime (such as "buidel
[pouch]) and the target translation shared lexical stress and
word onset.
2. Onset Similarity. The target and the prime (such as
ben'zeen [benzine]) shared the word onset but had lexical
stress on different syllables.
3. Metrical Similarity. The prime (such as leugen [lie]) had
the same lexical stress as the target but a different word
onset.
4. Dissimilarity. The target and the prime (ko'meet [comet])
differed in word onset and position of lexical stress.
In each condition, the majority of targets and primes had
the same C V structure. Twelve additional disyllabic targets
and primes were included in the experiment and formed
forty-eightfillertrials. In those trials there was no overlap
in stress placement and word onset. The forty-eight filler
and ninety-six critical trials were presented to subjects in a
pseudo-randomized order. The subject's naming response
triggered a voicekey. The experiment was run at S O A s 0,
150, 300, and 450 m s . For each S O A , sixteen subjects, all
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Figure 2: Experiment 2, real data and simulation data
collapsed over S O A (in m s ) . +/- onset - same/different word
onset; +/- Is - same/different lexical stress.
Figure 2 also show the results of a simulation that was run
with the model (again, the data are collapsed over S O A ) .
T h e simulation data closely follow the experimental findings.
Metrical Similarity and Dissimilarity priming (conditions 3
and 4) produce similar naming latencies.
In those
conditions, the prime activates its initial segment but the
activation value of this word-initial segment is suppressed
w h e n word-form generation of the target starts . T h e target
lexeme activates another word onset that starts growing in
activation. Its activation value forms the m a x i m u m value
that any lexical stress node is allowed to have. In the
Metrical Similarity condition (condition 3), the target lexical
stress is preactivated by the prime. However, this priming
is canceled by the curbing mechanism. Consequently,
selection of the initial elements occurs at similar m o m e n t s
and a similar naming latency is obtained for both conditions.
The retrieval process is greatly affected by inhibition in
the Double Similarity and Onset Similarity conditions
(conditions 1 and 2). T h e prime's initial segment is
inhibited at the start of word-form generation. This segment
is shared with the target and is the intended element of
selection. The facilitating effect of priming is less influential
than the inhibition, leading to a slower initial rise in
activation value of the target word onset than in the other
two conditions. Furthermore, the curbing mechanism
prevents an earlyrisein activation of the stress node. O n c e
die word initial segment has overcome its inhibitory effect

and starts growing in activation rapidly due to the extra
priming, the stress node can start growing in activation also.
Because there is no metrical priming in condition 2 (the
Onset Similarity condition), the stress node grows slower in
activation than in the Double Similarity condition.
Consequently, the average naming latency is larger in the
Onset Similarity condition than in the Double Similarity
condition.

the initial segment is shared rather than different.

4] Dissimilarity. T h e target and the prime (such as 'borstel
[brush]) had different word onsets and different C V
structures.

The research presented in this paper begins to address the
role of suprasegmental information during sound-form
generation. T w o experiments showed that suprasegmental
information forms part of the information that is stored in
the mental lexicon and accessed during phonological
encoding. I presented a n e w model about this retrieval
process. In die model, selection of various elements is
linearly ordered in time. First the lexical stress of a word is
determined, followed by information about the total number
of segments. Then the segments are retrieved from left-toright. In addition, the retrieval of the initial segments is
guided by an onset inhibition mechanism that can indirectly
slow the retrieval of lexical stress. Various simulations
showed that this model can replicate the reaction time results
of the two experiments.

Figure 3 also shows the results of a simulation that was
run with the model (again, the data are collapsed over S O A ) .
The simulation data closely follow the experimental findings.
Lexical stress retrieval does not contribute to differences in
reaction time because retrieval is fast due to priming in all
conditions. Retrieval of the initial segment also does not
contribute to differences in reaction time. In conditions 1 and
2, the prime facilitates the target's word onset, but this extra
activation
is canceled by the inhibitory influence at the start
Experiment 2: Slot Retrieval
of word-form generation (in this simulation a lower level of
In the second experiment, twenty-six disyllabic targets were inhibition was assumed than in the previous simulation). In
conditions 3 and 4, there is neither facilitation nor inhibition
combined with primes to create the following conditions (the
of the target's word onset. The main difference is formed
target in the example here is 'zenuw [nerve]):
by retrieval of the target C V structure. In the Onset
1] Double Similarity. T h e target and the prime (such as
Similarity and Dissimilarity conditions (conditions 2 and 4),
'zuivel [diary]) shared onset and C V structure.
a different C V structure is primed and this leads to
2] Onset Similarity. The target and the prime (such as
competition in the slot layer. Priming the target C V
'zilver [silver]) shared onset but had different C V structures.
structure in the other two conditions speeds up retrieval,
leading to reduced naming latencies.
3] Slot Similarity. The prime (such as 'bizon [bison]) had
a different word onset but shared the C V structure with the
General Discussion
target.

Targets and primes had the same stress placement in the
104 critical trials and the word onset was shared in half of
the trials. In addition, forty trials were formed in which the
target and the prime always differed in word onset and stress
placement Sixteen subjects were run on S O A 150 m s and
sixteen subjects were run on S O A 300 m s . The S O A
manipulation again failed to cause differential effects.
Therefore I present the data collapsed over S O A .

The scan and copy model by Shatmck-Hufhagel (1987,
1992) and the activation spreading model of Dell (1986,
1988) form alternative descriptions of word-form generation.
Both models are heavily influenced by speech error research.
Shatmck-Hufiaagel's model describes h o w certain regularities
in segment movements, leading to overt speech errors, come
about. It assumes that segments fill slots in a prosodic
frame, that is specified for lexical stress and (at least
partially) the alternation of vowels and consonants, but it is
not clear h o w this frame is determined. Furthermore, the
time course of retrieval is unspecified in this model.

t:790-

+onset/+cv +onset/-cy -onset/+cv -onset/-gji|||,u
condition
^ .
Figure 3: Experiment 2, real data and simulation data
collapsed over S O A (in m s ) . +/- onset - same/different word
onset; +/- cv - same/different C V structure.
The results of the experiment are shown in figure 3.
Priming the C V strucmre w h e n target and prime share
lexical stress leads to fast reactions irrespective of the onset
similarity between the onset and the target. Unlike the
previous experiment, naming latencies are not larger w h e n
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Dell's (1988) spreading activation model assumes that a
prosodic frame is selectedfirst,followed by the various
segments of a word. This firame consists of a sequence of
vowel, prevocalic consonant and postvocalic consonant slots.
It is not clear whether the model assumes retrieval of lexical
stress and whether it forms part of this frame or is retrieved
separately. The model does not assume that the retrieval of
frame and the segments can influence each other. A s with
the model of Shatmck-Hufiiagel (1992), it is not the aim of
Dell's model to describe the generation of several words in

(Eds.), Motor and sensory processing in language.
Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence E d b a u m .

time, that can occur quickly and generally without errors.
Thus, previous models of phonological encoding neglect
the suprasegmental aspects of retrieval. The model presented
in this paper can explain the pattern of results that were
found in two experiments on lexical stress and slot number.
Further research will have to determine whether the effects
on slot number and lexical stress hold for a larger range of
items (including shorter and longer words) and whether other
suprasegmental information is retrieved as well.

Shattuck-Hufhagel, S. (1992). The role of word stmctuie in
segmental serial ordering. Cognition, 42, 213-259.
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Abstract

Empirical Evidence

The hypothesis is that the traditional way of automated theoThis paper analyzes how mathematicians prove theorems. The
rem proving^ (as captured in most of todays textbooks, e.g.,
analysis is based upon several empirical sources such as re[Boyer and Moore 1979]) does not reflect h o w humans find
ports of mathematicians and mathematical proofs by analogy
and
present mathematical proofs. Also, previous techniques
In order to combine the strength of Uaditional automated theoof
computational
analogy in theorem proving which, in a nutrem provers with human-like capabilities, the questions arise:
shell, are symbol mapping and transfer of single proof steps,
Which problem solving strategies are appropriate? Which repare inadequate.
resentations have to be employed? As a result of our analysis,
the following reasoning su^tegies are recognized: proof planReports of Mathematicians
ning with partially instantiated methods, structuring of proofs,
the transfer of subproofs and of reformulated subproofs. W e
In the early 80ies the German mathematician Gerd Fallings
discuss the representation of a component of these reasoning
solved a mathematical problem, called Mordell's Conjecture''.
suategies, as well as its properties. W efindsome mechanisms
Mordell's Conjecture has been considered a hard mathematneeded for theorem proving by analogy, that are not provided
ical problem and it took over 60 years to solve it. Fallings
by previous approaches to analogy. This leads us to a compugave an interview to a German scientific journal [Fallings
tational representation of new components and procedures for
and Decker 1983] informally explaining the way he solved
automated theorem proving systems.
the problem. This interview provides several general insights
into problem solving and proof mechanisms in mathematics.
Hence, it is also a matter of interest for the design of automated
Introduction
theorem proving systems. Fallings reported:
Automated theorem proving is a well-established area of Arti• "Ich mufi sagen, dafi ein wesentlicher Teil des Beweises im
ficial Intelligence, not least because reasoning in mathematics
Prinzip schon da war, den ich nur entsprechend ubertragen
is a potent special case of human reasoning that lends itself
habe"
particularly well to mechanization and computer support. A u Translated: I should say that basically an important part of
tomated theorem proving systems have attained a remarkable
the proof was already there, and I only transferred this
strength when it comes to pure deductive search. They are,
part appropriately.
however, still weak with respect to a comprehensible presen•
" M a n hat Erfahrungen, dafi bestimmte Schliisse unter bestation of computer-generated proofs, to long range planning
timmten
Voraussetzungenfunktionieren. Als erstes Uberlegt
or other global search and control issues. Therefore methm
a
n
sich
daher, wie der Weg aussehen konnte. M a n
ods and techniques become more prominent again that more
uberlegt sich also im Groben: Wenn ich das habe, konnte
closely follow the reasoning patterns observed in humans, e.g.,
ich das zeigen und dann das ndchste. Hinterher mufi man
by Allen Newell [Newell 1981] and, more recently, by Alan
die
Details einfUgen und sieht, ob m a n es auch wirklich so
Bundy [Bundy 1988]. T o combine the strength of traditional
machen kann."
automated theorem provers with human-like capabilities, the
Translation: W e k n o w from experience that certain inferquestions arise: Which problem solving strategies are approences are usually successful under certain prerequisites. So
priate? Which representations have to be employed?
first w e ponder about a reasonable way to proceed to prove
This paper addresses these questions by analyzing human
the
theorem. In other words, w e roughly plan: If w e get
mathematical theorem proving, and by drawing conclusions
a
certain
result the next result will follow and then the next
for the design of a n e w generation of automated and interetc. Afterwards w e have tofillin the details, and to check
active theorem provers. First w e present and analyze some
whether the plan really works."
reports on h u m a n mathematical theorem proving and text•
"Es k o m m t aber auch durchaus vor, dafi m a n mal da sitzt,
book proofs, then w e summarize requirements for ingredients
nicht
mehr weiter weifi und dann probiert, wohin der Weg
of theorem proving systems, andfinallyw e suggest computational representations which meet these requirements.
'which is characterized by a stepwise and Hnear application of
basic mles,
'This work was supported by the Max Kade Foundation
^Mordell's Conjecture: Algebraic curves of order 2 or more have
^On leave from University of Saarbriicken, Germany
finitely many rational points.
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fuhrt."
Translation: It sometimes happens that there is no other
way than trial and error.

level I
assume: pi ptnit the only triadic primes

These quotations not only characterize ways of proving exPROVE: there exists M with
traordinarily difficult mathematical theorems, but also high(a) M and iu factors are different from pi p<i (LEMK|A 2.2)
light some c o m m o n mathematical theorem proving procedures.
(b) M has a triadic prime factor (LEMMA 2.1)
A n additional feature of mathematical theorem proving
shows up in the report [Leron 1983] of a mathematical journal.
infer contradiction
There, Uri Leron shows, h o w proofs are better comprehensible (and easier tofind- E.M.) by structuring them into different
level 2(2)
level 2il)
levels. H e describes a c o m m o n procedure to present proofs
of mathematical theorems that can be seen, from our point of
M = 4pl...pn+3
M=4pl ...pn+3
view, as a procedure supporting proofs of theorems:
assume: all prime factors of M are monadic PROVE: p2 pn do not divide M
- Start with a top level partial proof that gives the essence of
the proof ("proof idea")3 does not divide M
PROVE: M is monadic (LEMMA 3)
- A second level then supplies (partial) proofs for uninfer contradictic i
substantiated statements, details for general descriptions, specific constructions for objects, whose existence has been
level}
merely asserted etc. If some subproof is itself complicated,
we may choose pushing the details further d o w n to lower levany product of monadics is monadic
els. And so w e continuedown the hierarchy of subprocedures.
Here is one of his examples:
Figure I: Plan of the proof of T H E O R E M I
T H E O R E M 1: There exist infinitely many triadic primes (i.e.,
numbers of the form 4k-h3).
Proof in the structured style:
2. Structuring of methods, a process, which has to be emLevel 1: Suppose the theorem is false and let pi, P2, .. Pn
bedded into proof planning,
be ail triadic primes. W e construct (in level 2) a number M
having the following properties:
3. Trial and error,
(a) M as well as all its factors are different from pi, P2, • •. Pn. 4. Analogy which is embedded into proof planning. Analogy
(b) M has a triadic prime factor.
includes the transfer of proof ideas, partial proofs, and
These two properties clearly produce a contradiction, as w e
methods.
get a triadic prime which is not oneofpi,p2,.. .pnThe presented sources provided details on h o w mathematiLevel 2: Let pi = 3 and M = p2,.. .pn + 3.
cians solve problems. The next examined source is a text(a) can be proved, since none of 3, p2,... Pn divides M .
book. Even though w e don't believe that textbooks always
(b) can be proved indirectly, assuming that all of M's prime
factors were monadic (i.e., of form 4k-t-l). Then M , as a prod- reflect mathematician's ways of problem solving, the analysis
provides insights in what actually is considered by mathematiuct of monadic numbers, is itself monadic (which is proved
cians to be an analogy. The examination also shows which
on level 3). This yields a contradiction.
mechanisms are involved in theorem proving by analogy.
Level 3: A n y product of monadic numbers is monadic.
Figure 1 shows the structure of this proof. Leron mentions
Textbook Analysis
a theorem that is built by exchanging "triadic" by "monadic"
Theorem proving by analogy, as sketched infigure2, means to
in T H E O R E M 1, and which can be proved analogously. The
two proofs are similar on "top-level", but all lower levels have find a proof for a target problem on the basis of a given proof
of a source problem, which is similar to the target problem.
to be modified, and this modification is not easy to find. O n
Traditionally, the analogy between the source proof and the
the other hand, he also presents proofs whose analogues are
target proof was realized by establishing a mapping from the
similar down to level 3, which means that only subproofs of
primitive symbols of the source theorem onto the symbols
level 4 and lower have to be adjusted. From these examples
of the target theorem, and by extending this m a p such that
and our experience w e generalize that proofs can be analogous
it provides a proof of the target theorem w h e n applied to the
at different levels of detail and, hence, analogy is executed by
single
steps of the source proof. Here, the primitive symbols
transferring partial proofs at different levels.
are
those
symbols of the signature in which the theorems are
The analysis of these two sources (other examples can be
expressed. In other words, traditional approaches [Klingl9
found in [Polya 1957; Polya 1954; Hadamardl9 45; van der
71; Munyer 1981; O w e n 1990] are centered around symbol
Waerdenl9 64]) suggests a change of the traditional theorem
mapping and the transfer of single proof steps. They do not
proving paradigm and highlights the following human probtry tofindanother representation of, say, the source theorem
lem solving strategies:
and are, thus, highly dependent on the actual representation
of the theorems.
1. Proof planning with partially instantiated methods, where
also incomplete proof plans are allowed. Top level methods
For our research on automated theorem proving by analare refined by lower level methods.
ogy w e studied the mathematical textbook "Halbgruppen und
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• a planning framework that employs (partially specified;
methods and subproofs
• decomposition of proofs
• analogical transfer of subproofs found by decomposition
• analogical transfer based on some reformulation, rather
than just by symbol mapping

source proof

source problem

Since our aim is to automate theorem proving, w e need
a computational simulation of the strategies and a computational representation of their ingredients. Planning is afieldof
Artificial Intelligence and w e can use a planning framework
and its ingredients, namely operators, for proof planning^.
Then theorem proving by analogy can, in principle, be modelled as derivational analogy (see [Carbonell 1986]). The
model for analogy-driven proof plan construction, given in
[Melis 1993b; Melis and Veloso 1994], employs planning
operators, defined as methods, and requires meta-methods in
order to change these operators. N o w w e present a representation for both operators and meta-methods.

target problem

Figure 2: Analogy in theorem proving

Automaten" [Deussen 1971] that is c o m m o n l y used in undergraduate classes on automata theory in Germany. The book
is divided into three chapters:
Semi-groups and Relations
Semi-groups and Semi-moduls
Automata.
In this book m a n y theorems are proved by analogy to theorems in a previous chapter and this gives some of the distinct
flavor of this particular textbook. So, w e scanned and analyzed all analogies mentioned in this textbook. W e found
that m a n y analogies do notfitinto the framework offered by
traditional approaches to analogy in theorem proving (For a
detailed analysis of the analogous proofs see [Melis 1993b]
and[Melis 1993a]):

Operators According to the previous sections, the representation of planning operators should meet the following
conditions:

• For s o m e analogies (e.g., theorem 5.7 and theorem 5.2')
youfirsthave to find the right level of abstraction before
any transfer of proofs.
• Reformulations are involved in m a n y of these analogies
(e.g., theorem 5.7 and theorem 6.9) that are not just symbolor even term mappings. A striking example for a more
complicated reformulation is the change of unary functions
to binary functions that additionally requires to add certain
proof lines and to change others. W e have found several
classes of reformulations, namely
- Normalization
- Abstraction
- Direct reformulation

• Operators must have pre- and postconditions, as usual in
planning, which contain problems to be subgoaled on.
• They should contain constraints to restrict the search for
operators.
• Operators should cover mathematical methods, such as the
Diagonal method.
• Operators must be able to represent partially unspecified
methods, and incomplete proofs, i.e., the language for operators should contain variables for methods and parameters.
• Operators should be ready for reformulation and restructuring.
The last requirement can be satisfied by splitting the representation of an operator into a declarative part, suitable for
reformulations, and a procedure that interprets the declarative
part. W e suggest to represent operators by methods which
are frame-like structures, where all slots, but procedure, have
declarativefillers(see also [Huang, Kerber, and Kohlhase
1992]); the slots of methods are:
• parameters which can be instantiated.
• preconditions which are inputs that specify the applicability
of a method.
• /jojfcortd/fj'onjwhich are outputsofthe method application,
e.g., a derived problem.
• constraints to restrict the search for methods.
• proof scheme which is a declarative proof scheme and contains lines of a partial proof^, m a y b e with variables for
terms, formulas, and even for the justifying method (the
most right entry of a line).
• procedure which is a schema-interpreting procedure that is
applied to the scheme.
• history which contains a trace of certain changes of the
method, particularly abstractions, for the purpose of their
revision.

• M a n y proofs by analogy (e.g., theorem 4.8) result from
transferring parts of source proofs to parts of the target
proof. In order to obtain appropriate subproofs, w e have to
decompose the original proofs.
• Very often, mathematicians describe their analogy procedure as applying the same method, in particular if the
method is named, such as the well k n o w n Diagonalization
method of Cantor. Otherwise they state that the target proof
is done analogously to the source proof.
Design Requirements
The above analysis suggests the following strategies for theorem proving:

*This has also been proposed by Alan Bundy in [Bundy 1988].
^In the Natural Deduction calculus.

'The numbers follow the original numbering of theorems in
[Deussen 1971].
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Method: D i a g o n a l
parameter
preconditions
postcondition

F, c, non: function. M 1 , A/2: structures, 1,0: elements
(l)Vj:M23yAf ,(F(y) = x) (5)Va:(x = x) (6)0 9^ 1

1

constraints

proof scheme

procedure

1. ;

h ViMi(G(x) = Tion cf(xi) A G e M 2 )

(PLANl)

2.
3.
4.
5.

;
;
;
;

t\h
h

(VD.(l) 1)
(3D 2)
(equ 3)
(PLAN2 1)

6.
7.
8.
9.

;
;7
;7
;7

3yMi{Fiy) = G )
F{xo) = G
F(io)(xo) = G(xo)
((cF(ioio)=0-cG(io) = l)
A (cF(xoio) # 0 — cG(io) = 0))
h c(>(ioxo))=OVc(/'(xoxo))5^0
h cf (xoio) = 0
h cG(io)=0
1- cG(xo) = l

10. ; 7

1- 0 = 1

11. ;7
12. ; 12
13. ;12

h
H
h

1
cF{xoxo) ^ 0
cG(xo)=0

14. ;
1- cF(roxo) = 0
15. ;12
h cF(xoxo) = 0 A ->cF(xoxo) = 0
16. ;12
h L
17.;
schema-interpreter

(VD.(7))
(HYP)
(equ. 7 4)
(VI>,AI>—D
5 7)
(Al,equ,(5) 9
8)
(Aiai.(6))
(HYP)
(VD,AD,-»D
12 5)
(equ 13 4)
(AI 14 12)
(11 15)
(VD 16 11

(y)

history

An example is the Diagonal method, which in fact covers a mathematical method and is applicable inter alia in the
proof of Cantor's theorem, the proof of the uncountability
of real numbers, the proof of the unsolvability of the halting
problem, as well as in the proof of Godel's theorem of the incompleteness of arithmetic (this method is discussed in detail
in [MelJs 1994]). Here, P L A N s are variables for unspecified
submethods and thefirstline of the proof scheme expresses,
for instance, that a lemma has to be proved somehow, which
is also known as the diagonal lemma.
Meta-methods In order to meet the requirements for restructuring and reformulation, to reduce the dependence on
the actual representation of the given theorem, and in order
to obtain analogies at several levels of abstraction and several levels of detail, w e use meta-methods. Meta-methods
are procedures which map a method to another method or to
several connected methods respectively. The meta-methods
employed for analogy-driven proof plan construction have as
a parameter the postcondition of the, only partially specified,
target method.
Besides normalizing, abstracting, and direct reformulating
meta-methods, restructuring meta-methods are defined that
split one method into several connected methods. A very
simple example is the splitting of methods with a conjunctive
postcondition {F\ A F2) into two methods, one with postcondition F\ and another with postcondition F2.
The restructuring meta-methods are applied to obtain those
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parts of proofs that can be transferred analogically at once
and to keep subproofs, that can not be transferred, small.
Normalizing meta-methods are applied, e.g., to make postconditions of somehow analogous methods comparable, by
simple reformulations such as replacing a proof assumption
which is a conjunction by a set of two proof assumptions.
The abstracting meta-methods are used to enable analogies
on a more abstract level. A n example is the meta-method
F u n c t i o n a l - A b s t r (see next page) that was applied to
find an analogous proof to theorem 5.2 in the analyzed textbook. This meta-method is applicable to a source method M
with a target problem P as parameter, if its precondition is
satisfied.
In the representation of this meta-method the x, are the
maximal terms in 4>{x\..., a;„). t e r m is a metavariable for
a reference term that contains only one variable.
F u n c t i o n a 1 - A b s t r reformulates a method M to a method
M ' by executing P R O C F U N C :
• Replace in M all occurrences of instances of the reference
term term(fi) by fa{ti) , where fa is a new function
variable.
• Delete membership declarations that became superfluous
by the introduction of fa, and delete the corresponding
quantifiers.
For example, if F u n c t i o n a l - A b s t replaces the reference term (h • x) by fa (x), then the quantifier and membership declaration o f h , { h e F ) become superfluous.

Metamethod: F u n c t i o n a l - A b s t r
parameter
preconditions

P: problem
there exists a formula <P ot the torm
Vxi,..., ^n, j/i ... yt (membership declaration —»
(A(xi ...,x„) — (/>(term(a;i),..., terin(i„)))
and $ G postcondition(M) and 4> ^ P

postconditions

M'=M[term(x.)//a(x.)].

procedure

P R O C F U N C ( s e e below)

rating

• A d d (Functional-Abst: <I>) to the history slot of M .
• A d d the new parameter /„ to the parameter slot of M .
The traditional reformulations, such as symbol mapping,
belong to the direct reformulating meta-methods. But w e
need more of them, for instance, a meta-method that changes
unary functions to binary functions. More complicated metamethods are presented in [Melis 1993b]. The meta-methods
correspond to heuristics employed by mathematicians and
have to be extracted empirically which w e did by analyzing
the analogies occurring in the examined textbook.
Conclusions
B y analyzing empirical sources w e examined real proof strategies and methods. The results challenge traditional automated
theorem proving on the basis of reports by mathematicians of
h o w they solve problems. W e revealed several strategies and
components of human mathematical reasoning that are interesting for automated and computer-supported reasoning. The
insights into h o w mathematical analogies compare to current
models of theorem proving by analogy include that analogical
reasoning may require non-trivial reformulations and restructuring.
Following the analysis, w e discussed some requirements
that the empirical results impose on components of a computational system, which have to be considered for the implementation of human-style theorem proving system. This
led us to a computational representation of a structure used
in proof planning and procedures employed by an analogydriven proof plan construction. The actual analogy-driven
proof-plan construction, that is an extended and modified
analogical replay (see [Veloso 1992]), is presented in [Melis
1993b] and [Melis and Veloso 1994].
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Abstract
Table 1: T h e principles embodied in reasoning-congruent
Novices often experience great difficulty leeirning newlearning environments
domains. Thus, understanding how best to scaffold
• Render invisible behavior visible.
novice problem solving has potentiaUy tremendous im— Make students' o w n reasoning explicit by having them
portance for learning in formal domains. In this pamake predictions of behavior.
per, we present results from ein experimental study that
— Render behavior visible by allowing student to access
compared learning outcomes of students solving intronormally invisible states.
ductory programming problems in three different learning environments. This range of environments v£iries in
• Support incremental planning and use of environment as
two ways. First, the notations used in the environments
note pad.
vary between diagrammatic and textuaJ. More impor- Minimize the translation process from the students' intantly, the environments differ in the cognitive activities
ternal plans to the external representation of the solustudents are led to perform while solving problems, such
tion.
as prediction of intermediate results and noting future
- Have the structure of a partial solution remind the stugoals to achieve. This experiment demonstrated that
dents of where they are in their solution plan and the
environments that scaffold more of the important cognisearch space of the domain.
tive activities lead to superior performance, regardless of
—
Allow students to focus on subproblems on the way to
whether the environments are textual or diagrammatic.
solving the entire problem, thereby avoiding premature
commitment and exploiting independence of subgoals.
Introduction
• Lead students to engage in more effective strategies.
- Proactively guide problem solving by encouraging stuAlthough learning by doing is generally viewed as supedents to use a more profitable set of tools for solving
rior to more passive learning situations, learning by solvproblems.
ing problems can also give novices significant difficulties.
This has led a great deal of cognitive science research
to focus on methods for scaffolding novices in their attempts to master n e w knowledge. T o create effective
learning environments, designers must focus upon the
strategies novices use during problem solving. Students
might learn simple procedures from instruction, but this
knowledge is often fragile (Merrill & Reiser, 1993). Ideally, students need to have more than rote procedures
for solving problems — they need to have a causal understanding of w h y particular sequences of actions are
effective (cf., Ohlsson & Rees, 1991).
Merrill and Reiser (1993) developed a theory of problem solving and learning that described understanding
in a domain in terms of the process in the world that
captures the structure and causality of a domain. Mastery of the process in the world enables novices to explain w h y some event took place. T o be most effective,
students must envision and reason about the situations
represented in a problem rather than simply attempt to
construct a sequence of actions that produces an answer.
For example, arithmetic word problems m a y require rea^
soning about the connections between the mathematical
relationships and real world situations (Fuson & Willis,
1988). This type of understanding allows students to
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constrain their problem solving search to reconstruct
procedures w h e n they are forgotten or confused and recover from errors more readily (Payne, 1988).
Processes in the world are hard to acquire because they are often invisible or incompletely accessible (Collins, 1990). Mastery of the process in the world
arises firom cognitive activities novices perform to render it visible and to elaborate causes and effects. These
activities might include prediction and explanation of future states (cf., Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, &; Glaser,
1989), notation of future problem solving goals (cf., Singley, 1990), and connecting the formal notations with
the situation in the world the problem embodies (Fuson & Willis, 1988; Nathan, Kintsch, &i Young, 1992;
White, 1993). T h e use of such appropriate strategies,
called solution processes enables students to acquire the
necessary mastery of the process in the world (Merrill &;
Reiser, 1993).
Merrill and Reiser (1993) argued that problem solving
environments called reasoning-congruent learning environments can support novices acquiring effective solution strategies and support their access to and under-

standing of the process in the world. Merrill and Reiser
(1993) presented six pedagogical goals of reasoningcongruent learning environments (see Table 1), and discussed several environments that exhibit one or more of
these principles. Most of these environments are graphical in nature, such as a graphical geometric proof diagrsun (Koedinger & Anderson, 1993), a diagrammatic
system for categorizing arithmetic word problems (Fuson & Willis, 1988), ajjd a graphical LISP programming
tutor (Reiser, Kimberg, Lovett, &: Ranney, 1992). This
might lead one to wonder if any bene.'its of reasoningcongruent learning environments are simply due to the
graphical nature of the external representation used by
students. Indeed, some of our principles are more effectively achieved using properties of graphical notations,
such as spatial organization of the workspace. In fact,
m a n y designers of learning environments and other computer systems have assumed that graphical user interfaces m a k e leso-ning easier for novices. However, ceireful
examinations of the outcomes of various graphical representations such as flowcharts for programming (Shneiderman, 1980) or data flow languages for logic (Green,
Bellamy, & Parker, 1987; Green, Petre, & Bellamy, 1991)
have found that graphics per se does not lead to higher
performance on various tasks including comprehension
or creation of objects. In our view, a graphical representation is not of itself sufficient to create a more effective learning environment. Instead, the critical issue is
structuring the interaictions to provide the guidance and
support for the cognitive activities effective for problem
solving in the domain.
In this paper, w e describe an experiment designed
to test the effectiveness of learning environments based
upon the reasoning-congruence principles. W e examine novices learning to program in LISP from one of
three enviroimaents that differ in the degree to which
they aw;hieve the principles of reasoning-congruent learning environments. W e will also attempt to disentangle
some of the benefits of reasoning-congruence from the
issue of graphical versus text-based representations. W e
expect enviroimients that are more effective in implementing the principles of reasoning-congruent learning
environments to help students more easily master the
target domain, independent of whether the interface is
graphiced or text-based. In the next three sections, w e
describe the learning environments used in this study.
Description of the GIL environment
GIL {Graphical Instruction in LISP) is an interactive
learning environment that helps students learn programming using a diagrammatic representation designed according to the principles of reasoning-congruent learning environments (Reiser et al., 1992). T h efirstsection
of the G I L curriculum concerns basic list manipulation
functions. It is important to lead students to focus on
the behavior of each individual operator in a solution, so
they can understand h o w each operator contributes to
the fined outcome (Merrill <k Reiser, 1993). O n e useful
w a y of focusing students' attention upon solution opera^
tors is to encourage t h e m to malce predictions of the op-
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erator's expected behavior, thereby highlighting knowledge gaps when a prediction is incorrect. In the intermediate products curriculum in GIL, w e require students to
m a k e predictions of the input and output values of each
step in a solution. U p o n request, G I L tests these inferences. Students can ask G I L to apply their partial or
complete solution to the input data. G I L evaluates the
student's solution graphically, highlighting each function
as it is examined, darkening each link as the data passes
along it to the next function, and indicating any errors
found.
T h e next phase of the G I L curriculum introduces variables in addition to arithmetic functions, logical functions, and predicates. Students now build solutions using
variables that can take a variety of different values instead of working with specific data values. Students still
build reasoning chains connecting functions to achieve
some output, but students do not record intermediate
values while constructing the solution. T h e important
predictions of expected behavior now occur whenever
students test a progrsmi. W h e n a student tests a program, G I L asks for a value for each variable, and then
asks the student to predict the solution's output with
those inputs. After the test is completed, GIL reminds
the student of the prediction, thereby facilitating explanation of incorrect predictions, and allows students access to intermediate states via a virtual probe that can
inspect values input to or output from any function.
T h e next portion of the G I L curriculum concerns conditional processing, performing different eictions depending upon the values of tests. In traditional LISP, these
tests and actions are indicated by ordering within parentheses. In G I L they are indicated by test and action
boxes into which students build programs just as they
did in the variables portion of the curriculum.
GIL's notation, shown in Figure la, is designed to
achieve all six principles of reasoning-congruent learning environments. W e predict that this will lead GIL
students to better understand the behavior of objects
in the domain, and thus exhibit better problem solving
than other environments that do not achieve the principles as completely.
Description of the SE environment
In contrast to GIL's graphical notation and the problem solving behaviors centered around the use of this
notation, the second learning environment, S E {Structured Editor) uses the traditioneil text form of the language (Figure lb). O n e of the major difficulties students
face in learning to program concerns the need to focus
on the syntax of expressions while trying to plan a solution. S E , like other syntax-directed editors, scaffolds
some of the syntactic operations that are difficult for
novices. In S E , students construct solutions by selecting
functions, variables, or constants from a menu. S E constrains students to place functions and variables only in
legal locations, providing cues to those locations as students drag the cursor across components of the program.
S E also requires students to place the right parenthesis
of a function call in a legal location, thus preventing un-

1

a)

C tUTP ^
•Ion

(b)

5

|ali>ml|
E
( DEFUN SAMETYPE ( ARG1 ARG2 )
( OR ( AND ( LISTP ARG1 )
( LISTP ARG2 )|

(c)

( NUMBERP ARG2 )
ram
( AND
{ ATOM m f ^ > ) )
)

( DEFUN SAMETYPE ( ARG1 ARG2 )
( OR ( AND ( LISTP ARG1 )
( LISTP ARG2 ) )
( AND ( NUMBERP ARGI )
( NUMBERP ARG2 )
( AND ( ATOM ARGI )
( ATOM ARG2 ) ) )
)

Figure 1: Examples of a problem in all three learning environments used in the study, (a) A test of a G I L solution,
with a prediction and a use of the probe (on the right side), (b) A student working on the same problem in V S E ,
testing a solution. Alrezidy eveJuated portions of the solution are darkened, and the current expression is boxed, (c)
A completed solution from S E .

balanced parentheses. Functions and their arguments
are not treated as a sequence of characters, but rather
as unitary objects. Students can perform any editing
operation upon an individual function or a function plus
its arguments with a single key click, rather than operating on individual characters. S E also automatically
redisplays the students' solutions using indentation to reflect the current structure, a technique k n o w n as pretty
printing. Finally, S E w a s designed to allow students to
work outside-in (placing n e w functions as arguments to
current functions) or inside-out (wrapping n e w functions
around current functions) as desired.
SE also allows students to test their solutions. Since
SE students use variables throughout the curriculum,
they enter values for each variable, as described in the
GIL section above. T h e n S E provides the final output
of the program. Note that S E students are not required
to predict the outcomes of the test, which m a y result in
SE students not doing so spontaneously, and thus having
more difficulty identifying errors in the solution.
S E is designed to ax^hieve two of the six principles
of reasoning-congruent learning environments. First, it
minimizes the translation between the way students plan
their solutions and h o w they can be expressed by minimizing the need to focus on syntactic details of a plan's
implementation. It also provides some support for students to work on subproblems independently. Indeed,
in earlier pilot work w e found that S E enabled students
to learn LISP more easily than a traditional programming text editor. However, G I L is designed to implement more of the reasoning-congruent principles than
SE, and in fact w e believe G I L is even more effective on
the two principles also present in S E , minimizing translation from plans to solutions and enabling work on sub-
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problems. Thus, w e expect that G I L students will master the curriculum with more understanding, and S E students will exhibit more difficulty planning their solutions
and recovering from errors.
Description of the VSE environment
The third condition, VSE (Visual Structured Editor)
is a modified version of S E that is designed to achieve
more of the principles of reasoning-congruence than S E ,
and was designed to investigate the extent to which w e
could construct a reasoning-congruent learning environment within a text-based environment. A n y learning
advantages for students using V S E over students using
S E must be due to the principles of reasoning-congruent
learning environments that V S E achieves, and not from
any differences in graphical and text notations.
VSE, like GIL, is designed to allow students access to
invisible behavior and intermediate states. This principle is exhibited in the central contrast between the behavior of V S E and S E during students' tests of their
programs. Like GIL, V S E asks students to predict the
outcome of each test (Figure Ic). V S E displays the path
of execution of a program during a test, byflashingand
then highlighting each function as it is processed. This
allows students to follow the order of evaluation. Further, students can probe the data passed from function
to function, thereby rendering the solution's invisible behavior visible.
V S E is designed to achievefiveof the six principles as
completely as w e could implement them in a text-based
system. V S E students m a k e predictions, have access to
invisible states, lessened translation loads, the ability to
work on subproblems, and are led to engage in useful ac-

tivities such as prediction of outcomes. However, as suggested earlier, w e believe some principles of reasoningcongruent learning environments can be more effectively
achieved using the spatial layout of a graphical representation. Therefore, w e expect the performance of V S E
students to be between S E and GIL.
In summary, this experiment compares three environments that diflFer in h o w effectively they achieve the principles of reasoning-congruent leeirning environments. A s
an environment more completely attains these principles,
it should lead students to attain the understanding of
the process in the world that needs to underlie students'
procedures.
Method
Subjects. Thirty Northwestern University undergraduates (eight m e n amd 22 w o m e n ) took part in this study.
All subjects had less than one college course of programming experience. Subjects were recruited through
campus advertisements and paid $5 per hour. Subjects
were randomly assigned to a learning environment so as
to balance approximately M a t h S A T across conditions.
M e a n M a t h S A T s were 623, 639, and 618 for S E , V S E ,
and G I L subjects respectively.
Materials. Subjects solved 22 problems divided into
three sessions, covering the topics of list manipulation,
logiceJ functions, predicates, smd conditional processing.
T h e textbooks used in the three sessions amounted to
roughly 50 pages of text, and were written in the notation (diagrammatic or textual) students used to solve
problems. A pen-and-paper posttest contained four program construction problems, similar in difficulty to those
in the learning sessions, and two debugging problems
requiring students to determine whether a given program behaved correctly and, if not, to give an example
of input data for which the program would behave incorrectly. T h e posttest used the notation the students
had used during problem solving. Finally, following the
first and third sessions students completed an evalua^
tion questionnaire to assess their attitudes toward the
domain and their performance (Reiser, Copen, Ranney,
Hamid, & Kimberg, 1994).
Procedure. The three sessions of the experiment were
spread over three to nine days, with no more than two
days elapsing between sessions. Students worked independently in a cubicle with a computer. Students first
read the initial portion of the textbook introducing LISP
functions. After reading thefirstbrief section, the experimenter demonstrated the learning environment for
that condition. Students then continued solving problem sets interspersed with sections of the textbook. Students were free to take as long as they wished to solve the
problems, but were required to work on each problem until the solution was correct. T h e learning environments
recorded every student action and the time at which it
took place, creating a behavioral protocol of all student
problem solving events.
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Results a n d Discussion
In this section, we address whether learning environments that conform to the principles of reasoningcongruent learning environments did in fact facilitate
their students' problem solving, by analyzing a variety
of measures taken during the learning sessions that indicate difficulty students experienced while solving the
problems. Recall that the three learning environments,
S E , V S E , and GIL, are ordered according to the degree to which the environment achieves the principles
of reasoning-congruent learning environments. W e predict that as the degree of reasoning-congruence increases,
student pedagogical outcomes will improve. T o test this
prediction, w e employed a linear planned comparison
that tested an increase in effectiveness of problem solving ordered from S E to V S E to GIL. T h e central problem
solving measures are summarized in Table 2.
First w e considered the time required for students to
complete the problems during the learning phase, called
solution time. This is a rough measure of the amount of
difficulty students had with the problems. A s expected,
as the environments increased in reasoning-congruence,
students required less time to complete all problems.
Also, notice that this difference heavily underestimates
the differences between conditions, because tests in GIL
and V S E , with their required predictions and graphics
routines, took m u c h longer than tests in S E .
Another measure of problem solving difficulty is the
number of program elements deleted, because the deleted
elements represent incorrect or unneeded portions of a
solution that had to be removed. Again, as the environments increased in reasoning-congruence, subjects
required fewer deletes, indicating more focused problem
solving as a result of the reasoning-congruence of the
environment.
O n e potential concern in evaluating the delete data is
that it is possible in S E and V S E to delete multiple objects at once (by deleting a function and its arguments),
while in G I L students must separately delete each object they wish to remove. Thus, perhaps the reasoningcongruence effect in number of deletes ai'ises solely because it was easier to delete large amounts of the code
in S E and V S E than to try to edit what was already on
the screen. If so, then more deletes m a y indicate differences in editing styles rather than differences in the
number of program components that required removal.
T o address this, w e counted the times that students began deleting new things, regardless of h o w m a n y objects
were ultimately deleted in each sequence of deletes. W e
defined these delete episodes as one or more contiguous
steps consisting of deletions of objects in the solution.
Students w h o experienced more difficulty should exhibit
more times during the problems in which they need to
delete part of their programs. A s expected, as the environments increased in reasoning-congruence, students
exhibited fewer episodes in which they deleted parts of
their programs.
Next w e considered submitted answers during the acquisition session and the posttest. Again, w e foimd
decreasing problem solving difficulty with increasing

Table 2: Mean Values for the Problem Solving
Questionnaire
Problem Solving Measure
Solution Time (min)
Objects Deleted
Delete Episodes
Submissions Per Problem
Errors on Posttest

Measures on the Acquisition Session, Posttest, and Evaluation

SE
247
189
99
4
13

VSE
240
157
68
2
17

reasoning-congruence of the environment, as measured
by the number of incorrect answers submitted during
the learning session. Although there were many behavioral differences between the three conditions, there were
no significant posttest differences, measured by the minimum number of edits required to repair each answer.
Anderson (1983) argued that domain mastery arises out
of solving problems correctly. Since all students in this
study solved all problems correctly, it is not unexpected
that there were no posttest differences. However, the
behavioral differences showed that as students' environments became progressively more reasoning-congruent,
they experienced less difficulty attaining an equivalent
level of mastery.
Teiken together, these results indicate that the
reasoning-congruence of the environment facilitated students' problem solving. Indeed, even overall solution
time decreased with reasoning-congruence, despite the
more time-consuming nature of the procedure for testing
programs (e.g., specifying predictions, slower graphical
display of the program's evaluation). Apparently this is
time worth investing, because it leads to more focused
debugging, as evidenced by the need to repair less of
the programs and fewer incorrect programs submitted
as answers.

GIL
204
103
49
2
11

F value
F(1,26) = 19.4,P<01
F(l,26) = 10.2,p<.01
F(l,26)=8.99,p<.01
F(l,26) = 4.3,p<.05
F(l,24) = 3.4, ns

ument are those of the authors and should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies of
these institutions.
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Abstract

empirical results reveal that S C A already exhibits a range of
typicality effects measured in terms of processing time and
This paper addresses category typicality in the context of accuracy
a
(Miller, 1993). In this p^}er, I g o beyond this work
category naming task. In contrast to the predominant effort
by describing a functionally and architecturally motivated exwith gradient models, a symbolic search framework is taken.
tension to S C A that expands its coverage of typicality effects
Within thisframework,the S C A (Symbolic Concept Acquisito inter-category typicality.
tion) model demonstrates varying response times as a function
of an instance's intra-category typicality. Here its coverage is
SCA and Typicality Effects
expanded to inter-category typicality. A functionally motivated
extension for S C A is advanced that pursues search backtrackThe Problem Space Computational Model (PSCM) treats
ing under ambiguous cases. 1 explain how the backtracking
problem solving as search through a space of states. A n
extension accounts for inter-category typicality effects, and
operator effects the transition from one state to another by
support it with some empirical evidence. I discuss how the
modifying the existing state. In previous work. Miller and
effect generalizes to a larger class of symbolic search models.
Laird (1991) cast the task of category prediction in terms of
the P S C M framework. Each state corresponds to an object
Introduction
description and the problem space to the set of all possible
Within the last several decades, h u m a n categories have c o m e
object descriptions. Operators incrementally modify the obto be characterized asflexiblestructures that generally lack
ject description until a recognizable state is produced. A t this
rigid boundaries. Thisflexibilitywas revealed by experiments
point, an operator, acquired from prior experience, names a
showing increased processing efficiency for certain category
category.
members. For example, humans can categorize "typical" cateS C A (Symbolic Concept Acquisition) uses abstraction opgory members faster and more accurately than less typical cat- erators to effect the transition between stales. These operaegory members (Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Rosch et al., 1976).
tors incrementally remove features from the object description
To account for these results, researchers have advanced m a n y
until a naming operator can apply. In short, the abstraction
"gradient" models, employing conceptual structures that exoperators serve as a controlled means of generalizing a large
plicitly encode probabilities (e.g. Fisher (1987) and Anderson
space of specific object descriptions to a smaller set of general
(1991)) or activation levels (e.g. Kruschke (1990) and Gluck
naming rules.
and Bower (1988)).
Consider the example in Figure I. T h e task is to n a m e the
This paper offers a contrasting perspective. In place of excategory of the object described as oblong, red, smooth, and
plicit membership gradients, conceptual membership is repsmall. For this example, w e will assume that the system has
resented as a process where some category members require
already acquired some naming knowledge for a small subset
more computational resources than others. Using the frameof the object description space. A extensive treatment of h o w
work of the Problem Space Computational Model ( P S C M )
S C A acquires rules and search control knowledge is provided
(Newell et al., 1991), the work casts the processing of conelsewhere (Miller & Laird, 1991; Miller, 1993).^
cept membership in terms of search through a problem space.
The presented object description serves as thefirststate in
The ongoing challenge is thus a characterization of a model
a search for a recognizable object description. There is no
that appropriately requires more search for some category
category naming rule that matches the feature description S\.
members than others.'
Thus, the search proceeds by applying an operator. In this
Previous work has advanced one candidate P S C M model,
example, an abstraction operator applies, producing a n e w
called S C A (Symbolic Concept Acquisition) (Miller & Laird,
state (52) by removing the feature s m a l l . Again n o cate1991), motivated by the Soar architecture (Newell, 1990), a
gory naming rule recognizes the state. Search continues with
computational implementation of the P S C M . Analysis and
the application of a second abstraction operator. This time
the
feature s m o o t h is removed firom the object description.
'The reader should not confuse this notionof search with the concept of "inductive search" prevalent in machine learning (Michalski,
^ While some issues such as optimizing abstraction operator selec1983; Mitchell, 1982). In this paper, the search process retrieves a
category name for each individual instance whereas inductive search tion are of immense practical importance, I will omit much of their
seeks a consistent logical concept definition for a set of pre-classified coverage since it is not needed in analyzing the results presented
here.
instances.
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Figure 1: Category prediction cast within the P S C M

With the creation of (Sj), previously acquired knowledge recognizes the state and applies a naming operator that augments
the state with the category b a l l .
S C A learns new, more specific rules through the application
of general rules to training examples. Thus, S C A starts off
with very general rules, but with experience slowly acquires
more specific ones. Because S C A attempts to match the most
specific rulesfirst,a practice effect ensues with experience.
SCA's practice effect is most evident for frequent combinations of features that n a m e a c o m m o n category. Since typical
members generally share features a m o n g their class, S C A
realizes an intra-category typicality effect (Miller & Laird,
1991; Miller, 1993). Namely, it produces fewer errors and
faster response times for the category's more typical m e m bers, a robust effect exhibited by humans (Rosch et al., 1976).
However, humans also exhibit an inter-category typicality effect. In contrast to intra-category typicality, defined by
h o w similar an instance is to other members of the same category, inter-category typicality is defined by h o w dissimilar
the instance is to instances of contrasting categories. People
m a k e fewer errors and faster response times for instances with
higher inter-category typicality (Rosch & Mervis, 1975).
That S C A , or any other concept learning system, exhibits
fewer errors with high inter-category typicality examples is
no surprise, as these examples are less easily confused with
examples from contrasting categories. This is especially the
case for S C A , which requires sufficient experience with training examples before acquiring rules whose conditions include
the necessary discriminating features.
In terms of response time, however, SCA's practice effect
does not account for inter-category typicality. In explaining
why, let us consider the category members, represented as
small-case letters, shown in Figure 2. This figure depicts
similarity as the euclidean distance between examples. For
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example, the close spatial proximity of examples a and e
denote that they have more features in c o m m o n than examples
bandc.

Category A

Category B

Figure 2: Spatial representation of instance similarity
In looking at b and c, we see that their intra-category typicality is the same since they are equally distant from other
members of category A. However, of the two, c has a higher
inter-category typicality because it is more dissimilar to the
contrasting category members. During training, S C A receives
as m u c h practice naming category A with b's features as it
does with c's features. With equal practice, rules with equal
specificity are produced, and the time required to access them
is the same. Instance b will more frequently access conflicting
rules, in which case S C A makes a random guess, or will more
frequently access rules naming category B, but in neither case
does this require more time.
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Figure 3: P S C M casting of backtracking

E x t e n s i o n description

of contrasting categories. With these overlapping features,
they are more likely to access conflicting naming rules, and
Conflicts arise in SCA when search leads to a state description
consequently incur a larger expense in processing time as the
previously associated with two or more categories. The stansearch backtracks through previous states.
dard S C A implementation resolves the conflict by randomly
selecting one of the categories. Backtracking, a recurrent
Empirical results
technique in the P S C M and other search architectures, proT w o implementations of S C A were used to obtain an emvides the means of making a more informed choice. Rather
pirical assessment of the impact backtracking has on interthan randomly choosing, the ambiguity can be resolved by
category typicality. T h e first is the standard implementabacku-acking to a previous state, and then pursuing an altertion described in Miller (1993), which resolves conflicts by
nate path in search of an unambiguous name. In the context
randomly selecting a category. T h e second implementation,
of S C A , backtracking reverses a previous abstraction, that is, S C A - B X , is identical to S C A , except it attempts to resolve
it returns to a more specific state description, before removing ambiguities by pursuing one alternate path. If this likewise
alternate features.
produces a conflict, it makes a random selection.
Figure 3 presents an example. A s before, the model is atBoth implementations use the "default" feature selection
tempting to classify the object described as o b l o n g , r e d ,
strategy described in Miller (1993). In general terms, this
s m o o t h , s m a l l . Once again it applies an abstraction opstrategy orders feature removal based upon the selection's
erator that removes s m a l l from the state description, thus
success in predicting one unique category n a m e while proproducing state 52. At 52, it applies an operator that removes
cessing training examples. During performance runs, the
red from the description. N o w , state S^ is recognized, and
backtracking implementation follows this selection order for
with the application of operator O p , two conflicting namits initial search path. If this leads to an ambiguous predicing rules apply. Rather than guessing between the two catetion, it follows the strategy's second most prefered path. T h e
gory names, the backtracking implementation reverts back to
use of backtracking potentially offers an additional knowl52. From there, search follows an alternate route, removing
edge source for ordering feature selection since it compares
s m o o t h from the state description, which ultimately leads to
alternate selection paths for a particular instance. However, in
one unique name.
order to avoid an additional confounding factor in comparing
With backtracking, the computational demands of search
both implementations, this knowledge is not used here.
are sensitive to the degree of feature overlap between inThe two implementations were trained and tested on the
stances of contrasting categories. This provides a natural
data-set in Table 1. This data-set was constructed so that all
account of h o w response times vary inversely as a function
compared instances have the same degree of intra-category
of inter-category typicality. Recall that instances with low
typicality, but varied in inter-category typicality. Category A
inter-category typicality share more features with instances
consists of the examples of different levels of inter-category
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Table 1: Training and testing data for inter-category typicality.
Attributes
Overlap Typicality
D4 D5
Category Dl D2 D3
Group
Score

A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
B

c
c
b
b
a
a
c
c
c
c
c
c

b
b
a
a
a
a
b
b
c
c
b
b

a
a
c
c
a
a
b
b
c
c
c
c

b
b
b
b
a
a
b
b
c
c
c
c

b
c
b
c
b
c
b
c
b
c
b
c

15
15
9
9
3
3
-

Low
Low
Mid
Mid
High
High

-

Table 2: Inter-category typicality effects.
Model

Low

SCA

72%
73%

SCA-BX

Accuracy
M i d High
85%
87%

92%
95%

Steps until match
Low
Mid High
2.60
2.63

2.64
2.63

2.58
2.56

Backtracking
Low
Mid High
_
_
_

21%

18%

13%

Low

Total steps
M i d High

2.60
3.47

2.64 2.58
3.35 3.08

typicality The overlap score is the number of features the
In the next set of columns, the percentage of times backtracking occurred is presented for S C A - B X . Since backtrackinstance shares with all of the instances in the contrast category. This score is thus the inverse of inter-category typicality
ing only occurs for conflict resolution, instances with lower
Category B serves as the contrast category.
inter-category typicality were more likely to cause backtracking. Thefinalset of columns averages in the expense of backT h e data in Table 1 is analogous to the data that Rosch and
tracking (calculated as four additional steps). Since S C A did
Mervis (1975) used for testing inter-category typicality (Experiment 6). Like the data in Table 1, their experimental exam- not use backtracking, its total number of processing steps are
the same as the number of steps to thefirstmatch. For S C A ples have the same family resemblance score (intra-category
B X , the additional time expense of backtracking produced
similarity), that is, they equally share features belonging to
faster response times for instances with high inter-category
other examples in the same category. Also as in Table 1,
typicality as compared to those with lower typicality.
the examples were divided into three inter-category typicality groups according to the degree in which the example's
Discussion
features overiapped with the features of the examples in the
contrasting category.
The results of the S C A simulation with backtracking were
In testmg each implementation, the data-set, with randomly consistent with inter-typicality effects observed in human data
ordered instances, was presented forfivetraining cycles while
for the Rosch and Mervis study. Namely, instances whose feainterleaving performance trials (naming the category) after
tures rarely overlap with instances from contrasting categories
each training cycle. This process was done 50(X) times.^
are processed faster and more accurately than instances whose
Table 2 presents the averaged performance results of S C A
features often overlap. Insight into w h y S C A - B X produced
and S C A - B X for instances belonging to Category A. Both
these results leads us to generalize the class of search models
models are compatible with h u m a n behavior for accuracy,
that produce these inter-typicality effects.
where accuracy is better for higher typicality. In addition, w e
Since inter-category typicality is a measure of h o w dissimsee that S C A - B X produces a slightly higher accuracy rate for
ilar a category m e m b e r is to those of a contrasting category,
all three levels of typicality.
instances with a low level of inter-category typicality are simFor S C A , response time is presented in terms of the average
ilar to members of contrasting categories and thus possess a
number of abstraction steps taken before a match occurred.
larger degree of ambiguity as to their proper classification. In
Thesefiguresonly differ insignificantly a m o n g the levels. T h e general, any search model will require more processing time
figures are essentially the same for S C A - B X . This comes as no for these ambiguous members if the following principles hold
surprise since the two implementations are identical processes
for the model:
through thefirstmatch.
1. Model has difficulty with category ambiguity. This condition functionally necessitates further search. In the case
'Unless oiherwise noted, averaging the results over 5000 trials
of S C A , the model m a y access rules shared by instances of
was more than sufficient for achieving the significance necessary for
several categories.
the qualitabve comparisons described here.
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2. Model can detect ambiguity. Before calling for further
search, the ambiguity must be detected. For S C A - B X , ambiguity is detected with the retrieval of conflicting names.

The University of Michigan. Also available as Technical
Report CSE-TR-157-93.
Miller, C. S. & Laird, J. E, (1991). A constraint-motivated
model of concept formation. In The 13th Annual Confer3. Model continues search in order to resolve ambiguity.
ence of the Cognitive Science Society, pages 827-831.
Additional time must be required in order to resolve the
ambiguity. S C A - B X backtracks to a previous state, and
Mitchell, T. M . (1982). Generalization as search. Artificial
then tries other feature combinations for retrieving a name.
Intelligence, 18,203-226.
A. (1990). Unified Theories ofCognition. Cambridge,
Implicit with these conditions is the model's seriality. Newell,
In
M A : Harvard University Press.
general, it is the varying length of a sequential, deliberate
Newell, A., Yost, G., Laird, J. E., Rosenbloom, P. S., & Altsearch process that accounts for varying response times.
mann, E. (1991). Formulating the problem-space compuGradient models m a y offer a natural approach for representtational model. In Rashid, R. F. (Ed.), Carnegie Mellon
ingflexiblecategory structures, as they provide an immediate
Computer Science: A 25th Anniversary C o m m e m o r a account for typicality data. However, w e have seen h o w the
tive. N e w York: A C M Press: Addison-Wesley.
application of a symbolic search model provides an interesting contrast, as its account of human data emerges from a
Rosch, E. & Mervis, C. B. (1975). Family resemblances:
natural extension within its symbolic framework and from its
Studies in the internal structure of categories. Cognitive
functional motivation. From the perspective of a symbolic
Psychology, 7,573-605.
framework, the addition of backtracking to S C A is a natural
Rosch, E., Simpson, C , & Miller, R. S. (1976). Structural
and recurrent technique for search architectures. Functionally,
bases of typicality effects. Journal of Experimental Psyits application improves performance. In this paper, I have
chology: H u m a n Perception and Performance, 2,491empirically demonstrated h o w backtracking seeks out addi502.
tional prediction knowledge in resolving ambiguities. Future
work may also show h o w backtracking provides the additional
functionality of learning which features to abstractfirstfrom
the object description.
For this paper in particular, I have explained h o w the principled application of backtracking to S C A delivers response
times as a function of inter-category typicality that is consistent with human behavior. In applying these data-independent
principles, w e thus converge on an architecturally and functionally motivated explanation of typicality.
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Abstract
Three studies investigated the role of perceptual and quantitative situational factors on the structure of 5th- and 6th-graders'
mental models. A task involved a carton of orange juice made
from concentrate and water, and two glasses of different sizes
filled from the carton. The children had to predict whether the
two glasses would taste the same. W e manipulated whether
students were presented with physical, diagrammatic, photographic, or textual information. W e also manipulated the type of
relationship specified between quantities: qualitative, easy
numerical, or difficult numerical. W e found that for the diagram
condition, difficult numerical relationships yielded poor performance, whereas the easy numerical and qualitative relationships
yielded excellent performance. In contrast, in the physical
condition, the easy numericalrelationshipsyielded poor performance, whereas the difficult numerical and quaUtative relationships yieldedexcellent performance. These and otherresults are
interpreted by developing a sketch of the mental models preproportional children construct toreasonabout this quantitative
situation, and describing how situational factors influence the
construction of the models. For example, physical features led
to models that captured the identity relationship between the
juice in the glasses (e.g., the juice came from the same carton)
whereas numerical features led to models that captured the
relationship between the constituents of concentrate and water
in each glass (e.g., within a glass there is more water than
concentrate).
T o reason with a m o d e l m e a n s that the fonns of mental
representation and transformations on those representations
capture the structure of the world (e.g., Johnson-Laird, 1983).
Using Palmer's (1978) terms, the representation of relations in
a m o d e l is intrinsic, that is, the structure of the representation
preserves the structure of the referent. However, given that any
situation has multiple structures, what determines which smicture is modeled? For example, consider the task illustrated in
Figure 1. T h e question is whether the two glasses,filledfrom
the s a m e carton, taste the same. T h e problem has a causal
structure: the juice in each glass w a s poured from the same
carton and is therefore the same. T h e problem also has a
quantitative structure: the ratio of concentrate and water is
preserved under a transformation of total size. In this paper, w e
explore whether 5th- and 6th- grade students' pre-proportional
reasoning can be understood in terms of mental models. W e
also develop evidence that the structures the students model are
heavily determined by situational factors.
O u r interest is in the w a y situations influence two key
features that define the structure of students' pre-proportional
models. O n e feature w a s whether the model supported quantitative inferences or not. For example, if one reasons that the
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juice in the two glasses comes from the same source, one is not
reasoning from a model of quantity. O n the other hand, if one
reasons that more orange juice means m o r e orange flavor, one
has included quantitative information in the model. T h e
second key feature w a s whether the students' models partitioned the orange juice into the constituents of water and
concentrate. For example, a non-quantitative and partitioned
model is implicated if one reasons diat the carton was not
shaken properly, and therefore one glass received only water.
A n example of a quantitative and partitioned model would
occur if one considered the relative amounts of concenttate and
water in each glass. Although the non-quantitative and nonpartitioned model of the problem provides a simple solution, it
is the partitioned and quantitative models that are necessary for
proportional reasoning.
Research by Harel, Behr, Post, and Lesh (in press) used the
problem s h o w n in Figure la. Their work demonstrated that
m a n y 6th-graders decide that the juice in the two glasses would
not taste the same, because m o r e juice in one glass means more
flavor. O n e interpretation of this surprising result is that the
children ignored the contextual information that would lead to
a causal model, in favor of a decontextualized application of
mathematical knowledge. A n alternative interpretation is that
the children attempted to model the quantitative structure of
the problem that w a s m a d e salient by the presence of numerical
information; however, they were not able to construct a model
that supported reasoning about the complex ratios. If this
interpretation is correct, then simplifying the quantitative
structure of the problem or making the quantitative structure
less saUent would improve performance.
W e predicted that presentation of physical materials would
support the creation of models based primarily on the physical
and causal structure of the situation. These models are nonquantitative a n d d o not support inferences involving
comparisions a m o n g the constituent quantities of concentrate
and water. W e also p-edicted that situations that do not involve
numerical information would support the creation of models in
which quantities are not partitioned into their constituent
quantities. O n the other hand, w e predicted that the inclusion
of numerical information would support partitioning a quantity space into its constituent quantities. This is because the
numerical information highlights the decomposition of the
quantity of orange juice into quantities of water and concentrate. W e predicted that for middle-school students complex
numerical relationships supportapartitioned quantitative space,
yet d o not support the coordination of the quantitative relationships necessary to m a k e a valid inference. However, simpler
numerical relationships would support reasoning about the
relationship between constituent quantities.

levels of non-numerical and numerical information. Subjects
were randomly assigned to one of the four cells.

ORANGE
JUICE

Materials a n d Procedure
Students in the physical conditions were shown a carton of
orange juice and two glasses, whereas students in the diagram
conditions were shown a diagram of a carton of orange juice
and two glasses on a large poster board (Figure la). Cardboard
labels were placed beside the glasses and juice carton in the
physical conditions.
Procedures for the physical and diagram conditions were
identical except that the experimenter poured the orange juice
into each glass in the physical conditions. Different experimenters, reading from a script, addressed each of the groups of
students as a whole. In the numerical conditions, an experimenter said "Here I have a [drawing of a] carton of orange
juice. The juice was made with 40 ounces of water and 24
ounces of orange concentrate. This glass has 4 ounces of
orange juice from the carton. A n d this glass has 7 ounces of
orange juice from the carton." In the non-numerical conditions, an experimenter said "Here I have [a drawing of] a carton
of orange juice. The juice was made with water and orange
concentrate. This small glass has orange juice from the carton.
A n d this large glass has orange juice from the carton."
After the presentation, students received worksheets that
asked, "Would the large glass taste the same as the small
glass?" and "If they would not taste the same, which one would
taste more orangy?" Then the worksheet asked students to
explain their answers. Students took approximately 10 minutes to complete the worksheets.

40 oz. water
7 oz. glass of
orange juice \

2 4 oz. orange
concentrate

Uiiiililiillllll
4 oz. glass of
orange juice

Figure la. Diagram for numerical condition.

Large glass of
orange juice

Ingredients:
water,
orange
concentrate

Small glass of
orange juice

Figure lb. Diagram for non-numerical condition.

Results a n d Discussion
Student answers were coded correct if they stated that the
two glasses would taste the same, or if they stated that the
glasses would taste different because the carton ofj uice had not
been shaken. Table 1 shows that the diagram-numerical
students were the most likely to give an incorrect answer; x2
(Idf, n=98) = 4.37, p<.05. O n e interpretation is that the
numbers in the diagram condition led students to construct
inadequate quantitative models, whereas in the physical numerical condition, the students attended to the causal structure
of the situation. A n alternative hypothesis is that the numerical
information was simply a distraction to the students. This
hypothesis is addressed in Experiment 2.

oi.or»no» f
ooncentf»i»

Figure Ic. Photograph for numerical condition.
Experiments la & b
Experiment la was designed to demonstrate that if the
physical structure of a problem is made salient, children will
tend to answer the problem correctly. However, if the quantities in a problem are emphasized without a supporting physical
model students perform more poorly. The experiment was also
used to develop a coding system that would be used to analyze
children's explanations. The explanations provided evidence
for the use of different types of models in students' reasoning.
Subjects a n d Design
98 6th-grade students from four classrooms at a Nashville
inner-city school participated in a between-subjects, 2 x 2
experiment. A presentation factor had the levels of physical
and diagrammatic presentation; a quantitative factor had the
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Table 1. Percentages of correct answers
and explanation types (Exp. la).

Diagram
Number No-Num
(fl=27) (n=22)
Correct
Explanations*

NQ&NP
Q&NP
NQ& P
Q& P

Physical
Number N o - N u m
fn=23>
fn=26)

29.6%

68.2%

60.9%

57.7%

16.7%
56.7%
3.3%
23.3%

38.5%
46.2%
15.4%
0.0%

29.0%
41.9%
9.7%
19.4%

30.3%
48.5%
9.1%
12.1%

* N Q = Non-quantitative, N P = Non-Partitioned,
Q = Quantitative, P = Partitioned.

Student explanations were coded as evidence for the use of
different types of models. These models are delineated in
Figure 2 with a graphical notation. For each model it is
indicated whether it supports quantitative reasoning, and
whether the total quantities of orange juice have been decomposed into constituent quantities of concentrate and water.
Each of the models is described briefly below with representative student explanations.

Quantitative & partitioned. In another type of model, or
constitutent quantity was identified and a comparison wj
made involving that quantity only. For example, one snjdei
wrote that the larger glass will taste stronger because "the larg
glass has more orange concentrate." This type of model (Fij
2g) does not support comparisons that involve both constituei
quantities. In a related model (Fig. 2h), students considere
both ingredients but m a d e an incorrect inference. For exampl(
Non-quantitative & non-partitioned. Non-quantitative and
one student wrote, "The 7 oz. would taste more orangy than
non-partitioned models capture the physical or causal properoz. because it would have more orange concentrate than the
ties of a situation (Fig. 2a). For example, one student wrote that oz. and the 4 oz. would have more water than the 7 oz."
the glasses would taste the same because "the orange juice was
All student explanations were captured by the models i
poured out of the same carton." Similarly, one could reason
Figures 2a - 2f except for one uninterpretable explanatior
Table 1 shows that the most c o m m o n type of model wa
that both glasses contain the same kind of orange juice,
quantitative, but not partitioned into constituent quantities
focusing on an identity relationship (Fig. 2b). A s one student
These are models that take into account the sizes of the glasse
wrote, "they both have the same orange juice and they can't
not amounts of concentrate or water. Students in th
but
change by themselves." Using either of these models, one has
diagram-numerical condition primarily used models that wer
not m a d e a quantitative comparison but instead reasoned about
quantitative, while the other students used both quantitativ
the invariant physical properties of the situation.
models and those that rely on causal properties of the situation
Quantitative & non-partitioned. S o m e students m a d e exExperiment lb
phcit judgements that quantity is irrelevant in determining a
Experiment lb was designed to rephcate and extend Expert
quality such as taste. For example, "No matter h o w much you
ment la with a different procedure and set of materials. 23have in the glasses they will taste the same." This type of model students received packets that had either a photogr^h, dia
(Fig. 2c) does not support reasoning about the the constituent gram or textual description of the orange juice task. Haif of thi
quantities of water and concentrate that underUe proportional
students in each condition received the numerical version ani
half received the non-numerical version. Based on the result
reasoning, yet takes into account the different quantities of
orange juice in the two glasses. S o m e students reasoned that an of Experiment la, w e predicted that students in the tw(
photograph conditions and the diagram non-numerical condi
increase in the measure of a quantity always results in an
tion would outperform the students in the other three condi
increase of the measure of a quality associated with that
tions. W e beUeved that the lack of a visual structure in the tw(
quantity (Fig. 2d). For example, one student wrote that "the 7
text conditions would diminish the chances that student
oz. glass has more so it will taste stronger." Again, this model
would model the physical structure of the problem. A s showi
captures only the total quantity of orange juice, not the conin Table 2, these expectations were generally borne out wit]
stituent quantities of water and concentrate.
70.6% of the former group making correct responses compare(

Non-quantitative & partitioned. S o m e students combined
aspects of reasoning about the physical properties of the orange
Juice and one of the constituent quantities. For example, one
student stated that the large glass would taste stronger because
"it was poured last and the pulp is at the bottom." In this model
(Fig. 2e), pouring plays a causal role in determining the quality
of "oranginess", at the same time constituent quantities are
distinguished in the carton. In a second model of this type
(Figure 2f), students identify that the two glasses have "the
same ingredients"; however, no quantitative statements are
made.

to 57.4% correct responses in the latter group; x2 (Idf, n=234
= 4.43,p< .05. Also as predicted, the photograph and diagran
non-numerical groups were more likely to use the non-quanti
fied and non-partitioned models; 33.6% vs. 20.9%, x2 = 4.78
p < .05. For this age group, these models almost invariably le(
to correct solutions (96.9%) compared to the quantitativi
models (51.8%); X2 = 41.1, p < .001.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was designed to develop evidence on th«
interaction between numerical siniations and quantitative m o d
els. Greeno (1991) claims that models involving specific
multipUcative factors or divisors are easier to construct thai

Table 2. Percentages of correct answers and N P & N Q explanations (Exp. lb).

Text
Num]2£i No-Num
Correct

N Q & NP*

55.3%
32.3%

65.6%
15.6%

Diagram
Number Np-num
51.3%
27.6%

75.6%
42.4%

Photo
iimb^ No-num
65.0%
34.2%

71.1%
50.0%

* Percentages of explanations within a condition. N Q = Non-quantitative, N P = Non-Partitioned.
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Models from Kxperiment 1.
Non-quantitative & non-partitioned
2a. C o m m o n source

Quantitative & non-partitioned

2b. Identity

2c. Quantity irrelevant

orange

orange
juice

orange

^
orange

orange

orange

orange

orange
juice

2d. Quantity determines quabty
orange
juice

orange
juice

^
orange
juice

=

Non-quantitative & partitioned

Quantitative & partitioned
2g. Focus on one ingredient

2e. Not shaken 2f. Same ingredients
water
concentrate

concentrate

concentrate

concentrate

/

V

2h. Focus on two ingredients
water
concenlrate

water
concentrate

"^tfnc^Btratel

concentrate

M o d e k from Experiment 2.
Quantitative & partitioned

Quantitative & non-partitioned
2m. Common source quantitative

2i. S a m e amount of ingredients
water

orange

2j. Same relative amount
of ingredients
water

concentrate
concenoate

X \
orange
juice

orange
juice

water

concentrate

concentrate

water
concentrate ] =

2k. Same numerical amounts
of ingredients.

Key
=

water

tastes the same

concentrate

21. S a m e relative numerical
amounts of ingredients
water
—

< , > tastes strongCT, weaker
^

concentrate

pouring

"> ^

V \ a ^ qualitative constituents
water
concenlrate

numerical constituents

-

relationship

concentrate
Figure 2. Students m o d e l s .
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water

- ancend-ate
1

those that do not involve specific values, and that models
then their confidence in their original answer should not
involving doubUng and halving are probably available to m a n y
decrease. However, if the students had weak or non-existent
people, hi Une with this argument, Spinillo and Bryant (1991) quantitative models, then the mathematics should draw them
have shown that judgements about proportionality involving
toward the inequahty of the two glasses.
the "half' boundary are easier for children. Therefore, in the Subjects a n d Design
diagram condition w e expected that simpler numbers would
75 6th-grade students from four classrooms at a Nashville
enable students to recognize a relationship between constitusuburban school participated in a between-subjects, 2 x 2
ent quantities, such as 1/2 and 1/2. This would allow them to
experiment. A presentation factor had the levels of physical
m a p the relationship onto the glasses and construct "correct"
and diagrammatic presentation. A numerical difficulty factor
quantitative and partitioned models.
had the levels of easy and bard. Student assignment to
There are a series of models that did not appear in Expericondition was counter-balanced by class.
ments la & b that w e thought would be facilitated by the use of
simpler numbers. These are shown in the lower right comer of Materials a n d Procedure
The hard-numerical conditions involved the same numbers
Figure 2. Using the model in Figure 2i, one reasons that there
would be the same amount of ingredients in both glasses. This as in the first two experiments. The easy-numerical conditions
involved 20 ounces of water and 20 ounces of concentrate, with
model contains quantities that have been partitioned, but the
2 and 4 ounce glasses. A n experimenter presented the physical
constituent quantities themselves are equated rather than the
relationship between the quantities. Using the model in Figure and diagram materials as in Experiment la. A worksheet was
then given to each student. Students chose whether the glasses
2j, one reasons that the two glasses have the same relative
would taste the same or different. Additionally, they were
amount of ingredients. This model contains quantities that
have been partitioned, as well as the relationship between those asked to rate h o w sure they were of their answer from 1 (very
unsure) to 5 (very sure). Students were then asked to "Show
partitions. Using the model in Figure 2k, one attempts to
w h y your answer is conect using arithmetic". They were then
reason numerically about the relative amounts of ingredients,
asked to chose again whether glasses would taste the same or
stating that the two glasses have the same numerical amounts
different, and to rate h o w confident they were in their answers.
of ingredients as in the carton. There is recognition that
Students took 20 minutes to complete the questionnaire.
numerically something remains the same about the constituent
quantities in the three containers; however, one directly imResults a n d Discussion
ports the quantities themselves, rather than the relationship
Table 3 shows the percentage of correct answers for each
between the quantities. In the model 21, one makes a correct
condition before and after students attempted a mathematical
numerical statement about the relative amounts of water and
solution. T h e results were analyzed in a multivariate analysis
concentrate in the two glasses. O n e has formed a numerical
of variance. Confidence ratings were given a negative value
relationship between the constituent quantities in the carton
for different responses and apositive value for same responses.
and m ^ p e d this onto both glasses.
Students' confidence scores on the first and second answer
In this sUidy, w e used simple numerical relationships rather served as dependent measures with format and numerical
than quaUtative relationships. Our expectation was that nudifficulty as crossed independent variables. Over both remerical simplicity would yield different models in the physical
sponses, there is a format by number interaction in which the
condition than those proposed above for the diagram condidiagram-easy and the physical-hard problems yielded the most
tion. In the physical condition, w e expected the easy numbers
correct responses; F(l,71)=8.76, p<.01. There was also a
and the physical format to elicit conflicting models. The prior presentation format by trial interaction whereby the physical
experiments show that students w h o view more realistic forconditions dropped in accuracy more than the diagram condimats tend not to construct a model of the relationship between
tions; F( 1,71 )=7.97, p <.01.
the concentrate and water in the carton. This can become a
problem if students model the quantitative structure relating
Table 3. Percentages of correct answers
the sizes of the glasses. W e invited this model by making one
and N P & N Q explanations (Exp. 2).
glass double the size of the other, a relationship w e thought
Physical
would be easier to model than 7 to 4. If students model this
Diagram
quantitative relationship, they will have a quantitative differHard
Easy
Hard
Easy
ence between the sizes of the two glasses and a homogeneous
(n=18)
(n=\9)
quantity in the carton. A s a result of the non-partitioned model
68.4%
of the juice, their models would not include a means for
89.5%
94.7%
66.7%
Correct 1st
38.9%
Correct 2nd
47.4%
equating the glasses because they do not include a relationship
89.5%
52.6%
between concentrate and water. A s a result, w h e n they reason
NQ&NP*
21.1%
21.1%
47.4%
16.7%
with their models they will be more likely to conclude that a
difference in quantity of juice leads to a difference in flavor.
This model is represented as Figure 2m.
* Coding does not consider students' mathematical work.
Unlike the prior studies, w e asked students to mathematiN Q = Non-quantitative, N P = Non-Partitioned.
cally prove their answers, with the idea that the form of their
proofs would further illuminate their models. W e also asked
These results can be explicated by considering the models
the students to re-evaluate their answers after doing the mathstudents constructed in each condition. The strong initial
ematical work. If the students had a robust quantitative model, performance in the physical-hard condition replicates the first
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two studies in which w e also found that a large percentage of
the students employed non-partitioned and non-quantitative
models. However, students' mathematical work undermined
their judgment of the equivalence of the juice in the two
glasses. The mathematics required inferences involving the
constituent quantities of concentrate and water which arc not
supported by a physical model. A s further evidence for this
conjecture, it m a y be noted that the diagram-hard and physicalhard conditions had nearly equivalent percentages on their
second answers. This is because, in both cases, the directive to
solve the problem arithmetically led students to construct
similar models of the complex quantities of the problem.
The diagram-easy condition presents thefirstindication of
quantitative proportional reasoning. A typical m o v e was to
point out that 20 and 20 m a k e a balance of 1/2 and 1/2. The
symmeuy of the relationship m a d e it easy to m a p the relationship onto the 4 and 2 ounce glasses. The fact that the
percentages of correct answers did not change on the second
uial shows that students had initially constructed quantitative
models that could support expUcit quantitative manipulation.
Here w e see that students can construct models of proportional relations if the ratios are of simple, specific quantities.
The role of specific numbers and numerical relationships
supports the claim that students use quantified models in their
reasoning. Had they simply been applying a set of rules with
general application, specific values should not have led to
superior performance w h e n students considered constituent
quantities. However, in Experiments la & b w e found that
solutions that included constituent quantities were generally
incorrect, even w h e n there were no difficuh quantitative relationships specified in the problem (e.g., diagram-qualitative
condition of Experiment lb). These results implicate specific
models of specific situations rather than generally appUcable
rules.
Of the models w e observed, the only type that supports a
judgment about proportionality were the quantitative and
partitioned models. Using these models, students can compare
the relationship between the relative amounts of concentrate
and water in the glasses and carton, thus creating a second order
relationship, or a "relations between relations" (Inhelder and
Piaget 1958). In the models w e found, students were making
part-part comparisons between concentrate and water, rather
than calculating the proportion of either concentrate or water
to the total amount of orange juice. Previous work has shown
that children are able to use part-part relations to m a k e proportional judgements earlier than part-whole relations (Noelting,
1980a; Noelting, 1980b; SpiniUo & Bryant, 1991). A useful
next step in our research would be to determine what situations
could lead children to compare a part to the whole.
A n intriguing result from Experiment 2 is the poor performance of the students in die physical-easy condition. Our
hypothesis was that the physical presentation of the problem
would yield a non-partitioned representation of the problem.
However, w e also thought that the simple 4 ounce to 2 ounce
relationship between the glasses would support the construction of a quantitative model of the two glasses. This presents
a problem in that the students would have a specific quantitative difference between the sizes of the glasses, but without the
ratio of the constituents they would have no w a y to maintain
their equivalence. A s a result, the students would be more
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likely to assert that more juice means more flavor. If w e
consider errors, w e find that 5 8 . 3 % of the errors of the physical-easy students were based on the claim that more juice
yields more flavor. In contrast, combining errors in the other
conditions (the n's are too small to treat separately), w e find
that only 2 5 % of the errors were based on this misconception.
This difference is significant; ^ 2 . 6 , n=32, p<.01.
Conclusion
In the curtent studies there were several results that point
toward the deployment of mental models tied to specific
situations. The regularity of inferences in response to situational factors mdicates that subjects were not simply missing
a set of rules necessary for proportional reasoning. T h e strong
results from the diagram-easy number condition of Experiment 2 also show that these situational factors (viz. numerical
information) were not merely distracting students or leading
them d o w n mindless paths of symbol pushing. T h e support of
specific values in the diagram-easy condition also implicates
models in that the specific values allow students to construct
determinate structures that support specific transformations.
The effect of combining easy numbers with the physical
situation also implicates mental models under our interpretation. In this condition, student performance was poor, as w e
predicted. Under a rule-based interpretation, this would be a
unlikely prediction because the student would presumably
have two rules supporting a "same taste" answer: acausal rule
that worked when there were no numbers, and a quantitative
rule that worked w h e n there were simple numbers. Given these
findings, w e believe there is a place for a mental model
approach in understanding the development of proportional
reasoning.
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written representation of a text into an internal set of representations; these internal representations can then be used to
Reading has been studied for decades by a variety of cognitive
explain elements of the text, to predict future events, or to
disciplines, yet no theories exist which sufficiently describe and
support other reasoning tasks. This should be considered a
explain how people accomplish the complete task of reading
working definition; while it captures a great deal of the cognireal-world texts. In particular, a type of knowledge intensive
tive aspects of reading, there m a y be areas in which it is either
reading known as creative reading has been largely ignored by
too broad or too narrow.
the past research. W e argue that creative reading is an aspect
of practically all reading experiences; as a result, any theory
Our definition of creativity is also a working one. There are
which overlooks this will be insufficient. W e have built on
two facets to creativity: creative invention (e.g., Hofstadter
results from psychology, artificial intelligence, and education
& M c G r a w , 1993; Kolodner & Wills, 1993) is a directed,
in order to produce a functional theory of the complete reading
internal process by a cognitive agent which results in an arprocess. The overall framework describes the set of tasks
tifact which is novel and useful; creative understanding is a
necessary for reading to be performed. Within this framework,
directed, internal process by a cognitive agent which results
we have developed a theory of creative reading. The theory
in a useful understanding of a novel artifact. Finally, w e can
is implemented in the I S A A C (Integrated Story Analysis And
Creativity) system, a reading system which reads science fiction define creative reading as reading which includes novel concepts which the reader must creatively understand in order to
stories.
comprehend the text. Active engagement of the text is a prerequisite for creative reading to occur; readers must attempt
Introduction
to incorporate the text into their o w n backgrounds.
Researchers from psychology, education, and artificial intelAbstract

ligence have studied the process of reading for decades; h o w ever, while m a n y theories have been proposed, none explained
the complete process. In particular, creative reading has been
largely ignored; while creativity is recognized as a central
and crucial issue in reading, past language researchers have
disregarded it. B y analyzing existing evidence and reviewing
proposed theories from psychology, artificial intelligence, and
education, w e have created afunctional theory which can act
as a framework for describing the complete range of cognitive
tasks involved in reading. T h e framework is instantiated by
building a computational model of the processes and knowledge that underlie the reading tasks. This approach allows us
to investigate a broader set of reading issues than was possible
in the past, namely the set of processes needed for creative
reading to occur. O u r focus is on the science fiction genre
since these stories offer m a n y opportunities for creative reading. W e are implementing our theory of creative reading in the
I S A A C (Integrated Story Analysis A n d Creativity) system.
Reading, creativity, and creative reading
N u m e r o u s terms have been proposed to describe what the
layperson calls "reading," including text understanding, narrative understanding, text comprehension and sentence processing. Unfortunately, each of these terms represent research
efforts which focus on only small parts of the overall task
of reading, thereby carrying connotations which w e wish to
avoid. W e , therefore, choose to use the c o m m o n term reading
to denote the process by which an agent translates an external.
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In order to creatively read, a person must be a capable
reader at a number of levels, from simple decoding of words
into internal concepts to the active engagement of the text
and building of complex mental worlds to model the textual
elements. Education researchers have believed for decades
that creative reading is a part of all successful reading experiences (see, for example, Harris & Sipay, 1990; Stoodt, 1989);
recent work by Popov (1993) also shows the importance of
creativity for reading comprehension. O u r chosen genre of
study, sciencefiction,is well-suited for research into creative
reading. Most h u m a n readers will not have all of the concepts needed to understand a sciencefictionstory, especially
if they arefirsttime readers of the genre. Consider the story,
M e n Are Different, shown in Figure 1. In order for most past
"story understanding" systems to comprehend this story, all
the proper concepts would need to be in m e m o r y at reading
time. A system would need to k n o w that Mankind was extinct, that Robots were intelligent, and so forth. Notice that
these concepts are false outside the confines of this story (and
possibly related sciencefictiontales). T h e story is not a simplification of the real worid, it is a falsehood about the real
world. Yet, h u m a n readers do not need to possess all the "correct" concepts a priori w h e n reading a story. Instead, most
readers of sciencefictionhave no problem suspending their
disbelief of these novel concepts and attempting to understand
them within the world of the story. Our goal is to produce a
theory which is able explain this ability and to e m b o d y it in a
computational model which could produce similar behavior.

I'm an archaeologist, and M e n are my business Just the same. I
wonder if we'll everfindout about M e n — I mean reallyfindout
what made Man different from us Robots—by digging around
on the dead planets. You see, I lived with a Man once, and 1
know it isn't as simple as they told us back in school.

-Story Tc»l

EXTERNAL W O R L D
kxniaiuuon
Kcuonlnf

We have a few records, of course, and Robots like me are
filling in some of the gaps, but I think now that we aren't really
getting anywhere. W e know, or at least the historians say we
know, that Men came from a planet called Earth. W e know,
too, that they rode out bravely from star to star; and wherever
they stopped, they left colonies—Men, Robots, and sometimes
both—against their return. But they never came back.

Memnry
Manage mem

CASE and
SEMANTIC
Those were the shining days of the world. But are we so old M E M O R Y
now? Men had a bright flame—the old word is "divine," 1
C
think—thatflungthem far across the night skies, and we have
lost the strands of the web they wove.

Meiacontrol

Story SlrULluic
Underiilandine

Scenario
Underttandinf

Scenario ^
Model^

c

Reasoning
Model

e Story Sinjctute
Mn<lel

Figure 2: Functional model of reading
Our scientists tell us that Men were very much like us—and the
skeleton of a Man is, to be sure, almost the same as the skeleton
of a Robot, except that it's made of some calcium compound
story structure understanding: This supertask handles
instead of titanium. Just the same, there are other differences.
details which relate to story structure. Tasks include charIt was on my last field trip, to one of the inner planets, acter
that Iidentification, including protagonist and antagonist;
met the Man. He must have been the last M a n in this system,
setting identification (time and location); plot description,
and he'd forgotten how to talk—he'd been alone so long. I
which builds a coherent summary of the story's plot; and
planned to to bring him back with me. Something happened to
genre identification, which identifies the text's style. This
him, though.
supertask is largely the result of the way in which reading
is taught in Western culture (Smith, 1986).
One day, for no reason at all, he complained of the heat. I
scenario understanding: The tasks making up the scechecked his temperature and decided that his thermostat circuits
nario understander are the event parser, which identifies
were shot. I had a kit offieldspares with me, and he was
agents,
actions, states, objects, and locations within an
obviously out of order, so I went to work. I pushed the needle
episode;
the agent modeler, which maintains descriptions
into his neck to operate the cut-off switch, and he stopped
of the agents, and tracks their goals, knowledge, and bemoving, just like a Robot. But when I opened him up he
liefs; the action modeler, which maintains descriptions of
wasn't the same inside. And when I put him back together
the
acts with which the agents are involved; and the deI couldn't get him running again. Then he sort of weathered
vice
modeler, which forms understandings of h o w various
away—and by the time I was ready to come home, about a year
objects function.
later, there was nothing left of him but bones. Yes, M e n are
explanation and reasoning: This supertask performs
indeed different.
high-level reasoning and learning. Creative understanding
Figure 1: Men Are Different (Bloch, 1963)
attempts to understand concepts which do notfitthe reader's
world view. Interest management controls the reader's level
of interest in the story. Belief management msimiges the beliefs of the agents involved in the episode. Did the robot
A functional t h e o r y o f r e a d i n g
actually believe that the M a n was capable of being turned
off? If so, h o w did it arrive at this erroneous conclusion?
To produce Afunctional theory of reading, we need to identify
T h e explanation task builds the inferences needed to conthe tasks which various processes must perform in order to
nect the events of the story, enabling the reader to learn from
produce the behavior, the knowledge which the processes use,
the material. Finally, metareasoning reflects on the reader's
and the control mechanisms which coordinate the processes
actions during the reading process; this information is also
and results. W e have identified six supertasks necessary for
used for learning.
explaining the reading process (Figure 2). Supertasks are
m e m o r y m a n a g e m e n t : This supertask handles general
groups of conceptually similar tasks which interact to produce
m e m o r y storage and retrieval. It consists of ca^^ building,
a particular form of understanding. The supertasks are:
which constructs the various cases which result from read• sentence processing: This supertask is responsible for low-ing; m e m o r y retrieval; and m e m o r y storage. S o m e of the
level understanding, and includes tasks such as pronoun
m e m o r y event while reading Men... m a y be spontaneous;
reference, syntactic parsing, and lexical retrieval. For exfor example, the story m a y trigger memories of other stoample, in the second line of the last paragraph of Men...,
ries which concern the extinction of humankind. Other
a reader must retrieve meanings for the various words and
m e m o r y processes will be more deliberate; while reading
determine w h o the "he" is referring to. Other tasks are
Men..., the reader might try to remember the last science
punctuation analysis and tense analysis.
fiction story they read written by Alan Bloch.
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• metacontrol: Metacontrol integrates the other supertasks.
It includes/oc«5 control, which manages the depth of reading based on interest and understanding; time management,
which allows the reader to malce decisions based on time resources; and suspension ofdisbelief, which enables a reader
to accept a text which violates their world view. This last
function is particularly important in the case of reading a
story containing unfamiliar concepts. A reader of Men...
knows that the story cannot be true. Mankind still exists,
extensive space travel does not, and robots are merely m e chanical tools. In order to understand the story, the reader
must accept these unfamiliar ideas for the duration of the
reading experience.
The supertasks were identified through functional analyses
of reading processes, supported by evidence from psycholinguistics (e.g., Holbrook et al.. 1992; van Dijk & Kintsch,
1983), reading comprehension (e.g.. Black & Seifert, 1981;
Graesser et al., 1991), story understanding (e.g.. R a m , 1991;
Rumelhart, 1977), m e m o r y (e.g., Anderson, 1974; Kolodner,
1984), and metacognition (e.g.. R a m & Cox, 1994; Weinert,
1987).
The power of this modular, integrated approach is that each
supertask directly supports all of the others. N o single supertask can exist in a vacuum; rather, each relies on aspects of the
processing being performed by the remaining ones. Furthermore, every task in the theory is situated with respect to the
overall framework; this acts to focus the behavior of each with
respect to the ultimate goal of reading a given text. Similarly,
the entire reading act is situated in the real-world story context
being dealt with, adding further focus to the supertasks. It is
the synergy of the six supertasks in relation to the text which
produces the behavior w e call reading.
In addition to this modular breakdown of tasks, our theory
makes use of models in order to provide crucial knowledge
for comprehension. Sentence models provide the capability
of dealing with different low-level structures, such as questions, declarative sentences, quotations, broken or interrupted
speech, and sentence fragments. Next, story structure models
include genre specific models, as well as models describing
narrative types (such asfirst-personand third-person narratives). A similar idea has been proposed by Carpenter and Alterman (1993); in their model, case-based reasoning is used
to control the reading process which "knows" h o w various
text genres should be read (e.g., w h e n confronted with a set
of complex instructions, skim thefirstfew pages looking for
an enumerated list as these are important to instruction following). Scenario models explain different styles of agent
interaction. These include various combinations of "social
states" in communication; for example, the type of interactions one would expect to see between two close male friends
would be very different from the type of interaction exhibited
between a boss and an employee in a formal business setting.
Several of these social relations can be seen in M e n Are Different: the protagonist is a peer a m o n g the robot archaeologists,
it was a student of the historians discussed in the story, and
it was a researcher with respect to the experimental subject
(the m a n ) . T h e reader's high-level reasoning is guided by the
various reasoning models. These control h o w m u c h explanation a reasoner m a y choose to do in a given scenario; e.g.,
if a person's car breaks d o w n on the highway, do they im-
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mediately try tofindhelp, reason and examine the immediate
possible causes, or attempt to reason the problem through to
completion? M e m o r y models permit different types of m e m ory access to occur; based on the type of material being read,
a reasoner m a y request the construction of a careful memory
of the material (e.g., studying for a midterm test) or request
a more shallow m e m o r y be built (e.g., reading a cereal box
for the list of ingredients). Finally, metacontrol models allow
the reader to tailor reading patterns to a given situation. Is the
material being read for pleasure, for study, or to kill time?
Creative understanding
Reading occurs when the six supertasks interact and make use
of the reasoner's existing knowledge to translate a text representation into a set of internal representations. If the reader's
knowledge is sufficient to comprehend the text, creative understanding is not needed. However, it is likely that at some
point in the reading process, the reader will be faced with a
concept that cannot be understood with existing knowledge.
At this point, the creative understanding process must attempt
to understand the novel concept. The algorithm is a four step
cycle; each pass through the algorithm increases the potential
for successful understanding. A n overview of this process follows; for a more complete description see M o o r m a n & R a m
(1994).
1. During reading, internal representations of the text are being built and maintained. A s each text phrase is decoded,
the reader attempts to incorporate it into the existing structures. M e m o r y retrieval occurs, with the new concept acting
as a probe. If the concept already exists in memory, one of
two things occurs. First, the concept m a y fit into the existing representations. If so, processing can continue. O n
the other hand, the concept m a y notfit;this is a signal that
more in-depth understanding is needed.
2. It m a y be that the new concept willfitinto the existing
structures. Rather than a directfit,however, an analogy
(e.g., Falkenhainer, 1987; Centner, 1989) m a y have to be
derived, relating an existing concept (the base) to the new
concept (the target). The algorithm examines the existing
representation and checks to see if any of the concepts there
can be related to the new concept. If such a relationship
exists, reading continues.
3. If no relationship can be found, the algorithm attempts to
force a relationship to exist. B y using general background
knowledge, the reader m a y be able create a concept which
captures the essence of the original one or a generalization
of the original concept. This is similar to analogy, but
the base which is used to understand the new concept is
dynamically created by the reasoner; w e therefore call this
mechanism base-constructive analogy.^
4. If the above steps have failed to produce an understanding,
the creative understanding algorithm resorts to problem reformulation. It m a y be that the initially retrieved concept
is not the one which should have been remembered. It may
also be the case that a portion of the existing representations is flawed and is not useful to the current reasoning.
'While we are not thefirstto describe a cognitive process similar
to this (e.g., Nersessian, 1992; Clement, 1989), we do not know of
any models which implement it.
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Therefore, the algorithm reconsiders the retrieved concept,
based on information contained within the story concept.
This reformulated concept is then used to probe m e m o r y
for potentially better responses than the original attempt.
Successful creative understanding m a y result in the reasoner undergoing co/jcepr«a/c/ia/i^e (Chi, 1993; R a m , 1993);
that is, a concept m a y shift in the reasoner's knowledge system. If the reasoner possesses a useful ontology at the outset of
a reading experience, this conceptual change can be used as a
heuristic to guide the creative understanding process. There is
an inherent danger with the creative understanding algorithm:
at some point the algorithm will be so far removed from the
original concept that understanding will m o v e from being creative to being simply bizarre. To overcome this, some method
of control is needed. Our theory's ontology places knowledge
into a two-dimensional grid, as seen in Figure 3. If conceptual
change leaves the concept in the same grid cell, it is unlikely
to be bizarre. A movement along either axis is potentially
more creative but also more bizarre. Finally, a conceptual
change which transfers a concept along both axes is the most
potentially creative and most potentially bizarre and should
be approached with great care.
Implementation
The I S A A C system is currently able to read the story presented in Figure 1. I S A A C is built in C o m m o n Lisp and uses
the K R frame package (Giuse, 1990) for knowledge representation and the C O M P E R E system (Holbrook et al., 1992) for
the sentence processing supertask. I S A A C builds a detailed
story structure model, a scenario model of the events, and a
metareasoning model of its activities during the reading process. Figure 4 shows a portion of its understanding of M e n
Are Different.
A s I S A A C begins reading, its default story structure m o d e l
includes information that a text with a phrase a n d a n agent
prior to the first paragraph can b e a s s u m e d to h a v e a n explicit
title and author. Metacontrol, therefore, treats the stand-alone
phrase M e n A r e Different as the title, a n d the agent A l a n
Block as the author. N e x t , the sentence processor parses the
title phrase; it is recognized as a n extended state declaration:
I S A A C expects a n object to b e related to another object in
a given w a y . Scenario understanding tags M e n as the first
object and Different as the relation. Metacontrol n o w expects
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Figure 4: Partial view of ISAAC'S understanding of M e n Are
Different

tofindthe second object. Since none is available, metacontrol
decides, due to its knowledge of titles, that this is an important
omission and expects to find the object in later text. Finally,
various m e m o r y requests are generated. Metacontrol requests
that the m e m o r y supertask store the title and author information, and a retrieval is performed to see if the system has either
read this story before or read similar works. Since this is the
first reading event, nothing is returned.
B y the end of thefirstparagraph, I S A A C realizes that something is not quite right. I S A A C only knows about robots which
are industrial machines. The robot in the story is very different from this. Metacontrol decides to suspend disbelief and
creatively understand the concept of the story robot. M e m ory retrieval returns a concept of robot which is insufficient
to explain the character, and an attempt at analogy fails since
there are not enough relevant features (between the story robot
and the robot from m e m o r y ) which are similar. Next, I S A A C
attempts to transfer the concept to a volitional domain (baseconstructive analogy). This attempt is not successful since
the concept of robot directly violates the concept of volition.
Finally, I S A A C tries problem reformulation, changing from
trying to understand the character as a robot to trying to understand it as a volitional agent. This results in the production
of a merged concept containing elements of the robot concept and the best volitional agent the system can retrieve from
m e m o r y — a man. The result is a man-like, intelligent, volitional robot. The new concept maintains m a n y characteristics
of the original robot—it is m a d e of metal, resistant to damage,
uses sensors and feedback as a control mechanism, and so on.

This concept is sufficient to understand the robot in the story,
so I S A A C stores it in m e m o r y as a story-robot, a n e w kind of
robot.
Skipping ahead to the last paragraph, w e see that I S A A C
must treat this as a "story-within-a-story." To appreciate the
ending, the reader must have maintained a correct model of the
narrator, including its beliefs and goals, in order to understand
w h y the robot's mistake took place. I S A A C needs to perform
a similar creative understanding task on the m a n in the story
as it did on the robot narrator. In this case, the creative
understanding arises from a need to understand w h y the robot
narrator acted in the fashion that it did. A s a result, I S A A C
understands that the robot is seeing the m a n as more similar
to itself than is warranted; this explains the logical error.
The key irony in the story can be seen as a dual shift within
our knowledge organization grid. I S A A C is presented with
a robot character which is acting as an agent rather than as a
physical object. This is thefirstshift which must take place
for I S A A C to "make sense" of the story. The twist ending
occurs because the robot narrator decides to treat the M a n ,
a physical agent, as a physical object and disassembles him
with the intent of doing afieldrepair.

material. This process-oriented model contains elements of
the sentence processing supertask (decoding) and the story
structure, scenario, and explanation supertasks (the remaining areas). Unfortunately, none of Clymer's areas were wellspecified and the lack of control and explicit memory operations is a severe limitation. These approaches exist more as
frameworks for exploration than as cognitive theories.
This shortcoming is certainly not the case with the last
two models. Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) propose a unified process which is responsible for the characteristics of
reading. Text is transformed into propositions (units of information) which are combined by the reader into higher level
understanding structures. The model has been extremely successful in modeling psychological data regarding the reading
process, particularly research dealing with recall of read material. Despite these accomplishments, the theory fails to
consider two aspects of reading which are important (for a
recent discussion of these issues, see Gerrig, 1993). First,
creative reading is not handled. Thus, while the theory may
be valid for explaining structured reading tasks, it is unable
to handle pleasure reading. Second, the theory does not place
enough emphasis on the role of the author, and is forced to
m a k e reading more in-depth than it needs to be. Finally, Carpenter and Just (1988) concentrate on the working memory
Related work
constraints of the reader and h o w these influence reading and
In addition to modeling the process of reading and creative recall issues. They, too, have had a great deal of success
understanding, our theory allows previous theories to be exmodeling h u m a n performance within their R E A D E R frameamined within a c o m m o n framework. Past reading systems
work. The approach, however, also ignores issues of creative
have not been greatly successful due to their insufficient covreading and author intent. The primary focus of their work
erage of the reading process. Early examples such as S A M
has always been on memory's influence on reading; in that
and P A M (see chapters 5 and 7 in Schank & Riesbeck, 1981)
regard, their work has had tremendous success and impact on
were narrow attempts to handle what w e call the scenario unthe field. Unfortunately, it is insufficient for modeling the
derstanding supertask through scripts and plans. They did not
type of reading in which w e are most interested.
try to benefit from the other supertasks w e have identified; furthermore, they dealt with extremely short narratives. Dyer's
Conclusions
B O R I S (1983) was a more involved system which attempted
Although our theory has proven sufficient for describing the
to overcome the deficiencies of earlier ones by integrating
comprehension of a real-worid story and many of the unthe current theories of its day in order to perform "in-depth"
derlying points embodied in the theory have been supported
reading. Unfortunately, it overlooked some crucial aspects
of the reading process which w e have identified, such as the
by existing evidence from psychology and education, there
are still important issues to explore. For example, in-depth
story structure. This led to the system being overloaded by the
evaluation of the understanding produced by the model needs
sheer amount of knowledge contained in even a short story.
to be performed. Also, the system needs to be extended
Later systems tried to vary the reading depth, such as IPP
with the addition of new stories for I S A A C to read; w e are
(Lebowitz, 1983) and A Q U A (Ram, 1991). Unfortunately,
currently working on the addition of Zoo by Edward Hoch
IPP failed to do any high-level reasoning, such as explanation
(1978). While similar to M e n Are Different, it contains interof anomalies. A Q U A added the explanation and reasoning
esting variations which will help us to gauge the range of our
supertask, as well as some of the m e m o r y supertask, but it
ignored the story structure aspects which could have been a
theory's coverage and scope.
valuable aid.
B y making extensive use of the knowledge which exists
There also exists a long history of research on reading from
within a story and by relying on a close interaction between
the teaching reading discipline. M u c h of this research blurs
the various reading tasks, our theory is capable of modeling
the line between task and knowledge, but the theories can still
the reading process to a degree not before possible. Furthermore, the theory explains pleasure reading in addition to more
be analyzed in our fi-amework. Graesser (1981) described six
basic knowledge sources involved with textual comprehenstructured forms of reading, an area which many theories have
sion: linguistic, rhetorical, causal, intentional, spatial, and
ignored. W e also provide a framework in which to analyze
roles, personalities, and objects. This theory is highly deprevious systems. Most importantly, the theory incorporates
scriptive of the knowledge which reading needs, but the lack
a general process of creative understanding as an integral part
of a process model makes it impossible to implement. A
of reading. The power of the act comes from a willingness to
not be bound by current world knowledge, to take a cognitive
model suggested by Clymer (1968) broke reading into decodrisk and attempt to understand something in a way it has never
ing, grasping the author's meaning, testing and recombining
the author's messages, and application/extension of the read
been understood before.
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Abstract

of its (labeled) components^ and an initial behavior, hypothesize the potential behaviors of the device in terms
This paper reports on an exploratory study of diagram-of the behaviors of its components.
matic reasoning. Concurrent think-aloud protocols and
This study is part of a larger effort to understand how
gestures of subjects solving a set of device behavior hydiagrams are used in reasoning. W e are interested in
pothesis problems presented as labeled diagrams were
h o w diagrams support problem solving by directing atcollected. In addition to analyzing verbal protocols, the
tention and facilitating visualization, and reduce search
gestures and marks made by the subjects were examined
during problem solving by indexing relevant knowledge.
and used to annotate encoded verbal data. A model
T h e task of hypothesizing h o w a device might behave
of diagrammatic reasoiung in this task is proposed and
compared with results of analyzing the protocols. Besolely from its diagram is appropriate for this because of
sides lending support to results of previous experimental
its following characteristics:
studies, this study also revealed some interesting aspects
(1) A device's diagram depicts the spatial layout and
of diagrammatic reasoning that merit further investigaconfiguration of its components. This depiction contains
tion.
cues that influence h o w focus of attention^ is shifted during problem solving.
Introduction
(2) Behaviors of physical devices include m a n y spatial
behaviors such as sliding, tilting, rotating,filling,and
Diagrammatic reasoning m a y be defined as the act of
deforming. Therefore such problems are ideal vehicles
reasoning, and solving problems, using diagrams as exfor studying visualization during problem solving.
ternal representations. T h o u g h diagrams are static rep(3) For problems involving physical devices, only part
resentations, reasoning with them m a y involve mental
of the knowledge required to solve them can be gleaned
simulations of behaviors that change the configuration
Hence such problems are well
from the diagram.
depicted in the external diagram. Therefore, diagramsuited for studying the interaction of conceptual (nonmatic reasoning m a y well involve cognitive processes that
diagrammatic) knowledge and diagrammatic knowledge
are imagistic in nature. Whereas mental imagery has
during problem solving. T h e indexing of relevant cona colorful history of research in Cognitive Science, receptual and inferential knowledge is a particularly intersearch on diagrammatic reasoning is of more recent vinesting aspect of this interaction.
tage (Hegarty, 1992; Hegarty & Sims, in press; Larkin
& Simon, 1987; Lindsay, 1988). In this paper w e reA Model of Behavior Hypothesis by
port on an exploratory study of diagrammatic reasoning
D i a g r a m m a t i c Reasoning
that Wcis conducted as part of a long-term research prog r a m on visual reasoning. T h e task studied, that of hyThe main goal of our experiments was to characteri
pothesizing device behaviors from labeled schematic diahow visual information from the diagram and concepgrams, is first described. Second, w e propose a model of
tual information (prior knowledge) interact, and influh o w people might execute this task. Third, the method
ence the direction of reasoning, during problem solving.
and results of the protocol analysis study are presented.
T h o u g h solutions that the subjects provided were not alIn the final section we interpret the results within the
ways complete and contained inaccuracies, the analyses
framework of the model and discuss issues of diagramwe carried out - both of the task and the data collected
matic reasoning that merit further research.
- indicated that the diagram plays two important roles
during problem solving.
Hypothesizing Behaviors from Diagrams
The diagrammatic reasoning task that we considered in
this study is the following: given a schematic diagram
of a physical device depicting the spatial configuration

^ W e use the term components to mean components, individual parts of components, and substances.
''We use the term focus of attention to mean an element
in the diagram (a component, a part of a component, or
a substance) or a conceptutd aspect of an element in the
diagram (such as the mass of a component) that is being
heeded at any given moment during problem solving.

'Current address: Knowledge Systems Laboratory, Stanford University, 701 Welch Rd., Palo Alto, C A 94304.
narayanQksl.Stanford.edu
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• The diagram facilitates the indexing and recall of both
conceptual knowledge regarding components and inferential knowledge using which the reasoner can generate new hypotheses.
• The diagram supports a visualization of hypothesized
spatial behaviors of components, which in turn enables
the reasoner to detect effects of these behaviors.
Based on an analysis of this task and a preliminary examination of subjects' verbal reports, we developed the
cognitive process model shown in fig. 1. It explicates
a reasoning strategy for solving qualitative behavior hypothesis problems from diagrams. Reasoning starts with
a component and its behavior mentioned in the initial
condition, and proceeds in cycles. In later cycles, a
component and its behavior to focus on will be selected
from among the hypotheses in short term memory. T h e
diagram facilitates the indexing and recall of relevant
knowledge in two different ways: (i) attending to a component m a y cue relevant properties of it, information
regarding which is either recalled from long term m e m ory or retrieved from the diagram, and (ii) configurational and shape information about components from
the diagram together with prior knowledge about components and behaviors allow the indexing and recall of
inferential knowledge. N e w hypotheses are generated
in three ways: (i) by deliberating about effects of nonspatial behaviors, (ii) by observing the diagram to locate connected/contacting components and deliberating
about how these will be affected by spatial behaviors, or
(iii) by mentally visualizing spatial behaviors, detecting
interactions a m o n g components that result, and deliberating about effects of these interactions. In each of these
cases, the application of the recalled inferential knowledge creates new hypotheses in short term memory. For
the study reported here, we focussed our analysis on two
issues that this model raises: the order in which subjects
shift their focus of attention during problem solving and
the recall of relevant knowledge cued by spatial information from the diagram.

tions followed the guidelines presented in (Ericsson k
Simon, 1983). They were then given three training problems followed by the actual problems. T h e four actual
problems we used are shown infig.2. Concurrent verbal and gestural data were collected. Verbal reports (in
Japanese) were tape-recorded and gestures with hands
and pen were video-taped.

Analyses. The verbal reports were transcribed verbatim, and translated into English. Gestures and drawings that the subjects m a d e were examined using both
the video recording and the problem sheets on which
subjects drew. Gestures were categorized as pointing,
movement-indicating, or drawing. Pointing gestures were
further classified as pointing to a component, pointing to
an area, or tracing a component boundary. M o v e m e n t indicating gestures were divided into moving the tip of the
pen, or using fingers and/or hands and/or the pen to indicate some spatial behavior of a component. Movements
of the pen's tip were subdivided into three classes: moving from one location in the diagram to another, moving
from a component along a direction, or moving from one
component to another. Drawing gestures were divided
into drawing the new location and/or orientation of a
moving component or copying a component. T h e verbal
protocols were then annotated with encoded gestures.
Gestures appeared concurrently with verbalizations or
during pauses.
T h e annotated protocols were segmented. A segment
was defined to be a meaningful clause (or clauses) separated from the rest of the transcript by pauses, c o m m a s ,
expressions such as " h m m m " , "let m e see", etc., question marks, or connectives, or a gesture occurring during
a pause. Table 1 gives the number of segments obtained
per protocol. Based on its verbal and gestural content,
each segment was tagged with one or more of the following labels: diagram observation ( D O ) , visualization
(V), recall of known/given information (R), and inference (I). T h e segments were encoded using four types
of expressions: (i) Focus (components) lists components
that constitute the focus of reasoning in a segment. W e
Method
assumed that a subject was focusing on a component
it was explicitly mentioned in a segment and/or gesif
Subjects. Three adult high school graduates voluntures involving that component (pointing, tracing the
teered as subjects.
boundary, drawing, simulating its motion with the pen,
Materials. The subjects were seated at a table and
etc.) were m a d e within that segment. W e assumed that
presented with one sheet (per problem) containing a laa subject was focusing on some conceptual aspect of a
beled diagram with an initial condition and instructions
component if an explicit mention of it appeared in a
written below the diagram. A pen was kept on the table.
segment, (ii) Behavior(component; behavior; type) deThe subjects were told that they could use it to point or
scribes any given or hypothesized component behaviors
draw on the problem sheet.
mentioned in the segment, (iii) Knowledge(statements)
Procedure. All subjects attended an initial session in contains a restatement of any facts, assumptions, conditions or descriptions of component states that the segwhich concurrent think-aloud verbal reporting (Ericsment contains, (iv) Comment(statements) consists of
son & Simon, 1983) was explained and illustrated by
any elaborations or inferences by the encoder. T h e enthe experimenter. Each subject attended two problem
coding vocabulary for thefirsttwo types of expressions
solving sessions lasting approximately 45 minutes each,
consists of all component labels, two words for characterseparated by a week. Subjects were asked not to disizing the type of a behavior - known or hypothesis - and
cuss the experiments a m o n g themselves during this peterms for component behaviors (e.g., move-up, rotateriod. In each session a subject was first given a general
clockwise, etc.) derived from analyzing the problems and
instruction sheet that explained what was expected of
examining
the verbal protocols. A limitation of this enthem in terms of think-aloud reporting. These instruc-
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f Select a component C and its hypothesized behavior B from short term memory
— "
[ Shift tocus to C J

^-«

r Attending to C may cue relevant intormation about C that is currently missing ]

1

If so. and If this Information is visual in nature,
shift focus to the appropriate part of C in the
diagram in order to locate and retrieve the missing
information
1

X

If so, and if this intormation is not visual in nature.
Index Into long term memory and recall relevant
prior knowledge to fill in this information
I

3_

[ If B is non-spatial, ]

( If B Is spatlalT)

Consider any immediate effects of B on
components that are connected
to or in contact with C as observed
from the diagram

If B does not have any immediate effects
on other components, or if such effects
have already been considered,
Mentally visualize B and any other
spatial behaviors caused by it

Determine components which
may be affetcted by C and B
Watch out for components involved
in the behaviors being visualized
interacting with other components
If such components are found, use information about these components from the diagram and prior
knowledge about the behaviors under consideration to index and retrieve relevant inferential knowledge;
Deliberate about how these components will be affected; Generate hypotheses about new behaviors
that result, by applying the recalled inferential knowledge; Store new hypotheses in short term memory

T
f If there are hypotheses in short term memory that have not yet been considered,

1

Figure 1: A process model of behavior hypothesis from device diagrams

coding process was that gestures and verbalizations were
encoded by one person each. So a measure of the reliability of the encoding, such as inter-coder agreement, is
not avadlable.
Results
Our model predicts that reasoning will start with the
given initial condition, and will proceed with attention
focussed on one or more components. T h e verbal reports
show that reasoning began with the initial condition in
all cases.
W h e n attention is focussed on multiple components,
the model predicts that these will either be connected/contacting components or components related by
the propagation of causality. W e counted the n u m ber of distinct components indicated by each individual
verbalization'' and accompanying gestures. This number
ranged from 0 to 9. In 9 5 % of the verbalizations with
more than one component, the components could be
*A sentence, a question, or a set of clauses separated from
the rest of the protocol by pauses at both ends. Such verbalizations were split into multiple segments during the encoding
process.
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classified as connected/contacting components or components causally related by their spatial behaviors. This
finding supports the hypothesis in (Hegarty, 1992) that
subjects decompose the representation of a device into
smaller units corresponding to the machine components
during diagrammatic reasoning. Our study suggests that
such units m a y contain more than one component and
that this decomposition m a y be guided by spatial adjacency, causality, or both.
T h e model predicts that in each cycle the component
and behavior selected from short term m e m o r y and the
hypotheses subsequently generated will be causally related. For a device whose operation can be described in
terms of a linear sequence of causally connected events,
this means that each pair of successive hypotheses will
have a cause-effect relationship. However, for a device
whose operation involves branching component behaviors (such as one whose operation can be described by a
tree of causally connected events), the model's implication is only that each hypothesis in a sequence generated
according to this model can be identified as the effect of
some preceding hypothesis in the sequence. T h e structure and instructions of our problems encouraged subjects to consider m a n y different, possibly branching, be-

,c«llng.

cyHndef

J
holeB
compra«Md cpnng
tpacaA
holeB
cylinder
spaceB
hIngeA
holeC

han
You are required
topredtet
everything mat
wM happen If gas
at high pressure
Is pumped In
through holeA
In theProblem
direction 1
shown l)y the
anow.
There may tw
many possibilities.

You are required
to predict
everything that
will happen if gas
at high pressure
Is pumped In
through holeA
in tt>e Problem
direction 2
shown by the
arrow.
There may be
many possibilities.

You are required
to predict
eveiything that
w W happen If
someone pushes
handleA
In the direction
shownProblem
by the 3
arrow.
There may be
many possibilities.

hIngaC

You ve r«qulfBd to pradkt everything thai wU happen H someone piils stopperA out
of the cylinder In tie direction shown bytt>Bam>w. There may tM many possiblRtiet.
Problem 4

Figure 2: Problems used in this study

haviors. However, their hypotheses appeared in the verbal reports as linear sequences. This means that even if
subjects were following the direction of causality in their
reasoning, successive hypotheses m a y not always be related causally. Therefore, w e computed the percentage
of times a hypothesis about a correct event in the operation of the device, which has another event as its cause
and which is appearing in the sequence of hypotheses for
thefirsttime, was in fact preceded in the sequence by its
cause^. This averages to 8 8 % over all 12 protocols. This
also supports the conclusion that diagrammatic reasoning about mechanical devices typically proceeds along
the direction of causality (Hegarty, 1992).
The model predicts that focus shifts are mediated
by three factors - search for information, connectivity/contacts, and visualization. C o m p o n e n t connectivity and contacts, detection of spatial interactions a m o n g
components during visualization of a hypothesized behavior, and search for information were indeed found to
be factors, in decreasing order of importance, influencing focus shifts during problem solving. However, these
three accounted for only 5 2 % of all focus shifts, indicating that there must be additional factors guiding the
shifts of focus.
*The formula used was "(X/X4-Y) times 100"
X = the number of correctfirst-timehypotheses with
causes that appeared earlier in the sequence and Y
number of correctfirst-timehypotheses with known
which did not appear earUer in the sequence.

where
known
= the
causes
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F o c u s shifts. Focus shifts were induced from the protocol data based on contents of verbalizations and specific gestures. Therefore, it is a coarser measure than eye
fixation data. It was found that connectivity/contacts,
visualization, and search for information explain about
half of the observed focus shifts. Table 2 summarizes results from analyzing the n u m b e r and types of focus shifts
found in the segments^, and the different types of focus
shifts are explained below.
Connectivity/contacts: A focus shift based on connectivity or contact occurs w h e n a subject, after deliberating
about a component and its behavior, starts to heed another component that is connected to or in contact with
the former one. Such shifts typically occur w h e n the behavior under consideration affects the shape, position, or
orientation of the component. Such shifts of focus guide
reasoning along the direction of causality. This appears
to be a very c o m m o n type of focus shift since 3 9 % of all
focus shifts in the 12 protocols could be classified into
this category.
Visualization: A focus shift based on visualization occurs
w h e n a subject, during deliberations about a component
and its behavior accompanied by verbalizations or ges®The following abbreviations are used in this table: C - the
number of focus shifts explained by component connectivity
or contacts; V - the number explained by detection of spatial
interactions between components during visualization; I - the
number of focus shifts explained by search for information;
and O - number of focus shifts that could not be classified as
C, V or 1.

Table 2: F o c u s Shift D a t a
total
per problem

subjecti subject2 subjects
Table 1: N u m b e r of Segments
subjects

1

2

3

total
per problem

Focus Shifts = 28
O
problem 1
57%
2^% V I
I

problem 1

26

31

43

100

problems

problem4

25

28

36

40

46

69

27

Focus Shifts = 30

66

86

92

140

10% 70J
Focus Shifts = 20
C
85%
problems

0
V 1 15%
07., 07o

191

Focus Shifts = 43
problem4

total
per subject

115

186

77?

523
grand total

Focus Shifts = 39

Focus Shifts =: 99
0
59%
267.. ,Y„, I

Focus Shifts = 60

Focus Shifts = 31

Focus Shifts = 121

li^" '

problem2
problem2

Focus Shifts = 32

O
C
48%
32%
I
1 "
I 3 %Shifts = 28
Focus
C
717o

47o0%

25%

Focus Shifts = 89

0
o
47%
, « % 35%
V I ,
6%
go/ 107o|
Focus Shifts = 70 Focus Shifts = 118

C
39%

C
50%
9\T '07o|

C
O
617o
417o

Focus Shifts = 91

6% 0%

0
33%

Focus Shifts = 223

^ V
O
i5Z''3o% I o
C 3 8 % 28%
I 297o 31%28% I 2?%
18% 11%
-.1fi% 19% 257o I 1 I ,
11%i
'
9%
Focus Shifts = 121 Focus Shifts = 209 Focus Shifts = 231 Focus Shifts = 561

total
C
per subject 4 2 %

177o

0
347

C
O
o
C
M%
427« V
417o 39% 167o
3770
h=-i9%
11% 6%
7%
grand total

tures indicating m e n t a l visualization, starts to h e e d a n other component that, while not connected to or in contact with the original one, has the potential to interact
with the original component as a result of its behavior.
Such shifts typically occur w h e n subjects are deliberating about deformation or motion, after considering immediate effects due to connectivity/contact. A shift of
focus from the iron ball to the pipe in problem 4 is a
typical example. These shifts also guide reasoning along
the direction of causality. A m o n g all focus shifts in the
12 protocols, 1 6 % could be classified into this category.
Search for information: Attending to a component m a y
cue prototypical knowledge that a subject has about that
component. T h e indexing and recall of such knowledge
(about the component's typical parts or function) m a y
reveal that information about s o m e aspects - visual aspects such as whether a typical part of the component
is present in the diagram and conceptual aspects such
as the purpose of a component - of this particular component is currently missing. This will cause a shift of
the subject's focus of attention to the corresponding element/location in the diagram (in the case of a visual
aspect) or to the corresponding conceptual aspect. U n like the previous two types of focus shifts, the occurrence
of these focus shifts depends o n the type of component
being considered rather than its behavior. A n example is
the shift of focus from the left end of seesawC to weightC
in problem 4. In this case, considering the left end of a
horizontal seesaw might have created an expectation re-
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garding the presence/absence of a balancing weight at
the other end, resulting in the focus shift. Since parts of
a complex component are typically connected together,
it can be difficult to separate this type of focus shifts
from those due to connectivity. However, when a shift
occurs to a conceptual aspect, or w h e n it bypasses intermediate parts or selects one part w h e n there are other
parts that could have been selected based on connectivity alone, w e feel that classifying such shifts into this
category is appropriate. Only 7 % of all focus shifts could
be so classified. This m a y be due to the fact that most of
the device components in the four problems were quite
simple.
Knowledge indexing. Many instances of the recall of
relevant conceptual information triggered by diagram elements (e.g., mass of the ball and purpose of the knife in
problem 4) appeared in the protocols. W e also expected
to see instances of diagram elements cueing relevant inferential knowledge. O n e problem in which this was evident was problem 2. All subjects inferred leakage of gas
after noticing holeC in the piston. O n e subject explicitly
considered three possibilities - holeC being very small,
normal, or very large - and m a d e correct hypotheses regarding the piston's motion in each case. T h e other two
subjects, perceiving holeC to be very small, ignored its
effect and hypothesized the s a m e behavior of the piston
(upward motion) as in problem 1. This was the only instance that clearly showed diagrammatic information the presence and perceived size of holeC - cueing relevant

inferential knowledge, although the indexed knowledge
and resulting inferences differed a m o n g the subjects.

a significant impact is instructional technology. Studies
of the role of visual reasoning in scientific thought (Nersessian, 1991), differences in visualization skills between
individuals (Hegarty k Sims, in press) and between exGeneral Discussion
perts and novices, and c o m m o n mistakes that novices
are prone to, can lead to intelligent tutoring systems that
In this section we discuss interesting aspects of diagramfacilitate the development of visualization skills in probmatic reasoning that the verbal and gestural data relem solving a m o n g students of science (Dreyfus, 1991)
vealed, and questions meriting further investigations.
and engineering. This motivates our research on diaW e close on a speculative note about the potential benegrammatic reasoning.
fits of studying, and computationally modeling, cognitive
processes involved in reasoning with diagrams.
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Abstract

of N O V A (Wiesmeyer, 1992). Each of these earlier models
was built within the c o m m o n Soar framework, which made
it possible to import a great deal of this prior work directly.
The general Soar architecture, which is independent of these
models, is a classical, symbolic framework that allows limited
parallelism in perceptual and motor processing but imposes
a serial decision-making bottleneck in cognition (Laird et al.,
1987). While serial models have been successful in areas such
as planning and problem solving, there has been speculation
that their serial nature makes them inadequate for real-time
performance in other domains, including vision and language.
In particular, Fodor (1983) claims that such systems will not
be capable of handling real-time speech input or of simultaneously processing multiple senses. In counter-evidence to such
claims, w e present an implemented serial symbolic model that
succeeds at these traditionally parallel tasks without violating
the constraints of real-time processing.

NTD-Soar is a model of the perceptual, cognitive, and motor actions performed by the N A S A Test Director as he utilizes the materials in his surroundings and communicates with
others to prepare for a Space Shuttle Launch. The model,
built within the framework of a serial symbolic architecture, is
based on a number of independently designed general cognitive capabilities as well as a cognitive analysis of a particular
task. This paper presents a detailed description of the model
and an assessment of its performance when compared to human data. NTD-Soar's ability to display human-like real-time
performance demonstrates that symbolic models with a serial
bottleneck can account for complex behaviors which appear
to happen in parallel, simply by opportunistically interleaving
small elements of the different subtasks.
Introduction
Our goal in this research is to create an integrated cognitive model by combining several independently developed
in-depth models of particular capabilities into a single agent.
Specifically, w e are modeling the behavior of the N A S A Test
Director (NTD). The N T D is responsible for coordinating
many facets of the testing and preparation of the Space Shuttle
before it is launched. H e must complete a checklist of launch
procedures that, in its current form, consists of 3000 pages of
looseleaf manuals (the Operations and Maintenance Instructions, or O M I ) , as well as graphical timetables describing the
critical timing of particular launch events. T o accomplish
this, the N T D talks extensively with other members of the
launch team over a two-way radio net called the Operational
Intercommunications System (OIS). In addition to maintaining a good understanding of the status of the entire launch,
the N T D is responsible for coordinating troubleshooting attempts by managing the communication between members of
the launch team w h o have the necessary expertise.
The complete model is made up of many capabilities which
interact with a simulated physical world, including a simulated
O M I and simulated OIS communications. Figure 1 shows an
example of an O M I page along with a graphical representation
of the model's eye movements during visual scanning. Our
language model derives from NL-Soar's systems for comprehension (Lewis, 1993; Lehman et al., 1991) and generation
(Rubinoff and Lehman, 1994). Decision making and problem
solving knowledge in NTD-Soar came from an earlier N T D
agent that provided a functional account of behavior in the
domain (John et al., 1991). The visual processing capability was drawn from a number of sources, including the work

The Origins of the Model
The N T D model is shaped by many forces: data gathered
through psychological experiments, knowledge acquisition
sessions with N T D s , NASA's standard audio recordings of
launch communications, the physical artifacts in the NTD's
environment, earlier models of individual capabilities, and the
Soar architecture itself.
M u c h of the planning, problem solving, and other cognitive behavior was taken from a preliminary, purely functional
model ofthe N T D (John etal., 1991). The cognitive processes
in the preliminary N T D model were based on interviews, field
observation, and analysis of the task, the artifacts, and the discourse. A s a functional model, it made no attempt to account
for timing data. In addition, this early model did not include
the details of natural language comprehension, generation, or
visual search.
The language comprehension capability of the current
model, NL-Soar, was developed as part of separate, ongoing
research on natural language in Soar (Lewis, 1993; Lehman
et al., 1991; Rubinoff and Lehman, 1994). The development ofthe comprehension capability was guided in part by a
wide range of psycholinguistic phenomena such as embedded
constructions, non-problematic ambiguities, and garden-path
sentences, directly comparing empirical results on the time
course and success rate of comprehension for these different
types of utterances with the N L model's predictions. A compatible model of language generation is being built within the
established NL-Soar framework, and is used in NTD-Soar as
well.
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The organization of perceptual, cognitive, and motor actions of the N T D - S o a r model takes it inspiration from the
Model H u m a n Processor (Card et al., 1983), that is, perception
and motor actions proceed in parallel with serial cognition.
Models describing parallel activities using this organization
have been highly successful at predicting h u m a n behavior in
a variety of H u m a n Computer Interaction tasks (John, 1988;
Gray et al., 1993; C h u a h et al., 1994). Timing estimates for
motor behaviors were based on h u m a n performance data on
individual movements, including page turns (Egan, D. E., personal communication, March 19, 1991) and saccades (Westheimer, 1954;Fuchs, 1976; Card etal., 1983). The perceptual
and cognitive aspects of visual attention were taken in part
from the N O V A model (Wiesmeyer, 1992), which itself predicts the response times in a large set of classic psychological
experiments.
Afinalcontribution to the model comes from the Soar architecture itself, through its incorporation of m a n y theoretically
motivated assumptions about cognition. O n e assumption that
is of particular importance for modeling the time course of
behavior is the duration of a Soar cognitive operator, the
smallest unit of serial cognitive behavior in Soar. Soar operators are considered within the Soar theory to correspond
to a fixed duration of roughly 50 milliseconds of real time
(John, 1988; Wiesmeyer, 1992; Lewis, 1993). This assumption provides the basis for all of the predictions of cognitive
durations m a d e by the system. Newell (1990) discusses the
origin of this number, and its potential for variation. W e
believe that the best w a y to evaluate this assumption is for
numerous researchers to utilize the same value in widely disparate domains, and have therefore chosen what w e believe
to be the most c o m m o n l y used figure.
The focus of this research has been the integration of cognitive capabilities independently constructed in Soar. Relevant
work outside of the Soar framework includes searching for information in structured texts (Carpenter and Alterman, 1994;
Lohse, 1993), and real-time language processing for specialized domains (Torrance, in press; Horswill, in press; Traum
etal., in press).
The Integrated Model
In a Soar model, different types of knowledge are organized
into problem spaces. Each problem space contains a set of
operators that modify or change states. The operators are
the smallest units of deliberate action and must be performed
sequentially. States collect information that may come from
the physical world through perception or from cognition, and
may be thought of as the system's working memory. At
any point, the knowledge required to unequivocally select
or perform an operator m a y be unavailable in the current
problem space; in this case, an impasse arises, and a subgoal
is created to search for the knowledge in other problem spaces.
W h e n knowledge that is able to resolve the impasse has been
found, the subgoal is accomplished, and a generalization of
the problem solving in the subgoal is learned. This chunk
integrates knowledge from one or more problem spaces and
makes it directly available in the problem space which gave
rise to the subgoal; thus in similar future situations, the system
behaves recognitionally, i.e., without impasse.
NTD-Soar has m a n y different problem spaces that reflect
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Figure 1: A sample page of the O M I showing modeling of
eyefixations(boxes) and attention shifts (cross-hairs), during
the N T D ' s search for his next participation. T h e focus of
attention is on the two columns which provide information
about the step participants.

the origins of its knowledge. Language comprehension and
generation problem spaces c a m e from NL-Soar; task performance and selection spaces c a m e from the earlier N T D work;
and visual scanning spaces derive, in part, from N O V A . Apart
from these problem spaces, a modest amount of additional
control knowledge is needed to complete the model. This
additional knowledge is necessary to mediate a m o n g capabilities contending for control of the central cognitive resource.
This contention a m o n g capabilities did not arise in any of the
prior models, because each one modeled only one capability.
In order to achieve this integration, the knowledge in s o m e of
the prior systems, particularly in the earlier N T D work, had
to be re-organized in a manner capable of supporting this sort
of mediation and resource sharing.
Despite the relative separability of knowledge implied by
the problem-space organization, the N T D ' s behavior consists
of perceptual, motor, linguistic, and other cognitive tasks that
are thoroughly intertwined. Often it is necessary that the tasks
be performed in parallel, or at the very least give this appearance. Fodor (1983) argues that such behavior can be modeled
only by the action of interconnected cognitive modules working in parallel. Others have focused on achieving parallelism
byfindingfixedways to combine multiple parallel actions into
a single larger action (e.g. Covrigaru, 1992). O u r approach,
however, is to explain the apparent parallelism as an ability
to switch fluidly and opportunistically a m o n g tasks. Thus,

NTD-Soar achieves the appearance of doing several things
in parallel by interleaving tasks, performing small elements
of one task betM-een elements of other tasks. Interleaving
successfully substitutes for parallelism because the system as
a whole is able to keep up with the various demands of the
external environment.
The real N T D is an expert at his task. For this reason, much
of the language and task behavior in the model should occur
in Soar's Top problem space, which interacts with the outside
world and where rapid, expert behaviors occur via knowledge
that is available recognitionally. Recall that recognitional
knowledge consists of associations in long-term memory that
are immediately available because of the current contents of
working memory, rather than those that must be found and integrated through deliberate search in subgoals. Soar's learning mechanism automatically builds this recognitional knowledge in its chunks, allowing novice models to develop into
expert models. Since w e wish to model expert behavior, our
evaluations examine behavior after chunking has occurred.
In NTD-Soar, w e have found it useful to categorize the
Top-space operators in much the same way Newell did in
his discussion of immediate behavior in Soar (Newell, 1990).
These categories reflect the types of basic cognitive activities
the N T D performs:

possible tofindthe desired information simply by matching
the pattern in visual attention to a target pattern.
The serial nature of the cognitive behavior and the time
associated with the operators makes it possible to perform
very direct comparisons between the model and human data.
Further, the short duration of the operators (50 m s each) allows
the predictions we make to have a veryfineresolution, in many
casesfinerthan the data w e are modeling. In the remainder of
this paper w e explore thefitof the model to data we have, and
discuss further predictions for which w e have not yet collected
the data needed to evaluate the model.
Performance of the Model

Communication in the launch room is done in a stylized, restricted form of English, somewhat akin to Seaspeak, the international language used aboard ships and aircraft, familiar in
such terms as "Roger," "Copy," and "Niner" (Crystal, 1987).
The performance data w e have available from N A S A contain
only these communications, including the words spoken by
the N T D himself. W e have also collected eye movement data
from well-practiced non-NTD participants scanning the O M I
for launch information.
Segments of the N A S A dialogs have been transcribed with
detailed timing information, allowing us to evaluate how well
we model the response times of an N T D to questions and
Attention operators direct the perceptual mechanism to proother linguistic input. A s a side effect, w e can also look at
vide additional information about particular elements in the
the quality of our model with respect to other durations, such
sensory input.
as the time it takes the N T D tofindand perform his next step
Comprehension operators interpret and elaborate the peron the O M I checklist, by looking at the lengths of pauses
ceptual inputs in conceptual terms, or perform further inbetween dialogs.
ferences on the conceptual representation.
Tasii operators select the next task to be performed, thereby
biasing the selection of other operators.

Table 1: Sample N T D Dialogs

Time (ms) Speaker Utterance
NTD, CVFS.
147357 CVFS
Go ahead, CVFS.
149686 NTD
All tasks are performed by collections of these types of op150814 CVFS
Ready for BFS uplink.
erators, plus the perceptual and motor operators that interact
I copy.
152102 NTD
with the physical world. Naturally, language comprehension
Houston Flight, N I U .
152620 NTD
is performed by perceptual and comprehension operators, and
Perform B F S preflight
153969 NTD
language generation leads to intention and motor operators.
uplink loading.
A s Lewis discusses (1993), comprehension may take two to
In work.
156063 FLT
five cognitive operators p>er word in handling syntactic processing, semantic processing, and reference resolution. Generation involves a similar number of operators (roughly three)
One of the dialogs w e have explored is a communication bewith discourse-level processing replacing reference resolutween the N T D and the C V F S (another launch team member),
tion.
which proceeds as shown in Table 1. The times associated
Processing of the visual page is also performed through sim- with each line are measured in milliseconds from the start of
ilar operators - intention operators produce eye movements,
the transcript two minutes earlier. Thefirstutterance, "NTD,
and perceptual, attention, and comprehension operators search CVFS," is a request to initiate a dialog with a specific party
for information and perform the visual pattern matching that
(namedfirst),made by the speaker (named second). The
allows NTD-Soar to determine whether it has found the inN T D replies with, "Go ahead, CVFS," to acknowledge that
formation it is seeking. The model predicts a series of eye
he is listening. The C V F S then provides the content of his
communication: that the computer is ready to receive a radio
movements, and within each eyefixationone or more shifts
of attention, giving patterns such as the one shown in Fig- transmission (uplink) of backupflightsoftware (BFS). The
ure 1. The amount of work that may be done by one attention
N T D acknowledges this with, "I copy." The table continues
operator is fairly well constrained by psychological data, as with the next dialog, in which the N T D summons Houston
Flight (FLT) to direct him to perform the uplink.
described by Wiesmeyer (1992). Visual scanning differs from
In order to model the timecourse of behavior, w e simulated
reading because the "comprehension" process often does not
need to consider either syntax or meaning; it is frequently
the passage of time, using the serial nature of the operators and
Intend operators initiate physical responses from the system,
such as simulated speech or hand movements.
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their estimated duration to provide a measure of accumulated
time. W e use this "clock" initially to determine the times at
which the model hears the other speakers, and thereafter to
measure when the system responds. W e measured the duration
of specific utterances from the audio tapes and used these as
auditory input to the model. The same measured durations
served as estimates of the duration of speech outputs from the
model.
The audio data from the dialog in Table 1 and NTTD-Soar's
behavior are depicted graphically in Figure 2. The dotted
boxes in thefigureindicate the times of the observed speech
in the human data, with the dotted lines connecting them to
the model's perceptual input (black boxes) and its motor output (white boxes) for the corresponding events. Cognitive
activities are shown in grey, and the discontinuities where one
aspect of cognition (comprehension, generation, or page scanning) pauses briefly while another proceeds give a graphical
depiction of the interleaving that is occurring. Each grey rectangle within the longer boxes represents a distinct cognitive
operator, falling into one of the four categories of attention,
comprehension, intention, or tasking. Preliminary analysis
of eye movement data w e have collected suggests that the
model predicts the number and spatial distribution of eye fixations well, but it is impossible to display a one-to-one match
between the model and real N T D behavior.
While no two cognitive events overlap, and motor activities using the same physical system (e.g. eyes, mouth) must
be serial, there is, nevertheless, some parallelism exploited
among cognition, perception, and motor activity. It is possible for the model to speak and m o v e its eyes simultaneously,
but these actions must be initiated sequentially by cognition
in this model. A great deal of this interleaving goes on during
thefirstdialog, while the N T D is trying to locate the next step
in which he participates. Once he initiates the second dialog,
the visual search task is no longer necessary, so he spends his
cognitive time exclusively on communication.
As shown in Figure 2, the timecourse of behavior simulated by the model's speech output follows the performance
data available from N A S A quite nicely. This figure further
illustrates h o w NTD-Soar manages its resources to keep up
with external events over which it has no control. It receives
auditory input from the external world at times and with durations specified by the observed data. To accomplish all the
necessary tasks in the available time before more input begins,
NTD-Soar interleaves scanning the page to find the next relevant step, comprehending the auditory input, and generating
an appropriate response. The total time taken by the model
from the when the C V F S hails the N T D until NTD-Soar informs Houston that they can perform the B F S uplink loading
is 8392 msec, only 11 % longer than the observed 7574 msec.
Although this prediction is quite good for a model of this
type, accurately predicting the timecourse of behavior of this
particular N T D during this particular launch is not the point
of our modeling effort. The point here is to demonstrate
a human-like model that keeps pace with the real-time constraints of a complex task despite being built within a symbolic
architecture with a serial bottleneck in cognition. B y "humanlike behavior" w e mean that both the content and timecourse
of behavior displayed by the model are within the expected
range for N T D s . In the stylized communications of the launch
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procedure, the content of the N T D ' s speech is often a identical to the words in the O M I , so the content of NTD-Soar's
utterances is reasonable w h e n it utters words from the O M I
as w e have implemented it to do. A s for the timecourse, the
pauses observed with the real N T D (after being hailed by the
C V F S and after hearing "Ready for B F S uplink") are about
200 msec in length. In contrast, N T D - S o a r pauses for 450
msec at the same places. However, empirical data show a
range of mean pauses from about 4 0 0 msec for telephone
conversations (Norwine and Murphy, 1938) to 7 0 0 msec for
face-to-face conversations (Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970). Thus
the pauses that NTD-Soar displays are well within the range
of acceptability for human conversation.
It is important to note that this particular implementation of
NTD-Soar is conservative in several ways, that is, it produces
slower behavior than other reasonable implementations would
produce. For instance, this implementation has a preference
for listening to the entire s u m m o n s ("NTD, C V F S " ) before
generating any of the structure required for articulating the acknowledgement ("Go ahead C V F S " ) . A reasonable alternative
strategy would be for NTD-Soar to generate the structure for
" G o ahead" immediately after hearing " N T D , " and generate
the structure for " C V F S " after hearing those call letters (i.e.,
interleaving the comprehension and generation tasks) and then
sequentially articulating the generated surface forms to output the entire sentence. This strategy would produce a shorter
pause between s u m m o n s and acknowledgement, closer to the
behavior of this particular real N T D . Another strategy choice
in this implementation that produces longer response times is
that this NTD-Soar waits until an entire word (or acronym) is
input before starting to comprehend that word. Thus, it waits
until all four syllables of " C V F S " have been heard before
beginning to comprehend w h o is speaking. This leads to a
conservative estimate in that the speaker is uniquely identified
by thefirsttwo or three call letters and m a y even be identifiable
from voice alone with thefirstcall letter. Furthermore, w e
are currently using a preliminary model of speech generation
that w e believe will require fewer operators per word as it is
refined. For all these reasons, w e find the current demonstration of human-like real-time behavior extremely encouraging,
since the response rate will only get better with refinement of
this model.
Currently, w e can evaluate our model only by matching it
to the data available from N A S A , the audio tape of a launch,
or by comparing it to our eye movement data. However, this
model makes other testable predictions for which w e hope
to collect data in the future. Other observable actions not
discussed here are also incorporated in the full model, e.g.,
turning pages and checking off steps. Collecting these data
and comparing them to the predictions of the model remains
for future work.
Conclusions
W e have described a serial, symbolic model of the N A S A Test
Director that displays human-like, real-time performance by
interleaving tasks in reaction to a simulated physical world.
It makes testable predictions about the timecourse of behavior andfitsreasonably well to the available verbal behavior
observed in a real Space Shuttle launch. W e believe that N T D Soar demonstrates the plausibility of a symbolic architecture
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with a serial bottleneck in cognition for modeling human behavior in a rapidly changing world. At the very least, such
architectures cannot be dismissed by the claim that they cannot keep up with external events without some parallelism in
cognition.
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Abstract

systematicity.
Several connectionist models have been supplying non-classi- In this paper, w e first present an alternative hierarchy of
levels of systematicity that is more simple and more gencal explanations to the challenge of explaining systematicity,
i.e.. structure sensitive processes, without merely being impleeral. W e then present a connectionist model that can be
mentations of classical architectures. However, lately the chaltrained to exhibit systematicity at both Hadley's strong
lenge has been extended to include learning related issues. It
level, and the (rather different) third level of our hierarchy,
has been claimed that when these issues are taken into
which
is the capacity to deal appropriately with all senaccount, only a restricted form of systematicity could be
tences
containing a totally novel constituent. This model
claimed by the connectionist models put forward so far. In this
paper w e investigate this issue further, and supply a model and
demonstrates that the kind of implicit non-classical syntacresults that satisfies even the revised challenge.
tic structure found in connectionist distributed representations is quite sufficient to support structure-sensitive
operations,
and to underwrite strong systematicity.
Introduction
Note that this model is m u c h too crude to be put forward
As is well known, in 1988, Fodor & Pylyshyn, arch-defendas a serious model of real h u m a n capacities. It is intended
as an exploration of the computational capacities of a cerers of mainstream orthodoxy, threw d o w n the mantle to contain kind of architecture, and to demonstrate that Fodor &
nectionists, challenging them to explain the (so-called)
systematicity of cognitive capacities without merely implePylyshyn were wrong to argue that connectionism cannot,
menting a (so-called) classical cognitive architecture. Since
in principle, deliver a non-Classical explanation of systethen a number of connectionist models have been put formaticity.
ward, either by their authors or others, as in some measure
either meeting the challenge, or suggesting that the challenge What is Systematicity?
can be met in principle (for the models, see Pollack 1988,
Insofar as the concept of systematicity differs from pro1990; Smolensky 1990; Chalmers 1990; Niklasson & Sharductivity, it was introduced into cognitive science for the
key 1993; Brousse 1993; etc.). Whether these models can or
first time in Fodor & Pylyshyn's 1988 paper. In view of
do meet the challenge has been the subject of m u c h philothis,
it is a surprising fact that Fodor & Pylyshyn characsophical debate (Smolensky 1988; van Gelder 1990, 1991;
terize
systematicity only very vaguely. For example, Fodor
Fodor & McLaughlin 1990; Sharkey & Jackson 1992;
has
described
systematicity as the idea that "cognitive
McLaughlin 1993a, 1993b; Clark 1993; Matthews 1994;
capacities
c
o
m
e
in clumps" (Fodor & McLaughlin 1990, p
etc.). A consensus has emerged that the only w a y to deliver a
184).
In
this
paper,
w e focus on just one component of the
non-classical explanation of systematicity is to construct
general
phenomenon,
the systematicity of inference. The
models that utilize representations that are compositionally
1988
paper
gestured
at
this phenomenon as follows:
structured, and hence can be the basis for structure sensitive
operations, but are not constructed by strict concatenation,
...organisms should exhibit similar cognitive capaciwhich is the hallmark of classical approaches. T h e model
ties in respect of logically similar inferences... (p 47)
presented in this paper was constructed in accordance with
You don't, for example, find minds that are prepared
this tradition.
to infer John went to the store from John and Mary
In recent and lucid contributions to this debate Robert
and Susan and Sally went to the store and John and
Hadley (1992, 1993) introduced a learning-based form of
Mary went to the store but not from John and Mary
systematicity, and argued that a number of levels of systemaand Susan went to the store, (p 48)
ticity, from weak to strong, ought to be distinguished, and
Roughly, the idea is that any cognitive system that can
that, while humans at least exhibit (what he defined as)
perform one inference of a general type can perform other
strong systematicity, careful analysis shows that connectioninferences of that type.
ist models have achieved at best (what he defined as) quasi
Unfortunately, the precise conceptual and empirical
boundaries of the phenomenon of systematicity of infer1. Currently at University of Exeter, E N G L A N D
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ing set.
ence in humans were left entirely unexplored in 1988, and
2. Novel Positions. The test sentences contain at least
indeed still are open issues. This gives rise to two problems.
First, it is difficult to determine whether classical architectu- one atomic constituent appearing in some syntactic position in which it never appeared in the training set.
res can actually explain human systematicity of inference.
This is because, while the compositional and structure-sensi3. Novel Constituents. The test sentences contain at
tive nature of classical architectures obviously provide a
least one atomic constituent which did not appear anypromising resource for explaining systematicity, it cannot be where in the training set.
4. Novel Complexity. The test sentences have a different
determined whether the nature of the systematicity actually
level of complexity (embedding) than all sentences in the
entailed by the use of a classical architecture aligns sufficiently closely with empirically observable facts about
training set.
humans (c.f. van Gelder & Niklasson 1994).
5. Novel Constituents at Novel Complexity. The test
Second, and more relevant here, it was left entirely unclear sentences contain at least one novel constituent at a novel
what kind of modeling, if any, connectionists could do to
level of complexity.
convince Fodor & Pylyshyn et al. that their networks could
Stricdy speaking, Hadley's strong systematicity corredeliver a non-classical explanation of systematicity of infersponds to none of our levels, since it is logically possible
one could get a network that satisfied any one of our levence. The problem is that, while the phenomenon of systematicity of inference has no intrinsic connection with
els, and yet failed to exhibit systematicity at Hadley's
strong level. However, it is our belief that satisfying our
learning, connectionists are usually primarily interested in
what kind of capacities a model can acquire on the basis of
level 3 is more demanding than satisfying Hadley's level
exposure to examples. The notion of systematicity should be
of strong systematicity, since it should be more difficult to
get a network to handle an utterly novel constituent than to
related to the task that the network is trained to perform. So,
how could the challenge of explaining systematicity be
get it to handle one that already appeared in the training
reformulated as a learning problem for connectionist netset, though not in the same syntactic position. This belief
works?
has been borne out in our modeling experiments.
Hadley focused on precisely this problem, and distinguished three levels of systematicity, weak, quasi- and
The Task
strong. The relevant one for our purposes here is strong sysThe domain chosen here was simple inference in propositematicity:
tional logic. The aim is to show that a connectionist netW e shall describe a system as strongly systematic if (i) it
work that has learned to perform inferences of a certain
can exhibit weak systematicity, (ii) it can correctly protype can thereby perform other instances of that type,
cess novel simple sentences and novel embedded senincluding instances which contain an entirely novel contences containing words in positions where they do not
stituent. The inference type is Material Conditional (Boneappear in the training corpus (i.e. the word within the
vac 1990):
novel sentence does not appear in that same syntactic
A -> B
=>
~A V B
position within any simple or embedded sentence in the
and the reverse.
training set). (1993 p. 6, his emphasis)
Simple propositional symbols (p, q, r, s) were allowed
Note that Hadley stresses that this definition is intended to
for A, and simple propositional symbols, implications or
be read in such a way that the word within the novel sentence
disjunctions containing simple symbols (e.g. (p -> q))
does appear in the training corpus, though not in the same
were allowed for B. Thus, typical inferences the network
syntactic position as in the novel sentence.
is expected to perform are:
H e then argued that none of the connectionist networks
p -> q
<==>
~p V q
which seem to exhibit something like systematicity actually
p -> (q V r) < = >
~p V (q V r)
exhibit strong systematicity in this sense.
288 distinct inferences can be generated using the symIn our view, Hadley's three levels can be replaced with an
bols (p, q, r, s). O f these, 162 contain at least one instance
alternative hierarchy that is both simpler and more compreof the symbol s; 126 contain no instance of s. A network
hensive. (There is no question about which is the right or
was trained to successfully perform all 126 inferences that
true hierarchy; it is just a matter of settling on a classification contained no instance of the symbol s. This very same netof levels which is the most clear and useful.) A trained network was, without any further training, able to perform
work is systematic at level N if it is capable of successfully
with 1 0 0 % success the further 162 inferences that can be
processing test sentences which are novel in the sense that:
formed by using symbol 5'. The performance of this net0. N o novelty. Every test sentence appears in the training
work was no mere statistical fluke; the same network
set.
architecture was trained 5 times using different randomly
1. Novel Formulae. The test sentences themselves never
chosen starting weights with the same success rate on the
appear in the training set, but all their atomic constituents
test corpus. This result would satisfy our definition of sysappear in the same syntactic position somewhere in the traintematicity at level 3.
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Figure 1: Holistic transformation of p -> (q & r) into ~p v (q & r)
In order to show that the network also is capable of exhibiting Hadley's strong systematicity, w e made a change in the
training set of the combined model. From the complete set of
inferences, all those containing the symbol s to the left of a
connective, both in simple (e.g., s -> q) and embedded formulae (e.g., p -> (s V q)) were removed, leaving us with a
168-formulae training set. The model was trained starting
from the same five different sets of random weights as mentioned above. W h e n tested on the complete set, this model
also was 1 0 0 % successful in handling the test corpus, in all
of thesefiveruns.

Output for X and f(x

Encoding/
Decoding
network

Distributed output for f(x)

Transformation
network
l/1Distributed input for x

Input for x and f(x)
Figure 3: Our architecture

The important point to notice is that the two parts of the
architecture co-evolve during the training phase, which
means that the transformation part is trained on increasThe model used here is an extension of the Recursive Auto- ingly "better" representations (resulting from the proceedAssociative M e m o r y ( R A A M ) model devised by Pollack
ing training of the encoder/decoder). It is also important to
1988 and used by Chalmers 1990. These models used two
notice that the input-hidden layer of the encoding/decodseparate networks; one for encoding/decoding of representaing network is updated as a result of the training of the
tions for complex expressions (EN), and another for transtransformation part, since its error is propagated to the
formation of these representations (TN) as show infig.1.
encoder. This means that the hidden-layer representations
The current model is inspired by Chrisman's (1991) archiare affected by both the encoding/decoding and the transtecture which combined the two separate parts of the models,
formation processes. The simulations conducted, indicated
mentioned above, into one architecture (as seen infig.2), for
that the model generalizes somewhat better with this feedlanguage translation.
back, than without it.
1 — r n Output for f(x)
Output for X 1 — jJ — 1
The Atomic Representation Generator
Transf.
Encoding/
i
\
network
Decoding
Encoding/
A connectionist network of the above general kind cannot
\
network
Decoding
be expected to successfully transform formulae/sentences
network
containing a novel constituent if the representation for that
Input for f(x) ^
1 i_ 1
constituent is utterly unlike anything with which it is
1
Input for X 1 T
already familiar. That would be like expecting a person to
use a novel word (say zork) properly in sentences without
Figure 2: Chrisman's architecture
knowing the slightest thing about the word itself, such as
Our model uses only one dual RAAM as the EN and a TN
whether it is a noun or a verb. In our case, the network
directly connected to the hidden layer of that E N (seefig.3).
must at least somehow be able to tell that the novel conThe E N has three layers of units, the input and output layers
stituent is an atomic proposition symbol.
consist of 2(/i+l) units (where n is the number of units choTo solve the problem of h o w to introduce a novel consen to represent an expression, complex or atomic) and the
stituent while supplying to the network only the informahidden layer consists of n units. Since the input layer of the
tion that it is an atomic proposition symbol, w e used a
T N is the same layer as the hidden layer of the E N , it, and the
separate network to generate distributed representations
output layer of the T N , therefore consists of n units (for a
for all atomic constituents. Several options for the generamore detailed description of the model, see Niklasson
tor are possible (e.g. the use of an Elman 1990, type of
(1993).
architecture, where the context of a syntax can be used).
Several studies have shown that representations generated
at the hidden layer of recurrent networks, are similar for

The Model
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expressions with similar tree structures (e.g. Elman 1990,
Pollack 1990). Here w e use a the context of a class hierarchy
to generate our distributed representations for atomic constituents in a R A A M (in a similar vein as Boddn & Narayanan,
1993).

transfer function. For the encoder and the transformation
network a learning rate of 0.02 w a s used, and for the
decoder 0.05 was used. A m o m e n t u m of 0.1 was used for
all weights.
Before testing the model, a distributed representation for
the novel constituent s, has to be generated. This is done
vP
by presenting a novel representation for s, e.g.
0000000000000000000011, in combination with its context, i.e. the distributed representation for 'Proposition', to
Connective
Propositioiv,
the
representational generator (no additional learning takes
Svfnbol
Syfnbol
place). The representation formed at the hidden layer (i.e.
s ) is collected and used to generate representations for
Figure 4: Context encoded by the representation generator
the formulae, which are to be used in the combined archiAll the constituents in this domain (e.g. p, q, r, Proposi-tecture.
tion, Connective, Symbol, etc.) were assigned a unique, nonW h e n the 288 formulae domain was presented as a test
overlapping, representation of 22 units, of which two were
set, all the formulae were correctly encoded, transformed
active for each constituent (e.g. 1100000000000000000000
and decoded. In no case did the decoder incorrectly sepa= p). A 44*22*44 R A A M was trained (with learning rate =
rate an atomic from a complex constituents (by using the
0.1, m o m e n t u m = 0.1 for 40.000 iterations) to encode/
last bit as an indicator) or identify the right atomic constitdecode these hierarchies. T h e distributed representations
uent incorrectly (by using Euclidean distance to the dis(e.g. p"^), i.e. the hidden layer representation, for the atomic
tributed representations for all expressions, i.e. both the
constituents were then collected and used in the training of
representations for the atomic constituents, formed by the
the combined architecture. Observe that the novel constiturepresentational generator, and the representations for the
ent, s, is not used in the training process.
formulae, formed at the hidden layer of the combined
architecture).
Training and Testing of the Model
Analysis of the Distributed Representations
After training of the representation generator, the hierarchies
are presented and the hidden-layer representation for them
In order to give an account why the model works, the task
are collected as representations for the atomic constituents.
was reduced to transformation of only simple formulae,
These representations, are then used in the combined archiaccording to the following syntax:
tecture to encode/decode and transform the formulae in the
A -> A
<=>
A V A
training set.
Only the prepositional symbols p, q and s, were allowed
However, using distributed representations poses a n e w
for A and the negation was discarded, in order to reduce
problem; h o w can it be decided (during the test phase) when
the number of dimensions in the representations.
a decoded representation refers to an atomic or a complex
The representation generator was trained to encode disconstituent? In models using pre-structured representations,
tributed representations for p, q, -> and v, by using the
it is possible to supply the decoder with information when to same type of class hierarchies discussed earlier. 8 units
halt (e.g. the number of active units for an atomic constituwere used to represent each leaf:
ent, as used by Chalmers). Here w e adopt the technique of
P
10000000
training the decoder, in the combined architecture, to autoQ
01000000
matically separate atomic from complex constituents. A sinV
00100000
gle bit is added to the representations in order to differentiate
->
00010000
atomic (0) from complex (1) constituents (c.f. Niklasson &
Proposition
0 0 0 0 10 0 0
Sharkey, 1993).
Connective
0 0 0 0 0 10 0

q'

0 ->• 0

dr

1 p'

0

Symbol
Nil

d2
q

0 ->

0

dJ

\ p

0

Figure 5: Automatic decoding
This explains why the combined architecture uses 2(n+I)
input units.
The model is then trained for about 4000 iterations, using
the standard backpropagation algorithm and a sigmoidal
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0 0 0 0 0 0 10
00000000

After the distributed representations had been collected,
the combined architecture had been trained and the model
correctly processed formulae containing the novel constituent s (after that its distributed representation had been
generated by the representation generator, by combining
00000001 with Proposition'^), the hidden-layer representations formed in the R A A M were analyzed. T h e space
available here prevents us from doing a thorough analysis,
so w e will resort to displaying the representations for the

Order of the Formulae
pvp
pvq
pvs
qvp
qvq
qvs
svp
svq
svs
p->p
p->q
p->s
q->p
q->q
Formulae
q->s
s->p
s->q
s->s

••'5 Output

Units

Figure 6: Hidden-layer representations

18 formulae in this domain, seefig.6.
It is obvious that the result of the training is that the formulae are placed very systematically in the 8-dimensional
space. W e can use this spatial structure to explain h o w the
network solves the transformation task. W e need not even
take the obvious choice of unit number 3, if w e want to separate disjunctions from implications, as in fig 7.
Unit 4
' ^ r ^ ^

•>)

formance at both our level 3 and at Hadley's strong level.
W e believe that this level of performance justifies the general claim that appropriately configured and trained connectionist networks exhibit systematicity i.e., that the
Fodor & Pylyshyn challenge to connectionism has been
unambiguously met. They would probably disagree and
argue that w e have missed the point, as Fodor &
McLaughlin did in their reply to Smolensky:
[the problem] is not to show that systematic capacities
are possible given the assumptions of a connectionist
architecture, but to explain h o w systematicity could
be necessary h o w it could be a law that cognitive
capacities are systematic - given those assumptions
(p. 202, their emphasis)

••pvq

But, as mentioned in the beginning of this paper, since
the concept of systematicity, and the boundaries of the
related clumps of cognitive capacities, are not unambiguously defined, it is, in our view, difficult to determine
whether humans are necessarily systematic. This issue is,
however, somewhat outside the scope of this paper. This
issue aside, it should be noted that the model presented
Unit 2
here is necessarily systematic (or at least shows some very
Fig. 7 Hidden unit space
strong evidence for assuming that it is), if systematicity is
It should be noted that this systematic spatial structure,
related to learning. Not only did the network exhibit the
and that the formulae with the novel constituent occupies the
same behavior for the five successive runs, but if the hidspace between the k n o w n constituents, can be identified
den-layer representations are analyzed (which w e unfortualong all the dimensions.
nately lack the space to do here in a more thorough
fashion), very distinct mappings in the space can be identiConclusion
fied.
Although Fodor & Pylyshyn did not explicitly relate
This non-classical model achieves perfectly systematic per- systematicity to learning, they m a d e some general remarks
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about learning in connectionist models: "..these processes
are all frequency-sens\ti\e" (p 31 their emphasis). A s w e
have shown, this is not true for ail connectionist models,
since the model presented here processes representations
which it has not been explicitly trained on.
Note that the current model has not been shown to be
capable of systematic performance at levels 4 and 5. W e
regard these levels of systematicity as important technical
challenges for connectionists. Nevertheless, the current
results demonstrate that there can no longer be any question
about the "in principle" capacities of non-classical connectionist networks to exhibit systematic performance. The
challenge now is to determine which approach to cognitive
architecture is better able to describe and explain the fine
detail of human capacities. However, in order to answer this
question, much more critical attention must be paid to the
concept of systematicity itself, and there must be much more
empirical study of human capacities to ascertain the nature
and limits of systematicity.
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Abstract
Throughout history the concept of infinity has played an
important role in almost every branch of human
knowledge Paradoxically, very little effort has been made
by the various theoretical schools in Cognitive Science to
study this fascinating aspect of human mental activity. The
study of subdivision offers an interesting subject matter to
address the question of how the idea of infinity in the small
emerge in our minds. 32 students, aged 8, 10, 12 and 14
(high and low intellectual-academic performers),
participated in this study, in which a version of one of
Zeno's paradoxes was analyzed by means of individual
interviews. Results suggest that between ages 10 and 12, a
certain intuition of the entailments of subdivision
emerges, remaining very labile afterwards and being very
influenced by the context. 6 6 % of the 12- and 14-year-old
children said that the process involved in the paradox
comes to an end. Less than 2 5 % considered (with deep
hesitations) the possibility that the process might
continue endlessly. This suggests that the classic
piagetian view that the indefinite subdivision is mastered
at the period of formal operations must be reassessed. Some
epistemological consequences based on an embodiedcognition oriented perspective are discussed.
Introduction
Since the dawn of civilizations, the idea of infinity has
played an important role in almost every branch of h u m a n
knowledge, fascinating and thrilling philosophers,
theologians, scientists and mathematicians. Full of
counter-intuitive features, infinity has always been a
controversial and elusive concept and its study has
presented countless difficulties and disputes. Such an
important and peculiar concept of h u m a n mental activity
provides a very interesting subject matter for cognitive
science for at least t w o reasons:firstly,because of the
important role played in the different disciplines of h u m a n
knowledge, and secondly, because it is a rich and
representative concept of a dimension of mental activity
not based on direct experience. Paradoxically, very little
'On leave (Dept. of Psychology, University of Fribourg,
Switzerland) supported by the Swiss National Science
Foundation (fellowship N o 8210-033279).
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effort has been m a d e by the various theoretical schools to
study such a fascinating aspect of h u m a n mental activity.
History of mathematics, and studies in mathematical
thinking and developmental psychology show that infinity
in the small -involved in iterated subdivision- has been
m u c h more controversial and elusive than infinity in the
large (Nuiiez, 1993a), and that children begin to understand
the idea of infinity in the small m u c h later than infinity in
the large (Langford, 1974; Nufiez, 1993b; Piaget &
Inhelder, 1948; Taback, 1975). Thus, while 8-year-old
children easily recognize the endless nature of the counting
process, it is not until about the age of 11-12 that they start
to consider indefinite subdivision as a legitimate problem
(Nuiiez, 1993a). The present study intends to contribute to
the understanding of the development of the idea of
infinity in the small from a cognitive^ viewpoint.
The Problem
About 2500 years ago in Elea, now southern Italy, a
disciple of the philosopher Parmenides, k n o w n as Zeno the
Eleatic, conceived some paradoxes presumably in order to
prove the inconsistency in the Pythagorean ideas of
multiplicity and change and to argue in favor of the unity
and the permanence of being, fundamental principles of his
school of thought. Different versions of these paradoxes
have c o m e d o w n to us, but amazingly, their paradoxical
features have always puzzled philosophers and
mathematicians, and even today still intrigue us. A
shortened version of one of these paradoxes could be stated
as follows. Imagine that w e are asked to go from a point A
to a point B, but w e are told to d o so by following a rule
which says: first go half of the way, then half of what
remains, then half of what remains, and so on. D o w e ever
reach point B ? Since each step only covers half of the
remaining distance at the previous step, there will always
be a short distance to be covered. Therefore w e never reach
point B. O f course, this is not what our experience tells us
w h e n w e go from one place to another, from whence the
paradox arises.
From a cognitive point of view, the study of paradoxes
such as Zeno's offers an interesting subject matter to
2"Cognitive" as subject matter, not as a view from the
"cognitivist" school.

approach the question of h o w the mind builds the idea of
infinity in the small, contributing thus to the poorly
studied domain of infinity. It has been suggested elsewhere
(Niinez, 1993a), that the paradoxical aspects of the
arguments propounded by Zeno, as opposed to other
situations in which infinity is involved but that don't lead
to paradoxical considerations, could be partially explained
in terms of a particularly complex coordination of
attributes being iterated indefinitely. This, based on
observations m a d e by Langford (1974), Piaget & Inhelder
(1948) and Taback (1975) regarding differences between
infinity in the small and in the large, as well as those by
Tall (1980) concerning differences between cardinal and
measuring features of infinity. In the example given above,
if one follows the rule of the problem, there are two
attributes that one has to iterate simultaneously, namely,
the number of steps one has to m a k e and the distance that
each of these steps covers. O n the one hand, observe that the
type of iteration is different for each attribute, because the
number of steps increases whereas the distance covered by
the steps decreases. Let's call these two types of iteration,
divergent and convergent, respectively. O n the other hand,
the nature of the content being iterated is also different
for both attributes: the n u m b e r of steps refers to
cardinality (number of steps) whereas the distance covered
by the steps refers to space. Unlike situations in which
two attributes of either same type or same nature are
indefinitely iterated in a coordinated situation, the
coordination that takes place in Zeno's paradox must
incorporate heterogeneous components. That is, different
types of iterations (divergent and convergent) and
different natures of the content (cardinality and space),
which makes it qualitatively more complex.
In general, any situation involving subdivision, that
might lead to the conception of the idea of infinity in the
s m a l P , presents this structure: a simultaneous
coordination of an increasing number of steps (number of
iterations) and a decreasing partial result (in absolute
value) to be operated in the next iteration. From a cognitive
viewpoint it is interesting then, to study h o w this complex
coordination emerges in mental activity and what forms it
takes across different conceptual contexts.
The following presents some qualitative aspects of an
investigation that w a s inserted in a broader project
conceived to study developmental and psycho-cognitive
aspects underlying the idea of infinity in a m u c h larger
sense.
Method
Procedure
T w o variables related to intellectual and academic
performance were studied. The former was measured by the

'Of course, this is not the only way that might lead to conceive
infinity in the small. In non-standard analysis, for example,
infinitesimals are seen as the reciprocals of infinitely big
numbers. Nevertheless, from a developmental viewpoint, the
idea of subdivision seems to be a more basic one.
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Raven test and the latter measured by the marks obtained
both in mathematics and French (official language at
school). The Raven test was administrated in the classroom
during school time. The study was performed by means of
individual interviews (50 minutes) and was introduced to
the students as a study of psychology (mathematics was
not mentioned at all). The interviews took place in a room
located in the school and were videotaped. The question
about Zeno's paradox was included.
Subjects
Thirty-two students from two schools in the city of
Fribourg (Switzerland) , aged 8, 10, 12 and 14 years old,
were interviewed. Each age group (8 subjects) was formed
of half low and half high intellectual-academic performers
(percentiles 0-33 and 66-l{X) in each age group respectively,
taken from a larger population; N=172). Boys and girls
were equally represented.
Material
The problem was presented orally as an open-ended one, and
the question was: "Imagine that w e want to go from this
side of the table to the other side. First w e are told to go
half of the way, then w e continue with half of what
remains, then half of what remains, and so on. D o w e ever
reach the other side of the table?" Sometimes the subject
performing the action was a small insect. The students
were allowed to use a variety of materials such as paper,
pencils, rulers, etc., which were on the table.
Results
In general, the children's answers could be classified in
three main categories, namely, those saying that one reaches
the destination, those saying that one does not arrive (either
because the process gets stuck, or because it only approaches
the destination), and those coming from a hesitating subject
defending two different answers. Subjects of all four age
groups gave answers of thefirsttwo categories. The last
category was only observed in the older groups. The
following presents the rationale behind these views. N o
gender differences were found.
8-year-old Group
In this age group, there was a difference between the
arguments given by the high and low intellectual-academic
performance subgroups, the former showing a more
analytical attitude towards the problem. L o w performers
tended to consider the question as a very trivial one and
easily responded with an obvious "we arrive", as if the
iteration were to be performed just a couple of times in
order to cover the distance.
Based on the idea that in the end one gets stuck due to the
smallness of the steps, two children considered the
possibility that one might not arrive, and one said that one
never arrives. All three were high performers. They
vaguely perceived that one might potentially continue for a
while making small steps, but in the end they solved this

unstable situation by altering the conditions of the
problem, either by altering the conditions of the setting
(new destination), of the action (i.e., stopping the
iteration), or both. A n example of the former is the
following*:
Ban +(7;9): If w e always go halfway w e arrive very close,
but w e are forced to always do halves, always the half. So?
... (thinks)... there is always a small half W e get closer but
w e can not arrive? W e get closer... but if w e go half of the
w a y there is just a step left, and if w e go the (other) half,
there is just one half left, ... and w e go that half and w e
arrive (not so convinced). Y o u doubt? ... (thinks and
reanalyzes with hisfingersnear the edge of the table), ...or
maybe there is a small piece left before the arrival and w e
decide that that's the place where w e have to stop. H o w is
that? W e put the arrival before the place where w e want to
go, so then w e are sure that w e arrive.

there it makes the half (follow the steps on the table) it
will take a long time because afterwards it makes just one
step,... and then the half, and then always the half, ...no, it
doesn't arrive. There, for example (shows the edge of the
table) it is there, and after makes the half arrives there,
and then there, ... no I don't think that I will arrive by
always going a half
12- and 14-year-old Groups

Unlike the 8-and 10-year-old groups, we didn't find
relevant differences between the arguments of high and
low intellectual-academic performers in the older groups.
The patterns of answers in the 12- and 14-year-old groups
were quite similar to each other, so w e are going to analyze
them as one.
Nearly 2/3 of the 12- and 14-year-old children (high and
low performers together) gave answers of the forms "It
will take a long time, but w e will arrive" or "One will
10-year-old Group
arrive because in the end one will not be able to make the
Like in the previous group, there was a difference between half, it will be too close" (altering the conditions of
action). A m o n g these subjects s o m e showed deep
the high and low performers, similar to that described
hesitations holding antagonic positions, often opposing
above. 10-year-old children presented more hesitations than
the 8-year-old ones and some of them had two different
ideas based on immediate physical considerations (although
not necessarily concrete) and ideas based on the fact that the
positions, but like the youngest group, sometimes the
iteration leads to approach the destination (although not
conflict w a s solved by altering the conditions of the
necessarily abstract):
setting for the last iterations (i.e., n e w destination).
A s mentioned in the Procedure, other contents were also
M a i -(14;8): Does it arrive? (thinks, whispers)... I'm not
covered in the interview. A m o n g others, these included a
going to measure the table, but I think w e don't arrive
exactly, maybe about a millimeter away. I think that we
problem described elsewhere (Nunez, 1993b), in which
will arrive, but that w e are not going to arrive immediately,
plane geometrical figures were transformed following an
... if w e have every time, ... well, I don't know, I think that
iterative process with similar construction (different type
it will arrive exactly at the point, and I think that it will not
of iteration and nature of the content). It is worth noticing
arrive exactly. I have two opinions. I don't know whether it
that s o m e 10-year-old high performers presented an
will be exactly or at about a millimeter away.
infinitist position (i.e., acceptance of an endless iteration)
Others changed their mind when the scale of the problem
in Zeno's paradox but a fmitist position in the geometrical
problem, and vice-versa. Thus, E u o +(10:1) w h o was clearly
was amplified:
convinced by his arguments in favor of the endless iteration
Frc -(14;7): D o w e arrive? O h yes, you're almost there, ...
(thinks), but it is always smaller and smaller, ... I think that
involved in the geometrical problem, did not even hesitate
to say that the iteration in the paradox comes to an end:
it must arrive. A n d if the distance is the one between
E u o +(10;1): S o d o w e arrive to the other side? Yes,
Switzerland and Sweden? O h no, then I don't think so,... It
always remains a short way, ... it is shorter and shorter,
certainly, ... if w e m a k e the half, the half, the half, the half,
afterwards there is a half (check with the fingers at the
the half the half the half the half ... afterwards, w e
edge of the table), one must make it, but you almost don't
arrive, for sure. I have a friend that says that w e can not
advance anymore, it is too tight. ... Uf! It is hard. So do we
arrive because there is always a half that you have to make
arrive? / don't know. I think that for short distances we
(the Exp. shows the steps on the table and the Subject
responds immediately with the following step, as if he
arrive, but for long distances I don't think so, ... I'm not so
wanted to complete the "other half). ... and once again,
sure, but I don't think so. A n d what about distances in
the half, once again, the half, ...we will arrive. A n d if w e
between? ... (thinks), ... Yes, w e arrive I think, because
afterwards there will be short distances.
only m a k e it in our imagination? In our imagination and in
Augmenting the distance into a qualitatively much
physics also (we arrive).
O d e , +(9,9), on the contrary, maintained a finitist
bigger one, seems to put the "last" steps of the iteration
position in the geometrical problem but suggested the
further apart, leaving room for further iterations, such that
the arrival is not attainable anymore. Qualitatively, this
endless nature of the iteration in the paradox:
view sees middle distances as belonging to a similar family
O d e +(9;9): Does it arrive? ... (examines the "last" steps)
as the short ones, that is, sharing the same features at the
... always the half? (the Subject asks). It's really, ... if it is
end of the process.
Finally, less than 2 5 % of the 12- and 14-year-old children
^Text in italics corresponds to subjects' utterances. The
presented arguments in favor of the idea that one will only
symbols + and indicate high or low intellectual-academic
approach the destination, but never reach it, and only one
performance respectively. The age is also indicated (years;
subject was truly sure about it. In general, these arguments
months).
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were characterized: by being loaded with doubts and
hesitations; by respecting the conditions of setting and
action; and sometimes by the emergence of the idea of
infinity, explicitly:
Joe +(14;4): ... (thinks) .... at infinity w e will never arrive,
it goes beyond imagination, but if w e see (show the table)
we will arrive but in fact w e don't arrive, ...I don't know,
it surpasses the imagination. If w e always make a half of
the way that we have to do, it will be difficult to arrive, ...
then it will be microscopic, infinitely small.
The only subject w h o was sure about the impossibility of
reaching the destination, despite of the fact that the
iteration continues endlessly, showed a pragmatic approach
throughout the whole interview. H e never engaged himself
in extremely abstract and speculative reasoning, although
he conceived the objects of the problem as theoretical ones
in which the physical constraints were not relevant for the
analysis:
Stn -(14;1): No, w e will never arrive. Even if w e always
advance? Even, because w e make only the half. W e will get
close, we will be very close to the edge (table) but w e will
never arrive there. ... there will always be a short way to
be done. Even if w e get always closer? Even.
He follows the conditions of the problem avoiding any
speculative consideration, focusing on the fact that there is
always something left no matter h o w m a n y steps one
makes. The position obtained by any iteration is never the
final destination and therefore the iteration continues
endlessly.

a) Altering the conditions of action very early, d/2 +
d/4 + ... + d/2'^ + d/2* = d. In general k has a value between
3 and 5. The last two steps are unnoticedly considered as
equal, leading to an exact arrival. This approach was
observed a m o n g low performers aged 8 and 10. T h e
problem then becomes trivial.
b) Altering the conditions of the setting, d/2 + d/A -t- d/%
+ ... + dl2'^ = e. Suddenly a new destination which defines a
new distance e

d/2

(where p is a large finite integer)

k=\
is considered, allowing the arrival at the n e w destination
(in general e«I). This approach was observed a m o n g some
high performers aged 8 and 10, and seems to emerge as a
solution to reconcile early intuitions about long lasting
convergent iterations (subdivision).
c) Altering the conditions of action, d/2 + d/4 + d/S + ...
+ d/2* < d, where A: is a large finite integer. The process gets
stuck due to the smallness of the steps and cannot continue.
This approach was observed among all four age groups, but
k tended to be larger at ages 12 and 14 than at age 10.

d) Respecting the conditions of setting and action, d/2
+ d/4 + d/% + ... < d. The process only approaches the
destination and continues endlessly. It was observed with
only one subject (14 years old). Nevertheless, nearly 2 5 %
of the 12- and 14-year-old subjects also referred to it,
although with deep hesitations involving also approach c).
A n approach of the form d/2 + d/4 + d/S + ...= d, which is
Discussion
"mathematically correct" was never observed.
In order to conceive the paradoxical situation raised by
Among the variables studied, only age evinced clear-cut
Zeno's problem, one must be able to distinguish the
differences in the arguments (except for ages 12 and 14).
elements involved and respect the conditions of the
N o gender differences were found. The role of intellectualproblem (i.e., setting: keeping the original distance to be
academic performance seems to have only been significant
covered; action: continuing the endless iteration).
for the 8-and 10-year-old groups. At these ages the
Approaches a), b), and c) refer to alterations of the
arguments given by the high performers were more
conditions of the problem such that they don't give rise to
analytical and tended to consider the problem as such,
paradoxical situations. Our paradox then, is not children's
whereas those given by low performers tended to consider
paradox.
the problem as a trivial one (reaching the destination after a
The traditional views in philosophy of mathematics
couple of steps was evident, so that, no further
(platonism, constructivism, formalism) consider the
considerations were necessary). The observation that no
existence of mathematical objects (or formulas in the case
major intellectual-academic differences were found in the
of formalism), in various degrees and forms, to be
older groups could be partially explained by the fact that,
independent of h u m a n beings. Mathematics is seen as
on the one hand, the validity of the Raven test
objectively structured, independent of any understanding.
(Intelligence) decreases as age increases due to a ceiling
Here, the analysis w e present is based in a totally different
effect, and on the other hand, in higher grades academic
view, in which cognition is seen as an embodied
performance becomes a more complex phenomenon such
phenomenon, being close to theoretical positions such as
that factors other than cognitive ones play an important
those defended by the biologist H. Maturana (1987) or the
role (e.g., self-esteem or motivational changes during early
linguist G. Lakoff (1987). Mathematics thus is conceived as
adolescence).
being totally dependent on h u m a n beings; conceived as
In mathematical terms, the version of Zeno's paradox
emerging from the interaction of biological beings that
presented here deals with a series of the form d/2 + d/4 +
rf/8 + ... (d=distance). Using this language to describe evolve in their medium, and therefore depending on the very
nature of the interwoven process of embodied concepts,
children's views (which, of course, is not theirs), w e could
social interactions, and language. In other words: no h u m a n
say that w e have observed approaches of the following
beings, hence no mathematics; different biological beings,
forms:
different mathematics. F r o m this point of view.
Mathematics emerges through a language shaped
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historically and based on a consensus grounded on bodily
experiences. In Zeno's paradox, respecting the conditions of
the problem takes place within this consensus. T h e
consensus in turn, depends, a m o n g others, on the biological
structure of the subjects (e.g., developing neurobiological
structure) participating in the ongoing process of the
definition of what the consensus is. In cognitive
developmental psychology this issue is essential because
the conceptual world that emerges from the cognitive
activity of young children is based on a consensus which is
different from ours (because their neurobiology, their
language, their embodied cognition is different). Thus,
what w e call rigor in nowadays' mathematics' gives rise to
different meanings at these ages, as does the respect for the
conditions of Zeno's paradox.
From this point of view, the unnoticed alterations of the
conditions of Zeno's paradox by children (setting and
action) takes place in a different domain of consensus which
w e happen to not share. This becomes evident when the
youngest subjects, as determined in their developing
neurobiological structure, enact a consensual world clearly
different from ours when the meaning of the convergent
type of iteration is concerned. In fact, before the age of 12
there is a profound and striking ontological difference
between infinity in the large (divergent type) and infinity
in the small (convergent type). A s a 10-year-old clearly
stated:
Y a k +(10;1): If that is the "bigger" infinity, as you say,
when you say "smaller" infinity, is it the same thing but in
the other sense? Yes, and there is only one difference. At a
certain m o m e n t it becomes so small that w e can not even
know where it is. So what is the difference then, between
the "bigger" infinity and the "smaller" infinity? At a
certain moment, when w e are in the smaller infinity, it
stops, whereas in the bigger infinity it could continue until,
... infinity.
Thus, there are endless infinities and stopped up
infinities, both being infinities! Notice that the latter
contradicts our very notion of "In-finity". At 8 years-old,
although the idea of endless (related to divergent type and
infinity in the large) is already present in their consensual
world, the distinction "infinity in the small" (related to
convergent type iterations) simply does not exist. It seems
that between the ages of 10 and 12, a certain intuition of the
iterations of convergent type and their entailments
emerges, remaining very labile afterwards such that it is
very m u c h influenced by the figural and conceptual
context. Thus, 10-year-old high performers, and 12- and 14year-old students gave different answers with different
arguments to isomorphic situations in which the context
had been changed (e.g., distance to be covered). Contrary to
what Piaget has said (1948) and according to our
observations, subdivision is not mastered at the age of
formal operations.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that these observations

' Rigor is consensual. History of Calculus shows thatrigorhad
different meaning for the Greeks (Eudoxe, Archimedes), the
mathematicians of the 17th century (Leibniz, Newton), 19th
century (Weierstrass) and 20th century (Robinson).
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are based on a specific adaptation of Zeno's paradox and the
coordination of heterogeneous components (different type
and nature). It would be interesting to study similar
situations controlling certain contextual factors that
might play a role in the cognitive activity due to the labile
intuitions of the subjects regarding infinity in the small:
(a) Considering qualitatively different distances d (e.g.,
between the sides of the table, between two places in a
building, in a city, in a country, etc.); (b) Considering
values other than 1 and 2 for p and q, respectively, in the
series V [p(9-p)*''/^*^]^, such that the iteration is not
*=1
only performed by halving (e.g., also 1/10 or 3/4); (c)
Presenting the problem in a regressive manner as well (like
Zeno's paradox of movement), and not only as a progressive
one as studied here; (d) Focusing the question not only on
the series ^

d/2

= d ("Do w e arrive?") but also on

lim (d/2^) = 0 (the elements of the sequence: "What
happens with the steps?") The study of the role played by
these factors might reveal more about h o w our minds build
the idea of subdivision and infinity in the small.
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Abstract

Experiments have shown that h u m a n understanding is
improved through the use of metacognitive skills which
Various cognitive and compuUtional models have addressed
control cognitive p-ocesses (Wong, 1985), and multiple
the use of previous experience to understand a new domain. In
viewpoints which allow the learner to reason from differparticular, research in case-based reasoning has explored the
ideas of retrieving and adapting previous experience in the
ent perspectives (Wenger, 1987).
form of cases, which can only be retrieved when they are
Self-questioning is an important metacognitive skill
appropriately indexed. In contrast to learning new indexes, rewhich has been successfully used to improve reading comindexing of existing cases has received little attention. The
prehension and p-oblem solving (Wong, 1985). Introspecneed for re-indexing a case arises when a previous situation
tive questioning, i.e., the generation of questions about
has been incorrectly or incompletely understood. W e describe
one's o w n reasoning as opposed to questions about a given
a novel approach to re-indexing which integrates results from
two different areas: multiple viewpoints used in intelUgent
domain, forms a part of the self-questioning approach. In
tutoring systems and introspective questioning used in metaaddition to self-questioning, the understanding process can
cognitive activities. Furthermore, w e apply ideas from Casebe guided by supporting multiple viewpoints (Wenger,
Based Reasoning to the re-indexing process itself. The revised
1987). This idea has been utilised in intelligent tutoring
index can be tested by active interaction with the agent's envisystems. A viewpoint describes certain aspects of a given
ronment. A n example of our implementation, JULIAN, will
object. For example, a watch might be regarded as a meaillustrate the re-indexing process.
suring instrument or as an item of jewellery. W e view the
idea of multiple viewpoints as related to the idea of extrapR e - I n d e x i n g , M u l t i p l e V i e w p o i n t s , a n d Selfolative conceptual change (Ram, 1993a). This type of conQuestions
ceptual change occurs in unfamiliar settings, where
existing concepts are no longer applicable. Thwefore, they
When pec^le are exposed to an unfamiliar task such as
have
to be adapted to accommodate the n e w setting. T h e
understanding a n e w device, they are sometimes reminded of
idea
of
extrapolative conceptual change has been investiprevious experience in other domains. Cognitive models of
gated
in
the I S A A C system (Ram, 1993a) which attempts
reminding have evolved in an attempt to explain this phestcHies from the sciencefictionliterature.
to
understand
nomenon (e.g., Ross 1989). T h e concept of re-use of previW
e
argue
that
an integration of multiple viewpoints and
ous experience has been exploited in the paradigm of caseself-questioning
can
be achieved by combining two methbased reasoning where previous experience is usually repreods:
addressing
viewpoints
with respea to content-orisented by cases (see Kolodner, 1993 for an overview). There
ented
indexing
of
previous
cases, and through use of
is a strong mutual relationship between cognitive models of
introspective
question
asking
and answering as a tool to
reminding and case-based reasoning. Perhaps the most cruchange
a
given
viewpoint
W
e have implemented an
cial issues in case-based reasoning are the retrieval and m o d exploratory
discovery
system,
l
U L I A N , which addresses
ification of previous cases, both of which use indexes which
issues.
The
main
task
of
the
system is the discovery
these
describe the content of a case and reflect the current underof
n
e
w
explanations
to
revise
an
initial causal model .
standing of the reasoner. Various researchers have addressed
This
task
is
accomplished
by
generating
a sequence of
the problem of learning indexes (Bhatta & Goel, 1993; Robquestions,
answers
and
experiments
(Oehhnann,
Sleeman,
inson & Kolodner, 1991; Osgood & Bareiss, 1993; R a m ,
&
Edwards,
1993).
T
h
e
entire
process
is
influenced
by the
1993b). However, little attention has been paid to the reviagency
concept
(Hanmiond,
Maries,
&
Converse,
1993),
sion of existing indexes. A rare exception is the M e t a - A Q U A
i.e., questions, answers, and experiments are generated by
system which addresses retrieval failures by specializing and
case-based
plannmg, and the principles of learning from
generalizing indexes ( R a m & Cox, 1994; Cox, 1994). T h e
failure
and
enforcing the stability of the environment are
need for index revision arises w h e n the understanding of a
previous experience is regarded as faulty or incomplete in
1. The importance of self-explanations has been recognised by
the light of a n e w situation. This need can be addressed by
various researchers; see for example (Chi, et al., 1989; PiroUi
the use of metacognitive skills and multiple viewpoints.
& Bielaczyc, 1989).
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applied. A n important component of this concept is the
agent's interaction with the envirorunent which is important
for initialising changes of the viewpoint and for evaluating
the correcmess of the n e w viewpoint
During the processes of questioning, answering, and
experimentation, an experimental result might establish a
n e w view of a previous case; i.e., the index which describes
the previous case is incomplete or incorrect and has to be
revised. The revision can be achieved by adding a n e w view,
i.e., a set of additional index descriptor values, to the index.
The genoation of the n e w view is based on the previous
case, the n e w observation, and previous experience with
indexing this type of observation.
W e will describe our approach by means of an example
involving a mechanical clock. The top level of the example
is presented in Section 2. Changing the viewpoint is based
on the generation of introspective questions; in Section 3. w e
describe a case-based planning approach to question generation. Section 4 elaborates on the clock example and explains
the question-based re-indexing method. Finally, in Section 5,
w e will evaluate our approach with respect to the general
problem of learning indexes.

Question Planning
lULIAN uses the planning of self-questions, answers
and experiments to model reasoning about plans and
actions (Oehbnann, in preparation). The main task of the
system is the discovery of n e w explanations to revise an
initial theory. The basic conceptual knowledge structures
are cases and plans.
A case contains objects and relations between objects.
Objects are represented as M e m o r y Units ( M U ) ^ which

Hammer
Lever
Wheel
Hammer

First
Intennediate
Hammer
Wheel

Second
Intermediate
Hammer
Wheel

Pin
Wheel

Example
Two
We will motivate the idea of changing the viewpoint by
Wmg
Large
describing a j»-oblem involving a mechanical clock. In addiWheel
Intermediate
tion to the mechanism for moving the bands, the clock has a
Hammer
chime mechanism. The main relations of the chime mechaWheel
SmaU
nism are indicated in Figure 1. W e assume that the discovPin
erer is attempting to understand h o w the h a m m e r movement
Wheel
is initiated. In addition, w e assume that several wheels have
already been studied.
Hammer
The discoverer knows that the wheels transfer the force of
Spring
the h a m m e r spring wheel to the pin-wheel. The movement of
Wheel
one wheel drives the movement of the neighbouring wheel.
Round
Lever
Lever
The discoverer attempts to identify a chain of consequences
Small
With
responsible for the h a m m e r movement and asks an appropriLever
Hands
ate question. A t this point, (he discoverer does not know the
answer and paforms an experiment The discoverer attempts
USSDiL
Wheel drives neighbouring wheel by direct
to enable the movement of the pin-wheel by moving the
contact.
clock hands into the ^propiiate position and observes the
Small lever moves into the orbit of the
«.. IIIIHmovement of the two-wing wheel. During this process, the
pin wheel.
discoverer makes an important observation: a lever is moved
into the orbit of the pin-wheel, touches the pin, and interrupts
Hammer lever wheel presses the distant
v ^ the movement of the pin-wheel. The unexpected observation
end of the hammer down and moves the
leads to a change of the viewpoint and subsequently to a
hammer.
change of the discoverer's view. Rather than reasoning about
One lever moves another lever.
the consequences of the moving pin-wheel, the reasoning
process focuses n o w on the consequences of the stopping
-y^'
Wheel moves lever
pin-wheel. This change has to be reflected by a change of the
indexes because the index describes h o w an experiment has
Figure 1: Relations in the Clock Example
been viewed in the past. Before w e describe the details of the
re-indexing process, w e have to explain h o w self-questions
2. M U s are similar to the Universal Index Frame (Schank &
can be generated as the basis of this process.
Osgood, 1990).
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Context Frame
Objl

O b l O h 2 0b3
— rell —

Obj2
Obi3

rell — rel3
— rel2 —

Content Frame
Yicwl Yiew2
view
viewer
agent
pre-belief
task
goal

Object Frame
object
setting
expectation
type

Figure 2: M e m o r y Unit

contain a n object frame, a context frame a n d a content frame
(Figure 2). T h e context frame describes the context in w h i c h
the object occurs represented b y a set of relations. T h e content frame comprises several sets of intentional descriptor
values referred to as views. T h e object frame comprises general information about the object
Question plans are used to ^ p l y case-based planning
techniques to the generation of single questions. T h e elementary actions the planner executes c o m b i n e question substructures to f o r m a complete question. F o r e x a m p l e , the
question "What does the P I N - W H E E L turn?" can be built by
combining the substructures "What ", "does", "turn " ,
"the", and O B J E C T l . O B J E C T l is a variable which can be
instantiated with the string "pin wheel". A question plan has
two main parts: the set of descriptors used for indexing the
plan and a sequence of steps, see Figure 3. T he plan is
retrieved by matching its index with the current situation;
this is characterised by the goals the discoverer pursues in
asking the question. Additional slots in the head of each
question plan contain a list of variable instantiations referred
to as bindings and a set of collector slots .The bindings are
used to instantiate variables in the step actions. In the collector slots, intermediateresultsare stored during the question
formation process. Each planning step has precondition,
goal, and action slots to ensure correct plan execution^. If
plan execution fails, the usual explanation-based repair
3. Note that this is areducedversion of the original plan where each
planning step contains additional slots for preconditions and
goals.
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(plan :naine identify-effect
:collecior "What does the P I N - W H E E L turaT'
:coliectorl
:collector2
:collector3
:bindings ((focus-objecl 1 pin-wheel))
:quesLion-goal5 (identify-motion-effect® Deighbouring-object)
iquestion-strategy-goals (consequence-dieclang)
:recovery-goals
:question-failures
:expectalion-failure
:experimentation-goal(enable-movement@focus-object
observe-movement@neighbounng-object)
:failures
:steps
;s-name add-question-word
:action (add-substnicture "What " collectorl)
.•s-name add-question-mark
:action (add-end-substructure " T collectorl)
:s-Daine add-auullary-verb
taction (add-substnicture "does " collector2)
:s-naine add-verb
taction (add-end-suhstructiire "turn " collector2)
:s-name transfer-predicate
taction (transfer-before collector2 "7' collectorl)
:s-name add-article
taction (add-substructure "the " coIlector2)
Figure 3: Question Plan
ts-name add-noun
taction (addend F O C U S - O B J E C T l coIIector2)
ts-name are
transfer-and-insert-subject
mechanisms
employed, see H a m m o n d , Marks. & C o n taction (transfer-insert collector2 "turn " collectorl)
verse (1993). These mechanisms use pre-stored lepsdr
rules and are based on preconditions and goals.
It is an important advantage of the case-based planning
^proach that n e w questions can be learned by modifying
previous question plans. Answers are generated in a similar way; however, steps in answer plans might have particular actions which retrieve knowledge frcnn the case base
needed to form an answer. Question strategies are higher
level plans which organise the execution of single question
and answer plans to generate questions in a particular
sequence. T h e same basic plan structure used for question
and answer plans has been employed for experimentation
plans, although the index vocabulary differs (Oehlmaim,
Sleeman, & Edwards, 1993). ExperimentaUon plans
describe the steps which have to be executed in order to
perform an experiment. T h e experimental setting and the
result of plan execution are stored as a n e w case.
Re-indexing by Changing the Viewpoint
In this section, we describe our approach to case leindexing in terms of multiple viewpoints which are
expressed by elements of the index vocabulary such as
goals, beliefs, and themes (Schank, & Abelson, 1977).
Similar to a physical viewer observing an object from a
given viewpoint, the discoverer can consider objects from
the perspective of different goals or beliefs. The same
object viewed from the perspective of different goals
would be interpreted in terms of different tasks, plans, or

side effects. Therefore, we define a view as an interpretation
of a set of objects from a given viewpoint.
The discoverer supports re-indexing by generating questions about index components. W e will exemplify our
approach by elaborating the clock example described above.
The underlying question strategy is to identify a chain of
consequencesresponsiblefor the hanmier movement. The
current viewpoint is characterised by goals associated with
the pin-wheel, the question about the pin-wheel, the current
question strategy, and the current experimentation plan. It is
part of the question strategy to identify the effect of the
motion of the pin-wheel on the neighbouring wheel. Therefore, this objective determines the current question goal and
the current question.
Question 1: What does the pin-wheel turn
when the hammer moves?
At this point, the discoverer does not know the answer and
performs an experiment. The experiment attemptsfirstto
enable the movement of the pin-wheel by moving the clock
hands into the right position. Then it attempts to observe the
movement of the neighbouring wheel.
Experiment 1: Focus on the pin-wheel and
check which component is turned by the
pin-wheel.
Hypothesis 1: The
pin-wheel
turns
and
therefore moves the neighbouring wheel.
Experimental Result 1: First
the
pin-wheel
turns and moves the wing-wheel. A lever
is then moved into the orbit of the pinwheel which interrupts the movement of
the w h e e l .
The experimental setting and the experimental result are
stored as a new case. The index of this case includes the goal
associated with the pin-wheel, i.e. to enable the movement of
the neighbouring wheel. The initial situation is expressed by
the goals described in Figure 4.
Part of the experimental result, i.e., the movement of the
lever and the subsequent stopping of the wheel, is unexpected. The unexpected observation leads to a change of the
viewpoint'* and subsequently to a change of the discoverer's
view according to the steps given in Figure 5. Our approach
to changing the viewpoint is realised as a sequence of questions and answers. First the discoverer attempts to identify
the current question and question strategy goals^.
Question 2: What are the goals I pursue by
using the current question and question
strategy?
Answer 2: The question goal is IDENTIFYMOTION-EFFECT@NEIGHBOURING-OBJECT
and
4. In Figure 4, the viewpoint is exf^-essed in tenns of goals. W e note
that viewpoints can also t>e established by themes or beliefs.
S. The distinction between the question which has already been
generated and the question goal under which the question plan
has been stored is related to the idea that it is sometimes easier to
recall a question than the goals or beliefs related to that question.
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the question strategy goal is CONSEQUENCE-CHECKING.
The observation is then evaluated in the light of these
goals. The evaluation is based on the comparison of index
components.
Question 3: Is the Experimental Result 1
consistent with Question 1?
Answer 3: No, the question goal is IDENTIFY-MOTION-EFFECT@NEIGHBOURINGOBJECT, but
the experimental
result
reminds roe of a previous experiment. In
this experiment, I pursued the question
goal
IDENTIFY-STOPPING-EFFECT0NEIGHBOURING-OBJECT.
Unfortunately, no goal is associated with the new observation. Therefore, the change of goal-viewpoint should be
based on previous experience and the goals pursued when
this experience was acquired. Based on similar values for
index components which are not part of the current viewpoint such as context, tasks, and beliefs, the observation
reminds the discoverer of a previous case. This case is
indexed under a goal which differs from the goal under
which the current case is stored. Additionally, in this [H-evious situation, a question was asked, a question strategy
was used, and an experimentation plan was executed.
Therefore, all the indexes under which these knowledge
structures are stored are known and can be used to extend
the index of the current case.
Previous Experiment: A bicycle is in an
upside-down position. The back wheel is
moved by turning the pedal wheel and is
therefore turning freely. A wooden rod
is inserted into the orbit of the pedals : the movement
of the wheel is
stopped.
This (bicycle) experiment has been performed to sapport the same question strategy used in the clock experiment. In contrast to the question goals discussed in the
clock experiment, the question which initiated the bicycle
experiment focuses on the effect on therearwheel of stopping the pedal wheel^. When the (bicycle) experiment was
stored as a new case, the goal associated with the pedal
wheel was to stc^ the motion of the neighbouring wheel
and the active question goal was to identify the effect of
stopping this wheel. Now, a sequence of questions and
answers can identify differences between the various goals
in both experiments. The answers are able to use the (different) index information in the bicycle experiment to reindex the clock case. The additional indexes (seated during re-indexing establish a new viewpoint. This new viewpoint enables the discoverer to inteqjret the task addressed
in the clock case as a task to stop the hammer movement.
6. Note that w e use the neighbour of nlation in an abstract sense
which includes two wheels which are in direct physical contact as well as two wheels connected with a chain.

Question Strategy Goal:
Current Question Goal:

CONSEQUENCE-CHECKING
IDENTIFY-MOTION-EFFECT@NEIGHBOURING-OBJECT
ENABLE-M0VEMENT@0BJECT1
OBSERVE-MOVEMENT@NEIGHBOURING-OBJECT2
SUPPORTING-MOTION@NEIGHBOURING-OBJECT

Current Experimentation Goal:

Current Object Goal:

Figure 4: Initial Goals

1. Evaluate an observation and decide whether it supports the current question goal and the current question strategy goal (current viewpoint).
2. If the current question strategy goal is not supported, use the observation to retrieve a previous case.
3. Identify for the experimentation plan used to generate the previous case the experimentation goal, the
question strategy goal, and the question goal pursued in executing the experimentation plan.
4. Use these indexes to create additional indexes for the current question, question strategy, experimentation plan, and case used in stage 1 (new viewpoint, re-indexing).
S. Retrieve a n e w question plan using the newly generated index.
6. If necessary, identify a n e w experimentation plan to answer the n e w question (new view).
7. Collect the abstract indexes used to retrieve the appropriate questions and answers during re-indexing
and build a n e w question strategy.

Figure S: Steps for Changing the Viewpoint
This approach to re-indexing can be regarded as adapting the
index rather than the case. T h e indexes used for retrieving
question and answer plans are collected and used to build a
new question strategy which can be executed when a similar
problem arises. Therefore, the reasoner has learned a n e w reindexing method.
A s a result of re-indexing, planning goals related to the
previous (bicycle) case are n o w considered for the current
(clock) case. This leads to the retrieval of n e w plans. Previously, the discoverer had to identify causes which supported
the hammer movement, n o w the discovery task is to identify
causes for stopping the h a m m e r movement. In particular,
experimentation has to focus on issues related to the small
lever which moved into the orbit of the pin-wheel.
Question 8: W h a t a r e t h e c o n s e q u e n c e s o f
interrupting the movement of the neighbouring wheel?
Answering this question and building the subsequent question-answer chain reveal that the h a m m e r movement is interrupted because the lever moved into the orbit of the pinwheel.
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Discussion
We have identified the need for re-indexing cases which
arises from incomplete or faulty understanding of previous
episodes. Our novel ^proach to re-indexing is characterised by the integration of introspective questioning and
multiple viewpoints, and viewsre-indexingasreflectionof
improved understanding of previous concepts rather than
asCTeationof n e w concepts. Therefore, w e view re-indexing by changing the viewpoint as interpolative conceptual
change which uses existing indexes as boundaries for
interpolation. In contrast to Ram's (1993a) description of
extrapolative conceptual change in the I S A A C system, w e
test revised indexes by active interaction with the environment.
Our method of re-indexing represents a bridge between
adaptation and indexing. Similar to adaptation, it uses
case-based plans which are guided by interactions with the
environment and goals derived from the reasoning process
(Leake, 1993; Oehlmann, Sleeman, & Edwards, 1993).
Similar to indexing, our method attempts to identify index
values which represent the c(Hitent and the context of a
case (Schank & Osgood, 1990; Cox, 1994). C o m m o n to
all three approaches is the re-use of prior concrete knowl-

edge based on memory search. This re-use can be supported
by introspective questioning and evaluation of the adapted
case or index based on interactions with the environment.
These commonalities between adaptation, generation of
indexes, and re-indexing point to a c o m m o n theory of adaptation and indexing on which w e will focus our future work.
Specifically, w e plan to address the following issues:
1. W e have developed methods of decomposing the processes of re-indexing (described in this paper) and adaptation (OeWmann, Sleeman, & Edwards, 1993). W e
represent these processes as a sequence of interacting
plans rather than as a single plan. This approach raises the
question of the appropriate level of granularity of the
decomposition.
2. Currently, the level of complexity of our examples is comparatively low. Therefore, w e will investigate more complex devices; in addition, w e hope to move from
modelling the behaviour of devices to modelling the
behaviour of other agents. W e expect that our approach
will scale up very well, because complex adaptation tasks
are decomposed to the same level of question and answer
plans as simple adaptation tasks.
3. Interacting with the environment enables the agent to
evaluate indexes based on environmental feedback. CurrenOy, the feedback is obtained from experiments which
are not performed for that specific reason. In future, w e
will investigate h o w goals derived from the re-indexing
process can be used to guide the active experimental evaluation of a n e w viewpoint.
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cognitive process. In the schematic w e use to exhibit
arguments, modus tollens appears as follows:

Abstract
Thinking is governed by abstract schemas. Verbal
protocols illustrate spontaneous use, by logically
unsophisticated subjects, of the schema known as modus
tollens. The tollens inference schema appeared embedded
within two reasoning strategies, the classical reductio ad
absurdum and reasoning by elimination. The psychological
reality of modus tollens is implicitly assumed by many
theories in cognitive science and the hypothesis that it is a
basic component of human cognition cannot be dismissed.

I. Pis the case.
2. It follows (through some chain of inferences) that Q is
the case.
3. But Q is known to be false.
4. S o P cannot, in fact, be the case.

The M o d u s Tollens Schema
To explain the cohesion and organization of human
cognition, thinkers in what w e might call the structuralist
tradition (Plato, Kant, Wertheimer, Piaget) have claimed that
reasoning does not merely traverse the network of elements
in memory, guided by nothing more than the relative
su-engths of associations, but applies cognitive structures
that impose a form on the process. Recent authors have
called such structures thought-forms (Keegan, 1989),
epistemic forms (Collins & Ferguson, 1993), abstract rules
(Smith, Langston & Nisbett, 1992), and abstract schemas
(Ohisson, 1993); w e prefer the latter term.
Abstract cognitive structures c o m e in m a n y varieties
(Collins & Ferguson, 1993: Ohisson, 1993). A n argument
schema is a standard w a y of justifying a conclusion. T h e
entities related by argument schemas are beliefs
(propositions). T h e structure of argument schemas is
provided by logical and semantic relations, e. g., coherence,
conjunction, disjunction, equivalence, implication and
negation.
The recent Zeitgeist in psychology has favored the
hypotheses that people reason with non-propositional
representations (Johnson-Laird, 1993) or through analogies
with specific cases (Holyoak & Thagard, 1994). However,
the debate continues, because careful scrutiny of the
empiricial evidence supports the psychological reality of at
least some argument schemas (Rips, 1994; Falmagne, 1990;
Smith, Langston & Nisbett, 1992).
In this paper w e argue for the reality and centrality of the
schema k n o w n in logic as m o d u s tollens. A tollens
argument has the form ifP implies Q, and Q is false, then P
must be false. Although not intended as such by logicians,
we use m o d u s tollens as a condensed description of a
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The three key features of a tollens inference are (a) a
cognitive process that develops the implications of a current
belief (line 2), (b) the establishment of a cognitive conflict
(line 3), and (c) the propagation of negation back to the
initial belief (line 4), which is then rejected (or revised).
Casual observations are consistent with the hypothesis
that m o d u s tollens inferences are c o m m o n in h u m a n
reasoning. A standard gambit in everday arguments is to
show that an opponent's claim has absurd or disastrous
consequences. People take for granted that if the m o v e
succeeds, the targeted claim has indeed been disqualified. The
typical defence is to try to block or invalidate the inference
from the belief/' to the purported and damaging consequence
Q . Never have w e met anyone w h o defends himself or
herself against a tollens argument by saying "so m y view
has absurd or false consquences; so what?". The validity of
the tollens schema is intuitively obvious.
However, casual observations are suggestive at best and
systematic studies have so far failed to support the
psychological reality of modus tollens. O n e study matched
the empirical evidence regarding a variety of abstract rules
against a set of eight criteria and concluded that "the
consensus among students of the problem that most people
do not use modus tollens is justified in terms of the criteria
studied to date" (Smith, Langston & Nisbeu, 1992, p. 31).
Our case for m o d u s tollens has t w o parts. First, w e
provide empirical evidence for tollens inferences in naive
reasoning. In two studies, modus tollens appeared embedded
in more complex reasoning strategies. Second, w e analyze
the literature to show that the tollens schema is a (typically
unacknowledged) keystone in several theories proposed in
such diverse branches of cognitive science as philosophy,
psychology and artificial intelligence. Both the empirical
evidence and the analysis of the literature suggest that w e
cannot dismiss the possibility that m o d u s tollens is a basic
component of the human cognitive architecture.

E v i d e n c e for M o d u s

Tollens

Inferences

must be divisible by some other prime not included in
the sequence 3, 5
M.
In two separate studies we identified two reasoning strategies
4. So either N itself or its divisor is a prime number larger
that include a tollens inference as a key step. O n e is the
than M .
classical reductio ad absurdum and the other w e call
5. Hence, it is not the case that M is the largest prime.
reasoning by elimination. In contrast to most psychological
6. That is, there is no largest prime.
studies of reasoning, w e did not ask subjects lo complete or
evaluate pre-foimulated arguments or proofs but engaged
Another fameous reductio argument was put forward by
them in tasks that seemingly had nothing to do with logic.
Galileo Galilei to disprove the Aristotelian principle that
Also unlike m a n y other studies of reasoning, w e recorded
heavier objects fall faster than lighter objects:
verbal protocols rather than proportion correct answers or
solution times.
"If then we take two bodies whose natural speeds are

Reductio ad Absurdum
T o reason with thereductioad absurdum schema, one decides
which conclusion C one wants to prove and assumes its
negation notC. T h e argument proceeds by deriving a
conclusion Q that is k n o w n to be false. From the
contradiction Q & notQ one then infers that notC must be
false. But if notC is false, then C is true. Schematically:
1. C must be the case.
2. For suppose that notC were the case.
3. Then it follows (through some chain of inferences) that Q
is the case.
4. But Q is known to be false (so w e have the contradiction

different, it is clear that on uniting the two, the more rapid
one will be partly retarded by the slower, and the slower
will be somewhat hastened by the swifter.... But if this is
true, and if a large stone moves with a speed of, say, eight
while a smaller moves with a speed of four, then when
they are united, the system will m o v e with a speed less
than eight; but the two stones when tied together make a
stone larger than that which before moved with a speed of
eight. Hence the heavier body moves with less speed than
the lighter; an effect which is contrary to [the initial]
supposition ... ." (Galilei, 1954/1638, p. 63)

The historical examples document that the reductio
argument schema was not invented by logicians but first
appeared in the intellectual practice of scholars. Also, both
Q & notQ).
of these arguments were highly convincing to their authors'
5. Hence, notC cannot be the case.
contemporaries. However, Euclid and Galilei hardly qualify
6. Therefore, C is the case.
as average thinkers, so it could still be true that "the reductio
Line 2 sets the stage for the reductio by introducing the strategy of assuming the opposite of what one wants to
prove is not an obvious m o v e for subjects w h o haven't had
assumption noiC. Lines 3-5 specify a tollens inference, with
extensive mathematics training." (Rips, 1994, p. 157). W e
n o t C playing the role of P. Line 3 spells out the
next present evidence for spontaneous reductio arguments in
implications of the assumption. Because the conclusion Q is
precisely such subjects.
false (line 4), the assumption notC cannot be true (line 5).
T h e reductio is completed by asserting that the negation of
Contemporary instances. We interviewed ten logically
the initial assumption, i. e., the desired conclusion C , is
and mathematically unschooled psychology students about
true (line 6). T h e tollens inference is embedded within the
mechanical motion (Robin & Ohlsson, 1989). The tape
reductio: It is preceeded by the act of assuming the opposite
recorded interviews were transcribed verbatim. Because verbal
of what one wants to conclude and succeeded by the act of
protocols are necessarily incomplete, w e would not expect a
concluding that because the assumption turned out false, the
subject w h o is thinking aloud to produce explicit
desired conclusion is true.
verbalizations of all six steps in the reductio schema.
Historical instances. One of the flrst recorded uses of Instead, w e would expect to see an abreviated discourse
which emphasizes the conclusions, e. g., "notC, therefore
the reductio strategy is Euclid's proof that there is no largest
Q ; hut notQ, so C." In the following excerpts, "S" means
prime number 1;
"subject" and "I" means "interviewer". The crucial step of
assuming the opposite of what is to be concluded is
1. There is no largest prime.
underlined:
2. For suppose some number M was the largest prime.
3. Then w e could form the successor to the product of all
Case 1. Subject SI:
primes, N = (3*5* ... * M ) +1. B y construction, N is
I: Does gravity act on all objects at all times?
larger than M and it is not divisible by any of the prime
S: Yeah, or else if it didn't, you'd see objects floating away
numbers up to and including M , always leaving the
remainder 1. Hence, N is either itself prime or else it
or something.

'Book IX, Proposition 20. The proof appears on pp. 412-413
in Volume 3 of the second Dover edition of Euclid's Elements
(Heath, 1956). The streamlined version presented here is due to
Hardy (1967/1940. pp. 92-93).
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Reconstruction:
1. It must be the case that gravity acts on all objects at all
times.
2. For suppose that gravity did not act on all objects at all
times.
3. Then objects wouldfloataway.
4. But, in fact, objects don'tfloataway.
5. Hence, it is not the case that gravity does not act on all
objects all times.
6. Therefore, gravity does act on all objects at all times.
Case 2. Subject S3:
S:... in space there are no forces....
I: But h o w do you k n o w that?
S: Just because that's, they've sent people out into space....
Y o u don't put a m a n on the m o o n without realizing
there's no gravity in space. U m , if there was gravity, if
the earth's gravity extended all the w a v to the m o o n , then
it would be almost impossible to get to the moon.

4. But projectiles travelling upwards do, in fact, slow down.
5. Hence, gravity cannot not be acting on projectiles
U'avelling upwards.
6. Therefore, gravity is acting on projectiles travelling
upwards.
In each excerpt, the subject begins by indicating his/her
belief ("yeah", "there are no forces", "I guess it does", "it has
to act") and continues by negating it ("if it didn't", "if there
was gravity","if it wasn't acting", "if it's not"). H e or she
then carries out a m o d u s tollens argument by deriving a
conclusion that he or she knows is wrong (that objects float
away, that it is impossible to get to the m o o n , that birds
disappear into space, that projectiles travelling upwards do
not slow down). The reductio is then completed by inferring
the opposite of the initial assumption, i. e., by affirming
the subject's o w n belief. In short, these four spontaneous
arguments instantiate the reductio schema, with its embedded
tollens inference, quite closely.
Reasoning by Elimination

Reconstruction:
1. It must be the case that there is no gravity in space.
2. For suppose gravity extended all the w a y to the moon.
3. Then it would be impossible to get to the moon.
4. But people have, in fact, travelled to the moon.
5. Hence, gravity does not extend all the w a y to the moon.
6. Therefore, there is no gravity in space.

Consider the following verbal reasoning puzzle, which w e
will refer to as the Bench Problem:
Some boys are sitting on a bench. Jonas is further right
than Ingvar. Olaf is further left than Ingvar. David is
immediately to the left of Jonas. W h o is immediately to
the right of Ingvar?

Case 3. Subject S4:
I: Does gravity act on all objects at all times?
S: H m m , well, I guess it does because although, for
example, birds, although they can, you know, lift off the
ground andfly,if there, if it wasn't acting on them, once
they lifted off the ground and [fly], they would just
disappear into space, and they don't.
Reconstruction:
1. It must be the case that gravity acts on birds.
2. For suppose gravity was not acting on birds.
3. Then birds would (hsappear into space.
4. But birds do not, in fact, disappear into space.
5. Hence, it is not the case that gravity is not acting on
birds.
6. Therefore, gravity does act on birds.
Casg4, SubjggtSS:
1: And is gravity acting on [a projectile] as it moves, up,
down, and at the top?
S: Yeah, it has to act on it as it moves up because if it's
not, then h o w will anything slow down. That's what
causes it to slow down.

People often solve such spatial arrangement problems by
constructing a mental model of the arrangement and reading
off the desired answer by inspecting the model (Mani &
Johnson-Laird, 1982; Ohlsson, 1980, 1984. 1990).
However, s o m e subjects solve this type of problem by
successively eliminating those objects that cannot be the
answer until only a single object remains; that object is then
inferred to be the answer to the problem. For example, the
following is the complete think aloud protocol of one
subject called SII8 (Ohlsson, 1980) on the Bench Problem
(the elimination inferences are underlined and information
read from the problem statement appears in quotes):
1. "Who is sitting immediately to the right of Ingvar?"
2. "Olof is sitting further left than Ingvar."
3. Therefore not Olof.
4. "Jonas is sitting further right than Ingvar."
5. Therefore it could be Jonas.
6. "David is sitting to the left of Jonas."
7. Therefore it cannot be David.
8. Therefore it must be ...
9. Jonas is the correct answer.
This subject was quite consistent in using the elimination
method, as can be seen in the initial segment of his protocol
on a more complicated spatial arrangment problem (the
elimination steps are underlined and information read from
the problem statement appears in quotes):

Reconstruction:
1. It must be the case that gravity acts on projectiles
travelling upwards.
2. For suppose gravity w a s not acting on a projectile
travelling upwards.
3. Then a projectile travelling upwards would not slow
down.

1. "Some boys are standing in line at an ice-cream stand."
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loop' in an iterative procedure. Neither strategy can work
without the tollens inference. Because subjects
spontaneously use both strategies, they must be capable of
carrying out modus tollens. Of course, these data constitute
an existence proof only; they do not say anything about the
frequency or prevalence of tollens inferences in everyday
reasoning.

2. "Who was immediately behind Erik?"
3. W e take the same method again.
4. Looking at which lines Erik occurs in.
5. "Rolf is further towards the front than Erik."
6. Therefore we eliminate Rolf.
7. Where do w e have Erik on other lines?
8. "Erik is immediately behind Hans."
9. Therefore Hans is immediately in front of Erik
10. and conseauenUv not immediately behind Erik.
11. Therefore we eliminate Rolf and Hans.

The Ubiquitous Modus Tollens

The idea that people revise or reject their knowledge
structures when those structures are revealed to have negative
20. And "Erik is immediately behind Hans."
consequences has been proposed again and again in various
21. Therefore everybody who is in front of Hans is
branches of the cognitive sciences. The purpose of this
eliminated
section is to point out similarities between several
seemingly unrelated theories.
How should the method of elimination be described and
what is the relation between this method and modus tollens? Philosopy
Let P be the goal predicate (e. g., "immediately behind
Erik"), and let jc/, x2
Xn stand for the objects mentioned In The Logic of Scientific Discovery Karl Popper proposed
that scientists revise their theories when they find that
in the premises. The structure of the elimination strategy
predictions derived from those theories are falsified by
can then be described as follows:
observations:

1. P(xi) ... Pixi-ih P(xi) . P(xui) ... V P(xn) are the
"According to the view that will be put forward here, t
possible hypotheses.
method of critically testing theories... always proceeds on
2.P(xi) implies g.
the following lines. ... With the help of other statements,
3. But the premises claim or imply notQ.
previously accepted, certain singular staiements-which we
4. Hence, P(xi) is not the case.
may call 'prcdictions'-aie deduced from the theory ... Next
5. So P(xj). ... P(xi.j), P(xi + i) ... P(xn) are now the
we seek a decision as regards these (and other) derived
possible hypotheses.
statements by comparing them with the results of
6. If n = 1, then conclude that the only remaining
practical applications and experiments. ... if the decision
hypothesis is the answer; otherwise, go to step 1.
is negative, or in other words, if the conclusions have
been falsified, then their falsification also falsifies the
Lines 2-4 correspond to the tollens schema: The hypothesis
theory from which they were logically deduced."
that the object x/ is the answer implies some conclusion
(Popper, 1972/1934, pp. 32-33; italics in original)
which in turn contradicts one of the givens of the problem;
hence, x/ is not the answer. The method of elimination can As this passage shows. Popper is quite explicit about t
three key components of modus tollens: (a) the derivation of
be conceptualized as an iterative application of modus
toUens to each candidate in turn in a situation where there is the consequences of current knowledge, (b) the establishment
of conflict, and (c) the backward propagation of negation
a small and well specified set of candidates. The iterations
from the consequences to the knowledge. Later developments
continue until only a single hypothesis is left; that
have shown that these processes are more complicated than
hypothesis is then asserted.
Although we only show data from this one subject here, Popper depicted them, but nobody has suggested that
scientists are unaffected by conflicts between their theories
we have observed spontaneous use of this reasoning method
and their data.
in several subjects (Ohlsson, 1980). W e have also shown
Reaction to conflict is also taken as fundamental in
that people who do not spontaneously reason by elimination
epistemology and logic. The "characteristic occasion" for
on spatial arrangement problems can be induced to do so by
belief revision is "... when a new belief, up for adoption,
giving them problems which are not solvable by other
conflicts somewhat with the present body of beliefs as a
methods (Ohlsson, 1984).
body. N o w when a set of beliefs is inconsistent, at least one
of the beliefs must be rejected as false..." (Quine & UUian,
Summary
1978, pp. 16-17; see Harman, 1986, for similar a view).
We observed logically unschooled subjects spontaneously
This dictum is, of course, only true for agents who operate
employ two reasoning strategies, the classical reductio ad
with modus tollens.
absurdum and reasoning by elimination. Both methods
contain modus tollens as an essential component. In the
Psychology
reductio, the tollens inference is flanked by the acts of
Attitude change. In the period 194S-1970 several
deliberately assuming the opposite of what one wants to
theories proposed within social psychology were based on
conclude and of affirming the negation of that assumption.
In the method of elimination, the tollens step is the 'inner the idea that people strive towards consistency among their
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altitudes and beliefs and that belief revision operates to
restore consistency w h e n the latter is disturbed by n e w
information. The most well-known of these theories is the
cognitive dissonance theory formulated by Leon Fcsiingcr
and co-workers (Festinger, 1957).
"The core notion of the theory is extremely simple:
Dissonance is a negative drive state which occurs
whenever an individual simultaneously holds two
cognitions (ideas, beliefs, opinions) which are
psychologically inconsistent. Stated differently, two
cognitions are dissonant if, considering these two
cognitions alone, the opposite of one follows from the
other. Since the occurrence of dissonance is presumed to
be unpleasant, individuals strive to reduce it by adding
'consonant' cognitions or by changing one or both
cognitions to make them Tit together' better; i. e., so that
they become more consonant with each other."
(Aronson, 1978, pp. 182-183).

tradition (Piaget, 1985; Z i m m e r m a n & B l o m , 1983).
Similarly, science educators have proposed that cognitive
conflict is required for students to overcome their
misconceptions about science topics (e. g., Posner et al.,
1982). Finally, Berkson and Wettersten (1984) have
reformulated Popper's philosophy of science as a theory of
learning from error. In each case, it is taken as given that the
negation of the consequences of current knowledge structures
causes alterations in those structures.
Artificial Intelligence

The process of reasoning from falsified consequences is
studied in many areas of Artificial Intelligence. For example,
non-monotonic logic (Gardenfors, 1988) focuses on the
problem of consistency in large knowledge bases. Given the
falsification of one of its consequences, what are all the
rational revisions of a knowledge base? This problem was
not addressed in classical logic, at least partly because
logicians were not faced with large knowledge bases before
the advent of the computer. From our point of view, nonAlternative formulations of the same theme were proposed
monotonic logic asks h o w far back to propagate the
by Abelson and Rosenberg (1958), Cartwright and Harari
negation in the m o d u s tollens inference w h e n P is not an
(1956) and Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955). Long dormant,
isolated proposition but a component of a belief system.
the cognitive consistency tradition is currently undergoing a
Obviously, this problem does not arise unless m o d u s tollens
modest revival (see, e. g., Shultz & Lepper, 1992).
is adopted in the first place.
The language in which cognitive consistency theories are
Research in machine learning has produced a number of
formulated is far removed from the austere formalism of
systems that operate with m o d u s tollens as their central
logic. However, claims to the effect that 'dissonance' and
process. For example. Rose and Langley (1986) describe a
similar concepts cannot be reduced to logical contradiction
system that uses reductio ad absurdum to deduce the
are unconvincing. Kruglanski (1989) has recently argued that
chemical composition of substances, given initial
every example of dissonance discussed in the cognitive
hypotheses about the composition of some other substances
consistency literature does, in fact, reduce to logical
plus knowledge of chemical reactions such as reduction.
contradiction. Hence, the core cognitive process postulated
W h e n a derivation produces a so-called unbalanced null
in this tradition is the process described by modus tollens.
reaction, i. e., the absurd conclusion that a particular
substance has no components, the system revises its initial
Learning, development, and education. Schank
hypotheses. This and m a n y other machine learning systems
(1986) has proposed that people learn n e w cognitive
are computational implementations of m o d u s tollens in
schemas by revising existing schemas that do not quite fit
special-purpose knowledge representations.
observed events. The current stock of explanation patterns
generates expectations about events. W h e n those
Summary
expectations are violated, learning occurs. The explanation
Cognitive theories that emphasize the propagation of
pattern that gaveriseto the violated expectation is 'tweaked'
negation from falsified conclusions back to the knowledge
(i. e., revised) in such a w a y as to fit the observed event
structures from which those conclusions were derived are
better; the result is a new explanation pattern.
remarkably diverse and range across cognitive systems
The language of Schank's theory differs from the language
(scientific communities, individual minds, computers) and
of classical logic: K n o w l e d g e structures are called
task domains. T h e different theories use different
explanation patterns instead of beliefs, propositions, or
terminologies to refer to knowledge structures, derivation
theories; derived consequences are called expectations rather
processes, cognitive conflicts, and knowledge revisions, but
than implications or predictions; cognitive conflicts are
the cognitive m e c h a n i s m s described with those
called expectation violations instead of contradictions; and so
terminologies are structurally isomorpic to each other;
on, As with the case of the cognitive dissonance theory,
m o d u s tollens epitomizes the shared structure. Multiple
close scrutiny s h o w s that these differences are
appearances of the same idea in the minds of a large number
terminological. Schank's explanation patterns are in fact
of insightful scholars do not prove that idea, but neither do
(complex) propositions, the process of deriving an
they encourage its dismissal. In addition, the empirical
expectation is deductive, and expectation violations consist
support for the various theories-which in s o m e cases is
of one or more logical contradictions. T h e central
quite extensive-also indirectly supports the central processes
assumption that underlies the computational machinery
that these theories share: Deriving consequences,
Schank describes is the one captured in modus tollens.
establishing cognitive conflicts, and revising the relevant
The central role of cognitive conflict in learning and
knowledge structures.
development has also been emphasized in the Piagetian
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Final W o r d s

Johnson-Laird. P. (1993). H u m a n and Machine Thinking.
Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
Two arguments for the psychological reality and importance
Keegan (1989). H o w Charles Darwin became a
of the modus toilens argument schema are advanced in this
psychologist. In D. B. Wallace & H. E. Gruber, (Eds.),
paper. First, scholars w h o lived before the formalization of
Creative People at Work (pp. 107-125). N e w Yoric, N Y :
logic and contemporary students w h o have no logic training
Oxford University Press.
spontaneously use reduciio ad absurdum and reasoning by
Kruglanski, A. W . (1989). Lay Epistemics and H u m a n
elimination, two reasoning strategies which include a toUens
Knowledge. N e w York: Plenum Press.
inference. Second, if w e look past the differences in
Mani, K., & Johnson-Laird, P. N . (1982). The mental
terminology, w e see that many theories proposed in such
representation of spatial descriptions. M e m o r y and
diverse disciplines as philosophy, psychology and artificial
Cognition, 70, 181-187.
intelligence (implicitly) postulate the modus toilens schema
Ohlsson, S. (1980, January). Competence and Strategy in
as a basic component of intelligence. These arguments are
Reasoning with C o m m o n Spatial Concepts (Technical
not conclusive, but they should make us pause before w e
Report N o . 6). Stockholm, Sweden: Department of
conclude that modus toilens is not a basic component of the
Psychology, University of Stockholm.
human cognitive architecture.
Ohlsson, S. (1984). Induced strategy shifts in spatial
reasoning. Acta Psychologica, 57,47-67.
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from important if you are an American and live in the
United States. However, this feature becomes crucial if
We developed a computational model of similarity judg- you m o v e to Japan and need public services such as the
ment in problem-solving contexts. The modelfirstatNational Health Service.
tempts to transform an object to another using the
This suggests that two types of similarities should be
knowledge of the domain, the strategy, and the goal. If
distinguished — deep (goal-related) and shallow (superthe transformation succeeds, new feature about transficial). Gentner and Forbus (1991) proposed a model,
formability is created. A similarity of an object to ancalled M A C / F A C , that computes similarities of both
other is computed, based on the created features. If the
deep and shallow levels. T h e M A C / F A C model consists
model fails to create a new feature, it computes a similarity by feature comparison in the same way as the
of two stages. While in the M A C stage computationally
contrast model. A n important prediction of the model
cheap matchers act on content vectors of items in L T M ,
is that the asymmetry of similarity judgments is caused
structural examinations are m a d e in order to compute
by the directionadity of the problem-solving skills. W e
deep similarity in the F A C stage.
examined the model's prediction. The materijJ was the
Although the M A C / F A C model captures important
Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Subjects were required to rate
of h u m a n similarity judgment, further steps
aspects
the similarities of one state to the goal as well as those
should be taken to model judgments of similarity. It is
of the goal to a state. In Experiment 1, we taught one
well-known that goal and knowledge of the domain play
group of subjects the 'move-pattern strategy' that incrucial
roles in problem-solving and learning. However,
duced learners to acquire highly directional skills, and
these are not taken into account by their model.
compared their judgments with those by naive subjects.
The asymmetry was observed only in the judgments by
Suzuki, Ohnishi, & Shigemasu (1992) found that peothe trained subjects. The second experiment showed
ple's judgments of similarity are greatly affected by their
that the results of the experiment 1 could not be atrecognition of the task goal and by knowledge of the
tributed to the 'prototypicality' of the goal.
domain, using the Tower of Hanoi Puzzle. W h e n subjects did not know the puzzle and were asked to judge
Introduction
the similarity between a state and the goal state, their
People have an ability to deal with situations to whichjudgments were based on superficial features shared with
both states. In contrast, experts'judgments were depenthey are not familiar. This ability is mainly based on
dent on the distance between a state and the goal. For
the analogical use of past experiences. That is, people retrieve a similar past experience and m a k e use of, example, while similarity between the states 4 and the
goal in Figure 1 was rated very high by naive subjects,
or adapt, its solution to the current situation. Various
experts' ratings were very low. W h e n given a stimulus
models for analogy have been proposed (Falkenhainer,
set shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(d), patterns of rated simCentner, k Forbus, 1989; H a m m o n d , 1990; Holyoak et
ilarity were reversed between naives and experts. W h a t
al. 1989).
happened if similarity of the states is judged by nonThere is one important problem concerning analogy.
experts w h o only know the rules of the puzzle? They
As mentioned above, people have to retrieve a similar
relied on the distance in some cases, and the number
experience to the current situation in analogy. However,
of shared features in other cases. W h e n a given state
in what sense is a retrieved experience similar to the curwas easily transformed to the goal, their judgments were
rent situation? More generally, h o w is similarity defined
based on the distance. However, they relied on shared
in problem-solving and learning contexts? Feature-based
features when it was difficult for them to transform a
models of similarity such as the contrast model (Tversky,
given
state to the goal.
1977) do not seem to be quite successful for this problem.
These results showed that w e should incorporate the
It is often the case that two objects which are superfigoal recognition mechanism and domain knowledge into
cially dissimilar to each other are sometimes judged to
be similar in a problem-solving context. This is because
the model of similarity judgment. Furthermore, these
suggest a challenging problem to theories of similarity.
features important in a problem-solving context are not
necessarily salient in the judgment of object-level simiThat is, not every feature exists prior to the judgment
larity. For example, a feature such as non-Japanese is far
of similarity. Rather some features are created by the
Abstract
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(a) state 4

(b) state 10

'

(c) state 20

(d) goal

Figure 1: States of the Tower of Hanoi

recognition of the goal and the knowledge of the domain.
Although most of the previous theories have assumed
that edl the features necessary for the computation of
similarity be provided externally, ^ the assumption is
highly dubious especially if one considers similarity judgments in problem-solving contexts. For example, it is
not reasonable to suppose that there are features such as
small disk's being movable to the peg C , m e d i u m disk's
not being movable to the peg B , etc. Rather, these features are created or inferred in the judgment process.
M u r p h y & Medin (1985) addressed the same issue in the
context of categorization. They gave a good example
of the feature creation. W h e n w e observe that someone
j u m p s into a swimming pool with his clothes on, w e naturaJly judge that he is drunk. Since the categorization
is based on the matching between observed features and
concept's attributes, the concept "intoxicated" should
have the attribute such as "jumping into a swimming
pool with one's clothes on." However, it is very unlikely
that such an attribute is associated with the concept "intoxicated" in advance of the judgment. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the attribute is created internally
in the course of categorization, and then matched to the
observed feature. Studies of expert-novice differences
also give evidence of feature creation. Chi, Feltovitch,
& Glaser (1981) showed that novices' sortings of physics
problems were based on superficial similarity between
the problems, while experts' ratings were dependent on
physics principles. These principle-related features seem
to be created by experts' knowledge. Novices do not have
the necessary knowledge to create these features. That is
w h y their sortings were based on superficial similarities
between the problems.
Therefore, a model should be developed that creates
features by using the goal and the domain knowledge.
W e have already outlined the model in the previous
study (Suzuki, Ohnishi, & Shigemasu, 1992). In this
study, w e introduce a computational model of Similarity by Feature Creation {SFC), and examine the model's
psychological validity in terms of the asymmetry of similarity.

the similarity of A to B is that for the transformability
of A to B. In other words, B is treated as the goal, while
A is treated as another state in the problem space. S F C
first tries to detect differences between A and B. If the
differences are detected, the model tests whether A can
be transformed to B using the domain knowledge. The
knowledge of the domain consists of the operators, task
constraints, and strategies. T h e strategy consists of a
list of subgoals and their dependency. If it is difficult to
directly transform A to B, another subgoal is retrieved
from the subgoal list. This procedure is repeated recursively until the test succeeds. If the test succeeds, a
new feature 'transformable(Goal, Distance)' is created,
where 'Goal' is B or the subgoal, and 'Distance' is the
number of operators required to transform A to 'Goal.'
If the goal is not recognized, or a relevant subgoal is
not retrieved, the test fails, and any new feature is not
created.
In the second stage, the model computes a similarity between a state A and the goal B based on a newly
created feature or superficial features. If a new feature
created, a deep similarity between A and the B is computed in the d-sim process, based on the newly created
feature and the goal dependency.
If 'Goal' is in the higher branch of the goal dependency
tree, the similarity between A and B are rated high. The
similarity is rated low, if 'Distance' is greater.
If a n e w feature is not created, S F C shifts to computing a shallow similarity in the s-sim process. In this
process, similMity is computed in the same way as Tversky's contrast model, using the physical description of
the objects.

W e take the Tower of Hanoi as an example to illustrate the behavior of S F C . Suppose that the inputs are
Figure 1(a) (we represent it as [[1],[2],[3]]) and Figure
1(d) ([Q,D,[1.2,3]]), and that the subgoal list consists
of [[0,D,[1,2,3]], [[-],[-],[2,3]], [[-],[-],[3]]] where '-' represents 'wild card', and the order of elements represents
the goal/subgoal hierarchy. Through the feature creation phase, a feature 'transformable([[-],[-],[2,3]], 1)' is
created, because the state already achieves the subgoal
SFC: The Two-Stage Model of Similarity
[[-],[-],[3]], and can be transformed to [[-],[-],[2,3]] in one
step.
N o w suppose Figure 1(b) ([[3],[1,2],[]]) is given inJudgment
stead of Figure 1(a). Through the feature creation stage,
Figure 2 depicts the processes of S F C . S F C consists of
a feature 'transformable([[-],[-],[3]], 1)' is created. In the
two stages: in the first stage, the n e w feature is created,
d-sim
process, Figure 1(a) is judged to be more simiand in the second stage similarity is computed. T h e inlar to Figure 1(d) than the state Figure 1(b) is, because
put is a physical description of a pair to be compared (A
[[-],[-],[2,3]] is located in a higher branch of the goal deand B ) . In the first stage, S F C assumes that a query for
pendency tree than [[-],[-],[3]] is. If feature creation fails,
' Few exceptions are models based on the case-based Rea- similarity is calculated by comparison of superficial feasoning, such as Kolodner (1989) and Leak (1991).
tures in the s-sim process.
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A s y m m e t r y in Similarity J u d g m e n t s
There is an important issue with which S F C has not yet
dealt. Tversky (1977) showed that simileirity is asymmetric. For example, the judged similarity of North Korea to Red China is greater than that of Red China to
North Korea. His model, the contrast model, was proposed to explain the asymmetry of similarity. In his
model, similarity between object A and B is given by

s{A, B) = 0f{A n 5) - af{A - B) - Pf{B - A)
where / is measure a function of the feature salience,
and 9, a andfiare weighting factors. According to the
model, the asynunetry of similarity is explained by differential salience and differential weighting of distinctive
features. However, his model cannot easily be extended
to the similarity judgment in the problem-solving context, since a number of important features are created
and inferred in the processes, rather than given in advance. Moreover, which features are created is dependent on problem-solver's knowledge.
Although w e did not suggest any cognitive mechanism
for the asynunetry of similarity in the previous study,
the asymmetry m a y be observed in the problem-solving
context. For example, translating a foreign language to
one's mother language is sometimes very different from
translating the latter to the former. It is due to the
directionality of skills. A t the early stages of learning,
learners are usually forced to acquire skills to achieve a
specific goal. In consequence, they m a y well acquire a set
of specialized skills that transform a certain set of fixed
initial states to the goal. It is not likely that learners
are required to learn reverse operators. In this sense,
problem-solving skills are directional.
If the skills are directional, a judged similarity should
sometimes be asymmetric. S F C explains this in terms
of the subgoal and the domain knowledge. Suppose that
an expert has been trained in a highly routinized way,
where only the transformation of the fixed initial state to
the fixed goal is required. His acquired knowledge m a y
well be specialized only to transform the initial state to
the goal. If he is asked to rate the similarity of the initial
state to the goal, his judgment should be a function of
distance. Suppose that he is asked to rate the similarity
of the goal to the initial state. In this case, he recognizes
the initial state as the goal and the goal as the initial
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state. H e can also detect the difference between the t w o
states, and tries to transform the goal to the initial state.
However, he m a y not be able to transform the goal to
the initial state, because the strategy that used to be
relevant is no longer relevant in this case. T h u s , the
similarity is computed in the s-sim stage. In this case,
the rated similarity of the initial state to the goal and
that of the goal to the initial state are sometimes quite
different. W e suppose that this is the main source of
asynmietry of similarity in the problem-solving contexts.
W h a t happens if a naive subject is asked to rate the
similarity? S F C predicts that the asymmetry of similarity is not observed in such a case. Since the subjects
do not recognize the goal or have any available skills for
transformation, their judgments should be based on the
number of shared features. In addition, for those subjects neither of the states is more prototypical. Therefore, judged similarities should not be asymmetric.
In order to explore this hypothesis, w e conducted an
experiment using the Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Subjects
were asked to rate a similarity of a state to the goal
and that of the goal to the state. In the training condition, subjects were taught 'move-pattern strategy' (Sim o n , 1975). This strategy can be described as follows:
O n odd-numbered moves, m o v e smallest disk; O n evennumbered moves, m o v e another disk; T h e smallest disk
is always m o v e d from the left to the right to the center
to the left peg, and so on. Since this strategy is rather
mechanical or rote in a sense that this strategy does not
require people to recognize the task structure, it is likely
that the subjects acquire routinized skills about the puzzle. Thus, teaching this strategy is likely to enhance the
acquisition of highly directional skills of the puzzle.
Experiment 1
Method
Subjects Subjects were 21 undergraduate students.
They were randomly assigned to one of the two conditions: the training and control conditions. N o n e of the
subjects in the control condition had any prior experience with the Tower of Hanoi puzzle.
Procedure Subjects in the training condition first
read instructions that described the rule of the Tower

of Hanoi puzzle and the strategy to solve it. The strategy taught to subjects was 'move-pattern strategy', as
described earlier. Next, subjects proceeded to the training phase. In this phase, they were given the three-disk
puzzle with afixedinitial state where all disks were on
the leftmost peg and asked to move all the disks to the
rightmost peg. After subjects could solve it in six successive sessions, they proceeded to the rating phase. In
this phase, subjects were asked to judge the similarity
between the goal and the other states. Of the total of 52
pairs, a half were used to rate the similarity of the goal to
another state cind a remaining half were used to rate that
of a state to the goal. Subjects were asked to circle '7' if
the pairs were very similar, '1' if they were very dissimilar, and other numbers for the intermediary degrees of
similarity. Subjects in the control condition skipped the
instructions eind training phase, and proceeded directly
to the rating phaise.

Experiment 2

In order to examine whether the observed differences be
tween the two conditions merely reflect the salience of
the features of the goal state, we conducted the second
experiment.
One way to examine this possibility is to compare the
ratings of the subjects in the training condition in Experiment 1 with those of other subjects who are trained
to acquire flexible (non-directional) skills. If two groups
of subjects receive the same amount of training but
the degree of asymmetry is different, the results cannot
be attributed by the prototypicality of the goal states.
There are several different strategies to solve the Tower
of Hanoi puzzle (Simon, 1975). One of the strategies
is 'perceptual strategy.' It can be described as follows:
to construct the tower of disks on the right peg, the
largest disk must be placed on the right pegfirst,the
next largest, 2uid so on; to move the largest disk on
the right peg, the others must be placed on the cenResults and Discussion
ter peg. Unlike the move-pattern strategy in the Experiment 1, this strategy requires subjects to construct
We first examined whether the similarity judgments of
subgoals. This leads subjects to understand the task
the subjects were based on both domain knowledge and
structure better and enables them to deal with unfamilthe goal by regression analysis. The mean regression coiar situationsflexibly.In this sense, the skills acquired
efficients between distance and the rated similarity were
through the training of this strategy are expected to be
-0.31 in the training condition and 0.05 in the control
less directional than those of the move pattern strategy.
condition. The difference between group was significant
Subjects who learn this strategy may create relevant fea(f(11.5) = 4.75;p < 0.01). This confirmed that the subtures and use them in the similarity judgment even when
jects in the training condition incorporated the goal and
different goals and states are involved. If so, the degree
knowledge of the domain into their judging similarities.
of asymmetry should be less than those observed in the
The degree of the asymmetry was defined as
Experiment 1.
\sim{X,G) — sim{G,X)\, where G and X represented
the goal and one of the states, respectively. The mean
Method
degree of asymmetry in the training condition was 0.89,
Subjects Subjects were 15 undergrjuiuate students.
while that in the control condition was 0.41 (t(19) =
They were randomly assigned to one of the two condi-3.50;p<0.01).
tions, the M P S (move-pattern strategy) or the PS (perOur hypothesis was supported by the result that
ceptual strategy) conditions.
the degree of asymmetry in the training condition was
greater than that in the control condition. The reason
Procedure The procedure and the material for the
the subjects in the training condition judged similariM P S condition were identical to the training condition
ties asynrmietrically is due to the fact that these subjects
in the Experiment 1. Except that the perceptual stratacquired the directional skills specialized to achieve the
egy was taught to the subjects in the PS condition, the
fixed goal. In other words, they could create relevant
procedure and the material for the PS condition were
features and use them in the judgments when the goal
identical to the M P S condition. Subjects in the both
identical to the one in the training session was involved
conditions were asked to solve the puzzle six times in
in the judgment task. However, they could not do so
the training session. The initial state in this session was
when the goal state was different.
fixed so that all the disks were placed in the leftmost
Although we concluded the difference between the two
peg. The goal was alsofixedso that all the disks were
conditions was attributed to whether subjects recognized
placed
in the rightmost peg.
the goal and had appropriate operators, there might be
an alternative interpretation. Subjects in the training
Results
condition frequently observed the goal state in the training session. Every time they practiced, they had to keep
The mean degree of asymmetry in the MPS condition
was 0.84, while that in the PS condition was 0.74. The
the goal state in mind. This might leads features of the
goal to be more salient. In other words, the gozil might
difference of the asymmetry between the two conditions
be a 'prototype' state, just as China is more prototypi- was not significant (<(10.8) = 0.8173; p = 0.43). Subjects
cal than North Korea in a Tversky's example. If so, ob- in the both conditions judged the similarity asymmetriserved differences between the two conditions could not
cally. This might reflect that the degree of expertise of
the subjects in the PS condition was less than we initially
be attributed to the recognition of the goal and domain
knowledge.
expected.
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W e restrict our analysis to those pairs where each state
was on the optimal solution path. Since the subjects
in the P S condition rarely turned off the optimal solution path in the training session, they might acquire
non-directional skills to transform states at least o n this
path. If so, these subjects might judge the similarity
symmetrically.
The m e a n degree of asymmetry of the pairs on the
optimal solution path in the M P S condition w a s 1.03,
while that in the P S condition w a s 0.43. T h e difference between the two conditions w a s significant (<(13) =
-2.70;p<0.05).
Finally, w e euialyzed whether skills acquired through
the training were actually directional or not. According
to our hypothesis, w h e n the subjects in the M P S condition judge the similarity of a state to the goad (StoG),
their judgment should be based on the distance between
the two. In contrast, their similarity judgments of the
goal to a state (GtoS) should not be based on the distance because their skills cannot be applied to this kind
of stimulus pairs. Since the n u m b e r of matched features
of each state in each distance is approximately equal, the
degree of the asymmetry should be a decreasing function
of distance in the M P S condition. In contrast, the degree of the asymmetry should not be a function of the
distance in the P S condition. It is because their judgments are based on the distance, whether StoG or G t o S
is asked.
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Discussion

We hypothesized that some features were created by the
goal cind knowledge, and that the asymmetry of similarity was attributed to the directionality of acquired skills.
T h e results of the experiments supported the hypothesis.
T h e asymmetry of similarity took place in a problemsolving context. W h e n a subject recognizes the goal, has
routinized skills, and can apply them, judged similarities
are a function of the number of steps to achieve the goal.
In other cases, the judgments are based on shared features. In jwldition, the Experiment 2 showed that the
phenomenon could not be reduced to the prototypicality
of the goal state. Even when the goal state was observed
more frequently than the others, subjects with a flexible
strategy did not m a k e asynrmietric judgments.
Routinized skills has directionality in the sense that it
can be applied only to a small subset of possible states.
For these states, subjects with such skills can create features relevant to the goal and m a k e use of them in the
similarity judgments. However, for other states, they
cannot create the features and consequently rely on physical features available to them. This is the source of the
asymmetry of similarity in the problem-solving context.
B y incorporating the goal recognition and domain
knowledge as the model's crucial components, S F C can
explain these findings. T h e model can create features
relevant to the goal achievement from the input (the
physical description of the states), the prestored strategies, and the domain knowledge. In the d-sim phase, the
created feature is of primary importance to compute a
deep similarity. If the model fails to create the feature
due to the lack of relevant strategies, it shifts to computing a shallow similarity. Therefore, according to the
model, the difference of features used in the judgment
of similarity is the main source of the asyrmnetry. In
addition, S F C can explain the results obtained from the
Experiment 2. According to the model, whether new
features can be created is dependent on the strategies.
T h e model, if equipped with aflexiblestrategy such as
the perceptual one, succeeds in creating a feature even
in unfamiliar situations. In this case, both the similarity
of the goal to a state and that of a state to the goal are
computed in the d-sim phase, which makes little difference in the rated similarities between the two.
S F C is in a sense similar to the 'transformation structure model' (Imai, 1977). According to his model, people judge that the pattern A is similar to the pattern B
when A can be transformed to B. A degree of similarity
is defined as the number of operators that transform one
item to another. However, his model does not provide
any explanation for the asynmietry of similarity as well
as the expert-novice differences found in the previous
study (Suzuki, Ohnishi, & Shigemasu, 1992).
S F C has several implications for the study of learning
and analogy. It is well-known that experts attend to
the structural aspect of problems, whereas novices do to
the superficial one. According to S F C , this difference is
due to whether one can create relevant features. Novices
usually lack appropriate knowledge of the domain that
enables them to create features structurally organized

by the principles of the domain. This leads them to the
reliance on superficial features.
W h e n making an analogy, one has to retrieve a source
anaJog that is structurally similar to the target. T o do
so, a deep similstfity must be computed. In this sense,
there is a possibility for S F C to be extended to a model
of analog retrievzd, although there are a lot of things to
be done for its extension. O n e obvious advantage of S F C
to other models such as A R C S (Thagard et al., 1990) is
that it is not necessary for the model to be given a sheer
description of a target. In maJcing an analogy, it is often the case that only the superficial information of the
target is avsiilable and important one has to be inferred.
S F C can create important features from a partial description of the tzurget and utilize them in computing a
deep similarity.

Tversky, A. (1977). Features of Similarity. Psychological
Review, 84, 327-352.
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Abstract

LocalS

A connectionist model was developed to investigate the relationship between global and local information in visual perception, and an experiment tested a prediction generated by
the model. The research focused on the fact that processing
of global information is found to dominate processing of local
information in many tasks ("global precedence"). The connectionist model demonstrated that global precedencecan arise out
of simple parallel processing. The experintent demonstrated
thatrotatingglobal elements eliminates Global Precedence.
This empiricalresultsupports the possibility, raised by the
model, that Global Precedence is due in part to simplicity of
Input-Output mapping.
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Introduction: Global Precedence
A n important issue in research on visual perception is the relationship between global and local information, as they are
processed by the visual system. O f particular interest is the
phenomenon of "global precedence," where the processing of
global information s o m e h o w tends to dominate the processing
of local information. Briefly, "local" is used to refer to relatively high spatial frequency ( H S F ) information, or "parts",
or details; and "global" is relatively low spatial frequency
(LSF) information, or a "whole" object, or the arrangement of
parts. The use of these terms in the literature is not consistent;
however, in this paper the terms can be viewed as equivalent
and thus are used interchangeably.
Navon (1977) sparked a large amount of research on this
topic. In a typical experiment, subjects were shown large letters composed of smaller letters (see Figure 1). Subjects had
to identify cither the global letter or the local letter. W h e n the
global and local letters were different, subjects' performance
was impaired only if the task was to identify the local letter.
That is, only a conflicting irrelevant global aspect interfered
with response. Navon concluded that global visual analysis precedes local analysis and cannot be completely ignored.
Later experiments have revealed that the globsd precedence effect depends on many factors, including visual angle (Kinchla
& Wolfe, 1979), number and spacing of the local elements
(Martin, 1979), number and size of the local elements (Kimchi and Palmer, 1982), positional certainty (Grice, Canham,
& Boroughs, 1983), and attentional factors (Boer & Keuss,
1982; Miller, 1981; Ward, 1982). and pattern goodness (Sebrechts & Fragala, 1985). Kimchi (1992) provides a good
review of the evidence.
This research aims to specify the mechanisms relevant to
global precedence more explicitly. S o m e researchers state
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Figure 1: A schematic diagram of the type of stimuli used in
a typical Global Precedence experiment.

or imply that in order for global precedence to occur, global
analysis must start before local analysis. For example, N a v o n
(1977) claims that "Perception proceeds from global analysis to more and more fine-grained analysis."' O n the other
hand—at the other extreme, perhaps—there exist models
of perceptual processing that explain certain visual tasks in
terms of synthesis of wholes (more global information) from
parts (more local information). McClelland and Rumelhart's
(1981) Interactive Activation model of letter and word perception is an example, in which information about local parts
(e.g., letters) must be accessed before information about the
global whole (e.g., a word). It does not seem likely that global
precedence would arise within a system in which local information is processed first. In between these two extremes,
neurophysiological research indicates that different channels
exist in the visual system for the parallel processing of information at different spatial frequencies (e.g., see Livingstone
& Hubel, 1988; Spillman & Werner, 1990). In addition, more
precise explanations of global precedence, in terms of spatial
frequency, have been proposed. Finally, Hughes, Fendrich,
and Reuter-Lorentz (1990), and L a m b and Yund (1993) found
that global precedence m a y be due to rapid processing of low
spatial frequency information. H o w can the phenomenon of
global precedence be explained within a hypothesis of parallel
'See also Sanocki, 1993 and Watt, 1987, for interesting versions
of this kind of hypothesis.
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A Connectionist McMlel of Global and Local
Processing

Connectionist models are useful because they allow theories
12 H H B B
about cognitive mechanisms to be tested computationally. If
a particular model is able to simulate human data, then the
constraints built into it m a y be computationally important in
h u m a n cognition as well, especially if the model imitates certain "brain-style" properties of human neural architecture (e.g.
M
I
see Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986, McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986). The model described here was designed to test
the hypothesis that global precedence can arise quite simply
Figure 3: The 15 pattern sets that the network was trained on
out of the parallel processing of global and local information,
(separately).
that is, that global processing is s o m e h o w computationally
easier than local processing.^
Task
The basic task the network learned to perform was a categorization/identification task similar to that performed by
Navon's subjects. T w o global patterns were created from two
component patterns, analogous to Navon's letters made of letters (see Figure 2 for an example). The local input provided
the whole pattern, and the component pieces ("parts") had to
be categorized as pointing U p or D o w n ; global input is a low
spatial resolution sunrunary of the local input, indicating the
positions of the "parts" but not any details about them.
The input to the network was such a pattern, and the task of
the network was to categorize the large overall pattern as well

as its component small patterns.' So that the results would
not depend on some spurious characteristic of one particular
pattern set, the model was trained (separately) onfifteendifferent pattern sets. The entire group of pattern sets used is
presented on theright-handside of Figure 3.
Architecture
The architecture of the network is illustrated in Figure 4. The
network is composed of four layers. Input, Feature-Detectors,
Hidden, and Output.
There are two sections of Input. In the diagrams, empty
squares represent O's andfilledsquares represent I's. The
Local input is an 11x11 matrix.'* The Global input is a 5x5

^See Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland (1990) for a connectionist
model of the Stroop effect, which has interesting similarities to the
Global Precedence effect.
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'For these simulations, the component parts were always
homogeneous.
* A 9x9 pattern of O's and I's, surrounded by a border of O's one

Table 1: T h e results for the 15 pattern sets.
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Figure 4: T h e neural network model of parallel processing of
global and local information.

matrix', and it is simply a low-spatial-resolution description
of the larger Local pattern. That is, the Global input has been
designed by the experimenter to be a s u m m a r y of the Local
input, indicating the relative positions of the parts but not
their fine details. In a m o r e realistic simulation, the Global
and Local inputs here would be L S F and H S F convolutions of
a single original image (shown hypothetically at the bottom
of Figure 4); however, the current inputs suffice as reasonable
representations at s o m e stage of processing.
O n e section of the Feature-Detector layer is fed by the
Global input, and o n e section is fed by the Local input. Each
Feature-Detector unit has a 2 x 2 receptive field. T h e Hidden
layer has two sections, one receiving input from the Global
Feature-Detector units and one receiving input from the Local
Feature-Detector units. Each section of the Hidden layer
projects to one of t w o Output units. O n e Output unit is taught
to produce a description (0 or 1) of the Global input, the other
is taught to produce a description (0 or 1) of the Local input.
All the weights in the network are learned by Backpropagation
(Rumelhart, Hinton, & Willams, 1986).
Results
The measures of interest were Global and Local error at each
presentation (on each trial, one of the four patterns w a s selected at random and presented); specifically, the difference
between the magnitudes of the two. T h e difference between
Global and Local squared errors w a s computed at each presenunit thick, so that the edges of the pattern could be fully analyzed.
'a 3x3 pattern, surrounded by a border.
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Patternset

Score

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
sum

-1.55
-1.12
1.10
-1.45
1.60
-7.18
-1.27
-0.96
0.30
-1.21
1.43
0.02
-0.21
-1.13
-2.38
-13.07

Precedence

G
G
L
G
L
G
G
G
L?
G
L
7
G?
G
G
G

tation, and then averaged across chunks of 10 presentations
for simplicity. The same pattern set was run four times and
the results were averaged across these four runs for reliability. The mean squared error difference (between Global and
Local) was added across all trials for a score for each pattern
within a pattern set, and the four patterns' scores were added
for an overall pattern set score.^
See Table 1 for a summary of the results over all the pattern sets. Overall, Global error was lower than Local error,
although this difference w a s not statistically significant. This
w a s interpreted to m e a n that, across a wide range of stimuli,
global analysis w a s easier overall than local analysis; h o w ever, further analyses of the individual pattern sets and the
individual patterns within each pattern set, and testing of further pattern sets, are necessary for m o r e reliability.
Discussion
T o the extent that the model exhibited Global Precedence,
these results are relevant to the h u m a n data in that they allow
us to examine s o m e computational explanations for Global
Precedence. It is reasonable to expect that, in general, an easier task (one producing lower error) might be performed faster
than a m o r e difficult task. Further, if a task produces relatively
low error and it is therefore performed relatively quickly, perhaps its results will then interfere with other, slower processes.
This could explain the p h e n o m e n o n of Global P r e c e d e n c e —
global processing is easier, and thus quicker than local processing, and so it interferes with local processing in the experiments reviewed here. T h e model simulated the relative
simplicity of global and local processing; a m o r e complete
model would include this hypothesized interference as well.
Given that the model's performance can b e analyzed as
potentially relevant to h u m a n performance, w h y did the model
* Scores were added at this last stage, instead of averaged—this is
because the numbers were small here, due to the inclusion of many
trials with zero error, after a given pattern set had been learned but
U^ining continued for a fixed number of Uials.
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Figure 5: A n illustration of h o w the global task might be
relatively easy. The global inputs, above, can be distinguished
on the basis of any one of 8 of the 9 input units, alone.
However, the local inputs, below, cannot be distinguished on
the basis of any one unit (because the parts shift around).

exhibit Global Precedence? W h y was the global task easier?
O n e basic answer concerns simplicity of mapping. In the
model, the Global Input-Output mapping is simpler than the
Local mapping: fewer distinct inputs m a p on to one output
(global inputs are the same for one "global" response, while
the local inputs corresponding to one "local" response are
different; see Figure 2). In Navon's stimuli, this argument
holds as well: a big S always looks the same on a large scale,
no matter what its parts look like. O n the other hand, the two
stimuli made of little T's look quite different on either a small
or large scale, even though much H S F information is the same
between the two stimuli. That is, the "parts" are the same for
these two stimuli (their information is even repeated), but the
overall images look quite different, because the local shapes
are arranged differently in the two stimuli. So, the simulation
results imply that the relative simplicity of the global mapping
m a y be responsible for its precedence in processing.
Another w a y to describe this simplicity is in terms of "positional certainty": it is clear where the global shape will
appear, but not the local component parts. See Figure 5 for an
illustration of h o w this positional certainty might lead a model
to exhibit Global Precedence. Generally, there are fewer possible positions for a large object than for a small object, so
the more local aspects of an image will tend to suffer more
from this positional uncertainty. Furthermore, recent research
(e.g., Grice, Canham, & Boroughs, 1983 ) has investigated
situations in which the position of the global object was uncertain between trials as well as the positions of the local shapes,
and the results are mixed. Although it might be argued that
the curtent results would be stronger if the model were made
translation invariant, the curtent model realistically simulates
Navon's experiment. Additionally, there will always be more
positional uncertainty for parts than for wholes, so this logic
should apply to visual processing more generally.
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Figure 6: The basic stimuli for the rotation experiment.

for a given response than the local inputs are. In this experiment, simplicity of Input/Output relationship was manipulated for both global and local aspects of the stimuli, so that
simplicity could be decoupled somewhat from global versus
local. This was accomplished by rotating either the global
components or the local components.^
The experiment consisted of three conditions. See Figure 6
for an illustration of the basic stimuli, and see Figure 7 for an
illustration of the rotation conditions. In Condition 1, stimuli
were L's and T's made of L's and T's presented in standard,
upright form.* In Condition 2, the local component letters
were rotated, but not the global letters. That is, an upright T
or L was made up of little T's or L's rotated by 0, 90, 180, or
270 degrees.' In Condition 3, the global letters were rotated,
but not the local letters. That is, a T rotated by 0, 90, 180, or
270 degrees was made up of upright L's or T's. Each subject
was tested in only one of the three conditions.
Method
Subjects. 18 Stanford University undergraduates participated in order to fulfill a requirement for an introductory
psychology course. 6 Stanford University graduate students
participatwl in the experiment voluntarily.
Design and Materials. The stimuli were L's and T's composed of L's and T's (see Figure 6). For each of these four
possible shapes, the subject was requested to identify either
the global or the local level, on separate trials. These eight
basic trials were multiplied by 10, yielding a total of 80 trials,
which were then randomized for each subject. Each of these
80 stimuli was then given a random orientation (0, 90, 180,
270 degrees) for the global aspect, local aspect, or neither
aspect, depending on the experimental condition (see Figure
7). Each subject was run in one experimental condition only,

^This might be viev/ed as a manipulation of "rotational certainty,"
comparable to the "positional certainty" manipulated in previous
research.
Behavioral Data: The Effect of Rotation on
'The original intent was to use H's, O's, and S's as Navon did,
Global Precedence
but the rotational symmetries of these letters made this impossible.
The simulation results suggest that one cause of global prece-'Within a single stimulus, the little letters were all rotated the
same amount.
dence could be the fact that the global inputs are more similar
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Table 2: Results for Condition 1 of the experiment (neither
global nor local letters rotated). The left matrix shows mean
RTs (in msec) when the subject was asked to identify the
global letter; the right matrix shows the results for the local
task.

Local
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Rot
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L
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T" Local T
519
Global
T" 620

Global
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LLLLL
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L
L
L

575
573

T'Local T"
"L"
1
581 704
Global
7" 671 552

-i-nn
I Identify Globed

Identify Local |-

1

Figure 7: T h e four rotation conditions for the rotation experiment (Only the first three conditions are described in this
report).

Table 3: Results for Condition 2 of the experiment (local
letters rotated).

T-Local T"
651
Global
"T" 755

and for each condition there were eight subjects.

658

I- Local T"
690
Global
Tisoi

820

846
Procedure. Subjects were run individually in experimental
671
sessions of approximately 15 minutes, seated in front of a
Identify L < ^ \
[Identify Global!
computer monitor. The experimental stimuli were approximately 3 c m X 3 cm, which at a distance of approximately 7 0
cm subtended about 2.5 degrees of visual angle.
Each trial of the experiment consisted of an instruction
stimulus, which was either one beep (which meant that the
subject should identify the one global letter) or five beeps
Table 4: Results for Condition 3 of the experiment (global
(which meant to identify the many local letters). Then the test
letters rotated).
stimulus was presented until the subject responded, pressing
"L" if the appropriate level (global or local) of the stimulus
1" Local T
f Local T"
was an L, o r ' T ' if it was a T.
11' 761
Global
T"

Results
The results are presented in Tables 2-4. Analyses were performed on reaction times for correct responses only (subjects
made two errors, on average), and from these only those within
three standard deviations of the mean for each subject were
considered.'"

684

758

833

647

Identify Global

789
Global
T- 799 769
Identify Local

Discussion
Condition L First, the results in the non-rotated condition
replicated the Global Precedence effect reported in the literature (see Table 2). W h e n the global and local letters were
different, the local identification task was more disrupted by
this conflict than the global task was. That is, the local identification task was performed slower for conflict trials than over
all trials (both conflict and non-conflict trials), by an amount
greater than the amount that conflict slowed d o w n the global
task. This difference was significant (t=2.59, p<0.05). Thus,
this experimental situation is appropriate for the investigation
of global precedence.

Table 3.
Condition 3. Finally, as expected, rotating the global letters
wiped out the Global Precedence effect altogether; in fact.
Local Precedence was found to a significant degree (t=3.90,
p<0.01). See Table 4.
Discussion

The connectionist model of Global Precedence, described
here, demonstrated that global precedence can arise out of
simple parallel processing. Global information m a y be easier
Condition 2. When local letters were rotated but not globalto process than local information because of a greater simplicletters. Global Precedence did not occur (t=0.86, p=0.42). See ity in the global Input-Output mapping. This conclusion was
supported by the empirical results, which showed that rotating
'°So that extreme outliers could be removed, without the tail of global elements eliminates Global Precedence. M o r e specific
support for these claims would be gained by simulating the
the non-normal R T distribution being cut too short.
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current rotation experiment with the connectionist model, and
comparing the human data to these computational results.
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Abstract
MacDonald, Pearlmutter, and Seidenberg (1993) propose an alternative to the dominant view in sentence processing that syntactic ambiguities are resolved by heuristics based on structural
simplicity. MacDonald et al. argue that such ambiguities can be
defined in terms of alternatives associated with information in
individual lexical items, and thus that syntactic ambiguities can
be resolved by lexical disambiguation mechanisms relying on
access to the relative frequencies of alternatives and to biases
created by contextual constraints. W e present evidence from
a computer simulation of the use of frequency-based and contextual constraints in the processing of the main verb/reduced
relative syntactic ambiguity, showing that frequency and relatively limited contextual information from a sample of natural
language can interact sufficiently to model basic results in the
literature.
Introduction
Until very recently, questions about the use of frequency information in language comprehension were considered for
the processing of words (lexical items) but only rarely for the
processing of more complex structures (sentences and whole
discourses). Frazier's (1979) well-known garden path model
of sentence processing relies on complexity-based rather than
frequency-based heuristics to determine the resolution of syntactic ambiguities: The most intensively investigated of these
heuristics. Minimal Attachment, forces the syntactic processor to construct the phrase structure tree with the fewest nodes.
However, for many Minimal Attachment ambiguities, frequency is inversely related to complexity, so a system resolving ambiguities in favor of the most frequent interpretation
would display the appropriate preferences. But constructing
such a system is difficult: A n infinite variety of frequencies
might conceivably be maintained, and any frequency-based
system must s o m e h o w limit what it counts.
A number of researchers have suggested that Minimal Attachment ambiguities in the garden path model are also ambiguities over lexical representations (e.g., Juliano & Tanenhaus, 1993; MacDonald, in press; MacDonald, Pearlmutter, &
Seidenberg, 1993; Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993), and
that therefore the resolution of these ambiguities should depend on factors relevant to the disambiguation of other cases
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of lexical ambiguity. Duffy, Morris, and Rayner (1988; also
Simpson & Krueger, 1991; Tabossi & Zardon, 1993) showed
that the processing of lexical meaning ambiguity depends o n
both the relative frequency of alternative meanings and the
degree to which the sentence context biases in favor of one
meaning or another.
O n this view, frequency and contextual biases are relevant
to syntactic ambiguity resolution w h e n syntactic ambiguities
are described in terms of their lexical components. For example, MacDonald et al. (1993) presented an enriched view
of the lexicon in which a wide variety of information about
a word was included in the word's lexical entry: In addition to information about a word's phonology, orthography,
and semantics, they suggested that knowledge of a variety of
grammatical and morphological features of a word was also
present, including grammatical category (noun, verb, etc.),
agreement features (number, person, gender), active versus
passive voice, inflectional morphology (in particular, the past
tense vs. past participle distinction), and argument structure.
Because of the amount of information in the lexicon and the
potential complexity of interactions between different sorts of
information, it is important to understand h o w such a system
would behave during sentence processing. W e are therefore
currently engaged in modeling interactions between lexical
and contextual constraints, and this paper reports on the first
phase of a project intended to provide an implementation of
ideas discussed by MacDonald et al. Argument structures are
particularly important for the lexical view of syntactic ambiguity, so w efirstbriefly describe them. W e then summarize
this view of ambiguity resolution and discuss the best-known
example of syntactic ambiguity, the main verb/reduced relative ( M V / R R ) ambiguity. Finally, w e present a model of the
processing of the M V / R R ambiguity in which the constraints
described by MacDonald et al. interact to predict interpretation preferences.
Argument Structures
Argument structures provide a shorthand mechanism for integrating syntactic and semantic information about the arguments of a word (e.g.. Pinker, 1989). Argument structures
are annotated lists of thematic roles, where the annotations

provide information about the syntactic properties of the arguments, and thematic roles provide semantic information.
Examples for the verb cook are shown in (1).
(l)a. <Agent, Theme> Murray cooked the stew.
b. < A g e n t >
Murray cooked (for fun).
c. < T h e m e >
Murray cooked (as the cannibals
waited).

T h e M a i n V e r b / R e d u c e d Relative A m b i g u i t y
The most-studied syntactic ambiguity over the past decade
has been the main verb/reduced relative ( M V / R R ) ambiguity,
as illustrated in (2) (Trueswell et al., in press).
(2)a. The defendant examined by the lawyer was important.
b. The evidence examined by the lawyer was important.

The argument structure in (la) specifies that cook takes twoIn (2), examined can be treated either as the main verb of
arguments, thefirstof which (the subject; Murray) is assigned the sentence or as part of a reduced relative clause modifying
the Agent thematic role. Agents are canonical performers of
the preceding noun. If comprehenders adopt the main verb
actions and are typically animate and imbued with intensions.
interpretation, they will display difficulty later, because was
Cook's second argument in (la) is a direct object and receives
is in fact the main verb of the clause. In the reduced relative
the T h e m e role (the stew). Themes typically have actions percase, however, little difficulty should be encountered.
formed on them and/or undergo changes of state, position, or
MacDonald et al. discussed three potential frequency biases
possession. In (lb) and (Ic), cook takes only one argument;
relevant to the disambiguation of the M V / R R ambiguity, all
in (lb), the argument is an Agent, and thus Murray cooked
associated with the verb: the frequencies of the verb's altersomething, but what it was is left unspecified. In (Ic), hownative argument structures, the frequency of the verb in active
ever, Murray is assigned the T h e m e role, and thus he is being
versus passive voice, and the frequency of the verb as a past
cooked rather than cooking something else.
tense versus as a past participle form. These frequencies are
relevant because the reduced relative interpretation requires a
Lexical Representation and Ambiguity Resolution
past participle, passive voice, and an argument structure with
MacDonald et al. proposed that a word's grammatical feaa direct object; and thus to the degree that each of these alture alternatives are directly associated with the word in the
ternatives is more frequent than its competitor(s), the reduced
lexicon. Thus information in lexical entries is specifically
relative
interpretation will be preferred. If instead competirequired by the syntactic component of the system: The aptors to these alternatives are more frequent, the main verb
propriate structure for an input c£in only be determined by
interpretation of the ambiguity will be preferred.
combining lexically-based constraints (e.g., that the subject
Certain contextual constraints have also been studied for
noun is plural and the verb is plural) with constraints provided by the grammar itself (e.g., that verbs and their subjects these ambiguities. In (2), the contextual constraint comes
from the plausibility of the initial noun as an Agent for exammust agree in number). A s a result, the availability of differined: In (2a), defendant is a plausible Agent (defendants can
ent alternatives in the lexicon can determine h o w ambiguities
examine things), but in (2b), evidence is inanimate and is an
are resolved.
extremely implausible Agent. The only argument structure
T h e availability of alternatives depends on their frequenavailable for examined is that in (la), so if evidence is not
cies. Thus, for example, the lexicon contains information
assigned the Agent role, it must be assigned the T h e m e role.
about the relative frequencies of the various argument strucHowever, this is only allowed by the grammar if examined is
tures for cooked. Thus, the relative frequency of grammatical
in passive voice, which will then force the reduced relative infeature alternatives ought to affect disambiguation: M o r e freterpretation.
Trueswell et al. (in press) found that subjects had
quent alternatives become available more rapidly and thereless difficulty on items like (2b), containing helpful contextual
fore affect (syntactic) processing sooner. MacDonald et al.
biases, than on items like (2a), where the contextual help was
also argued that contextual biases affect ambiguity resolution,
not present. Thus w e expect that if a model had access to inalthough on the average, frequency biases will tend to domiformation from unambiguous sentences about frequency and
nate: Contextual biases provided by natural language contexts
contextual biases relevant to the M V / R R ambiguity, it would
tend not to be as constraining as frequency biases can be.
display both effects of frequency and effects of contextual
MacDonald et al. showed that w h e n lexical factors are conbias when presented with ambiguous sentences.
sidered, a variety of results from the syntactic ambiguity literature, m a n y of which were incompatible with the dominant
view in thefield,could be explained. They therefore conThe Model
cluded that a range of syntactic ambiguities could be described
instead as ambiguities over lexical representations, and that
We chose a simple three-layer feedforward connectionist netthey could be resolved by mechanisms of lexical rather than
work to implement a part of the MacDonald et al. theory.
structural disambiguation. They further proposed constraint
Such networks are well-suited to performing constraint satissatisfaction as the relevant mechanism for both lexical and
faction tasks (e.g., Cottrell, Munro, & Zipser, 1987; McCelsyntactic processing, where the constraints are the relative
land, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). The architecture of the
frequencies of alternatives in the lexicon, biases created by
model is shown in Figure 1. The model's task was to select
context in favor of one or another lexical alternative, and the
an interpretation for each input token (sentence). The model
specification of the grammar itself (see Juliano & Tanenhaus,
was trained on unambiguous inputs to give it the opportunity
1993; and Trueswell et al., in press; for similar proposals). In
to learn the constraints; the model was then tested on ambiguthe next section, w e discuss the M V / R R ambiguity and some
ous versions of the input tokens to see what its interpretation
specific constraints relevant to its resolution.
preferences were in the face of the M V / R R ambiguity.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the model. Arrows indicate feedforward connections.

O u t p u t Representation

Table 1: Example verbs and semantic features.
doze

bodily process
entity-specific
manner

dissolve motion
state
resultant state

glitter

Each of the five units in the output layer represented a combination of argument structure and active/passive. Three of
these units represented active voice and one of the argument
structures in (1); one of the other units represented active voice
and the <Cause, T h e m o argument structure, which differs
from (la) only in that Causes are inanimate, whereas Agents
are animate. Thefifthunit in the output layer represented a
passive interpretation, combining both passive voice and an
argument structure containing a Theme direct object but no
subject (shown as e). This last combination is required for the
reduced relative interpretation, whereas the other four units
correspond to various main verb interpretations. Thus when
the input was ambiguous, the most highly activated output
unit indicated the model's interpretation of the ambiguity.

emission
entity-specific

bum motion
state
resultant state
entity-specific
emission
existence

Input Representation
As shown in Figure 1, the 87 units in the input layer can be
broken intofivegroups:

IVaining

The model learned the constraints from a training set. Sixty
past participle verbs were selected for this set, primarily from
• Verb featural semantics (21 units), a simplified verb se- experiments involving the M V / R R ambiguity. All sentences
mantics with 21 features, based primarily on Levin (1989). containing these verbs were extracted from the Wall Street
Table 1 shows some examples of verbs from the training
Journal (WSJ) electronic corpus, and each was coded for the
set with their semantic features.
animacy of the verb's subject, the presence of be in a passive,
• Verb unique identification (60 units). To differentiate verbs the presence of a direct object, and the argument structure
of the verb. From these codings, a set of input tokens was
with identical semantic features, each verb had a unique
pattern over these units. Patterns were generated randomly; created for each verb. Each input token consisted of a pattern
on the input layer paired with a pattern on the output layer.
each unit had a 2 5 % chance of being set on.
• Transitive/intransitive (2 units), indicating the presence/ab- The frequency of each input token in the set of W S J sentences
for the given verb was coded with the input token. From the
sence of a direct object noun phrase.
60 verbs, 176 input tokens were generated (only a few of the
• Active/passive (2 units), indicating the absence/presence of
possible input tokens occurred for most verbs).
a form of be before the verb.
The 176 tokens were presented probabilistically (accordThe units representing verb information (featural and ing to W S J frequency) to the model in each epoch, and the
model used a back-propagation learning algorithm to adjust
unique ID units) had values of 1 or 0. For the other units
(animacy, direct object presence/absence, and active/passive), its connection weights (initially set to small random values).
the pattern (.6 .4) over two units represented one value (e.g., The learning rate was set at 0.001 and the momentum value
animate), and the pattern (.4 .6) represented the other value
was 0.9. The model was trained for 5000 epochs. W e ran four
(e.g., inanimate). Values close together were chosen to force separate simulations with different initial random weights and
the system to rely more strongly on information about the verb different unique ID patterns; all results are averaged across
the four simulations.
in a sentence.

• Subject noun phrase animacy (2 units).
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Testing the IVaining Set
Table 2: Correlation of argument structure frequency with
Nothing about the model's learning of the constraints is theoactivation across verbs.
retically crucial, but it is important that the model does actually learn on unambiguous inputs.' Thus after 5000 epochs of
Argument Structure Frequency - Activation Correlation
training, the model was testeid on every token in the training
set. The m e a n activation of the correct output unit for each
<Agent, T h e m e >
.25
token was .920, m u c h greater than that for the next highest
<Cause, T h e m e >
.80*
unit for each token, .061. Thus the model was able to learn
<
A
g
e
n
t
>
.97*
the training set, and it developed strong, accurate preferences
.68*
<Theme>
for unambiguous inputs.
<e, Theme>
.75*
Testing Ambiguous Inputs

*p< .0001.

To determine the model's response to ambiguous inputs corresponding to the M V / R R ambiguity, the training set tokens
were used, but the input patterns for the units encoding active/passive and direct object presence/absence were set to
(.4 .4) rather than (.6 .4) or (.4 .6). Thus the model no longer
had any information about these properties of the input, and
this should correspond to the point in h u m a n language processing when a string such as The defendant examined has
been seen, but nothing is k n o w n yet about whether a direct
object will follow, or whether examined is in active or passive voice. The activation levels of the argument structures in
the output should therefore indicate the model's preferences,
based on what it has learned from the (unambiguous) inputs
about frequency- and context-based constraints.
Frequency-dependency. As a test of the model's learning
of frequency constraints, w e examined h o w the activation
of each argument structure (output unit) for each verb was
related to its frequency for that verb. Because the model
was receiving no information about voice or the existence
of a direct object, its responses depended on what it k n e w
about argument structure preferences. Table 2 presents the
correlation between frequency and activation across verbs for
each argument structure. Activation is very closely related to
frequency for all of the argument structures except <Agent,
T h e m e > , indicating that the model was generally successful
at using the argument structure frequency constraints in the
input. T h e lack of effect in the latter case is under further
investigation but probably resulted from many verbs (with a
wide range of semantics) taking the < Agent, T h e m e > structure, with a very wide range of frequencies. Given the small
number of hidden units in the model, it must rely on significant generalization across verbs, and in the < Agent, T h e m e >
case, this is difficult, resulting in a loss of crucial information.
Verbs with a single argument structure. We also tested
the model's knowledge of verb argument structure preferences by examining its responses to two particular classes of
verbs. Ambiguous inputs for these verbs, although missing information about voice and presence of a direct object, should
'in fact, the model will not be able to precisely leam the training
set, because forfiveof the verbs, the same input pattern was trained
to two different output pattems. For example, a token like The
passengers landed safely would be coded as a < T h e m e > argument
structure, whereas a token like The pilot landed gingerly would be
coded as an < Agent> structure; but in the model's input, the subject
noun phrase was identified only in terms of its animacy, so the two
inputs appeared the same.
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nevertheless be unambiguous, because these verbs (regardless
of their environment) allowed only one argument structure.
O n e of these classes, including verbs like doze and glare, permitted only the < A g e n t > argument structure and took only
animate subjects. For these verbs, the mean activation of the
< A g e n t > unit was .991; no other argument structure had an
activation above .040. The second class of effectively unambiguous verbs included examples such as disappear, sparkle,
and wilt. These verbs allowed only the < T h e m e > argument
structure, but unlike the class of verbs like doze, they could
take either animate or inanimate subjects. A s in the case of
verbs like doze, the activation of incorrect argument structures was always below .040 for these verbs. However, the
activation of the correct < T h e m e > structure depended on the
animacy of the subject: For animate subjects, its mean activation was .731, but for inanimate subjects, its mean activation
was .963. Thus the model was quite effective at keeping
track of frequency-based argument structure preferences for
these verbs, but it also showed some sensitivity to animacy (a
context-based constraint).
Fully ambiguous verbs. Finally, to see the model's preferences in fully ambiguous cases, which should correspond to
typical cases of the M V / R R ambiguity, w e examined performance on tokens for verbs which allowed multiple argument
structures (i.e., those not included in the above two classes).
The mean activation across verbs for all argument structures is
shown in Figure 2, which shows that in addition to argument
structure frequency constraints, the model was able to rely on
constraints from animacy: W h e n the subject was animate, the
model preferred argument structures which could take animate
subjects; when the subject was inanimate, the model's preferences changed appropriately to reflect this. Furthermore, for
inanimate subjects, the model strongly preferred the passive
argument structure, reflecting the selection of the reduced relative interpretation of the ambiguity, replicating Trueswell et
al. (in press). This preference is not present when the subject
is animate.
Discussion
The network model w e have presented was trained on a reasonably realistic sample of English written text and was able
to extract useful information about lexical frequencies. Testing on ambiguous inputs indicated that the constraints could
be applied to generate predictions about preferences which
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Figure 2: Argument structure preferences for ambiguous verbs.

supported those of MacDonald et al. (1993). T h e model also
simulated the primary result in Trueswell et al. (in press): that
the presence of an inanimate subject can create a preference
for the reduced relative interpretation of the M V / R R ambiguity. However, the model had some difficulty handling the
<Agent, T h e m o argument structure: It should have been
more strongly preferred for the ambiguous inputs with animate subjects, and its activation failed to correlate with its
frequency across verbs. Part of the problem m a y be that this
argument structure is not as frequent in our data set as in English. In addition, because it is so c o m m o n , the semantics of
verbs which allow it do not necessarily share m a n y semantic
features, and with only a limited number of verbs, it m a y be
difficult for the model to learn m u c h about it and to generalize
about the verbs which allow or prefer it. W e are currently
doubling the number of verbs in the model, and this will increase the relative number of tokens involving this argument
structure. This ongoing work will also further develop the
verb semantics and investigate a wider range of ambiguities
and constraints.
With respect to additional constraints in particular, it will
eventually become important to increase the contribution of
noun semantics in the model. A s noted above, coding only
animacy already creates minor problems, in that, for some
verbs (e.g., landed), more complex properties of the subject
determine the choice of thematic role and thus the choice
of argument structure (The passengers landed vs. The pilot
landed), so the model is trained to m a p the same input to
two possible outputs. However, there is a more general issue
to be considered, which is h o w more complex contextual
constraints are to be represented in the model. At present,
contexts (animacy) are treated as higher-order or more subtle
cases of frequency effects in the model, but whether such
a strategy can be extended to more complex contexts is an
open question (cf. Pearlmutter & MacDonald, 1992; 1994).
The strategy depends on being able to isolate specific features

into which contexts can be decomposed, but as suggested by
the pilot/passengers landed contrast, this m a y not always be
possible, at least if the features are to remain applicable to
more than a single lexical item (or noun-verb pair).
O n e alternative to this approach of identifying the relevant
features in advance is to allow the model to develop representations it needs on its o w n . St. John and McClelland
(1990) created a model of this sort by training a recurrent
connectionist network with distributed representations to fill
in thematic role information about sentences. Although the
domain was quite limited, the model's interpretations eventually reflected the relative frequency, and, approximately, the
relative plausibility of various competing thematic role assignments. Whether this type of model could also display
sensitivity to syntactic constraints and an interaction between
syntactic and semantic constraints, in a manner anything like
humans (MacDonald et al., 1993; Trueswell et al., in press) is
unclear: Connectionist models as a class continue to have difficulty handling structured representations of the sort required
to state syntactic constraints (but cf. Elman, 1990). Part of
our ongoing work related to the current model is an attempt to
develop a framework combining the strength of connectionist
models — simple, uniform processes which interact to create
complex behavior — with the potential explanatory power of
structured syntactic representations and theories.
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Abstract

correspondences between syntax and verb semantics to interpret sentences. In doing so, w e demonstrate that syntax
If we are to develop language processing systems that model
is arichsource of evidence for sentence interpretation. T h e
human capabilities and performance, w e must identify coretheory of syntactic-semantic correspondences that underlies
spondences between the grammatical features and meaning of
our model departs from past proposals (Rappaport & Levin,
language and employ them in our computatiraial models of sen1988; Pinker, 1989; Jackendofif, 1990) because it holds that
tence interpretation. In this paper, w e present a computational
the structure of syntax preserves critical aspects of the hierarmodel of sentence interpretation and a theory of compositional
chical structure of semantic interpretations. W e articulate this
semantics. Our model provides a method for addressing a
preservation of hierarchical information in terms of a set of
range of lexical novelty (e.g., novel verbs, novel uses of known
verbs), relying on a semantic representation that maintains prinstructural correspondences that operate over the mapping of
cipled corre^ondences with syntactic form. In our approach.
syntactic form onto semantic interpretations. B y combining
syntactic structure preserves critical information about the hierthese structural correspondences with a compositional semanarchical structure of semantic interpretations. This property of
ticrepresentation,the model can infer the semantics of novel
the semantic represoitation along with restricti<Mis on semantic
verbs, disambiguate the semantics of k n o w n verbs, and deterinterpretations enable the model to infer the semantics of novel
mine the contributions that verb arguments m a k e to sentence
verbs, disambiguate the semantics of known verbs, and deterinterpretation in a constrained and principled marmer.
mine the contributions that verb arguments make to sentence
W e begin with a discussion of the problems of verb semaninterpretation in a constrained and principled manner. This retics
and the past proposals that have sought to resolve them.
search offers a fruitful approach for using linguistic analysis to
S o that the our work can be clearly distinguished from that
address the recovery of meaning in natural language processing
of others, w e focus on the critical role that syntactic-semantic
systems.
correspondences play in theories of verb semantics. Second, w e present the Prominence Coirespondence rule and deIntroduction
scribe its implications for syntactic-semantic correspondence.
Words have meaning as do longer stretches of language. O n
Prominence Correspondence is central to the preservation of
this w e all agree. But the meaning of utterances is not exthe hierarchical structure of semantic interpretations in syntax.
hausted by the meaning of their constituent words. IdentifyThird, w e present our computational model and demonstrate
ing this other, non-lexical, soiuce of meaning is an important h o w it infers the semantics of novel verbs, disambiguates
project for cognitive science and its constituent disciplines.
the semantics of k n o w n verbs, and determines the contribuFor psychology, it provides hypotheses about h o w people de- tions that verb arguments make to sentence interpretation. W e
rive meaning from language. The most relevant case is the conclude with a discussion of the specific benefits our work
inteipretation of utterances with novel verbs; here, an appeal provides to the constituent disciplines of Cognitive Science.
to lexical meaning is clearly an insufficient explanation of
what people can do. Cortespondences between syntax and
Background
meaning alsofigureinto an explanation of h o w people c o m e
to acquire their word meanings in thefirstplace. For artificial In verb semantics, researchers investigate what types of representation are appropriate for articulating the interpretation of
intelligence, correspondences between syntax and meaning
enable constrained, principled, and efficient natural language a verb and its arguments and h o w theserepresentationsrelate
to syntactic form. Typically, verbs are taken to denote events
processing. They provide information about meaning which is
reliable, local, and consistent. They can also identify what as- and states in people'srepresentationsof the world, and their
pects of meaning must depend on appeal to world knowledge. arguments are taken to play the roles of causal agents, obFor Unguistics, an analysis of the relations between form and
jects undergoing change, destinations, and locations in these
meaning is critical tofindingregularities within the lexicon.
events and states. The goal of any theory of verb semantics is
And it is a necessary step in understanding the generativity
to provide 1) arepresentationthat can articulate these aspects
of semantics as well as syntax. Fmally,tiieidentification of
of the sentence interpretation and 2) specify the relation becorrespondences between syntax and meaning is a prerequitween thisrepresentationand the syntacticrepresentationof
site for developing language processing systems that model
the verb and its arguments. Theories of verb semantics ask
hunum capabilities and performance.
what the appearance of a subject, object or particular prepoIn this paper, w e present a computational model that uses
sition tells us about the states and events denoted by the verb.
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and what the appearance of a noun phrase as a subject, object.
or prepositional object tell us about the role itsreferentplays
in these event and states.
In the past, two approaches to verb semantics have been
proposed: Thematic Role theories and Compositional Semantics theories. Thematic Role theories (Bruce, 1975) represent
verb semantics in terms of a set of labels (i.e., thematic roles)
and specify therelationbetween semantic interpretations and
syntax in terms of mappings between role labels and verb
argument positions. Unfortunately, these theories arc inadequate for representing certain aspects of meaning that are
signaled by the sjmtax of verbs and their arguments (Rappap o r t & Levin, 1988).
Compositional Semantics theories (Pinker, 1989), on the
other hand, represent verb semantics in terms of semantic
tree structures and specify therelationbetween semantic interpretations and syntax in terms of mappings between verb
argument positions and positions in semantic trees (i.e., semantic arguments). In these theories, the set of possible semantic trees is defined in terms of the allowable combinations
of semantic elements. Although Compositional Semantics
theories are sufficiently expressive torepresentthe aspects of
meaning that are signaled by grammatical features, this increased expressiveness has m a d e it hard to give a principled
account of which mappings between sjmtax and semantics are
allowed and which are excluded.
W e offer a theory of conq>ositional semantics that provides
a principled account of the mapping between syntax and semantics. T h e mapping projects combinations of words and
phrases in syntax onto combinations of semantics elements
and expressions in semantics. Central to the principled nature
of this mapping are structural correspondences. Structural
correspondences m a p the structuralrelationsof syntax onto
the structuralrelationsof semantics, deriving m u c h of the hierarchical structure of semantic trees from syntactic structure.
In the next section, w e identify the general characteristics of
this semanticrepresentationand discuss the rules of structural
correspondence. T h e majority of the section is devoted to
introducing PromineiKse Correspondence, the dominant structural correspondence rule.
Correspondences between Syntax and
Semantics
W e propose a conqwsitional semanticrepresentationthat expresses a subset of the conceptual content denoted by the
combination of a verb and its arguments. Semantic interpretations are expressed in terms of stricdy hierarchical semantics trees that maintain lexical and structural correspondences
with the syntacticrepresentationsof the sentences that invoke
them. Lexical correspondences identifyrelationsbetween the
syntactic categories of words and phrases and the semantic
categories of elements and expressions in the semantic representatioiL Structural correspondences specify h o w these
semantic elements and expressions combine. These properties of therepresentationalong withrestrictionsupon the types
of combinations that semantic elements and expressions can
form provide the basis for a model of sentence interpretation
as well as explain a number of linguistic phenomena.
Four different types of combinations of words and phrases
occur within the syntactic structure of a verb and its argu-
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ments: 1) noun phrases are the arguments of die verb, 2)
prepositions are complements of the verb, 3) noun phrases
are objects of prepositions, and 4) noun phrases maintain remoterelationswith each other. In our approach, each of these
syntactic combinations conveys distinct information about the
combinations of semantic elements in the semantic interpretation, evoking four different rules of structural correspondence. Three of these structural correspondence rules claim
that syntactic argiunents of prepositions and verbs designate
corresponding semantic arguments: roughly, if jc is an argument of y in syntax, then the semantic element designated
by X is an argument of the semantic element designated by
y in semantics. Although these structural correspondences
specify important constraints on the local combinations of semantic elements and their arguments, diey tell us little about
h o w these local combinations combine with each other. This
information is provided by theremoterelationsbetween noun
phrase arguments.
Remote combinations of noun phrase arguments correspond to remote combinations of their mappings in the semantic inteipretation. W e describe this property of syntacticsemandc correspondence in terms of syntactic and semantic
prominence relations^ Prominencerelationsare hierarchical
rclations that are defined in terms of nodes and dominance
relations, as follows
Prominence Relation
A node x is more prominent than another node y if and
only if the immediate dominator of jc dominates the
immediate dominator of ^.
Syntactic prominence relations between noun phrase arguments are defined by the syntactic structure of sentences, and
semandc prominencerelationsare defined by the semantic
tree structures these sentence invoke. Syntactic prominence
relations m a p into semantic prominencerelationsby Prominence Correspondence:
Prominence Correspondence Rule
Given a set of noim phrase arguments of a verb (i.e.,
subject, object, prepositional object) and a set of their
semantic denotations, a noun phrase argument x is
syntactically more prominent than another y if and only
if the semantic denotation of x is semantically more
prominent the semantic denotation of y.
Simply put. Prominence Correspondence states that the hierarchicalrelationsthat arise between verb arguments in syntax
preserve aspects of the hierarchical structure of semantic interpretations.
Consider the semantic interpretations of the following sentences:
1 a. The silver dollar is in the Potomac.
b. The silver dollar went into/went in/entered the Potomac.
The corresponding syntactic and semantic trees for these sentences appear in Figure 1. In die syntactic structure for (la),
the noim phrase the silver dollar is more prominent than the
noun phrase the Potomac; S, the immediate dominator of
the silver dollar, dominates P P , the immediate dominator
'Although relations ofprominence appear in (Grimshaw, 1991),
our use of the term is particular to our own work.
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of the Potomac. Consistent with Prominence Correspondence, (Thing the silver dollar), the semantic mapping of
the noun phrase the silver dollar, is semantically more prominent than (Thing the Potomac), the semantic mapping of the
noun phrase the Potomac; State, the immediate dominator of
(Thing the silver dollar), dominates Place, the immediate
dominator of (Thing the Potomac).
Prominence Correspondence is undeterred by semantic
incorporation^. T h e sentences in (lb) are sentences with
equivalent semantic interpretations that demonstrate various
levels of semantic incorporation: (i) enter incorporates the
semantics of into, (ii) went in its went in usage incorporates
the semantics of to, and (iii) went in its went into usage does
not incorporate any prepositional semantics at all. Although
they differ with respect to semantic incorporation, their syntactic and semantic prominencerelationsare the same: the
noun phrase the silver dollar is syntactically more prominent

than the noun phrase the Potomac in all three sentences, and
dius (Thing the silver dollar) is semantically more prominent
than (Thing the Potomac) in all three sentences.
T h e hierarchical relations that arise between verb arguments in syntax preserve information about the hierarchical
structiue of semantic interpretations. This information is critical to inferring the semantics of novel verbs and disambiguating the semantics of k n o w n verbs.
The Computational Model

The purpose of the computational model is to produce semantic interpretations for natural language sentences. T h e model
uses correspondences between syntax and semantics to generate semantic interpretations w h e n the verb is novel, and to
identify the semantic conq)Osition of a verb and its arguments
for both novel and k n o w n verbs.
T h e model breaks sentence processing d o w n into syntactic
parsing and semantic interpretatioa It generates a syntactic
^Semantic incorporaticxi occurs when a verb specifies semantic
elements that are commonly denoted by prepositions; semantic incor- representation given a natural language sentence, and in conporation verbs incorporate the semantics of pr^ositions (e.g., enter cert, it constructs a semantic interpretation combining partial
incorporates into). For a discussioa of the difficulties that semantic infonnation provided by the lexical correspondences between
syntax and semantics and the semantic mappings of k n o w n
incorporation creates for theories of syntactic-semantic corre^onwords. T h e construction of these semantic interpretations is
dence. see (Jackendoff, 1987).
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constrained by the structural correspondences between syntax
and semantics and therestrictionsupon the types of combinations that semantic elements can form.

For the sentence in (2), the syntactic parse tree in Figure 2 is generated. A s this parse tree is being constructed,
the system produces the mappings into semantic representation using both the lexical correspondences and a semantic
Novel Verbs
lexicon. Once these mappings are m a d e available, they are
combined to form semantic interpretations in accordance with
As an illustration of how our system produces interpretations
therestrictionson semantic trees. Since these mappings are
for novel verbs, consider the following nonsense verb examquite numerous, only a few are provided in Figure 2. A s these
ple:
semantic interpretations are being constructed, the structural
correspondences between syntax and semantics are employed.
2. John zorched the book into the fire.
These correspondences derive aspects of the structure of the
Given the surface form in (2), the system begins engaging insemantic tree from the syntactic parse tree. For example,
three activities 1) generating a syntactic parse tree, 2) using
given that the noun phrase John is more prominent than the
the structural and lexical correspondences to m a p aspects of
noun phrase the book in the syntactic tree, the system uses
syntactic structure into semantic structure and 3) constructProminence Correspondence to determine that (Thing John)
ing a semantic interpretation. All of these activities occur
is more prominent than (Thing the book) in the semantic
concurrently and interactively.
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tree. Structural conespondences specify the locations of the
semantic arguments (e.g. (Thing John)) withrespectto each
other and the structure of the semantic interpretation of the
verb. A s illustrated in Figure 2, the structural correspondences
constrain but do not conq>letely specify the structure of the
semantic interpretation.
Fmally, the system combines the structural constraints with
the semantic interpretations, ruling out those inteipretations
that are inconsistent. A s illustrated in Figure 2, a consistent
semantic interpretation is then produced as output This semantic interpretation states that the sentence in (2) describes
a causal event in which 1) the book was not in thefireat the
onset, 2) John caused something to happen, 3) what happened
was that the book went along a path leading to thefire,and 4)
theresultis that the book is now in the fire.

3. John left the house to Maiy.

This sentence is particularly interesting because its inteipretation involves two implications of the Prominence Correspondence rule: 1) semantic incorporation verbs m a y exhibit
the same grammatical features as non-semantic incorporation
verbs, and 2) verb arguments that designate equally prominent
semantic elements must be equally prominent in lie syntactic
parse tree. Consider the verb left. It m a y denote either the
causal transfer of possession as in (3) or a departure as in
John left the house and went to the store. In its departure
usage, left incorporates the semantics of the preposition_/rom.
In its causal transfer of possession usage, left does not incorporate any prepositional semantics. Both of these uses of
left are grammatically indistinguishable in the sentence fragment John left the house. However, when combined with the
prepositional phrase to Mary, the departure usage of left can
Disambiguating Known Verbs
be ruled out by Prominence Correspondence.
As an illustration of how the system disambiguates known A s illustrated in Figure 3, only the semantic prominence reverbs, consider
lations in the semantic tree corresponding to the causal transfer
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of possession usage of left (the lower semantic tree in Figure 3)
are consistent with the syntactic prominencerelations.In the
semantic tree corresponding to the depart\ire usage of left (upper semantic tree in Figure 3), the arguments of the semantic
elements rrom and to, (Thing the house) and (Thing M a r y ) ,
are equally prominent. To be in accord with Prominence Correspondence, these two semantic arguments must correspond
to equally prominent noim phrase arguments in the syntactic
tree. However, as Figure 3 illustrates, this is not the case; the
noun phrase the house is syntactically more prominent than
the noun phrase Mary.
Consider h o w the system operates on the sentence in (3).
At the onset, both uses of left areretrievedand processed until
to M a r y is encountered. At this point. Prominence Correspondence excludes the departure use of left, leaving a semantic
interpretation of the sentence that describes a causal event in
which John caused the house to come into Mary's possession.

rules. Finally, semantic processing as well as syntactic processing can be transferred to new problems without modification.
Ourresearchoffers a fruitful approach for using linguistic
analysis to addressrecoveryof meaning in natural language
processing systems. W e have provided a model of sentence
interpretation that addresses a range of lexical novelty (e.g.,
novel verbs, novel uses of k n o w n verbs) using parsimonious,
broad semantic knowledge and furnishes a principled account
of the correspondences between the form and meaning of
language.

Conclusion

References

The theory of semantics and syntactic-semantic correspondence presented above offers a number of benefits to the various Cognitive Science disciplines. Though it is not a theory
of language development or performance, it has important implications for word meaning acquisition and human sentence
processing behavior. First, it articulates a body of knowledge
that con:q>etent speakers could employ in acquiring the meanings of n e w words given syntactic evidence. A s discussed
in (Landau & Gleitman, 1985), such knowledge is critical to
language learners given the limits of acquiring word meanings, especially verb meanings, from simply observing the
environmenL M o r e importantiy, language learners (unfamiliar with the lexical semantics of natural language) could use
the formal correspondences between syntax and semantics to
acquire information about semantics in general as well as a
particular word's meanings. The theory also provides for the
development of performance models such as that envisioned
in (Carlson & Tanenhaus, 1988). It offers principles of interaction between syntactic structure and semantic ambiguity
resolution. A n d since intermediate semantic decisions in the
theory arcrelatedto intermediate syntactic decisions, it enables afine-grainedmodel of interaction in which intermediate
semanticresultsare fed back to syntactic processing.
The theory also benefits linguistics. The explanatory power
of the semanticrepresentationand its formal correspondences
with syntax is greater than that of previous approaches (Rappaport & Levin, 1988; Pinker, 1989; Jackendoff, 1990). In
particular, it explains the mappings of semantic arguments
(e.g., causal agents) into syntactic positions (e.g., subject)
rather than simply stipulating the mappings as has been done
previously. In our account, the mapping of semantic arguments into syntax is directly associated with their position in
the semantic interpretation of the sentence.
M o r e important are the benefits to computing, specifically
to the development of inteUigent systems that communicate
in natural language. Our model offers a robust, extendible,
portable method for performing semantic interpretatioa Robusmess is achieved by reducing the dependence upon the
semantic lexicon and conceptual and world knowledge. The
system is easily extended since adding elements to the semanticrepresentationrequires no change to the correspondences
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Abstract

operations such as case retrieval and model-based adaptation
to resolve ambiguities. T h e problem solver in turn uses the
In this paper, we investigate the interaction between linguistic
decisions
m a d e by the language understander to direct the
and ncn-linguistic processes by considering the role of funccourse
of
its o w n problem deconq)osition and solving protional reasoning in understanding design specifications written
cess. A major diJSerence between this approach to integrating
in natural language. W e desaibe K A , an experimental modellanguage with other cognitive tasks and previous approaches
based interpretation and design system which understands Enis that the language understander does not need to possess
glish language descriptions of the design problems it solves,
and examine whether KA's problem-solving amiabilities help
eitiler the knowledge or the reasoning abilities to solve probi) ascertain the relevance of ambiguous design ^lecifications
lems or to explain the woiicings of physical devices. N o r does
and ii) identify unspecified relations between design requirethe problem solver need to k n o w h o w to solve linguistic probments. Our results demonstrate that augmenting language prolems. All that the two need is to solve their o w n problems
cessing with the ability to reason about function along the lines
partially, be able to communicate their decisions and results
suggested in K A provides effective solutions to these problems
with each other, and cooperate in an integrated architecture to
in particular as well as to other problems in natural language
arrive at a negotiated solution to the overall problem.
understanding.
In this paper, w e present our research o n the integration
natural language understanding and problem solving capaof
Introduction
bilities in the context of the design of physical devices. W e
The modularity of "mind" is a contentious issue in Cognidescribe an experimental integrated system called K A that iltive Science. It has long been recognized that language im- lusti^tes some of the benefits of building an integrated theory
derstanding requires cognitive abilities far beyond what pure
of multiple cognitive tasks focusing o n language understandlinguistic knowledge permits. It is imclear, however, in what
ing and its interaction with design problem solving. W e s h o w
manner, if any, Unguistic and non-linguistic processes interact. h o w our work o n K A imposes constraints o n the target repAdvocates for the modularity of "mind" have argued for a very
resentation of natural language understanding and h o w the
limited form of interaction (Fodor, 1983; Jackendofif, 1987).
integrated approach redefined classical problems in language
Others have contended that the interaction is so open-ended
processing such as ambiguity and underspecificationin terms
as to make any boundaries between linguistic processing and
of the overall goals of the K A system. Language understandthe other cognitive processes insignificant (Marslen-Wilson
ing imposes constraints, in return, o n the task sti^cture of the
&1Vler89).
design problem solver.
This issue also arises in con:^)utational models that integrate
language processing with other cognitive tasks. T h e "sti-ong
The Problem
modularity" approach has been to m a k e the otiier cognitive
tasks (such as path planning or expert decision making) the
As argued in (Pittges et al., 1993), design and diagnosis of
main task and add a natural language front-end to the sysphysical devices have been consbnied narrowly as problem
tem. Thisfront-endworks in service of the rest of the system
solving tasks, ignoring other cognitive tasks such as language
and has limited abilities toti:«nslatethe natural language inunderstanding, learning, and visual simulation that are part of
puts into another representation comprehensible to the rest
the overall task of design. In our work, w e look at the "real"
of the system (e.g., (Hayes & Simon, 1974)). Others have
design task which involves understanding written design reqiiirements, acquiring knowledge from books and manuals.
opted for an "open-ended" integration, endowing their language processing systems with a variety of domain and world
and understanding feedback from users and other experts. In
knowledge as well as a range of inference, explanation, and our view, neglecting the role of natural language understanding in the overall task of design produces underconsti^ined
reasoning capabilities (e.g., B O R I S (Lehnertetal., 1983)).
theories, design systems that communicate in artificial lanIn our work, w e take a third approach. W e propose a
modular processing architecture that contains both separate
guages, and the hand-coding of design knowledge available
language understanding and problem solving components.
in books and manuals. Similarly, treating the understanding of design specifications as a pure language understanding
However, these models interact in at least two significant
problem in the absence of design problem solving also results
ways. They share c o m m o n knowledge, and they communicate die results of their reasoning to each other. TThe language in underconsttained theories with ill-defined output represenunderstander, for instance, uses the results of problem solving tations.
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In our previous woric (Ooel, 1991a), w e viewed device design as involving memory, comprehension and learning processes in addition to problem solving in the form of device
modeling, simulation, and redesign. W e represented a designer's understanding of the functioning of devices in terms
of structure-behavior-function (SBF) models. S B F models
specify the internal causal behaviors that compose the functions of the structural elements of a device into its functions.
W e showed both h o w S B F device models support memory and
learning processes in addition to problem solving, and h o w
these processes impose additional constraints on the models
and on model-baseid reasoning (E.g.. Ooel, 1991b). W e also
showed h o w these tasks impose constraints on the semantics
of S B F device models and model-based functional reasoning.
In our current work, w e have developed an experimental model-based interpretation and design system called K A
which embodies the expansive view ofreasoningabout physical devices that includes the conq)rebension of texts and (Ualogues on the design of physical devices as well as the design,
diagnosis, and redesign of devices. K A understands English
language descriptions of the design problems it attempts to
solve. In doing so, it addresses well-known problems of
natural language understanding such asresolvingambiguity,
inteipreting indirect statements, and inferring unspecified information. For quite some time, the conventional wisdom
has been that these problems are best addressed by constraintbased methods that enq>loy a knowledge of natural language's
distributional structure and rules of combination. K A diverges radically from this conventional wisdom, offering a
fipesh approach to oft-studied problems. In K A , functional
and causal knowledge contained in S B F models as well as
model-based methods for caseretrievaland adaptation (i.e.,
not just problem-solving knowledge but the veryresultsof the
performance of problem solving) are used to understand namral language. T h e very same knowledge and methods in KA's
design problem solving also bias linguistic decisions for ambiguityresolution,provide the insight necessary to interpret
indirect statements, and supply the information absent in underspecified texts. K A demonstrates the merits of integrating
design problem solving with language understanding by providing partial solutions to some of the most difficult problems
in language understanding as well as design problems.

design requirements. So far, the K A project has encountered
several problems which w e illustrate with the use of sample
Text 1^ shown in Figure I. Its corresponding S B F description
appears in Figure 2.
Text 1: The system shall consist of two computer elements interfaced to each other over an xxxx link. C o m puter A shall send a K byte request packet to Computer
B every M seconds. In response to the request packet
Computer B shall send an L byte response packet back
to Con^uter A. Packet encoding is N bit A S C n .
Figure 1: San^le Design Specification

Input:
Output:
Structure:

Substance: Request-Message
Size: K Byte
Substance: Response-Message
Size: L Byte
Component: Computer A
Component: Computer B
Component: Link
Baud-Rate: Z

Figure 2: Functional Specification for Text 1

Ambiguity

Typically, the natural language surfece form of written functional specifications indirectlyrefersto a design requirement.
The writers of such requirements specifications can usually
point out specific statements about the iiq>uts and the ou^uts
of the components that indicate the general functions of the
device, but in no way are these requirements indicated in the
natural language surface form. The system must be able to
use the indirect statements given to infer the design requirements because, failing to do so, it would be unable to pursue
a design solution.
For example, to successfully understand Text 1 as a design
problem, one must be able determine the function of the device
being described, its iiq>uts, and its ouq)uts. However, none
of these characteristics are explicidy described in the text
The text describes the device (referred to as "the system")
in terms of its components (e.g., " computer A", "conq)uter
Reformulating Linguistic Problems
B " ) , their connectivity and types of information they transmit
Because research in natural language understanding has so (e.g., "request packet"). Nothing is stated about the function
decidedly separated the problems of linguistic analysis and
of "die system". Its inputs and outputs are not even refened
sentence imderstanding from the other problems that must
to. To understand the English description in Text 1, K A must
be resolved in the meaningful interpretation of texts, the rebe able to generate fimctional requirements from alternate insources that have been applied in most text understanding
formation sources, using the information provided in the text
systems have been severely limited. Real world tasks such as
(e.g., K byte request packet, L byteresponsepacket) as condesigning from written requirements specifications provide a
straints on generation. Before K A can use this information
context whichrefocusesm a n y of the linguistic problems that
to constrain generation, however, it must determine its relehave been central to thefield,allowing us to consider novel
vance to the function of the device. In the text, it is unclear
solutions to time-worn yet unresolved problems.
whether a "request packet" and a "response packet" are related
In taking this approach to our work, w e have found that
to the function of the device or to its internal workings. A n
linguistic problems and the problems of large texts that are
understanding of "requests" and "responses"reveals,howinherent to written designrequirementsactually become probever, that these information packets are the inputs and outputs
lems which require reasoning about the design of the device
in question. Requirements specifications are notoriously con' Some design details have been masked to protect our sponsor's
fusing and inconqjlete, providing poor articulations of the
proprietary information.
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function (SBF) model which meets the design requirements.
The functional architecture for K A is illustrated in Figure 3.
It consists of several knowledge sources containing syntactic,
conceptual, and episodic knowledge and employs memory,
con^rebension, problem solving, and learning processes in
addition to a language process. Each of KA's components
Underspecification
uses a different knowledge sources to bring a unique capabilThe natural language surface f o r m does not indicate the relaity to the system.
tionships between design requirements. It identifies detailed
T h e language process uses syntactic and conceptual knowldevice requirements without articulating h o w these requireedge (i.e., a knowledge of concepts and the relations bementsrelateto o n e another. For example, although b a u d rate,
tween them) to generate cues for the m e m o r y processes as
size of an information packet, a n d finequency of transmission
well as tentative interpretations for the comprehension prohave a well-defined relationship to o n e another in a computer
cesses. If the K A system is to effectively communicate in
network, requirements specifications for computing devices
natural language, it must be able toresolvethe different types
such as the o n e in Text 1 rarely, if ever, mention this relation- of ambiguities (e.g., lexical and structural ambiguities) that
ship. A superficial analysis of the natural language surface
arise in written texts. T h e language process in K A uses
form would produce three separate requirements (one for the
an early-commitment processing strategy with robust errorbaud rate, one for information packet size, a n d o n e for the
recovery to resolve word sense ambiguities (Eiselt, 1989).
fiequency of transmission), entailing a n extremely inefGcient
This mechanism has proved itself to be quite effective. Its
problem decomposition. If the system is to pursue designs
early-commitment strategy provides the system with the abilefficiently, it m u s t c o m b i n e these disparate requirements into
ity of purauing a tentative interpretation of the discourse. This
a coherent specification o f the design. For example, in Text
allows the system to discover the entailments of this line of
1, using the frequency of transmission in combination with
interpretation, bringing other processes on-line eariy in the
the size of the information packets, K A c a n infer the approcourse of language understanding. In situations where the
priate baud rate for the 'xxxx' link b e t w e e n the system's t w o
early decision is incorrect, the error-recovery mechanisms
computers.
m a y use feedback from the comprehension process (or probIn order to m a p requirement specifications to useful funclem solving) toreactivatea previously retained alternative
tional descriptions, K A m u s t effectively resolve ambiguity,
interpretation.
fill in missing details, identify the relevance of indirect stateThe language process consists of two components, a parser
ments, and c o m b i n e related information. T o d o so efficiently,
which produces syntactic structures and a semantic networic
K A uses m e m o r y , comprehension, a n d problem solving prothat produces conceptual interpretations. Consistent with the
cesses in addition to pure language processes. In this w a y ,
early-commitment processing strategy, the semantic network
these "background" processes in K A provide a robust conresolves word-sense ambiguities by considering processing
text in w h i c h effective c o m m u n i c a t i o n in natural language
choices in parallel, selecting the alternative that is consistent
becomes feasible.
with the current context, and deactivating butretainingthe
imchosen alternatives for as long as space and time resources
The KA architecture
permit If some later context proves the initial decision to be
incorrect,retainedalternatives arereactivatedwithout reacK A accepts a requirements specification written in English
cessing the lexicon orreprocessingthe text
and produces a design expressed as a structure-behaviorof the device. If K A is to m a k e use o f such indirect statements about functional requirements, it m u s t use its specific
knowledge about c o m p u t i n g networks to infer that a request
message passed from o n e c o m p u t e r to another is the input to
the system, and the m e s s a g e sent in response is the ouq>uL
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T h e m e m o r y processretrievespast design cases and casespecific S B F device models from the episodic memory, and
stores newly-acquired cases and models in memory. In order
to ensure effectiveretrieval,the cases are indexed by the device structure and function of the stored design and the S B F
models are indexed by the cases. Both the cases and the models are represented in a c o m m o n ontology that arises from a
qualitative physics.
T h e comprehension process provides feedback to the language process based o n the cases and models retrieved from
memory, and forms a model of n e w devices based on the inputfix)mthe language process by adapting theretrievedcases
and models using generic modification plans. The comprehension pit)cess selects these modification plans by using the
differences between the functions of the n e w device and the
functions of theretrieveddesign as an index.
T h e problem solving process adaptsretrieveddesign cases
to solve n e w design problems. Repair plans are used to perform the adaptations to the old design's structure. The n e w
design is verified by a qualitative simulation of its S B F model
and produced as a solution to the design problem. Finally, the
solution is sent to the learning process for later reuse.
T h e learning process learns indices to n e w design cases
and device models. A n index specifies multiple dimensions
of generalizations that pertain to a design's various functions.
T h e learning process generates these generalizations by a process described in (Bhatta & Goel, 1992),

KA at Work
In the current investigation, w e examined whether KA's S B F
models and ability to reason about function could help infer
the relevance of indirect statements as well as identify relationships between design details underspecified in the natural
language sur&ce form. Our approach to these problems relied
extensively on KA's m e m o r y of design cases, case-specific
S B F models, and model-based adaptation. Ourresultsindicate that:
• Using case-specific S B F models as the starting point for
the interpretation of a requirements specification enables
the language process to identify therelevanceof statements
that, on the surface, appear to be irrelevant to the design
requirements.
• Model-based adaptation prevents missing the big picture by
fashioning a functional specification from a disparate set of
requirements that d o not direcdy m a k e statements about the
function of the device to be designed.
• Using KA's S B F models and diagnosis capability ensures
that criticalrelationshipsbetween design details that are
left unarticulated in the written requirements are identified
and that theserelationsimpact the structural specification
extracted from the text
The Process
In this investigation, w e focused on extracting the critical features from ill-specified texts such as Text 1. Briefly, K A processes Text 1 in the following manner. First, using its m e m o r y
of past design cases and case-specific S B F models, K A employs a complete S B F model as a baseline from which the
relevance of indirect statements about the function of the device can be inferred. T h e m e m o r y process extracts a relevant
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model from its case/model m e m o r y and sends it to the comprehension process. This model is fed back to the language
process. Using this model as baseline, the language process
en^loys its inference generation capability (i.e., marker passing) to identify therelationsbetween the feedback and the
concepu specified by the text. Once the language process
hasfinishedits inference generation, it produces a tentative
functional specification of the design which is sent to the
comprehension process.
Second, K A performs model-based adaptation on the S B F
model, generating a n e w case-specific S B F model that is consistent with the information provided in the tentative fimctional specification. The conq}rehension process identifies
distinctions betweentiietentative functional specification and
the S B F model. Then, it uses these distinctions to modify the
S B F model. Ehiring adaptation, the con^rehension process
modifies only those aspects of the stored model that conflict with the tentative specification. This leaves a significant
number of design details unaffected. In effect, design details
are transferred from the stored S B F model to tbt new device
model.
Third, during adaptation, K A identifies those distinctions
that require changes to the n e w device's structure and adapts
the tentative design specification accordingly. The resulting
n e w case is stored in KA's m e m o r y of case-specific models
for laterreuse.Below, w e discuss of these steps in detail.
Inferring the Relevance of Indirect Statements The m e m ory process begins by sending arelevantS B F model to the
comprehension process which feeds it back to the semantic
network. The semantic netwoik activates the model's corresponding concepts and conceptualrelations.For exanq)le, in
the subsection of die semantic network displayed in Figure 4,
the concepts Old-Device, Y Byte, Response message, and
Response and the primitive conceptualrelationsthat relate
these concepts (e.g., parameter, instance, part) are activated
by feedback from the Comprehension process.
The input is then parsed and the content words of each
sentence are passed to the semantic networic which initiates
marker passing at each word's corresponding concept. Usm g die feedback as ateidge,die semantic netwoik identifies
conceptualrelationsbetween the concepts activated by tiie
text and constructs a new set of inferences. The new inferencesrelateconcepts specified in the text to the functional
specification of the n e w device. Fmally, a tentative functional
specification of the n e w device is produced from tiiese new
inferences and sent to the comprehension process.
T o see h o w the feedback acts as a bridge between the concepts activated by the text, consider the subsection of the
semantic network displayed in Figiue 4. In this semantic networic, the concept L Byte is activated by the appearance of the
words " L byte" in die ii^ut text. Response is activated by die
appearance of "response", and New-Device is activated by the
appearance of "system". Using only these active concepts, the
semantic network would be unable to identify critical conceptualrelationssuch as that between L byte and the Output of
the N e w Device because die active concepts L byte and N e w
Device are only distandyrelatedto each odier. Basing its decision on the length of the path between the two concepts, the
semantic network would d e e m it unlikely diat die text intends
torelatethese concepts widiout further evidence.

kwinc*
Function

Output

*"^*^B,.
output

Initano*
active
Divic*

Figure 4: Identifying the Relevance o f response a n d L B y t e

However, w h e n the semantic network begins with
feedback-activated concepts such as Response message, conceptualrelationssuch as that between L byte and New-Device
as well as that between Response and New-Device can be
identified. The concepts activated by the text are more closelyrelated to the concepts activated by feedback than they are to
each other, so the semantic network can identify conceptual
relations between the text-activated concepts and feedbackactivated concepts (as indicated by the active paths in Figure
4). This produces inferences that serve to relate the textactivated concepts, inferences that identify the relevance of
concepts such as Response and L byte to the function of the
New-Device.
Generating a N e w Functional Specificatfon Given a tentative and underspecified functional specification produced by
the language process, the comprehension process compares
the S B F model and this underspecified functional specification to determine the distinctions between the two device
descriptions. It notes distinctions that are extremely significant such as the distinction between the size of the response
package (L bytes vevsusJ bytes) and those that are less significant such as the difference in the names of the components
04 versus C ) .
Once all of these distinctions have been collected, the comprehension process begins adapting the stored S B F model. It
modifies the component names such that they are consistent
with the new functional specification, changes the sizes of the
response package and request package, etc. In doing so, it
transfers a large amount of the stored S B F model to the n e w
S B F model. For exan^)le, it transfers the types of the components in the old device to components of the n e w device.
Theresultis that all of the design details arefilledin, and a
significant number of assumptions are made. The conqirehension process assumes, for example, that the n e w device
has the same behavioral descriptions as the stored device and
the same structural description.
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Identifying Relationships between Design Details During
the adaptation of the stored S B F model, the assumption that
the structural specifications of the n e w and stored designs are
equivalent is examined. T h e comprehension process considers each of the differences it has identified between the n e w
specification and the stored specification, looking for those
differences that m a y require modifications to the device structure. Differences that are particularlyrelevantare differences
in device inputs and ouQjuts. For example, in this example,
the distinction between the size of the n e w design's ou^ut
and the stored design's ouQ)ut (i.e., L bytes versus/ bytes) imposes n e w constraints on the structure of the n e w design. T h e
comprehension process collects these difference and orders
them witiirespectto their priority.
Examining them in order of their priority, the comprehension processretrievesgeneric modification plans that rectify
the differences between the n e w design specification and the
stored design specification by adapting the stored S B F model.
Generic modification plans are indexed in m e m o r y by the
type of differences they reduce and are m a d e available by the
m e m o r y process. In achieving their ends, generic modification plans manipulate, delete, and augment device structure.
After the comprehension process has received the generic
modification plans from the m e m o r y process, it begins to
diagnose the n e w model's failure, in this particular example,
its failure to produce the desired ou^ut. While investigating
the causes of the n e w design's failure, the comprehension
process identifies therelationshipbetween the frequency of
transmission (i.e., every M seconds), the size of the response
packet (i.e., L bytes) and the baud rate of the link con^onent.
Using the qualitativerelationsspecified in the stored S B F
model, it notes that baud rate of the link component limits the
amount of information that can be transferred at a particular
fiequency. It concludes the baud rate of the cunent link
component is to low and that increasing the baud rate of this
conq>onent would provide for the size of the response packet

in the new design and the desired frequency of transmission.
Given the diagnosis and the generic modification plans, the
comprehension process "repairs" the structural specification
of ttue n e w design,replacingthe link component in the stored
S B F model with a link component that has a higher baud rate.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this work, w e believe that w e have found partial answers
to some of the issues that arise in integrating design problem
solving and natural language understanding:
• T h e meaning of understanding language: Apieceoftext
describing a design specification is understood if it can be
represented in the target (SBF) language and if itresultsin
a successful design of the specified device. In general, the
success of language imderstanding is determined in terms
of the success of the overall cognitive task.
• Feedback to N L P : W e have identified three ways in which
the problem solving task can provide feedback to the
language process. Fust, previous experiences and other
knowledge structuresretrievedfromthe problem solver's
m e m o r y provide appropriate contexts for language understanding. Second, the cost of problem solving for alternative interpretations of texts gives a good decision metric
forresolvingthe ambiguities between interpretations. R naUy, the ontology of the task determines correcmess of an
interpretation thereby providing feedback to the language
process.

primitive structural elements out of which devices are composed (e.g., types of structural conq)onents, substances, and
relations among them). O n the other hand, both the language
and problem solving processes both employ functional and
causal knowledge of devices. Finally, at the level of representation, the language and problem-solving processes share
the same vocabulary forrepresentingconcepmal knowledge.
Thus, from the viewpoint of K A , the issue of modularity is
m u c h more complex than either the orthodox 'modularists',
such as Fodor and Jackendoff, or the 'nonmodularists', such
as Marlen-Wilson and I^ler, suggest.
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Harley. S. (1983). B O R I S - A n Experiment in In-Depth
modular, but the nature of the modularity depends on the level
Understanding of Narratives. Artificial Intelligence, 20(1).
at which it is analyzed. Modularity in K A can be viewed at
15-62.
the levels of task, process and knowledge, and representation.
Marslen-Wdson. W . & Tyler. L. (1989). Against Modularity.
At the task level, 'language processing' and 'problem solving'
In J. Garfield (Ed.), Modularity in Knowledge Represenare distinct modules, characterized by the types of informatation and Natural Language Understanding. Camteidge,
tion they take as input and give as o u ^ u t At the next level,
M A : M I T Press.
some of the processes are task-specific but others are shared.
Pittges. J.. Eiselt, K.. Goel. A.. G o m e z . A.. Mahesh, K.. &
Language processing and problem-solving, for exanqile, are
Peterson. J. (1993). K A : Integrating Namral Language
both informed by the same m e m o r y processes which retrieve
Processing and Problem Solving. In Proceedings of the
episodic and conceptual information. Similarly, some of the
Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Soknowledge is task-specific and some of it is shared. Only
ciety (pp. 818-823). Hillsdale, NJ: U w r e n c e Eribaum
the language processes use lexical and syntactic knowledge,
Associates.
and only the problem-solving processes use knowledge of the
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Abstract
Several models of categorization suggest that fixed
inputs (features) are combined together to create categorization rules. It is also possible that categorization
influences what features are perceived and used. This
experiment explored the possibility that categorization
training influences h o w an object is decomposed into
parts. In the first part of this experiment, subjects learned
to categorize objects based on particular sets of line
segments. Following categorization training, subjects
were tested in a whole-part decomposition task, making
speeded judgments of "does whole X contain probe Y."
All diagnostic and nondiagnostic category parts were used
as parts within the whole objects, and as probes.
Categorization training in the first part of the experiment
affected performance on the second task. In particular,
subjects were faster to respond when the whole object
contained a part that was diagnostic for categorization
than when it contained a nondiagnostic part. W h e n the
probe was a diagnostic category part subjects were faster
to respond that it was present than absent, and when the
probe was a nondiagnostic part, subjects were faster to
respond that it was absent than that it was present. These
results are discussed in terms of perceptual sensitivity,
response bias, and the modulating influence of
experience.
Introduction
In many traditional models of categorization, a fixed set
of primitive features is used to determine categories.
However, it is not obvious h o w these features are defined.
Perhaps w e jwrceive the lowest level of properties into
which an object can be decomposed (such as line segments), or m a y b e w e perceive s o m e higher level (such as
angles formed by line segments). O n e possibility is that
the categories w e use determine what the primitive inputs
are. If this is the case, then learning, particularly learning
new categories, m a y influence what features are perceived.
Evidence exists which suggests that, to s o m e extent, w e
learn h o w to perceive; that is, our perceptions are influenced by experience. Gibson and colleagues (Gibson,
1969; Gibson & W a l k , 1956; Gibson & Gibson, 1955)
discussed ways in which perceptual learning can occur.
One of these methods, pre-differentiation, involves increased ability to differentiate objects as a result of experience with them. In one study (Gibson & Walk, 1956), a
group of rats were exposed to circles and triangles, but were
not required to respond to these shapes. These rats were
later able to learn to discriminate between these shapes
much easier than a control group of rats which did not have
this experience. Pre-differentiation of the shapes increased
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performance in a task which involved distinguishing between them. Another form of perceptual learning involves
detection of distinctive features (Gibson, 1969). In this
type of learning, features which are diagnostic of a particular object are learned. These features m a y not have been
immediately distinguished, upon first experience with the
object. Through experience, however, the observer learns
which features can be used to determine the object's identity. These features m a y be created from m o r e primitive
features. In this case, learning can be said to be diagnosticity driven. A n example of diagnosticity driven learning
comes from an experiment performed by Waller (1970). A
group of rats were trained to discriminate between floors of
different colors and textures. These rats, trained to differentiate between a rough, black floor and a smooth, white
floor, were later able to learn a n e w discrimination task that
required them to distinguish between rough and smooth
floors faster than a control group that received n o prior
training. In this study, the experimental group d e m o n strated diagnosticity driven learning. A s a result of the
training, they were able to learn to discriminate between
different textures in a later transfer task.
Diagnosticity driven learning was further investigated by
Goldstone (in press). H e examined the effect of categorization on perceptual sensitivity to single feature dimensions,
such as brightness and size. In these experiments, the issue was whether or not people can b e c o m e m o r e sensitive
to dimensions that are diagnostic for a categorization task.
O n e manner in which categorization w a s found to influence
perceptual sensitivity w a s through acquired distinctiveness.
In one experiment, the stimuli consisted of squares of
varying size. Size differences between any two adjacently
sized squares were scaled such that the perceived difference
between any two adjacently sized squares were equal. A
group of subjects underwent categorization training using
size as the diagnostic feature, with Objects 1 and 2 belonging to one category and Objects 3 and 4 belonging to the
other category. Subjects receiving this categorization training were later able to discriminate between Objects 2 and 3
better than those w h o did not receive this categorization
training. In addition, subjects receiving categorization
training became more perceptually sensitive to size differences between categories than within categories, such that
they were better at detecting size differences between
Objects 2 and 3 than between Objects 1 and 2.
This study examined perceptual learning along single
stimulus dimensions. H o w e v e r , it does not necessarily
imply that the s a m e type of learning can occur for more
complex features, involving multiple stimulus dimensions.
Is it possible for something varying along multiple dimensions to be treated as a single feature? Czerwinski,

was able to model the obtained data with considerable accuracy.
Palmer's model assumes that the goodness of a part is
completely constrained by stimulus factors. It computes
part goodness using only characteristics of the whole and
part. It does not say anything about the possible influence
of subject factors on goodness ratings of parts. Palmer did
not say that subject factors were unimportant, but they
were not a part of his model. However, it m a y be possible for subject factors to influence the measured goodness
of a part, such that the empirically observed best parts
would differ from Palmer's calculated goodness values. A s
discussed above, it m a y be possible that people can learn
features, and become more perceptually sensitive to them.
If this is true, the rating of goodness m a y change as a function of the experimental training without modifying the
part or whole in any way. For example, using a partwhole decomposition task, subjects m a y be able to respond
more quickly to features if they have become more sensitive to them. Palmer used response time in a part-whole
decomposition task as one measure of a part's goodness.
If categorization influences perceptual sensitivity and object parsing, then Palmer's model cannot be complete, although it would still be valuable. In this experiment, we
tested his model by examining the influence of categorization on performance in a whole-part decomposition task.
W e used this task because it is largely a perceptual test.
Subjects underwent categorization training, learning two 3line segment parts which were diagnostic for the categories.
Subjects were divided randomly into two categorization
groups, with each group learning different diagnostic parts.
Both groups then participated in a whole-part decomposition task, determining whether a given probe was present
within the whole. Response latencies of subjects in different categorization conditions were compared, to determine
h o w diagnosticity influenced performance during the decomposition task.
There are a couple of ways that categorization training
might affect performance in the whole-part decomposition
task. It is possible that perceptual learning might cause a
general increase in sensitivity to diagnostic parts. If this
were the case, then w e would expect faster response times

Lightfoot, & Shiffrin (1992) demonstrated that complex
stimuli, conjunctions of values along multiple dimensions,
can b e c o m e unitized through extensive practice. They
found another type of perceptual learning: perceptual unitization of multiple dimensions, to form a single feature.
O n e difference between experts and novices seems to be
perceptual unitization. For example, people w h o are chess
experts divide the board into features differently than do
novices (Chase & S i m o n , 1973). They found that
whereas a novice m a y perceive only a random collection of
pieces, an expert m a y perceive an ordered arrangement.
This is analogous to Czerwinski et al.'s work on perceptual
unitization. T h e individual pieces and their locations can
be likened to basic stimulus dimensions. The experts create and perceive the complex features based on their unitization of the dimensions. This unitization m a y allow them
to extract more information from the board than novices
can.
There is some evidence that people can become sensitized
to complex features. Experts perceive structures in x-rays
(Norman, Brooks, Coblentz, & Babcook, 1992), beers
(Peron & Allen, 1988), and infant chickens (Biederman &
Shiffirar, 1987) that are missed by novices. A s people learn
to distinguish between and categorize objects, they learn
which features are relevant for these tasks. O n e demand of
these tasks is to learn to perceive diagnostic features which
m a y not be immediately apparent to absolute novices.
Parsing and Part Decomposition
There is frequently more than one way to parse an object
into its component parts. Palmer (1977, 1978) argued that
some parts are inherently better than others, and that this
parsing will naturally occur in such a way as to create the
best parts. H e developed a set of converging measures designed to gauge the "goodness" of a part. O n e of these involved part-whole verification: Palmer assumed that as
goodness of a part increases, less time would be necessary
to identify whether or not the part was present in the
whole. For example, in Figure 1, subjects saw the whole
object on the left, and one of the four parts on theright.It
usually took subjects less time to confirm that one of the
good parts was contained in the whole than that one of the
poor parts was. In another method, subjects performed a
"mental synthesis" task. In this task, subjects were given
two non-overlapping parts, similar to the ones in Figure 1.
They were asked to create a whole object, by imagining the
two parts overlapping. After they completed this task,
they were shown a whole object and asked whether it was
the same as the object they mentally constructed. In this
task, it was assumed that better parts would be synthesized
more quickly and accurately than poorer parts. A third
method used subjects' ratings of the goodness of parts, and
the last method examined h o w subjects spontaneously
parsed objects. All four methods converged, showing that
the good parts in Figure 1 are better than the poor parts.
Palmer created a model to compute a rating of goodness of
parts. The criteria used in this model include connectedness
and continuity of two lines, as well as the location, length,
and orientation of individual lines. Using his formula, he

Whole

G o o d Parts

Poor Parts

• • •

r

^

Figure 1: Stimuli similar to those used by
Palmer (1977, 1978).
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when the whole object contains a diagnostic part, or when
the probe is a diagnostic part. Another possibility is that
perceptual learning might induce a response bias. Subjects
might be inclined to respond "present" when a diagnostic
part is present in the display, and "absent" when a nondiagnostic part is present (or vice versa). Finally, some combination of these effects might be found.
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The subjects were 45 undergraduate students at Indiana
University. They received class credit for their participation.
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This experiment was conducted using Macintosh Ilsi computers. Subjects were seated 42cm from the display.
Materials
Stimuli were made up of line segments connecting dots on
a 3 by 3 grid (Figure 2). The distance between any two
5
6
7
8
horizontally or vertically adjacent dots was approximately
2cm. Diagonal line segments were approximately 2.5cm
Figure 2: stimuh for categorization phase of experiment
long. The dots and line segments were black, presented on
a white background.
B') from the categorization task, plus three connected line
segments (complements), which were connected to the catProcedure
egory part. The complements were constrained by the rule
There were two tasks in the experiment: categorization that they could have no Unes overiapping with any of the
and whole-part decomposition. In the categorization phase
category parts. They served as a control for the category
parts. There were a total of 36 possible complements, proof the experiment, subjects were shown distortions of
Objects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 as shown in Figure 2.
ducing 144 whole objects. The probes were either category-defining features, or complements.
Distortions were created by adding a black line segment at a
random location. Subjects were asked to place an object
There were four types of trials in whole-part decomposition task: present category probe, absent category probe,
into one of three categories. In one categorization condipresent complement, and absent complement (Figure 3).
tion, Objects 1 and 2 belonged to one category, with A as
the defining feature, and Objects 3 and 4 belonged to the
For each of the trials shown in Figure 3, the object on the
other category, with B as the defining feature. In this conleft is the whole, and the object on therightis the probe.
In thefirsttype of trial, the probe is a category part which
dition. A and B were diagnostic because they were used to
discriminate between two categories, while A" and B' were
is contained within the whole object. In the second, the
nondiagnostic. In the other categorization condition.
probe is the complement to the category-defining part. In
Objects 1 and 3 belonged to the same category (A'), and
the absent category part trials, the probe is a category part,
Objects 2 and 4 belonged to the other category (B'). In this
but is not contained within the whole object. For the last
condition. A' and B' were diagnostic for categorization, and
type of trial, absent complement, the probe is a randomly
A and B were nondiagnostic. Subjects were randomly aschosen complement from another object. O n these trials.
signed to the two categorization conditions. Objects 5, 6.
the probe and whole would have between zero and three line
segments in the same (relative) locations.
7, and 8 were always members of the third category.
Subjects responded using the 'z' and 7 keys and the spaceWholes were presented alone for 1000ms. and then a
probe was added to the display. The wholes were displayed
bar to indicate whether the object presented was a member
of category I, 2, or 3. respectively. Following the rein the same location as the object during the categorization
sponse, a check was displayed if the subject was correct,
training, and the probes were placed 4.5cm to therightand
.5cm down from theright,top edge of the whole, displaced
and an 'X' appeared if the subject was incorrect. The stimabout 5cm to therightof the whole. The subjects' task
ulus was presented in approximately the center of the diswas to decide, as quickly and accurately as possible,
play. It remained on the screen for the entire trial, and was
whether or not the whole contained the part. Subjects recleared 5(X) m s after the feedback was presented.
sponded 'present' by pressing 'z', and 'f was used for
In the second phase of the experiment, trials consisted of
'absent' responses. Both stimuli remained visible until the
displays with 'wholes' and 'probes'. The wholes consisted
of one of the four category-defining features (A, B, A', or
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Table 1: Conditions in whole-part decomposition task

Tvoe of Probe

Category part in
whole object

Probe

Presence of Probe
within whole object

number of
trials

Categorv
Category
Category
Category
Category
Category
Complement
Complement
Complement
Complement

Nondiagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic

Nondiagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Diagnostic
Nondiagnostic
Diagnostic
Diagnostic
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

absent
present
absent
absent
absent
present
absent
present
absent
present

12
24
12
12
12
24
24
24
24
24

subject responded. After the response w a s made, subjects
were told whether or not they were correct.
In the whole-part decomposition task, there were four
stimulus properties of interest: whether the probe is a category part or a complement;whether the whole contains a
diagnostic part; whether the probe is a diagnostic category
part; and whether or not the probe is contained within the
whole. T h e ten conditions formed by these properties are
presented in Table 1. These conditions form a complete set
of logically possible combinations of the relevant properties.
The tasks were blocked: subjects performed a block of
categorization training, followed by a block of whole-part
decomposition. T h e blocks alternated, and were repeated
three times each. Before each block, subjects were shown
the instructions for the task. In order to continue to the decomposition task, subjects had to meet a m i n i m u m criterion of 9 0 % accuracy over 24 trials of categorization.
Subjects were told about this requirement, and received
feedback regarding their accuracy rate after every 24 trials.
In addition, in the first block of categorization training,
subjects performed 4 8 practice trials. Thus, each subject
participated in at least 120 categorization trials. Category
1, 2, and 3 trials occurred equally often. The experiment
took approximately an hour to complete.

Results a n d

Discussion

Only trials in which the subject responded correctly were
included in the analyses. Trials with response times faster
than 1 0 0 m s and slower than 10 seconds were excluded.
Figure 4a shows the m e a n response times to decide whether
or not the p a n w a s present in the whole, as a function of
whether or not the whole contained a diagnostic category
part. W h e n the probe is a category part, response times are
faster w h e n the whole object contains a diagnostic category
part than a nondiagnostic part. This advantage is seen for
both present and absent category parts, although it is
greater w h e n the probe is part of the whole. A different
pattern is seen w h e n the probe is a complement. In this
case, present probes elicit faster responses when the cate-
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gory part in the whole is nondiagnostic than when it is diagnostic, while absent probes are associated with faster response latencies when the whole contains a diagnostic part
than when it contains a nondiagnostic part.
Response times to respond to category parts were faster
(F(l,44)=3.93, p=.05) for wholes containing a diagnostic
category part than for those containing an nondiagnostic
part. This diagnosticity advantage was significant only for
present category parts (t=2.02, p<.05, df=44), although a
similar trend was also seen on absent category part trials
(t=l.ll,p>.05,df=44).
For complements, there was a main effect of presence
(F(l,44)=5.73, p<.05), with faster response latencies to
present than absent complements. Unlike category parts,
however, there were no main effects of diagnosticity
(F(I,44)=.84, p>.05), nor was there an interaction of diagnosticity and presence (F( 1,44)= 1.13, p>.05).
While Figure 4a showed response times as a function of
the diagnosticity of the category parts within the whole.
Figure 4b shows the m e a n response times of category
probes as a function of whether or not they were diagnostic. That is, in Figure 4a, it was the parts within the
whole that were diagnostic and nondiagnostic, while in
Figure 4b it is the probes themselves that were diagnostic
and nondiagnostic. A s can be seen, diagnosticity again influenced response latencies. However, the influence of diagnosticity varied, depending on whether or not the probe
was present. W h e n the probe was absent, probes that were
nondiagnostic during categorization training had an advantage over ones that were diagnostic. O n the other hand,
times were faster for diagnostic present probes than
nondiagnostic present probes.
There was a significant interaction of diagnosticity and
presence of the probe (F(l,44)=6.61, p<.05). Diagnostic
category probes show an advantage for response latencies
(t=2.02, p<.05, df=44) over nondiagnostic category probes.
O n the other hand, when subjects have to decide that a diagnostic probe is not present, there is a slight tendency to
be slower to respond than w h e n the probe is nondiagnostc
(t=-l.2,p>.05,df=44).

.4^

^

absent category

•O-—

present categoy

present complement

absent complement

1550H

1500-

1450-

nondiagnostic

nondiagnostic

diagnostic

diagnostic

Probe diagnosticity

W h o l e diagnosticity

Figure 4: Response times graphed as a function of diagnosticity of category part within whole (A), and
as a function of diagnosticity of probe (B).
There were main effects of part type (F(l,44) =10.31,
p<.01) and presence of part (F(l,44)=5.93, p<.05).
Subjects were, in general, quicker to respond to category
parts than complements. They were also faster to respond
"present" than "absent."

for any given whole/probe judgment. A n increase in
perceptual sensitivity to diagnostic parts could explain the
difference in "goodness." W h e n subjects see a diagnostic
part within an object, the part m a y "pop out" as a feature.
A s a result, w h e n subjects parse the whole object it is
more natural for the diagnostic part to become one of the
Conclusions
resulting parts. According to Palmer's model, an object is
naturally parsed into its best parts. Therefore, it seems that
Subjects underwent categOTization training, learning two
diagnostic parts increase their "goodness" when compared
parts that were diagnostic for the categories. O n e group of
to nondiagnostic parts.
subjects used parts A and B (from Figure 2) as the diagnosSignal detection theory is a way of assessing h o w peotic parts, while another group used A' and B'. W h e n these
ple respond to information. There are two response dimentwo groups were compared, it was found that subjects were
sions, sensitivity and response bias. Sensitivity refers to
able to respond more quickly when the whole object conthe ability to k n o w when to respond, and when not to retained a diagnostic part than when the object contained an
spond. Response bias, on the other hand, is a tendency to
nondiagnostic part. In one method used by Palmer (1977,
respond in a particular way. Both of these dimensions
1978) to measure a part's "goodness", response times in a
could be subject to learning. W e use the terms
part-whole decomposition task were compared for different
"sensitivity" and "bias" in a manner analogous to their use
parts. His conclusion was that better parts were associated
in signal detection theory. In this experiment, sensitivity
with lower response times. Using this same method w e
is the ability to correctly respond "present" and "absent."
can conclude that because diagnostic parts are associated
Bias is the tendency to respond "present" or "absent."
with faster response times than nondiagnostic parts,
Response bias can partially explain the results found for
diagnostic parts acquire some extra amount of goodness.
the presented category probes. A s with complements, re-"
Thus, we can conclude that Palmer's model is incomplete.
sponses to present diagnostic probes are faster than present
It is necessary to incorporate subject factors into this
nondiagnostic probes, and absent nondiagnostic probes
model, as well as stimulus factors.
elicit faster responses than do absent diagnostic ones. It
When the whole object contained a diagnostic part, subseems that when a diagnostic probe is presented, there is a
jects were faster to respond than to wholes containing
bias to say "present", regardless of whether it's actually
nondiagnostic parts. W e used two categorization groups.
present within the whole. Likewise, subjects showed a
The only thing that differed for these groups was whether
bias to respond "absent" to nondiagnostic probes. If the
the parts were diagnostic; both groups saw the same
correct response is consistent with the bias, subjects are
stimuli. According to Palmer's model, the two
fast to respond. However, if the correct response goes
categorization groups should have the same response times
against their bias, it takes longer to respond.
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Both a change in perceptual sensitivity and a response
bias were found. Subjects increased their sensitivity to diagnostic parts. Regardless of the probe, subjects were able
torespondmore quickly when the whole object contained a
diagnostic part. Subjects viewed the whole object for
lOOOms before the probe was presented. This time would
give them the chance to mentally parse the object into its
best parts. Parts which were diagnostic during the
categorization training may stand out as the best parts,
allowing subjects to respond faster than when the whole
contains an nondiagnostic part. Theresponsebias, on the
other hand, was determined by the iMX)be. When the probe
was a nondiagnostic category part, subjects were faster to
respond "present" than "absent." Conversely, when the
probe was a nondiagnostic category part, subjects were
faster to respond "absent" than "present." So, sensitivity
changes with the diagnosticity of the category part within
the whole, while diagnosticity of the probe affects response
bias.
The parsing of an object into its best component parts is
influenced by both stimulus and subject factors. The stimulus factors defining "goodness" of parts, as described by
Palmer, include Gestalt properties such as connectedness.
However, this model does not completely determine how
an object is parsed. The categorization training influenced
perceptual sensitivity and response bias to parts, and thus
changed their "goodness." The concepts we create influence sensitivity not only to our preexisting features, but
also to features that we have not yet created.
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Abstract

For example, Elman's (1990) simple recurrent network and
Pollack's (1990) recursive auto-associative m e m o r y correctly
Systematicity, the ability to represent and process stnicturally
process sentences not present in the training set. T h e question
related objects, is a significant and pervasive property of cogniis, does this degree of generalization constitute systematicity?
tive behaviour, and clearly evident in language. In the case of
Hadley (1994) concludes A^o. His conclusion w a s based on
Connectionist models that leam from examples, systematicity
a
closer
examination of six models, which included: McClelis generalization over examples sharing a conmion structure.
land and K a w a m o t o (1986), Chalmers (1990), E l m a n (1990),
Although Connectionist models (e.g., the recurrent network and
Pollack (1990). Smolensky (1990), and St. John and McClelits variants) have demonstrated generalization over structured
land (1990). All six models failed to provide clear d e m o n domains, there has not been a clear demonstration of strong sysstrations of what Hadley terms, strong systematicity (genertematicity (i.e., generalization across syntactic position). The
tensor has been proposed as a way of representing structured
alization across syntactic position)', for two reasons. Either,
objects, however, there has not been an effective learning mechthe training sets in all probability contained words in all poanism (in the strongly systematic sense) to explain how these
sitions; or, representations of words were such that the model
representations may be acquired. I address this issue through
presupposes knowledge of syntactic categories, which begs
an analysis of tensor learning dynamics. These ideas are then
the question of where did this knowledge c o m e from in the
implemented as the tensor-recurrent network which is shown
first place. See (Hadley, 1994) for m o r e detailed arguments.
to exhibit strong systematicity on a simple language task. FiThis second point can also be m a d e with regard to the w o r k
nally, it is suggested that the properties of the tensor-recurrent
of Niklasson (1993).
network that give rise to strong systematicity are analogous to
Although in each case, with the exception of Niklasson,
the concepts of variables and types in the Classical paradigm.
the modelers were not attempting to demonstrate strong systematicity, the result suggests a c o m m o n limitation of these
Introduction
models. Subsequent, analysis of the information required to
Systematicity is the ability to represent and process struccorrectly position hyperplanes infirst-orderfeedforward and
turally related objects such as sentences in the language dorecurrent networks^ showed that such networks were unlikely
main (Fbdor & Pylyshyn, 1988). In the case of Connectionist
to demonstrate strong systematicity w h e n given n o a priori
models that leam from examples, systematicity is gen^alizaassumptions about word level similarity (Phillips, 1994). In
tion over objects sharing a c o m m o n structure. T h e edacity
both cases, there is an independence between the weights
to generalize over structurally related objects is clearly evithat m ^ component objects occurring in one position and the
dent in language where such a vast number of sentences are
weights that m a p the same objects occurring in other posiunderstood from relatively few examples.
tions. Consequently, to leam the m o p i n g the networks must,
The Classical explanation for systematicity is that cogniin general, see component objects in all positions. This result
tion is a process of constructing and manipulating symbol
also eqjplies to the above models, except the tensor, and the
structures. Thus, the ability to process a particular symbol
models of Brousse and Smolensky (1989) and Phillips and
structure extends automatically to all sentences conforming
Wiles (1993).
to that structure.
Given the lack of strong systematicity with current network
Connectionism, by contrast, attempts to explain cognitive
models, it is therefore important to investigate alternative netbehaviour as an emergent property of numeric (non-symbolic)
work architectures with a goal of exhibiting strong systematicprocesses. It has been the preoccupation of Connectionists
ity. In this paper, the tensor-recurrent network is presented
with trying tofindthe 'right' numeric processes that has lead
with the motivation of addressing the issue of strong systo the strong criticism of Connectionism as a valid framework
tematicity. T h e tensor-recurrent network is tested for strong
for cognitive theories (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Essentially,
systematicity on a simple language task. T h e properties of
the Classical argument is that, without symbol structures and
the network that allow strong systenaaticity are discussed, and
structure sensitive processes one cannot demonstrate systemfinally, s o m e concluding remarks are m a d e regarding the reaticity and therefore, one cannot provide an adequate account
lationship of the network to the Classical paradigm.
of cognitive behaviour. See Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) and
Fodor and McLaughlin (1990) for the details of this argument.
' For example, correct processing of the sentence Mary loves John
Despite this pessimistic conclusion, Connectionists have
having only ever seen John in the agent position.
^Networks without multiplicative weight terms.
provided models that generalize over structured domains.
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T h e tensor-recurrent n e t w o r k
The simplest task where it is possible to demonstrate generalization across position requires a network to recover upon
request thefirstor second argument of a binary relation (ordered pair). Mathematically, performing this task correctly
means implementing a function (/) defined as:
/(Qi.(x.,x,))

and W j are the ith and jth elements of vectors V and l^.
respectively. B y applying the inner product of the role vector
and the tensor representation, the original component representation can be extracted. The inner product of tensor f
with vector W is defined as: K = J^f Tij . W j , where K is
the ith element of the resulting vector V ; Tij is the tth-row
jlh-column element of tensor T; and W j are the jth element

Xi,

of the //-dimensional vector W .
A tensor representation scheme assumes that the input and
output modalities (i.e., object representations) are the same.
However, the input representation of an object, for example
John, could be a string of letters, whereas the output representation could be a sequence of phonemes.
This issue is addressed in the tensor-recurrent network by
requiring the network to auto-associate^ the input. Autoassociation is achieved by mapping the input to a set ol hidden
units; performing the outer product of the resulting vector
with the generated role vector; adding the result to the current
representation held in the tensor units; performing the inner
product of the resulting tensor representation with the same
role vector; andfinally,nu4)ping the result represented at the
inner product units to the output units. In the case where the
role vectors are mutually orthogonal and of length 1, then by
the two mathematical laws: { v ® w ) Q w = v,ii \\w\\ = 1,
and {v ® w ) Q z = 6,ii w L z, the vector representation at
the hidden units will be the same as the vector representation
at the inner product units. Consequently, the network will
act like a three-layer feedforward network, which will, in
principle, allow any mapping from input to output (i.e.. be
modality independent) when error is backpropagated from
the output units through the tensor units to the input units. It
is therefore possible to address situations where the input and
output representations of an object are different, which is the
case when subjects are asked to provide verbal descriptions
of scenes, for example.

fiQ2,{Xi,Xj))

where Q \ and Q 2 are question vectors requesting the first and
second arguments respectively; and Xi and Xj are elements
of a set of atomic objects (i.e., no internal structure nor a
priori similarity) that together form an ordered pair. If there
are N atomic objects then there are //^ distinct ordered pairs,
and therefore the domain of / is a set of 2N'^ objects. A
network is said to exhibit strong systematicity if it can learn
to represent the function without having seen every object in
both positions. Subsequent analysis of network properties for
demonstrating strong systematicity will refer to this function,
however, the analysis is easily extended to relations (tuples)
of higher order.
Smolensky (1990) showed h o w a tensor can be used to represent structured objects by the sum of the outer products of
vector pairs, thefixstof which represents a component object, and the second of which represents the role (or relationship) of that component to the structured object. Furthermore,
provided the choice of role vectors is orthogonal, each component m a y be extracted from the tensor representation by
performing the irmer product of the corresponding role vector
with the tensor vector. However, Smolensky's (1987) recirculation algorithm for determining the roles is essentially a
three-layer feedforward network similar to the networks of
Brousse and Smolensky (1989) and Phillips and Wiles (1993)
which Phillips (1994) showed was unlikely to exhibit strong
systematicity.
If one assumes the tensor as part of the network's architecture then there are three learning issues that must be addressed. Role representations
They are, an account of h o w component representations, role The use of a tensor also assumes the existence of role vectors
representations and access representations (i.e., the vectors
which must be made orthogonal for the components to be
that when applied to the tensor by an inner product return
subsequently extracted without interference. Rather than rely
the desired component representation) are acquired through
on external agents (which ultimately must be explained) each
learning. In each case, these three issues are addressed in
role vector in this network is generated by an input vector (via
the tensor-recurrent network by the principle of error backsome transformations) and the previous state vector (which is
propagation (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986). That is, currently held in the context units)*. Suppose the network has
by backpropagating an error signal which is a function of the
already been given thefirstcomponent x\, and is currently
diff^ence between the desired output and the actual output.
required to auto-associate the second component xi (i.e., xi
The novel feature of this network is that by backpropagating
is the current target). Then, the error at the output layw is:
the error signal through the tensor units component, role and
access vector representations are learnt in response to the deE = \\x2-9{{f{£l)®Rl-\-fix2)®R2)eR2)\\
mands of the ta^. The explanation for the motivation for this
E
=
\\x2-g{af{x,)^f{x2))\l
network that follows refers to the graphical description of the
where / is the function from input to hidden units; g is the
network which is given in Figure 1.
function from inner product to output units; x\ and £2 are the
Component representations
input/output representations of thefirstand second compoThe tensor scheme assumes some representation of component objects, respectively; ^1 and R 2 are the respective role
nents which are bound (by an outer product) to a representa^ In the sense that it is associating the same object, but with
tion of their associated roles. The outer product of vectors V
potentially different input and ou^ut representations.
and W is defined as: Tij = Vi.Wj, where Tij is the tth-row
^Essentially, this part of the network is the same as Elman's
jth-column element of the resulting rank-2 tensor f\ and Vi

(1990) simple recurrent network.
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vectors; and, a is just the dot product of Ri and R2, respectively. Thus, error E goes to zero ( E -*• 0) when a -• 0,
That is, when the two role vectors are orthogonal, assuming
gifih)) = X2 (i.e., the network has learnt to auto-associate
the X2 component).

7

B ;

!••«• |>rodiK<(») K-

Access representations
GivMi that the tensor holds a representation of a structured
object there remains the issue of extracting component representations, lypically, the access vector is provided by some
external agent as the role vector to which the desired component was associated. However, if the role vectors are generated
internally, then there is no reason to expect the access vectors
(supplied as input) will be the same. Here, the information
requesting one of the components presented at the question
units is m ^ p e d to the cue units. The inner product of vectors
at the cue and tensor units results in a vector at the inner product units which is then m ^ p e d to the output units. Again,
using the principle of error backpropagation, the appropriate
access vectors (at the cue units) are learnt by backpropagating
the error at the output layer through the tensor units to the
question layer. Suppose the tensor currently holds a representation of the order&d pair (xi, 12) and a request is made for
thefirstcomponent. Then, the error at the output layCT is:

lcaMK32)
(outer prodact)
roMO
I cBe(4) I

[

>ute(10)

>i

,''loUl«a<ck(2)

i

H<M«»(g)
:
qycstioa(3)

]

:
iDp»K8)

c

conte»t(10)

T.

Figure 1: T h e tensor-recurrent network architecture. Dotted
arrows indicate completely connected modifiable weights. In
E = ||fl-<?((/(fl)®^l-h/(x2)®^2)0Ql)||
this case, the destination units have tanh as their activation
E = \ \ x i - 9 i a f i x i ) + Pfix2))\\,
function. Solid arrows indicate fixed connections of weight
I. In this case, the activation function of the destination units
where Qi is the question vector at the cue units; and, a and
is the identity function. T h e connectivity of the fixed, weight
0 are the dot products of Q i with Ri and R 2 , respectively.
1 connections is such as to implement the operator as s h o w n
Error E goes to zero ( E —>• 0) when a -• 1, and 0 — ^ 0 (i.e., (i.e., inner product, outer product, and copy). Parenthesized
when the question vector is coUinear with thefirstrole vector, values indicate n u m b e r of units used in simulations.
assuming (/(/(fi)) = x u
Evaluating the network

Method
The analysis in the previous section assumed various learning
principles (e.g., auto-association of inputs and orthogonaliza- Each trial, starting firom a randomly initialized set of
tion of role vectors). In this section, these principles are tested weights, consisted of training on 20 randomly generating sentence/question sequences, and testing on a separate set of 1(X)
on a simple language task.
randomly generated sequences. Importantly, since generall^sk
ization across position is being tested, the training and testing
In this task, simple sentences conform to the structure agent- distributions are not the same (i.e., some nouns should not
action-patient. Each component is presented to the network
appear in both positions in the training set, but should appear
one per time step after which the network is given one of three in the test set). Each word or question was presented one per
time step with the network activations being reset to zero at
possible questions: W h o performed the action?; Whatwasthe
action?; and What was affected by the action ?, from which the the beginning of each sentence. The network was trained usnetwork should respond with the agent, action, and patient, ing the standard backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart et al.,
respectively. For example, the input John loves Mary. W h o is 1986) using the sum of squares error function with a learning
loved? would be a sequence of four vectors representing John,
rate of 0.1, until the activation of every output units was within
loves, Mary, W h o is loved? (respectively), and presented in 0.4 of the target output for all patterns in all sequences. T w o
criteria were used on the test sequences. A correct response
that order to the network. At the fourth time step the correct
response is a vector representing M a r y at the output layer.
to the question vector was considered w h e n 1) the maximally
The action and patient components are drawn from the set
activated output unit corresponded to the unit with target 1
{Bill, John, Karen, M a r k , Vivian}, and the action component (maximum criterion); and 2) all output units were within 0.5
of their target activations. The amount of overlap between
is drawn from the set {calls, chases, loves}. All components
the agent and patient positions was varied from 0 (no noun
are encoded locally (i.e., b y orthogonal vectors where o n e
appeared in both positions) to 5 (every noun appeared in both
unit has a value of 1 and the rest 0). T h e network is said to
have demonstrated strong systematicity if having only seen,
positions). O n each trial the number of correct responses to
the question in the test set was recorded. (NB. During the
for example, M a r y in the agent position in the training set
generalize to cases where M a r y is in the patient position in
test phase performance on the auto-association of input was
not considered. Its purpose was to encourage the formation
the test set.
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Figure 2: Percentage correct with varying degrees of overlap
each averaged over 5 trials.

of internal representations during training, as discussed in the
previous section.)
Results
T h e percentage of correct responses to the question vector on
the test set averaged over 5 trials is given in Figure 2, where
the bottom dotted line indicates chance level response. The
g n ^ h shows results only for noun-position combinations that
did not occur in the training set. For example, w h e n no noun
appeared in both agent and patient positions in the training
set, the network achieved 9 2 % accuracy ( m a x i m u m criterion)
and 8 3 % (0.5 criterion) on the test set. W h e n three or more of
the possiblefivenouns appear in both positions in the training
set, the network w a s 1 0 0 % accurate on the test set.
Discussion
T h e point of the simulation was to demonstrate a network
that could exhibit strong systematicity (i.e., generalization
across position). T h e simulation results showed that it was
not necessary for the network to have seen every noun in both
positions in the training set (i.e., the tensor-recurrent network
is strongly systematic with respect to this task).
Strong systematicity was a consequence of separating the
responsibility for representing component and position information. Partly, this separation was due to the architecture
whereby component information was represented (independent of its position) at the hidden units and position information w a s represented (independent of its component value)
at the role units. T h e component-independence of position
information was encouraged by the bottleneck units which
attenuate the affect of the current input on the state.
However, the separation of component and position information was also a result of the network's learning dynamics.
Crucial for correct extraction of components is the orthogonalization of the role vectors. Table 1 shows h o w with learning
the role vectors b e c o m e progressively more orthogonal. (The
measure being one minus the dot product so that zero implies
collinear and one implies orthogonal for non-zero vectors.)
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Even after 1000 epochs of training the action and patient role
vectors were collinear. However, they were sufficiently close^
to Orthogonal by epoch 4900. This table shows that before
training the network was not systematic. T h e coUinearity
of the agent and patient role vectors, for example, means
that the network could not extract the associated verb without extracting the noun in the patient position. Therefore,
the strong systematicity exhibited by the network was also a
consequence of training.
T h e performance of the network on training sets where
less than three objects appeared in both positions was well
above chance level, but it was not perfect. The likely cause of
these errors was that the generated role vectors were sensitive
to the input value, as well as the position. For example, if
the role vector resulting from John in thefirstposition was
significantly different from the role vector resulting from Mary
in thefirstposition, then cortect extraction would require two
differentfirstposition cue vectors. But it is not possible for the
network to generate two different vectors for thefirstposition
cue from the same input question.
T h e lack of perfect generalization raises the question of just
what degree of generalization across position is desirable. For
example, h o w m u c h overly should there be in the training
set before one can expect generalization across position, and
what level of generalization should w e then expect? In the
case of the tensor-recurrent network, a high degree of generalization occurted w h e n there was no overlap between agent
and patient positions. The network also generalized to nouns
that appeared in the verb position, which suggests that the
network was too systematic.
These questions, which fall into the domain of natural language acquisition, are not addressed by Hadley's strong systematicity definition. The importance of Hadley's work has
been to identify and specify a qualitative degree of generalization that is evident in people, but not in previous Connectionist
models, and thereby suggesting that there is s o m e c o m m o n
property lacking in these models.
Phillips (1994) argued that these models lacked a dependency between the weights that implement the mapping of
objects in their various positions. This dependency property
was implemented in the tensor-recurrent network by using
the same set of weights that m a p between objects and internal representations in all positions, and by presenting the
component objects temporally. Presenting all components
spatially, such as in the feedforward networks of Brousse and
Smolensky (1989) and Phillips and Wiles (1993), requires a
different set of units and weights. The independency between
these weights means the network must see all objects in all
positions.
Concluding remarks
T h e properties sufficient to demonstrate strong systematicity
with respect to this sentence-question task were: 1) multiple copies of internal representation subspaces provided by
the tensor so that learning to represent a component in one
subspace automatically transfers to all other subspaces, since

'it is not necessary that the role vectors be perfectly orthogona
since the non-linear activation function at the ou^ut layer masks out
residual vectors. Similarly, the access vectors at the cue units were
not the same as the role vectors.

these subspaces are the domain and co-domains of functions
realized by the same set of weights; and 2) the facility, provided by the inner product operator, to select a subspace independent of the representation it currently contains. In the
Classical paradigm, the second property is analogous to a
variable where vectors in the tensor-recurrent network's role
space are like variable identifiers, and thefirstproperty is
analogous to a type (i.e., the set of allowable instances).
Traditionally, variable identifiers have been discrete objects
serving only to distinguish one variable from another. Discrete objects are, in general, not leamable by a hill-climbing
strategy which requires a continuously differentiable surface.
What is interesting about the tensor-recurrent network solution is that by defining variable identifiers (role vectors) over
a continuous space the identifiers were leamable by a hillclimbing stategy which is characteristic of the Connectionist
approach to the acquisition of behaviour. It suggests how
symbolic structures m a y arise, in part (as the inner and outer
product operators were built-in), out of structure insensitive
processes such as gradient-descent. However, the task used
here was very simple. The extent to which this is possible
will depend on exhibiting properties like strong systematicity
in more complex domains.
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whose visual forms are not visually similar (e.g., A/a, D/d,
E/e, etc.).
The evidence then is that a relatively early representation
Evidence suggests that an early representation in the visual
in
the visual processing of orthography (before lexical access
processing of orthography is neither visual nor
or
the representation of phonology) does not reflect
phonological, but codes abstract letter identities (ALIs)
fundamental visual properties such as shape—stimuli that
independent of case, font, size, etc. H o w could the visual
have little or no visual similarity (e.g., " A " and "a") are
systeai come to develop such a representation? W e
propose that, because many letters look similar regardless
represented with the same code. This is quite surprising.
of case, font, etc., different visual forms of the same letter
After all, how could the visual system come to develop such
tend to appear in visually similar contexts (e.g., in the
a representation? Reading and writing are relatively recent
same words written in different ways) and that correlationdevelopments in evolutionary terms so a genetic explanation
based learning in visual cortex picks up on this similarity
seems implausible. But what learning mechanisms would
among contexts to produce ALIs. W e present a simple selfcause the visual system to develop such a representation?
organizing Hebbian neural network model that illustrates
how this idea could work and that produces ALIs when
The Co-Occurrence Hypothesis
presented with appropriate input.
W e propose that the statistics of co-occurrence among letters
in words interact with correlation-based Hebbian learning in
Abstract Letter Identities
the visual system of the brain to produce ALIs.
A growing body of evidence suggests that an early
Specifically, because many letters look similar regardless of
processing stage in reading involves the computation of
case, font, etc., w e assume that there is often a high degree
abstract letter identities (ALIs), that is, a representation of
of visual similarity among the contexts in which different
letters that denotes their identity but that abstracts away
visual forms of the same letter appear, and that the visual
from their visual appearance (uppercase vs. lowercase, font,
system picks up on this correlation and produces
size, etc.) (Coltheart, 1981; Besner, Coltheart, & Devalaar,
representations corresponding to ALIs as a result
1984; Bigsby, 1988; Mozer, 1989; Prinzmetal, Hoffman. &
During reading, people are exposed to the same word written
Vest, 1991). It appears that this representation is not a
in a variety of different ways: all caps and lowercase, in
phonological code, but is computed m u c h earlier by the
different fonts, in different sizes, etc. A s a result, the
visual system itself (Bigsby, 1988). For example, even
contexts in which one visual form of a letter appear are
when subjects are asked to classify pairs of letter strings as
similar to the contexts in which other visual forms of that
same or different based purely on physical criteria, letter
same letter appear. For example, if the visual form "a"
strings that differ in case but that share the same letter
occurs in a given context (e.g., between "c" and "p" in
identities (e.g., HILE/hile) are distinguished less efficiently
"cap", before "s" in "as"), then the visual form "A" almost
than are strings with different spellings but the same
always occurs in a similar context (between "C" and "P" in
phonological code (e.g., HILE/hyle) (Besner et al., 1984).
"CAP", before "S" in "AS"). What is critical, according to
Similarly, just as subjects tend to underestimate the number
our explanation, is not that these contexts involve the same
of letters in a string of identical letters (e.g., D D D D )
letters, but rather that these contexts are visually similar ("ccompared with a heterogenous string (e.g., G B U F ) , subjects
p" and "-S" look similar to "C-P" and "-S" respectively). Of
also tend to misreport the number of Aa's and Ee's in a
course, the different visual forms of some letters are fairly
display more often when uppercase and lowercase instances
different (e.g., " D " vs. "d") and so there will be some
of a target appear than when one of each target appears
contexts that are unique to one visual form of a letter (e.g.,
(Mozer, 1989). The repetition of ALIs must be responsible
"a" but not "A" occurs in the context "d-d"). But given that
for this effect because visual forms were not repeated in the
18 out of 26 letters have a fair degree of similarity in their
mixed-case displays. Notice that none of these effects can be
uppercase and lowercase forms (the obvious exceptions are:
due simply to the visual similarity of different visual forms
Aa. Bb, Dd, Ee, Gg, Nn, C^q, and Rr) and that letters in
for a given letter because they also show up for letters
different fonts and sizes tend to look similar, these cases
should be the exception rather than the rule.
Abstract
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A Neural Network Model
H o w could the visual system pick up on this correlation in
ibe environment to produce representations corresponding to
ALIs? Figure 1 presents a simple and natural mechanistic
model that demonstrates one possibility. The model is a 2layer neural network that uses a Hebbian learning rule to
modify the weights of the connections between the input and
output layers. Hebbian learning is a neurophysiologically
plausible mechanism that generally corresponds to the
following rule: If t w o units are both firing then their
connection is strengthened, if only one unit of a pair is
firing then their connection is weakened (Hebb, 1949). T h e
input layer represents the visual forms of input letters using
a localist representation (each unit represents a visual form,
similar visual forms (e.g., " C " and "c") are represented by
the same unit). This representation does not code letter
position as it does not play a role in our explanation (the
same mechanism would work for a representation that did
code letter position). Initially, the output layer does not
represent anything (since the connections from the input
layer are initially random), but with training it should selforganize to represent ALIs. Neighboring units in the output
layer are connected via excitatory connections and units
further away are connected via inhibitory connections, in
keeping with the general pattern found in h u m a n cortex.

The appendix describes the model's details.
The figure illustrates the model's behavior w h e n the first
word (say "cap") is initially presented. The pattern of ou^ut
activity is initially random (Figure 1, left), reflecting the
random initial connection strengths. T h e short-range
excitatory connections lead to clusters around the most
active units (Figure 1, middle) and these, in turn, drive d o w n
activity elsewhere via the longer-range inhibitory
connections leading to a single cluster (or a small number)
(Figure 1, right). T h e H e b b rule then strengthens the
connections to this active cluster from the active input units
(the letters "c", "a", and "p"), but weakens the connections
from other (inactive) inputs as well as the connections from
the active input to the inactive output units. Because of
these weight changes, "c", "a", and "p" will subsequently be
biased toward activating units in that cluster while other
inputs (e.g., "d") will be biased away from that cluster. So,
for example, if the word "dog" was presented next, then it
would tend to excite units outside the cluster excited by
"cap".
N o w suppose w e present the same word, but n o w in
uppercase ("CAP", Figure 2). Because " C " and " P " are
visually similar to "c" and "p" their input representations
will also be similar (in this simple localist model, that
means they excite the s a m e units; in a m o r e realistic
distributed model, the representations would share m a n y

Input L a y e r (presenting " c a p " )

Connections
strengthened

s
'v •v.
^

^~
K

1
1

1

C h a n g e s in O u t p u t L a y e r

Figure 1. A neural network model of the development of abstract letter identities. The input layer (top) represents the visua
forms of input letters, but does not code their position. Letters whose uppercase and lowercase forms are visually similar are
represented by a single unit (e.g., C, P, S). In this example, the word "cap" is presented. Initially, the output representation
is random (left), but eventually a cluster of activity develops (right) and Hebbian learning strengthens the connections to it
from the input letters.
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Input Layer (presenting " C A P " )

Connections
strengthened

•
M
^
>s M i m
•

—
m ~
_

Changes in Output Layer
Figure 2. The behavior of the network from Figure 1 when presented with the word " C A P " . " C " and "P"
excite the previous cluster because of their visual similarity to tlie "c" and "p" in "cap", but atfirst" A " excites
a distinct set of units (top of the output layer). These two regions of activity compete until the previous
cluster wins out. Hebbian learning then strengthens the connections from all the active inputs (including "A")
to the cluster, biasing "a" and " A " toward exciting nearby units.
units rather than being identical, but the same process
should work). A s a result, " C " and " P " will be biased
toward exciting s o m e of the same output units that "cap"
excited. The input "A", however, has no such bias. Indeed,
its connections to the "cap" cluster would have been
weakened (because it w a s inactive w h e n the cluster w a s
previously active) and it excites units outside this cluster
(top of the output layer at the left of Figure 2). The cluster
inhibits these units via the long-range inhibitory
connections and it eventually wins out (right of Figure 2).
Hebbian learning again suengthens the connections from the
active inputs (including "A") to the cluster. T h e result is
that "a" and " A " are biased toward exciting nearby units
despite the fact that they are visually dissimilar and initially
excited quite different units. A n A L I has emerged.
If this were the whole story then one might expect all
letters to converge on the same output representation. But
in addition to strengthening the connections between
correlated units, the learning mechanism also weakens
connections between anti-correlated units. S o w h e n two
visual forms occur in different contexts (e.g., "a" in "cap"
and "d" in "dog"), the network will be biased toward using
distinct output units to represent them. O f course, the same
is true of the different visual forms of any given letter:
Because the two forms appear in m a n y different contexts
(e.g.. "a" in "cap" vs. " A " in " B A T " ) , there is pressure on
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the network to represent them using different output units.
Indeed, given that the network will be exposed to far more
pairs of different words than pairs of words that differ only in
visual appearance (e.g., uppercase vs. lowercase), one might
think that the bias toward using distinct output units will far
outweigh any tendency toward ALIs. But because the
network has a limited amount of space in the output layer in
which to represent the visual forms, it will be forced to put
some of these representations closer together than others.
The critical question is which representations will the
network prefer to put nearby, given that it cannot keep them
all widely separated. The answer is that it will tend toward
moving together those visual forms whose contexts are the
most similar. A n d those visual forms, for the reasons
discussed above, will correspond to the same absyact letter
identity.
Simulation Results
Figure 3 shows the results of presenting a network like
this with simple stimuli that satisfy the constraints outlined
above. The stimuli consisted of a random sequence of 36 3letter w o r d s — 1 2 in uppercase and 24 in lowercase (the same
12 words that appeared in uppercase were presented in

Letter

Visual
Form

Figure 3. The patterns of output activity when presenting two different visual forms for each of three letters to
the trained network model. In all three cases, the two different visual forms activate virtually identical output
representations, that is, ALls. Also note that the three letters each have distinct representations.
lowercase twice in the random sequence)^. Each word
contained one letter from a set of three A L I candidate
letters—each of these letters had two possible visual forms
(e.g., uppercase and lowercase)—and each such letter
appeared in four of the 12 words. The other two letters were
randomly chosen from a set of 20 whose visual forms were
similar in uppercase and lowercase. The figure shows the
output activity when presenting each of the three candidate
ALI letters in each of their visual forms. In all three cases
the output representations for the two different visual forms
are virtually identical—the output representation corresponds
to an A L I for the letter. Also note that the output
representations of the three different letters were distinct.

address: It uses a simple, localist input representation rather
than a more realistic distributed code, it only.addresses a
specialized subset of words (three-letter words in which one
letter is an ALI candidate and the other two are not), and it
does not model the positions of letters within words. The
theory itself does not depend on these assumptions,
however, and they could thus presumably be relaxed in
future work. In any case, the model provides the first
hypothesis to account for the development of ALIs, namely,
that they arise from an interaction between the co-occurrence
of letters in words and a correlation-based learning
mechanism.
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Appendix: Details of the Neural Network
The network has 195 total units. 26 are inputs (3 A L I
candidate letters x 2 visual forms each + 20 other letters) and
the other 169 are outputs in a 13x13 2-D arrangement. All
input units are connected to all output units with plastic
connections. Output units are connected to neighbors (in 2D ) by fixed excitatory connections (weight = 0.2) and to
other output units by fixed inhibitory connections (weight =
-0.02). The m i n i m u m and m a x i m u m unitfiringrates are
fixed at 0.0 and 100.0 while the minimum and m a x i m u m
connection weights arefixedat 0.0 and 3.0.
Initially, the activity of output units is uniform random
between 0.0 and 10.0 and the connection weights from
inputs to outputs is uniform random between 0.0 and 0.6.
The following Hebbian learning rule based onfiringrate
is used after every cycle to update connection strengths
between input and output units: If both pre- and postsynaptic units are firing above threshold (50.0), increase
connection weight by 0.08; if both units are below
threshold, m a k e no change; otherwise, decrease the
connection weight by 0.02.
The output units use a sigmoid transfer function:
100.0
o u t p u t = ^_^^_(,^„,_4o.o)
The total input to each output unit is multiplied by a 0.9
gain factor before passing through the transfer function. The
input units are clamped to their values and do not decay.
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guish between uncertainty and ignorance. After the description of some of the theoretical and empirical moThe lepresentation of ignorance is a long standing chaltivations behind the effort of representing ignorance in
lenge for researchers in probability and decision thereasoning, we will outline this method and
probabilistic
ory. During the past decade, Artificial Intelligence rethen
we
will
show how it can be used to represent a
searchers have developed a class of reasoning systems,
class of probabilistic reasoning systems called Bayesian
called Truth Maintenance Systems, which are able to
Belief Networks (bbns) (Pearl, 1988), thus producing a
reason on the basis of incomplete information. In this
class of bbns called Ignoremt Belief Networks (ibns),
new
paper we will describe a new method for dealing with
able to reason on the basis of partially specified prior jind
partially specified probabilistic models, by extending
a logic-based truth maintenance method from Boolean
conditional probabilities. Finally, we will discuss how
truth-values to probability intervals. Then we will illusthis new method relates to some theoretical intuitions
trate how this method can be used to represent Bayesi&n
and empiricalfindingsin decision theory and cognitive
Belief Networks — one of the best known formalisms to
science.
reason under uncertainty — thus producing a new class
of Bayesian Belief Networks, caUed Ignorant Belief NetBackground
works, able to reason on the basis of partially specified
A fundamental axiom of the classical Bayesian theory
prior and conditional probabilities. Finally, we will disassumes that the beliefs of a rational agent can be excuss how this new method relates to some theoretical
pressed by a single probability distribution. The best
intuitions and empiricalfindingsin decision theory and
cognitive science.
known support for this "single distribution" assumption
is the Dutch Book Theorem, which states that if someIntroduction
body violates this assumption, he "could have a book
It is well known that classical Bayesian probability the- against him by a cunning bettor, and would then stand
ory provides a normative theory of rational belief, but it to lose in any event" (Ramsey, 1931). This theorem
provides the classical Bayesian theory with a normative
fails to provide an adequate descriptive account of how
character, by proving that a rational agent should behave
human agents actually behave. This tension between its
according to its axioms, including the "single distribunormative and its descriptive characters arises, at least
tion"
assumption.
in part, from the inability to distinguish between uncertainty and ignorance, since it requires to express in a
Theoretical Arguments
single number both the belief about an event and the
Several theoretical arguments have been addressed
reliability of such a belief. Moreover, representing unagainst the assumption that a rational agent's beliefs
certainty in a probabilistic framework requires a large
can be expressed by a single probability distribution. A
amount of information: the amount of probability estistrong argument is that, under this assumption, classical
mates needed to define a complete joint probability disBayesian theory is unable to represent the reliability, or
tribution grows exponentially with the number of elements involved in the distribution, and this information ambiguity, of the available information, but nonetheless
this reliability affects the choices of a rational agent.
is not always available.
The most famous example of this effect is a well-known
During the past decade. Artificial Intelligence reparadox due to Daniel EUsberg (l96l). Imagine an urn
searchers have developed a class of reasoning systems,
containing 30 red balls and 60 balls that can be either
called Truth Maintenance Systems (tmss) (Forbus and
black or yellow, in unknown proportion. A ball is drawn
de Kieer, 1992), which are able to deal with partially
at random from the urn. Ellsberg describes two choice
specified knowledge and to perform inferences in the
situations, each containing two alternatives, summarized
growth of information.
This paper describes a new method for dealing with
in Table 1. In thefirstsituation, the agent is asked to
partial information in probabilistic reasoning, by extend- choose between two alternatives: in thefirstalternative
ing to intervals a logic-based truth maintenance method
(I), he will receive 100 if the drawn ball is red and nothcalled Booiean Constraint Propagation (McAllester,
ing if it is black or yellow; in the second case (II), he
1990). This method will allow us to explicitly distinwill receive 100 if the drawn ball is red and nothing oth-
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I
II
111
IV

Red
30
100
0
100
0

tent with the predictions derived from their conceptualization of ambiguity (Hinsz and Tindale, 1992).
Results obtained by Curly and Yates (1989) and by
Stasson, Hawkes, Smith and Lakey (1993) show that
ignorance plays an important and autonomous role in
decision processes under uncertainty, and they provide
further evidence for the intuition behind EUsberg's Parar
dox.

Black

Yellow
60
0
0
0
100
100
0
100
100

Table 1: Matrix for EUsberg's Paradox
Belief Maintenance
erwise. The second choice situation presents again two
alternatives: in thefirstalternative (III), the agent will
receive 100 if the drawn ball is red or yellow, and nothing
if it is black, while in the second one (IV), he will receive
100 if the ball is black or yellow, and nothing otherwise.
Ellsberg claims that the intuitive response to these decision situations is that I is preferred over II and IV is
preferred over III. This response violates the Sure-thing
Principle, which requires the ordering of I to II to be
preserved in III and IV, since the two pairs differ only in
their third column, constant for each pair. Ellsberg suggests that this pattern of behavior is due to the quality
of available information: the agent is sure about the proportion of the red balls in the urns, but the proportion
of black balls is underconstrained (it could be anything
between zero and two-thirds), thus preventing the agent
to rule out a number of possible distributions.
Several authors (Good, 1962; Kyburg, 1968; D e m p ster, 1967; Schick, 1979) have suggested that this ambiguity or ignorance about the reliability of probabilistic
information can be represented in terms of probability
intervals. Levi (1974) interprets these intervals as sets
of probability distributions. T h e intuition behind this
theory is that even if an agent cannot choose a single
probability distribution, his knowledge can constrain the
set of possible distributions. Kyburg (1983) outlines a
complete decision theory in which the standard probability function associated to a proposition is constrained between the functions defining the lower and upper bounds
of a probability interval.
Empirical Findings

TMSs are reasoning systems that incrementally record
justifications for beliefs and propagate binary truthvalues along chains of justifications. TMSs that are able
to reason on the basis of probabilistic rather than binary truth-values are called Belief Maintenance Systems
(bmss). This section summarizes the description of a
B M S based on probabilistic logic able to reason on the
basis of incomplete probabilistic information. From a
logical point of view, it can be regarded as an extensional system based on a set-theoretic interpretation of
probability.
Logic-based Belief Maintenance
A logic-based B M S (lbms) (Ramoni and Riva, 1993) is a
B M S in which Boolean connectives of standard logic act
as constraints on the probabilistic truth-values of propositions. T h e LBMS can be regarded as a generalization to
interval truth-values of the Boolean Constraint Propagation method (McAUester, 1990). T h e l b m s manipulates
two basic kinds of structures: propositions, ai,...,a„,
representing atomic propositions of a propositional language, and clauses, of the form (oi V 02 V...), representingfinitedisjunctions of (negated or unnegated) atomic
propositions.
Probabilistic logic (Nilsson, 1986) provides a semaintic
framework for extending the standard (Boolean) concept of satisfaction to a probabilistic one, that can be
regarded as a generalization of the set-theoretic interpretation of the probability of a proposition. T h e probability P{ai) of a proposition Oj is bounded by the following
inequality:
P{aj) + P{aj Dai)-l< F(a.) < P{aj D a.) (1)

Since the seminal work by Becker and Brownson
(1964), several empirical studies suggest that the "singledistribution" assumption has no descriptive value. In
their work, Becker and Brownson provided the subjects
with limited information about the distributions of white
and black balls in an urn, giving them just ranges of
possible distributions, and they found a kind of monetary "payoff of ignorance": the amount of money that
the subjects was willing to pay to avoid ambiguity was
consistently related to the amount of ambiguity of the
available information.
Einhorn and Hogarth (1985) proposed an influential
descriptive model of reasoning under ignorance in which
an initial estimate provides the anchor and adjustments
are m a d e to cope with the missing information, and they
describe several experiments supporting the basic claim
of EUsberg's Paradox. Recent results were found consis-
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Inequality (1) may be regarded as the probabilistic interpretation of m o d u s ponens. Since {oj 3 a,) = (-lOy Va,),
(2) is a special case of a m o r e general inequality that applies to any set of propositions in disjunctive form (i.e.
a clause). Let C = V"=i ^i be a clause. T h e probability
of Oi is bounded by the following inequality:

PiC)-'£P<^J<Pi<^i)<PiC) (2)
The right hand side of (2) is straightforward: no proposition m a y have a probability greater than the probability
of any disjunction it is a part of. In set-theoretic terms,
this m e a n s that a set cannot be larger than its union
with other sets. T h e left hand side states that, when the
s u m of the m a x i m u m probability of all the propositions
in C but one does not reach the probability of the clause.

the m i n i m u m probability of the remaining proposition is
forced to cover the difference.
Unfortunately, the constraints directly derived from
inequality (2) turn out to be too weak: the bounds they
produce are too wide, thus including inconsistent vjdues.
The weakness of the constraints derived from (2) arises
from too strong an enforcement of their locsdity based on
the assumption that, in the set-theoretic interpretation
of a clause, the intersection of all propositions is always
empty. It is apparent that this assumption is too strong.
Generalizing definition (2) to interval truth-values, we
derived a set of constraints on the m i n i m u m and majci m u m probability of propositions (Ramoni and Riva,
1993). If we define P,(()ai) and P*ii)ai) as denoting the
minimum and the m a x i m u m probability of the proposition Oj, then for each clause C in which it appears:
1. P.{ai)>P,{C) + T c - Y : j ^ i P * i a j )
2. P , ( a O > l - E i ( l - ^ . ( - « . V V ; ) )

(3)

Inequality (3.1) simply enforces the left hand side of (2)
by dropping the assumption that all the propositions
have to be pairwise disjoint and that their intersection
in a set-theoretic interpretation (we call it overlapping
hctoT of the clause C and denote it with J^c) has to be
empty.
Inequality (3.2) is directly derived from the well known
Additivity axiom and states that if a^ is an atomic proposition, and {<Pi,- • •,<l>2'} is the set of all,the conjunctions that contain all possible combinations of the same
n atomic propositions negated and unnegated, then:

P{ai) = '^PiaiA<i>j)

(4)

j=i
The constraint (3.2) subsumes the right hand side of
(2), which states that the m a x i m u m probability of each
proposition in a clause C cannot be higher than the maximum probability of C Henceforth, constraint (3.2) can
be regarded as an enforcement of the inequality (2).
Propagating the constraints (3) over a network of
clauses is quite easy. In the LBMS, each proposition is labeled with a set of possible values, and the constraints (in
our case, the application of the above defined constraints
to the clauses) are used to restrict this set. T h e LBMS
can exhibit this behavior because if a clause is satisfied
for a given truth-value of a proposition P(a,) = [a., a*],
it will be satisfied for any subset of [a,, a*]. This property, which is implicit in the form of the inequalities in
constraints (3), implies a monotonic narrowing of the
intervals, thus ensuring the incrementality of the LBMS.
The most important feature of the LBMS is the ability
to reason from any subset of the set of clauses representing a joint probability distribution, by bounding the
probability of the propositions within probability intervals, and incrementally narrowing these intervals as more
information becomes available. T h e assignment of probability bounds to propositions and clauses expresses the
degree of ignorance about them.
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Representing Conditionals
A c o m m o n criticism addressed to extensional systems
based on probabilistic logic is their difficulty in representing assignments of conditional rather than absolute
probabilities. Pearl (1988) points out that a more intuitive representation of the m o d u s ponens in a prober
bilistic framework is given by the specification of P{aj)
and P{ai\aj) rather than by implication P{aj D a,),
because P{aj D a,) does not properly capture the meaning of the linguistic statement "if Oj then Oj". For instance, if we want to express that some rare event Oj has
a likely consequence a, and w e state P{aj) = [.01 .01]
and P{aj D Oi) = [.9 .9], we find that the two sentences
are inconsistent. If we represent m o d u s ponens using
the conditional probability P{ai\aj) rather than implication P{aj D ai), the probability of a,- is bound by the
following inequality:
P(a,).P(a,|a,)<P(a,)<l (5)
In the previous example, if we write P{aj) = [.01 .01]
and P{ai\aj) = [.9 .9], inequality (5) produces the bound
P(a,) = [.09 1], which is more intuitive. M o d u s ponens
is, in nature, a metalinguistic rule of inference. Henceforth, following the approach of Kyburg (1983), w e will
represent conditionals as metalinguistic derivation rules,
rather than as connectives in the object language.
T h e representation of conditional probabilities in the
LBMS is straightforward using the Chain Rule:
P{aj).P(ai\aj) = P{aiAaj) (6)
T h e resulting conjunction is converted in clausal form
through D e Morgan's laws and it is then communicated
to the LBMS. For instance, the probabilistic model defined by the two conditionals P{a2\ai) = [.2 .2] and
P{a2\->ai) = [.6 .6] with P{ai) = [.5 .5] m a y be expressed
by the set of clauses: P(ai V 02) = [-8 .8], P(ai V -102)
= [.7 .7], P(-ai V a2) = [.6 .6], P(-ai V -.02) = [.9 .9].
Representing Ignorance
A BBN is a direct acyclic graph in which nodes represent
stochastic variables and links represent causal relationships a m o n g those variables. Each link is defined by
the set of all conditional probabilities relating the parent variables (the "cause" variables) to children variables
(the "effect" variables). W e can identify two different
kinds of ignorance that can be represented in this framework: complete ignorance about a conditional probability and partial ignorance about a conditional or prior
probability in the network.
Ignorant Belief Networks
From the theory of the TMSs, the L B M S inherits the concept of consumer. A consumer is a forward-chained procedure attached to each proposition, that is fired when
the truth-value of the proposition is changed. T h e BMSs
theory extends the definition of consumers from Boolean
to probabilistic truth-values. Using consumers, it is possible to develop a new class of BBNs based on the LBMS
and henceforth able to reason with partially specified

1
2'
3
4*
5
6*
7
8
9
10*
11
12
13
14
15
16*

Conditional
[tuberculosis:yes] | [asia:no]
[tuberculosis:yes] j [asia:yes]
[bronchitis:yes] | [smoker:yes]
[bronchitis:yes] j [smoker:no]
[lung-camcer:yes] | [smoker:yes]
[lung-cancer:yes] j [smoker:no]
[dyspnoea:yes] | [bronchitis:yes] A [tuber-or-cancer:ye8]
[dyspnoea:yes] j [bronchitis:yes] A [tuber-or-camcer:no]
[dyspnoea:yes] j [bronchitis:no] A [tuber-or-cancer:ye8]
[dyspnoea:yes] j [bronchitis:no] A [tuber-or-cancer:no]
[tuber-or-cauicer:yes] | [tuberculosis:yes] A [lung-cancer:yes]
[tuber-or-cancer:yes] j [tuberculosis:yes] A [lung-cancer:no]
[tuber-or-cancer:yes] | [tuberculosis:no] A [lung-cancer:yes]
[tuber-or-cancer:yes] j [tuberculosis:no] A [lung-c2uicer:no]
[x-ray:yes] | [tuber-or-cancer:yes]
[x-ray:yes] | [tuber-or-ceuicer:no]

:onjT
.05 .05
.6.6
.3.3
.1 .1
.1.1
.9.9
.7.7
.8.8
.1 .1
11
11
11
0 0
[.98 .98
[.05 .05

Table 2: Conditional probabilities defining the network of the example.

causal links (i.e. lacking some conditional probabilities)
emd interval probabihty values. W e call these BBNs IgnorsLDt Belief Networks. In this framework, iBNs act
as a high-level knowledge representation language, while
the computation and the propagation of probabilities are
performed by the lbms.
In a BBN, each variable is defined by a set of states
representing the assignment of a value to the variable.
Each state is evaluated by a probability value. All the
states of a variable are mutually exclusive and exhaustive: the probability values assigned to all the states in
a variable have to s u m to unit. In an IBN, when a variable is defined, each state is communicated to the LBMS
as a proposition and a set of clauses and consumers is
installed to ensure that its states are mutually exclusive
and exhaustive.
Causal relations are defined by conditional probabilities a m o n g states. In an ibn, a conditional P{e\Cx) is
represented as a consumer attached to each proposition
representing a state in the context C x . W h e n the probability value of all states in C x is assigned, the consumer
communicates to the LBMS the two different clauses resulting from the application of the D e Morgan's laws to
( C A e ) and (CA-.e). P ( C A e ) and F(CA-.e) are calculated according to a version of the Chain Rule extended
to intervals:

of the joint probability distribution. These features enable IBNs to represent both the complete ignorance of
a conditional probability and the partial ignorance of a
conditional or a prior probability.

An Example

In order to illustrate the functionality of IBNs, we will use
the well known example depicted in Figures 1-4. The
pop-up windows over the variables show, in graphical
terms, the probability interval (subset of [0 1]) associated
with each of their states. In each bar, the area between 0
and P»(.) is black, the area between P*(.) and 1 is white,
and the area between P,(.) and P*(.) is gray. In a standard BBN, all conditional and prior probabilities reported
in Table 2 are needed before any reasoning process can
start. Figure 1 shows an IBN in which those conditional
probabilities that are denoted by an asterisk in Table 2
are missing, and the prior probabilities of root nodes are
intervals rather than point-valued: P([asia: yes]) =[.05
.15] and P([smoker : yes]) =[.85 .95].
Figure 2 shows a portion of the LBMS network generated by the propagation. Rectangles represent propositions and ovals are clauses. A solid arc linking a proposition to a clause means that the proposition appears
unnegated in the clause, while a dashed arc means that
it appears negated. T h e side bars display the minimum
and m a x i m u m probability. T h e thicker border of the
P.(CAe) = P.(Cx)P.(e|Cx)
proposition [asia:yes] indicates that it is an assumpP * i C A e) = P*iCx) • P'ie\Cx)
tion. T h e clauses P ( asia : yes]V[asia : no]) = [1 1] and
P.(C A -e) = P,(Cx) • (1 - P*(e|Ci))
P(-'[asia : yes] V ->asia : no]) = [1 1] and the clauses
P * { C A -e) = P*(Cx) • (1 - P.(e|Cx))
P([tuberculosis : yes] V [tuberculosis : no]) = [1 1]
It is worth noting that since the probability of both and P(-<[tuberculosis : yes] V -"[tuberculosis : no])
= [11] enforce the mutual exhaustivity and exclusivpropositions and clauses in the LBMS is represented by
ity between the propositions representing the states of
probability intervals, IBNs are endowed with the ability
the variables Asia and Tuberculosis, respectively.
to express both interval conditional probabilities and interval prior probabilities about states. Moreover, since
The
clauses
P([asia: yes]
V
-•[asia : no] V [tuberculosis : yes]) = [.0595 .1585] and
conditionals are locally defined and propagated, the reaP([asia : yes] V ->[asia : no] V -"[tuberculosis : yes])
soning process can start even without the full definition
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Figure 1: T h e IBN defined by conditionals without the
asterisk in Table 2 and interval prior probabilities.

Figure 3: T h e IBN defined by conditionals without the
asterisk in Table 2 and point-valued prior probabilities.
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Figure 2: A section of the L B M S network defined by the
propagation of consumers for the IBN in Figure 1.

= [.9905 .9915], n a m e d Condi, are generated by the application of the Chain Rule with P([asia : yes]) = [.05
.15] and P([tuberculosis : yes]|[asia : no]) = [.01 .01].
Note the absence of any clause representing the application of the conditional 2 in Table 2. T h e underspecified
probability of the proposition [tuberculosis:yes] is
due both to the interval-valued probability of the proposition [asia:yes] and to the absence of the conditional
^([tuberculosis : yes]|[asia : yes]) = [.05 .05].
As a matter of fact. Figure 3 shows that when pointvalued prior probabilities for the states of root variables
(P([asia : yes]) =[.1 .1] and P([smoker : yes]) =[.9 .9])
are assumed, the probability of [tuberculosis:yes] remains underspecified. Nonetheless, Figure 3 shows the
monotonic narrowing of all probability intervals in the
network: due to the incremental character of the LBMS,
all intervals in Figure 3 are subset of intervals depicted
in Figure 1. Finally, when the missing conditional probabilities of Table 2 are communicated to the IBN, the
intervals degenerate to point-valued probabilities, and
the IBN converges to the values of a standard BBN, as
depicted in Figure 4.
Discussion
W e have introduced a new method for dealing with partially specified probabilistic models in intelligent systems
and we have applied it to develop a new class of bbns
able to reason on the basis of an explicit representation
of ignorance.
W e have applied the iBNs to forecasting blood glucose concentration in insulin-dependent diabetic patients
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Figure 4: T h e IBN defined by all conditionals in Table
2 and point-valued prior probabilities.

using underspecified probabilistic models directly derived from a database containing the daily follow-up of
70 insulin-dependent diabetic patients, in which a very
small subset of the complete conditional model needed
to define a BBN was available. Instead of the 19200 conditional probability required, only 2262 were available
(that is, less than 1 2 % ) , and most of them were affected
by ignorance (the m e a n difference between the mcixim u m and m i n i m u m probability of the conditionals was
.19) (Ramoni e< o/., 1994). Still, the system was able to
reason and to predict blood glucose values, taking into
account the ignorance about the distributions.
T h e crucial problem w e found in the representation
of ignorance was the discrimination between two states
having intersecting probability intervals. This is a major
question for interval-based approaches to decision theory. Kyburg (1983) introduces a general rule to for decision making under ignorance: "It is rational to reject
any choice for which there exists another choice whose
m i n i m u m expected utility exceeds its o w n m a x i m u m expected utility." If w e assume the utility function as constant, w e can choose as "predicted" a state Oj if there
is no alternative state a^ whose m a x i m u m probability
exceeds the m i n i m u m probability of Cj. Unfortunately,
this is a very rare case, and the rule proposed by Kyburg
is unable to legislate w h e n the intervals are not disjoint.
However, interpreting the width of the interval as a
measure of ignorance, w e can rank the states of each
variable according to a score that is proportional to their
m e a n probability and inversely proportional to the igno-

Clause
red V black V yellow
red V black V -lyellow
red V ->black V yellow
red V -'black V ->yellow
-'red V 6/acik V yellow
-tred V -iblack V yellow
-<red V 6/acfc V -'yellow
-<red V -'black V -'yellow
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.333 1
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Abstract

with essentially no constraints on time and resources. H o w ever, in the real-world, resource bounds strongly affect the
In this paper, we present results ftom two empirical studies win
a y diagnosis is conducted [Towne and M u n r o , 1988]. For
which subjects diagnosed faults that occurred in a computerexample, a diagnosis situation m a y require that the failed debased, dynamical simulation of an oil-fired marine power plant,
vice be repaired immediately, or a longer turnaround time m a y
called Turbinia. Our results were analyzed in the framework of
be
permitted. Moreover, replacement parts m a y be plentiful
dual problem space search (DPSS), in which non-routine diagand cheap, or they m a y be scarce and expensive. Finally,
nosis was characterized as a process of generating hypotheses
certain diagnostic tests m a y be difficult or time-consuming to
to explain the observed faults, and testing these hypotheses by
perform. Therefore, in the second study, w e imposed bounds
conducting experiments.
on available resources in order to investigate their effect o n
In thefirststudy, w e found that the less-efficient subjects
subjects' diagnostic strategies. T w o kinds of bounds were imconducted significantly more experiments, indicating a strong
bottom-up bias in their diagnostic sU-ategy. Intiiesecond study,
posed: time and costs. T h e effects of time were investigated
we examined the effects of imposing external resource bounds
by manipulating the time available for diagnosing faults. T h e
on subjects' diagnostic strategies. Results indicated that coneffects of cost were investigated by limiting the number of
straints on diagnosis time led to a reduction in the number of
diagnostic tests. M o r e theoretically, the goal of this study
actions performed and components viewed, without appearing
was to augment the framework to account for effects due to
to affect diagnostic performance. Constraints on the number
resource bounds during troubleshooting.
of diagnostic tests reduced search in the experiment space,
T h e remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
which appeared to negatively affect performance. Taken tonext section, w e present the theoretical framework underlying
gether, these suggest results that subjects' diagnostic strategies
our studies. The following section describes the computerwere sensitive to consti-aints intiieexternal task environment.
based simulator, Turbinia. W e then present the method and
W e close with a sketch of how D P S S might be augmented to
results.
include effects due to external resource bounds.
Introduction

Theoretical Framework

The need for effective troubleshooting is rapidly becoming
ubiquitous in our increasingly technological society. Troubleshooting is a complex cognitive process, requiring the integration of detailed system knowledge with strategies for locating, testing, and repairing faults under a dynamically changing
environment. In this paper w e attempt to understand and characterize this complexity. W e present results from two empirical studies in which subjects diagnosed faults in a computerbased, dynamical simulation of an oil-fired marine power
plant, called IXirbinia [Vasandani and Govindaraj, 1993].
The data were analyzed in the context of a theoretical framework in which non-routine diagnosis is characterized as a process of generating hypotheses to explain the observed faults,
and testing these hypotheses by conducting experiments. In
cognitive science, such models have been described as dual
problem space search, where processing alternates between
search in the hypothesis problem space and search in the experiment problem space [Klahr and Dunbar, 1988].
In thefirststudy, subjects' diagnoses were analyzed in order to determine their strategies for generating hypotheses,
for conducting experiments, and for integrating search in the
two problem spaces. In addition, w e analyzed the efficiency
of these strategies. Note that subjects were diagnosing faults

We define diagnosis as identifying the component that is
causing the faulty condition. W e propose that this process
involves identifying a n d clarifying the initial symptoms, generating hypotheses to explain the symptoms, running diagnostic tests, and evaluating test results. Within cognitive
science, the alternation between hypothesis generation and
testing has been characterized as dual problem space search
[Klahr and Dunbar, 1988]. In such models, search alternates
between (1) the hypothesis space, which contains all possible
hypotheses for the task, and (2) the experiment space, which
contains all possible experiments for the task. Search in the
hypothesis space entails proposing components whose failure
best explains the observed symptoms. "The search is guided by
both prior knowledge and results from experiments. Search
in the experiment space entails conducting diagnostic tests
whose results, in turn, m a y confirm or disconfirm particular
hypotheses under consideration. Search in the experiment
space m a y be guided by currently active hypotheses, or m a y
serve to gather information for formulating hypotheses.
In their studies of scientific discovery, Klahr and Dunbar
(1988) have used this framework to characterize subjects in
terms of h o w they search the two problem spaces. Theorists
describe subjects w h o first attempt to generate hypotheses
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Figure 1: T h e boiler schematic in Turbinia.

that are then confirmed or disconfirmed through experiments.
This t o p - d o w n approach begins with search in the hypothesis
space, a n d the search in the experiment space is constrained b y
the hypotheses under consideration. Experimenters describe
subjects w h o search the experiment space without explicit hypotheses. In this b o t t o m - u p strategy, hypotheses are induced
from experimental results.
T h u s , strategies are crucial for determining w h e r e a n d h o w
the t w o p r o b l e m spaces are searched. F o r e x a m p l e , w h e n
searching the hypothesis space, are several hypotheses considered, or only o n e ? W h e n searching the experiment space,
are tests conducted to 1) confirm the leading hypothesis, 2 )
disconfirm hypotheses, or 3 ) m a x i m i z e information gain? In
o u r empirical studies, w e w e r e interested in determining subjects' strategies for coordinating search in the t w o p r o b l e m
spaces, whether subjects could b e characterized as theorists
or experimenters, a n d the effects of resource b o u n d s o n subjects' search strategies.
T^irbinia-Vyasa
Turbinia-Vyasa is an instructional system that trains operators in diagnostic problem solving in the domain of marine
power plants. It is comprised of a steam power plant simulator
and an intelligent tutoring system. Turbinia-Vyasa is implemented in Macintosh C o m m o n Lisp with C o m m o n Lisp O b ject System and runs on Apple Macintosh II computers. T h e
simulator, Turbinia, is based on a hierarchical representation
of subsystems, components, and primitives together with necessary physical and logical linkages a m o n g them. Turbinia
can simulate a large number of failures in a marine power
plant. Approximately 100 components have been modeled to
achieve fairly high degrees of structural and dynamic fidelity
even though the physicalfidelityof the simulator is rather
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low. Vyasa is the computer-based tutor that teaches the troubleshooting task using Turbinia. T h e simulator, an interactive,
direct manipulation interface, and the tutor (with its expert,
student, and instructional modules) comprise the instructional
system.
Vyasa operates in two modes: passive and active. In the
passive m o d e the student is solely responsible for initiating
the communications. W h e n help is needed, the student must
interrupt the simulation. She can then browse through and
obteiin detailed knowledge about the system and generic failures. W h e n the passive tutor is invoked, the simulation is
temporarily brought to a halt and the student can access various segments of knowledge in the expert module. In the active mode, the tutor takes the initiative to provide instructions
when it infers a possible misconception based on the student's
actions. In this mode, the tutor monitors the student's actions
and offers help when appropriate. The instructions may be
provided by the active tutor with or without intervention. The
capabilities of active tutor include all the capabilities of the
passive tutor as well.
A student interacts with Turbinia-Vyasa by choosing a
schematic icon, a component, a gauge, or icons representing functions of the tutor. The boiler schematic, along with
various icons, is shown in Figure 1.
Experiment 1
An empirical study was conducted with goal of determining
the effectiveness of three training methods used by TurbiniaVyasa. T h e details and results of this study can be found in
Vasandani and Govindaraj (1993). In the analysis presented
here, w e focus on subjects' diagnostic strategies while diagnosing faults using only the simulator.

Mouse
Category
Gauges
Components
Schematics
Symptoms
Diagnoses

Overall
Mean
25.19
18.26
5.78
1.62
4.00

Mean
Quick
16.76
12.24
4.78
1.57
3.57

Mean
Slow
33.42
24.28
6.77
1.68
4.42

Main Effect
F(1.28)
6.85
27.22
9.69

-

p-value
.0001
.0001
.005
n.s.
n.s.

Group X Trials
p-value
.0001

.02
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Table 1: M e a n number of mouse actions per group and per category, and A N O V A results.

Method
Subjects. Thirty Georgia Tech Naval R O T C cadets served as
subjects, and were paid for their participation. All subjects
had taken an introductory course on naval systems and had a
basic understanding of thermodynamics.
Procedure. T h e experiment consisted of a training phase
(10 sessions, each lasting approximately 1 hour) and a testing
phase (two sessions). During the training phase, in which subjects diagnosed 28 faults, subjects were randomly assigned to
one of three training conditions: (a) training using the simulator alone (Turbinia), (b) training with the aid of a passive tutor
(passive Vyasa), and (c) training with the aid of an active tutor
(active Vyasa). This was followed by an identical test phase
(2 sessions), in which subjects diagnosed 10 faults, using only
Turbinia. Five of these faults were new, while five had been
given during the training sessions. The fault ordering w a s
identical for all subjects.
Results
As previously mentioned, the present goal was to focus on
subjects' diagnostic strategies. Since the differences between
training conditions were small, w e collapsed subjects across
conditions, and only considered their performance during the
final test ("Rirbinia only) phase, when they diagnosed the
previously-unseen faults.
Turbinia kept a permanent record of each subject's mouse
actions. Each mouse action served one of the following functions: 1) a request to view the initial fault symptoms (problem
formulation or elaboration), 2) a request to view a schematic,
3) a request to view a component, 4) a request to view a gauge
(hypothesis testing), and 5) a request to m a k e a diagnosis
(hypothesis evaluation).
Thefirstmouse action was assumed to be problem formulation or elaboration. T h e second and third mouse actions were
assumed to involve hypothesis formulation. Actions in the
fourth category were assumed to involve hypothesis testing,
while actions in the thefifthcategory were considered to be
hypothesis evaluation.
Mouse Actions. Overall, the m e a n number of mouse actions
per fault varied widely, and can be seen as reflecting fault
difficulty. The high variability also suggested that there was
no learning effect. For this reason, in the analysis, faults were
sorted by difficulty (determined by the mean number of mouse
actions per fault).
Table 1 shows the overall mean number of actions in each
mouse action category. Viewing gauges was the most common activity, accounting for 3 9 % of subjects' mouse actions.
Viewing components accounted for 2 8 % of subjects' mouse
actions. Calls for viewing a new schematic accounted for 9 %
of the mouse actions, while evaluating diagnoses accounted

for 6%. T h e most infrequent action was viewing the initial
symptoms ( 2 % ) . Thus, over a third of the subjects' actions
involved conducting experiments.
lyansitions. In Turbinia, the user can be in one of five diagnostic states: viewing a symptom, schematic, component,
gauge, or requesting a diagnosis. A t each state, the user
can select from a m o n g the five possible actions (except the
schematic state, in which only four kinds of actions are possible).
This results in a quite large state transition network, with
2 4 possible transitions. However, a m u c h smaller portion of
the network, with 9 possible transitions, accounted for the
vast majority of subjects' state transitions. The reduced network did not show a transition between viewing the fault
symptoms and requesting a diagnosis, suggesting that subjects did not rely upon symptom-fault associations. This
is not surprising, since such pairs likely arise through gaining experience and developing sensitivity to c o m m o n failures [Towne and Munro, 1988], and subjects in this study
were lacking such experience. T h e most frequent transitions were gauge-to-gauge and component-to-gauge transitions (accounting for 3 9 % of all transitions), again suggesting
that subjects relied highly on testing.
T he large number of tests suggested that subjects were following a strategy of attempting to confirm their hypothesis.
T h e ubiquity of the positive-test strategy is a robustfindingin
the scientific discovery literature. While the positive-test strategy is generally acknowledged to be a less-efficient strategy
than a negative-test strategy [Freedman, 1992], its optimality
is, in reality, a function on the distribution of positive and
negative instances [Klahr and Dunbar, 1988]. For example, if
the probability of confirming a hypothesis is high, then a positive test result does not add m u c h n e w information. However,
in the Turbinia simulation, the majority of the gauges had
normal levels. Therefore, subjects had a low probability of
encountering abnormal gauges, which would serve to confirm
their current hypothesis. A s such, the use of a positive-test
strategy is a quite reasonable heuristic.
Diagnostic Efficiency. Subjects were divided into t w o
groups. Quick vs. Slow. T h e split was based on a posthoc median split of the mean number of mouse actions performed w h e n diagnosing novel faults during the test phase.
In performing this split, w e were interested in characterizing
differences between efficient (Quick) and less-efficient (Slow)
troubleshooters.
Analyses of variance were conducted with the number of
mouse actions in each category per fault (sorted by difficulty)
as the repeated measure, and group as the between-subjects
factor. There was a strong main effect of trials (all p's < .0001)
in all mouse action categories. This result again reflected fault
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difficulty. O n harder faults, subjects were simply making
many more mouse actions in all categories.
In terms of the number of gauges viewed by subjects in
the two groups (Quick or Slow), there was a strong main
effect of group and an interaction of group with trials (see
Table 1). Moreover, as faults increased in difficulty, the lessefficient group viewed significantly more gauges (there was a
significant linear trend showing increased viewing of gauges
with increased fault difficulty. F(l, 28) = 24.66, p = .0001).
Similar significant differences were found for the number
of component viewings. There was a main effect of group and
an interaction of group (Quick vs. Slow) with trials (see Table
1). Not only did the less-efficient subjects make significantly
more component checks, their number increased significantly
as faults became more difficult (there was a significant linear
trend showing increased viewing of component with increased
fault difficulty, F(l, 28) = 13.07, p = .001).
In terms of viewing schematics, there was a main effect
of group, but no interaction of group with trials. There were
no significant differences between groups nor interactions of
group with trials in the number of times the initial symptoms were viewed or the number of diagnostic evaluations
conducted (see Table 1).
S u m m a r y . B y definition, the less-efficient subjects made
more mouse clicking actions. A n examination of their categories showed that the less-efficient subjects performed more
mouse actions in all categories. However, a significant difference between less-efficient troubleshooters was found in the
number of diagnostic tests performed. The less-efficient subjects conducted significantly more tests, and this difference
became more pronounced as faults increased in difficulty.
These subjects could thus be characterized as experimenters
in that they were attempting to induce the failed component
by searching for abnormal gauges. The more-efficient subjects conducted significantly fewer experiments, suggesting a
better search of the hypothesis space.
Experiment 2
In the real world, many kinds of external constraints operate during diagnosis. In the second study, w e investigated
the effects of two kinds of external resource bounds on subjects' diagnostic strategies: time and cost. Time limits within
Turbinia were implemented by restricting the time available
to diagnose faults. Cost limits within Turbinia were implemented by adding a "Cost" window to the interface. U p o n
startup, this window displayed a number that was decremented
by one each time a diagnostic test was conducted. In the case
of Turbinia, this corresponded to consulting a gauge attached
to a component.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four Georgia Tech Naval R O T C cadets
served as subjects, and were paid for their participation'. They
were required to have the same background as subjects in the
first study.
Procedure. The study consisted of three sessions, each lasting
approximately two hours. Thefirstsession was a training
phase, in which subjects diagnosed 8 faults. During the two
The data from one subject were discarded due to an experimenter
error
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COST
yes

TIME

Proportion
Diagnosed
Time
(mins)
Mouse
Actions
Gauge
Actions
Component
Actions
Schematic
Actions
Symptom
Actions
Diagnosis
Actions

yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no

.68
4.03
6.14
3$.37
49.95
9.95
14.00
11.33
16.18
4.20
5.72
1.66
2.18
4.31
3.64

no
.56
.90
4.76
4.13
44.79
59.35
14.56
17.85
13.06
18.05
3.62
4.40
1.83
1.70
3.79
5.65

Table 2: Proportion of faults diagnosed, time to solution, and
means number of mouse actions per condition (yes=bounded;
no=unbounded)

test sessions, subjects were randomly assigned to one of four
conditions: 1) time and cost bounds, 2) cost bound only, 3)
time bound only, 4) no bounds. In each test session, subjects
diagnosed 8 faults using only Turbinia. The fault ordering
was identical for all subjects.
Design. There were two main factors of interest: diagnosis time (bounded, unbounded) and diagnosis cost (bounded,
unbounded), resulting in a 2 X 2 between-subjects design.
Manipulated Variables: T i m e and Costs. Bounds on time
and costs for each fault in the second study were determined
by analyzing data from Study 1. From these data, w e calculated the mean solution time and mean number of gauge
actions per fault condition. For diagnosis time, subjects in the
unbounded time condition were given 10 minutes to diagnose
each fault. In the bounded time condition, for each fault condition, subjects were given the mean time to solution from the
Experiment 1, rounded up to the nearest minute. For diagnosis costs, subjects in the unbounded cost condition were given
100 cost units for diagnosing each fault, an ample amount. In
the bounded time condition, for each fault condition, the cost
window was initialized with the mean number of gauge consultations from the previous study, rounded up to the nearest
integer.
Results
In our analyses, w e were interested in two performance measures (the number of faults diagnosed and the time to solution
for faults successfully diagnosed), and several process measures (the total number of mouse actions and the number of
mouse actions in thefivemouse action categories). W e conducted A N O V A on the performance and process measures,
with C O S T and T I M E as the independent factors. Means for
each condition are shown in Table 2.
Performance. Despite imposing time bounds on some subjects, there were no main effects, but there was an interaction
of C O S T with T I M E on the time taken to diagnose faults, F( 1,
19) = 5.48,p = .03.
There was a main effect of C O S T on the proportion of
faults diagnosed, F(I, 19) = 5.09, p < .05, and an interaction

of C O S T with TIME. F( 1. 19) = 10.77. p < .005. A Scheff6 data-driven strategy of searching for abnormal gauges. This
post-hoc analysis indicated that the subjects with cost bounds strategy could be viewed as a kind of abductive process, in
which abnormal gauge readings allow the faulty component
but no time bounds diagnosed significantly fewer faults than
to be induced. The fact that the more efficient subjects perthe subjects with both time and cost bounds (p < .01).
formed significantly fewer diagnostic tests suggested that they
Number of Mouse Actions. Not surprisingly, there was a
main effect of TIME, F(l, 19) = 4.50, p < .05. Restricting engaged in a better search of the hypothesis problem space.
It is possible that differences in prior knowledge about steam
the time available to diagnosis faults appeared to reduce the
engines accounted for subjects' ability to formulate and efresulting number of actions. However, restricting the number
of gauge viewings ( C O S T bounded) did not appear to affect fectively search the hypothesis space.
In the second study, w e examined the effects of imposthe overall number of actions.
ing resource bounds on subjects' diagnostic strategies. SubViewing Gauges. Recall that the C O S T factor manipulated
the number of gauge actions allowed. Predictably, there was jects with no resource bounds exhibited the most succsessful
a main effect of C O S T , F(\, 19) = 3.75, p = .06. However, diagnostic performance. Bounds on time allowed for diagnosing faults led to a reduction in the overall number of acthere was not a main effect of T I M E .
Viewing Components. There was a main effect of T I M E F( 1, tions performed and components viewed, without appearing
19) = 3.94, p = .06. However, there was not a main effect of to affect performance. Bounds on the number of diagnostic
tests (costs) reduced search in the experiment space, which
COST
appeared
to negatively affect diagnostic performance. A s
Schematic, Symptom, and Diagnosis Actions. There were
suggested by thisfirststudy, testing was greatly relied upon
no main effects for these mouse action categories.
by subjects (perhaps due to the structure of the Turbinia enSummary. These results must be interpreted with care due to
the small number of subjects in the study. However, the results vironment), and removing this capability adversely affected
performance. Subjects with no time bounds but with cost
suggested that subjects diagnosing faults with no resource
bounds appeared to adopt a conservative diagnostic strategy,
bounds exhibited the most successful performance. This was
which in the end did not prove beneficial.
not a surprising result. Interestingly, the subjects working
In our study, the cost factor (bounds on the number of
under both time and cost constraints showed the next best
performance. This suggested that the effect of working under experiments) appeared to have the largest effects on diagnostic efficiency and accuracy. W e are currently working
extremely bounded conditions caused subjects to act more
on augmenting the D P S S model to account for these reas theorists, rather than as experimenters. This conclusion
sults. This requires analyzing the role of experimentation
seemed warranted given that these subjects made far fewer
mouse clicks and consulted a much smaller number of gauges. within both D P S S and the task environment. In D P S S , exwhereas the differences between the number of actions i n other periments are conducted to generate or test hypotheses, or
to gather data [Klahr and Dunbar, 1988]. In Turbinia, excategories were not significant.
periments consisted of reading gauges. Gauges had a fairly
high density and, in the experimental conditions with no cost
Conclusion
bounds, their access was cheap and easy. Our modeling apIn this paper, we have suggested that non-routine diagnosis can
proach involves adding an additional component to the search
be characterized as search in dual problem spaces, alternating framework. Specifically, when considering a diagnostic test,
between hypothesis generation and testing. Search in the hythe model mustfirstestimate the cost of a particular diagnostic
pothesis generation problem space results in suspected comtest against the expected information gain. A s a model gains
ponents, while search in the hypothesis testing problem space expertise, these estimates better reflect the cost structure of the
serves to confirm or disconfirm specific hypotheses. Applying
task environment. W e anticipate that this modeling approach
the DPSS framework, originally formulated to characterize
will better capture the decisions and complexity faced by trouscientific discovery, to troubleshooting tasks is important in
bleshooters in real-world, resource-bounded situations.
suggesting common strategies underlying disparate problem
Finally, these results also have design implications with
solving situations.
respect to the kind offidelitythat is maintained between a
Our analyses of subjects' diagnostic processes showed that
computer simulation and its corresponding external system
they performed a large number of diagnostic tests. This
[Collins, in press]. Generally, designs attempt to maintain
suggests that subjects were primarily engaged in search of
epistemicfidelitybetween the simulation and the external
the experiment problem space. Unlike other studies where
system. In the studies reported here, subjects' strategies were
troubleshooters used strategies such as "half-split" or sympclearly sensitive to features and limits present in the diagnostic
tomatic search [White and Frederiksen, 1990], the subjects in situation. As such, simulations of dynamical domains should
the present study did not seem to engage in much symptom
attempt to preserve the costs and resource bounds of real
evaluation, and did not rely on symptom-fault pairs. This is
problem solving situations.
perhaps due to their lack of experience in the domain, and the
great ease of conducting tests in Turbinia.
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Abstract

the fewer guesses they will take when guessing which element comes next, and the less information (feedback)
theyby
will require from the experimenter.
In a guessing game, Ss reconstruct a sequence
Rather than measure h o w m u c h Ss k n o w about the
guessing each successive element of the sequence from
items directly, w e assess h o w m u c h they do not k n o w by
afiniteset of alternatives, receiving feedback after each
estimating the entropy, H, of the sequence of numbers
guess. A n upper bound on Ss knowledge of the sequence
is given by H, the estimated entropy of the numbers of
of guesses that they take (which is equivalent to that of
guesses. T h e method provides a measure of learning
the feedback they receive). This estimate,^, is an upper
independent of material type and distractors, and the
bound, as Ss m a y k n o w certain information, but be unresulting data set is very rich. Here, the method is apK
able to use it in guessing, and because the guesses that
plied to artificial g r a m m a r learning; Ss were exposed to
even hypothetically ideal Ss take do not reveal the exact
strings from a finite state g r a m m a r and subsequently disprobability distribution of each item occurring next in
tinguished between strings that followed or violated the
the sequence, but only their order.
grammar reliably better than Ss w h o had not seen the
T h e originator of this method is Shannon (1951), w h o
learning strings (but w h o themselves performed at above
applied it to estimate the entropy of English, with Ss
chance levels). Ss knowledge of the strings, H, reflected
guessing each successive letter of an unseen text (an upboth grammaticality and exposure to learning strings,
per bound on Ss ignorance of the text is an upper bound
and was correlated with overall judgement performance.
on the entropy of the text, as the Ss uncertainty must
For non-grammatical strings, the strings that Ss knew
be at leiist as great as the uncertainty, or entropy, of
most about were those they found most difficult to c\asthe text itself). Its application to psychological invessify correctly. These results support the hypothesis that
tigation was advocated by Attneave, w h o applied it to
fragment knowledge plays an important part in artifinon-sequential, visual stimuli (Attneave, 1954).
cial grammar learning, and we suggest that the guessing
In learning and m e m o r y experiments, the method can
game paradigm is a useful tool for studies of learning
be used to assess the amount of information that Ss gain
and memory in general.
from the learning period, by comparing the "ignorance"
of control Ss, with the "ignorance" of Ss in the learning
condition. A n important methodological advantage is
Introduction
that the guessing g a m e allows learning performance to be
In learning and m e m o r y research it is important to estab- measured in bits of information, thus allowing comparilish exactly what, and h o w much, Ss learn or recall in an
son across different sets and types of material. Another
experimental task. This paper describes h o w the "guessadvantage is that it allows assessment of Ss' knowledge
ing game" paradigm (Shannon, 1951) can be useful for
of each item independently of any foils or distractors.
obtaining rich qualitative and quantitative information.
Furthermore, by requiring Ss to attempt to regenerate
W e illustrate the approach with a guessing g a m e variant
stimuli, a mass of low level detail about what Ss have
on artificial grammar learning (agl) tasks.
learned, including m e m o r y for fragments and patterns
In a guessing game, Ss reconstruct a test sequence
rather than whole items, is provided.
(or a set of sequences) by guessing each successive elT h e estimate, H, of the amount of information in the
ement of the sequence from a restricted set of alternafeedback responses is given by:
tives, receiving feedback after each guess. This can be
viewed as a collaboration between S and experimenter.
(1)
The more information the S possesses about a sequence.
»=1.2 n
where pi, the estimated probability that the S will re-

^Both authors are Jointly affiliated.
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quire i guesses to identify an element of the sequence,
is derived from observed relative frequencies of i guesses
being required^.
Here, w e apply this approach to the domain of
AGL. In the classic A G L paradigm (Reber, 1967) Ss are
asked to memorise a set of strings generated by a finite
state g r a m m u (see figure 1). Subsequently they are
able to distinguish grammatical (g) strings from nongrammatical (ng) strings (that violate the g r a m m a r ) at
above chance and control levels. However, they cannot
easily verbalise the knowledge that allows them to do
this.

Figure 1: T h e finite state g r a m m a r ; G strings are generated by following the paths starting at # 0 , and continuing until one of the 3 exiting paths is taken, with each
path generating the letter that labels it.
This and related 'implicit' learning phenomena {e.g.
serial reaction time tasks, Lewicki, Hill & Bizot, 1987)
have been interpreted as evidence for a separate, unconscious learning mechanism, operating independently of
awareness. This conclusion remains contentious, and a
recent review concludes, premature (see Shanks & St.
John, in press). Here, we are more interested in the
nature and mechanisms of knowledge acquisition during
AGL, and in w h y Ss should acquire some types of knowledge and not others.
Reber's claim for the A G L phenomenon {e.g. Reber,
1989) is that during exposure to the strings, Ss acquire
a partial, but valid set of unconscious, abstract rules,
which they use to distinguish G and N G strings. A contrasting position is that Ss acquire simple substring information, e.g. bigram frequency and position, permissible starting and ending letters, and use this to m a k e their

judgements. That Ss possess, and can verbalise, such
knowledge is well established. Perruchet and Pactcau
(1990) found that Ss could discriminate well between
the bigrams (letter pairs) present in the training strings,
and a new set of bigrams, and that strings composed of
legal bigrams in an illegal order were more likely to be
accepted as grammatical than strings of illegal bigrams.
Dienes, Broadbent k Berry (1991) obtained similar results using a task which is effectively a restricted version
of the present one—the sequential letter dependencies
(sld) task. Here, following the standard paradigm, Ss
were presented with incomplete stems, e.g. MV..., and
asked which letters could occur in the next position. Ss
exhibited knowledge of both legal bigrams and their possible position. A s well as being consciously accessible,
Dienes ei al. also found that this knowledge correlated
with Ss grammaticality judgements, and both they and
Perruchet and Pacteau found that Ss performance level
on grammaticality judgements could be modelled using
the bigram and position knowledge that they had expressed.
Ss clearly do exhibit some 'abstract' knowledge
(knowledge which is independent of specific vocabulary
items), as shown by transfer experiments {e.g. Matthews
et ai, 1989) where in the test phase, the letters of the
test strings are replaced with an entirely different set,
but the deep structure of the items remains the same.
Grammaticality judgement performance remains above
chance and control levels.
Rather than focus on transfer here, we concentrate
on validating the guessing g a m e methodology, as a way
of uncovering Ss' knowledge of substrings, letter transitions, and the relationship of these to Ss grammaticality
judgements.

Method
Design: T h e experimental group was exposed to the
set of learning strings before going on to perform the test
phase. A control group performed only the test phase.
Materials: T h e g r a m m a r (see figure 1), learning
strings, and test strings (see table 1) were those used
by Dulany et al. (1984). T h e experiment was performed
on Macintosh Colour Classic computers.
Subjects: T h e Ss from the experimental (n = 36) and
control groups (n = 10) were unpaid undergraduate volunteers, aged between 19 and 42.
Procedure: Apart from the use of the guessing game
paradigm, the experiment was closely modelled on that
of Dulany et al. (1984). Prior to commencing the experiment, Ss were asked for their care and cooperation
throughout the experiment, and this request was repeated after the test instructions. T h e following learning
instructions were then displayed to the experimental Ss;

^This assumes that the sequence of feedback responses is
independent. If there is sequential stiucture, then a more efficient coding of the sequence could be found by the S changing
their guessing strategy, e.g. if the sequence 1, 2, 1, 2,... is
reliably obtained, then a shorter code could be obtained if Ss
simply made their second guessfirston odd-numbered trials.
This is a simple memory experiment. When you
If Ss use an optimal guessing strategy, there should be no
press the button labelled 'Start*, you will see 20
sequential structure. The upshot of this is that ^ is an upper
items m a d e of the letters M , R, S, v, and X. The
bound on the entropy of the stimulus. Additionally the use
items will run from three to six letters in length.
of observed probabilities can be a poor method with small
Your task is to learn and remember as m u c h as possamples, although here this effect is probably negligible.
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Acquisition
Gramm&ticml
MSSSSV
MSSVS
MSV*
MSVRX
MSVRXM
MVRX
MVRXRR
MVRXSV
MVRXV
MVRXVS'

Gr&mmatical
VXSSSV
MSSSV
MSSVRX
MVRXVS*
MSVRXV
MSVRXR
MVRXU
VXVRXR
MSSSVS
VXRM

VXM

MVS

VXRR
VXRRM
VXRRRR
VXSSVS
VXSVRX
VXSVS
VXVRx'
VXVRXV'
VXVS*

MSVS
MSSV
MVRXR
VXRRR
VXSV

VXR
vxvs'
MSV^
VXRRRM
VXSSV

VXV
VXVRX^
VXVRXV^
MVRXRM

letter will appear on the screen, and you can proceed
to the next letter. There is also a button labelled
'End' which you can press to indicate that the item
it complete. T h e items are all between three and six
letters long. Y o u should try to m a k e as few wrong
guesses as possible.
Once you have completed the item, two more buttons will appear, labelled 'Correct' and 'Incorrect'.
If you think the item that you have just guessed follows the same rules as the original items, then press
'Correct'. If you think it violates those rules then
press 'Incorrect'. Half of the test items follow the
rules, and half violate them.

Test
Non-Gr&mmatical'
VXRRS

VXX
VXRVM
XVRXRR
xssssv'
MSVV
MMVRX
MVRSR
MSRVRX
SSVS
MSSVSR

RVS
MXVS
VRRRM
VVXRM
VXRS
MSRV
VXMRXV

MSM
SXRRM
MXVRXM
MSVRSR
SVSSXV
XRVXV
RRRXV

Table 1: T h e acquisition and test strings (after Dulany
et o/., 1984). T h e letter T was replaced by s, in order
to eliminate the familiar M T V item. ^Strings present in
both the acquisition and test sets. ^Underlining indicates the point of grammatical violation. ' T h e final V
was accidentally omitted from this string, but this m a d e
little difference to the results.

sible about all 20 items. If you have any questions
about the tcisk, please ask the Experimenter now.
Press 'Start' when you are ready to begin.
The learning strings were displayed for 10 minutes, in
four left-justified columns offivestrings each. T h e order
of the strings vias randomised, with the constraint that
features of the grammar should not be m a d e especially
salient. Control Ss were simply informed that "another
group of subjects saw items m a d e up of the letters M,
R, s, V, and X. W e can't tell you what they were, but
the items ran from three to six letters in length", before
proceeding to the test phase. T h e test phase instructions
ran as follows, with the variation for the control group
in parentheses;

T h e test display initially showed a (blank) string display,
centred on the screen, and below this, a row of guessing
buttons, labelled from left to right, M , R, S, V , X and
'End'. Ss guessed by clicking on the appropriate button with the mouse. Following a wrong guess (i.e. not
matching the next letter of the current item), the button
disappeared. If their response wcis correct, then the letter was appended to the string display, and all the guessing buttons reappeared for the next letter to be guessed.
During the guessing phase, the string display was right
justified, giving no indication of the items' length. T h e
'End' button acted in an identical manner to the other
guessing buttons; an 'End' guess was correct if the item
Weis otherwise complete (all its letters had been guessed),
and incorrect otherwise. Following a correct 'End' guess,
the guessing buttons disappeared, the string display was
centred, and two buttons labelled 'Correct' and 'Incorrect' appeared to the right of the string display. After
the S responded by clicking one of these, the test display
was reset for the next item.
T h e 25 G and 25 N G test items were each repeated
once, and the resulting 100 test items presented in rand o m order. D u e to the large number of test items (and
consequently guesses to be m a d e ) , the test took up to
an hour to complete. Ss were permitted a short (5-10
minute) break during the test phase if they so wished.
Results
Judgements: Analysis of Ss grammaticality judgements revealed that, in terms of m e a n proportions correct, relative proportions of error pairs, and rankings of
string difficulty, they mirrored those of earlier, comparable studies (Reber & Allen, 1978; Dulany et o/., 1984;
Dienes, Broadbent & Berry 1991) suggesting that the
use of the guessing g a m e did not contaminate performance by introducing influences absent in the original
paradigm.
The experimental Ss showed no overall response bias,
although a few Ss were notably bieised, and there was
a significant rank correlation between bieis (the ratio of
G and N G responses) and the total proportion of correct
responses (Spearman's p = —.39,p < 0.01). Control Ss
were significantly biased towards G responses (means of
0.71 G responses to 0.29 N G f(9) = 4.05, p < 0.01), and
showed a similar correlation (p = —.61,p < 0.05).
The proportion of strings correctly classified by the
experimental Ss significantly exceeded that of the con-

The order of letters in the set you (they) saw was
determined by a rather complex set of rules. T h e
rules allow only certain letters to follow other letters. N o w you will be presented with a set of test
items. Your task is to guess the letters in the test
strings. You can indicate your guesses by pressing the button corresponding to the letter that you
think comes next. If your guess is incorrect, the
button will disappear. If your guess is correct, the
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A s H is equivalent to the number of yes/no questions required to identify an item (where each question reduces
the uncertainty by half), it is highly correlated (Pearson's correlations of 0.95 or more) with GPL.
A 2 X 2 X 2 (group x grammaticality x presentation)
split-plot ANOVA, on Ss meaner, revealed significant main
effects for group (F(l,44) = 5.56,p < 0.025), grammaticality (F(l,44) = 40.63,p < 0.001), and presentation
(F(l,44) = 20.16,p < 0.001). Thus all Ss exhibited
Table 2: T h e m e a n proportion of strings that Ss judged
more knowledge about G items than N O items, and excorrectly or erroneously across both presentations of the
string. A s in previous studies, the error-error category
perimental Ss (who took a m e a n 2.51 and 2.78 GPL for
is significantly higher than either of the mixed cases.
Q and N O items) exhibited more knowledge than control Ss (who took 2.75 and 3.04 gpl). The improvement
across presentations, while significant, was minor (over
both groups, and all strings, Ss took a m e a n 0.11 fewer
trols (means = 0.619 and 0.566 respectively, <(44) =
guesses on the second presentation of each item. The
1.95, p < 0.05). For experimental Ss, this value was
only significant interaction effect v/aa between greimmatslightly lower thaji the 0.695 of comparable Ss from D u icality and presentation (F(l,44) = 8.13,p < 0.01), Ss
lany et al. (1984), and the range of values, 0.49-0.84,
improved more across presentations of G items than NG
was wider than the 0.63-0.70 found by Dulany et al.
items. However, this difference was also small, and sigThus some Ss learnt little or nothing from their exponificant only for^, not gpl.
sure to the leaxning set, whilst others performed at the
For experimental Ss, a significant correlation was
same level eis Reber and Allen's (1978) 'specially selected
found between the proportion of strings that Ss classiadvanced .. .students'.
fied correctly, and the knowledge they exhibited in their
Interestingly, control Ss performance was significantly
guesses, H, measured over all the strings (p = —.54,p <
greater than the 0.5 expected by chance (t(9) = 3.78, p <
0.05)—Ss w h o were good at classifying also tended to be
0.005). This surprising effect was edso observed by Dugood at guessing. This is m u c h higher than the (0.29)
lany et al. (1984), whose control Ss got 0.555 of judgecorrelation found by Dienes, Broadbent & Berry (1991)
ments correct. However, neither group showed evidence
using the SLD task. Again, control Ss exhibited a similar
of significant improvement between thefirstand second
relationship (p = -.62,p= 0.05).
presentation of each test item (experimental Ss means
For ng items, both experimental and control Ss
were 0.621 & 0.617 (t(35) = 0.39, control Ss; 0.552 &
showed a strong correlation between the rankings of
0.580, t(9) = 1.29).
string difficulty for the group, and Ss knowledge of each
string, H, averaged over the Ss in each group (p = .79, p <
Both groups showed an inflated error-effect as found
0.005 and p = .55, p < 0.005 respectively). Thus the
by Dulany et al. (1984) and Dienes (1992), as shown
strings that Ss knew most about (took fewest guesses
in table 2. T h e number of error-error judgement pairs
on) were also the ones that they were most likely to miswas greater than both the error-correct (experimenclassify. For G items this pattern was not so clear, the
tal Ss; «(35) = 3.28,p < 0.005, control Ss; t(9) =
corresponding correlations were p = —.22, na for exper1.72, p = 0.059) and correct-error (experimental Ss;
f(35) = 3.25, p < 0.005, control Ss; t(9) = 2.20, p < 0.05) imental Ss, remaining unreliable when non-learner were
eliminated (as before) and p = —.36,p < 0.05 for conjudgement pairs.
trols. T h e direction of these correlations suggests that
Finally, Dienes (1992) found consistent rankings of
the
G strings that Ss knew least about were most likely
string difficulty (bcised on the number of Ss w h o corto
be
miscleissified.
rectly classified each string). T h e rank correlation between our experimental Ss rankings of string difficulty,
Discussion
and Dienes' T O T A L rankings (based on the combined
data from Dulany et al. (1984), and Dienes, BroadT h e guessing g a m e results support the findings of Dubent & Berry (1991)), was not significant for G items
lany et al. (1991) and Perruchet and Pacteau (1990) that
(p = 0.28,p > 0.05), but was comparable for n g items
Ss exposed to the learning strings can exhibit consid(p = 0.59,p < 0.005). However, if the non-learners (the
erable knowledge of the letter transitions permitted by
6 Ss whose judgement performance was less than 0.538,
the g r a m m a r (hence their higher knowledge, H, of the G
1 standard deviation below the m e a n ) were excluded,
strings).
the correlations rose to p = 0.43, p < 0.025 for G items
T h e strong correlation between Ss guessing and judgeand p = 0.63, p < 0.005 for n g items. For control Ss,
ment performance can also be seen as supporting the
only the correlations for N G items were significant (for G
notion that the knowledge expressed in the guessing
items, p = 0.09 and for N G p = 0.45, p < 0.025).
g a m e also mediates grammaticality judgements. HowGroup:
Experimental (n = 36)
S.D.
String RcBponse* Mean
correct-correct
0.46
0.11
0.08
error-error
0.22
error-correct
0.16
0.07
0.16
correct-error
0.05
0.16
mean mixed
0.06

Control (n = 10)
Mean
S.D
0.41
0.07
0.28
0.12
0.17
0.09
0.14
0.09
0.15
0.09

Guesses: T h e guessing g a m e provides a very rich set of
data, and w e present only a tiny subset of the m a n y possible analyses here. Both ^, calculated eis in 1, and the
m e a n number of guesses per letter (gpl) are reported.
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ever, caution should be used, as it is likely that other
factors (such as different Ss attention and motivation)
affect both scores, and account for at least part of this
relationship.

tion was performed by thefirstauthor, Rhys Robins,
A more interesting finding is that for NG strings, the
Caroline Baillie, Caroline Smith, Karen Cockburn, Sean
items that Ss take least guesses on (know most about),
P. Cumming, Joel Levy, Katherine Sutton and Kirsty
are the ones they find hardest to classify correctly. This
Reid. Thanks to Zoltan Dienes who kindly provided the
is consistent with Ss using their transition knowledge
and a familiarity heuristic in making their judgements—
the TOTAL rankings data, and Don Dulany, who advised
on the test conditions and materials.
strings which contain unfamiliar transitions (which take
Ss more guesses as they guess the expected items first,
and then try the less likely possibilities) are classified as References
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fragmentary knowledge? Journal of Experimental Psyto be the case). Additionally, we have constructed comchology: General, 119, 264-275.
putational models of the AGL process, and tested them
Reber, A.S. (1967). Implicit learning of artificial
against the guessing game data. Our present models
grammars. Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Be(which learn by reducing the redundancy in their reprehavior, 5, 855-863.
sentation of the learning strings) easily match Ss judgement level of performance, but not rankings of difficulty, Reber, A.S., & Allen, R. (1978). Analogy and abstraction strategies in synthetic grammar learning: A
or proportion of error-pairs. The guessing game provides
functional
interpretation. Cognition, 6, 189-221.
fine-grained data against which we can assess the success
Shanks, D.R., & St. John, M . F . (in press). Charof such models.
acteristics of dissociable human learning systems. BeWhilst we believe that the fragment knowledge
havioral and Brain Sciences.
demonstrated here and elsewhere plays an important
Shannon, C.E. (1951). Prediction and entropy of
part in agl, transfer experiments suggest it is not the
whole story, and we are currently performing transfer ex- printed English. Bell System Technical Journal, 30, 5064.
periments using the guessing game paradigm. Data from
current and future guessing game studies will hopefully
shed light on the nature of the learning processes involved, and the knowledge that Ss possess. Finally, we
believe that the guessing game's potential heis been long
overlooked, and that it deserves attention as a tool not
only for the study of AGL, but for learning and memory
research in general.
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Abstract

out of observed problem solving, C E L I A must make an
active effort to understand. T h e n it can m a k e use of
what it understands in its later problem solving. If
C E L I A is unable to explain part of the problem solving
it can ask the instructor questions during the presentation. T h e instructor can interrupt his presentation of
his problem solving and respond with a hint. Learning
can be even more effective if C E L I A takes a more active
role; it should do more than just explain the instructor's
actions. A s part of understanding, a student can set up
expectations of what the instructor will do. A s long as
those expectations are met, the student hcis an adequate
understanding. W h e n the student's expectations fail,
this failure indicates to the student that he must learn
something. C E L I A makes use of this strategy as well.
In addition, an effective student tries to explain the
instructor's actions. This not only helps the student
identify the need to learn, it gives the student an understanding of the expert's problem solving. Thus, C E L I A
tries to explain the instructor's actions.

CELIA is a computational model of how a novice
student can quickly become competent at a procedural task through observing and understanding an
expert's problem solving. This model was inspired
by protocol studies, and implemented in a computer program. This model of a student's effective
learning suggests some implications for teaching
novices in a new domain. These may be relevant
for both human teaching and intelligent tutoring.
The implications include: encourage the student
to predict, interactive step-by-step presentation of
example steps, encourage self-explanation by the
student, order example steps to match their logical
order, give a variety of examples in early instruction, allowflexibleinteraction with the student,
and present bztsic background concepts prior to examples. These implications represent hypotheses
that follow from the learning model; they suggest
further research.

Introduction
R e d m o n d (1992, 1989) presented a computational
model, C E L I A , (Cases and Expljmations in Learning;
an Integrated Approjich) showing h o w a student can
profit from observing an expert solve example problems.
C E L I A was inspired and influenced by protocol studies
of students in a trade school learning to be automobile
mechanics (Lancaster and Kolodner 1987,1988). B y explaining the significeince of each of the instructor's aictions and the relationships between the actions, a student is able to detect parts of his knowledge which are
lacking and also retain the example as an understood
case (Kolodner and Simpson 1984; H a n u n o n d 1986; Riesbeck <ind Schank 1989) for future use. C E L I A was implemented as a computer program, showing how, through
this type of learning experience, a student can rapidly
becomes reasonably competent at the observed task.
This working model of a student's effective learning suggests some prescriptive implications for tefiching novices.
These teaching implications follow from the completed
model of learning, and represent hypotheses that can be
tested with future research.

Overview of CELIA
A n overview of C E L I A is necessary for understanding its
implications for teaching. For C E L I A to get something
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Several failures can occur in understanding an expert's
actions; these indicate the need to le£u:n. Once the need
to learn has been identified, C E L I A must be able to recognize a useful method to try, and carry out that learning method. Given that a great number of things can be
learned and that experience provides a rich set of methods and materials to use, the learning process must be
controlled and bicised. Having the understanding process
drive learning is afirststep in that direction.
Retaining E x a m p l e . Explaining the instructor's
problem solving also helps C E L I A remember the example for future use. This remembered episode, or case, is
very useful to a novice. It shows h o w a problem can
be successfully solved. Case-based Reasoning ( C B R )
(Kolodner and Simpson 1984) is a method of using previous episodes to suggest solutions to new problems. C B R
allows a reeisoner to solve problems efficiently when previous similar experiences are available. A student can
m a k e use of remembered ccises to become functional long
before he has a deep understanding of the domain and
task.
O n e of the things discussed in R e d m o n d (1992) is that
early in apprenticeship, acquisition of cases is a most
powerful learning method. This holds for at least two
reasons. First, the knowledge that a case provides is
operational — it shows h o w successful problem solving
can be done (rather than being disconnected expertise).

Second, a single new case provides a wealth of information that can provide m u c h useful guidance, whereas a
typical single piece of knowledge about a relevant device
has limited and infrequent impfict on problem solving.
As discussed in R e d m o n d (1990), C E L I A stores cases
in pieces, or snippets (Kolodner 1988). This allows the
reasoner direct access to small fragments of cases rather
than always having to Weide through large monolithic
cases.

C E L I A ' s M o d e l of a Student
This discussion sets the stage for a brief overview of the
model (presented in greater detail in R e d m o n d (1992)).
Figure 1 shows our model of explanatory apprenticeship.
The boxes show processes and subprocesses, with thin
arrows showing their decomposition. T h e bold arrows
show the sequence in which subprocesses are carried out.
The learner carries out two processes — understauiding
the instructor's problem solving, and learning. T h e focus here is on the process involved in understanding a
teacher's actions. Space considerations preclude discussion of the learning methods used once the student has
identified the need to learn. T h e learning process is presented in R e d m o n d (1992).
As can be seen in Figure 1, the understanding process
is broken d o w n into three subprocesses:
1. Predict - C E L I A predicts the instructor's next rea^
soning goal, and h o w it will be carried out. This helps
focus CELIA's understanding process.
2. Observe - C E L I A observes the expert's actions, comparing to the prediction.
3. Explain - C E L I A explains the expert's aw;tions — including recognizing what type of goal the instructor
is pursuing, organizing actions within the goal, recognizing what previous goal it follows from {drawing
connections), and h o w it affects the problem solving
context. These steps also combine to enable the student to create a n e w case.
Through this process, and with the instructor's help
when necessary, a novice can come to understand the
expert's problem solving — what the goals are, what
goals follow from each other, etc.
Explanation There are several steps that need to be
taken in order to understand the instructor's actions.
W e will discuss three:
1. clustering actions into goals.
2. drawing connections between goals.
3. updating understanding of problem solving context
Failures in these or other parts of understanding cein
drive CELIA's learning.
Clustering Actions. W h e n the instructor is solving
a problem, his eictions combine to serve different goals.
A cluster of actions m a y serve one goal. In order for
CELIA to truly explain the instructor's actions, C E L I A
needs to be able to cluster those actions together and
determine what goal they serve. It also needs to be able
to explain the role of each £u:tion with respect to the
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pursuit of its goal. Failure to m a k e inferences of these
types helps C E L I A recognize the need to learn.
D r a w i n g Connections. During the course of observing an instructor solving a problem, the most important step for the student is drawing connections between
the instructor's goals. A diagnosis has structure, and
part of understanding is determining that structure. A
major part of the structure is the connections between
goals - what goal instance follows from what other goal
instance. Although the expert must perform his problem solving steps in some sequential order, that order
does not necessarily reflect the relationships between the
actions and goals. T h e instructor's goals usually will
not have a purely linear set of relationships. O n e goal
can suggest more than one later goal. T h e instructor
m a y return to follow up a goal after a different path
has proven unfruitful. Thus, m a n y circumstances exist
in which the sequence of actions taken by the instructor does not match the underlying relationships between
goals. Therefore, the student cannot merely infer the
connections between goals by their temporal proximity.
U p d a t i n g C o n t e x t . Another type of inference
needed for C E L I A to explain the instructor's actions is
updating CELIA's understanding of the problem solving context. A s the instructor takes fictions, the results
of those actions affect what the instructor will do next.
Therefore, inferring the effects of the instructor's actions
helps C E L I A explain the instructor's later auctions.
For example, suppose C E L I A knows that the instructor has tightened the spark plugs prior to the test of
whether the car still stalls. That knowledge helps C E L I A
explain the instructor's interpretation that the spark
plugs being loose was not the problem. C E L I A , in following along with the instructor, can keep track of the
problem solving context. T o keep up and understand,
C E L I A needs to infer the effects of the instructor's actions on the problem solving context.
This understanding process drives learning. Through
the understanding process, C E L I A both comes to understand the expert's actions, and also detects the need to
learn. A n early learner will have m a n y failures w h e n trying to understand the expert's problem solving. W h e n
C E L I A makes an incorrect prediction, cannot recognize
the instructor's reasoning goal, cannot connect it to some
previous goal, or is unfamilicir with something mentioned
by the instructor, then it recognizes the need to learn. ^
It would be meaningless to look at the implications
for teaching of a model that does not achieve successful learning. T o demonstrate that the model embodied
in C E L I A shows a powerful approach to learning, Figure 2 is repeated from R e d m o n d (1992). C E L I A was
presented a sequence of 24 examples of expert problem
solving involving 8 distinct faults, mostly in the auto fuel
system. Ten random orders of the examples were pre' Figure 1 also shows the different kinds of knowledge
used in understanding the expert's actions, including device
knowledge, process knowledge (knowledge of goals involved in
the task), and other cases. Through the learning process, the
same types of knowledge can be acquired.
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Figure 1: Process model.

sented. T h e pe^form^lnce measure was the accuracy of
the system's predictions of the expert's actions. T h e improvement comes through acquisition of new ccises and
improvements in the access of cases based on the experience. A s can be seen, C E L I A dramatically improves its
performance after only a few examples have been seen.
Educational Implications
CELIA was developed cis a computationad model of how
a novice student could effectively learn from observed
examples. Besides modeling charawrteristics of learning,
C E L I A also has implications for teciching. Since the
model focuses on h o w a student can learn from instruction (in the form of worked out examples), what it has to
say about w h e n learning is easy or hard can be equally
revealing of what aispects will m a k e teaching effective or
ineffective. B y analyzing the reasons for the success of
C E L I A , w e have generated some prescriptive guidelines
for tutoring.
C E L I A is built around the observation that examples
help students learn. This is not a unique observation.
For instance, Reder, Charney and Morgan (1986) found
that instruction that included examples was more effective, and LeFevre and Dixon (1986) found that students
prefer examples to written text in learning a procedural
task. Thus, examples should be presented to students.
CELIA's implications for instruction mainly have to do
with h o w the examples are presented:

1. T h e student should be encouraged to mcike predictions
of the instructor's actions.
2. T h e examples should be presented in a slow-paced,
interactive, step-by-step manner.
3. T h e student should be encouraged to try to explain
h o w the example's steps follow from each other {selfexplanation (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimamn, and Glaser
1989)).
4. Steps of examples should be presented such that the
order of steps as closely as possible matches the logical
order.
5. W h e n possible, present an initial set of examples such
that they cover a wide range of the problem-solving to
be learned.
6. T h e instructor should be available for unplanned interaction with the student.
7. T h e student should receive some background instruction prior to presentation of examples.
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E n c o u r a g e Prediction. T h e model suggests that
the student benefits from actively processing the examples. This follows from a tradition of failure-driven
learning in AI (Schank 1982; Kolodner 1987; H a m m o n d
1986). T h e model suggests that when tutoring, the student should be encouraged to set up predictions. W h e n
the prediction fails then the student knows that he needs
to learn.
Predictions of an expert's actions helps a student identify their weaknesses and gaps in their knowledge. W h e n
a student incorrectly predicts the expert's actions, that

Example
Improvement in accuracy for reasoner predicting observed expert problem solvinR actions.
Figure 2: CELIA: Results of exposure to sequence of examples.

very directly shows the student that he would have done
something incorrect if he were on his own.
Incorrect predictions of an expert's actions help a student recognize the need to learn. Prediction is useful in
detecting failures even w h e n the student is doing selfexplanation; it provides an extra level of checking of
one's knowledge. It is one thing to be able to understand why an observed action was done; it takes greater
understanding to actually come up with the correct action on one's own. Prediction gives the student a test of
their operational or procedural knowledge.
Thus, when tutoring, our model suggests that the student should be encouraged to cictively process the example, including setting up predictions. This helps the
student recognize the need to lecirn.
Interactive Step-by-Step Presentation. It is for
the above reason that the examples should be presented
in a slow-paced, intersurtive, step-by-step mamner. This
gives the student time to m a k e predictions about what
will happen next, and to recognize reasoning failures as
they are happening, w h e n they cam be isolated to a single step. By presenting the solution steps one at a time,
the student's failures aure isolated. This helps blame assignment.
This suggestion is not without controversy. Anderson's group's work with their lisp tutor has suggested
that immediate feedback m a y not provide a benefit
(Schooler and Anderson 1990). B y a method called
model tracing (Anderson, Conrad, and Corbett 1989),
the tutor determines inunediately w h e n a student has
made an error (and w h y ) . Anderson et al (1989) found
that students w h o did not receive immediate feedback
took longer to solve problems, but did as well on a posttest. Corbett and Anderson (1990) likewise found no
impact on a post test from inunediate feedbaick. They
believe that the students can learn equally from the suc-
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cessful completed solution regardless of the path they
took to get there. This finding m a y not be applicable
in all domains/tasks. In particular, in CELIA's domain,
part of the solution and thus part of what needs to be
learned is the most appropriate path to the diagnosis.
In addition, Corbett and Anderson (1990) found that
the student's w h o didn't receive immediate feedback
incorrectly believed that the material was easier and
they had learned the material better tham did students
w h o received immediate feedback. Thus, besides having
a more difficult time doing blame assignment (if they
choose to do it), the students w h o do not receive immediate feedback will be less motivated to d o self-explanation.
E n c o u r a g e Self-Explanation. T h e student should
also be encouraged to try to explain the steps taken by
the expert to himself. T h e student should be asked to
explain b o w the example's steps follow from each other.
O n e difference between good students and poor students
is that good students more frequently attempt to explain
worked out examples to themself (Chi et al 1989). T h e
model embodied in C E L I A predicts this as well. B y
encouraging students to actively process examples it is
more likely that they will recognize w h e n they don't understand something. Thus, they will k n o w to try to learn
something.
Self-explanation (Chi, et. al. 1989) involves the student trying to explain h o w the current expert's action
fits into the overaill problem solving. Self-explanation
helps a student in at least two ways. First, if the student is unable to explain the expert's action, that, like £in
incorrect prediction, shows the student that he doesn't
know something. Chi et al (1989) found in studies of
people that good students identified a lack of knowledge
more frequently thcin did poor students, w h o remadned
unaware of what they didn't know. Prompting the student to do self-explanation increases the possibility that

the student will recognize the gaps in their knowledge,
and try to learn something. Second, successful explanation of the expert's actions allows the student to come to
a better understanding of the expert's problem solving.
This in turn m a y do three things. First, it m a y help the
student remember this example for future use, through
developing more or better cues or indices to the example. Also, if the student does receJl the example, it is
a more fully understood example being recalled. In addition, this successful explanation process m a y help the
student add to or correct previous knowledge about the
domain and the task.
Thus, by encouraging students to actively process examples, cMrying out self-explfmation, the students cam
enhance their learning in two ways. It is more likely that
they will recognize when they don't understand something. Thus, they will know to try to learn something.
Also, self-explcination can help the student better understand the expert's actions.
O r d e r E x a m p l e Steps to M a t c h Logical O r d e r .
C E L I A has other implications for presentation of examples. In some examples, the order of problem solving
steps m a y be somewhatflexible.O n e possible order m a y
be easier for the student to understand. Our model suggests one factor that maJ^es a solution easier or harder to
understand - whether the temporal order of steps presented is the same as the logiccil order.
T h e logical order is the order in which steps are suggested to the problem solver. If step A suggests step C,
then step C logiceilly follows from step A. If the steps are
partially ordered (the problem solving can be successful
with more than one order of steps), than an instructor
m a y present step B between steps A and C. In that instance, the logical and temporal order differ.
T o ecise the process of drawing the connections between goeJs, when possible the teacher should m a k e the
temporal order of the actions pursued correspond to the
logical order of problem solving actions, (e.g. when
proving a geometry theorem, in some instances it m a y
be better to not do it from beginning to end, since the
logical order m a y be to work both from the given and
the conclusion to be proven.)
Presenting problem solving in its natural order preserves the underlying structure of the reasoning needed
to solve the problem. W h e n steps follow from recent
steps, and from steps taken in the current direction of
problem solving, the example is more coherent than otherwise. Such am ordering of steps makes the observed
problem solving easier to explain. This implication follows from the process of explaining observed examples
specified in the model. C E L I Afirsttries to see if an action follows from the most recent previous action. If that
isn't the caise, then C E L I A considers other possibilities.
Thus some orders of steps in an example will be easier for
C E L I A to expladn. W h e n steps of possible solutions are
partially ordered, the instructor should present the steps
in the order that is the most coherent and the easiest to
explain.
Variety of Early E x a m p l e s . C E L I A also has implications for the order of examples that should be pre-
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sented to the student. The instructor m a y not always
have a lot of control over this. However, when he does,
the model suggests some advice. Early experience with a
variety of different problems provides a good foundation
for future learning. These provide a base of examples
that can be remembered to m a k e predictions, explain
new examples, and to help distinguish what features are
particularly salient indicators of the appropriateness of a
case. T h e student will make errors during this early time
but will have previous cases that would have suggested
the correct action available that can aid learning.
This is a direct contrast from the prediction maide by
VanLehn's S I E R R A (1987). In S I E R R A , the student
tries to generate a correct general procedure for solving
a problem. This requires that each example differ from
the procedures followed for previous examples by just a
single difference (a single disjunct in the procedure). In
C E L I A , the learner is accumulating examples or cases
for future use rather than inducing a general procedure.
Thus, he wants a set of examples that cover a wider
space, giving a starting point for more different future
problems.
Interaction with Student. In teaching through apprenticeship, the teacher can do more than just present
example solutions. T h e teacher should do other things
to aid the student as well. T h e teacher should gives hints
to help the student see the relationships between steps
in the examples. Also, when an opportunity arises that
could help the student learn something that would have
avoided an earlier failure, the teacher should point out
the opportunity. In addition, the teacher needs to be
able to answer questions when the student maJces an incorrect prediction or is unable to draw the connections
between problem solving steps.
T h e model suggests that these are important learning methods. They particularly help C E L I A acquire device knowledge, which in turn helps future prediction,
drawing connections, learning distinguished indices and
censors, even carrying out plausible inference to learn
additional device knowledge. These are relatively easy
learning methods, so they should be taken aidvantage of
whenever possible.
Present S o m e B a c k g r o u n d K n o w l e d g e First.
Lastly, the model hais something to say about background knowledge needed. Though we suggest that exposure to examples allows a student to start becoming proficient without a complete knowledge of the relevant device(s), C E L I A depends on the learner having
some knowledge of the device. A student without any
knowledge will be hopeless in trying to draw the connections between the instructor's goals and will be unable
to ask focussed questions. Thus, the student needs to
have some background knowledge. This contrasts with
purely empirical models of learning. T h e instructor does
not need to ensure that the student understands the domain completely before presenting examples. However,
the most c o m m o n basic concepts should be understood.
Thus, the model suggests presenting the student with
background information prior to working through examples. This can come from assigned reading or knowledge

presented by a tutorial. If a domain is simple enough, the
background knowledge m a y be c o m m o n sense knowledge
that the student edready has.

Summary
C E L I A is a computationfil model which shows h o w a
novice can quickly become fairly competent by observing and understanding examples. In the model, the
learner predicts the expert's actions, observes them, and
then explains the actions and h o w they relate to each
other. The explanation includes inferring what type of
goal the instructor is pursuing, organizing his actions to
determine which £ispect of the goal they serve, drawing
connections between the instructor's goals, and keeping
track of the effects of the actions on the problem solving
context.
This model suggests several implications for teaching
novice students. T h e student should be encouraged to
make predictions of the instructor's actions. T h e examples should be presented in a slow-paced, interactive,
step-by-step manner. T h e student should be encouraged
to try to explain h o w the example's steps follow from
each other. Steps of examples should be presented such
that the order of steps as closely as possible matches
the logical order. W h e n possible, present an initial set
of examples such that they cover a wide range of the
problem-solving to be learned. T h e instructor should
be available for unplanned interaction with the student.
The student should receive some background instruction
prior to presentation of examples. These implications
should be considered hypotheses that can be tested with
further research.
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Abstract
History tools play an important part in supporting human
computer interaction. Most research in history tools has
focussed on user interaction histories. In contrast, this paper
presents a theoretical framework for artifact history and
describes a computer based design environment which
implements embedded artifact history. The most promising
area for history tools is in collaborative design, helping users
to understand others' as well as one's own previous work.
Introduction
History tools serve several needs in human computer
interaction. L e e [1992] argues that they can help alleviate
problems in h u m a n computer interaction such as variability
from user to user and session to session. User activities
contain repetition, which motivates a w a y to provide
support
for easily
reusing
previous
commands
(GreenbergWitten, 1988). Studies of the use of history have
focussed on history as a domain-independent tool for user
support (Lee, 1992; Barnes, Bovey, 1986).

performance improves the more closely the current context
matches the past physical, emotional and internal context.
M u c h of recall involves plausible inference rather than exact
recall (Reder, 1982).
Each designer on a project team understands only a portion
of the overall design artifact. A s large projects evolve over
time it will become increasingly important for computer
based design environments to help capture the evolution of
an artifact and not just its current state. The history serves
to remind designers of h o w the artifact c a m e to be and what
the context was when certain decisions were made.
The challenge for computer-based environments is to make
that context available which is most useful to reminding.
Since there is such a variety of aspects by which people
For example
index things, this is a difficult task.
circumstantial indexing describes h o w people associate
seemingly unrelated events in order to aid recall (Bolt,
1984). T h e promise of embedded history is to include the
dimension of time in the indexing possibilities provided by
a computer-based environment.

Though repetition plays a part in human-computer
interaction, it is only a small part. History tools have far
greater potential than command-line recall. There is m u c h
potential for computer systems to serve as external m e m o r y
aids in restoring the context surrounding past design
decisions (Suchman, 1987; Anderson, 1985; Reder, 1982).
In the context of collaborative design, it is not enough to
provide user history, there should be artifact history.
Reeves [1994] evaluated these issues with respect to
collaborative design; the focus in this paper is on the
individual's perspective of artifact history.
After reviewing related work and arguing in detail for
artifact history, this paper will describe INDY, a design
environment for local-area network design. User studies
raised several interesting issues related to embedded artifact
history.
Motivation
Context and Reminding
Research in human memory has shown that people are
prone to recall by inferring "what is plausible given what
they can remember" (Anderson, 1985).
Memory
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Design Rationale
Though design rationale appears to have great promise
(Kunz, Rittel, 1970), there have been few recorded
successes (Yakemovic, Conklin, 1990). T h e designers must
perceive a benefit for the extra cost of documenting their
reasoning (Reeves, Shipman, 1992). From the individual
designer's perspective, nothing is welcome that adds to the
responsibility without clear benefits, or with benefits only
for others. The benefit of history related to design rationale
is that in domains such as network design, which involve
two-dimensional sketches and graphical representations,
designers can often deduce rationale by seeing the process
of h o w something c a m e to be (ChenDietterichUUman,
1991). Artifact history is thus a w a y to capture some
aspects of design rationale at no cost to the user.
In the network domain, a logical map of the current network
hides m a n y tradeoffs and compromises that were made in
the past, yet which still affect current decisions. Having the
history of the evolution clarifies s o m e of the tacit
knowledge that is represented in the static logical map.
Also, artifact history allows the individual designer to
benefit from others' work without requiring extra work on

their part.

from the individual to the shared artifact.
E m b e d d i n g History in Artifacts

Related W o r k

Researchers have looked at the physics of real-world objects
to inform the design of computational media (Hill et al.,
Computer tools which incorporate history are based on the 1992). For example, as auto parts manuals become worn,
observation of h o w humans use the past to solve current
they provide visual and tactile cues to guide further use. In
problems (Lee, 1992). The c o m m o n use of a history tool is
the same way that physical wear and tear can be a resource,
to reuse and possibly modify a history item to save
computational media should e m b e d the history of an artifact
keystrokes and/or mouse strokes (Linxi, Habermann, 1988).
in the artifact so that it can serve as guide to further use.
History serves users by allowing reuse of previous
This history should be embedded in the design artifact in
interaction.
such a way that the system can leverage the contents of both
the artifact and the history. Cross reference from history
Lee [1992a] provides a summary of recent work in history event to location of the object in the artifact (and back)
tools and identifies seven uses of history:
should be easy.
Human Computer Interaction

1. reuse: reusing scripts directly or with modification

One example of this in Indy (described in more detail in the
2. inter-referential I/O: referring to previously displayednext section), was that deleted items would not disappear
entirely, but would retain a grayed-out or ghosted image on
information in current interaction
the screen. It was visible enough to notice (and thus to
3. error recovery: undoing mistakes
remind the user that there had been something there), but
4. navigation: finding out one's current place, and path not so prominent as to be a major distraction.
taken
Though user interaction histories have proven useful (Lee,
1992), a system that supports design should take the artifact
perspective. This means that the history is in terms of all
changes m a d e to the artifact, rather than several histories
6. user modelling: responding to differences in individual
stored by user. This provides continuity of design projects
users
as people c o m e and go and the project evolves. T h e shared
artifacts as well as the interaction is kept together to support
7. user interface adaptation
collaborative design.
Studies of the use of history have focussed on history as a
Suchman [1987] argues that human computer interaction is
domain- and application-system independent tool for user
constrained by the tendency of the human's knowledge to
support (Lee, 1992; Barnes, Bovey, 1986). User activities
be context-specific or situated. In long-term design projects
contain repetition, which motivates a w a y to provide
designers must collaborate across space and time. This
support for easily
reusing
previous
commands
means that knowledgeable domain workers will need tools
(GreenbergWitten, 1988). T h e area most researched and
to help remember the relevant issues and see the progress of
most supported by computer-systems is reuse. According to
the various projects.
Linxi and Habermann [1986], the most c o m m o n use of a
history tool is to reuse and possibly modify a history item to
In a computer based design environment, history tools can
save keystrokes and/or mouse strokes. Though undoubtedly
provide the context of previous work, rather than just its
useful in simple tasks such as U N D C c o m m a n d line
current state. Understanding " h o w " something c a m e to be
submission, focusing on reuse of an operating system
often answers m a n y " w h y " questions, especially in design
command overlooks h o w people use computer-based
tasks that involve graphics, such as C A D (Sukaviriya,
environments to carry out complex design projects.
1990). Local and W i d e Area Network Design is an area in
which logical and physical diagrams play a central role in
Though these interactions with an operating system are
communicating crucial information. Static diagrams hide
important and tools such as T C S H (Ellis, Greer, Placeway,
m u c h information relevant to modifying the current
Zachariassen, 1987) are a useful addition to operating
network, such as h o w certain tradeoffs and compromises
system interface, the outcome of a multi-year design project
came to be.
hardly depends on whether the designer types Ipr project.ps
or reuses a previous Ipr c o m m a n d .
Whether it is
command-line recall, or macro recording, the support is still Summary
barely above the keystroke level. F e w would argue the
Related work on history tools thus illustrates three goals.
usefulness of macros, but higher levels of support are
First, the level of support has been too low. Users need
needed for collaborative design.
more than command-line recall. Second, the history should
5. reminding: aiding recall and providing visual cues to
past events

not be separated from the artifact, but embedded. There are
The taxonomy above assumes that history is user-specific. aspects of physical wear that should find representations in
However in collaborative design, an additional perspective
computer based media. Third, the history should be about
is helpful, that of artifact-specific history. The focus shifts
an artifact, not just an individual user. Collaborative design
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removed and items that have been deleted will appear once
again. The artifact is rolled back one change at a time, so
that each move, create, or delete is seen. In some cases a
unit is affected which is not currently on the visible page, in
this case, the window is automatically scrolled to show the
affected unit.

relies heavily on the use of shared artifacts and the design
history of an artifact goes beyond any one user's interaction
history.
INDY: History Support for
Collaboration

Indy is a system which supports the collaborative design of Network designers made much use of this feature as they
each have primary responsibility for only portions of the
computer networks. It builds on design environments
(Fischer, 1992) by providing a design m e d i u m in which the
network, yet their work often overlaps. They can restore the
artifact to the state in which they last edited the artifact and
design as well as the communication about the design is
stored. This section describes the domain of computer
are able to better understand the rationale and implication of
network design and summarizes a long-term study of users
any new modifications. A s a reflexive tool, the previous
of iNDY.
context is restored to enhance recognition of one's own
work. The tool thus acknowledges and supports designers'
Network Design Domain
situated cognition.
A local area network links devices such as workstations, file
servers, and printers using cables of different lengths and
types. Networks can be viewed at different levels of
abstraction, such as connectors and cables, work groups, and
entire subnets. Beyond the subnets are building-wide
backbones and eventually extremely large nets such as arpaand internet.
Rarely are networks designed from the ground up. There is
usually too m u c h investment in the old infrastructure and
adding functionality is a process of evaluating difficult
tradeoffs. It seems to be worse than software in that most of
the work is done after the initial design is allegedly over.
Just like in a large software project it is crucial to have a
chief architect w h o oversees the project from start to finish,
so too does a turnover in systems administration m a k e it
difficult to m a k e good decisions about tradeoffs. There is
rarely one "right" way to build a complex network at the
level of, say, the Engineering Center at the University of
Colorado at Boulder (CU). Thus personal experience and
bias plays a large role in redesigning existing networks.

Users were involved with Indy in two ways. First, they
helped in the design process by evaluating early prototypes.
Second, they participated in a long term study of
collaborative design. This study involved two designers
taking turns designing and evaluating each other's work,
followed by others analyzing the resulting design. It was
conducted in a participatory design fashion and user
suggestions guided the implementation. The purpose of the
long term study was to simulate the process of several
project members collaborating asynchronously and to
evaluate the role played by embedded communication and
embedded history.
All participants in this study were experienced in network
design, and all five were employed in various roles of
network design at the time of the study. Table I shows that
experience ranged from 4 to 12 years. This included
experience in systems administration and local and
wide-area network design.
Setup and Tasks

This domain is useful to study from the perspective of this
research, because the context of a design decision is so
important in a rapidly changing domain. There are many
ways to support given requirements and problem framing
plays an important part. Network design is typical of a wide
range of other design domains. Though analysis tools exist,
it is not possible to automate network design. Each solution
illustrates tradeoffs between m a n y goals such as cost and
reliability.

The study took place at of the University of Colorado at
Boulder. After a representation of the current computer
network was m a d e in Indy, two participants were given the
tasks of adding workstations to this network and evaluating
each other's work. This collaboration took place over a
period of 5 months. User names have been changed to
preserve anonymity. The following sequence was chosen to
closely mirror current events and provide opportunities for
studying collaborative design:

Figure 1 shows how to trace the history of any design unit.
A list of changes is shown, and the corresponding history
transactions are highlighted in the history pane (in this case
the complete artifact history is long and only one history
entry of the specified design unit (Workstation-259) is
visible in the right pane.) Support is also provided for
finding recent work (Figure 1 shows that user "haleden"
m a d e changes on 1/28/93).

This author entered parts of the office tower (OT) and
classroom wing (CR) backbones and the labs which are
attached into iNDY. T o give aflavorthe "size" of the task,
the history list shows that 56 transactions were used to setup
the initial network configuration. That is, 56 design
changes such as create, move, connect were used to seed the
environment in which the users tasks were then carried out.
This author entered two main subnets in the engineering
center at C U . Then Joshua and Luke took turns, each a
couple of weeks apart, in making modifications to the net.
At the end several other network designers evaluated the
artifact.

One can select any of the history transactions and the
artifact will be "rolled back" to that point in time. That is,
the diagram will look like it did in the past; additions will be
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The major panes in this screen image (from left to right) are the Palette, the Work Space, an(j the History. The history has a
(upper right) as well as direct-manipulation interface. The history can be queried according to users, design units, and dates. The pop-up
window (lower right) shows the trace of a workstation, which was created on 10/25/92.

Table 1: Users' experience and background
User

Network Design Experience

Joshua

7 years

Luke

10 years

Ben

12 years

Micah

4 years

Pat

6 years

Artifact changes. Designers did not hesitate to m a k e
changes to the artifact. This was due in part to the explicit
directions to " m a k e any changes you want to." H o w e v e r
there was no hesitation, or indication of discomfort in
carrying out that assignment. It was not possible to tell h o w
the absence of a history mechanism would have affected
this, i.e. whether the willingness to change other's work
was due to the fact that the changes could easily be undone,
or whether the willingness to change something was related
to the individual's confidence that the changes were indeed
correct.

Tasks were chosen to coincide with recent and proposed
machine purchases and changes in the Computer Science
department. The tasks were close enough to the real
situation to cause designers to take into account the real
situation in carrying out the tasks. Five of the sessions were
videotaped and protocol analyses showed an intermixing of
references to the iNDY representation and the C U network in
resolving design decisions and evaluating the network
layouts.

Perception of history. In their use of the history
mechanisms, it seems that designers were not thinking of it
in the sense of Hollan and Stornetta [1992], i.e. archived
communication, but rather as an archived trace of changes.
Nevertheless one designer mentioned the time dimension of
communication:

I can see you wanting to have the notes basically, well
the notes are time based, you have a time dimension.
And so you might have conflicting notes attached to the
same place or same object... And so you might want to
see the entire sequence of notes associated with
something. You might want to see the last note
associated with it.
Results and Discussion
Reminding. Several suggestions were m a d e relative to
history access and presentation. Users requested access to
After the initial creation of the artifact with 56 transactions,
the history by user. This arose in a reflexive C S C W use,
participants used another 249 transactions to accomplish the
namely the need to find where one had done work oneself.
tasks during the study.
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History list organization. Designers wanted to group sets
of transactions and describe them so that they did not have
to look at a long list of changes as remember what they
accomplished. T o provide a feel for the "size" of a group,
the number of transactions is shown. For example, the right
pane of Figure 1 shows that it took 16 transactions to "add
duck's q950's" (Apple Quadra 950s).

This approach works best in domains where graphics play a
central role. In these domains it is easy to represent as well
as visualize changes. These changes carry much semantic
meaning to experts so little else must be tracked except the
graphical changes. In other domains it is not clear how to
represent or visualize a change. For example software
engineering has long had history tools (version control
systems), yet there are no good tools for representing or
Embedded history. The integration of history and artifact visualizing changes.
was well exploited. The following quotes from the
Acknowledgements
transcript motivate Indy's history access mechanisms:
I don't remember exactly where I was last time. Is there
a way to determine where I left off?
Sometimes it'd be useful to know who made this change
in the design.
Another thing that might be useful would be for me to
have some way to say ' 'Where was that created and who
created it?''
So is there any way tofindout who made these notes?
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Is there a way tofindthe history of an item?
But that's incorrect... you see here, history's useful,
because I want to go back to the context of when... I
started more or less...
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Abstract

constraed as explanatory theories.
T h e four problems in the A I literature that I discuss concem
Reseaichen in AI often say that certain types of referencethe distinction b e t w e m perceptual and intellectual bases for
are baaed on percq)tion. Their models, however, do not
reference, the nature of refer^itial identification, the role
reflect perceptual functioning, but instead represent denotaof contrast in referential idratification, and inexact matchtion, an intellectuaUy modeled relation, by using exact feaes. T o deal with these issues, I suggest an alternative
ture matching in a serial device as the basic mechanism for
iq)proach to perceptually based indexical reference, the
reference. I point out four problems in this use of denotafigure-ground model.
tion: substitution of an intellectual model for a perceptual
one; unclarity about the nature ofreferentialidentification;
n. The Four Problems
relative neglect of the role of contrast inreference;and
inexact matches. I then suggest an alternative theoretical
A) Perceptual vs. Intellectual Bases for Reference
account for perceptually based indexical reference, the
figure-ground model, and I e:q>lain how this model handles
The basis for connecting indexical phrases to their referthefourproblems.
ents in die physical surroundings is perception: I use 'that
I. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Reference concerns the relation of symbols to things
outside the system of symbols. Indexical noun phrases
(e.g., 'this,' 'I,' 'you,' 'that dog,') are inqrartant vdiicles
of reference in natural langiiage. In their most basic use in
communication, they serve to connect discourse with
things presoit in th£ physical surroundings. T o model
such reference, A I workers have used exact feature matdiing in a serial device. They combine this mechanism with
various devices for restricting the search space containing
possible referents. In regard to devices for restricting
search spaces, m u c h progress has been m a d e since the
early 1970's w h e n Winograd developed his work o n referaice in Shrdlu. For exan^le, Grosz (1977, 1981), Sidner
(1979), Reichman (1978, 1985), and Brace (1981)) have
developed theories aimed at restricting lists of possible
refermts. T h e motivation for these theories w a s goieral
theories of the stracture of discourse, rather than £eories
of reference. Despite this progress in restricting the search
q>ace for reference, the basic mechanism for picking the
referent out of such search spaces has remained unchanged
since Winograd's work.
In this paper, I argiie that four issues in the A I literature
o n reference indicate serious problems in the supposition that
exact feature matching in a serial device provides an
explanatory mechanism for reference. I disciiss the A I
literature as though it aimed at explanatory rather than
purely specificatory models for referraice. ^ explanatory
device aims at replicating certain results (e.g., the understanding of reference in natural language) by using means
that are similar or parallel to the natural ones. In contrast,
a purely q>ecificatory device aims at replicating the results,
but not at using similar means. I (1993) have discussed the
distinction b e t w e m explanatory uid specificatory theories
elsewhere. M y assunq>tion of explanatory goals for A I
studies of reference is not always correct, but I m a k e it for
two reasons. First, it would take u p too m u c h space in a
short paper to sort out which type of A I is the goal for
each piece of woiic. M o r e inq)ortantly, I a m interested in
explanatory A I for referoice, and I want to show that
current A I theories of reference have s o m e deficiencies if
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dog' or 'you' to refer in such a w a y that your perc^tual
attention is directed to the refermt. M y claim that perception is at the foundation of a basic variety of indexical
reference is goierally accepted by m a n y A I workers (e.g.,
Cohen (1984), G o o d m a n (1986), Appelt and Kronfeld
(1987), Grosz (1981), Lesperance and Levesque (1993),
Dale (1988), and Claasen (1992)). Despite their agreemrat
about the datum that perception is the basis for certain
types of referoice, none of these authors provides any A I
device to model perception. Instead, the basic mectuuiism
they use to model refer^ce is exact feature matching in a
serial device. They use this mechanism in conjunction
with various devices for restricting the search space containing possible referents.
Exact feature matching in a serial device models denotation, rather than percq>tion. A I scholars, in fact, often
seem to take denotation as equivalent to reference. Philosophers, since Strawson's (1950) " O n Referring," have
usiudly agreed that referoice is an action of a speaker,
involving his use of words and actions in a context to
determine a referent. In contrast, denotation is sinq)ly a
relation between a description and an object, by which the
description is true of the object and of nothing else. Thus
denotation leaves out of consideration the speaker, his
actions, and the context. Nevertheless, many philosophers
have used denotation to explicate the basic functioning of
words in reference. In this way, the basic mechanism of
referrace is taken to be a type of predication.
T h e tradition of using denotation to explicate reference
goes back to Frege (1879, 1950) and Russell. In his 'On
Denoting," Russell (1905) analyzed "The present king of
France is bald' as 'There is one and only one preset king
of France, and he is bald." This analysis takes doiotation
to be the mechanism by which "the present king of France'
fimctions. Interestingly enough, Russell held that indexical
reference is determined in a perceptual way, rather than by
d^iotation (cf. m y (1984)). But his view on indexicals has
been ignored in the literature (though Castaneda (1977) and
Smith (1982) offer similar views) while his denotational
account is commonly accepted, not only for definite descriptions, but also for indexicals (for a prominoit instance
of the latter, cf. Quine (1960, p. 163)). Frege and Russell

influenced later analyses of refermce not only by their
pupen on the topic, but also by their development of the
predicate calculus, a formal system in which descriptions
have no function but that of being predicates. The
c o m m o n use of this system as a tool for theorizing about
natural language has promoted the view that descriptions in
referring expressions function in virtue of being true of
referents.
Using doiotation to explicate the basic mechanisms of
leferoice treats these mechanisms as iuncti<Mung at an
intellectual level, in virtue of true description, rather than
at a percq>tual level. Since one can perceive things without describing them, and can describe things without perceiving them, it is clear that description and perc^tion are
different. Nevertheless, most (but not all) A I scholars omit
commenting on the fact that their models for perceptually
based refermce treat something quite differoit from such
refermce, namely, true description of the referent.
B) The Nature of Referential Identincation
Some AI scholars explicitly note that their denotatiorud
models for refermce do not treat the perceptual identification involved in certain kinds of refermce. Philip Cohen
(19g4a, 1984b), as well as Appelt and Kronfeld (1987),
say that percq>tual id^itification is an additional step in
referring, after the one repteseated by a true description of
the referent. They also say that there is no adequate theory
of just h o w people idraitify referents. O n their view, not
only are our A I models defici^it in modeling refer^itial
idoitification, but w e also do not k n o w what referential
identification is, i.e., w e don't have any underlying philosophical account of such identification. This is a serious
problem for A I theories of refer^ice, since these theories
take refermtial identification to be the heart of refer^ce.

for matching, rather than contrast. If true description is
not the relevant device, thai the use of 'the m a n with the
martini' in the circumstances described above m a y count as
an exact match according to some other basis for matching.
Both Barbara Grosz (1977) and Bradley G o o d m a n
(1986) discuss the fact that inexact matehes of descriptions
to referents often suffice for communicating referoice in
natural language. Grosz (1981) says that the question of
inexact matehes needs fiirtiier study, and G o o d m a n (1986)
provides such a study. H e has developed interesting
devices for rq>lacing or removing descriptions that do not
mateh any possible refermts. His device has preset rankings of whidi kinds of descriptions are most likely to be
wrong, and it tries rq>lacing or removing them, and then
matching the resultant description set to the list of possible
referaits. Goodman's methods and algorithms are ingoiious, and produce useful results. However, his i^proach is
justified practically rather than theoretically, and has been
called 'ad hoc' by Chamiak (1988: 288). In m y opinion,
several parts of Goodman's treatmoit are theoretically
motivated, but not the assunq>tion that exact matehes like
those modeled by denotation are required for reference in
natural language. If contrast to other things in the surroundings, rather than doiotation, is the basic mechanism
of a certain type of reference in natural language, thai
m a n y cases of 'mexact matehes" are exact Plough. It is an
empirical question whether people use mechanisms other
than doiotation to m a k e referoice.

Summary of section n. I have argued that there are
several theoretical problems in using d^otation, and exact
feature matehing in a serial device, as bases for explanatory models of perceptually based refer»ice: denotation
captures an intellectual ratiier than perceptual relation;
current models leave it unclear just what constitutes refermtial identification; contrast rather than true description
m a y be the basic mechanism of referoice; "inexact matehC)The Role of Contrast in Referential Identification
es" are commonly used in referring in natural language. In
Several AI scholars say that contrast is basic to the functionwhat follows, I describe a theoretical model for perceptualing of referential idmtification (e.g., Dale (1988), Grosz
ly based indexical referaice which deals withtiieseprob(1981), G o o d m a n (1986), Appelt and Kronfeld (1987), and
lems.
Reichman (1985)). This position w a s held earlier by the
m. The Figure-Ground Model
psychologist, Olson (1970), w h o is cited by Grosz. Contrast of the referent to its surroundings is coii^atible with
My theoretical model for the determination of indexical
denotation of the referent, in that one could pick a referent
referrace, which I (1986, 1993) have developed at length
out of some set by a description that was true of it and of
elsewhere, is called the "figure-ground model," and has
nothing else in the set. Despite this conqjatibility, it is not
three steps:
clear that true description is necessary for distinguishing an
A . T h e use of an indexical determines a context containintended referent from a set of possible referents because
ing the refer^t. (To simplify matters, I take the context to
descriptions which are false of the referoit often suffice in
be the physical surroimdings, but there are additional
natund language for communicating referoice.
For
kinds.)
example, one coidd use 'the m a n with the martini' to refer
B. Gestures m a y direct the hearer's attention to one part
to a m a n drinking water from a martini glass, or one could
of the physical surroundings as containing the referent.
use 'that desk' to refer to a table. Therefore, if contrast is
C. Descriptions in the indexical phiase (or connected
to play the major role in referoice, it is not clear that
with it in certain other ways) function as & figure to m a k e
dmotation, or exact feature matehing in a serial device, is
the referent stand out by contrast to the background.
also needed.
Consider an example. Suppose a person, at a bar k n o w n
D) Inexact Matches
by the conversers to be frequented by transvestites, says
while nodding in a certain direction,
If contrast is the most basic device for refermce, then a
"That strikingly beautifid w o m a n is not a w o m a n . "
description that is false of a referent, but sufficioit for
In this context, the nodding is a gesture indicating that a
contrasting it to other possible referents, m a y suffice for
certain part of the surroun£ngs contains the referent, and
reference. Such a description would "inexactly mateh" its
the descriptive terms 'strikingly beautiful w o m a n ' function
referent: calling such a mateh "inexact," however, is based
as a figure to m a k e the referent stand out (for the hearer)
on the assun^tion that true description is the basic device
qua particular from that background. This perceptual
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functioning of the description requires the hearer to scan
the indicated part of the physical surroundings for something that fits the percq>tual content conveyed by 'strikingly
beautiful w o m a n . ' lliis initial presentation of the figureground model is too brief, but I will clarify it further by
contrasting it to denotation, and by explaining h o w it deals
with the four problems about perc^tually based reference.
Denotation functions in virtue of a predication model, in
that the denotatum or referent is whatever the description
in the referring expression is true of. T h e predicational
mechanism identifies a thing qua m e m b e r of a kind, in that
the ref(»ent is whatever satisfies the description. For
exanq>le, most uses of "the winner of the next N e w Yoric
state lottery' and of "whoever is in the next room" pick an
individual out not qua individual, but rather qua having
certain features, or falling under a certain description. A
contrasting manner of identification is identification qua
individual (or qua particular). For example, most uses of
"this dog" or "that car" based on perception would identify
a thing qua individual, because the hearer's attention is
directed to pick out a certain individual from the surroundings. T h e mechanism of the figure-ground model naturally
produces identification qua particular by the w a y it functions: the figiu« functions as a template that makes a particular thing stand out for the hearer from its background.
Such contrastive fiinctioning is quite differ^it from directing attention to whatever it m a y be that a certain description is true of. T h e two different manners of identifying a
referent have effects on the logic of negation and on rigidity of designation (cf. m y (1993)). Note that I a m not
proposing that eith^ the figure-ground model or the predication model is more fundamental than the other. Instead I
view descriptive terms as having a lexical meaning which
m a y be used either to provide a figure for drawing a contrast, or to provide a predicate that is to be true of something (or in various other ways~I do not attempt a complete
account of the varieties of referoice).
Next, I discuss the four problems. First, in contrast to
denotation, the figure-ground model provides a perceptual
model for perceptually based reference, as shown by its
three main features: hearing the use of the indexical is the
basis on which the hearer picks out the ground containing
the referoit; gestures direct the hearer's perceptual attration to a part of the surroundings; and the figure functions
in a perceptual w a y in drawing a contrast of an individual
to its surroundings. Evoi though this p^>er focuses on
perceptual applications of the figure-ground model, the
contrast of figure to ground is also pres^it in higher level
cognition, so that the figure-ground model is applicable
also to indexical referoice th^ is not perc^tually based
(cf. m y 1993, ch. 3).
T h e percq>tual nature of the figure-ground model enables it to give contrast, rather \kui true description, the
major role in reference. Both gestures and descriptions
function in the figure-ground m c ^ l in virtue of contrasts
to backgrounds. Descriptions need not be true of the
referent as long as they suffice for distinguishing it from
other possible refer^its in the indicated part of the surroundings. Because the description need not be true of its
referoit, as long as it provides the needed contrast, certain
types of 'inexact matches' of descriptions to referoits are
explained: a description m a y function by creating a perceptual contrast, rather than function at an intellectual level by
being true of something. A n A I model of such fiinctioning
could use a coimectionist device, which allows a less rigid
type of feature matching, that betterfitspercq>tual match-
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ing. John Moulton and I are n o w working on such a model
(Moulton and Roberto, 1994).
T h e figure-ground model also helpa in regard to the
problem of the nature of referential identification, both by
offering a model for the mechanism of such idoitification,
and by providing a basis for explicating identification qua
particular. I submit that identification qua particular on the
figure-ground model explicates what Cohsa., Appelt, and
Kronfeld call "referential identification" in the case of
indexical refermce.
But this is not an account of
referential identification in general. I believe that there are
at least three types of referential identification based on
uses of descriptions. O n e type is based on the figuregroimd model, and a second type is based on the p r ^ c a tion model and approximates d^otation. The third type,
which I have not discussed here, directe attention to a thing
qua kind, and produces generic refermce, as in "An elephant never forgeto." I view reference m a d e by means of
descriptive noun phrases as a con^lex type of attention
directmg, \(^ch pute the descriptive contoit of the phrases
to work in various ways, and not just by means of true
predication.
I conclude that the figure-ground model provides an
alternative to denotation as a mcxlel for perceptually based
refer^ce, and that this alternative overcomes several
problems that exist for a purely denotational model.
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Abstract

dimensions has often been used to explain discrepancies
between children's and adults' word usage (e.g. Clark, 1983;
When people categorize an object, they often encode a certain
Mervis, 1987). Similarly, w h e n adults engage in tasks such
number of its properties for later classification. In Schyns and
as reading x-ray films, classifying pre-cambrian organisms
Murphy (in press), w e suggested that the way people group
or chicken sexing, they d o not become experts overnight.
objects into categories could induce the learning of new
Only extensive perceptual learning allows novices to notice
dimensions of categorization--i.e., dimensions that did not
the structures experts see (Biederman, 1987; Gibson, 1969;
exist prior to the experience with the categorization system. In
Lesgold. 1984).
this research, w e examine whether the context of known
Schyns and M u r p h y (1991, in press) suggested that the
concepts can influence feature extraction. The first
w a y people organize their world could influence their
experiment simply tested whether the context of different
perception of objects (see also Goldstone, in press; Medin
object categories could change the perception of the same
and Wisnieski, in press, Schyns, 1991). Specifically, the
target stimuli. The second experiment examined whether
grouping of objects into categori es could induce the
learning category B given the concept of category A may
result in different features being learned that learning A given
learning of n e w dimensions of cat egorization-i.e.,
B. The results showed that the context of known concepts
dimensions that did not exist prior to the expaience with the
influence the features people learn to represent object
categorization system. Schyns and M u r p h y gave a
categories.
functional definition of features that attributes an important
role to perceptual a n d categorical structures. The
Functionality Principle sunmiarizes this view (Schyns &
Murphy, in press): If a fragment of stimulus categorizes
Introduction
objects (distinguishes m e m b e r s from nonmembers) the
When people identify an object, they often encode a certain fragment is instantiated as a unit in the vocabulary of objea
number of its properties for later classification. For example, concepts. T h e Functionality Principle claims that the
an orange is c o m m o n l y perceived as a round object of
vocabulary of categorization is not necessarilyfixed,but
orange color with an orange-peel texture. These properties
rather expandable-i.e., not independent of the process of
are then input to categorization processes which output
category formation, but intertwined with it. The aim of this
"orange" instead of "lemon" or "apple." M a n y theories of
research is to investigate further the constraints a categorical
object recognition and categorization assume this simple
context imposes on feature extraction.
division of labor: Low-level perception encodes the input
A n important implication of the Functionality Principle is
object along a fixed set of dimensions which are the input of
that the vocabulary of representation not only characterizes
categorization processes.
m e m b e r s of a category, but also distinguishes members of
Presumably, the reason w h y people preferentially use
contrast categories. Thus, contrast categories could
shape, texture and color to describe fruits is that these
influence feature extraction. T o illustrate h o w this might
properties are particularly informative to distinguish fruit
work, imagine you were a Martian with no experience of
categories. Category learning is often thought of as the Earth objects. T h efirstobjects you learn about are a bunch
process which groups into concepts the most informative
of glasses which, as w e k n o w , have a cylindrical shape.
properties a m o n g a fixed set of possible properties (e.g.,
H o w e v e r , your Martian vocabulary does not possess
Bruner, G o o d n o w & Austin, 1956; Bourne, 1986; Estes,
cylinder as a feature. So, you encode the cylindrical shape of
1986, a m o n g m a n y others). F r o m a developmental
glasses with the n e w cylinder unit in your vocabulary. From
perspective the notion of a fixed set poses difficulties as it
n o w on, you can use the unit cylinder to categorize objects.
n o w seems clear that infants and young children are not
O n your second day of Earth life, you learn about mugs.
aware of all the stimulus dimensions that become important
M u g s have a cylindrical part, so they look like glasses,
in later category leaming-in fact, the acquisition of n e w
except that another fragment is systematically attached to
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mugs. Because this fragment distinguishes the concept of
glass from the n e w category m u g , handle is added to your
vocabulary, and m u g is represented in m e m o r y with the
units cylinder and handle.
The Martian example illustrates h o w concepts influences
the learning of n e w units. W h e n the vocabulary is not
sufficient to distinguish a n e w category from k n o w n
concepts, the fragment allowing the discrimination {handle
in the previous example) is incorporated in the vocabulary
as a new conceptual unit. Note that feature learning is not
always reversible. That is, two categories A a a d B presented
in a different order could induce people to extract different
features. This occurs because learning category B given A
may set different constraints for feature extraction than
learning A given B . T o illustrate, assume arrow's time goes
backwards for our Martian: H e learns about m u g s before
learning about glasses. Supposing his perceptual structures
were roughly like ours, he could describe the m u g s by
mentioning that something seems to break the regularity of
the surface. However, he needs not encode this fact to ide
tify the mugs-perh^s they are the only small objects of that
sort he has ever observed. The Martian m a y represent m u g
with a holistic, single unit (the shape of a m u g as a chunk) in
the vocabulary. It is not necessary to learn two units of
representation w h e n one unit performs the relevant
categorization. W h e n the Martian experiences glasses, the
chunk m u g is not a component of glasses as cylinder was of
mugs. T o distinguish the two categories, the Martian could
simply instantiate cylinder as a n e w unit in his vocabulary.
Thus, although the two Martians would categorize glasses
and mugs equivalently well, different features and concepts
would cause this behavior.
In short, w e want to argue that the context of k n o w n
concepts constrains the learning of n e w features. At any
state of conceptual development, a set of features defmes a
repertoire of possible concepts--the set of all possible
combinations of the features of the set, or more technically,
the closure on the feature set. K n o w n concepts are always a
subset of this repertoire. Learning a n e w category either
means finding a n e w combination of features within the
conceptual repertoire, or expanding the repertoire by adding
a new feature to the vocabulary. Which strategy applies
depends on the similarities and contrasts between k n o w n
concepts and the n e w category. K n o w n concepts constitute a
categorical context, they fix contrasts and similarities for
concept learning and feature extraction processes.
The following experiments test a few predictions of
feature learning in categorical context. The first experiment
was a simple test of the idea that the context of different
object categories could change the interpretation of the same
target stimuli. The second experiment examined whether
categorical context could induce the representation of two
categories A and B with different features, depending on
which category is the context of the other.
Experiment 1
The following experiments used unfamiliar categories of
grey-level "Martian cells" similar to cells observed in a
miCTOscope. The rationale of Experiment 1 was to present
two groups of subjects (the A - B C group and the A B - C
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group) with the context of two categories (respectively
categories A and B C and categories A B and Q composed of
different groupings of the same a, b, and c components. W e
expected the acquisition of a n e w vocabulary to be context
dependent and to determine the parsing of test objects.
Methods
Subjects and Stimuli. Twenty-four Grenoble University
students were randomly assigned to experimental conditions
A B - C or A - B C with the constraint that the number of
subjects be equal in each condition. W e synthesized
categories of "Martian cells" with 2D-gr^bics software on
an Apple Macintosh computer. A Martian cell was created
from a uniformly grey circle, by adding black parts (cell
bodies) at random locations within the circle. S o m e parts
defined the categories, other parts were distractors. A
Gaussian filter was then applied to each cell to blend
together the background circle and the organites (see Figure
1 for example of Martian cells). W e synthesized a total of 4
learning categories, each composed of 5 Martian cells.
Categories A and C were simple categories because a single
component (respectively part a and part b) defined them.
Categories A B and B C were composed categories because
two components (respectively ab and be ) were adjacent to
one another in the cells. Note that the adjacent components
were always connected at loci of local minima of curvature,
the perceptual constraint on part segmentation of Hoffman
and Richards (1985). Testing cells A , C, A B , B C and A B C
(see Figure 1) were n a m e d according to the simple or
composed part they tested. Testing cells included the
subcomponents a, ^, c of the learning categories plus
distractor components.
Procedure. In a learning phase, subjects were told that they
would see 10 Martian cells, one at a time. Subjects were
insu-ucted to observe the pictures carefully (each on a
separate page). In the A - B C (vs. A B - C ) condition, subjects
experienced the A (vs. A B ) category and the B C (vs. Q
category. (The order of presentation of the categories was
counterbalanced.) Subjects were not instructed that the 10
stimuli formed two categories; categories were presented a
m a x i m u m of 3 times, depending on subjects' self-assesment
of their learning.
In a testing phase, subjects saw the five test stimuli in a
random order, one at a time, on a C R T screen. Subjects were
instructed to circle the parts of the cells by delineating them
using a computer mouse (see Schyns and Murphy, 1991,
1993).

•^••^m„mt^^'^
ABcell

ABC cell

m i

A cell

B C cell
Figure 1 : This figure illustrates the exemplars of
Martian cells used in the testing phase of Experiment
1. The simple A and C cells arerespectivelydefined
by the a and c components. Composed A S , B C , and
A B C cells are defined by various combinations of the
a, b and c components.
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explained earlier. W e synthesized three categories of
Martian cells for the learning phase of the experiment. The
composed part ab defined the A B category (a and b were
If the context of different objects results in different units
adjacent on each exemplar of the category). The A and B
being learned, subjects should interpret the same test stimuli
categories were simple categories defined respectively by
quite differently. A - B C subjects should analyze the new
the subcomponent a and the subcomponent b.
A B C test cell as a composition of a and be , but A B - C
Five types of stimuli were used for testing: A B cells, A
subjects should perceive ab and c. W e scored subjects on
cells, B cells, A-B cells and distractors. A - B cells were cells
whether their segmentations of A B C was compatible with
in which the components a and b were not adjacent to one
the a and be, or with the ab and c vocabulary. A Chi-square
another but randomly disposed in the cell with the constraint
test of association revealed a significant association between
that they did not overlap. Distractor cells were only m a d e of
group (A-BC vs. A B - Q and type of delineation (a and be vs.
components of random shapes (see Figure 2).
fl/» and c).x2(l)= 10.37, p < . 0 1 .
To test further the hypothesis that subjects had extracted
Procedure. Initial Learning Phase. In an initial learning
different vocabularies of object representation, w e compared
stage, subjects were instructed to carefully observe two
the delineations of the composed test stimuli. Our
categories of 10 cells. Stimuli were presented one at a time
hypothesis was that A - B C subjects should segment A B in
for 1 sec. on a C R T screen. After each category, subjects'
two parts (because a was a unit allowing the segmentation)
learning was tested with 4 cells (two n e w exemplars and two
but they should systematically delineate flC as a chunk. A B disu-actors). Subjects' task was to categorize the cells.
C subjects should do the opposite (i.e., segment B C because
Perfect categorization was the criterion to learn the second
of c, but delineate A B as a chunk). W e scored each subject
category, or to complete the initial learning phase. W e
on whether they segmented A B or B C . A Chi-square test of
defined four groups of subjects according to order of
association revealed a significant association between group
presentation of the categories. In th A-Aflgroup and the B{A-BC, vs. A B - Q and segmentation or no segmentation of
A B groups, the simple category (either A or B ) was learned
each chunk, X 2(1) = 12.44, p < .001. This indicates that
before the composed A B category. This order was reversed
what one group perceived as an indecomposable unit was
in the AB-A and the A B - B groups. For ease of presentation,
perceived by the other group as a composition.
w e will call the fu-st two groups the X - X Y learning condition
As indicated by the previous analysis, the simple parts a
and the other groups the X Y - X learning condition.
and c m a y have a different status in both groups.
Specifically, the A - B C (vs. A B - Q group should perceive a
Verification Phase. To insure that the memory of the
(vs. c ) as a unit of categorization, but a (vs. c) should not be second category did not interfere with the m e m o r y of the
a unit in A B - C (vs. A - B C ) . W e scored each subject on
first category, w e tested subjects' m e m o r y of the categories
whether they circled a or c in the A and C stimuli. A Chiafter completion of the initial learning phase. The test was a
square (est of association showed a significant association of
simple categorization of 6 n e w cells (two simple, two
composed, and two distractors cells). Subjects had to
group and delineation, X^il) = 7.19, p < .01. Each group
was aware of its simple unit but was unaware of the simple
indicate the categorical membership of each exemplar
(possible responses were X, X Y and none) by pressing the
unit of the other group. This provides further evidence that
appropriate key of a computer keyboard. A single mistake
composed parts were perceived as a holistic single unit
would eliminate a subject from the experiment.
unless its components were themselves units (see also
Schyns & Murphy, in press).
Testing Phase. In the testing phase, subjects were asked to
categorize 20 n e w cells: 4 X , 4 XY, 4 X - Y a n d S distractors
Experiment 2
cells. T o ensure that subjects would categorize after (instead
Experiment 1 suggests that the context of different objects
of during) their exploration of the cells, w e simulated the
causes the learning of different units which influence
effect of looking at cells through the aperture of a
people's perception of stimuli. The goal of Experiment 2
microscope. That is, subjects saw successively 2 snapshots
was to demonstrate that the context of k n o w n concepts
of different portions of the cells. For the X and X y cells, one
determines which features are chosen to encode a n e w
portion showed the relevant component (x or xy) and the
object category. W e set up a very simple situation of
other portion revealed a distractor part. For X-Y cells, x was
categorization. T w o groups of subjects had to learn a simple
presented in one portion, and y in the other. For distractor
category X and a composed X Y category of Martian cells,
cells, both portions showed distractor parts. (Order of
but the learning order was different in each group (X before
snapshot presentation and of assignment of features to
XY, OT X Y before X ) . W e wanted to show that despite
portions was randomized.) Subjects had to categorize each
equivalent categorizations of X and X Y stimuli the groups
cell by pressing the appropriate keyboard key.
used different features.
Results a n d Discussion.

Methods
Subjects and stimuli. Twenty Grenoble University smdents
participated in the experiment; they were assigned randomly
to conditions. Stimuli were Martian cells constructed as
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ABceU

AceU

I

4

^

:

A-B cell

Bcell

distractor cell
Figure 2 : This figure illusttates exemplars of the test
stimuli. The simple A andflcells are respectively
defined by the a and b components. A B and A-B cells
are defined by the a and b components, but the
components are not adjacent to one another in A-B
cells.
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Delineation Phase. T o assess the units used in the testing
phase, w e simply asked subjects to circle the parts they saw
during the experiment on five n e w cells (I X , \ Y and 3
distractors presented one at a time.)

offered a framework to study the grounding of functional
fetaures on perception.
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Abstract

thefirstsyllable yielded a facilitatory effect, but sharing the
second syllable did not. That is, producing each of the words
The production of a disyllabic word is speeded up by advanceof the set raket, ravijn, and so forth (first syllable) went
(off-line) knowledge of the first syllable, but not by knowledge
faster than producing raket, loket, and so forth (second
about the second syllable (Meyer, 1990). By contrast, when
first-syllable or second-syllable primes are presented during the syllable), whereas producing each of the words from the
latter set went as fast as producing raket, bewijs, and so
production of a disyllabic word (on-line), both primes yield a
facilitatory effect (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). In this paper, the
forth (unrelated).
computational model of word-form encoding in speaking
Meyer and Schriefers (1991) examined the effect of
developed in Roelofs (1992b, submitted) is applied to these
spoken distractor words o n word-form encoding in object
contradictory findings. Central to the model is the proposal by
naming. Again, the disyllabic targets and distractors shared
Levelt (1992) that morphemic representations are mapped onto
either thefirstsyllable or the second syllable in c o m m o n .
stored syllable programs by serially grouping the morphemes'
For example, Dutch subjects had to n a m e a pictured rocket
segments into phonological syllables, which are then used to
address the programs in a syllabary. Results of computer
(i.e., they had to say raket, [ra kEl]), where the distractor
simulations reported in this paper show that the model resolves
was ravijn ([ra v e i n ] ,firstsyllable) or loket ([lo kEt],
the empirical discrepancy.
second syllable). Unrelated control conditions for the related
ones were created by combining pictures with other
distractors in the experiment. The distractors were presented
The production of a disyllabic word is speeded up by advance
just before (i.e., -300 or -150 m s ) , simultaneously with, or
(off-line) knowledge of the first syllable, but not by such
right after (i.e., + 1 5 0 m s ) the onset of the presentation of
information about the second syllable (Meyer, 1990). B y
the picture. A facilitatory effect was obtained from both firstcontrast, w h e n first-syllable or second-syllable primes are
syllable and second-syllable primes. W h e n the S O A s were
presented during the production of a disyllabic word (onbetween the onset of the critical part of the distractor and
line), both first-syllable and second-syllable primes yield a
picture onset (i.e., between the onset of the speech fragment
facilitatory effect (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). The timing of
[ra] of [ra "vEin] and picture onset, and between the onset
the onset of the facilitatwy effects differs.
of the [kEt] of [lo k e t ] and picture onset), the difference
M e y e r (1990, 1991) asked Dutch subjects to learn
betweenfirst-and second-syllable primes w a s in the timing
sets of threeotfivepairs of words such as lucht - raket, berg of the onset of the facilitatory effect. T h e onset of the effect
ravijn, and so forth (Eng: sky - rocket, mountain - ravine,
fromfirst-syllableprimes was at an earlier S O A than from
etc.); lucht - raket, klerk - loket, and so forth (Eng: sky second-syllable primes (resp. -150 and 0). With both firstrocket, clerk - ticket-window, etc.); or lucht - raket, rechterand second-syllable overiap, the facilitatory effect was still
bewijs, and so forth (Eng: sky - rocket, judge -proof, etc.).
present at the S O A of +150.
After learning a set, the subjects had to produce the second
The experiments of Meyer (1990,1991) and Meyer
word of a pair (e.g., raket [ra kel]) upon the visual
and Schriefers (1991) included several other conditions (e.g.,
presentation of the first word (i.e., lucht). The response
involving monosyllables). T h e findings from these
words shared thefirstsyllable (e.g., raket [ra 'ket], ravijn
conditions were the same as reported above: Off-line priming
[ra V E i n ] , etc.) or the second syllable (raket [ra kct],
is only possible from the beginning of a word onwards,
loket [lo ket], etc.), or they were unrelated (e.g., raket [ra
whereas this does not hold for on-line priming. In this
kel], bewijs [ b s V e i s ] , etc). Related and unrelated sets
paper, I concentrate on the priming of the first versus the
were created by assigning word pairs to other sets. Sharing
second syllable of disyllables, because these are the only
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conditions that were realized in both the experiments of
Meyer (1990, 1991) and those of Meyer and Schriefers
(1991). Below, I show h o w the word-form encoding model
of Roelofs (1992b, submitted) accounts for this difference
between the off-line and the on-line priming of word-form
encoding in spoken word production. First, I review the
relevant assumptions of the model. Next, 1 present the
results of computer simulations. The simulations show that
the model resolves the empirical discrepancy.

General

Background

The model advanced in Roelofs (1992b, submitted) has
proposed to improve upon the existing models of word-form
encoding. Most of the existing computational models of
word-form encoding in speaking have implicitly been
designed to account for the production of isolated words
(e.g., Dell, 1986; Dell, Juliano, Govindjee, 1993;
Houghton, 1990; Schade & Berg, 1992). Thereby, they have
neglected specific demands of word-form encoding in the
production of connected speech, as argued extensively in
Roelofs (submitted).
First, the encoding in the production of connected
speech often does not respect lexical, morphemic, and
syllabic boundaries (e.g., Kaisse, 1985; Levelt, 1989,
1992). For example, to enhance the speed and fluency of the
articulation of the utterance "there is a yellow rocket in the
sky", a speaker might say "there is a yellow (ro)a (k9)o
(tln)CT the sky" instead of "there is a yellow (ro)o (k8l)(j
(In)o the sky". Here, the coda /I/ of the second syllable of
rocket is treated as the syllable onset of in. That this
concerns a change of syllable position instead of "coarticulation" is shown by the flapping of the /I/ (in
American English). Phonetically, /t/ becomes [r] instead of
[t], which only occurs in syllable onset position. The
encoding across lexical, morphemic, and syllabic boundaries
provides a challenge to the existing models.
Second, due to the incrementality of connected
speech planning, the encoding typically takes place in the
context of the activation of aspects of other word forms
(e.g., Levelt, 1989). Incremental production asks for an
appropriate indexing of the information recovered from
memory. For example, if the segments /j/ and /r/ happen to
be activated from the morphemes <yellow> and <rocket>
simultaneously, the system has to k n o w that the /j/ is
retrieved for yellow and the /r/ for rocket. The existing
models solve this binding problem by placing severe
temporal restrictions on the spelling out of information
(e.g., Dell, 1986). T o prevent errors, they assume that the
brain prohibits that yellow and rocket are spelled out
simultaneously within a level of processing.
However, a speaker's performance in a picture-word
interference experiment demonstrates that word-form
encoding remains accurate in the context of the activation of

other word forms (e.g., Meyer & Schriefers, 1991). A s
indicated, in such an experiment, a pictured object has to be
named (e.g., a depicted rocket), while at the same time a
spoken word presented via head-phones has to be ignored
(e.g., the form-related word robber or the form-unrelated
word fiddle). The presentation of a distractor word results in
longer object naming latencies compared to the situation
without a distractor. The naming latencies increase less with
form-related distractors (e.g., robber, ['to bar]) than with
unrelated ones {e.g.,fiddle,['f I dl]), showing that there is a
level of processing where speech production and speech
perception meet. The number of errors in all three cases
(related distractor, unrelated distractor, no distractor) is low.
been
Thus, the system is able to cope with the fact that a
distractor makes available in^propriate segments (e.g., /bf)
OT that it makes available appropriate segments (e.g., /r/) at
the wrong moment in time.
The model proposed in Roelofs (1992b, submitted)
solves the binding problem by other means than timing.
The model provides for an efficient encoding of word forms
across lexical, morphemic, and syllabic boundaries.
Furthermore, the performance of the proposed encoding
algorithm has been shown to remain accurate in the context
of the activation of other forms.
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Theoretical

Assumptions

The theoretical background of this word-form encoding
model is the spreading-activation model of lexical access in
speaking developed in Roelofs (1992a, 1992b, 1993, in
preparation) and the theoretical framework for word-form
encoding developed in Levelt (1992). Word-form encoding is
conceived of as the second stage of lexical access, the first
stage being lemma retrieval (e.g., Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975;
Kempen & Huijbers, 1983; Levelt, 1989, 1992). In lemma
retrieval, a representation of the intended lexical concept is
used to retrieve the syntactic properties of a word from
memory and to provide pointers to its morpho-phonological
form. In word-form encoding, the form pointers are used to
recover the morpho-phonological properties of the word
from memory in order to construct an articulatory program.
The brain typically does not construct these programs from
scratch. Instead, when available, learned motor programs for
syllables are retrieved from a mental syllabary (Levelt, 1989,
1992; Levelt & Wheeldon, in press). A syllabary is a
repository of articulatory-phonetic programs tor syllables.
Assume a speaker wants to name a rocket. First,
the "lemma retriever" takes the lexical concept rocket and
makes available the syntactic property Noun, a slot for the
specification of the word's number, and form pointers. T o
encode the appropriate word form, singular [ t o k^al]
instead of plural ['ro k^sts], the word's number has to be

Phonemic
Segment
nodes

Syllable
Program
nodes

197S). T h e network consists of three main strata: a
conceptual, a syntactic, and a word-form stratum. The
conceptual stratum contains lexical-concept nodes and
labeled conceptual links, the syntactic stratum contains
l e m m a nodes, slots for diacritics, and syntactic property
nodes and labeled links, and the word-form stratum contains
Lemma
morphological and phonological nodes and labeled links (see
Lexeme
node
Figure).
The first layer of the form network consists of
lexeme
nodes,
which are connected to a word's lemma node
kei^ouiuDc
[ift> ti[ki ]
and its diacritic features. A lexeme node points to a
^
representation of the word-form's metrical structure and to its
segmental content (cf. Goldsmith, 1990). The links between
V
lexeme nodes and segment nodes specify the serial position
^ ^
|
Diacritic Feature
of the segment (i.e., 1/, 2/, etc.) and indicate whether the
node
segment is a consonantal (C) or vocalic (V) constituent (cf.
Clements & Keyser, 1983). Segment nodes are connected to
syllable program nodes by links that specify the serial
position and function (onset, nucleus, or coda) of the
segment within the syllable. Finally, each syllable program
node points to the actual motor program (e.g., the gestural
J L
J
score, B r o w m a n & Goldstein, 1986) for the syllable in the
SyUabaiy
Word-Form Stratum
syllabary of the speaker.
Word-form encoding is initiated when a lemma
Figure: Memory representation of the word form of rocket
sends activation to the word-form network. Activation then
spreads through the network according to
specified. T h e l e m m a plus the "diacritic'' feature singular are
input to word-form encoding. T h e articulatory program is
then derived in three major steps: morphological encoding,
a{k. t-¥At) = a{k.t)0-- (O + J ^ r a(nj).
segmental encoding, and phonetic encoding (Levelt, 1989,
1992). T h e "morphological encoder" takes the l e m m a of
rocket plus the diacritic feature singular, and outputs the
where a(kj) is the activation level of node k at point in time
m o r p h e m e <rocket>. T h e "segmental encoder" takes
r, (/ is a decay rate, and At is the duration of a time step. The
rightmost term denotes the amount of activation k receives
<rocket> and produces the phonological word
between tandt + At, where a(n,t) is the output of neighbor
/>, and r indicates the spreading rate. In the incremental
( ( ( /r/on /3/nu)os (/k/on /s/nu A/co )ow )z ),(0planning of connected speech, there m a y be temporal overlap
in the activation of the fomras of several words. T o select for
each of the words the relevant nodes among all the activated
That is, it delivers a syllabified sequence of segments,
ones, the encoders follow simple selection rules. Associated
together with a stress pattern over the syllables (cf.
to each node in the form network, there is a routine that
Liberman & Prince, 1977). This representation describes
tests whether the node has the appropriaterelationto the
rocket as a phonological word (co) consisting of two
target node(s) at the previous level. L e x e m e nodes should
syllables (o) making up a foot (L). T h e first, stressed
^propriately encode the selected l e m m a and its diacritics,
syllable (o,) consists of the onset It I and the nucleus h i .
metrical structure nodes and phonemic segment nodes should
T h e second, unstressed syllable ( O w ) consists of the onset
appropriately encode the selected lexemes, and syllable
/k/, the nucleus Idl, and the coda A/. Finally, the "phonetic
program nodes should appropriately encode the selected,
encoder" takes this representation and produces the
syllabified segments. A routine is triggered when the node
corresponding articulatory program, ['r3][k^al]. This
exceeds an activation threshold. T h e routines can run in
representation describes rocket in terms of the syllable
parallel.
programs [ r o ] and [ k ^ s t ] , the first syllable to be
T h e morphological encoder selects the lexeme
pronounced loud^ or longer than the second one.
T o accomplish an efficient spelling out of lexical
nodes that are linked to the nodes of the selected lemma and
information, the theory assumes that the mental lexicon is a
its diacritic features. In the example, <rocket> will be
network of nodes and labeled links, which is accessed by
selected because it is linked to both the l e m m a node of
means of the spreading of activation (cf. Collins & Loftus,
rocket and the node for singular.
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The segmental encoder selects the metrical structure
representation and the phonemic segment nodes that are
linked to the selected lexeme nodes. The segments are
associated from left-to-right to the o-nodes within the
metrical frame (Meyer. 1990.1991; LeveU. 1992; Wheeldon
& Levelt, submitted). Thereby, a syllable structure is
assigned following the syllabification rules of the language.
N e w phonological words may be constructed by combining
the metrical frames of neighboring words (see Levelt, 1989,
1992). In the example, the string /r/, /o/, /k/, /s/, /t/, HI,
ItlI is then syllabified as (r3)o (lca)o (lln)(j.
As afinalstep in word-form encoding, for each onode the phonetic encoder selects the syllable program node
that has the appropriate links to the syllabified segments.
For example, the [r o] node is selected for ( /r/on /o/nu )o.
because the link between It I and [r o] is labeled as 1/on, and
the link between h i and [to] is labeled as 2Aiu. Finally, the
phonetic encoder unpacks the syllable programs, making
them available for the control of the movements of the
articulators. The selection of a target syllable program node
is a random event. The probability of the actual selection of
a target node in any m o m e n t in time (after its selection
conditions have been met) is equal to the ratio of the
activation level of the target syllable program node and the
sum of the activation levels of all the syllable program
nodes in the network. That is.

p( selection m d A t < T < t + At I -i selection m at T < t )
= aim,t) I Ei a{i,t).

The index i ranges over the syllable program nodes. The
selection ratio equals the hazard rate hjn{s) of the process of
the encoding of syllable m (up to the access of the syllabary)
at the 5th time step. Given the hazard rate functions, the
mathematical expectation of the encoding time can be
computed (e.g., Roelofs, 1992a, 1992b, 1993, submitted).
Elsewhere, I have shown by means of computer
simulations that this model for word-fOTm encoding accounts
for key empirical findings about the time course of
phonological facilitation and inhibition from spoken
distractors in picture naming, about the order of encoding
inside and between the syllables of a word, about effects
from word and syllable frequency, and about speech errors
(see Roelofs, submitted). Furthermore, it has been shown
that this model is fully compatible with the model for
lemma retrieval proposed by Roelofs (1992a, 1992b). The
combination of the two models accounts for classical
findings about the time course of semantic and word-form
effects from visual and spoken distractors on lexical access
in picture naming, picture categorizing, word categorizing,
and word naming (see Roelofs, in preparation). Below, I
report on simulations showing the model's account for the
difference in effect between on-line and off-line jMiming.
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Computer

Simulations

The simulations used a network with nodes for the word
forms of raket (target), ravijn (first-syllable overlap), and
loket (second-syllable overly), and an unrelated network
with an indentical structure. The network approached the
structure of the Dutch words used in the experiments of
Meyer and Schriefers as close as possible in terms of average
number of phonemic segments, C V structure, and so forth.
The encoding of the target word-form was simulated
following the encoding algorithm described above. In the
simulations, a spoken distractor word activated a cohort of
compatible elements in the output form lexicon (cf. MarslenWilson & Welsh, 1978). For example, for thefirstX m s ,
the speech segment [r] of distractor [ra v e i n ] activated
the phonemic segment node /r/, and somewhat less the
lexeme nodes <raket> and <ravijn>; during the next X ms,
the [a] part activated the phonemic segment node /a/, and
somewhat less the lexeme nodes <raket> and <ravijn>;
during the next X m s , the [v] part activated the phonemic
segment node /v/ and somewhat less the lexeme node
<ravijn>, but not the lexeme node <raket> anymore; etc.
The spreading rate r was 0.0120 [msi], the decay
rate d was 0.0240 [ms-^], and the size of the external input
to the network was 0.1965 [ms^]. In the simulations of the
experiment of Meyer and Schriefers (1991), a segment
perceived in the spoken distractors provided input to the
network for X = 1(X) ms. Lexeme nodes got 10 procent of
the external input from the perception of a speech segment.
The activation threshold for the triggering of a selection test
was 1.5. The latency of a selection test and the
syllabification time per syllable equalled At = 25 ms. The
correction for the deviation of the mental S O A from the
experimental one was +100 m s . The parameter estimates
were obtained byfittingthe model to the data of Meyer and
Schriefers (1991). In the simulations of the experiments of
Meyer (1990), advance knowledge about a syllable triggered
its segmental and phonetic encoding from left-to-right.
The Table below lists the facilitatory effects as
obtained by means of computer simulation of the
experiments of Meyer and Schriefers (1991) and Meyer
(1990). For the on-line case, the model predicts a facilitatory
effect for both the first-syllable and the second-syllable
primes. With first-syllable overlap, the model predicts for
S O A = -150 m s a facilitatory effect of-28 m s (real: -31 ms).
By contrast, with second-syllable overlap, the effect for S O A
= -150 m s was -4 m s (real: + 1 0 ms). Thus, the model
captures the onset difference. For the off-line case, with firstsyllable overlap the model predicts a facilitatory effect of -43
m s (real: -49 ms, collapsed across trochaic and iambic feet),
whereas with second-syllable overlap, the effect was 0 m s
(real: +5 ms). Thus, the model captures the difference
between the patterns of the facilitatory effects from the online and the off-line priming of word-form encoding. H o w
does the model explain the empirical findings?

Table: M e a n difference between the word production times
withrelatedand unrelated syllable primes (in ms). A
negative score indicates a facilitatory effect.
On-line priming
SOA
First syllable Second syllable
real sim
real
sim
-300
-10 -20
0
11
-4
-150
10
-31 -28

0
150

-43
-51

-61
-36

-38
-28

-17
-17

Off-line; priming
First syllable Second syllable
real sim
real sim
^3
5
-49
0

A s s u m e raket [ra 'ket] is the target Presenting an
unrelated distractor word such as bewijs primes the
competitor syllable program nodes [bd] and [weis]. This
increases the denominator of the selection ratios of the
syllable program nodes [ra] and [kel] relative to the
situation without a distractor, which reduces these ratios (and
thus the hazard rate of the encoding process), and thus
prolongs the process of the encoding of the target. This
explains the inhibitory effect from a distractor per se.
Similar to the unrelated bewijs, a first-syllable
related distractor such as ravijn will have an inhibitory
component. However, the lexeme <raket> will be in the
cohort of ravijn, and the segments /r/ and /a/ activate the
target syllable program node [ra]. This increases the
numerator of the selection ratio of [r a]relativeto the nonoverlap situation, and thus speeds up the encoding of the
target. This explains the facilitatory effect from word-form
overlap.
W h e n the second-syllable related loket is presented,
the target lexeme node <raket> is not activated, because
raket is not in the cohort of loket. Furthermore, initially
(i.e., during the first two X m s ) loket primes a competitor
syllable program node (i.e., [lo]), whereas ravijn primed a
target (i.e., [ra]). Thus, initially, loket acts like an
unrelated distractor. Only later on, a target syllable program
node will benefit from the form overlap. Although with
aligned S O A s the speech segment [k] of loket is presented
with the s a m e S O A as the [r] of ravijn, the facilitatory
effect from the [ket] of loket will be less due to the cohort
factor mentioned. This surfaces as a shift of the onset of the
facilitatcxy effect to a later S O A .
Whereas Meyer and Schriefers (1991) obtained a
facilitatory effect from second-syllable related distractors on
word-form encoding in object naming, Meyer (1990) found
no such effect from second-syllable overlap between the

words in a response set in experiments without distractors.
In the object naming experiments, there was no form
overlap between the responses. Thus, whereas in the
response-set experiments of Meyer a response preparation
could take place (i.e., part of the form of the response word
could be planned beforehand), this did not hold for the object
naming experiments. According to the model, the absence of
a facilitatory effect from second-syllable overlap in the
response-set experiments reflects the constraints imposed on
a response preparation by the directionality of
syllabification. W h e n the syllabification process in wordform encoding operates from the beginning of a word to its
end, then response preparation can only occur for a word
from its beginning onward. For example, in case of the
response set raket [ra 'kei], ravijn [ra vein] and so
forth, the response in each trial can be prepared up to the
second syllable, whereas in case of the set raket [r a ' ket],
loket [lo 'ket] and so forth, such preparation is not
possible. In general, off-line priming is only possible for
parts of the response word from its beginning onward, as
observed by Meyer (1990, 1991). B y contrast, in the object
naming experiments, the facilitatory effects are not from
response preparation (the responses did not share part of their
word form in c o m m o n ) , but from the priming of retrieval
IM-ocesses, as I discussed above.
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Abstract

There is research (Samarapungavan, 1992) showing that
in theory choice contexts, where task demands focus
This paper presoits the results of a study \\iuch examined
children on the metaconceptual aspects of theories, children
children's ideas about the origin and differentiation of
can evaluate theories on such dimensions as conceptual
species. The focus of this paper is on the epistemic
coherence, empirical consistency, and explanatory power,
constructs associated
with
children's explanatory
m u c h like scientists are presumed to (Kuhn, 1977; Laudan
frameworks. T w o groups of elementary school students, 9et al., 1986). This paper presents the results of a study
year-olds and 12-year-olds, were interviewed using a semiwhich examined children's ideas about the origin and
structured questionnaire. The results indicate that most
differentiation of species.
O u r research shows that
children explain the phenomena of speciation in terms of a
elementary school children demonstrate a spontaneous
conceptual framework that strongly resembles either early
awareness of such epistemic constructs as theoretical
Greek or later renaissance variants of Essoitialist theories in
boundaries and "first questions" in relation to their
biology.
Children also demonstrate a spontaneous
explanatory frameworks for this domain. Prior research
understanding of important q)istemic constructs associated
(Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989) o n young children's biological
with theoretical frameworks. For example, most childroi
knowledge indicates that elementary school children appear
show an explicit awareness of the boundaries of their
to have the beginnings of a principled conceptual
theoretical frameworks and have some idea of the
framework for biological phenomena. This conceptual
phenomena that such a framework can and should explain.
fi-amework which is radically different fi'om the biological
Man y children treat questions about the origins of the first
theories of adults in some respects, provides children with a
animal and plant species as "first questions," or questions
w a y of distinguishing between animate and inanimate
which are in principle unanswerable. The children appear to
objects (Carey, 1985) and allows them to m a k e deductive
distinguish betweoi facts that they as individuals lack but
inferences about individual animals or plants based on
that are probably known by experts, domain problems that
knowledge of their membership in super ordinate biological
are unsolved but could in principle be answered by
(Gelman & M a r k m a n , 1986) or ontological (Keil 1989)
biological theories, and problems that are beyond the
categories.
explanatory scope of biological theories.
T h e studies of Carey (1985), G e l m a n & M a r k m a n
(1986), and Keil (1989) yield interesting information on the
kinds of conceptual distinctions children use in
Introduction
constructing biological categories. However, these studies
do not tell us whether and h o w children explain the origins
Naive Theories and Conceptual Change
of the biological categories and the reasons for the
differentiation of these categories fi-om each other. The
A key issue in recent research on "naive" mental
present
stu<fy w a s designed to explore children's ideas about
representations has been the degree of metacognitive
and differentiation of animal species. O n the
the
origin
awareness and control that novices have over such
basis
of
the
work of Carey (1985) and Keil (1989) discussed
representations.
Researchers like K u h n (1989) and
above, w e hypothesized that young children might think
diSessa, (1988) argue that children in particular lack
about species in terms of an essentialist framework in
metacognitive awareness of their theories as mental entities
which
questions about "origins" simply do not arise and no
and think with rather than about theories. T h e above
evolutionary
change is possible (a theory held by the early
researchers claim that because children lack the epistemic
Greeks
and
by
renaissance scientists, see Mayr, 1982).
constructs in terms of which experts think about and
Initially, our focus in this study was on the conceptual
evaluate theories, children's theories are local, incoherent,
content and coherence of children's theories. O n e
and infinitely malleable over time and context. They
unanticipated finding of the current study was that in
suggest that elements of an expert or "scientific"
answering
questions
about
speciation,
children
epistemology can only be acquired through formal
spontaneously
invoke
the
epistemic
construct
of
theoretical
schooling in the institution of science.
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boundaries. They respond by differentiating between the
kinds of phenomena that a biological theory m a y or m a y
not be expected to explain A s a result of this finding w e
initiated a qualitative analysis of the kinds of epistenuc
distinctions children make w h e n they encounter questions
that they are unable to answer. In the following sections,
we will present a brief description of the content of
children's explanatory framework^ and present data on the
kinds of epistemic distinctions that children make.
Methods

children's answers to each question were first scored
independently of their answers to other questions. Then a
qualitative analyses of children's combined responses on all
questions was performed to determine their overall
explanatory frameworks. T h e protocols were scored by two
independent judges and 9 3 % agreement was obtained. All
disagreements were resolved through discussion (see
Samarapungavan & Wiers, 1992; Samarapungavan &
Minkowski, 1992 for details).

The epistemic constructs. Children's spontaneous
comments about nature of the limits on their individual
Subjects
knowledge as well as on the kinds of answers a biological
The subjects were 35 children who attended a public schooltheory could generate were categorized as follows:
Facts that the child did not
1. Personal ignorance
in Hoofddorp, a city in the Netherlands. There were 2 age
personally k n o w but that were in the domain of public
groups: Group 1 ( N = 17, m e a n age 9,4 years, range 8,1knowledge and that could be accessed by individuals.
10,4 years) and Group 2 (N=18 children, mean age 12,3
These facts could be obtained from reference sources
years, range 11,4-13,1 years). T h e children's scores on the
(books, musea) or by asking experts (teachers, scientists)
Raven Progressive Matrices test of intelligence were in the
2. Cutting edge problems. Important phenomena that
normal range (Group 1: m e a n = 32 sd = 7.7; Group 2:
were currently unexplained or important facts that were
mean = 43 sd = 4.6).
currently unknown but that could potentially be k n o w n /
explained in the fiiture.
Materials and Procedure
3. First Questions or Unanswerable Questions. Problems
A structured questionnaire containing 16 questions was
that are beyond the explanatory power and scope of
developed to examine children's ideas about the origins and
biological theory or philosophicalfirstquestions.
differentiation of species (See Samarapungavan & Wiers,
4. Unimportant phenomena. Phenomena that are trivial
1992; Samarapungavan & Minkowski, 1992 for details of
or unimportant and therefore do not require an explanation.
methodology). The concepts investigated included the
initial conditions for life on earth, the geological and
Results and Discussion
biological history of the earth, the explanations for the
existence
of
species-specific
characteristics, the
Children's Explanatory Frameworks for Speciation
mechanisms of biological inheritance, and the mechanisms
As there were no differences in the types of explanatory
for the origin and differentiation of species.
Each
conceptual area was tested with multiple questions to
frameworks constructed between the two age groups, the
provide converging evidence for children's concepts and to
results presented are pooled accross groups. O f the 35
children examined in this study, 7 children (20%) had
enable us to examine the consistency of children's ideas.
numerous inconsistencies in their pattern of responses and
Some questions required only verbal responses. O n other
were classified as having mixed explanatory firameworks.
questions, children had to classify pictures of animals and
order such pictures on time lines to demonstrate their
For example, one child started out by saying that in the
beginning there were only tiny sea creatures which
taxonomic knowledge and their ideas about biological
history. Other questions required children to construct
subsequently evolved into larger land species Later she
family trees demonstrating the ancestry of some current
said that people had always existed on earth Twenty eight
children used consistent explanatory frameworks.
species and the descendants of some initial species.
The children were asked factual questions (e.g., Q l H o w
old is the earth?), questions that required explanations of
Essentialist frameworks. Twenty two children (62%)
biological phenomena (e.g., Q 9 a H o w did people first
were classified as having essentialist explanatory
appear on earth?) and questions that called for predictions
frameworks. All essentialist children explicitly ruled out
or inferences to novel situations (e.g., Q 1 2 If you teach a
creation by G o d as an explanation for the origins of species.
mother dog h o w to j u m p through a hoop and this mother
dog has puppies, will these puppies be born knowing h o w
Pure essentiaiists with marginal micro changes within
to jump through a hoop?). Each child was interviewed
species. Nine children ( 2 6 % ) answered in a manner
individually and the average interview took about 50
consistent with an essentialist explanatory framework that
minutes. All interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed.
allows for little or no change in the phenotypic properties of
If a child's answer was unclear, follow-up questions were
species over time. These children believe that all current
asked for clarification.
species have always existed although in some cases the
ancestors looked somewhat different. For example, m a n y
Scoring
of these children said that the ancestor of modern m a n was
the "ape m a n " and that the "ape m a n " had always existed.
The explanatory framework. The conceptual content of
Pure essentiaiists think that the only changes in the
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unspecified mechanism, these seeds grew and became
transformed into the first species. T h e explanations of
these children for the origins of species strongly resemble
those of renaissance scientists like de Maillet (see Mayr,
1982).

distribution of biological species over time occur as a result
of the extinction of entire species.
These children
understand the functional or adaptational value of various
species-specific characteristics. For example, they say that
the fur of the polar bear keeps it w a r m and functions as
However, they do not
camouflage against the snow
explain the emergence of these characteristics in terms of
their adaptational value. Instead they appear to believe, as
Aristotle did, that the essences of species reflect an inherent
and immutable design which allows them to be adapted to
their environment Children w h o are pure essentialists
cannot explain intra-species variation and dismiss it as an
unimportant phenomena. They also cannot specify a
biological mechanism for the inheritance of characteristics.

Creationist frameworks. Three children (9%) were
classified as creationists. These three children differ from
the pure essentialists only in their belief that the various
species have been created by God.

Dinosaur essentialists. Eight children (23%) were placed
in this category. T h e dinosaur essentialists differ from the
pure essentialists in their belief that thefirstanimal species
on earth were "dinosaurs " They say that while some
dinosaur species became extinct, others were gradually
transformed as a result of adaptational pressure from the
environment into their m o d e m day descendants. Follow up
questions reveal that these children believe that the
dinosaur ancestors of current species were simply bigger
versions of the current species with exaggerated phenotypic
characteristics such as longer hair, and bigger teeth. These
children think that scarcity of food and a warmer climate
caused (by some unspecified mechanism) a gradual
transformation in our dinosaur ancestors until they became
smaller and less hairy or thinner-skinned depending on the
species. W e call these kinds of changes "micro changes"
because the overall morphology, behavior, and habitat of
the species is preserved from dinosaur ancestor to modern
day descendant. For example, all five children referred to
the m a m m o t h as the "dinosaur elephant" and to the
Neanderthal m a n as the "dinosaur ape man." Indeed the
kind of change allowed for by these children strongly
resembles that posited by renaissance scientists like Leibniz
and Buffon (see Mayr, 1982). These children do not
consider the possibility of "macro changes" or large
qualitative changes in morphology, behavior etc., over
time, and respond to questions about the emergence of
species-specific characteristics in the same way as the pure
essentialists. This is also true with regard to the questions
about intra-species vju-iation and biological inheritance.
Essentialists with Spontaneous Generation. Five
children ( 1 4 % ) were placed in this category. They differ
from the dinosaur essentialists and the pure essentialists
only in their belief that thefirstspecies to appear on earth
originated as a result of spontaneous generation. Three
children said that species originated from inanimate matter
which (by some unexplained mechanism) became
transformed into tiny animate particles which contained the
blueprint for the original ancestors of current species. T h e
animate particles gradually grew bigger and took the form
of the original species. T w o children said that in the
beginning there were tiny "seeds" or life particles strewn all
over the earth. Each seed contained the blueprint for the
original ancestors of current species. Again by some

Evolutionary frameworks. Three children (9%) were
placed in this category.
Children with evolutionary
frameworks say that neither plants nor animals always
existed on earth. These children say that life began with
tiny sea creatures which gradually became differentiated
into fish, amphibians, and land animals. They clearly
allow for macro changes between ancestor and descendant
species. Their family trees reflect divergent evolution and
true differentiation. Like the essentialists, these children
k n o w about extinction.
All 3 children explain the emergence of species-specific
characteristics in terms of the Lamarckian mechanism of
the inheritance of characteristics that are acquired through
use and disuse. For example, all 3 children said that
giraffes used to have short necks but that as a result of their
straining to reach leaves in tall trees, the necks of the
giraffes grew longer. T h e babies of these giraffes were then
born with longer necks.
While these children clearly understand the role of
biological adaptation in differentiation, they do not
understand the role of intra-species variation in this
process. Like the essentialists, these children regard intraspecies variation as an unimportant phenomenon. These
children do have a partial understanding of the mechanisms
for biological inheritance.
They say that individual
phenotypes express the characteristics of one or both
parents which are transmitted reproductively through
"cells," "sperms," or "eggs."
The
Epistemic
Boundaries
Explanatory F r a m e w o r k s

of

Children's

Essentialist F r a m e w o r k s . Because essentialist children
believe that species always existed on earth and that the
essences of species remain constant over time, questions
about the origins of species or about the origins of speciesspecific properties m a k e little sense to these children. This
series of questions often elicited comments from children
that revealed their ideas about the epistemic boundaries of
their explanatory frameworks.
1. First questions or unanswerable questions.
Essentialist children often indicated that the questions we
put to them about the origins of species-specific
characteristics were "strange" or incorrectly worded
Seventeen of the 22 essentialist children (77%) said that
our questions about the origins of species or about the
origins of species-specific characteristics were beyond the
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scope of biological theory. Examples of these types of
responses can be seen in the excerpts from the protocols of
two essentialist children given below.
Example 1: Jasper (Age 11 years)
E: How do you think giraffes come to have their long
necks?
C: It (i.e., the neck) did not come into being! It was
always there. I don't understand what you mean by that
E: H o w did peoplefirstappear on earth?
C: Its the same as with the animals. N o can know that!
That will always be a puzzle.
Example 2: Jan (Age 8 years)
E: H o w do you think giraffes come to have their long
necks?
C: O h ! That is a rotten question!
E: Why do say that?
C: Because there is no answer for it. N o one in the world
could answer that.

C: Because they are too heavy?
E: Good. N o w why do they have wings?
C: G o o d question! I guess all birds have wings and they
are birds. But then why is it, their wings don't work for
them? That is a difficult question.
E: Yes. What do you think the answer might be?
C: I don't know. I doubt that it has been found out.
M a y b e if real experts study them, they will find that wings
have some other use as well.
3. Personal ignorance. These are responses in which
children indicate that they are personally ignorant of the
facts but believe that the fects are known to experts.
Eighteen of the 22 essentialist children (82%) gave these
types of responses in the course of the interview. A n
example of this type of response is given below.
Ineke (Age 10 years)

E: Good, let us start with the giraffes. Can you tell me
what the ancestors of the giraffes were?
C: O h ! I have forgotten what they are called. It is a
dinosaur giraffe with a difficult name.
Further evidence that essentialist children do understand
E : Can you try and remember the name?
the boundaries of their explanatory framework comes on
C: No. But I would know if I went to the museum. They
their responses to Q5a-b in which they are asked what they
have dinosaur bones there with all the names.
think of the Creationist account in the Bible. While all the
essentialist children repudiated creation by G o d as an
4. Unimportant phenomena. Essentialist children treat
explanation of the origin of species, 14 children also
certain phenomena as unimportant and "unworthy" of
indicated that they understood the limitations of their o w n
explanation.
For example they regard intra-species
framework in dealing v^th the problem of origins. This is
variation as an unimportant phenomenon. This is
illustrated in the protocol excerpt given below.
illustrated in the protocol excerpt given below.
Suzzane (Age 8 years)
Roel (Age 12 years)
E: Can you tell m e h o w the animals and people originated
E: Why do people have different color of eyes? For
according the Bible?
example why do some people have blue eyes and others
C: God made the animals and A d a m and Eve and then
green or brown eyes?
they got children.
C: W h y ? It doesn 't make any difference! Besides, it would
E: So what do you think of the Biblical explanation for
be pretty dull if everyone had the same eyes wouldn't it?
how the animals and people came into being?
E: Is that why you think we have different colors of eyes,
C: I don't know. I don't believe it at all but I also do not
to make things more interesting?
know how else the world came into being. I know it is
C: N o we just do. Color of eyes is not important.
strange that suddenly there is the earth with all these
animals and all. I don't believe that G o d or someone just
suddenly put them here but I don't really have a better
Evolutionary frameworks
explanation myself. I don't think anyone does.
First questions. All three children with evolutionary
frameworks also responded to questions about the
2. Cutting edge problems. Essentialist children appear to
beginnings of life as questions that were beyond the scope
distinguish between first questions that are beyond the
of biological theory. A n example is given below.
scope of biological theory and unsolved problems that are
within the scope of biological theory. Thirteen of the 22
Sabine (Age 10 years)
essentialist children (59%) recognized an unsolved or
difficult problem which was within the scope of an
E: Remember you told me that the first animals to come
explanatory framework for biological phenomena. W e call
into being were tiny sea creatures? Well h o w did these
this type of response a recognition of "cutting edge"
first tiny creatures come into existence?
problems. A n example is given below.
C: Yes, that is a very good question. But I don't think
anyone can answer it. W e can't find out about the very
IVIischa (Age 12 years)
beginning.
E : W h y not?
E: Ostriches have wings but they cannot fly. W h y can't
theyfly?
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C. Because there is nothing one can study before life
begins, there are no fossils or anything.

uninteresting phenomena They serve to direct children's
mental efforts towards questions that are potentially
solvable and away from those that offer no prospect of an
In this context it is interesting to note that 91% of the
empirical solution.
children w h o k n e w of extinction justified this knowledge
W e believe these findings are significant in the light of
with reference to the fossil record. Thus, the children
recent questions raised by several researchers (diSessa,
certainly understood the role of empirical evidence in
1988; Keil, 1989; K u h n , 1989) about the epistemic status of
supporting belief A n example of this can be seen from the
naive theories. Keil (1989) has proposed that a naive
protocol excerpt of an essentialist child below.
theory is an explanatory framework which provides at least
partial explanations for phenomena that are recognized as
Marieke (Age 8 years)
important. B y this definition, children in the current study
certainly
have naive theories of speciation. These theories
E: How can we know that there used to be animals earlier
fiinction as explanatory frameworks for a variety of
that are not there today?
biological phenomena.
Embedded in the explanatory
C: Through fossils and foot prints and tracks that have
frameworks are concepts about the nature of species, the
been found.
function of species-specific properties, the competition
E : Suppose you had a friend that did not believe that there
a m o n g species for scarce environmental resources, factors
used to be animals that n o longer exist. H o w would you
that determine the survival and extinction of species, and
win this friend over to your point of view?
the kinds of transformations that are biologically possible
C: I would show him the fossils of these animals and show
within or across species boundaries. However, children's
him h o w old they were and explain it all.
explanatory frameworks are more than collections of
Like the essentialist children, those with evolutionary
mutually compatible biological concepts. T h e frameworks
frameworks also gave "cutting edge problem" responses on
also contain epistemic constructs that provide children with
occasion. T h e following excerpt from the protocol of a boy
a w a y of selecting important phenomena and problems for
discussing the origins of m a n illustrates this type of
consideration and with a way of establishing the
response.
explanatory boundaries of the frameworks.
T h e results of this study support the position of
Jacques (Age 10 years)
researchers such as Carey (1985) and Brewer and
C: Our closest ancestor was a kind of ape but it was not a Samarapungavan (1991) that the differences in the
conceptual content and explanatory scope of children's
gorilla or something like that. Experts have found different
theories and expert (adult) theories do not appear to be the
bones in the Middle East and Africa. S o m e think w e come
result of differences in the underlying reasoning processes
from the Neanderthals but others think from a different
available
to children and adults. They also support Carey's
kind of ape. It is difficult but experts are studying these
(1991) argument that children's naive explanatory
things n o w to find out the entire line from the beginning.
frameworks are often incommensurate with those of adults
Children with evolutionary frameworks also gave
and / or experts in m u c h the same way as older theories in
"personal ignorance" and "unimportant phenomena"
the history of science are thought to be incommensurate
responses that were very similar to those described for
with their successor theories (Kuhn, 1977). Consequently,
children with essentialist frameworks above.
acquiring the expert framework requires more than the
T h e 3 children with creationist frameworks only gave
enrichment of naive concepts. It requires the conceptual
"personal ignorance" responses wdiich were very similar to
restructuring of the naive framework. In order to accept
those of essentialist and evolutionary children described
current scientific accounts of evolution, children would
above. It is possible that the mechanism of creation in
have to change their epistemological commitments to the
accordance with a divine plan or purpose removes any
phenomena and problems that are to be explained as well
limitations on the scope of the explanatory framework for
as restructuring their biological concepts. In this context, it
creationists, thereby precluding other types of epistemic
is interesting to note that children like scientists believe
distinctions in this domain.
that the kinds of questions that theories should address are
those that can at least potentially be empirically informed.
General Implications
T h e reason that most children in our stucfy gave for treating
questions about the origins of life as philosophical first
Our results show that about two thirds of the children tested
questions was precisely that these questions could not (in
used complex epistemic constructs that allowed them to
their view) be empirically informed.
differentiate between their personal knowledge and public
Chi (1992) suggests that the most difBcult kinds of
knowledge, and between biological phenomena and
conceptual restructuring are those which require
problems that were either within or beyond the explanatory
ontological shifts. T h e m o v e from an essentialist biological
bounds of biological theory. E m b e d d e d in the children's
framework to an evolutionary one requires just such a shift
theories are notions about the relative importance of
from a world in which ontological categories are static and
phenomena or observations and about questions that can be
eternal to one in which n e w categories m a y evolve. Our
informed by empirical evidence. T h e epistemic constructs
research provides a potential explanation for the known
bias children towards interesting and away from
difficulty
(Clough
&
Wood-Robinson,
1985;
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Samar^ungavan & Milikowski, 1992) that adolescents and
lay adults have with understanding neo-Darwinian theories
of evolution W e propose that two biases combine to create
a predisposition towards Lamarckian rather than neoDarwinian explanations of evolution as children begin to
restructure their naive essentialist frameworks. Thefirstis
the essentialist bias towards treating natural variation as an
unimportant phenomenon. T h e second is the essentialist
bias towards identifying the fiinctional value of known
physical and behavioral characteristics of species in an
attempt to explain the survival or extinction of species
populations in a changing environment.
Our research
would suggest that in order to be acquire a neo-Darwinian
pomt of view, children would need to be persuaded that
questions about the origins of life on earth can be
empirically addressed and the phenomenon of natural
variation is central to m o d e m evolutionary appioaches.
Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that at least on some levels,
elementary school children can think about as well as with
theories even before they have any systematic schooling in
the public institution of science. This research leaves
important questions about h o w and v^en children begin to
acquire epistemic constructs of the kind described here
unanswered.
However, the spontaneous use of such
epistemic distinctions by elementary school children does
indicate earlier competence with regard to the
metacognitive regulation of explanatory frameworks than is
generally supposed.
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Abstract
Much of the debate on rule-based vs. connectionist models
language acquisition has focussed on the English past tense.
This paper investigates a new area, the acquisition of verb
subcategorization. Verbs differ in how they express their arguments or subcategorize for them. For example, "She gave him
a book." is good, but "She donated him a book." sounds odd.
The paper describes a connectionist model for the acquisition of
verb subcategorization and how it accounts for overgeneralization and learning in the absence of explicit negative evidence.
It is argued that the model presents a better explanation for the
transition from the initial rule-less state tofinalrule-hke behavior for some verb classes than the symbolic account proposed
by Pinker (1989).

given subcategorization frame ("He emailed m e the paper."),
while no such generalization is observed for semantically inin compatible verbs
In section 2, this paper describes a connectionist model for
the acquisition of the dative alternation that incorporates the
importance of semantic factors for subcategorization. The
model is shown to account for overgeneralization and learning in the absence of explicit negative evidence. Section 3
discusses h o w symbolic and connectionist models of subcategorization differ and argues that the connectionist model
presents a better explanation for the transition from the initial
rule-less state to final rule-like behavior for some verb classes
than the symbolic account proposed by Pinker (1989).
The Connectionist Model

Introduction
The debate as to whether connectionist or symbolic models provide a better account for linguistic knowledge and
h o w their accounts differ has centered on the English past
tense (e.g. (Rumelhart and McClelland, I986),(Pinker and
Prince, 1988),(MacWhinney and Leinbach, I99I),(Marcus
et al., I992),(Daugherty and Seidenberg, 1993), (Daugherty
and Hare, 1994)). This paper investigates a n e w area, the
acquisition of verb subcategorization.
(I) a. She gave a book to the student.
b. She gave the student a book.
c. She donated a book to the church.
d. * She donated the church a book.
Verbs differ in h o w they express their arguments or subcategorize for them. For example, both (la) and (lb) are grammatically correct, but only (Ic) is an acceptable way of expressing the arguments of "donate". T h e alternation exhibited
by "give" in this example is called the dative alternation. T h e
verb "give" is said to undergo the alternation, whereas "donate" does not allow it.
A detailed account for the acquisition of verb subcategorization has been proposed by Pinker (1989) and Gropen et
al. (1989). O n e of the major insights of their theory is that
the meaning of verbs is an important determinant of subcategorization. For example, verbs of continuous imparting of
force such as "pull" only allow the prepositional construction
(as in (la)), verbs of instantaneous imparting of force such
as "throw" allow both the prepositional (la) and the dative
construction (lb). Rote learning cannot explain successful
acquisition since subcategorization frames are used productively for novel verbs that are semantically compatible with a
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This section presents a model of the acquisition of subcategorization that has the crucial properties of the learning situation of the h u m a n child. First, no explicit correction of errors
occurs. Second, the initial analysis of the occurring subcategorization frames strongly suggests generalizations that are
in fact ungrammatical. This leads to overgeneralizations from
which the model recovers in subsequent learning.
Architecture
The basic architecture of the model is shown in Figure 1.
The input consists often semantic microfeatures representing
semantic properties of verbs important for subcategorization
and one localist representation for each of the 56 verbs, i.e.
each of the verbs is represented by a separate node which
is on if the verb is presented to the net and off otherwise.
The localist representations feed into a block of two hidden
units which is fully connected with the main hidden layer
consisting of ten hidden units. The microfeature block is also
fully connected with the ten hidden units. Finally, the hidden
units propagate their activation to two output units in the
block "selections". O n e of the units is for the frame "VERB +
T H E M E + to + GOAL", abbreviated as prep. A n example of this
frame is (la). The other output unit is for the frame "VERB +
G O A L + THEME", abbreviated as DlTR (example (lb)). The net
is trained using the backpropagation algorithm (Rumelhart
et al., 1986). Training proceeds by presenting one of the
verbs, propagating activation forward through the network to
the selection units, computing the error between the selected
frames and the actual occurring frame, and backpropagating
the error. A n example for input and output is given below.
O n e reason for connecting the 56 verb nodes and the 10unit block by a "bottleneck" of only two hidden units is that

the high connectivity of a network that would fully connect
the hidden units and the block of 56 verb nodes would be inefficient and implausible cognitively. M o r e importantly, this
architecture reflects the intuition that verb subcategorization
is mainly determined by semantic properties of verbs (represented by the ten microfeatures) and that the child's learning
process is heavily biased against using idiosyncracies for selecting subcategorization frames. However, there is the possibiity of using idiosyncratic features for subcat selection if no
other reliable predictor can be found. T h e bottleneck architecture thus implements the insight from (Pinker, 1989) that
the selection of subcategorization frames is largely dependent
on semantic properties and only moderately influenced by
idiosyncracies.
occurrence

GIVING: transfer from giver to recipient
give pass hand sell pay u^de lend loan serve feed send allocate
allot assign bequeath grant award advance forward
DONATE
donate
TRANSPORT: manner of transport specified
ship mail
INSTANTANEOUS: instantaneous imparting of force causing motion
throw tossflipslap kick pokeflingblast
CONTINUOUS: continuous imparting of force causing motion
carry pull push schlepp lift haul lower
DIRECTION: direction of transfer specified
bring take
FUTURE: verbs offtiturehaving
offer promise leave guarantee pledge reserve
NON-TRANSFER: verbs of future not having
cost spare envy begrudge bet refuse ask save chargefineforgive

selecUons

Table 1: Verbs of change of possession covered by the model.

input feature
transfer
manner
force
instantaneous
future

10 units

definition
transfer takes place or will take place
specified manner
imparting of force
instantaneous vs. continuous imparting of force
(possible) U-ansfer in the future

2 units
Table 2: Semantic itiicrofeatures used for encoding.

10 microfeatures

56 verb nodes

Figure 1: T h e architecture of the subcat frame selector.
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The rationale for the training regime is that each occurrence
GIVING
+ of a verb with a subcategorization frame is a learning experiDONATE
+ ence for the child. If his or her current grammar specifies the
TRANSPORT
+ +
incorrect frame, for instance DITR for donate, then each occurINSTANTANEOUS + + + +
rence of donate with the frame PREP will push the grammar
CONTINUOUS
+ + + towards the correct subcategorization specification.
DIRECTION
+ - + The 56 verbs used in the experiment are mainly verbs of
FUTURE
+
+
NON-TRANSFER
change of possession taken from Pinker (1989:1 lOff.). Their
- categorization into subclasses in Table 1 is also similar to
Table 3: Microfeature encoding of the classes in 1.
Pinker's. The main difference is that allocate, allot, assign,
bequeath, grant, award, advance, forward were categorized
as simple verbs of giving, rather than verbs of future having,
since they do not seem to imply a more immediate transfer than
class
DITR PREP
for instance sell or send, donate w a s added as an idiosyncratic
GIVING
+
+
word: semantically it is part of the giving class, but it does
DONATE
+
not exhibit the dative alternation.
TRANSPORT
+
+
The microfeatures used for encoding the verbs are shown
INSTANTANEOUS
+
+
in Table 2. They represent semantic distinctions identified as
CONTINUOUS
+
important by Pinker.
DIRECTION
+
+
Table 3 shows h o w the verbs in Table 1 are encoded using
FUTURE
+
+
NON-TRANSFER
the features. Again, I follow Pinker's proposal.
+
Table 4 gives the possible subcategorization frames of the
Table 4: Possible subcategorization frames for the classes in
verb classes covered in the experiment.
1.
The network was trained in 800 epochs, where each epoch
consisted in presenting all verbs to the network. Table 5 dis-
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input pattern
+transfer.l.O
-transfer:0.0
+manner:0.0
-manner: 1,0
+force:1.0
-force :0.0
•t-instantaneousiO.O
-instantaneous: 1.0
+future:0.0
-future:0.0

example output
prep:0.6
D1TR:0.4

target 1
PREP: 1.0
ditr:0.0

class
GIVING
DONATE
TRANSPORT
INSTANTANEOUS
CONTINUOUS
DIRECTION
future
NON-TRANSFER

target 2
prep:0.0
DITR: 1 0

DITR

PREP

0.5
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.5
1.0

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.5
0.0

Table 7: Preferred subcat frames for unseen verbs.

Table 5: E x a m p l e of input/target patterns for bring.
fact that they describe a transfer involving non-instantaneous
imparting of force. A s one would expect, generalization for a
plays an example input pattern for bring, that can be directly verb like donate that is an exception fails completely. Since
derived from the encoding given in Table 3. During early
it has the same properties as a verb from the giving class, it
training, the subcat selector will select incorrect preferences
is classified as a verb that allows both subcat frames.
for the two frames, for example the 0.6/0.4 example output in
While the model was trained on the 56 verbs overgenTable 5. T h e model is trained with the two correct subcateeralization occurred initially for donate (i.e. the ditransitive
gorization frames for bring, PREP and DITR. Note that in any
construction "he donated her a book" was judged to be acceptgiven occurrence of bring, only one subcategorization frame
able), since it does notfitvery well into the generalizations that
is used. Consequently, only one of the target patterns is used
determine subcategorization. Figure 2 shows h o w the model
in any given training step. For those verbs that d o not exhibit
recovered from the initial overgeneralization in the later phase
the dative alternation, only one of these frames will occur in
of training. Subcategorization selection for verbs other than
training. This setup guarantees that only positive evidence is
donate is correct after about 100 epochs and doesn't change
available during training.
in later epochs.
Analysis of Results
Discussion
class
GIVING
DONATE
transport
INSTANTANEOUS
CONTINUOUS
DIRECTION
FUTURE
NON-TRANSFER

DITR

prep

0.5
0.0
0.5
0.5
0.0
0.5
0.5
1.0

0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

S< mantle
Verb Space

Bn>ad
Rango , ,

\

/

Table 6: Preferred subcat frames after training.
Figure 3: Narrow-range classes ("N") and broad-range classes
Table 6 presents subcategorization frames output by the net-in Pinker's model of subcategorization.
work after training. For each class, the activation level of the
two output units is shown when the network was presented
The rule-based account.
with one of the class members as input. (There were no intraclass differences for the level of precision shown in Table 6.)
The proposal put forth in (Pinker, 1989) can be schematized as
All verbs are categorized correctly as exhibiting the dative
shown in Figure 3. T h e square symbolizes the semantic space
alternation or allowing only one frame. However, the crucial
of all verbs. Verbs are governed by broad-range rules (or
test is the performance for verbs not seen during training. The
classes) and narrow-range rules (or classes). The large circle
correct categorization in Table 6 could be the result of rote
("Broad Range Class") is the broad-range class of verbs that
learning. Generalization to new words would fail in this case.
is semantically compatible with the subcat frame in question
Table 7 shows results for unseen verbs from the 8 classes,
(e.g. dative construction). A verb outside of the circle yields
demonstrating that the underlying generalizations were capa completely ungrammatical sentence if used with the frame.
tured by the model. Unseen verbs were encoded by presenting
A n y verb in the broad-range class can be understood when
used with the subcat frame, but the construction is marginal
their sem2mtic microfeatures to the net, but with zero activafor m a n y verbs. T h e small circles marked N are narrow-range
tion for the 56 localist nodes that represent the verbs seen
classes. For their members, the subcat frame is completely
during training. Unseen verbs from the classes giving, INSTANTANEOUS, FUTURE, NON-TRANSFER, and to a lesser degrammatical. If a n e w verb is created that falls semantically
gree TRANSPORT are productive in that new instances have
into one of these classes, then it will fully participate in the
the same or very similar subcat preference compared to the
construction. Verbs inside the B circle but outside of the
verbs in the training set. For direction, there is interference
N circles are overgeneralizations in children's language or
from the large number of verbs in CONTINUOUS that share the
creative use in adult language.
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PREP

i

I

300
400
800
number of epochs
Figure 2: Overgeneralization for donate.
instantaneous vs. continuous imparting offeree. At this point
it is not clear whether the symbolic model could be extended
Two cases of overgeneralization are distinguished in (Pinker,
to give a fully explicit account of semantic similarity, narrow1989): extragrammatically conditioned overapplication of
rule formation and thus overgeneralization.
broad-range rules and incorrect semantic representations for
In an alternative explanation for overgeneralization in the
individual verbs (page 292). Children recover from the secpast tense, Clark (1993:103) proposes that an overregularized
ond type of error when they learn the correct semantics of a
form such as "goed" m a y be used in the same period as a
verb. The child recovers from overgeneralization of the first correct form such as "went" because the child has not yet
type when he or she learns that a broad-range rule is only a
recognized that "went" is a form of "to go". Evidence for
necessary condition for, say, the dative alternation and that the
this position is that one also finds "wents" and "wenting" in
sufficient condition of the applicability of a narrow-range rule
children's speech. However, since it must be obvious to the
must also be satisfied. S o this account relies crucially on the
child that the same verb is used in both dative and prepositional
formation of narrow-range rules. In errors of the second type,
constructions, a similar account for overgeneralization does
recovery from overgeneralization amounts to acquisition of
not seem to be possible in the case of verb subcategorization.
a narrow-range rule. Narrow-range class formation is based
In contrast to the symbolic account, the connectionist model
on semantic structure: "Upon noticing that a pair of individexhibits overgeneralization and recovery from it in a natural
ual verbs are morphologically and semantically related in a
way. The property of backpropagation crucial here is that it
way captured by a nonaffixing broad-range rule, the learner
implements gradient descent, i.e. parameters are modified so
would create a rule whose semantic operations mapped the
that a maximal decrease in error is achieved at each step in
narrow conflation class specification for one onto the narrow
learning. A s a result, the main generalizations are learned in
conflation class specification of the other. In other words,
thefirstphase, since acquiring them covers most cases and
the generalization that the learner would m a k e would be: if
increases the error most rapidly. Idiosyncracies, for which
verb X alternates, other verbs with the same grammatically
the main generalizations m a k e wrong predictions, are then
relevant semantic structure alternate, too." (Pinker 1989:274) learned in the second phase of learning. N o additional assumptions are thus necessary to account for overgeneralization
The seed for the formation of a narrow-range rule is hence
in a connectionist framework. T h e phenomenon is naturally
the comparison of (the semantics o O individual verbs. Unforexplained by the properties of gradient descent learning as it
tunately, the simplest scheme for comparison would not model
is implemented by backpropagation.
acquisition correctly as noted by Pinker (p. 278): transfer
of subcat frames does not only occur in the case of identiNegative Evidence
cal semantic representations (that is the new and old verb's

Overgeneralization

semantics differ only in grammatically irrelevant idiosyncracics). For example, the definition of "manner of speaking"
words also covers "manner of communication" verbs (p. 215)
which wrongly predicts that the ungrammaticality of the ditransitive construction for manner-of-speaking verbs ("* H e
shouted her the name.") extends to communication verbs
("John faxed her the name.") which is not true, since the latter
sentence is acceptable. There m a y be ways of loosening comparisons between lexicosemantic structures that give correct
predictions for verb subcategorization (cf. Pinker 1989:279).
For example, one could define a match to be successful even
if one or more values of the features of the verbs' semantic
structures are not the same thus relaxing strict identity requirements. However, this would not m a k e the right predictions,
for example "throw" and "pull" differ in only one feature.
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Verb subcategorization presents a puzzle to child language
research because children learn restrictions on h o w certain
verbs express there arguments although they don't have access to any explicit negative information that a verb does not
take a certain subcategorization frame. If the child learns to
transform "Mary gave the book to him." into "Mary gave
him the book.", then w h y isn't "Mary donated the book to
him" transformed in the same way, if negative evidence is not
available? This dilemma is called Baker's paradox. (Marcus,
1993) argues against recent research that claims that children
can in fact draw on negative evidence for learning. H e demonstrates that the amount of explicit negative evidence actually
present is not sufficient to escape from Baker's paradox.
However, the model presented in section 2 shows that implicit negative evidence can solve Baker's paradox. T o illus-

trate, consider the verbs of non-transfer. Although the model
is never told that these verbs disallow the prepositional construction, it correctly generalizes to the impossibility of this
frame for known and novel verbs (Table 7) from the implicit
observation that this incorrect subcat frame never occurs in
the input. This suggests that implicit negative evidence is sufficient to overcome Baker's paradox, even if explicit negative
evidence can be shown to be insufficient.
IVansition from rule-less to rule-governed state.
O n e of the virtues of a rule-based account lies in the fact
that many regularities are most elegantly described by rules.
A n example would be the "instantaneous" class in Table 1:
There doesn't seem to be an exception to the narrow-class rule
posited for this class in (Pinker, 1989). If a verb satisfies the
description of the "instantaneous" class, then it can be used
with both subcat frames.
However, if rules are posited, one needs to explain where
they c o m e from. Narrow range classes are apparently not
innate since they are specific to English. So in the beginning
of learning, the child does not possess any of the narrow-range
rules. Again, w e are faced with the above-mentioned problem
of h o w narrow-range rules are learned. For the case of the
past-tense, Marcus et al. (1992:6) write that the "-ed" rule is
created
... presumably by abstracting the regular pattern from a
set of regular forms accumulated over time from parental
speech and juxtaposed as past and stem forms of the same
verb ...
The problem is that there are several candidates for rules in the
first stages of learning: it is not clear what criterion the child
would apply to his or her early vocabulary to determine that
"-ed" will become a rule and, say, thefit/fit/fit,quit/quit/quit
type of regularity will not.
This problem is no less serious in the case of subcategorization learning (unless w e are willing to believe that narrowrange rules are innate). Suppose the problem of similarity comparisons mentioned above could be solved somehow.
Presumably, the transition from non-rule to rule would correspond to the realization by the child that a large cluster of
verbs with similar lexico-semantic grids is really one of the
narrow-range rules in the language. Instead of looking up the
closest neighbor of a new verb, subcategorization behavior
would then be determined by the rule. However, the decision
whether a group of verbs is a "large cluster of verbs with similar lexico-semantic grids" is necessarily quantitative. There
is always noise in the input, either in the form of incorrect
subcategorization frames (Gropen et al., 1989:251), or in the
form of exceptions. For example "present" and "bestow" belong to the "giving" class semantically, but using them in the
ditransitive construction results in marginal and completely
incorrect sentences, respectively. So one cannot demand that
a transition from non-rule to rule can only occur if there isn't
a single exception or it would never apply. If quantitative factors play an important role in the transition from non-rule to
rule, it is hard to see h o w a purely symbolic learning procedure
could succeed in acquiring verb subcategorization correctly.
In the connectionist model in section 2, the problem of
transition doesn't arise because a unified framework for rules,
analogy, and exceptions is provided. A rule simply emerges
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if no evidence to the contrary (or very little) is present in
training, so that the regularity gets ever stronger in training to
the point of exhibiting rule-like behavior. See (Plunkett and
Marchman, 1993) for an extensive discussion of the transition
from "rote-like" to rule-like behavior in connectionist models.
Conclusion
This paper compares the explanatory adequacy of a rule-based
and a connectionist model for the acquisition of verb subcategorization. The comparison suggests that, while rules are
succinct descriptions of the adult linguistic system, a connectionist account is more successful at accounting for the time
course of learning, including the phenomena of overgeneralization, learning in the absence of explicit negative evidence,
and the transition from the initial rule-less state tofinalrulelike behavior for some verb classes.
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Abstract
Face recognition stands out as a singular case of object
tion: Although most faces are very much alike, people discriminate between many different faces with outstanding efficiency.
Even though little is known about the mechanisms of face
recognition, viewpoint dependence — a recurrent characteristic of research in face recognition — could help to understand
algorithmic and representational issues. The current research
tests whether learning only one view of a face could be sufficient to generalize recognition to other views of the same
face. Computational and psychophysical research (Poggio &
Vetter, 1992) showed that learning one view of a bilaterally
symmetric object could be sufficient for its recognition, if this
view allows the computation of a symmetric, "virtual," view.
Faces are roughly bilaterally symmetiic objects. Learning a
side-view — which always has a symmetric view — should
allow for better generalization performances than learning the
frontal view. T w o psychophysical experiments tested these
predictions. Stimuli were views of shaded 3 D models of laserscanned faces. Thefirstexperiment tested whether a particular
view of a face was canonical. The second experiment tested
which single views of a face giveriseto best generalization
performances. The results were compatible with the theoretical predictions of Poggio and Vetter (1992): learning a side
view allows better generalization performances than learning
the frontal view.

T o illustrate, the single cell recordings studies of Perrett
and his collaborators reported cells of the macaque superior
recognitemporal sulcus (STS) which were preferentially tuned to respond to specific views of a head (Harris & Perrett, 1991;
Perrett, Mistlin & Chitty, 1989). M o s t of the cells were
viewer-centered responding unimodally to one view (either
thefrontal,the two profiles or the back views); few cells were
tuned to other views of the 360 degree range. T h e preference
for a 3/4 view — the viewpoint between the full-face and the
profile view — is naturally interpreted in light of these findings as the view which elicits the highest total activity from
the profile and full-face cells; an activation higher than the
response of the individual cells to their preferred view.
H u m a n psychophysics also reports a viewpoint preference
compatible with view-based representations of faces. A m o n g
all views, the 3/4 view is identified faster and with greater accuracy (Bruce, Healey, Burton & Doyle, 1991; Bruce, Valentine & Baddeley, 1987; Logie, Baddeley & W o o d h e a d , 1987,
Krouse, 1981.) Researchers often invoke the higher informativity of the 3/4 view to explain the preference: T h e 3/4
view conjugates m a n y shape features of a face with part of the
profile.

In summary, although neurophysiological and psychological data diverge on interpretation, they converge on evidence:
face recognition is viewpoint dependent. Viewpoint dependency is not particular to face stimuli, it has been reported
Introduction
In object recognition, it is often assumed that within-class dis- in several studies on object recognition (see, for example,
Bulthoff & Edelman, 1992; R o c k & D i Vita, 1987; Tarr &
criminations are m o r e difficult than between-class discriminaPinker, 1989.) These studies suggest 1) that objects could
tions. For example, while people would experience no difficulty to segregate a car from a tree, it would be comparatively be represented in m e m o r y with collections of few viewercentered 2 D views and 2) that viewpoint dependence could be
more complex to distinguish a m o n g brands of cars or species
subsumed by the tuning curves of viewpoint-specific units in
of trees. Researchers explain this discrepancy by the nature
artificial and natural networks.
of the comparisons involved: within-class judgments distinPoggio and Vetter (1992) showed that the recognition of
guish objects comparatively more similar than between-class
a bilaterally symmetric object from a novel view could be
judgments. Face recognition stands out as a notable exception
achieved if only one non-singular view of the object is k n o w n .
to the generality of this claim. Although most faces are very
If perception "assumes" symmetry, it could generate a symmuch alike — they share the same overall shape, textures and
metric "virtual" view from the only k n o w n view, or exploit
internal features — people discriminate between m a n y difequivalent information. A face is approximately bilaterally
ferent faces with outstanding efficiency. Face recognition is
symmetric. Side-views of a face, before occlusion becomes
a singular case of near perfect recognition whose underlying
too critical, are non-singular views from which a symmetric
mechanisms are of utmost interest to the vision community.
view can be generated. T h e full-face view, however, is singuEven though face recognition is well documented by psylar. If units of a network were centered on a side-view and at
chophysical and neurophysiological studies, little is k n o w n
the corresponding symmetric virtujil view, together they could
about its algorithmic and representational characteristics.
Converging evidence gathered across disciplinary boundaries
cover a larger range of the rotation of a face than a single unit
report a phenomenon which could inform algorithmic and repcentered on the full-face view. T h e goal of this paper is to
resentational issues: face recognition is viewpoint dependent. test psychophysically if the h u m a n visual systems exploits
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such information. M o r e precisely, w e will test the following
implications of the virtual views idea of Poggio and Vetter:
• The side-view preference results from an interaction of the
learned view of a face and recognition of other views.
• Non-singular views of a face — views from which a symmetric 2 D view can be generated — give rise to better
generalization performances than singular views.

Testing view
Hit rate
False alarm

-36
.96
.14

-18
.91
.18

0
.91
.05

18
.91
.05

d'

2.83

2.26

2.98

2.98

36
.86
.14
2.16

Table 1: Hit rate, false alarm and d' for different views of the
stimuli in Experiment 1.

Experiment 1
Thefirstexperiment is a simple control testing for possible
canonical views of a face. If a particular view of a face is
inherently more informative than any other view, it should
be preferred in recognition. Side-views which conjugate part
of the shape features and part of the profile could be canonical (Palmer, Rosch, & Chase, 81) in this sense. To test for
canonical views, w e measured recognition performances in
conditions of ideal face learning. The conditions were ideal
because subjects were equivalently exposed to each possible
view of the face they could be later tested on. In these conditions of normalized learning, a canonical view should give rise
to better accuracy and/or faster identification performance.

ing stage was immediately followed by a testing stage. Test
items were two views in the same orientation, presented one at
a time — orientations were randomly selected. O n e view was
a view of the target face, and the other, a view of the distractor
face. For each view, subjects had to indicate whether or not
it was a view of the target face by pressing the appropriate
response-key on the computer keyboard. The experiment was
completed after 10 blocks. A different target face was associated with each block. Each of the 5 viewpoints was tested
twice, each time with a different target.
Results and Discussion

To test for a viewpoint preference in recognition, we compared
the mean percentage of correct recognition of the target in
T h e psychophysics of face recognition must control the subthe 5 testing conditions. A one-way A N O V A revealed no
ject's familiarity with the stimuli as well as the type of insignificant effect of viewpoint (F(4,40) = .31,p = .87, ns.).
formation available for the task. Features such as hair color,
Table 1 shows the hit rate, false alarm rate and d' for the
hairstyle, texture or color of the skin, type and size of eyeidentification of the stimuli in Experiment 1.
brows are invariant under small rotations in depth. With faAlthough subjects responded almost equivalently well to
miliar faces, such "easy features" could provide the shortcuts
all views, it could still be argued that some views are correctly
responsible of viewpoint invariant face recognition discussed
identified faster than others. A one-way A N O V A showed no
in ^ r u c e et al, 1987). To control familiarity and information,
effect of viewpoint (F(4,40) = .78, p = .54, ns.) on reaction
all faces were u n k n o w n to subjects prior to the experiment,
time for correct identification. Average reaction time across
and faces were presented as grey-level images of 3 D shape
all views was 811 ms. These results suggest that there is
models. That is, obvious viewpoint invariant features were
no viewpoint preference in face recognition when all views
removed from the stimuli and w e only tested shape-based face
are experienced during learning. Thus, viewpoint dependent
recognition.
face recognition cannot simply be attributed to a recognition
Subjects 11 subjects (age group 18-30) with normal or cor- preference for certain views over others.
rected vision, volonteered their time to participate in the experiment.
Experiment 2
Methods

Stimuli Exp)eriment 1 and 2 used the same set of stimuli.
Stimuli were 256 grey-level views of 3 D face models presented on the monitor of a Silicon Graphics workstation.
There were 15 different face models; face data were laserscanned three-dimensional coordinates of real faces. Each
face was reconstructed by approximating the face data with
a bicubic B-spline surface. Stimuli were views of each face
at -36, -18, 0, 18, 36 degrees of rotation in depth (0 degree
is the frontal view, see Figure 1). Illumination was simulated
by a point light source located at the observer and a Gouraud
shading model.
Procedure The experiment was decomposed into ten
blocks. A block consisted of a learning stage and a testing
stage. In the learning stage, subjects had to learn a particular
face (the target face). T h e target face rotated on the screen,
once clockwise, once counterclockwise — or vice versa, depending on a random selection. The apparent rotation was
produced by showing thefiveviews of the target face in rapid
succession (100 ms/view, for a total of 1 sec/face). The learn-
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The results of Experiment 1 showed that no view was preferred over others for the task of recognition. The synunetry
argument predicts that viewpoint preference could arise from
an interaction between the view learned (whether it is a singular or a non-singular view) and the recognition stage. The
aim of the second experiment is to test this prediction and to
understand further the nature of the interaction. In a learning
stage, distinct groups of subjects learned a different view of
the faces. All subjects were then tested on all views of the
faces. W e expected differences in performance between subjects w h o were in the singular view group from those who
were in the other groups.
Methods
Subjects 30 subjects volunteered their time to participated
to Experiment 2. They were randomly assigned to condition
with the constraint that 10 subjects be assigned to the singular view learning condition and the remaining subjects be
equivalently distributed in the remaining 4 conditions.

Figure 1: Thisfigureillustrates the stimuli used in Experiment 1 and 2. From the left to the right, the pictures show the -36,
-18, 0, 18, and 36 degree views used in the experiments. The views were computed from 3D face models reconstructed
by approximating laser-scanned 3D coordinates of real faces with a bicubic B-spline surface. All textural, color, and hair
cues were removed from the stimuli. A point light source located at the observer illuminated the Gouraud shaded surface
of the faces.

Stimuli Stimuli were identical to those of Experiment 1: 5
views of 15 face models for a total of 45 stimuli.
Procedure Subjects were randomly assigned to one of five
training conditions: the -36, -18, 0, 18, or 36 degree view.
For example, subjects in group -36 only saw one view of a
target face during training: the -36 degree view (see Figure 1).
The procedure of Experiment 2 was very similar to the one of
Experiment 1. The experiment was segmented into 10 blocks.
A block was composed of a training and a testing stage. Here,
however, subjects learned only one view of the target face.
This view was presented for 1 second, immediately followed
by a testing stage which also consisted of two successive
view; one view of the target face and a view of a distractor
face (both in the same orientation). In two out of the ten
blocks, the testing view was the same as the training view.
The remaining four pairs of two blocks were each assigned to
a different testing view. A different target face was associated
with each block, and each possible viewpoint was tested twice,
each time with a different target. That is, subjects only saw
one view of a particular face during training, and only one
testing view of the same face during the experiment. With
this design, w e could test h o w the generalization performance
to novel views depends on the particular orientation of the
training view.

Learning view
Hit rate
False alarm

-36
.86
.12

-18
.78
.18

0
.56
.19

d'

2.26

1.68

1.03

18
.72
.18
1.5

36
.78
.06
2.26

Table 2: Hit rate, false alarm and d' for different views of the
stimuli in Experiment 2.

data reveal a strong interaction between the learned view of a
face and generalization to other views of the same face. T o elucidate further this interaction, w e contrasted recognition performance in training condition 0 (the frontal view) to all other
training conditions. The contrast revealed a significant difference in recognition performances between condition 0 and
all the other training conditions (F(l, 1) = 14.55,p < .001)
and this comparison also interacted with the testing views
(F(l,4) = 4.28,p < .01). A second orthogonal test showed
no significant difference between training conditions -18 and
18 contrasted to -36 and 36 (F(l, 1) = 1.06,p = .31). Figure 2 illustrates the interaction.

In Figure 2, the hit rate for the different testing views as a
function of training condition reveals an interesting trend. T h e
Results and Discussion
symmetry argument predicts that a U shaped generalization
curve
should describe the response profiles to the different
To analyze the data, we collapsed learning conditions accordtesting views. The peaks of the curve should be roughly loing to their excentricity from the full-face view. That is, the
-36 and 36 groups were pooled together, as were the -18 and 18 cated at the training view, and on the corresponding symmetric
virtual view. Although further evidence is required to confirm
group. W e then had a total of three groups, with ten subjects
the trend, a generalization curve of this form characterizes the
per group.
group which learned the 36 degree view.
A two-way A N O V A was run to test for a dependence beA n inverted U shape characterizes bad generalization pertween the training view and recognition performances as meaformances — a sharp decrease of performance with increassured by percent correct recognition of the target face. The
ing rotation in depth from the learned view. Such a response
results showed a main effect of training view (F(4,25) =
profile characterizes subjects w h o learned the 0 degree view
4.17,p = .01), no main effect of testing view (F(4,16) =
(full-face). Since the full-face view is singular, it does not con1.87,p = .13, ns.) and a significant interaction of training
tain
enough information for the generalization to novel views
view and testing view (F(16,100) = 2.03, p = .017). The
absence of a significant effect of testing view is not surprising. of the face. The intermediary group (the 18 degree group)
displays a response profile in-between the two extremes.
As already demonstrated in Experiment 1, no single view, by
To summarize, these experiments on face recognition are
itself, stands out in recognition, so w e did not expect a main
compatible with the predictions of the symmetry argument.
effect of testing view here. Table 2 illustrates the overall
recognition performances as a function of training view. The
Experiment 1 showed that no single view was canonical.
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Figure 2: Thisfigureillustrates theresultsof Experiment 2. The different learning conditions are grouped as a function
of degrees of rotation from the full-face view. The histograms illustrate the hit rate for the different testing views. As
predicted by the symmetry argument, the inverted U curve indictating poor generalization performances for the singular
full-face view tends to turn into a U shaped generalization curve as the degree of rotation of the learned view increases.

The second experiment showed that face recognition could
be achieved over a larger viewpoint range, if a a non-singular
view was used for training. These data suggest that a side-view
should be preferred over a full-face view because a side-view
allows better face encoding and recognition.
Our results, however, concern only shape-based face recognition which by no means tests face recognition in an ecologically valid condition. Easy features such as hairdo, eyebrows
and other typical visual cues of faces are invariant under small
rotations in depth. The scope of our results should therefore be
limited to the processes w e are testing — namely, shape-based
face recognition in conditions of constant illumination.
However, to the extend that our results reproduce under specific learning conditions the well-known phenomenon
of viewpoint dependency observed with real face pictures
(Krouse, 81), one can question the impact of viewpoint independent features for the recognition of real faces. Our first
experiment shows that shape-based face recognition might be
viewpoint independent under ideal learning conditions. Further research might be necessary to analyze the generality of
this claim in ecologically valid situations of recognition; situations in which people must discriminate a face from many
other faces they know, in various illumination conditions, and
with (or without) "easy features."
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Abstract

that meet this definition of implicit learning; in addition to
S R T , the best k n o w n of these include artificial grammar
The experiment reported in this paper provides evidence
learning and dynamic systems learning. In an analysis of
that there are at least two independent implicit learning
implicit learning tasks, Seger (1994) found that they involve
mechanisms in implicit learning: an efficiency
three very different dependent measures, or response
mechanism, which underlies changes in reaction time to
modalities. T h efirstresponse modality is conceptual
patterned stimuli, and a conceptual fluency mechanism,
fluency: Subjects m a k e judgments about stimuli (such as
which underlies the ability to make judgments about
grammaticality
judgments in artificial grammar learning),
stimuli based on implicit knowledge. Each of these
usually reporting that they rely on their intuition or feelings
implicit mechanisms is independent of explicit learning.
of knowing as the basis of their judgments. The second is
Subjects performed a serial reaction time task under one of
efficiency: Subjects show that they have learned via their
three learning conditions (nonattentional, attentional and
increased speed and/or accuracy in processing the stimuli.
observational) for one of three study lengths (2, 6 or 12
blocks). Subjects then completed five tests of their
The third is prediction and control: Subjects demonstrate
knowledge: attentional and nonattentional reaction time
learning by accurately predicting or controlling some aspect
tasks (measuring two kinds of efficiency learning),
of the stimuli, as in dynamic systems research. O n the
awareness questionnaire (measuring explicit knowledge) , a
surface, these dependent measures are quite different, and
generation task, and a conceptual fluency task. Correlation
seem to require quite different mental processing; however, it
analyses and criterion analyses found no dependencies
is possible that each measure taps the same implicit
between the measures in low awareness subjects. In
representation, and that any differences in the type of
addition, the measures were influenced differently by the
response elicited are irrelevant as far as learning is concerned.
independent variables of learning condition and study
For the most part, each implicit learning task has utilized
length; these dissociations indicate separate underlying
only one of the possible response modalities. T h e few
mechanisms. Implications of the existence of multiple
studies that have tested learning via more than one response
implicit mechanisms for connectionist modeling of
modality have yielded conflicting results concerning the
implicit learning are drawn.
independence of the mechanisms underlying the response
Implicit learning, particularly implicit sequence learning modalities (Seger, 1994).
such as that shown in the serial reaction time task (SRT),
The experiment presented here has as its goal to examine
has recently been the subject of m a n y connectionist models
learning via two response modalities, efficiency and
(Cleeremans, 1993a, 1993b; Cleeremans & McClelland,
conceptual fluency, in a single task, S R T . Prediction and
1991; Keele & Jennings, 1992; Kushner, Cleeremans, &
control was not used as a response modality because, despite
Reber, 1990). This is not surprising, because implicit
extensive pilot testing, it proved impossible to find a task
learning is especially suited to being modeled by
on which subjects s h o w the ability to predict stimuli
connectionist mechanisms: It is a process that learns from
without having explicit knowledge of the pattern. In S R T
exemplars by inducing similarities and patterns in the input.
subjects view a series of identical stimuli that appear in
However, models of implicit learning have tended to assume
different locations, and for each stimulus location press a
that implicit learning is a single process. This paper
corresponding key. T h e stimulus locations follow a set
provides evidence that implicit learning m a y involve at least
sequence; learning of the sequence is measured via the
t w o independent learning mechanisms: an efficiency
efficiency response modality as the difference in reaction
mechanism, which underlies changes in speed of response
time between sequence blocks and blocks in which the
towards patterned stimuli, and a conceptual fluency
stimuli are presented randomly. Although some subjects do
mechanism, which underlies the ability to m a k e judgments
become aware of the sequence during learning, aware and
about stimuli based on implicit knowledge.
unaware subjects both show a pattern of reaction time
Implicit learning has been defined as incidental learning
decrease (Willingham, Nissen, & B u U e m e r , 1989),
of complex patterns without accompanying verbalizable
indicating that implicit learning can occur independent of
k n o w l e d g e sufficient to account for performance;
awareness. Curran and Keele (1993) argue that there are two
additionally, implicit learning is preserved in subjects with
independent mechanisms in S R T , an attentional mechanism
amnesia (Seger, 1994). There are m a n y experimental tasks
and a nonattentional mechanism; both types of learning are
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measured via the efficiency response modality in their
experiments. The experiment presented here investigates the
independence of conceptual fluency and both of these types
of efficiency learning.
There are several reasons to suspect that efficiency and
conceptual fluency are subserved by different learning
mechanisms. First, some research indicates that efficiency
task performance is linked to motor responses made by
subjects (Cunningham, Healy, & Williams, 1984; Miller,
1987; Stadler, 1989; Willingham et al., 1989; but see also
Howard, Mutter and Howard, 1992), though at a level higher
than that of the selection of particular motor effectors
(Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990). Conceptual fluency tasks,
on the other hand, require no motor involvement and instead
involve making judgments about purely perceptual stimuli.
Second, neuropsychological evidence implies that
multiple brain areas, which m a y correspond to different
mechanisms, underlie implicit learning. Implicit learning is
preserved in subjects with amnesia, indicating that implicit
learning is dependent on neural systems other than the
hippocampal-diencephalic systems that underlie explicit
memory (Squire, 1992). Candidate systems include
corticostriatal systems (damaged in Huntington's disease,
H D , and Parkinson's disease, P D ) and cortical association
areas (damaged in Alzheimer's disease, A D ) . Several studies
(Knopman & Nissen, 1991; Ferraro, Balota, & Connor,
1993) have found that H D and P D subjects are impaired on
the S R T ; these patients are also impaired on motoric
implicit memory tasks (Heindel et. al., 1989). This pattern
is consistent with the efficiency mechanism being related to
motor programming systems and reliant on corticostriatal
systems. Cortical association areas, on the other hand, have
been implicated in implicit m e m o r y tests involving
perceptual and conceptual priming (Heindel et al., 1991;
Keane et al., 1991),which are at least conceptually similar to
implicit learning experiments using the conceptual fluency
response modality. This association implies that subjects
with A D m a y well be impaired on conceptual fluency
measures, but should be unimpaired on efficiency measures.
Studies on S R T with A D subjects to date have produced
mixed results; Ferraro et al. (1993) found overall
impairment, but K n o p m a n and Nissen (1987) found that
most A D subjects are not impaired on S R T . Interestingly,
the subgroup that was impaired also tended to be impaired
on other spatial tasks, implying that their inability to learn
the sequence was due to impairments in spatial cognition.
Method
Subjects
Subjects were 180 male and female U C L A students who
participated in partial fulfillment of a course requirement.
Design
A 3 X 3 between-subjects design was used. T h e first
independent variable was the learning task performed, with
three levels: nonattentional learning (under dual task
conditions), attentional learning, and observational learning.
The second independent variable w a s the length of the
learning task: short (2 blocks), medium (6 blocks) and long
(12 blocks).
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Materials
All of the experimental tasks and instructions (with the
exception of the awareness questionnaire) were presented to
subjects on a Macintosh n computer running MacProbe
software. The display consisted of a blank screen with four
open circles of 1 c m diameter, evenly spaced horizontally;
the two end circles were separated by approximately 7
degrees of visual angle. O n each trial, one of the four circles
was filled in to be a solid black dot and was returned to
being an open circle before the next trial began. Stimuli
were presented in blocks of 5 0 trials, with rest breaks
between them. There were two kinds of blocks, random and
sequence blocks. In random blocks, the dots appeared at any
of the four positions randomly, subject to the constraints
that the same location was never repeated on adjacent trials,
and that the overall frequency with which each location w a s
chosen matched the frequency with which it appeared in the
sequence blocks. In the sequence blocks, the dots appeared
in a set sequence of length 10, which was the same for all
subjects: B D B C A B C D B C . Each block started at a randomly
determined position within the sequence. There were 5
different sequence position to screen location assignments,
counterbalanced across subjects, so that, for example, for
some subjects the position "A" w a s the rightmost circle,
whereas for other subjects "A" was the middle-left circle.
The tasks that subjects performed are each outlined
below, along with the response modality each was designed
to be a measure o f It should be noted that the same
stimulus sequence was used in all of the tasks; the only
difference was in h o w the subject was asked to respond to it.
Reaction time task (efficiency): Subjects were
instructed to press the key corresponding to each dot; the
keys V, b, n, and m on the bottom row of the computer
keyboard were used. There were two forms of this task. In
the nonattentional form of the task, subjects were given a
tone counting task to perform in parallel with the button
pressing task. After each key press, one of two tones w a s
played to the subject over headphones. T h e subject was told
to keep in mind a running total of the number of high tones,
and was asked to report that number at the end of each block.
In the attentional form of the task, subjects are not given a
dual task to perform. These tasks were used in both the
learning and testing phases of the experiment. T w o measures
were elicited from each subject: Eff-att and Eff-non. Each
measure is calculated by taking the difference between the
mean of median reaction times for each repetition of the
sequence in the sequence blocks and the average of the m e a n
of median reaction times for each group of 10 stimuli in the
two surrounding random blocks.
Observation task (learning task appropriate to conceptual
fluency): In this task subjects were asked to watch the screen
without making any overt response as the dots were
presented. This task was developed to be a neutral nonresponse learning condition similar to that used in implicit
learning smdies investigating conceptual fluency knowledge,
and was used in the learning phase only.
Recognition task (conceptual fluency): In this task

subjects were shown a series of sequences of dots of length
4, 5, or 6 and were asked to indicate for each sequence
whether it is correct or not. Subjects made judgments about
6 0 different sequences, each of which were presented twice.
Half of the sequences were correct (i.e., a subsequence of the
sequence the subject was trained on) and half were incorrect.
This task was intended to be similar to the grammaticality
tests used in artificial grammar experiments (Reber, 1989);
therefore, subjects were given instructions in which they
were encouraged to rely on their intuition and feelings of
knowing, not on conscious, explicit recognition. Seger
(1994) argued that recognition can be carried out via
conceptual fluency if subjects are willing to m a k e
recognition judgments through a process of attribution of
their subjective feelings of fluency rather than using explicit
m e m o r y processes. T w o measures were derived from this
task. Thefirst(CF-all) is an overall measure of h o w well
subjects discriminate correct from incorrect sequence
segments. The second ( C F - H O ) is a measure of the amount
of knowledge that subjects have about the higher-order
properties of the string. The second measure is calculated by
comparing h o w well subjects discriminate between correct
sequence segments and incorrect sequence segments in which
the pairs of adjacent elements are correct (i.e., all of the pairs
in the sequence segment appear in the actual sequence), but
the higher-order pattern is incorrect. D-prime scores were
calculated for both CF-all and C F - H O to control for
response biases.
Generation task: In this task subjects were asked to
attempt to recreate the sequence that they were exposed to by
pressing the same buttons that they used in the learning
phase. Each subject was asked to try to generate the
sequence twice, and was given the starting dot to begin with
each time. Three measures of generation ability were used:
Gen-1 (1 stands forfirstorder), a measure reflecting h o w
well the generated sequence matched the base frequencies of
the elements in the actual sequence; Gen-2 (2 stands for
second order), the number of correct pairs of elements used
in the generated sequence; and G e n - H O ( H O stands for higher
order), the total length of runs of length three or more
present in the generated sequence. It is unclear whether this
task should be considered to reflect explicit knowledge, or
whether it can be performed by implicit processes. If it is
performed by implicit processes, it is similarly unclear
whether it is related to conceptual fluency or efficiency or if
it is independent. T h e task was included for purposes of
comparison to other experiments that use generation tasks.

pattern they had noticed in a free report question; the
measure Aware-Free Report (A-FR) was a judge's rating on
a 6 point scale of h o w well the subject's response to the
question matched the actual pattern.
Procedure
Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the nine
experimental conditions and performed one of three learning
tasks (nonattentional, attentional or observational) for one of
three numbers of blocks (2, 6, or 12). After completing the
learning task, all subjects performed the following tasks in
the following order: the attentional efficiency task (3 blocks
~ random, pattern, random — under single task conditions),
the nonattentional efficiency task (4 blocks - random,
random, pattern, random ~ under dual task conditions), the
awareness questionnaire, the generation task, and the
conceptual fluency test. In the instructions for each task,
subjects were told as little as possible about the presence of
a pattern. For example, in the efficiency conditions, a
pattern was not mentioned at all. In the conceptual fluency
conditions it was necessary to mention that there was some
sort of pattern; however, subjects were not told about its
nature.
Table 1: Order of tasks and their associated measures of
learning.
Measures

lest
Learning task
Attentional efficiency
Nonattentional efficiency
Awareness

Eff-att
Eff-non
A-NS

A-S
A-FR
Gen-1
Gen-2
Gen-HO
CF-all
CF-HO

Generation

Conceptual Fluency

Results

The first evidence that there are separate learning systems
involved in the serial reaction time task comes from findings
indicating that the response modalities are affected differently
by the independent variables. The learning task had a
significant effect on the awareness measures as shown by
one-way A N O V A s : A - N S : F(2,I77) = 22.75, p < .0001;
A-FR: F(2,177) = 8.17,p < .0005; A-S: F(2,177) = 5.76.
Awareness task (explicit learning): Subjects were given a p < .005 ; post-hoc tests indicated that the nonattentional
questionnaire from which three measures of their awareness
group in each case showed lower awareness than the
of the sequence were derived. O n e measure. Aware-Non
attentional and observational groups. T h e type of learning
Specific (A-NS), was provided by the subjects' rating on a 7task also had an effect on conceptual fluency knowledge
point Likert scale of h o w aware they were of the presence of
(CF-all: F(2,175) = 3.59, p < .05; C F - H O : F(2,174) = 6.8,
any pattern. A second measure, Aware-Specific (A-S) was
p < .005); post hoc tests indicated that nonattentional
provided by the subject's rating on a 7-point Likert scale of
learning led to worse performance than the other two
h o w likely it was that the pattern was a set sequence of
conditions. Type of learning task did not have an effect on
approximately length 10 (subjects also rated other possible
either efficiency measure (both Fs < 1.0). The latter result
but incorrect patterns so as not to reveal to them the actual
is somewhat surprising in light of research by Cohen et al.
type of pattern). Subjects were also asked to describe any
(1990) and Curran and Keele (1993) showing differences
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between attentional and nonattentional learning. However,
in the present experiment the sequence used was a hybrid
sequence (one in which s o m e of the pairwise associations
between sequence elements were unique and s o m e were
ambiguous), which has been shown to be learnable in both
attentional and nonattentional conditions. Learning task
also did not have an effect on generation, except for Gen-2
F(2,174) = 3.46, p < .05, in which post hoc tests indicated
that the nonattentional group was significantly worse than
the attentional group. Further A N O V A s on subjects with
low degrees of awareness only (defined as answering 4 or
less on A - N S ) yielded n o significant effects of learning
condition, indicating that the differences between groups in
the conceptual fluency and generation measures m a y be due
to higher degrees of explicit knowledge in the attentional and
observe conditions (only 19/60 attentional and 15/60
observe subjects qualified as low awareness, compared to
43/60 subjects in the nonattentional condition).
A different pattern of results w a s found w h e n length of
study w a s examined. Length of study had no effect on
awareness, but did have an effect on generation (Gen-HO:
F(2,170) = 9.54. p < .0001; Gen-1: F(2,174) = 3.25, p <
.05; Gen-2: F(2,174) = 4.69, p < .05). A s w a s the case for
learning type, there w a s no effect of length of study on
nonattentional efficiency, though there was a trend towards
length of study influencing attentional learning (Eff-att:
F(2,177) = 2.8. p = .06; the difference between the short and
medium group w a s significant; p = .02). Like type of
study, study length had an effect o n both measures of
conceptual fluency (CF-all: F(2.175) = 6.82, p < .005; C F H O : F(2,174) = 6.58, p < .005); in both cases, the short and
medium length conditions are significantly worse than the

long condition.
T o further investigate the independence of the different
measures of learning, correlation analyses were performed o n
the ten measures. T o control for the effects of explicit
knowledge o n the implicit tasks, results from high
awareness and l o w awareness subjects were analyzed
separately. For both high and l o w awareness subjects,
measures elicited from the s a m e task correlated with each
other (e.g.. the three G e n measures all correlated with each
other). For low awareness subjects, the only significant
cross-task correlations were between CF-all and G e n - 2 and
between A - S and C F - H O ; these correlations, though
significant, were low. For high awareness subjects, the
tasks correlated to a m u c h higher degree: T h e C F measures
significantly correlated with all three Generation measures
and all of the awareness measures (except for A - S ) . G e n - H O
correlated with A - S and A - N S , though the other generation
scores did not correlate with the awareness scores. T h e
efficiency scores correlated highly with each other, but were
less highly correlated with the other scores, though Eff-att
correlated with CF-all and G-2, whereas Eff-non correlated
with A - S . These results indicate that the tasks were
independent in l o w awareness subjects, but in high
awareness subjects they were all are performed using explicit
knowledge. These results appear to be inconsistent with
Perruchet and Amorim's (1992) finding that recognition and
generation task performance correlates with efficiency test
performance; however, those investigators did not control for
explicit knowledge, and the correlations they observed could
be due to high awareness subjects using their explicit
knowledge of the sequence on the tests.

Table 2: Correlation matrixes for low and high awareness subjects.
low awareness
Eff-att
Eff-non
CF-all
CF-HO
Gen-1
Gen-2
Gen-HO
A-NS

Eff-att Eff-non CF-all CF-HO Gen-1

A-S

-.02

A-FR

.21

high awareness
Eff-att
Eff-non
CF-all
CF-HO
Gen-1
Gen-2
Gen-HO
A-NS

Eff-att Eff-non CF-all CF-HO

A-S

.04
.05

-.04

-.02
-.02

-.05

.09
.05
.00

.31®
.20*

.18
-.09
.21*

.13
.10
.11
.04

A-FR
*: p < .05; ®: p < .01

.02
.03
.08
-.10
-.02
-.20

.04
.04
.11
-.03
-.08
.21*

.07
.06

.67 @
.19
.22*

.15
.18
-.07

.17

.81@
.26 @
.27@
.50@
.28@
.16
.32@

.15
.08
.08
.04
-.25*
-.03

.57@
.51@
.16
-.03

.09

Gen-2 Gen-HO A-NS A-S

.75®
.10
.05
.15

.04
.05
.10

.12
.53®

.02

Gen-1 Gen-2 Gen-HO A-NS A-S

.14
.23*

.45 @
.22*

.12
.31@

.41®
.47®
.06
.19
.03

.68®
.11
.15
-.04

797

.26*
.33®
.12

.30®
.17

.03

A criterion analysis, similar to one performed by
Willingham et al. (1989) to show that implicit and explicit
knowledge were developed separately in SRT, was performed
to investigate whether the types of knowledge tapped by the
different measures develop independently over time. The
logic is that if two measures are dependent, subjects should
not meet criterion on one measure without also meeting it
on the other measure, and that meeting criterion on one
measure should routinely precede meeting criterion on
another. For each of four of the variables, A-NS, Gen-HO,
CF-all, and Eff-att, a criterion for learning was set and each
subject was classified by that criterion as having either
learned or not learned. There was no evidence that learning
on any measure typically preceded learning on any other
measure; subjects were evenly distributed into groups
showing learning on only one of each pair of measures in
each length of study condition.

taking place within a response modality, and care should be
taken not to mix different tasks that tap different modalities.
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Abstract

however, have focussed on developing artificial structures
(protocols, architectures, conventions, etc.) for efficient probSocial agents, both human and computational, inhabiting a
lem solving without consideration of h u m a n cognitive conworld containing multiple active agents, need to coordinate
straints (Bond & Gasser, 1988). A limitation of the proposed
their activities. This is because agents share resources, and
approaches is the fact that they depend critically on the rewithout proper coordination or "rules of the road", everybody
lationship between participating agents. In particular, these
will be interfering with the plans of others. As such, w e need
coordination schemes rely heavily on information sharing or
coordination schemes that allow agents to effectively achieve
exchange between agents, the nature of which is largely delocal goals without adversely affecting the problem-solving capendent on whether agents are mutually cooperative or adverpabilities of other agents. Researchers in thefieldof Distributed
sarial.
Artificial Intelligence (DAI) have developed a variety of coordination schemes under different assumptions about agent
Our proposed approach to coordination involves simultacapabilities and relationships. Whereas some of these research
neous learning by multiple agents working on mutually inhave been motivated by human cognitive biases, others have
teracting problems. T h e particular learning scheme that w e
approached it as an engineering problem of designing the most
have used is k n o w n as reinforcement learning, where agents
effective coordination architecture or protocol. W e propose
are required to develop policies to m a p sensations to acreinforcement learning as a coordination mechanism that imtions that optimize environmental reward. In contrast with
poses little cognitive burden on agents. More interestingly, w e
other
work on multi-agent learning (Tan, 1993; Weiss, 1993),
show that a uniform learning mechanism suffices as a coordinaw
e
d
o
not require that agents exchange or share information
tion mechanism in both cooperative and adversarial situations.
with others. In addition to demonstrating that effective coUsing an example block-pushing problem domain, we demonordination knowledge can be induced without explicit or imstrate that agents can use reinforcement learning algorithms,
plicit information-sharing, our work provides a coordination
without explicit information sharing, to develop effective polischeme that both cooperative and adversarial agents can use
cies to coordinate theu- actions both with agents acting in unison
and with agents acting in opposition.
without modification. The advantage of such robust coordination scheme is that agents do not have to rely on assumptions
about other agents (can I believe the other agents?) or about
Introduction
shared information (has the information been corrupted? is it
One of the primary goals of artificial intelligence researchers is
out-of-date?).
to develop autonomous agents that are knowledgable and cogIn this paper w e use a block pushing domain to illustrate
nizant enough to carry out at least routine activities performed
reinforcement learning in both adversary and non-adversary
by humans. T o be useful in a real-world, however, agents
problems (Nilsson, 1971). T h e block pushing problems are
must also inhabit a shared environment, and hence must inwell-defined (Reitman, 1965) in that the problem components
teract with other agents in the course of their problem-solving
(starting state, goal state, available actions) are completely
activities. Agent interactions m a y be mutually beneficial or
specified. This domain is, however, semantically impoverharmful. Beneficial interactions occur w h e n two or more
ished rather than being semantically rich (Bhaskar & Simon,
agents can combine their resources and expertise to achieve
1977) (where agents possess and use deep domain knowlgoals none of them w a s individually capaJjle of achieving.
edge). This is because the focus of our research is more on
Harmful interactions occur w h e n the direct or indirect sideacquisition of coordination knowledge and less on effective
effect of a goal achievement or action of one agent makes
use of prior knowledge.
it impossible or more difficult for one more other agents to
achieve their o w n goals.
Reinforcement learning
A number of coordination schemes have been proposed in
D A I literature, using which multiple agents can identify and
In reinforcement learning problems (Barto, Sutton, &
exploit opportunities for beneficial interactions, and eliminate
Watkins, 1989; Holland, 1986; Sutton, 1984; Whitehead &
or restrict harmful interactions. S o m e of these approaches
Ballard, 1990), reactive and ad^tive agents are given a dehave been motivated by the w a y h u m a n s argue, negotiate,
scription of the current state and have to choose the next
or influence others through speech and action (Malone, 1987;
action from a set of possible actions so as to maximize a
C o h e n & Perrault, 1979; Sycara-Cyranski, 1985). A large m a scalar reinforcement or feedback received after each action.
jority of D A I approaches to designing coordination schemes.
T h e learner's environment can be modeled by a discrete time.
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Figure 1: The block pushing problem, reward function, and the X/Motif interface for experimentation.

finite state, Markov decision process that can be represented
by a 4-tuple (5, A,P,r) where P : 5 x 5 x > 1 h h . [ 0 , 1] gives
the probability of moving from state s\ to S2 on performing
action a, and r : 5 x >11-- Sft is a scalar reward function. Each
agent maintains a policy, tt, that maps the current state into the
desirable action(s) to be performed in that state. The expected
value of a discounted sum of future rewards of a policy tt at a

s is chosen such that it is expected to maximize the reward,
V^' (s) = maxQ'' (s, a) for all .s e S.
If an action a in state s produces a reinforcement of R and
a transition to state s', then the corresponding Q value is
modified as follows:

state X is given by l^,' = SJI^tlo T*'"",*}- where rj < is the
random variable corresponding to the reward received by the
learning agent i time steps after if starts using the policy tt in
state s, and 7 is a discount rate (0 < 7 < 1).

Q{s,a) ^ {I - 0 ) Q(s,a) + a ( R + j me^xQis',a')). (1)
a'eA
The above update rule is similar to Holland's bucket-brigade
(Holland, 1986) and Sutton's temporal-difference (Sutton,
1984) learning scheme.

Various reinforcement learning strategies have been proposed using which agents can develop a policy to maximize
rewards accumulated over time. For our experiments, w e
use the Q-leaming (Watkins, 1989) algorithm which is designed tofinda policy tt* that maximizes V ^ (s) for all states
s 6 S. The decision policy is represented by a function,
Q : 5 X v4 1-+ Sft, which estimates long-term discounted rewards for each state-action pair. The Q values are defined as
(5'(s, a) — V^'^^s), where a; tt denotes the event sequence
of choosing action a at the current state, followed by choosing
actions based on policy ir. The action, a, to perform in a state

Block pushing problem
To explore the ^plication of reinforcement learning in multiagent environments, w e designed a problem in which two
agents, a 1 and 02, are independently assigned to m o v e a block,
6, from a starting position, S, to some goal position, (7, following a path, P, in Euclidean space. The agents are not aware
of the capabilities of each other (actually m a y not even be
aware of the presence of the other agent) and yet must choose
their actions individually such that the joint task is completed.
Agents ai and 02 individually exert forces Fi juid F2 respectively on the object, and the combination of these forces moves
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the object. T h e agents are assumed to be always in contact
with the block. T h e agents have no knowledge of the system
physics, but can perceive their current distance from the desired path to take to the goal state. Their actions are restricted

executed.

The normal procedure in Q-leaming literature is to initialize
Q values to be zero. This is suitable for most tasks where nonzero feedback is infrequent (often at the end of a trial) and
as follows; agent j exerts a force /\, where 0 < |F,| < Fmax< hence there is enough opportunity to explore all the actions.
on the object at an angle 0,. where 0 < 6 < tt. The net
Because a non-zero feedback is received after every action in
resultant force on the block is found by vector addition of
our problem, w e found that agents would follow, for an entire
m n , the path they take in thefirsttrial. This is because they
individual forces: F = Fi + F^. The physical world is asstart each trial at the same state, and the only non-zero Qsumed to be continuous, and w e calculate the new position of
value for that state is for the action that was chosen at the start
the block by assuming unit displacement per unit force along
trial. Similar reasoning holds for all the other actions chosen
the direction of the resultant force. The new block location
in the trial. A possiblefixis to choose a fraction of the actions
is used to provide/eedfeacit to the agent. If (r, y) is the new
by random choice, or to use a probability distribution over
block location, Pri(y) is the x-coordinate of the desired path
P for agent i for the same y coordinate. A x = \ x - Pe,(j/)| is the Q-values to choose actions stochastically. These options,
however, lead to very slow convergence. Instead, w e chose
the distance along the x dimension between the block and the
to initialize the Q-values to a large positive number (larger
desired path for agent t, then K * a ~ ^ ' ' is the feedback given
than any Q-value that can be achieved by the regular update
to agent i for its last action. In the reward function (see Figprocedures).
ure 1) A' is a multiplicative constant (we have used K = 50),
and a > 1 (we have used a = 1.15). This feedback function
The following analysis helps in the choice of a sufficiently
was chosen to transform the actual minimization problem into
large initial Q-value such that complete exploration of availa maximization problem suitable for Q-leaming.
able action options take place. W e will calculate the steadyThefieldof play is restricted to a rectangle with endpoints
state Q-values for the best action choices. For this, w e use
[0,0] and [100,100]. A trial consists of the agents starting
Equation 1, and the fact that if the agents learn to push the
from the initial position S and applying forces until either the
block along the desired path, the reward that they will receive
goal position G is reached or the block leaves thefieldof play.
for the best action choices at each step is equal to the maxiThe agents are required to learn, through repeated trials, to
m u m possible value of K (since A i is zero if the actual and
push the block along the desired path to the goal. Although
the desired paths are the same). The steady-state values for
w e have used only two agents in our experiments, the solution
the Q-values (Q„)corresponding to optimal action choices
methodology can be applied without modification to problems
can be calculated from the equation:
with arbitrary number of agents. The problem requires the solution of multiple K-armed bandit problems (Holland, 1975),
Q,,=il-l3)Qss+(3{K + 'rQ„).
where each of the problems correspond to choosing one of the
K possible actions at a state with m a x i m u m expected feedSolving for Q,, in this equation yields a value of -j^. In
back. Actually the problem is harder because the underlying
order for the agents to explore all actions after the Q-values
probability distributions for action feedbacks are not known a
are initialized at 5/, w e require that any new Q value be less
priori (we do not k n o w the means and standard deviations for
than Sj. From similar considerations as above w e can show
the feedbacks) and are determined by the evolving policies
that this will be the case if 5/ > j ^ . In our experiments w e
of both agents, and hence, are dynamically changing (rather
fix the m a x i m u m reward K at 50,5/ at 100, and 7 at 0.1. For
than being static, as usually assumed in the K-armed bandit
the experiments in this p^wr, unless otherwise mentioned, w e
problem). Figure 1 presents a simple pictorial representation
have used /? = 0.2, and allowed each agent to vary both the
of the problem w e have described above.
magnitude and angle of the force they apply on the block.
Experimental setup
The average number of trials to convergence as the primary
metric
for evaluating the performance of the system. This
W e n o w describe some design considerations for implementvalue does not, however, provide any information about how
ing the Q-leaming procedure for our experiments. To implement the policy ir w e chose to use an internal discrete represen- agents improve their coordination knowledge over repeated
trials. The latter is obtained by plotting, for different trials, the
tation for the external continuous space. The force, angle, and
average
distance of the actual path followed from the desired
the space dimensions were all uniformly discretized. W h e n a
path. Results presented in this paper have been averaged over
particular discrete force or action is selected by the agent, the
100 m n s .
middle value of the associated continuous range is used as the
actual force or angle that is applied on the block.
W e have developed a X/Motif interface (see Figure 1)
A n experimental run consists of a number of trials durthrough which w e can visualize and control the experiments.
ing which the system parameters (/3, 7, and K ) as well as
The window displays the desired path, as well as the current
the learning problem (discretizations, agent choices) is held
path along which the block is being pushed. The interface
allows us to step through trials, ran one trial at a time, pause
constant. The stopping criteria for a run is that any one of
the following three conditions is satisfied: the agents succeed
anywhere in the middle of a run, "play" the run at various
in pushing the block to the goal in A^ consecutive trials (we
speeds, and monitor the development of the policy matrices
have used TV = 10), difference between agent policy matrices
of the agents. B y clicking anywhere on thefieldof play w e
on successive trials is less than e for A^ successive trials, a
can see the current best action choice for each agent corresponding to that position.
m a x i m u m number of trials (we have used 1500) have been
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Table 1: Trials for agent A to reach its goal acting against
agent B trying to reach its o w n goal ( m a x i m u m forces applied
by agents A and B are F ^ and F b respectively).

Fa
10
10
10
10
10

Fb
1
2
3
4
5

Trials taken to reach Goal of Agent A

ii
in
115
197
268

400
E x p e r i m e n t s in adversarial d o m a i n
Figure 2: Percentage of runs in which the block reaches the
goal on different trials (averaged over 1{X) runs).

We designed a set of experiments in which two agents are
provided different feedback for the same block location. T h e
agents are assigned to push the same block to two different
goals along different paths. Hence, the action of each of them
Experiments in cooperative d o m a i n
adversely affects the goal achievement of the other agent. T h e
m a x i m u m force (we refer to this as strength) of one agent was
We used a typical problem to evaluate the effects of changing
chosen as 10 units, while the m a x i m u m force of the other agent
agent capabilities when they are working on a c o m m o n goal.
was varied. The other variable was the number of discrete
This problem was chosen with starting position at (40,0) and
action options available within the given force range. W ^ e n
goal position at (60,100), with the straight line between the
there is considerable disparity between the strengths of the
two points being the desired path (see Figure 1).
two agents, the stronger agent overpowers the weaker agent,
and succeeds in pushing the block to its goal location (see
W e ran 1(K) runs with different random seeds and found that
agents quickly learned to coordinate their actions such that the Figure 3). The average number of trials to convergence (see
Table 1), however, indicates that as the strength of the weaker
block is pushed along the optimal path. Figure 2 shows the
agent is increased, the stronger agent finds it increasingly
percentage of runs in which the block was pushed to the goal
location on different trial numbers. In only a small number
difficult to attain its goal. For these experiments, the strong
and the weak agents had respectively 11 (between 0-10) and
of runs could the agents push the block to the goal on the
first few trials. After about 150 trials, the initial exploratory 2 (0 and its m a x i m u m strength) force options to choose from.
phase seems to be over, and the agents could push the block
W h e n the number of force discretizations for the weak
to the goal with more consistency. B y about 400 trials the
agent is increased from 2 to 10, w e find that the stronger agent
agents were successful in consistently pushing the block to
finds it more difficult to push the block to its o w n goal. If w e
the goal on all runs. O n closer investigation w e found that the increase the m a x i m u m force of the weak agent closer to the
two agents have learnt complimentary policies. That is, they
m a x i m u m force of the stronger agent, w e find that neither of
are not pushing at the same angle; rather, the individual force
them is able to push the block to its desired goal. At the of
vectors are such that the resultant force vector lies along the
a run, w e find that thefinalconverged path lies in between
optimal path.
their individual desired paths. A s the strength of the weaker
agent increases, this path moves away from the desired path of
W e performed another set of experiments where one agent
the stronger agent, and ultimately lies midway between their
was a d u m m y , and the other agent was the sole active agent
individual desired paths when both agents are equally strong.
pushing the block. A n interesting observation about this set
of experiments is the following: w e found that when both
Intuitively, an agent should be able to 'overpower' another
agents cooperated to push the block, they converged on the
agent whenever it is stronger. W h y is this not happening? T h e
optimal path in less number of trials than when only one agent answer lies in the stochastic variability of feedback received
was pushing (the other agent was a d u m m y in this case). O n
for the same action at the same state, and the deterministic
examining the policy matrices after convergence, w e found
choice of the action corresponding to the maximal policy m a that when both agents were operating, less number of policy
trix entry. W h e n an agent chooses an action at a state it can
matrix values differed from their initial setting than when
receive one of several different feedbacks depending on the
action chosen by the other agent. W e define the optimal action
only one agent was pushing the block. This implies that joint
action is constraining the block to a region in the state space
choice for a state x to be the action A ^ that has the highest
average feedback F^. Suppose thefirsttime the agent chooses
such that less number of policy values have to be accurately
learned. For example, w e found that the event of failure to
this action at state x it receives a feedback Fi < F^. Also,
reach the goal in a trial because the block left the playing field let it receive a feedback F2 > Fi for a non-optimal action
Ay it chooses in the same state x. If these were the only
on crossing either the x=0 or the x=l(X) boundaries, was less
frequent when two agents were pushing the block compared
two options available in state x, the agent would choose A y
over A x next time it is in state i, because the former action
to when only one agent was pushing the block. Because less
corresponds to a higher policy matrix entry. If the steady state
number of policy matrix values are to be learned when both
agents are operating, runs converge quicker than in the case
value of the policy matrix entry for action A y in state x is
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Figure 3: Example trial when agents have conflicting goals.

greater than the policy matrix entry for action A ^ obtained after receiving feeidback F\, the latter action will be never tried
again, and hence the agent will converge on a non-optimal
policy. This is a quintessential example of the explorationexploitation tradeoff (Holland, 1975). Also, this is more likely
to happen when the same action can generate more number
of distinct feedbacks (the same action for the stronger agent
can produce more distinct feedbacks when the discretizations
for weaker agent is increased). A simple remedy to this situation will be to choose a proportion of the actions randomly
or to choose actions using a probability distribution over the
policy matrix values. Each of these options, however, results
in an exponential increase of the trials to convergence. Currently w e are developing a simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick,
Gelatt, & Vecchi, 1983) based procedure which results in a
decrease in the proportion of random choices as the policy
matrix converges to its steady state.
Conclusions
Using reinforcement learning schemes, we have shown that
agents can learn to achieve their goals in both cooperative
and adversarial domains. Neither prior knowledge about domain characteristics nor explicit models about capabilities of
other agents are required. Tliis provides a novel paradigm
for multi-agent systems through which both friends and foes
can concurrently acquire coordination knowledge. A drawback of the proposed approach is that it can only be used
in domains where agents repeatedly perform similar tasks.
W e also found that a deterministic choice of agent actions
can lead to sub-optimal policies. Our current research effort
involves developing stochastic action choice algorithms that
converge on better policies without significantly increasing
the time taken to converge on these policies. W e are also
investigating a resource sharing problem domain, in which
agents are required to learn to operate a shared system at a
load corresponding to its peak efficiency.
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Abstract

detail, there is some justification for A ^ ' s (1993) talk of a
clash of 'worldviews*. Accordingly, it is worth briefly
The self-advertising, at least, suggests that 'situatedindicating the warrant for seeing the dispute in these,
cognition' involves the most fundamoital conceptual readmittedly abused and ova-used. Kuhnian terms.
organization in AI and cognitive science, even appearing
to deny that cognition is to be explained by mental
Physical Symbol System Hypothesis
represenUtions. A. Vera and H. Simon have rebutted many
of these claims, but they overlook an important reading of
In their classic articulation of the "Physical Symbol System
situated arguments which may, after all, involve a
Hypothesis', Newell and Simon (1976) characterize it as a
genuinely revolutionary insight.
"Law of Qualitative Structure" whose other examples
include the cell doctrine in biology, plate tectonics in
geology, the doctrine of atomism, and Darwinian evolution
I n t r o d u c t i o n : P a r a d i g m Shift?
by natural selection. This statement and the practice of
science itself, leave no doubt the foundational
The recent special issue of Cognitive Science (Vol. 17, cognitive
No.
status of the Hypothesis. • a fact which helps to explain the
1, Jan. 1993) is evidence of the growing importance of the
radical claims of 'situated action*, but it is also evidence of characteristic taUdng past one another among its critics and
the peculiarity of the debate surrounding these developments. defenders. It is striking to notice the apmess of Kuhn's
portrayal of such disputes in which "two scientific schools
The exchanges reveal an unusual recalcitrance in which both
disagree about what is a problem and what is a solution" and
sides charge each other with misrepresentations and
therefore "they will inevitably talk through each othw when
confusions. Fot example, defending the orthodox symbol
debating
the relative merits of their respective paradigms"
system approach to cognition against Clancey's (1993)
(1970.109-10).
critique. Vera and Simon show a certain impatience with
Thus. Vera and Simon strenuously reject Clancey's charge
philosophizing and insist that "Cognitive psychology is an
empirical science**, recommending that w e "get out of the of conflating different notions of symbols, but there is a
armchair" and "get on with the job** (1993. p. 132). certain construal of this criticism which Vera and Simon
miss. The five categories of symbol distinguished by Vera
However, this seemingly unexceptionable advice will be to
and Simon do not suffice to absolve them of the charge
no avail w h e n the problems arise from conceptual
because what is at stake is the precise conception of these
confusions rather than straightforward empirical issues. In
categories and not their mere distinctness as Vera and Simon
this sense. Vera and Simon are begging the question against
assume. Clancey's (admittedly somewhat unclear) objection
their critics by complaining of assertions "almost entirely
concerns a conflation of the special propoties of symbols in
unbuttressed by empirical evidence" (1993, 118) and by
one category with those of another. The clearest evidence for
simply insisting that "cognitive science proceeds exactly as
this inadequacy of Vera and Simon's response is in their
biology, chemistry, geology or physics do" (119). A s Kuhn
treatment
of the very central properties of symbols which
(1970) has famously shown, such sciences proceed in the
they identify as those of being patterned and having
w a y that Vera and Simon suggest only during periods of
"normal science" when fundamental principles are not denotation (1993.125). But "being patterned and denoting"
are hardly unproblematic. It is precisely this issue which is
themselves in question. Rightly or wrongly, situated
the vexed problem of intentionality or "psychosemantics"
cognition, in some of its m a n y guises, professes to be
which has preoccupied philosophers for the past decade or
challenging the very foimdational assumptions or Kuhnian
so. Jerry Fodor's (1980) well-known paper on
"paradigm" of cognitive science.
'Methodological Solipsism' and the ensuing literature have
While it is undeniable that there is m u c h justice in the
been
concerned with explaining h o w semantics or meaning
substantive counter-criticisms of Vera and Simon, I believe
can be explained in terms of the purely syntactic patterns of
that they have missed the very point and character of a
central situated criticism. In the nature of the case, the physical symbols. T h e burgeoning philosophical
discussions are ample evidence of the fact that there is a
available evidence will look the same on either approach just as the available obsCTvations at the time of Copemicus's remarkable consensus, at least, on Fodor's judgement that
"of the semanticity of mental representations w e have, as
D e Revolutionibus did not decisively distinguish it from the
Ptolemaic system. T o this extent, though not articulated in things n o w stand, no adequate account" (1985, p. 28).
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Typically, Stalnaker (1991, 229) says "There is little
agreement about h o w to do semantics, or even about the
questions that define the subject of semantics". Brian Smith.
too, confesses "It should be admitted that h o w this all woilcs
- h o w symbols 'reach out and touch someone' - remains an
almost total mystery' (1987. 21S). This specific problem
has also arisen as a critique of logicism' within AI, where
critics have been pointing not merely to specific
shortcomings of current approaches within the broad
knowledgerepresentationparadigm, but to inherent flaws in
the very conception of knowledge representation.

patterning and denotation cited by Vera and Simon are hardly
as unproblematic as their discussion suggests.
Nils Nilsson (1987, 1991) is explicit in embracing a
certain conception of knowledge representation in A I which
brings into relief the sources of concern. Central to his
iqjpropriately named logicist' position is the commitment to
the representation of knowleidge in the form of explicit.
declarative sentences encoded in s o m e formal language like
the predicate calculus. In keeping with such a modeltheoretic concq)tion. Nilsson asks the key question:

In what sense can we say that a collection of predicate
calculus sentences represents knowledge about the world? Our
answer to this question involves the notions of
and models of sentences in the predicate
Briefly, Fodor's problem (like Searle's) is that of finding interpreutions
a
calci^us. ...
way of reconciling the meaningless, syntactic formality of
W e will call the world objects, relations, and functions
computational symbols and their causal interactions (Vera
invented by the designer, the intended model of die sentences
and Simon's patterns) with the fact that psychological
the designer uses to describe the world. (1991, 36.7)
generalizations are couched in semantic, intentional terms
which refer to the real world outside the system or organism
We see here that Nilsson is explicit in his requirement
(Vera and Simon's denotation). In particular, it seems that
that the intended model is ascribed by the designs and that
different thoughts, in the sense of denoting different things
the representational symbols must be intelligible to the
and having different truth conditions, can nonetheless have
designer. This is to embrace a specific conception of
identical internal substrates. It is perhaps no accident that
"observer attribution" which has been one focus of 'situated'
within AI, a debate has been proceeding about the "logicist"
critiques. A n indication of the problem at the heart of the
approach which is committed to a classical logical
very conception of a symbol is also seen in Newell's
conception according to which an abstract formal system
explanation of the Physical Symbol System Hypothesis:
gets its meaning from a model theory. W o o d s (1987), Smith
(1987), Rosenschein (1985) and others have been insisting
The idea is that there is a class of systems which manq>ulate
that the classical logical view is fundamentally misguided in
symbols, and the definition of these systems is what's behind
its conception of the w a y in which a system gets torelateto
the programs in AI. The argument is very simple. W e see
the external world. Although Fodor (1991, p. 279) has
humans using symbols all the time. They use symbol systems
recently declared that "Procedural semantics seems to have
like books, they use fish as a symbol for Ouistianity, so
disappeared", the obituary m a y be a little premature (see
there is a whole range of symbolic activity, and that clearly
W o o d s 1987. Hadley 1989, 1990), and there seem to be
appeals to be essential to the exercise of mind" (1986, p.33)
important affinities between this approach and the
"embedded" or "situated" approaches. Both offer a w a y out of This explanation is striking for the explicitness with
which it assimilates internal, mental representations with
the seemingly intractable problem of reconciling the formal,
our external communicative symbols. Books and pictograms
meaningless character of symbol systems with their
are taken as exemplars for the kind of symbol also to be
intentional, semantic contents.
posited to explain cognition. This is to assimilate the
In order to appreciate the bearing oi these critiques on the
'intrinsic' intentionality of mental representations with the
symbol system hypothesis, it is important to look more
'derived' intentionality of our symbolic artifacts. This
closely at its origins in order to discern its underlying
assimilation has been a m o n g the foundational assumptions
conception. Significantly, Newell and Simon note
of cognitive science but it is open to question. It is, indeed,
The roots of the hypothesis go back to the program of Fregethe sense of "conflation" intended in Clancey's critique
and of Whitehead and Russell for formalizing logic ... a
though not addressed by Vera and Simon in their reply. W e
characteristic view, often referred to as the "symbol game".
see the s a m e "conflation" clearly and self-consciously
Logic ... was a game played with meaningless tokens
articulated in Dennett's remarks in an earlier review of
according to certain purely syntactic rules. All meaning had
Fodor's (1975) L a n g u a g e of Thought which w a s the
been purged. ... W e could call this the stage of formal symbol philosophical manifesto for the Newell and S i m o n
manipulation. (1976, 43)
ent^rise:

Frege's Formal Symbol Game

As we have now seen, this is the clearest statement of justWhat is needed is nothing less than a completely general
what Fodor has called the "formality condition" which gives
theory of represenution, with which w e can explain how
rise to "methodological solipsism" and the problems of
words, thoughts, thinkers, pictures, computers, animals,
intentionality. This is the puzzle of explaining h o w the
sentences, mechanisms, states, functions, nerve impulses,
intentional or semantic, representational properties of mental
and formal models (inter alia) can be said to represent one
states can arise fi'om the purely meaningless syntactic
thing or another. (1978. 91)
properties of their tokens. At the very least the prq)erties of
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The hoped-for unification in cognitive science was to be
effected precisely by showing that these heterogeneous items
are all species of the same genus. Dennett explains further:
It will not do to divide and conquer here - by saying
various things do not represent in the same sense. Of course
that is true, but what is important is that there is something
that binds them all together, and w e need a theory that can
unify the variety. (1978, 91)
Minds in Machines
or Friendly

Photocopiers?

Before attempting to further clarify what I take to be
insight in the situated critique, it is important to
acknowledge the justice and force of the rebuttals by Vera
and Simon. The problem is complicated by the fact that
some of the radical propaganda for situated cognition is
unwarranted and made on behalf oi claims which are entirely
unremarkable, m u c h less revolutionary, and readily
subsumed under the traditional symbol system approach as
Vera and Simon have argued. Thus, it is essential to give a
preliminary indication of these claims before turning to
those which m a y not be so easily accommodated within the
traditional approach. For example, despite purporting to be a
fundamental challenge to the very principles on which AI
research has been based, many recommendations from the
new 'situated' perspective appear to involve little more than
encouraging an appreciation of the setting in which
machines are to be used by people. That is, Agre (1990)
says, "designing oxnputers that are to operate in isolation is
one thing, but designing computers that are to occupy an
important place in the lives of real people is something
else" (1990, 376). This seems to be explicidy downplaying,
if not abandoning, the enterprise of A I as it has been
conceived since Turing's work - that is the enterprise of
designing autonomous intelligent machines. Instead, w e see
here an explicit contrast with this project and the emphasis
instead upon designing artifacts which are intrinsically
dependent on interaction with humans. Lucy Suchman
(1987, p. 170), too, seems primarily concerned with humanmachine communicadon. However interesting and important
this m a y be, the talk of "real social settings", "reciprocal
interpretation", "a field of sociaUy organized meaning",
"mutual intelligibility in the collaborative pursuit of a goal"
(Stefik & Bobrow 1987, 221) - all this clearly envisages
human-computer interaction rather than AI in the classical
sense of minds in machines.

suggest that people "use resources in the situations, rather
than symbolic computation" (1989, p. 286; emphasis
added). Greeno cites the Weight Watcher w h o had studied
calculus but nevertheless answers a question about a daily
that
theseof cottage cheese by means of a simple, directly
allotment
physical, geometrical, operation dividing up a portion of
cheese, rather than by any symbolic operation such as a
multiplication on fractions. Ergo, reasoning is not symbolic
but "situated" (ibid. p. 286).
However, such illustrative examples fail to establish the
radical claims since the talk of computation and symbol
processing here equivocates between the use of symbols by a
person at the level of conscious awareness, and the use of
the
symbols as a substrate underlying the psychological
phenomena. It is a non-sequitur to conclude from the
absence of symbols and computation in conscious reasoning
that there are no representations at all (Greeno. 1989. p.
290), and that the whole information processing paradigm is
wrong. There is certainly nothing in the 'physical symbol
system' hypothesis of Newell and Simon which requires that
the symbols in question are those which are consciously
£Vplied to the problem, thoughtiiisis the view that Greeno
seems to be attacking. That is, typical symbolic
explanations in cognitive science apply to the Weight
Watcher precisely in the "situated" mode and not in Greeno's
alternative portrayal of "symbolic" reasoning. Thus,
Hobbes's remark that "reasoning is but reckoning" or
Descartes's explanation of stereo vision as calculation of
parallax, were claims about something underlying the
contents of our conscious awareness. Helmholtz, too, made
a similar point about the unconscious processes of infraence.
The woik of Kahneman and Tversky is {niecisely analogous
to the Cottage Cheese Case: even experts in formal statistics
and probability theory are poor in their ability to make
probability judgements in certain everyday "situated"
contexts, but the postulated 'biases and heuristics' are not
conscious calculations. O n Wason's (1966) selection task,
inferences made under realistic, concrete circumstances are
better than when a logically identical problem is posed in a
more abstract, formal manner. However, the "direct"
reasoning in these cases does not mean that they are
unmediated by symbols altogether. Vera and Simon are right
to complain that all such illustrations of "situated"
cognition are precisely the kind of phenomena which the
symbol hypothesis was designed to explain.
The Direct Objects of Perception

The Weight Watchers' case is supposed to illustrate the
thesis that the person's actions are somehow unmediated by
mental
representations. Citing Gibson and Heidegger,
James G. Greeno (1989,285), too, challenges the adequacy
Greeno
complains
about conceiving internal representations
of the entire information processing fnmev/OTk on which AI
of
the
environment
as part of the individual's knowledge,
and cognitive science rests, asking "whether our science of
since
these
do
not
capture
the way in which the organism
cognition is fundamentally limited because it deals only
interacts
directly
with
the
structure
of the world (ibid, 290).
with symbolic computation". Despite the radicalism of
This
is
a
notorious
worry
in
philosophy
and arose for
Greeno's challenge to the entire information processing
of
perception
and
also
for
Ayer's
'sense data'
Locke's
theory
paradigm and even "our current epistemological beliefs"
theory.
In
both
these
cases,
tiie
"ideas"
or
"sense-data",
(1989, 286), the situation m a y be more banal. Greeno
respectively, were taken to be the direct objects of percq>tion
suggests that the grounds for questioning the orthodox
and, in this sense, proxies mediating between our minds and
symbolic approach are empirical considerations which
The "Canonical" Cottage Cheese Case
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the world. Aware of the difBculties, Berkeley's solution was with Searle and his analogous contrast between the Chinese
to getridof the external wra-ld. Greeno's solution is to get symbols and those of English.
rid of the representations. O n oie reading, it is a radical anti- The differences between Greeno and Searle are as
illuminating as the similarities: Searle kx)ks at the putative
mentalism. But Greeno's complaint against the classical
symbolic approach is misplaced since the symbols are not
mental symbols and complains that they are not meaningful,
properly thought of as s o m e h o w intruding between the
while Greeno looks at the meaningful objects of thought and
world and the person. Nevertheless, on a quite different
complains that they are not symbolic. I think that these are
reading, Greeno's point can be taken as affirming this very
complementary ways of making the same mistake and also
pointing to an important insight Searlerightlyprotests that
point about the directness of our connection with the world
notwithstanding our cognitive representations which may be
formal symbols are without meaning, and Greeno rightly
seen to constitute such a direct relationship. Greeno and
protests that meanings are not symbolic. But they are also
both mistaken in blaming the symbols, since these m a y be
Moore (1993) in their rejoinder to Vera and Simon (1993)
can be seen not to deny internal mental representations as
the wrong place to look for the semantic content of mental
such, but to be complaining of a certain conception of such
representations. At least, this appears to be the important
representations which takes them to be analogous to our
insight of the "situated" theorists • among w h o m I include
externally observable, communicative symbols. This
'Procedural' semanticists. Greeno's point m a y perh£q)s be
criticism, while not supported by the Weight Watcher
reformulated so as not to deny the existence of a symbolic
substrate to reasoning, but to argue that, like other possible
examples, nevertheless amounts to a radically alternative
levels of analysis such as the chemical or quantum levels, it
view of cognition.
Greeno's treatment of failures in action serves to confirm
is not a relevant level for the explanation of cognitive
m y diagnosis of the problem. Greeno endorses the
phenomena.
Heideggerian view that representations are only constructed
or used in cases where "direct interaction with the situation
Observers* Attributions
is unsuccessful" (290) and "... when normal connected
Critics of 'logicism' in AI from 'Procedural' approaches
activity fails in some w a y " (289). O n one reading, this is a
have also drawn attention to the problem of 'observer
bizarre notion, for it makes it seem that mental
attribution' as a source of deep problems in representing
representations somehow pop into being only when there is
knowledge (see Hadley 1989). The puzzles of semantics may
some kind of failure. Again, such a view comes to make
be
due to a compelling equivocation on profoundly different
more sense provided that w e conHne the conception of
meanings
of 'meaning'. It is the failure of symbols to
representation to the contents of conscious thought. In this
appear meaningful w h e n apprehended by conscious
case it does make sense to say that skilled behaviours will
be attended to, and in this sense, (explicitly) "represented", awareness which Searle mistakenly takes to be relevant their
role in intentionality. A s w e have seen, it appears that the
only when the usual smooth performance is disturbed in
same requirement has been explicitly placed on the
some way. However this familiar feature of skilled actions
knowledge representations in AI by logicists such as Nils
can hardly constitute grounds for challenging the very
Nilsson (1987, 203), and has been the focus of attention by
foundations of symbolic, information processing AI or the
recent critics w h o complain of the inadequacies of traditional
role of representations in cognitive science.
model theoretic semantics (Woods, 1987,233). The parallels
between the Chinese R o o m puzzle and the independent
Situatedness and Symbol Grounding
debates in AI help us to understand the fwce of the "situated"
In Greeno's view "an individual is considoed as interacting
critique. For example, Searle dismisses the relevance of
with the structures of situations directly, rather than
connections between symbols and the external world (the
constructing representations of structural features and
'Robot Reply') as begging the question, but the "situated
interacting with the rqjresentations" (1989, p. 290). It is not automata" of Rosenschein and Brooks m a y be seen to be
difficult to discern the same kind of worry which motivates
offering a significantly different kind of 'Robot Rq)ly'. In
Searie: For Greeno, as for Searle, there seems to be a stark particular, they m a y be understood, not as showing h o w the
difference between the direct understanding of things in the
substrate symbols are "meaningful" in Searle's in^im>priate
worid, and that which is mediated by abstract, meaningless sense, butratherh o w the relevant notion of meaningfulness
symbolic representations. However, Greeno and Searle
is quite different, having to do with the "embededdness" of
appear to be mistakenly taking the perceptual apprehension
reactive automata in a context The appearance of questionof an external object as a criterion for meaningfulness.
begging arises from the fact that this is not so m u c h to
Greeno takes the case in which w e really do, in fact, deal
answer Searle's question (or Fodor's), butratherto suggest
with external objects (such as the cottage cheese) and
its irrelevance to the real problem of the semantic content of
notices, rightly, that this seems not to be mediated
mental representations. Searle's notorious argument gains its
(consciously) by symbolic reasoning; and, conversely, when force from taking the Newell and Simon symbol hypothesis
we do (consciously) use symbolic operations, Greeno notes seriously, and therefore m a y be regarded as a reductio ad
the discoimection of the symbols from real events in the
absurdum of this conception of symbol rather than as a
world (p. 293). It is in the concon with this disconnection
refutation of AI. A s Hadley notes, the problem of classically
of symbols - their meaninglessness - that w e see the affmity conceived symbols being "parasitic upon externally supplied
interpretations" by the system builder is not one to be
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solved, but rather it is one to be circumvented through an
entirely different conception of the source of meaningfulness
- namely in the actual procedures which connect
representations to external objects in the real world. Smith
(1986. 4S-48). too, like Clancey also emphasizes that "this
external attribution of significance is at the heart of the
notion of computation. ... the use of the term "symbol" in
computational contexts ... is a matter fraught with
complexity, subtlety and tacit attribution" (see also W o o d s .
1987 and Rosenschein 1985). W o o d s (1987) complains
against accounts of belief which are based on model-theoretic
semantics rather than the more abstract reasoning procedures
of perception and action. These latter provide a specific
account of the manner in which the symbols of the system
are linked to their referents in the real world. W o o d s '
approach can perhaps be encapsulated by saying that logic is
not psychology. Rosenschein summarizes and contrasts:

psychological, mental entities in the speaker's head which
are described by the theory. Clancey's point that knowledgelevel descriptions are "not structures or mechanisms inside
the agent" is to be understood essentially like Chomsky's
competence-performance distinction which was intended to
capture the fact that the highly abstract, idealized formalisms
of a grammar need have no directrelationto any internal
process or mechanisms though they must, nonetheless, be
seen as "psychologically real".
Logicism

As we saw, Nilsson (1987, 1991) is explicit in embracing
the traditional account of symbols and their meaning which
brings into relief the sources of concern. Against the
proceduralist position thatrepresentationsmust be such as
to be utilized by the system rather than undertood by the
designer. Nilsson protests that "the very existence of
In the old ^jproach, the machine is viewed as manipulating libraries full of books written in declarative form would
seem to argue against the position of the proceduralists"
data structures that encode logical assertions as linguistic
objects. In the new approach. logical assertions are not part
(1987. p. 203). But citing our o w n symbolic artifacts such
of the machine's knowledge base, nor are they formally
as books whose intentionality is "derived", is precisely to
manipulated by the machine in any way. Instead, these
beg the question at issue and to confirm the diagnosis of
assertions are framed in the metalanguage of the designer,
Clancey and others about the ills of the traditional ^>proach.
who uses them only to express (to himself!) the information
It is for essentially the same reasons that Smith (1991, p.
content of the states of the machine he is designing. (1985,
282) has aptly termed the C Y C project of Lenat and
p. 355)
Feigenbaum the "Electric Encyclopedia" fcM^ it involves
merely automating the kind of symbol to be found in a
No Representations in the Mind?
book.
T h e traditional, logicist conception of symbols and their
Clancey appears to be denying the existence of mental
meaning provides a framework from within which the
representations, but this can perhaps be understood as
puzzles of "psychosemantics" are insoluble. If "meaning" or
something more subtle and interesting than a bom-again
semantic interpretation is inherently a matter of some
Behaviourism - namely, denying the assumption that
intended model in the logicians sense (Nilsson 1991, p.37).
internal and external rq)resentations are relevantly similar for
then there can be no w a y of explaining w h y the actual
the purposes of theoretical understanding. If representations,
external worid has any special status as the "right" one (See
properly speaking, are paradigmatically our external
B i m b a u m 1991). T h e agonizing over this problem in
artefacts, then, in this sense, there are no mental
philosophy might be a symptom of the fact that the
representations.
semantic content or intentionality of mental representations
A consequence of the standard assimilation of external and
must be conceived on an entirely different basis. This seems
internal representational symbols (see Rumelhart and
to be clearly one of the m a n y things that "situatedness" is
N o r m a n 1983) is the incorporation of an interpreter as
offering. A s Hadley (1989) notes. 'Tor a machine to possess
observer-analogue or homunculus into our cognitive
(or tacitly k n o w ) the semantics of its machine language in
theories. According to Rumelhart and N o r m a n . " A n
interpreter, therefore, must be o ^ b l e of examining symbols die sense required by P S [procedural semantics], is just for
the machine to stand in therightcausalrelationshipto that
and executing the actions that they specify" (ibid. 79). This
machine language" (1989 p. 110,111). O f course, what "the
particular homimcultis is ineliminable because it is intrinsic
right causalrelationship"might be is the big question.
to the very conception of the symbols on which substantive
models rest Unlike the homuculi in cognitive theories
Conclusion: Eliminating the Agent
which are permissible because they can be successively
"discharged" (Dennett, 1978). the present one is an inherent
The insight of situated cognition is that cognition cannot be
feature of the symbolic, rqjresentational conception.
mediated by meaningless symbols and must be somehow
Smith (1987) points out that the phrase "the
directly connected with the world. However, given a
representation of knowledge" is ambiguous in a certain way.
problematic three-part relation.
In one sense knowledge is being represented as in a
statement, theory or other formalism. In another sense, the
agent <-> representation <-> world
expression isreferringto the representations which are the
getting rid of the intermediate, intervening relatum, as
object of such formalism (See also C u m m i n s , 1986 p. 126).
suggested by situationists, is only one possibility to achieve
C h o m s k y has drawn attention to the same ambiguity in the
directness,
and only marginally more plausible than getting
usage of the term "grammar" according to which w e m a y be
rid
of
the
third
relatum,the world (e.g. Berkeley). The aim
referring to the linguists' theory or else to the internal
of securing a direct connection between cognition and the
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world can also be achieved by the seemingly paradoxical
move of dispensing with the agent and, though not
expressed in these terms, it is this approach which is
perhaps the insight implicit in the situated critique of
symbols. The rejection of representations m a y be best
understood as recommending the rejection of a certain
particular conception of them in favour of one which is not
based on their being intelligible in the manner of external
artefacts such as words and pictures etc. A crucial
equivocation on distinct meanings of 'meaning' has led to
the posuiladon of symbols having meaning in this observerrelative sense in which a representation is necessarily
apprehended and understood by someone. Undeniably,
computational symbols are meaningless in this sense, but
this is no more problematic than the meaninglessness and
mediation of action potentials or synaptic activations.
Rejecting this inappropriate criterion of meaning actually
amounts to rejecting the agent as homunculus in the
system. The directness of cognition with the world is
thereby achieved by eliminating this notion of meaningful
symbol and its accompanying agent-homunculus.
The alternative conception of symbols and Uieir meaning
is one in which the representations have appropriate
functional relations to other representations and to the world
in the sense of permitting intelligent, adaptive behaviour.
Thus, for example, it is not literally the absence of
representations as such which makes Brooks' automata
exemplifications of 'situated cognition', but rather the lack
of observer-ascribed meaningful rqxesentations.
Long before the emergence of 'situated cognition', Jerry
Fodor (1980) quippedtiiathe didn't know what Dasein was,
but he was sure that there was plenty of it around. Fodor's
article was concerned with the vexed question of die
formality of computational symbols, and his allusion to
Dasein supports m y diagnosis that the hei-falutin', heiphenated. Heideggerian turn of situated cognition is
essentially the philosophical problem of intentionality and
'symbol grounding' in a different guise.
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Abstract'
We monitored readers' eye-movements to examine the
time-course of discourse and semantic influences in
syntactic ambiguity resolution. Our results indicate
immediate and simultaneous influences of referential
context and local semanticfitin the reading of reduced
relative clauses (i.e.. The horse raced past the b a m fell.).
These results support a model of sentence processing in
which alternatives of a syntactic ambiguity are
differentially activated by the bottom-up input, and
syntactically-relevant
contextual
constraints
simultaneously add activation to their supported
alternatives. Competition between comparably active
alternatives may then cause slowed reading times in
regions of ambiguity.

Sentences with reduced relative clauses such as Bever's
(1970) famous sentence in (1) have emerged as an
important tool for contrasting the predictions made by
constraint-based and two-stage models:
1. The horse raced past the bam fell.
These sentences typically result in "garden-paths" because
readers initially assume a main clause structure rather than
a reducedrelativeclause structure. According to two-stage
models, the main clause structure is always chosen
initially because it is syntactically simpler. In contrast,
constraint-based models propose that there is a conspiracy
of factors that typically result in the main clause
preference. More specifically, the reduced relative clause
requires a relatively rare conjunction of a verb in a passive
voice not preceded by a "be" form, and a transitive
argument structure (see MacDonald et al, 1994, for
discussion).
In a reduced relative clause, the subject noun phrase is
the Patient of the verb, whereas in a main clause it plays
the role of Agent. Thus, a noun phrase that is a poor
Agent and a good Patient for the ambiguous verb, as in
(2), should provide strong support for a reduced relative
clause. If the system can make immediate use of semantic
constraints, then the reader should not experience a
"garden-path" in sentence (2). In fact, several recent
studies have confirmed this prediction m a d e by the
constraint-based approach to syntactic ambiguity
resolution.

Introduction
Recent constraint-based models of syntactic ambiguity
resolution propose thai multiple syntactic alternatives are
at least partially available at points of local ambiguity.
Ambiguity resolution is viewed as a continuous process
with local and contextual constraints providing support for
the competing alternatives. The initial availability of the
alternatives will be strongly determined by a variety of
local syntactic constraints (MacDonald, Pearlmutter &
Seidenberg, 1994). Correlated constraints from the
context provide evidence in support of the competing
alternatives (e.g.. Bates & M a c W h i n n e y , 1989;
McClelland, St. John & Taraban, 1989; MacDonald, in
press ; M a c D o n a l d et al, 1994; Spivey-Knowlton,
Trues well & Tanenhaus, 1993; Trueswell, Tanenhaus &
Gamsey, in press).
Constraint-based approaches can be contrasted with
in which initial syntactic
two-stage
models
commitments are m a d e using only a restricted domain of
syntactic information [e.g., the garden-path model (Frazier
& Rayner, 1982)]. In these models, initial commitments
are m a d e on the basis of structurally-based parsing
principles such as Minimal Attachment. Non-syntactic
constraints are used only to evaluate and, if necessary,
help revise the initial syntactic analysis constructed by an
autonomous syntactic processor (e.g., Rayner, Carlson &
Frazier, 1983).

2. The evidence examined by the judge turned out to be
unreliable.
In an experiment in which eye-movements were
monitored, Trueswell et al (in press) showed that the
typical processing difficulty observed for reduced relatives
is sharply attenuated with materials such as those in (2).
With the most constraining materials, temporarily
ambiguous reduced relatives were no more difficult than
unambiguous controls. MacDonald (in press) and
Pearlmutter and MacDonald (1992) have found similar
results. In addition, MacDonald has shown that thematic
constraints interact with verb argument structure as well
as past-participle frequency (MacDonald et al, 1994).
Finally, Burgess (1991) has shown that the parafoveal
availabiUty of a word that supports a reduced relative (e.g.,
"by") interacts with the effect of semantic constraint.

' Supported by an N S F Graduate Research Fellowship and NIH
Grant #HD27206.
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3. a. 1 N P Referent Context:
A n actress and the producer's niece were auditioning
for a play. The director selected the actress but not
the niece.
R e d u c e d Relative Target:
The actress selected by the director believed that her
performance was perfect
b. 2 N P Referent Context:
T w o actresses were auditioning for a play. The
director selected one of the actresses but not the
other.
U n r e d u c e d Relative Target:
The actress w h o was selected by the director
believed that her perfMmance was perfect.

These studies strongly suggest that local semantic
constraints, in particular the semantic fit between a noun
phrase and a potential argument position, have immediate
effects on syntactic ambiguity resolution under conditions
where multiple syntactic alternatives are available.
However, it remains unclear whether constraints from
discourse context can also influence initial syntactic
ambiguity resolution.
Discourse context is, in principle, a rich source of
constraint for syntactic ambiguity resolution. Incremental
updating of a discourse model during sentence processing
would make available a variety of constraints that could be
used to rapidly evaluate contextually-dependent
expressions, including referential expressions (e.g.,
anaphors) and other expressions that can be viewed as
discourse operators such as verb tense (Trueswell &
Tanenhaus, 1991).
In this paper, w e used relative clauses to investigate the
use of referential constraints provided by discourse
context, under conditions similar to those in which
thematic context effects have been documented. Grain and
Steedman (1985) argued that the initial preference for the
main clause interpretation in the reduced relative
ambiguity is due to the bias toward interpreting the
subject noun phrase (NP) as a simple (unmodified) N P
when the context is consistent with there being a single
unique referent for that N P . They point out that a simple
defuiite N P presupposes a unique referent in discourse, but
a complex definite N P (i.e., "the actress selected by the
director") presupposes a set of referents in discourse.
Thus, if a set of actresses existed in the discourse context,
readers would initially prefer the reduced relative
interpretation, and exhibit no processing difficulty. The
literature on whether such referential constraints can affect
initial syntactic processing has been largely inconclusive
(cf Altmann, G a m h a m & Dennis, 1992; Mitchell, Corley
& G a m h a m , 1992; for a review, see Spivey-Knowlton &
Tanenhaus, 1994). In previous work, w e have argued that
this is because the effectiveness of a discourse constraint
depends both on the strength of the constraint and the
availability of the biased syntactic alternatives (SpiveyKnowlton et al, 1993).
W e report two eye-movement experiments which
demonstrate that, contrary to previous claims in the
literature, referential constraints can have immediate
effects on syntactic ambiguity resolution. W e further
show that discourse-based contextual constraints operate in
concert with local semantic constraints involving thematic
roles.

Additionally, a rating task was conducted on 20 subjects
to obtain ratings for the typicality of the initial N P being
an Agent of the given verb (i.e., "On a scale from 1 to 7,
h o w typical is it for an actress to select someone or
something?).
Eye movements and fixation durations were recorded
from a different set of 20 subjects reading one version of
each stimulus (from the 2 X 2 factorial of Context by
Target Sentence), a m o n g 32fillerstimuli.
For eye-movement analysis, the target sentences were
segmented into four regions: Initial N P / verb / "by"phrase / main verb + one word /. T h e verb region is the
point ambiguity. T h e "by"-phrase provides strong
probabilistic disambiguation, but is still formally
syntactically ambiguous (the sentence could be an
intransitive main clause with a locative "by"-phrase).
Finally, the main verb region completely resolves the
ambiguity as a reduced relative.
Figure 1 shows the total time that the eyes spent in the
recording regions, including regressivefixations.Clearly,
the syntactic ambiguity in the reduced relative produced
processing difficulty in the I N P referent context, but not
in the 2 N P referent context. However, it m a y be that
includingregressivefixationsin calculating reading times
conflates initial processing effects with evaluative
"second-stage" processing effects.
Therefore, it is necessary to separate reading times for
the first pass through a region from reading times of
regressive (second pass) eye-movements. In both
contexts, the second pass reading times showed small
nonsignificant elevations in reading time due to syntactic
ambiguity. However, fu-st pass reading times at the "by"phrase (Figure 2) showed a reliable interaction of
Referential Context X Target Sentence; Fl(l,16)=9.02,
p<.01; F2(l,12)=5.21, p<.05.
This result shows a clear influence of referential context
Experiment 1
in the initial processing of a syntactic ambiguity. In a
Sixteen sentences were preceded by contexts that contained context that referentially supports a relative clause
either a single referent for the initial N P in the target
structure, reading times for the relative-clause-supporting
sentence (i.e., one actress) or a pair of referents for the
"by"-phrase show no difficulty in processing, despite to
initial N P (i.e., two actresses). Stimuli were taken from
the presence of syntactic ambiguity. In contrast, in a
Spivey-Knowlton et al. (1993). Example stimuli are
context that referentially supports a main clause structure,
shown in (3):
reading times for the "by"-phrase s h o w considerable
processing difficulty due to the presence of syntactic
ambiguity.
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Figure 1. Total reading times for the recording regions of the reduced and unreduced relative clause target sentences in two
different referential contexts. The INP referent context (circles) shows considerable processing difficulty due to the syntactic
ambiguity, whereas the 2 N P referent context (triangles) alleviates this processing difficulty.
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Figure 3. As the typicality of the subject N P being an
Agent of the ambiguous verb increases from 1.7 to 5.3,
degree of processing difficulty due to the syntactic
ambiguity increases.

Relative Clause Condition
Figure 2. In the INP referent context (circles), the
syntactic ambiguity in the reduced relative produced
considerable processing difficulty in first pass reading
times of the "by"-phrase. However, in the 2 N P referent
context (triangles), no such processing difficulty was
observed.
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In addition to an eariy influence of discourse context in
syntactic processing, this experiment was also aimed at
testing for an early influence of local semantic context.
For example, if the local semanUc constraint provides
strong support for the main clause structure (i.e., the
subject N P is a highly typical Agent for the verb) while
the referential context provides strong support for the
reduced relative structure (2 N P referents), competition
between these two supported alternatives will result in
slowed processing in that sentence region.
Agenthood ratings (from 1 to 7, see above) for each
stimulus item were entered into a regression analysis to
predict the magnitude of processing difficulty (reduced
relativefirstpass reading time minus unreduced relative
first pass reading time) at the verb region in the 2 N P
referent context only. Figure 3 shows the degree of
con-elation between Agenthood and processing difficulty at
the verb for the sixteen stimuli. (Statistically, this
correlation is merely suggestive: p=.08.)

ruling out a main clause structure and forcing a relative
clause interpretation.
A s before, eye movements were monitored while 2 0
subjects read the contexts and sentences. Total reading
times are shown in Figure 4.
First Pass reading times of the "by"-phrase (Figure 5)
show an interaction of Referential Context X Target
Sentence that is very similar to that in Figure 2;
Fl(l,16)=5.20, p<.05; F2(l,12)=7.86. p<.02. W h e n the
context contained only a single N P referent, readers
exhibited substantial processing difficulty at the "by"phrase due to the syntactic ambiguity. In contrast, w h e n
the context contained two N P referents, readers exhibited
no such processing difficulty.
Moreover, Figure 6 shows the regression analysis for
Agenthood predicting the degree of processing difficulty
(with about the same slope as in Figure 3) to be quite
reliable (p<.005). A s the Agenthood of the subject
inaeases, so does support for the main clause alternative,
and greater competition (indexed by processing difficulty)
ensues between the discourse-supported relative clause and
Experiment 2
the semantically-supported main clause.
This experiment used the same contexts and reduced
These results mirror those of Experiment 1. T h e
relative sentences but with different unambiguous control
influence of referential context is clearly visible in first
sentences, such as the following:
pass reading times at the "by"-phrase (Figure 5). A
single N P referent in context causes processing difficulty
4. The actress chosen by the director believed that her
with the syntactic ambiguity, whereas 2 N P referents
performance was perfect.
alleviates that processing difficulty. Likewise, the
influence of local semantic context is clearly visible in
In this control sentence (4), the critical verb (chosen) is first pass reading times at the verb (Figure 6). W h e n the
morphologically unambiguous as a past participle, thus
initial N P is a typical Agent of the verb, the competition
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Figure 4. Total reading times for the recording regions of the ambiguous and unambiguous relative clause target sentences in two
different referential contexts. The INP referent context (circles) shows processing difficulty due to the syntactic ambiguity,
whereas the 2 N P referent context (triangles) alleviates this processing difficulty.
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Figure 6. Agenthood of the initial NP predicts degree of
processing difficulty at the verb, for sentences in the
2NP referent context. Note the similarity between the
slope of this regression and that of Experiment 1 (Figure
3).
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Relative Clause Condition
Figure S. First pass reading times of the "by"-phrase
for ambiguous and unambiguous relative clauses in
both referential contexts. Note the similarity between
this interaction and that of Experiment 1 (Figure 2).

they compete with one another in the ambiguous region
of the sentence. However, if all of the constraints support
between syntactic alternatives (one supported by local
only one alternative, no competition will take place.
semantics, the other by referential context) produces
The present evidence, as well as other recent work, is
slowed processing. In contrast, when the initial N P is a
consistent with this constraint-based approach to sentence
non-typical Agent of the verb, there is little ccnnpetition
processing. However, further experimentation is needed to
between alternatives because both contextual constraints
uncover the relative importance (or weights) given to the
support the same syntactic alternative (the reduced
relevant constraints on interpretation. This will in nun
relative).
provide the necessary parameters to facilitate explicit
computational models of syntactic ambiguity resolution
General Discussion
that will explore and further develop the claims of the
constraint-based approach.
These immediate effects of referential and semantic context
As an example of a first step toward modeling
are inconsistent with the notion of an informationallyconstraint-based syntactic ambiguity resolution, Spiveyencapsulated parsing module that makes syntactic
Knowlton (1994) computed a linear combination of verbcommitments without recourse to knowledge-based
form frequency information (from a corpus), Agenthood
information (e.g., Frazier & Rayner, 1982). Rather, they
and Patienthood typicality between noun and verb (from
are best accommodated by a model of sentence processing
rating tasks), and referential context bias toward main
that allows for a number of contextual constraints to
clause or relative clause (from sentence completions) to
impose immediate influences in initial syntactic
produce activation levels of the main clause and relative
commitments, i.e., a constraint-based model. A n
clause alternatives for each stimulus item. These two
important facet of the constraint-based approach to
syntactic alternatives decremented one another, via a
syntactic ambiguity resolution is that slowed processing
competition algorithm, until one was greater in activation
can be seen as the result of competition between active
by a set criterion. The number of competition cycles to
alternatives of the ambiguity (cf. Spivey-Knowlton,
reach this steady state owrelated with the degree of reading1994), rather than as the result of syntactic misanalysis.
time delay exhibited by subjects across all the stimulus
If the various constraints [such as verb argument structure
items.
frequency (e.g., Juliano & Tanenhaus, 1993; MacDonald,
Connectionist architectures have also been used to
in press), semantic fit between noun and verb (e.g.,
approach this problem.
Pearlmutter, Daugherty,
Pearhnutter & MacDonald, 1992), referential context
MacDonald & Seidenberg (1993) trained a feedforward
(e.g., Spivey-Knowlton & Tanenhaus, in press), and
network with a corpus of natural English usage. The
temporal cohesion of discourse (Trueswell & Tanenhaus,
model received input consisting of a verb and the animacy
1991)] are split over which alternative they support, those
of its preceding NP. Based on the distribution of that
two active alternatives will delay further processing while
verb's usage in the training set, the model produced an
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output consisting of a preferred thematic relation between
the N P and the verb. W h e n the subject N P was animate,
the model usually assigned it the thematic role of Agent,
implying a main clause structure. In contrast, when (he
subject N P was inanimate, the model usually assigned it
the role of Patient, corresponding to a relative clause
structure.
Along similar lines, Juliano & Tanenhaus (1994)
trained a recurrent connectionist network on a corpus of
English usage, with the inputs being a verb and its
subsequent word. Its ou^ut predicted what type of verb
complement would follow the verb (e.g., N P ,
prepositional phrase, sentence complement, etc.). Across
a range of verbs, the model showed verb complement
preferences that were analogous to those exhibited by
human subjects in reading-time and sentence-completion
tasks.
The existing computational models oversimplify the
problem and are of small scale. Nonetheless, these
models, and the constraint-based approach to syntactic
ambiguity resolution, have met with encouraging success
in matching empirical data, and promise a more detailed
understanding of sentence processing in general.
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Abstract

and each meaning will have a frequency approximately
equal to its frequency of use. Adopting as w e do a parallelIn some tasks (e.g., assigning meanings to ambiguous words)distributed processing perspective on the nature of the reprehumans produce multiple distinct alternatives in response to a
sentations used, w e assume that each meaning corresponds
particular stimulus, apparently mirroring the environmental
to a distributed pattern of activation over a population of
probabilities associated with each alternative. For this purpose,
units. T h e fact that people produce a number of different
a network architecture is needed that can produce a distribumeanings
suggests that the population setUes to a number of
tion of outcomes, and a learning algorithm is needed that can
lead to the discovery of ensembles of connection weights that
different patterns, rather than simply to the pattern that reprereproduce the environmentally specified probabilities. Stosents the expected value of each unit involved in the reprechastic symmetric networks such as Boltzmann machines and
sentation. While this behavior can be accounted for either by
networks that use graded activations perturbed with Gaussian
truly stochastic processing or by effectively random contexnoise can exhibit such distributions at equilibrium, and they
tual influences, capturing the distribution of patterns rather
can be trained to match environmentally specified probabilities
using Contrastive Hebbian Leaning, the generalized form of
than their expected values is key.
the Boltzmann Learning algorithm. Learning distributions
Recently, s o m e progress has been m a d e into this problem.
exacts a considerable computational cost as processing time is
Movellan and McClelland (1993) studied a class of networks
used both in settling to equilibrium and in sampling equilibk n o w n as symmetric diffusion nets (SDNs) and were able to
rium statistics. The work presented here examines the extent
demonstrate the ability to learn to produce distinct output
of this cost and how it may be minimized, and produces speedpatterns with probabilities corresponding to their relative fireups of roughly a factor of 5 compared to previously published
results.
quency in the training environment S D N s are similar to
Boltzmann machines in that they m a k e use of symmetrical
connections, but differ in that the units use continuous-valIn recent years, w e have gained an understanding both of the
ued activations perturbed by Gaussian noise:
power and of the limitations of the backpropagation learning
(EQ 1)
A a, = X (nel- - neti) + o J X Z algorithm (MacKay, 1992; Rumelhart, Durbin, Golden, and
Chauvin, in press.) Backpropagation finds a set of weights
Here X is a time constant, neti is the net input (a^w), Z,- is a
W such that w h e n given s o m e input jc,-. the network will prostandard independent random Gaussian variable, a controls
duce an output y/ that minimizes s o m e measure of the dififerthe
amount of noise, and neti 'S a scaled version of the
ence between the network's output and the desired output 5,
inverse
(generalized) logistic fiuiction given by:
(often construed as the "environment"). T h e relationship
between I,- and 5, m a y be stochastic, and 5,- m a y have a wide
1 , fa:-mm\
(EQ2)
range of distributions, but the network's task is deterministic.
neti = — — ^ o & max — again.
If, given the shape of 5,-, the appropriate activation functions
where m a x and min bound the activation values. In the
and error measures are used, the m i n i m u m value of the error
absence of noise the activations settle to values equal to the
measure is obtained w h e n y,- is equal to the expected value
generalized logistic of the net input; in the presence of noise
of dj. This expected value is essentially a deterministic funcactivations are subject to permrbations both during settling
tion of the input In s o m e cases, such expected values m a y be
and at equilibrium; at equilibrium the probability of finding
sufficient, but for the purpose of modeling h u m a n perforthe network in a particular state is proportional to the expomance, or for the purpose of adequately characterizing a
wide range of input-output functions, the expected values of nential of the Goodness of the state (see Movellan and
McClelland. 1993, for details).
the individual output values have serious limitations (see
Movellan and McClelland, 1993 for discussion). A s one
Both Boltzmann machines and S D N ' s can be trained to
example, if w e ask h u m a n subjects to generate definitions of
reproduce desired distributions of output states using what
polysemous words such as bank on a number of different
Galland and Hinton (1989) call the 'Contrastive Hebbian
occasions, subjects will c o m e up with different meanings.
Learning Algorithm' ( C H L ) . C H L is the general version of
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Figure 1: Figure 1: Architecture and I/O patterns used in Movellan and McClelland's (1993) translation problem
A w . This has two implications. First, if w e use an estimate of
T I G as a measure of performance, w e must keep in mind that
it is an estimate of performance and thereby limited in its
accuracy to the expected variance in the estimate. Second, in
order to generate a estimated A w vector that accurately demonstrates the error gradient, w e need an adequate sample of
^ '^v = ^ (^x>d(«,«y) - ^.^<'fl)'^ (EQ 3)
the gradient. Not only must the network go through a settling
process,
but the process must be extended and repeated sevwhere e is the learning rate parameter, o is the standard devieral times to generate accurate statistics. For example, M & M
ation of the noise, a,- and a, are the activations of units / and y,
use a small 'translation' problem, described below. In this
X is the vector of inputs, y is the vector of outputs, E ^ ^ is
simulation, they used twenty settles of a hundred cycles (50
the expected value calculated during the plus phase, and E ^
of settling to equilibrium and 50 for calculating statistics) per
is the expected value calculated in the minus phase. In pracinput pattern per phase per epoch, for a total of 48,000
tice the expected values are estimated by settling repeatedly
updates
of the entire network's activation in a single epoch.
to equilibrium in each phase and averaging a sample the relevant co-products collected at equilibrium.
If these values represent what is actually needed to learn
The Contrastive Hebbian algorithm, when used with either
probability distributions, this seriously limits the appeal of
type of stochastic, symmetric network, minimizes a quantity
C H L , both from the point of view of tractability and from the
known as the information gain (IG). In the present paper, w e
point of view of psychological plausibility. From a psychoare concerned with the problem of learning to settle to one of
logical point of view one assumes that information processa small number of discrete alternatives. For this case, either
ing involves some settling, but the suggestion that a fairly
the Boltzmann machine or the S D N can in principle be used.
large number of separate repeats of the settling process is
Here we focus on the S D N , in part because its use of graded
needed to estimate the direction of the gradient is somewhat
activations appears to capture a key aspect of h u m a n infortroubling: it effectively amounts to a dramatic increase in the
mation processing (McClelland, 1993), which is our ultimate
number of passes through of the training environment that
concern. For the case of discrete alternatives, the information
are required for learning. For m a n y problems, back propagation is surely already slow enough!
gain becomes:
the Boltzmann algonthm; the network is run in two phases, a
minus phase in which only input units are clamped, and a
plus phase in which input and output units are clamped.
Weights are adjusted according to:

In

f^d(y)

(EQ4)

alts
Where the state of the output units is considered to be equivalent to the desired state if the activation of each output unit
it within some tolerance of the value specified in the desired
output pattern. The quantity shown in Equation 4 is measured separately for each input pattern; the s u m over all
inputs is called the Total Information Gain (TIG).
A key property of C H L is the fact that the network's position on the error surface (and therefore the current TIG and
Aw) must be determined by a process of sampling. Sampling
can be thought of as producing estimates of the true TIG and
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T h e work presented here w a s motivated by the desire to
apply C H L to psychological problems in which humans d o
select one of a number of distinct alternatives. For C H L to be
a viable learning algorithm for such problems, an understanding of which parameters have the largest effect on
learning speed is vital. This paper reflects several steps w e
have taken toward developing such an understanding. W e
use the M & M ' s translation problem to examine the role of
the number of repeat settles, the amount of noise in processing as well as in the units' initial activations, and the number
of cycles per settle with the aim of optimizing the algorithm
for use in connectionist modeling. W e find that considerable
optimization is possible when this is done, and that simula-

6 Settles

Baseline

Train with 6
Test with 20
r

•r'%>>tH/tU^.

100 2 0 0
EPOCHS
Figure 2: Effect of the number of settles on training time. Figure 2 A shows the total information gain as a function of epochs
of training for a typical network in the baseline condition. Figure 2 B shows the same network trained with 6 as opposed to
20 settles per pattern per epoch. Note that while noisier, the shape of the curve is identical. Figure 2 C demonstrates that during
initial training, the source of this noise is primarily in the estimate of the current T I G not in the learning itself.
lions of the complexity required by psychological models
become possible.
The Translation Problem
The main simulations presented here used M&M's translation problem, designed to test an algorithm's ability to learn
to deal with a probabilistic environment in which an input
has possibly more than one output. The translation problem
has a network translate "words" (8-bit random patterns) from
one "language" (layer of units) to another. In their example,
the network was to translate Spanish words to and from their
English counterparts (see Figure 1.) W h a t makes this problem interesting is the lack of a one-to-one correspondence
between the English and Spanish words. For example, the
English word "oUve" has two Spanish counterparts, "oliva"
(derived from Latin) and "aceituna" (derived from Arabic.)
If given either "oliva" or "aceituna" the network should
respond with "olive." However, if given "olive" the network
is supposed to respond with "aceituna" 7 0 % of the time and
"oliva" 3 0 % of the time. The average of the two or a random
selection of bits from each is not a valid response. The architecture, I/O mapping, and desired probabilities are presented
in Figure 1.

the network's activation between settles, 50 activation cycles
of initial settling, 50 cycles for gathering statistics, and a
stopping criterion on the T I G of 0.1. The tolerance for unit
activations was set to 0.8. Since the desired activations used
in each pattern were ±0.9, this meant that the output had to
fall within the right comer of the 8-dimensional hypercube
defined by the activations of the output units by at least 0.1
on each unit, in order to be taken as a match to a particular
desired output. N o m o m e n t u m was used.
A typical learning curve showing TIG as a function of
epochs is shown in Figure 2A^: Clearly, the learning in this
condition is relatively smooth and fairly rapid using epochs
as a measure of training time. O n e interesting aspect of the
learning is that for the last 75 epochs or so, the network's
average performance remains close to the minimum, though
there is some variability. This variabiUty can come from two
sources. Either the actual T I G that the network produces
across epochs varies (since the weights vary from epoch to
epoch), or our estimate of the actual T I G varies across
epochs. Given a reasonable learning rate, the latter is the primary source of variabiUty in the TIG measure, which opens
the door for significant optimization.
Coarse Estimates of the Error Gradient
If the network never moves very far along the error surface
on any given weight update, it stands to reason that w e might
be able to use a very coarse estimate of the weight-change
vector to drive learning. Since a coarse estimate is computationally cheap, w e should be able to speed training considerably. This idea is similar to the basis of Manhattan updating,
which can be quite effective in the early stages of training.

Baseline condition

M&M broke learning into two stages, an initial stage
designed to achieve approximate matching of the desired
distribution and afinalphase designed to achieve virtually
exact matching. W e have concentrated on thefirststage,
using M & M ' s parameters for this stage as a baseline condition: a timestep (X) of 0.1, a learning rate (e) of 0.01,' a noise
2. For this and almost all subsequent simulations, a trio of netw
constant (a) of 0.1, 2 0 settling repeats per pattern, zeroing
starting with three different sets of starting weights were run
1. In the text of the article, 0.0025 was the specified e, but the actual There were no notable differences between the three sets in any
of the conditions.
value employed was 0.01.
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Figure 2 B s h o w s the result of training the s a m e network
from Figure 2 A but using only six settles per pattern instead
of twenty. While the tail of the graph certainly shows m o r e
noise, their basic shapes are the s a m e . K e e p in mind that
given a sample size of only six, w e expect to see m o r e variance in the T I G than with a sample size of twenty even if the
networks are in the s a m e position in weight space. That is to
say that the t w o networks s h o w n in Figures 2 A and 2 B could
be following nearly identical trajectories through weightspace and the network in 2 B would naturally look noisier.
This point is demonstrated b y the training curve s h o w n in
Figure 2 C . Here, the s a m e network w a s trained using the A w
generated from six settles, but the T I G plotted w a s generated
by testing the network without learning for twenty settles at
every epoch. Clearly, the tail of the graph s h o w s m o r e noise
than the baseline condition, and, b y chance it doesn't happen
upon a T I G sample below the 0.1 stopping criterion b y 3 0 0
epochs. Equally clear, however, is that during the initial
stage of training, six settles per pattern is almost indistinguishable from 2 0 settles per pattern w h e n the variance in
the estimate of the current T I G is controlled for.
For our purposes of demonstrating optimization of the
training time, there are t w o problems. First, the a m o u n t of
time to run an epoch is based o n the n u m b e r of cycles per
settle and the n u m b e r of settles per pattern. Since both variables are to be manipulated, w e report training time in thousands of cycles per pattern (kCs). Second, the T I G stopping
criterion of 0.1 in a single epoch introduces a high degree of
variability in the apparent stopping time, and actually corresponds to a s o m e w h a t higher true T I G . For m o r e stable c o m parisons across runs, w e adopted a criterion of a 2.64
average over five epochs. This corresponds to producing
each correct output pattern with a probability that is within
2 0 % of its probability as specified in the training corpus.
Table 1 shows the training time for both the original and
the six settle conditions, and w e can n o w see the merit of this
approach. Training time has been cut b y over 5 0 % . Like the
M & M network, this net is ready to be fine-tuned to cleanly
match the desired output distributions. All subsequent networks were trained using six settles per pattern.
Table 1: Training Times

Figure 3: Effect of noise in processing and noise in
the starting position on training time.
Role of Noise
Without some source of variability to make the settling process stochastic, a network cannot settle into differing outputs
when presented a single input. It's a trivial statement, for by
definition, it's an impossible problem. However, determining
the optimal source of variability and the optimal amount of
variability is far from trivial. Here w e examine the effect of
noise in two relatively standard locations: noise in the activation function and noise in the starting position of the network
in activation space. While not an exhaustive list of places w e
might add noise to break the symmetry of the settling process, the results are basic enough that generalization to other
sources of noise should be possible.
Noise in the Activation Function
When considering the amount of noise to be added to the
activation function, there are at least two conflicting goals.
If, as in M & M ' s network, the only source of noise is in the
activation function (the a Z term in Equation 1) it must be of
sufficient magnitude to let the network visit different attractors so that it m a y generate the desired probability distribution. However, working against this desire for stochastic
processing is the need to remain stable enough to generate
reliable statistics. Simulations using no noise in the starting
position but o values of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, and 1.0 support this notion of a trade-off in the ideal amount of noise.
N o noise gives the expected result of failing to learn the 1-2
mappings and the extremal values of 0.8 and 1.0 both show
slowed and incomplete learning.
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W h e n the T I G and corresponding weight change vector are
calculated, the network's estimated output distributions are
computed across cycles and settles, giving the network the
opportunity to exhibit the desired distribution of output
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Figure 4: Settling behavior of the network w h e n given a 1-1 m a p p i n g as input (e.g. "house") and a
1-2 m a p p i n g (e.g. "olive"). Figure 3 A s h o w s the variance in position in activation space in a ten
cycle w i n d o w during settling and Figure 3 B s h o w s the percentage of settles that are inside either
attractor as a function of the n u m b e r of cycles of settling.

states in t w o possible w a y s . Like the B o l t z m a n n machine,
the network could j u m p between the n desired states with the
appropriate probabilities/j„ within a single settle. O r , the netw o r k could settle to a single attractor with probability p„ and
thereby generate the distribution across settles. A prediction
of the former is that noise in the starting position should have
little effect o n learning, whereas the latter might predict a
significant effect, especially w h e n a is small.
W h a t w e find w h e n w e train networks using starting activations ranges of ±0.1 and ±0.9 and a values of 0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 0.8, and 1.0 is that there is evidence to support the conclusion that the network is generating the distributions across
settles. For large values of o, noise in the starting position
has n o effect as it is quickly s u b s u m e d b y the noise in the
activation function. H o w e v e r , w h e n a is small (and especially w h e n zero), r a n d o m starting positions help the netw o r k considerably b y allowing it to form trajectories from
starting regions in activation space to the desired attractors.
W e can see the effect of this trade-off in Figure 3 w h e r e
the training times to criterion are plotted as a function of a
and noise in the starting position. W h e n w e e x a m i n e the settUng behavior of the network closely, w e d o find, in fact, that
it is extremely unlikely for the network to j u m p from one
desired state to another. E v e n with large a m o u n t s of noise in
the activation function, the network settles towards o n e
attractor and generates the distributions across settles. Figure
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4 A and 4 B s h o w the settling behavior of a network trained
for 100 epochs using a a of 0.2 and starting activation ranges
of ±0.9.^ In both figures, the trained network w a s presented
"house" (a 1-1 m a p p i n g ) and "olive" (a 1-2 mapping) and
allowed to settle 100 times while the network's activation
w a s monitored."* In Figure 4 A , w e plot the variance in a sliding ten cycle w i n d o w , averaged across the 100 settles. W h a t
this s h o w s is that for both 1-1 and 1-2 mappings, the amount
of change in position in activation space drops off rapidly
during settUng. That is to say that within a given settle, the
network settles to a fixed point within 5 0 cycles and remains
in that attractor, even if the desired output distribution is not
unimodal. H o w e v e r , as Figure 4 3 demonstrates, w h e n w e
look at the distribution of output states relative to the desired
attractor(s) as a function of settfing time, w e see that across
settles, the network generates the desired distribution of
states quite well.
In fact, this settling behavior suggests that if w e keep the
n u m b e r of initial settling cycles where it is, w e can cut the
n u m b e r o f subsequent statistical generation cycles sharply
and gain a significant speed increase. While w e do reach a
3. Other noise parameters including 0=1.0 and starting activations
of 0.0 show the same basic effect, though the data are noisier.
4. In this network the olive -» oliva and aceituna was trained on a
50/50 not 30/70 mapping.

point of diminishing returns. Table 1 shows that an additional 1 5 % speed increase is quite feiisible.

assisting learning using gradients based on a small sample.

From this data, w e can make two basic conclusions about
the effect of noise during training. First, a little goes a long
way: it takes very little noise to allow the network to behave
stochastically, and too much noise is harmful. Second, where
the noise comes from, while not vital, can certainly affect
training time. A s w e saw from Figure 3, high values of noise
in the starting position and low values in the activation function produce the fastest learning.
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Attention and Performance (Vol. 14, pp. 655-689). C a m roughly a factor of 5. The next step is to train networks to
bridge, M A
leam substantially larger problems. So far the results are
MoveUan,
J. R., & McClelland, J. L. (1993). Learning continquite promising: W e have been able to train a number of
uous probability distributions with symmetric diffusion
larger networks of varying architectures to generate probanetworks. Cognitive Science, 17,463-496.
bility distributions as outputs when the initial training was
Rumelhart, D. E., Durbin, R., Golden, R., & Chauvin. Y. (in
done using coarse estimates of the error gradient. O n e such
press) Backpropagation: The Basic Theory. In Y. Chauvin
network consisted of 23 input units, 40 hidden units, and 50
and D. E. Rumelhart (Eds.), Back propagation: Theory,
output units and was trained on a spelling-to-meaning probArchitectures, and Applications, Erlbaum.
lem like that studied by Hinton and Shallice (1991). The
training corpus consisted of 21 words with one meaning and
15 words with two distinct meanings. The network reached a
stopping criterion comparable to that used for the translation
problem in 1014 epochs, or a total of 608 kCs. If given an
opportunity tofinetune it's weights during several epochs of
subsequent training with more accurate estimates of the gradient, this network, and all the others we've examined, show
no adverse side effects of the initial coarse training.
Conclusions
A number of general conclusions can be drawn from this
research. First and foremost, despite the daunting theoretical
computational needs of C H L , it can be optimized so that
probability distributions can be learned in a reasonable
iunount of time. Although accurate statistics m a y call for a
larger number of settles per pattern per epoch, learning can
progress up to all but thefinetuning stage use the coarse estimate of the error gradient generated with a small number of
settles. The rapid settling behavior and lack of a within-settle
distribution of outputs allow us to use a limited number of
cycles within each settle, further speeding learning. Furthermore, while noise in the network needs to be present, it can
come from various sources and its magnitude can be small.
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Abstract

for the behavior of the h u m a n parser w h e n the initially
preferred structure turns out to be incorrect. A number
of recent models of h u m a n parsing have focused on explicating the processing limitations that cause the breakd o w n of the parser in certain well-known cases in which
its local preferences lead it d o w n the garden path (Gibson, 1991; Pritchett, 1992; Weinberg, 1991).

Models of human parsing typically focus on explaining syntactic preferences and garden-path phenomena.
This paper explores another aspect of the processing
of syntactic ambiguity—the successful revision of previously preferred structure. In the competitive attachment model of parsing, a hybrid connectionist network
directly represents the attachment structure among
phrasal nodes in a parse tree. A syntactic ambiguity
leads to a network of alternative attachments that compete for numeric activation. T h e winning attachments
are determined within a parallel operation that simultaneously revises earlier attachments as needed when initially attaching a new phrase to the developing parse
tree. Because of the unique parallel structuring operation, the competitive attachment model provides a
unified explanation of h u m a n preference and recovery
mechanisms in parsing. T h e paper demonstrates this
ability by showing how the model accounts for recency
effects in human syntactic processing. In the parsing
network, a mechanism of decay, which is independently
needed to manage the finite pool of processing nodes,
allows more recent phrases to compete more effectively
than less recent phrases for new attachments. The effect
of decay on the attachment competition underlies a unified account of psycholinguistic observations of recency,
both in initial syntactic preferences and in the revision
of erroneous attachments.
Introduction
In developing a cognitive model of parsing, a key problem
is to elucidate the computational mechanisms underlying the h u m a n ability to process and resolve syntactic
ambiguities. In order to achieve this, w e must understand h o w the h u m a n parser determines which of the
possible analyses of a syntactic ambiguity to pursue, and
h o w it responds to later linguistic input that is incompatible with its initially preferred analysis. In general,
it is assumed that the h u m a n parser adopts a preferred
structural interpretation because it is easier or faster for
the parser to build. T o explain the observed preference
behavior, sophisticated processing proposals spell out a
set of computational assumptions under which a parsing mechanism will exhibit structural choices matching
those of the h u m a n parser (e.g., Frazier, 1978; Gorrell,
1987; M c R o y fc Hirst, 1990). Although people appear
to locally optimize structuring operations, this strategy
does not always lead t h e m to the best interpretation in
the long run; hence, parsing models must also account
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M u c h progress has thus been m a d e in addressing two
long-standing goals in the cognitive modeling of h u m a n
parsing: to explain people's initial structural preferences
w h e n processing syntactic ambiguities, and to account
for the breakdown of parsing in garden-path sentences.
However, little attention has been given to another aspect of the processing of an ambiguity—the situation
that arises w h e n the initially preferred structure turns
out to be wrong, but the parser is not garden-pathed.
T h e detailed behavior of the parser when successfully
revising an initially preferred structure has yet to be explained. Parsing models have till n o w accounted only for
the division of sentences into two discrete classes: those
allowing for necessary revisions within some constrained
class of parsing operations, and those for which a necessary revision would require an unconstrained recovery
mechanism (i.e., garden-path examples) (Abney, 1989;
Gibson, 1991; Pritchett, 1992; Weinberg, 1991). These
theories cannot account for the range of behavior that
the parser exhibits w h e n revising a structural hypothesis. In particular, the h u m a n parser has more or less
difficulty in adopting a less preferred interpretation of
an ambiguity. T h e ease of doing so is affected by how
quickly following the onset of the ambiguity the parser
receives disambiguating information (Frazier k Rayner,
1982), or even uncertain but biasing information (MacDonald, in press). It is therefore simplistic to assume
that revision is either impossible, as in garden-path sentences, or completely unproblematic.
This paper discusses a competitive attachment model
of parsing that provides an explicit computational account of the complex range of h u m a n behavior exhibited
in the processing of syntactic ambiguities. In the model,
ambiguity resolution is formulated as a competition for
activation a m o n g a set of syntactic attachments within
a hybrid connectionist network. Underlying properties
of the model explain a number of h u m a n structural preferences and account for the status of garden-path sentences, without the use of explicit preference heuristics
or revision strategies (Stevenson, 1993a; 1993b; 1994).

This paper will demonstrate h o w these same properties determine the ease with which the parser is able
to successfully revise its attachment decisions. In contrast to other models, the competitive attachment approach yields finer-grained predictions of relative difficulty within the class of possible reanalyses. In fact,
the same factors that give rise to the initial structural
preferences are instrumental in determining the relative
ease of reanalyzing the resulting structures. T h e model
therefore provides a unifying account of the preference
and recovery mechanisms involved in h u m a n parsing.
Because of length constraints, this paper focuses on
how the model explains recency effects in h u m a n parsing. T w o related results are presented. First, a necessary
mechanism for decay of phrasal activation is shown to account for a general preference for recent attachments in
parsing, without the use of an explicit structural strategy or preference heuristic as in other models. T h e single
mechanism of decay of activation addresses as well the
potential m e m o r y load problem that arises in considering
multiple attachment sites for a phrase (see, for example,
Gibson (1991)). Second, the very same computational
factors that give rise to the exhibited recency preferences
are shown to account for the effect of length of an ambiguity on the ease of reanalyzing incorrect structure—an
observation that has heretofore lacked an adequate explanation. Thus, the paper demonstrates an example
of how fundamental properties of the competitive attachment model underlie both structural preferences and
ease of recovery, and account for a wider range of psycholinguistic data than has been previously explained.
The paper is organized as follows. T h e next section
presents a brief overview of the model. T h e following
two sections present the preference and recovery results,
comparing the competitive attachment account to other
proposals. The final section concludes the paper.

Overview of the Model
The competitive attachment model is a hybrid connectionist network of processing nodes that represent syntactic phrases and their attachments within a parse
tree.^ The grammaticality of potential attachments is
determined using simple symbolic features and marker
passing. Numeric activation encodes the the relative
strengths of the attachment alternatives, and a competition mechanism provides a uniform method for determining the preference for one attachment structure over
another. T h e network of alternative attachments is dynamically created by allocating processing nodes in response to the input.
Creating the Network
W h e n an input token is read, the parser activates two
types of processing nodes: phrasal nodes representing
the current input phrase, and attachment nodes representing the potential attachments between the current
input phrase and the existing parse tree. Each attachment node connects to exactly two phrasal nodes that are
'The parser is implemented in C o m m o n Lisp, seriedly simulating the parallel processing of the network.
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Figure 1: (a) Network and (b) parse tree representation
of The warden expects the report.

potential sisters in the parse tree; compare the network
of Figure 1(a) with the subtree that it represents in Figure 1(b). Once the current phrase is connected to the existing network, each processing node iteratively updates
and outputs its symbolic features and numeric activation, until the activation level of each attachment node
is either above a certain threshold 6, or is zero.^ W h e n
the network stabilizes, the set of active attachment nodes
represents the current parse tree attachments. At this
point, the next input token is read and the process is
repeated. At the end of a successful parse, the phrases
and their attachments form a connected network representing the final parse tree structure.
The Competition Mechanism
A syntactic ambiguity leads to a network of grammatical
attachment alternatives that cannot all simultaneously
participate in the parse tree structure. In order to focus
activation in the network onto a consistent set of parse
tree attachments, each phrasal node uses a competitive
output function (Reggia, 1987) to allocate a percentage
of its activation to each of its attachment nodes, proportional to their activation levels. T h e output function is
• a,, where Oj, is the output
of the form: o^, =
from node n, to node Hj, a, is the activation of node n,,
Wji is the weight on the connection from node n, to node
Tij,^ and k ranges over all nodes connected to node tij.
This function brings about indirect inhibition a m o n g the
attachment nodes, so that only a subset of the nodes is
^The parsing network requires 10-70 iterations to reach a
stable state.
^Weights encode lexical preference or frequency
information.

STACK

thus determines a circumscribed set of attachment possibilities for both initial and revised attachments in the
parser. T h e result is a unique parallel attachment operation, in which revision of earlier attachments is determined simultaneously with initial attachment of the
current phrase. This parallel structuring operation leads
the model to a unified explanation of preference and recovery mechanisms in h u m a n parsing.

curr«nt
phrat*

Memory Management

Stack
Figure 2: O n e e x a m p l e of competitive relationships in
the primitive parallel attachment operation. Attachm e n t s ai-a4 were previously activated. T o attach the
current phrase to the tree o n the stack, the following
m u s t occur: exactly one of the prior attachments, a,-,
m u s t b e c o m e inactive, a n d the corresponding pair of attachments, Pi, m u s t b e c o m e active. This relationship
holds for a tree of arbitrary depth o n the stack.

able to b e c o m e fully activated. T h e competitive function
is designed so that in a stable state of the network, each
phrasal n o d e activates a n u m b e r of attachment nodes in
accordance with its grammatical properties. For e x a m ple, since every phrase m u s t have a parent in the parse
tree, all X P nodes m u s t activate exactly one attachment
node.
Restricting the Network Structure
T h e competition mechanism is unable to rule out certain
mutually exclusive pairs of attachments whose simultaneous activation would create an illegal tree structure.
In order to prevent invalid parse trees, the structure of
the network of potential attachments must be restricted.
N e w attachment nodes can only represent an attachment
between the current phrase and the right edge of the
developing parse tree, as in Figure 1. Maintaining the
required network structure entails the use of a parsing
stack.'* T h e only attachment nodes that can compete simultaneously are those in the set of attachments between
the current phrase and the tree on top of the stack. T h e
competitive relationships a m o n g the allowed attachment
nodes completely define the sets of attachment nodes
that can be simultaneously active in a stable state of the
network. T h e logical attachment possibilities, an example of which is shown in Figure 2, follow directly from
the propagation of local competitions a m o n g the attachment nodes.^ T h e competitive mechanism of the parser
*The stack is not a global control mechanism; it is in fact
a single (symbolically degenerate) phrasal node. A phrase
pushes itself onto the stack by activating an attachment node
between its X P and the stack node.
^In over 9 8 % of the approximately 1400 simulations of
attachment decisions in the parser, the network stabilized on
one of these attachment sets (Stevenson, 1994).
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A n important effect on the outcome of the attachment
operation is the m e m o r y management scheme employed
in the parser. Since the pool of network processing nodes
is finite, and there is no a priori limit on the length
of a sentence, a mechanism must allow for nodes to be
re-used during the parse. Because relatively few attachment nodes are required to represent the parse tree, most
attachment nodes that are activated become inactive
at the end of each processing loop. T h e existing competition mechanism thus ensures that most attachment
nodes are available for re-use with the very next input
phrase. B y contrast, phrasal nodes require an additional
m e m o r y management mechanism. T h e activation function for a phrasal node incorporates a decay factor that
causes the node to decay slowly over time. In the simple
case, this decay factor is a function of the difference between the current time and the time at which the phrasal
node was activated. This ensures that the least recent
portion of the parse tree will become inactive and available for re-use first. However, when an older phrasal
node participates in a new attachment, its activation
level needs to reflect that more recent participation in
the parse tree. Thus the decay factor is actually a function of the difference between the current time and the
time of the most recent attachment for a phrase. The degree of decay in the current implementation of the parser
is linear over time; however, the only necessary property
of a decay function is that it keep a reasonable portion of
the developing parse tree active. That is, decay must be
fast enough to enable re-use of the nodes when needed,
and slow enough to maintain an amount of tree structure
that is sufficient to effectively parse most inputs.
T h e following two sections will demonstrate how the
decay of phrasal activation affects the outcome of the
competitive attachment operation, accounting for recency effects in attachment preferences and in reanalysis
with a single, independently motivated mechanism.
Preference Effects
T h e h u m a n parser shows a strong tendency to attach
the current input phrase to more recent syntactic structure. This preference has been labeled Right Association (Kimball, 1973), Late Closure (Frazier, 1978), or
Recency Preference (Gibson, 1991); in each of the proposed parsing models, the preference is stated as an explicit processing heuristic. B y contrast, the competitive
attachment model explains recency effects in parsing as a
side-effect of the active m e m o r y management techniques
that are required to maintain the pool of network processing nodes, thereby providing a more parsimonious
account of the data.

Given the decay of phrasal activation described above,
the explanation of recency effects in parsing is straightforward. When a phrase is allocated, there is a competition among the potential attachment nodes connecting it to the right edge of the existing parse tree. The
phrases in the tree that were allocated most recently are
those lower along the right edge and closer to the current phrase; they will have the highest activation levels
because they have decayed less. All other effects on activation being equal, the attachment node between the
current phrase and the most recent phrase in the parse
tree to which it can attach will win the competition-. For
example, consider the sentence:
I [vpsaw the child who was [vpsleeping [ppon the train].
The PP on the train can attach to either verb phrase,
modifying saw or sleeping, although the preference is
for attachment to the lower verb phrase, sleeping. In
the competitive attachment model, the P P does indeed
attach to the lower VP. Since the lower verb phrase has
been allocated more recently, its activation has decayed
less than that of the higher verb phrase; it thus competes
more effectively for the P P attachment.®
The decay of activation thus gives rise to recency effects that other models must account for by building in
explicit structuring strategies. Furthermore, the decay of
distributed phrases addresses the issue of the parser potentially exceeding its memory load by having to maintain and process too many attachment possibilities. For
discussion surrounding the necessity of "closure" principles for weeding out excessive attachment sites, see Gibson (1991). What proposed closure mechanisms have in
common is to remove the less recent of two potential attachment sites (e.g., Gibson, 1991; Kimball, 1973). The
competitive attachment model achieves this without an
additional pruning mechanism—older attachment sites
simply fade out in time. Thus, this single mechanism
parsimoniously accounts for what has been previously
addressed with two separate heuristics: a recency or locality constraint, and a closure principle.
In addition to providing a simpler account, the competitive attachment model has empirical advantages as
well. For example, all previous models of recency effects have addressed only the effect of relative recency—
that is, they have only been concerned with explaining
the choice the parser makes between more and less recent attachment possibilities. The heuristics are always
based on comparing two attachment sites. But absolute
recency effects can also be observed in human parsing—
that is, the recency of a phrase can affect the ease of
attaching to it, even when there is no competing attachment site. For example, in the sentence / called the guy a
rotten driver, the N P a rotten driver has a single potential attachment site (within the VP). Compare a modified version of the sentence, where the N P in question is

separated from the phrase to which it attaches by lengthy
intervening material: / called the guy who smashed m y
brand new car a rotten driver^ Previous models, which
only address relative recency effects arising from multiple
attachment sites, predict these sentences to be equivalently easy. However, interpretation of the N P a rotten
driver appears to be increasingly difficult with increasing
length of the prior N P (the guy who...). The competitive attachment model accounts for this range of difficulty. A less recently allocated attachment site has less
activation to contribute to an attachment node, causing
an increase in the time it takes for the node to become
fully activated.
Finally, the approach here naturally captures interactions between recency and other preference effects in a
way that a simple strategy like Late Closure or Right
Association cannot. The activation level of an attachment node is affected not only by recency of the phrases
that are trying to attach, but by other factors such as
lexical preferences and frequency effects as well. The
competitive activation function of the model incorporates all these factors into a continuous function that
assigns a "goodness of attachment" value, thereby avoiding the need for additional conflict resolution strategies
to mediate between multiple discrete preference heuristics. In fact, this property leads to another prediction
of the model that distinguishes it from earlier proposals:
in some cases a less recent attachment may win, but the
decrease in the activation it receives will cause it to be
a weaker attachment.
Recency and Recovery

Because the competitive attachment parser uses a single
parallel operation to attach an incoming phrase and simultaneously revise earlier attachments (if needed), the
same factors that lead to an initial structural preference in the parser, also affect the ability of the parser
to revise that structure. Earlier work has shown how
the model accounts for the human parser being unable
to recover from the misanalyses of certain ambiguities
in well-known garden-path examples (Stevenson 1993b).
Here the account is extended by showing how the parser
experiences a range of difficulty when successfully reanalyzing structure, focusing in particular on the effects of
the decay of activation of phrases over time.
Consider a verb such as expect that can take an N P or
sentential object, as in: The warden expects the report
soon, and The warden expects the report to arrive soon.
The N P the report constitutes an ambiguous region in
these sentences, since the parser has no way of knowing
at that point whether the N P is the direct object of the
verb, or the subject of the sentential object of the verb.
Studies have revealed that the human parser prefers the
interpretation in which the N P is the direct object of the
verb (Frazier, 1978; Gorrell, 1987), although people have
*The competition between two attachments causes the
no trouble in processing verbs such as these when they
network to require a larger number of iterations to stabioccur
with a sentential object.
lize than when there is only a single valid att3u:hment for the
current phrase. The model therefore predicts that a choice
^This example is from Gibson (1991), who predicts no
between fairly close attachments will cause a slow down in
difference in processing the two versions of the sentence.
human parsing.
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T o learn m o r e about h o w the h u m a n parser processes
this type of ambiguity, Frazier & Rayner (1982) conducted eye-movement experiments on sentences with
verbs such as these, using preferred ( N P object) and nonpreferred (sentential object) versions of the sentences.*
T h e y found that reading times per letter for the nonpreferred versions of the sentences were longer than for
the preferred versions of the sentences. T h e experiments also revealed that, in those sentences in which
the verb occurred with a sentential object, reading times
within the subordinate verb phrase—the disambiguating
region of the sentence that indicates the non-preferred
structure—were significantly longer than in the prior regions of the sentence. T h e data indicate that even an
unconscious revision of an initial preference slows d o w n
the h u m a n parser.
T h e experiment also included versions of the sentences
in which the length of the ambiguous region (i.e., the N P
whose attachment is ambiguous) was increased from two
words to an average of 5-6 words, as in: The warden expects [the report that the guards slept] to arrive soon.
Note that lengthening the ambiguous region has the effect of delaying the onset of the disambiguating information that indicates a sentential complement. Frazier
& Rayner found that the reading times for the disambiguating region in sentences with a 4-8 word ambiguous
region were significantly longer than in sentences with a
two word ambiguous region. Thus, the parser has increasing difficulty in revising its originally preferred hypothesis, the longer disambiguating information is delayed.
Previous parsing models, serial or parallel, have been
unable to provide a straightforward account of this varying degree of difficulty in the successful revision of a preferred analysis. Although proponents of serial models
can account for the finding that the h u m a n parser takes
time to reanalyze structure, they must rely on devising explicit recovery strategies (Frazier & Rayner, 1982;
M c R o y & Hirst, 1990; Pritchett, 1992). Parallel models
avoid this, but are unable to account for the observed revision time, since "reanalysis" consists of the inmiediate
adoption of an available alternative (Gibson, 1991; Gorrell, 1987), or the immediate extension of existing structure (Weinberg, 1991).^ Neither type of model can explain the increased difficulty in processing disambiguating information following a lengthy ambiguous region.
In contrast to serial models, the unique parallel structuring operation of the competitive attachment model
entails that acceptable revision is an integral part of the
normal processing operation of the parser—that is, ad
hoc revision strategies are unnecessary. O n the other
hand, in contrast to parallel models, revising a preference
involves an explicit reanalysis of attachment relations.
^Frazier k, Rayner used sentences with tensed subordinate clauses. Since the processing results for the competitive attachment parser are the same for tensed and infinitival
clauses (Stevenson, 1994), I will continue to use examples
with infinitival clauses for ease of display.
* Weinberg's serial model employs implicit parallelism in
its reliance on underspeciiication of structure.
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and the necessary competition for activation takes time.
A n initial attachment within the network that requires
no revision of earlier attachments takes 17 iterations,
while an attachment that involves revision takes a mini m u m of 24 iterations. Furthermore, since the revision
of attachments occurs as part of the same competitive
operation that determines initial attachments, the same
factors that affect the outcome of the competition for an
initial attachment are also brought to bear in reanalysis. Thus, the s a m e recency effects that arise in initial
attachment preferences will also occur in attempting to
revise those attachments, leading to a simple and elegant
account of the effect of increased length of an ambiguity
on the difficulty of revising its initial analysis.
For example. Figures 3 and 4 show the state of the

parser after processing the infinitival marker to in the following example sentences containing a short and a long
ambiguous region, respectively: The warden expects [the
report] to arrive soon, and The warden expects [the report that the guards slept] to arrive soon. T h e IP (an
infinitival sentential phrase) must att2u:h to the main
verb expect, replacing the prior N P as the object of the
verb. Note that this revision is one of those allowed under the competitive attachment operation (compare the
attachment configurations shown in Figures 3 and 4 to
Figure 2). In each of the sentences of Figures 3 and 4,
the parser is faced with exactly the same attachment
choices; only the distance between the current phrase
and its single attachment site differs in the two structures. T h e length of the N P [the report that the guards
slept] means that to must attach to a less recent phrase
than after a short N P like [the report]. Not surprisingly,
given the decay of phrasal activation, the attachment of
the IP takes longer in the network of Figure 4 (31 iterations), than in the network of Figure 3 (24 iterations).^"
Thus, the m e m o r y management techniques of the
model that lead to a general recency preference also provide an explanation for recency effects in reanalysis. T h e
influence of lexical strength can also contribute to making a possible reanalysis more or less difficult for the
parser (Stevenson, 1994). T h e competitive behavior of
the model therefore provides an account of the range of
difficulty of reanalysis, incorporating precisely the same
factors, such as recency and lexical strength, that affect
preferences.

these same recency effects were shown to arise in the domain offiller/gapprocessing as well (Stevenson, 1993a).
T h e results of the model underscore the importance of
determining computational mechanisms that can explain
an extensive range of h u m a n behavior, rather than simply specifying heuristics that capture individual surface
observations.
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about which reasoning is performed. They are called
perceptual-chunks (or schemas).

Abstract

Past research in cognitive science reveals that prototypH o w , then, do people learn perceptual-chunks through
ical configurations of domain objects, called perceptualexperience
that allow them to transform themselves from
chunks, underlie the abilities of experts to solve probnovices to experts? This is called a schema acquisilems efficiently. Little research, however, has been carried out on the mechanism used for learning perceptualtion problem. Surprisingly, little research has been carchunks from solving problems. The present paper adried out on this issue. Sweller (1988) attributed this
dresses this issue in the domain of geometry proof
lack of activity to the conventional framework of goalproblem-solving. W e have developed a computational
directed problem-solving, such as means-ends analysis.
model that chunks, from problem diagrams, configuraH e pointed out that the restricted focus on reducing diftion of the elements which are visually grouped together,
ferences between a given problem state and the goal state
based on perceptual chunking criterion. This criterion,
under a means-ends strategy deprives problem-solvers of
called recognition rules, reflects how people see probboth
the intention and cognitive processing capacity neclem diagrams and thus works effectively to determine
essary
to detect essential schematic features in problem
which portion of problem diagrams are more likely to
structures. Most learning systems have been necessarbe grouped as a chunk. This distinguishes the proposed
ily goal-oriented as well, since they learn from problemmethod from the goal-oriented ch\in]ung techniques used
solving traces that goad-directed solvers make. For examin machine-learning community. Experiments on solving
ple, S O A R (Laird et al., 1987) chunks in a goal-oriented
geometry problems show that our technique can detect
w a y based on universal suhgoaling technique, and variessential diagram configurations c o m m o n to many problems. Additionally, implications of the recognition rules
ous explanation-based learners (Mitchell et al., 1986), in
are discussed from a cognitive point of view.
concept formation and macro-operator learning, chunk
goal/subgoal structures that explain the solver's target
Introduction
concepts. Although goal-orientedness is preferably general
and domain-independent, it follows at the same time
Characterizing the adaptive processes that allow for the
that
those learners fail to reflect h u m a n regulau-ity in feelacquisition of expertise is a significant goal of cognitive
ing
which
portions of problem structures are more likely
science. In the past there have been extensive studies
to be chunked into schemas. T h e mechanism of chunkon expert-novice distinctions in m a n y aspects. O n e asing them seems more perceptual aoid more specific to the
pect of this is, as D e Groot (1966) showed, chess masters
domain
objects themselves appearing in problem-solving
exhibit better recall of realistic board positions than do
situations
(Koedinger k, Anderson, 1989).
novices, but not randomly placed board positions. Similarfindingswere presented in other domains as well, such
as in the sequence of a baseball g a m e (Voss et al., 1980)
and in an electric circuit diagram (Egan k Schwaltz,
1979). Another aspect is that experts show a greater
tendency to reason forward from the given conditions of
a problem rather than backward from the goal (Patel &
Groen, 1986). In other words, they react to some features within a problem for devising appropriate plans,
without resorting to goal-directed backwcird planning.
Agre calls this reasoning by reading (Agre & C h a p m a n ,
1987). Expert's reaxtive performance is observed in the
task of x-ray film perception as well (Kundel & Nodine,
1983); their visual attention tends to be immediately
directed toward the parts containing abnormalies, without searching through the entire film. These aspects of
expertise are attribited primarily to the cognitive structures for storing prototypical configurations of objects
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This paper presents a computational model called the
P C L E A R N (perceptual chunking learner) that learns
perceptual-chunks in geometry proof problem-solving,
based on a perceptual criterion that reflects h u m a n regularity in perceiving and detecting essential features in
problem strcutures. Geometry proofs are suitable for
this study because solving and learning from geometry
problems involves recognizing diagrammatic information
of problems perceptually. In the second section, w e discuss regularity in experts' solving and learning geometry
problems. T h e third section explains our perceptualchunking method and investigates its feasibility from results provided by our model. In the fourth section, we
argue that learning perceptual-chunks is relevant to constructing "good" and "meaningful" mental models that
m a y facilitate efficient andflexibleproblem-solving performance.

operators, and that they remember the diagrams corresponding to the chunked objects.
This regularity theory is consistent with observations
As discussed in many studies on geometry proof
that even experts cannot solve problems without drawproblem-solving (Greeno, 1983; McDougal ic Hammond, ing diagrams of the problem involved. W h y diagrams
1992; Koedinger ii. Anderson, 1990), perceptual chunks are essential is a common question among all studies on
underlie the ability of experts to solve and learn efdiagrammatic reasoning (Narayanan et al., 1992). One
ficiently; experts solve problems by matching familiar possibility may be that diagrammatic information cues
chunks to the subparts of diagrsuns representing entire
relevant perceptual-chunks in a current problem-solving
problems (Koedinger ic Anderson, 1990), and they then
context because they are memorized as configurations
extract certain essential subdiagrams as new perceptualof diagrammatic features. If so, regularity in acquiring
chunks. This latter process of decomposing the entire
perceptual-chunks may arise from seeing diagrammatic
diagram into subdiagrams for perceptual-chunks either
features in a current geometry problem.
used or newly extracted is essential for understanding
problem structures.
Perceptual-chunking method
W e designed our model P C L E A R N to chunk the diagram elements of a problem that are visually grouped together, when it has solved the problem. W e hypothesized
Cue.for.retrieval: XY=YZ
CItaflfcl]
that domain-specific knowledge about how people see diIE XY=YZ, WY=YV. coUinearXYZ.
agrammatic features of domain objects determines which
colUnearVYW
elements should be visually grouped together, and called
the knowledge recognition rules. Extraction of diagram
THEN
configuration by use of recognition rules is performed in
/XYW=ZZYV, ^XYW^AZYV,
process 2 described later. In order for acquired chunks
ZXWY^ZVY, ZWXY=ZVZY,
to be really useful in future problem-solving situations,
XW/VZ, XW=ZV
P C L E A R N refers to the proof-tree of a target problem
in
the following objectives; (1) to detect seeds that moCue.for.retrieval: Y W = Y X
Chunk 2
tivate chunking processes (process 1), (2) to provide a
IE YW=YX, ZWYZ=ZXYZ.
macro-operator to the extracted diagram elements (procoUinearWZX
cess 3), (3) and to remove irrelevant portions from the
THEN
diagram elements of an extracted chunk so that it will
^ W Y Z •AXYZ.ZYZW=ZYZX,
be meaningful in problem-solving contexts (process 3).
ZYWZ= ZYXZ, WZ=XZ,
The main point that distinguishes the P C L E A R N sysW Z X
WX±YZ
tem from conventional learning systems, including E B L
systems, is the use of recognition rules as a chunking
criterion. Conventional systems chunk such problemFigure 1: Typical perceptual-chunks in the domain of
solving traces that lead to a certain target concept
geometry
(Mitchell et al., 1986; Minton et al., 1989) or have been
developed under a subgoal in the goal-structure hierarFigure 1 shows diagrams for two typical perceptualchy (Laird et al., 1987). Consequently, if we have a carechunks with their corresponding macro-operators. These
ful look at the learned chunks, they are not always idenmacro-operators are needed for these chunks to be aptical with those to be acquired perceptually by human
plied to problem-solving situations; each chunk is re- experts.
called by the existence of a certain problem feature that
matches cue-for-retrieval information and, thus, the cor- Recognition rules
responding macro-operator is tested for application. If
A domain object, O, is "recognizable" when peoall the statements in the IF part are satisfied within
ple become aware of its existence in chunking prothe current problem, the instantiated statements of the
cesses, and this statement is represented as a literal
T H E N part will create new nodes in the proof tree.
recognizable^O). Each recognition rule describes the
What portions of the problem diagrams are more likely
conditions necessary for a domain object to be recogto be chunked as essential information into perceptualnizable. Its head is a literal expressing that a target
object is recognizable, and its bodies are conjunctions
chunks? In other words, what kind of regularity do experts reveal in detecting and chunking problem features? of (1) the literals expressing that other related objects
are recognizable and (2) the literals expressing that adKoedinger et al. (1990) presented evidence from verditional conditions hold among those objects. By rebal reports on subjects indicating that, when subjects
applied perceptueil-chunks, they could not always imlated, we mean part-whole relationships. For example,
the domain objects we deal with in geometry are points,
mediately recall what intermediate macro-operator sequences the chunks were configured firom. It is more
segments, angles and triangles. Part-whole relationships
likely that experts perceptually chunk an aggregation of
are such that a point is a part of a segment, a segment
is a part of an angle or a triangle, and so on. In the first
domain objects appearing in problem-solving situations,
case we can say that the point and the segment have
not sequences of consecutively applied problem-solving

H o w people solve and learn in geometry
domains
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vant to proving the goal node and also to which irrelevant problem-solving operators have been tested and/or
applied'. This node is called a control decision node
( C D N ) , and the relevant problem-solving operator applied at a C D N is called S A O (successfully applied operator). T h e notion of C D N itself is not original; this
corresponds to a training example selected by the "otheroperators-have-failed" heuristic in P R O D I G Y systems
(Minton et al., 1989).
C D N s are promising for learning seeds because, if a
problem-solving search at a C D N is directed well by using a relevant perceptual-chunk, the solver m a y save the
cost of applying other irrelevant operators. T h e subsequent three processes will be performed for each C D N
identified. Figure 3 is an example of the proof tree for
problem I in the set of problems shown in Appendix
A. Only relevant nodes and links are represented here,
not those nodes produced but irrelevant to the goal nor
those operators that have been tested but not applied.
T h e underlined nodes here are the C D N s . W e explain
the subsequent process for the C D N , A C = C F .

recognizable(X):- recognizable(s(X, Y)).
recognizable(s(X. Y)):- recognizable(a(X. Y.Z)).
recognizable(s(X, Y)):- recognizable(tr(X, Y,Z)).
recognizable(s(X, Y)):recognizable(X). recognizable(Y), exLu(s(X.Y)).
Kcognizable(s(X, Y)):recognizable(X), recognizable(Y), coUinear(X.Z,Yl
recognizable(a(X.Y.Z)):recogmzable(s(X, Y)), recognizable(s(Y,Z)).
recognizable(tr(X, Y.Z)):recogmzable{s(X, Y)), recognizable(s(Y,Z)),
recognizable(s(ZX)).
where s(X,Y) --segment X Y , rrTX.KZ)--triangle X Y Z ,
a(XY,Z)-angle X Y Z
The literals underlined are additional conditions.
Figure 2: T h e set of recognition rules used in geometry

a part-whole relationship, and in general, whole objects
in a d o m a i n constitute a partially ordered hierarchy in
terms of paurt-whole relationships.
Figure 2 is the set of recognition rules w e provided for
geometry. T h efirstrule states that point X is always
recognizable w h e n segment X Y is recognizable. W h e n
an object is recognizable, its partial objects will be always recognizable as well. T h efirstthree rules listed
in Fig. 2 pertain to this category. In contrast, w h e n
certain partial objects of an object are recognizable, w e
cannot always determine recognizablity of the object and
sometimes need s o m e additional conditions. For example, for segment X V to be recognizable, it does not suffice to confirm the recognizability of the two end points
X and Y ; additionally w e have to prove the statement
that segment X Y actually exists in the problem diag r a m (exist{s{X,Y))) or the statement that segments
X Z and Z Y are on the s a m e line for Jinother point Z
{collineariX,Z,Y)).
Each rule only expresses the interrelationship between
the recogniz ability of related objects. Therefore, recognition rules can be used to determine the entire set of
recognizable objects only when statements for certain
recognizable objects are initially given (see Process 2 for
the details of their use).
Perceptual-chunking processes
Perceptual-chunking is performed after the solver finishes solving a problem, i.e. constructing a full prooftree. It consists of the following four processes.
Process 1: Detecting seeds for c h u n k i n g
T h e first process involves identifying, in the prooftree, seeds which motivate chunking processes. T h e
P C L E A R N solver searches for applicable problemsolving operators and/or perceptual-chunks it has already retained in order to produce an A N D / O R proof
tree^. A seed node for learning is the one which is rele'The tree consists of nodes and links; the nodes represent
the statements given initially or produced during the proof.
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(zbac=zdeQ

C D : node
^:linlc

^zdeF)

CECFcoliinear)

problem-solving operator
"Cong-by-SAS"

^ZOEF)

(ZCAB=ZCFn)

^AC&w^CE^

(ME ^ u m

^

CZBCA=:ZDC^

(ACFcollinear) (BCD coUinear)
Figure 3: A proof-tree for Problem 1
Process 2: Extracting diagram configuration as a
chunk
Chunking for a C D N starts by seeing the diagram elements included in the S A O for the C D N . Technically
this means asserting that the domain objects appearing
as arguments of the constituent statements for the S A O
are all recognizable as initial givens. Process 2 involves
extracting the diagram configuration composed of those
domain objects which are grouped in a chunk together
with the above recognizable objects in the S A O . W e begin by matching the recognizability of SAO-involving objects to the bodies of recognition rules andfinallyproduce the entire set of recognizable domain objects.
and a link between several nodes and their upper node represents an operator used for proving the existence of the upper
node when the lower nodes exist. The node on top of the tree
represents the goal statement.
^During problem-solving search, in general, many trials
of testing to apply the available problem-solving operators
occur, most of which will fail in vain.

T h e S A O for A C = C F is the theorem of congruence
by S A S (two sides a n d one angle) (see Fig. 3). Objects

BC, AC, C D , CF, LBCA, LDCF, A A C B and A F C D
are involved in the S A O and these are initially asserted
as recognizable. U s e of recognition rules, then, proves
the recognizability of the following objects; A , B , C , D ,

F, AB, D F , B D , AF, LB AC, LBAF, LABC, LABD,
LDFC, LDFA, L F D C , L F D B , L B C F and LACD.
The entire set of extracted recognizable objects forms a
diagram configuration.
Process 3: Providing a macro-operator to the dia g r a m configuration
This process begins by identifying the following statements in the proof tree; (1) the statements of the aiiitional conditions appearing in the recognition rules used
in process 2, only when they were verified, and (2) the
statements constituting the S A O . These two kinds of
statements cire the ones that h u m a n beings would recognize when they see the diagrams elements of the S A O .
Especially thefirstones are important because they are
implicitly included in the current appearance of the extracted diagram configuration and thus they will be essential features constituting the mcicro-operator to be
provided. Examples of thefirstare collinearACF and
collinearBCD verified in proving the recognizability of
A F and B D . Examples of the second are A C = C F ,

B C = CD, L A C B = /.FCD and /lACB = A F C D .
These are s h o w n in Fig. 3 as grey nodes.
T h e statements located lowest on the proof-tree out
of all these identified ones will form the antecedent part
of the macro-operator to be attached to the extracted
diagram configuration. In our example, A C = C F ,
B C = C D , collinearACF a n d c o l l i n e a r B C D correspond to these. T h e intermediate and the remaning
parts of the macro-operator are obtained by deriving
all the possible statements in the restricted environment where only the above identified statements hold
within the diagram extracted in process 2. B y this
derivation, w e obtain A B = F D , L C A B = L C F D ,
L C B A = L C D F and A B / / D F . T h e last two should be
incorporated in a chunk although they were not relevant
in the current proof. This derivation process is essential
also for the following objective. Those diagram elements
that do not appear during this process are judged to be
irrelevant to problem-solving contexts and thus removed
from the diagram configuration. T h e new diagram configuration developed here is thefinalconfiguration of the
perceptual-chunk to be acquired.
N o diagram elements were removed in the examples w e
have shown. A good example of this is the chunking process for the C D N , A B = F D . In this case, the extracted
diagram configuration in process 2 includes segment A F
with the collinear statement collinearAEF. Because the
collinearity is irrelevant in obtaining the macro-operator,
however, segment A F will be removed and thus the constraint forcing point A on the same line as segment E F
will be eliminated.
Process 4: Generalizing
Thefinalprocess involves generalizing each node in the
macro-operator sequences by dissolving problem-specific
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instantiations of each constituent operator. T h e generalized version of the macro-operator will be attached to
the diagram configuration acquired in process 3. T h e
left perceptual-chunk in Fig. 1 is acquired for the C D N ,

A C = CF.
Note here that use of recognition rules restricts the
derivation in process 3 to a portion of the entire prooftree and thus determines which portion of the entire
problem diagrams should be chunked into a perceptualchunk.
Experimental Results
A desirable computational model that learns perceptualchunks should provide for the identification of visual
cues c o m m o n to diff'erent problems. T h e following experiment supports the feasibility of our model. W e selected twenty geometry problems belonging to two categories of geometry proofs^, expecting that they would
reveal cross-problem commonalities in terms of chunks.
T h e whole set of problems used for this experiment is
shown in Appendix A. P C L E A R N solves each problem
in ascending order of problem complexity^. After solving
each one, it acquires perceptual-chunks and stores them.
In solving problems, the solver is allowed to use the
perceptual-chunks acquired from solving the previous
ones^. After solving all twenty problems, w e examined
the frequencies at which the same perceptual-chunks in
terms of diagrammatic information^ are learned from
solving different problems.

Table 1: T h e frequencies of perceptual-chunks being
learned
Frequency

The number of perceptual-chunks

more than 4

43
9
5
3
4

EBL
86
7
0
1
0

total

64

94

PCLEARN

1
2
3
4

W e compared the result for P C L E A R N with that for
an explanation-based learner (Minton et al., 1989) which
chunks the inference path that reaches out from each
C D N to the goal node. Table 1 shows the number of the
^Parallel lines and angles and congruence of triangles
^For simplicity, w e use the s u m of the numbers of lines
and points as a measure of complexity.
^Strictly speaking, the preferential order of macrooperators being selected for use will affect problem-solving
performance as well as the kind of chunks to be acquired
in future. Analysis of cost-effective utility of learned knowledge m a y be the best to provide ordering to the entire set
of macro-operators. Readers can refer to (Suwa & Motoda,
1993) for further information on this.
* Various macro-operator sequences are possible in a diagram configuration.

kinds of perceptual-chunks for each frequency at which
they were acquired. The total number of chunks acquired from different problems more than two times are
21 in P C L E A R N and 8 in EBL. This suggests that the
perceptual chunking technique provides advantages over
goal-oriented chunking in extracting essential diagrammatic configurations common to different problems.
As for improvement of problem-solving performance
by use of perceptual-chunks, we have papers (Suwa fc
Motoda, 1993; 1994) on cumulative costs for solving the
twenty problems in P C L E A R N , the E B L system and
the system without any learning module. A brief characterization of the comparison is that we obtedn better problem-solving performance in P C L E A R N than the
system without learning, but heavy degreuiation in the
E B L systems. This is mainly because the chunks learned
by E B L tend to be specific to the goal-structure of the
original problem and thus have extremely low applicability to other problems. In contrast to that, the chunks
learned by P C L E A R N are such ones that can be recognized conunonly in many problems and thus have higher
applicability. See details in the above references.

Related to this issue are the past extensive psychological experiments in which subjects are exposed to a
whole diagram and are supposed to recall subdiagrams
or recall the diagram from some partial cues (Bower k
Glass, 1976; Reed, 1974). Here, configurations natural
to human eyes provide good visual cues. These experiments, however, were done in the context of looking at
diagrams without objectives or intentions. Rather how
subjects see diagrams in the context of problem-solving
objectives may be an interesting issue for psychological
investigation. That is one of our future work in this
domain because geometry proofs are suitable for this investigation.
Recognition rules can be extended so as to apply
in many domains as a perceptual-chunking criterion.
Recognition rules are the knowledge representing how
human beings see diagrammatic features of domain objects. Since people with different levels of knowledge differently recognize problem structures, P C L E A R N could
potentially model different skill levels by manipulating
the sophistication of the rules.

Visually decomposing the problem diagrams into
subparts is relevant to constructing mental models
General Discussions
(Johnson-Laird, 1983) and recognizing analogy across
problems. In order to establish a theory that allows for
If we assume that perceptual-chunks are domain-specific
the construction of mental models which are good, natuvisual categories acquired through experiences, argural and meaningful and for efficient analogical reasoning,
ments may arise on whether they should be acquired
further work along these lines must be pursued.
as "visually good chunks" determined by gestalt principles (Bower k Glass, 1976), or as chunks "meaningful"
to theoretical knowledge and problem-solving planning.
Conclusion
This is an important but open question. For X-ray film
recognition (Kundel & Nodine, 1983), theoretical knowlWe developed a computational model PCLEARN that
edge about organs, cancer and so on helps us decompose
learns prototypical configurations of diagram elements,
the entirefilmarea into chunks. In chess domain (Chase
called perceptual-chunks, in the domaun of geometry
& Simon, 1973), chunks are configured so that they reproof problem-solving. Our model perceptually chunks,
flect plans in attack and defence. This means that they
for each of the seed nodes in the proof-tree, the porare mezuiingful chunks. In contrast, typical gestalt laws
tion of problem diagrams that are visually grouped tothat control the process of perceiving line drawings are
gether with the diagrams corresponding to the problemcommon direction and proximity (Bower & Glass, 1976).
solving operator applied to the seed node. W e use a
Gestalt laws say that two diagram elements satisfying as
perceptual chunking criterion, called recognition rules.
a whole either feature are likely to be chunked together.
This criterion is domain-specific knowledge about how
In our model, as suggested in section 3, the recognition people see problem diagrams and thus works effectively
rule containing a coZ/inear statement plays an important
to determine which portion of diagrams should be virole in perceptual-chunking. Using this rule and incorsually grouped together. This distinguishes our chunkporating coUinearhty as a feature in a perceptual-chunk
ing method from other theories in the machine learnhas exactly the same connotation as recognizing two seging community which chunk knowledge in terms of
ments with a common direction as a chunk. In this sense, goal/subgoal structures in problem-solving treices. The
the P C L E A R N model has an aspect of chunking "visuacquired chunks in our model are meant to be "visually
ally good" subdiagrams. It also has an aspect of chunkgood and natural" because P C L E A R N uses perceptual
ing "meaningful" diagrams in the three ways mentioned
criterion, and are also meant to be also "meaningful" in
earlier; it uses information on problem-solving traces for problem-solving situations, because it uses information
detecting motivation from which to learn, for assigning a
from an explored problem-solving proof tree for providmacro-operator to the extracted diagram configuration,
ing relevant macro-operator and for removing irrelevant
and for removing the diagram elements that are irreldiagram elements from the extracted configuration.
evant to problem-solving knowledge. As for the effect
of eliminating irrelevant diagram elements, it would be
Acknowledgements
valuable to do a sensitivity analysis of the processes in
P C L E A R N for evaluating which processes are really central for acquiring "meaningful" perceptual-chunks. That
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A. The geometry problems used for
experiments
Givtm:
GIvtmt:
BDCcollinev
bc=<;d.
2 AB=AC,
/ F AB=AC,
'^=A„^
AC=CF,
/\ ^^AD=ZCAD
a/ E^f"<
AE#BC.
A
D
=
Z
C
A
D
AB=f)E.
BAF col linear.
BD=CD
\ BDC ^_A:^FAE=
BCD collinear,
ZFAE=XCAE
ACF coUinear,
GtM/.Givtm:
GIvtai:
6 GIvemt:
AEC coUinear.
ZABDt^CBD,
BED coUinear,
Jt BDHC coUinear,
AB=AD.
ZACE=^CE.
y ) DH=HC,
BC=DC
^/ j XDHA=i,
AEB coHiocar
A
Goal:
y
ADC coll inur
ZBEA=X B \>H ^ ZDBA=;£DAB
i Coal: BD=AC
C Goal: BD=CE
Givtiu:
Gittrnt:
Glrem:
AFC collinear,
ilUnear,
FAF=AC,
BD=DC,
BECcollinear,
BCD collinear,
y i AF=AC,
DE<rBF,
J) AFE collioear,
AF=FC »,
A ^ / BAF coUinear.
AD#BC,
k
B&:<iD,
I,
y T T f c BDC coUinear,
ZABF=zEBF
Goal:
AB=CD,L,
/ A d CEFcoUinear
-ff ZBAE=ZDAE
ZAEC=J.
ZAFE=J.
''Goal:
Goal: ^
Gtvtmt:
Giveai:
ZBFA=a.
12
AB#CD.
Glvtai:
ADB coUinear,
ADTBC.
AG=GD.
BM=MC,
ABP collinear,
BG=GE,
PMDcollinear.
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less frequent, are often the most consequential. Formal
mathematics is not flawless, however. T h e abstraction
process can lead to nonsensical interpretations and syntactic
manipulation can be error prone. Informal strategies can
help here to m a k e sense of problem situations. Thus, rather
than seeing formal and informal approaches as competing,
our research has focused on h o w formal and informal
strategies complement each other in the process of doing
and learning mathematics.
W e provide preliminary results of a computer modeling
effort directed at this issue. Informed by quantitative
findings and analyses of verbal protocols, our developing
model shows h o w solvers use their understanding of a
problem situation to characterize it mathematically. W e
show w h y students can reach impasses with algebra, and
h o w the use of informal strategies can lead to the better
problem-solving performances of our experimental subjects.
T h e emerging model of people's use of problem-solving
strategies shows solvers to be opportunistic and flexible.
T h e weaknesses of one strategy are often compensated for
by combining it with another to aid comprehension,
facilitate its mathematization, or to support the
computational solution.

Abstract
Much problem solving and learning research in math and
science has focused on formal representations. Recently
researchers have documented the use of unschooled strategies
for solving daily problems -- informal strategies which can be
as effective, and sometimes as sophisticated, as school-taught
formalisms. Our research focuses on h o w formal and
informal strategies interact in the process of doing and
learning mathematics. W e found that combining informal and
formal strategies is more effective than single strategies. W e
provide a theoretical account of this multiple strategy effect
and have begun to formulate this theory in an A C T - R
computer model. W e show why students may reach common
impasses in the use of written algebra, and how subsequent or
concurrent use of informal strategies leads to better problemsolving performance. Formal strategies facilitate computation
because of their abstract and syntactic nature; however,
abstraction can lead to nonsensical interpretations and
conceptual errors. Reapplying the formal strategy will not
repair such errors; switching to an informal one may. W e
explain the multiple strategy effect as a complementary
relationship between the computational efficiency of formal
strategies and the sense-making function of informal
strategies.
Introduction

The Multiple Strategy Effect
Much research on problem solving and learning in math and
science has focused on the formal representations and
procedures that are the stuff of traditional textbooks
(Anderson, Greeno, Kline, & Neves, 1981; Larkin,
M c D e r m o t t , S i m o n , S i m o n , 1980). O u r current
understanding of h o w formal, algorithmic approaches
operate is well grounded. However, people often rely on
their implicit understanding of situations and the behavior of
quantities in a situation to solve problems and answer
questions. This understanding is a foundation on which a
solver, on an unfamiliar or taxing problem, m a y formulate
n e w problem-solving strategies. T h e documented use of
unschooled strategies for solving daily problems suggests
that these strategies can be as sophisticated and as effective
as school-taught formalisms (Baranes et al., 1989; Hall et
al., 1989; Koedinger & Tabachneck, 1994; Lave, 1984;
Scribner, 1984; Stigler & Perry, 1989). While informal
mathematics is often sufficient for everyday situations,
formal mathematics, with its abstract and syntactic nature,
provides real leverage in difficult situations which, though
The order of first two authors is arbitrary.
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Koedinger and Tabachneck (1994) observed a high
frequency of informal, non-algebra strategies (used in 8 3 %
of all solution attempts) in college students' solutions of
algebra word problems. T h e subjects, twelve Carnegie
Mellon undergraduates, were simply asked to "solve these
problems"; algebra w a s never mentioned. Subjects were
trained to give a "think-aloud" concurrent verbal protocol
(Ericsson and Simon, 1984) and were audio-taped.
Example Problem: A man has 3 times as many quarters as he has
dimes. The value of the quarters is one dollar and 30 cents more
than the value of the dimes.
Qla: H o w many dimes does the man have? (answer: 2 dimes)
Qlb. If the total value of the coins had been 2.55, how many
coins would the man have had altogether? (answer: 12 coins)
Strategy and Representation IdentiTication
W e identified four different strategies in subject protocols
which w e call: algebra, guess-and-test, verbal-math, and
diagram (described below). The four strategies make use of
the following external representations listed roughly in order
from more natural ones to more formal ones: 1) verbal

propositions, 2) verbal arithmetic (arithmetic operations
expressed verbally), 3) verbal algebra (equations expressed
verbally), 4) diagrams, 5) written arithmetic (arithmetic
operations expressed in traditional symbols), and 6) written
algebra (equations expressed in traditional symbols). A s
illustrated in Figure 1, each strategy involves movement
between representations, or translations, and manipulations
within a representation, or transformations (cf. Lesh, Post, &
Behr, 1987). S o m e representations are associated with a
specific strategy, for example, written algebra with the
algebra strategy, while other representations are used in
more than one strategy, for example, verbal arithmetic is
used with guess-and-test and verbal-math.
Strategies
Algebra

Representations
ALGEBRA
VERBAL TFWiSLftTE^
t ^ WRITTEN ALGE

Guess-and-test

VERBAL

-mANSiATE^

ARITHMETIC

t
•raANSPORM
Verbal-math VERBAL TRANfilftTf^ ARITHMEnC^^"^

ttWrsL
Diagram

VERBAL

TFWJSIATE^^

DIAGRAM

Figure I
I. Algebra (ALG): The most formal strategy employed by
subjects. The verbal problem statement is translated to
algebraic assignments and equations. T h e equations are
transformed to find a solution (solve for the unknown).
2. Guess-and-test f G & T ) : The verbal problem statement is
translated into calculation recipes, represented either
verbally or as written arithmetic (e.g., "he drove 5 miles
more than he hiked" is translated into "the miles driven is
calculated by adding 5 to the miles hiked"). A value for an
unknown is guessed at and that value is propagated through
the recipes. If a computed value ever conflicts with a given
value, then the guess is wrong and n e w guesses are made.
While w e call this strategy "guess-and-test", sometimes
problem solvers leave off the test phase and use just the
guess and propagation phases to develop a better
understanding of the problem situation (cf, the model-based
strategy in Hall et al., 1989).
3. Verbal-math ( V M V The verbal problem statement is
transformed into alternative verbal forms. There are two
types of transformations: 1) verbal recodings intended to
facilitate translation or 2) qualitative operations to estimate
unknown values. Included in this strategy are translations to
"verbal algebra" where equations are described verbally and
transformations are performed that are analogous to written
algebra transformations.'

1Verbal algebra was performed by subjects in one condition
of Mayer (1982) and is a generalizations of the "ratio" strategy
identified by Hall. et.aL (1989).
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4. Diaerammatic ( D O ) : T h e verbal problem statement is
translated into a diagrammatic
representation.
Transformations are performed on the diagram, including
annotations and diagram supported inferences.
Multiple Strategy Use Correlates with Success
T h e analyses yielded no reliable differences in
performance as a function of strategy use. O f the 36
solutions, informal strategies produced correct solutions
6 5 % of the time while the formally taught algebra strategy
produced a correct solution 5 4 % of the time — a difference
which w a s not statistically significant. Additionally,
solutions used one strategy or m o r e than one strategy.
Students were found to be more effective w h e n they used
multiple strategies in solving a problem than w h e n they
stuck with a single strategy. O f the 19 solutions in which
more than one strategy was used, 15 of them or 7 9 % were
correct. All 19 solutions involved at least one switch from a
formal to an informal strategy (or vice versa). 13 of those
involved A L G - V M switches. O f the 17 solutions involving
a single strategy, 7 of them or 4 1 % were correct (X2(36,l) =
4.2, p = .02). In other words, multiple strategy use was about
twice as effective as single strategy use. Koedinger and
Tabachneck (1994) termed this advantage the Multiple
Strategy Effect. Other candidate features of successful
performance (e.g., interactions with aptitude) did not
distinguish problem solving success from failure.
Impasses, sticking, or switching. T h e protocols were
classified into five stages relating to problem solving:
1. Parsing and Understanding - reading or rereading of problem
statement and question, and superficial transforms of the
problem statements
2. Solution Setup - setting up the problem solution (e.g.,
formulating an equation, drawing a diagram, making a guess).
3. Solution - carrying out the computations
4. Solution Answer finding the answer resulting from the
previous computation
5. Problem Answer - finding the answer to the problem question
using the solution answer.
Because these problems were challenging to these
students, they rarely went through these steps in a single
linear sequence. M o r e often students were observed to m a k e
some progress through these stages, then return to a previous
stage, almost always stage 1, and proceed through the stages
again (cf progressive deepening in Newell & Simon, 1972).
W e used these return events to operational ize a notion of
"getting stuck" or reaching an "impasse". Problem solving
between impasses is an episode. Each episode was coded for
the strategy subjects used in that episode. A strategy does
not need to be used to completion in order to be coded as a
strategy use.
O n some solutions attempts (38%) subjects did not reach
an impasse, either because a correct solution was found
without trouble or because an error went unnoticed ( 5 0 %
successes). W h e n solution attempts involved an impasse,
sticking with the same strategy and trying it again always
led to failure ( 0 % successes), while switching strategies was
far more likely to be successful ( 7 9 % successes).

algebra and can be just as efficient. H o w e v e r , unlike
algebra where the symbolic strings are short and written
d o w n , verbal-algebra involves m u c h longer strings which
Scope of the effect. Multiple strategies will not be effective
are not written d o w n and must be maintained in working
in routine or easy tasks, as problem solvers can apply a
m e m o r y . T h e difficulty of maintaining such strings means
single special-purpose strategy with high success. It only
that this strategy is rarely used to find solutions to complex
makes sense to use multiple strategies in novel or complex
problems. Like guess-and-test, this strategy is often used
domains where the chance of error is substantial (e.g., as in
within multiple strategy solutions to aid comprehension but
the 4 0 % error rate in this study). Further, in non-routine
then is abandoned in favor of algebra for performing the
tasks, multiple strategies will only be more effective than a
computations.
single strategy if errors m a d e with the one strategy are not
Like the algebraic strategy, comprehension within the
the same errors m a d e with another strategy, that is, if diagram strategy consists of attempts to translate the
multiple strategies are somewhat independent in their
problem statements into an alternative abstract
probability of being effective. This will happen only if they
representation. However, this representation results in a
have features which complement each other.
structure that maintains s o m e of the semantics of the
problem and thus is at an intermediate distance from the
DifTerences in strategy features. Although there are other
problem situation. For instance, in our example problem,
features that distinguish these strategies, w e present the
one
subject drew rows of bigger circles (quarters) and
following three features as a minimal set of features for
smaller circles (dimes). It is this semantic-preserving quality
illustrating their complementary strengths and weaknesses:
that makes it easy to understand. Translation and calculation
1) the difficulty of translation or in other words, the
d
e m a n d little capacity since the structures are drawn on
"distance" between the representation of the problem
paper
in sequential small steps. T h e computational
situation and the representation used for computing an
efficiency
varies: problems don't lend themselves equally
answer, 2) the efficiency of computing within this
well for diagramming, and it is not always easy to draw the
representation, and 3) the working m e m o r y demands of
diagram in such a w a y that the u n k n o w n is easily
computing within this representation. See Figure 1 for the
computable
(or even visible).
connection between the strategies and the representations in
U n d e r s t a n d i n g t h e M u l t i p l e Strategy Effect

which computations are performed. Table 1 shows h o w the
strategies rank on each of these features.

A Cognitive Model

Table 1; Strategy differences
COMPUTATIONAL WORKING
DISTANCE

FROM
SITUATION
far
ALG
G&T
close
VM
close
medium
DC

EFFICIENCY

MEMORY
DEMANDS
low
low

efficient
inefficient
high
efficient
low
varies
ALC=Aljebrd. G&T=Guess-iind-tesl, VM=Vertjl-math. T)G=
Diagram

A s s h o w n in thefirstcolumn of Table 1, the algebra
strategy has the advantage of easing the process of
computing answers. This is because the essence of complex
problem situations can be abstracted into short strings that
can be manipulated by well-defined rules. However, the
process of translating problem situations into abstract strings
is far firom trivial. In addition, the computations performed
on these abstract strings are done without connection to the
situational context and thus can lead to strings lacking
meaningful situational interpretations. These are both a
consequence of the distance between the situation and
algebra notation (see column 1 of Table 1).
In contrast to algebra, the guess-and-test and verbal-math
strategies involve use of more familiar verbal and arithmetic
representations that are closer to the situational context of
the problem. Thus, conceptual errors are less likely to occur
and m o r e likely to be repaired if they d o (cf. Hall et al.,
1989). However, guess-and-test and verbal-math have their
o w n weaknesses. T h e numerous iterations of guessing that
m a y be required in guess-and-test m a k e it computationally
inefficient — particularly for non-integer solutions.
Computation within the verbal-math strategy is analogous to

Our modeling has focused on clarifying one of the ways that
multiple strategies can be effective: the use of informal
strategies for "sense-making" during problem solving. W e
model h o w subjects' informal strategies operate and how the
use of these strategies in concert with algebra circumvents
impasses and leads to greater problem-solving performance
than single strategy use. T h e current model provides an
account of the following:
• H o w conceptual errors occur - these can be generated by
shallow comprehension processes that m a y fail to
distinguish between a quantity and an intensive measure
of that quantity or m a y incorrectly infer logical structure
from the syntactic structure.
• H o w sense-making strategies can avoid errors.
T h e model is written within the A C T - R theory which has
a long history of success as a unified theory of cognition
(Anderson, 1993).
Modeling how Conceptual Errors Occur
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Because written algebra is the most abstract representation,
it requires both the largest translation effort and the
transformations done to compute answers are done with the
least semantic support from the problem situation. The
latter fact is particularly relevant w h e n shallow
comprehension processes produce algebraic structures that
do not m a k e sense or conflict with the problem statement.
Because of the abstractness of algebra such conflicts go
unrecognized. For example, w e observed in the protocols a
frequent bug of this sort, the value-number bug.
Protocol example. T h e value-number bug is illustrated in
the protocol in appendix la. In lines 4-6, the student

translates the problem statement " A m a n has 3 times as
many quarters as he has dimes" into "number of dimes is
equal to x, and the number of quarters is 3x". Despite his
verbal use of "number of dimes" (L6) and "value of dimes"
(LIO), this distinction is lost in the translation to algebra
between lines 10 and 11. Here, "The value of the quarters is
one dollar and 30 cents more than the value of the dimes" is
translated to "3x = x + 130". This formulation ignores the
facts that dimes are 10 cents in value and quarters are 25
cents and thus, the correct equation should be "3*25x = lOx
+ 130". B y assigning 3x to the number of quarters and x to
the number of dimes, one strips the units and the associated
meaning in going to the abstract representation. This
assignment strips both the "coinness" and the "quarter-anddime-ness" from the representation, and the cue "value" in
the second sentence is simply not seen as relevant. After
abstracting to 130 from "one dollar and 30 cents", the left
and right hand sides of the equation can be put together
without ringing conceptual warning bells. The computation
of the resulting equation is carried out efficiently and results
in a value of x = 65. In line 15, the student states the unit of
the result as 65 cents presumably because 130 is in cents. In
line 16, he appears to realize that 65 cents is an unlikely
result for dimes (at this point having conceptually merged
the notion of number and value of dimes). T h e student's
response to this impasse is stick with the algebra strategy
and try it again, more carefully (not shown). In two more
attempts he makes the same error andfinallygives up.
Model description. O u r model of comprehension and
translation involves production rules that look for k n o w n
patterns in problem statements that can be translated to other
representations like algebraic assignments and equations.
Terms or phrases encountered in earlier problem statements
which refer to the same object or quantity must be property
mapped to the internal representation of that object or
quantity. In general, this mapping cannot be done verbatim
because problems often use different terms or phrases of the
same referent. Also, in capturing the appropriate gist of a
problem, specific features are often appropriately ignored
such as "The m a n " in problem la. However, this gistoriented comprehension can sometimes go awry as
illustrated by the value-number bug. Below, w e illustrate a
production rule from our model, in pseudo-English form,
that comprehends a noun phrase of the form "... <quantityterm> ..." by mapping to the same working m e m o r y element
(wme) that the use of "<quantity-term>" in a previous
phrase was mapped to.
Comprehend*noun-phrase*shallow-mapping
IF goal is to comprehend the noun phrase "...<quantity-term>...",
and <quantity-term> was represented before as <quantity-wme>
THEN
represent"... <quantity-term> ..." as <quantity-wme>.
In the case of problem la, this production inappropriately
strips away relevant information as illustrated in this
example application of the rule:
The goal is to comprehend "value of the quarters".

and "quarters" has already been represented as quarters^
THEREFORE
represent "value of the quarters" as quarters
The second column in Appendix la provides an abstracted
trace of our model on problem la parameterized to perform
only the algebra strategy. Like the subject, the model
ignores the number-value distinction. It applies the
comprehend*noun-phrase*shallow-mapping production in
cycles 7 and 8 (for both dimes and quarters). T h e
consequence of this shallow-mapping is shown in cycles 11
and 12 where the model m a p s QUARTERS and d i m e s back to
the algebraic representation defined in cycles 2-6. In cycle
15, the model reaches an impasse as it recognizes that the
result, 0.65, does not m a k e sense as a number of dimes.
Modeling h o w Sense-Making Strategies Avoid Errors
T h e value-number bug did not appear in either the guessand-test or verbal-math strategies in any of the protocols.
Because these strategies remain in the verbal prepositional
representation, the meanings of quantities and their role in
the problem (e.g., the number of dimes) are maintained.
Protocol example. Like subject 3, subject 9 also started
with algebra and m a d e the value-number bug. However,
after recognizing that the answer she had found did not
m a k e sense, this subject switched to the guess-and-test
strategy. T h e first column of Appendix lb picks up the
protocol at this point. After making a guess at the number
of dimes being two (line 17), she immediately thinks of
these dimes as totaling 20 cents (line 18) and thus avoids the
value-number bug. Using the constraint, identified earlier,
that the quarters is 130 cents more than the dimes, she
determines the value of quarters to be "a dollar 50" (line 19).
She repeats or rehearses this reasoning in lines 20-22. In
line 23, she reasons that "a dollar 50" is 6 quarters (doing an
embedded guess-and-test). Finally, she returns to the
constraint in thefirstsentence of the problem to determine
that if there were 2 dimes there should be 6 quarters. This is
consistent with the previous result, so the guess is accepted
as the solution (which is correct).
M o d e l description. A s with the algebra strategy, w e
assume that subjects using the guess-and-test strategy m a y
comprehend problem statements equally shallowly and
initially be no more aware of the value-number distinction.
Thus, the comprehend*noun-phrase*shallow-mapping
production shown above is also applied here (cycle 28 in the
model trace). However, w h e n subjects begin to guess
values and propagate them through the problem constraints,
the need to convert from number of coins to the value is
supported by the situational context that is still active. This
is modeled with the following production:
G&T*apply-addition-recipe*convert-input-unit
IF the goal is to apply the arithmetic recipe:
<output-quantity> can be found by adding <known-quantity>
to <guessed-quantity>,
and <known-quantity> is known to be <valuel> <unitl>,
and <guessed-quantity> is guessed to be <value2> <unit2>,
^Here quarters indicates a working memory element.
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and <unitl> is not the same as <unit2>,
and one <unit2> is <convert-faclor> <unitl>'s
THEN
<value2> <guessed-quant> is <convert-factor>*<value2> <unitl>

used interactively, one strategy providing a sense-making
function w h e n another failed. T o understand this
compensatory interaction, w e have identified dimensions of
strengths and weaknesses of these strategies:
representational format, familiarity, computational
In trying to compute the quarters, this production
efficiency, and capacity demands. A major focus is to
recognizes that to add 2 dimes to 1.30 dollars, the dimes
understand, through modeling, the specific circumstances
most first be converted to 0.20 dollars. In this case, the
under which each strategy is effective both as a basic
production would be instantiated as follows:
research goal and for pedagogical purposes. Further work
the goal is to apply the recipe:
will identify issues in strategy development intended to
quarters can be found by adding one dollar and 30 cents to the
provide
a theoretical explanation of h o w more familiar
dimes,
student-developed
representations and strategies (e.g.,
and one dollar and 30 cents is known to be 1.30 dollars,
guess-and-check, verbal algebra) can be used as ramp in the
and dimes is guessed to be 2 dimes,
acquisition of unfamiliar formal representations and
and dollars is not the same as dimes,
and one dime is 0.10 dollars,
strategies (written algebra) (Kaput, 1989).
THEREFORE
Formal strategies facilitate computation because of their
2 dimes is 0.20 dollars
abstract and syntactic nature, however, the abstraction
process can lead to nonsensical interpretations and syntactic
This is shown in cycle 30. At cycle 31, the model finishes errors. The remedy to preventing or repairing such errors is
applying this recipe. It then needs to convert the output of
not more careful reapplication of the formal strategy, rather
the recipe which is in dollars back to quarters (line 32) and
problem solvers are better off switching to an informal
finally check that applying the first recipe (quarters is 3
strategy to m a k e sense of the problem situation or to identify
times dimes) yields the same result.
conceptually inconsistent slips. W e explained the multiple
strategy effect in terms of the complementary relationship
S u m m a r y . Clearly, individual strategies have inherent
between the computational efficiency of formal strategies
weaknesses. O u r model illustrates h o w switching
and the sense-making function of informal strategies.
representations can m a k e problem solving more successful
Effective problem solving in novel situations results from
by compensating for these weaknesses. S o m e unschooled
opportunistic and flexible application of both formal and
strategies (e.g., V M and G & T ) naturally support
informal strategies.
comprehension by retaining the problem semantics, thus
avoiding c o m m o n conceptual errors. In the multiple strategy
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la
line:

1-3
4-6
7-9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17-33

34
35
lb
line:
1-14
15-16

APPENDIX 1: DATA-MODEL M A T C H
Verbal report, Subject 3, P r o b l e m la
M o d e l output of buggy algebra version,
cycle: Problem la
Ah, an algebra problem.
[Reads problem statement]
1
X = DIMES
So, we're going to say dimes are equal to x 2-6
3X = Q U A R T E R S
number of dimes is equal to x
and the number of quarters is 3x
[Reading 'value-of DIMES' as DIMES' and 'value[repeats 3-6]
of QUARTERS' as QUARTERS']
Q U A R T E R S is DIMES plus O N E - D O L L A R - A N D and the value of the quarters is one dollar and 30 7-9
30-CENTS.
cents more than the value of the dimes
They want to know the number of DIMES.
10
so, 3x = x + 130
11-12
3X = X-Hl.30
so then I subtract x from the one side.
Iget2x=130
x= 2/130 which is-uh
6 - 65 cents.
13-14
X = 0.65
Solution value 0.65 does not make sense. DIMES
which does not make sense.
15
should be an integer
[Note: Like the subject, the model will
[Repeats algebra and error twice more]
I get X = 65.
continue to retry algebra and make the same
error.]
So 1 have a value - it's not making sense, though.
Verbal report, Subject 9, P r o b l e m la
cycle:
[Buggy algebra translation. Similar to la above.]
1-16
[Rereads problem indicating impasse and switches 17-18
to the Guess-and-test strategy]
19-28

17
18
19

right- so if he had - if he had 2 dimes,
that would be 20 cents.
and if he had a dollar 50 in quarters.

20-21

24

how many would that be? That would be - well, if
he had two dimes, that would be 20 cents.
and then, 20 -^ 130 would be 150.
and that would be h o w many quarters would that 32
be? ... that would be 4 5 - 6 ... that would be 6
quarters
2 times 3 is 6 - oh, ok. Easy.
33-35

25

Uh - the man has 2 dimes.

22
23

translations among representations in mathematics. In C.
Janvier (Ed), Problems of representation in the teaching
and learning of mathematics, (pp. 33-40). Hillsdale:
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
Newell, A. and Simon, H.A. (1972). H u m a n Problem
Solving. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.Inc.
Scribner, S. (1984). Studying working intelligence. In B.
Rogoff & J. Lave (Eds.), Everyday Cognition (pp. 9-40).
Cambridge, M A : Harvard University Press.
Stigler, J. W . & Perry, M. (1990). Mathematics learning in
Japanese, Chinese, and American Classrooms. In J. W .
Stigler, R. A. Schweder, and G. Herdt (Eds.) Cultural
Psychology. New York: Cambridge University Press.

29
30
31

36
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M o d e l output of buggy-algebra -i- guess-andtest version, P r o b l e m la
[Buggy algebra translation. Same as la above.]
I'm going to try the guess-and-test method.
[Recomprehending
problem
sentences.]
Q U A R T E R S is DIMES plus ONE-DOLLAR-AND30-CENTS.
Guessing value for DIMES is 2.
2 DIMES would be 0.2 D O L L A R S
Because DIMES-IN-DOLLARS is 0.2 D O L L A R S
and O N E - D O L L A R - A N D - 3 0 - C E N T S is 1.3
D O L L A R S , Q U A R T E R S - I N - D O L L A R S is 1.5
DOLLARS.
[Repeat of cycles 29-30]
[Repeat of cycle 31]
1.5 D O L L A R S would be 6.0 Q U A R T E R S

Because DIMES is 2 and 3 is 3, Q U A R T E R S is 6.0.
That's right! That's what I got before.
The problem was asking for DIMES.
DIMES was found to be 2.
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tasks are complex enough to have parts that can be better
explained in one than another representation. B y modeling
an expert's explanation of an economics problem, w e
illustrate h o w the graphical and verbal representations
complement one another, exploiting the unique advantages
of each.

This research aims to clarify, by constructing and testing a
computer simulation, the use of multiple representations in
problem solving, focusing on the role of visual
representations. W e model the behavior of an economics
expert as he teaches some economics principles while
drawing a graph on a blackboard. Concurrent verbal
protocols are used to guide construction of a production
system. The model employs representation-specific data
structures and rules. The graph on the blackboard is
represented by a bit map; the pictorial working memory
( W M ) and long term memory ( L T M ) representations are
node-link structures of a pictorial nature; the auditory W M
and L T M representations are node-link structures of a
verbal-semantic nature. Pieces from the different
representations are linked together on a sequential and
temporary basis to form a reasoning and inferencing chain,
using cues from L T M and from the external graph. The
expert used two representations so as to exploit the unique
advantages of each. The graphical representation served as
a place holder during reasoning, as well as a summary. The
verbal-semantic representation served to give semantic
meaning and causal background. Both could initiate
reasoning chains. W e compare the expert's behavior with
novices' trying to learn the same principles.

Multiple Representations
Representations have two components: a format for
recording and presenting information and operators for
modifying the information; neither is sufficient, by itself, to
define a representation. For example, labels, axes, and lines
and their definitions are part of the format of a graph. The
actions needed to find the x and y coordinates of a point in
the graph are examples of operators.
Equivalence of Representations

T w o representations are informationally equivalent if any
information provided by the one representation can be
converted into information in the other, and vice versa. A s
graphs and equations illustrate, the fact that two
representations are informationally equivalent does not
imply that they are equally useful or efficient, that is,
computationally equivalent.. T h e effectiveness of
representations for communicating and instructing depends
Introduction
first and foremost on h o w m u c h they facilitate computation
Experts use multiple representations easily and frequently. (Larkin and Simon, 1987, Palmer, 1978), and this depends
Indeed, it would be difficult to find a current mathematics,
on the representation, the tasks to which it is applied, and
physics or economics textbook without graphs and
the user's familiarity with it. It is easy to find the
diagrams, or a blackboard bare of graph or diagram after a
equilibrium price and quantity on a supply-demand graph: it
physics or economics lecture. W h e n asked to explain certain
is the intersection of the supply and demand line. It is harder
economics principles, our expert in economics found it
to find the equilibrium price and quantity with equations:
extremely difficult do so without referring to visual elements
one must k n o w h o w to solve simultaneous equations.
along with his verbal explanation, and in fact failed to do so
on three subsequent trials. However, novices have m a n y
External vs. Internal Representations
difficulties using multiple representations. Physics teachers
In studying the representations people use, w e must
say they must often force students to draw and use diagrams,
distinguish between external information and information in
the students preferring just to crunch equations. In brief,
their heads. T o understand a drawing of an " A " above a "B",
experts get m u c h mileage out of multiple representations,
the external drawing must be transformed into an internal
while such representations often handicap novices, especially
representation, the mental picture, in the mind's eye , a term
w h e n an adequate single-representation method is available,
n o w c o m m o n l y used for a pictorial working m e m o r y ( W M )
such as using equations in physics.
store (Kosslyn, 1980).
Experts in physics, economics and other sciences almost
W e assume that information encoded in a W M by percepuniversally use multiple representations because different
tion is represented just as it is when the same information is
representations of a problem are seldom equivalent
retrieved from long-term m e m o r y ( L T M ) . If a sentence is
computationally, even though they m a y be equivalent
read, it is stored internally in a verbal-semantic representainformationally(Larkin & Simon, 1987; Glasgow, 1993). It
tion; if a drawing is viewed, it is stored in a pictorial
is easier to explain the concept of truth verbally, and to
representation. Similarly, if a verbal thought is called up
explain the innards of a machine visually. Moreover, m a n y
from memory, w e assume it will continue to be processed in
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verbal-semantic form in auditory working memory ( A W M ) ;
while if a picture is called up from memory, it will be
processed in the mind's eye (M'sE) in a pictorial form as a
mental picture. Thus, each m o d e of representation has its
own data structures and operators. Pictorial operators usually
cannot work on verbal data structures and vice versa, just as
Prolog operators do not work on LISP data. W e call this set
of assumptions the Mind's Eye Hypothesis.
Evidence for the Mind's Eye Hypothesis, is of three kinds:
behavioral (see Kosslyn, 1980; Finke & Shepard, 1986),
neuro-physiological (see Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992), and
computational (Kosslyn, 1980; Baylor, 1971; Glasgow,
1993). O n the basis of the substantial body of evidence cited
in these overviews, w e employ the Mind's Eye hypothesis;
the conformation of our subject's behavior to our model
subjects this hypothesis to further tests.

and forth between the operators and their economic
interpretations
(see also Tabachneck & S i m o n ,
forthcoming). A s w e shall see later, experts in economics
integrate information in several modes readily.
Experiment 2: Generation of Graphs from Verbal
Information: M o r e Non-integration

In a second experiment, w e explored whether novice subjects
could generate graphs from a verbal tutorial similar to that
in Experiment 1. Four students saw relevant graphs along
with the tutorial ("graph" group), and four saw only the
tutorial ("text" group). First, w e presented them with a task
similar to that taught in the tutorial. T w o of the graph
subjects used graphs in their replies; the other two did not.
Although the graphs drawn by the graph group were very
good, the verbal reasoning was not tied well to them and
was no better than that of the verbal group.
Novice Students' Difficulties in Using
Subjects were next given the surprise task of drawing the
Multiple Representations
graph for the tutored problem, with full access to the text.
In economics, equations, tables and graphs are widely usedO f the four subjects in the text group, only one drew a
reasonable graph. They had difficulties assigning variables to
to enhance, enrich, and illustrate verbal explanations. T w o
axes
and drawing the lines within the graphs. Three of the
of our experiments (Tabachneck, 1992) illustrate novices'
four subjects were unable to represent the causal connection
difficulties in achieving integration of verbal with pictorial
between surplus and shortage on the graph, even when asked
representations.
to do so. M o r e surprising, in the graph group, only two
subjects (those w h o had used graphs in their previous
Experiment 1: Pictorial and Verbal Information
replies) drew the graph correctly. The other two, like the
Are Not Integrated Easily.
verbal group, were unable to represent the causal
Novices in economics read a natural language tutorial
mechanism, though the former had seen it represented
explaining basic principles of supply and demand. Data for
explicitly several times. Translating between t w o
subsequent problems were presented in informationally (but
representations is definitely difficult, and it is also difficult
not computationally) equivalent forms (line graphs,
for subjects to tie elements of two representations together.
algebraic equations, or tables), in a between-subjects design.
The problems were the same for all groups. B y tracing the
Experts' Integration of Pictorial and
subjects' thought processes with talk-aloud protocols
Verbal Representations
(Ericsson & Simon, 1993), w e determined that they were
We asked an expert in economics to explain to us the
indeed working with the representation w e had given them
Subjects w h o used line graphs did better than subjects
material from the tutorials in the above experiments, as if he
w h o worked with equations or tables, but only on
were teaching undergraduates, while w e taped a concurrent
verbal protocol. Graphical and verbal representations were
quantitative, precise-number questions, not on explanatory
tied closely together: the expert was unable to give a similar
questions requiring them to justify their answers.
explanation without either using or referring to visual
Apparently, these novice subjects did not attempt to
integrate the information in the verbal Tutorial (despite
elements in three consecutive trials.
Thus, experts can and do use combinations of representahaving constant access) with the information in the data sets
tions - in fact, m a y be dependent on multiple representaon the screen. Instead, they relied on a simple, mechanical
tions. Three good reasons can be found in Larkin & Simon
strategy to answer the quantitative questions:find,and act
(1987) paper, which suggested three possible advantages of
on, those parts of the display that have changed. In the line
pictorial over verbal representations for certain tasks: (1) less
graphs, this amounted to reading off the number where
supply and demand lines cross, and the strategy met with
search for information; (2) easier recognition of relevant
success. With the equations and tables, changes in the
information; and (3) simpler inference processes.
display required computation before a correct answer could be
Here, w e are particularly interested in the uses of pictorial
obtained, hence the strategy caused incorrect answers.
representations for storage and retrieval. Larkin and her
Subjects did not understand their answers deeply, and thus
colleagues showed h o w familiar patterns could serve as an
had little success in explaining them.
access route or index, both to factual knowledge, and to
Because of the lack of integration with the verbal
information about actions and strategies (Larkin,
information, inferences from the data displays, if any, were
McDermott, Simon & Simon, 1980). In the model described
very shallow, and often wrong. Simple perception could
below, w e show h o w the graphical representation serves
have yielded the answers, but only to someone w h o had
both as a place holder and to initiate reasoning, and finally
learned to notice the relevant features of the graph, possessed
holds, in effect, a summary of the expert's reasoning.
the appropriate inference operators, and could translate back
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EXTEfVML M E M O R Y
(phonemes?)

T h e Expert Model

EXTERNAL M E M O R Y
(bitmap)
i ' Modify
^ I by
• drawing,
' writing

The model is partially inspired by Jeff Shrager's model of Modify
j (Not yet
gas laser physics, based on representations that are specific
by
I impleto different modalities, but easily associate with each
speech
A mented)
another. (Shrager, 1990). The model also resembles I S A A C
(Novak, 1977), which can solve physics problems by
MIND'S EYE OR
constructing and using drawings. Previously learned
AUDrrORY
PICTORIAL
information was integrated from several separate schemas to
WORKING MEMORY
WORKING M E M O R Y
V
/
draw a picture either on the computer screen or internally.
(pictorial node&link)
Like our model, I S A A C ' S W M gradually assembled the
(Partially
impleI
information to solve a problem on an as-needed and
mented)
temporary basis, and both systems could inference from this
t
f ^
integrated drawing.
PICTORIAL
AUDITORY
LONG TERM MEMORY
LONG TERM MEMORY
The reasoning employed by the model is called immediate
(pictorial node&link,
(vertjal-semantic node&link,
reasoning, as that term is used in situated action, where the
productions)
productions)
environment is an integral part of the reasoning process
(Agre, 1988 Suchman, 1987). Another system having this
Figure 1: Model Overview.
Recognize
feature is Vera, Lewis and Lerch's (1993) model that learns
Modify
S e e text for explanation.
h o w to use an automated teller machine — the various
buttons and labels cueing the behavior. A s in our model, the
and then deriving chains of reasoning from the protocol of
m e m o r y their system built up consists of small subthe expert. Appendix 1 shows thefirstpart of the expert's
structures and is heavily recognitional, using the external
reasoning of w h y the equilibrium price stays where it is.
cues to reconstruct the actions needed to operate the
Notice the interaction between the two reasoning modes, as
machine. Neither model needs a structured plan. Vera et al.'s
pictured on the right hand side of Appendix 1. Notice also
model provides a more detailed account of verbal processes,
that the verbal-semantic parts supply causal reasoning which
but a less detailed account of visual processes.
drives the drawing of some elements on the blackboard; the
interaction of such elements with the already existing
Memory Contents and Formats
pictorial structure supply recognitional elements to further
W e have modeled the visual part of our expert's protocol in
the reasoning chain.
detail. W e also modeled the parts of the verbal reasoning that
supply needed verbal-semantic labels for the visual structures
Memory Interactions
being drawn on the blackboard (which w e call E M for
In our model, information in the M'sE is derived from
External M e m o r y ) , and the parts that resolve impasses. A n
small pictorial and auditory data structures (providing lines
impasse is created w h e n a reasoning chain ends and no
and labels, respectively) stored in L T M . These are activated
external cues or W M cues are available to start another one.
by
rules stored in L T M on recognition of objects presented
For each impasse, w e made an L T M element corresponding
to the eyes and ears, or by internal associations of thoughts.
to the piece of previously known information that would
The different memories interact as follows (figure 2).
have caused the next observed behavior in the expert's
Anything visible on the E M is available for inspection by
protocol. This element then initiated a n e w reasoning chain,
the M'sE. Within a modality, reasoning employs that
generally by drawing something on the E M . The content of
modality's rules and data structures. In interaction between
these L T M knowledge elements c a m e solely from the
modalities, auditory elements can activate (point to)
problem statement and the expert's statements previous to
corresponding pictorial elements and vice versa. Information
the impasse; no other information was needed. Sentences
moving from L T M to E M (e.g., drawing a line) must go
that described drawing and writing processes were not
through W M . Similarly, E M cannot directly activate L T M
modeled (please compare the protocol excerpt in appendix 1
structures; to be recognized, they mustfirstbe represented in
with the model excerpt in appendix 2).
the W M . For example, a line in L T M mustfirstbe added to
A s seen in Figure 1, the representations of the pictorial
the M'sE before it can be drawn. Intersections in the drawing
and verbal parts of the memories are different. The M ' s E
are then found by the M ' s E (e.g., intersection at 208, 333),
and pictorial L T M are pictorial-based node-link structures.
after which they are represented on the M ' s E by rough
The Auditory Working M e m o r y ( A W M ) and verbal L T M are
translation into coarse axial coordinates (intersection at [20,
verbal-semantic based node-link structures. T h e external
30]). The M ' s E then seeks semantic information about the
(visual) display ( E M ) , which contains no semantics, is
intersecting lines (demand and supply lines). Then, matching
represented by a raster of pixels. The L T M structures are
structures can be found in L T M by comparing semantics
subdivided into knowledge that both a novice and an expert
(recognize intersection of demand and supply lines as
would have (e.g., graphs have axes) and knowledge only an
equilibrium).
expert would have (e.g., the effects of surpluses and
shortages). T h e model was constructed by assigning the
expert's utterances and actions to visual and verbal modes,
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Reasoning a n d Inference
All reasoning and inference involves collaboration
between the M ' s E and L T M . Each element of the expt-n's
reasoning is linked to the next by L T M and E M cues and
inference rules operating on them The dynamically created
representation in the E M (the graph on the blackboard) is
involved in the reasoning process in three ways: as a
depository for pieces of reasoning as they become available
(the expert's drawing and labeling), as a source for
information missing from the M'sE, and to provide cues for
reasoning processes. A n example of the latter use is recognition of a shortage or surplus (the surplus reasoning is illustrated in appendix 1, the verbal protocol of the expert, and
appendix 2, the model's run. See alsofig.4 and 5 below
appendix 2). These constructs are cued by drawing a line
parallel to the x-axis at the presumed selling price, which
generates two intersections, one with the supply and one
with the demand line. The segment of this line that lies
between the supply and demand lines represents a surplus or
a shortage. This segment then cues the appropriate verbal
term, which activates verbal reasoning to continue the
explanation. This is an example of immediate reasoning.
The E M is used also as a summary of the past reasoning.
Because of this latter property, the system is interruptable:
cues in the E M can, when recognized, also initiate a
reasoning chain. For instance, as soon as supply and demand
lines are drawn, their intersection cues L T M , via the M'sE,
to begin to reason about equilibrium. If the expert is
interrupted, he can refer back to the drawing and pick up this
cue. Thus, the reasoning can be continued as long as this
summary is available (which might not be possible if the
graph were created only in the M'sE). O n the other hand, the
expert might miss the intersection cue, or think that the
response to the cue had already been provided, and proceed to
the next step. Larkin (1989) found the same phenomenon in
research on sequential behavior in coffee making. After an
interruption, people would assume that thefilterand grounds
had already been put in the basket if they saw the basket in
place, even though they had not yetfilledthe basket. The
external state, summarizing the act-in-progress, cued them to
what they mistakenly supposed was the next step. The
familiar result: hot water instead of coffee.
Predictions and Extensions
The structure of our expert model yields several predictions.
It predicts that students taught with multiple representations
may learn the material in short reasoning chains that are
initiated by the E M . Since visual perceptions offer powerful
cues, one would predict that they learn these perceptualinitiated chainsfirst.The verbal material, on the other hand,
may be learned as one long causal story. A problem then
arises of integrating the visual recognitional chains with the
verbal causal knowledge. W e intend to gain insight into
these issues by removing from the model the expert's
domain-specific L T M data, recognitional material, and the
productions designed sf)ecificany for handling these L T M
data, thereby simulating a novice, and then comparing the
novice model with novices' concurrent verbal protocols.
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In the present model, working m e m o r y limits are not yet
implemented, but provision was made for their implementation by dividing the connections between elements in the
M ' s E into two types: temporary and memorized. T h e
temporary connections are stored only in the M'sE, and can
be lost when one image is replaced by another. W M can be
restricted by limiting the number of temporary connections.
The auditory representation is less complete than the
pictorial, primarily because the expert received few external
auditory cues (only the problem statement) and did not need
to do any learning. T h e situation will be different for
novices, however, for learning will require auditory as well
as pictorial input.
Conclusion
We model our expert as, after long experience, having
distilled a model that exploits computationally efficient
aspects of both graphical and verbal representations. T h e
graphical representation served as a place holder, as a
summary, and to initiate reasoning, while the verbal
representation gave meaning and causal background. The
memory of the expert is recognitional andfine-grained,and
could thereby be usedflexiblywithout an overall plan (i.e.,
in working-forward mode). The external pictorial representation, here a blackboard, provides cues for the next steps in
reasoning, thus resulting in "immediate reasoning". These
cues become available by recognition as they are constructed. This is especially clear with equilibrium, provided by
the diagram in the form of line intersections, and shortage/
surplus cues, represented in the diagram with line segments.
B y storing the reasoning-in-progress in the external
diagram, the expert can continue after an interruption. S o m e
of the reasoning that cued off dynamic creation of elements
of the representation might be skipped if these elements
were created before the interruption, but the cue had not been
picked up yet.
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Figure 2: Visual a n d verbal processes, an excerpt f r o m the expert's protocol.
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Appendix 2; R u n of model for the surplus reasoning section.
The numbers in front of the name of the productions refer to the mind's eye and the blackboard.
lines: ((0 60) (-1 150)) contain the point [90, 60]
corresponding verbal remarks or drawings, as shown on
Appendix 1. The production's name is in bold capitals. The first (47) M E Y E < - > E M ! I D E N T I F Y - I N T E R S E C T 1 0 N
intersection between SUPPLY-LINE and horizontal-line at
part of the name shows where it is situated in the model. For
point: [ 90 . 60 ]
instance, M E Y E <-> VERBAL means this is a production that
communicates between the mind's eye and the verbal-semantic
MEYEiDRAW-LINE
working memories. Capitalized words and all numbers are added drawing VERTICAL-LINE with slope INRNITE and intercept 37
by the productions to the print statements in small letters.
into mind's eye representation.
Further comments by the authors (in italics) are interspersed MEYE<->VERBAL!LABEL-OBJECT
with the productions.
labeling mind's eye node [for vertical-line] with verbal label
QUANTITY3.
43)* MEYE<->VERBAL!HYPOTHESIS-GENERATOR
(48) M E Y E < - > E M ! D R A W - L I N E
The graph as in fig. 3 has been drawn, and the expert is
drawing a line with slope INFINITE and intercept 90 onto
explaining why the price remains at the equilibrium point.
external memory.
Why is the equilibrium point the equilibrium point? Consider
(49) M E Y E < - > E M ! L A B E L - O B J E C T
the relation between the quantity of the product supplied and
labeling external memory structure [for vertical-line] as
demanded when the price of the product is larger or smaller than QUANTITY3.
that of the equilbrium price.
EMIFIND-INTERSECTION
MEYEIDRAW-LINE
See explanation on previous instance; same set of productions
This line corresponds to a higher price than the equilibrium.
(omitted)firesas when the intersection with the supply line was
drawing HORIZONTAL-LINE with slope 0 and intercept 37 into found. The model now finds the intersection with the demand
mind's eye representation.
line, and represents the x-coordinate on the mind's eye and the
MEYE<->VERBAL!LABEL-OBJECT
blackboard as before.
The label to this line is recognized as missing and isfilledin.
searching external memory for intersection along line [
labeling mind's eye node [for HORIZONTAL-LINE] with verbal M E Y E I D R A W - L I N E
label P2.
drawing VERTICAL-LINE with slope INFINITE and intercept 13
(44) M E Y E < - > E M ! D R A W - L I N E
into mind's eye representation.
the line is transferred from the mind's eye to the blackboard
(50) M E Y E < - > E M I D R A W - L I N E
drawing a line with with slope 0 and intercept 60 onto external
drawing line with slope INFINITE and intercept 60 onto external
memory, (note: the PI label has been added earlier)
memory.
(46) M E Y E < - > E M ! L A B E L - O B J E C T
(50) M E Y E < - > E M I L A B E L - O B J E C T
labeling external memory structure [for horizontal-line] as P'.
labeling external memory structure [for vertical-line] as
EMIFIND-INTERSECTION
QUANTITY2.
As soon as lines are drawn, the external memory drives the (51 • 55) M E Y E < - > V E R B A L I D I S - E Q U I L I B R I U M search for intersections, since these are perceptually salient. It RECOGNIZER
notes A L L the intersections, and the following set of inter- The pattern on the blackboard is now recognized by the expert;
section • productions interact with the expert's recognition
verbal-semantic memory supplies the meaning of the pattern
about which ones are interesting. Four are found, two discarded. and some causal reasoning.
searching external memory for intersection along line [ 0 . 60 ]; if the HORIZONTAL-LINE intersects both D E M A N D - L I N E and
new intersection at ((75 60) (15 60) (60 60) (90 60))
SUPPLY-LINE at y = 37
M E Y E I I N T E R S E C T I O N (fires 4 times)
and the VERTICAL-LINE intersects D E M A N D - L I N E at x = 13;
representing pixel intersection point {[ 90 , 60 ] [ 60 . 60 ] [ 15and the VERTICAL-LINE intersects SUPPLY-LINE at x = 37,
,60][75 ,60 ]) in mind's eye.
iMn,
MEYE<->EM!DETERMINE-INTERSECTION-LINES
there is a state of SURPLUS.[since the quantity of the SUPPLY(fires 3 times)
LINE (x = 37) is G R E A T E R than the quantity of the D E M A N D lines: NO-INTERESTING-INTERSE(jnONS contain the points [ LINE (x= 13)]
15,60] [75,60])
and when there is a surplus, the sellers want to lower the price in
MEYE<->EM!DETERMINE-INTERSECTION-LINES
order to get rid of the excess of goods.
The model finds the lines that make up the firstinterestingNote: Fig. 4 shows the graph, as now drawn on the "blackboard"
intersection, and draws and labels the missing x-coordinate on
high
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Abstract
Three principles governing the operation of the lexical
pathway in a model of reading single words aloud were
applied to the question of learning, as measured by times
to iiutiate correct pronunciations. I. At the lexical level, a
target word activates a neighborhood of orthographically
similar entries in the lexicon. II. At the phoneme level,
the correct phonemes in the phonemic spelling of the word
compete with the other active phonemes. III. At the
naming level, the pronunciation is composed of a
conjunction of phonemes. These principles were tested
using the dau from a 4-year-old beginning reader ( U ) ,

correspondences in reading programs and children and adults
use this knowledge readily (Coltheart & Leahy. 1992;
Siegler. 1988). A n awareness of phonemes and an
understanding that letters m a p into sound are also strong
predictors of reading development (see Rayner & Pollatsek,
1989. for a summary).
Others have disputed the need for a rule route, arguing
that a lexical route is sufficient. O n this account, a target
word does not simply access a single entry in the lexicon, as
in standard dual-route models. Rather, the target word
activates "neighborhoods" of words in the lexicon, based on
their orthographic overlap (shared letters) with the input; the
resulting in a goodness-of-fit R^ = .44. When a rule
activated entries are then synthesized into a pronunciation
pathway using grapheme-phoneme correspondences was
(e.g. Glushko. 1979; McClelland & Rumelhart. 1981;
added to the lexical pathway, the goodness-of-Ht was
Seidenberg. Waters. Barnes, & Tanenhaus. 1984; Taraban &
comparable (/?' = .46). When single entries were accessed
McClelland. 1987). Single-route lexical models have been
along the lexical pathway, instead of word neighborhoods,
successful in explaining many of the empirical results that
and grapheme-phoneme conespondences were accessed
dual-route models can explain, like the difficulty in
along the rule pathway, as in standard dual-route models,
pronouncing exception words (words that do not follow the
the goodness-of-fit R^ fell to .27. Although the modeltypical spelling-sound correspondences in English, like
fltting supported the importance of neighborhood
have ) compared to regular words (words that do conform to
activation and failed to support the importance of rules.
grapheme-phoneme correspondences were overtly used by
the typical correspondences, like fish ). as well as results
U in the initial trials with words and when feedback
that dual-route models cannot easily explain, like the
indicated an errorful pronunciation. Thus, rule application
difficulty in pronouncing regular words with exception
may be relatively slow in normal fluent word naming, but
neighbors (so-called regular-inconsistent words, like gave).
may still play a strategic role in attempts to initially
The two questions posed at the outset were addressed
decode letter strings or to correct errors.
using mathematical analyses of pronunciation latencies that
were collected while leaching a 4-year-old to read herfirstset
of words. Three models, depicted in Figure 1. were tested: a
T w o related questions are central to an understanding of
lexical model in which a target word activated a word
reading single words aloud. O n e concerns what gets activated
neighborhood in the lexicon; the standard dual-route model,
in a mental lexicon, which is a person's store of knowledge
in which the target word was the only word accessed on the
ibout words. Another is whether a lexical pathway is
lexical route and in which grapheme-phoneme
sufficient for the task. Dual-route theorists (e.g. Baron &
correspondence rules were accessed on a rule route; and a
Strawson, 1976; Coltheart. 1978; Forster & Chambers.
modified lexical model, which added the rule route from the
1973) proposed that a person can "look up" the
standard dual-route model to the lexical model. The lexical
pronunciation of a familiar word along a lexical route.
model w a s motivated by findings with adult subjects
however, because most people have no difficulty reading
reported in Taraban and McClelland (1987). Although
jseudowords, like gok, for which they have no lexical entry. Taraban and McClelland rejected the idea that a rule route
t seemed that individuals also had a store of rules available.
was necessary, as stipulated by dual-route models, it was not
which they accessed and applied along a rule route. These
clear that this w a s the case throughout development,
'ules relate graphemes (the letter or letters that spell
particularly during early reading instruction. The 4-year-oId
jhonemes) to phonemes (the simplest units of spoken
subject in this experiment knew the grapheme-phoneme
iound). T h e suggestion that rule knowledge is part of the
correspondences for regular consonant sounds prior to
nechanism for pronunciation is plausible, particularly for
learning any words. Thus, in this case, there were strong
)eginning readers. Children are often taught spelling-sound
reasons to hypothesize that further rule learning would occur
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along with n e w lexical learning, which could be neighbor
teaming (the nKxlifled lexical model) or single whole word
learning (the standard dual-route nuxlel). T h e lexical model
is described in detail next. T h e equations for testing all the
models are provided in the Appendix.

Pj A N D P2 A N D pj

(for three phonemes) which is

implemented through the multiplicative function. Later, w e
verify that the appropriate operator is A N D , not O R , or
some intennediaie operaioc

The Lexical Model
Before describing the experiment, it may be useful to focus
on the cognitive components of the lexical model depicted in
Figure I and described mathematically in Figure 2. First,
consider the equation for the activation of exemplars (i.e.
entries) at the lexical level. Given a target word L, the
activation of each exemplar (a^ ) in the lexicon is a
multiplicative function of its match to the input. Given
weight strengths between letter detectors and exemplars in
the range .5 < w < 1.0, with .5 representing a neutral
value, a letter match in position i contributes w- to the
activation of the exemplar, and a letter mismatch contributes
1 - w^ (See Taraban & Palacios, 1993, for details of this

Naming
Level

m.
1=1. k

(where n is the activation of the name for word L, and
k Is the number of phonennes in the phonemic spelling)

Phoneme
Level

activation function). Activation of the / th p h o n e m e (p^ )
in word L is represented at the p h o n e m e level as the
s u m of the activations of all exemplars w h o s e
pronunciations match the correct p h o n e m e in the i th
position, divided by the s u m of the activations of all the
exemplars (cf. Luce, 1959; McClelland, 1991; McClelland
& Rumelhart. 1981; M e d i n & Schaffer. 1978; Taraban &
Palacios, 1993).' T h e composition of the pronunication at
the n a m i n g level is conjunctive, that is, it consists of

i = l, 2. ... k

ceE
(where p is the activation of the correct phoneme in
position i, Ei is the set of exemplars whose pronunciation matches the correct phoneme in the i-th position,
k Is the numt>er of phonemes in the phonemic spelling)

Lexical
Level

e G E
i=I.n
f Wi, if L matches the i - th letter o f e;

A.

Q)t.i =
1 - Wi, otherwise
(where ae is the activation of exemplar e, E is the set
of exemplars, word L • li, Iz, 13, and n is the number
of letters in word L)

(pnnt)' detector$^^»ort neighbor ^^«etiv»ton"^^proounci«tioo

B.
input
(Pfrt)

lap , = ^

det«cton"^^ t»rjet wort

itonof
" pronunc•tion
t

Figure 2. The computation of pronunciations in the lexical
model.
T h e Experiment

convspo ndences
c.
nput ^ ^ Letter ^ Activation of ^ Phoneme ^ Compoiitionof
(pnnt)* ^'detactors"^*«iofdneighbor ^^"eetivition"'^^p«or«jnc«tion

Figure 1. A depiction of (A) the lexical model, (B) the
standard dual-route model, and (C) the modified lexical
model.

The subject (LT) was the 4-year 5-month old daughter of the
experimenters. At the beginning of the expeirment, LT could
visually identify the letters of the alphabet and the typical
sound that each consonant m a d e . T h e rules relating letters to
sounds constituted a major part of what L T k n e w about
reading. T h e learning set consisted of 3 6 three-letter words'
that were presented o n a computer screen and that were read

The specific set in the denominator of the expression is
an artifact of our learning set (described later). That is. every
exemplar has an i th letter, thus the full set of alternatives is
represented by the activations of all the exemplars (the set E); if
this were not the case, then the denominator would be a subset
of the activations of all the exemplars.

* T h e words were: bag, bib, bud. bug, bun, but, den. did,
dig, dim. dip, gag. god, got, gum, leg, lip. lot, mad, man. m ^ .
mat, men. mug, nag, nap, not, pad, pen, pig. pot, tag, tap, ten.
top, tub. These words were chosen for a priming manipulation
that is not discussed here. IT was familiar with the meaning of
the words.

Activation of

1

convspondences
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aloud for speed and accuracy. A single-subject design w a s
appropriate because it allowed for precise control over the
frequency of presentation of specific words and for a test of
the various models w h e n all the lexical entries in visual
m e m o r y were k n o w n .
T h e data were collected over 54 meetings. T h e newness
of the task and the age of the subject did not allow the
immediate collection of pronunciation latencies using a
computer. Rather, for the first 12 meetings, words were
presented on index cards, printed in one-inch capital letters.
Error data were collected but latencies were not. Throughout
the experiment, L T w a s given explicit feedback after each
trial about the accuracy of her response. During thefirstfew
meetings, L T would sometimes ask about the sound
associated with a letter in a word, and w a s told what the
sound was. Within six meetings, she always generated a
pronunciation before receiving any feedback, which from
that point forward w a s simply "Right" or " W r o n g , try
again" (unless the error w a s reading the word backwards, in
which case she w a s told explicitly that this w a s the error).
W h e n e v e r an error w a s m a d e , L T usually got the
pronunciation right on the second attempt. Beginning with
the seventh meeting, L T w a s encouraged not to vocalize
befcM^ naming the word (This w a s done to prepare her for the
shift to the timed computer paradigm). At the computer,
trials were initiated by L T by pressing a switch interfaced
with the computer after a fixation mark appeared on the
screen. T h e switch closure started a timer accurate to 1
millisecond. L T pronounced the word into a microphone that
w a s also interfaced with the computer, which stopped the
timer. If L T n a m e d the word incorrectly, the experimenter
verbally indicated that the pronunciation w a s incorrect and
L T tried again. There w a s a computer-controlled delay of 5
seconds after the correct pronunciation during which the
word remained on the screen. T h e screen w a s then replaced
with a fixation mark.
In order to avoid empty cells for any of the items in the
statistical analyses, the reading times and error probabilities
for sets of six consecutive meetings were pooled item-byitem and the means for each item were computed. These 252
m e a n s (36 items X 7 pooled meetings) were also used for
modelfitting.A n analysis of variance using pooled meeting
as the factor for the seven pooled meetings at the computer
s h o w e d a significant effect in the analysis of error
probabilities (F (6, 210) = 4.46, p < .001) and in the
analysis of limes to initiate correct pronunciations (F (6,
210) = 39.13, p < .001). T h e m e a n limes in milliseconds
and the error probabilities (including the off-line sessions
prel and pre2) are summarized in Figure 3. These results
s h o w a consistent decrease in times to initiate pronunciation
and a reduction in errors, with practice. T h e most interesting
anecdotal data from this experiment involved LT's attempts
in the earliest trials tofirstidentify the sound of each letter
in the word and then to repeat the combination of sounds
quickly over and over until she recognized a word. In a
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related fashion, if she m a d e an error at the computer, she
would sometimes appear to guess but would usually analyze
the sounds, letter by letter, before trying another
pronunciation. These observations suggested a strong role
for the rule pathway. T h e fits of the data to alternative
models, presented next, provided a test of this possibility.

Poottd maatlngt

Poo(*d mavtlnas
Figure 3. (A) M e a n error probabilites; (B) M e a n times (ms)
to initiate correct pronunciations.
The Analyses
The purpose of the analyses was to assess the roles of the
lexicon and rules in learning pronunciations. The data were
the times to initiate correct pronunciations.' For each of the
three models that w a sfit,learning w a s interpreted as a
change in associative strengths of lexical and rule
knowledge. These weight changes were expressed as the
natural log of the pooled meeting, as s h o w n in E q 1. At
pooled meeting/n.

^ i , m = S + fi !"('")•

m = 1,2, ...7

0)

Only correct pronunciations were modeled because it was
not clear h o w to relate times for errors to the learning expressed
in Eq 1 and to the models in the Appendix. More detailed
process models could model all the latencies. Error
probabilities could have been modeled but w e chose not to
because for any given trial "correct" (1) and "inconect" (0) are
crude measures of performance.

where Cj- is a constant, r^ is a learning rate parameter, and

The tuneable negation operator improved the fit only

Wj- represents the associative strength of a letter to an

marginally {R^ = .45), which supported the use of
conjunctive combination at the naming level rather than an
operation between logical A N D and O R . Finally, the fit of

exemplar (lexical models), a whole word to a lexical entry
(standard dual-route model), or a letter to a phoneme
(standard dual-route nKxlel).
First, consider learning in the lexical model. For a
particular target word, like pot, the lexicalrepresentationfor
pot would have arelativelyhigh activation level, and close
neighbors (that share two letters) like got and lot would be
relatively more active than distant neighbors, like but and
pad, or non-neighbors, like dim. This is because close
neighbors match the target in more letter positions than
distant neighbors (See Figure 2). In the lexical model, the
associative strengths of these word neighborhoods changed
with practice. In the standard dual-route model, in contrast,
a single lexical entry was strengthened for any particular
target, as well as the grapheme-phoneme correspondence
rules for the letters in the target (see the Appendix for
details). T h e modified lexical model combined the
neighborhood learning of the lexical model and the rule
learning of the standard dual-route model.'
In order to test the conjunctive nature of pronunciation
at the naming level in the lexical model, w e additionally
tested a version that incorporated a tuneable negation
operator (Neg) (Oden, 1992). The negation operator is based
on D e McM-gan's L a w :

the modified lexical model (/? = .46) was comparable to the
fit of the lexical model.
I W oflndingsargued against the importance of rules: the
poor fit of the dual-route model compared to the lexical
model and the comparable Fit of the modified lexical model
compared to the lexical model. If rules were of any
consequence, there should have been more of a discrqiancy
in the fits for the lexical and modified lexical models.
A comparison of the lexical model with neighborhood
activation to the dual-route model without neigborhood
activation argues f w the importance of neighbors. If L T were
simply learning about the target word, then the R ^ for the
standard dual-route model should have been comparable to,

or perhaps even better than, the /? for the lexical model.
The mathematical expression for the dual-route model (See
the Appendix) presumed single whole word learning by
assigning a single weight to the lexical pathway, on the
assumption that on a given trial only one lexical
representation was strengthened and that from meeting to
meeting each lexical representation was strengthened by
roughly the same amount. A related question is whether the
lexical model simply fit a global learning curve better than
the
dual-route model. If this were the case, then the actual
A AND B = NOT (NOT A OR NOT B) (2)
times would be randomly distributed a m o n g the slower and
faster times that the lexical model predicted. T o examine
In the range of v.- values tested, which was -1.0 to 1.0,tht
the
this possibility, the predicted times to initiate
tuneable operator acts like an O R (at -1.0) or A N D (at 1.0)
pronunciations were divided into slower and faster times, for
at the boundary values and like a fuzzy operator in between
each pooled meeting, according to a median split. A n
(see Oden, 1992, for details). The operatCH- was implemented
examination of Table 1 shows that the model consistently
using Eq 3 for the p^ values from Figure 2, with negation
predicted the actual slower and the faster times. This is
beginning with p j and applying from left to right, requiring important, because it indicates that the times themselves are
based on more than a strengthening of unrelated lexical
six V • parameter estimates.
items, as would be the case if the lexical model simplyfita
global learning curve.
Neg(Pi) = Pi^J/(Pi^J+(l-Pi)^J)
(3)
Table 1. Predicted (Pred) and actual means (LT), in
milliseconds, for slower and faster pronunciations, based on
In wder to assess h o w well the models accounted for the
a median split of predicted times to initiate pronunciation.
data, a goodness-of-fit R ^ was calculated for each of the
models, as /?^ = 1 - Residual SS I Corrected SS, which
indicates h o w much better the model fit the data compared to
simply using the mean. The standard dual-route model {R^ =
.27) did considerably worse than the lexical model (R^ =
.44), supporting the validity of neighborhood activation and
learning, as well as the remaining components in Figure 2.
This model is similar to a version of a dual-route model
suggested in Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, and Haller (1993), which
incorporates a lexical pathway that accesses neighborhoods of
words, not just the target word.
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Slower Words

Faster Words

Pooled
Meeting

Pred

LT

Pred

LT

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

5472
4661
4144
3783
3489
3250
3039

5578
4350
3872
3311
3250
2833
3294

4411
3478
2917
2517
2178
1917
1683

4767
3472
2917
2450
2267
2011
2389

Overall, the analyses provided support for the three
principles embodied in the levels in Figure 2. I. A t the
lexical level, a target w o r d activates a "neighborhood" of
orthographically similar entries in the lexicon. II. A t the
p h o n e m e level, the correct p h o n e m e s in the phonemic
spelling of the w o r d c o m p e t e with the other active
phonemes. III. A t the naming level, the pronunciation is
c o m p o s e d of a conjunction of p h o n e m e s . These three
principles help to explain essential aspects of the learning
that took place. In order to provide a sense of the overall
goodness-of-fit for the reading times, the predicted times
from the lexical model are plotted against the actual times in
Figure 4 for the 2 5 2 fitted data points.

strengthened through practice.
O u r observations suggested that LT's knowledge of
letter-sound correspondences supported an overt back-up
strategy for correcting errorful pronunciations. Her reliance
on these rules was not surprising, as these correspondences
constituted part of what she had learned about written codes
prior to the experiment. O n this interpretation, rules can be
used su-aicgicaliy when novel letter strings are confronted or
when the person is aware of an error in pronunciation. A
promising w a y of thinking about this restricted use is in
terms of a backup su^legy that can be applied independently
when retrieval along the lexical pathway either fails or is
intuited as likely to fail. T h e strategy choice paradigm in
Siegler (1988) should be helpful in further exploring this
possibility.
Appendix

The equations for the specific models (Eqs 4, 5, 6) wer
developed by reasoning as follows. A particular cognitive
component, like the lexical route in Figure 1, modulated
times to initiate pronunciation. Because the equation for any
particular component quantified thefitof the component's
output to the correct pronunciation, the contributions of the
(scaled) cognitive components were subtracted from a
baseline value (the Pq's ^ Pi's )• Basically, the better the fit,

O.I 0.4 O.i O.t 1.0
Prodletid llmo to InlllaU
pronunciation
Figure 4. Times predicted by the lexical model versus actual
times to initiate pronunciations. T h e actual times were
multiplied b y 10

the faster the response time. In all cases, learning was
quantified as a change in associative strengths (w), as
specified inEq 1.
Equation 4 was used tofitreading times to the lexical
model:

prior to model fitting.

Discussion

RTl = Po-Pd"l

LTs knowledge of letter-sound rules at the outset of the
experiment and the anecdotal data from the experiment
suggested that there might be an important role for rules in
the cognitive mechanism that she relied on for reading single
words aloud. L T overtly used letter-sound rules in the initial
trials and w h e n she m a d e an error. However, thefitsof the
models to the reading time data for correct pronunciations
indicated that letter-sound rules were not important. H o w can
w e resolve this apparent paradox?
It would be incwrect to conclude from the success of the
lexical model infittingLT's data that the prerequisite skills
c o m m o n l y associated with starting to read were
unimportant, particularly s o m e specific knowledge of h o w
letters m a p into sound. This knowledge allows a child to
confront the task of decoding letter strings into speech with
s o m e hope of success. W e question the suggestion, however,
that rules play a central role in generating pronunciations
for words after a person gains s o m e fluency in reading.
F r o m this it would follow that rules are not su-engthened as
part of the weight strengthening (error correction) process in
fluent reading but lexical neighborhoods are. Rudimentary
spelling-sound mappings could still provide the means of
bootstrapping the creation of lexical representations that are

(4)

where R T l is the predicted time to initiate pronunciation for
word L, pQ is a baseline parameter, Pj-j is the scaling
parameter for the word n a m e activations, and n ^ is defined
in Figure 2. The second model tested was the standard dualroute model, in which one component consisted of changes
to the associative su-engths of whole words and another
component consisted of changes in the associative strengths
of grapheme-phoneme correspondence rules. In E q 5, the
first additive factor represents the lexical lookup route.
Because L T saw all the words with equal frequency, the
strengthening of all the lexical representations was assumed
to be roughly the same, as reflected in the wjj parameter, the
second factor represents the rule route:

RTl = (Po - Pd ^d) + (Pi - pR ^i^i. k fL.i wj) (5)
where f^ i is the frequency of the grapheme-phoneme rule
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for the correct phoneme in the i-lh position in the phonemic
spelling of word L (see Coltheart et al., 1993), k is the
number of phonemes in the phonemic spelling, and Wj is

the effect of context on perception. Cognitive
Psychology. 23, 1-44.
McClelland, J., & Rumelhart, D. (1981). A n interactive
from an examination of the learning set. T h e third model
activation model of context effects in letter
combined the lexical model and the rule component from the
perception: Part 1. A n account of basic findings.
standard dual-route model:
Psychological Review. 88, 375-407.
Medin, D., & Schaffer. M . (1978). Context theory of
RTl = Po - "i^i. k Od PL.i + Pr fL.i ^) (6)
classification learning. Psychological Review, 85, 207238.
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In
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From
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2, and f^ j W| represents the rule route as defined in Eq 5.
honor of William K. Estes (pp. 149-167). Hillsdale, NJ:
The best-fitting parameters for the three models were
Eribaum.
found using an iterative search algorithm. The algorithm is
Oden, G. (1992). Direct, incremental learning of fuzzy
available in the non-linear regression procedures in SPSS
propositions. In Proceedings of the Fourteenth Annual
4.0; also see Gill, Murray, Saunders, & Wright, 1984.
Conference of the Cognitive Science Society (pp. 48-53).
Hillsdale, NJ: Eribaum.
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Abstract
Many efforts have been made to use nonnative theories of
rational decision-making, such as Bayesian decision
theory, to consuuci and model agents exhibiting
intelligent behavior. In order to accommodate agents
possessing only limited computational resources to apply
to their decision making, however, a significant change is
required in h o w the role of formal rationality is to be
viewed. This paper argues that rationality is best seen as a
property of the relationship between the agent and a
designer. Such a perspective has several consequences for
the design and modelling of agents, bearing on assessment
of rationality, induction, reactivity, and metalevel control.
It also illuminates several concerns put forth by critics of
the work of the artificial intelligence community.
Introduction
There is a long and varied history of attempts to construct
formal systems which will serve as a model for rational
decision making. A powerful current paradigm, building on
work of Savage (1972) and Jeffrey (1983), a m o n g others,
has attempted to establish Bayesian decision theory as a
framework for judging the rationality of action choice.
M u c h recent work in artificial intelligence has the goal of
implementing an agent capable of rational behavior on a
computer (Doyle, 1990). Such work has m a d e questions
about the adequacy of formal modelling techniques more
pointed. S o m e critics (for example, Winograd and Flores
(1987) and Dreyfus (1992)) have expressed concern that
starting with a specification of a formal problem, which can
be attacked by an ai^roach such as decision theory, bypasses
m u c h of the important w o r k of an intelligent agent.
However, this paper will consider issues which arise even
with acceptance of the adequacy of formal statements to
capture the relevant aspects of problems requiring inteUigent
solution, and analyze the coherence of using a formal
concept of rationality in this arena. There are m a n y
interesting problems, such as chess strategy or route-finding
given a formal m a p representation, where an analysis of the
requirements of rational thinking about the problem remains
interesting and deep even though availability of formal
representation is not an issue. This approach will lead to an
informative n e w perspective on s o m e of the complaints
voiced by AI's critics.
Rational Agents
Let us consider agents which are said to behave rationally if
they choose their actions so as to satisfy their goals as best
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they can. W e can begin with the formal framework for
discussing rational action choice provided by Bayesian
decision theory. Following this framework, w e can assume
that the agent has available to it at each time a set of
possible actions, a utility function specifying the value of
the various possible projected histories of the world to the
agent, and probabilistic knowledge representing the various
possible states of the world given particular action choices
and the agent's assessment of their likelihood. O n e can
define a plan for the agent (as in (Tash 1993)) as a sequence
(actually, a tree) of actions, where the action choice made at
a given time can be conditionalized on all the information
available to the agent at that time. Decision theory then
recommends acting according to the plan of highest expected
value, calculated by averaging the values of the possible
resulting world histories using their probabilities, which are
determined by composing the state probabilities given the
action choices.
Given some representation of the required probabilistic and
utility information, this is a complete specification of what
actions the agent should perform (up to choices having no
discernible impact on the agent's welfare) in order to reap the
greatest expected reward. However, there are m a n y domains
where, although the required information is available, the
computational task of determining the recommended plan is
infeasible, especially when it m a y recommend taking an
action immediately. For example, when playing speed chess
against an able program, even w h e n you k n o w its
specifications, and therefore have available the necessary
information to maximize your chance of winning, such a
maximization is not a viable option due to the enormity of
the required calculations. Such considerations require a
reassessment of the suitability of decision theory as a
definition of rationality for agents having only limited
computationalresourcesavailable.
Limited Rationality
These concerns have been central to the field of artificial
intelligence since its inception. Simon (195S) addresses the
problem by introducing the concept of bounded rationality,
achieved by demanding of an intelligent agent only
"satisficing" rather than a full decision-theoretic
optimization. This amounts to restricting possible utility
functions to ones taking on a few discrete values (e.g.
"adequate" and "inadequate"), obviating the need for
probabilities by using minimax techniques (examining the
worst case of the possible consequences), and looking at

only a subset of the plan space. This reduces the
computational problem to simply fmding a plan in the
considered set whose actions lead in all cases to adequate
consequences. Such a search makes fewer computational
demands, but choosing adequacy levels and plan subsets
which reasonably approximate the agent's task without
requiring excessive computation is still a hard problem, and
it is not clear that these reductions in decision complexity
are either adequate or required by the computational
constraints of a given agent. Simon does discuss choosing
levels and subsets so as to make the computational burden
of a reasonable level of complexity, but these choices are a
decision problem not obviously simpler than the one started
with. (Such control problems are discussed in the context of
metalevel architectures below).
A more recent conception of h o w to respond to these
issues is that of limited rationality, advanced by Russell and
Wefald (1991). The problem is reformulated as one of
designing an agent, subject to certain architectural
constraints, which does as well as it can in the problem
domain.
This lifts the onus of doing complete
computations of all the decision-theoretically relevant
consequences of an agent's knowledge from its shoulders,
because the goal is n o w to choose that agent specification
within the given resource constraints which performs
optimally. Such a formulation allows the designer of such
agents to consider tradeoffs between complexity and decision
quality leading to best use of the limited computational
resources available to a situated agent
Such a conception requires that a distinction be m a d e
between the roles of agent and of a designer external to the
agent in determining the rationality of the agent's behavior.
The agent can be viewed as a particular implementation of a
particular algorithm, for which the concept of choice is not
necessarily a natural one. It is the designer's choice of agent
from a set of possibilities which is subject to the strictures
of rationality. Such a viewpoint has far-reaching
consequences for the role of formal systems of rationality in
determining appropriate agent behavior.
One immediately apparent problem with considering such
a proposal as a solution to the problem of limited rational
agents is that the entire burden of decision-theoretic
computation has not been removed, but merely shifted to the
designer. The work of choosing an agent which will behave
optimally in a given environment is not necessarily any
easier than determining an optimal plan. Choosing a
program for a given platform which will play the best
possible game of speed chess can be as intractable as finding
the speed chess strategy which would be ideal in the absence
of resource constraints. If the designer has limited
computational resources, h o w is it to rationally use them to
decide upon a particular agent?
Metalevel Control
Consideration of a research programme which attempts to
incorporate m a n y of the characteristics w e have assigned to
the role of designer into the agent itself m a y be illuminating
at this point. The idea is to construct an agent from two
parts: a metalevel sub-agent and a base-level sub-agent. The
metalevel sub-agent chooses the computational tasks to be
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performed by the base-level sub-agent in m u c h the same w a y
that the agent as a whole chooses its actions in the external
world. Such an architecture is said to perform metalevel
control of its reasoning, or metareasoning (Hacking, 1967;
Russell & Wefald, 1991). F r o m the perspective of the
designer, it is an open question whether a metareasoning
architecture provides the most rational use of the agent's
limited computational resources, but it does at least provide
a straightforward w a y of incorporating flexibility to perform
the kind of decision quality vs. computational complexity
tradeoffs probably necessary for efficient control.
Clearly, for such an architecture to provide useful control
of the complexity of the total agent's computations, the
metalevel cannot simply try the base level computations in
order to determine which are the most useful for the base
level to perform, as then the agent as a whole has still
performed all of computations w e were attempting to
control. Therefore, in deciding a m o n g computations, the
metalevel cannot use all of the deductively available
knowledge of the agent (such as the results of deterministic
computational procedures), as required by the rationality
strictures imposed by formal systems such as decision
theory.
T h e metalevel must d o something less
computationally demanding. If it is to apply rational
methods, as would be required if it is to absorb some of the
responsibility of the designer for producing a rational agent,
then these methods must be applied to a problem simpler
than that facing the agent as a whole. S o m e details
deductively available to the agent must be ignored, or
abstracted away, by the metalevel.
Let us consider an example provided in an early discussion
of metalevel computational control by Hacking (1967). H e
examines the situation of an agent required to gamble on the
relative magnitudes of products of pairs offive-digitbinary
numbers. The agent has some probabilistic guesses as to
the likelihood of different relative magnitudes, and some
measure of the expected work of actually doing the
multiplications. The metalevel must decide whether the cost
of doing a particular multiplication outweighs the potential
loss of incorrectly guessing the relative magnitudes. This
description of the metalevel task embodies several
assumptions about what elements in the agent's deductively
available knowledge base are actually considered available to
the metalevel. For example, the metalevel can do the
required computations for assessing the w o r k of
multiplication, the potential loss due to guessing, and
comparing them, but does not avail itself of the results of
the multiplication in making its decision. T h e metalevel
also does not compare the value of its o w n computations
with their cost.
Hacking does recognize that in a case such as this,
metalevel costs m a y be deemed necessary of control
themselves, but implies that the computations required at
each level of the generated metalevel hierarchy diminish on
the way up to a point where they can be safely ignored at
some level. However, in the example given, the metalevel
algorithm seems more complicated (in specification, if not
in required computational work) than either base-level
algorithm (doing the multiplications or just guessing based
on prior odds estimates), and only one of a large range of

possibilities constructible by abstracting away different parts
of the agent's total knowledge. The meta-metalevel decision
of an appropriate metalevel algorithm is even more difficult
than that of the metalevel, unless it is simplified by
appropriate abstractions which must be chosen by an even
more complicated higher metalevel or by a designer.
Thus, the difficulty facing metalevel approaches regarding
h o w to appropriately abstract the base-level task reintfoduces
the need for a designer external to the agent to settle
questions about the rationality of its operation. Such
approaches m a y be of use in designing agents exhibiting a
certain flexibility of behavior, but are ultimately of no help
in addressing issues of rationality for a limited agent as a
whole. T h e presence of an external designer's perspective is
essential for judgments of rationality.
The Roles of Agent and Designer
T h e claim that rational conu^ol procedures cannot be
embodied within an agent without fundamental architectural
decisions being provided from outside amounts to a claim
that a formal system of rationality such as the one discussed
here cannot be fully automated. T h e work that a formal
system like decision theory can d o is intrinsically of a
different nature than that demanded of a situated, limited
agent. A designer can apply such a system to the
construction and judgment of an agent, but neither the
designer nor the agent can apply a notion of rationality to
itself. Formal rationality is definable only in the interaction
of these two distinct perspectives.
In a metalevel architecuire, a higher level sub-agent can be
considered to be deciding rationally a m o n g procedures for use
by the base-level agent, using something like decision
theory, but with respect to undeliberated background
assumptions abstracting the base-level procedures to a point
of tractable rational comparison. In a similar way, whether
a designer's resources are being put to rational use can only
be determined by treating the designer as an agent and
examining its undeliberated background abstraction
assumptions, taking a perspective external to it in order to
judge its performance in comparison with those of its
alternatives. Determinations of rationality by the designer
presume these background assumptions, and are only
addressable to agents external to itself. Attempts to
determine its o w n rationality effectively e n d o w it with
metalevel structure, subject to all the considerations and
limitations thereof.
These two roles of agent and designer e m b o d y differing
perspectives on a variety of issues important to concerns
ovCT the automatability and formal definabiUty of intelligent
behavior. Consider, for example, h o w they treat time and
reactivity. A n agent is an algorithm running in the world
which acts as it does at s o m e particular rate. Whether it
uses its time rationally and efficiently is determined not by
whether or not its algorithm has embedded within it some
formal rules for rational behavior, but rather whether from
the designer's perspective its behavior is better than that of
alternative implementable algorithms. In contrast, the
designer, in judging the rational use of time by the agent, is
using a formalized system of rationality, and the time
involved in such application is not an issue reflected in the
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criteria of judgment. Considerations of the efficiency of the
designer only find their w a y in through the assumptions
m a d e in formalizing the problem of agent judgment, which
are in turn only judgable from the viewpoint of one outside
the designer, u-eating the designer as an agent. Rationality
can only address itself to temporal control issues as these are
nontemporally represented in agent description, not as they
occur in the application of the system of rationality itself.
A similar clarification is afforded the issue of induction by.
this distinction between perspectives. Again, the agent
simply exhibits s o m e form of inductive behavior, and
judgments as to its rationality are m a d e with respect to a
formal system possessed by the designer. If the designer is
using Bayesian decision theory, methods for correct updating
of beliefs in response to n e w information about the world
are implicit in the prior. S o the designer can judge the
agent's use of induction using the deductive tools provided
by his formal theory. A judgment of the appropriateness of
the designer's prior can only be m a d e with respect to an
external designer's perspective, which contains its o w n
background assumptions embodied in a prior.
Bayesian decision theory recommends believing in
response to n e w information that which one previously
believed would hold given the uaith of this new information.
It therefore only provides a logic for induction when all
possible consequences of all possible observations have
already been taken into account, included implicitly in the
prior, and presumes the availability of this information in
r e c o m m e n d i n g a decision.
In particular, its
recommendations for which n e w information is worth
seeking out are predicated on full knowledge of the deductive
consequences of possessing that information. It cannot be
used to judge the value of information provided by the
deductions it needs to perform in judging value. Its use in
conu-olling deductive effort is restricted to efforts not
intrinsic to its o w n application, those of a separate agent
whose computations can be modelled probabilistically, not
those involved in working out the consequences of that
model.
On Critiques of Formalized Intelligence
This interpretation of rationality as a relation between the
roles of agent and designer provides an alternative
perspective as well on s o m e of the issues of concern to
those offering " Heideggerian" critiques of artificial
intelligence. A distinction c o m m o n l y relied on in their
arguments is that between a system embedded in the worid,
responding directly without a formal representation and
theory to guide its activity, and one involved in symbolic
representation and modelling of the world, using a formal.
rational methodology for determining its actions. The
former is described as being-in-the-world by Dreyfus (1992)
and as the condition of thrownness by Winograd and Flores
(1987). T h e distinction is held to cut between people and
the kinds of systems developed by researchers in artificial
intelligence. Various difficulties are encountered in trying to
m a k e a system of the latter sort with limited resources
which can behave successfully in the worid. One, discussed
by Dreyfus, is the infinite regress and expansion encountered
in u-ying to account for the contexts in which decision

making is to take place. (Notice that this is essentially the
same difficulty found above in trying to determine
appropriate abstractions for rational decision making by
using a metalevel architecture.) Difficulties of this son.
involving use of a predetermined symbolic representation
and manipulation scheme, are purported to prevent such an
agent from exhibiting the flexibility of behavior required for
dealing with all the vagaries of situations presented by the
wOTld. Anoth«- sort of difficulty, discussed by Winograd and
Flores, is the different social role played by a computer in
expressing the intentions and commitments of its designers,
compared to that of the designers themselves, held
responsible for their o w n actions. These difficulties are
taken to show the impossibility of a system which uses
formal methods to achieve intelligent behavior.
W h e n formal rationality is seen as a property of the
relation between a designer and an agent rather than a
property of an agent itself, the above distinction takes on a
different form. The embedded, situated nature of being-inthe-world, requiring response without recourse to a full
rational justification of one's actions, is actually an apt
description of the situation of any resource limited agent,
those implemented by a designer on a computer as well as
those engaged in such designing. It is only as interpreted
from an external perspective that an agent can be said to be a
rational, formal system, and the "limitations" such a system
possesses are limitations of the interpretation rather than of
the agent Inadequacies in the behavioral capabilities of such
an agent are with respect to the analysis afforded by a formal
system of rationality, not due to its embodiment of such a
system.
In fact, the roles of agent and designer are interpretational
roles applied to systems in order to make sense of the
relation between the su-ictures of rationality and agent
behavior. Where the distinction is to be drawn is open to
wide variance, depending on the agent whose behavior is to
be the subject of rational analysis or control (reminiscent of
the condition of psycho-physical parallelism on the division
in physics between observer and observed, as described by
von Neumann (1955)). W e have seen above how in the
context of metalevel architectures it is often useful to apply
the role descriptions to two parts of the same computational
agent. In contrast, the tools of rationalistic analysis are also
of use in examining and modelling the behavior of other
people, as is c o m m o n in microeconomics. The distinction
between formal and "thrown" systems does not cut neatly
between the human and the computer.
This same flexibility in role assignment has implications
for the ascription of commitment and intention to a system.
The designer has the responsibility of judging the rationality
of an agent, and hence its adequacy for a given task.
Therefore, in the c o m m o n situation formed by assigning the
designer role to a person and the agent role to a machine,
social commitment is indeed most naturally ascribed to the
person, the machine being a means for fulfilling the person's
social contracts. However, if the designer role is assigned to
a metalevel within an agent, it can reasonably be spoken of
as committed to the rational behavior of its controlled
subagent. Only by revoking its status and considering it an
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agent whose rationality is to be tested from outside do w e
transfer its commitment to its designer.
Conclusion
W e have seen that the rationality of an agent with only
limited computational resources can only be determined from
a perspective external to it, and that this conception has a
variety of consequences for efforts to formally implement
rational agents. O n the one hand, the requirement of an
external perspective for rationality judgments places limits
on claims to normativeness on the part of particular
architectures; except in rare cases where rational choice
among agent designs presents a trivial computational
burden, abstraction assumptions necessarily m a d e in
applying formal analysis to the agent are again challengeable
from the perspective of one examining the rationality of
limited resource use by the analyst. O n the other hand, the
resulting role distinction seems to capture many of the
concerns of critics of the application of formal methods to
intelligent agent design without forcing the same negative
conclusions that they reach. The resulting characterization
of the relationship between formal, normative
methodologies and the design and modelling of intelligent
agents will hopefully be of service in clarifying the nature of
the task undertaken by the modellers and designers.
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Abstract

include a belief database capable of representing nested
beliefs to any required degree. Hintikka's (1962) epiModels of rationality typically rely on underlying logics
stemic logic has been used as the basis of a number of
that allow simulated agents to entertain beliefs about
languages of belief fulfilling this requirement (see Fagin
one another to any depth of nesting. W e Jirgue that
and
Hadpern, 1988). T h e most flexible of these models
representations of individual deeply nested beliefs are
are
those
based on nonmonotonic inference systems, e.g.,
in principle unnecessary for any cooperative dialogue.
Perrault's (1990), which are capable of describing what
W e describe a simulation of such dialogues in a simple
happens w h e n an utterance fails to achieve its desired
domain, and attempt to generalize the principles of this
effect.
simulation, first to explain features of human dialogue
in this domain, then those of cooperative diedogues in
Such models, however, d o not seem to correspond to
general.
what actually goes on during a typical cooperative diaW e propose that for the purposes of cooperative interlogue. According to Grice (1957), proper comprehenaction, the status of all deeply-nested beliefs about each
sion of an utterance is only achieved w h e n the speaker
concept can be conjoined into a single represented vaand hearer share a mutual belief about what the spealue, which will be Jiffected by reasoning that might be
ker intended to communicate. Mutual belief, according
expected to lead to conclusions in terms of deeply-nested
to Grice and others, is the state where two conversants
beliefe. W e concede that people are capable of using ineach believe something, believe one another to believe it,
dividual deeply-nested belief^ to some degree, but such
believe one another to believe themselves to believe it,
beliefs need only be handled expUcitly in dialogues inand so on to any degree of nesting. Clark and Meirshall
volving secrecy or deception.
(1981, hereinafter referred to as C & M ) discuss examples
such as the following: A n n and B o b have spoken about
Introduction
the movie they believe will be showing, but later A n n
Currently the most popular peireuligm for the analysis of
pencil-marks an article in the paper announcing that the
cooperative dialogues is that of viewing communication
movie has been changed. Later still. B o b picks up the
as plan-based rationed aiction. This approach has been
paper and looks at the marked article, and A n n sees him
appUed to straightforward instructional dialogues (Podoing so but is not herself seen. Following this sequence
wer, 1974; C o h e n & Levesque, 1980), to the generation
of events, A n n knows that B o b knows that A n n knows
of appropriate referring expressions (Appelt, 1985), to
that the movie has been changed, but they do not m u helpful responses (Allen, 1983), to risk-tjiking and recotually k n o w it, and in such cases A n n e cannot refer to
very (Carletta, 1992) and to indirect requests and decep"tonight's movie" unambiguously w h e n tadking to Bob.
tion (Taylor, 1994). All these systems model utterances
C & M argue that since no finite number of nested beliefs
as being components of plans required to achieve certain
are operatiouedly equivalent to mutual belief, the latter
conrniimicative effects.
must be established directly, through events in which
Since one of the eflFects of any utterance is to change
both agents participate ("co-presence events", such as
the state of mind of the Eiddressee, a system for planning
utterances in dialogues) or by awareness of a c o m m o n
utterainces must be capable of representing the beliefs of
background.
its conversant, i.e., it must be a model of an agent with
It is apparent that h u m a n s have difficulty reasoning
nested beliefs. T h e comprehension of utterances can be about individual deeply nested beliefs. C & M ' s examples
modelled as plan recognition; if an agent's plan refers to
require careful thought, as does the "spies" example from
nested beliefs, then another agent's recognition of this
C Y N I C . ^ True, everyday conversation can be analysed
plcin must refer to beliefs at the second level of nesting,
in terms of planning and plan recognition as forms of
i.e., the swidressee's beliefs about what the speaker betheorem-proving in a fully expressive logic of belief. But
lieves the addressee to believe. Taylor's C Y N I C (1994)
as long as w e are content to have our actual plans recomodels deception by allowing agents to plan for their
intentions to be recognized in a particular way; such ex^Sergei: "The secret weapon is in Dneprpetrovsk." Naamples employ further levels of belief nesting.
tasha: "Ah, I guess the secret weapon is in Dneprpetrovsk.
This pgiradigm encourages one to consider that an apYou wouldn't say that unless you wanted m e to think it was
propriate model for an agent engaged in didogue must
in KrasnoyEtrsk!"
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gnized, we need not concern ourselves with deeply nested
beliefs. Only when practicing deception do we plan for
our interlocutors to recognize some plan which we wish
them to ascribe to us. In cooperative dialogues, the requirement to reason about plan recognition only arises
when misunderstandings occur; in such cases, conversants can avert the need for deeply-nested reasoning by
strategies such as directly expounding their own beliefs,
and directly questioning the partner's beliefs. W e contend that people also use such strategies in situations
such as the C & M examples, where private deeply-nested
beliefs can be inferred from what has taken place.
The argument of this paper is that the beliefs that
play a part in cooperative dicilogue can be represented
using only three explicit levels of nesting, which together
implicitly represent mutual belief. In the next section we
shcJl describe the H C R C M a p Task Corpus (Anderson et
al., 1991), and our simulation of the way people tackle
the task. This is based on Carletta's J A M (1992), in
which agents are modelled as having only beliefs down
to afixedlevel of nesting. Subsequently we will illustrate
how even if the domain is extended to include potentially
ambiguous maps, only three explicit levels of nesting are
needed for agents in the simulation. Finally we shcill
argue that in domains in which the information available
allows the inference of more deeply nested private beliefs,
a model with three levels will give results characteristic
of human performance in cooperative situations.
Simulation of Map Task dialogues
The domain of this model is the HCRC Map Task (Anderson et ai, 1991), an experimental task in which two
participants are each given maps, on one of which is marked a route. The maps consist of labelled pictographical
landmarks, and purport to represent the same terrain,
but differ with respect to some of the landmarks and
some of their labels. T h e participant whose m a p has the
route marked (the instruction giver, or IG) attempts to
communicate it to the other (the instruction follower, or
IF) as accurately as possible. O n e of the objectives in
the design of the task was to explore how people cope
with situations in cooperative problem-solving in which
the participants' beliefs are initially at variance. W e feel
that despite the relative simplicity of the problem domain, the M a p Task is typical of cooperative dialogue
domains in respect of the nestings of beliefs required during problem solving. Read world situations allow conversants to make use of a variety of experience-based and
deductive techniques, but ascribing beliefs to one's partner is done through the same mechanisms of co-presence,
shared world knowledge and nested reasoning (putting
oneself in one's partner's shoes). These techniques underly systems that model much more complex domains,
such as Kobsa's (1990)financialadvisor.
The standard approach to modelling task-oriented
dialogues involves planning and plan recognition based
on nested beliefs, e.g., Pollack (1990), Grosz & Sidner
(1990). Our simulation is based on Carletta's J A M
(1992), in which agents reason about the content of the
dialogue using nested beliefs. In the simulation, a par-
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ticipant need only explicitly represent propositions relating to:
• W h a t is on the maps, i.e., what is on her o w n m a p
plus what she has worked out to be on her partner's
m a p (object level behefs)
• W h a t her partner thinks is on the m a p s (first level
nested beliefs),
• W h a t her partner thinks she thinks is on the m a p s
(second level nested beliefs).
In our model, propositions of the last two types are implicitly taken to be themselves the subjects of mutual
beliefs. For example, if Carol thinks T o m has a swaunp,
then Carol thinks T o m thinks Carol thinks T o m has a
swamp, and so on. They correspond to what Kobsa
(1985) calls "infinitely reflexive" beliefs, and can be combined with object level beliefs to produce full mutusd beliefs about domain concepts. Kobsa's B G P - M S (1990)
user model allows individual nested beliefs to be inherited from categories of nesting levels, but the three types
described above are referred to as primitives and always
distinguished from each other.
The system uses the notions of concepts and vividness
to describe the information exchanged in m a p task interactions. These ideas were introduced in J A M , and were
shown to be reducible to propositioned information by
Taylor (1993). Basically, items on the m a p s (landmarks
or route sections) correspond to concepts in agents' internal states, and having a concept vivid means knowing
where the item is (or would be) on one's o w n m a p , although actual positional information is not used. J A M
also introduces the idea of awareness as a lower degree
of acquaintemce with a concept than vividness. Awareness is cdso reducible to propositional knowledge, namely
that there exists an item to which an expression refers.
Agent architecture for the simulation
Our simulation is based on J A M , and retains the basic design in which agents are constrained to speak in
turns, and respond to one another's utterances before
applying their communicative strategies to initiate further exchanges. It has been altered to use an A T M S based belief network and a principled representation of
the effects of utterances (Taylor, 1993), but retains the
fairly standard planning and plan recognition systems of
the original. Utterances £u:e actions with conditions in
terms of the speaker's state of belief, but once they occur
they are themselves subjects of mutueJ beliefs, and thus
mutual beliefs about the speaker's state of belief can be
derived from them, e.g., after an indiciative utterance,
the agents mutually believe the proposition expressed.
These inferences correspond to some of the effects of utterances as modelled in Kobsa's V I E - D P M (1985).
The simulation can be set up to edlow the representation of distinct nested beliefs d o w n to any given level; w e
have experimented with both fewer and more levels than
the three listed above. W h e n an utterance occurs, the
resulting nested beliefs are added to the database d o w n
to the depth limit in force, and any other resulting belief
revisions are propagated through the network. T h e planning and plan recognition components of the system can

query the database about beliefs at any level of nesting,
but when the level is deeper than the nesting limit the
result will be extrapolated from shallower beliefs using
the rule that propositions at the deepest two explicitly
represented levels are tciken to be mutually known.
Agents can hold disjunctions of beliefs (represented by
different environments within the A T M S ) and believe in
logiceil implications (represented by justifications within
the A T M S ) . Apart from the limitation on nested beliefs,
the model follows a K D 4 5 (wejik S5) modal logic of belief.
Utterances in the simulation
Agents are cheiracterized by their choice of communicative strategies. With regard to the introduction of referring expressions, the IG has two strategies to choose
from. In the "safe" strategy, he mentions landmarks
until enough have been established as mutually known
to support descriptions of route sections or other landmarks. This produces dialogue such as the following:
Example 1 ;
IG: "Do you have the palm beach?"
IF: "Yes."
IG: "Do you have the swamp?"
IF: "Yes."
IG: "Thefirstsection goes between the palm beach and
the swamp."
This strategy never requires combinations of nested beliefs other than the types that are present in the initial
situation. As long as eill the proposed references axe accepted, their mutual vividness is added directly for both
agents, and descriptions using them eire always understood. If a reference is proposed and not agreed, the IG
knows the IF is only aware of it, and the IF knows the IG
has it vivid, i.e., it has the same status as an undescribed
route section.
Alternatively, the IG can describe sections using new
landmarks and provide additionaJ descriptions of these
sections or lamdmarks if the first descriptions are not accepted. A n excunple of dialogue produced by this "risky"
strategy is:
Example 2 ;
IG: "Thefirstsection goes to the left of the swamp."
IF: "I do not understand."
IG: "The swamp is below the waterfall"

Example 3 ;
IG: "Thefirstsection goes between the palm beach and
the swamp."
IF: "I do not understand. Where is the swamp?"
These produce mutual belief that the IF is only aware
of the queried landmark, as do rejections of individual
mentions, thus reducing the number of disjuncts that
need to be considered by the IG. This type of assistance
does not need the belief representation to be extended;
the IF is recognizing the IG's original plan, i.e., that the
IF have the subject of the description vivid. This goal
is a second-level belief as far as the IF is concerned, and
if only two levels are represented explicitly, the database
extrapolates the IF's actual lack of vividness about the
subject as if it were mutually known, to conclude that
the IG did indeed believe the IF not to have the subject
vivid, and his plan was therefore to get the IF to have
it vivid. The IF then adopts this plan, and asks about
those referents of the original description which he does
not have.
Secondly, the IF might indicate when a repair description has resulted in the original description becoming
fully understood, thus removing the need for the IG to
continue providing descriptions for the referents. Continuing the above example dialogue:
Example 4 ;
IG: "The swamp is to the left of the waterfall."
IF: "OK. I am done talking about thefirstsection."
For this case we need to extend the database to represent nested beliefs at the second level explicitly. This is
because after the IF has received the repair description,
he has the "first section" vivid but does not believe that
the IG believes he has it vivid. In order to pljin the last
utterance to help the IG, the IF's lack of vividness at
the second level must be kept distinct from his actual
vividness about the subject.
Handling ambiguity

These strategies can be mixed, and a characterization
of the effects of meta-statements such as "I think we're
in trouble here" might include bringing about a shift in
strategy.
Generating cooperative responses

might recognize the IG's plan to get him to have the
subject of the description vivid. The IF can then himself plan to get vivid the referents in the description with
which he has a problem. This results in his asking questions about them, e.g.,

In some of the map task examples, one of the agents has
two landmarks on her m a p with identical names and pictures, only one of which also appears on the other agent's
map. O n other pedrs of maps, landmarks appear in the
same place that are different but semantically related,
e.g., "swamp" and "crocodiles". Is it possible that one
of these m a p pairs might be better handled by agents
using a larger set of nested belief states than that described above?

Both these strategies stick to the nested belief types jJready mentioned, but the latter may force the IG to keep
track of a lot of different possibilities regarding the cauReasoning about referring expressions
ses of a failure. Cain utterances referring to more deeply
nested beliefs by either agent improve the situation? In
Let us start with potential ambiguity caused by pairs of
identical landmarks. As soon as one agent mentions that
the simulation, one of the strategies available to the IF
she has two of anything, they mutually know that this
is to apply plan recognition to any utterance by the IG.
There are two cases where this maJces a difference to the
possibility exists. The "safe" strategy described above
dicdogue. Firstly, when the IF rejects a description, he
must now be made safer, since if one agent asks if the
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other has a landmark and the other replies "yes", it m a y
not be the saime one. In such situations, people m a y
augment their references with descriptions, e.g., "Do you
have a swcimp near the left hand side?" or "Are there
some palm trees close to a wreck?". More usually, however, the participants rely on their mutual belief that any
new referents will be to landmarks close to the current
route section unless they are explicitly indicated to be
otherwise.
The use of proximity or extra descriptions has not
been modelled in the simulation, as they do not require
any additionad nested belief states. However, the possibility must n o w be taken into account that even when
the agents have agreed on a reference, they might each
have identified it with a landmark in a different place.
So when one makes the first mention of a landmark, the
other creates a n e w concept for it, expressing, e.g., "what
m y partner means by 'the swjimp' ". Such a concept is
not the subject of any nested beliefs; there is a first level
nesting inherent in its semantics. W h a t he does with
this concept then depends on what he has on his o w n
m a p and on his o w n strategy. It m a y be that he cannot
identify the n e w concept with anything on his m a p , and
rejects it or requests a clarification description. W h a t
happens in this case is the same as in the nonambiguous
m a p case, except that possibly the clarification given
will result in the IF identifying the new concept with a
landmark already on his m a p .
If the addressee accepts the concept, there is still a
need for both agents to be able to recover in the event
that he has it wrong. So the concept becomes vivid only
by virtue of being associated with another vivid landmark, e.g., something actually on his map. T h e association is itself the subject of a mutual belief, but if the
addressee has m a d e the wrong association, their mutual
beliefs are wrong. This m a y not be detected at all, in
which case no new types of belief are involved, just wrong
ones of the types already described. But a wrong association m a y lead to an inconsistency, in which case it is first
disbelieved at the object level by the agent noting the
inconsistency, then renegotiated and either restored or
thrown out altogether. This process is described briefly
by Taylor (1993).
The agent w h o originally m a d e the reference can have
beliefs about whether or not his partner thinks it refers
to the right landmark. These beliefs refer to one of his
own landmarks and a concept standing for "that which
m y partner thinks I a m referring to". These are not
nested beliefs, although there is a second level nesting
inherent in the existence of the latter concept. It might
appear that further concepts of this sort, e.g., "That
which he thinks I think he is referring to", might be required, but any reasoning process which would change
the association of such a concept would also change that
of the corresponding concept at thefirstlevel, since any
subsequent use of that referring expression by the agent
who introduced it would have to take into account the
fact that this is n o w the interpretation he expects his
partner to make, and he never wants his partner to m a k e
the wrong interpretation. This is known by both agents,
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so neither need have representations of more deeply nested beliefs about referring expressions.
Extending the picture beyond the
simulation
In order to argue successfiilly that more deeply nested
beliefs than those described above are in principle unnecessary in descriptions of h o w h u m a n s behave in cooperative diadogue, w e must show that the conversational
strategies described above are always adequate for situations in which participants need to acquire information
about one another's states of mind. T h e ultimate objective of cooperative dialogue is the establishment of fully
mutual beliefs, so w e expect people to use utterances
that lead directly to full mutual beliefs whenever possible. However, if there is a possibility that a reference
has been incorrectly interpreted, conversamts m a y have
to refer explicitly to one anothers' states of mind in order to resolve the problem. W e contend that wherever a
situation allows a misunderstanding concerning a second
or deeper level nested belief, recovery strategies are used
that attempt to re-establish mutual beUef directly by an
alternative route rather than patch up the existing set
of beliefs.
Utterances referring to deeply nested beliefs
W e can use M a p Task examples to categorize the ways
in which people's private beliefs m a y become less certain
after a mutual belief has been established. If one participant introduces a description and her partner accepts
it, they have mutual vividness about what is being referred to. N o w the agent w h o accepted the reference may,
due to subsequent inconsistencies, start to believe that
she has it wrong. In this case, she is unsure about her
private, object-level component of what is otherwise a
mutual belief and can ask about it explicitly:
E x a m p l e 5 ; "I'm not sure I have that s w a m p after all.
W a s it near the waterfall?"
Alternatively, the one w h o offered the description originally might begin to suspect that the other m a y have
got it wrong, for instance if she subsequently faiils to
make a connection that should be unproblematic. Here,
the offerer has a private,first-levelbelief that differs from
both her object-level belief auid the earlier mutual belief.
Again, she can explicitly ask about it:
E x a m p l e 6 ; "Where do you think m y palm beach is?"
T h e example takes the form of a question as it is infelicitous to m a k e assertions about an addressee's mental
states (Searle, 1975).
Both the states of belief in these examples can be
represented within the model w e have described, but
continuing the sequence produces an example involving
private uncertainty about a second-level nested belief,
which our model would conflate with uncertadnty about
aJl deeply-nested beliefs. This would happen if the agent
w h o accepted the description subsequently became concerned that her behaviour might be leading her partner
to suspect that she is not sure about the identity of the

referent. T h e utterance for this situation corresponding
to the above examples would be:
E x a m p l e 7 ; "I'm not sure you believe I have that palm
beach."
which, taken literally, asserts that the speaker is unsure
whether the addressee thinks the speaker has the concept of the palm beach vivid. There are two problems
with this example; firstly, it is difficult to imagine a situation in which someone might come to believe that
her conversant thinks she has misunderstood something
without suspecting that she actusJly has misunderstood
it, and secondly if the situation should arise, she can resolve the problem with a simpler utterance, reaffirming
that she has understood the original referent, such as "I
do have that pedm beach".
T h e m a p task corpus is Jictually quite poor in examples in which references are incorrectly resolved; comparing proximity to the current section usually results in
errors being resolved quickly, and where an error is detected sSter a significant interval there is a tendency to
throw away all work done after the error rather than reevaluate any descriptions relating to the subject of the
mistake.
Problems in which deeply nested beliefs
arise
A s w e have Seiid, the initial situation in the m a p task can
be described in terms of belief states that are discriminated by our model. However, some real-life situations m a y
afford the inference of private deeply-nested beliefs, such
as happens in C & M ' s movie examples, in which people
Ccmnot mcike felicitous definite references, despite having
series of nested beliefs about the identity of the referent.
C & M propose that in mciking a reference, a condition of
full mutual beUef is checked, and that this condition is
specifically asserted by co-presence events. A n y private
beUefs later cicquired by one agent that differ from the
original mutual beUef will cause it to cease to be m u tual, and m a k e reference impossible. In practice, people
in such a situation will often open with a question, such
as "Did you k n o w the movie's been changed?"
However, people m a y use expressions in the absence of
full mutual knowledge of their referent if they are confident enough that they k n o w what shared knowledge
does exist. If one knows that a cinema programme has
been changed, it would seem unreasonable to discount
the possibility that one's conversant knows about the
change even if there is no direct reason to think that
they do. O n the other hand, in a situation in which one
person knows that the "true" referent of an expression
has changed, but can be confident that their conversant
does not k n o w this, they can continue to use the expression to denote the previous referent.
For instance, A n n or B o b could say: "The latest Ford
Escort does 40 miles per gallon" with no risk of misunderstanding, even if A n n works at Ford and knows there
is a top secret prototype of a newer Escort that does 50
miles per gallon. Her confidence in the secrecy of the existence of the alternative referent allows her to use, or infer the use of, an "incorrect" referring expression without
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problems. In our belief model A n n has an object-level
belief that differs from herfirst-and second-level nested
beliefs, which aie derived from cultural co-presence of
the newest Escort in the showrooms.
N o w let us say that unbeknownst to A n n , B o b happens to be an industrial spy and has recently paid a clandestine visit to the Ford factory, on which he discovered
the existence of the prototype and Ann's involvement
with it. Confident that he has not been detected, he
can understand Ann's reference as meaning the currently
available Escort, and could use that reference the sjime
way himself. W e n o w model him as having object-level
andfirst-levelnested beliefs that the prototype Escort is
the newest, but using his second-level nested belief that
the showroom Escort is newest to construct or understand references to it.
But if A n n has watched Bob's visit on a video from
a hidden security camera, our model cannot distinguish
the second-level nested belief thus m a d e available (she
knows B o b knows she knows about the prototype cai)
from any remaining nested belief that she does not know
about it. In our model, such a situation would create an
uncertainty at the deepest level of nesting. T h e result is
that A n n cannot refer to either car simply as "the new
Escort", and if B o b uses that expression she has to ask
him for clarification. In a cooperative dialogue situation,
this behaviour is plausible for actual humans; explicitly
asking for clarification, or using a more specific referring
expression, takes less effort than the reasoning required
to establish that "the n e w Escort" must still mean the
showroom model.
Situations involving deception
If the sequence of events in the last example above happened in a non-cooperative situation, the two agents
might have gOEils of not giving away what they knew
about one another, and would then use "the new Escort" to refer to the showroom model whilst watching for
the slightest sign that the other was in any doubt about
its meaning. Such behaviour would require distinct representation of deeply nested private beliefs. T h e belief
state hierarchy in B G P - M S (Kobsa, 1990) allows these
beliefs to be distinguished when necessary; w e claim that
the criterion for their being necessary is the existence of
goals involving secrecy or deception on the part of either
conversant.
Sometimes, even cooperative agents need to deceive
their partners; for example, teachers m a y oversimplify
the truth deliberately in order to keep their tuition simple enough for their students to understand. Physics
teachers describe Newtonian mechanics even when they
know about Einstein's general relativity, and programming can be taught using a "virtual machine" without
mentioning that the actual machine is engaged in a lot
of other tasks at the same time. If the pupil in such
a situation is none the wiser, our model handles it correctly; the only difference from the non-deceptive situation is that the teacher has private object-level beliefs
that differ from what is being taught. W e categorize
such situations as cooperative because the teacher has
no commitment to the deception. If the pupil suspects

she is not being taught the whole truth, the teacher can
come clean and proceed with the lesson with the mutual
knowledge that what is being taught is a simplification.
Conclusion
Belief models based on epistemic logics capable of representing nested beliefs to an arbitrary degree appear to be
superfluous in the modelling of cooperative diadogues. In
particuleir, the structure of the m a p task domain is such
that agents talking part in the task do not need to bring
to bear on it any nested beliefs at more than one level of
nesting, except for full mutual belief. This explains h o w
J A M is able to generate a range of simulated m a p task
dijJogues without modelling beliefs at more than two levels of nesting — the second level of nesting in J A M is
equivalent to mutued belief between the participants.
M a p task situations not handled by J A M , namely
maps with ambiguous landmarks or different names for
the same landmark, do not require expUcit nested beliefs beyond the second level either. This follows from
the fact that in cooperative dialogue, agents use referring expressions only when they believe they will be understood correctly, so the referred object is the same in
deeply nested beliefs as in shallower ones.
This principle appears to hold in the world of cooperative dialogue in general. Where it is possible to derive
individual deeply nested beliefs about the domain, such
as in C & M ' s examples, these tend to be ignored in favour of other possible ways of conveying information, as
if there is no requirement for secrecy, conversants can
always talk about their actual object-level beliefs.
Successful reference requires that the conversants be
co-present at an event that makes mutual knowledge of
the referent possible, but it does not take another copresence event to alter the possibility of using a reference. In some circumstances referring expressions can
be generated and understood when agents have objectlevel orfirst-levelnested knowledge that differs from that
conferred by the co-presence event. However, only when
they are concerned with deception do people differentiate
between second-level and more deeply nested beliefs. In
other cases, a contradictory second-level nested belief is
enough to interfere with the use of a referring expression.
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Abstract

Tversky and H e m e n w a y (1984) argue that parts bridge the
gap between structure and function because they are both
Previous work in visual cognition has extensively explored the
perceptually salient and functionally significant aspects of
power of parts-based representations of objects for recogniobjects. But in general, the geometric parts that are
tion, categorization, and functional reasoning. W e propose a
novel, parts-based representation of objects, where the parts of
perceptually salient in a static scene do not necessarily
an object are found by grouping together object elements that
correspond to the functional aspects of objects in a simple
move together over a set of images. The distribution of object
way. For instance, compare the drawings of two everyday
configurations is then succinctly described in terms of these
objects
in Figure 1. The geometric parts of a hand and a fork
functional parts and an orthogonal set of modal transformaare
very
similar, consisting in both cases of a broad body and
tions of these parts. If the distribution has a natural set of prinseveral long, thin projections. But some crucial functional
cipal axes, the computed modes are stable and functionally
significant. Moreover, the representation is always unique and
information is missing from this static scene. Whereas the
robustly computable because it does notrelycritically on the
tines of a fork are allrigidlyjoined to the body of the fork, the
properties of any particular element in any particular instance
fingers of a hand can m o v e independently of the palm and of
of the object. Most importantly, the representation provides a
other, to assume a wide range of possible configurations.
each
set of direct cues to object functionality without making any
That
is, the geometric parts of a fork always function
assumptions about object geometry or invoking any high-level
domain knowledge. This robusmess and functional transpartogether, but the geometric parts of a hand can and often do
ency may be contrasted with standard representations based on
function independently. W e could say that the hand has
geometric parts, such as generalized cylinders (Marr and Nishseveral distinct functional parts, while the fork really has only
ihara, 1978) or geons (Biederman, 1987), which are sensitive
one functional part.
to accidental ahgnments and occlusions (Biederman, 1987),
and which only support functional reasoning in conjunction
with high-level domain knowledge (Tversky and Hemenway,
1984).

7

G e o m e t r i c Parts a n d Functional Parts
Previous work in visual cognition has extensively explored
the power of parts-based representations of objects.
Representations that m a k e explicit the parts of objects and the
relationships between parts have been hypothesized to
underlie visual object recognition (e.g. Marr and Nishihara,
1978; Hoffman and Richards, 1982; Biederman, 1987;
Shapira and Ullman, 1991; Dickinson, Pentland, and
Rosenfeld, 1992), as well as more abstract operations such as
categorization and reasoning about function fi-om structure
(e.g. Tversky and H e m e n w a y , 1984; Stark and Bowyer,
1991). Conventional notions of part in visual cognition are
geometric. Objects in a static scene are typically segmented
into parts at points of extreme curvature, either cusps or
concavities, and a set of deformable models are thenfitto the
extracted parts. Proposed models for geometric parts include
two-dimensional contour primitives such as codons
(Hoffman and Richards, 1982), and three-dimensional
volumetric primitives such as generalized cylinders (Marr
and Nishihara, 1978), superquadrics (Pentland, 1986), or
geons (Biederman, 1987).
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Figure 1. A hand and a fork have similar geometric part
structures, but different functionality.
This distinction between geometric parts and functional
parts is fundamental to h o w w e perceive, think about, and
even talk about objects. The Gestalt psychologists showed
that even very dissimilar or disconnected visual elements
m a y be grouped by correlated motion, or " c o m m o n fate"
(Kohler, 1947). Developmentally, infants parse the world
into objects based on functional properties such as correlated
motion before they are sensitive to object boundaries defined
by static, geometric properties (Spelke. 1990). Our adult
language also supports the distinction between functional and
geometric parts. Consider the linguistic representations of

the parts of a hand and the parts of a fork. "Finger" and
"palm" are c o m m o n , basic-level terms, whereas "tine" is a
much less ordinary term, and there is no term to describe the
"palm" of a fork. Moreover, the individualfingersof a hand
have individual, functionally-oriented names, such as "index
finger", "pointer", or "ring finger", while one never even
refers to an individual tine of a fork. W e do not mean to push
this point on language too far, but simply to motivate the
proposal that functional parts, and not just geometric parts,
should provide the link between vision and cognition.
N o w , if the functional parts of objects are not perceptually
salient in scenes such as Figure I, must w e abandon the
attractive position of Tversky and H e m e n w a y (1984), that
parts bridge the gap between stnicture and function by virtue
of their perceptual salience and functional significance? N o ,
but w e do have to revise what w e mean by "perceptually
salient," to include information that is unavailable in single,
static images, and that only becomes salient over a set of
images. This paper proposes a novel, parts-based
representation of objects, where the parts of an object are
found by grouping together object elements that m o v e
together over a set of images. In the simplified, twodimensional cases considered here, "object elements" are
edge elements, or "edgels" for short, but in the more general,
three-dimensional case, functional parts m a y be extracted by
grouping surface elements that m o v e together. This approach
assumes that the problem of edgel correspondence across the
set of images has already been solved by lower level
processes, so that w e k n o w which edgels correspond in any
two configurations of an object.
Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea: a simplified, twofingered hand assumes several different configurations as the
fingers pivot, and since thefingerscan m o v e independently,
the orientations of the edgels are perfectly correlated only
within each finger. W h e n a fork assumes different
configurations, however, the tines cannot
pivot
independently, so the orientations of all edgels are always
perfectly correlated. B y looking at the covariance patterns of
edgel orientations, the visual system can infer the different
functional part structures of the hand and the fork.
O f course, there is more to function than just correlated
motion. A part's geometric shape certainly places strong
constraints on its possible functions. Nonetheless, correlated
motion is one of the most direct, and hence one of the most
important, visual cues to functionality. The links between
shape or texture and function m a y be somewhat subtle, but
motion indicates the basic units of function without requiring
any
high-level
knowledge.
Functional
part-based
representations should not replace geometric part-based
representations, but rather supplement them for the purposes
of functional reasoning. T h e goal of this preliminary paper is
to demonstrate h o w m u c h useful information about function
can be extracted from patterns of edgel covariance, without
making any assumptions about object geometry or invoking
any high-level domain knowledge.

Figure 2. A s functional parts are articulated by rotating, the
orientations of their component edgels covary. T h e
orientations of hand edgels are only correlated within
eachfinger,while the orientations of all fork edgels are
perfectly conelated. Dots schematically separate
individual edgels along contours.
Constructing Functional Representations
We begin with a set lot N instances of an object in various
configurations (e.g. the set of two-fingered hands in Figure
2). W e represent the ah instance of an object as a vector, v,,
of edgel properties. For example, v might be a list of edgel
lengths and orientations. If the object consists of K edgels,
each with P properties, then v, has dimension K x P , and the set
of instances is a (ATxP) by A'matrix, defined by [V/ V2 ... V/y/].
Ultimately, w e seek a representation that most simply
accounts for the variability in object configuration across L.
Let V be the average instance, defined by

1 = 1
The ith instance then differs from the average by u, = v, - v.
Then the full variability across is embodied in the edgel
covariance matrix

c--,!.'."!
I=I
However, a functional parts-based representation can
describe this variability across I m u c h more succinctly, by
making only two weak assumptions about h o w an object's
configuration m a y vary.
1. An object is composed of one or more functional parts,
each of which always moves or deforms as a unit.
2. When a part moves or deforms, i.e. when a parameter of a
part changes, a corresponding change occurs in s o m e
parameter of each of the part's component edgels.
These two conditions respectively provide the motivation and
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the basis for extracting functional parts by grouping together
edgels that m o v e together. Note first that the edgel
parameters must reflect the transformations by which w e
expect functional parts to be articulated. If parts are
articulated by rotation, then w e need to represent edgel
orientation explicitly in the instance vectors v,, because the
orientation of all edgels in a part will covary as the part
rotates. If parts are articulated by translation, then w e need to
represent edgel position; if parts are articulated by stretching,
then w e need to represent edgel length; and so on. Functional
parts become simply clusters of coviuiance. Then, instead of
characterizing the variability across E in terms of h o w the
properties of each edgel covary with the properties of every
other edgel, as in the full edgel covariance matrix C , w e
group edgels into functional parts and describe the same
variability in terms of h o w the properties of these parts
covary. W e use the term function in a very specific sense to
refer to the allowed relations between functional parts that
determine the possible configurations of the object. Since the
number of functional parts will generally be m u c h less than
the number of edgels, a representation in terms of functional
parts and functions amounts to a significant simplification of
the full edgel covariance matrix C.
Mathematically, w e simplify C by means of principal
components analysis ( P C A ) . P C A and other modal
representations of shape have recently become popular in the
computer vision literature (Cootes et al., 1992; Sclaroff and
Pentland, 1993), but this paper is the first effort to m a k e
functional parts and functions explicit through P C A . If all the
edgels within a single functional part m o v e as a unit, then all
the rows (and columns) of C corresponding to these edgels
will be essentially the same. Thus, C will have a dominant
block structure which can be extracted by finding its
dominant eigenvectors. T h e eigenvectors will correspond to
functions and will articulate the individual functional parts.
T h e easiest w a y to appreciate the special structure of C is
to consider a simple example. Figure 3 shows six instances
of a stick-figure hand with two "fingers". T h e orientation of
the left finger is randomly distributed about -30° with a
variance of 30°, and the orientation of the right finger is
randomly (and independently) distributed about +30°, also
with variance 30°. Figure 4 shows the distribution of finger
orientations for 30 such objects. Each finger in Figure 3 is
represented by ten edgels, with constant length but varying
orientation. Because parts are only articulated by rotation, w e
only need to keep track of the orientation of each edgel. S o
each instance is represented by a 2 0 dimensional vector of
edgel orientations.
In order to demonstrate that the
representation is robust in the presence of perceptual noise,
the orientation of each edgel is randomly perturbed about the
true finger orientation, with a variance of 7.5° ( 2 5 % of the
whole finger variance).
T h e full edgel covariance matrix, C , is depicted graphically
in Figure 5. T h e block structure corresponding to the two
functional parts is clearly evident, and these functional parts
can be extracted by standard techniques of cluster analysis.
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F i g u r e 3. Six instances o f a stick-figure h a n d with t w o
fingers. D o t s separate the 2 0 individual edgels.

OMnlMon ol Fingw 1 (in ndml
F i g u r e 4. Distribution o f finger orientations for 3 0 t w o fingered hands. T h e s a m p l e m e a n is indicated by 'x'.
Having found the functional parts, we can then completely
characterize the variability in the original set of 3 0 instances
merely b y specifying h o w these t w o parts interact. P C A
provides a natural f r a m e w o r k for this step. W h e n the
eigenvectors o f C are c o m p u t e d , w e find that thefirstt w o
principal c o m p o n e n t s d o m i n a t e the other m o d e s , accounting
for over 9 5 % o f the variance in the original data. This is to
b e expected, given that w e b e g a n with essentially t w o
independent degrees o f freedom, plus noise. Figure 6 s h o w s
h o w the m e a n shape d e f o r m s in the t w o significant m o d e s .
N o t e that the m o d e s articulate the t w o functional parts,
reflecting the block structure of C . Starting from only the
orientations o f 2 0 edgels in each o f 3 0 object configurations,
w e h a v e recovered a concise representation of the object's
functionality in terms of its t w o functional parts a n d a set of
t w o orthogonal transformations of these parts.
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F i g u r e 5. Graphical representation of C , the edgel
covariance matrix for the two-fingered hand. For each
pair of 2 0 edgels, the shading of a square indicates the
m a g n i t u d e of covariance. W h i t e indicates m a x i m a l
covariance, black indicates w e a k covariance.
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Mode 2

Figure 6. The two significant principal components of the
distribution in Figure 4, depicted as deformations of the
mean shape.

Functional Modes
The modes, or principal components, of C account for how
the functional parts interact to produce the range of object
configurations observed in Z. Ideally, w e would like to
identify these modes with functions; that is, w e would like the
observed modes to have some functional significance.
LxK)king at Figure 6, it is not at all clear what functional
significance can or should be attributed to these modes. W e
might view the individual modes as roughly representing the
function of the hand as a whole, with the first m o d e
representing "hand orientation" and the second m o d e
representing "hand shape," the relative angle between the two
fingers. But this interpretation is not particularly compelling,
because while both fingers do participate in each mode, they
do not participate equally. In m o d e 1, the left finger pivots
significantly more than the right finger, and vice versa for
mode 2. Thus neither m o d e truly reflects a simple parameter
of the whole hand. Alternatively, w e might view the
individual modes as roughly representing the function of
individual parts, with m o d e 1 being the "left finger" m o d e
and mode 2 being the "right finger" mode. But this
interpretation is even less compelling, because although one
finger predominates in each mode, both fingers also
participate significantly in each mode. In fact, not only do the
computed modes for this object defy a straightforward
functional interpretation, they are also quite unstable. The

modes are liable to be completely different if w e compute
them again for a different set of 30 instances drawn from the
same distribution.
The functional ambiguity and the instability of the modes
are deeply related. Both difficulties result from the fact that
the generating distributions of the object's two functional
parts are completely independent and have equal variance.
P C A will only give a stable, functionally meaningful solution
when the distribution of object configurations scatters more
in some directions than in others, giving a natural set of
principal axes. The functional character of the solution will
depend on the orientation of this distribution, which is not
well-determined for data that scatter roughly equally in all
directions, as in Figure 4.
W h e n the distribution of object configurations strongly
reflects a single functional structure, P C A will find it.
Consider a similar two-fingered hand in which both fingers
still m o v e independently, but each finger has a different,
characteristic w a y of moving. Specifically, the joint on finger
1 is stiffer than the joint on finger 2, so that the distribution of
finger 1 orientation has only half the variance (15°) of the
finger 2 distribution (30°). The bivariate distribution for 30
instances of this object is shown in Figure 7. N o w the data
have a natural set of principal axes, corresponding to the two
fingers. A s expected, the computed modes align with these
axes and individually articulate the two functional parts
(Figure 8).
N o w consider the case in which the two fingers have
equally stiff joints, but they are not articulated independently.
For example, the whole hand m a y pivot about the vertical
with a variance of 30°, but the hand shape, i.e. the angle
between the twofingers,m a y have a variance of only 15°.
The bivariate distribution for 30 instances of such an object is
shown in Figure 9. N o w the natural set of principal axes
corresponds to two properties of the whole hand, rather than
to properties of the individual fingers, which are not
functionally independent units of this object. A s expected,
the computed modes articulate these two functional
properties, hand orientation in m o d e 1 and hand shape in
m o d e 2 (Figure 10).

Model
Onwitalion of nng»r 1 (In radana)
Figure 7. Distribution offingerorientations for two-fingered
hands, with finger I's joint stiffer thanfinger2's joint.
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Mode 2

Figure 8. The two significant principal components of the
distribution in Figure 7, depicted as deformations of the
m e a n shape.

Model

Mode 2

Figure 10. T h e two significant principal components of
the distribution in Figure 9, depicted as deformations of
the mean shape.

Figure 9. Distribution of finger orientations for two-fingered
hands, with the variance in hand orientation significantly
greater than the viiriance in hand shape.

A Non-lVivial E x a m p l e
eigenvalue. Normally, w e have C = 0 Q O^, where O is an
Finally, in case these examples seem too simplistic, we give orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors and Q is a diagonal
a non-trivial example which demonstrates the power of a
matrix of eigenvalues, ordered by frequency of vibration,
representation based on functional parts. Figure 11 shows 6
which weights the contribution to C of each eigenvector in <I>.
instances of a jointed rod composed of six, separately moving
Suppose that by thresholding on eigenvalue, w e have
segments. T h e first segment is constrained to lie within 15°
determined that only the first M modes are functionally
of the horizontal, and each successive segment is constrained
significant. Then define Q ' by replacing the first M diagonal
to lie within 15° of the previous segment. Each segment is
entries of Q with 1, and the remaining diagonal entries with
represented by ten edgels, again with constant length but
0. The resulting matrix C = O Q ' O^, weights the contribution
varying orientation, and thus each instance is represented by
of each functional m o d e equally, regardless of eigenvalue,
a vector of 60 edgel orientations. The orientation of each
but completely eliminates higher frequency modes that are
edgel is randomly perturbed about the true segment
presumably due to noise. If the between-part variations are
orientation, with a variance of 3°. Because these six-segment
significantly larger than the within-part variations, then this
objects have more inherent variability than the two-fingered
eigenvalue threshold will ensure that C displays the desired
hands, w e carry out our analysis on a larger population of 180
block form that makes these parts explicit. Figure 14 shows
that this transformation indeed captures the functional part
instances.
structure of the six-segment jointed rod. Finally, w e note that
Figure 12 shows the covariance matrix and Figure 13
shows the six significant principal components. Notice that
although discussion in this paper is restricted to a linear
analysis of simple artificial objects, ongoing work is
the modes correspond roughly to the physical modes of string
providing evidence that functional part-based representations
vibration, and that they are ordered by frequency. Also note
play a crucial role in visual cognition for real, everyday
that individual segments are only weakly articulated in the
objects such as hands and faces. W e are also exploring the
strongest modes, and consequently the full edgel covariance
application of nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques
matrix does not have the desired block structure. However,
(e.g. Hinton and Zemel, 1994), in order to extend the range of
w e can obtain the desired block structure by reweighting the
potential part structures beyond the limitations of P C A .
contribution to C of each principal m o d e to be independent of

Figure 11. Six instances of a six-segment, 60-edgel rod. Each
segment is constrained to lie within 15° of the preceding segment.
For clarity, individual edgels are not shown.
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Figure 12. Graphical representation of C , the edgel
covariance matrix for the six-segment, 60-edgel rod.
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Figure 14. C , the reconstructed covariance matrix with
the contributions of all six functional m o d e s weighted
equally, independently of eigenvalue.
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Abstract

synchronization as a connectionist solution to the gmeral
dynamic variable binding problem, as have H u m m e l &
Synchronous firing of neural units has recently been proposed as
Biederman (1992).
They present their binding
a new way of solving the variable binding problem in connectionist
repres^itation scheme as a more biologically plausible
networks. Firing synchrony appears to be unrelated to earlier
alternative to other kinds of connectionist variable binding
methods of variable binding, nearly all of which can be analyzed
schemes.
as species of tensor product representations, where vectors
T h e representation system proposed in Shastri &
representing variables and values are bound together with the outer
Ajjanagadde (1993) uses single binary-valued nodes to
product. In this paper, w e argue that, despite appearances, fuing
represent roles and fillers. For the proposition give(John,
synchrony is also a case of tensor product representation. This
M a r y , b o o k ) , separate, single nodes represent each of
analysis exposes two logically independent components of the
giver, recipient, give-object, J o h n , M a r y , and b o o k
synchronousfiringidea. The most obvious is the idea of using
(see Fig. 1 for an illustration of this example).
time as a resource: spatio-temporal paUems of activation are used.
T i m e is thought of as divided into cycles, each cycle
This, w e argue, is a purely implementational issue which does not
having duration P (the period of the nodes). A n active node
bear on the complexity issues of variable binding. In contrast, the
fires once per cycle (inactive nodes don'tfireat all). T w o
second idea does bear on genuinely representational issues, and is
nodes are said to be bound together if they are both active,
the source of most of the formal properties claimed for the
and their firings are synchronized, that is, they fire at the
synchrony scheme. Rather than explicitly binding a semantic role
same time during each cycle.
like giver to a semanticfillerlike John, these two are implicitly
Because eachfiringimit has afixedpulse width W during
bound—by explicitly binding each to a common formal role, via
which it is on, the number of indepoident sets of
the tensor product. The analysis situates synchronous fuing in a
synchronized firings that can be represented within a cycle
typology of alternative variable binding schemes.
is P / W which we'll call N . A cycle m a y thus be viewed as
a set of A^ 'binding slots,' widi each slot permitting the
The Variable Binding Problem
representation of the simultaneous binding of a set of nodes.
A n active node occupies exactly one of the binding slots by
A classic obstacle for connectionist networks processing
structured data is the variable binding problem. O n e aspect
firing during the part of the cycle corresponding to that slot.
of this problem is the binding of fillers to semantic roles,
Thus in the give example above, thefirstslot is occupied
such as those distinguishing the arguments of a predicate.
by the give-obj/book binding, the second slot by
For example, the predicate give(x,/,z)—'a: gives z to
recipient/Mary, etc. W e will call thefirstslot the first
y — h a s three semantic roles: giver, recipient, and
formal role; this formal role is occupied by both give-obj,
give-object. (Here and throughout, w e use the notation
the semantic role, and by b o o k , the semanticfiller.These
A
and terminology of Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1993).
two elements which occupy thefirstformal role comprise
proposition such as give(John, M a r y , b o o k ) m a y be
thefi>rmalfillerof that role. T h e second formal role is
understood as having three variable bindings: giver =
occupied by the formalfillersrecipient and M a r y ; one of
J o h n , recipient = M a r y , and give-object = book.
these is a semantic role, the other a semanticfiller.T h e
crux of our analysis is summarized in Table 1.
Binding by Synchronized Firings
A recent solution to the variable binding problem is inspired
Tensor Product Representations
by phase synchronization of neurons, a suggested biological
O n the face of it, phase synchrony binding seems a
mechanism of feature segmentation and linking (von der
completely n e w method of solving ^ e variable binding
Malsburg & Schneider 1986). M u c h of the recent biological
problem, totally unrelated to other techniques. O n e of these
data and modeling has focused on perceptual modalities,
techniques, which generalizes m a n y more specialized
especially vision (Gray, Konig, Engel, & Singer 1989;
methods, is tensor product representation.
In this
E c k h o m , Reitboeck, A m d t , & Dicke 1990). Neurons
technique, a structure is viewed as a set of bindings of
fimctioning as feature detectors fire synchronously (or 'in
formal roles to formalfillers.For example, the string A B C
phase') with other neurons responding to other features of
m a y be regarded as a set of three bindings: thefirstformal
the same entity, and out of phase with neurons responding
role is 'first position', which has formalfillerA ; the fillers
to features of other entities.
of the second and third roles are B and C , respectively.
Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1993) have proposed phase
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Fig. 1: Temporal synchrony representation of givelJohn, Mary, bopk), with N = 3 binding slots per cycle
(Shastri & Ajjanagadde 1990). Each label on the vertical axis denotes a single unit.
Table 1: K e y to the Analysis
formal role = 1 or 2 or ... or N

e.g.:

formalfiller=
{ a semantic role, its semanticfiller)

formal role = 1

is occupied by

formalfiller= {give-obj, b o o k }

Each formal role is bound to its formalfillerwith the t^isor
product operation, and the roles and fillers are both
represented by patterns of activation with the structure of a
tensor. The properties of tensor product representations,
and their relations to symbolic structures in connectionist
models graerally, are discussed extensively in Smol^sky
(1990). Tensor products have been used in models of
memory (e.g., Humphreys et al. 1989) and analogy
(Halford et al., 1994) and in grammatical theory (Legendre,
M i y a U & Smolensky 1990 et seq.).
Here, a tensor m a y be thought of as a multi-dimensional
array with multiple indices and real valued elements. The
number of indices that a tensor possesses is called its rank.
A rank 2 tensor is just a matrix; it has two indices, as in
Tfj. A rank 1 tensor is a garden-variety vector: it has one
index, as in T,-. Tensor product representations of recursive
structures require tensors of rank higher than 2; here w e
need only tensors of rank 1 and 2 (vector and matrix).
Let v denote a vector (rank 1 tensor) of dimensionality
d,: V consists of d, elements, the ith element being v,-. Let
u denote another vector, with dimwisionality d^. The tensor
product of u and t, denoted u ® v , is defined to be a rank
2 tensor T with indices having the dimensionalities d^ and
d, (in that order), and with elements defined as Tiy
y =- ^U,v.V^ .
The tensor product is not commutative ( u ® v
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because u,v. ^ v-u- (unless of course u = • ) . (For u ® v ,
thefirstindex has dimensionality d^, the second d^; for
V ® u, the dimensionalities reverse.) W h e n u and v are rank
1 tensors—regard them as column vectors—the tensor
product is the same as the outer product of matrix algebra:
u ® v reduces to uv^.
Addition of tensors is the straightforward generalization
of addition of vectors: each element of the resulting tensor
is the s u m of the corresponding elements of the addend
tensors. T w o tensors m a y only be added together if they
have the same number of indices and each pair of
corresponding indices have the same dimensionality.
A tensor product representation binds a formalfillerto a
formal role by taking the tensor product of the tensor
representing thefillerand the tensor representing the role.
Multiple bindings m a y be combined into one t^isor
representation by superimposing the representations of the
individual bindings (that is, by summing the t^isor
representations): see Fig. 2.
Synchronized Firing as a Tensor Product
Figs. 1 and 2, depicting the representations using temporal
synchrony and tensor product variable binding, suggest that
the two schemes are entirely different. This is an illusion,
however; dissolving this illusion is our main goal here.
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Fig. 2. A tensor product representation of B A . T h e formal roles are ri,r2—first and second positionrepresented by the vectors fj = (1 0 1), Tj = (0 1 0); thefillersare A = (1 0 1 0), B = (0 1 1 0).
The representation of B A is B A = A ® r 2 + B ^ r j , a rank-2 tensor.
Fig. 3a illustrates our analysis of ten^raral synchrony
binding as a kind of tensor product representation. For each
'real' unit, e.g., J o h n , in the temporal synchrony scheme,
there is n o w an entire row of 'virtual' units, each showing
the activity of J o h n during one time slot during one time
cycle. We've sinq)ly r^laced a b u m p y activity trace with
a r o w of virtual units showing the same activation values.
Fig. 3a is a space-time diagram of an activity pattern: the
vertical axis is space, the horizontal axis time. A row of
virtual units in Fig. 3 shows the activity history over time
of a single real imit in Fig. 1; a column of units in Fig. 3
shows the activity pattern over the whole Fig. 1 network at
a single m o m e n t of time.
Fig. 3b shows one of the bindings in the full proposition
give(John,Mary,book) shown in Fig. 3a. This binding,
book/give-obj, is the tensor product of the formal filler
vector fJ shown along the right edge and the formal role
vector r^ shown along the bottom. T h e formal role vector
Ti has activity value 1 during thefirst'slot' of each time
cycle. The formalfillervector fj has activity value 1 in the
locations corresponding to the units for give-obj and book;
the subtlety is that the formal filler includes both the
semanticfiller(book) and the semantic role (give-obj).
T h e formal role has no relation to the semantic role, which
is part of the formal filler. Rather than using the tensor
product to directly bind the semantic role and semantic
filler, these are iiiq)licitly bound together in virtue of both
being explicitly bound (via the tensor product) to a c o m m o n
formal role, i.e. time slot. In equations: rather than
b o o k ® give-obj w e have:
[book + give-obj] ®rj = book^r^ + give-obj ®rj.
The first alternative (book0give-obj) instantiates the
general
tensor
product
binding
scheme
formal-filler®formal-role by setting the formal role =

semantic role and the formalfiller= semanticfiller;this
method, which we'll dub the formal=semantic approach, is
one w a y to use the tensor product technique to represent a
proposition. Another way, illustrated in Fig. 3, is to set the
formalfillerto be the superposition of a semanticroleand
its corresponding semanticfiller,and set the formal role to
be an arbitrary pattern, independent of the other formal
roles used in the other bindings. We'll call this the
formal ^semantic approach.
(Other connectionist
representational schemes also instantiate this approach: see
the Conclusion section.)
Fig. 3b shows only one of the three bindings present in
Fig. 3a; the other two are analogous. Just as prescribed by
the general tensor product scheme, these three bindings are
combined by superposition (i.e., summation); this yields
exactly Fig. 3a. In Fig. 3a, w e have distinguished the three
bindings by using different shading patterns for their active
units; in all cases, regardless of pattern, the shaded imits
have activity 1.
The real resource measure of a representation, w e claim,
is the number of activation values it requires; here, we'll
call this tensor element complexity, T E C for short. The
T E C of the formal=semantic and formal ^semantic
representations differ. For the formal=semantic approach,
it's (^semantic roles)(#semanticfillers);for the other, it's
A^(#semantic roles + ^semanticfillers).(Recall that N is
the number of time slots in each cycle. W e count only the
activation values in a single cycle, since multiple cycles
contain no more information.)
A s Shastri and Ajjanagadde (1993) point out, temporal
synchrony allows b o o k to be bound to both give-obj and,
say, own-obj in a single time slot; the tensor product
analysis of this is sin^)ly:
book^fj + give-obj<S)rj + own-obj0r|.
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Fig. 3a: Temporal synchrony binding as a spatio-temporal tensor product representation.
Fig. 3b: O n e of the three bindings which are superinq>osed in Fig. 3a, book/give-obj,
the t^isor product of the indicated formal filler and formal role vectors.

A Two-Way
Formal/Implementational
Representation Typology
Viewing the sychronired firing model as a kind of tensor
product has a number of advantages. Crucially, it allows us
to clearly separate issues lying at Marr's lowest,
implementational, level fi-om Uiose at the next highest,
representational/algorithmic, level (Marr 1982).
Fig. 3 is a space-time diagram of a network. If the
horizontal axis is changed from time to space, it becomes a
normal diagram of a network, where each circle represents
a real rather than a virtual unit. T h e number of activity
values—the T E C — d o e s not change, of course; w e have only
the standard trade-off between space and time. In the
purely-spatial interpretation of Fig. 3, w e have a pattern of
activity distributed over two space dimensions, but
unvarying in time; in the space-time interpretation, w e have
a iexnponily varying pattern of activity across a one-spacedimensional network. W e can choose to expend N time
units on our representation, and (Jifsemantic roles +
^semanticfillers)real units; or w e can expend 1 time imit
and N(#semantic roles + ^semanticfillers):the resulting
T h e choice here is clearly an
T E C is the same.
implementation-level one: at the representational level. Fig.
3 characterizes the same rq>resentation whether the
horizontal axis is inq)lemented in space or in time.
O n the other hand. Fig. 3, illustrating the
formal ^semantic iqiproach, differs at the representational

level from the formal=semantic alternative (they have
different T E C s , for example). Thus w e can see in the
temporal synchrony proposal two separate ideas residing at
two differrat levels; these are shown along the two axes of
the two-by-two typology of represoiUtions shown in Table
2 (in which 'f-' and 's-' abbreviate 'formal' and 'semantic,'
respectively. T h e T E C depends o n the rq)resentational but
not the implementational axis.
A larger and more general typology can be generated by
considering additional representational and implem^itational
issues, including those listed in Table 3.
Conclusion
The temporal synchrony representational scheme of Shastri
& Ajjanagadde (1993) and others provides an elegant
synthesis of two logically separate ideas. T h e first is the
implementation-level idea of using time as a representational
dimension: in addition to using space as a resource for
holding the activation values of a connectionist
representation, w e can also use time as such a resource.
This is potentially quite useful for designing efficient
artificial or biologically faithful networks. A s our analysis
shows, there is nothing inherently temporal about the role
played by time in the synchrony approach; this role could be
played by various other in^lementational resources, e.g.,
space, without changing the structure of the representations.
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Table 2: A Typology of Representations
Representational Axis

Typology
Spatial Semantic Roles
time-complexity = 1
space-complexity=
(»s-roles)(#s-fillers)
Spatial 'Synchrony'
time-complexity = 1
II space-complexity =
II A^()ifs-fillers + »s-roles)
I

^^?yj(!J[onnal_Rol«_

|_

Temporal Semantic Roles
time-complexity = #s-roles
space-complexity =
#s-fillers

formal=semantic
/Sff-fillers = jifs-flllers
#f-role8 = #s-roles
T E C = (#8-roles)(#8-filler8)

Temporal Synchrony
time-complexity = N
space-complexity =
#s-fillers + (Cs-roles

formal .^semantic
#f-filler8 = #8-iiller8 + /fs-roles
#f-role8= N

l____T9!!!E2!!?II!?JI5?L5,°!^_

In^lem^tational Axis

j
J

TEC =
time-complexity X
space-conq)lexity

Table 3: Representational- vs. hnplementational-Level Issues
R^resentational-Levd Issues
Distinction of formal and semantic roles and fillers
Localist vs. distributed representations
Dimensionality of the role and filler spaces (both semantic and formal)
Continuous vs. discrete dimensional indexing
Range of tmsor component values used (e.g., real, binary)
Separate vs. overlapping subspaces for semantic roles and semantic fillers
Implementational-Level Issues
Con^>lexity in space (number of neural units)
Complexity in time (intrinsic to neural units)
Complexity of activation values of units (real vs. binary, complex, 'label-passing')
T h e second, higher-level, idea embodied in the temporal
synchrony scheme is that a semantic role/filler pair like
gi ve-obj/book can be implicitly bound together by explicitly
binding each of give-obj and b o o k to a c o m m o n formal
role (using the tensor product). This kind of inqilicit
binding has been used by others, e.g.. Pattern Similarity
Association of B a m d e n & Srinivas (1991). The explicit
binding can be analyzed within the tensor product
represmtational framework, like the explicit binding in
virtually all other coimectionist representation schemes.
A s our typology of representations spells out, the second
idea has a significant bearing on the abstract structure and
conq>lexity of representations, whereas the first,
implementational idea, does not.
T h e tensor product analysis of temporal synchrony offers
a number of other contributions which w e have insufficient
space to discuss here; for example, it renders completely

straightforward the seemingly impossible generalizations of
the synchrony technique to distributed r^resentations and to
overlapping firing patterns, and it allows direct formal
analysis of inference over these representations, exploiting
tensor calculus (Tesar & Smolensky, in preparation).
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Abstract
The perceptual principles that allow people to group
visually similar objects into entities, or groups, have been
called the Gestalt Laws of perception. T w o well known
principles of perceptual grouping are proximity and
similarity: objects that lie close together are perceived to
fall into groups; objects of similar shape, size or color are
more likely to form groups than objects differing along
these dimensions. While the primary function of these
"laws" is to help us perceive the world, they also enter into
our communications. People can build on assumptions
about each other's perception of the world as a basis for
simplifying discourse: for example, w e invariably refer to
collections of objects simply by gesturing in their
direction and uttering "those." The current work describes
an algorithm that simulates parts of the visual grouping
mechanism at the object level. The system uses feature
spaces and simple ranking methods to produce object
groupings. Computational aspects of this system are
described in detail and its uses for enhancing multi-modal
interfaces are explained.
K e y w o r d s : Perceptual grouping, gestalt perception,
multi-modal, simulation, human-computer interaction.
Introduction
In natural dialogue a person m a y point to some objects,
simply refer to them as those and ask someone to m o v e
them, remove them, tell about them, etc. T h e addressee's
understanding of this behavior requires interpretation of a
multi-modal act—combining the utterance ("those") with the
area addressed by the gesture (McNeill, 1992; Goodwin,
1981). Perceptual grouping allows a person furthermore to
resolve a reference to multiple objects without requiring that
every item referenced be enumerated. If a number of objects
lie close together in the direction pointed they will naturally
be considered constituting the referred group.' If they lie
scattered but have a striking visual feature in c o m m o n , they
will also combine to form a group. Interestingly, the
gesture's form will generally not change the listener's
* The focus here will be on pre-attentive visual processing
and visual features—other factors contributing to reference
resolution, such as dialogue history and functional attributes of
objects, will not be discussed.
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interpretation of it becausefinalresolution of the reference is
based on Gestalt grouping principles unrelated to the
gesture.
Research in gestalt perception dates back to Wertheimer
(1923). Since then, perceptual organization research in
psychology has g r o w n to include both classical
experimentation and computational modeling (Feldman &
Ballard, 1983; Rock, 1983; Marr, 1982; Palmer, 1981;
Tversky, 1977; Rosch et al., 1976). Several computational
approaches to explaining perceptual grouping phenomena
have been offered (Treisman, 1990; Palmer, 1981; Tversky,
1977) and the focus has been both onfindingfeatures in the
visual scene that can be used to discern objects (Treisman,
1990), and on higher-level object recognition and
classification (Marr, 1982; Rosch et al., 1976). The focus
in this paper, however, is vision simulation within the
confines of the computer's world, where objects and their
attributes are well defined.
T h e notion of grouping displayed items according to
Gestalt principles was proposed by Dr. Richard Bolt of the
M I T Media Laboratory andfirstexplored by Chin (1987) in
a preliminary fashion. This paper describes a general
computational model of perceptual grouping and discusses
its use in human-computer interaction. T h e algorithm
simulates the phenomena of proximity and similarity by
coding object features into multi-dimensional feature space
and ranking them according to proximity in that space,
producing perceptual groupings that can help resolve
references in multi-modal context.
Multiple Reference in Human-Computer
Interaction
In the currently popular "desktop metaphor" for computer
interfaces, the principle of perceptual grouping is heavily
used: functionally similar objects are grouped into c o m m o n
spatial regions and marked with c o m m o n visual features,
allowing the user to locate them easily and reference them
with pointing devices such as mice or trackballs. Usually
such "references" are handled literally with no interpretation
on the part of the interface. For situations where an
artificially imposed layout is impossible, such as in terrain
maps or architectural blueprints, referring to collections of
objects becomes cumbersome. In these situations it would

A deictic gesture m a y in the simplest case produce a
single point o n the screen (Figure 1) w h e r e the person
pointed (Thorisson et a!., 1992). This gesture could be
accompanied by speech or a key press that is predefined to
m e a n "multiple reference." A perceptual grouping algorithm
can m a k e interpretation of the gesture both independent of
the gesture's form and of the input method used: references
can be m a d e with a mouse, touch screen, data glove or even
gaze (Koons & Thorisson, 1993; Thorisson et al., 1 9 9 2 ) —
these will all look equivalent to the computer (Figure 2).
T h e expectation w e should have of any algorithm designed
for this purpose is that its groupings are reasonably close to
w h a t w e w o u l d expect another person to m a k e in a
conversation. It is also a necessary requirement that the
algorithm takes n o longer to produce an output than would
be considered normal in a h u m a n interaction.

Mad River
"11/5^ Cem
j_--^yX-9?«e4-?.t

' CHAKUE

Figure 1; A typical pointing gesture m a y provide the
computer with a single point (shown by star).

be helpful to be able to refer to objects multi-modaly, using
the conventions of social communication.
Perceptual Grouping
Multi-Modal Interaction
Work is underway to use perceptual grouping algorithms in
conjunction with multi-modal systems that recognize
speech, free-form hand gestures and analyze people's gaze
(Sparrell, 1993; Koons et al., 1993; Bolt & Herranz, 1992,
Thorisson et al. 1992; for related work see Tyler et al.,
1991; Wahlster, 1991; Hauptman, 1989; Bolt, 1987; Chin,
1987; Bolt, 1984). Bolt, as early as 1980 (Bolt, 1980),
described a system called Put That There where multi-modal
reference to single objects was possible. In the Iconic
system (Sparrell, 1993) utterances can be mixed with freeform gestures: if a user speaks the words "Move the chair"
while showing direction and amount of motion with a hand
gesture, the system can execute the action without any
further input. A recurring problem in such interaction,
however, is the inability of the computer to "see" the world
in the same w a y as people do. For example, groups and
groupings of objects that are obvious to users are invisible
to the machine. A s a result, discourse methods for reference
that build on assumptions of similarity between speaker and
hearer cannot be used.
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The features of proximity and similarity are best explained
by example. In Figure 3 the proximity of objects results in
the perceptual groupings marked a, b and c. Since objects
can be similar in more than one way, similarity is a more
complex measure than proximity. T o simplify, w e can say
that the visual features of (1) shape, (2) size, (3) color (hue),
(4) brightness (intensity), (5) orientation and (6) texture all
can work toward making objects look similar. In this paper
I will address thefirstthree.
In the current approach, feature spaces are assumed to be
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Real-world images gathered with cameras for computer
vision systems are characterized by noise and
unpredictability, with complicating factors such as zooming,
panning and changes in lighting (Ballard & Brown, 1982).
In contrast, computer-generated objects on a graphical
display are free of these complicating issues. Since graphic
objects have well-defined, accessible attributes such as size,
color, etc., the approach taken here lies at the object level,
taking the objects and their attributes as given.
The factors most often discussed in Gestalt perception
research are (1) proximity, (2) similarity, (3) good
continuation, (4) symmetry and (5) closure. Discussions of
these can be found in Rock (1983) and Coren and W a r d
(1989); this paper focuses on thefirsttwo.
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Figure 2: T h e user can say "Delete [gesture] these icons"
and do a gesture (dotted arrows) near a group of objects. T h e
simulated perceptual grouping algorithm enables the
computer to infer which objects the gesture refers t o —
independent of its precise form.
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Figure 3: T h e perceptual Gestalt law of similarity
comprises m a n y features, three of which are s h o w n here: In
spite of all objects in a, b or c being equidistant from each
odier, color will m a k e us see columns in a, shape will form
rows in b, and size will form columns in c.
T h e law of proximity allows us to see a, b and c as three
separate groups.
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Figure 5. F r o m the calculated distance between object pairs
(a) a score is computed by normalization and inversion (b).

Figure 4: T h e objects {a, b, c, d } in the layout on the left
are represented as vertices in two-dimensional space. All
vertices are connected with edges (Ej j), generating a fully
connected graph.
perceptually linear. This means that the distance between
any t w o points in that space is based on our perception of it
rather than physical measurements. For spatial position
there is close to one-to-one relationship between physical
distance and the perceived distance (Coren & W a r d , 1989).
For other features, like brightness or loudness, the
relationship b e t w e e n the physical stimulus a n d the
perception of it is not linear; these have to be correlated in a
procedure k n o w n as magnitude estimation. This is h o w the
Munsell color space is constructed (Foley et al., 1990),
which here provides the basis for brightness computations.

The Computational Model
The perceptual grouping algorithm works in four major
steps. First (1), for all possible object pairings, it computes
the objects' proximity (distance in the 2-D plane) and
produces a list of edges for each pair, with an associated
proximity score. This score is inversely proportional to the
distance between objects. T h e n (2) it computes the
similarity of each edge's object pair along o n e featural
dimension (color, shape, brightness, size) present in the
layout, assigns a high score if the objects are similar—a low
if they are not, and weights the resulting score with that
pair's proximity score. T h e result are edge lists, one for
each feature, containing similarity scores weighted by
proximity. These lists are subsequently ordered. It then (3)
searches through each list looking for significant differences
between adjacent edge scores. W h e n such a difference is
found, the edges so far compared are grouped. A t last the
algorithm (4) compares the groups produced for each feature
and combines those that contain the s a m e objects.
T h e approach taken here bears resemblance to s o m e that
have previously been proposed. Experimental evidence from

brain research seems to indicate the separate processing of
proximity and other features (Kosslyn & Koenig, 1992;
Treisman, 1990). Treisman (1982; 1980). and Palmer
(1981), have proposed that in the brain, features are projected
into separate spaces that can each contain one feature plus
positional dimensions. This theory concurs with the
algorithm described here.
Computing Proximity
T h e proximity score is a number between 0 to 1 that
represents a linear estimation of spatial proximity of objects
in the 2-D plane; high scores indicate closeness and low
scores separation. T o compute this, w e start with a layout
of objects, as the example of circles shown in Figure 4.
The position of each object is viewed as a point in twodimensional (2-D) space (x, y). This space can be drawn as
a non-directed graph, G={V, E}, where V is a set of objects
and E is the set of edges, or vertices connecting them. For
the layout in Figure 4 w e have V={a,b,c,d} and E={Ea,b.
Ea.c Ea.d- ^b.c ^b.d- ^c,6)- Each edge receives a value
depending on the proximity of the two objects it connects.
First, the absolute distance between pairs of objects in 2-D
space is calculated: Dprox(i,j). where j and j are the two
objects (Figure 5a). This distance is then normalized by the
longest distance (max[Dprox(i,j)l) and at last inverted by
subtracting the normalized distance from 1 (Figure 5b).
This represents the proximity score (Sprox)forany given
pair of objects in the layout and is given by: Sprox(e) = 1 "
(Dprox(i,i) / max[Dprox(i,j)]). where e is an edge and i and j
are the objects it connects.
Computing Similarity
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The color space used here is a circular, discrete space (figure
6) where colors were chosen based on the basic color terms
in language (Kay & McDaniel, 1978). A color score (Scol)
is given to an edge by computing the distance between the
colors (Dcol(i,j)) of object pairs that the edge connects,
normalizing witn the longest edge and subtracting from one:
Scol(e) = 1 - (Dcol (i,j) / max[Dcol(i.j)]).
Size and shape are also treated as discrete spaces. While
color space is circular, however, shape (Figure 7) and size
spaces are not. For simple shapes, such as the ones used
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Figure 7: T h e square and circle can be represented as
opposite ends on a shape continuum.

Figure 6: Color is represented as a circular, one
dimensional space containing eight color values.
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E: A list of ordered edges.
N: The number of edges in E.
F: The feature being computed.
G [ C O U N T , F ] : 2-D array containing groups of edges.
D: Difference between adjacent scores in the list.
Tl, T2: First- and second-order difference buffers.
C O U N T and i are counters.
G: Number of objects in E that should be grouped.
CEILING: Variable (see text).

C E I L I N G IS initialized to a value higher than the
largest possible difference between adjacent edge
pairs.
S T O P IS a constant.
Procedure MAIN
WHILE (CEILING > STOP)
Tl<-0
T2<-0
FIND-DIFFS
G R O U P first G edges in E

D<-0
Tl <-0
T2*-0
COUNT <- 0

Procedure 3.

found so far and limits the search to a value below thi
time a new search is done on the same list.

Procedure FIND-DIFFS
FOR i <- 1 TO (N -1)
Df-(Swi-Swi+i)
IF(D>T1)
A N D (D < CEILING)
AND(T2<D-T1)
THEN T2<-(D-T1)
CEILING <-D
Tl<-D
G<-i
Procedure GROUP
G[COUNT,F] <- first G edges in E ^
COUNT *- (COUNT + 1)

Forming Groups

Once this algorithm has been run on each feature list, L(f), it
has produced one or more lists of edges for each feature that
constitutes a significant "perceptual group." A comparison
is then done a m o n g all the resulting groups. If a group
occurs more than once (for example, if there is a group of
objects in the scene where all objects are circles and of the
same color), the two groups are merged. A n important
point is that when applying the above algorithm, only the
features that vary a m o n g the objects should be used in the
computations. This means that if, for instance, all objects
are of the s a m e size, size scores will not be used in the
Procedures 1 and 2.
computations. T o m a k e the groupings useful in humancomputer dialogue it is necessary to add a goodness score
here, size can be represented along a single, linear dimension
that indicates h o w well each group stands out from the rest.^
from small to large.
Such a score allows the algorithm to rank groups according
The scores in continuous spaces such as brightness are
to h o w "perceptually good" they seem, and subsequently
weighted by an exponential function, thus emphasizing high
make hypotheses about a user's multi-modal references based
scores and de-emphasizing low scores: Sbrjght(e) = ^ " on context and dialogue history.
sqrt(Dbright(i,j)^ / max[Dbright(i,j)]^)Results

Finding Gestalts
Once a feature score has been computed for an edge, S(f\, it
is weighted by the 2-D spatial proximity score (Sprox) of
that edge: Sw(f,e) = S(f,e) Sprox(e). where f is the feature
(color, shape, size, brigntness) and e is the edge. T h e
weighted scores of every feature are listed in descending order
such that for each feature w e have a list L(f): L(f) = {Sw(f,e')
>= Sw(f^e") >= Sw(f,e"') >=•••}• A search procedure compares
adjacent pairs of edges in these lists, starting from the
greatest value, looking for the largest difference on each pass
(Procedures 1 and 2). A second-order difference (the
difference between these differences) is used to determine
when the preceding edges should be considered as
constituting a significant group. Because the edges are
ordered w e are ensured that the most perceptually significant
groups stre found first.
The extent of the search in each feature list is determined
by a constant (STOP, Procedure 3). It's value will depend on
the range of values used in the feature spaces and h o w long
w e want to continue partitioning the layout into subgroups.
A variable (CEILING) keeps track of the highest difference
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The above algorithm produces surprisingly good results.
T w o typical examples for demonstrating Gestalt principles
are shown in Figures 8 and 9 (groups are ordered according
to goodness in descending order from left to right, starting at
the top). T h e third example (Figure 10) shows h o w the
algorithm avoids improper assumptions about group
adherence in semi-structured layouts.
In human-computer interaction, this level of performance
is sufficient to simulate multiple-object reference resolution
quite similar to that observed in h u m a n interaction. T h e
computer can look at the ranked groups and take the best fit
to the current point on the screen. If there is doubt about
^ This score is currently computed by averaging the values of
all links (Sw(f)) involved in creating a group.
3 Once the edges have been stored in G [ C O U N T , F ] , an
additional search is required to see if the number of edges is equal
to or larger than the number of objects they connect minus one
(Ne > No I). If not, the graph has isolated nodes and two or
more perceptually significant groups of objects will be
contained in a single cell of G[COUNT,F].
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INPUT:

OUTPUT:
OUTPUT:
••

• ••
• •

•

• •

•

• •
• •

• •
• •

•
• •
•

• •
• •

• •

Figure 8: In this classical example demonstrating the
principles of proximity and similarity of size, the system
produces the same groupings that people are prone to make.

Figure 9: Example demonstrating the interaction of
features competing for group adherence. (Afterfindingthe
which group is being referred to, it can go down the group four most obvious groups, the system continues the search
list to find the next-bestfit.A system could also highlight
and comes up with one subgroup before grouping all objects
the candidate groups and ask the user (with synthesized
together. Notice that the two white circles at the bottom are
speech or printed text) which one it is. This w a y references
a tad closer together than the other objects.)
can be resolved without requiring users to repeat a command.
similarity of objects—two of the five well-known grouping
principles of Gestalt perception. A n important third
Limitations
candidate would be good continuation, which would make
Even given the very restricted nature of the input that this
recognition of lines formed by rows of objects more robust
algorithm was designed to handle, it still has a number of
than
it is now. Whether this, and other principles can be
limitations. O n e of these is using a fully connected graph
incorporated
remains to be seen.
to compute groupings, generating an exponential growth of
the approach currently applies only to twoAlthough
edges with a linear increase of objects. The problem can be
dimensional
layouts, it m a y very well extend to threedealt with in part by using only edges that fall below a
dimensional
spaces.
A n important question then is h o w
certain percentage of the longest one. Preliminary tests have
well
the
computer's
simulated
perception of grouping will
indicated that performance significantly deteriorates if the
match
the
viewer's,
w
h
o
is
provided
with only a projection
longest edge used in the computations is less than 6 0 % of
of the scene, leaving out some of the strongest cues for
the largest distance between objects. Thus, up to 4 0 % of
depth such as stereopsis and motion parallax.
the edges can seemingly be discarded without a serious effect
Another limitation in the current version of the algorithm
on the results.
is
the simplified treatment of shape space. With complex
The algorithm can take into account proximity and
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•
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OUTPUT A
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INPUT B

• •
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'_

:•
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Figure 10: With unstructured input—objects varying along the dimensions of size, shape and brightness—the
system's ability to compute realistic groupings becomes readily apparent. In A the white objects are not all
considered constituting a "white" group because the gray pentagons intersect them. W h e n the white pentagon is
m o v e d closer to the white circles (input B ) , the system will consider these a perceptually significant group,
even though their shapes differ.
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shapes, many issues, such as orientation and viewpoint, will Hauptman, A. G. (1989). Speech and Gestures for Graphic
start to play a significant role. It is not clear if these
Image Manipulation. S I G C H I Proceedings '89, 241problems can be handled in a simple way.
245. N e w York: A C M Press.
Kay, P. & McDaniel, C. K. (1978). The Linguistic
Significance of the Meanings of Basic Color Terms.
Conclusion
Language, 54, 610-46.
The current work is an attempt to bring human-machine
Koons, D. B. & Thorisson, K. R. (1993). Estimating
interaction closer to human-human communication by
Direction of Gaze in Multi-Modal Context. Presented at
drawing on research in discourse and computer vision. The
3
C Y B E R C 0 N F — T h e Third International Conference on
simplicity and relative computational inexpensiveness of the
Cyberspace,
April 14-15, Austin, Texas.
algorithm described allows it to produce reasonable
Koons, D. B., Sparrell, C. J. & Thorisson, K. R. (1993).
perceptual groupings in real-time during interaction. It
Integrating Simultaneous Input from Speech, Gaze and
highlights the point that in spite of limited computer
Hand Gestures. In M . Maybury (ed.), Intelligent Multiintelligence, human-computer interaction need not be limited
Media
Interfaces, 252-276. Cambridge, M A : A A A I
to direct manipulation or arbitrary communication
Press/MIT Press.
languages.
Kosslyn, S. M . & Koenig, O. (1992). Wet Mind: The N e w
Cognitive Neuroscience. N e w York: The Free Press.
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Exploiting P r o b l e m Solving to Select Information
to Include in Dialogues b e t w e e n Cooperating A g e n t s
Elise H. 'Rirner
Computer Science Department
University of New Hampsliire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
eht@cs.unh.edu
Abstract

In this paper, w e suggest h o w a speaker can select information by relying solely on knowledge that is available and
When agents cooperate to solve complex problems in the real- easily accessible. W e focus on an often-overlooked resource,
world, they must choose which information to communicate
knowledge of the speaker's o w n problem solving. If both
from the mass of information that might affect the problem. A
agents are addressing the same goal and have similar reasonspeaker should communicate the information that will be most
ing strategies and capabilities, information that is useful to
helpful to the other agent. However, the speaker may not have
one of them will be useful to the other. So, if an agent can
a great deal of knowledge about the other. In addition, the
determine the role of some information in its o w n problem
speaker is also involved in reasoning about the collaborative
solving, it gains insight into h o w useful that information will
problem solving task. So, processing that is done solely to
be to others. Since the agent simply monitors its o w n reaselect information will be taken from the resources available to
work on the primary problem.
soning, determining the usefuhiess of information requires no
In this f)aper. w e present preliminary work on a new approach
additional knowledge and little computational effort beyond
to selecting information that should be included in a dialogue.
that required by the agent to reason about the problem solving
Our approach uses the speaker's knowledge of iu own probtask.
lem solving to determine how useful some piece of informaW e are particularly interested in exploiting problem solving
tion might be to other agents. Consequently, the speaker can
to allow computer systems to select information to include in
make its decision to include information in the dialogue usdialogues. T o achieve this, w e must aeate heuristics which
ing no additional knowledge and few additional computational
translate problem solving into a usefulness rating for informaresources beyond those required to reason about the primary
tion. T h e usefulness rating should indicate both h o w pertinent
problem solving task. W e suggest heuristics which translate
the information is to the current problem and h o w difficult the
problem solving into estimates of how useful information will
information will be for others to infer. The usefulness rating
be for others.
can be integrated with existing natural language processing
techniques to select information to include in problem solvIntroduction
ing dialogues.
Information is one of the most important resources that can
be shared by cooperating agents. Since each agent has only
Using Problem Solving to Select Information:
partial knowledge of the world, agents can build a more comA n E x a m p l e Dialogue
plete representation for problem solving if they exchange this
Consider the following fragment of a constructed problem
knowledge. B y communicating results as they reason sepasolving dialogue. The discourse takes place between acquainrately about the cooperative task, each agent gives the other
tances
planning a party for a mutual friend. Both conversants
insight into its problem solving strategy as well as allowing
have
only
limited knowledge of the guest of honor and of each
the other to avoid redundant problem solving. In complex,
other. They do not know what the other knows or how die
real-world domains, there is a great deal of infonnation that
other will approach the problem. W e assume that the conis pertinent to any task — so m u c h information that it cannot
versants are pursuing only the goal of planning the party and
all be communicated during problem solving. Therefore, an
related
subgoals. Under these circumstances, their conversaagent must choose the most helpful information to communition might include the following:
cate to others.
W e are particularly interested in h o w agents can select inAngela-1: W h e n should w e have the party?
Bob-2:
Fred and Mary go to dinner every Friday night.
formation while working within the constraints of cooperative
Angela-3: What about Sunday afternoon?
problem solving dialogues. First, agents have only a partial
That's fine.
Bob^:
view of each other. Therefore, they cannot rely on detailed
Fred really likes Joey's, and they serve a great
knowledge of another to suggest information that will be helpSunday brunch.
ful. Second, communication is in service of some primary
Angela-5: W e could go there.
problem solving task. Since resources used solely to process
That should cost us each about $150.
Bob-6:
communication will be taken from those available to perform
N o w , let us consider h o w the problem solving of each indithe primary problem solving task, processing used solely to
produce and understand messages should be kept to a minividual m a y have motivated their utterances. F r o m the informum.
mation that they have considered while reasoning about the
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Figure 1: O u r architecture for problem solving and communication.

cooperative problem, they will only communicate that which
has a high usefulness rating. Speakers must also be able to
integrate these usefuhiess ratings with other available knowledge about language processing, such as, linguistic conventions, hearer's beliefs, and speaker's and hearer's goals. For
example, Bob's "that'sfine"results from B o b believing that
the question "What about Sunday afternoon?" requires a response.

F r o m P r o b l e m S o l v i n g to U t t e r a n c e s

T h e architecture for problem solving and conraiunication that
w e use is shown in Figure I. During problem solving, n e w
goals arise which can be achieved through communication.
T h e dialogue manager chooses appropriate discourse schemas
for achieving these goals within a coherent, conventional conversation (Turner, 1990; Turner, 1992). These schemas form
a template which guides the dialogue manager. In our architecture, usefulness ratings cause the problem solver to activate
Bob is also trying to find a response to a question, "When a communication goal to say s o m e information item w h e n its
should w e have a party?", when he considers his knowledge
usefuhiess rating is higher than s o m e threshold. Usefulness
that Fred and M a r y are busy on Friday nights. This informaratings can also be incorporated into otiier types of discourse
tion rules out Friday as a possible time for the party. B y telling systems, as discussed below.
Angela, she can also rule out Friday nights. Bob's decision to
In any system, the most difficult step isfindingthe usefulinclude this information might result from a heuristic giving
ness rating for s o m e information item. T o do this, heuristics
high usefuhiess ratings to information that serves to constrain
must be found which can convert problem solving knowledge
possible solutions. Specifically, B o b communicates informainto usefuhiess ratings. T h e exact heuristics and their imtion that leads to a plan failure so that Angela will not waste
plementation will depend on the reasoners being used by the
time considering plans which set Friday night as the time of
agents. W e are currendy implementing heuristics for NONLIN
the party.
(Ghosh et al., 1992) to test our method with a specific problem solver. The heuristics used in that implementation are
In the next utterance, Angela also helps to constrain the
derived from ourfindingsabout information that is included
solution. Here, Angela communicates a partial solution to the
in dialogues and an initial set of heuristics. W e devote the rest
problem by suggesting Sunday afternoon for the time. If the
oftillssection to a discussion oftiiesepreUminary results.
suggestion is accepted, Angela and B o b can concentrate only
on plans for the party which can take place at this time.
Information that Should be Communicated.

w e suggest specific heuristics, w e must classify the
Next, as Bob continues to think about the party, he begins Before
to
types
of
information that should be communicated in terms
think of where the party might be held. Bob's next utterance,
tiie
agents'
problem solving. W e have examined both
of
"Fred really likes Joey's, and they serve a great brunch," might
be considered to be a partial solution giving the location. naturally occurring dialogues and successful communication
However, B o b m a y not have yet decided that Joey's would be sti-ategies from distiibuted artificial intelligence to produce
basic categories of uses for information. Information is useful
a good place to have the party. H e m a y have included this
if it helps the agents to do at least one of the following:
information because it impacts the problem and is not hkely
Avoid redundant problem solving. Experiments by
to be known by Angela. For example, if Fred had only gone
Durfee, Lesser and Corkill (Durfee et al., 1987) suggest that
to this restaurant once. B o b m a y believetiiatFred has never
told Angela about it. If a complete model of Angela's bebefs avoiding redundancy in problem solving reduces the overall
were available, B o b could use it to determine if she ab-eady time needed to perform the primary problem solving task.
Agents can avoid redundant processing by communicating
knew about the restaurant. If B o b does not have a good model
of Angela's beliefs, he needs a heuristic which can determine partial solutions. This is particularly useful if m a n y inferences
were needed tofindthe partial solution, or if several potential
when information is unUkely to be k n o w n by another agent.
solutions had to be compared. Agents can also avoid redunFinally, in Bob-6, Bob tells Angela the cost of the party. dant problem solving by including utterances which expliciUy
assign a subtask to an agent; for example, "I'llfigureout h o w
This calculation m a y have been difficult for B o b to make,
and, by telUng Angela the results, he saves her the ti-ouble m u c h this will cost"
Pool relevant facts. A s agents separately experience the
of repeating his calculation. This would suggest heuristics
which give a high usefulness rating to information that relies
world,tiieydevelop unique models for it. W h e n agents join
on procedures which are difficult for the hearer, or information forces to solve a problem,tiieycan exchangetiiisindividual
that is the result of a long chain of inferences.
information. Information is only useful if it is relevant to tiie
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problem at hand. In addition, the less likely that it is known
to another agent, the more useful it will be to communicate
that information. Agents m a y also communicate information
that another m a y k n o w but m a y not be ^plying to this problem. For example, an agent m a y remind another of pertinent
information that happened in the distant past or that is not
directly related to information that has already been c o m m u nicated. In the latter case, the agent often also communicates
the relevance of the information.
Prune the search space. For complex problems, the
search space m a y be huge, including m a n y plans for solving the problem and m a n y constraints on each of those plans.
Agents can help each other to prune this tree in three important ways. First, they can communicate partial solutions so
that only a single solution for some subgoal needs to be considered. Second, they can communicate failures so that the
other agents can avoid solutions which include those failures.
Third, the agent m a y indicate its problem solving strategy by
explicitly suggesting an approach to the problem or by involving the other agents in a discussion of a subgoal. For example,
if two agents are planning an evening out, one m a y indicate
its overall-strategy with " H o w about dinner and a movie?"
and later involve the other in the discussion of a subgoal with
"Which movie should w e see?"
The Heuristics
In order for the heuristics to be useful, they must rely on
specific, easily monitored aspects of problem solving. They
also must capture the difference between the speaker and a
hearer w h o might share general problem solving strategies,
but not specific information. In addition, since information is
often used in a variety of ways during problem solving, w e
must be able to combine heuristics. H o w the information was
used in problem solving, knowledge structures where it was
found, and the differences between problem solvers m a y all
influence the usefulness of information. T o allow heuristics
to be easily combined, w e state the heuristics in terms of
increasing or decreasing a usefulness rating.
Problem solving information needed Our heuristics draw
from three specific types of problem solving information:
• the knowledge structure that a given piece of information
c a m e from
• the type and difficulty of reasoning used to reach or infer
that information
• the effect of that information on performing the task

an agent has c o m e upon while problem solving, w e are guaranteed that the information will in some way be pertinent to
the current task. The mere fact that a piece of information was
used during problem solving is especially helpful in "brainstorming" situations where agents have not yet organized the
problem into assigned subproblems.
It will also be important to k n o w the details of the problem
solving. If the new information will be "difficult" for another
to infer, communicating it will allow the receiver to avoid
that work. If agents process information in the same way, the
sender canfindh o w difficult an inference will be for a receiver
simply by examining its o w n processing. The number of
inferences m a d e and the alternatives on the decision path, for
example, would indicate h o w difficult it would be for another
to infer the same information.
Another important insight from the senders' problem solving is the role that the infonnation played. For example, did
the information warn of a failure that should be avoided, provide a constraint that could help focus problem solving, or
conuibute a possible partial solution? If so, the infonnation
is likely to be more valuable to another agent working on the
same problem.
An initial set of heuristics
1. The length of the chain of reasoning from shared knowledge to the information being considered should be directly proportional to the usefulness rating of the information. This heuristic helps to reduce redundant problem
solving by measuring the difficulty of inferring information.
W h e n agents have similar reasoning capabilities, if information is difficult for one agent to infer, it will be difficult
for another to infer. B y communicating the information,
the receiver is saved that effort
This heuristic is implemented by simply counting the number of inferences m a d e by the speaker from some information item that is k n o w n to both speakers. A n information
item is assumed to be known to both speakers if it has been
communicated. In addition, if an agent has a model of
another that includes information known to that agent, that
information can be considered to be shared.

2. The more choices made in the course of finding a partial
solution, the higher its usefulness rating. This heuristic
prunes the search space by focusing the collaborators on
the same subproblem. If reasoning can proceed in only
one way, it is easy for one agent to re-create the reasoning
The knowledge structure that contains a piece of informaof another. However, each time an agent makes a choice,
tion, and the knowledge about the information contained in
the other agent m a y have to try all possible choices before
that structure, is important because it m a y indicate h o w likely
arriving at the same conclusion. Therefore, to allow other
it is to already be k n o w n by the hearer. If the knowledge is
agents to follow its reasoning, an agent should communicate
tagged as an instance, or if the knowledge was learned from
the results of its choices. This heuristic can be implemented
a private source, the hearer is unlikely to k n o w this informasimply by counting the number of choices that an agent
tion. Heuristics based on the knowledge structure m a y be in
makes, counting both the choice points and the number of
opposition to ones based on reasoning. For example, position
possible values at each of these points. A s the number
in the knowledge structure indicates that the less general inof choices increases, the usefuhiess rating also increases.
formation is likely to be more useful to communicate, despite
This means the usefuhiess rating is low when there are few
the fact that it is easier to infer if known.
choices and the hearer could try all possibiUties. The rating
The problem solving which leads an agent to some piece
gets higher as the hearer's work to reproduce the speaker's
of information also provides clues to the usefuhiess of that
results increases.
information to others. B y considering only information that
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3. The m o r e often a given information item has been used
for problem solving, the higher its usefulness rating.
This heuristic helps the agents to pool relevant facts. The
agent can implement this heuristic by simply inaeasing
a counter each time the information is used in problem
solving. This heuristic is meant to point to salient features
of an entity. If the information is usually important, it is
hkely to be important for this specific task. This heuristic is
also appUcable to Usting attributes in a description or events
in a narrative.

implementing the following heuristics which reflect the same
philosophy. Currently, w e are implementing only three heuristics. For simplicity, two of the heuristics are stated in terms
of creating an information item and giving it an initial usefulness rating. This is possible because the heuristics do not
currently interact If these heuristics prove beneficial, they
will be rewritten to operate on the usefulness rating w h e n the
heuristic set is extended. These heuristics can be seen as combining the more general heuristics so that they can be m o r e
easily be applied in NONLIN.

1.
4. Information retrieved from a case, or a specific instance
in a ISA-hierarchy should be given a high usefulness
rating. This heuristic also helps to pool relevant facts.
Information in a case or instance is k n o w n only to agents
w h o have experienced the case or instance or w h o have been
told about it The information cannot be inferred simply by
following links to more general knowledge. To implement
this heuristic, the agent increases the usefulness rating on
any information that is retrieved from a case or instance
during problem solving.

A schema's usefulness rating is directly proportional
to the n u m b e r of schemas which m a y be used to satisfy a goal. This heuristic serves two purposes in NONLIN.
when agents are working together on a goal, they can prune
the search space by focusing on the schema that has been
coDununicated. W h e n agents are working on separate subproblems, the agent is conununicating a partial solution by
communicating the chosen schema. This heuristic is a specialization of Heuristic # 2 above, nonlin finds all schemas
which could be used to achieve a goal before selecting one
to use in this attempt at planning. This heuristic, then, is
easily
implemented by simply counting the schemas that
Initial Implementation in NONLIN
were found.
W e are currently testing our approach by implementing heuristics for NONLIN (Tate, 1977). W h e n developing the heuristics 2. A n information item is created and given a high usefulness rating w h e n two actions that interfere with each
for a specific planner, w e must adapt the general heuristics
other
are linearized. This heuristic helps agents to avoid
described above to the specific data structures and reasoning
redundant problem solving. These kinds of linearizations
used by that planner. W e are just beginning this process for
are found by reasoning about the T O M E . Since that reasonNONLIN. In this section, w e describe the original heuristics
ing is likely to be computationally expensive, w e can think
that w e are developing for NONLIN. W e have m a d e several asof this heuristic as a specialization of Heuristic #1 of the
sumptions for this initial implementation that w e will loosen
general heuristics. Instead of counting each inference, w e
as w e gain experience in this testbed.
simply give the information a high usefulness rating.
The Implementation
3. A n information item is created and given a high usefulness rating w h e n a plan variable is bound. This useTo implement our heuristics w e are modifying the implemenfulness rating is increased in direct proportion to the
tation of NONLIN available from the University of Maryland
n u m b e r of possible values. Thefirstpart of this heuris(Ghosh era/., 1992). EachNONLiN agent runs in its o w n C o m tic combines Heuristic #1, Heuristic #3, and Heuristic #4.
m o n LISP environment The agents communicate through
Values of a variable are often derived from m a n y inferences
U N I X ports and can conununicate across the internet.
tiiat have been m a d e Uiroughout Uie planning process, so
Our domain is planning activities for an evening out. Curthe actual chain of inferences used to select a value m a y be
rently, the plans are fairly simple and both agents share the
difficult to trace as a side-effect of problem solving. Also,
same plan library. The agents also share knowledge about
variable bindings are important because they m a y constrain
sources of entertainment, such as restaurants and movie them a n y steps of the plan. Furthermore, when agents have difaters. The domain isrichenough, however, that w e will be
ferent knowledge about the world, some possible values for
able to expand the plans and differentiate the agents knowlvariables m a y not be k n o w n to all agents. T h e second part
edge as w e continue to experiment.
of this heuristic is a specialization of Heuristic #2.
In N O N U N , an agent uses schemas to represent methods for
achieving goals. Schemas are associated with plan nodes as
Other Approaches to Selecting Information
the agent builds its plan. The agent has a table of multiple
effects ( T O M E ) which shows h o w plan steps will interact with In this section w e discuss two widely-accepted approaches to
nahiral language processing and their implications for selecteach other. The agent imposes an order on some plan steps,
ing information to include in a dialogue. A third method of
or linearizes these steps, so that harmful interactions will be
selecting information, pruning redundant information, is also
avoided, nonlin agents solve problems hierarchically. A
single schema m a y set the entire (abstract) course of actions. discussed. For each technique, w e suggest h o w usefulness
ratings can be used to select information.
The agent selects a step at random to expand. This way, more
T h e plan-based approach. Allen and Perrault's (1980)
and more detail is added until all steps have been planned to
approach to generating "helpful responses," following the
the level of primitive actions.
plan-based theory of speech acts (Cohen & Perrault, 1979),
Heuristics for nonlin
suggests that a speaker must infer a hearer's plan in order
The general heuristics are meant to point to pertinent inforto identify helpful information. Unfortunately, die need to
mation that m a y be difficult to infer. For nonlin w e are
infer the questioner's plan keepstiiisapproach from being
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extended to the general case of selecting information for cooperative problem solving dialogues. First, the speaker m a y
not be able to infer another agent's plan. Without knowledge
of a detailed plan, the speaker cannot determine h o w a specific
piece of information willfitinto that plan. Second, even if
the information is available, inferring the hearer's plan takes
a great deal of valuable computational effort. Since this reasoning is redundant with the hearer's planning, the effort is
wasted.
W e take from this approach the notion that information
about another's problem solving should be taken into consideration when selecting information to communicate to that
agent, w h e n it is available. Our research addresses the limitations of this approach because it does not attempt to simulate
the other's reasoning for the sole purpose of selecting information.
T h e schema-based approach Another method for determining what should be included in a dialogue is to rely on
schemas which capture the conventions of conversation (e.g.,
(Hovy, 1989; M c K e o w n , 1985)). These schemas cannot fully
specify the conversation. Instead, the speaker must m a k e
decisions to choose between alternatives in the schemas, to
include or omit an optional step, and to select the schemas
that will guide the dialogue.
These decisions can be m a d e in two ways. Linguistic
knowledge can be used ( M c K e o w n , 1985). However, decisions which reflect general usage m a y not be appropriate
for the specific problem solving situation. Another ^proach
is to select schemas based on the problem solving goals of
the speaker (Hovy, 1989; Turner, 1990). Our work suggests
specific heuristics which can be used to set the priorities of
these goals.
Pruning redundant information. In an effort to avoid
unwanted implicature (Grice, 1975), a standard technique is
to prune information that is known or can be inferred by the
hearer. W e cannot rely solely on this approach to select information. First, the technique can only be used to prune
information from a dialogue, not to include it Second, this
approach seeks to eliminate information that is represented
either explicitly or implicitly in the model of an agent. To find
the implicitly represented knowledge, the sender must try all
reasoning which could potentially lead to the user inferring
the information. This is time-consuming and forces an agent
to be distracted from the domain task. Finally, there are times
when information that the hearer already knows or can infer is
included in the conversation. Including already-known or inferable information can m a k e problem solving more efficient
by serving as a reminder, indicating the speaker's reasoning,
or saving the hearer the trouble of inferring the information.
In our approach, if information is already known by the hearer,
the speaker can decide if its usefulness rating is high enough
to warrant reminding the speaker of that information.
Conclusion
In this paper, w e have presented preliminary work on a new
approach to selecting information that should be included in
a dialogue. Our approach uses the speaker's knowledge of its
o w n problem solving to determine h o w useful some piece of
information might be to other agents. This addresses some
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limitations of previous approaches because it does not call
for the speaker to have any knowledge of the other agent
and requires only minimal computational effort beyond that
needed for the primary problem solving task.
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Abstract

tonomous underwater vehicles ( A U V s ) (Turner et aL, 1991);
however, m u c h of what w e discuss should be ^plicable to
Handling unanticipated events during problem solving is difany group of autonomous agents collaborating to solve probficult enough when an agent is operating by itself. When
lems in the real world. T h e work reported is largely a part of
the agent is part of a cooperative distributed problem solvthe O r c a project Cnimer, 1994; Turner & Stevenson, 1991),
ing (CDPS) system, the task's difficulty increases dramatically.
whose goal is the creation of a robust, intelligent controller
Now the agent is forced to consider the effect of the event not
for A U V s for use in ocean science and C D P S systems.
only on itself, but also on others and the group as a whole.
It must also consider who should handle the event and the
likely impact that actions taken to diagnose the event or reUnanticipated Events and Multiagent Systems
spond to it may have on other agents. In this paper, w e discuss
Elsewhere, w e have defined unanticipated events as all unpreliminary work aimed at developing a process for handling
predictable changes to the agent's problem-solving situation
events during multiagent cooperative problem solving. The
(Turner, 1994). W e do not necessarily m e a n only those thmgs
domain in which the work is being done is cooperating multhat are novel or completely unexpected, hotvever (though w e
tiple autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs). However, the
do not rule those out). Instead, w e m e a n "unpredictable" in
approach should have broader applicability to almost any realthe sense that a person stepping in front of a car is unpreworld cooperative problem solving task involving autonomous
dictable: although it is likely that, if asked, the driver would
or nearly autonomous agents.
have been able to predict that at some time some person could
Introduction
step in front of his or her car at some place, the exact combination of time and person and place w a s utterly unpredictable
Autonomous agents, whether humans or computer systems,
in advance.
must cope with the fact that the world is unpredictable. This
Unanticipated events in the context of multiple agents force
has a variety of causes, most of which can be traced to uncerus to consider not only events that impact a single agent's
tainty or incomplete information about the environment, unknown processes operating in the world, other agents' actions, problem-solving activities, but also those that impact one or
more other m e m b e r s of the group or the group as a whole. This
or the actions of the agent itself. Unpredictabihty manifests
is hampered by the essentially local view that any particular
itself in the form of unanticipated events that occur during
agent has of its world. Agents build their view of the world
problem solving: unexpected states or action outcomes, inbased on input from sensors, their understanding of the effects
cluding failures and unanticipated interactions with others.
Unless an agent can recognize and handle these events, it will of actions in the world, knowledge of the w a y agents interact (including the overall organizational structure and agents'
be incapable of prolonged useful activity in the real world.
roles in it), and knowledge about what other agents m a y beUs plans will fai beyond recovery, and it will fail to seize
lieve concerning a particular situation. Unfortunately, this lounexpected opportunities.
cal view is inherently incomplete and uncertain.* In addition,
Handling unanticipated events is difficult Meaningful
the agent cannot ignore the effects of its actions and changes
events are often difficult to pick out from the background
in
its bebefs on other agents with which it cooperating. These
of changes taking place in the world and the agent; even
things, a local world view and interdependence of agents'
two
when detected, it is often hard to adequately diagnose the
actions and beliefs, impact all phases of event handling.
event's cause and select an appropriate response for the current problem-solving situation. T h e problem is compounded
when an agent is part of a larger problem-solving ensemble,
as in the case of a group of agents participating in coojjerative distributed problem solving (CDPS). Here, agents must
disentangle those events affecting only themselves from those
affecting the broader group. In addition, at all points dunng
the process of handUng an event, an agent must keep in mind
its role in the overall group and the fact that it m a y need to
coordinate its information or responses with other members.
In this paper, w e discuss event handling during multiagent
cooperative problem solving. O u r domain is cooperating au-

Handling Events in Multiagent Systems
O u r overall process for handluig events during collaborative
problem solving is shown in Figure 1. In m a n y ways, it is
similar to the process described by Turner (1994) for event
handUng w h e n there is only a single agent involved: event
detecuon, followed by diagnosis, importance assessment, and
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'Perhaps this is just as well, as bounds on the agent's processing
abiUties would most likely preclude using the knowledge even if it
were complete and certain.
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Figure 1: Process of handling events in a multiagent system.

response selection. There are, however, some notable differences, as w e discuss below.

Event detection. Detecting an event fundamentally relies
on comparing the agent's sensor stream—that is, the information coming from its sensors (possibly after being processed
by other software, in the case of software agents)—with what
the agent believes about the world, other agents, and the likely
results of its o w n actions. Messages from others can also serve
as a source of information to use in event detection; for example, another A U V might tell an agent "You have run aground."

Checking for simultaneous event detection. After an
event is detected by an agent, it must decide if others are
likely to have also detected (or wiU soon detect) the event It
would not do to have several agents simultaneously handhng
a single event, unaware of others' actions. Not only are "race
conditions" likely, but the duphcated work would probably be
unproductive or even counter-productive.
To do this, an agent must have a good model of the other
agent's activities, position, sensor capabilities, and of their
internal models of the world. The former three are needed
so that the agent can determine whether the others are at
vantage points to wimess the event and whether they have
the necessary sensory and attentional resources to detect the
event when it occurred. The latter is needed so that the agent
can predict whether the event looked Uke an event to the
other agents. For example, suppose during a cooperative
underwater photography task (e.g., the mavis task (Turner
et al., 1991)), A U V A notices that A U V B's light turned off
when, from A's standpoint, it should not have. A U V A should
predict that B likely (but not necessarily) also detected the
event; it should also predict that another of the group's A U V s ,
C, that is not involved in the current task, would likely not
have noticed—to it, seeing B's light go off would not mean that
something unexpected had happened. Consequently, A needs
only be concerned with B having simultaneously noticed the
event

The knowledge necessary for event detection includes a
good model of the environment around the agent, so that
differences between what the sensors report and what the agent
believes can be meaningful. A n agent also needs to k n o w die
organization of the group of which it is a part, including its
o w n and others' responsibilities and commitments to actions
(i.e., their intentions {e.g., Durfee & Lesser, 1987; Georgeff &
Ingrand, 1988)). This allows it to predict the likely impact of
features of the environment (or itself, or others) that it detects
on its and others' actions and plans. For event notification
messages, the agent needs to k n o w h o w reliable the other
agent is, not only with resjiect to the sender's processing and
sensor abilities, but also its beliefs and knowledge about the
agent and the group. The agent also needs to maintain ahislory
If an agent beheves that others have also noticed an event
of past sensor informabon, beliefs, and so forth, so that trends then it needs to enter into negotiation (see, e.g., Sycara, 1989)
to decide which of them will handle the event The possibiliand intermittent events can be detected (e.g., power slowly
failing).
ties are: the agent the agent and others (possibly including the
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A U V has recently traveled through the same region, it can ask
it if it, loo, experienced difficulty maintaining its heading—if
so, then it's Ukely that there is a current present.
Event diagnosis m a y also involve taking actions; this is
true,
for example, in medical diagnosis (e.g., perform a lab
Assessing the scope of the event. When an agent decides
test)
as well in the A U V domain (e.g., attempt to back up to
that no other agents are bkely to have noticed an event, then
see
if
the vehicle is tr^ped in a net). A n agent m a y need to
it has de facto responsibility for it. Part of this responsibility
ask others to take actions on its behalf to help it diagnose an
entails deciding whether or not to notify others and/or to get
event it has noticed. For example, an A U V m a y ask another
help. This relies on an assessment of the scope of the event:
to visually inspect its thnisters to look for d a m a g e after it
Does the event impact only m e , or does it impact others in the
notices
that its motion has stopped. W h e n such coordination
group (or the group as a whole)?
is necessary, the agent faces the usual quandary of h o w m u c h
If the agent determines that the event impacts only itself,
then it can proceed with handling it. If it decides that the event to tell its partner(s) about w h y it has requested the actions:
affects no one, then it can terminate processing the event. (For Should it simply ask for an action to be performed, or should
example, if an agent notices a rockslide, but neither it nor any it give a rationale for the action, so the other agent can use its
other agent is predicted to go near the rubble, then it m a y be o w n knowledge and initiative to better help it?
Even if the agent needs no help from others, if it must take
safe to ignore the event) If the event is predicted to impact
actions
to diagnose an event it mustfirstassess the actions'
others, then the agent must decide w h o is best able to handle
impact
on
others. It may, depending on the actions to be taken,
the event
need
to
inform
or even negotiate with others.
The knowledge necessary to support assessment of an
The knowledge needed for diagnosis in a sense goes someevent's scope again relies on environmental knowledge as
what beyond the knowledge of others and their actions, etc.,
well as a model of the group's organization and models of
necessary
for the other phases of event handling. Event diagothers' actions, plans, and beliefs.
nosis also requires the kinds of associational/causal or modelbased knowledge needed for other diagnostic tasks.
Determining the best agent to handle the event. Determining what agent can best handle an event can be done
Assessing the event's importance. Once an event has
in a number of ways, the one selected depending both on the
been diagnosed to a treatable cause, then the agent needs to
organization of the C D P S group as well as on the agent's
knowledge. If the group's organization is hierarchical, for ex- determine if it is important enough to respond to.' A s w e
ample, then it m a y be a standing pohcy that an agent noticing discuss below and elsewhere (Turner, 1993; Turner, 1994),
an event's importance depends to a very large extent on the
an event must notify its superior, which will then (possibly
current
problem-solving context; whether or not a response
after notifying its superior, etc.) select the agent(s) that will
handle the event. In other situations, for example, when there is selected depends not only on the event's importance, but
is a "flat" agent organization (e.g., in P G P systems (Durfee & h o w reactive the reasoner chooses to be in the current situation.
Both of these factors can depend on other agents or the overall
Lesser, 1987)), agents m a y negotiate a m o n g themselves as to
problem-solving group. For example, the failure of an A U V ' s
w h o should handle the event
light m a y have litUe importance for the A U V or its plans;
The agent's o w n knowledge impacts the determination as
well. If it has sufficient knowledge, it m a y be able to predict however, if it knows that a camera-bearing A U V is likely to
ask it to illuminate targets at s o m e point during the mission,
which of its fellow agents is in the best position, from the
the event becomes more important.
standpoint of both knowledge and ability, to handle the event
If an agent predicts that an event m a y have importance to the
To do this, it needs knowledge of other agents' abiUties, intentions, knowledge, and current workload. The latter is needed broader problem-solving system, it m a y need to inform others
of the event ask for information to help with the assessment
because an agent m a y be in the best position to handle an
or even negotiate with other agents to setde on a mutuallyevent yet be too busy.
agreeable importance estimate. The knowledge needed for
this is similar to that for the other phases of event handling.
Diagnosing the event. Event diagnosis is a difficult task.
A m o n g other things, it is difficult to k n o w w h e n to stop:
Selecting a response. The appropriate response for an
Should the event be diagnosed to the ultimate cause or just to
event m a y be different in a multiagent context than in a situathe level at which a response can be m a d e to it? Elsewhere, w e
have argued that the latter is most appropriate (Turner, 1994); tion involving a single agent. For example, w h e n encountering
Rubin (1975) m a d e a similar argument for the diagnosis of the a current an agent operating by itself would likely maneuver
out of the current and update its internal model of the envisurface form of medical "events" (i.e., signs and symptoms).
ronment so it would not stray into the current in future; in a
It m a y be that an agent in a multiagent system needs to
multiagent situation, however, it should also consider broadcontact other agents to perform event diagnosis. O n e reason
casting information about the current to its co-workers so that
for this m a y be to obtain information that it does not have.
For example, an A U V m a y notice that it is drifting off course; they can avoid it
one reason for this m a y be that it is in a current. If another
'This phase occurs after diagnosis because importance often de^This is not strictly true; the agent should monitor the handling
pends more on the cause (e.g., a disease) than the surface event (e.g.,
of the event so that at some later time it can help, if necessary.
a symptom).
one being negotiated with), or others and not the agent. If the
agent has no responsibility for ibe event, then its processing
of it can terminate.^
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In a multiagent situation, an agent m a y also be able to ask
other agents to take actions on its behalf to respond to an
event For example, an A U V that has landed on a soft bottom
and has subsequently become stuck m a y ask another agent to
try to pull it off.
Even w h e n an agent's response does not directly involve
others, it m a y still need to coordinate with them if the response
impacts their current or future intentions. For example, if the
only A U V with a light begins to lose power, it m a y decide to
return to the support vessel; it should tell its peers, however,
as they m a y need to use the Ught later in the group's mission.
In addition to needing a model of the domain and of others'
actions and beliefs, the agent must be able to project the hkely
effects of its response on the environment and the others.
Coordination between agents. At several points during
the event handling process, agents need to communicate with
one another. This m a y involve informing agents of events or
responses, asking for help or information, or negotiating to
iron out inconsistencies in information or to agree on a course
of action.
In m a n y domains, including the A U V domain, communication is not as straightforward as it might seem. For example,
in the A U V domain communication most often takes place
by broadcasting messages over an acoustic link. Issues arise
of Umited communication channel bandwidth and overheard
messages giving rise to unintended event-handUng behavior
on the part of the "eavesdroppers". In addition, communication needs to be incorporated into the broader context of
group problem solving in a coherent manner. Turner and
Turner (1991) describe one mechanism for this. In general,
m u c h work remains to be done.

communication is slow underwater; the current generation of
available acoustic m o d e m s have a bit rate of about 1200 baud,
and there is a significant time lag arising from the speed of
sound in water.
During the time the agent is carrying out actions in support
of event handling, the world does not stand still. Information
continues to stream into the agent from outside, the world
continues to change, and others continue their tasks. The
agent cannot then, suspend event handling while waiting for
actions to complete; new events will demand attention, and
should be handled.
T w o possibilities suggest themselves. O n e solution is to
m a k e the state of event bandUng explicit so that the agent can
interrupt the handling of one event then later resume where
it left off after the necessary actions have been taken. A
problem with this is that until the actions complete, the agent
has actually done nothing about the event which could be
catastrophic: consider an event that suggests an A U V m a y be
drifting below its crush depth. The second solution is to allow
event handling tofinishwithout waiting for actions, communication, and/or negotiation to finish—but to m a k e only a
provisional diagnosis, assessment and action recommendation. Later, when additional information arrives as a result of
the actions or communication, the agent would reevaluate the
event in fight of the new information. W e will investigate the
latter solution as this work progresses.
Multiagent Event Handling in Orca
Figure 2 shows the internal structure of the current version
of O r c a . It is divided into several modules, including a
Connmunications Module that is not shown.
Orca fCumalCMilMtt

Role of context In all of the preceding discussion of
knowledge required for multiagent event handUng, m u c h of
what w e have been talking about can be described as contextual knowledge: knowledge of the environmental, problemsolving, and social/cooperative context the agent is in. Contextual knowledge is crucial in appropriately conditioning an
agent's behavior to the current problem-solving context Contextual knowledge, however, comes not only from the agent's
sensor stream and messages received. It also comes from the
agent's knowledge about problem-solving situations in general, which m a y be the product of its past experiences.
Elsewhere, w e have discussed a mechanism for contextsensitive reasoning in real-world domains (e.g.. Turner, 1989;
Turner, 1993; Turner, 1994), including handling unanticipated
events. W e beUeve that this mechanism, which relies on
retrieving and merging contextual schemas into a coherent
picture of the current context can be extended to faciUtate
multiagent event handling as well.
Complications Arising from Time-Consuming Actions.
Above, w e have discussed the process of event handling as
if actions, including conmiunication actions, take negligible
time. This is not the case in real world domains, and especially not in relatively slow domains such as A U V control.
For example, suppose the agent must m o v e in order to diagnose an event this could take seconds to minutes. Similarly,
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Figure 2: Internal structure of Orca.
Event Handler accepts all incoming sensor information and
(parsed) messages from other agents, including the A U V ' s
users. It is responsible for detecting if the input together with
past input signals an event. If not it routes the input appropriately (e.g., to the working memory, in the case of data, or
Agenda Manager, in the case of goals). If so, it diagnoses the
event assesses its importance, and selects a response (a goal),
which it then sends to Agenda Manager. Agenda Manager is
responsible for maintaining Orca's focus of attention, ensuring that it is always working on an appropriate set of goals for
the current problem-solving situation. Schema Appfier uses
Orca's library oiprocedural schemas to achieve the goals on

the agenda, as described elsewhere (e.g.. Turner, 1994). Context Manager watches the evolving problem-solving situation
and decides what the current context is; it does this by building a current contextual schema from its library of contextual
schemas, each of which represent one class of situations. The
current contextual schema represents both a commitment to
what the context is and a repository for a great deal of contextspecific problem-solving knowledge the other modules use to
guide Orca's actions.
The multiagent event-handling process shown in Figure 1
does not cleanlyfitinto any of the modules shown; nor should
it, necessarily, as the process of multiagent event handUng is
quite different than for a single agent. Rather, it will have to be
distributed over the pieces of Orca, with most of it residing
in Event Handler. Other pieces of the process are done by
Schema Applier and Agenda Manager. For example, both will
be involved when actions are necessary to commuicate with
other agents to carry out negotiation; both will be involved
when event diagnosis requires actions to be taken that impact
Orca's other actions. All the modules will continue to rely
on information supplied by Context Manager.
Related Work

erished set of event types, and rehed on planning by a single
agent in most cases to handle the event
Conclusion

Handling events during multiagent cooperative problem solving is a very difficult task. Events can arise due to a single
agent or a group of agents; an event can be detected by the
agent that gaveriseto it or by others. Deciding w h o should
handle the event, as well as the process of diagnosing it, assessing its importance, and selecting a response m a y all need
to be done cooperatively.
In this paper, w e have sketched an approach to handhng
events in multiagent cooperative systems. The process relies
on knowledge about the world, oneself and one's intentions,
and others' beUefs and intentions, as well as on additional a
priori contextual knowledge, possibly built from past experiences in similar situations. The process also depends on
knowing when and what to conmiunicate with others, based
on what an agent knows about their current beliefs and intentions, to inform them of pertinent information, to ask for
information or assistance, and to negotiate about handling the
event
The work reported here is prehminary. Though w e will be
developing and evaluating the approach in the A U V domain
solvas part of the O r c a project w e believe it is applicable for
handhng unanticipated events in most cooperative problemsolving situations in the real worid.

Many planning systems meant for single-agent problem
ing have had to deal with unanticipated events. For example, PRS (Georgeff & Ingrand, 1988; Georgeff & Lansky,
1987) and medic (Turner, 1989; Turner, 1994) have both explored the problem of events occurring during the execution
of a single agent's plan. PRS, for example, uses malfunction
procedures and meta-knowledge to handle failures that have
been anticipated and domain specific meta-knowledge to reason about multiple unrelated failures; the development of a
general solution for reasoning about unexpected (unrelated)
failures is left for future work, medic uses contextual schemas
to provide information about an unanticipated event's importance in a particular situation and about how to handle the
event appropriately. O r c a (Turner, 1994; Turner & Stevenson, 1991), which is based partly on MEDIC, is extending
medic's event-handUng mechanism to cope with real-world
domains; the work reported here will ultimately be folded into

Orca.
Others have looked at the problem of handling events in
multiagent situations. For example, Phoenix (Cohen et ai,
1989), a multiagent system operating in thefirefightingdomain, has agents that interleave planning and execution, are
capable of reactive responses to anticipated events, and can
perform deliberative planning. However, unanticipated events
are not handled by individual agents, which have only a local
view of the problem-solving situation, but rather by a centralfire-bosswith a global view of the situation. Individual
agents do not reason about the effect their actions may have
on others, and the system uses a set of predefined events a
single agent may encounter. Work on Partial Global Planning
(PGP) (e.g., Durfee & Lesser, 1987) also deals with events in
a distributed AI environment. However, the agents w e are interested in are more autonomous than the typical P G P agents;
consequently, they have moreflexibiUtyto handle events on
their own. Cammarata et al. (1983) were concerned with
agents that are semi-autonomous (airplanes) in their air traffic
control system. However, they dealt with a relatively impov-
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Abstract

First the system is described, and its operation is illustrated
with several short sessions. Then w e present the tutoring tacThis paper describes a prototype of a simulated physics student
tics suggested by Steps's design and discuss their suitability
that ieanis by interacting with a human tutor. The system
as prescriptions for h u m a n and computer tutoring.
solves physics problems while showing its work on a workstation screen, and the tutor can intervene at certain points
The System
during problem-solvingtoadvise the simulated student This
prototype constitutes an initial cognitive task analysis of the
Steps utilizes the simulated physics student embodied in the
skill of learning from a tutor, which prescribes several tutorCascade system (see VanLehn, Jones and Chi, 1992 for a
ing practices that appeartobe plausible for both human and
description of an earlier version) as its basic problem-solver,
computer tutors.
and the O l a e interface (Martin and Vanlehn, 1993), on which
it shows its work and accepts input from the tutor. Both
Introduction
systems have been modified, extended and linked to form
Steps is a5imulated,lutorable physics student. That is. it is a Steps. T h e next sections will describe the system's interface,
problem-solver and learner.
machine learning program that learns from feedback and hints
provided by a a h u m a n tutor as it solves physics problems.
The main motivation for STEPS is to see if it is technically
feasible to build a simulation-based tutor training system, and
a preliminary evaluation of its potential for training human
tutors has been conducted (Ur and VanLehn, 1994). However,
this paper focuses on what STEPS has taught us about the
cognitive task of learning from a tutor.
Although computational theories of human skill acquisition
exist (e.g. Anderson, 1990; Newell, 1991; VanLehn, Jones
and Chi, 1992) they d o not adequately address interactive
learning, wherein a learner and a tutor can converse. They
apply most readily to instructional situations where the learner
works alone or with minimal supervision. STEPS is an
extension of one such theory ( C a s c a d e — s e e VanLehn et
al., 1992) to interactive learning, but there are as yet so few
empirical studies of human-human tutoring, esp)ecially from
the tutce's point of view (see Merrill, Reiser, Ranney and
Trafton, 1992) that m a n y of the design decisions in STEPS are
unconstrained by empirical evidence. At this point, w e
cannot claim that STEPS is a theory of interactive learning.
However, it does provides an initial cognitive task analysis of
the process of learning from a tutor.
The benefit of having a computational cognitive task analysis of learning (i.e., a simulated student) is that one can
readily see h o w to organize instruction so that it will be
learned most effectively. In particular, w e will indicate an
number of tutoring practices that optimize STEPS's learning
and appear to be plausible prescriptions for both h u m a n and
computer tutors. Moreover, w e understand completely w h y
the prescribed policies optimize learning (or at least, STEPS's
learning), which is not the case with the heuristics that are
currently used for designing the pedagogical components of
intelligent tutoring systems.
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User Interface
The Steps screen is divided into several windows (see
figure 1): the icon window, which displays icons representing
physics problems (top bar), the problem window, which
displays the text and diagram of the current problem (upper
right), the diagram window, which will contain the free body
diagram that Steps constructs (lower right), the solution
window, where Steps can write equations (upper left), and
the dialog window, where Steps comments about its progress.
describes n e w variables it will be using, requests help from
the tutor, etc. (lower left).
The tutor chooses a problem to pose to Steps by clicking
on its icon. T h e problem description is then presented
in the problem window, and Steps starts to solve the
problem by drawing vectors (representing forces, velocities
and accelerations) and axes in the diagram w i n d o w and
writing equations in the solution window.
After each problem solving action is displayed on the
screen, the tutor is given an opportunity to intervene. T h e
tutor can cross out an action that Steps has taken by pointing
to its representation on the screen. T he tutor m a y also draw
an arrow in the diagram w i n d o w or enter an equation in the
solution window. In the latter case, the system allows only
input that it can parse, enforcing variable names that are
consistent with the problem-solver's representation. W h e n
the tutor has said all he wishes to say, he clicks the " G o Ahead"
button, which passes control back to the problem-solver.
Problem Solving
Currently, the problem solver's knowledge covers a subset
of the material in Chapters 2-5 of a college physics textbook (Halliday and Resnick, 1988), including kinematics and
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Figure 1: T h e O l a e screen

Newtonian Mechanics. This knowledge is represented by a
set of rules (e.g. If spring A touches object B then A exerts
pressure force F o n B ) and equations (e.g. If X is a massive
body, close to earth, then W = m g where W is X's weight, m
is X's mass and g is the gravitational constant). Using this
knowledge. Steps can solve quantitative physics problems
of the kind described in Figures 2-4. These problems are
available to STEPS as lists of predicates which describe the
situation, given quantities and sought quantities.
T h e declarative rules are used by an agenda-based toplevel control structure. At each iteration of the top-level loop,
possible tasks are proposed. W h e n all possible tasks have
been queued, one of them is selected for execution, executed,
and marked as having been tried. This process continues
until the problem is solved. In the physics domain, the tasks
are creating variables for given and sought quantities in the
problem, choosing bodies, choosing methods (e.g., forces,
energies), drawing the free body diagram, drawing the axes,
and writing an equation. O n c e a task has been chosen for
execution, the rules that implement it are enabled, and these
fire until quiescence, which signals the next iteration of the
top-level loop.
Steps' progress is visible on the screen as it draws arrows
on the free body diagram and writes equations. Each time
that the problem solver displays another step in the solution,
it pauses and asks the tutor, " G o ahead?" If the tutor answers
yes, the problem solver continues from exactly where it left
off. However, the tutor can also cross out equations or
arrows, or add n e w equations or arrows before answering
yes. W h e n this occurs, STEPS (a) deletes all the goals of the
problem solver, (b) handles the tutor's inputs, (c) reconstructs
the problem solving goals, then (d) resumes problem solving.
This same four-step process also occurs after the problem
solver has gotten stuck and asked the tutor for help.
T h e tutor's input often changes the state of the problem
solving so m u c h that it is impossible to continue problem
solving from where it left off. That is w h y STEPS deletes the
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"ftble 1: STEPS's top-level algorithm
C«t problem from tutor
Kapeat until problem aolved
Cenertte next etep (IC known)
Cet tutor'* idvlce
If (c<*e II tutor lufgeeted «tep
Try to derive tutor'* etep
elee If Tutor croeeed out etep
If (caee 21 Tutor aleo eugqeated alternative atep
Derive tutor'* atep
Try to find divergence between derivation*
Delete rule at divergence
elee if (caee 31 Can nodify croaaed-out atep
Generate modified atep
If Tutor approvea it
Try to derive It
elae (caae i)
Hirk
atep forthe
later
learning
tutor's
input and reconstructs goals
goals before
handling
If any atepa marked
later learning(VanLehn and Ball, 1991)
afterwards.
Goal for
reconstruction
flratin
prevloualy
rule in derivation
delete it The
isFind
simple
Steps' unuaed
agenda-based
control and
structure.
system checks if n e w tasks have b e c o m e possible given the
tutor's input, then chooses which task to execute in the usual
way. Sometimes a tutor m a y leave the most recently written
equation alone and modify an arrow or equation written
earlier. In this case, STEPS assumes that all the reasoning
taken since the modified action is n o w suspect, so it mentally
crosses those results out.
T h e tutor m a y take several actions before giving conu-ol
back to STEPS, and h o w STEPS learns from this input depends
on what the specific actions are. Table 1 summarizes Steps's
algorithm, and the next section describes in more detail Steps*
methods for learning n e w rules and deleting old ones.
Learning
W h e n the tutor demonsu-ates what the next action should be
(case 1 in Table 1), and the system realizes that it cannot
generate this action using its current set of rules, it tries to
learn n e w rules that would enable generation of the action
in future using Explanation-Based Learning of Correctness
(VanLehn et al., 1992). The system tries to derive the correct
action using a set of overly general rules that are part of
its knowledge base. If it is successful, it creates (using
Explanation-Based Generalization (Mitchell et al., 1986))
n e w rules that are more specific than the overly general rules
but general enough to apply to more than this specific problem.
These n e w rules become part of the system's knowledge base.
There is fairly good evidence that this is h o w human students
learn n e w rules in this task domain (VanLehn. Jones and Chi,
1992; V a n U h n and Jones, 1993).
W h e n the tutor supplies negative feedback on an action,
the system assumes the incorrect action was a result of an
incorrect rule. W h a t happens next depends on whether the
tutor supplied an alternative, correct action.
If the tutor has supplied a correct alternative action (case
2 in 'Rtble 1), the system attempts to derive it using its
rules. If the attempt is successful, the system traces through
the derivation of the correct action and the derivation of
the incorrect action, then deletes the rule that caused the
derivations to diverge. This is a standard machine learning
technique for handling negative feedback (Sleeman et al..
1982). However, there is as yet n o evidence that h u m a n

students use it because nofine-grained(e.g., protocol) studies
of learning from a tutor have been conducted. Nonetheless, it
is clear that h u m a n students do learn from negative feedback
(e.g., Anderson, Conrad and Corbett, 1989) and this is a
relatively simple, parsimonious mechanism that docs the job.
W h e n no additional feedback is given,Stcps first considers
generating its o w n action to replace the crosscd-out one. If it
decides it should (case 3 in l^ible 1) it syntactically modifies
its old action and then asks the tutor for confirmation. If the
tutor confirms that Steps' n e w action is correct, then learning
continues just as if the tutor had supplied the correct action.
O n the other hand, STEPS can decide that the tutor supplied
no correct action for the crossed-out action because there is
no such correct action (case 4 in Table 1). In this case, the
standard machine learning assignment-of-blame technique
will not work, so STEPS must use ariskerapproach. It marks
the incorrect action as something it needs to think about once
problem solving has been done, and proceeds. W h e n the
problem has been solved, the system isolates the derivation of
the incorrect action and deletes thefirstrule itfindsthat has
not been used successfully in a previous problem. Obviously,
the success of this tactic depends heavily upon the set of
problems the system has been exposed lo.
Illustrations
In this section, w e illustrate Steps' operation by presenting
problems to it in pairs. Thefirstproblem of each pair gives
it the opportunity lo learn s o m e new rules, and the second
allows it to demonstrate what it has learned.
Thefirstpair of problems demonstrates the learning of new
rules via E B L C . In thefirstproblem, the system is required lo
solve a simple problem involving a block resting on a spring
(see figure 2(a)). The system draws the free body diagram
for the problem (sec figure 2(b)). The free body diagram is
incomplete, since the force exerted by the spring on the block
is missing because the system does not k n o w about this type
of force. T h e system then derives an erroneous instantiation
of Newton's First L a w , stating that m g = 0. T h e tutor
intervenes at this point, and draws an arrow originating at
the block, pointing upwards. H e then indicates lo the system
that it should continue. T h e system, faced with a hint by the
tutor, decides to try to explain the hint to itself. It does so
by activating its overly-general rules and trying to derive the
action of drawing an arrow like the one drawn by the tutor.
It succeeds in doing so by employing rules that suggest that
a spring is an instance of a pusher, that pushers push, and
that pushes can be forces. O n c e the system has succeeded in
deriving the tutor's suggested action, it adds n e w rules to its
knowledge base. These n e w rules (shown infigure2(c)) are
the result of applying E B L to the derivation.
Steps assumes that the reasoning it engaged in after leaving
out the spring force is suspect, so it crosses out the equation
it generated, and attempts to generate another equation. This
time it produces a correct instantiation of the First Law.
The third problem describes a situation where a force
was applied for a short period of time (seefigure3(a)). This
situation triggers a c o m m o n misconception in human students
— the belief that an agent that moves a body imparts impetus
to the body (Halloun and Hestenes, 1985). The system draws
the free body diagram shown infigure3(b), which contains
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the force that the m a n extns on the block. T h e tutor promptly
crosses out the a n o w representing this force, and clicks the
" G o Ahead" button. Because the tutor has not supplied a
corrected version of the crosscd-out force and Steps cannot
see h o w to do so, the system decides that the action just
should not have generated at all. Thus, it continues solving
the problem, but when it hasfinished,it searches for the rule
that should be blamed for deriving the action of drawing the
crossed-out force. T h e system walks backward along the
derivation tree of the action, looking for a rule that has never
been used in a problem that was correctly solved. The first
such rule is indeed the rule embodying the misconception, and
this rule is marked as incorrect. The next problem, involving
a rocket thatfiresits engines for a short period, is solved
correctly—the system does not draw the "impetus" force.
In the fifth problem, a rocket that is accelerating in a
direction opposite to the direction of its motion (see figure 4(a)). The system's knowledge base contains an incorrect
rule, which stales that if a body is moving in direction X , its
acceleration is also in direction X . This is one manifestation of the misconceptions caused by lack of differentiation
between velocity and acceleration (Halloun and Hestenes,
1985; Reif, 1987). T h e system starts drawing the free body
diagram and produces the acceleration arrow shown in figure 4(b). The tutor intervenes, and crosses out the incorrect
(downward pointing) acceleration arrow. T h e system tries to
fix the arrow using a simple repair heuristic: Try reversing
the direction of an arrow. It draws the acceleration arrow,
this time pointing upwards, and asks the tutor "Should it go
this w a y ? " The tutor confirms, and the system decides lo try
to explain to itself w h y this is true by deriving the correct
action — drawing the acceleration arrow pointing upwards.
Using the correct rule, which stales thai w h e n the body is
slowing d o w n , the direction of its acceleration is the opposite
of the direction of its motion, the system derives the correct
action. It then tries lo find which rule was responsible for
the incorrect action. This is done by walking backward along
both derivation trees (the incorrect action's and the correct
action's) simultaneously, and finding the point where they
diverge. The bad rule is assumed lo be thefirstrule at the
divergence point in the incorrect action's derivation, and it
is marked as incorrect. T h e next problem, which holds the
possibility of making the same mistake, is solved correctly.
Tbtoring Tactics Indicated by Steps
A s w e have demonstrated. Steps learns lo solve physics
problems while receiving m u c h the same information as a
human student would. W e cannot yet show that everything
it does is matched by h u m a n behavior, however m a n y of its
learning mechanisms are plausible and have some independent support in the learning literature. Since this is the case,
w e m a y assume that tutoring tactics that help Steps learn
more effectively should also be employed by human and
machine tutors. Moreover, w e can n o w explain why these
tactics are more effective. In ihis section, w e will discuss
these tutoring tactics.
Immediate Feedback. It is much easier for STEPS lo learn
from immediate negative feedback than from delayed negative
feedback. W h e n faced with delayed negative feedback, which
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refers lo an action ihal is not the last action, STEPS mentally
crosses out the actions it took since the incorrect action.
However, this is not always surficient. In man y cases an
incorrect action results in erroneous conclusions that arc
not manifested in actions but reside in working memory.
Steps does not try to c o m b through its m e m o r y searching for
conclusions that are rendered suspect by the tutorial input, so
subsequent errors are possible.
Several studies indicate that immediate feedback is better
for h u m a n learners than delayed feedback (Anderson, Conrad
and Corbctt 1989; Lewis and Anderson. 1985). Anderson's
initial explanation for this effect was that delaying feedback
makes it harder for the student to recall the reasoning that
led to the incorrect action, thus making it more difficult
10 locale and repair the incorrect knowledge. However,
in view of the fact that students can often reconstruct their
reasoning from the scratchwork visible on the paper or screen,
Anderson's current explanation is simply that immediate
feedback prevents students from wasting time going d o w n
unproductive paths (Anderson ei al., 1994), so delay does not
affect the probability of learning from the feedback, only the
efficiency.
Steps is consistent with Anderson's latest explanation, in
that it has no more trouble locating the incorrect knowledge
when feedback is delayed than w h e n it is immediate. Thus,
delaying feedback wastes Steps's time but does not affect
whether it will learn from the feedback.
However, the development of Steps suggests that there
is a subtle penalty for using delayed feedback. W h e n a
tutor points out an "old" error to a human student, the
student must retract the conclusions of his reasoning from
that point onwards (which is what STEPS does), or engage in
a complicated process of dependency-directed backtracking
that would leave both his internal m e m o r y and his external
m e m o r y (the page) disordered, and m a y confuse him in future
reasoning. Either way, subsequent errors that the student
makes m a y not be due to knowledgeflaws,but to incomplete
retraction of obselete inferences. The tutor should either take
this into account w h e n responding to any subsequent errors
that the student makes, or start the problem over from the
beginning, or m o v e to a new, similar problem.
In short. Steps "teaches" the tutor that delayed feedback
is just as likely to be successful as immediate feedback
(although it does waste some time), but it m a y complicate
the interpretation of any subsequent errors while solving the
problem. This is a rather non-obvious tutoring tactic, so
tutors w h o are not using the tactic already m a y find it a
difficult discover even while practicing tutoring with Steps.
This is w h y w e believe that Steps and other simulated
students cannot stand alone as tutor training devices. They
must be accompanied by instruction on tutoring that explicitly
mentions considerations like the ones discussed here.
Low Content Negative Feedback. Whenever Steps takes
an action that is basically correct but has some details wrong,
the tutor can either cross out the action and give a correct
version (high content negative feedback), or just cross out the
action (low content negative feedback).
L o w content negative feedback is often used in tutoring.
H u m a n tutors often initiate an episode of negative feedback
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with a low content indication, such as an overly long pause
(Fox, 1993). M a n y intelligent tutoring systems'firstlevel
of negative feedback consists of beeping, highlighting the
incorrect action, or issuing s o m e other low content indicator.
In Steps, if the tutor uses low content feedback, then the
learner has to solve two problems that it would not otherwise
have to solve. First it must decide whether the action was
crossed out because its details are wrong or because the
whole thing is wrong (e.g., a non-existent force). Steps uses
problem-specific heuristics to m a k e this decision. If it selects
the deiails-are-wrong interpretation, then it faces the second
problem, deciding which details are wrong. STEPS uses
syntactic heuristics to guess a corrected version of the action,
and then asks the tutor if it is correct. If it solves this second
problem correctly, itfinallyhas a corrected action, so learning
proceeds just as if the tutor had entered that action in the
first place. Thus, low content feedback has no advantage
for Steps over high-content feedback. It only increases the
chance that Steps will misinterpret the feedback.
Steps's behavior is consistent with h u m a n data. M c K endree (1990) showed that low content feedback caused less
learning than feedback that provided some indication about
what was wrong.
Steps does not "teach" tutors to avoid low content negative feedback, because Steps can sometimes learn from
it. However, it does "teach" tutors to follow up low content
negative feedback carefully in order to m a k e sure that the student has learned from it. For instance, if the tutor intended a
details-are-wrong interpretation and STEPS does not propose
a correction, then the tutor should m a k e the correction at the
first opportunity.
Using the Student's Vocabulary. In human-human tutorial
interaction, the usual complexities of understanding dialogues
exist, though somewhat mitigated by the use of technical
words and symbols. Steps sidesteps these issues by restricting tutorial input in several ways. T h e tutor can only
refer to entities such as forces, accelerations and equations by
pointing to them, thereby precluding misidentification of the
intended referent, a c o m m o n source of misunderstanding in
natural language dialogues. In addition. Steps announces the
meaning of each n e w variable as it is aeated, and expects the
tutor to use these variable names. W^ithout these conventions,
the Steps interface would be complicated immensely. A
tutor working with a human student could impose these conventions on herself by pointing to the graphic representations
of entities she is referring to and using the same variable
names as the student whenever possible. Such restrictions
in human-human interactions could help students avoid some
of the problems of disambiguating tutorial input, and free
students' cognitive resources for the important learning task.
Avoiding Shortcuts. A tutor may be tempted to collapse
several reasoning steps into one resulting action. Consider
the problem presented in Figure 2(a). T h e problem-solver
has not yet learned about pressure forces, so it omits the force
exerted by the spring on the block and generates an erroneous
equation. The tutor could decide to intervene by proposing
the correct equation: P - m g = 0. (Indeed, this is exactly
what the two pilot subjects did - see (Ur and VanLehn, 1994).)

Steps cannot understand this intervention, because it does
not know what P stands for. In order to be able to understand
the tutor's coniment. Steps would have had to guess that
the equation is an instantiation or Newton's Law, therefore
addends in the equation represent forces, so there must be
a force missing from the diagram. It would then have to
search for the missing force. This chain of reasoning would
be extremely hard to produce. In the first problem described
above, the tutor chose to draw in the missing force on the free
body diagram, and this gave Steps sufficient information to
learn about pressure forces and to generate a correct equation
on its own.
H u m a n students may have similar difficulties in understanding tutors when they engages in "reasoning leaps."
Catrambonc (1993a, 1993b) has shown that human students
also learn better from examples where shortcuts are avoided.
The tutoring tactic suggested by Steps's solution is difficult to state precisely because it depends on the details of
Steps explanation algorithm. However, the gist of it is that
the tutor should always take the same small steps that the
student does. This is arguably a reasonable convention for
tutors to learn.
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skills.//Mmfln-Com;7urer//Ifcrflc//on, 5(4): 381can cause subsequent errors on the problem, so consider
413.
restarting the problem or going to a new problem when
Merril, D. C . Reiser, B. J., Ranney, M., and Trafton, J. G.
feedback has been delayed significantly, (b) Follow up low
(1992). Effective tutoring techniques: A comparison of
content feedback carefully to make sure that the student did
human tutors and intelligent tutoring systems. Journal
not misinterpret it. (c) In order to make it easier for the
of
the Learning Sciences, 2(3):277-305.
student to understand which objects in the problem you are
referring to, use the student's names for variables and other
Mitchell, T. M., Keller, R. M., and Kedar-Cabelli. S. T.
problem-specific terms, and use pointing whenever possible.
(1986). Explanation-based generalization: A unifying
(d) W h e n demonstrating a line of reasoning, avoid skipping
view. Machine Learning, l(l):47-80.
steps and use steps as small as the student uses. These four
Newell, A. (1990). Unified Theories of Cognition. Harvard
tutoring tactics could easily be employed as design policies for
University Press, Cambridge, M A .
the pedagogical component of an intelligent tutoring system.
Reif, F. (1987). Interpretation of scientific or mathematical
Unlike other prescriptive work, these pieces of advice are
concepts: Cognitive issues and instructional implicaeach based on a computational model that indicates exactly
tions. Cognitive Science, 11(4):395-416.
w h y each tactic improves learning.
Sleeman. D., Langley, P., and Mitchell, T. M . (1982). Learning from solution paths: A n approach to the credit
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clear what symptoms m a y be predictive of preterm delivery,
and consequently, during the course of prenatal care, hundreds of d2Ua items m a y be collected. Furthermore, different
data is collected at different facilities. From all this data, the
healthcare provider must m a k e decisions concerning preterm
birthrisk,and any plans for intervention (NIH Guide, 1992).
Currently used manual screening tools have been estimated
to be between 17 - 38 % predictive in determining preterm
risk (McLean, Walters, & Smith, 1993).

Abstract
A previously constructed prototype expert system was extended
to include case-based reasoning/learning, in order to determine if the automated problem solving behavior could be improved. The initial expert system was developed by using an
inductive machine learning technique on 9,445 data records
of pregnant women, providing production rules to predict preterm delivery. Its predictive accuracy was tested on a separate
set of 9,445 data records. Next, the capability to reason from
both production rules and input test cases was added to the
system, in addition to the capability to internally modify its
confidence in each piece of knowledge (rule or case) and the
relative importance of patient attributes which appear to be
predictive of preterm delivery. The system was structured such
that the accuracy of either type of reasoning could be measured individually to determine how rule-based and case-based
reasoning perform alone, and to determine how they perform
together. Results show that the predictive accuracy of the system was improved, with different trends emerging, dependent
on the bias of the learning data. Neither system performed as
well alone as did both together.

Prototype Expert System

Introduction
The current investigation focuses on studying the problem
solving performance of induced rules versus case based reasoning in the complex problem domain of predicting preterm delivery in pregnant w o m e n . The predictive performance
of rules alone was tested, then cases alone, and finally a combination of both rules and cases. Problem solving perfc«mance
in each circumstance was measured and the conditions under which different types of reasoning performed better was
established.
Problem Domain
Pregnancy is considered fullterm at 40 weeks gestation, however, 37 weeks is generally used as the criterion to determine
whether a delivery is preterm or not. Accurate identification
of pregnant w o m e n w h o are high-risk for preterm birth is
important in determining which w o m e n will benefit from interventions designed to prolong gestation. Prolonging gestation can result in significant improvements in infant survival
and reduced costs of neonatal intensive care (McLean,
Walters, & Smith. 1993).
W h a t makes the problem domain complex is that it is not
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A prototype expert system w a s built in a previous effort (Van
Dyne, et.al.. 1994; Woolery, et.al., 1994) which used production rules generated by an inductive machine learning
technique. L E R S (Grzymala-Busse, 1988; 1989; 1991), in
order to generate a knowledge base. A retrospective sample
of highriskpregnant w o m e n was obtained from three databases containing 18,890 subjects from one local and two
national sources. T h e databases were split into two equal
halves, and one half of each database w a s used to generate
production rules while the other half was used to test the
accuracy of the prototype expert system. Accuracy w a s measured as the percentage of times the prototype's predicted
outcome matched the actual patient outcome.
Each of the three databases contains a different, although
overl£^)ping, set of attributes for patients. T h e attributes firom
each database were combined into a single patient object so
that rules generated from any of the learning databases could
be run on examples from any of the test databases. Because
of poor predictive performance of rules generated firom the
third database, only rules generated from the first two databases were included in the prototype expert system. This resulted in 520 rules in the prototype system. Using measurements of rule and rule base effectiveness generated by L E R S ,
in addition to information on h o w m a n y examples were used
to learn the rule, a prioritization scheme, was developed for
each rule in the system.
Current Investigation
The motivation for the current investigation is that the prototype expert system is static; that is, whenever a n e w patient
record is entered, the prediction process will always follow
the same reasoning, even if that record has been entered be-

fore and the prediction w a s incorrect. Unlike h u m a n performance, no learning takes place. If the predictive accuracy of
the rule base w a s perfect, this would not be a concern, but
the accuracy of the expert system ranges only from 51 - 8 8 %
correct. This is an improvement over current manual risk assessment techniques, but the question arises, can the system
learn from its mistakes, and improve upon its predictive accuracy.
In using a case based approach in this situation, the existing rule base can be viewed as domain knowledge, albeit,
faulty domain knowledge. Each rule can also be thought of
as a generalized, or abstracted, case because it was generated inductively from a set of actual examples. Since each
rule in the system already has a confidence associated with
it, and the system will use the rule with the highest confidence that applies in a given situation, the confidence in that
rule can be modified according to its success or failure on a
case. Furthermore, cases can be added to the system to begin
to fill in areas where the rule base is lacking. Each case m a y
be thought of as a specific rule with values provided for each
attribute in the antecedent.
Unlike a rule, however, the attribute/value pairs in an input case d o not have to exactly match the attribute/value pairs
in a case. In a rule, all antecedent attribute value pairs must
match before the rule becomes eligible to fire. The same confidence rating scheme used for the rules can also be used for
the cases. Furthermore, as attributes tend to become associated more with the success or failure of a prediction, the
strength or predictive importance of these attributes can be
modified so that future case matches pay more attention to
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those attributes that are more predictive.
Hybrid System Operation and Architecture
O n starting the system, the user is allowed to choose the database from which to select records, and the number of records
to be run. Depending on the database specified by the user,
one or more database records is read into the system from
one of three databases. Since each record structure is different, thefirstthing the system does is m a p the attributes and
their values into a composite record structure. The attribute/
value pairs in this record structure are used to match past
cases in the system (if any) and to determine the rule with
the highest confidence associated v«th it.
A s records are entered into the system, they are added as
cases to the case base with a confidence level just below that
of the average rule. The system makes an outcome prediction using both the best matched case and the highest confidence rule. The piece of knowledge (rule or case) that has
the higher confidence level is chosen for the overall system
prediction, but predictive success of each candidate piece of
knowledge is also measured so that comparisons between
the techniques can be made. If the piece of knowledge failed
to predict correctly, its confidence is decremented, and if
successful, its confidence is incremented, in a scheme consistent with the initial confidence rating of the rules.
The attributes or features used in making the prediction
are also evaluated. Each time a feature value matches in successfully predicting an outcome, its weight is incremented,
and each time it matches, but is unsuccessful, its weight is
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Figure 1: Conceptual Design
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decremented. Features used by both rules and cases are treated
in the same manner. The intention behind this scheme is to
begin to weight each attribute according to its predictive value
of the outcome, and thus allow the system to build an indexing scheme as its experience increases. Case matching is done
by determining whichfeaturesof the input case have the same
value as features of cases in the case base, and producing a
match score according to the weight of each matching feature. Presumably, then, case matches will become more appropriate as predictive features are weighted more strongly
than if a simple feature count match is used.
Figure 1 shows the conceptual design of the experimental
hybrid reasoning system.

ing is discriminating the more important or predictive features from the less important features so that m o r e appropriate case matches can be m a d e as the system's experience
level increases.
Procedure

Tests were run using both the original expert system prototype and the current hybrid system to determine differences
in problem solving performance. Because each database represents a different population, the systems were tested separately on 300 records from each of the three test databases.
Results of the expert system werefirstrecorded, then results
of running the hybrid system were recorded as rules only,
cases only, and the combination of rules and cases.
Case Base
About 2/3 of the rules in the expert system originate from
The structure of the case base in this system is flat; that is, no the first database. It represents a local population at higher
generalization or abstraction of cases is performed. The comrisk for preterm delivery than the general population because
posite object structure into which the input record was mapped it operates as a referral center for patients experiencing probis the same structure used to store cases. There are 48 atlems in pregnancy (not necessarily preterm delivery probtributes in the object, and 7 of these allow multiple values.
lems). The percentage of w o m e n w h o deliver preterm in this
Also, an input record wall not have values tofillall of the
population is approximately 2 5 % . T h e second set of data
attributes, or object slots, since the structure embodies diforiginated from a h o m e uterine monitoring company, and
ferent attributes from different databases.
the additional 1/3 of the rules in the system were induced
from it. This data represents a nationwide sample of very
high
riskw o m e n , as only high risk patients (all preterm deCase Retrieval
livery) are referred for this service. The population repreCases are chosen according to the best match score between
sented in this data delivers preterm approximately 7 3 % of
the input record and cases in the case base. Every case in the
the time. Thefinaldatabase was provided by another h o m e
case base is considered each time a n e w case is entered. The
uterine monitoring company. Again, the population is conbest match score is determined by the niunber of feature valsidered very highriskfor preterm delivery, although the preues in a case that match the input record values, and the weight
term delivery rate is lower than the previous database; apof those features. Therefore, if a few "important" features
proximately 6 6 % of the patients deliver preterm in this popumatch, it will be considered to be a better match than if m a n y
lation.
"unimportant" features match. Because the different dataFalse positive and false negative predictions were meabases include different attributes, attributes in either the case
sured in addition to overall system predictive accuracy to
or the input record m a y not have values, and the case matchdetermine which problem solving method performed better
ing proceeds despite these missing values.
under each condition. False positive predictions occur w h e n
the prototype system predicts preterm delivery and the paIndexing
tient actually delivered fullterm. False negative predictions
occur w h e n the prototype system predicts fullterm delivery
The variable weighting of features depending on their assoand the patient actually delivered preterm.
ciation with successful predictions can be viewed as building indices over time. However, all features are still considered in the matching process, so that the feature weighting
Results
can be continually refined.
The first test condition was with the prototype expert system, using only rules as a means of prediction. These results
Learning
establish the baseline accuracy to be exceeded by the hybrid
There are three areas in which the system learns to improve
system.
its o w n performance. T h efirstof these is modification of
rule confidence depending on the success or failure of a rule
in a given case. The second is the modification of case confidence, again depending on it predictive success. These two
types of learning occur whenever a rule or case is considered, not just w h e n the actual prediction from that rule or
case is used as the system prediction. The third area of learn-
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Table 1: Prototype expert system; database 1

Number
of Cases

Correct

Misclassified

Table 4: Rule-only vs. case only performance; database 1
Correct

Unclassified

Fullterm
Preterm
Misclassified Misclassified

Overall

300

274(91%)

25(8%)

1(0%)

Rules Only

274(91%)

4(2%)

22(49%)

Fulltenn

255

242 (94%)

12(4%)

1(0%)

Cases Only

240 (80%)

35(14%)

25 (56%)

Preterm

45

32(71%)

13(28%)

0(0%)
Table 5; Rule-only vs. case only performance; database 2

Tabl e 2: Prototype expert system; database 2
Correct
Number
of Cases

Correct

Misclassified

Unclassiried

Overall

300

180(60%)

107(35%)

13(4%)

Fullterm

87

48 (55%)

37 (42%)

2(2%)

Preterm

213

132(61%)

70 (32%)

11(5%)

Fullterm
Misclassified

Preterm
Misclassified

Rules Only

192(64%)

52 (60%)

56(26%)

Cases Only

199(66%)

70 (80%)

31 (15%)

Table 6: Rule-only vs. case only performance; database 3
Correct

Fullterm
Preterm
Misclassified Misclassified

Table 3: Prototype expert system; database 3
Number
of Cases

Correct

Misclassified

Unclassified

Overall

300

149(49%)

91 (30%)

60 (20%)

Fullterm

191

102(53%)

45(23%)

44 (23%)

Preterm

109

47 (43%)

46 (42%)

16(14%)

In all three databases, the prototype expert system accuracy is better than the performance of manual risk scoring
techniques. O f particular interest is the performance of the
expert system on the third database. Because of the poor predictive performance of rules originally induced from this data,
those rules were not included in the expert system. Nevertheless, the rules generated from the other two databases were
able to provide better accuracy on this data than manual techniques provide.
The next set of results are from running the hybrid system,
measuring the predictive results of rules only and cases only.
Note that the accuracy rates of rule performance is expected
to differ from the prototype expert system because the hybrid system modifies rule confidence, thus influencing which
rules willfirefor a given record.
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Rules Only

183(61%)

63 (33%)

54(50%)

Cases Only

197(66%)

40(21%)

63(58%)

In all three database tests, the rule performance met or
exceeded its original accuracy. This increase in accuracy can
only be due to the dynamic confidence modification of each
rule based on its predictive success. T h e proportion of incorrect predictions between false positives and false negatives
did not remain the same, however. In general, predictive accuracy increased for the majority portion of the database
population; for example, there were moreftilltermthan preterm records in thefirstdatabase, and the number of incorrect predictions in this category decreased, at the expense of
predictive accuracy for preterm records. This trend was reversed in the second database, where the population was represented by more preterm thanftilltermpatients, and accuracy improved in both categories in the third database.
Case only performance w a s not as good as rule only performance in thefirstdatabase, where the predictive accuracy
from rules was afready very high. In both the second and
third databases, however, case only performance exceeded
that of rule only performance. Performance by category echoed the population distribution, as it did with the rule-only
condition. Note that the rule condition was not always capable of providing a prediction for a given record, and these
are listed as "unclassified" in the prototype system results
table. Cases were always able to provide a prediction, so there
were no unclassified records. For comparison to case performance, unclassified and misclassified records are included
together in the rule only condition.

this database that was higher than the accuracy rate on the
second database. The performance of the hybrid reasoning
system on this data m a y be explained by the fact that the
expert system rules were not generated from this database,
therefore, the cases provided a better source of prediction
than did the rules.

Finally, hybrid system results in which the system itself
decided whether to use a case or a rule as the basis for prediction are shown below.
Table 7: Hybrid reasoning system; database I
Number
of Cases

Correct

Misclassined

Unclassified

Conclusions

The most prominent result of this experiment is that using
cases can improve problem solving performance over the use
4(1%)
Fulltemi
255 251 (98%)
0(0%)
of rules. This was evident in both the cases-only condition
and the hybrid system condition. In a study of h o w people
Pretemti
24(53%)
45
0(0%)
21 (46%)
use analogues to m a k e decisions, Klein and Calderwood
(1988) reported that people found specific instances to be
more helpfiil than generalized knowledge. Perhaps this is
because the specificity of a case can match the ciurent situaTable 8: Hybrid reasoning system; database 2
tion better, and thus decision making can be more accurate,
providing one explanation for the improvement in perforUnNumber
MisCorrect
mance aft;er case inclusion. In her summary of a panel disof Cases
classified classified
cussion on analogical reasoning, Seifert (1989) pointed out
that
while w e tend to think that goals m a y be important in
0(0%)
300 212(70%) 88 (29%)
Overall
episode retrieval, people tend to rely more on surface fea0(0%)
Fullterm
87 35 (40%) 52 (59%)
tures. The hybrid system did not address goals in selecting
cases or rules, but still exhibited very good accuracy in pre0(0%)
Pretemn
213 177(83%) 36(16%)
diction.
Riesbeck and Schank (1989) describe two categorizations
of experience that are relevant here: ossified cases and paradigmatic cases. Ossified cases look like rules because they
Table 9: Hybrid reasoning system; database 3
have been abstracted from a number of cases, m u c h like the
inductive generation of the rules for this system. ParadigNumber
Correct
MisUnmatic cases are those that are complete memories and serve
of Cases
classified classified
as unique examples in the domain. Through the use of confi300 215(71%) 85 (28%)
Overall
0(0%)
dence modification in this system, those cases that are paradigmatic of predictive circumstances tend toriseto the top
191 167(87%) 24(12%)
Fullterm
0(0%)
of the knowledge base.
The dynamic knowledge confidence modification of the
48(44%)
109
Preterm
0(0%)
61 (55%)
system also appears to contribute to the improved performance, as indicated by the accuracy improvement of the rulesonly condition versus the original expert system. According
From these results, it is apparent that using a combination to Schank (1982), m e m o r y is dynamic, and the same input
of both rules and cases increased system accuracy over using
experiences at two different times can result in different reeither one individually, and over using the original prototype
mindings simply because m e m o r y m a y have reorganized itexpert system. In thefirstdatabase, only one additional case
self in the interim. While the hybrid system does not reorgawas correctly predicted, but in the second database, the hy- nize itself in the same manner as Schank's description of
brid reasoning system performed 10 percentage points better
M O P s and T O P s , it does reorganize its confidence in pieces
than did the expert system. Furthermore, while in both runs,
of knowledge, and thus which knowledge will be used to
the predictive performance was better on preterm deliveries,
make the current prediction.
it is m u c h better in the hybrid system. The hybrid system
A basic tenet of Schank's is that "we understand in terms
produced no unclassified predictions. O n the third database,
of what w e already understood" (Schank, 1982). While the
the hybrid reasoning system again outperformed the expert
initial rule base in the system contained approximately 5 0 %
system, this time by 22 percentage points. Note that the
preterm delivery rules and 5 0 %ftilltermdelivery rules, w h e n
sample of data used for testing in this case contained more
cases were added as pieces of knowledge, the system's knowlfiill term examples than preterm, although the overall popu- edge began to reflect population biases. This m a y account
lation in this database has the reverse bias. Interestingly
for the preferential accuracy improvement exhibited by the
enough, the hybrid system had an overall accuracy rate on
system toward majority categories as represented in the popuOverall

300

275(91%)

25 (8%)

0(0%)
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lation.
Dynamically modifying the predictive weight of features
in the system provided a means of focusing on the more important aspects of a given case. Barsalou also provides support for this concept, via the idea of "selective attention"
(Barsalou, 1993). H e states, "The basic idea is that the
attentional system is capable of focusing strategic processing on various aspects of a perceptual experience and extracting them as individual components, while simultaneously
tuning out other components to a large extent." Furthermore,
Barsalou indicates that memories are likely to be retrieved
based on three factors:frequency,recency, and context. The
confidence modification of rules and cases addresses the frequency aspect of case retrieval, while the feature weighting
partially addresses context. A n interesting extension to the
system would address the recency aspect, in which pieces of
knowledge that are not used gradually "atrophy" in confidence, and if not used for a sufficiently long time, are eventually forgotten.
Overall, then, the results of this study indicate that the problem solving performance of the system was dramatically
improved by the inclusion of cases with which to reason rather
than the only rules.
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Abstract
This paper challenges the widely accepted claim that "classical" cognitive architectures can explain the systematicity of
cognition (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). There are plausible ways
of rendering more precise the systematicity hypothesis (as
standardly formulated) in which it is entailed by classical architectures, and other plausible ways in which it is not.
Therefore, it is not a determinate issue whether systematicity
is entailed, and hence explained, by classical architectures.
The general argument is illustrated in a particular domain, the
systematicity of deductive inference. In the case of the capacity to carry out the inference modus tollens, the systematicity
hypothesis can be made precise in two ways, one entailed by
classical architectures, another which is not. Further, the latter, but not the former, accurately describes the actual empirical phenomenon. Put another way, the clumps that these deductive inference capacities come in are not the clumps that
are entailed by classical architectures. Therefore, in this area
at least, systematicity considerations count against the classical conception of cognitive architecture.
In their well-known paper Connectionism and Cognitive
Architecture, Fodor & Pylyshyn (1988) argued that
connectionism cannot constitute a viable alternative to the
so-called "classical" conception of cognitive architecture, on
the grounds that, unlike classical architectures, it cannot
provide any explanation of the pervasive empirical
phenomenon of systematicity. Therefore, the only proper
role for connectionism is to investigate h o w classical
architectures might be implemented. This a r g u m e n t —
described by Pylyshyn as one of only two major arguments
for the classical approach (Pylyshyn, 1989)—has prompted
much connectionist modeling and philosophical debate. The
main point of contention has been whether connectionism
can deliver an adequate non-classical explanation of
systematicity. Most contributors to these debates have paid
little or no attention to the alleged empirical phenomenon of
systematicity itself, and to whether classical architectures
can in fact explain systematicity.
Here w e take a very different approach. W e will argue
that, according to Fodor and Pylyshyn's o w n standards of
explanation, classical architectures presently cannot be
claimed to explain systematicity, and further, that there is
reason to believe that classical architectures cannot explain
systematicity. Consequently, there can be no argument from
any alleged failure of connectionism to explain
systematicity to the superiority of the classical approach.
Indeed, if anything, systematicity considerations currently
count as an argument against the classical conception.

W h a t Is It T o E x p l a i n S y s t e m a t i c i t y ?
Fodor & Pylyshyn place a strict constraint on what counts as
genuine explanation. For an hypothesis H to explain s o m e
phenomenon S, H alone must entail S. This constraint is
essential to their dismissal of connectionism. They imagine
a defender of connectionism building systematicity into a
particular connectionist model and claiming, on this basis,
that connectionism can indeed explain systematicity. Fodor
& Pylyshyn reply that this would be insufficient. Since all
natural cognitive systems are systematic, systematicity must
follow from the basic nature of architecture alone, and not
merely be compatible with the architecture (p.50).
Consequently, if the classical conception of cognitive
architecture explains systematicity, it likewise must entail
systematicity from the basic nature of the architecture alone.
T h e classical conception, expressed as an empirical
hypothesis, is
C A : All natural cognitive systems contain (a) mental
representations with combinatorial constituent structure
and compositional semantics, and (b) mental processes
that are sensitive to the combinatorial structure of the
representations.
This hypothesis must entail the alleged empirical
phenomenon, which is that
S: All natural cognitive systems are systematic.
This entailment is neither immediate nor obvious. Whether
it goes through at all depends, among other things, on what
the empirical phenomenon S actually is, and this in turn
depends on what the concept of systematicity is. Until
systematicity is adequately clarified, w e cannot k n o w
whether classical architectures explain it.
What Is Systematicity?
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Systematicity appears nowhere in the cognitive science
literature before Connectionism and Cognitive Architecture:
not as an empirical hypothesis, nor as a concept; not even
the term.' It is therefore surprising that Fodor & Pylyshyn
give no clear, succinct and precise definition of the concept,
or description of the empirical phenomenon. Careful
extrapolation from the scattered hints and definitional tidbits
they do provide leads to the following empirical hypothesis:
' Productivity, of course, occurs frequently in the literature, and
productivity is one component of systematicity. However, a
concept does not exist merely because one component of it
exists. Note, moreover, that Fodor & Pylyshyn explicitly
decline to rely on productivity for the force of their argument; it
is only the other components of systematicity that matter.

Systematicity according to Fodor & Pylyshyn (SFP):
All cognitive systems (humans and other animals) are
systematic, i.e., are such that their ability to do some
things of a given cognitive type (including at least
"thinking a thought" and making an inference) is intrinsically connected with their ability to do other,
structurally related things of that type.
This statement is as precise as Fodor & Pylyshyn get.
However, it is not sufficiently precise for determining
whether classical architectures explain systematicity. There
are ways of sharpening S F P such that it is entailed by C A ,
and ways of sharpening it such that it is not entailed by CA.
Therefore, it is not a determinate issue whether C A as it
stands entails S F P , or systematicity in general.
T h e remainder of this section states this argument in a
little more detail.
H o w might S F P be rendered precise? A s noted, w e cannot
turn to the existing literature for help, for there is none
bearing directly on the issue. (This m a y explain the
otherwise curious fact that Fodor & Pylyshyn, in the body of
Connectionism and Cognitive Architecture, cite n o
empirical literature whatsoever in support of their claim that
cognition is systematic.) Consequently, w e must begin from
scratch.
T h e basic idea behind systematicity is that any organism
able to do one thing of a given type is able to do other,
structurally related, things of that type. T o render
systematicity precise is to get clear on what cognitive
performance types there are, and on what other things of a
given type an organism would have to be able to do, if it can
do s o m e particular thing of that type. This suggests the
following schema:
Systematicity Schema: For every organism O, and any
given cognitive performance t of type T, there is some
set M o , t of "structurally related" performances such
that O is capable of all and only the performances in
Mo,tThis schema would then be fleshed out for particular
organisms and performance types in order to provide
empirically applicable tests.
There are m a n y ways the Systematicity Schema might be
filled out in detail for particular performance types. S o m e of
these ways are entailed by the hypothesis that cognitive
architectures are classical (CA). S o m e are not. Suppose, for
example, that the sets M Q . t were specified to be s o m e
proper, non-arbitrary subsets of the sets that would be
entailed by classical architectures. (An example is given in
the next section.) Then those cognitive capacities would
clearly be systematic, but systematicity of this kind would
not be entailed by classical architectures, for classical
architectures entail that the organism is capable of
performances that are not in those sets. Consequently, in the
absence of any particular specification of h o w the
Systematicity S c h e m a is to be filled out, there is no
determinate answer to whether classical architectures entail
and hence explain systematicity. Further, since no-one has in
fact provided such specification in any reasonable detail, no-
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one can presently justifiably assert that classical
architectures do entail and hence explain systematicity.
Think of it this way. C A entails that cognitive capacities
c o m e in clumps, i.e., arc systematic. S F P asserts that
cognitive capacities c o m e in clumps. Does C A therefore
entail S F P l Not necessarily. It only does so if the kind of
clumps entailed by C A are the same kind of clumps picked
out by S F P . So, what kind of clumps does S F P pick out?
Well, that's not clear at all. O n one way of reading SFP, the
clumps are the same. O n another way, the clumps are not.
Until we've settled on a specific way of reading S F P , w e just
can't say whether the entailment is there. Unfortunately,
Fodor & Pylyshyn didn't provide any specific reading, and
nobody else has either. So, w e can't n o w say that classical
architectures do entail, and hence explain, systematicity.
How Classical Architectures Do Not Explain
Systematicity
The previous section argued that it cannot now be said that
classical architectures entail systematicity. This section
argues for a different point: that in one domain at least,
classical architectures do not entail the actual empirical facts
of systematicity. In making this second argument, w e
provide a concrete illustration of the key premise of the first
argument, which is that there are various ways of making
systematicity precise, some which are, and some which are
not, entailed by classical architectures.
Fodor & Pylyshyn single out the systematicity of inference
as a key component of the wider p h e n o m e n o n of
systematicity. It is, roughly, the idea that the ability to make
some inferences is intrinsically connected to the ability to
m a k e other, logically related inferences. They offer no
precise definition of the phenomenon and cite no literature
in its support, but do anecdotally illustrate what they have in
mind the following way:
Y o u don't, for example, find minds that are prepared to
infer John went to the store from John and Mary and
Susan and Sally went to the store and John and Mary
went to the store but not from John and Mary and Susan
went to the store, (p.48)
Perhaps; perhaps not. In any case, the import of such an
casual observation for the general p h e n o m e n o n of
systematicity of inference is entirely unclear.
A m o r e appropriate procedure is to fill out the
Systematicity Schema for particular inference types. Here
w e discuss only one, modus tollens (Az)B, - B = > - A ) . Note
that modus tollens is one of the simplest and most c o m m o n
of all inference types. If classical architectures fail to
explain the actual systematicity of modus tollens, this will
significantly undermine the claim that classical architectures
can in fact explain the systematicity of inference and indeed
systematicity in general.
There are at least two ways tofleshout the Systematicity
Schema for this form of conditional inference. O n e is such
that the systematicity of this capacity is entailed by classical
architectures. Such architectures postulate mental processes
that operate on mental representations in a way that respects
their combinatorial structure. Classical architectures
therefore predict that (subject to resource constraints) any

cognitive system that can perform any instance of m o d u s
tollens (i.e., can construct conditionals and negations, and is
able to draw the appropriate conclusion) will be able to
perform every instance, since all such instances have the
same combinatorial structure. In particular, classical
architectures predict that, since mental processes are
sensitive to structure, such features of the inference instance
as the content of the constituent symbols or their frequency
of prior occurrence should be irrelevant, since such features
make no difference to the combinatorial structure.
More precisely, classical architectures entail the following
systematicity sub-hypotheses. Let M q . M 7 be the set of
inferences by substituting into the m o d u s tollens schema
( A d B , ~ B = > - A ) any symbol in the set of symbols
available to O. Then w e have:
Systematicity of M o d u s tollens ( S M T ) : A n y organism
O capable of performing any instance of M q . M T 'S
capable of performing every instance of that set.
(Note that this instantiation of the Systematicity Schema has
been simplified by assuming that the set M does not depend
on any particular performance t.) Hypothesis S M T expresses
in precise terms one w a y in which cognitive capacities can
be said to c o m e in clumps. It is entailed by the hypothesis
that cognitive architectures are classical in form. Does it
accurately describe the kind of clumps that cognitive
capacities actually c o m e in?
Conditional inference has been the target of m u c h
psychological investigation. Though this investigation was
not specifically directed at evaluating any systematicity
hypothesis, it does shed a certain amount of light on the
issue. The general situation is dramatically illustrated by
Table 1, from a study by Kern, Mirels & Hinshaw (1983).
In this study, scientists were presented with conditional
inferences of four kinds and asked whether certain
conclusions followed. S o m e were presented inferences in
abstract form (Do P ^ Q and not-Q imply not-Pl) and others
in concrete form (Do If Rex is a terrier, then he likes apples,
and Rex does not like apples, imply Rex is not a terrierl).
For current purposes, the crucial thing to notice is the

disparity in performance between abstract and concrete
instances. Note, for example, only 4 1 % of scientists in one
group correctly recognized the validity of m o d u s tollens in
an abstract case, whereas 6 9 % in another recognized its
validity in a concrete case. Assuming representativeness,
this suggests that around 3 0 % of people do not perform
identically on structurally identical inferences, i.e., directly
violate hypothesis S M T . The clumps that these people's
cognitive capacities c o m e in are not the clumps entailed by
the hypothesis that they have a classical architecture.
For various reasons it would be inappropriate to place too
m u c h weight on these figures alone. T h e moral they suggest
has, however, been borne out repeatedly in numerous
systematic studies. The difference between the abstract and
concrete cases is that the latter have meaningful content.
The critical role of content in conditional inference has been
confirmed repeatedly in one of the most-studied tasks in the
psychology of inference, the W a s o n card selection task
(Wason, 1966). In the standard version of this task, four
cards are laid out on a table before the subject; each card has
a number on one side and a letter on the other. T h e subject is
asked which cards would logically need to be turned over in
order to find out whether a rule is true or false. T h e rule is a
conditional: if there is an A on one side, there is a 3 on the
other.

A

D

3

7

"If there is an A on one side.
there is a 3 on the other."
Famously, subjects generally perform very badly. The important point here, however, is that (a) selecting the fourth
card corresponds to correct performance of m o d u s tollens;
(b) subjects very rarely perform this inference correctly in
the standard version of the task; and (c) numerous studies
have shown that performance is often m u c h better if the
cards and rule are changed to something familiar, such as
the rule "If a person is drinking beer, then that person must
be over 19 years of age." (Griggs & Cox, 1982). For an

Table 1. Scientist's performance on simple conditional inferences. From Kern, Mirels & Hinshaw (1983)
Discipline
recognized
validity (or
invalidity) of;

Referents

Psychologists

Biologists

Physicists

modus
ponens

abstract
concrete

83
100

92
100

92
100

89
100

100
100

denial of
antecedent

abstract
concrete

83
75

58
75

75
100

72
83

67
100

affirmation of
consequent

abstract
concrete

83
75

75
50

75
92

73
72

87
82

modus
tollens

abstract
concrete

33
50

33
83

58
75

41
69

53
91
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subjects with
Overall %
correct,
some logic
collapsed across training (n=26)
disciplines

overview of these studies, see Evans (1989) Ch.4.
Results such as these have led most psychologists of
inference to conclude that no account of the empirical facts
of h u m a n inference will succeed if it attempts to explain
inferential capacities in terms of the formal structure of
inferences alone - i.e., in terms only of the basic resources
offered by classical architectures. The following observation
by two of the foremost specialists in the psychology of
deductive reasoning, W a s o n and Johnson-Laird, is typical:
The emphasis which w e have placed on the importance
of content in reasoning shows that a purely formal, or
syntactic, approach to it m a y suffer from severe
limitations...But one can turn this argument round, and
examine the usefulness of formal logic in constructing
psychological models of reasoning. For s o m e
considerable time w e cherished the illusion that this was
the w a y to proceed, and that only structural
characteristics of the problem mattered. Only gradually
did w e realize first that there was no existing formal
calculus which correctly modeled our subject's
inference, and second that no purely formal calculus
would succeed.(1972 pp. 244-5)
Compare this with Fodor & Pylyshyn's remarkable,
unsupported assertion that: "It's a 'logical' principle that
conjunctions entail their constituents (so the argument from
P & Q to P and to Q is valid). Correspondingly, its a
psychological law that thoughts that P & Q tend to cause
thoughts that P and thoughts that Q , all else being equal."
(p.46)
There is, of course, an alternative way of filling out the
Systematicity S c h e m a for m o d u s tollens, for anyone w h o
has the patience. W e just transcribe the actual data,
painstakingly gathered by experimental psychologists, into a
n e w Systematicity of M o d u s tollens hypothesis, S M T 2 . This
alternative hypothesis describes another w a y cognitive
capacities c o m e in clumps. Moreover, it is trivially
guaranteed to describe the actual empirical phenomena to
the best of our current knowledge. However, S M T 2 is not
entailed by the hypothesis that all cognitive architectures are
classical. T h e classical conception of cognitive architecture
entails that all subjects will perform the same on structurally
identical inferences, regardless of the content of the
symbols. S M T 2 asserts that people do not perform the same
on identically structured inferences.
In short, there are at least two different ways of rendering
systematicity ( S F P ) precise in the case of one cognitive
capacity, the capacity to correctly m a k e m o d u s tollens
inferences. O n e { S M T ) is entailed by the classical approach;
another ( S M T 2 ) is not. Therefore, classical architectures
cannot be said to entail the vague, general systematicity
hypothesis S F P . Further, it is S M T 2 , not S M T , which
correctly describes h u m a n performance. Therefore, classical
architectures fail to explain the systematicity of m o d u s
tollens capacities, such as it is. Thus, in this area at least,
systematicity considerations count as an argument against
the classical approach.
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Discussion
Enthusiasts of classical architectures might respond by
qualifying their explanatory ambitions. They might abandon
their empirical hypothesis that inference is systematic in just
the w a y entailed, and hence explained, by classical
architectures, and argue only that classical architectures are
to be preferred to connectionist ones on the grounds that
"thought" or perhaps language is systematic, and only
classical architectures explain this. However, apart from
being a major concession, this would be a rather ad hoc
maneuver. If cognitive architectures are classical in basic
form, w h y are only certain cognitive capacities, and not
others, systematic in the way entailed by such architectures?
Indeed, w e can ask w h y Fodor & Pylyshyn did not assert as
empirical fact that all cognitive capacities are systematic,
since that is what is entailed by the hypothesis that cognitive
architectures are classical. W h y did they carefully select out
certain cognitive capacities ("thought", inference), assert
that those are systematic, and that classical architectures are
to be preferred because they explain those capacities?
A n alternative response is that what classical architectures
really entail, and hence explain, is our competence in
deductive inference; the actual details of h u m a n
performance arise from an interaction between a pristine
competence and various kinds of contingent limitations,
e.g., in resources. Thus the actual facts of systematicity do
not automatically rule out the possibility that cognitive
architectures are classical. T o this, three responses. First, the
argument of this paper has not been that the actual empirical
facts of systematicity rule out the classical hypothesis;
merely that classicalists cannot currently claim empirical
virtue in being able to explain systematicity. Second, note
that in Connectionism and Cognitive Architecture, Fodor &
Pylyshyn explicitly declined to rely on competence/
performance distinctions, acknowledging that the hypothesis
of ideal competence was held in suspicion in the opposing
c a m p (connectionists). Third, explanations of facts of
performance that begin from a competence and degrade that
competence by means of contingent limitations must be able
to give plausible explanations of h o w those contingent
limitations give rise to the observed performance. In the
case of deductive inference, there is no obvious plausible
way to do this. Classicalists are welcome to take up the
challenge.
W h a t kind of general conception of cognitive architecture
would stand a realistic chance of entailing, and hence
explaining, the actual facts of systematicity? O n e lesson to
be learned from the brief discussion of deductive inference
is that the actual dumpiness of real cognitive performance
must reflect at least two factors. Obviously, structural
relationships are very important. The structural similarities
in the tasks themselves, and presumably in the internal states
that m a k e possible performance of those tasks, have much to
do with the fact that our cognitive capacities c o m e in
clumps. However, this cannot be the whole story, since our
cognitive capacities apparently do not always c o m e in the
kind of clumps that are entailed by such considerations. The
critical role of content in deductive inference capacities
suggests familiarity also has m u c h to do with the actual

shape of the clumps that cognitive capacities c o m e in.
Therefore, it is plausible that any conception of cognitive
architecture that built in, from the outset, both structured
internal states and structure-sensitive processes and a
sensitivity to experience would be able to deliver an
explanation of the actual facts of systematitity.
Interestingly, this vague description embraces the kind of
architecture that m a n y connectionists work with (e.g.,
Elman, 1991).
It is an open question whether the basic principles
defining this sub-class of connectionist architectures can in
fact be formulated in such a way as to entail, and hence
explain, the basic outline of the clumps that cognitive
capacities actually come in. The point of this paper has been
to challenge the nearly universal acquiescence in Fodor and
Pylyshyn's claim that classical architectures entail and hence
explain systematicity. This acquiescence has been made
possible by a widespread reluctance to engage in the kind of
tedious empirical inquiries that would be required to
ascertain the actual nature of the clumps that cognitive
capacities come in.
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Abstract
Meuphor is an elegant, concise, often startling communicative
form which is employed by a speaker as a means of conveying a
state of affairs to a hearer; as such, it deserves to be analysed as a
speech-act, with a particular illocutionary intent and perlocutionary
effect This paper describes a hybrid symbolic/connectionist model
of meuphor (SAPPER by Veale & Keane. 1993), which
incorporates elements of the belief ascription model of (Wilks.
Bamden & Wang, 1991). This extended framework provides a
suitable computational envirormient for analysing the illocutionary
intent of the speaker, and perlocutionary effect upon the hearer's
belief space, of a broad class of metaphors with an observable
ameliorative/pejorative coruiotation.

1. Introduction
T h e view, promoted by Lakoff & Johnson (1980), that
metaphor plays a fundamental structural role in organizing our
conceptud systems, rather than being a deviant rhetorical
effect, is n o w generally accepted. Indeed, this idea drives
m a n y recent computational models (Weiner, 1984; Martin,
1990; W a y , 1991;Veale & Keane, 1992a, 1992b). Such
analyses are based on the de-contextualised "contents" of the
metaphor and ignore the communicative context in which it is
uttered. However, Davidson (1979) has warned against
confusing the content of a metaphor with the intended effect of
a metaphor. In his view metaphor, is not a carrier of meaning,
but a recipe from which meaning is constructed. The real
meaning of a metaphor lies in the changes it makes to belief
structures of the reader.
So, in order to capture therichnessof their metaphoric
utterances they need to be viewed as speech acts (see Austin
1962). From this perspective the metaphor is uttered by a
speaks with a specific communicative intent, in the context of
a speaker-specific world model, and subsequently interpreted
by a listener relative to a local world model which is similarly
listener-specific. T o arrive at a full interpretation of the
utterance, a system must therefore characterise that component
of meaning which is c o m m o n to the world models of speaker
and listener, before the information content, as opposed to the
semantic content, of the metaphor can be represented. So, a
proper analysis requires the system to model the belief
structures of the speaker and listener relative to each other in
the context of the tenor and vehicle concepts. Recognising the
communicative intent of the speaker is also important if the
speaker's beliefs are to be correctly modelled by the listener
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(e.g., is the speaker conveying a pejorative or ameliorative
account of the tenor?).
Various researchers, notably Ballim, Wilks & Harden
(1991), have subsumed the metaphoric process within a larger
framework of belief ascription (see also Wilks, Bamden &
W a n g , 1991). Wilks et al. treat metaphor as a
stnictural/propositional transference between domains and
show h o w some properties of metaphor naturally arise out of a
model of belief space amalgamation. The work of Wilks et al.
informs much of what follows, but w e are concerned with
various other properties of metaphor which fall outside their
framework; properties such as domain incongruence (see
Tourangeau & Sternberg, 1981) and domain interaction (see
Richards, 1936; Black, 1962), which seem to transcend simple
transference of predicational structure between domains.
So, our emphasis is more on the role of belief ascription
and speech act analysis in metaphor interpretation, rather than
on belief ascription in itself. In sections 2 and 3, w e present a
memory model for capturing aspects of belief ascription and
metaphor interpretation. In section 4, w e demonstrate how the
activation dynamics of the Sapper connectionist network can
be employed to derive a quantitative measure of both the
emotive and communicative force of a metaphor, while
sections 5 and 6 illustrate h o w various heuristic rules of belief
revision capitalise upon this measure. The paper ends with a
summary and conclusions in section 7.
2. Overview of the SAPPER Framework
The model of metaphor and belief presented in this paper is
best elucidated within the computational framework of the
Sapper network system (see Veale & Keane, 1993). The
Sapper framework is a hybrid symbolic/connectionist model,
which posits metaphor interpretation as a dual process
involving the building of symbolic structures in a semantic
network, and the propagation of activation across this network.
In Sapper, metaphor comprehension involves the construction
(or more accurately, the awakening) of new cross-domain
linkages, which serve as bridges to bind the analogue-pairs
established by the metaphor. Metaphor novelty is reflected by
the amount of structure added to the network. In short,
metaphor is modelled as a dynamic, consuoictive, conceptual
phenomenon, which evokes a response in a reactive fashion
from an adaptive and accommodating knowledge-base.
A Sapper network is a localist graph in which nodes
represent concepts, and where arcsrepresentsemantic relations

between these concept nodes. The symbolic part of the system metaphor operates both ways, denigrating surgeons, but
analyses the network for particular consistencies of structure, elevating butchers, who are now seen to be that much less
and uses various rules to modify the network. For instance,
clumsy, careless and imprecise, and altogether more
new (but dormant) connections may be constructed on the
professional. This bi-directional (though not symmetric)
basis of consistencies found. Such dormant network linkages interplay of different conceptual domains captures the
represent merely plausible, rather than fully established,
interaction view of Richards (1936) and Black (1962), in a
semantic relations, and are thus not operative carriers of
way which the simple transference of predicational structure,
activation. Sapper's connectionist component controls the
as advocated by Wilks, Bamden & Wang (1991). in their
propagation of activation energy or zorch throughout the
ViewGen model, does not.
network (see Hendler 1989), when activation flows from
concept nodes evoked by the metaphor (i.e., the tenor and
vehicle concepts). Under suitable conditions, propagated
activation can awaken the dormant connections established by
Hiniin.FVesh
the symbolic rules, transforming them into active conceptual
bridges between the domains of the tenor and vehicle concepts.
Imfti Hi(b P^
U m l t HicbP^
The symbolic component uses two constructor rules: the
Siiiii
triangulation rule and the squaring rule. The triangulation rule
is invoked whenever two concept nodes share a common
association or superclass, establishing a link between them.
taunibip A|>praiuc»*ip
The squaring rule is a second-order constructor that acts on the
Acuvuy
links built by the triangulation rule, building bridges upon
bridges, each new linkage extending the inter-domain reach of
the last. Consider how Sapper deals with the "surgeons are
butchers" metaphor (see Figure 1). The triangulation rule
notes common associations between aspects of the surgeon and
butcher concepts (e.g., MEAT:HUMAN-FLESH, SLAUGHTER
& DEATH, INTERNSHIP:APPRENnCESHIP & EXPERIENCE)
and lays down dormant linkages between the schemata
BUTCHER and S U R G E O N , H U M A N - F L E S H and M E A T ,
CLEAVER and SCALPEL, APPRENTICESHIP and INTERNSHIP,
and SLAUGHTER and S U R G E R Y . The squaring rule then
reinforces the
square-structured
bridgework

SURGEON:BUTCHER & MEAT:HUMAN-FLESH, and
SURGERY:SLAUGHTER & SCALPEL:CLEAVER.
Following the construction stage, activation is prc^agated
from the matriarch nodes of the metaphor, SURGEON (tenor)
and BUTCHER (vehicle), causing the dormant linkages
between S U R G E O N : B U T C H E R , M E A T : H U M A N - F L E S H ,

Surgeons are Butchers

Figure 1: The Sapper network structure underlying the
metaphor "Surgeons are Butchers". (Key: Dashed bidirectional arrows depict dormant Family Resemblance
SURGERY:SLAUGHTER, SCALPEL:CLEAVER, and
relations, while unbroken unlabelled bi-directional arrows
INTERNSHIP: APPRENTICESHIP to be awakened as full,
depict established family resemblances; unlabelled uniactivation-carrying bridges. A dormant linkage is awakened in
directional arrows depict Attributive / Associational
Sapper whenever it serves as channel for competitive
activation waves originating at different matriarch nodes: that relations; bi-directional arrows labelled C -C depict Control
relations; unidirectional arrows labelled T depict Taxonomic
is, whenever it is seen as constituting a cross-domain bridge
relations; and • depicts an inverter, which transforms
between the domains of tenor and vehicle. The opening of
these bridges allows activation to flow freely between the tenor inhibitory activation into excitation, and excitatory activation
into inhibition; Line thickness indicates relational salience).
and vehicle domains, altering the activation dynamics of the
network in such a way that the tenor actually interacts with the
The Squaring rule is considered second-order as it emplo
vehicle at a conceptual level. The activation patterns of
BUTCHER, SLAUGHTER, M E A T and CLEAVER interact with links rather than nodes as the evidential basis for performing
structural inference. Such second-order strategies thus support
those of S U R G E O N , S U R G E R Y , H U M A N - F L E S H and
an
interplay between the symbolic and connectionist
SCALPEL to produce a response to the metaphor. So, a
components
of the hybrid model, for as dormant links are
Surgeon is seen, through the lens of the metaphor, to be an
awakened, they may instigate further high-level inference. In
altogether less skilful and precise tradesman, performing
surgery which is akin to the slaughter of innocents, while effect, to perceive two concepts as being similar, it is not
amidst the pain and screams of fear, wielding a blood-stained simply enough to recognize the commonality in associational
structure, but it is often necessary to invent new commonalities
scalpel to slash and chop liberally into human meat. The
(see Finke, Ward & Smith, 1992). These newly perceived
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commonalities of siruciure underpin the phenomenon of
D o m a i n Incongruence (see Tourangeau & Sternberg, 1981),
and represent the territorial expansion of a metaphor as it
builds upon other, lower-level metaphors to extend its reach
between evermore diverse conceptual domains. Metaphors
often employ high-level, or non-literal similarities, based on
attributes which hold different meanings in different domains
(see Tourangeau & Sternberg 1981). Domain incongruence is
exhibited in such metaphors as "Her heart was an understocked
ice-box", where refrigerators and h u m a n hearts are neither
empty or cold in the same manner. Rather emptiness is itself a
metaphor representing h u m a n indifference, while coldness
signifies a lack of compassion.

surgeon viewpoint is adopted. A means of gauging this
ameliorative/pejorative shift between the tenor and vehicle
viewpoints is necessary if the system is to accurately
determine the cognitive, or emotive force of a metaphor; that
is, a context-independent measure of the persuasive power of
the metaphor regardless of the speaker's intent. Such a
measure is a principal determiner in updating the belief-space
of the hearer in response to the speaker's metaphor. A
connectionist means of obtaining such a measure is simply
implemented within Sapper, as illusffated in Figure 2:
Professiantl
jiessiunaii

3. Belief Ascription in Sapper

Suined

A Sapper network, which is essentially a generalised graph
structure comprising labelled relational arcs/links between
labelled concept nodes, m a y be viewed as an unstructured
collection of propositions (i.e., two-place predications
annotated with a numeric measure of relational salience).
Viewed in this manner, w e can readily superimpose a belief
maintenance architecture onto the Sapper network model. The
belief sets of sentient agents (e.g., people, computers) are
modelled as viewpoint environments which contain different
topic environments, each relating to a different concept as
viewed by a particular agent (following Wilks, B a m d e n &
Wang's, 1991, terminology). The Sapper knowledge-base thus
comprises two interlinked architectures: a belief-space model
composed of viewpoint and topic environments, and a localist
connectionist network comprising weighted links, each of
which rejH-esents a distinct proposition. Each link is annotated
with one or more topic environment identifiers, as the same
proposition m a y be held by different agents, and a
corresponding credibility weighting for each topic, which
represents the credence each belief agent places upon the
proposition. A viewpoint is considered primed whenever that
viewpoint is currently adopted by the system, allowing Sapper
to consider a proposition from within the belief spaces of
different agents; the priming of a viewpoint environment
automatically causes its constituent topic environments, and
the propositions contained therein, to be primed also. T o
support this viewpoint-switching capability, activation is
therefore constrained by the connectionist component to occur
across only those proposition links contained within a
currently primed topic environment.
4. Ameliorative and Pejorative Shift
The existence of multiple viewpoints within a knowledge-base
allows for considerable meaning shift to occur in the
comprehension of metaphor, as an utterance m a y be
interpreted differently within conflicting agent belief-spaces.
This issue is of particular relevance in quantifying the overall
ameliorative/pejorative content of an utterance: in the
metaphor of Figure 1, for instance, an ameliorative shift occurs
w h e n considering the metaphor from the viewpoint of a
butcher, while a complementary pejorative shift occurs when a

SIdlAU
Cluimy
Amelioration
(A)

Proration
(P)

Carelea
Figure 2: T w o collector nodes (depicted black on white),
which accept all incoming activation, but do not propagate it
onwards, are used to measure the relative
ameliorative/pejorative content of a concept.
As shown in Figure 2, Sapper designates two concept nodes,
A M E L I O R A T I O N (denoted A ) and P E J O R A T I O N (denoted P),
to serve as special activation collectors, which accumulate but
do not redistribute activation from adjoining nodes.
Descriptive concepts throughout the network which possess
any measure of ameliorative/ pejorative connotation are
connected to these nodes, whereby the association strength of
each linkage reflects the extent of the connotation. So, by
priming the viewpoint environment E of an observer O , and
subsequently initiating the spread of activation, or zoich Z,
from a concept node T, the activation levels of the collectors A
and P will provide a measure of the relative
ameliorative/pejorative view toward T by O:
Ameliorative(0, T )
Pejorative(0, T )
View(0, T )

=

BoZt(A)
BoZt(P)
BoZt(A)-BoZt(P)

The zorch arriving at collector node A from node T, denoted
Z j (A), in the viewpoint environment of believer O, denoted,
B q . represents a measure of the ameliorative view felt by O
for T, denoted Ameliorative(E, T). T h e overall view (or
esteem) held by O for T is denoted View(0, T); a positive
value for this function implies O holds an ameliorative opinion
of T, while a negative value suggests a pejorative opinion.
It follows therefore that T's self-esteem to defined by:
• Self-Esteem(T) = View(T,T) = Bj Zy (A) - Bj Zq-(P)
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=

The system is thus in a situation to gauge the effect upon a
hearer H's self-esteem should H adopt the proposition set X
(i.e., a set of one or more new propositions):

I(1>.BhZv(A)-<|)-BhZv(P)'

+ (1-0).Bh+xZh(A)
+
-

• ASelf-Esteem(H) = View(H+X. H) - View(H. H)

= Bh+xZh(a)- Bh+xZh(P)
-BhZh(A) +BhZh(P)

(i-4>).Bh+xZh(P)
(1-0).BhZh(A)
(1-((>).BhZh(P)
(1-0).BhBs+xZs(A)

+ (l-(t)).BHBs+xZs(P)
+ (l-(t)).BHBsZs(A)
- (1-0).BhBsZs(P)

The proposition set of interest to Sapper, of course, is the set of
bridges awakened in comprehending a metaphor, as Sapper is
required to attach a credibility weighting to each of these n e w
Impositions in the belief space of the Hearer H. Calculation of The scaling factor (|> represents the readiness, or susceptibility
the ensuing effects upon the self-esteem of the Hearer is
of the system to accept the propositions conveyed through an
therefore essential if the system is to ascertain the likelihood of utterance without recourse to the relative pragmatic position of
the hearer adopting X , and determine die certainty / credibility
the hearer and speaker. A s defined above, the communicative
rating that H will attach to X. However, it is also necessary to force of a metaphor is thus not only dependent upon the
determine the perceived change in self-esteem experienced by
emotive force of the utterance, but also upon the likely effect
the speaker S as observed by the hearer H:
that acceptance of the metaphor is to have upon the hearer H ,
and upon the openness of the speaker S as perceived by H. If
• Bh ASelf-Esteem(S) = Bh [View(S+X, S) - View(S, S)]
M does not relate to H in any descriptive fashion, then ASelfEsteem(H)
is zero and not a factor in the final interpretation.
= Bh[Bs+xZs(a)-Bs+xZs(P)
However, if M describes H positively, the communicative
-BsZs(A)+BsZs(P)]
force is strengthened, causing H to attribute more certainty to
the propositions conveyed therein, while if M describes H
Thus, for a metaphoric utterance M, in which negatively,
speaker S
the communicative force is diminished and less
describes a tenor concept T via the vehicle concept V to a certainty is attributed to the propositions it conveys. Similarly,
hearer H, the emotive force of M , Ef(M), is defined:
if M is seen by H to describe S positively, that is, in a selfserving manner, then H is less likely to accept fully the
• Ef(M) = IView(H, V)l = IBh Zy (A) - Bh Zy (P)l
propositions conveyed by S, while if M is seen to describe S
negatively, that is, in a self-deprecating manner, H is more
i.e., the absolute ameliorative/pejorative content of the likely
vehicle
to attach greater credence to the propositional content of
chosen to describe the tenor. However, as suggested above, the M . Recalling the example of Figure 1, "Surgeons are
system must also consider the effect the utterance M has upon
butchers", this utterance has more communicative power when
the hearer H, and the effect M has upon S as perceived by H, if uttered by a surgeon, or to a butcher, and less communicative
the persuasive power of the metaphor is to be determined. The power when uttered to a surgeon or by a butcher.
Pragmatic force, Pf(M) of a metaphor reflects Uiis perspective
What has been achieved by this algebraic manipulation?
shift that exists between speaker and hearer:
Building upon a simple means of ascertaining the relative
ameliorative/pejorative view of a concept from the perspective
of a particular belief agent. Sapper is capable of quantifying
• Pf(M) = ASelf-Esteem(H) - Bjj ASelf Esteem(S)
the persuasive power, or communicative force, of a metaphor
as
A context-dependent, or pragmatically motivated, measure of it relates to the beliefs of the hearer.
the persuasive force of the metaphor can n o w be formulated.
This context-dependent measure is termed the communicaiive
force of the metaphor, or Cf(M). If the speaker S, in uttering
the metaphcx- M , communicates the set of propositions X to the
hearer H, then Cf(M) is:

5. Speaker Intentionality

A s described and formulated in the previous section, a
metaphoric utterance m a y effect changes in the belief space of
the hearer, and some measure of the likelihood that such
changes are wrought is the communicative force of the
• Cf(M) = 4). Ef(M) +(]-((>). Pf(M)
utterance. O f course, the utterance is communicated by the
= <)>. Ef(M) + (1 - <t)). [ASelf-Esteem(H)
speaker with precisely such a persuasive goal, and following
- B h ASelf Esteem(S)]
Davidson (1979), metaphors must by analysed in terms of the
= <]). I View(H, V)l
pragmatic goals of the speaker. W h e n a speaker utters " M y
+ (1 - <t»).View(H+X, H )
wife's cooking is a disaster", the speaker's intention is to
(1 - (|)).View(H, H )
convey a dislike of his wife's cooking. However, a
- (1 - (1)).Bh View(S+X, S)
propositional expression of this dislike is not contained within
the metaphor itself, but arises from a pragmatic analysis of the
+ (1 - (t>).BH View(S, S)
utterance as a speech act.
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Given a metaphor M uttered by S, which describes T as V, and 6. Metaphors of Mind
in doing so conveys the proposition set X to H, then the
In dealing with metaphors which relate to a sentient tenor, that
following belief ascription heuristics apply:
is, a tenor which is a belief agent in its own right, the system
must do more than determine those beliefs the hearer will
Like/Dislike:
ascribe to the speaker (the perlocutive effect); it is also
• When M is perceived to be pejorative toward T,
necessary to determine those beliefs that the hearer perceives
i.e., View(H. V) < 0,
the speaker to ascribe to the tenor. To model this ascription
/n/«r; A B h Bs Zt(P) « Cf(M)
from speaker to tenor. Sapper employs a fundamental
metaphor
of mind, that of concept association and
i.e., modify the link strengths to ensure that more zorch arrives
disassociation
(such basic metaphors of cognition are
at PfiromT in Bj^ Bg
discussed in Lakoff & Johnson 1980, and Bamden 1992, and
• When M is perceived to be ameliorative toward T, given a computational ueatment in Veale & Keane 1992a,b).
i.e.. View(H. V ) > 0.
The essential principle is this: when a speaker S utters a
metaphor M lo insult a sentient tenor T, such that BHView(S,
//•/•<?/•.• A B h Bs Zt(A) oc Cf(M)
V ) < 0, then H perceives S to distance himself conceptually
from T; however, when a speaker S utters a metaphor M to
Trust/Distrust:
praise a sentient tenor T, such that BHView(S, V) > 0, then H
• When M is perceived to be pejorative toward T,
i.e.. View(H, V ) < 0,
perceives S to move himself conceptually closer to T.
Iirfer: ABj^ Bg Zt(UNTRUSTWORTHY)
If M is a metaphor uttered by S, describing T as V to H,
and in doing so imparting the proposition set X to H (i.e.,
« Cf(M) . max[0, B h B j Zv(POWER)]
newly awakened bridges), then
i.e., modify the link strengths to ensure that more zorch arrives
at U N T R U S T W O R T H Y from T in B ^ Bg - the extent of the For every newly awakened bridge T^: V^ in X
modification is related to H's certainty that S holds V to be in
a position of power.
• When M insults T, that is, BHView(S, V) < 0
• When M is perceived to be ameliorative toward T,
i.e.. View(H, V ) > 0,
When View(T, Tx) > View(T, V^)
Ir^er: A B h Bs Zx(TRUSTWORTHY)
i.e.. Adopting Ty^:\y^ is detrimental to T
oc Cf(M) . max[0. B h Bs Zv(POWER)]
infer: A B h S s B j Z j ^ (V^) « -Cf(M)
i.e., T distances himself from V^ in B h B s
Cf(M)
infer: A B h B s Z j (V^)

Respect/Fear
• When M is perceived to be pejorative toward T,
i.e.. View(H. V ) < 0,
Ii^er: A B ^ Bg 2>r(FEAR)
oc Cf(M) . max[0, B h B j Zv(POWER)

i.e., S moves himself closer to Vx in B h B s

When View(T. Tx) < View(T, Vx) > 0
i.e.. Adopting Tx:Vx is beneficial to T
• When M is perceived to be ameliorative toward T, infer: A B h B s B j Z j ^ (y^) <x Cf(M)
i.e., View(H, V) > 0.
i.e., T moves himself closer to Vx in B h B s
Infer: ABj^ Bs Zt(RESPECT)
infer: ^^y^&s Zjx (Vx)
« -Cf(M)
oc Cf(M) . max[0. B h Bs ZyCPOWER)
i.e., S distances himself from Vx in B h

B h Bs Zs(power)]

- B h Bs Zs(power)]
praises T. that is, BHView(S, V) > 0
i.e., modify the link strengths to ensure that more When
zorchM arrives
at respect from T in B h Bs - the extent of the modification
When View(T, Tx) > View(T, Vx)
is related to H's certainty that S holds V to be in a position
more powerful than himself/herself.
i.e.. Adopting Tx:Vx is detrimental to T
infer: A B ^ Q ^ B j Z j ^ (Vx) oc .Cf(M)
These heuristics provide a principled basis for modifying the
hearer's beliefs concerning the speaker's beliefs as
i.e., T distances himself from Vx in B h B s
communicated in a metaphor. In each case, the proposed
infer: A B h B s Z j ^ (Vx)
c -Cf(M)
modification alters the activation dynamics of the belief
i
.
e
.
,
S
distances
himself
from
V,
• xinBn
viewpoint environment B h B s , in a manner which is consistent
with the perceived communicative force of the utterance, as
formulated in the previous section.
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When View(T, Tx) < View(T, Vx)
i.e.. Adopting Tx:Vx is beneficial to T

ierfer: A B h E s B j Z j ^ (V^) «

Cf(M)

ground is yet to be made on this issue, however, in arriving at
a
model of metaphor which acknowledges the interplay
i.e., T moves himself closer lo V ^ in B ^ B s
between hearer and speaker belief-spaces as being essential to
irtfer: A B h B s Z^^^ (Vx)
« Cf(M)
comprehension. Immediate extensions include investigations
i.e., S moves himself closer to Vj^ in Bj^
into a framework for quantifying meiaphoric aptness, which
w e believe is a natural outgrowth of the current model.
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Abstract
G o a l Specificity a n d R u l e Induction
Theories of skill acquisition have made radically
different predictions about the role of means-ends
analysis in acquiring general rules that promote
effective transfer to n e w problems. Under one view,
means-ends analysis is assumed to provide the basis for
efficient knowledge compilation (Anderson, 1987),
whereas under the alternative view means-ends analysis
is believed to disrupt rule induction (Sweller, 1988).
W e suggest that in the absence of a specific goal people
are more likely to use a rule-induction learning strategy,
whereas providing a speciflc goal fosters use of meansends analysis, which is a non-rule-induction strategy.
W e performed an experiment to investigate the impact
of goal specificity and systematicity of rule-induction
strategies in learning and transfer within a complex
dynamic system. Subjects w h o were provided with a
specific goal were able to solve the initial problem, but
were impaired on a transfer test using a similar problem
with a different goal, relative to subjects w h o were
encouraged to use a systematic rule-induction strategy
to freely explore the problem space. Our results
support Sweller's proposal that means-ends analysis
leads to specific knowledge of an isolated solution path,
but docs not provide an effective method for learning
the overall structure of a problem space.

A particularly intriguing possibility is that some
solution methods m a y be effective for finding solutions
to specific problems, but relatively ineffective in
promoting abstraction of m o r e general knowledge that
would support transfer to novel but related problems.
A case of particular theoretical interest concerns the
role of means-ends analysis in learning. S o m e theories
of learning have claimed that means-ends analysis,
while itself a w e a k problem-solving method used
primarily by novices, is nonetheless a valuable stepping
stone toward expertise. According to this view,
solutions fu-st generated by means-ends analysis are
subsequently compiled into rules that allow more
efficient solutions to be found for problems similar to
the original one (e.g., Anderson, 1987; Larkin, 1981).
Other theorists, however, have argued that meansends analysis and similar problem-solving methods can
actually impede the acquisition of general rules (e.g.,
M a w e r & Sweller, 1982; see Holyoak, 1991, for a brief
review). Means-ends analysis can be ^plied to welldefined problems with a specific goal, and its
immediate product is not a general rule, but simply a
solution path that achieves the immediate goal. W e
will term a strategy that achieves a specific goal
without necessarily yielding general rules a non-ruleinduction (NRI) strategy. In contrast, other learning
Introduction
strategies can operate on ill-defined problem situations
that lack a specific goal. In the absence of a specific
A central problem in cognitive science is to identify the
goal, free exploration of a problem space m a y yield
relationship between problem solving and learning.
general rules about state transitions, which can later be
People can learn from solving problems, but it is
used to achieve a relatively wide variety of goals, thus
unclear exactly h o w learning takes place or what is
promoting transfer to a family of similar problems.
learned. People sometimes seem to learn little from a
W e will term a strategy that focuses directly o n rule
problem-solving episode except a specific solution to a
acquisition, rather than o n achievement of a specific
particular problem; yet o n other occasions people
goal, a rule-induction (RI) strategy.
acquire m o r e general knowledge that can be applied to
Sweller and coworkers found evidence that peq)le
a wide range of related problems. W h a t is the
with a non-specific goal gained m o r e knowledge about
difference?
a task than did people with a specific goal (e.g.,
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SweUer. 1988; SweUer, M a w e r , & Ward, 1982). They
interpreted their results as evidence that different
learning strategies were applied depending on goal
specificity. For example, subjects in one scl of
experiments involving solving geometry problems were
provided with partial information about the angles and
sides of a triangle, and were asked either to calculate a
particular angle (specific goal), or else to calculate all
possible angles and sides (non-specific goal).
However, both groups had to calculate the same sides
and angles. Subjects w h o received the non-specific
goal instnictions were subsequently more successful in
solving transfer problems.
Such evidence suggests that non-specific goals
encourage use of RI strategies, which promote
acquisition of more general knowledge about the
structure of a problem space. However, RI strategies
can vary in their effectiveness. People differ in the
degree of systematicity with which they formulate and
test their hypotheses, and those w h o formulate
hypotheses in a task-appropriate and testable way
generally gain more knowledge (e.g., Dunbar, 1993;
Klahr & Dunbar, 1988; Klahr, Fay, & Dunbar, 1993).
In general, die optimal strategy for testing hypotheses
about the influence of multiple factors on one or more
dependent variables is the V O X A T (vary one rhing at a
time) strategy (Tschirgi, 1982), in which one factor is
varied while the others are held constant. This RI
strategy is central to experimental design in science.
The present study was designed to investigate the
role of goal specificity and learning strategies in the
acquisition and transfer of knowledge about a complex
dynamic system. The learning domain was chosen
because it is especially suitable for investigating the
interrelationships between problem solving and
hypothesis testing.
B y manipulating both goal
specificity and the systematicity of subjects' hypothesistesting strategies, w e attempted to determine whether
an ^fRI strategy or an RI strategy is most effective in
promoting learning and transfer. Our hypothesis was
that while an N R I strategy would be adequate for
achieving a specific goal, a systematic RI strategy,
V O T A T , would be more effective for acquiring general
structural knowledge about the domain, resulting in
greater transfer to similar problems with different goal
states.

simultaneously. In the present study w e used a
computer-driven dynamic problem environment w e
termed biology lab, constructed using the shell
D Y N A M I S (Funke, 1991). In our cover story, subjects
were told that they were in a biology lab in which there
is a tank with four species of sea animal (crabs,
prawns, lobsters, sea bass). Tliese species are affected
by four input variables (temperature, salt, oxygen,
current). The structure of the environment, illustrated
in Figure 1 (which was never shown to our subjects),
was such that two of the outputs (prawns, crabs) are
relatively simple to manipulate because each is
influenced by only one input (as shown by relations I
and II, respectively). T h e other two ouq)uts are more
complex, because each is influenced by two factors.
O n e output (sea bass) is affected by two inputs, and the
other (lobster) is affected by a decay factor (marked as
a circle connected to the output) in addition to a single
input variable. The decay factor was implemented by
multiplying an output by a constant negative factor on
each trial. Decay is a dynamic aspect of the system,
because it yields state changes even if there is no input
(i.e., all inputs are set to zero). T h e system is thus
complex in that it involves multiple input variables
that must be manipulated to control multiple output
variables, and dynamic in that the state of the system
changes as a joint function of external inputs and
internal decay.

ten^erature

prawns

salt

sea bass

oxygen

lobster

0
cunent

crabs

Figure 1. Structure of the system for the "biology lab".

We used the biology-lab task to test the influence of
goal specificity o n subjects' representations of the
system, their accuracy in solving a specific initial goal,
a n d their ability to ti-ansfer their k n o w l e d g e to similar
Biology Lab: A Dynamic Problem Environment
problems with different goals. W e predicted that
Since the early 1980s, researchers have used computer- subjects given a specific goal w o u l d use a n N R I
sti-ategy that w o u l d suffice to achieve the given goal,
simulated scenarios to study complex problem solving
but
w o u l d yield a poorer representation than w o u l d b e
(for a review see Funke, 1991). These tasks are
achieved
b y subjects given a non-specific goal coupled
relatively complex, as multiple variables have to be
in a n optimal R I sti-ategy, V O T A T .
with
instruction
manipulated in order to achieve multiple goals
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T h e more complete representation of the system
attained by the latter subjects was expected to lead to
more effective transfer to other biology-lab problems
with altered goals.
A Study of Learning in a Dynamic
Environment
Method
Subjects: Sixty undergraduate students at the
University of California, Los Angeles, participated for
course credit
Design: The experiment included four conditions,
defined by the factorial combination of two levels of
goal specificity (specific vs. non-specific) and two
levels of strategy instruction (instruction to use
V O T A T vs. no such instruction). Fifteen subjects
served in each condition.
Procedure: The biology-lab problem required subjects
on each trial to set the levels of the four input variables
and observe the resulting values of the output variables
(numbers of each of four species of sea animals). The
underlying structure of the system was as depicted in
Figure 1. Each series of six trials was defined as a
"round", at the beginning of which the system was set
to a specific state. All subjects received three initial
exploratory rounds followed by a fourth round in which
they were asked to produce a specific goal state
(namely, 50 crabs, 400 prawns, 900 lobsters, and 700
sea bass). Subjects in the specific-goal condition were
informed of this goal from the outset of round 1, and
thus had a total of four rounds to achieve the goal. In
contrast, subjects in the non-specific-goal condition
were not given any specific goal until round 4. In
rounds 1-3, these subjects were simply asked to set
inputs and observe ouq)uts in order to figure out h o w
the system works.
Before starting to manipulate the system on the
computer all subjects received general instructions
about the task. In addition, subjects in the strategyinstructed group were given written instructions
explaining the optimal strategy ( V O T A T ) of varying
just one variable at a time, setting the remaining
variables to zero. Subjects in the strategy-uninstructed
group received no advice on h o w to explore the system.
After each round of the exploratory phase (rounds 1-3),
subjects completed a "structure diagram", in which
subjects indicated h o w they believed the input variables
affect the output variables. They were provided with a
diagram showing the inputs and outputs as in Figure 1,
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but with all links omitted. The subjects' task was to
draw links between variables that they believed to be
dependent, and also to assign weights indicating h o w
strong they felt each inOuence was.
In round 4, all subjects were presented with a
specific goal state. This goal state was the same as that
which those in the specific-goal group had had
throughout the exploratory phase (rounds 1-3).
Finally, in round 5 all subjects were asked to achieve a
different goal state (namely, 250 crabs, 200 prawns,
1000 lobsters, and 350 sea bass) that was new to
subjects in all conditions. Performance on this new
goal provided a measure of the degree to which
learning over rounds 1-4 yieldedti^ansferto a novel
problem drawn from the same problem space. The
entire experiment took an hour to complete.
Results
Dependent variables: Three dependent variables
were analyzed to provide evidence of learning and
transfer. (1) Structure score. The stiucture diagram
completed by all subjects after each of thefirstthree
rounds was used to derive a score reflecting degree (rf
knowledge of the underiying stiucture of the system.
This stiucture score was computed astiiesum of tiie
number of correct specifications of links, directions,
and weights, adjusted with a correction few guessing
(see Woodworth & Schlosberg, 1954, p. 700). Because
tiie stiucture score after round 3 was most informative
about subjects' knowledge at the end of the initial
learning phase, this score was used in all analyses
reported here. (2) Solution error. Solution error in
reaching the specific goal state during round 4 was
computed as die sum of the absolute differences
betweentiietarget andtiieobtained number for each erf
the four output variables. A s this measure produced a
skewed distribution, the variance was corrected by
applying a logarithmic transformation. Solution error
was computed for each of the six trialstiiatcomprised
round 4, in order to determine h o w quickly subjects
were able to approach the target goal. A stiierewas no
difference in performance between trials the m e a n
error fortiiesix trials was used. (3) Transfer error.
Transfer error in achieving the n e w goal introduced in
round 5 was measured in exactiy the same way as
solution error in round 4.
Preliminary analyses. Preliminary analyses were
performed to determine whether our measures erf
learning were systematicaUy related, and whetiier die
manipulation of subjects' learning strategy by
insmictions had been effective. If the structure score
derived from subjects' completions of structure

diagrams in round 3 provides a valid assessment of
what they bad learned about the system, then the
structure score would be expected to correlate inversely
with solution error measured on round 4 and transfer
error on round 5. This was indeed the case. Subjects
with higher structure scores produced lower solution
error w h e n they bad to reach the goal state in round 4,
r = -.50, p < .001, as well as lower transfer error in
rounds, r=-.58,p<.001.
W e also tested whether our manipulation of learning
strategy by instructions was successful. W e examined
subjects' patterns of settings for the four inputs to
determine their basic strategy. Subjects were classified
as trying to reach the goal state (NRI strategy) when
two criteria were met: 1) at least one of the four output
states for the specific goal was reached; and 2) they
displayed a pattern of gradually coming closer to the
goal (as opposed to directly calculating the correct
output value). In contrast, subjects were classified as
using the R I strategy of V O T A T if on at least four out
of the six trials of a round they set the pattern of
varying a single input while setting the remaining
three inputs to zero. Other strategies (e.g., varying
multiple inputs at once) formed a heterogeneous set
These additional patterns were difficult to classify
firmly as N R I or RI strategies. Eighty percent of all
subjects in the strategy-instructed conditions followed
the V O T A T strategy in the first round. Figure 2 shows
h o w the goal conditions influenced the percentage of
strategy-instructed subjects using each n o n - V O T A T
strategy on each round. (The missing percentage
reflects subjects using V O T A T . )
Most strategyinstructed subjects in the non-specific-goal condition
continued with the V O T A T strategy through round 3.
However, the strategy-instructed subjects w h o had a
specific goal exhibited a strong tendency to switch
from the V O T A T strategy to an N R I strategy that
focuses directly on reaching the stated goal. Figure 3
shows the same information as Figure 2, but for
strategy-uninstructed subjects. A s can be seen from
Figure 3, in the absence of stfategy instructions most
subjects did not spontaneously use the V O T A T
strategy. Giving subjects a goal to reach, did have an
effect on strategies, however, as m a n y subjects with a
specific goal used an N R I strategy whereas no subject
in the non-specific-goal group ever used that strategy.
It thus appears that our strategy instruction was indeed
effective in promoting use of the RI strategy of
V O T A T , but that providing a specific goal created a
strong pressure to employ an N R I strategy.
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Influence of goal specificity and strategy on learning
a n d transfer. Subjects achieved higher structure
scores w h e n given a non-specific goal ( M = 2.35)
rather than a specific goal (Af = 1.69), F(1.56) = 15.5,
p < .001; a n d w h e n given instruction in the V O T A T
strategy (Af = 2.22) rather than n o strategy instruction
( M = 1.82), F(l,56) = 5.87, p < .05. T h e interaction
between goal specificity a n d strategy instruction as
determinants of structure score w a s not significant. In
addition, as depicted in Table 1, subjects instructed in
use of the V O T A T strategy achieved lower solution
error in round 4 over all six trials, F(l,56) = 4.9, p <
.05. Solution error did not differ as a function of goal
specificity, F(l,56) = .35. Although subjects in the
non-specific-goal condition achieved greater overall
knowledge of the system structure, those in the
specific-goal condition h a d three additional rounds of
practice in attaining the goal set for all subjects in
round 4. These offsetting advantages m a y explain the
groups' equal performance.

Table 1. M e a n s and variances (in parentheses) for the
three dependent variables.
structure solution error transfer error
score
(.96) 3.99 (1.08)
1.53 (.73) 4.10

uninstructed/
specific goal
uninstructed/ 2.10
non-sp. goal
instructed/
1.84
specific goal
instructed/
2.60
non-sp. goal

(.69) 3.69

(1.18) 3.58

(.87)

(.69) 2.77

(2.89) 3.22

(2.98)

(.45) 2.52

(2.85) 2.22

(2.90)

The
most crucial results concern transfer
performance on round 5, w h e n a goal that was novel to
all subjects w a s introduced. These results are shown in
Table 1. A 2x2x2 repeated-measures A N O V A yielded
a marginally significant three-way interaction between
round, goal specificity and strategy instruction, F(l,56)
= 2.80, p < .10. In contrast to the solution round, the
group that received the non-specific goal in rounds 1-3,
coupled with instruction in the V O T A T strategy,
achieved lower error scores on the transfer problem
than did the other three groups combined, F(l,58) =
4.54, p < .05. Thus although subjects given a specific
goal, w h o predominanUy used an N R I learning
strategy, were able to effectively achieve that specific
goal, they were relatively poor in transferring their
knowledge to a similar problem with a n e w goal. T h e
combination of low goal specificity and insu-uction in
the V O T A T strategy maximized knowledge of the
overall structure of the dynamic system, and thereby
maximized transfer to the n e w problem.
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to test alternative
theories of the relationship between problem solving
and acquisition of generalized rules. The biology-lab
domain, a complex dynamic system involving multiple
input variables that must be manipulated to control
multiple output variables, provided a rich environment
in which to explore the influence of goal specificity
and hypothesis-testing strategies on learning and
transfer. W e found that providing subjects with a
specific goal from the outset of learning produced a
strong tendency to use a non-rule-induction strategy.
T h e predominant strategy for such subjects was a
variant of means-ends analysis that focused on
incrementally reducing the difference between obtained
outputs and the specific goal. This strategy was
adequate for eventually solving the particular goal, but
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was suboptimal as a vehicle for discovering the overall
structure of the system. A s a result, provision of a
specific goal impaired eventual transfer to a new
problem drawn from the same problem space but
involving a different goal state.
Acquisition of the structure of the system was
fostered both by using a non-specific goal and by
providing explicit instruction in an optimal ruleinduction strategy, V O T A T , which involves varying a
single factor at a time while holding other factors
constant at zero. However, subjects w h o were given a
specific goal tended to abandon the V O T A T strategy
over die course of the learning session, shifting to a
non-rule-induction strategy. Subjects w h o were not
taught the V O T A T strategy tended to use either a nonrule-induction strategy (if a specific goal was provided)
or some other suboptimal strategy (if no specific goal
was provided). Thus optimal transfer performance
required a combination of a non-specific goal coupled
with instruction in use of an effective rule-induction
strategy.
Our results run counter to theories of skill
acquisition that stress the importance of learning from
weak problem-solving methods as a means of inducing
general rules (e.g., Anderson, 1987; Larkin, 1981). It
is certainly possible that people sometimes learn
general rules in the aftermath of solving problems by
variants of means-ends analysis; however, at least in
the absence of prior knowledge of the domain, this
approach does not appear to provide an optimal path
toward either general knowledge of the structure of a
complex system or successful transfer to problems with
an altered goal. Rather, acquisition of system structure
is fostered to a greater extent by free exploration of the
problem space.
It should be noted that the N R I strategy used by our
subjects, although goal-directed, did not meet the
technical definition of means-ends analysis (i.e.,
removing the largest difference between the current
state and goal state, in the process recursively solving
the subproblem of getting from the current state to that
which satisfies the preconditions of required
operators). Thus our results do not directly show that
the full means-end strategy would fail to promote
learning of overall problem structure. Nonetheless, the
present N R I strategy did involve difference reduction
(i.e., search in which each step progresses closer to the
specified goal), which is a major component of meansends analysis. It is possible that the key factor limiting
acquisition of overall structure is focus on a specific
goal, in which case full means-ends analysis, like the
N R I strategy used by our subjects, would also prove
relatively ineffective in promoting learning. However,
further research will be required to test this possibility.

Another caveat concerning the present findings
relates to the fact that our study used a problem domain
in which our subjects were complete novices. A
different pattern of results might emerge in a problem
domain for which subjects have a prior theory of the
domain.
In a more knowledge-rich domain,
mechanisms of explanation-based learning (e.g.,
MitcheU, Keller, & Kedar-Cabelli, 1986) might allow
people to form generalizations of solutions initially
obtained by weak methods, such as means-ends
analysis. Ctae direction for future woik would involve
manipulating domain knowledge together with
subjects' learning strategies, and examining transfer
performance in the aftermath of initial problem
solving.
The present results are broadly in agreement with
thefindingsof Sweller and his colleagues (Sweller,
1988; Mawer & Sweller, 1982), who also found that
reduced goal specificity yields greater transfer. The
present study increases the generality of this conclusion
by demonstrating similar results in the domain of a
complex dynamic system, as opposed to the static
mathematical domains primarily used in earlier
studies. In addition, the present study goes beyond
previous work in identifying the interactive
relationship between hypothesis-testing strategy and
the impact of reduced goal specificity. In a complex
task environment such as die biology lab, college
students are not generally prepared to make
spontaneous use of an effective rule-induction strategy,
even when they are given a non-specific goal. It is
therefore important to provide instruction in the use of
such a strategy in order to allow maximum benefit
from free exploration of the problem space. It is not
enough to simply "wander" through a haphazard series
of input-output relations; rather, effective learning
depends on systematic investigation of controlled
variations in the inputs. Our results thus have
important educational implications for designing
effective techniques for encouraging problem-based
learning in complex domains.
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Once the rat has a notion of where it is, place cells continue to respond even when the lights are turned off [Quirk
A model based on coupled mechanisms for place recognition,
et al. 1990]. Most place cells also continue their activpath integration, and maintenance of head direction in rodents
ity when some of the visual cues are removed, although
replicates a variety of neurophysiological and behavioral data.
some
fraction become inactive [O'Keefe & C o n w a y 1978,
Here we consider a task described in iCollett et al. 1986) in
O ' K e e f e & S p e a k m a n 1987].
which gerbils were trained to find food equidistant from three
identical landmarks arranged in an equilateral triangle. In probe
Cells in various parts of the rat nervous system, including
trials with various manipulations of the landmark array, the
postsubiculum [Taube et al. 1990a, Taube et al. 1990b] and
model produces behaviors similar to those of the animals. W e
parietal cortex [Chen 1991], were found to be unimodally
discuss computer simulations and an implementation of portuned to the animal's head direction. The preferred direction
tions of the model on a mobile robot.
for such a cell (i.e., the direction eliciting maximal response)
is constant throughout an environment. In addition, the difIntroduction
ference in preferred direction for any pair of head direction
W e have developed a model of rodent navigation based on
( H D ) cells is constant across all environments. But cells'
preferred directions measured with respect to true north may
tightly coupled mechanisms for place coding, path integration,
and maintenance of head direction. Our theory reproduces a
differ across environments. H D ceils maintain their activity
in the dark, presumably by integrating vestibular cues, but the
variety of behavioral and neurophysiological phenomena.' In
animal's directional sense will eventually drift if no external
this paper, w e model behavioral data from [Collettet al. 1986]
input is available [McNaughton et al. 1991]. There is eviin which gerbils find a food reward among local landmarks in
dence that rats use visual landmarks to correct for cumulative
an otherwise cue impoverished environment. First w e review
integration errors. If visual cues rotate while the rat is in a
some data on the mechanisms of place coding, head direction,
and path integration.
familiar environment, preferred directions of H D cells rotate
by a corresponding amount. O n the other hand, rotation of
Experimental data from rodents
an unfamiliar environment does not shift the cells' preferred
directions [McNaughton et al. 1993b].
Recordings from hippocampus have demonstrated that rats
Mittelstaedt & Mittelstaedt [1980] and Etienne [1987] have
have an internal representation of place consisting of cells
that fire when the animal is in a particular region of the shown that rodents performing a search task are able to execute a direct path back to their starting location in a cue
environment (see [Muller et al. 1991] for a review). The
controlled environment after having taken a complex path
activity in these cells seems to be dependent on the arrangeaway from it. This suggests that the animals are maintaining
ment of visual cues: a rotation in visual cues causes a corretheir position relative to the start by means of path integration.
sponding rotation of place fields [McNaughton et al. 1993a].
Direct neurophysiological evidence for a path integration sysHowever, in two visually similar but geometrically distinct
tem is lacking, but there is some evidence that lesion of the
arenas, one round and one rectangular, mostly disjoint sets
caudate nucleus impairs such tasks [Abraham et al. 1983].
of place cells are active [Muller & Kubie 1987], indicatOther anatomical and physiological evidence has prompted
ing sensitivity to the geometric structure of the environment.
Douglas [1989] to posit that striatum and/or parietal lobe are
'The list includes the following: (1) place cell activity normally
involved in updating an attention-related spatial vector by path
reflects the rat's location; (la) placefieldsare controlled by visual integration.
landmarks; (2) place cells maintain their activity in the dark; (3) reset
of head direction is dependent on visual cues; (4) place cellfiringis
Open-field landmark-based navigation
robust against deletion of landmarks; (5) places are not recognized
after transposition of landmarks; (6) place cells can develop direction Collettet al. [1986] report experiments in which gerbils were
sensitivity in some tasks/environments; (7) loss of direction sensitiv- trained tofinda food reward among cylindrical landmarks in
ity can occur as a response to novelty; (8) in mazes with symmetry,
an otherwise cue impoverished environment. W e will conrate of search error reflects the amount of maze rotation; (9) in uncentrate on the response to landmark manipulations in a task
rotated mazes with symmetry, rodents show no confusion; and (10)
repeated disorientations cause rats to stop resetting head direction by where the reward is equidistant from an array of three cylinders arranged in an equilateral triangle. During training, the
reference to visual cues. (See [Wan et al. 1994] and [Touretzky et
animal's starting location varied, and the landmark array was
al. 1994] for more details.)
Abstract
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Figure 1: Gerbils were trained to obtain food at a location equidistant from three identical landmarks, drawn as solid circles,
arranged in an equilateral triangle. Test trials shown include (a) original landmark array, (b) all but one landmark removed, (c)
triangle rotated by 6 0 degrees, and (d) a fourth landmark added to form two triangles with opposite orientations. Size of blobs
show distribution of search efforts. From [CoUett et al. 86], reproduced with permission.

translated but not rotated between trials. In probe trials in
which no food was present, the distribution of the animal's
search time was recorded. Trained gerbils showed accurate
performance in probe trials provided there were no changes
to the landmark array. See Figure 1 a.
W h e n all but one landmark was removed from the array, gerbils searched three locations (Figure lb). Collett et
al. posit that gerbils store a representation containing information about distances and directions to landmarks from the
goal location. The search pattern could then be explained by
matching the one visible landmark against each of the three
remembered landmarks. Each binding to a remembered landmark would predict the goal location to be at a different vector
offset from the perceived landmark, thus accounting for the
three observed search locations.
Collett et al. point out that since the single landmark is radially symmetric, the orientation of the landmark-to-goai vectors must be aligned with reference to some other directional
cue. Rodents' internal sense of head direction, described earlier, could serve as this reference.
In another class of probe trials, the landmark array was
rotated by 60° Gerbils wentfirstto the center of the triangle.
Failing to find food there, they then searched briefly at three
locationsexteriortothetriangle, as shown in Figure Ic. These
locations can be derived by considering any two landmarks
from the rotated array as parts of a triangle with the correct
orientation.
To account for the gerbils' behavior, Collett et al. posit that
the animals begin planning the path to goal by matching perceived to remembered landmarks. This is an instance of the
binding problem. Given a candidate binding, the gerbii determines the goal location by applying remembered landmarkto-goal vectors to the landmarks it currently perceives. W h e n
the bindings are correct, all vectors point to the same goal location (left half of Figure 2.) In the rotated case, no choice of
bindings can produce a totally consistent result, but some locations will get two votes while others get only one. Different
bindings produce different results; the right half of Figure 2
shows the union of results from all possible bindings with
the result from one set of bindings highlighted. The animal
focuses its search on those places with the highest number of
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Training

Testing

Figure 2: In the vector voting scheme, a vector from each
landmark (solid circle) to the goal (shaded region) is learned
during training trials. In laterprobetrials(righthalf of figure),
these vectors are applied to each possible match between perceived and remembered landmarks. Places with the highest
number of votes are searched. O n e search location and its
corresponding vectors are shown as a shaded circle and solid
arrows.

votes. W e will refer to this as the vector voting hypothesis.
Its predictions closely match the observed search patterns.
Although our o w n theory does not include explicit mechanisms for computing bindings and tallying votes, it produces
behavior equivalent to vector voting on the tasks described.
In yet another experiment, a fourth landmark was added
to form two triangles with opposite orientations. Gerbils
spent most of their time searching at the center of the one
with the correct orientation (Figure Id). This shows that they
prefer interpretations where the directional cues a m o n g the
landmarks are consistent with the external directional cues.
Our model also reproduces this result.
Structure of the model
The essence of our theory is in the interactions a m o n g mechanisms for maintenance of head direction, path integration, and
place recognition. The structure of this theory is illustrated in
Figure 3.
First, by combining head direction O/, with egocentric perception {ri,6i), the animal computes allocentric bearings to
landmarks <I>,. The identity, distance, and bearing of each
landmark constitutes a local view of the environment unique
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Figure 3: Suggested functional organization of orientation and recognition mechanisms in the rodent. Circles are input
quantities, boxes are computational modules; they do not necessarily correspond to disjoint or unique brain areas. Thick lines
denote main information pathways. Hashed lines are pathways not currently modeled. O/, is head direction, <!>; and ^, are
allocentric and egocentric bearings to landmark i. r, is distance to landmark i. (xp, j/p) are coordinates with respect to reference
point p, and {xg, yg) are coordinates of a goal location, relative to the same reference point.

to the current location.

O p e r a t i o n s of the m o d e l

Second, we postulate that animals keep track of their currentW e model a rodent's spatial behavior in a variety of situations
via a set of operations that include computing a place code,
location in terms of coordinates relative to reference points,
reset
of head direction, reset of the path integrator, and comby means of path integration. A similar proposal was recently
a trajectory to a goal location. In addition, the model
puting
m a d e in [McNaughton et al. 1993al. A reference point in our
recruits new place units to represent its environment whenever
theory m a y be perceptually significant, such as a corner of the
room or a place with distinct odor or texture, but it m a y also be too few are active at the current location.
The computation of place unit activity contributes to all
distinguished only by the past occurrence of some significant
event, such as the spot in the arena where the rodent first these operations. The fuzzy conjunction that determines this
activity is implemented as a product of Gaussian functions
found food. There is s o m e evidence that place cellfiringin a
of
the inputs, where the width of each Guassian can vary
visually symmetric environment is dependent on the point of
depending
on the operation. A dynamic threshold allows
entry [Sharp et al. 1990], which can be regarded as a reference
units
with
the
largest net input to remain active.
point.
W h e n the simulated rodent isfirstintroduced into the experimental environment at the start of a trial, if it has been
The place code in our theory is computed by radial-basis
disoriented or the environment has been rotated, the model
units tuned to distances, allocentric bearings, and angles bemust realign its head direction sense. It does this by first
tween selected visual landmarks, and to a set of path integracomputing a place code using just perceptual input (egocentor coordinates {xp, yp) measured with respect to a reference
tric landmark positions.) Active place units then recall the
point. These units compute a fuzzy conjunction of their inputs,
learned allocentric bearings of landmarks in the current local
in which terms drop out w h e n information is not available.
view. Subtracting allocentric from egocentric bearings of all
Thus, in the dark, place units are driven solely by the path
visible landmarks produces a set of estimates of the current
integrator. Conversely, w h e n the animal is reintroduced into a
head direction. The model stochastically chooses a heading
familiar environment, path integrator coordinates are initially
according to this evidence and resets its head direction sense
unavailable, and place units are driven by visual landmarks.
accordingly. Details of this operation and its use in simulating
Although they will show placefieldssimilar to those of hippocampal place cells, individual units in our model do not the tasks in [Cheng 1986] are given in [Touretzky et al. 1994).
necessarily correspond to single pyramidal cells; w e prefer to
W h e n the environment is manipulated so that some landthink of them as cell assemblies.
marks are not at their expected positions, a larger number of
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Figure 4: Results of simulations. Blobs show distribution of estimates in the goal position across various starting locations.
Compare with Figure 1.

place units m a y become active, but individual units are likely
to be less strongly activated than in the unperturbed case.
Each placefieldhas an associated set of path integrator coordinates, and so, with a larger number of units active, there will
be inconsistency in the estimate of the animal's position. The
model averages the contributions of the active units to arrive at
a rough position estimate for the path integrator. It then feeds
this estimate back to the place units and sharpens their tuning
to path integrator coordinates; units with coordinates very far
from the estimated value are forced to drop out of the active
set. The process repeats until the place system converges on
a consistent position estimate. In the next section w e show
h o w this relaxation process is used for self-localization in the
Collet etal. tasks.
Correspondence between simulations and
behavioral data
A probe trial begins by starting the simulated rodent at a
random spot in the environment, so that initially it has no
knowledge of its path integrator coordinates, though its sense
of direction remains intact. The model uses visual cues to
activate the place code for the present location. The active
place units then recall the path integrator coordinates associated with that place. O n c e the animal has reconstructed its
position with respect to the reference point it can estimate a
path to the goal by vector subtraction. The distribution of
estimates gathered across probe trials is plotted in Figure 4.
With no change to the array (Figure 4a), the goal estimate is
concentrated in the correct location, in the center of the triangle. With all but one landmark removed (Figure 4b), the goal
estimate is equally distributed around three locations corresponding to the three possible matches between the perceived
landmark and the three remembered landmarks. In the rotated
triangle (Figure 4c), the goal estimate is concentrated in the
three places receiving the most votes according to the vector
voting hypothesis. A n d in the four landmark test (Figure 4d),
the goal estimate is concentrated in the center of the triangle
with the same orientation as seen during training.

Our simulated search distributions are qualitatively similar
to the behavioral data plotted in Figure I. Although Figure 4b
does show a concentration in the three locations corresponding
to the three possible matches, the distributions are not as
clean as in Figure lb, due to limited accuracy of distance and
angle measurements at a distance. If the rodent approaches
the general vicinity of the landmark before invoking selflocalization, the results are m u c h cleaner, as shown in Figure 5.
Comparing Figure 4c with Figure Ic, our simulated rodent
does not search the middle of the rotated triangle. This can be
explained if the animal makes use of an alternate strategy: at
a distance, it could treat the entire array as a "beacon," i.e., a
single landmark co-located with the goal. Far away from the
landmark array, aiming for this beacon would be easier than
computing a trajectory by self-localization. In the case of the
rotated triangle, w h e n the animal treats the array as a beacon,
it might not notice that the array has been rotated. It would
gofirstto the center of the array; failing to locate reward in
the center, it would then attempt to reorient itself based on
its place representation, and would search the three exterior
locations.
Alternatively, Collett et al. argue that the animal initially
searched the middle of the rotated triangle because it preferred
using directional cues based on the landmark array over those
external to the array. This proposal is also compatible with
our model. The animal could notice the rotation of the landmark array, and respond by realigning its sense of direction so
that the landmarks appeared at their familiar bearings. Having
done this, all three landmarks would match their remembered
position, and so the place code would be retrieved that predicts the goal to be at the center of the triangle. However,
when the animal failed to find food there, it would have to
restore the previous setting of its head direction system in
order to generate search hypotheses at the three points external to the landmark array. O u r candidate mechanisms for
accomplishing this reset are beyond the scope of this paper.
Predictions
The two competing explanations for search inside the rotated
triangle can be distinguished by recording from head direction
cells during probe trials. O u rfirstproposal predicts that the
tuning of these cells will not change w h e n the animal gives
up searching at the center of the array and moves to one of
the three exterior search locations, while the second proposal
requires such a change.
Our model also makes predictions about the behavior of
place cells. Place unit activity reflects where the animal thinks
it is in the coordinate system defined by s o m e reference point.
In any task where the animal abandons one search location
in favor of an alternate, it does so by changing its estimate
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Figure 5: Results of simulating the task with one landmark
remaining, invoking the self-localization operation near the
landmark. Compare with Figure lb and Figure 4b.
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of its o w n position. Hence, the place code should be observed to shift accordingly. Recent advances in multi-cell
recording techniques in freely-behaving rats [Wilson & M c Naughton 1993] should permit a test of this prediction.
The place code relaxation process that initializes the path
integrator implies that many place units should become briefly
active at the beginning of a trial. Units will activate if some
of their perceptual cues are approximately matched, even if
the animal is not in the cell's normal placefieldas defined
(in part) by path integrator coordinates. To our knowledge.
no one has yet recorded from place cells of a disoriented rat
while it is being reintroduced to a familiar environment.
Discussion
W e have shown that when our model is applied to the manipulations of the equilateral triangle landmark arrangement described in [Collettet al. 1986], it produces behavior equivalent
to vector voting. Yet it contains no mechanism for explicitly
binding perceived to remembered landmarks, or for gathering
votes from multiple independent vector computations.
Rather than explicitly computing a set of candidate goal
locations, the place system assembles evidence from perceptual cues to refine the estimate of the animal's o w n location
in terms of a coordinate frame on which the goal location
has been established. Bindings are implictly achieved because once the position of the animal is determined, there is a
unique correspondence between each remembered landmark
and where it could be seen.
Implementation on a Mobile Robot
To show that our model is an adequate mechanism for rodent
navigation, w e have implemented portions of it on the Xavier
mobile robot [Nourbakhsh et al. 1993] at C M U . This allows us
to test our theory under real world constraints, such as sensor
noise and uncertainty in the perceptual system.
Xavier is equipped with a ring of 24 ultrasonic range sensors, an infrared laser rangefinder, and a color camera mounted
on a pan/tilt head. On-board computing power is provided by
two i486 computers and a laptop, interconnected via Ethernet.
W e ran the robot in a 2 2 x 2 3 foot irregularly-shaped maze
whose walls were constructed from cardboard packing boxes.
Ultrasonic range data was collected into an occupancy grid
[Moravec 1988]; then standard edge detection and Hough
transform algorithms [Ballard & Brown 1982] were applied
to detect concave and convex comers. These corners served
as landmarks for the model. The robot performed the selflocalization operation described earlier, reset its path integrator, and computed a vector from its present position to a
predefined goal location. This vector was then passed to a
lower-level navigation controller for execution.
Parallel relaxation to compute a consistent place code appears to be robust against sensor noise and the false registration of features. Our preliminary results suggest that improved
robot navigation algorithms may result from modeling animal
behavior.
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Abstract

at the early stages of G e r m a n language acquisition. At
a later stage, the input data is augmented with informaThe emerging function of verb inflections in German lem- tion about the surface structure of the sentences, simguage acquisition is modeled with a connectionist netulating the child's discovery of grammatical properties
work. A network that is initially presented only with
of
language. T h e behavior generated by the network is
a semantic representation of sentences uses the inflecfound
to match the behavior observed by Clahsen (1986)
tional verb ending -t to mark those sentences that are
in G e r m a n children: W h e n only semantic information is
low in transitivity, whereas all other verb endings ocavailable, the network produces the verb ending -t only
cur randomly. This behavior matches an early stage in
for those sentences that are low in transitivity. W h e n
Germcin language acquisition where verb endings encode
a similar semantic rather than a grammatical function.
information about the surface structure is added, the
W h e n information about the siuface structure of the
network gradually learns the correct verb inflections in
sentence is added to the input data, the network learns
an order that matches Clahsen's observations. Analyzto use the correct verb inflections in a process very siming the network weights shows that cicquiring the correct
ilar to children's learning. This second phase is faciliverb-inflection paradigm is supported by the existing setated by the semeintic phase, suggesting that there is no
mantic representations, particularly the agency of the
shift from semantic to grammatical encoding, but rather
subject. This seems to indicate that there is no developan extension of the initial semantic encoding to include
mental shift from a semantic to a grammatical encoding,
grammaticeJ information. This can be seen as evidence
but instead learning is based on extending the semanfor the strong version of the functionaUst hypothesis of
tic encoding to include surfeice-structure information.
language acquisition.
This result provides a computational justification for the
strong version of the functionalist hypothesis of language
Introduction
acquisition (Bates and MacWhinney, 1979), which states
It is widely assumed in the study of language acquisition
that semantic and pragmatic representations are instruthat children's early speech is not based on an encoding
mental in learning grammatical concepts.
of grammatical relations (such as subject and object) but
Below, the G e r m a n verb inflection paradigm is first
semantic properties (such as agent and patient; see e.g. briefly reviewed, and Clahsen's observations on h o w chilBates and M a c W h i n n e y , 1979; Slobin, 1981; M a c W h i n dren acquire it are outlined. O u r experimental setup, inney, 1987). T h e children generally use the same codcluding the data and the network architecture, are then
ing elements found in adult speech (such as inflectional
described, followed by a detailed explanation of the reverb endings, case markers, and word order) for encoding
sults. Analysis of the implications to the study of lansemantic properties, and therefore often produce gramguage cicquisition and the functionalist hypothesis conmatically incorrect utterances that are nevertheless concludes the paper.
sistent from the semantic viewpoint. For example, Clahsen (1986) showed that G e r m a n children initially use the
Verb inflections in German
inflectional verb ending -t to encode low transitivity of
In the G e r m a n language, verbs are inflected according
a sentence. Only at later stages of language ax;quisition
to the person and number of the subject in the sentence
they discover the notion of grammatical subject, which
{subject-verb agreement). T h e inflectional formatives
enables them to use the -t in its correct function to
are aflBxed to the root of the verb. For the present tense,
encode a third person singular or second person plural
there arefivesuffixes encoding the following functions:
subject.
-e : first person sg. for full verbs.
T h e goal of this study is to give a computational ac-St
: second person sg. for full verbs and modal verbs.
count for this phenomenon using a connectionist model.
-t
: third person sg. for full verbs, second person pi.
T h e model is trained to m a p a sentence representation to
for full verbs and modal verbs.
the appropriate inflectional ending of its main verb. T h e
-0 : (null)firstand third person sg. for modal verbs.
network is initially presented with sentence representa-en : first and third person pi. for fxill and modal verbs.
tions that d o not convey grammatical information but
Clahsen (1982, 1986, 1988) described the process of Geronly encode surface-semantic properties. This represenm a n language acquisition based on a longitudinal study
tation corresponds to the semantic encoding of language
of three children. These subjects were observed for two
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Criterion

High transitivity

Low transitivity

Participants
Agency
Kinesis
Volitionality
Animacy of object
Affirmation

two or more (agent and object)
Agent is high in potency
action
volitional
human, animate
affirmative

one participant (agent)
Agent is low in potency
nonaction
nonvolitional
inanimate
negative

Table 1: Semantic features that determine the transitivity of a sentence (adopted from Hopper and T h o m p s o n , 1980).

Indicator for low transitivity
Participants: one
Agency: low
Kmesis: nonaction
Volitionality: nonvolitional
Animacy: low
Affirmation: negative

Stage 11

Stage III

84.0%
95.5%
82.5%
90.5%
79.0%
20.1%

71.0%
69.0%
65.7%
74.7%
62.0%
29.3%

T h e conclusion is that at early stages of language acquisition, the -t ending encodes not the person/number
agreement with the subject, but the low transitivity of
the whole sentence. At stage III the use of -e emerges
and the semantic function of -t begins to fade out, and
at stage IV all inflectional endings are used correctly.
T h e experiments reported in this paper aimed at verifying Clahsen's theory computationally, by simulating
the transition from semantic to grammatical encoding
of sentences and observing its effect on the use of different verb inflections.

Table 2: T h e percentage of -t inflections produced by
German children for sentences that match the different
indicators for low transitivity.

Experiments
years, starting at the age of 14 months when their speech
consisted mostly of single word utterances, and ending
after they had acquired the full subject-verb agreement
paradigm.
Clahsen (1986) distinguished between five developmental stages extending from one-word utterances (I)
to the use of embedded sentences (V). Verbs are first
used at stage II. At stage III (indicated by an increase of
correct verb inflections and by overgeneralization of the
-e inflection), children start to discover grammatical aspects of language, which leads to acquisition of the full
subject-verb agreement system at stage IV.
According to Clahsen (1986), children at stage II encode their speech according to the semantic property of
transitivity. T h e transitivity of a given sentence can be
measured according to the six criteria listed in table 1.
Forexample, the sentence Ich gebe Peter ein Buch (I
a m giving a book to Peter) is highly transitive: There
are two participants (Ich and Peter), Ich is a subject
high in agency, the verb geben has a high kinesis and is
a volitional act, the object Peter is a specified h u m a n
being, and the sentence is not negated. B y contrast, the
sentence Das Buch liegt nicht hier (The book does
not lie here) is very low in transitivity: There is only
one participant (das Buch) which is low in agency, the
verb liegen describes a state and not an action and is
therefore low in kinesis, the act is not volitional, and the
sentence is negated.
Clahsen showed that most of the sentences where the
children used the -t ending matched the criteria for low
transitivity (table 2). T h e -t ending was preferred with
every single indicator for low transitivity (except affirmation, which was not significant because of the low
number of negated sentences in the data). T h e preference was stronger at stage II than III, indicating that at
stage III the children are beginning to turn away from
pure semantic encoding.
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There is strong evidence that inflectional affixes are attached to words as needed during speech production
(Aitchison, 1987). T h e neural network used in our experiments is intended to model only the specific part
of the h u m a n language production system which is responsible for this process. T h e input to the network
comes from other parts of the language production system. Since syntactic information is not available to the
child at early stages of language acquisition, the input
during modeling stage II will be restricted to a semantic
encoding of sentences. This encoding allows the network
to develop representations for semantic concepts without
access to the specific constituents of the sentences. During later stages children start to encode their speech according to non-semantic, or grammatical, concepts. This
change will be modeled by augmenting the input information with an abstract representation of the words in
the sentences. T h e network should be able to develop
grammatical rules based on regularities in the word occurrencies. T h e task of our network, therefore, is not
to motivate the change in the input representation from
stage II to stages III and IV (this change is initiated by
other parts of the language production system), but to
react to this change by choosing different cues in order
to determine the correct verb inflection.
Data
A set of sentences was generated according to templates
in table 3. The vocabulary consisted of nouns in various
semantic categories, transitive and intransitive verbs,
modal verbs, and the negation particle nicht. In order to obtain a good variety of sentences, m a n y of the
nouns could be used in the subject as well as in the object
position (e.g. Mama sieht Papa ( A V / 0 ) - Papa sieht
Mama (AV/0)), and m a n y verbs could optionally take
an object and a beneficiary (such as Wir lesen ( A V / )
- W i r lesen Buch ( A V / 0 ) , and Ich sage das ( A V / 0 )

Example sentence

Sem.rep. Surface-structure representation

Ich gebe Papa Apfel nicht
Du willst Masa Bild nicht zeigen
Ihr baut Lego
Papa Bag Apfel
Wir lesen

111100
110100
111101
110001
011101

110010010000100100000010111001000000
000111100101110001011111111001100000
101100100111101000000000000000000000
100100001010000010000000000000000000
010101001100000000000000000000000000

Inflection
10000 (-e)
01000 (-St)
00100 (-t)
00010(-0)
00001(-en)

Table 4: Example input sentences and their semantic and surface-structure encodings.

Template

sentation of a sentence consisted of 36 bits. If a sentence
had fewer than six words, zeroes were audded to the right.

Example sentence

AV,
Ich lese.
Ich lese nicht.
AV/N
Ich will lesen.
AMY.
Ich will nicht lesen.
AMNV,
Ich
lese Buch.
AV/O
Ich lese Buch nicht.
AVfON
Ich will Buch lesen.
AMOV.
Ich will Buch nicht lesen.
AMONV.
Nama gibt Papa Ball.
AV/BO
Maaa gibt Papa Ball nicht.
AV/BON
Naaa will Papa Ball geben.
will Papa
Balltemplate
nicht geben.
AMBOV.
In the
names, A
Table 3: SentenceHaaa
templates.
AMBONV.
= agent,
V / = finite verb, V , = infinite verb, O = object,

Network architecture

B = beneficiary, M = modal verb, N = negation.

- Ich sage Mama das ( A V / B O ) ) . Articles were omitted
because children do not use them at early stages of language cM;quisition. In G e r m a n , the article disambiguates
the grammatical role of a noun (subject, object, beneficiary etc.), which allows for a relatively free variation of
word order. T h e word order in our data wasfixed,and
therefore there was no need for such disambiguation.
A representative data set consisting of 200 sentences
for each of the five inflectional verb endings was randomly extracted from the full set of 6610 generated sentences. T h e resulting set was randomly divided into
667 sentences for training and 333 for testing the model.
T h e sentences were encoded in two complementary ways:
a "semantic" encoding that did not convey any information about the sentence structure, and a "surfacestructure" encoding where the words were represented
as abstract tokens without any semantic information (table 4).
In the semantic encoding, each sentence was represented by a vector coding the presence (l) or absence
(0) of the six semantic features (table 1): more than one
participant, high agency of the subject, high kinesis of
the verb, volitionality of the act, animacy of the object,
and affirmation. T h e number of is in the representation
therefore directly corresponds to the degree of transitivity of the sentence.
In the surface-structure encoding, each word was represented by a random bitstring, which stands for an abstract pointer to whatever non-semantic encoding of the
wordfirstbecomes available to the child. There were 57
words in the lexicon, so each word could be represented
in six bits. All inflectional forms of a verb were encoded
by the same bitstring. Since the m a x i m u m length of a
sentence was six words, the full surface-structure repre-

A feedforward backpropagation network with one hidden
layer was trained to m a p sentence representations to the
correct inflectional verb endings (figure 1). T h e network
had 42 input units: the leftmost six received the semantic encoding of the sentence, and the remaining 36 the
surface-structure encoding. There were 8 hidden units
and five output units, one for each possible inflectional
verb ending. T h e output unit with the highest activity indicated the network's choice of ending. A n output
would be regarded as incorrect if the activation of the
strongest output unit was less than 0.5.
T h e simulation experiment was divided into two
phases: in thefirst,only the semantic encoding was presented to the network while the word units were set to
zero, thus simulating stage II of language acquisition.
In the second phase, the word units received proper
input, allowing the network to exploit both semantic
and surface-structure cues in learning the mapping task.
This simulated the discovery of grammatical information
by the child at stages III and IV.
Modeling stage II of language acquisition
After 25,000 training epochs with the semantic input,
the network was able to produce the correct verb-ending
only in about 1 0 % of the test sentences. This is because the semantic representation is highly ambiguous:
the same bitstring can represent m a n y diff'erent sentences
requiring diff'erent verb inflections. For example, the semantic encoding 011101 (meaning 1 participant—high
agency—action verb—volitional—no animate object—
not negated) represents the sentence Wir lesen, which
requires the inflectional ending -en, the sentence Ich
esse, requiring the ending -e, the sentence Mama lauft
with the inflectional ending -t, and m a n y more. Although the correct verb inflection cannot be determined
from the semantic representation alone, this is what children apparently attempt at early stages of language acquisition.
Most significantly, the network behavior was quite
similar to that of children at stage II of G e r m a n language acquisition. O u t of 333 test sentences, the network produced a -t ending for 15 sentences, or 4.5%,
which matches the 5 % Clahsen (1986) observed. A s in
children's speech, almost all of them were produced for
sentences on the lower side of the transitivity scale (figure 2). However, no correlation between the degree of
sentence transitivity and any of the other inflectional
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0 1 1 1 0
6 Semantic Units

1

0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0
Wlr
loson
36 Word Encoding Units

Figure 1: T h e network architecture. W h e n modeling stage II, the 3 6 W o r d E n c o d i n g Units w e r e set to zero. All of
the units were used in m o d e l i n g stages III a n d IV.

Outpit of the network for test set
Original distribution in test set

2
3
4
Level of transitivity
Figure 2: T h e percentage of - t endings out of all endings produced b y the network for each level of transitivity. T h e horizontal axis indicates the n u m b e r of hightransitivity cues that were o n in the input representation
(i.e n u m b e r of ones). T h e dashed line indicates the (practically identical) distributions in the training a n d testing
sets, a n d the solid line s h o w s the percentage generated
by the network for the testset.

endings - e , - s t , - 0 , a n d - e n could b e detected. In
particular, n o verb-ending w a s found that w o u l d encode
a high degree of transitivity. T h i s result is also in line
with Clahsen's (1986) observations: "[...] w o r d order is
initially used as a g r a m m a t i c a l coding device in transitive clauses a n d [...] there is n o need for the child to
further grammaticize these clauses in the early developmental phases" (p. Ill, emphasis by G . W . ) . Since the
word order was fixed in our experiments, this hypothesis
could not be tested.
W h y does the network favor the -t ending for sentences with low transitivity? In trying to find a m a p ping from the semantic representation to the inflectional
ending, the network is confronted with an impossible
task due to the ambiguity of the input. Yet the relation between the transitivity of a sentence and the
inflectional ending is not entirely arbitrary. In the in-
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put data, as in real speech (Clahsen, 1986), -t occurs
more often with sentences of low transitivity. T h e network learns to exploit these correlations, even amplify
them. N o such correlations exist for the other verb endings, or the other levels of transitivity, and the other
verb endings are generated seemingly randomly. This
explanation agrees with Clahsen's (1986, 1988) theory,
and confirms it computationally: "I suggest that -t is
the optimal candidate available in the G e r m a n verb inflection paradigm to grammatically encode the intransitive construction. Note that the other overt formatives,
-e and -st, are encodings of the 1st and 2nd person
subjects in German. T and 'you' are, however, prototypical agents, but the children are looking for a grammatical expression for nonagents in the intransitive construction. Thus, -t appears to be the best choice in
regard to what the children are looking for, since -t often refers to inanimate subjects in the adult language,
and, moreover, -t does not necessarily encode agents"
(Clahsen, 1986, p. 113). A n d in (Clahsen, 1988, p. 100):
"The child finds in the input data frequent confirmation for the equation ...-t = [-f-intransitive] [...]. For
the case ...-(en) = [-intransitive] children find less evidence, because transitive verbs can occur with different
grammatical subjects. It therefore m a y be assumed that
in a transitory developmental phase there exist certain
word-specific paradigms of the type [-1-intransitive =
-t; -intremsitive = -en], in which the right side of the
equation [-intreoisitive = ?] remains empty" (Translation by G.W.)
Modeling stages III and IV of language
acquisition
At stage III children begin to discover grammatical categories and encode their speech accordingly. In our experiments this was simulated by continuing to train the
network from thefirstphase of the experiment, but n o w
also including the surface-structure encoding in the input. This new information enabled the network to acquire the grammatical category of subject, and it learned
the correct verb inflections very fast. After 50 epochs
the network produced 48 endings correctly, 34 of which
werefirstperson singular (-e). O n the other hand, -e
was overgeneralized to 47 sentences in which it was not
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Figure 3: Weights from the input (horizontal axis) to the hidden layer (vertical axis) after training. T h e first six
units (0-5) correspond to the semantic input, the next (6-11) to thefirstword etc. Dark boxes indicate positive and
hollow boxes negative weights, and the box size corresponds to the absolute value of the weight. T h e average norms
of the weight vectors were 3.182 for the semantic units (8.348 for units 2 and 3 encoding kinesis and volitionality),
11.417 for the units representing thefirstword, and 2.645, 1.042, 1.467, 1.552, and 0.712 for those representing the
remaining words.

correct. This corresponds to stage III as described by
Clahsen (1986). After 8,000 epochs, the network generated the correct output for all 333 test sentences. Corresponding to stage IV, the subject-verb agreement had
been fully cwrquired.
Figure 3 shows the weights from the input layer to the
hidden layer of the network after the training w a s complete. T h e network is using the first word (units 6 to
11) cis the m o s t important cue in determining the verb
inflection, which m a k e s sense because in our data the
first w o r d is always the subject. However, the network
also utilitizes semantic cues, especially the features Arznesis (unit 2) and volitionality (unit 3). This is surprising
because the verb endings can be completely determined
based o n the grammatical properties of the subject (its
person and n u m b e r ) , and its semantic features should
not matter.
In order to better understand this result, two contrasting training strategies were compared: In thefirst,both
the semantic and the word encoding were presented to
the network from the start. In the second, the semantic input w a s set to zero through the whole run. In the
second experiment, therefore, the network had to pick
u p the m a p p i n g solely from the surface structure of the
sentences, whereas in the first it could exploit semantic
cues as well.
T h e network that could use both encodings learned the
task significantly faster (32 epochs vs. 139 epochs, averaged over 10 trials each). A weight analysis confirmed
the results: the network with both encodings m a d e good
use of the semantic features kinesis and volitionality.
This is particularly interesting because it seems to comply with the functionalist notion of agency. In func-
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tional g r a m m a r , agency is restricted to an entity controlling an action that has the features [-l-dynamic] and
[-l-controlled] (Dik, 1978). In our experiments, kinesis
and volitionality carry similar meaning, and therefore it
seems that the network learns to use the implicit semantic property of agency to help determine the inflectional
ending of the verb. Although not entirely reliable and
not at all necessary, this is nevertheless a helpful strategy
because high-agency sentences are often associated with
-e and disassociated with -t , -0 and -en endings. After discovering agency, the network quickly learns to pay
attention to the first word, which in eff'ect corresponds
to discovering the grammatical notion subject.
Discussion
Our results have interesting implications on the study
of language acquisition. They suggest that the transition from stage II to stage IV, in which the subject-verb
agreement system is acquired, does not constitute a developmental shift from a semantic to a grammatical encoding, but an extension of the semantic representation
to include surface information. In the first phcise of our
experiment, corresponding to stage II of language acquisition, the network builds internal sentence representations based on semantics that only need to be modified,
not replaced, when the surface-structure input is added.
Useful features such as kinesis and volitionality serve as
a good starting point, and the network learns to concentrate on thefirstword (i.e the subject) in a sentence
faster.
This can be seen as evidence for the strong version
of the functionalist hypothesis of language ew;quisition
(Bates and MacWhinney, 1979). In contrast to theories

postulating autonomous syntax (e.g., Chomsky, 1975),
this hypothesis maintains that "grammatical forms are
'determined' and 'maintained' by [...] communicative
functions and processing constraints. The strong version leads to a developmental model in which children
discover the structure of grammar through their experience with competing communicative factors" (Bates and
MacWhinney, 1979, p. 174). Specifically, "The strong
functionalist view predicts that children will show evidence for the intention to encode agent and/or topic before they evidence control of the surface role of subject"
(p. 189). In our model, the low transitivity of a sentence
(or more specifically, nonagency) was encoded with the
verb ending -t even before word information was available to the network. Once the surface structure became
available, the verb inflections started to encode agents
as well, which eventually led to forming the concept of
subject. In this sense the network behavior followed the
functionalist hypothesis quite closely.
Conclusion
Connectionist modeling of learning verb inflections in
German confirmed Clahsen's (1986) hypothesis computationally. The initial semantic sentence representation
resulted in inflections very similar to those produced by
children at stage II of language acquisition, in which
they have access only to semantic information and not
to the grammatical concept of subject. Adding information about the surface structure of the sentences led
to a grawlual acquisition of the subject-verb paradigm
through stages similar to those observed in children during the transition from stage II to III, and from III to
IV. At these later stages the network still utilized the
semantic notion of agency, which can be seen as support
for the strong version of the functionalist hypothesis.
The current model acquires the grammatical concept
of subject beised on the semantic notion of agency as well
as surface-structure cues. It would be interesting to see if
the model could be extended to learn other grammatical
roles beised on semantic notions as well, such as object
(based on the notion of patient), or verb (baised on action). T h e success of such extensions depends largely on
whether it will be possible to provide an input representation rich enough in (realistic) cues. This will be our
main direction of future research.
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uses abstract knowledge representations, causing them to bec o m e activated while inferences are made to understand a target. Activation feedback between the shared abstract knowledge structures of the target and analogous source episodes in
m e m o r y strongly influences and primes the comprehension
process — a ubiquitous but nearly computationally costless
form of analogical transfer. This paper presents two experiments that explore the psychological reality of such priming-based analogical transfer.

A n unexplored means by which analogical transfer might
take place is through indirect priming through the interaction of text comprehension and memory retrieval processes. Remind is a structured spreading-activation model
of language understanding and reminding in which simple
transfer can result from indirect priming from previously
processed source analogs. This paper describes two experiments based on Remind's priming-based transfer framework. In Experiment 1, subjects (1) summarized analogous
source stories' c o m m o n plot; (2) rated the comprehensibility of targets related to sources by similar themes, contexts, or themes and contexts; then (3) described any
sources incidentally recalled during target rating.
Source/target similarity influenced comprehensibility and
reminding without any explicit mapping or problem-solving. In Experiment 2, subjects (1) rated each story's comprehensibility in source/target pairs having similar relationships to each other as in Experiment 1; then (2) rated
source/target similarity. Analogous targets were rated as
more comprehensible than non-analogous targets. Both
experiments imply that transfer can be caused by activation
of abstract knowledge representations without explicit
mapping.

Analogical Transfer

As seen in two influential works on the topic of analogical transfer, Holyoak and Thagard (1989, p. 296) and
Gentner, Rattermann, and Forbus (1993, p. 527), the general
consensus is that the process of analogical transfer takes
place as follows: (1) A source analog is provided or accessed
from m e m o r y (retrieval); (2) Matching relations in source
and target representations are placed into correspondence
(mapping); (3) Higher order relations (e.g., goals, plans, explanations, etc.) are transferred from the source anjdog to the
target analog (transfer). This process has been used to model
creation of difficult analogies, such as Rutherford's analogy
of atoms to the solar system and of the tragedy in R o m e o
and Juliet to that of West Side Story.
Introduction
For example, in Forbus and Centner's (in press) model,
M A C / F A C , a source analog would initially be retrieved from
Analogical transfer allowing inferences from a source to a
m e m o r y by M A C . The retrieved source analog, along with
target representation has important status in cognitive scithe probe that cued it, would be passed to a separate mapence because it allows people (and programs) to reason and
ping program, F A C ( S M E in its literal similarity mode,
benefit from experience. Understanding the psychological
Falkenhainer et al., 1989). F A Cfirstm a p s corresponding
mechanisms underlying transfer is therefore critical to modhigher order relations between the source and target analogs,
els of comprehension, problem solving, explanation, caseand then reports systems of relations that can be mapped
based reasoning, theory formation, and metaphor.
from the source to the target. Similarly, Thagard et al.'s
Most computational systems of analogical transfer (e.g.,
(1990) A R C S model retrieves a source analog, which can be
A R C S & A C M E , Thagard, Holyoak, Nelson, & Gochfeld,
passed to A C M E (Holyoak & Thagard, 1989) for analogical
1990; Holyoak & Thagard, 1989; M A C / F A C & S M E , Formapping with and transfer to the target. Most case-based reabus & Gentner, in press; Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Centner,
soning models (cf. Riesbeck & Schank, 1989) perform
1989) posit that,first,source episodes are provided in adtransfer in a similar manner.
vance or retrieved from memory. Transfer then proceeds via a
Analogical mapping models such as S M E and A C M E and
complex mapping process to elucidate the analogy and allow
case-based reasoning models provide powerful mechanisms
appropriate causal predicates (e.g., explanations, plans) to be
for creating complete analogies and transferring potentially
transferred from the source to the target.
large amounts of information between a source and target.
W e believe that there is another, relatively unexplored
They therefore serve as useful models of the creation and unform of analogical transfer that is m u c h simpler and more
derstanding of analogies that often occurs in explicit probc o m m o n — analogical transfer through comprehension and
lem-solving and argumentation.
priming. These predictions are derived from the interaction
This great power of explicit analogical mapping and caseof comprehension and analogical retrieval in R E M I N D
based reasoning models, however, comes at a relatively high
(Lange & Wharton, in press), a structured spreading-activacomputational cost. M o r e importantly, it is questionable
tion model of language understanding and reminding e m whether people use such large-scale mapping processes in
bodying m a n y of the ideas originally proposed in Schank's
everyday comprehension and conversation. Clearly, people
(1982) Dynamic M e m o r y . In R E M I N D , text comprehension
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Analog stories, which appear in the same column, have similar themes (cf. Dyer, 1983). For example, the stories in the
first column all instantiate some form of "sour grapes." The
main characters fail to attain some goal and then try to m a k e
that failure seem less important by disparaging the goal.
Disanalog stories, which appear in opposite columns, inAnalogical Transfer Through Priming
voke different, but partially related, themes. For example,
the source target of T h e m e 1 (the "John" story) and the
How people are able to benefit from analogous experience
within-context target of T h e m e 2 (the "Jennifer" story) are
without engaging in explicit source/target mapping is sugdisanalogs because they describe different themes that both
gested by R E M I N D (Lange & Wharton, in press). R E M I N D
describe characters striving for a goal that then fails, but
is a structured connectionist model that integrates text comw h o attribute the failures very differently.
prehension and episodic memory retrieval within a spreadThe materials also vary on their c o m m o n contextual simiing-activation network. R E M I N D does not address the problarity. Within-context targets share similar event and situalems of complex analogical mapping and transfer simulated
tion descriptions with the source stories (e.g., M O P s ,
by models such as S M E and A C M E . However, the spread of
Schank, 1982), even though they have few similar surface
activation between semantic and episodic memory modeled
features or words. Cross-context targets do not share event or
in R E M I N D does suggest a different, simpler, form of anasituation descriptions. For example, all four main characters
logical transfer — analogical transfer through priming (see
in the source and within-context targets (rows 1 and 2) are
Dunbar & Schunn, 1993, for a similar argument).
portrayed as hard-working people w h o are trying to advance
In R E M I N D , activation spreads through a semantic nettheir careers. The cross-context targets in row 3, however,
work that performs dynamic inferencing and disambiguation
are in a totally different world than the sources (enchanted
to infer a conceptual representation of the input, as in
animals in fantasy worlds).
ROBIN (Lange & Dyer, 1989). Stories to be memorized are
Unrelated stories (not shown here) share neither contextual
presented to the network and understood in this manner, and
nor thematic similarity. Such pairings are created by using
then stored as episodes in the network by adding units and
sources and targets from different theme groups (see Table
connections to encode the abstract knowledge structures rephaving totally unrelated contexts and themes.
resenting them. Because stored episodes are associated with
Note that in both experiments, all 28 source stories from
concepts used to understand them, the spreading-activation
the 14 theme groups appeared in all conditions, and that all
process also activates any episodes in the network that share
56 target stories appeared in analog, disanalog, and unrelated
features or knowledge structures with the target being underpairings. Thus, what is particular to each condition is not
stood.
the stories themselves but the relation between stories.
R E M I N D produces a simple form of analogical transfer as
a side effect of h o w it models text comprehension. T w o asExperiment 1: The Relation of Priming
pects of its text comprehension process are responsible.
a n d R e m i n d i n g to T r a n s f e r
First, comprehension of new text input results in residual
activation on the units of its semantic network that were
We tested REMIND's predictions about analogical transfer
used during processing. Second, when an analogous input
through comprehension and priming in an experiment which
target is processed, its partially activated inferences and
measured both reminding and transfer. The goal of the experknowledge representations activate (and sometimes retrieve)
iment was to see whether previously studied source episodes
similar ("source") episodes in memory. These episodes, in could positively influence subjects' comprehension of tarturn, feed activation back to associated knowledge structures
gets, even when subjects were not instructed or biased to
in the semantic network. Both of these aspects of R E M I N D
perform any explicit mapping or problem-solving.
influence and prime the comprehension process, causing a
Subjects initially summarized the c o m m o n plots of two
target to be more fully or correctly elaborated than if the
pairs of analogous stories. Subjects then saw four other stoprevious source analogs had not been processed.
ries, one to a page. Subjects rated each of these stories for
The type of analogical transfer suggested by R E M I N D ' s
its comprehensibility, defined as "how easy it is to underintegrated knowledge representation framework requires little
stand what is being described by the story." T h e first two
attention. It is a nearly costless emergent property of the
rated stories were unrelated to any of the previous stories.
spreading-activation process in which comprehension and reThe third and fourth rated stories were related to thefirstand
trieval are integrated within a single mechanism.
second pair of summarized source stories, respectively.
The central point of computational models of analogical
Materials
reasoning is that higher-order relations are transferred fi-om
Table 1 shows the four relations (besides unrelated) that one representation to another. There are several ways to
measure this relational transfer (e.g., reading time, problem
source and target stories could have to each other in these
rate). W e choose comprehensibility as our measure
solution
experiments. Table 2 is an example of one story theme
both
because
of its implementational simplicity and its relagroup containing six stories involving two related themes
tively
direct
relation
to transfer: U p to some asymptote, the
("sour grapes" and "self blame"). (The stories are shortened
more
appropriate
causal
relations transferred to a target reprefrom their actual length.) Note that our materials consisted
spend very little of their time consciously creating new
analogies and mappings. Yet they are able to benefit from
past experience of analogically-similar episodes during comprehension, even when they are not consciously performing
analogical retrieval and mapping.

of 14 theme groups similar to that shown in Table 2.
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Table 1. Relations of target stories to summarized source stories.
thematic similarity

high.
contextual similarity

high
low

m M

within-context analog
cross-context analog

within-context disanalog
cross-context disanalog

Table 2. E x a m p l e of stories in Within-Context and Cross-Context conditions.
T h e m e 1: "Sour Grapes."
T h e m e 2: "Self-Doubt."
Source: John did a lot of homework in order to get good marks. Earlier, Source: Derrick practiced to make the team. His P E teacher had gotten
a counsek>r had arranged for him to meet with the recaiiter from Yale. him a try out with the gymnastk^ coach. The gymnastfcs team coach
W h e n he got home from class, he opened the thin rejection letter from watched him perform and then toW his P E teacher ttiat he didnl want him
Yale. Later, that night he mentkxied to his father how he t)elieved that on the team. Derrick confessed that the coach undoubtedly thought that
people from Ivy League schools were pretentious.
he didnl have the talent for gymnastics.
Within-context target: Lisa spent long hours trying to make her corpo- Within-context target: Jennifer worked hard attempting to create a
new business venture. A friend fixed a blind date for her with one of his
ration successful. A coworker set her up to go out with someone he
knew. She waited at the restaurant until 8:30 and then left without order- friends, Henry, from wort<. She waited alone at the entrance of tfie museum for two hours. She confessed to her friend that her date thought she
ing (Simer. She told her friend that she thought that her date probably
wasnl that attractive and that software engineers arenl interesting.
wasnl that fiandsome and that investment bankers are really boring,
anyway.
Cross-context target: Elle, a unicom, wanted to see what was on the Cross-context target: Jane, a unicom, wanted to see what was on the
other skle of theriver.She thought thie lands over there were enchanted other side of theriver.She ttiought the lands over there were enchanted
andrichwith meadows and fruit trees. O n e day she set out to cross the andrichwith meadows and fruit trees. One day she set out to cross the
river. Ble swam as hard as she couW but after 20 minutes she had to river. Jane swam as hard as she could but after 20 minutes stie had to
turn back, extiai isted. Elle decided that thie stories about the land on the turn back, exhausted. Jane decided that she wasnl worthy of being in the
other side ofriverwere just false mmors and that there was probably magic lands.
nothing of worth over tfiere.

sentation, the m o r e understandable that representation will
appear to a reader or listener.
After subjects rated all four target stories, they read the
following instructions: " W h e n you rated them for comprehensibility, did any of the four stories...remind y o u of any
of the stories y o u had previously summarized? If so, please
turn back to that story...and write which story (or stories)
y o u got reminded of...."
It is not clear whether analogical retrieval/mapping m o d els w o u l d predict that subjects would perform explicit retrieval, m a p p i n g , and transfer under these conditions. T h e
m o s t likely prediction, however, seems to be that subjects
w o u l d h a v e n o pragmatic reason for doing a detailed
source/target m a p p i n g . A c c o r d i n g l y , n o r m a l retrieval/mapping models should predict n o significant difference in comprehensibility between analog and unrelated targets.
In contrast, the R E M I N D framework predicts that the previous summarization of the related sources will increase the
activation of particular t h e m e and contextual elements. B e ing reminded of analogous source stories would also increase
the activation of those elements, even without a m a p p i n g
process being performed. These t w o additional sources of
priming will in turn increase the causal integration and activation of the target. Accordingly, the R E M I N D framework
predicts that there should be increased comprehensibility for
related targets compared to unrelated targets.
Method
Subjects were 168 UCLA students. Subjects saw source stories and target stories in a single booklet, the first page of
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which stated, "There are two brief experiments in this
packet. T h e first experiment concerns what occurs when
people create summaries of similar stories. So, on the next
two pages you will see two very short stories. Below each
pair of stories, please write 2-3 sentences summarizing their
c o m m o n plot..." O n each of the next two pages were a pair
of stories that were within-context analogs of each other.
The page after the second source pair stated, "The second
experiment in this packet explores various factors involved
with text comprehension. Please read and rate each of the
next 4 stories for its comprehensibility." Below each target
story was a 10-point scale (1, low; 10, high) for rating
comprehensibility. Across subjects, analogous and disanalogous stories appeared equally in the third and fourth ordinal
target positions. Contextual Similarity was a between-subjects factor. The reminding instructions were placed after the
last target story.
W e used the min F' statistic (computed from subject and
story A N O V A s ) to allow simultaneous generalization over
both subjects and stories. Differences between conditions
were analyzed in a mixed-subjects/within-items min F'
A N O V A with the following factors: (a) for comprehensibility ratings, 3 (Thematic Similarity: analog, disanalog, unrelated) x 2 (Contextual Similarity: within, cross), and (b) for
reminding, 2 (Thematic Similarity: analog, disanalog) x 2
(Contextual Similarity: within, cross). The relationship between reminding and comprehensibility was measured by
computing point-biserial correlations of subjects' comprehensibility ratings and reminding scores (1, if reminded at
least one source story; 0, if not reminded of any).

• analog
• disanalog
• unrelated

1
w i d U M O M e n crocs-ooniext

within-context cross-context

Figure 1 (left panel). Comprehensibility Ratings. Figure 2 (right panel). Reminding Proportions. Note that the y-axis
shows the proportion of subjects being reminded of at least one of the related summarized stories.
increased when subjects had previously studied contextuallysimilar stories.

Results a n d Discussion
Recall that the REMIND framework predicts that priming
from activated source targets should increase comprehensibility of targets having related sources vs. those of targets not
having related sources, even though there is no pragmatic
reason for subjects to engage in mapping between sources
and targets. Analyses of the comprehensibility ratings
(shown in Figure 1) support this prediction. The main effect
of Thematic Similarity and the omnibus interaction of
Thematic Similarity and Context Similarity were not significant, min F'(l, 60) = 1.60, min F'(l, 139) = 1.09, respectively. However, planned comparisons showed that in the
(single-degree of freedom) within-context condition, analog
and disanalog target stories were rated as more comprehensible than unrelated stories, m i n F' (1, 72) = 4.70, p < .05
(see left side of Figure 1). In other words, targets that had
within-context sources in m e m o r y had significantly higher
comprehensibility than those without.
A potentially confusing fact is that cross-context analogs
were rated as more comprehensible than within-context
analogs, min F' (1, 54) = 4.94, p < .05. This is undoubtedly
a consequence of the constraints necessary to construct appropriate materials. While cross-context analogs shared similar themes, within-context analogs had to share both theme
and event descriptions. Accordingly, within-context targets
described relatively more thematically-irrelevant events.
Reminding proportions for sources are shown in Figure 2.
As is evident, subjects were reminded of more analog source
stories than of disanalog sources, and more within-context
sources than cross-context sources, (respectively, min F'(l,
74) = 4.72, p < .05, min F' (1, 96) = 12.16, p < .001). T h e
interaction between Thematic Similarity and Context
Similarity was not significant, min F'< 1.
Interestingly, the reminding/rating correlation in the
within-context analog condition is significant (r = .38, p <
.001), but the correlation in the within-context disanalog
condition is essentially zero (r = -.02). While any discussions of this finding are beyond the scope of the present paper, w e include this correlation as an indication that the relation between retrieval and transfer is not simple or linear.
The basic results of this experiment support the R E M I N D
framework's claim that a form of analogical transfer can
happen even when subjects do not perform explicit mapping
or problem-solving, since comprehensibility ratings were

Experiment 2: Similarity Comparison and
Target Comprehension
To further explore the role of priming in analogical transfer,
w e examined target comprehension under conditions in
which subjects performed source/target mapping. Subjects
were presented with booklets of 6 pairs of stories, one pair
to a page. Subjects saw one story pair from each of the following conditions: within-context analog, within-context
disanalog, within-context unrelated, cross-context analog,
cross-context disanalog, cross-context unrelated (see Table
2). Subjects were asked to read each story in the pairing and
rate its comprehensibility. After rating each story's comprehensibility, subjects in the similarity comparison condition
were also instructed to "Please reread the above two stories
and then rate h o w similar the overall situations being described are to each other."
In analogical retrieval/mapping frameworks, analogical
transfer should not take place until after both stories are explicitly compared. Therefore, comprehensibility ratings for
the analog targets should not be any different than for the
disanalog or unrelated targets here, since subjects m a k e
comprehensibility ratings before they m a k e similarity ratings. However, in the R E M I N D framework, transfer can result from priming of knowledge representations in working
and episodic m e m o r y , and so comprehensibility ratings for
analog targets should be higher than for disanalog and unrelated targets even though mapping is performed second.
It could be argued that in this paradigm that subjects
might be comparing sources and targets while they are performing similarity ratings. However, in systematically debriefing subjects in a timed reading version of this task w e
have just completed, no subject has ever reported doing this
or guessed at the relation between the comprehensibility and
similarity ratings. All subjects' descriptions of their strategies for comprehensibility ratings focused on qualities of individual stories, whereas their strategies for similarity ratings focused on features shared between stories.
Note that half of the subjects did not perform similarity
ratings on the sources and targets they were rating for comprehensibility. W e included this condition in order to explore
the limiting encoding conditions under which semantic
m e m o r y priming occurs.
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disanalog
Q unrclaled

within-context cross-context
Figure 3. Comprehensibility ratings
w h e n m a k i n g similarity ratings.

within-context cross-context
Figure 4. Comprehensibility ratings
w h e n not making similarity ratings.

Method

within-context cross-context
Figure 5. Similarity ratings.

subjects w e tested did not perform similarity ratings after rating targets for comprehensibility. Figure 4 shows the target
Subjects were 168 UCLA students. Subjects were given 6comprehensibility ratings for these subjects. A s is evident,
page booklets which on each page contained a pair of stothere were no significant effects in this condition except that
ries. Underneath each story was a rating scale for comprecross-context stories were rated as more comprehensible than
hensibility. Subjects in the similarity conditions also saw at
within-context stories, min F' (1, 47) = 11.25, p <.001.
the bottom of each page a scale for rating the similarity of
The fact that no priming effects were shown in this condithe two stories (range: 1, completely dissimilar, to 10,
tion but were when subjects had to make similarity ratings
completely identical).
supports two very different interpretations of Experiment 2.
One possibility, of course, is that the priming effects shown
Results and Discussion
in the similarity condition were due to subjects subconComprehensibility and similarity rating condition. Recall sciously mapping sources and targets at the same time as
that analogical retrieval/mapping frameworks posit that subthey were rating targets for comprehensibility. A second
jects have to explicitly compare source and target stories bepossibility is that for thematic priming to occur, relevant
fore transfer occurs. Accordingly, analog target comprehenknowledge representations have to be kept relative accessible
sibility ratings should be no different than disanalog and unwhile the target is processed. B y this view, subjects in the
related ratings. In contrast, R E M I N D ' s priming/transfer
similarity condition kept the source analog and the knowlframework claims that subjects will activate thematic
edge needed to understand it relatively active while rating the
knowledge representations especially while processing
target, because they knew they would later need to compare
source stories. Therefore, analog target comprehensibility
the source and target. If this view is correct, similarity comratings should be higher than disanalog and unrelated comparisons are not necessary for analogical transfer. Analogical
prehensibility ratings even before explicit source/target
transfer effects should be shown in any task in which (a) the
mapping is begun.
source analog and its knowledge representations have to be
Figure 3 displays the target comprehensibility ratings.
kept active, or (b) the source analog and its knowledge repreThese results appear to show priming occurring before exsentations reach a very high level of activation from explicit mapping occurs (cf. Seifert, M c K o o n , Abelson, &
tended processing (e.g., Experiment 1). W e are currently perRatcliff, 1986). Across both within- and cross-context condiforming experiments to explore this second explanation.
tions, there was a main effect of Thematic Similarity (i.e.,
analog > disanalog > unrelated), min F' (2, 36) = 3.20, p
Discussion
<.05. (In our current reading time version of this experiExperiment 1 provided evidence for the REMIND framement, subjects are also fastest to read analogous targets.)
work's prediction that a simple form of analogical transfer
The interaction between Contextual and Thematic Similarity
can occur even when explicit analogical reasoning is not perwas not significant, min F' < 1.
formed. In that experiment, subjects (1) summarized analoThough not of particular theoretical interest, the similargous source stories' c o m m o n plot; (2) rated the comprehenity ratings are important because they do validate our materisibility
of targets related to sources by similar themes, conals and show that subjects were indeed sensitive to our matexts, or themes and contexts; and then (3) described any
nipulation of thematic and contextual similarity. A s shown
sources reminded of while rating targets. Source/target simiin Figure 5, there was a main effect of Thematic Similarity
larity influenced comprehensibility and reminding even
(i.e., analog > disanalog > unrelated), and within-context
though
there w a s no need for subjects to explicitly m a p or
pairs were rated as more similar than cross-context pairs
otherwise c o m p a r e sources a n d targets. Similarly,
(respectively, min F'(2, 72)= 10.42, p < .001, min F'(l,
Experiment 2 provided evidence for the R E M I N D frame66)= 15.51,/?<.0001).
work's prediction that analogical transfer can take place beComprehensibility rating only condition. A n important
fore
explicit analogical m a p p i n g occurs. Subjects (1) rated
goal is to find the limiting conditions under which semantic
each
story's comprehensibility in source/target pairs having
m e m o r y priming occurs. T o explore these limits, half of the
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similar relationships to each other as in Experiment 1; and
then (2) rated source/target similarity. Analogous targets
were rated as more comprehensible than non-analogous targets. Retrieval/mapping theories, unlike REMIND's knowledge representation framework, predict that analogous targets
will not be influenced by sources until o/rer comparison.
It is impossible to rule out the possibility that subjects in
fact did perform a complex analogical retrieval, mapping,
and reasoning process in these experiments, and that this is
the actual reason the comprehensibility ratings were affected
by previously-read similar sources. However, we believe that
this is unlikely, because there was little pragmatic reason for
subjects to do so given their instructions. Moreover, w e believe that the form of analogical priming in R E M I N D resulting from the interaction of the comprehension and memory
retrieval processes provides a simpler and more coherent explanation of our results. A s opposed to the relatively computationally costly process of a full-blown analogical mapping and transfer, REMIND's analogical priming emerges
naturally and without cost from the encoding process.
It is important to note that w e do not deny the psychological reality of complex analogical reasoning simulated by retrieval/mapping systems such as S M E , A C M E , and some
case-based reasoning models. Clearly people do sometimes
undertake conscious and explicit mapping and transfer (in
difficult problem-solving tasks, for example). However, w e
do believe that future generations of mapping models should
take into greater account how memory and encoding affects
transfer, as in R E M I N D . Hofstadter & Mitchell's (in press)
C O P Y C A T model shows one intriguing way this can be done
by the interaction of spreading-activation through a longterm and working memory.
Much research remains to be done to explore this phenomenon. W e are currently running several experiments to
elucidate the encoding conditions under which it occurs. Another potentially interesting line of attack is shown in experiments by Ross and Bradshaw (in press), which seem to
show a subconscious effect of long-term memory on disambiguation and interpretation of the targets, albeit only for
surface (and not analogical) reminding. R E M I N D itself needs
to be significantly extended, because like all current connectionist models, it does not yet have the capacity to perform
the inferences to comprehend complex, thematic stories such
as those of Table 2, though it can make abstract plan and
goal-based inferences for shorter stories (see discussion in
Lange & Wharton, in press).
Both experiments in this paper imply that transfer can be
caused by activation of abstract knowledge representations
without explicit retrieval or mapping. The implication for
transfer models with no ability to represent differential activation in their semantic memory (or no semantic memory at
all) seems obvious. A highly structured semantic memory
that can represent differential activation among its components appears to be necessary to model our findings.
Furthermore, these results suggest that in order to accurately
simulate some psychologically important tasks, processes
previously thought of as separate and serial are going to
have to be modeled as interacting in parallel within the same
general system.
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Abstract
Creative designers often see solutions to pending design problems in the everyday objects surrounding them. This can often
lead to innovation and insight, sometimesrevealingnew functions and purposes for c o m m o n design pieces in the process.
W e are interested in modeling serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems in the context of creative mechanical design. This paper characterizes this ability, analyzing
observations w e have made of it, and placing it in the context
of other forms of recognition. W e propose a computational
model to capture and explore serendipitous recognition which
is based on ideas fromreconstructivedynamic memory and
situation assessment in case-based reasoning.
Introduction
W h e n creative designers have been deeply engaged in a problem, they are often able to recognize solutions to it in their
enviroimient, even if they are not actively working on the
problem at the time. T h e solutions recognized m a y be objects, behaviors, processes, techniques - anything that they
observe or examine. This can often lead to key insights,
sometimes revealing n e w fiinctions or purposes for c o m m o n
design pieces. This pqier takes a stq) toward understanding
this ability b y focusing on the serendipitous recogniticHi of 06jects as soluticxis to pending (possibly suspended) problems
during creative mechanical design.
Serendipity oftm plays a significant role in creativity. Its
accidaital nature m a y seem to put it out of reach for creating
computer-based design systems that can take advantage of
serendipity, or for supporting people in serendipitous discova y of solutions. However, w e believe that being in the right
place at the right time is not the difficult part; w e can put a designer (human or computer-based) into arichenvironment of
stimuli where "accidaits" will happen. T h e creativity comes
in the prg)aration that allows recognition of a solution w h e n
it is preseiu (Seifert, et al., 1994). This requires becoming
immersed in the problem, redescribing it and viewing it from
multiple perspectives, considering, comparing, and critiquing
several options, so that w h e n a relevant solution is spotted,
the w a y it fits into the problem can be immediately discerned.
T h e following are typical examples of serendipitous recognition. They occurred during a mechanical engineering ( M E )
design project w e observed in which a team of four students
were to design and build a device to quickly and safely transport as m a n y eggs as possible from one location to another.
(Thefirstauthor participated as a m e m b e r of the team in order
to b e c o m e inmiersed in the design issues and observe as m u c h
of the design process as possible in a natural setting.)
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O u rfirstexample ("bending springs") occurred while our
designers were considering using a spring launching device
and went to a h o m e improvement store to look into materials.
While comparing the strengths of several springs by compressing them, they noticed that the springs tended to bend.
O n e designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold it
straight as it was compressed and said the springs would each
need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending.
Another added that the tube would need to be collapsible (to
compress with the spring). The designers could not think of
an existing collapsible tube and did not want to build one due
to time pressure. They gave up on the springs and started
thinking about egg protection. During their search for protection material, they walked through the bathroom section
of the store, where they saw a display of toilet paper holders.
They immediately recognized them as collapsible tubes which
could be used to support the springs.
The secMid example ("weighted rubberbands") occurred
later in the design, after the designers had decided to use a
cylindrical egg carrier with a spring launch device. They
were working on a h o m e w o r k assignment which involved
formalizing the tradeoffs betweai egg capacity, weight, and
lauTich force as a multi-goal optimization problem to help
them m a k e the best choice for these variables. They were
having trouble and were easily distracted from the problem.
O n e distraction c a m e from a designer w h o described a trick
involving a moving cylinder (coffee can) she had seen the
night before on a children's science T V show (Beakman's
World). T h e episode showed h o w to m a k e a coffee can that
rolled back to you w h e n you rolled it away. Batteries were
taped as weights to rubberbands, strung through the center
of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands to become
wound up as the can rolled. A s the rubberbands unwound,
they caused the can to roll back to the starting location The
designers discussed whether this could be modified for use
in their design (e.g., wind the mbberbands u p and let their
unwinding launch the device). However, they rejected the
design for adding too m u c h weight, since the design task
had strict weight restrictiais. Then they went back to their
homework. Suddenly, one designer suggested using the eggs
as weights on the rubberbands. This alleviated the weight
problem because the weight of the eggs did not count into the
restricted weight constraint.
There are three intriguing characteristics of this type of
recognition. First, designers are able to recognize solutions
to problems that have akeady been suspended. W e call this
serendipitous recognition.

Second, they aie often able to recognize objects as solutions, even though this requires the object to play a role or
provide a function different from its usual role or function.
In our bending springs exanq>le, the toilet paper holder is not
used to hold a paper roll, but to keep a spring from bending
uponcompressiai. In the weighted rubberbands example, the
eggs not (Mily play their usual role of being cargo^assengers
in the egg carrier, but also are used in a nonstandard way
to provide weight to m a k e the device move. This type of
recognition requires overcoming functional fixedness (Maier,
1931,1970; Duncker, 1945).
Third, the solutions recognized are not always standard soluticxis to the problem. In the bending springs example, the
problem was n e w to the designers and did not have standard
solutions. In the weighted rubberbands example, the designers recognize a solution that is different from the existing
standard solutions to the problem. In general, if a problem
has standard solutions (or ones that are ^jparently ^}plicable),
fixation on these standard solutions must be overcome.
These three characteristics m a k e this type of recognition
more difficult to model than types previously studied. Since
the solutions are nonstaixlaid, it is not addressed by object
recognition work (e.g., (Grimson, 1990)) which typically
searches a scene for particular models of existing standard
solutions to problems. T h e type of recognition w e are interested in requires models of objects to be constructed on the fly.
Jordan and Shrager (1991) model h o w people select objects
for a nonstandard use, based on which object's physical propertiesrelatebest to the desired fimction. However, they do not
address h o w the salient properties are derived or determined.
The opportunistic nature of serendipitous recognition
makes research on predictive encoding (Patalano, Seifert,
& H a m m o n d , 1993) and opportunism ( H a m m o n d , 1989;
Mueller, 1990)relevantto our research. However, they address opportunism in planning situations in which there are
standard solutions to the problems at hand. The opportunities
detected are those to fvilfill suspended goals by recognizing
that a standard plan for them can n o w be resumed. Our recognition involves recognizing objects that are not the standard
solutions to the pending problems.
S o m e important issues serendipitous recognition raises are:
To what extent does problem and solutionneed to be described
and elaborated for the recognition to take place? H o w is this
description created? H o w is the opportunity to solve a suspended problem noticed? W h a t allows the relevant problem
context to be recalled w h e n its solution is seen?
This pjper presents our analysis of the processes involved
in serendipitous recogniuon of nonstandard solutions. Our
hypothesis is that recognition arises from interactions between two processes: problem evolution and assimilation of
proposed ideas into memory. W e propose a computadonal
model of serendipitous recognition based (»i this hypothesis. Our model draws an and extends ideas from reccaistriKtive dynamic m e m o r y (Schank, 1982; Kolodner, 1983) and
case-based reascxiing (Kolodner, 1993), particularly situation
assessment and evaluation processes.

ple perspectives and redescribe it in more familiar terms. This
process, which w e caU problem evolution, reveals constraints,
features, and properties to look for in proposed solutions. A s
design alternatives are proposed and explored, they are assimilated into memory; they are compared and organized, based
on the criteria and features the designer has become attuned to
through problem evolution. S o m e serendipitous recognition
m a y arise from assimilation activities.
Problem evolution is driven primarily by the evaluation of
proposed ideas, which, in addition to revealing flaws in the
specification (such as CMitradictions and ambiguities), generates n e w criteria, constraints, and preferences that go bey«id
those given in the original statement of the problem. Assimilation itself can play a significant role in evaluation by drawing
attenticxi to features of proposed ideas that are unusual or particularly good or bad compared to other proposed ideas. This
in turn can trigger a complete problem reformulation. So,
while problem evolution can "set vp" the reasoner to recognize solutions w h e n they are stumbled upon, the recognition
itself can sometimes actually trigger a problem redescription.
This occurred in the weighted rubberbands example, which
w e analyze in depth in the next section.
These interacting processesfitwell into a model of dynamic
m e m o r y and case-based reasoning. A key idea underiying dynamic memory is that remembering, understanding, and learning are all inextricably intertwined. The ability to determine
where somethingfitsin with what w e already k n o w (understanding) is a key part of being able to assimilate objects in
our enviraiment into our problem solving. This m a y involve
a usefiil reinterpretation of something already in m e m o r y and
can result in a n e w way of indexing it in memory.
The process of elaborating and redescribing the problem
specification corresponds closely to the process of situation
assessment in case-based reasoning: redescribing a problem
situation in the vocabulary of problems solved in the past (i.e.,
the indexing vocabulary of the reasoner's memory). These
processes facilitate retrieval in compensating for the fact that
w e m a y not be able to anticipate h o w w e might want to use
some piece of knowledge w h e n w e enter it in memory. Situation assessment aligns the vocabularies of the curroit situation
with that of previous problems w e have encountered. Also,
by providing several different ways of describing a problem
and what would count as a solution, it allows enUries to be reinterpreted in the context of the problem and serendipitously
recognized asrelevantto solving it.
Research into situation assessment and problem reformulation (e.g., in C A S E Y (Koton, 1988), C Y R U S (Kolodner, 1983), M I N S T R E L (Turner, 1994), B R A I N S T O R M E R
(Jones, 1992), and S T R A T A (Lowry, 1987)), show different
ways this can be done. Also, Sycara and Navinchandra (1989)
have identified several index transformation techniques relevant to case-based design. W e are building on and extending
these ideas, exploring in particular h o w they can be synergistically integrated with evaluation, retrieval, adaptation, and
assiinilation processes.
Analysis of Examples

Evolution and Assimilation

B e n d i n g Springs

A key activity of designers is to uxxierstand,refine,elaborate,
andre-definethe problem. They view the problem from multi-

For the designers to recognize the toilet paper holder as a solution to the problem of bending springs, they needed to create a
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description of what solutions to this problem would look like.
This description evolved as they thought about the problem,
prqjosed solutions to it, and critiqued these solutions. Here
is a closer look at h o w this description evolved.
A s the designers were comparing the strengths of various
springs, one designer compressed the springs between a thumb
and forefinger and noticed that the spring bent, imposed lateral forces at the endpoints, and a variable longitudinal force.
This was judged to be a problem. W e hypothesize that this
judgment was m a d e based on a violation of the designers' expectations about h o w the spring would behave and reasoning
about the consequences of the actual behavior in the context
of their proposed design.
O n e designer wrapped a hand around the spring to hold
it straight as it w a s compressed and said the springs would
each need to be enclosed in a tube to keep them from bending.
Wrapping a hand around something to m a k e its shape conform
to what you want is a standard technique. T h e subsequent
tube proposal can be the result of a m e m o r yretrievalbased
on structural shape similarity.
Another designer added that the tube would need to be
collapsible (to compress with the spring). This adaptation
m a y have been suggested as a result of noticing that the hand
wrapped around the spring hindered the compression of the
spring because it was too longitudinallyrigid.This could be
fixed by making the tube longitudinallyflexible(collapsible).

the point of view of their weight that this other problem description was created. If the designers had redescribed the
problem in this way to begin with, they might have immediately recalled eggs as a solution to W s problem. However, the
redescription seems to have been the result of the recognition
rather than a prerequisite of it.
Modeling Implications

A number of interesting issues arise in considering h o w to
model the problem evolution and assimilation occurring in
these two examples.
1. Experimentation plays an important role in problem evolution. Its results are used in evaluating proposed designs and
in suggesting solutions and adaptations (e.g., wr^ping hand
led to tube suggestion; compression hindered by wrapped
hand led to the "collapsible" adaptation). Simulating or actually performing this type of experimentation (e.g., with a
robot) is, of course, outside the scope of our modeling efforts.
But w e can provide the results of experimentaticm as input to
our computational model.
2. A s proposed solutions are generated and explored (e.g.,
by collecting experimental data about them), an evaluation
process notices their problems (e.g., constraint or expectation
violations) or good features. N e w evaluative issues emerge
that go beyond the stated constraints on the problem. Navinchandra (1991) calls this criteria emergence. In addition,
constraints in general (Bhatta, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994) and
Weighting Rubberbands
relative priorities a m o n g them, also gradually emerge. This
emergence
is a major part of problem evolution.
In the bending springs example, the designers derived a con3. TTie designers in our examples generated descriptions
crete description of what they needed, which primed them to
that allowed immediate recognition of satisficing solutions to
recognize it w h e n they saw it. In our secMid example (the
the pending problems. They were concrete enough to be easproblem of weighting the rubberbands inside the cylindrical
ily recognizable (for m i n i m u m inference at recognition-time)
egg carrier), the description of what was needed did not fiilly
but abstract enough to be satisfied by a variety of different
evolve before the recognition (of eggs as weights) occurred.
Rather, the recognition itself helped to redescribe the problem. objects. They referred to both structural (cylindrical s h j ^ ,
length, radius, or weight) and behavioral (length varies) propT h e original design, in which batteries were used as
erties
of objects. Matching these properties against objects
weights, was rejected because the batteries would add weight
under
consideration sometimes requires drawing on knowlto the device. TTieir problem description - "find something to
edge about the object (e.g., what configurations or sh^jes it
act as a weight without adding weight" - was overconstrained.
can take, whether it can stand on end, or whether its length
So the problem was abandcmed.
can vary). This in turn requires that the object being viewed
They went back to the optimization problem they were
has
been recognized as its usual identity (e.g., toilet paper
given forhomeworic, which involved thinking about the traderoll
holder) so that the associated stmctural, behavioral, and
off between launch force and egg capacity (the more eggs,
fiinctional knowledge of the object can be matched against
the more force required because the eggs would increase the
the evolved description of what is needed. In our computaweight). Considering the eggs as providing weight prompted
tional
model, the input from the environment is augmented
one designer to suggest the clever idea of using the eggs as
by
the
equivalent of results of standard object recogmtion
weights on the rubberbands.
techniques, so that an object under view has both its current
O u r hypothesis is that the designer saw the relevance of
imagistic features and standard knowledge about its assumed
the eggs to the weighting rubberbands problem due to its
stmcture, behavior, and function.
weight property, which they were focusing on in the homework. T h e eggs were different than the previously proposed
Computational Model
solution (batteries) with respect to the weight property, since
Based on our analysis of these examples and othersfromour
egg weight does not count into the total weight limit of the deexploratory study of the M E design project, w e are constructvice. (The problem statement explicitly restricted the "weight
ing a computational model of serendipitous recogmtion. W e
of the device (not including the eggs).") This difference was
are implementing this model in a system called improviser
noticed and se«i to be a key advantage. It generated a refine(invention Modeled by problem Redescnption, observation,
ment of the problem description. Instead of "provide weight,
and evaluation, interacting SERendipitously).
without adding weight," it became "provide weight, without
adding weight that counts toward the weight limit." It is only
improviser's proposed architecture has a problem evoluby bringing the eggs into focus and re-interpreting them from
tion component which is modeled using situation assessment
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procedures co-routined with evaluation techniques. The output of this component (i.e., the evolving specification) feeds
into m e m o r y retrieval and update processes.' Retneval interfaces with a library of design cases which models, in part,
long-term memory. T h e specification is used as a probe to
recall relevant design cases (for evaluation, elaboration, etc.).
M e m o r y update is the complement of retneval. It accumulates design alternatives proposed (i.e., those retrieved, elaborated, or viewed direcdy in the external environment) into a
pool of design alternatives under consideration. It organizes
and compares the alternatives with respect to each other, along
the dimensions relevant to the problem sjjecification. This is
used to model the assimilation process. Recognition of a solution results w h e n an alternative is stored that is a close match
to the desired solution.
The data structure holding the set of design alternatives
forms an extensicm of the long-term memory. W e call this
extension the problem context. It contains the set of explored
design alternatives and the relevant set of descriptors from
the specification. A s the problem specification evolves, the
focus changes on the relevant descriptors to be used for organizing alternatives in the m e m o r y (e.g., shape, construction
cost, personal safety). For complex problems, with m a n y
subproblems, there are several subproblem contexts, which
might overiap, depending on interactions between subproblems. W h e n an alternative is entered into memory, it is interpreted with respect to the descriptors in the subproblem
contexts tofindthe best place(s) to store the alternative.
The various subproblem contexts can be seen as dynamically constructed models of desired solutions, built during
problem evolution. Recognition of instances of these models
occurs as alternatives are entered into the most appropriate
contexts through standard m e m o r y update techniques.
A key part of this assimilation process is noticing "interesting" similarities or differences between alternatives being
added to s o m e context. For instaiKe, in the weighted rubberbands example, eggs were noticed to be different than previous proposals to the moving cylinder problem with respect to
the weight property - one of the descriptors in the problem
contexts for both the h o m e w o r k assignment and the moving
cylinder problem. Knowing that the weight of eggs is exempt from the weight restriction makes the noticed difference
interesting; it is directly related to the conflicting weight constraint, suggesting that this constraint should be re-evaluated
with the eggs acting as weights. The success of this evaluation
subsequently causes the weight constraint to be refined.
A set of monitoring procedures are associated with each
process and watch for opportunities for further processing to
occur. The opportunities noticed are placed on an agenda,
maintained and accessed by strategic control heuristics.

of the problem (launching, moving, stopping, and protecting
the eggs). The launch subproblem specification contains a
partial specification for a spring launch mechanism. (In the
following, "??" denotes incompletenesses due to pending
decisions;"..." denotes parts of the specification not shown.)
<Spec:
Subproblem: Launch
P a r t s : Spring, Base
A t t a c h e d ( S p r i n g , Base, < p o 3 i t i o n > )
Spring:
k: ? ? ,; force constant
X: ? ? ,, spring displacement
L a u n c h - F o r c e : (- (* k x)) ;; Hooke'slaw
Subproblem: Protect-Eggs ...
Subproblem: Transport
Subproblem: Stop ...
. . .>

...

This section gives a scenario of h o w i m p r o v i s e r will
model our bending springs example, once fully implemented.
IMPROVISE R starts with a partial specification which includes
specifications for each subproblem in the current partitioning

This specifies that the launch mechanism should consist of
two parts, attached to each other in a particular configuration
(given in <position>). There is a pending decision as to
die choice of spring strength (k) and h o w m u c h it should be
compressed (x) to achieve a certain launch force. (There are
several other constraints involving the launch force which are
not shown, such as constramts relating striking distance and
launch force or relating the type and amoimt of egg protection
material with the launch force it must cushioa)
IMPROVI SE R chooses to work on the pending decision concerning spring strength.^ It asks an oracle to perform a trialand-error experiment for it to help choose a spring from a set of
springs. The oracle compares several springs and feeds back
experimental data to improviser. T h e data is augmented
with causal information about h o w the data resulted from the
properties of the partial design. The oracle reports that the
spring bends, which causes it to exert a weak, variable force
in the direction of its axis and additional forces of variable
magnitude and direction.
In general, there m a y be m a n y results reported by the oracle.
A n important issue w e are dealing with is h o w i m p r o v i s e r
directs its focus of attention to particular pieces of experimental data. In this case, the focus was on the launch mechanism
and its force, so it is natural that i m p r o v i s e r would attend
to facts related to forces from the spring.
improviser notices that these results are not what is expected. It derives their consequences based on causal connections between constraints in the specification. T h e force
along the spring's axis is weaker than the ideal launch force
(f = -kx), which will m a k e the device m o v e slower and not
as far as desired. T h e additional forces in various directions
m a y cause an inconsistent, unpredictable motion.
improviser's evaluation monitors detect the negative
consequences and update the specification to prohibit their
causes, specifying that the spring in the launch mechanism
must stay sti-aight. In general, discovering the constraints to
add to the specification which will require or prohibit s o m e
observed feature of a device involves reasoning based on a
causal model of die device (Bhatta, Goel, & Prabhakar, 1994).

'This section sketches only the main dataflowrelationships between these processes, improviser has aflexible,opportunistic
blackboard-style architecture which is guided by explicit strategic
control mechanisms.

^How this decision is chosen, and, in general, how improviser' s
sequence of steps is controlled is an interesting modeling issue.
HowevCT, it is not the subject of this paper, but see (Kolodner &
Wills, 1993; Wills & Kolodner, 1994).
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A standard method of forcing a small object to maintain a
<Spec:
Subproblem: Protect-Eggs
desired shape is by holding it in that sh^)e with your hand.
Parts: Cushioning-Material
iMPROvisER asks the oracle to do this and the oracle reports
Cushioning-Material:
that this causes the spring to stay straight.
Pressure-Resistance: Soft
IMPROVISER evaluates the results, judges the spring stay. . .>
ing straight as positive, and updates the specification with
While looking for objects that satisfied this description, a
the characteristics of the wrapped hand that are responsible.
toilet paper holder is observed through an oracle. The obserThis specification is used to retrieve a standard design object
vation is a mix of image features and knowledge about the
(rigid-tobe) to provide those characteristics.
holder,
once it has been identified through object recognition.
<Spec:
EXTERNAL OBSERVATION: TPH
Structural properties:
Parts: Cylinders CI and C 2 , Spring S
Associated-Part: Wall-Fixture
Fits-Inside(CI, C2)
C I : Solidity: Hollow
Length: 1/2(Rest-Length(S))...
C 2 : Solidity: Hollow
Length: 1/2(Rest-Length(S))...
Composition of Cylinders (C1C2)
Solidity: Hollow
Length: Length(S) + Delta3
Shape: Cylindrical ...
Further ejqjerimental data from the oracle reveals that the
S: Rest-Length > Width(Wall-Fixture) .. .
rigid tube hinders compression of the spring, causing the
Enclosed(S, C1C2)
spring displacement limit to be much smaller than expected.
Behavioral properties:
States: Steady, Squeeze, Rest.
ORACLE:
Steady: ;; btwn sides of wall fixture
Length-Variability: Constant
Length(S) < Rest-Length(S)
Causing
x(S) = Length(S) - Rest-Length(S)
;; spring displacement is limited by tube length
Force-Btwn-Endpts: (- (* )c(S) x(S)))
Actual-x(Spring) <= Rest-Length(Spring)
Length(C1C2) = Width(Wall-Fixture)...
- Length(Rigid-Tube)
Squeeze : ;; being compressed
Causing
Length(C1C2) < Width(Wall-Fixture)
;;... much less than ideal displacement
Length(ClC2) >= Max(Length(CI),
Actual-x(Spring) « Max-x(Spring)
Length(C2)) ...
IMPROVISER detects the undesirable limit on spring disRe St: ;; outside wall fixture
placemoit and derives the ccxisequences that the launch force
Length(C1C2) > Width(Wall-Fixture)
will be weaker than is ideal (f = -)cx), which will affect
Length(S) = Rest-Length(S)...
device speed and striking distance.
Functional properties:
IMPROVISER reasons about the causes of the hindrance and
Use: Hold paper roll
updates the specification to require the tube to be collapsible
The most relevant problem context is retrieved, indexed by
(i.e., allow its length to vary). In other words, improviser descriptors that are relevant to solving its pending problem
refines therigiditycriterion to what is really needed - the
(e.g., size and cylindrical sh^)e of tube, spring enclosed in
radius to remain constant (lateral-rigidity) and the length to
tube). The context contains the descriptors given in the specivary Oongjtudinalflexibility).This requires getting more
fication for the problem, the opticxis that have been proposed,
detailed causal knowledge (not shown) from the oracle about
and the degree to which each matches the descriptors. In
what causes the spring to stay straight, to make sure it won't this case, the problem context associated with the launch subhurt to vary the length
problem is retrieved and the paper holder is assimilated into
it, based on the structural, imagistic properties of the paper
<Spec:
holder
and the knowledge associated with it During this asSubproblem: Launch
similation, IMPROVISER must check whether the tube length
Parts: Spring, Base, Rigid-Tube
Rigid-Tube:
can vary by referring to the behavioral knowledge associated
with the paper holder to see if the length of the composition
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: VARIES
of cylinders (C1C2) changes over the states.
Radius-Variability: Constant
A monitor of the assimilation process notices that the pa.>
per holderfitsthe subproblem specification better than any
Using this specification as a probe to memory, imp ro vi s er previous option, particulariy with respect to variable length.
tries to recall a device that satisfies this specification. The
The results of this process are 1) a problem specification that
retrieval fails.
has been elaborated (with the CMistraint that the spring must
Sir^e no viable options are found, improviser suspends
be enclosed in a tube) and refined (withfiner-grainconstraints
work on the launch subproblem and switches to a different
on therigidityproperties of the tube), and 2) new knowledge
learned about the functions of a c o m m o n object (i.e., a toilet
subproblem: h o w to protect the eggs.
Subproblem: Launch
Partes: Spring, Base, RIGID-TUBE
Attached(Spring, Base, <position>)
ENCLOSED(SPRING, RIGID-TUBE)
Rigid-Tube:
SOLIDITY: HOLLOW
RADIUS: (+ RADIUS(SPRING) DELTA)
LENGTH: (- LENGTH(SPRING) SM-DELTA)
SHAPE: CYLINDRICAL
LENGTH-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
RADIUS-VARIABILITY: CONSTANT
. . .>
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paper holder has a new, additional function of keq)ing its
internal spring straight).
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Previous A p p r o a c h e s

Abstract

Discourse is typically viewed as having a hierarchical struccausal
ture and therefore m a n y discourse planners are based on
the original N O A H (Sacerdoti, 1977) model of hierarchical planning (Appelt, 1985; Cawsey, 1993; Hovy, 1991;
Maybury, 1992; Moore and Paris, 1993). These systems rely
on customized planning algorithms with procedural semantics
for the purposes of solving specific text-planning problems.
The informal construction of these systems and their ^plication to particular problems have resulted in successful text
generation for limited domains and text types, while obscurIntroduction
ing the undesirable properties of the algorithms. However,
careful analysis of these programs shows that there is nothing
The close connection between discourse and intention is by in their semantics to prevent them b o m generating incorrect
n o w nearly universally accepted: generating discourse is an
plans, generating plans with redundant steps, or failing to find
intentional activity, the structure of discourse reflects the
plans in situations where they exist. T o the extent that these
structure of the participants' intentions, and understanding
plaimers have been able to avoid these problems, they have
discourse involves, at least in part, recognizing the intentions done so by severely limiting the expressive power of action
of the language producer. Researchers working both on generdescriptions and/or requiring the designer of action descripation and interpretation are wont to exhibit "discourse plans"
tions to handcraft each description tofitcorrectly into the
that represent the intentions of language users. However,
ad hoc semantics of the specific plan for which the action is
diere has been m u c h confusion about exactly what constitutes
intended.
a discourse plan, and what land of algorithms should process
Within the planning literature, it has been noted that there
diem. Most of the work in computational linguistics has built
are two different ways in which component actions of a plan
on plan rq>resentations and planning algorithms that are at
m a y be related: an action A C T l m a y provide causal support
least a decide old—^representations and algorithms that suffor another action A C T 2 (i.e., A C T l establishes a precondifer firom being unprincipled and difficult to analyze. These
tion of A C T 2 ) or an action A C T l m a y be part of the decomdifficulties have spilled over into the N L systems that rely
position of A C T 2 . Similar distinctions have been noted in the
on them. Yet within the past few years, the literature on A I
N L literature, e.g., Grosz and Sidner's (1986) distinction beplanning has g r o w n significantly, and the older representatween satisfaction-precedence and dominance and Pollack's
tions and algorithms have been reanalyzed and replaced with
(1990) distinction between enablement and generation.
cleaner representations and algorithms whose fonnal properThe main problem with most previous discourse planning
ties are amenable to careful analysis.
systems is that they have not adequately represented both the
causal and decompositional rel^ons between actions in a
In this p£Q)er, w e illustrate some of the problems that arise
discourse plan. That is, they do not reason about interactions
fi?om using diese old plan representations and planning algobetween the effects of actions in the plan. M o r e specifically,
rithms. W e then show h o w more recent planning algorithms,
they do not reason about the establishment of preconditions,
called partial-order causal link ( P O C L ) planners (McAllister
or the possibility that one step in the plan m a y accidentally
and Rosenblitt, 1991; Penberthy and Weld, 1991), can be used
undo or obviate the effect of another step. Moreover, in cases
to generate discourse plans. The particular planning algorithm
where they perform decomposition, they do not reason about
w e use is D P O C L , an algorithm that introduces action decomthe relationship between the effects of actions in a subplan
position into a P O C L framework (Young, Pollack and Moore,
1994). W e s h o w that the discourse plans produced by the and the effects of their parent action.
D P O C L algorithm propo-ly capture both the intended causal
To illustrate two of these problems, consider the discourse
and decompositional relations a m o n g the conununicative acplans shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2. In these figures,
tions, and thereby solve the problems of earlier systems and
conditions, denoted by the c^, appearing to the left of an action
allow a language-processing system to participate effectively
denote its preconditions and those appearing to the right of
andflexiblyin an ongoing dialogue.
an action denote its effects. These plans have structure that is
\Ms aigue diat discourse plans must capture the intended
and decompositional relations between communicative actions.
W e present a planning algorithm, D P O C L , that builds plan
structures that property capture theserelations,and show how
these structures are used to solve the problems that plagued
previous discourse planners, and allow a system to participate
effectively andflexiblyin an ongoing dialogue.
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tions between discourse actions is crucial to effective language
generation.
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The Significance of Discourse Plans
Consider the foUowing sample discourse, a firagment of a
political discussion between two participants, Sharon (S) and
Harry (H).
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Figure 1: Schematic Discourse Plan Illustrating a Redundant
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Figure 2: Schematic Discourse Plan Illustrating Parent/Subplan Effects

typical of those produced by most previous discourse planning
systems (Cawsey, 1993; Hovy, 1991; Maybury, 1992; Moore
and Paris, 1993). Figure 1 shows a plan where the effect cl
is established by two different actions occurring in different
subtrees of the plan. This can occur because these planners
do not consider the roles that previous actions' effects can
play in satisfying the preconditions of subsequent discourse
actions.' Thus, they cannot detect when an action added to
establish one particular condition m a y serendipitously satisfy
conditions of other steps in the plan. This failure m a y lead to
the generation of texts that are (unintentionally) redundant or
repetitive. A n analogous, and possibly even more damaging,
problem m a y result when these systems fail to notice that one
action undoes the effect of another.
Figure 2 shows a plan where there is no explicit connection
between the effects established by the parent action (c4 and
c5) and those established by its subplan (c6 through cl 1).
Previous approaches only represent the relationship between
actions at different levels; they fail to capture the relationship
between the effects of those actions. In Figure 2, the toplevel goal is c4 A c5. Suppose that c6 unifies with c4, and
that c8, c9, and clO together have a consequence that unifies
with c5. In this case, cl and cl 1 are side effects of choosing
the decon^x)sition of the P A R E N T - A C T I O N into A C T I O N 1,
A C T I O N 2 and A C T I O N S . This fact, however, is not captured
in the discourse plan of Figure 2. Hence a system relying
on this plan could not distinguish intended effects from side
effects, and so would be unable to determine that the failure
of c6 warrants a different response than the failure of cl.
In short, these systems cannot, in general, determine h o w
discourse actions are related to one another. Yet, as w e will
illustrate in the next section, understanding die intended rela-

S: Wiggins will vote no on NAFTA.
She's an ally of the unions. Her district is heavily industrial.
A plausible and typical analysis of this discourse is that
Sharon's primary intention is to convince Harry that Wiggins
will vote no on N A F T A . To achieve this goal, Sharon asserts the proposition in question (that Wiggins will vote no
on N A F T A ) and then supports it by claiming that AMggins is
an ally of the unions. To convince Harry of this later claim,
Sharon supports it by claiming that Wiggins's district is heavily industrial.
N o w consider diese possible alternative responses by Harry
to Sharon's statement:
HI: I didn't think her district was industrial.
H 2 : Lots of representatives from industrial districts vote against the union.
H3:

Well, she's certainly pro-union, but
I didn't think her district was industrial.

H4:

Well, she's certainly pro-union, but
lots of representatives firom industrial districts support N A F T A .

HS:

I didn't think her district was industrial. A n d besides, lots of representatives from industrial districts support N A F T A .

How is Sharon to determine an appropriate response to
these replies? A s w e have pointed out (Moore and Paris,
1993; Moore and Pollack, 1992), Sharon's response must
take account of what Harry's reply reveals about which parts
of Sharon's discourse plan were successful.
For example, in H 1 Harry's failure to believe that Wiggins's
district is industrial blocks the support that this claim would
have provided to convince Harry of Wiggins's pro-union position. At this point Sharon has several options. She m a y try
to convince Harry that Wiggins's district is, in fact, industrial.
Alternatively, she m a y find some other support for the claim
that Wiggins is pro-union or she m a y find some other means
to support the anti-NAFTA claim altogether.
Implicit in Sharon's initial statement was her belief that
Harry believed that, as a rule, a representative's position on
labor is determined by the industrial make-up of her district.
Together with Sharon's claim that Wiggins's district is industrial, this rule would have provided support to convince Harry
of Wiggins's pro-union position. H 2 indicates that the support for Sharon's claim that Wiggins is pro-union has failed.
Sharon must either find an alternate discourse strategy for
' Appelt (1985) would solve this problem with chtics, i.e., ad hoc supporting it or must find some other means to support the
anti-NAFTA claim. Notice the difference between H I and
procedures that check for certain types of plan interactions.
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H 2 . A plausible response to H 1 , but not H 2 , is to reestablish
the proposition that Wiggins's district is industrial.
In H 3 as in H 1 , Harry expresses doubt that Wiggins comes
fipom an industrial district. However, he also indicates that
he believes that Wiggins is pro-union. Sharon's intention to
get Harry to believe that Wiggins's district is industrial w a s
not achieved. Consequently w e nsay infer that her intention
to get h i m to believe that Wiggins is pro-union also failed.
However, Sharon need not try to provide alternate support for
either her pro-union or anti-NAFTA claims. This is because
Sharon's intention to convince Harry that Wiggins's district
is industrial w a s held in service of the intention to get Harry
to believe in Wiggins's pro-union position. That is, there was
a causal connection between the industrial-district intention
and the pro-union intention; because Harry's response explicitly indicates that the pro-union intention was achieved, the
outcome of those intentions which served as preconditions to
it or as effects in subplans of it can be ignored.^
Responses H 4 and H 5 are variations of H I through H 3 .
Their analysis is left to the reader.
A s can be seen in these examples, a wide range of responses
to Harry's replies are possible. Each of Harry's replies provides feedback about the outcome of a small subset of Sharon's
intentions. In order to respond appropriately, Sharon must be
able to determine what implications this feedback has on the
ultimate success of her other intentions.
A Discourse Plan for Our Example
W e now describe how the D P O C L system represents Sharon's
utterance under the analysis given above; see Figure 3.
The manner in which a hearer combines the information in
an utterance with his prior beliefs is critical to the generation
of the utterance. Most previous work has m a d e use of highly
simple models of this process: for instance, it has assumed
that the effect of asserting a proposition p is either that the
hearer believes or does not believe p. In fact, a speaker m a y
go to great lengths to convince the heara- of the truth of a
proposition. She m a yfirstassert it, then support it, and then
provide support for the intermediate statement. In such a case,
the speaker presumably believes that the combination of utterances is what leads the hearer to accept the main proposition.
A complete model of this phenomenon is beyond the scope
of this paper, w e hint at it by representing the combination
of multiple partial beliefs with the action Combine-Belief(!B),
where x is a vector of relevant beliefs. T h e strength of belief
L that a hearo' has in a particular proposition P is represented
informally by the formula Bel(P, L ) .
In Figure 3 w e abbreviate propositions as follows: N represents Wiggins will vote N o on N A F T A , U represents Wiggins
is pro-union and I represents Wiggins comes fix>m an industrial district. Those conditions surrounded by boxes are true
in the initial state - causal link arcs connecting them to the
initial state are omitted for clarity.
T h e D P O C L data structure for representing plans consists
offivecon^nents:
• Steps: Each discourse action in the plan is represented by
a step. These steps are the nodes in the plan graph. Steps

are instantiated fixjm action operators representing the action's preconditions and effects. Steps m a y be composite,
representing abstract actions like Cau9e-to-Believe(I7), or
primitive, representing those actions that are directly executable by the system, such as Inform(/).
• Decomposition Links: Decomposition links connect aparent step to the initial andfinalsteps of the subplan that
achieves the parent step's effects. The decoiiq)osition links
are shown using dashed arcs; they capture the hierarchical
structure of the plan.
• Causal Linlts: Causal links connect two steps when the
first step establishes a precondition for the second step.
They are shown using solid arcs and are labeled with the
effects that they contribute.
• Ordering Constraints: T h e set of ordering constraints
defines a partial temporal ordering over the steps in the
plan. For readability, these constraints are not shown in
Figures.
• Binding Constraints: The set of binding constraints provide codesignation relationships for variables occurring in
the steps of the plan. For readability, all variables in the plan
shown in Figure 3 have been replaced by object constants
specified by the plan's binding constraints.
DPOCL uses the standard technique of encoding the initial
conditions and the goals of a planning problem as the effects
of a null initial action and the preconditions of a null final
action, respectively. Similarly, in an action deconqxisition,
there is a null initial action that has as its effects exacdy
the preconditions of its parent action, and a nullfinalaction
that has as its preconditions the effects of its parent. The
D P O C L plaimer attempts to achieve the preconditions of a
subplan'sfinalstep in the same manner as it achieves all other
unsatisfied preconditions. In this way w e guarantee that the
effects of every composite action are achieved by the steps in
its subplan. Furthermore, the exact relationship between the
actions in a subplan and the establishment of those effects is
m a d e explicit.
B y analyzing the causal and decompositional structure of
the discourse plan, w e can determine an appropriate response
for each of Harry's replies discussed above:
• HI: In this case, the effect Bel(/, L9) asserted by the
Inform(/) was not achieved. From our representation, it
is possible to trace a path of failed effects from Inform( J)
across causal links and up decon^x)sitional links to CauseTo-Believe(/), Support(C/^) and eventually to Cause-ToBelieve(JV). Using this information, the system can determine that appropriate responses to H 1 can be generated by
trying to convince Harry that Wiggins's district is, in fact,
industrial (i.e, replanning the subtree rooted at the node
Cause-To-Believe(/), most likely by providing support for
J), finding some other support for the claim that Wiggins
is pro-union (i.e, replanning the subtree rooted at the node
Support(I7)), orfindingsome other means to support the
anti-NAFTA claim altogether (i.e, replanning the subtree
rooted at the node Support(J\r)).

^If, on A e other hand, it is important to Sharon (for some other • H 2 : T h e D P O C L plan in Figure 3 is predicated o n the
truth of Bel(causes(7,17), L 8 ) , i.e., that this proposition is
reason) that Harry also believe that Wiggins comes from an industrial
an effect of the initial step. In H 2 , Harry reveals that this
district, then she may need to reconvince him of this.
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Figure 3: A n E x a m p l e Discourse Plan
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proposition is false. A s in the previous case, an appropriate response results from the re-planning of subtrees whose
execution is affected by this failure. Specifically, those
subtrees rooted at Cause-To-Believe(causes(J, U ) ) across
causal links and u p decompositional links to Support(C/')
and eventually to Cause-To-Believe(iV). Note that this
does not include the subtree rooted at Cause-to-Believe(/)
and thus, unlike in H I , the system will not attempt to
reestablish the proposition that Wiggins's district is industrial.
• H 3 : In this case, the speaker is given more information
about the success of the original plan. A s in H I , the effect Bel(/, L 9 ) is not achieved. However, here Harry also
indicates that the effect Be\{U, l A ) of the step Cause-ToBelieve(t/^) has been achieved. Cause-To-Believe(tr) lies
along the only causal path from Inft)rm(/) to the plan's
final step. Since it achieved its intended effect, re-planning
any of its subplans is unnecessary.
Although this example did not explicitly illustrate h o w our
representation addresses cases where action descriptions have
multiple effects, it is clear our model can handle such cases
appropriately. O u r solution rests o n the fact that our model
loakes a clear distinction between effects of discourse actions
that play arolein achieving the top-level goals of the discourse
plan and effects that are not important for achieving the agent's
ultimate goals (i.e., side effects).

Termination: If the plan is inconsistent, then backtrack. Otherwise,
remove unused step and return the plan.
Plan Refinement: Non-deterministically do one of the following:
1. Causal Planning:
(a) Goal Selection: Nondeterministically select a goal.
(b) Operator Selection: Add a step to the plan that adds an effect
that can be unified with the goal (either by instantiating the
step from the operator libraiy or byfindinga step already in
the plan). If no such step exisu, backtrack. Otherwise, add
the binding constraints required for the conditions to unify, an
ordering constraint that orders the new step before the goal step
and add the causal link between the two.
2. Decompositional Planning:
(a) Action Selection: Nondetemiinistically select some unexpended composite step in the plan.
(b) Decomposition Selection: Nondeterministically chose an appropriate decomposition schema for this action whose constraints are satisfied. Add the steps and subplan components
of the decomposition schema to the plan and update the list of
decomposition links to indicate the new subplan.
Threat Resolution: Find any step that might threaten to undo any
causal link. For every such step, nondeterministically do one of the
following:

• Promotion If possible, move the threatened steps to occur before
the threat in the plan.
• Demotion If possible, move the threatened steps to occur after
How DPOCL Creates Discourse Plans
the threat in the plan.
So far we have focused on the representation used by DPOCL.
•
Separation If possible, add binding consQaints on the steps inW e now briefly describe how A e D P O C L algorithm works.
volved so that no conflict can arise.
In D P O C L , the process of creating a conq)leted plan involves
itoating through a loop that chooses between refining the cur- Recursive Invocation CaU the planner recursively wiA the new plan
structure.
rent plan decompositionally (expanding a composite action by
adding its subactions to the plan) or refining the plan causally
Figure 4: The DPOCL Algorithm
(choosing s o m e action's unsatisfied precondition and adding
a n e w action and the causal link establishing it). Figure 4
summarizes the D P O C L planning algorithm. For more details of the algorithm and a discussion of its formal properties,
see (Young, Pollack and M o o r e , 1994).
The representation of each action is separated into two parts
corresponding to the causal and decompositionalrolesthe action plays: the action operator, and a possibly etapty set of
decomposition operators. T h e action operator captures the
action's preconditions and effects. These preconditions and
effects are sets offirst-orderquantified sentences similar to
the typical precondition and add/delete lists of S T R I P S (Pikes
and Nilsson, 1971). Each decon^x)sition operator represents
a single-layer expansion of a cot^x)site step, essentially providing a partial specification for the subplan that achieves the
parent stq>'s effects given its preconditions. In addition to
^)ecifying the steps in the subplan, the decomposition operator specifies any variable binding and tempcnral ordering
constraints between the steps, and the causal links between
steps of the subplan that enable them to establish the parent
step's effects.
T h e formal specification of the D P O C L algorithm relies on
nondeterministic choice to guide its search through the space
of partial plans. Each choice is recorded, and backtracking
occurs w h e n appropriate. Nondeterministic choice is specified in ordo- to allow D P O C L implementations to specify
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doimun-dependent search control. A s long as search control
heuristics guarantee that all possible choices will be explored,
the implementation remains complete.
A s a result of adding steps to a plan, newly created steps
m a y introduce threats to existing causal links. A step A
threatens a causal link between two steps B and C w h e n A
might occur between .B and C and one of A's effects might
undo the condition established in the causal link. T o ensure
that n o causal links are undone, each threat is dealt with
before planning proceeds, either by ordering the steps so that
the threatening step cannot occur between the two causallylinked steps or by restricting the variable bindings of the steps
to eliminate harmfiil interactions. This process is iterative,
since each modification to resolve a threat m a y introduce n e w
ones.
In the example discussed earlier, the D P O C L planner is
invoked with die partial plan consisting of the null initial
action 5-1, whose effects are Bel(causes(l7, iV), L 7 ) and
Bel(causes(/, U ) , £ 8 ) , and the nullfinalaction 5-16, whose
only precondition is Bel(JV, 13). B y iterating through the
D P O C L loop shown in Figure 4, the plan shown in Figure 3
is constructed. This plan is completed, that is, the precon-

ditions of all actions have been established by causal links,
there are no threats to any of these links, and all composite
actions have been decooiix>sed into subplans terminating in
executable actions at the leaf nodes.
This plan makes explicit the causal connections between
each effect and the precondition thatreliesupon it. Similarly,
die decomposition links make explicit the noanner in which
actions in a subplan establish the effects of the parent step.
Thisrepresentationmakes it possible for a system playing the
role of Sharon to respond appropriately to each of Harry's
replies as described earlier.
Conclusions
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Abstract

Table 1. A Simplified Directory (Folder) Display on a
Macintosh Computer
Most graphic and tabular displays are relational information
Name
Type
Size
Label
Time
displays—displays that represent relational information,
I20K
2:40pm
Word
final
hot
which is a relation on a set of dimensions. In this paper, we
work
70K
w
a
r
m
6:20pm
W
o
r
d
argue that relational information displays are distributed repDraw
record
55K
warm
3:35pm
resentations—representations that are distributed cross the inlOOK
data
cold
4:30pm
Excel
ternal mind and the external environment, and display-based
tasks are distributed cognitive tasks—tasks that require the
interwoven processing of internal and external information.
In addition to the tabular display shown in Table 1, other
The basic components of relational information displays are
types of tabular displays and a variety of graphic displays
dimensions. Through a theoretical analysis of dimensional
can represent the same relational information Directory.
representations, w e identified four major factors that affect
Different representations of the same information have
the representational efficiencies of relational information
different representational efficiencies and can cause
displays: the distributed representation of scale information,
different cognitive behaviors. This effect is called reprethe relation between psychological and physical measuresentational effect, which has been the focus of m a n y studies
ments, the interaction between dimensions, and the visual and
on
graphics (e.g., Bertin, 1983; Carswell & Wickens, 1988;
spatial properties of dimensions. Based on the rep1985; Schmid, 1983; Tufte, 1990).
Cleveland,
resentational analysis of relational information displays, w e
In this paper, w e study the representational properties of
proposed a representational taxonomy of relational
relational information displays from the perspective of
information displays. This taxonomy can classify most types
distributed representations (Zhang, 1992; Zhang & Norman,
of relational information displays. In addition, it can be used
as a theoretical framework to study the empirical issues of
1994). W e argue that relational information displays are
relational information displays in a systematic way.
disuibuted representations—representations that are distributed cross the internal mind and the external environment, and display-based tasks are distributed cognitive
tasks—tasks that require the interwoven processing of
Most graphs and tabular displays are relational information
internal and external information.
displays—displays that represent relational information.
Relational information is represented in the dimensions
Relational information is a relation on a set of dimensions.
of a relational information display. Thus, the representation,
If A i , A 2 , .... A n are N dimensions and each dimension A j
perception, interaction, and nature (whether visual or
is a set with Cjj, elements (aii, ai2, &i3
aic^)• t^^n a
spatial) of these dimensions are the critical factors of the
relation R on these N dimensions is a subset of the Cartesian
representational effect of relational information displays. In
product A = A i X A 2 X . . . X A n . Each element in the relation
thefirstpart of this paper, w e analyze these four factors.
set R is a n-tuple. Let us consider an example. Table I
Then, based on the analysis of dimensional representations,
shows the directory information on a Macintosh computer.
w e propose a representational taxonomy of relational
It has five dimensions: N a m e = (data,final,record, work).
information displays.
Size = (I20K, lOOK, 7 0 K , 55K). T y p e = (Draw, Excel,
W o r d ) , Label = (hot, w a r m , cold), T i m e = (2:40pm,
3:35pm, 4:30pm, 6:20pm). The relation Directory on these
D i m e n s i o n a l Representations
five dimensions is a subset of the Cartesian product
NamexSizexTypexLabelxTime:
The Distributed Representation of Scale Information
Directory = ((final, 120K, Wtwd, hot, 2:40pm),
(work, 70K, Word, warm, 6:20pm),
(record, 55K, Draw, warm, 3:35pm),
(data, lOOK, Excel, cold, 4:30pm))

Every dimension is on a certain type of scale, which is the
abstract measurement property of the dimension. Stevens
(1946) identified four types of psychological scales: ratio,
interval, ordinal, and nominal. Each type has one or more of
the following properties (Table 2): category, magnitude.
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equal interval, and absolute zero. Category refers to the
property that the instances on a scale can be distinguished
from each another. Magnitude refers to the property that
one instance on a scale can be judged greater than, less lh<ui,
or equal to another instance on the same scale. Equal interval refers to the property that the magnitude of an
instance represented by a unit on the scale is the same
regardless of where on the scale the unit falls. A n absolute
zero point is a value which indicates that nothing at all of
the property being represented exists.

perceived as twice as active as a "cold" file. This is a
misperception, because "hot", "warm", and "cold" only
indicate the relative activities of thefiles:they have no ratio
and interval information. In the six displays below the
diagonal, the representing dimensions have less information
than the represented dimensions. In these displays, the extra

! •
•
4 feet
2feet
Exlemal

Table 2. Properties of Psychological Scales
interval ordinal nominal
ratio
yes
category
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
magnitude
no
no
yes
equal internal
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
absolute zero
time sofdiess shape
length
example

•
1 foot
Internal

I
•^celS—QiaDS&
External

"aiegory
Mapiimde
ual Inlervil

^actL.
Internal

rmrfnrY
• Equal Ihtervaf
AbloTuTeVM)'
Ratio Scale

From Table 2 w e can see that the four types of scales
have an order of representational power: ratio > interval >
ordinal > nominal. A higher scale (e.g., ratio) possesses
more information than a lower scale (e.g., nominal). The
scale information of a dimension can be distributed across
internal and external representations (Figure 1). W h e n a
higher dimension is represented by a lower dimension (e.g.,
a ratio dimension "length" represented by a nominal
dimension "shape"; see Figure lA), the extra information of
the higher dimension either has to be represented internally,
or not represented at all, because it is not embedded in the
physical properties of the lower dimension. W h e n a lower
dimension is represented by a higher dimension (e.g., a
nominal dimension "types of fruits" represented by a ratio
dimension "length"; see Figure IB), the extra information of
the higher dimension m a y cause misperception on the lower
dimension (Mackinlay, 1986; Norman, 1993). Thus, in
order for a representation to be efficient and accurate, the
scale types of the represented and the representing
dimensions should match (e.g., a ratio dimension "length"
represented by a ratio dimension "length"; see Figure IC).
Figure 2 shows examples of the mapping between
represented and representing dimensions of relational
information displays. The represented dimensions are the
dimensions of the relation Directory (see Table 1): size
(ratio), time (interval), label (ordinal), and type (nominal).
The representing dimensions are the physical dimensions
used to represent the represented dimensions: length (ratio),
orientation (interval), density (ordinal, see next section for
explanations), and shape (nominal). In the four displays on
the diagonal in Figure 2 (A, F, K, P), the scale types of the
represented dimensions match the scale types of the
representing dimensions. In these displays, the scale information of the represented dimensions is represented effectively and accurately. In the six displays above the
diagonal, the representing dimensions have m o r e
information than the represented dimensions. The extra
information m a y cause misperception on the represented dimensions. For example, in Figure 2C, a "warm"filem a y be
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Abstract

Abstract
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Abstract

Figure 1. T h e distributed representation of scale information. T h e scale information of a dimension is in the
abstract representational space, which can be decomposed
into an internal and an external representational space.
Internal representations are in the mind, and external
representations are in the environment. (A) A nominal
dimension represents aratiodimension. T h e extra infOTmation of the ratio dimension either has to be represented in the
internal representational space or not represented at aU. (B)
A ratio scale represents a nominal scale. The extra information of the ratio scale m a y cause misperception on the
nominal scale. (C) A ratio scale represents a ratio scale.
This is an efficient and accurate representation.
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Figure 2. T h e mapping between represented and representing dimensions. T h e representing dimensions in the four displays
on the diagonal have the s a m e a m o u n t information as the represented dimensions. T h e representing dimensions in the six
displays above the diagonal have too m u c h information. T h e representing dimensions in the six displays below the diagonal
have insufficient information.

information of the represented dimensions either has to be
represented internally or not represented at all. For
example, in Figure 2 M , the shapes possess n o ratio, interval,
and ordinal information of the sizes of the four files. These
types of information are represented b y the numeric
symbols, w h i c h have to b e read into the m i n d a n d get
interpreted.
Psycholc^ical vs. Physical Measurements
The dimensions in relational information displays can be
measured either psychologically (e.g., comparing the area
ratio of t w o circles by visual perception) or physically (e.g.,
measuring the length of a bar by a ruler). Because the scale
type of a dimension is determined by the measurement pro-
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cesses, the s a m e dimension m a y s h o w different scale
properties under psychological and physical measurements.
F o r ratio d i m e n s i o n s , the relation b e t w e e n
psychological and physical measurements follows Stevens'
L a w (Stevens, 1957): \|/ = k S " , where y is the psychological
measurement, S is the physical measurement, k is a
constant, and n is the p o w e r index determined b y the
properties of the stimulus and the measurement process.
Cleveland & McGill (1984) showed that ratio judgments for
dimensions with n = 1 (e.g., length, n = 1) are easy and
accurate, while those for dimensions with n * \ (e.g., area, n
= .6~.9) are difficult and distorted. A n informal observation
from Figure 2 m a k e s us speculate that interval judgments
on these dimensions are also difficult and distorted. For ex-

ample, it is m u c h harder to judge the difference between two
densities than between two lengths. Thus, ratio physical dimensions with n 9^ 1 (e.g., area, volume, brightness, density,
etc.) should not be used to represent ratio and interval
infcMination. Howevo', just because of these difnculiies and
distortions, they can be used to represent ordinal information
effectively. For example, density is considered as an ordinal
dimension in Figure 2.
The Interaction between Dimensions
The dimensions of a multidimensional stimulus can be
either separable or integral (e.g., Gamer, 1974). Separable
dimensions are those whose component dimensions can be
directly and automaticaUy separated and perceived. Integral
dimensions can only be perceived in a holistic fashion and
can not be separated without a secondary process that is not
automatically executed. Relational information displays are
multidimensional stimuli. Therefore, the sq>arability of dimensions can affect the perception of relational information.
If the dimensions of a relational information display are
integral, it is difficult to separate and perceive the
information on each dimension. In addition, integral dimensions m a y produce emergent properties that can cause
misperception. For example, in Figure 3, the horizontal
distance between "final" and "record" is the same as that
between "record" and "data", but the former m a y be
perceived longer than the latter. This is because horizontal
and vertical distances between dots, which are integral, produce an emergent property—the absolute distances between
dots (Gamer & Felfoldy, 1970). For s o m e information
integration tasks, however, integral dimensions are better
than separable dimensions (e.g., Carswell & Wickens,
1988).
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4:00

data
•
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Visual vs. Spatial Dimensions
Visual (such as size, texture, shape, and color) and spatial
(such as position) rqnesentations are different anatomically
and functionally. Visual information processing follows a
pathway from the occipital to the temporal lobe, while
spatial information processing follows a pathway from the
occipital to the parietal lobe (e.g., Mishkin, Ungerleider, &
M a c k o , 1983). In perceptual tasks, visual and spatial
representations are processed differently and position information is required for the integration of visual features
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980). There is also evidence
showing that spatial representations are superior to visual
representations for a variety of cognitive tasks, including the
T o w e r of Hanoi problem (Kotovsky, Hayes, & Simon,
1985; Zhang & N o r m a n , 1994), number representations
(Zhang & Norman. 1993), and cockpit instrument displays
(Zhang, 1992), just to list a few. Therefore, whether the dimensions in a relational information display are visual or
spatial is another important factor of the representational
effect of relational information displays.

A Representational T a x o n o m y o f Relational
I n f o r m a t i o n Displays
The Hierarchical Structure
Relational information displays can be analyzed at three
levels in terms of the fffoperties of their dimensions (Figure
4). At the level of dimensionality, different displays can
have different numbers of dimensions, e.g., 2-D, 3-D. 4-D,
etc. At the level of scale types, the dimensions of a display
can have different scale types: ratio (R), interval (I), ordinal
(O), and nominal (N) scales. A n-dimensional display can
have (n+3)(n+2)(n+l)/6 combinations of scale types 1. For
example, a 2-D display can have (2+3)(2+2)(2+l)/6 = 10
combinations: R-R. R-I, R-O, R-N, I-I, I-O, I-N. O-O. 0-N,
N-N. At the level of dimensional representations, each
scale type can be implemented by different physical
dimensions. For example (see Figure 4), the scale type R-R
can be represented by length-length (Rectangle, Cross,
etc.), length-angle (Coxcomb, Polar Plot, etc.), distance-distance (Line Graph, Cartesian Plot, etc.). and so on.

6:00

Time (pm)
Figure 3. T h e horizontal and vertical distances between
dots are integral. T h e emergent property (the absolute
distances between dots) m a y cause misperception: the
horizontal distance between "fmal" and "record" is the same
as that between "record" and "data", but the former m a y be
perceived longer than the latter.
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^ In the sequence: R"...•!••...•0"...»N»»...», the numbers of''s after
R, I, O, and N are the numbers of dimensions on ratio, interval.
ordinal, and nominal scales, respectively. The number of
permutations of this sequence with R fixed at the beginning is (n+
3)!, where n is the total number of dimensions of a n-D display.
Because the n •'$ and the I, O, and N are interchangeable, their
permutations (n! and 3!, respectively) should be excluded. Thus,
the number of possible scale types of a n-D display is (n + 3)!/n!3!
= (n+3Kn+2Xn+l)/6.
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Figure 4. The representational taxonomy of relational information displays. A = Angle, D = Distance, L = Length, O =
Orientation, P = Position, S = Shape, T = Texture. See text for details.

Graphic vs. Tabular Displays

Taxonomy

The hierarchical structure in Figure 4 is a representational
In alphanumeric tabular displays, the dimensions of
taxonomy of relational information displays. This
relational information are represented by alphanumeric
taxonomy can classify most types of relational information
symbols and positions of table cells. Alphanumeric symbols
displays, including graphs, charts, tabular displays, maps,
are nominal dimensions, which can only represent nominal
networks, etc. For example, among the displays shown in
information externally. Cell positions are ordinal
Figure 4, the pie chart and the two bar charts are in the same
dimensions, which can only represent nominal and ordinal
category at the level of dimensional representations; the line information externally. Thus, neither alphanumeric symbols
graph and the pie chart are in the same category at the level
nor cell positions can represent interval and ratio
of scale types; and all the displays in Figure 4 are in the
information externally. In contrast, in graphic displays, not
same category at the level of dimensionality. The lower the
only nominal and ordinal information but also interval and
level at which two displays are in the same category, the
ratio information can be represented externally (e.g., by
more similar they are. For example, the pie chart and the
length, distance, etc.). This is the main reason w h y graphic
vertical bar chart are more similar to each other than the pie
displays are better than alphanumeric tabular displays when
char and the line graph, because the former two are in the
interval and ratio information needs to be represented. For
same group at the level of dimensional representations
relational information that only has nominal and ordinal
while the latter two are at the level of scale types.
information, graphic and tabular displays do not differ much
in their representational efficiencies.
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S u m m a r y a n d Conclusion
In this paper we identified four major factors
representational effect in relational information displays: the
distributed representation of scale information, Uie relation
between psychological and physical measurements, the
interaction between dimensions, and the visual and spatial
properties of dimensions. Our major claim is that relation
information displays are distributed representations across
the internal mind and the external environment. Based on
the representational analysis of relational information
displays, w e also proposed a representational taxonomy that
can classify most types of relational information displays.
W e suggest that the four major factors and the representational taxonomy can be used as a theoretical
framework to study the empirical issues of relational
information displays in a systematic way.
The focus of our present study is on the representational
properties of relational information displays. Over 100
years of studies on graphics have indicated that there is no
universally best display for all tasks: whether a display is
efficient for a task depends on not just the representational
format of the display but also the structure of the task itself.
Thus, in order to understand the representation and
comprehension of relational information, w e need to consider the relation between representational formats and task
structures. This is an interesting issue worth of further
studies.
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Cognitive Systems in the Wild
I study cognitive systems in the wild.' I study fields of
where highly trained practitioners do cognitive work (monitor, assess, diagnose, plan and act) under time pressure, uncertainty and stress (Woods, 1994). In particular, I study
the people and the technology in control centers. If w e look
atflightdecksof commercial jet airliners, or control centers
that manage space missions, or surgical operating rooms, or
control rooms that manage chemical or energy processes, or
conu-ol centers that monitor telecommunication networks, or
many otherfieldsof h u m a n activity, what do w e see?
First, w e d o not see cognitive activity isolated in a single
individual, but rather cognitive activity goes on distributed
across multiple agents (Hutchins, in press). Second, w e do
not see cognitive activity separated in a thoughtful individual, but rather as a part of a stream of activity (Klein et al.,
1992). Third, w e see these sets of active agents embedded in
a hirger group, professional, organizational, institutional context which constrains their activities, sets up rewards and punishments, defines not altogether consistent goals, and provides
resources (Woods et al.. in press). In the wilds, cooperation
and coordination m e ubiquitous.
Fourth, w e see phases of activity with evolution and transitions. Cognitive and physical activity ebbs and flows, with
periods of lower activity and more self paced tasks interspersed with busy, high tempo, externally paced operations
where task performance is more critical. Higher tempo situations create greater need for cognitive work and at the same
time often create greater constraints on cognitive activity (e.g.,
time pressure, uncertainty, exceptional circumstances, failures and their dissociated hazards). Fifth, w e see that there are
consequences at stake for the individuals and the groups and
organizations involved in thefieldof activity or affected by
thatfieldof activity - economic, personal, safety.
Sixth, even a causal glance at these domains reveals that
tools of all types are everywhere; almost all activity is aided
by something or someone beyond the unit of the individual
cognitive agent. Aided information processing is the norm.
Seventh, technology change is rampant in these settings.
Ubiquitous computerization has tremendously advanced our
ability to collect, transmit and transform data. In all areas
of human endeavor, w e are bombarded with computer processed data, esf)ecially when anomalies occur. User interface
technology has allowed us to concentrate this expanding field
'This lovely phrase is borrowed from Ed Hutchins; see Hutchins
(in press).

of data into one physical platform (typically a single V D U )
by providing the capability to manage multiple windows and
practice
the capability to generate tremendous networks of computer
displays as a kind of virtual perceptualfieldviewable through
the narrow aperture of the V D U (Woods, in press). Heuristic
and algorithmic technologies expand the range of subtasks
and cognitive activities that can be automated. These "intelligent" machines create joint cognitive systems that distribute
cognitive work across multiple agents (Woods, 1986; Roth,
Bennett and W o o d s , 1987; Hutchins, 1990).
But despite these possibilities and the claims of technologists, w e find that m a n y organizations have experienced
significant difficulties in turning A l research and other n e w
developments in computational technology into systems that
actually improve performance in the targetfieldof practice
(e.g., space,flightdecks,air traffic control, nuclear power
plant control rooms, communication network management,
ground satellite control stations). In fact, w e find that there
seems to be an epidemic of failures labeled as "human error"
as the complexity of systems grows (see HoUnagel, 1993;
W o o d s et al., in press).
O u r ability to understand artifacts, "their use and effects"
(Winograd, 1987), has been limited. S o m e are lost in the
details and short term horizon of particularfieldsof practice.
S o m e are lost in the technology itself, blinded to larger views
by the effort required to actually create new systems. S o m e
are lost in their personal visions of what they imagine to be the
impact of technology on h u m a n performance defined broadly.
A n d some are simply aloof in the pursuit of apparently larger
academic game.
Eighth, more in depth observation of the interaction of
practitioners and artifacts reveals that the technology is often
not well adapted to the needs of the practitioner - that m u c h
of the technology is clumsy in that it makes new demands on
the practitioner, demands that tend to congregate at the higher
tempo or higher criticality periods of activity (Woods, 1993).
O u r ability to digest and interpret data, despite the promises of
the promoters of each wave of technology, has failed to keep
pace with our abilities to generate and manipulate greater and
greater amounts of data. Systems that automate s o m e aspects
of cognitive work are often strong, silent and non-directable.
In other words, automation often does not function as a team
player within the larger ensemble.
Ninth, close observation reveals that people and systems of
people (operators, designers, regulators, etc.) are not passive
in the face of the onslaught of clumsy technological artifacts.
Rather they are active at adapting the tools and ad^ting their
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activities continuously to respond to indications of trouble or
to meet n e w demands. Furthennore. n e w machines are not
used as the designers intended, but are shaped by practitioners to the contingencies of the field of activity in a locally
pragmatic way (Woods et al.. in press).
It has turned out that using n e w computational possibilities to create eftective human-machine ensembles, what w e
will refer to as joint or distributed cognitive systems, is a
substantive issue at the intersection of cognitive psychology,
software engineering, social psychology and artificial intelligence (Hollnagel and W o o d s , 1983; W o o d s , 1986). In other
words, this is an issue in Cognitive Science.
W h a t is the status of studying cognitive systems in the wild?
H o w do w e deal with this conglomerate of technology and behavionU and social science, this conglomerate of individuals,
sets of agents and organizational context? H o w does it relate
to other activities and questions in Cognitive Science? Is this
merely the application side of Cognitive Science? Are the
methods employed in these studies casual or d o they reflect
the particular constraints of studying complex wholes?
The Joint or Distributed Cognitive Systems
Perspective
The reverberations of technology change and observations of
cognitive work in the wild lead us to an idea that can serve
as a unifying theme. This is the idea suggested by Hollnagel and W o o d s (1983) and Hutchins (1991), a m o n g others, that one can look at operational systems - the individual
people, the organization both formal and informal, the high
technology artifacts (AI, automation, intelligent tutoring systems, computer-based visualization) and the low technology
artifacts (displays, alarms, procedures, paper notes, training
programs) intended to support h u m a n practitioners - that one
can look at all of these things as a single cognitive system.
Operational systems can be thought of as joint and distributed human- machine cognitive systems in that:
• one can describe and study and design these systems
in terms of cognitive concepts such as information flow,
knowledge activation, control of attention, etc.,
• cognitive systems are distributed over multiple agents both
multiple people and mixtures of people and apparently animate, agent-like machines.
• external artifacts c o m e to function as cognitive tools
through use and properties of these artifacts modify the
activities of agents within the cognitive system.
There is a reciprocal relationship or mutual shaping between properties of external artifacts (e.g., h o w they represent
aspects of thefieldof activity, e.g., Zhang and Norman. 1994;
W o o d s , in press) and the cognitive activities distributed within
the cognitive system. F*roperties of these artifacts and representations shape practitioner cognitive strategies and in turn
these artifacts are shaped by practitioners to function as tools
within thefieldof activity.
• cognitive systems adapt to the demands of thefieldof practice.
Hence, the cognitive systems perspective can be summarised by the triad - cognition in context, cooperation, and
tools.

H o w To M a k e Automated Systems Team
Players
O n e exiunple of this intimate and intertangled triad can be seen
when intelligent machine agents are introduced into a field
of practice. W e have observed this process across different
domains, with different interventions, across different specific
technological systems.
Heuristic and algorithmic technologies expand the range of
subtasks and cognitive activities that can be automated. A u tomated resources can in principle offload practitioner tasks.
Computerized systems can be developed that assess or diagnose the situation at hand, alerting practitioners to various
concerns and advising practitioners on possible responses.
Our image of these miichine capabilities is that of a machine alone rapt in thought or action. But the reality is that
automated subtasks exist in a larger context of interconnected
tasks and multiple actors. Introducing automated and intelligent agents into a larger system changes the composition of
the distributed system of monitors and managers and shifts
the human's role within that cooperative ensemble (Hutchins,
in press). In effect, these 'intelligent' machines create joint
cognitive systems that distribute cognitive work across multiple agents (Woods, 1986; Roth, Bennett and Woods, 1987;
Hutchins, 1990; Billings, 1991). It seems paradoxical but
studies of the impact of automation reveal that design of automated systems is really the design of a new human-machine
cooperative system (contrast many of the discussions about
machine abductive reasoning with the observations about hum a n and cooperative abduction in W o o d s , 1994).
The behavior and capabilities of the machine agent in
human-machine systems is changing. In simpler devices,
each system activity was dependent upon operator input; consequently, the operator had to act to evoke undesired system
behavior. In more automated systems, machine agents are
capable of apparently "autonomous" activities. Once they are
instructed and activated, systems are capable of carrying out
long sequences of tasks without user interventions. These capabilities create n e w monitoring and coordination demands
for humans in the system (Wiener, 1989; Norman, 1990;
Sarter and W o o d s , in press). A s observers of this change
in technology have put it, the most c o m m o n questions people
ask about their automated partners are: what is it doing? w h y
is it doing that? what will it do next? h o w in the worid did
w e get into that mode?
These questions are asked in the context of automation
surprises. Automation surprises are situations where the automated systems act in some way outside of the expectations
of their h u m a n supervisors. Introducing more "autonomous"
machines into a system increase the need for mechanisms to
coordinate the activities of the multiple agents. Automation
surprises are one class of symptoms of a deeper problem - the
automated systems are not working as team players (Malin et
al., 1991).
For example, consider the diagnostic situation in a multiagent environment, when one notices an anomaly in the process they monitor (Woods, 1994). Is the anomaly an indication of an underlying fault, or does the anomaly indicate
some activity by another agent in the system, unexpected by
this monitor? In fact, in a number of different settings, w e
observe human practitioners respond to anomalies by first
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through the introduction of agent-like machines Jmd through
the introduction of artifacts that constrain cognitive work.
This means new technology is a kind of experimental manipulation that can be exploited to help understand humitn
cognition as expressed in meaningfulfieldsof practice.
The designer as experimenter? The possibilities of technology seem to afford designers great degrees of freedom. The
possibilities seem less constrained by questions of feasibility
and more by concepts about how to use the possibilities skillfully to meet operational and other goals. In other words, in
order for designs to be developed in a problem-driven manner,
as opposed to the more typical technology-driven fashion, in
order for designs to provide real and not illusory benefits for
real operational systems, the designer must adopt the attitude
of an experimenter trying to understand and model of the
dynamics of joint cognitive systems.
Cognitive Systems And Context
To conceive of the experimenter as designer and designer as
In studying cognitive systems in the wild w e are concerned
experimenter requires a drastic shift in the normal attitude of
with cognitive work within complexfieldsof practice. W e
researchers and developers towards the subjects of their work
are context bound. Does this mean w e are building an applied
- people and technology. Instead of separate and independent
side to cognitive science? After all, the domain of Cognitive
topics, they are intimately interconnected as parts of a larger
Science is the universal with respect to mind, brain and lanand more useful system boundary - a joint cognitive system.
guage? Is cognition in context simply the laboratory where
To conceive of the experimenter as designer and designer as
one studies tool creation and skilled use as another in the
experimenter shifts the relationship between 'basic' and 'appantheon of capabilities which are truly human? Is it an alter- plied' research. The above concepts mean that these activities
native paradigm, one based on anthropology where the study
are complimentary where growing the research base and deof cognition can only progress through study the study of the
veloping effective applications are mutually inter-dependent
situation in which cognitive activity occurs? For m e , progress
(Woods, 1993).
is based on a creative tension between and complementarity
If w e lose our balance and pursue the universal disconnected
among these possibilities rather than dominance of one view
from the particular, w e can miss the vary phenomena w e claim
or another.
to be studying and be aloof from the potential for new ideas to
"// is
the fundamental principle of cognition that the
stimulate or modulate change. If w e lose our balance and are
universal can be perceived only in the particular, while the
governed only by the particular, w e are lost in the short term
particular can be thought of only in reference to the univerhorizon of today's hot buttons. B y discarding barriers, barrisal" (Cassirer, 1953, p. 86). A s Hutchins puts it, "There
ers between technological and behavioral sciences, between
are powerful regularities to be described at a level of analysis
individual and social perspectives, between the laboratory and
that transcends the details of the specific domain. It is not
thefield,w e will develop new insights about cognition and w e
possible to discover these regularities without understanding
will help steer technology change into more human-centered
the details of the domain, but the regularities are not about the channels; in other words, w e can "ascend to the particular."
domain specific details, they are about the nature of human
cognition in human activity."^ To be context bound in the
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A Picture is Worth a Thousand W o r d s — B u t That's the Problem

Lila Gleitman
Department of Psychology
University of Pennsylvania

Problems in language aquisition have provided a central
challenge to psychology, linguistics, and computing. The process of recovering the underlying forms of language from the
complexities of input is very difficult one to specify. Efforts
to do so raise deep questions about the relations between linguistic and nonlinguistic information, and between language
and thought. Understanding the representations used as input
to learning and constructed as the product of learning is a key
part of understanding acquisition of vocabulary, of syntax,
and of the interplay between them.
This talk concerns structural supports for vocabulary acquisition and reports evidence from a line of research on children's verb learning. It isfirstshown that pairing words (qua
phonological objects) to the contingencies for their use by
observing the contexts in which they're uttered is too weak
a procedure to account for verb (though not noun) learning.
Rather, the story for verb acquisition must be more complex, drawing on structural information from syntax as well
as observations about the situations in which a verb is used.
Before acquiring verbs, the child aquires knowledge of phrase
structure during the process of learning nominals, a process
which does not itself depend on syntactic knowledge. Once
possessed of the phrase structure, child learners bootstrap the
verb meanings by joint attention to extralinguistic and syntactic context. Vocabulary learning is thus shown to be part of
the general procedure for mapping conceptual structure onto
linguistic structure, rather than a separate associative process.
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T h e R o l e o f Existing K n o w l e d g e in G e n e r a l i z a t i o n

Michael J. Pazzani
Information and Computer Science Department
University of California
Irvine. C A 92717
pazzaniQics.uci.edu
Consider what general lesson one might learn from these
two examples:
In 1980. the U S refused to sell grain to the Soviet
Union if the Soviet Union did not withdraw its troops
from Afghanistan. The Soviet Union paid a higher
price to buy grain from Argentina and did not withdraw
from Afghanistan.
In 1983, Australia refused to sell uranium to France,
unless France ceased nuclear testing in the South
Pacific. France paid a higher price to buy uranium
from South Africa and continued nuclear testing.
Several generalizations are possible. One might learn
"When an English-speaking nation threatens a country that
exports arms, a country in the Southern Hemisphere will
help out." Another might learn " W h e n a country that
exports a commodity supplied by several countries tries to
coerce a country by refusing to sell the commodity, then the
commodity will be purchased at a higher price from an
alternate supplier." The latter rule is consistent with
existing knowledge of economics and politics.
A number of psychological studies (e.g.., H u m e and
Pazzani, 1994; Murphy and Medin, 1985; Pazzani, 1991)
have shown that concepts consistent with existing
knowledge are easier for people to learn and are preferred to
concepts not consistent with existing knowledge. Several
researchers (e.g., Mitchell, Keller and Kedar-Cabelli, 1986;
Pazzani and Kibler, 1992) have shown there is an advantage
for computer learning algorithms in using existing
knowledge to bias learning. A variety of different forms of
existing knowledge have been identified in philosophy,
psychology and artificial intelligence. These include:
• Knowledge of specific mechanisms: This includes
knowledge of physical and social causality as well as
predictive rules in economics, biology etc. The
philosopher Kant pointed out Uie importance of this
form of knowledge in perceiving causality. Pazzani
(1991) describes a series of experiments that show the
importance of knowledge of existing causal factors in
human learning. This form of knowledge serves as Uie
basis of the machine learning method called
Explanation-Based Learning (Mitchell et al., 1986).

was shown to be u.seful in O C C A M (Pazzani, 1990), a
cognitive modeling system.
• Overhypotheses (Goodman, 1983): Overhypotiieses
represent a general form of knowledge, such as "All
gemstones are uniform in color" that facilitate learning
more specific rules, such as "All emeralds are green."
Machine learning systems have exploited this type of
knowledge in Uie form of determinations (Russell,
1989). A similar notion, knowledge of variability, has
been shown experimentally to bias human learners
(Holland et al.. 1986).
Although it is generally agreed that these types of
knowledge are used by human learners, there are a number of
issues that require furtiier research. For example, most
cognitive models that use existing knowledge make the
unrealistic assumption that this existing knowledge consists
of logical rules described by necessary and sufficient
conditions. In addition, adequate models have not yet been
developed to explain h o w a learner initially acquires the
knowledge Uiat is used to constrain later learning.
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Identifying the M o d u l e s of the M i n d with f M R I : I m a g i n g the Biological Stages in
Visual a n d L a n g u a g e Processing

Walter Schneider
Psychology Department
University of Pittsburgh

In the last three years there have been major advances in brain
imaging that provide the ability to look into the brain to identify
the biological processes underlying cognition. Functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (fMRI) allows non-invasive mapping of cortical
function with millimeter resolution allowing comparison of cortical
activation across many conditions within subject. Experimental results relating to: mapping visual spatial topology, selective attention,
attention switching, color & motion perception, motor control, working memory and language processing will be described. Availability
and Umitations of the methodology will be discussed. Temporal resolution of f M R I is in the seconds range. B y combining f M R I with
High Density Evoked Response Potential ( H D - E R P ) techniques w e
can solve for millisecond temporal activity of f M R I identified generators. Millimeter and millisecond maps detail the biological network
interactions. The implications of such maps to the understanding of
network cognitive processing will be commented upon.
The network topology of human cognitive processing can be
mapped with f M R I brain imaging technique. There are n o w many
reports of f M R I mapping of various regions of cortex (Shulman et.
al. 1993). T o m o v e beyond imaging experiments which simply activate various areas, a systematic sequence of mapping experiments is
required, with careful concern about statistics and artifact rejection.
Imaging with f M R I has characteristics that faciUtate tracking activation across multiple levels of cognitive processing within a single
subject (Schneider, Casey & Noll 1994) including acquisition with
near millimeter spatial resolution and the ability to contrast a series
of conditions within subject.
W e utihze a cortical mapping methodology. This involves 3 steps:
1) determine the number and location of activation areas; 2) determine the topology and replication of processing stages (multiple regions performing the same operation with different receptive fields);
3) determine the exogenous/endogenous specialization of each stage.
W e illustrate this methodology with mapping of thefirst7 stages of
the visual system and initial maps of language processing.
In the visual studies, subjects viewed two 10x10 degree apertures
in the lower left and lower right visualfieldsto determine if both
stimuli were identical. There werefivevisual stimulus conditions in
the lower visualfieldincluding: thick high luminance contrast stripes
(2 cycles/degree), thin high contrast stripes (9 cycles/degree), color
contrast (isoluminant red/green) thick stripes, fast movement of dots
(20 degrees/second) slow movement of dots (2 degrees/second). In
addition there was an upperfieldluminance contrast stripes condition
requiring orientation comparison of the upper left andrightaperture
stimuli. To improve signal sensitivity and reduce artifacts w e utilized
spiral scans (Noll, in press) on 1.5 T clinical scanners.
Step 1 of cortical mapping identified 7 discrete areas of activation
on each side. Each area was statistically defined and separated
by a strip of white matter between thefissures,often only a few
millimeters thick. Both hemispheres produced the same pattern.
The particles were defined as those that statistically had a p<0.01
and a particle size > 10 m m ^ utilizing a spUt half t-test (Schneider,
Casey & Noll 1994).
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Step two of cortical mapping determined the topology of processing for each area by mapping the activation from input in the upper
and lower visualfield.W e calculated the ratio of activation for each
particle as the percent change of the upper visual field activation
divided by the lower visual activation. T h efirsttwo stages had a
quadrant representation. Later stages had hemifield representations,
and the last stage had a fullfieldreceptive field.
Step three of the cortical mapping methodology involves determining the exogenous and endogenous specialization of each of the
stages. Activation was greater in the fusiform-hngual area for thin
and color bars comparte to fast and slow motion of dots. T h e opposite pattern occurs for a more superior medial temporal activation
with low activation for thin and color stimuli and greater for fast and
slow motion.
T o identify endogenous influences of each stage, w e measured
attentional modulation and attentional switching in n e w behavioral
paradigms. The attentional modulation experiments included a comparison of attending to the left andrighthemifields. W e found evidence for attentional modulation in all regions except V I (calcarine
fissure) suggesting that attention starts at the second cortical level of
the visual system. T o identify possible locations of attentional control w e utilized an attention switching paradigm requiring switching
attention every 0.7 seconds. W e found a lateralUzed area in superior
right parietal cortex that is active in attentional switching but far less
in maintained attentional processing.
Based on these results there are at least seven stages in early.visual
processing that can be segmented by topology and functions. These
results illustrate h o w a detailed cortical mapping methodology of a
cognitive processing system can be carried out with f M R I to identify
multiple stages of processing and their speciaUzation. W e are applying similar methods to the study of language processing identifying
differential activation in the temporal and frontal cortex for rhyme
judgements, subject verb agreement and semantic categorization.
The imaging results typically identify a modest number (e.g.,
5-15) of interrelated areas the carry out cognitive functions. T h e
networks provide a basis for interpreting and modehng of cognitive
processes.
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Goal of Symposium

Retrieving Information f r o m
External Sources

The intent of this symposium is to provide a forum for
discussion about what it is like to try to "do" cognitive
Susan T. Dumais
science in settings involving real products, real customers,
Bellcore
and other constraints in which the bottom line is not
necessarily to produce a pristine test of a theory but rather, People have surprising difficulty in retrieving relevan
to compete in the marketplace or perhaps save a life.
information from external sources. Anyone who has looked
Cognitive science is full of interesting and complex
for something in the index of a book, the Yellow Pages, or
theories. These theories though are often difficult to
in computer databases has experienced this problem. You
translate into action in settings that require rapid responses
know that the information is there, but you can't think of
to design and implementation questions. Thus, in the face
the right words to find it! Although much research in
of real-world constraints, cognitive science can seem of little cognitive psychology has been devoted to detailed
use.
descriptions of how people retrieve informationfromtheir
own memories, much less work has addressed the question
Cognitive scientists have to overcome the resistance
to
of retrieving
informationfromexternal sources such as other
their ideas felt by interface designers, engineers, and other people, books, or computer databases. One problem that is
people who create artifacts upon which cognitive science
immediately evident in attempting to retrieve information
could potentially have a large impact during various stages
from external sources is the tremendous mismatch between
of development. In order to overcome this resistance, there the searcher's language and that of the target information.
must be demonstrations that cognitive scientists can be
productive team members, that cognitive science can be used We call this the "vocabulary mismatch" problem. In
successfully under workplace constraints, and that it can
brief, the words that a searcher uses tofindan object are
develop tools that can be used by people who are not
often different than the words used by the author or indexer
cognitive scientists.
to describe that object. For a wide variety of domains, we
found that two people (e.g., a searcher and an indexer)
Despite the challenging picture and daunting tasksgenerated the same main descriptor for objects only 10-20%
outlined above, cognitive science has been successfully
of the time (Furnas, Landauer, Gomez & Dumais, 1987).
applied in work settings and the examples below show that
Comparable poor agreement has been found in studies of
it can make useful contributions.
interindexer consistency (Tarr & Borko, 1974) and in the
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generation of search terms by expert searchers (Fidel, 1985).
This problem is not evident in traditional models of human
memory because memoiy probes are in the same language as
the memory representation - thus, by definition, there is no
mismatch.
Vocabulary mismatch is a major barrier to the effective
use of computer databases because most information
retrieval tools are "word based." That is, they depend on
matching words in users' queries with words in the objects
of interest. Because of the tremendous diversity in the words
that people use to describe essentially the same idea or
concept (synonymy), relevant objects will be missed. Blair
and Maron (1985), for example, found that up to 8 0 % of
known relevant materials were missed even by expert
searchers. O n e way of thinking about the retrieval failures
of word-based systems is that words are assumed to be
independent. A query about "cars" is no more likely to
retrieve an article about "automobiles" than it is one about
"elephants," if neither author used precisely the term "cars."
This is clearly untrue of h u m a n m e m o r y and seems
undesirable in computer systems.
We have developed an automatic statistical method called
Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) which models the interrelationships among terms and exploits them to improve
retrieval. W e use singular-value decomposition (SVD), a
technique closely related to eigenvector decomposition and
factor analysis, to model associative structure (see
Deerwester, Dumais, Landauer, Furnas & Harshman, 1990
for details). A large matrix of terms to document
association data is decomposed into a set of k=100-300
orthogonal factors that best approximate the original matrix.
The idea is that these k largest independent linear
components capture the major associational structure in the
matrix and remove the noise or variability in word usage.
The result of the analysis is a k-dimensional "semantic
space" in which each term and document is represented.
Terms which are used in similar contexts will be near each
other in this space even if they never co-occur in a
document. W h a t this means from a user's perspective is that
documents can be similar to a query even if they share no
terms in c o m m o n .
For a wide range of test databases LSI was 20-30% better
than comparable word-based retrieval method in
discriminating relevant from irrelevant documents
(Deerwester et al., 1990; Dumais, 1991). Retrieval
performance can be further improved by iterative retrieval
and successive refinement of the original query through
methods like relevance feedback. W e have recently extended
the LSI analysis to large diverse corpora (three gigabytes of
text, one million articles from news wires, newspapers,
computer science articles, U.S. patents, technical m e m o s ,
etc.) with comparably positive results. The computational
tractability of LSI was critical for success in this problem.
Unlike manual thesaurus construction or most A I
knowledge-based methods, the LSI statistical approach is
completely automatic and thus widely applicable even to
large, diverse collections. In addition, LSI has been
successfully applied for a variety of other problems
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including: information filtering, cross language retrieval,
retrieving noisy pen input, word sense disambiguation,
finding synonyms, and text coherence analyses.
An analysis of the difficulties people have in retrieving
information from external sources pointed to a "vocabulary
mismatch" problem that has received little attention in
cognitive science. W e developed an associative learning
model (LSI) which takes advantage of the inter-relationship
among terms to allow people to more effective retrieving
information from computer databases. W e hope to examine
the question of which "contexts" are most useful for
learning, and to incorporate information about prior
probabilities to further improve people's ability to retrieve
information from external sources.
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Observations on Using G O M S for
Interface Design: Time? W h a t Time?

validation effort. Finally, time or interest to model two
interfaces may be lacking or a comparison design may not
be available.

Jay Elkerton
Instead, I have found that specifying the qualitative
procedures with a G O M S model is helpful. The contents of
a user
I have used GOMS mcxlels (Goals, Operators, Methods,
andmanual, menu system, and operating procedures are
required
for design and operation of a system. A G O M S
Selection rules), developed by Card, Moran and Newell
model
methodology
provides a task-oriented way to specify
(1983) and refined by Kieras (1988), for real world tasks and
the
structure
and
procedures
of an interface. Indeed, the
interfaces. The models were valuable for developing more
effective user documentation (Elkerton & Palmiter, 1991; process of conducting a G O M S task analysis has been
undervalued. Focusing on goals tells us what users need.
Gong & Elkerton, 1990) and for designing T V menu
Focusing on methods tells us how they can do it. The
systems (Elkerton. 1993). The user documentation work
process of executing and walking through interface
was an academic evaluation of using G O M S for designing
procedures
to assure completeness in the interface and
help and on-line manuals. The application of G O M S for the
documentation is also valuable. These processes should be
design of T V menus emphasized educating and convincing
better supported in the future since time is of the essence in
developers about key design decisions. A related outcome of
real interface design (e.g., Byrne, Wood, Sukaviriya, Foley,
this work was an interface for Philips Projection TVs to
& Kieras, 1994).
reduce consumer problems during T V setup.

NYNEX

In using the GOMS models, I have found them to be
useful in different ways firom much of the relevant literature
(see Olson & Olson, 1990). This difference reflects the use
of G O M S for cognitive engineering and user interface design
as opposed to cognitive modeling. First, I rarely construct
a complete and validated G O M S model. This requires too
much irrelevant work that gets in the way of making timely
design decisions. For many products and interfaces, design
cycles are less than a year and from m y experience good
modeling and validation requires at least a year. In addition,
developers could care less about a fully validated G O M S
model. Evaluations (or what I call validation) are usually
only appreciated in the field. They want decisions and
results for their future product. Commercial organizations
highly value timely decisions and products.
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high, the cost of operating those workstations is even
higher. N Y N E X estimates that if you save a T A O one
second of worktime per call on average, you save about $3
million per year. Cognitive models that could predict the
average worktime on different workstations, and possibly
suggest more efficient designs for workstations, would be of
immense value.

Applying Cognitive Modeling to
Real-World Problems:
The Case of Project Ernestine
Bonnie E. John
Carnegie Mellon University

Using cognitive modeling to predict human performance
In the end, in
the cognitive models predicted that despite
real-world settings is an enterprise laden with paradox. If
superior technology and ergonomic design, performance with
cognitive models predict human performance with computer the new workstation would be 3 % slower than with the old
systems that the system designers consider "intuitive," then workstation. The empirical data confirmed this countermodeling is perceived to be of little value. On the other intuitive prediction. Furthermore, the models explain why
hand, if models predict performance that is counter-intuitive, the new design failed to improve performance and they are
why, in the absence of empirical data, should they be
useful in designing a better workstation. N Y N E X did not
believed? More importantly, why should an expensive
buy the proposed workstation and credits Project Ernestine
empiricalfieldtrial be conducted to validate a counterwith saving it about $2 million/year. In this talk, I will
intuitive prediction of a cognitive model? Understandably,
describe the C P M - G O M S models that were used, their
opportunities to demonstrate the value of cognitive
predictions and validation, and the pragmatics of applying
modeling are rare.
modeling and empirical technologies in a real-world setting.

Project Ernestine was just such a rare opportunity
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W h a t T o D o Until the M o n e y Runs Out: A
Refinement F r a m e w o r k for Cognitive
Engineering in the Real World

and Shuttle launch control (John, Remington, & Steier,
1991).

To organize and prioritize our efforts, we used a modelbased methodology for the analysis of complex, distributed
Michael G. Shafto
systems. This methodology is drawn from computer science
Roger W . Remington
and discrete control theory (Lowe, 1993; Milner, 1993;
N A S A - A m e s Research Center
Milnes, 1992). Based on this methodological framework,
and on our judgment of what w e could influence, w e focused
Jay W. Trimble
all our effort initially on improving the definition and
documentation of roles, responsibilities, and normal
SIR-C Project 1
communication among the team members. Our work in
this area was reflected in the team's primary working
A case study is presented to illustrate some of the problems
document, the Payload Operations Control Center ( P O C C )
of applying cognitive science to complex human-machine
Console Handbook. A s secondary objectives, w e are
systems. Disregard for facts about human cognition often
developing elementary models of individual team members'
undermines the safety, reliability, and cost-effectiveness of
decision making processes, and a training module on
complex systems. Yet single-point methods (for example,
countermeasures for the stress and fatigue of three-shift
better user-interface design), whether rooted in computer
operations. W e intend this work to impact the operational
science or in experimental psychology, fall far short of
procedures, documentation, and crew scheduling practices of
addressing systems-level problems in a timely way using
future SIR-C missions.
realistic resources. A model-based methodology is proposed
for organizing and prioritizing the cognitive engineering
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w e could not significantly impact selection, training,
interface design, function allocation, or shift scheduling.
Milnes, B.G. (1992). A specification of the Soar cognitive
W e had no way of collecting meaningful human performance
architecture in Z. With contributions from Pelton G,
data, both because of our o w n limited resources and because
Doorenbos R, Hucka M , Laird J, Rosenbloom P, Newell
of the continuing evolution of mission procedures and
A. Tech. Rep. N o . CMU-CS-92-169. Pittsburgh, PA:
support technology. W e had almost no direct access to the
School of Computer Science, Carnegie Mellon
operations team members, due to their heavy work and
University.
training schedules in preparation for the mission.
To offset these obstacles, we had some advantages: strongRubin, K.S., Jones, P.M., & Mitchell, CM. (1988).
OFMspert: inference of operator intentions in supervisory
support and cooperation from the SIR-C Operations
control using a blackboard architecture.
IEEE
Director; permission to observe several training simulations;
Transactions on Systems, M a n and Cybernetics, 18, 618access to procedures and mission planning documentation;
637.
our o w n expertise in cognitive science; direct access to
colleagues' expertise in team performance, communication,
and physiological factors; and detailed knowledge of
analogous distributed work environments, such as air traffic
control, satellite control (Rubin, Jones, & Mitchell, 1988),
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, C A 91109-8099
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The focus of this symposium will be on the
relevance of animal cognition to human cognition.
The speakers at the Symposium will present
research in animal cognition and will discuss its
relevance to human cognitive systems. After their
presentations, the speakers and the audience will
particpate in a moderated discussion of the
relevance of animal cognition to human cognition
and to cognitive science as a whole.
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Robert Goldstone
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recognition, reasoning, comparison-making) ever
cause a new vocabulary of features to emerge? If
so, is the influence of the high-level process
One productive and influential approach genuinely
to
csicfiplual? If n e w vocabularies of
cognition maintains that categorization, object
features can be created, what constraints are
recognition, and higher-level cognitive processes
there on the creation of n e w features? W h a t
operate on the output of lower-level perceptual
computational m e c h a n i s m s underlie the
interactions (or lack of interactions) between
processing. That is, our perceptual systems
different levels of cognitive processing?
provide us with a set of fixed features. These
features are the inputs to higher-level cognitive
The Pervasiveness of Constructive
processes.
Recently, researchers in psychology,
Processes
computer science, and philosophy have
questioned this unidirectional approach, arguing
Douglas L. Medin
that in m a n y situations, the high-level cognitive
Psychology D e p a r t m e n t
Northwestern University
process being executed has an influence on the
lowCT-level features that are created. For
niedin@nwu.edu
example, in addition to categorization being
based on featural descriptions of objects, it might
Computational models of cognition can often be
thought of as consisting of representationalso be the case that the categorization process
partially creates the featural descriptions that are
process pairs. And it seems almost axiomatic
used. Rather than viewing the "vocabulary" of
that one needs to determine or "fix"
primitives to be fixed by low-level processes,
representations if this enterprise is to succeed.
this view maintains that the vocabulary is
Indeed cognitive scientists are often quite skilled
dependent o n the higher-level process that uses
at creating situations where conjectures about
the vocabulary. This symposium will investigate
representations receive support and attention can
severai issues related to bidirectional interactions
focus on processing principles. Recent research,
between high-level and low-level cognitive
however, undermines this strategy both with
processes. First, several foundational issues will
respect to generalizability and with respect to
be considered. W h a t would it m e a n for a
modeling h u m a n cognition. T h e talk reviews
system's perceptual vocabulary to be changed?
evidence from the areas of similarity
comparison, decision making, and categorization
H o w are various conceptions of perceptual
illustrating the pervasiveness of constructive
change related? W h a t experimental results
would count as evidence for particular types of
processes in higher level cognition. A s one
pox^eptual change?
example, Medin, Goldstone, and Centner (1993)
S y m p o s i u m participants will also
show that the representation of some object or
describe n e w research on questions related to
entity is in part determined by what it is
these broad issues. C a n high-level cognitive
compared with. Related work by Wisniewski
processes (including categorization, object
and Medin (in press) suggests that feature

Introduction
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interpretation is guided by domain theories.
Observations such as these challenge the sharp
separation between structure and process.
Constructive processes are systematic, principled
and they provide important constraints for
computational models.

stimulus variations (i.e.. the fact that different
members of a category are not exactly the same;
in particular, each occurrence of one potential
feature can vary from one stimulus to the other)
provide information that subjects can use to
identify attributes of a stimulus that can differ
from the ones obtained when a stimulus is
presented alone. The role of expectations about
an item or a category w a s considered by
providing ( w not) a theme (a category name).

Role of Variation and Knowledge on
Stimuli S e g m e n t a t i o n : D e v e l o p m e n t a l
Aspects

Results indicate that the role of the theme
interacted with the context of presentation of
Jean-Pierre Thibaut
stimuli: the segmentation of an entity presented
Psychology
in a category was less affected by the theme than
University of Liege
5, B o u l e v a r d d u Rectorat
the one obtained for a stimulus presented alone.
Developmental aspects of segmentation
4000 L I E G E . Belgium
were considered by comparing the preceding
u017301@vml.ulg.ac.be
data with data obtained with children aged 4;0 to
Models of concepts generally assume that
6;0. Results seem to indicate that children select
more global features and provide less coherent
concepts are represented in memory in terms of
segmentations. In the category condition,
components (features) that are parts of a code
segmentations obtained did not differ when a
used to describe them. A n obvious question is
why people select certain features to encode
theme was provided. Children's results are
interpreted in terms of analytic skills and
things or to describe them and not others? D o
they form an independent set that exists prior to
knowledge about the world.
experience with the categories or are they built
during our interactions with objects?
Computational Approaches to
Authors generally describe concept
Functional F e a t u r e L e a r n i n g
acquisition in terms of features, but if they
Mike Mozer
postulate that some features are absent in
Computer Science
children's concq)ts they have to explain h o w do
children know what are the relevant features for
University of Colorado, Boulder
Boulder, C O . 80309-0430
the categories they have to learn.
mozer@cs.colorado.edu
W h e n a subject has to segment an entity
into relevant attributes, he can use different
In this talk, I discuss computational issues in the
sources of information: low level data, the
learning of new features of representation, as
structure of the entity, the structure of the other
well as connectionist mechanisms that integrate
entities in the category, and theories and
feature discovoy and other aspects of cognition.
expectations about the category (Wisniewski &
A n active area of connectionist research
Medin, in press).
involves the investigation of unsupervised
W e compared the segmentations
learning algorithms that discovo* regularities in
obtained for a stimulus presented in different
their environment Stimuli in the environment
contexts where different sources of information
are represented by activity pattons over a set of
were available. The structure of the category was
primitive input features: these input features are
supposed to provide information that would help
transformed into an alternative feature encoding
subjects And a coherent segmentation of the
category that was different from the one obtained
in which regularities are made explicit. Most
unsupervised algorithms attempt to achieve a
in a neutral condition (a target stimulus presrated
compact encoding while preserving as much
alone). The hypothesis w e address is that
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information as possible about the stimuli.

distinction between the two stages. Thus, the
boundary between feature extraction and
subsequent processing is ill-deflned. Unless one
makes additional claims about the nature of

Examples of unsupervised learning algorithms
include principle components analysis and its
variations (Cottrell, M u n r o , & Zipser. 1987;
Sanger, 1989), competitive learning (Grossberg.
1976; Rumelhart & Zipser, 1985), and minimum
description length and information theoretical

feature extraction or subsequent processing, the
approach remains ambiguous.
In our work, w e have m a d e a fairly
strong claim: Categorization and other cognitive

approaches (Becker & Hinton, 1992; Hinton &
Zemel. 1994).
Underlying the unsupervised learning
approach is an assumption that information
processing can be divided into two stages: an
early unsupervised stage that constructs a
representation of the environment, and a later
stage that uses this representation for
categorization, object recognition, and highercognitive processes. The conjecture motivating
this approach is that unsupervised learning can
produce featural encodings that are in s o m e
sense more useful for perceptual and cognitive
processes than the raw, input feature
representation. O n e can always hope for this, but
because the feature extraction stage operates
without regard to the later processes, the utility
of the representations it produces is far from
assured.
A n alternative to unsupervised feature
discovery is functional feature learning, in which

processes can be adequately and appropriately
characterized by
simple, direct, rule- or
example-based procedures of specific forms. B y
imposing strong constraints on the form and
complexity of the cognitive processing, w e
delineate the job of the feature extraction stage.
W e illustrate with two examples:
Fedrick and M o z e r (1994) have
proposed a neural net categorization model
whose feature extraction stage remaps a high
dimensional input feature space into a lower
dimensional "psychological" space, and then
classifies the input based on the psychological
representation. T h e feature extractor is a
standard feedforward neural net, which feeds
into Kruschke's (1992) A L C O V E , a
categorization model.
W e s h o w that
computationally, this sort of architecture can
produce better learning and generalization
performance than A L C O V E alone
or a
multilayered feedforward neural network alone.
McMillan, Mozer, & Smolensky (1991)
have studied a neural net model, called RuleNet,
that learns simple string-to-string mapping rules.
RuleNet consists of two components: a feature
extractor and a set of simple condition-action
rules ~ implemented in a neural net - that
operate on the extracted features. Based on a
training set of input-output examples, RuleNet
performs better than a standard neural net
architecture in which
the processing is
completely unconstrained.
B y using a neural net paradigm for
modeling the higher cognitive processing as
well as the feature extraction stage, w e have
achieved a principled,
unified learning
procedure for the entire system, and a concrete
notion of h o w n e w functional features are
learned in the context of cognition.

the goal is to produce features that have
functional utility in subsequent perceptual and
cognitive processing. Such a goal requires that
the feature learning be influenced by the nature
of the subsequent processing. In a connectionist
framework, there is a straightforward way to
achieve this. Consider the feature extraction
stage as a feedforward neural network that maps
the input feature representation to a set of
functional features, and the subsequent
processing as another neural net that maps the
functional features to, e.g., classes in a
categorization task. The two stages can be
trained simultaneously using a supervised
learning procedure in which a teacher provides a
target output, based on this target an error signal
is generated, and back propagation is applied to
adjust the weights in both stages.
This framework raises a concern:
Because each stage is a feedforward
multilayered neural net, there is no qualitative
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Representation-building in Analogical
Reasoning

A F u n c t i o n a l A p p r o a c h to F e a t u r e
Learning

Bob French
Computer Science
Willamette University
french@willamette.e(iu

Philippe Schyns

Most computer models of analogymaking put into correspondence the

A complete theory of object representation not
only concerns the w a y people combine features
into object concepts, but it also concerns the
problem of h o w these features could be arrived
at, starting from perceptual data. Most theories
of categorization assume a featural analysis of
the input before categorization can start. Until
recently, the features participating in the analysis
were assumed to form a fixed set-a set existing
before experience with object categories.
Recent studies on the interactions
between perception and categorization have
shown that higher cognitive processes influence
feature extraction and other perceptual processes
(e.g., Goldstone, in press; Schyns & Murphy, in
press; Wisniewski & Medin, 1991). For
example, w h e n distinguishing between two
categories, people might notice new differences;
differences requiring n e w features for their
categorization. This type of learning probably
occurs when people interpret X-rays, determine
the sex of chickens or categorize pre-Cambrian
organisms, but it could also illuminate the w a y
children or simple mechanisms learn the features
that categorize everyday objects.
I will discuss a functional theory of
features suggesting that the interplay of
categorical and perceptual structures m a y
account for the learning of a flexible vocabulary
of object concepts. T h e functionality principle
summarizes this view (Schyns & Murphy, in
press): If a fragment of a stimulus categorizes
objects (distinguishes m e m b e r s
from
nonmembers) the fragment is instantiated as a
feature in the vocabulary of object concepts.
The functionality principle suggests that
categorical structures influences the feature
extraction stage. T h e categories people k n o w set
specific contrasts and similarities for the
encoding of a n e w category with n e w features.
But categorical structures are not the only source

Psychology
University o f M o n t r e a l
schyns@ai.mit.edu

(representations of) objects and their associated
relations in one situation with the objects and
their associated relations in mother situation. In
this talk I will argue for extending this
methodology to integrate representation-building
in the process of correspondence-disovery. I
hope to show that representation-building cannot
be isolated, even in principle, from other
cognitive processes, and in particular, from
finding correspondences between two different
situations [Chalmers, French, & Hofstadter,
1992]. In other words, traditional artificialintelligence models of cognitive processes that
suppose the existence of a "representation
module" that provide ready-made a priori
representations cannot b e defended.
Representations are highly task-dependent and
no one representation of any object or situation is
appropriate for all tasks. All too often, once the
appropriate representations for a particular
problem have been supplied ahead of time, the
solution to the problem falls out without great
difficulty.
T h e computer models of analogymaking [French & Hofstadter, 1991; Mitchell,
1993] that I will discuss interweave the two
fundamental processes of representation-building
and correspondence-discovery. This is achieved
in a unique manner that relies on a continual
stochastic interaction between the top-down
pressures of an associative concept network and
the bottom-up effects of a host of low-level
"perceptual agents."
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of constraints for feature extraction. Which

Hinton, G. E., & Zemel, R. S. (1994). Using the

features are extracted to represent a new
categorical
difference also depends on
perceptual structures (not all categorical
similaritieVdifferences are equivalendy salient.)
I will present experiments testing
implications of the functionality principle for
feature extraction and for the construction of
simple conceptual hierarchies.

minimum description length principle to
discover factorial codes. To appear in J.
Cowan. G. Tesauro, & J. Alspector (Eds.),
Neural Infonnaiion Processing Systems 6San Mateo, CA: Morgan Kaufmann.
An
Kruschkc, J. K. (1992). A L C O V E :
exemplar-based connectionist model of
category learning. Psvchological Review.
22.22-44.
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memory? H o w are appropriate cases retrieved for later use?
Does expertise consist (strictly) in the acquisition of a
The notion of cases iirises in various guises in a number
collection
of
of past solved problems? What role should the
study of cases play in the acquisition of expertise? Should
ju-eas of research within Cognitive Science. Recent theories
of situated cognition, for example, have argued that learning they precede or follow the study of abstracted principles?
occurs most felicitously in circumstances that most closely
resemble those of eventual use (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, References
1989; Norman, 1993). Furthermore, research in analogical
Brown, J.S., Collins, A., & Duguid, P. (1989). Situated
problem-solving has shown that transfer is improved when
cognition and the culture of learning. Educational
the similarity between training problems and target
Researcher. 18(1), 32-A2.
problems is increased (Gick & Holyoak, 1980). Both
Dreyfus, H. & Dreyfus, S. (1986). Mind over machine: The
positions, therefore, support the argument that instruction
Power of H u m a n Intuition and Expertise in the Era of the
based on cases is more likely to be usefully applied in
Computer. Oxford, U.K.: Basil Blackwell.
practice than instruction based strictly on abstracted
Gick, M . & Holyoak, K. (1980). Analogical problem
principles. Others have gone further to argue that learning
solving. Cognitive Psychology. 12, 306-355.
through exposure to real cases is not only beneficial, but Kolodner, J.L. (1994). Case-Based Reasoning. San Mateo,
essential for attaining expertise. For example, Dreyfus has
C A : Morgan Kaufman Publishers.
asserted (Dreyfus & Dreyfus 1986) that advanced stages of
Norman, D. (Ed.) (1993). Cognition in the head and the
expertise can only be achieved through practice with a large
world (Special Issue on Situated Action). Cognitive
number of cases. Moreover, advocates of Case-Based
Science, 17(1).
Reasoning (Kolodner, 1994) have <irgued that the process of
acquiring expertise is re:dly one of accumulating experience
with a succession of real cases and properly indexing these
experiences for later retriev;d.
The purpose of this symposium will be to determine to
what degree these views are compatible and to what degree
they diverge. The presenters will endeavor to address the
following questions from their o w n disciplinary
perspectives: What is a case? H o w is it represented in
Abstract
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processes of visual perception, cognition, comprehension,
and deliberation, this symposium will focus on comprehension and deliberation. A clearer understanding of the
nature of these processes and their interactions will help
explicate an important and intriguing h u m a n capability
and allow us to harness the power of visual reasoning in
diverse applications including instructional technology,
visualization in science and engineering, and multimedia
systems.
Whereas research on mental imagery has had a long
history in cognitive science, a research area on the use of
visual reasoning in higher level cognitive processes (e.g.,
problem solving and scientific reasoning) has emerged
relatively recently a m o n g cognitive scientists and artificial intelligence researchers. In fact, the recent past has
witnessed a surge of research and related activities on
computational and cognitive aspects of visual reasoning.
This symposium is a response to this increased interest.
Its aim is to highlight the significant role of visual reasoning in certain h u m a n activities. In particular, it will
address the role visual reasoning in three areas: discovery, instruction and problem solving. First, w e will examine insights that historical data provides on the role of
visual reasoning in creative thought processes. Second,
w e will consider data from studies examining the use of
different representational forms in instruction. Third,
w e will look at results from experimental investigations
of people engaging in visual reasoning while solving the
problem of understanding and reasoning about devices
from diagrams and text. Finally, w e will examine how
computational models can clarify accounts of visual reasoning processes.

Abstract
The symposium on "Visual Reasoning in Discovery, Instruction and Problem Solving" will consist of three
talks focusing on the role of visual reasoning in higher
level cognitive processes. A s this is a newly emerging
research area spanning cognitive science and artificiaJ
intelligence, the symposium is designed both to inform
and to stimulate interest, discussion, and further enquiry. The speakers will consider visual reasoning in
three areas: scientific reasoning and discovery, learning and instruction, and problem solving. The talks
will show how several different types of data can contribute to a clearer understanding of processes, mechanisms, and strategies underlying visual reasoning. First,
N2uicy Nersessian will cover the discovery aspect by providing a historical view on visual representation in creative scientific reasoiung. Next, Rogers Hall will cover
the educational aspect by laying out a set of genered
educational questions concerning the role of representational forms, and discussing studies of how people coordinate representational resources while working on problems in different instructional and work settings. Finally, Mary Hegarty and Hari Narayanan will together
cover the problem solving cispect from both experimental and computational perspectives.
Introduction
I was about seventeen, when m y thoughts turned seriously to invention. Then I observed to m y delight
that I could visualize with the greatest facility. I
needed no models, drawings or experiments. I could
picture them all as real in m y mind. T h u s I have
been led unconsciously to evolve what I consider a
n e w method of materializing inventive concepts and
ideas. - Nikola Tesla, Inventions, 1919^.
For the purposes of this symposium w e define the term
visual reasoning broadly, to cover thinking, reasoning,
and solving problems using visual modality specific external representations (diagrams, pictures, C R T displays) and internal representations (mental imagery).
According to this perspective, visual reasoning is not
an activity confined only to gifted inventors like Nikola
Tesla, but one that most of us engage in at one time or
another. However, its apparent ease is somewhat deceptive because it hides complex interactions a m o n g perceptual, cognitive and deliberative processes that support this capability. T h o u g h visual reasoning involves
'As quoted in (West, 1991).
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neincynficc.gatecli.edu
W h a t are all those visual representations doing in the
notebooks, diaries, letters, and publications of scientists?
Are they "mere aids" to discovery, replaceable by linguistic/formulaic expressions, or do they play an ineliminable role? W h y , especially, are they so prevalent during

cognitive psychological research, these lend support to
hypotheses about the nature of the internal p h e n o m e n a
they engage.

periods of conceptual innovation and change? This talk
will explore these and related questions from the perspective of cognitive philosophy and history of science.
Until quite recently visual representations were largely
ignored by philosophers and historians of science. Positivist philosophers, concerned to justify scientific reasoning, saw visual representations as at best ''mere aids"
to the real reasoning process and at worst as impediments to reasoning, leading to false inferences. Reasoning is using deductive or inductive algorithms. O n e of
the great achievements of this philosophy was Hilbert's
axiomatization of Euclidean geometry: the pictures really are eliminable from the reasoning process. Further, philosophers of diverse persuasions have long argued against a "logic of scientific discovery", placing discovery within the province of historians and sociologists,
not philosophers. Earlier historians under the positivist
influence also tended to ignore the pictures and focus on
the linguistic/formulaic dimensions of scientific discovery: Galileo's law of free fall, Newton's laws of motion,
Maxwell's equations, the theory of evolution, the concept of "gene". Although some contemporary historians,
under the sway of the sociology of knowledge, acknowledge the rhetorical and communicative role of the visual
representations employed in science, scant attention has
been paid to the question of their possible generative
role.
I will survey some of the recent work by historians
and philosophers on visual representation in the geological and biological sciences and discuss m y research
into its role in the development of electrodynamics. I
propose that scientific discovery is inherently a problemsolving process that comprises such activities as articulating conceptual structures, mathematizing domains,
and devising real-world and thought experiments. It
is more properly termed "invention" or "construction"
than "discovery". Further, something is not a discovery
until it is understood and sanctioned by a community.
Communicating discoveries to the m e m b e r s of a scientific community is an instructional process. T h e aim is
to get others to understand, accept, and possibly further the discovery. Addressing the questions posed at
the outset requires an interdisciplinary analysis that involves creating a working synthesis between research in
philosophy and history of science and research in the
cognitive sciences, in this case, research on visual representation in problem solving and learning (Nersessian,
1992, 1993, in press).
M y analysis leads to a methodological hypothesis and
a psychological hypothesis. T h e methodological hypothesis is that in m a n y instances of scientific discovery, visual representations are not eliminable from the discovery process. They play a significant generational role.
The psychological hypothesis is that visual representations employed in discovery processes act in support of
internal reasoning via modeling processes. This hypothesis assumes that although the historical record provides
only external representations - the inventors cannot be
asked to give protocols or be the subjects of reaction time
experiments - nevertheless, taken in conjunction with
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Research in cognitive science has begun to look outside
the individual in an experimental setting to understand
h o w discipline-specific forms of competence are acquired
and used (Greeno, 1989, in press; Hutchins, 1990, to appear; Pea, 1993). M y contribution to the symposium
follows this shift in two ways: (1) shared use of interactional resources like talk, activity, and inscription take
theoretical parity with mental representation in accounts
of complex problem solving, and (2) schools and workplaces become preferred empirical sites for basic research
in cognition. This talk draws on comparative studies
of mathematical problem solving, in and out of school,
to explore the development of heterogeneous representational practices. These include specific forms of visual
reasoning.
In one line of work (Hall, 1990, 1993; Hall, Kibler,
Wenger & Truxaw, 1989), people with different levels of
achieved competence (students, graduate students, and
teachers) are asked to solve typical school algebra problems. Across participants, surprisingly diverse representational forms (e.g., narratives, drawings, arrays, and
expressions) are actively constructed, combined, and repurposed during problem solving. M a n y of these forms
lie outside the sanctioned algebra curriculum (e.g., drawing snapshots and carrying out oral calculation as vehicles m o v e towards each other), and their material features are differentially useful for inference, calculation,
justification, or explanation.
A second line of work examines h o w mathematical
problems emerge and are solved in the ongoing work
of design teams, comparing middle school students and
professional engineers w h o both use computer-aided design tools (Hall & Stevens, in press). In both settings,
specific representational practices develop for modeling
space and projecting its intended use. Diverse representational forms (e.g., screen or paper displays, narratives,
gestural manipulation of displays and animation, and
various types of calculation) are assembled together to
m a k e proposals, evaluate alternatives, or justifying existing design commitments. There are c o m m o n features
in the way that interactional resources like talk (turn
structure and narrative elaboration), activity (gesture
and kinesics), and inscription (drawing or tracing over
the surface of existing displays) are assembled by students and professionals. M u c h of this interactional work
is densely indexical and serves to hold their collective
enterprise together.

However, there are also striking differences: (1) Representational practices for projecting views of space are
more extensively integrated and show a higher degree
of referenti2il precision a m o n g engineers. This reflects
both their facility for using multiple 2 D displays to work
on 3 D structures and extensive organizational requirements on h o w an acceptable design can proceed. (2) Although design projects in school can be intensely engaging, they are generally short-lived and, as group activities,fitpoorly into cycles of individual assessment that
determine student trajectories into higher grade levels or
out of school. (3) A s an organizational undertaking, engineering work allows people to anticipate and influence
the reception of their work by other parties. Relations of
accountability are m u c h less open for students in school.
T h e temporal trajectory of a "project" or developing
a "professional identity", and forms of accountability
that structure participation in both (Lave & Wenger,
1991), are serious problems for the design of learning environments intended to foster specific representational
practices a m o n g learners in school or the workplace
(Roschelle, 1990). W e have a great deal to learn about
the interactioned character of cognition in collective activity, the role of different representational forms in this
work, and h o w people learn to participate in these activities.

Visual Reasoning in Problem Solving
Mental Animation - Understanding and Reasoning
about Devices from Text and Diagrams
M a r y Hegarty
Department of Psychology
University of California
Santa Barbara, C A 93106
hegartyCpsych.ucsb.edu
and
N. Hari Narayanan
Knowledge Systems Laboratory
701 Welch Road, Bldg. " C "
Stanford University
Palo Alto, C A 94304
ncurayanCksl. steinf ord. edu
Scientific problems are often presented in mixed-mode
format, i.e., as diagrams accompanied by text. Our research suggests that visual reasoning has a significant
role to play in problem solving in these situations (e.g.,
Hegarty, 1992; Hegarty & Sims, 1994; Narayanan, Suwa
& Motoda, 1994a). T h e process of solving a problem
can be characterized in terms of two stages: (1) problem
comprehension, or the process of generating an internal
model from the information given, and (2) reasoning,
or the process of generating a solution by making inferences from this model. W e will consider the roles that
diagrams play in each of these two stages.

of the problem from these two kinds of input. Consideration of how such a mental model might be formed
raises several interesting questions, some of which have
been investigated experimentally and computationally,
and others which remain open.
First, we might ask how comprehension of a mixedm e d i u m presentation differs from comprehension of either a text or diagram alone. W e have found that either a
text or diagram alone is sufficient for communicating the
basic components and configuration of a device, but that
readers w h o study mixed media descriptions construct
better models of the kinematics of a device (Hegarty k
Just, 1993) and are better able to solve problems concerning the functioning of the device (Mayer, 1989).
Second, we can ask how people coordinate their processing of a text and diagram while reading a problem
description. Preliminary research, based on students'
eyefixationswhile reading text and diagrams, suggests
that the text plays an important role in directing processing of the diagram (Hegarty k Just, 1989, 1993). O n
the basis of this observation, we can make some prescriptions about how the text in a mixed-medium presentation might be written in order to facilitate comprehension: (1) the elements of the diagram should be labelled
clearly, (2) the accompanying text should use these labels consistently and repeatedly, and (3) the text should
include explicit direction to all the important information in the diagram.
Third, we might ask what functions diagram inspection serves in comprehension of mixed-media presentations. T h e eye-fixation data suggests different kinds of
diagram inspections that can be classified as local inspections for encoding relations a m o n g a small number
of adjacent components, and global inspections for integrating relations a m o n g m a n y components. Local inspections are particularly text directed and help form an
initial internal representation of information in the text.
Global inspections serve to reactivate part of an existing internal representation and integrate new information from the diagram with this internal representation.
Finally, we ask what kinds of prior knowledge might be
required for correct comprehension of a mixed-medium
presentation. W e suggest that two types of knowledge
are involved: (1) knowledge of diagramming conventions
and (2) background knowledge of the domain.
Visual reasoning during problem solving

Comprehension of mixed-mode input
W h e n a mechanical problem is presented as a text accompanied by a diagram, the reasoning agent (human
or machine) must build a unified internal representation
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The processing of the problem display does not end at
the comprehension stage of problem solving. For example, mental visualization based on the problem display
can facilitate problem solving in various ways (Antonietti, 1991). W e examine the use of diagrams in the solution of a type of mechanical problem in which solvers
are shown a static diagram of a mechanical system and
asked to infer the motion (kinematics) of the components
of the machine when it is in operation. W e refer to this
process as "mental animation" (Hegarty, 1992).
H o w are diagrams used during problem solving? Eyefixation and protocol studies (Hegarty, 1992; Hegarty
& Sims, 1994; Narayanan, Suwa & Motoda, 1994a;
Schwartz & Black, 1992) reveal that a diagram serves

as an external m e m o r y in two ways. First, it allows the
problem solver to reactivate his or her representation of
the configuration of the system to be mentally animated.
Second, an internal representation of the diagram supports a visualization of the kinematics of the system.
W e postulate that unlike the static external diagram,
its internal representation is a dynamic entity that is
actively modified during this visualization. Our hypothesis implies that as problem solving proceeds there will
sometimes be a mismatch between the external diagram
(which remains unchanged) and the internal diagrammatic representation which has been modified. W e will
discuss how this mismatch affects reasoning.
H o w do diagrams influence reasoning? First, diagrams
support reasoning by allowing the indexing of information by spatial location and making explicit information
about the topological and geometric relations a m o n g the
components of the problem (Larkin k Simon, 1987).
Second, configurations depicted in a diagram m a y directly cue applicable problem solving knowledge, thereby
reducing problem space search (Koedinger & Anderson,
1990). Third, diagrams facilitate problem solving by acting as external m e m o r y as described above. Fourth, we
propose that in mental animation problems, the connectivity and spatial adjacency of components in a diagram
guides the reasoning process along the perceived direction of causality (Hegarty, 1992; Narayanan, Suwa &
Motoda, 1994a).

tion can support inference by facilitating the detection
of component interactions. R E D R A W shows h o w conceptual knowledge can guide the selective retrieval of
information from the diagram.
T h e generzJ lesson to be drawn from an examination of these systems is that computational models of
visual reasoning must take a hybrid or heterogeneous
approach toward representation and reasoning. Reasoning procedures must draw on the conceptual knowledge
in addition to effectively utilizing diagrammatic information. This requires a combination of traditional AI methods (rule-based, deductive, constraint-based, case-based,
etc.) and techniques for information retrieval from, and
manipulation of, diagrammatic representations.
In summary, solving problems with mixed-mode input involves a complex interplay a m o n g text processing,
diagram inspection and prior knowledge. Further delineating the specific roles played by each of these poses an
exciting challenge to cognitive and computer scientists.
Conclusion

Despite a surge of research and related activities, research on cognitive analysis and computational modeling
of visual/diagrammatic reasoning is still in its infancy.
It is an area brimming with m a n y interesting open questions. Most importantly, results from different avenues
of research on visual reasoning have the potential to advance our understanding of creative reasoning processes
underlying discovery, to facilitate the design of effective
Computational modeling of visual reasoning
instructional materials and environments, and to help
develop computer-based problem solving systems that
from diagrams
utilize multi-modal representations and media for both
The representational and facilitative roles of diagrams
reasoning and communicating with humans. Therefore,
in reasoning have also been addressed by artificial inthe primary goals of this symposium are not just to intelligence researchers (Narayanan, 1992), w h o have deform but also to stimulate interest, discussion, and furveloped schemes for machine representation of diagrams
ther research.
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Scientific C r e a t i v i t y : M u l t i d i s c i p l i n a r y P e r s p e c t i v e s
N a n c y J. N e r s e s s i a n
School of Literature, Communication & Culture/
School of Psychology/College of Computing
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0165
nancyn@cc.gatech.edu
gate scientific creativity, ranging from conducting experiments, and analyzing diaries of scientists, to
The long fascination of historians, psychologists, philoso-computational simulations of the discovery process. These
phers, and scientists with scientific creativity has produced a
diverse approaches have resulted in m a n y important modwealth of scattered insights about specific individuals and
els and theories of scientific creativity. However, despite
episodes. For the most part these have remained within discithe large amount of research conducted, little is k n o w n
plinary confines. Yet, to advance to a deeper understanding about the cognitive mechanisms underlying creative disone that provides a more general theoretical perspective
coveries that current day scientists make. In this talk, I will
while preserving uniqueness and individuality - presents
present a summary of ongoing research in which I a m
complex problems that will find resolution only through the
investigating the cognitive mechanisms used by currentcombined focus of multiple disciplinary perspectives. Cogday molecular biologists when reasoning about their
nitive science provides the venue for such a convergence of
research "on-line". Data were collected over a one year
disciplinary perspectives on creativity to take place. This
period in four leading molecular biology laboratories folsymposium brings together perspectives from cognitive psylowing all aspects of particular scientific research projects
chology, philosophy and history of science, science educaincluding planning of the research, execution of the expertion, and a.i. The data examined in these investigations
iments, evaluation of experimental results, lab meetings,
comprise historical case studies, protocols of contemporary
public talks, and the writing of journal articles. S o m e
scientists, and computational models. The questions
projects resulted in scientific discoveries, and some did
addressed include: W h a t cognitive mechanisms are
not. This provides a novel database with which to address
employed in generating creative problem solutions? In genfundamental questions concerning the cognitive processes
erating n e w representations? Are these is any sense "special"
involved in scientific creativity. Using this database, I will
to creativity? W h a t function does current knowledge have?
discuss three important sets of heuristics that are involved
What roles do serendipity and "flashes of insight" play? Can
in the generation of new scientific theories: Regional Anaautomated systems do creative problem-solving? Can they
logical reasoning. Focusing on unexpected findings, and
make scientific discoveries? Will understanding creative
the use of visual diagrams to both deduce and induce new
thinking yield insights for science pedagogy? Although our
hypotheses. A n overview of thesefindingscan be found in
focus is on science, the kinds of creative processes w e disDunbar (1994).
cuss are as central to creative thinking in the humanities and
arts as they are in the sciences. Seen through the lens of creAnalogical reasoning heuristics. By analyzing transcripts
ativity, the gulf between the "two cultures" is not as wide as
of laboratory meetings w e have been able to specify h o w
customarily presumed.
analogical reasoning is involved in hypothesis generation.
Introduction

In particular, w e have found that the types of "distant analogies" alluded to in the literature on creativity (e.g., the
Scientific discovery heuristics:
atom is like the solar system) were not used to make discoveries. Rather scientists used these "long-distance"
H o w c u r r e n t d a y scientists g e n e r a t e n e w
analogies to help an audience understand a particular pheh y p o t h e s e s a n d m a k e scientific discoveries
nomenon, or make a point. Instead, w e have found that
analogies
from the same domain -"regional analogies" Kevin Dunbar, Department of Psychology,
are
often
used
to suggest new hypotheses and theories. For
McGill University
example,
an
H
T V lab drew analogies between the H I V
1205, Docteur Penfield Avenue,
virus
and
other
viruses to formulate new hypotheses
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H 3 A IB!
regarding
the
mechanism
of specific genes on the virus.
dunbar@ego.psych.mcgi11.ca
Thus, Regional analogies lead to the generation of n e w
Cognitive scientists have used many approaches to investi-hypotheses.
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U s e of unexpected findings heuristics. W e have found that
scientists focus on unusual and unexpected findings and that
they have developed specific sets of heuristics for deciding
which types of findings to focus on. I will specify a number
of these heuristics and argue that the main purpose that they
serve is one of constraining the generation of a potentially
infinite number of novel hypotheses to a m u c h smaller set.
(See also Dunbar 1993 & Dunbar and Baker, in press)
Diagrammatic reasoning heuristics. While a number of
theorists have argued that visual images are important in scientific discoveries, most data has consisted of retrospective
accounts and it has been difficult to propose the way that scientists used images and diagrams. In this data set w e have
m a n y examples of scientists' "on-line" reasoning using diagrams and images. Thus w e can n o w specify some of the
diagrammatic reasoning heuristics that scientists use.

Scientific Creativity: S o m e Cognitive-historical
Reflections

of the more famous August discovery. Each research program, however, required Faraday to experiment upon the
perceptual and cognitive processes of the observer, as well
as the physical processes underlying the phenomena. In
brief, Faraday was required to formulate cognitive psychological hypotheses as well as physical hypotheses to fully
understand the domain of study.
Ippolito & Tweney (in press) argued that much of the
recorded experimentation in these two programs could be
understood as attempts by Faraday to bridge a gap
between purely perceptual phenomena and purely symbolic representations ~ mental models of the physical processes. Constructing the appropriate mental models,
however, required that he first formulate a quasi- perceptual representation that selectively filtered and transformed
aspects of the perceptual phenomena, resulting in intermediate structures that w e called inceptions. In contrast to
perceptions, these were not isomorphic to a "seen" reality,
and, in contrast to the fully-formed mental models that
constituted the scientific explanation of the phenomena,
they did not have a fixed symbolic character.

Ryan D. Tweney & Maria F. Ippolito
Department of Psychology
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, O H 43403
419-372-2301
tweney@andy.bgsu.edu
mippoli@trapper.bgsu.edu

In effect, then, we argue for the existence of two separable
(and interdependent) activities of construction on the part
of the scientist. First, purely perceptual phenomena must
be selected and altered in order to open the possibility of
constructive "play" not bound by external inputs. Second,
the symbolic representations that constitute the mental
model itself must be constructed out of these inceptual
structures.
In an earlier paper (Ip{>olito & Tweney, in press), we argued
that an understanding of creative scientific thought required
attention to the presymbolic processes by which perceptual
Creativity a n d C o n c e p t u a l C h a n g e
constructs are transformed into derived structures which in
Nancy J. Nersessian
turn are used to bridge the gap between the symbolic products of creativity and the environmentally-bound aspects of
No one would deny that conceptual innovation and change
perception. In the present context, w e will briefly sketch an
is one of the most creative and extraordinary dimensions
historical case study of Michael Faraday (1791-1867) that
of
scientific activity. The outcomes, i.e., new representaserved as the illustration for our claim, indicate w h y attentional
systems for understanding the world, are customartion to presymbolic processes is necessary for an understandily
perceived
to be the works of geniuses - the Newtons,
ing of the case, and extend our argument for the analysis of
Darwins,
or
Einsteins
of humanity - whose mental capacipresymbolic processes in creativity. W e thus intend to show
ties
and
ways
of
thinking
lie far outside of diose of ordithat the usual approach to understanding scientific creativity,
nary
mortals.
Philosophers
of scientific method have
that is, that it can be understood as resulting from the combiaccepted
this
mythology.
Perhaps
w e can hope to undernatorial play of symbolic representations, is inadequate.
stand the nature of the logical and meaning relationships
Instead, it is useful to distinguish an intermediate level,
between the old and new conceptual systems or whether or
which w e called the inceptual, to bridge the gap between the
not the process through which the new systems are
perceptual and the symbolic.
adopted is rational, but the processes of their innovation
Faraday is best known for his discovery of electromagnetic are wholly mysterious.
induction in August of 1831. Earlier in that year, however, he
engaged in two programmatic researches, one on acoustical
vibrations and one on certain optical illusions. Tweney
(1992) argued that each served to prepare Faraday for the
attention to transient phenomena which was an essential part
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Previously, I have argued (1984, 1992, 1993) that when
one examines the practices of scientists w h o have created
n e w conceptual structures, a rather different picture
emerges. Conceptual change is a problem-solving process

whereby scientists articulate speculative intuitions into viable representations, communicate these to their colleagues,
and adopt them in lieu of existing representations. Thus, conceptual change is extended in time, dynamic in naCurc, and
embedded in social contexts. This depiction shifts our focus
from the products of conceptual change to the processes
whereby change comes about. O n this interpretation, scientific creativity will best be understood not by focusing on its
outcomes, but rather on the methodological practices that
constitute the creative processes. Thus, philosophical notions
of scientific method need expansion to encompass creative
theoretical and experimental practices most of which cannot be reduced to an algorithm, are not always productive of
solutions, and can sometimes lead one astray. In conceptual
change scientists combine human cognitive resources with
the conceptual and analytical resources available to them as
members of scientific communities and wider social contexts
to create, communicate, and adopt new representations of a
domain. To fathom h o w they do this requires a multidisciplinary approach: one that combines historical research with
cognitive investigations of human reasoning and representation. This presentation will focus on an innovative practice
that I call "constructive modeling"; specifically as used by
James Clerk Maxwell to create afieldrepresentation of electromagnetic forces (Nersessian 1992, in press).

Protocol E v i d e n c e o n A n a l o g y a n d M o d e l
C o n s t r u c t i o n P r o c e s s e s in S c i e n c e
John Clement
Scientific Reasoning Research Institute
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, M A 01003
clement@srri.umass.edu
Some central issues in discussions of creative processes in
science are (1) the mechanism(s) by which hypothesis formation takes place; (2) the sources of n e w knowledge during hypothesis formation; and (3) the Eureka vs. steady
accumulation (accretion) issue concerning the pace of
change during hypothesis formation. In our work w e have
been investigating the question of whether data from transcripts of scientists thinking aloud has the potential to
speak to these issues. In such studies one sometimes
observes a subject generating a new explanatory model
hypothesis~a qualitative picture or description of a hidden
process that explains a phenomenon.

Observations from such case studies indicate the following: (1) A new hypothesis can be developed and evaluated
by a scientist in the absence of new empirical information
via thought experiments and other means that include proAnalogical reasoning played a key role in Maxwell's think- cesses that are neither deduction nor induction by enumering, as did visual representation and thought experimenting.
ation. (2) In particular, analogies can play a role in the
But, these were used in an integrated process that differs
generation of new hypotheses. (3) Analogous cases are not
from the processes usually discussed in the literature on
only produced by associations to existing cases in m e m analogy and on visual reasoning. In constructive modeling
ory, but by transformations which can generate newly
the target and source domains interact in a problem-solving
invented cases. (4) In some instances "Aha!" episodes are
process to create hybrid models that become the objects of
observed which lead to creative insights. It is argued that
reasoning. These models are created from multiple sources
these can involve fairly sudden reorganizations that break
and informational formats and are entertained as plausible
away from previous assumptions but do not necessarily
representations of the phenomena under investigation. What
involve extraordinary or unconscious reasoning. (5) Analis extraordinary about Maxwell's achievement is that by
ogies can help trigger such breakthroughs. (6) Using a
drawing from analogical sources in domains within Newtorough analogy as a starting point, a new explanatory
nian mechanics, he formulated the laws of a non-Newtonian
model can be developed via a successive refinement prodynamical system.
cess of hypothesis generation, evaluation, and modification, that goes well beyond simple analogical reasoning.
The Maxwell case furnishes a striking example of a practice
that seems also to be employed in scientific reasoning in
This suggests a view of hypothesis formation in science
more ordinary circumstances (e.g.,Clement 1989). In this
that is more complex than can be provided by an inductivbroader context, I will discuss a unified account of analogiist, rationalist, Eurekaist, or accretionist position alone. In
cal reasoning and mental modeling being developed with
one extended case study w e found that w e could document
James Greeno. Although the historical record provides only
steps in each offivepasses though such a cycle by identitraces of cognitive activity, placing these within the framefying clauses in transcripts that gave evidence for each
work of cognitive research opens the possibility of going
step. Thus it appears to be possible to study hypothesis
beyond the specific case study to more general conclusions
formation processes in think aloud protocols of experts.
about the nature of cognitive mechanisms implicated in creThe analogy plus model construction cycle discussed has
ative problem solving and conceptual change.
educational applications because it provides a description
of a process students can use to learn scientific models.
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F u n c t i o n a l Characteristics o f Creativity
Randolph M. Jones
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, University of Michigan
1101 Beal Avenue. A n n Arbor. M I 48109-2110
{rjones@eecs.umich.edu}
What are the characteristics that an automated agent must
possess in order to be considered creative? Naturally, the answer to this question depends in large part on h o w one defines
creativity. Let usfirstconsider three different ways in which
humans are said to be creative. In the most literal sense of the
term, humans appear to create novel ideas and thoughts based
on a synthesis of their experiences. A perhaps more traditional definition for creativity describes the generation of an unusual solution for an important or difficult problem. Finally.
if an individual displays a propensity for generating such individual, creative acts, w e would describe that individual as
creative in general.
We are left with the question of which mechanisms and capabilities would be required for an automated agent to exhibit
each of these types of creativity. The basic capability of creating n e w ideas cjui be accomplished by an agent that "imagines" or constructs n e w concepts or behaviors from primitive
features and actions that it has experienced. Such an agent
must be able to retrieve knowledge and have a mechanism for
generalizing and combining knowledge to address the current
task. A basic ability of this sort is simple enough to implement, but the space of constructible concepts and behaviors in
any realistic domain is immense. The difficult part is controlling generation. For example, the C o b w e b system (Fisher,
1987) has a large space of categories it can generate from observed instances. It controls search through this space by creating categories that increase predictive power. A M (Lenat,
1977) creates arithmetic concepts by combining primitive
predicates and previously created concepts. Search through
the enormous space of combinations is controlled by heuristics that judge mathematical interest. In this manner, the concepts C o b w e b . A M . and other machine discovery systems
create are a function of their particular control strategies and
the background knowledge they possess at any instant in
time.
As mentioned above, an individual creative act usually involves the creation of a novel solution to a p r o b l e m — a solution that would not be created under normal circumstances.
Thus, something must be unusual either about the agent's
knowledge of the current problem, or the situation in which
that knowledge is brought to bear. For example. Eureka
(Jones, 1989; Langley & Jones, 1988) explains episodes of
creative insight as a fortuitous stimulus causing the retrieval
of a stored situation that can be mapped by analogy to create
a n e w solution to a problem. The Gips system (Jones & VanLehn, in press) invents n e w problem-solving strategies by
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gathering specific problem-solving experiences and identifying correlated patterns in the features that describe them.
At some point, a particular problem can cause a new correlation to be identified, leading to the invention of a n e w
strategy. In other words, individual creative acts arise from
the serendipitous combination of the agent's knowledge
and its situation. This combination highlights the fact that
it is not just important what an intelligent agent knows, but
also h o w that knowledge is organized, retrieved, and used.
Having discussed the general requirements for generating
individual creative acts, w e turn to the conditions under
which a system might display a propensity to generate such
acts. First, such an agent must have sufficient knowledge in
the particular domain. This aids the agent both in identifying the problems for which creative solutions might be useful, and in providing a store of information from which to
create a novel solution. Second, this knowledge must be indexed in a manner conducive to creative application. Indexing is influenced by the situations and problems the
agent experiences (either deliberately or by chance) and the
success of various strategies for dealing with those situations and problems. Finally, some event must trigger the retrieval of knowledge that leads to a creative act. Again, this
m a y happen by chance, or because the agent has put itself
into a position in which such an event is likely to occur. The
"creative" agent will either be one that is very lucky, or it
will be an agent that creates situations for itself in which
discoveries are likely, and that engineers its experiences to
encourage the retrieval of appropriate knowledge when
creative solutions are called for. Systems such as Eureka
and Gips have the ability to take advantage of their situations to generate creative acts. W e will discuss possible extensions to such systems that would lead to the active pursuit of experiences that would encourage creativity.
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Abstract
This symposium will discuss various kinds of
collaborative knowledge, i.e. knowledge that develops as
the result of the cooperative work of groups of people.
Introduction
In recent years, researchers in m a n y fields have paid
increasing attention to social aspects of the development of
knowledge. In philosophy, social epistemology has begun
to address numerous questions about h o w knowledge
develops in social contexts. Psychologists and
anttm^logists are paying increasing attention to distributed
cognition, examining knowledge not merely as the
possession of individual minds, but as also dependent on
social and physical environments. In computer science, there
is growing interest in distributed artificial intelligence,
which concerns h o w expertise can be investigated in
networks of cooperating computers rather than in individual
ones. Finally, sociologists have made strong claims about
the social production of scientific knowledge.
O n e important social aspect of knowledge is that it is
often produced and shared by groups of people. In the
natural and social sciences, it has become much more the
norm than the exception to have work produced by two or
more cooperating scientists. Similarly, the success of many
businesses and other organizations depends on knowledge
shared among numerous individuals.
This symposium will present four lines of research
concerned with collabcwative knowledge. Kevin Dunbar and
Paul Thagard will discuss scientific collaborations, while
Gary Olson and Edwin Hutchins will describe research
concerning other kinds of collaboration and communication.
Kevin Dunbar, Department of Psychology,
M c G i l l University

over a one year period. This data includes weekly group
laboratory meetings, interviews, drafts of papers and grant
proposals. Using this approach it has been possible to build
a comprehensive account of the cognitive and social
processes that are involved in reasoning, problem solving
and the generation of scientific discoveries. In particular, this
data has allowed us to formulate a model of h o w cognitive
and social mechanisms provide mutual constraints on the
types of theories scientists propose and the experiments that
they conduct.

In this talk, 1 will focus on one aspect of our findings; that
one of the most successful strategies that scientists use is
group problem solving. Group problem solving consists of
individual scientists performing basic cognitive operations
such as induction and then passing this information on to
other scientists in the group. The results of one individual's
cognitive operations thus serve as the input to another
individual's cognitive operations. The results of these
cognitive operations are then used to build a new cognitive
representation. H o w and when the information is passed
between individuals depends on the goals of the individuals
and the group, as well as the knowledge bases that the
scientists in the group have at their disposal. 1 will focus
on h o w n e w concepts in immunology and H I V were
constructed by the process of group problem solving. I will
propose a model of h o w cognitive and social mechanisms
mutually constrain each other and describe what happens
when principles of the model are violated. Finally, I will
argue that group problem solving heuristics make it
possible to circumvent many of the limitations in reasoning
that individuals have.
Edwin Hutchins and Brian Hazlehurst,
D e p a r t m e n t of Cognitive Science,
University of California, S a n Diego
A Model of the Emergence of Shared
C o m m u n i c a t i v e Resources

In Vivo Reasoning: How Groups of
Scientists use Distributed Reasoning while
C o n d u c t i n g their Research a n d M a k i n g
Discoveries

The use of shared language is one of the central facts of
human existence. Language appears to be closely tied to
most high level cognitive activities. It mediates most of the
social interactions among members of the most social of all
How do scientists think, reason, and solve problems?
Are Once a language exists, it is not difficult to think
species.
distributed reasoning and problem solving important
of the means by which it could be maintained and propagated
components of scientific inquiry? For the past few years I
from generation to generation in a population. But without
have been addressing these questions by investigating
anyone to tell individuals which language to speak, h o w
scientists conducting research in their o w n laboratories. I
could a language ever arise? This paper presents a family of
have collected data from four molecular biology laboratories
simulation models that explore the emergence of shared
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communicative resources from the interactions of simple
cognitive agents in an artificial world. The problem of
creating shared structure is solved by having cognitive
agents that are capable of learning to classify a world of
phenomena share expressions of experience in interactions
with one another. The models are instantiations of a theory
of cognition that takes symbol systems to be products of
both inter- and intra-individual processes.
Gary M. Olson, Psychology Department,
University of Michigan

standards of reliability, power, fecundity, speed, and
efficiency.
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Collaborative Problem Solving as
Distributed Cognition

W e have been studying small groups in both the field and
the lab(xatory as they do collaborative design tasks. This is
a representative setting for cognitive activity in work
Olson, G.M., Olson, J.S., Carter. M.. & Storrsten, M.
settings. An examination of these situations reveals very
(1992) Small group design meetings: An analysis of
clearly how an adequate description of cognitive activity
collaboration. Human-Computer Interaction, 7, 347-374.
needs to include both the social and the physical settings.
Moreover, in doing so one's view of cognitive activity is
Olson, J.S., Olson, G.M., Storrsten, M., & Carter, M.
altered in profound ways. The resources and constraints that
(1993) Groupwork close up: A comparison of the group
affect cognitive activity have a very different profile than
design process with and without a simple group editor.
those associated with traditional models of individual
A C M Transactions on Information Systems, 11, 321-348.
cognition. I will present an early picture of what these
factors are, and will illustrate them with examples from our Thagard, P. (1993). Societies of minds: Science as
research.
distributed computing. Studies in History and Philosophy
of Science, 24, 49-67.
Paul Thagard, Philosophy Department,
University of Waterloo
Thagard, P. (in press). Mind, society, and the growth of
knowledge. Philosophy of Science.
Collaborative Knowledge in Science,
In April 1994, a group of 450 physicists centered at
Fennilab presented evidence for the existence of the top
quark, an important theoretical construct of the Standard
Model of particles and forces. Although the size of this
group is unusual, the collaborative nature of their work is
not. The dramatic growth in publications with multiple
authors shows that collaboration has become increasingly
conmion in the social as well as the physical sciences.
This talk will examine collaborative knowledge from both
descriptive and prescriptive viewpoints. H o w prevalent is
collaborative knowledge? W h y do scientists collaborate?
What kinds of collaboration are most productive? H o w can
collaboration be made more productive? What does
collaboration tell us about the nature of knowledge?
After briefly reviewing the extent and nature of
collaborative work in the sciences, I shall discuss four
different kinds of scientific collaboration from the
perspective of the five epistemic standards that Alvin
Goldman has proposed for evaluating social epistemic
practices.
Collaborations can be classified as
employer/employee, teacher/apprentice, equal-and-similar,
and equal-but-different. The last kind of collaboration,
involving researchers with very different knowledge and
skills, is particularly important in an interdiscipUnary field
like cognitive science. The benefits and costs of different
kinds of collaboration can be assessed in terms of the
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"...fully conveys the n e w maturity of social cognition".
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Review of the first edition...
T h e field needs this handbook, and the authors are well
qualified to edit it..This publication is solid and seminal enough
that it will probably be important through the end of the decade."
— Choice
From tlie Foreword to the second edition...
"The first edition of the H a n d b o o k of Social Cognition w a s a
revolutionary manifesto. It w a s t)Oth a challenge to traditional
ways of social psychological theorizing and a statement from the
rabble that 'we are here and w e m e a n to stay.' It w a s confrontational and passionate. It w a s fists and sinew demanding
recognition a n d acceptance.
This second edition of the Handbool( fully conveys the new
maturity of social cognition. It amply demonstrates the relevance
of information-processing principles to understanding the
cognitive dynamics underlying a broad anay of traditional
domains in social psychology. Indeed, it is easy to envision a
future in which there is no longer a need for a separate Handb o o k of Social Cognition. The H a n d b o o k of Social Cognition will b e c o m e the H a n d b o o k of Social Psychology."
— Thomas M. Ostrom
Ohio State University
This edition of the Handboolr follows the first edition by 10
years. T h e earlier edition w a s a promissory note, presaging the
directions in which the then-emerging field of social cognition
w a s likely to move. T h e field w a s then in its infancy and the
areas of research and theory that c a m e to dominate the field
during the next decade were only beginning to surface. The
concepts and methods used had frequently been borrowed from
cognitive psychology and had been applied to phenomena in a
very limited number of areas. Nevertheless, social cognition
promised to develop rapidly into an important area of psychological inquiry that would ultimately have an impact on not only
several areas of psychology but other fields as well.
The promises made by the eariier edition have generally been
fulfilled. Since its publication, social cognition has b e c o m e one
of the most active areas of research in the entire field of
psychology; its influence has extended to health and clinical
psychology, and personality, as well as to political science,
organizational behavior, and marketing and consumer behavior.
T h e impact of social cognition theory and research within a very
short period of time is incontrovertible. The present volumes
provide a comprehensive and detailed review of the theoretical
and empirical work that has been performed during these years,
and of its implications for information processing in a wide
variety of domains.
The handbook is divided into two volumes. The first provides an
overview of basic research and theory in social information
processing, covering the automatic and controlled processing

of information and its implications for h o w information is
encoded and stored in memory, the mental representation
of persons — including oneself — and events, the role of
procedural knowledge in information processing, inference
processes, and response processes. Special attention is given
to the cognitive determinants and consequences of affect and
emotion. The second book provides detailed discussions of the
role of infonnation processing in specific areas such as
stereotyping; communication and persuasion; political judgment;
close relationships; organizational, clinical and health psychology; and consumer behavior.
Contributors are theorists and researchers who have themselves carried out important studies in the areas to which their
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future.
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Psychology: Anxiety, Depression, and the Processing of Social Information. J.M. Feldman, O n the Synergy Between Theory and Application:
Social Cognition and Performance Appraisal. F.R. Kardes, Consumer
Judgment and Decision Processes.
0-8058-1057-9 [cloth] / 1994 / 432pp. / $90.00
0-8058-1058-7 [cloth] / 1994 / 488pp. / $95.00
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$39.95 for each volume!
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INSTRUCTION
edited by
Mitchell R a b l n o w i t z
Fordham University

COCNmVE
SCIENCE
FOUNDATIONS Of
INSTRUCTION

This volume presents and discusses
current research that m a k e s the
connection between cognitive theory
and instructional application.
Addressing two general issues, the first set of chapters
specifies the relation between cognitive theory and the
development and evaluation of instruction, while the second
set deals with the questions involved in understanding and
assessing cognitive skills. The outstanding feature of these
chapters is that they all present in-depth discussions of the
theoretical issues underlying instructional decisions. Many
present specific implementations that provide examples of
concrete applications of theory. In addition, the settings for
implementing these examples span a broad range of
instructional areas and environments, illustrating the
generality and transferability of the application of theory to
practice.

C O M P U T E R S

A S

COGNITIVE TOOLS
edited by
S u s a n n e P. Lajoie
McGill University
S h a r o n J. D e r r y
University of Wisconsin, t^adison
A Volume in the Technology and Education Sshibs
Highlighting and illustrating several important and interesting
theoretical trends that have emerged in the continuing
development of instructional technology, this book's
organizational framework is based on the notion of two
opposing camps. O n e evolves out of the intelligent tutoring
movement, which employs artificial-intelligence technologies
in the service of student modeling and precision diagnosis,
and the other emerges from a constructivist/developmental
perspective that promotes exploration and social interaction,
but tends to reject the methods and goals of the student
modelers. While the notion of opposing c a m p s tends to
create an artificial rift between groups of researchers, it
represents a conceptual distinction that is inherently more
interesting and informative than the relatively meaningless
divide often drawn between "intelligent" and 'unintelligenf
instructional systems. A n evident trend is that researchers
in both "camps" view their computer learning environments
as "cognitive tools" that can enhance learning, performance,
and understanding. Cognitive tools are objects provided by
the instructional environment that allow students to incorporate n e w auxiliary methods or symbols into their social
problem solving which otherwise would be unavailable.

A final section of the book represents researchers who are
assimilating and accommodating the wisdom and creativity
of their neighbors from both camps, perhaps forming the
look of technology for the future. W h e n the idea of model
tracing in a computer-based environment is combined with
appreciation for creative mind-extension cognitive tools and
for how a community of learners can facilitate learning, a
c a m p is created where Al technologists and social
Contents: M. Rabinowltz, Preface. J.W. Thomas, W.D. Rohwer.Jr.,
constructivist
learning theorists can feel equally at home.
Proficient Autonomous Learning: Problems and Prospects. The Cog-

nition and Technology Group at Vanderbllt, Toward Integrated
Contents: S.J. Derry, S.P. Lajoie, A Middle Camp for (Un)lntelligent
Curricula: Possibilities from Anchored Instruction. D. Cervone, The Instructional Computing: An Introduction. Part I: Model Builders. K.R.
Role of Self-Referent Cognitions in Goal Setting, Motivation, and Koedjnger, J.R. Anderson, Reifying Implicit Planning in Geometry:
Guidelines for Model-Based Intelligent Tutoring System Design. V.J.
Performance. B. Means, Cognitive Task Analysis as a Basis for
Instructional Design. G. Gabrys, A. Weiner, A. Lesgold, Learning by Shute, A Comparison of Learning Environments: All That Glitters...
Problem Solving in a Coached Apprenticeship System. A.C. Graesser, M.R. Lepper, M. Woolverton, D.L. M u m m e , J-L. Gurtner, MotivaN.K. Pearson, J. Huber, Question Asking During Tutoring and in the tional Techniques of Expert Human Tutors: Lessons for the Design of
Design of Educational Software. S.J. Ceci, A.I. Ruiz, Inserting ContextComputer-Based Tutors. S.J. Derry, L.W. Hawkes, Local Cognitive
into our Thinking About Thinking: Implications for a Theory of Everyday Modeling of Problem-Solving Behavior: An Application of Fuzzy TheIntelligent Behavior. A. Elstein, M. Rabinowltz, Medical Cognition: ory. Part II: Non-Modelers. K. Reusser, Tutoring Systems and PedaResearch and Evaluation. G.A. Klein, R.R. Hoffman, Seeing the
gogical Theory: Representational Tools for Understanding. Planning,
Invisible: Perceptual-Cognitive Aspects of Expertise.
and Reflection in Problem Solving. G. Salomon, O n the Nature of
Pedagogic Computer Tools: The Case of the Writing Partner. R.
0-8058-1279-2 [cloth] / 1993 / 248pp. / $49.95
Special Prepaid Offer! $24.50
Lehrer, Authors of Knowledge: Patterns of Hypennedia Design. S.D.
No further discounts apply.
Teasley, J. Roschelle, Constructing a Joint Problem Space: The
Computer as aTool for Sharing Knowledge. Part III: 6r/dg/ngD;fferences in Opposing Camps. S.P. Lajoie, Computer Environments as
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
Cognitive Tools for Enhancing Learning. S. Katz, A. Lesgold, The Role
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er-Based Laboratories. Part IV: Discussants. S.F. Chipman, Gazing
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Once More Into the Silicon Chip: Who's Revolutionary Now? A.
Lesgold, Information Technology and the Future of Education.
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EXPERTISE

A N D

TECHNOLOGY
Issues in Cognition and
Human-Computer Cooperation
edited by
^1
Jean-Michel H o c
C N R S - UniversJte de Paris
^^^
Pietro Carlo Cacciabue
^''"''
Commission of the European Communities
IErik Hollnagel
Human Reliability Associates
, The FmsT Vcxuub in the Expertise: Reseapch and Applications Series
Technological development has changed the nature of
industrial production so that it is no longer a question of a
h u m a n working with a machine, but rather that a joint h u m a n
machine system performs the task. This development, which
started in the 1940s, has b e c o m e even more pronounced with
the proliferation of computers and the invasion of digital
technology in all w a k e s of working life. It m a y appear that the
importance of h u m a n work has been reduced compared to
what can be achieved by intelligent software systems, but in
reality, the opposite is true: the m o r e complex a system, the
m o r e vital the h u m a n operator's task. T h e conditions have
changed, however, whereas people used to be in control of
their o w n tasks, today they have b e c o m e supervisors of tasks
which are shared between h u m a n s and machines.
A considerable effort has been devoted to the domain of
administrative and clerical work and has led to the establishment of an internationally based human-computer interaction
(HCI) community research and application levels. T h e HCI
community, however, has paid m o r e attention to static
environments where the h u m a n operator is in complete control
of the situation, rather than to dynamic environments where
changes m a y occur independent of h u m a n intervention and
actions.
This book's basic philosophy is the conviction that human
operators remain the unchallenged experts even in the worst
cases where their working conditions have been impoverished
by senseless automation. They maintain this advantage due to
their ability to learn and build up a high level of expertise — a
foundation of operational knowledge — during their work. This
expertise must be taken into account in the development of
efficient human-machine systems, in the specification of
training requirements, and in the identification of needs for
specific computer support to h u m a n actions. Supporting this
philosophy, this volume:
•
deals with the main features of cognition in dynamic
environments, combining issues coming from empirical
approaches of h u m a n cognition and cognitive simulation,
•
addresses the question of the development of
competence and expertise, and
•
proposes w a y s to take up the main challenge in this
domain — the design of an actual cooperation between
h u m a n experts and computers of the next century.

Tools for Investigating the Dynamics of Joint Cognitive Systems. N.
Boreham, Error Analyis and Expert-Novice Differences in Medical Diagnosis. R. Samurcay, Conceptual Models for Training. J. RogalskI, From
Real Situations to Training Situations: Conservation of Functionalities. L.
Norros, An Orientation Based Approach to Expertise. H. Benchekroun,
B. Pavard, P. Salembler, Design of Cooperative Systems In Complex
Dynamic Environments. N. Moray, J. Lee, B.M. Mulr, Trust and Human
Inten/ention In Automated Systems. A. Rlzzo, D. Ferrante, S Bagnara,
Handling Human Error. P. Mlllot, R. Mandiau, Man-Machine Cooperative
Organization: Formal and Pragmatic Implementation Methodologies. E.
Hollnagel, The Art of Efficient Man-Machine Interaction: Improving the
Coupling Between Man and Machine. G. Boy, Human-Like System
Certification and Evaluation. M. Lind, M.N. Larsen, Planning and the
Intentionality of Dynamic Environments. J-M. Hoc, Conclusion.
0-8058-1511-2 [cloth] / October 1994 / approx. 400pp. / In Press

A n e w L E A series...
EXPERTISE
R e s e a r c h a n d Applications
series editors:

Robert R. Hoffman
Adelphi University
Michelene T.H. Chi
University of Pittsburgh
K. A n d e r s Ericsson
Florida State University
G a r y A . Klein
Klein Associates, Inc.
A great deal of psychological research has been conducted on
expertise. For example, psychological research informs Al concerning
possible architectures for expert systems, and research on "knowledge
elicitation" is critical in the development of such systems. Moreover,
the empirical analysis of expertise has many implications for training
and instructional design — before one can instruct the novice, one
needs a "gold standard," that is, the knowledge and skills of experts.
As such, there is wide recognition that the study of expertise is a
fruitful, if not necessary, testing ground for theories of cognition,
perception, and skill.
The editors of this new series are actively soliciting prospect!
concerning any topic or methodology in the empirical study of
expertise — Al research, psychological investigations, and social or
ethnographic studies. A variety of formats is appropriate — edited or
authored volumes, conference proceedings, and monographs.
The focus of the series will be on empirical studies of expertise.
Broadly defined, however, the series will also have many points of
contact with Al, sociology, and anthropology as well as specializations
in psychology including instructional design, motor learning, cognition,
and perception. The potential readership of these prospective volumes
goes beyond academia to include private sector industries and
organizations interested in presen/ing "corporate wisdom," and
governmental agencies interested in training, expert decision-making,
and policy-making.
Please submit proposals and manuscripts to:
Ray O'Connell, editor, Lawrence Eribaum Associates, Inc.;
e-mail to: roconnel@leahq.mhs.compuserve.com

Lawrence Eribaum Associates, Inc.
Contents: J-M. Hoc, Introduction. M. Leroux, Temporal Reasoning in
lEA.
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Highly Dynamic Situations. J-M. Hoc, R. Amalberti, N. Boreham,
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Human Operator Expertise in Diagnosis, Decision Making, and Time
Management. J. Kjaer-Hansen, Unitary Theories of Cognitive ArchitecCall toll-free to order: l-800-9.BOOKS-9...9am to Spm EST only
ture. P.C. Cacciabue, E. Hollnagel, Simulation of Cognition: Applicae-mail to: orders@leahq.mhs.compuserve.com
tions. D.D. W o o d s , E.M. Roth, Symbolic A! Computer Simulations as

THE COMPUTERS, COGNITION, A N D W O R K

SERIES

series editors:
G a r y M . Olson
University of Michigan
Judith S. Olson
University of Michigan
Bill Curtis
Software En^neering Institute. Carnegie Mellon University
This series of books focuses on the interrelations between human activities and computing technology, at all levels of analysis from
cognitive to organizational. This includes all areas of human-computer interaction, computer-supported cooperative work, and infonnation technoiogy and organizational design. Manuscripts on computing technology, as well as the study of its use, are appropriate. The
series editors encourage a diversity of theoretical approaches and methods. The goal is to present to readers the full range of contemporary research on how computing technology can be designed for productive work.
Volumes in this inrtportant new series include:

T H E H U M A N

T U T O R I A L

A D A P T I V E U S E R

S U P P O R T

DIALOGUE PROJECT

Ergonomic Design of Manually and

Issues in the Design of
Instructional Systems
Barbara A. Fox

Automatically Adaptable Software

University of Colorado, Boulder

edited by
Reinhard O p p e r m a n n
National Research Center for Computer Science
and the University of Koblenz

"...represents an important and original contribution to the project
of
The functionality
of application software for office and administration
building a foundational understanding for the design of computerpurposes increases faster than its c o m m a n d by the user. Novel
based instructional systems. It will be of interest to a broad range of properties are to improve both learnability and comfortability of
readers in communications research, the teaming sciences, and
systems. This volume presents the results of a project that
human-computer interaction and intelligent tutoring systems design.
implements and evaluates adaptive and adaptable user interface
Its particular relevance to the HCI and ITS researcher turns on the
design facilities. In so doing, it achieves two basic goals:
fact that it presents very general findings through a detailed analysis •
to show how to base the development of prototypes on cycles
of the interactional organization of one-to-one tutoring practice. I
of design, and
know of no comparable empirical analysis of the structuring of
•
to discuss the presented concept under technical, psychotutorial interaction."
logical and sociological perspectives.
— Dr. Lucy S u c h m a n
0-8058-1655-0 [cloth] / 1994 / 272pp. / $49.95
Xerox P A R C
Special Prepaid Offerl $24.50
0-8058-0826-4 [cloth] / 1993 / 144pp. / $32.50
N o further discounts apply.
0-8058-1072-2 [paper] /1993 / 144pp. / $16.50

DESIGN

R A T I O N A L E

COLLECTIVE

Concepts, Techniques, and Use

IN COMPUTER-BASED

edited by

COLLABORATION
John B. Smith

T h o m a s P. Moran
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
John M . Carroll
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center

INTELLIGENCE

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Presenting a potential paradigm for Computer Supported Ckjoperative Work (CSCW), this ground-breaking book outlines a research
This book focuses on design in the domain of human-computer
agenda for developing and testing that paradigm. The challenge
interaction. Including a broad sampling of case studies as well as
faced by intellectual groups is how, on the one hand, to divide the
narrower theoretical or empirical studies, it includes consideration of
task so that work may proceed in parallel, while on the other hand,
educational uses of design rationale, methods for teaching it in
synthesizing the separate contributions of its members to fomri a
industry, and applications to a variety of software and user
coherent whole. To address the problem, this book examines the
interface/application domains. As such, the volume promises to be
general form of a theory of computer-based collaboration that
the largest collection of work on design rationale ever assembled,
extends across different tasks and woricing situations. T h e
and thereby to energize the considerable, widespread interest in
discussion utilizes the work of Newell, Simon, and Anderson as a
this topic, and to act as a focus for the existing but scattered work in
base from which to consider groups as a form of distributed
this domain.
information processing system.
0-8058-1566-X [cloth] / December 1994 / approx. 600pp. / In Press 0-8058-1319-5 [cloth] / August 1994 / approx. 264pp. / $59.95
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